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‘Voice

Needs
in
4-

By ART SETTEL
(

Ex- Variety* Mugg in Jerusalem,
Berlint
Egypt;
Cairo,
Israel ;

Germany,

and

Gowanus—N ow
Fast shift in the

Flatbush-amwith CBS-TV

Red

Frankfurt, Aug. 31.

10-Year

In a
propaganda ranks,

apparent ill the
radio output originating
aiid her satellites, and
by this correspondent in
line is

move

Moscow

monitored

Kay

Television has been

Victor is nearing the
top coin deal with
Kay Starr, Capitol Reords’ songstress for the past nine years. Her
pact with Capitol expires this December and it’s expected that her
new deal with Victor will be settled by the weekend.
Victor reportedly has offered her
a five-year pact, with options for
five more years, with a total guar10-year
period
the
antee' for
a!

and some Balkan States.
Idea was to fix “blame” for the

many

blight

on Americans, with the re-

sult that millions were given to bedrought, potato
that the
lieve
beetles, .etc., were the result of po-

mischief by Uncle Sam.
The story backfired, even with
the “confessions” extracted from
brainwashed fliers, and the Commies themselves wearied of their

litical

Own

fairy tales.

Today, it’s
bombs, with

the

‘A’

and

Cominform

‘H’

story-

tellers working overtime weaving
tales of horror. in which American

“warmongers” and “mass murderers,”
ists”

“Nazi lovers” and “imperialconspire to wreak vengeance
(Continued on page 42)
t

Only ‘Inside Stuff’

On

~

Hildegarde and Johnson

raising
Paal’s

lit’ry almost
start, but this season
Hollywood-tv-radio
of
Flock
the peak-a-book in the
Pro- names have been gathered in for a
department.
belles-lettres
“soldiers
in greasepaint”
kind
of'
ducers and story editors of hourshows are gumshoeing at a fast clip gala on NBC-TV Monday, Sept. 20,
8-9
time.
Set
so far are Bob
the
in
to get a beat on the hardcovers, and
some of them, taking a leaf from Hope, Danny Kaye, Jack Benny,
Sinatra,. TyShore,
Dinah
Frank
Hollywood, are working hard and
furiously on pre-publication rights rone Power and William ^Holden,
Federation
of TVwith
American
(remembering with a wistful gleam
that David O. Selznick paid a mere Radia Actors cooperating on the
pro-GI
spread.
$52,000 or so for the pic rights on
Show will serve as lead-in to fol“Gone With the Wind” by grabbing it from the Margaret Mitchell lowing week’s new Sid Caesar
show.
galley proofs).
A major “love that publisher”
yenner for the 1954-55 video season
is the Westinghouse-CBS “Studio
One,” long with an affection for
printed
matter.
A tieup with
Doubleday gives the Felix Jackson
series two new novels in A. J. RusMy Fashion,”
“Fatal
In
sell’s
which is being teleadapted by

the course
of other duties, for a radio network.
One year ago, Cominform propaganda machine was hitting hard on
the theme that XJ. S. pilots were
dropping bacteriological bombs on
of North Korea,
the. innocents
famine-ridden areas of China, Ger- around $500,000.
.

American circles in Germany are
eyebrows over Alexander
new film which stars the
two Chaplin boys in their first

TV

Gala
As Sid Caesar Trailer

‘Greasepaint’

Starr Bid from the
femme shapes as

to bolster its

RCA

shortwave wrapup of
in

By LEONARD TRAUBE

RCA Victor’s $500,000

‘RCA’ Call Letters

For NBC Stations?

Splitup Is 30% of Take
year.
That “limited edition” sold
two weeks it has be- around 100,000 copies at a $25 price
come a city desk story in a num- tag. Victor, in fact, will market
In the past

ber of dailies seeking the “inside” another Miller “Limited Edition
of Hildegarde and Johnny John(Continued on page 85)
ston splitting after a year’s successful teaming.
They're in their
final fortnight
currently at the
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, at $11<000 ‘Legionnaires Aren’t
a week. When Hildegarde reopens
Millionaires’; D.C. Biz
the Cotillion Room’s season at the
Hotel Pierre, New York, on Sept.
21, her pew “partner” will be Jack
Off During Convention
Whiting.
.

i

Titled

Kraehwinand

Discovers

way

that German audiences are laughing at not with young Sidney
and Charlie Jr.

—

—

“Columbus” is the story of two
wacky ex-GI’s who descend on a
tradition - rich
Bavarian
town
(Kraehwinkel)
with some farfetched plans for turning the place
into a

modern

tourist trap.

.They

promptly open on American drugcomplete with jukeboxes,
slot machines, obscene
neckties,
and Scotch whiskey on tap at the

store

soda fountain.
Allied with them
is the town mayor who changes
their dollars at a private rate and
bears a striking resemblance to a
petty Nazi official. Arrayed against

Relaxation of U. S!
Dept, regulations on trading with
the Russians and their satellites
has revived speculation in the trade
on possible future film sales to

ney, gets the girl, of course.

The arrogance displayed by the
Chaplins as they go about “taking
over” Kraehwinkel, the political
(Continued on page 85)

Moscow.
The Russians, on several occasions, have indicated to the Motion Picture Export Assn., and also
to
individual
they’re in the

companies,

market

for‘

Samuel Goldwyn’s

that

‘Best’

Ameri-

72d Birthday Present:

can films. So far, however, MPEA
has nixed "all such proposals.

Position of the MPEA is that it
can’t and won’t sell to the Soviets
until and unless the U. S. State
Chicago, Aug. 31.
The revival in recent weeks of Dept, thinks the time is ripe for
such a transaction. So far, State
the “This is NBC a service of
/made it clear that it doesn’t
RCA” stationbreak tagline which has
now accompanies network radio-tv think the time is opportune for
dealings.
such
programming is seen as the dawn-

No

Chi Double Features

Hollywood, Aug, 27.
Variety
Today is my 72d birthday and
I think you will be interested to
know^that one of the nicest birthday presents I have received, even
though it was strictly coincidental,
Editor,

—

:

—

An MPEA spokesman empha- is a story in this week’s VAiiiEtY.
ing of a new era in which board
chairman David Sarnoff will Create sized last week that, even should You cannot imagine what a pleasState flash the greenlight, it’s by
a greater identity between the parure it gave me to read, “Mo Double
(Continued on page 79)
ent company and the subsidiary
Features in Chi’s 13 Firstruhs For
Time in Years.”
I do not have to tell you that
doing away with double bills is
something I have been fighting tor
at least 25 years.
It just proves
that if you live long enough you

operation.

Some even are saying “don’t be
surprised” if the Coming months
Washington, Aug. 31.
The only “inside” on the HildeEstimated flow of 150,000 Amer^ will witness overtures toward a
garde- Johnston schism is a matter ican Legionnaires and their fami- change of the New York flagship
of terms.
The male singer got lies into the Capital has had a call letters from WNBC to WRCA
30%,. of the take, which Anna downbeat effect on most phases of (for both the radio and tv adjuncts)
SOsenko, longtime personal rep for the entertainment industfy here. with the same pertaining to the
the “chantoosey from Milwaukee,” Theatres are grossing
below ex- Coast o&o operations, now carrying
felt was too high considering the
pectations, the better restaurants the KNBC-KNBH call letters, thus
comedienne’s costly costuming in- and cafes are off, and hotels still becoming KRCA.
vestiture, the general load of the have vacancies.
Reason, as one
The more pronounced RCA-NBC
entire operation (management, excafe owner put it, is that “Legion- identification has its precedent in
tra
musicians, special violinist- naires aren’t millionaires,” and the the
case of General Electric and
conductor, and- the like). What- delegates are for the most part re(Continued on page 80)
ever Whiting’s deal with Miss Hil- stricting themselves
to the less exuegarde,
who comes into the pensive hotels and motels.
Pierre at over $4,000 a week, it is
Theatre operators said the Lepredicated on his (Whiting’s) stint gionnaires have kept the local
Attention D.C.
as a featured
Chicago, Aug. 31,
support of the sea- patrons away from the downtown
soned nitery songstress. It is said
As the NBC-TV Affiliates
districts,
and the Legion trade
to be over
$1,000 a week as his net hasn’t been able to make Up the
wound up their meetings here,
snare.-i Johnston gave the
'.
one of more politically-conimpres- difference. The Warner, playing
11
ft is
was a 50-50 deal; this, “Cinerama,”, said since Sunday
.
scious execs cracked: “We are
„
coupled with sundry film commitbarring radio-tv coverage of
(29), ful y 75% of its patrons have
ments, created the splitup.
the convention.”
(Continued on page 85)
r

venture.

film

“Columbus

kel,” the pic spoofs Americans
American values in such a

the Chaplins and the mayor are
most of the townpeople, led by the
young German hero who once sojourned in the U. S. but came back
home “because America just didn’t
Commerce suit him.” The German, not Sid-

Patricia McGerr for Oct. 25, and
“An Almanac of Liberty,” Supreme

Court Justice William O. Douglas’
“definitive” credo on freedom, listupbeat
with
the
Along
general
ed for Nov. 8 to coincide, with
(Edward R.
in the album biz, the deluxe pack- Doubleday issuance.
prices
are
coming,
Murrow is being glommed as the
ages at fancy
into increasing favor among the onscreen narrator for “Liberty.”)
major labels. Decca’s heavy sales
“Studio One” story editor Floron its new Bing Crosby wax biog
(Continued on page 42)
at $27.50 is giving the latest spark
A
to the deluxe package idea.
customer poll, via postcards enclosed in the “Bing” set, indicates
that the relatively stiff price is no
handicap to sales.
RCA Victor found that to be true
with its click promotion of the
Glenn Miller Limited Edition last

German

1st

Connee Boswell, Herself

A

Polio Victim, Donates

will finally see things

Disk Coin to Stricken 6 you

work out

as

hope.
This is really a Wonderful indion the CBS-TV “Strike It Rich” cation of the health of our busistanza last week (25) as the “help-! ness that has been brought about
ing hand” for a Houston family by good pictures. As long as Holconcentrating on
stricken by polio, is donating her lywood keeps
full royalties from the sales of fine pictures instead of a lot of picthe first 100,000 copies of her latest tures, I am sure it will continue to
Decca release, “If I Give My Heart find that the public is much hap?o You.” Miss Boswell, herself a pier with one good picture than
polio victim but always active in two poor or mediocre ones. I am
show biz despite it, is contributing confident now that we will see the
the money to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob trend away from double features
G. Becker and their four children. spreading over the entire country.
In addition to the $500 earned Anyway I Will look forward hopefor the Becker family in Miss Bos- fully to a headline in Variety a
now “NO DOUBLE
well’s “Strike It Rich” appearance, year from
the Decca royalties will add up to BILLS NO PLACE.”

Connee Boswell, who appeared

J

j

—

another $4,000.

Sam

Goldwyn.

‘

.

.

Wednesday, - September
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1954

at 50c Eacfa
Field; St.
By GENE

Germain

Still

Into Under-Theatre Times Sq. Cellar

Tops

&

Paris, Aug. 24.
As Paris is left to the tourists
Parisians,
retreating
bv the rapidly

MRS. MANflUE NOT

BROADCAST BRASS AT
D.C. LEGION CONCLAVE

a looksec at the cleared nitery setup shows there have been definite
trends this year. It is the tastes
and fads of the returning cabaretgoers which will tell the story on
next year's top nightclubs. In a
previous survey last February, the

seum beneath the Astor Theatre on
Broadway should prove a lucrative

New

Washington, Aug. 31.
convention
Legion
here this week brought an assort-

Editor, Variety

American

ment

their interests."

bert,

ettes.

HORACE HEIDT

Big Brass frpm the broadcasting
industry were among the distinHowever, this now seems to have guished guests. They included RCA
waned, and St.-Germain-Des-Pres board chairman David Sarnoff,
still hangs on as top quarter, by RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom, NBC
dint of the tourists still unaffected prexy Sylvester Weaver, CBS board
by shifts in local tastes. Also* there chairman William S. Paley, CBS
is a lack of literary or philosophic
proxy Frank Stanton, ABC prexy

Currently Qn Tour
Under Personal Management

,

WALTER PLANT

-

'

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Paramount, in addition to going
on bigger and better pictures this coming year, will put
into effect five rules of filmmaking
which everybody knows but which
allout

very
Chief,

Not VIPs, Stars
By

ROBERT

F.

HAWKINS

Venice, Aug. 31.

Venice Film Festival prexy Ottavio Croze’s desire for a type of
fest that is primarily of high film
content, with a lessening of the
star, cocktail and party angles, is
the theme of the current fete, as it
goes into its second half. (Festival
opened Aug. 22.) Scarcity of big
names and the high level of pix,
so far. makes the films rather than
the personalties the main topic of
conversation and the copy: for the
scribes. It may frustrate the pho-

.

is a thing of the past.
Dpelnitz still has his membership
boite whieh has become a gathering place for show biz people, but
seems too restricted and clannish
to make for any sort of popular
(Continued on page 80)

this club

tographers though and the few
on tap are doing double duty.
Charles Delae, head of the International Producer’s Assn., who
(Continued on page 22)

EARLY A M. EPICURES
FADING FROM B’WAY

stars

Take it from Hy Heller, manager of Lindy’s famed lox-andbagel oasis on Broadway, that
"Broadway ain’t what it used to
I’ve been on this street 44
be.
years,’’ says Heller, "and we might
just as well close at 1 p.m. By
1:30 you can only shoot a press

agent here and not hit many."
Deploring the paucity of night
which means that performers

—

—

Exec
making

«

—

.

Policy Huddles

l’Ete a

Cannes" ("Life

at

Summer-

that pictureO’Brien opined that there should time in Cannes is Beautiful”). For
more, difficult have been labor observers attend- a change, a publicity slogan seems
than ever, and it’s necessary to fol- ing Anglo-American film pact talks to be true. As a matter of fact there
low such a set of procedures. The "from the very start" to offer sug- is summer now in Cannes and at
day of producing a picture merely gestions relating to the welfare the Cote d'Azur, while the rest of
$16,000,000 State Bite
to meet a certain release date is and the interests of union mem- France shivers at almost unheardover, he stressed; so, too, to keep bers. "When I return to Britain, of low temperatures.
a star or* director commitment. A I intend to inform my government
In Show Biz Taxes And
Cannes is SRO, packed and
that, as long as the talks continue, jammed as perhaps never before.
(Continued on page 80)
think a labor representative The big palace hotels along the
I
License Fees in 1954
should attend," he stated.
Croisette, above all the Martinez
Washington, Aug. 31.
More important, however, and the Carlton, are booked to
The states took more than March of Dimes Radio-TV
O’Brien thought was the presence capacity. Those who have no res$16,000,000 in license fees and adDrive of labor’s voice in discussions on ervations are forced to spend the
Stymie on
missions taxes from amusements
an intra-industry level, particular- night either at the beach or in
in the state fiscal years ending
Summer drive of the March of ly between Britain and the U.S. their cars. Significant new developThe 36 states, which Dimes appears to be in trouble as
in 1954.
He pointed out the growing inter- ment: Cannes now has become a
license some or all of their com- far as some phases of cuffo plugs
relation of various industry fac- top transatlantic port. Americans
mercial amusements, grossed $4,- on radio-tv networks are contions, with the actions of one in- seem to have discovered the new
845,000 from that source. The 31 cerned. So far, MOD has had 12
evitably affecting the rest.
"Sunny Lane” straight from New
states, which have amusement tax telespots on ABC, another dozen
York to Cannes, publicized by the
bites based on sale of tickets or on CBS and six- on WOR-TV, N.Y.
American Export Lines. Hundreds
volume of business done, had total NBC tele used an
film blurb
Swim, Play Minny
of visitors from the States arrive
revenue of $11,338,000.
on "Today” and another on its
here each time when the IndeThe U. S'. Census Bureau, which “Home" show last week. NBC
Golf, Square, Dance? Then pendence or the Constitution stops
has just released the figures, has Radio had offered 'a pair' of 15In Cannes. Others follow on the
no breakdown by type of entertain- minute periods, but
turned
Go to Drive-In Theatre Italian liners, and then there are
The totals are what was these down, presumably because
ment.
still other, smaller boats that stop
(Continued on page 85)
they weren’t "good” time. NBCSan Antonio, Aug. 31.
to make dates or appointments
organization
offered
the
TV hadn’t
The public used/ to go to a drive- here, because there is only one
any spots because that would up- in theatre to see just a jhotion chance in
9/1
100 that you’ll be able
commercial
schedules,
and
set its
picture. Now they may go to square
to find the person you’re looking
MOD apparently took umbrage at dances or take a swim, too.
for. Outside and inside, this is the
also

stated

today

is

»

MOD

I

i

Form

Enclosed find check for $

VARIETY

for

years

To
(Pleaa* Print

Wanna

MOD

Subscription Order

Name)

Street

Zone.

.

.

.

State,

,

These are some of the added atBehind the low-gear radio-tv ex- tractions contrived by operators of
ploitation this summer may be the drive-in houses, as reported by Tim
fact that the fund group is not Ferguson, of Grand Prairie, newly"recognized" by the Advertising elected treasurer of the Texas
Council, latter taking the position Drive-In Theatre Owners Assn.
that since MOD doesn’t account
Two Dallas theatres have swimfor its money and furnish written ming
pools in front of their
records, such recognition cannot screen where customers may take
be granted. Some broadcasters a dip before the films are shown,
take their cues from the Ad Coun- according to Ferguson.
Others
cil on matters of this sort.
have installed concrete slabs for
square dancing. Some have picnic
SHERWOOD'S TELEPLAY
grounds.
Playgrounds for youngRobert E. Sherwood’s first tele- sters are becoming common.
play since “Backbone of America"
Ferguson hailed Cinemascope for
(on his NBC pact) will be an as yet having brought back customers in
untitled original that will get large numbers. Since he installed
“Robert
Montgomery Presents” the larger screen last July, busiunder way seasonally on Sept. 20, ness at his theatre has gone up
Hour drama will not be the play- 28%, he said.
wright's “Pontius Pilate” that's
Drive-In theatre business, which
been promised for some time.
(Continued on page 87)
this shutout.

'
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Exec adds that by deviating
from any one of the five a studio
can miss out on a hit picture, “and
Paramount doesn’t intend to hit a

•

life,

into Lindy’s.’’

overlooked,
studio production

are

miss.”

and Duatre Cohelo, Cohelo bowed
out of his Successful La Castagnette at the right time and now

don’t come in for the winderupper
and
coffee-and-cheesecake bit
that goes for the waiters and captains, and with them the overflow
customers Heller points only to
Lou Walters’ Latin Quarter as the
sole remnant of a passing era of
glamor. “It’s too far to come from
the Stork and the Copa," he adds,
"and only on Saturday, and here
we’re also dead by 2:30; there’s no
night life any more. The late-hour
filmgoers who wait for the cutrate
price at the midnight movie certainly haven’t got the price to come

frequently

Don Hartman,

giving this quarter

a nocturnal flavor, and only- needing the palpitation, push and press
to have put it definitely on the local and tourist must-see map.
Owners of P-R Find It Too Big
Two young cafe owners were responsible for the attempt at restoring Palais Royale-Marc Doelnitz

1 1 «,

.

Plahcher Des Yaches and Milord

De Marseille,

-

,

your hand."

Mack Gordon, L. Wolfe GilEddie Garson, Frank Morton,
Jody Miller, and The Symphon-

son,

'bonanza -or club to put another sec- Robert E. Kihtner, Dr. Allen B.
tion of this town on the midnight DuMont, Mutual topper Thomas
ntecca map. Palais Royale, near the F. O'Neil, ABC veep John Daly,
Comedie-Francaisc, and a stone’s and American Forum moderator
throw from the Opera district, Theodore Grariik.
looked hot in these sweepstakes
Harold E. Fellows, prexy of the
during the early part of 1954, with National Assn, of Radio and TV
La Cnslagnette and Cour et Jardin, Broadcasters, addresses the contwo new spots, drawing the snob vention Thursday (2) on the action
and show biz set and the Macumba of the Senate Committee in bangetting a steady carioca-inclinpd ning radio and tv from its Mc'
dance set (with the solid music of Carthy censure hearings.
Rcnato).
The Club Montpensier
suddenly emerged as a fave spot
for the disgruntled Existentialist
set. The established spots such as
eatery-four hour
fine
Gilles,
a
vaude spot, plus some top restaurants and smaller clubs, such as La

entry in the low-price admission
field.

:

For its upcoming program of 17
productions, one more than during
the past 12-month period, company Will expend $35,000,000, according to Hartman. This includes
the $7,000,000 "Ten Commandments," which Cecil B. DeMille
will launch Oct. 14 in Egypt, most
expensive picture ever to be turned out by Paramount.
Rules as set down by Hartman
are specific, and include (1) the
right story for a studio to make;
(2) right screenwriter to work on
that story; 13) right director; (4)
right cast, and (5) the right technicians to back them up.
"This is thepnly method of
turning out an honest picture,”
production chief points out. "It's
like drawing for a royal flush if
you miss on any one card you miss

On hand were Mor-

ton Downey, Frank Fontaine,* Joan
Roberts, Bud and Cee Cee Robin-

nitery section of Paris was revealed, with the ensuing growth of
the section as an afternoon cafe

York.

Some 18,000 persons so far have
In your article, “Mrs. Manville’s
Minsky Peeling is OK But Where crowded info the spacious (15,000
Did She Get Those Lines”?, in square feet), brightly-lit subterVariety Aug. 18, the following ranean showroom which stretches
statement is made: "Juanita, is tied between 45th and 46th Streets and
up with one of the Patino heirs, contains some 39 ‘automotive vets
The Patinos, as any ambitious girl -dating back as far. as 1896.
Show, which gets 50c from adults
know, are among the
should
world’s richest families. They de- and a quarter from the kids,
rived their coin from Bolivian tin opened on July 16 and, according
mines."
to manager Frank C. Farley Jr.,
This assertion is not in line with still has to add a couple of frills
the facts, as the Patino family in such as life-size wax figures of
Bolivia connected with the tin Jack Benny and Diamond Jim
triines is in no way related to Mrs. Brady td sit in some of the cars;
Juaniia Roddy-Eden Patino, nor to special lighting effects, etc.
Ramon Patino, who is not a citizen
Project is a combined efi.ort of
of, nor is he known in Bolivia. By City Investing Go., whose prexy
a:
mere coincidence they happen Robert W. Dowling is an enthusito have the same surname
astic collector of old cars, and
I have^been receiving_many tele* Henry Austin Clark Jr.., who runs
•
Vt
hAnnoAVinn ini K 1L . r
—
J A ..z
n/r
phoitC' calls ip this connection, in- the Long Island Automotive Mudicating that considerable misun- seum at Southampton, L. I. All the
derstanding has been engendered ears in the show were culled from
In the collections of these two men
by the above misinformation.
fairness to your reading public and brought on to the lower floor
and to the Patino heirs, please be via a specially-installed elevator.
good enough to publish this letter.
There was only one hitch the
impressively huge American-LaEd Fajardo
France
fire
engine,
originally
(Patino Mines & Enterprises)
horse-drawn, built in 1890 and
motorized in 1914, which couldn’t
be fitted into the elevator. It was
taken apart and sent below piecemeal. Electric motor is currently
being installed in the fire-red
buggy so that visitors can watch
some of its parts in motion.
Lavish Lineup
Array of cars on view is imposing.
All have been reconditioned
and most are in working order except that, under a city ordinance,
British and American film labor none of their tanks can contain any
should be repped at any film nego- gasoline. So one has to take Fartiations that concern them, Tom ley’s word for it that they run.
O’Brien, British labor leader, and
(Continued on page 79)
M.P. who has just concluded a visit
to this Country, said in N. Y. last
Stars, Bikinis, Nudity
week.
“The position in the world today
makes it imperative that the exSparking Cannes to SR0;
amination and solution of problems
in connection with U. S. and BritCocteau’s Dietrich Rave
ish films and their markets can no
By EUGENE TILLINGER
longer be the monopoly of the
producers. Both in Britain and in
Cannes, Aug*. 24.
the U. S., labor should be brought
All over town posters proclaim
into policy discussions involving emphatically, "La Vie est Belle

of talent to entertain at vari-

ous sessions.

concerted effort by a group of
young club owners to turn the
Palais Royale district into the

spot.

If there.s anything to the theory
Mrs. America are nosthat Mr.
talgically partial to vintage cars,
the new “Carnival of Cars" mu-

MOSKOWITZ

Inc.

New

York 36, N. Y.

.

HQ. for the innumerable press (and
(Continued on page 87)

B’NAI B’RITH READIES

SALUTE TO BALABAN
Metropolitan Council of B’nai
B’rith hosted a Hotel Astor, N. Y.,
luncheon for film tradesters and
press reps yesterday kTues.) to call
attention to the testimonial dinner
lor Barney Balaban, president of
-PaVamount, Sept. 26.
According to the Council,, many

prominent industry execs from
both Hollywood and N. Y. are
sponsoring the salute.
Balaban is being cited for his "outstanding contributions to American
joining, in

and his distinguished efforts to
aid in the building of Israel."
life

..

Wednesday* September

1,
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•

•

.Brit-Made
Sales policy and merchandising
plans for “White Christmas/' first
VistaVision picture from Paramount; Will be taken up at ft threeday meeting of top Par execs, beginning today (Wed.) at the Hotel
Astor, N.Y^^In an unprecedented
move by the company, two days
will be given to discussipn of the
one film. Third day of the conference will be given to distribution
of other product on the lineup.

“Christmas"

is

being regarded by

Pa? as the most important of the
current year’s releases, and policy
determined for its handling doubtless will have a bearing on. subsequent pix lensed in the same
widescreen process, While a blueprint of terms hasn’t been drawn!
it’s regarded as a certainty that
the physical setup of theatres will
be a major consideration in Par’s
licensing of exhibitor contracts.
Par wants this first V’ Vision entry,
particularly, showcased in houses
which have updated their projecequipment and have installed
the fullest-sized screens
which
auditoriums will accommodate.
Annual Sales Drive
Division managers, assistant division chiefs and homeoffice brass
will sit in at the sessions, with
A. W. Schwalberg, distribution
chief, to preside. Barney Balaban,
Par president, will address one of
the
meetings.
Others on the
(Continued on page 27)

More Adult

-

selling

Active Roles in

UA

Bring

in

Move To

MPAA

his

Cannon

Falls,
plant,

Minm, manufacturing
near here,
He will quit making baby
clothes to produce more pictures.'

M

Bats 1,000

—

picture, offered to exhibs
prior to production on the basis of
story and cast names, is going to
exhibs at terms of from 25% to

40%

minimum guarantee.
The maximum percentage, accordplus a

ing to Levin,

is

from highly com-

petitive areas.
The indie distrib firm, organized
to distribute the films of Filmakers
Productions, the Collier Young-Ida
(Continued on page 29)

Reissue Heads For

and

relies

UA
MPAA
MPAA

This, obviously, could place
in a difficult position if
membership is agreed on.

lease

is

the strong coin the pic

is

made

that only a few
hundred ozoners were in operation
seven years ago. In the interim
virtually an entirely new market
has been established via the growth
of the outdoor houses, which now
number close to 4,000. Film is
being billed “firstrun for drive-ins”
by many exhibitors.
In the sales approach, the New
England area was covered in satu-

Point

is

(Continued on page 87)

HECHT HUDDLING WITH
UA ON PRODUCT DISTRIB

Polaroid’s Sixmonth Biz

Harold Hecht, partner with Burt
Lancaster in Hecht-Lancaster Productions, arrived in. N.Y. from the
Coast yesterday (Tues.) for huddles at United Artists, distributor

Dropoff to $9,500,000
The

risft

and

fall of

make

a se-

If plans

work

plan to
it.

With a

AUer’s Promise
Hollywood, Aug. 31.

Herb

a member of
the AFL Films Council and
business agent of Local 659
of the Cameramen’s union,
said today (Tues.) that the
Council had done no more
than promise Tom O’Brien,
British labor leader, that it
would consider his request and
accept his representations re
the production of tv pix in

out 20th may lens “The Greatest
Story Ever Told,” Fulton Oursler’s
story of the Bible, both on wideoutfit currently

duplicated in C’Scope.
Earl I, Sponable, 20th’s researehr
topper, conceded last week in
N. Y. that 20th was collecting facts
pertinent to an improvement of its
old widegauge system. He said the
company was currently engaged in
a “general investigation” of the
possibilities of wide film and was

Aller,

Britain.

“We took the matter under
deepest
consideration
and
agreed to review* it in. the near
.

future,”

he

stated.

N.Y. Dailies Redfaced At

’Maharajah’ Hoax While
’Egyptian’ Is the Gainer

A

white

turban,

black

and an inscrutable

facial

goatee

expresa not altogether shameful blush to the
faces of 20th-Fox pluggers and a
lot of apparently welcome publicity
to a gent called Albert Carlo, an
sion last

week brought
1

Carlo

cashed

in twice.
as the Maharajah of Barata at the N. Y. Roxy
preem of 20thJ s “The Egyptian,”
First,

really

when he posed

and again when, unmasked by the
N. Y. Times, he got additional attention from both the papers and
tv, particularly the Dave Garro-

way Show.
Just who was

responsible

for

series of misunderstandings now successfully cleared up,
the AFL Hollywood Film Council,
which speaks for the Coast labor
unions and guilds, has agreed to
call
off its
pressure campaign
against the exodus of U. S. tv film
production to Britain pending further talks.
In reporting this in N. Y. last
week (28), Tom O’Brien, British labor leader who is in this country
with a mandate to speak for the
four major British entertainment
unions, said his mission had been
a 100% success and that it had
served to clear up a number of serious misconceptions on both sides.
O’Brien, who leaves N. Y. by air

tomorrow (Thurs.) for London, also
said general agreement had bean
reached on the creation of a small,
permanent Anglo-American labor
liaison
committee which would
meet alternately in N. Y. and London and which, he thought, would

BidViaUGFE

“constitute a responsible body to
deal with problems on the labor
side in both the U.S. and Britain.”
Represented on that group would
be O'Brien, as general secretary of
(Continued on page 19)

Trend
towards
coproduction
abroad and the desire of German
producers to seek new export marhas cued establishment of
United German Film Enterprises
in N. Y. Munio Podhorzer, vet German film importer and distrib,
heads* up the new outfit, which reps
a number of top German production, distribution and export companies. This is the first such postwar move by the Germans.
According to Podhorzer, UGFE is
to become a link between the German and Austrian film industries
and the U. S. market which, he
said, “has yet to feel the impact of
many Of Germany’s and Austria’s
outstanding postwar productions.”
Agency will be active both in
the arranging of coproduction deals
and the sale of German-language
kets

MPAA’s Formal Vote On
Code Changes

No

.

third-dimen- of H-L product, and to supervise
the Gotham location shooting of
“Marty,” picturization of a televi-

.

sion play. Walter Seltzer, ad-pub
director of the company, is accom-

Slated;

’Wholesale’ Easing

Board of directors of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America will meet
within the next month to formally
vote on a set of changes in Hollywood’s Production Code. The revisions have been pending for

some time.
As
previously
revealed
in
Variety, the rewrite of the Code
will mean lifting tabus on the
screen depiction of miscegenation,
smuggling and narcotics and likely
(Continued on page 29)

pix to tv. In addition it will act as
a producers’ rep for German filmin making distribution ar-

makers

(Continued on page 80)

(Continued on page 27)

drawing in drive-ins.

companies are enjoined from distributing any films which are nixed
by the Code.

sion has, caused a severe slide in
profits of Polaroid Carp., via its
manufacture of 3,-D viewing glasses.
Outfit’s gross business for the
first six months of 1954 slipped to
$9,500,000, down from $13,700,000
in the first half of 1953.

who

artist.

of other

on indie
filmmakers for its product supply,
and some of these do not profess
agreement with the Code.
distribution

engineers,

The

.

UA

By FRED HIFT

Grandeur

system and revived the idea just
before the war.
That equipment
has now been dusted off by 20th

.

Strong Draw in Ozoners
joined Arthur Krim,
and Robert Benjamin,
David O. Selznick’s rprssue of
board chairman, in a meeting in “Duel in the Sun,” originally out
Schenck’s N. Y. office last Thurs- in 1947, on the basis of about 300
day (26).
Repping MPAA was dates looks to hit close to $2,500,Ralph Hetzel, exec v.p. No final 000 in domestic distribution rentdecisions were made, but it was als. Unusual aspect of the rere-

UA is giving the membership bid active consideration.
In the event TJA agrees to the
tieup, some special consideration
would be required of the Production Code.
still has in release
“Moon Is Blue,” which was denied
Code approval.
Further, UA is
unique in that it engages only in

V

,

—

$2,500,000 U.S. Rentals;

clear that

in the late ’20s via the

ries of tests with

O’Brien Huddle

fir

ftV/ft

*'

The new concept in film selling
exhibitor guarantee plan in- seeking facts on what advances
troduced by Filmakers Releasing might be expected -in the color
Organization—is winning wide- field, general production of raw
spread support from theatremen. stock in relation to the visibility of
The first picture offered under the grain, etc,
Sponable said he was starting
plan “Private Hell 36” has 1,000
theatres on the dotted line so far, out with the Grandeur concept,
according to Irving H. Levin, prexy “because we have that equipment,”
(Continued on page 22)
of the indie distrib outfit.

companies
prez,

\

In .that field

—the

•

UA

'

Company pioneered

The only other

Nicholas M. Schenck, president
of Loew’s, and Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount, are taking
an- active role in a move to bring
United Artists into the Motion
’Duel’
Picture Assn, of America. UA is
the only distributor outside the

membership fold.
T^e two execs and reps

of widegauge film#

working with Widegauge stock—
65m—is Todd-AO, which is lensing
“Oklahoma.” Film is also being

FRO (diarantee

%

Fold

Groundwork Is beihg .laid by
20tMFox for another go at the use

gauge film and Cinemascope.

tion

Schenck, Balaban faking

Stuff

Minneapolis, Aug. 31.
Spencer Lees, who was coproducer of the religious film,
“Day of Triumph,” is so enamored of Hollywood that he’s

Trado Mark Registered

National Boxoffice Survey
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Trade

Slips Pre-Holiday; ‘Brides’

‘Obsession’ 2d,

Again Takes

1st,

HO$ywood

‘Window’ 3d, ‘Cinerama’ 4th

Pre-holiday week and the stanza for weeks high on list, is dipping
before school resumes in some key to 11th, since having completed
cities ^ makes this a spotty one for most of top first-run dates. “Susan
most 'first-run theatres. However, Slept "Here” (RKO) rounds out
the bigger pix are holding up re- Top 12 list.
“Valley of Kings” (M-G), “About
markably well despite the handicaps, including the fact that many Mrs. Leslie” (Par) and “Duel in
of them are oh long eXtended- Jungle” (WB) are runner-up pix.
“The Egyptian” (20th) is standruns. New product is starting to
show up in numerous key cities out new entry, based on take openIt is giant in Balto
covered by Variety and the com- ing round.
ing week will see fresh fare where taking* top coin, smash in
Frisco, terrific in N. Y. and great
spotted in additional houses.
“7 Brides For 7 Brothers” (M-G) in Philly. “Dragnet” (WB) is soeko
in Chi, solid in Detroit and smash
is champ again, for second week,
irt N. Y.
in a row. Playing in some 10 spots,
“Crossed Swords” (UA), also
it will show nearly $320,000 gross.
“Magnificent O b s e s s i o n” (U), new, is very spotty this round.
which was third a week ago, is “Dawn at Socorro” (U) is rated
moving lip to second place after good in Boston, big in N, Y. and

panying the producer.
Following a stay of a couple of
being very high in ratings for
weeks, Hecht will head for Kennearly a month.
Net earnings fell to 54c per share tucky where H-L has “The Ken“Rear Window” (Par), showing
in the first half of the current year, tuckian” now shooting with Lanup in some seven keys currently,
from $1.56 per share in the cor- caster directing and starring.
“CinIs capturing third position,
responding period of last year.
erama” (Indie) again is taking
“Waterfront” (Col), also
fourth.
20th’s Six C’Scopes
WB Buying Up Stock?
comparatively new in actual numHollywood, Aug. 31.
ber of playdates, is finishing
Warner Bros, is preparing for a
For the first time in Hollywood fifth, moving ahead of “Caine
new buyup- of its common stock,
according to Wall St. sources. It’s history, six Cinemascope pictures Mutiny,” also a Columbia release,
said that the film company will are in Work at the same time on which
dropping to seventh.
is
invite stockholders to tender their one lot, 20th-Fox.
“Broken Lance” (20th), fifth last
^
shares at either $20 or $21 per
sixth spot.
session,
taking
is
These productions, with a comshare. AH in line with the WB bined budget
’’Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reof $21,000,000, inobjective of shrinking its capitali- clude “There’s No Business Like issue)
is
landing eighth place
zation.
Show Business,” “Desiree,” “Dad- while “Vanishing Prairie” (Disney)
The issue is now selling at dy Long Legs,” “The Racers,” is finishing ninth. “King Richard
around $16.50 on the N. Y. Stock “Untamed” and “Prince of Play- and Crusaders” (WB) is landing in
Exchange.
10th slot. “Living It Up” (Par).
ers.”

nice in Philly.

“Man With

Million” (UA) shapes
stout in Washington, good in Balto
and nice in Cleveland. “Black

Shield of Falworth” (U), fine in
Chi, is big in Minneapolis where
ace newcomer.

“High and Mighty” (WB) looms
great in Toronto.
“Duel in Sun”
(SRO) (reissue) is smash in K. C.
“La Rohde” (Indie) is rated fancy
in Balto.

“Francis Joins Wacs” (U) is good
in Seattle.
“Apache’’ (UA), okay
in L. A., shapes neat in Portland.
“Ring of Fear” (WB), nice in
Louisville, is fair in St. Louis.
“Malta Story” (UA) is good in
Boston.
(

Complete Boxo//ice Reports on
Pages 8-9)
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U
Suit Settl
Los Angeles; Auf. 31.
Rooney’s

Mickey
•

Ang.; ‘Obsession’

•

suit

$30,000

Gayman Productions was

against

an

settled out of court for

tindis-

Rooneys’ attordly
closed sum.
said the settlement was “very
agreeable/’
Suit involved a proposed film,
“45 minutes to Broadway," for

Krim Pouring

Which Gayman hired Rooney but
failed to go through with the deal.

With grosses running $500,000 to$700 weekly ahead of last year at
the same time in 24 representative
the outstanding developcities,
ment in the boxoffice sweepstakes
for August “was the increase in the
number of high-grossing pix. This
Is revealed in Variety’s monthly
boxoffice survey, which shows that
the first six films at the wickets

Top 12
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

*"

August

“Caine Mutiny” (Col).
“Magnif Obsession” (U).
“Living It Up” (Par).
“Broken Lance” (20th).
“Cinerama” (Indie).

Aims

Arthur Krim, president of
United Artists, will do the
pouring for tradepress reps at
his N. Y. home next Wednesday (8). He states he’ll have no
announcements to make, just
wants to have a friendly get-

1

1
1

to

Crash U.S. Market

With Tream-of-Crop’ Fix

together via the cocktailery.

Productions

8.

European effort to
crash the U. S. market via “cream-

9.

“Susan Slept” (RKO).

of-the-crop”

7.

10.
11.
12.

“Garden of Evil” (20th).
“Francis Wacs” (U).
“Ring of Fear” (WB).

Krim

From O’Seas

“Gone Wind” (M-Gj.
“Apache” CUA).
“Knock on Wood” (Par).

6.

grossed $660,000 or better each,
with three of them in the $1,000,
000 class. Neither of the next two
strongest dipped below $250,000
e ac {)
“Caine Mutiny'* <CoD again 'finished first, same as in July, according to reports from Variety correspondents, although not holding
in No. 1 spot every week of the
month. Pic now Is garnering the
bulk of its coin from extended-run
engagements. “Caine’’ bids fair to
be Columbia’s biggest grosser in
the current fiscal year.
“Magnificent Obsession’’ (U) and
“Living It Up” (Par) ran neck-andneck most of the month, with “Obsession” finally copping second poThe fact that it wound up
sition.

for

Combined

launched

be
via Jean Gold-

productions

this fall

is

to

v.p:

film distributor and
also an exhibitor.
Returned from a lengthy European jaunt, Goldwurm said last
week that he was in the advanced
stages of negotiation with producers in France, Italy and Britain for
their top product. He’ll have a
financial interest in most of the
*said
about six films a

Despite lukewarm appraisal from
some newspaper critics, "Living It
Up” seenis assured of becoming
the highest grossing Martin &
Lewis comedy to date and one of

of

U- S. market. “That’s the Worst
mistake they could possibly have
made,” Goldwurm opined.
He thought that the U. S. so far
hadn’t been properly exploited for
“The Caddy” and “Money From foreign films. “If you present,
them
Home,” two other big M&L films,
(Continued on page 85)
but by surprisingly big margins. It
has topped “Sailor Beware” busi-

Pitching For

ness consistently in many spots.
In some locations the picture
has equalled other champ Par

Girdles; Stretches Point

grossers. Sharp example of this is
Utica, N. Y., where it hit $11,000
or about the same as “Greatest

11

In Stockholders Report
Upbeat industry report, coupled
with a pitch for Playtex girdles is
given by S. H. (Si) Fabian, prexy
of Stanley Warner, in a brochure
accompanying the company’s most
recent dividend payment to stock“The future outlook

Show on Earth,” which played
with an upped scale. This
compares with $6,800 done by
“Caddy.” Another instance is Columbus, O., where "Living” hit
$13,700. This compares with $8,200
dene by “Caddy,” which had the
benefit of personals by Martin &
Lewis when it preemed there.
In Pittsburgh, the film went to
$22,000 and held over at the Penn.
This was $7,000 ahead of “Caddy.”
(Continued on page 31)
there

^
is

“Sailor Beware,” the biggest
pic to date, which had $4,-

promis-*

Ing,” said Fabian, "for an imposing
list of important pictures is being
prepared for presentation, both in
standard size and on the large
screens.” He pointed out that boxoffice receipts are increasing “as
the result of the favorable impact
of the fine pictures in release” and
that the studios “have adjusted
themselves to the new conditions
arising out of competition and

FERN ANDRA TO RESUME

.

|

particularly pressing for 20th-

Fox, which is committed to a full
C’Scope sked and has no major
2-D pix for distribution apart from
those it might take on locally or

from U.

S. indies.

Foreign topper of one of the macompanies' this Wiefck stated
flatly that his outfit intended to
*

2-D or Cinemascope versions.\“We
owe that to our. customers,” he
said.
“They have the right to get
the

product.”

Such

a

policy

leave regular jobs and return to
show biz. This is especially true
among backlot workers.
“I feel that with studios making
bigger and better pictures, with
more and more tv shows going to

b.o.

.

Status

Quo Seen Behind

Allied’s Group Ins. Nix
Fear of upsetting the status quo

in labor relations, particularly in
the smalltown non-union situafilm, and with live tv keeping up
tions, is seen behind Allied States
pace, the figure 'on overall employAssn.
nix of the Council of MoIN N.Y.
ment may go even higher,” said
tion Picture Organizations’, proCooper.
He
sees
possibility
of
the
Threeltalian execs with past and
posed
group
insurance plan. The
present show biz affiliation arrived shortage developing in some crafts, fight against the
plan at
yesterday (Tues.) in N. Y. from such as backlot. He says most mem- Allied’s board
meeting at White
Italy aboard the liner Cristofo Co- bers formerly in pix prefer workSulphur
Springs, W. Va„ last week
ing
in
since
tv,
they’re
assured of
lombo. They are Dr. Giulio Anwas led by the smalltown ops. The
dreotti,
former Italian Under- continuity of employment with a staunchness
of the opposition came
secretary of State and an impor? video show.
“Material and labor are so high, as a surprise to some Allied leadtant figure at the time Italian.
ers who had previously indicated
it
pays
studios
to do outside loFilms Export was set up in 1951
support for the plan.
via a 12V2% levy on U. S. film cation work, and basically that’s
The anti-plan advocates exearnings in Italy; Comm. Italo. why so many pictures are being
pressed fear that the group insur(Continued on page 85)
Gemini, honorary president of the
ance idea .might lead to a drive
Italian General Assn, of Show Bustoward unionization in areas which
iness, and Dr. Vinicio Delleani,
for many years have operated freegeneral manager of Rome’s Cinely. In addition, ops of union houses
citta studios.
pointed out that group insurance
Andreotti, currently without a
might be interpreted as a sign of
post, was in the cabinet of the late
good business, leading to wage

HALO

PIX BIZ EXECS

V

FOR ONCEOVERS

COMPO

SCHN0Z EMCEES LUNCH
TO FETE H’WOOD UPBEAT

Fern Andra, quondam film pro-

FOR

WORKS

.

*'(

.

,

j

j

,

;

hike demands by employees.

Although

COMPO

is

Dino Yannopoulos

Monty Woolley

making

every effort to get Allied to reconsider, it is doubted that the exhib
org will make the move, basing its
action on the strong dissent
by several board members.

L. A. to N. Y.
William Alland

Don Ameche
Irving Berlin

Ernest Borgnine

Dihann Carroll
Billy Daniels
Richard Davalos
Steve Dohanos
Nanette Fabray

Nma Foch
Doane Harrison
Harold Hecht
•
y
Eleanor Holm
Kim Hunter
Eric Johnston
Dr, Herbert Kalmut
Saul Krieg
Irving H. Levin
E. R. (Ted) Lewis
Lee Marvin
Arnold Moss
Otto Preminger
Joan Shawlee
Spencer Tracy
Billy Wilder
Harold Wirthweln
Frank Worth

:

j

is.

based on the assumption that Cine-

mascope no longer performs

among backlot, grips and props,
who dropped out, now hesitate to

.

PRODUCERS

gradually changing,

.

Alcide de Gasperi and functioned
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
as the government’s advisor on the
First of a series of “special
Italian .pic biz at a time when that events celebrating the revitalized
Fabian also makes a pitch for
industry was emerging from War- film industry” was" held yesterday
Playtex products, which are manu- ducer with, studios in Germany
time confusion.
Gemini, apart by the Hollywood Chamber of
factured by the International Latex during the prewar era, sailed for
from
topping a distribution outfit, Commerce, with Jimmy Durante
Corp., tj»e company which SW re- wiesbaden last Saturday (28) to inheads
up
the
Italian exhibs.
functioning as emcee.
vestigate
the
possibility
of picking
cently acquired as a subsidiary. A
Next month, Eitel Monaco, head
Before the luncheoh at the
folder plugging Playtex girdles is up where she left off.
of Italy’s all-industry org, and Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, EdTentatively
inked
for the setup
enclosed and Fabian advises: “We
Renato Gualino, iFE general man- mund Purdom, star of 20th-Fox’s
suggest you read this folder, pass are producer Jacques Revier, radio
and tv scripter Helen Leighton ager and producers’ group topper, “The Egyptian,” was footprinted
It on to your family and friends
are due in the U. S. for talks with in the forecourt of Grauman’s
and get acquainted with the prod- and cameraman Pat Rich.
Attempt will be made to un- the Motion Picture Export Assn, Chinese Theatre. Footprinters of
ucts in your Playtex line.”
American
membership
in past and present attended the afearth properties (films, etc.) scat- on
They’ll fair.
tered during the conflict. Also due ANICA, Monaco’s outfit.
also
study
IFE operations.
for exploration will be the possiETHICS
bility of issuing remakes on early
Europe to N. Y,
Andra pix which pulled top EuIN
ropean grosses in their day.
Peck ‘Left Hand’ Lead
Maurice A. Bergman
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Sidney
L. Bernstein
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Screen Producers Guild and sevGeorge H. Bookbinder
Gregory Peck is reported set as
en major companies in the Assn,
Bill Zimmerman V.P.
Geraldine
Brooks
lead
of 20th-Fox’s “Left Hand of
of
Motion
Picture
Producers
Marlene Dietrich
God;” Producer Buddy Adler skied
agreed to adopt a code of ethics
Ed
Fitzgerald
to
Paris Monday
Of
relating to producers. Move had
30 ) for confab
Hope Hampton
with Darryl Zanuck, Peck and Edbeen under discussion for two
William Zimmerman, attor
Herman King
ward-Dmytryk on the project.
years, Companies in the agreement associated with the
N. Y. firm
Robert E. Kintner
Dmytryk is megging the film,
are Columbia, Metro, Paramount, Leon, Weill & Mahony,
yester
William Levy
which rolls in November.
RKO, 20th-Fox. UI and Warners. <Tues.) was elected a v.p. of
Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Code provides that producers get newly formed Gregory-Goldn
George R. Marek
proper credit for their films and Enterprises, Inc. Stage
N. Y. to Europe
and scri
Leonide Massine
also establishes a permanent com- production company
is headed
Claudio Arrau
Joseph
Meyer
mittee to solve problems arising William
Goldman, Philadelp
Steve Broidy
Joseph H. Moskowitz
between the two factions.
theatreowner, as president
Charles Coliingwood
Marie
Powers
Agreement was announced at a Paul Gregory as production v.p
Louis De Rochemont
Gregory Ratoff
luncheon
attended
by
Arthur
Zimmerman had a major role
C .Robert Fine
Casey Robinson
Freed, Sam Briskin, Sam Engel bringing Goldman
and the p
Miriam Laserson
Robert E. Sherwood
and Arthur Horn blow Jr., repre- ducer together in the
outfit. Urn
Tom O’Brien
Syd Silverman
senting SPG; and Y. Frank Free- the personnel
setup, he’ll part
Terry O’Neill
Murray Sllverstone
man, B. B. Kahane, E. J* Mannix, pate in. overall policy
Anna Russell
William Sloane
Lew Schreiber, C. J. Tevlin, Mor- day business activities. and day
Lou Schreiber
Gloria Stroock
ns Weiner, Elliott Witt, Charles
Gordon (Tubby) Y o u n g m i
Mike Todd
Richard Todd
Boren, Maurice Benjamin and Coast attorney,
will be active
Rudy
Vallee
Pat
Unger
Mendel Silberbcrg for AMPP.
G-G’s production legalistics.

CODE OF

is

miracles abroad.
If one or several distribs adopt
such a sales policy in the: foreign
market, it is certain to have reverberations in the U. S. The same
was true when Metro switched to
Perspecta Sound abroad.
Soon
Cooper said Monday (30) that after, 20th modified its . C’Scope
among film editors, camermen and sound policy in the U. S., too.
soundmen, the job figure is 98%
Position of 20th on the question
or more; costumers have 80 to 85% of standard versions isn’t clear.
employment, and stagehands in The company still has a backlog
live tv are all employed, their sitt Continued on page 80)
uation best in 25 years.
Cooper explained that during
bad years of 1950-51 many workers

GERMAN FILM SETUP

technological changes.”

Situation

offer foreign exhibs their choice of

Hollywood,. Aug. 3F.
Pickup in major pix production,
company. Intention is to sell these plus tremendous assist from tv, has
pix as the best available from fcach given International Assn, of Theacountry. There’s a possibility that trical Stage Employees crafts an
overall 85% employment figure or
some may he dubbed.
Goldwurm,
who owns four better, highest since 1948. Situahouses, among them the Little tion is so rosy that some unions
Carnegie and World, in N. Y., said aire even looking for help, particuhe was very encouraged by what larly in backlot crafts,
IATSE international veepee Carl
he had seen in France. “They

700,000 domestic gross. Thus far
the latest Martin & Lewis vehicle
not only has run ahead of both

Cinemascope, films.
however, with (1), the acceptance
of C’Scope by the public and (2),
the comparatively small number of
C’Scope-equipped theatres abroad.

jor

he figured on
year—two from

M&L

managers as being an added asset
for the M&L team. Picture seems
(Continued on page 19)

holders.

-

Highest Since 48;

which generally, is a handicap to Paramount’s big money pictures
becoming a big grosser, opus baf- of this year. It now appears certain of grossing $5,000,000 in the
fled the most optimistic exhibs not
only with smash opening sessions domestic market and may even want to make French pictures,” he
but also by its ability to hold up on reach $5,500,000, latter figure be- said, “not watered^down versions
ing predicated on its ability to do of Hollywood films.”
extended-runs.
In Goid“Living It Up,” latest Martin- comparably as well in smaller wurm’s view, the Italians were on
Lewis comedy, also surprised by cities as it has done in major keys the right track, but got off it when
they started copying Holly wood, in
Although not rated so far.
its b.o. take.
“Living” is running well ahead order to gain an entry
the comics’ best vehicle by many
into the
crix, the presence of Sheree North
as an active, sexy member of the
cast, was cited .by some theatre

Comparatively slow expansion of
Cinemascope abroad is seen speeding the release there of standard
versions of C'Scppe pix.
While none of the companies are
on record as being flatly opposed to
the release of 2-D versions of
’Scope films, they’ve also shown no
inclination whatever to make pix
available in that form. “Reasoning
is, of course, that- this would affect the drawing power of the

It’s

85% IATSE Jobs

each country— and that they may
be' channeled either through his
Times Films outfit or via a new

one week, was second another
one and neve* dipped below fifth,

Now

em-

wurm, foreign

Goldwurm

first

Fabian

shortly after will

bark on a tour of the Far East,
accompanied by Arnold Pick-*
er, UA’s foreign department

•

films.

.of course, figured in this Tating. Although done previously as a pic,

1954

Rooney

‘Cane’ Again Boxoffice Champ, For
<T1

1,

N. Y. to L. A.
Doris Barry
Carroll Carroll
Alicia Markova

Milorad Miskovlch

James A. Mulvey

shown
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Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Samuel (foldwyn* who turned 72 last Friday (2^), copped the
spotlight on the educational front this “week via a tieup with, the
U. of California at Los Angeles. The veteran filmmaker established
an award of $1,000 to be presented by the Goldwyn Foundation
for the best creative writing submitted in an annual UCLA competition. University Chancellor Raymond B. Allen pointed out
that this is the second endowment from Goldwyn, the first being
a four-year, $2,000 scholarship established at UCLA Medical School
in 1953. After 1956 there continually will be four “Goldwyn
scholars" at the med. school.
The creative Writing will be judged by a board comprising
0 Robert E. Sherwood, the presidents of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences (now Charles Brackett) and the Screen
Writers Guild (now F. Hugh Herbert) and Prof. Kenneth Macgowaft
of the UCLA Theatre Arts Dept.

Nearly every flrstrun theatre in
the country and a large portion of
neighborhood and suburban runs

have donned modern dress. The
industry thus has done its biggest

required extensive retooling.
In line with the overall updating,
Daily and other execs at Par have
been at work on an unusual program for the picture business.
While 20th-Fox has insisted on in-

Ever-growing dependence of US-f
on their foreign
earnings has producers abroad Ginsberg on Coast to Get
mulling ways and means of exploiting this fact so as to push their pix
‘Giant’ Production Going
in the 'American market.
Henry Ginsberg left New York
This attitude has been given its
clearest expression in recent weeks for the Coast over the weekend
by Tom O’Brien, British labor em- following confabs with Warner
issary, who has been telling US Bros, homeoffice execs on George
unions that there must be recipro- Stevens’ production of Edna Fercity of some kind if the the Ameri- ber’s “Giant.”
On the Coast, Ginsberg will
can distribs are to continue reaping the benefits of large remit- launch production on the film
which
he is producing in associatances from Britain.
O’Brien goes a step further and tion with Stevens Later will direct
WB Will release the film.
and
calls for a voluntary agreement on
film "companies

American major

and addressed thousands
strations

!)

when the

Motion Picture Export Assn, informed the foreign managers that
the Italian government had agreed
to grant lyiPEA an extra permit,

new pact

Dfop

U.S. ‘Isolationist’

Anti-British Pic Exhib

MPEA

Policy, Pleads O’Brien
Need for a commercial reciprocal arrangement on a voluntary
basis to widen the showings of
British pix in the U. S. was stressed
in N. Y. last week by Tom O’Brien,
British M.5.“and film union spokes-

film agreement.
Availability of one more license,
in addition to the permit offered by
RICO, allows
to swing into

MPEA

the plan outlined by United Artists’ Arnold Picker. Scheme pro-

man.
Returning

to Britain tomorrow
(Thurs,) after a tour of the U. S.,
O’Brien said he had come to the
v
insufficient
an
that
conclusion
number of good British films are

Continued on page 19)

IN N.Y.

deHavil-

the project nearly two years ago. Theatremen were asked at that time to

•

TO

being shown in the U. S'. “They’re
available, but they are not being
hard enough,” he ob-

PREP ‘BAREFOOT’ PREEM

plugged

Joseph Mankiewicz arrived in
N.Y. yesterday (Tues.) on the new
Italian liner, Cristoforo Colombo,
to pitch in on premiere preparations for “The Barefoot Contessa.”
Mankiewicz wrote, directed and
produced the film, which is his first
indie release. It bows at the Cap-

served.

O’Brien commented that he had
a. great rriariy people who* in

met

his opinion,

would be happy

to see

British films, provided they are
given a chance to do so. “It’s just
that they aren’t given the opporitol, N.Y., Sept. 29 in a benefit for tunity,” he thought.
The only practical solution
CARE, global relief and rehabilarid he doesn’t favor any legislative
itation agency.
Following- a brief .stay in Goth- moves towards that end is a comam, the filmmaker will trek to the mercial agreement between the
Coast and a Samuel Goldwyn com- U. S. circuits and the British promitment. He’s to direct Goldwyn’s ducers, providing for the chains to
(Continued on page 22)
upcoming “Guys and Dolls.”

—

i

Loew’s, the last of the major
film companies forced to separate
theatre from production-distribu'
tion holdings, officially becomes
two separate firms today (Wed.).
The divorcement is the result of

GovernmOnt consent
agreed upon in 1940.

.

degree

a

The production-distribution company will continue to be called
Loew’s Inc., while the new theafirm
has
been designated
Loew’s Theatres Inc, The produe
tion company’s pix will continue to
be issued under the Metro banner.
tre

The stock

in the theatre Subsidiremain in the hands of
Inc. until stock is issued by

aries will

Loew’s
the

new

theatre

company.

.

The

consent judgment requires that the
distribution by Loew’s to its stockholders of the neiv theatre com-

Loew’s Splitaway

pany stock be made within three
years from February, 1952, except
that under certain circumstances
it may be made within five years
from that date: Originally the divorcement was to take place by
Feb. 6, 1954, but Loew’s received
a

six-month

postponement

from

&

The separation of Loew’s into
separate theatre and productiondistribution companies brings to a
close antitrust litigation against
the major film companies started
by the Government in 1938. The
initial complaint listed all eight
major companies, and after the
trial started in 1940, a consent
decree was agreed upon by the
five companies having theatre interests— Paramount, RKO, 20thFox, Warner Bros, and Loew’s.
The separation of theatre and
production interests, brought about
through pressure applied by Allied
States Assn, which is again seeking
further Government regulation of
the industry, brings to end an
important era of the picture business and is estimated to have cost
the film companies several millions

Lep Friedman, V. P.
Tfeas.
the Dept, of Justice.
Joseph- R. Vogel, current head
of theatre operations as a veepee,
has been set as president of Loew’s
Theatres. The other officers are:
Leopold Friedman, veepee and
(Continued on page 27)

.

Okay on 'Camera
James Woolf,

reppirig Romulus
Films, London, is due in N. Y.
next week for meetings concerning Production Code approval of
“I
A Camera,” picturization of
the John van Druten play which is

Am

swing to widescreen in showing
“Shane,” Alan Ladd-Jean Arthur
being cooroduced by Romulus and
starrer. Not long after, 20th reMoulin Productions.
Latter, an
moved the wraps from its C’Scope in legal fees.
American
production
unit,
is
The original consent decree enheaded by Alfred Crown.
(Continued on page 27)
joined certain practices and proScript has yet to; be submitted
vided that the Government would

NCA

Points

Up Rental

Beefs in Drive for Big
Allied States Turnout
Minneapolis, Aug. 31.,
Allied has
Central
North
launched a campaign to get this
territory’s exhibitors to attend the
National Allied States’ 25th anniversary convention in Milwaukee

Oct. 12-14 en masse.

current bulletin, which
its
theatreowners “Milwaukee is
attendance must,” NCA declares the meeting will be the
most important in Allied’s history
“because of what the film companies are doing to the exhibitors
in the way of extracting film
rentals unheard of in our busiIn

not seek a separation of the interests for a period of at least three
years.. In, 1944, the Dept, of Justice took action to obtain divorcement relief. A three-judge Expediting Court held hearings in 1945.
It rendered an opinion in June,
(Continued on page 27)

Cites

Danger to B.O. From

Too Many Super-Specials;
Public Can’t

Pay

Tariffs

Minneapolis, Aug. 31.
This territory’s independent exhibitors are worried as to whether
the public will have the entertainment purchasing power to support
sufficiently what promises to be a
continuous and constant flow of
big, expensive pictures requiring
ness.”
advanced admissions and “abnorD. Kane, NCA executive
S.
mal” grosses.
counsel, says “we’ll go all out” to
S, Di Kane, North Central Alget every one of our territory’s exlied executive counsel, says that
hibitors possible to be on hand to
exhibitor circles are bringing up
protest.
monster
in
a
join
the question as to whether the re“While the film companies are striction of production almost engetting disgustingly fat and flabby, tirely to such type pf offerings will
the exhibitors are becoming thin- prove economically sound.
ner and thinner, and are doomed
With these super-productions
to die of malnutrition,” asserts the hitting the theatres at the rate of
bulletin in its plea for a total turn- one or more every week, it’s probout.
lematical if the essential large
patronage, justifying their steep
costs arid the heavy percentage
terms exacted from exhibitors, can
be continuously forthcoming, according to present theatre-owner

an

at

MANKIEWICZ

in

tells

(Continued on page 29)

the same time got
around the obstacles of the Italians* insistence that there be no
transferability of permits among
the companies. .This was done by
getting the Italians to agree that
would pick up only 90% of
its licenses now. The rest will be
taken up before May 1, 1955, the
half-year mark in the new Italo

(

demon-

Company embarked on

Problem of Universal’s demand
for
more Italian lieenses was

MPEA

at

VistaVisiOn

Longterm project

42% and

‘

bringing the total for the
year to 190.

Pair’s

ing the public the best physical
presentation of screen fare.

Extra Italian

solved yesterday (Tues.)

of

major cities.
Par has no special requirements

on the welfare of the producingAnd the latdistributing outfits.
ter, of course, are in turn dependent on their foreign income, which

—

Olivia

of

in its sale of V’ Vision pix. Films
in that process will be made available to all houses regardless of
screen size pr whatever. However,
the company is urgirig exhibs to
modernize for the purpose of giv-

(Continued on page 10)

starring

land.

'

arrangement, he says, is the realization that their welfare depends

Permit Aids

licensing

In the past year Daily has made
50 flying trips to the field. He’s
huddled with hundreds of theatremen individually, inspected theatres and advised on improvements,

cir-

Despite .fnitial beefs relating to
the 50-50 terms, Nate Halpern’s
Theatre Network Television is
chalking up deals for the Sept. 15
Rocky Marciano-Ezzard Charles
closed-circuit theatre telecast. Halpern estimates that he can rack
up 90% of the Available cldsedeircuit situations if he can get a
break on AT&T line clearances.
The TNT topper said he had 75
spots, including 14 drive-ins, on
the dotted line, but that the actual
total of theatres at fight time is
subject to line clearances. In any
event, he’s sure that he’ll surpass
thfe record 61, including nine ozoners, that carried the June meeting between Marciano and Charles.
After some tough negotiating,
particularly with the circuits, Halpern revised his terms and. introduced a scale system based on the

Lady,”

C’Scope product, Par has been inducing theatremen to facelift for
the purpose of better setting off
the pictures from any company.

show a certain number of
British films each year. Their incentive for entering into such an

40% of their total revenue.
American execs, while. testifying
to the importance of Hollywood’s
foreign take and its indirect bearing on all sectors of the industry
including exhibition argue that

v.p.

equipment as

stallation of certain
a condition to its

cuits to

runs anyvVhere between

Jaunt on C’Scope Setups

Joseph H. Moskowitz, 20th-Fox
and eastern studio rep, returned Monday (30) to N. Y. aboard
the lie de France from a trip to
Dr. (Charles Daily, Optical engi- London, Paris and Munich.
20th. exec
was conferring in
neer on the Paramount studio, figures that up to 8,000 theatremen Europe on production of Cinema-"'
Scope
films,
some
to be made as
have installed new and larger
screens and shelled out for other coproductions with 20th. In Brit-,
ain,
company
has
already set
the
innovations. Accounting for a large
part of the overhaul is Cinema- up a sked of between eight and
10
films;
first
to
be “That
the
Scope, the presentation of which
face-lifting job since exhibitors redid their houses to accommodate
the introduction of sound 25 years
ago.

lAiTVI IV UUUIIVII UV1TV0 Ul lUlIVll 1TAUU

’the part of

Moskowitz Winds O’Seas

:

REVUE TO HIGHLIGHT
PIX PUBLICISTS’ BALL
A

written and
acted by members of the N. Y,
Screen Publicists Guild, will highlight the second annual “Movie
Page Ball” of the group, to be held
at the Hotel Pierre, N. Y., Get. 15.
satirical

Following

revue,

success of last
year’s initial ball* the SPG decided
to make the event an annual affair.
Last year’s show, a spoof of the #
industry, was entitled, “The History*
61 the Motion Picture.”

the

feeling,

he

says.

Exhibitors are setting forth such
views now in the territory as an
argument for the filrri companies
to return, in part at least, to their

former procedure of producing a
preponderent majority of less pretentious pictures, Kane reveals.
If this eventuates, as he confidently believes it will, product

to the

Code Administration.

It’s

understood that Woolf and Romulus execs will seek a determination
of how
the scenario must be
shaped in order to win the okay.
Story focuses on an amoral English girl in Germany at the time of
anti-Jewish violence. Film is set
for lensing in London and Germany beginning next month, with
Julie Harris and Shelley Winters
in key roles.
Woolf also will work on casting
of “Story of Esther Costello,” also
on the Romulus-Moulin joint production sked. Two top femmr' assignments are open.
On another front. Moulin is
sole
producer of “Moby Dick,”
which is in its fifth week of production and is now shooting in
Wales. John Huston is directing,
with Gregory Peck and Richard
Basehart in |ead spots. Distribution
tieup has yet to be set.
Two
previous Moulin entries, “Beachhead” and “Duel in the Jungle,”
were released through Warners.

WALSH’S BRIT. INVITE IN

GOODWILL LABOR PITCH
Richard F. Walsh, International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees prexy, has been invited to
visit Britain as part of a move to
foster better Anglo-American labor
relations.
Disclosure was made in
N. Y. last week by Tom O’Brien,
British labor leader who has been
discussing differences
British and U. S. film unions in
N. Y. and on the Coast.
O'Brien, who. had a last huddle
with Walsh in N. Y. yesterday
(Tues.) prior to returning home
tomorrow (Thurs.), said Walsh
hadn’t been able to set a date for
the London trip, but that he’d
likely do so after a trip, to the
Coast within the next two weeks.
Invitation to Walsh also covers

again will be in sufficient supply
to service the many exhibitors who anyone
along.
(Continued on page 10)

between

he

may wish

to

bring

-

FILM REVIEWS
White Chriitpum
First VistaVIsion feature with

Bins Crosby and Danny Kaye;
.

score

slantin*

Hollywood, Aug. 27.
Paramount release o£ Robert Emmett
production. Star* Bing Crosby,
Danny Kaye, Rosemary Clooney, Vera

Dolan

Ellen; feature* Dean Jagger. Directed by
Norman
Screenplay,
Curtiz.
Michael

Krasna, Norman Panama, Melvin Frank;
songs, Irving Berlin; camera (Technicolor), Loyal Griggs; editor, Frank Brecht;
music direction and vocal arrangement*.
Joseph J. Lilley; music associate, Troy
Van Cleave;
arrangements.
Sanders;
dances by Robert Alton. Previewed Aug.

Running time, 120 MINS.
Bing Cro*by
Bob Wallace v.
Danny Kaye
Phil Davis
Rosemary Clooney
Betty

33, '54.

.

General Wavcrly

Dean ,’i?.£ £er
Mary Wickes

j oe
Susan

John Brescia

Emma

•

(

*

Anno

Whitfield
1.85-1 )_

Aspect ratio:

- *
i
FI tc well Into current crooked
cop cycle for okay program

toes at all times proving himself
an ace entertainer of virtually unlimited talent .Miss Clooney does
quite well by the story portions
and scores on her song chores,
while Vera Ellen is a pert terper
who can also handle her lines well.
Supporting roles are few. The
chief featured part is in the able
hands of Jagger and his finale
scene, in which he reacts like a
tough general with a heart to the
turnout of his old division, is fine
trouping. Mary Wickes, the inn’s
housekeeper, -gets some chuckles.
Brascia figures importantly in making the* production numbers come
over so well. Anne Whitfield, several unbilled chorines and others
do their share.
Topnotch behind - the - cameras
contributions provide the— show
with a lavish gloss. Among them
are Loyal Griggs' Technicolor photography; the dance and musical
numbers staged by Robert Alton;
Joseph J, Lilley’s musical direction
and vocal arrangements; the art
direction by Hal Pereira and Ro-

returns.

.

The

a plus factor complex
menting the already solidly established draw of Crosby and Kaye.
The widescreen process has an
impressive vastness, with color
clarity and sharp definition that
add greatly to the visual quality of
a production. W’s impact, while
giving a full-stage effect to this
musical, should be even greater
when applied to Outdoor and acis'

Rogue Cop
Melodrama about a / crooked
cop and fang killings, with
Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh;
average prospects.
Hollywood, Aug,

(Paramount

W

1

viously by Paramount.

Crosby and Kaye, along with VV,
keep the entertainment going in
this fancifully staged

;
r

Robert Em-

Ellen.

Metro releaae of Nicholas Nayfack pro*

Sudney Boehm; based on novel by William P. ~~McGivern; camera, John Seitz;
editor, James E. Newcom; music, Jeff
Alexander. Previewed Aug. 25, '54. Running time, 91 MINS.
Christopher Kelvaney. ... .Robert Taylor
Garen Stephenson
Janet Leigh
Dan Beaumonte ........... George Raft
Eddie Kelvaney
Steve Forrest
Nancy Corlane
Anne Francis
Sidney Y. Myers
.Robert EUenstein

Ackerman
Robert F. Simon
Father Ahearn
Anthony Ross
Johnny Stark
Alan Hale Jr.
Wrinkle* FaUon ,
Peter Brocco
Langley
Vince Edwards
Selma
7
Olive Carey
Lt. Vince D. Bardeman... Roy Barcroft
Manny
Dale Van Sickel
Patrolman Mullins
Ray Teal
(Aspect ratio: 1.75-1)
":

good performances and a rugged
“Choreography” scores through action pace that is stirred up by
Kaye’s impression of modem bal- Roy Rowland’s direction. Guidance
let, with Miss Ellen and John Bras- makes the most of a number of
cia providing the jazzier counter- violent fight sequences and the
point to his hilarious posturing. customers of this type drama will
The full Crosby flavor is heard on like them best. Sydney Boehm
“What Can You Do With a Gen- scripted from the novel by William
eral?” and “Count .Your Blessings^’ P. McGivern.
latter reprised by Miss Clooney.
Taylor is the rogue cop of the
Also listening favorably are “The title,
playing it with a suave toughOld Man,” an ensemble number, ness that fits a policeman
on the
and the colorfully amusing “Min- tako from the vested gang interests
Show Routine,” including ruled over by George Raft. Footstrel
Berlin’s oldie, "Mandy,” with Cros*
age opens with a knifing and Steve
by, Kaye, the Misses Clooney and
Forrest, Taylor’s rookie brother,
Vera Ellen and ensemble doing the spots
the killer. The big interests
As for “White get into
musical funning.
the act to force the case
Christmas,” the Berlin hit Crosby
to be dropped. It seems the killer
introduced in “Holiday Inn” in
has something on Raft. When Tay1942 it’s still a top hit.

—

On

a lesser level are “Sisters,”
tune introducing the sister act of

the two

femme

stars,

and “Snow.

’

Both wear a

bit, although the first
has a very funny reprise by the
Crosby-Kaye team. “Gee, I Wish I
Was Back In the Army” and “Santa
Claus Routine” are other new Berlin
cleffings.
“Blue Skies” and

“Abraham” are among some

of the

oldies.

The plot holding the entire affair
together has Crosby and Kaye, two
buddies, joining forces after
the war and becoming a big musical team. They gdt together with
the girls and trek to Vermont for
a white Christmas,
The inn at
which they stay is run by Dean
Jagger, their old general, and the
boys put oil a show to pull him out
of a financial hole, at the same
time finding love with the girls.
Crosby wraps up his portion of
the show with deceptive ease, selling the songs with the Crosby sock,
shuffling a mean hoof in the
dances and generally acquitting
himself like a champion. Certainly
he has never had a more facile
partner than Kaye against whom to
J

Army

.

lor fails to bring Forrest into line
by using money and his girl friend,

Janet Leigh, the gang kills the
young policeman, an act that
makes a vengeful man out of .the
bad cop. and the windup features a
guns-blazing
climax
as
Taylor
fights it out with the baddies and
turns state’s witness to unveil the
workings of the syndicate.
The satisfactory performance by
'all
concerned almost bring the
show off, and had the scripting
been more logical and moral
values would have had more point.
Miss Leigh, a bad girl going

and Anne Francis, Raft’s
is brutally used and then
are the principal femmes
mixed up in the melodramatics.
Olive Carey spots a slick deliniation of a a newsie who stools for
Taylor. Robert EUenstein, a good
policeman; Anthony Ross, a priest;
straight,

moll

who

killed,

Robert F. Simon and Alan Hale
Jr., associates of Raft, and Peter
Brocco, the killer in 'the opening
sequence, come off okay.

John
to the

Seitz’ lensing is

lowkeyed

melodramatics and the other

credits

’

Cochran,
Dorothy Malone. Directed by Don ^icgel.
Screenplay, Miss Lupino, Young; camera,
Burnett Guffey; editor, Stanford Tischler;

music. Leith Stevens; song, "Didn't You
Know," by John 'Franco. Previewed Aug.
Running time, f 1 MINI.
Lilli Marlowe .............. Ida Lupino
Steve Cochran
Cal Bruner
Howard Duff
Jack Farnham
. , .
Dean Jagger
Captain Michaels ..... .
Francey Farnham. ...... .Dorothy Malone
‘
(Aspect ratio : 1.85-1)

Shield lor

30, '54.
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Murder

Melodrama of a cop turned
killer;. for programmer book-

*

by Don Siegel in his direction.
Names of star lineup should boost
film’s chances.

Young and Ida Lupino,

of
the cdstars* coauthored script for
production and release by their
eyrie

own company, Filmakers. Excellent
use is made of Los Angeles and
Hollywood park exteriors for story
purposes and film gets Off to a

grandson, doe* hi* share to heftiddle and later exonerate
the
metallic mastermind* There’s thin
1 ve
tere t between Janice (Karin
»
j£
5
Booth) and the younger scientist.
Harrison, but hand-holding is kept
at minimum while playing time is
mostly split between Tobor’s gyrations and leering of. the cloak-anddagger team headed by the mystery man (Steven Geray).
/Direction by Lee Sholem is static
while camera work by John L. Rus-

ings.

.

Current cycle of crooked cop
yarns gets a good entry in “Private
Hell 35,” which should rack up
satisfactory grosses in the program
market. Film is occasionally slowpaced but the Collier Young propayoff
gets
generally
duction
values slugged over for okay effect

.

Hollywood, Aug. 30.

m

some of the" angle-shots particularly, is the hlost upbeat item

sell
.

United Artist* release of Schenck-Koch
(Aubrey Schenck) production. Stars EdO'Brien, John Agar, Marla. English;
features' David Hughes, Emile Meyer,
Carolyn Jones. Directed by O'Brien, Howard W. Koch. Screenplay, Richard Alan
Simmons and John C. Higgins: adapted
by Simmons from book by William P.
McGivern; camera, Gordon Avil; editor,
John F. Schreyer; music, Paul Dunlap.
Previewed Aug. 26, '54. Running time,
81 MINS.
Barney Nolan
Edmond O’Brien
Mark Brewster ............... John Agar
Patty Winters
Marla English
Ernest Sternmueller ...... David Hughes
Capt. Gunnarson ........... Emile Meyer
Girl at Bar
Carolyn Jones
Fat Michaels
Claude Akins
Laddie OtNeil
Larry Ryle
Cabot
Herbert Butterfield
Packy Reed ............ Hugh Sanders
Assistant D.A,
William SchaUert

mond

1

(Aspect ratio: L75-l)
t

The

programmer market
“Shield for Murder” a

in the pic.-

Art.
'•

.

t

•

The Gulden Link
-(BRITISH)
Neatly
contrived
whodunit
with sufficient suspense to
hold interest; lack of international names will
to lower bracket*
'

.
Archway
Film
:

relegate

London, Aug.

24.

Distributors release of

Parkside-Guido Coen production.
Star*
Andre MoreU; features Thea Gregory.
Patrick Holt, Jack Watljng.
i.w^i
Difected by Charles SauSdeTJ; Scre^T*
play, Allan Macklnnon; camera, Harry
waxmah; editor. Jade Slade; music, Eric

tawsawans"*6 t-

**-

will Superintendent Blake. .-. .Andre MorreU
Joan Blake
Thea Gregory
find
pass- TerrV Maguire..
... Patrick Holt
up.
able thriller in the current crime BUI Howard
*.
..Jack Watling
Steve Cochran and Howard Duff;
Det. Inspector Harris....... Arnold Bell
melodrama
cycle.
„
.*.
detectives, are assigned the case
Mrs. Pullman. ........ ik .OUve Sloane
Plot of the Schenck-Koch pro- Sergeant Bakmr. .........
Bruce Beeby
after the note is found. First half
Arnold Debenham ...... Alexander Gauge
of narrative follows their search duction for United Artists release Norma Sheridan
Dorinda Stevena
is
another
of those William P. Mrs. West
for the man who passed it, and the.
...
....Elsie WagstafT
Grey
.Edward Lexy"
second half covers the pair’s reac- McGivern tales about a cop gone Major
Maria
* ...... .Marla Land!
tions after Cochran has taken $80,- bad. It has been adequately script000 in bills off the man killed in ed by Richard Alan Simmons, who
well-knit thriller with good
an auto chase. Cochran counts the also adapted from the book, and scripting
and camerawork makes
unwilling Duff in for a 50-50 cut. John C. Higgins to fit the demands
this a workmanlike mystery story
They are aided in their search by of the less discriminating market, providing
good
entertainment
but
the
direction
by
Edmond
Miss Lupino, a nitery singer, to
Theme is well and plausibWhom the bill was traced after she O’Brien, who (Stars as the bad cop, values.
ly
had received it as a tip. Windup and Howard W. Koch is rather ism;developed without sensationalit should make a good dualer
shows Duff insisting they turn the slowly paced for the action fans..
on most programs.
money over to the police, Cochran
O’Brien, a detective, kills a
When
a girl’s body crashes down
shooting him when they get the bookmaker and lifts a $25,000 roll
coin from a cache and himself he is carrying as the story opens. from a top floor apartment into
being killed by his superior offi- Killing goes into the books as a the main hallway, the obvious ancer, Dean Jagger, who has been homicide in the line of duty, even swer is that it’s a suicide. She is
suspected of taking part of the though the gambling syndicate a penniless out-of-work actress esloot.
spreads some dirty rumors. The tranged from her husband, who
Both Cochran and Duff turn in murder has been witnessed by a. lives in the building. One of the
suitable performances and Miss deafmute and, when O’Brien learns tenants, a police superintendent,
Lupino is properly brassy in her this, he commits a second killing. takes a different view, and the hus.

.

31.

prospects are probable generally.
Picture is one of .several in the
current cops-’n’-robbers cycle, suggesting possibilities for those situations that like to give action
audiences a* double-barrelled crime
bill, with this Metro entry as the
uppercase booking.
The Nicholas Nayfack production gets off to a logically plotted
start but doesn’t remain believable
for very long. Stronger supervision
would have helped to hold things
together better. Compensating are

Clooney, is “Love, You Didn’t Do
Right By Me.” The top song-dance
number is “The Best Things Happen While You’re Dancing,” strikingly terped by Kaye and Vera

Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Qf CoUier Young
release
Steve
Ida Lupino,
Stars
Howard. Duff, Dean Jagger,

Fllmaker*
production.

impossible.
Principals try hard but the overaccented parts „ are against them
straight through and none fares
well. -Dimitri Tiomkin composed
the score of the Howard Welsch
production;
Whit.

tlw^Mm, he threaten*
to become * ftrattanfei* because
Dnf.Nordstrom *ad Srrfcon (T*ylor Holme* andCharfe* Drake) -get
a few wire* crossed;
Billy Chapin, as the Nordstrom

BRlw. In

.

mett Dolan production, clicking so
well the teaming should call for a
repeat. Both Crosby and Kaye are
The rough melodramatics in this
long in the talent department and story of a crooked cop are brought
provide a lift and importance to
with
fair results to the action fan.
the material scripted by Norman
Krasna, Norman Panama and Mel- And because the names are good,
topped
by Robert. Taylor, ( average
vin Frank.

The directorial handling by
Michael CUrtiz gives a smooth
blend of music (13 numbers plus
snatches of others) and drama, and
in the climax creates a genuine
heart tug that will squeeze tears.
The standout song presentation,
beautifully $ocked by Rosemary

..

,

.

negative is
2.55-1 when the
printed anamorphieally for that aspect ratio projection.
The above qualities were not displayed to their fullest on the answer print Used at the preview, but
have been decidedly evident in
demonstration showings staged pre-

the four after * good* deal of lur
ther talk bundle into Aherne’*
jeep and «et out for Utah, where
Calhoun presumably will get the
fair trial he previously believed

••

sock start, a $300,000 N.Y. holdupmurder which picks up a year later
in L. A. when a hot $50 bill turns

duction.- Stare Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh,
tion-drama stories. An important George
Raft, Steve Forrest, Anne Francis;
value is the consistent picture qual- features Robert EUenstein, Robert F.
Simon, Anthony Ross, Alan Hale Jr.
ratios
projection
ity in the various
Directed by Rpy Rowland. Screenplay.
1.85),
recommends

from the standard 1.33 up to 2 to
1.
The quality carries -over into

SR

"

Kaye takes in stride the dance,
song and comedy demands of his
assignment, keeping Crosby on bis

“White Christmas” should be a
natural at the boxoff ice,, introducing as it does Paramount’s new
Vista Vision system with such a hot
combination as Bing Crosby, Danny land Anderson; Edith Head’s cosKaye and an Irving Berlin score. tuming, the recording and other
Brog.
debut of the new photographic technical aids.
process

Privdte Hell

bounce bis .misleading nonchalance,

; (MUSICAL-COLOR)
Irvins Berlin
for top b.o.

Wedhcodmy, September 1, 1954

show up acceptably.
Brog*
,

.

A

role,
romanced by John Agar, a young detective
Cochran. Dorothy Malone is okay trained by O’Brien, gets wjse and
and Jagger is im- after a wild and wooly chase -that
pressive as the detective captain. has the^bad cop dodging both the
Technical departments are well law and the syndicate’s hatchetexecuted. Burnett Guffey’s pho- men, the killer is trapped and shot
tography in particular is effective. down at the model home where he
Leith
Stevens’
musical
scorel had hidden his loot.
catches the proper mood. Whit.
Performances are to type, adequate to the melodramatics but
Bullet Is Waiting
never giving anything extra to the
show. Costarring with O’Brien and
(COLOR)
Agar is Marla English, on loan
Slow-moving, talky piece with
from Paramount. Her chief asset
Jean Simmons, Rory Calhoun;
to the picture will be lobby art
needs hard selling for fair refrom her role of the cigaret girl
turns.
with whom O’Brien is in I5ve.
David
Hughes,
the
deafmute;
Emile Meyer, detective captain,
Hollywood, Aug. 16.
Columbia release of Howard Welsch and Carolyn Jones, -a B-girl, are
production. Stars Jean Simmons, Rory
Calhoun, Stephen McNally, Brian Aherne. among some of the others more
Directed by John Farrow. Screenplay, prominently spotted in the plot.
Thames Williamson, Casey Robinson;
Gordon Avil gives the presentastory, Williamson; camera (Technicolor),
Frank F. Planer; music, Dimitri Tlemkln; tion lowkey photography to fit with
editor, Otto Ludwig. Previewed Aug. 12,
the mood of the piece and the
'54. Running time, 83 MINS.
other technical credits are average,
U3 Canham
.-...Jean Simmons
£&
L
|d Stone
Brog.
...Rory Calhoun
Sheriff Munson
Stephen McNally
David Canham
Brian Aherne
(Aspect ratio: 1.85-1)
Tolior the Great

entertainer

as Duff’s wife

A

.

This Columbia release, though
boasting excellent color photogra-

phy and a competent cast, is a
slow-moving, talkative yarn which
never attains realism.
Returns

Machinations of a robot in soso science-fiction piece for average supporting fare.

band, despite a sound alibi, is
suspected of murder. Although not
officially in charge of the case,
this police official uncovers unpleasant facts, most damning of
which is that his daughter is in
love with the suspect. The suspect’s
wife had refused a divorce, and
ensuing clifes point to the daughter as having equal motive and
opportunity for committing the
crime. She follows her lover to
a secluded houseboat, unaware of
planted evidence against herself,
and an anonymous telephone tall
that notifies the police of their
hideout. The tracking down of this
informant unmasks the killer, a
pleasant young neighbor involved
with the dead actress.
Andre Morel! is excellent as the
harassed father torn between paternal love and sense of duty Thea
Gregory registers more faintly, as
his daughter while Patrick Holt
does well in the rather thankless
roleof the suspected husband. Jack

Watling

provides

an

even

more

shadowy characterization as the
toiler Arnoid Beil vies with
Andre

Morell in realism as the investigatinspector. Helen Pollock contributes
a
correctly
overacted

cameo as a phoney

seeress. Olive
Sloane provides another gem as
00 m,
0 ,se " kee P er
direc?{ rt « K
l
will depend entirely upon the b.o.
tion
by Charles
Saunders gives full
draw of its principals.
value to the highlights and never
Film's unusually small cast of
strains at credulity.
Clem.
Philip MacDonald; from story by
four the fourth appearing only in play,
Carl Dudley; camera, John L, Russell Jr.;
the final reel or so-—make their editor, Basil Wrangell; music, Howard
Lover*
pitch in and around an isolated Jackson. Previewed in N.Y. Aug. 26, *54.
Running time, 77 MINS.
(BRITISH)
sheepranch cabin on the CaliHarrison
Charles Drake
fornia coast. Parts are undertaken Janice
Karin Booth
Sensitive romantic drama of
by Jean Simmons, Rory Calhoun, Cadge
Btilly Chapin
Dr, Nordstrom
young lovers caught up in the
.Taylor Holmes
Stephen
McNally
and
Brian Man with Glasses
Steven Geray
east-west conflict.
Aherne, but even with such able Paul.
Delicately
Henry Kulky
d, *e.®ted and acted.
Karl
Franz
Roehn
performers John Farrow isn’t able
Worthy of
Max
Hal Baylor
exhibition in the U. S.
to direct them past the hurdles Gilligan
Alan Reynolds

—

^

Republic release of Dudley Pictures
(Richard Goldstone) production.
Stars
Charles Drake, Karin Booth; features
Taylor Holmes, TFlly Chapin, Steven
Geray. Directed \y Lee Sholem. Screen-

*

The Yonn^

*

'.

.

.

*

of story and script.
Plot revolves around

Dr. Gustav

Peter Brocco

Commissioner
Norman Field
a vindic- First General
Robert Shaync
McNally, and his pris- Admiral
Lyle Talbot
Calhoun,
crashing
their First Congressman ....... Emmett Vogan
Johnston
William Schallert
enroute back to Utah— Secretary
Helen Winston

tive sheriff,

,

oner,

plane
where latter is to face
slaughter rap— and forced
up in the cabin belonging
Simmons and her English

a

man-

to hole

This melodrama is awkwardly
to Miss clothed in pseudo-scientific trapprofes- pings. “Topor (robot, spelled backsor-father,
Aherne,
until
the wards) the Great” overlooks its
storms which make travel impos- original
but brief scientific theme
sible subside.
Femme is alone, for some cops-and-robbers hokum,
father being absent for several in a talky
story with stock acting
days, and when the sheriff sees she that rates
as supporting fare.
is
warming up to Calhoun he
After a meaningless semi-docuwarns her not to interfere with his mentary intro
about the atom
efforts to return his prisoner to
bomb and interplanetary travel,
justice.
there comes this hunk of mental
Most of the footage concerns metal (Tobor) with
extra-sensory
this conflict, presented mostly in
perception. Designed to do mandrawn-out passages of unconvinc- kind’s experimental
dirtywork, Toing dialog, the femme certain that, bor
ends up instead building a dogCalhoun isn’t a killer at heart and like devotion to his
McNally taking the opposite view. the latter’s grandson creator, and
and family
When the father finally returns. wipes put a band of mean
but dull

c «”««> rum
An

D^buZ, ArUe?cie4 'o«

d Da
rectfd bv° AAt^rtnv A s ,th ^OSSOff. Di*
Screenplay.
?y
t,eorge Tabori and £
Robin

CeorwT.wte

-

Estridge; camJ k
ed itt>r Frederick Wilson .At
At Odeon, TLeicester
>
5™’
don, Au*. 24, 34. Runnine Square, Lontime, 95 MINS.
T?"° "‘'"'"“.•“'••‘j Odlle Versois
.

David Knight
J « 8 h_ Tomelty
Paul Carpenter

*

MofFatt

4

GreetT
JoKPnh

r;r
sS?hAt'

........
,

V'
’

‘

Mar«?et*n«’

Theodore^ Bikel
JU1 Adams
_
David Kossoff

John McClaren

gr?' (Kassa.'.v.v.v.v.v

ggg!
Wfan
The political
east and west

Bernard Rebel
conflict

betweer
is brought home
poignantly in this moving, sensitive
romantic drama, directed with <
sympathetic hand by Anthony Asquith and delicately interpreted bj
(Continued on page 22)
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Just about every important neighborhood theatre in New York
will be tied lip with only a total of t$vo pictures this week. Total
of 117 houses have booked either RKO’s ”$usan Slept Here” or
United Artists’ “Apache” to run simultaneously.
Such programming, time and again, draws the fire of some industryites. They claim it means an inadequate menu from which
the public might choose, Another complaint is that it gives the
theatregoer insufficient time in which to “catch up” with a certain film*
Howeverr-others claim advantages. In the case of “Apache,” for
example, the ‘film is being spread, around immediately following
its firstrun engagement at the Mayfair, on Broadway, and' the
showcase bally presumably, still has effect. And the number of
theatres on second-run can sponsor a sizable ad campaign inexpensively on a joint basis.
\
“Susan” opened yesterday (Tues.) in 73 locations, including
houses in the RKO, Loew’s, Skouras, Fabian, Randforce, Cinema,
Island and Brandt circuits. “Apache” bows today in 29 Loew’s
theatres and 15 “independent spots.
'

As Cause
What are those

.

typically British comedy,

with an American
b.o.

star,

and break tenser’s

Universal release of the British
“High and Dry,”, starring Paul
Douglas at the head of an Anglo
cast, is seen as the perfect test for

argument, particularunusually high on the

U

film.
If

this

broadly-played

manages to garner

.

comedy

circuit

dates,

lend support to the theory
that the foreign film can be made
it’ll

paltable to Americans if it features a„U. S. name for matquee
appeal.
If, on the other hand,. “High and
Dry” follows the Vame rente -$s
other British pix, such as “Gene-

Widow Sues 20th

When Her

Ins. Co. Balks
Los Angeles, Aug. 31.
Suit for $20i000 was filed in Superior Court against 20th-Fox and
Panoramic by the widow of Louis
Kunkel, the cameraman who was
killed in an airplane accident while
making aerial shots last February.
Shots were
for
“Jet
Aircraft
.

Carrier.”

Edna Kunkel, the widow, contends she has a $20,000 policy on
her husband’s life but the insurance company refuses to pay.

and fails to gei 'tti&e acceptance outside the arties, despite
rave reviews, it’ll strengthen the
British (and European) view that
U. S. exhibs just don’t want to give
to foreign films the kind of break
-which their producers feel they
vieve,”

•deserve.

“High and Dry” is a J. Arthur
Rank Organization farce comedy
released in England under the
title of “The Maggie.”
Similar in

For O’Seas
Cinerama, set to mark

Bow
its

sec-

ond anni

—

f

10)

policy to squeeze oiit better rental terms.
Distribs’ reply is that such a
charge, is nonsense; that they are
serving more prints than ever in
the face of vastly greater costs, and
that, if
exhibs had their way,
there’d never be enough prints oh
arty picture.
Sales execs do admit, however,
that the industry’s swing to color,
and the introduction of stereophonic sound, have put a crimp into the
delivery of prints by the labs. Latter—and particularly Technicolor
—are said to be pushing out prints
as fast as possible.
Exhibs say that the unavailability of prints is so severe that pix
supposedly playing 21 days after
firstrun, actually aren’t getting- to
the theatres until 30 and 50 days
later.
One of the recent Allied
Theatre Owners of Indiana bulletins had this to say about the print
shortage:
“The 'playoff Of product in the
smaller situations is being delayed
until the public’s desire to see the
picture has waned and most of the
benefits of initial sales campaigns
and national advertising have been
lost. Possibly the most illegal consequence of the artificial print
shortage is the piling of clearance
on top of clearance, making a
dead letter of the U. S. Court’s rulihg. Either the print shortage is a
real and just problem or else it is
a fraud to manipulate clearance
and availability and to increase
film rentals.”
The bulletin charged that, in
“almost every case,” additional
clearance
or
later
availability
meant that a picture would have
to compete against weaker product,
and it also held that later' availability on percentage pix frequently resulted in distribs getting more
favorable playing time.
No Deepdyed Plot
A. N. J. circuit reparts it was
“severely handicapped” by the
shortage of prints which is attribto
uted.
“distributor economy.”
Chain’s
exec particularly cites
"Gone With The Wind.” Pic was
advertised but couldn’t be played
(Continued- on page 29)

FOR ABP SALES MEET
Allied
Artists
topper
Steve
Bioidy, following a review of the
plans and progress of the company
to the
tradepress today (Wed.),
takes off for Europe to attend the
sales
convention of Associated
British Pathe, AA’s British distrib.
The confab will take place af
Monte Carlo, with some 60 ABP
staffers attending.
Broidy will meet
sales chief

AA

Norton Ritchey and veepee Harold
Mirisch, who are already abroad.
Prexy will also look in on the production of “The Black Prince,”
C’Scoper now being ‘filmed in England.. Broidy’s press confab will
deal mainly with the company’s ex
pansion plans, particularly relating
to its entry into the “big” picture
business in association with name
producers,'
and perdirectors,

AA

Cinerama technicians have been
at work for three weeks readying
the theatre. Changes in London’s
building and theatre codes were
accommodate the
necessary
to
needs of the process. The three
projection booths and the large
size of the film reels required revision of fire regulations for conventional film presentations. Simi
lar changes in the New York City
codes were made two years ago.

Mex-Made

Rome and London and
In a formally issued “declaration
some of the femmes would be of emergency” following a board
brought over for tests. U. S. also conclave last week in. White Sulwill be scoured by the pic company phur Springs, W.Va„ the Allied
for possible leads “for the film. toppers cited “the apparent hosWhile in London Bergman said he tility' of Montague toward Allied,
saw the legit hit, “Witness for the the committee, and exhibitors in
Prosecution,” which, though not general, and the utter callousness
for sale yet, shapes as good screen of Kalmenson in rejecting the just
material. Play is skedded to come complaints against his company’s
to Broadway.
policies.” ^ While Kalmenson and
Munich,

-

Montague were singled
lied

Cot WB Officially

Charles Regan, and RKO’s former
sales chief Charles Boasberg “on
the subject of fair and equitable
prices for motion pictures, implying thereby that an exhibitor is enColumbia and Warner Bros, were titled to a profit as a reward for
officially mum on*the blast leveled his investment and effort.”
at both last week by Allied States
In a don’t quote me statement,
Assn, on sales policy. Neither ap- an Allied leader said that lie repeared desirous of “dignifying” garded it as “highly unlikely” that
the Allied statements by rejoinders. the move toward Government regBen Kalmenson,
sales chief, ulation would have been taken if
simply refused to comment. Ditto Kalmenson and Montague had
for Abe Montague, Cql sales head. shown the same consideration as
But another .exec offered to state Lichtman, Reagan and Boasberg.
the film company side. He said Col
(Continued on page 31)

WB

WB

and
were under Allied attack
for the reason that these are the
only outfits undertaking to sell
films on 50-50 terms.
Col has
“Caine Mutiny” in this licensing
groove and
has “A Star Is
Born” in the same slot.
The exec added that Montague,
has been in distribution for 30
years and could not have endured
if his policies were Unpalatable for
theatremen. Further, it was said,
there couldn’t be any specificallystated policy on “Caine” for the
reason that “policy is subject to
,

WB

picture,

change as a film

’Phony Print Shortage’;

its

’Fraud’ to Hike Rentals
Minneapolis, Aug. 31.
In its current bulletin, North
Central Allied again lambasts the

companies for what it calls
“the phony print shortage.”
Charging that “possibly the most
illegal consequence of the artificial

film

is

lease.”

show of the same title which
was written by Paddy Chayefsky.
Title role is being played by Ern-

screening and quoted those

who

world premiere at Rapid City,

ing

out

other

alleged

*

est Borgnine, the sadistic sergeant
of “From Here to Eternity.”
Pic is the fourth by Hecht-Lancaster.
“Apache” is now in release, “Vera Cruz” is being edited

and “The Kentuckian” is shooting
on location in Kentucky.

AA

Canadian Franchise

To

Taylor; Bernstein In
Toronto; Aug. 31.
of Allied

technical

The Canadian franchise

flaws.

But the bitterest dreg for Frank
occurred when the Rapid City

Artists, formerly held by International Film Distributors, J. Arthur

Daily Journal, the town's only
newspaper, the day after the premiere, ran the nearly column-long
blast of the picture on its editorial
page headlined “ ‘Sitting Bull’
She Steenks.”

Rank

subsidiary, has been secured
by N. A. (Nat) Taylor. The general
manager will be John Bernstein,- formerly Cleveland branch
sales

manager for RKO, who went to
that position from Toronto in Sepwere flabber- tember, 1949, when he managed
gasted when we read the review, the Toronto exchange of RKO.
Announcement was made by D.
inasmuch as^. the picture has won
the highest praise from those cir- V. Rosen, general manager, Allied
cuit heads and other film compa- Artists Pictures of Canada Ltd.
Frank says “we

•

,

N.Y.,

vision

had remained awake as scoffing at
the performances Of the Mexicans
“Sitting Bull,” launched "trying to be Indians” and point-

original plan to
shortage is the piling of Frank changed his
in South Dakota and, inclearance on top of clearance, film it
in Mexico.
producing
the
did
stead,
S.
making a dead letter of the U.
also was assailed by Hollywood
Court’s ruling,” the bulletin con- He
action.
for
such
crafts
film
tends that it’s either “a real and
Buys Pitt Exchange
Frank evidently felt that he
just problem or else it’s a fraud
to manipulate clearance and avail- could placate the Rapid City resiHollywood, Aug. 31.
film dents and the Indians by holding
increase
to
and
Allied Artists will close a deal ability
the ^world premiere in the South
on Sept. 30 to buy its Pittsburgh rcntdlSi^
exchange. This purchase will give
Bulletin points out “the Court Dakota town and having a large
the company ownership of 17 of its did not justify clearance to in- contingent of the Siouxs as his
31 exchanges.
crease distributors’ film rentals or guests. Instead, he ran into a sucAt a meeting of the board of di- serve his convenience or economy cession of hassles and stirred up a
rectors a quarterly dividend of 13c by reducing print quotas, but only hornet's guest.
Instead of waxing enthusiastic
a share was announced/ payable to ’protect that exhibitor interSept. 15 to holders of record Sept. est’.”
Such being the case, NCA about the picture, the Sioux Indi3.
.Board also approved steps to calls upon the film companies to ans found plenty of flaws and
have the company’s 5Vfc% preferred answer certain questions if they faults with it and did not hesitate
stock listed on the American Stock claim they’re not violating the law after the premiere to express their
adverse views. The A.P. story out
Exchange.
(Continued on page 10)

AA

VISIT

of Rapid City next day told how
their chief fell asleep during the

S.D., and which had repetcusssions
in this, his home town after Morning Tribune columnist Will Jones
picked up and published a vitriolic panning of the picture by the
Rapid City newspaper.
However, considerable resentment was stirred up in the town
and throughout the state when

print

formers.

BRONX

Location crew took to the Bronx,
yesterday (Tues.) as the
Hecht-Lancaster
production
of
“Marty” got underway. Cast members spent the past week in rehearsals at the Palladium Ballroom.
Film will be done on and around
the borough’s Grand Concourse.
placed in re- “Marty” is an adaptation of a tele-

»

hereabouts.
It’s all the result of rhubarbs
that developed in connection with

Distribs’

‘MARTY’S’

.

Thrown for a Loss;

Minneapolis, Aug. 31.
W. R. Frank, local theatre cir :
cult owner and Hollywood producer, is experiencing some headaches and grief in getting his new

out, the Al-

board expressed “appreciation

of the encouraging statements” by
20th-Fox’s Al. Lichtman, Metro’s

Sioux Turn Sour; Bookings Hobbled

.

NCALambasts

W

Hunting

Still

that

.

month.

STEVE BR0IDY ABROAD

j

:

at the Warner Theatre,
N. Y. during this month, launched
the first phase of its overseas operation yesterday (Tues.). Seven
nature to “Tight Little Island’’— tons of electronic equipment left
it was filmed in the same locale
for London via Pan-American. The
it opened at the Sutton Theatre,
plane contained a virtually comN. Y. Monday (30).
The
plete Cinerama installation.
There have been indications in London Casipo Theatre is expected
the past that at least part of an to be ready for the first showing
import’s potential b.o. success de- of “This Is Cinerama,” first picpends on whether or not it con- ture in the medium, end of this

continued on page

Allied States Assn.’s decision to
seek Government regulation of the
picture business is placed by the
group squarely on the shoulders
Prospect for ‘Mary’ of Ben Kalmenson and Abe Montague, sales chiefs of Warner Bros,
Maurice Bergman, Universal’s and Columbia respectively. In
eastern talent chief and story edi- private conversations Allied leadtor, returned to N. Y. over the ers say that it Is unlikely that the
weekend from a European talent exhib org’s board would have descouting trip for U’s projected cided on such a drastic step at this
“Mary of Magdalene.”
time had it not been for the. unHe said he had found several compromising attitude of Kalmenprospects for the Mary part in son and Montague.

Bergman

company

.

settling that
ly since
is

to Seek

.

-

click at the. U. S.
into the circuits?

Move

prints?

Question pates as one of the
prime topics among >xhibs today,
with the indies particularly burned
over what they see as a deliberate

'

Can a

of Its

'

;•

fortified

PICTURES

PQBSBBff

nies’

executives,

including

Al.

Lichtman, 20th-Fox sales manager,
who have seen its screenings and

inasmuch as the leading
are buying it.”

Bernstein, 36, is married to Mary
Simmons, operatic and radio name.

circuits

Zanuck Inks Reed, Hakim

Hollywood, Aug. 31.

amounting to 93%,
the Screen Story Analysts Guild
Hollywood, Aug. 31,
Darryl F. Zanuck, now in Eu- voted to affiliate with IATSE,
rope, signed Carol Reed and Andre rather than with the new Writers
Hakim to non-exclusive multiple Guild of America.
Kay Lenard, business agent, expicture pacts as director-producers.
They’ll work exclusively in Eng- plained: “The analysts and the
writers have much in common
land and on the Continent.
Hakim was formerly under con- professionally, but since the anatract to 20th, and produced such lysts are wage-and-hour employees
pix as “Belvedere Rings The Bell,” their interests can best be served
“Full House” and “Powder River.”

By

a majority

in a craft union.”

Wednesday, September
'Obsession* Sets Pace

LA. Loaded With Ms; “Waf StiD

•

Window’

21G, 3d

-

Los Angeles, Aug. 31*
•'Gone With Wind” continues to
dominate local first-runs in an unusual session that boasts no new

Broadway Grosses

All deluxers are playing
bills.
holdovers save the Palace and
Hawaii, plus six goners, which
have "About Mrs. Leslie for inPic is
itial week on popscale run.
the
sighting an okay $15,000 in
weeks
six
scant
a
only
hardtops
^advanced
after completion of its
admission run, with another $39,300 at the drive-ins.
“Wind” is heading for a smash

$39,000 in third

week two

'

for seventh in two.
Estimates for This Week
Hawaii (MetropolltanPalace,
G&S) <1,212; -.U06r fiO^LIO)--!

Okay

•‘Mrs. Leslie’* (Par).

$15,000.

Last week, “Her 12 Men” <M-G>
and “Security Bisk” (AA) (2d wk),

*7

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50)
—“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (2d
Last week,

Torrid $8,800.

wk).

^1

Star (UATC)
—p«ur
“Companions Of Night”

(900; 9O-$1.50>
(Indie)

A

$4,000. Last week, “Hobson s
Choice” (UA), same in 10 days.
Coliseum (Evergreen) <1,829; 65“On Waterfront” (Col) and
90)

Win

.

.

.theatres.)

Wow

—

Century (S-W)
“Cinerama”

$22,000, Toronto

—

—

"Dawn

at
at the jStanton.

State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 694; 698;

$0,400.

‘Window’ Terrif

Cincinnati, Aug; 31.
“Rear Window” shapes terrific

ers,”

(2,213; 885; 70-$1.10)—“Liv(Par) and “Desperado
(Orpheum only) (4th wk).
$10,000. Last week, $11,200,

(Par).

Sturdy 20G, ‘Gog’
Detroit,

week.

Aug.

13G

31.

is

$32,

'

—
$1.25) “Broken

Lance” (20th) (2d
Okay $22,000. Last week,
wk).
$34,000.
to Kill” (Lip). Oke $4,000.
Boston. Aug. 31.
Last
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
“Magnificent ' Obsession”
Big noise here this stanza is week, “Broken Laitee” (20th) and 80-$l)
“Rear Window”’ Which is, sock at “Heat Wave” (Lip) (3d wk). $3,500. (U). Fancy $28,000 or near. Last
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)— week, “King Richard Crusaders”
the Met. Other newcomers, “Duel
in Jungle” at the Paramount and “Susan. Slept Here” (RKO) and (WB) $21,500 at $1.25 top.
Fenway
only okay and “Malta “Sins; hf Rome”: (RJCO) (2d wk).
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—
Story” at the Beacon Hill looks GoOd $14,000' following $20,000 first “Dragnet” (WB) and “Thunder
fairly good.. ”7 Brides for 7 Broth- week.
Pass” (Lip). Solid $20,000. Last
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 50-90)
ers” in second* frame at State and
week, “On Waterfront” (Col) and
“Rear Window”
(Par)
and “Big Chase” (Lip)
Orpheum, continues strong. “Su(3d wk), $15,000.
Strong
san Slept Here” shapes good in “Rodgies Bump” (Rep).
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50)
near.
$32,000
“King
or
Last week,
second week at the Memorial.
Richard and Crusaders” (WB) and —“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (9th wk).
Estimates for This Week
“The Cowboy” (Lip) (2d wk), Nice $10,000. Last week, $12,000.
Astor (B&Q) (1,500: 85-$1.25)—
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
$ 10 000
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) <9th wk).
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-90) 80-$l)— “Gog” (UA) and “FortyOkay $10,000 after $11,000 for —“7 Brides- for 7 Brothers” (M-G) Niners” (AA). Oke $13,000.
Last
eighth week.
(2d wk). Trim $16,000 after $29,000 week, “Duel in Jungle” (WB) and
Beacon. Hill (Beacon Hill) <800: in first.
“Paid To Kill” (Lip), $10,000.
50-$l)—“Malta Story” (UA). Good
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)
United Artists "(UA) <1,038; $1$7,000.
Last

15G, ‘Brides’ Big 25G, 2d

—

.

(1,364;

’

.

K

•

*

Tear’ Fairish $12,500,
Loo; ‘Brides’ 30G, 2d
St.

Louis, Aug. 31.

After terrific first stanza, “Seven
Brides For 7 Brothers” is repeating in second round by still pacing
local field where most biz is spotty
currently.

Of new

films,

“Ring of

.

—

,

Fear” looks to do best but it is
only fair at the huge Fox. "Broken
Lance* looms good in third frame
week, “Man With
at the St. Louis, “Cinerama* continues very solid in 30th round at Million” (UA) (8th wk), $4,000.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)
Ambassador.
(1,354;
$1.20-$2.85)
“Cinerama”
Estimates for This Week
(Indie) (35th wk).
Neat $15,000
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20- following $16,000 in 34th week.
$2.40)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (30th
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)
wk). Solid $17,000 after $18,500 in “Holly nad Ivy" (Indie) and “Wel29th week.
come Queen” Indie) (4th wk). Nice
Fax (F&M) <5,000; 51-69)—“Ring $5,000. Last week, $5,500.
of Fear” (WB) and “Pride BlueFenway (NET) (1.373; 50-90)—
(Continued on page 31)
“Duel in Jungle” (WB) and “Paid

—

<

(2,890; 85-

Shield of Falworth”
This derring-do winning the
stamp of patron approval. Stout
Last week, “Caine Mu$13,000.
tiny’.’ (Col) (4th wk), $10,000.
85-$

U—

“Mrs. Leslie” (Par). Mixed opinions on this one. Mild $3,500. Last
week, “Hobson’a Choice” (UA),
$2,900.

week, $13,000.

With a couple of exceptions, biz
slow at downtowners mainly be-'
cause holdovers have been ex$8,900.
tended too long. Best of newcomPalace (RKO) (2,600; 75-90)—
ers
is
“Magnificent Obsession”
“Seven Brides” (M-G) (2d wk). which is only slightly less than
Wham $16,000 on heels of $22,000 magnificent at the Michigan.
unveiling.
“Dragnet” is dragging them in nicely at the Palms. “Cinerama” stays
with the leaders in its 76th week
at the Music Hall. “Gog” looks
oke at the Broadway-Capitol,
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detrolt) (5,000; $ 1 -

‘Window’ Dominates Hub, Sock

$l,20-$2.65)
“Cinerama”
(Indie)
Into 70th frame Sun(70th wk).
day (29) after great $37,200 last

—“Black

(U).

*

Terrific

$20,000 looms, and extended stay.
Last week, “Apache” (UA) (2d wk),

—

Oke

RKO-Orpkeum (RKO)
$1)

is

Window”

“Rear

$13,300.
Last week, $6,500.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90“Magnificent Obsession”
$1.50)
Fine $7,500. Last
(U) (6th wk).
week, $8,500.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 90$1.50)—“Apache” (U) (6th wk).
Good $4,600. Last week, $5,200.

‘Jungle

$4,000

“Broken Lance” (20th) (2d wk).
Sharp $9,500. Last week, $15,000.

.

Wham

50c-84c scale.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—

’

—

HiUstroet, Pantages (RKO) (2,752; 2,812; 95-$1.75)—“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (7th wk).
Stout $21,000. Last week, $25,000.

wk),

—

(AA)
000 for 9 days.
Great
Trans-Lux <T-L) (500; 80-$1.50)
Los Angeles Paramount, Wlltern,
-“Mrs. Leslie
(Par)
(3d wk).
Hollywood ABPT-S -FWC) (3,200 Trim $5,500. Last week, $7,500.
2,344, 756; 75-$1.25)—“On WaterViking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)—
front” (Col) (4th wk). Smash $24,- “Student Prince’’ (M-G) (9th wk).
Last week, $30,000.
000.
Stout $7,000. Last week, $8,000.
Chinese (FWC) (1,905); $1-$1.80)
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99—“Broken Lance” (20th) (5th Wk-5 $1.50)
“Adventures
Robinson
Last* week Crusoe” (UA) (4th wk). Mild $3,200.
Oke $9,000.
days).

W

Albee.

the

(6th

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)—“Magnificent Obsession” (U) (4th wk).
Not outwearing its .welcome. Still
welt up in. money at robust $6,000.
Last* week, $7,000.
Radio City (Par) <4,100; 85-$l)—

—

at Socorro” (U) and “Black
Horse Canyon” (U). Fine $8,500.
Last week, “Pushover” (Col), $11,-

1

moderate'’ at

is

Last week-, “Gone With Wind”

(M-G) (reissue)
at 89c.

smash holdover
Odeon (Rank) (2,318; 70-$l)— ‘Egyptian’ Mighty 40G,
at the Palace while “Caine Mutiny” “Magnificent Obsession” (U). Sock
“Cin- $22,000.
is still hefty in fifth week.
Last week, “Man With
Frisco; ‘Crusaders’ Fat
erama” is adding strength in 11th Million” (Rank) (2d wk), $11,000.
week at Capitol.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 50-85)—“Hell
14G, ‘Obsession’ 12G, 3d
Estimates for This Week
Below Zero” (Col) (2d wk). Light
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$l)— $6,000. Last week, $8,500.
San Francisco, Aug. 31.
“King Richard and Crusaders”
Weekend heat wave and fret
University (FP) (1,556; 50*80)
Last “Mrs. Leslie” .(Par). Big $14,000. show at airport dedication is failModerate $14,000.
(WB).
week, “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (4th Last week, “Knock on Wood” (Par) ing to hurt first-run biz here curwk), at 75-$1.25 scale, $10,500.
“The Egyptian” looms
rently.
(2d wk), $9,000.
Capitol (Ohlb Cinema Corp.)
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 65-80)— standout with a sock, session at the
“Cinerama” “Valley of Kings” (M-G) (2d wk). huge Fox. “King Richard and Cru(1,376; $1.20-$2.65)
saders” shapes fine at St; Francis.
(Indie) (11th wk).’ Hotsy $28,500 Okay $8,500. Last week, $11,000.
“Magnificent Obsession” is winding
in sight with increasing out-ofits third-final stanza with fancy
town support. Last week $27,700.
takings “7 Brides For 7 Brothers”
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.25)— ‘Obsession’ Paces Del,
continues very stout in second
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (m.o.). Oke
round at Warfield.
$6,500 for fifth downtown sesb.
Fast $28,000; ‘Dragnet’
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Outcast” (Rep) and
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 80“Laughing Anne” (Rep), $6,000 at

“Dawn

—

,

this week in bulging
session.
Another new

“Seven Brides”

—

Up”

Keith’s

$1.75(20th

RKO-Pan (RKO) <1,600;
40-70)—“Playgiri” (U) and “Jesse
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (m.o.). Here
James Vs. Daltons” (Col). Light after four boff Orpheum weeks.
$12,000. Last* week, “Gypsy Colt” Healthy
$6,500; Last week, “Saraand “Desperado** (A A), cen Blade” (CoD and “Paris Mod(M-G)
$11 000
el” (Col), $5,000 at 55c-75c.
Hyland (Rank) (1,354; 60-80)—
State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l>—“7
“The Maggie’’ (Rank) (5th wk). Brides for 7 Brothers’* (M-G) (3d
Near-capacity at $9,000. Same last wk). Continues to get heavy boxweek.
Last
office play; Hefty $10,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)— week, $14;000.
World. (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)—
“High and Mighty” (WB) (2d wk)

$184)00. Last week, $22,000
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,096; 60-80)—
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue)
downtown
Last
Hefty $11,000.
wk).
bill, “King Richard and Crusad- (6th

at

(Indie)

wk). Terrific $30,000. Last week,
$28,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)—
“Valley of Kings** (M-G). Good $6,000.

•

is

(1,140;

$2.65)

—

Orpheum, Vogue (Metropolitan

St.

'

.

Toronto/ Aug. 31.
With the Canadian National Ex$9,500.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- hibition influx of visitors, biz is
“Susan Slept Here” (3d big, with “Magnificent Obsession”
$1.25)
with, preview and tradeshow ThursSwell $6,000. Last Week,
wk).
Teroff
pic
big.
getting
night
and “About Mrs. Leslie** topping
day
$8,300.
rific total looms for opening round
Music Hall- (Hamrick) <2,300*90- the, town on newcomers. Former
at the Fox. This, production showed
(Magnificent Obsession” is smash at the Odeon for biggest
$1,25)
great weekend strength despite
Holdovers are hefty,
(U) and “Paris Express” (Indie). coin city.
vacation exodus but management
Huge
$16,000. Last week, “Francis “High and Mighty” being socko in
exsince
disappointed
appeared
“Always
and
while “Gone With
Joins
Wacs’’
(U)
frame
second
pecting more. “Waterfront” and
days.
Wind** in sixth stanza shapes hefty.
“Rear Window” still are smash Bride” (U) $11,700 in 9
Paramount
(Evergreen)
(3,039;
Only
Estimates for This Week
standouts in holdover lineup.
“Caine Mutiny” (Col).
$1-$1.25)
other newcomer besides “Egyptian”
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
Socorro,’* rated nice <8th wk.) Strong$9,000. Last week,

—

—

.

'

—

Warner Hollywood (SW)

.

Gross Sams Week
$2,457,166
. ..
Last Year
(Based on 19 cities and 182

—

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
“The Egyptian,” one of few newcomers this stanza, started SHO,

—

(

cluding N.Y.)

ring up jthe top wicket activity in
foe face of stiff competition from
the Minnesota State Fair, a tremendous counter attraction. “Valley of Kings” and “About Mrs.
Leslie,” other arrivals are not going far. State Fair is expected to
attract 1,000,600 people in its nine
days. “Magnificent Obsession” and
7 Brides for 7 Brothers” looks top
holdovers, former in fourth week.
Estimates for This Week

4>

.Total

stanza of $12,400.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick) (2,500;
$1-$1,25) ^“Broken Lance” (20th).
(3rd wk). Sock $8,500. Last week,

“Gone
$1-$1,50)
$25,000.
With Wind” (M-G) (reissue) (3d
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74week,
Bast
Smash
$39,000.
wk).
$1.30)
“Vanishing Prairie” (Dis$47,400.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) ney) (2d wk). Good $9,000 or near.
Last
week,
$14,000.
11,430; $1-$1.50)—“Rear Window”
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99(Par) (3d wk). Good $21,000. Last
$1.80)—
"Caine
Mutiny” (Col) (9th
with
frame
week, record second
wk). Okay $10,500 or near. Last
$24,800.
*
Los Angeles, Uptown, Loyola week, $13,000.'
(FWC) (2;097; 1,715; 1,248; $1-$1.50)
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.30)—
“Demetrius” (20th) and “Gene “On Waterfront” (Col) (4th wk).
vieve” (U) (3d wk). Fine $15,500. Big $20,000. Last week, $24,000.
Last week, $18,700.
Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)—
It

theatres, chiefly fins runs,

Liberty (Hamrick) (1;630; $1)
“fcaramoja” (Hall) (3d wk). Great
$9,000. Last weeki record second

—

FWC)

comers currently. However, only
one of foe three fresh entries.
Black Shield -of Falworth,” is stir-

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . ... ,$2,953,606
219
( Based on 23 cities, and

— ‘Obsession

$8,800.

—

ing

Minneapolis, Aug. 31.
As has been usual here recently,
holdovers again outnumber new-

(3d
“Vigilante Territory” .(AA)
wk). Steady $7,500. Last week,

—

1,536;

$4,000, ‘Brides’

—

(2d wk). Good $5,500. Last week,
$7 500
Estimates for This We«?k
Globe, El Key (FWC) (782; 881;
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 89-$1.35)—
Robinson
‘'Adventures
70-$1.10)
Window” (Par) (2d wk). Sock
“Rear
$4,Crusoe” OJA) (2d wk). Steady
$19,500. Last week, new house rec800. Last week, $5,600.
ord at $26,000.
Bits
Iris,
Downtown,
Warner
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 814; 1,363; 70“King Richard, Crusaders” “Cinerama” (Indie) (47th wk).
$1.10)
$14,000. Last week, $14,700.
Sturdy
(AA)
(WB) and “Return From Sea”
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.80)—
(2d wk Downtown, first elsewhere).
Down(20th). Terrific $55,000.
week,
“Egyptian”
Last
Okay $13,500.
town, $10,600. Iris, “3 Coins In Last week, “Broken Lance” (20th)
Fountain" (20th) (5th Wk), $3,400; (3d wk), $16,000.
Eitz with another unit.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65United Artists, New Fox (UATC- $1.49) "Gone With Wind,” (M-G)
FWC) (2,100; 965; 70-$l.l0)—“Duel (reissue) (8th wk). Okay $9,500.
In Jungle” (WB) and "Thunder Last week, $11,000.
Pass’* (Lip) (2d wk). Fair $9,000.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,360; ?5-$l:30)
Last week, with Ritz, $17,600.
'King RiAard, Crusaders” (WB)
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC) (2d wk). Fair $15,000, Last week,
(2,404;

VaDey

Good

houses*

^Hear Window” is rated good $21.000 for third round at Hollywood
'
Paramount.
“On Waterfront* looms big $24,spots
three
in
frame
000 for fourth
while “Caine Mutiny” has $21,000

31.

front” and “Karamoja” both continue stoutly in their third sesSame applies to- “Susan
sions.
Slept Here” also in third. “Caine
Mutiny” is rated strong in eighth
round at big Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90“Francis Joins Wacs” (U)
$D
Bride” (U) (2d wk).
and “Always

—

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ...... .$682,700
(Based on 22 theatres.)
Last Year ........ $683,900
{Based on 20 theatres.)

:

Aug.

Music Hall. “On Water-

terrific at

Popscale, 8 Spots,

Seattle,

Betin Hpk, 136.

‘ShiekT Br^htest

City Is loaded with holdovers hut
they’re doing okay. Lone newcomer is “Magnificent Obsession,”

Great 39G, 3d. Leslie’ Sock 554,300

1954

166

In Seattle, Giant
-

1,

.

—“Duel

in Jungle” (WB) and “Paid
to Kill” (Lip). Good $11,000. Last
week, “Broken Lance” (20th) and
“Heat Wave” (Up) (3d wk), $10,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95)—
“Dawn at Socorro” (U) and “Egg
and I” (U) (reissue). Fair $11,000.
Last week, sub-runs.
State Loew’s) <3,500; 50-90)—“7
Brides 7 Brothers” (M-G) (2d wk).

Oke
first.

$1.25)— “Gone With Wind” (M-G)
(reissue) (7th wk). Strong $12,000.
Last week, $17,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80-$l)—
“Susan Slept Here” (RKO) (2d wk).
Slowing to $6,000. Last week, $8.800,

Music Hall (Cinerama Productions) (1,194* $1.40-$2.fl5)—“Cine$9,000 following $14,500 for rama” (Indie) (76th wk). Big $21.000. Last week, $22,000.

—

$1)
"Magnificent Obsession” (U)
(3d wk). Good $12,000. Last week,
$12,500.

Fox (FWC)
“The

(4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—

Smash
Egyptian” (20th).
“Broken
Last
week,

$40,000.

Lance”

(20th)

(3d

wk-9

days),

$14,000.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 75-$l)
—“7 Brides For 7 Brothers’* (M-G)
(2d wk). Solid $20,000. Last week,
$30,000.

Paramount

(Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—

“On Waterfront" (Col) (3d wk).
Nice $11,009 or near. Last week,
$17,000.
St. Francis- (Par) (1,400; 9Q-$1.25)

"King Richard and Crusaders”
Fine $14,000.
Last weel^
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (8th wk),
$ 11 000
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
'

ITWB).
,

.

Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2. 65)—“Ciner-

ama”

(Indie) (35th wk). Big $34,000. Last week, $34,000 for new
record.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

70-$l)—“Crossed Swords”
(UA)
and “Overland Pacific” (UA). Mild
Last week, “Make Haste
To Live” (Rep) and: “The Outcast”
$7,500.

(Rep), $7,000,

Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
Choice” (UA) (5 th
Hep $3,100. Last week, $3,-

—“Hobson’s
wk).
500.

.Larkin (Rosener) (400;* $1)
(Indie). (2d wk).
Fair $2,400. Last week, $2,800.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Le
Plaisir” (Indie) (2d wk). Sock $4,400. Last week, $4,000.
Bridge (Schwartz-Reade) (399;
$1-$1.20)—“Malta Story” (UA) (2d
wk). Current round ending Thursday (2) looks okay $2,500 after $3,200 in previous week. “Hulot’s
Holiday” (Indie) opens Sept. 9.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1)

“Turn Key Softly”

—"Earrings of Madame De . .
(Indie). Fine $3,500. Last week,
“Barefoot Battalion”
wk), $2,106.

(Indie)

(2d

Wednetdf* Soptemhor
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PICTURE CROSSES
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Sharp

’Torrid 21G,
,

‘Prairie’

16G

'

•

Jungle
Biggest noise Js still being made
by “Dragnet” at'the Chicago in
second round, with Four Ace? toping the Vaude side. Loop has
E angup second week prospects with
“Vanishing Prafrie." In the third
round, “Susan Slept Here" is still
tall at the Woods While traffic continues fast at Grand for “Black
Neat returns
Shield at Faiworth
loom for “Valley of Kings’’ in
.

tax*

$1.25)—“Garden

of

Evil”

(20th)

(4th wk). So-so $3,000. Last week,
“High and Mighty” (WB) (6th wk),
same.
Orpheiim (Evergreen) (1,600;. $1$1.25)
“King Richard, Crusaders”
(WB). Okay $8,000. Last week,
“Garden of Evil" (20th) (3d wk).
*

,

—

$22,000, Buffalo

‘Prairie

Wham
D.C.

Ace

—
—

HUGE
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—
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especially big for third session at

$5,800.
United Artists. “Caine Mutiny" is
Buffalo, Aug. 31.
Paramount (Port-Par)
75moderately buoyant at State-Lake
Although only two newcomers $1)—“Gone With Wind" (3,400;
(M-G) (rein the ninth while “Cinerama’’ here
this rohnd,
biz generally issue) ’(2d wk). Stout $16,000. Last
again is colossal in 57th week at shapes up big. “Rear Window” is
week, $20,000.
Pdl&C6<
standout, smash at " Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
“Waterfront” also Is sock in second
Chicago (B&K) <3,900; 98*1.25) week at Century. “Broken Lance"
“Dragnet” (WB) with Four Aces shapes nice in second Center Theaonstage (2d wk). Looks smash $68,- tre stanza.
000. Last week, 305,000.
Estimates for This Week
Grand (Nomikos) 41,200; 98Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-80)
$1.25)—“Black Shield of Faiworth" “Her 12 Men” (M-G) and “Lone
after
last
(U) (3d wk). Fine $14,000
Gun” (UA). Mild $11,000. Last
$10,500,
week’fc $21,000.
week, “7 Brides for *7 Brothers”
Loop (Telem't) <600; 90*1.25)— (M-G) (2d wk), $13,000.
Washington, Aug. 31.
“Vanishing Prairie" (Disney) (2d
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)—
Mainstem biz continues in the
wk). Lively $18,000. Lost week, “Rear Window” (Par) and “Thun$20,000.
der Pass” (Indie). Sockeroo $22,- upper register, with at least one
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65- 000. Last week, “Duel in Jungle” sock newcomer helping boost the
$1.25)—“7 Brides for 7 Brothers" (WB) .and “Security Risk” (A
already solid average. “Vanishing
A),
Prairie" at bandbox Dupont shapes
(M-G) (5th wk). Great $27*000. Still $10,500.
holding. Last Week,. $34,000.
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)— near new record. “Seven Brides”
Monroe— (Indie) (1,000; 65-87) “Broken. Lance” (20th) (2d wk). in second stanza at Loew’s Capitol
—“Valley of Kings’” (M-G) (4th Good $10,000 in 8 days. Last week, paces the holdovers .and continues
sensational. Although all midtown
wk). Tidy $4,400. Last week, $6,000. $13,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,409; 08*1.25)
donned their brightest
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70*1.25) houses
Sbcko
“Broken Lance" (20th).
“Caine Mutiny”' (Col) (2d wk). lights for the American Legion
Last week, “Knock on Offish $15,000/ Last week, disap- convention, “Ginerama” at the
$50,000.
Warner was sole pic making a
Wood" (Par) (4th wk), $21,000.
pointing although $20,400.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 65-$i) strong, direct play for out-of-town
—“Cinerama" (Indie) (57th wk).
“On Waterfront” (Col) (2d wk). biz. “Magnificent Obsession” still
Mighty $48,000 after $47,000 last Solid $15,000. Last week, $20,000. is rated bright in third round at
week.
the Palace.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)
Estimates for This Week
—“Duel in Jungle” (WB) and “OutCapitol (Loew’s) (3?434; 70-95)—
cast” (Rep). Fancy $2L000. Last ’EGYPTIAN’
21G,
“7 Brides for 7 Brothers” (M-G)
week, “Ring of Fear" (WB) (2d wk),
(2d wk). Fast $28,000 after $35,000
$ 10 000
BALTO; ’RONDE’ BIG 5G| opener. Stays.
State-Lake (B&K) ($.700; 98Columbia (1,174; 60-80)—“VaUey
$1.80)—“Caine Mutiny" (Col) (9th
Baltimore, Aug. 31,
(M-G) (2d wk). Big $8.“The Egyptian” is dominating of Kines”
wk).
Okay $27,000. Last week,
000, after better than hoped for
this
week,
local
first-runs
here
$28,000.
smash,
first week. Holds.
$12,000,
Surf (H&E) Balaban) (685; 95)— with fairish returns indicated for
Dupont' (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)
“Earrings Madame. De" (Indie) <4th the large number of holdovers
“Vanishing
Prairie”
(Disney). Boff
wk). Trim $3,000. Last week, $3,400. around. In the wake of strong bally
$10,500, and in for longrun. Last
United Artists (B&K) 0,709; 98- and a special preem showing, it is week,
“Beauties
of
Night” (UA)
$1 .25)
“Magnificent Obsession" terrific at the New. “La Ronde” is (4th wk), $3,000.
(U) (7th wk). Winding at fine $16.- rated brisk at the Cinema after a
Keith’s (RKOV (1,939; 75*1.25)—
000 in 5 days after $24,000 last skirmish with state censorship “Caine
Mutiny** (Col) (8th wk).
board. “Vanishing Prairie” conweek
Very steady $13,000 after $15,000
Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98- tinues big in its second week at for
seventh.
Continues.
$1.25)—'“Susan Slept Here” (RKO) the Film Centre. “About Mrs. LesMetropolitan (SW) (1,200; 60-80)
(3d wk). Brisk $20,000. Last week, lie” is fairly good at Keith’s.
“Bounty Hunter” (WB). Fair $7,Week
This
Estimates'
for
$36,000.
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25* 000. Last week, “Duel In Jungle”
World (Indie) (697; 98)—“La
$7,500.
Ronde” (Indie) (4th wk). Fine 60-90)“Magnificent Obsession” (U) (WB),
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 65-95)
(2d wk). Nice $7,500 after $11,500
$4,400 after last week’s .$6,000.
“Magnificent Obsession” (U) (3d
opener.
Bright $13,000 after $16,000
Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 5Q-$1) wk).
last week. Holds again.
“La Ronde” (Indie). Fancy $5,0(Xr
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l>
or near. Last week, “Seven Deadly
“Mrs. Leslie” (Par) (6th wk).
Sins” (Indie) (4th wk), $3,000.
(Rappaport-Me-: Okay $3,500 after $4,000 last week.
Film
Centre
Walley’ Okay at $10,500,
Stays.
50-$l)—“Vanishing
chanic)
(960;
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-32.40)
Prairie" (Disney) (2d wk). Potent
“Cinerama” (Indie) (43d wk).
’Obsession’
7G, 5th $7,000 after $9,000 opener.
Sock
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; Stays. $23,000 second week in row.
Louisville, Aug. 31.
Holdovers are the rule on the 50*1.25)—“Caine Mutiny” (Col)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70*1)—
main stem this week. “Valley of (7tn wk). Dipping to $5,500 after “Man With Million” (UA)
(7th wk).
Kings” and “Overland Pacific.”' okay $6,800 in sixth round.
Sturdy $4,000 after $4,900 last
30being the only fresh pix. Former
Kelth’j' (Schanberger) (2,400;
Continues.
week.
at the State looks Okay. “Magnifi- 46-80)—“Mrs. Leslie?’ (Par). Fairly
cent Obsession” in fifth stanza at good $7,500. Last week, “Living It
the Kentucky, “Ring of Fear" In Up” (Par) (5th wk). $5,000.
Brando Smash $27,000,
Little (Rappaport) (310; $0*1)
second week at the Mary Anderson and “Broken Lance;"- on sec- “Personal Affair” (U). Starts toond week at* the Rialto all are morrow (Wed.) after reissue of
Clove.; ’Million’ 12G
doing excellent biz. Weather has “Mudlark” (20th) drew sparse
Cleveland; Aug. 3f.
been in the 90’s, but downtown 42,500.
Only two newcomers here this
houses have come through the hot
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-44-70)—
spell well on profit side of ledger. “Golden. Mask” (U). Opens tomor- week but both are doing well. “On
row (Wed.). In ahead, “Make Haste Waterfront” is headed for a sockEstimates for ThiaWeek
eroo stanza at Palace while “Man
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-75) To Live” (Rep), mild $3,300.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 50-31.25) With Million” is rated nice at
—“Magnificent Obsession” (U) (5th
wk). Terrific entry 'for this house, —“The Egyptian" (20th). Tilted State. “7 Brides For 7 Brothers"
and still going strong. Sock $7,000. scale and strong promotion push- continues smash although on moveLast week, $7,4001
ing, this to giant $21,000 or near. over to Stillman where it is in its
Mary Anderson. (People's) (1,000; Lasit week, “Her 12 Men” (M-G) fourth week downtown.. “Caine
Mutiny” shapes okay on sixth
75*1)—“Ring of Fear” (WB) (2d (2d wk), $4,800.
“Broken
wk). Winds up 4-day run at nice
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50- round at the Allen.
$4,000. Last week; $&900. “Drag- $1)—j”Man With Million” (UA) (7th Lance" still is great in fourth Hipp
week.
week,
Last
net" comes in Thursday (2).
wk). Good $3,000.
Estimates for This Week
^Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000: $3,500.
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70*1.25)—
75 -$d—“Brdnm Lance” (20th) (2a
Stanley (WB) (3.200; 30-80)—
wk). Holding up at «ke $11,000 “Duel in Jungle" (WB). Drab “Caine Mutiny” (Col) <6th wk).
after last Week’s $18 #00.
$6,000. Last week, “Robinson Cru- Okay $10,000. Last week, $14,000.
Hipp (Telem't) (3.700; 60-90)—
State (Loew’s) <3,000; 50-75)— soe" (UA), $7,000.
x
^
Valley of Kings” (M-G) and
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-31) “Broken Lance" (20th) (4th wk).
"Overland Pacific" (UA). Heading —“7^ Brides for 7 Brothers" (M-G). Great $16,000. Last week, $16,600.
Ohio (Loewi) (1.20Q; $0-90)
after
(Wed.)
for okay $1Q$90* Last week, Begins tomorrow
Swords" (DA) and “Chal
“Apache"
(UA)
and “Scarlet “Broken Lance” (20th) *(4th wk), “Crossed
(Continued nn page $1)
Spear" (UA). (2d
did iOkay: $6,200,

—

n

.$

—

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without usual tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

fourth round at Monroe*
Another great week looms for
“Seven Brides" in fifth at McVickers. Seventhusession of "Magnificent Obsession" Still is hot at

IDawn’-Vaude 25G,
tn

the Fox. “Apfcche” is rated neat
on first holdover round at Liberty.
Too many overly-extended long- ending today (Wed.) looks like okay
Estimates for This Week
riins are cutting into the Broadway $3,000 after $4,000 for third week.
„
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 90- first-run overall total this stanza. “Cangaceiro" (Col) due in tomor1.25) -“7. Brides for 7 Brothers" Despite the return of hot weather row (Thurs,).
Palace (RKO) .(1,700; 50*1.60)—
%M-G) (4th wk). Tall $8,500. Last last week, the deluxers enjoyed
one of their strongest Saturdays "Dawn at Socorro” (U) and 8 acts
week, $9,3Q0,
This week winding
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) (Aug. 28) in some time, but hurri- of vaudeville.
up tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading
—“Broken Lance” (20th) (3d wk). cane weather yesterday (Tues.) for
Loud $13,000. Last week, $15,500. proved a headache for many week,big $25,000 or better. Last
“The Raid” (20th) and vaude.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Fanfan houses. Numerous key houses ate
Tulip” (Indie) (2d wk). Steady launching fresh product later this $20,500.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 70week for the long Labor Day week$3,000. Last week, $2,800.
“King Richard and Cru$1.75)
end—and this* should help.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)
Prize newcomer, of course^ is saders” (WB) (2d wk). First hold—“Apache” (UA) and “Captain “The Egyptian," which is soaring over (6 days) stanza ending toKidd, Slave Girl" (UA)* (2d wk). to a terrific $131,000 or close open- morrow (Thurs.) likely will hit fair
Neat $7,500. Last week, $13,600.
ing week at the Roxy. This is the $30,000. First Week was $48,000.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $1- best the house has enjoyed since “Private Hell 36” (FM) opens Fri-

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as

Lone newcomer, “King
and Crusaders" shapes
okay at Orpheum. “Gone With
Wind" still is stout in second Paramount round. “Broken Lance" is

Edward

Chicago,. Aug." 31.
entries are shaping:

nicely on the Main Stem, but the
holdovers stin are ringing up the
big biz. First-runs again are plenty
stout this round. Of the fresh hills,
‘‘Broken Xante" is smash 350,000
at Oriental .While Roosevelt is
sharp at $21,000 for “Duel In
0 and ^Obteast,”

is

this frame.

•

Two new

Portland, Ore., Aug. 31.
nearly 100% holdover

City

$50,000,

*
r

‘Cruaadws* lively* 8G,
Port.; ‘Wind’ 166 in 2d

“The Robe’’ preemed as initial day (3).
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90Cinemascope production last Sept.
Choice”
(UA)
17/ “Egyptian,” which is playing at $1,80)—“Hobson’s
a lower scale, is attracting nearly (12th, wk). The 11th week ended
v
Sunday (29) was oke $5,800 after
as many people as “The Robe.”
“Dawn at Socorro” and. vaude- $6,000 in 10th round. “Bread, Love
Dreams” Mlndie) comes in
ville is heading for a big $25,000 or and
near opening week at the Palace. Sept. 13.
Rivoli
(UAT) (2,092; 85*2)—
“Shield For Murder” looks very
mild $6,000 at the Globe, being “Rear Window” (Par) (4th wk).
Present
session
ending
third newcomer.
today
Greatest coin still is going, to “7 (Wed.),, looks to finish with great
Brides For 7 Brothers” and stage- $44,000. Third week was $56,500.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockeshow at the Music Hall. It is heading for a sockeroo $168,000 in the fellers) (6,200; 95-$2,75)—“7 Brides
sixth session winding up today For 7 Brothers” (M-G) and stage(Wed.), giving the Hall its greatest show (6th wk). Still hitting on all
first six weeks in the history of six with a smash $166,000 likely
this huge theatre. “7 Brides” is for current week ending today
now set to go a seventh and eighth (Wed.). Stays a seventh and
eighth. Fifth week was $171,000.
prior to launching “Brigadoon.'’
“Dragnet” looks to hold at smash “Brigadoon” (M-G) follows in about
$31,000 in second round at the Vic- two wpaItc
Roxy (Nat’I. Th.) (5,717; 65*2.40)
toria, pic continuing on naturally.
“King Richard and Crusaders” is —“Egyptian”
(20th)
(2d
wk).
heading for fair $30,000 in six-day [Soared to terrific $131,000 In first
second week at the Paramount, [session ended, last night (Tues.),
with “Private Hell 36’* opening best here since “Robe” (20th). In
for longrun. In ahead,' “Broken
Friday (3).
One of standout longrun pix is Lance” (20th) (4th wk-5 days), $22,“On Waterfront,” still socko with 000
State (Loew’s). (3,450; 78*1.75)—
$52,000 for fifth week at the Astor.
“Rear Window” shapes to get great “Magnificent Obsession” (U) (5th
$44,000 in fourth stanza ending to- wk).
Fourth stanza ended last
night (Tues.) held with very big
day (Wed.) at the Rivoli.
“Magnificent Obsession” hit very $26,000 after $32,500 for third
big $26,000 in fourth frame at the week. Stays until “Betrayed” (M-G)
State,
“Living It Up" continues opens sometime after the middle
stoutly with $20,000 in prospect for of September, according to present
current (6th) week at the Criterion. plans.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90*1.50)—
“Vanishing Prairie’’ continued
wow in second round with $17,300 “High and Dry” (U). Opened yesat the Fine Arts. “Caine Mutiny” terday (Tues.) after benefit preem
still is sturdy with $30,000 prob- Monday (30) night. In ahead, “Man
able in. 10th session at 'the Capitol. With Million" (UA) (9th wk), wa»
“Duel in Sun” opens at the May- fair $5,500 after $6,700 In eighth
fair today (Wed.) after “Apache” week.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
got a fair $8,000 In final five days
$1-31.50)
of eighth week.
“Little Kidnappers"
Estimates for This Week
(UA).
Opens today (Wed ).
In
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 50*1.75) ahead, “Her 12 Men’’ (M-G) (3d
—“On Waterfront” (Col) (6th wk). wk), finished at oke $3,400 after
Continued sockeroo with $52,000 $5,000 for second.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
or close in fifth stanza ended last
Fourth week was $1*1.50) “Lili” (M-G) (78th wk).
night (Tues.).
The 77th round ended Monday (30)
$60,000. Stays on indefinitely.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90*1.55)— held at great $6,700 same as in
“Fallen Idol” (Indie) (reissue) (2d 76th week. Stays on.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50wk)'. Second round ending today
(Wed.) looks to hit $4,000 after $1.75)—“Dragnet" (WB) (2d wk).
$4,500 opener. Stays on for several Holding with sock $31,000 or near
.

|

.

—

i

—

weeks longer.

after $40,000 for first stanza, one
of biggest openers ever here and
best in several years. Stays on
indef at this gait. Starts its third

Capitol (Loew’s) <4,820; 85*2.20)
(Col) (10th wk).
Present session finishing today
(Wed.) Is heading for big $30,000.
Ninth week was $35,600. Stays on.
Criterion (Moss) 0,700; 50-$1.85)
—“Living It Up" (Par) (6th wk>.

—“Caine Mutiny”

week Friday (3).
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
$1 -20*3.30)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
(65th wk). The 64th session ended
Current week ending tomorrow Sunday (29) was socko $41,000 after
(Thurs.) looks to hit stout $20,000 $40,500 in previous week.
Conafter $23,700 in fifth round. Stays tinues on.
until Sept. 15 when “Sabrina" (Par)

—

'

is

due in.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$ 1.80)

—“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (3d 'Duel in Sun’
wk). First holdover stanza ended
Sunday (29) was wow $17,300 after
$19,000,

Sockeroo

LC; ‘Susan’ 7G,

record $22,400 opening week. Stays
indef. House still forced to* open
2d, ’Obsession’ 8G, 6 th
at 10:30 a.m., to handle crowds.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70*1.50)
Kansas City, Aug. 31.
.—“Shield For
Murder” (UA).
Theatre row doesn’t have a newInitial session., ending tomorrow comer current session, the reissued
(Thurs.) looks to hit mild $6,000. “Duel in Sun” being sole new enLast week, “Weak and Wicked” try.- It’s strong day-and-date in
(AA), $7,000.
Holdfour Fox Midwest houses.
r
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.60)— overs in all other spots, “Susan
“Mr. HulOt’s Holiday” (GBD) (3d Slept Here” showing surprising
wk). First holdover frame ended strength at the Missouri «diiln
Sunday (29) held with strong $10,- “Caine Mutiny" *at Midland and
000 after $10,500 opening week on “Magnificent Obsession” at Orpheare still strong.
“Broken
this run 'Which is continuation of um
its playdate started at Fine Arts. Lance’’ is tapering in third week
Holiday (Rose) (950; 90*1.85)— at Tower. Weather switched back
“Big Sleep” (WB) and “Kid Gala- to hot, sultry temperatures to aid
i

had” (WB)

(reissues).

Opened

yes- biz after early August cool spell.

Estimates for This Week
terday (Tues.). In ahead, “Bullets
Esquire, Uptown, Fairway, Graor Ballots” (WB) and “St. Louis
Kid" (WB) (reissues) (3d wk), mod- nada (Fox Midwest) (820; 2,043;
est $6,000 after $8,000 in second.
700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Duel in Sun”
and “Security
(reissue)
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79*1.80) (SRO)
“Duel In Sun” (SRO) (reissue). Risk” (AA) at Esquire and Granada.
Opens today (Wed.). Last week, Great $19,000. Last week, “Black
“Apache" (UA) (8th wk-5 days), Shield of Faiworth” (U) with “The
fair $8,000.
Seventh week was Desperado" (AA) (2d wk) at Esquire and Granada, $12,000 in 6
$ 12 000
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- days.
Klmo (Dickinson) (504; 85*1)—
“Adventures Robinson Cru$1.80)
(Continued On p*ge 81)
jsoe” (UA) (4th wk). Cument ommd

—

,

.

—
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MCTUBES
Continuous

Vlfmon Flow

Suit

on Marriage Bustup
Los Angeles, Aug.* 31.’
filed

$1,500,000 libel suit in Superior
Court against Erskine Johnson,
but houses equipped Hollywood columnist, the L* A
expander
prismatic
with variable
Daily News and Fawcett Publicalenses and the large curved screens tions.
Complaint says. Johnson
ratio.
anamorphic
necessary for the
wrot e Jhd the other defendants
Will he* supplied upon demand.
published, a story that the Mason
With VistaVision, paramount is malT iage was going on the rocks,
recommending Perspecta stereoActor and, his wife want $1,000,
phonic sound, a three-track optical qqq fr0m the columnist and $250,sound controlled to horns behind q 00 apiece from the News and
the screen. However, all prints, Fawcett,
regular or squeezed, will carry a
standard photographic sound track,
with a control track for Perspect^,
so that they will reproduce on any
standard optical sound head in

initial release,

,

projector anywhere in the
world.
A recent survey by the studio of
149 theatres in the 32 exchange
centers revealed that 93% can play
the recommended 1.85-1 aspect
ratio at full screen width up to
50 feet. Only 30 of these key theatres could handle a picture width
of more .than 50 feet.
“White Christmas” was followed
by “Three Ring Circus” (formerly
“The Big Top”) on the VV, produc-

any

turcfii

While the industry not already
committed to Cinemascope has
been slow to signal acceptance of
block
VV lensing, main stumbling
has been the “lazy 8” cameras.
Most of those either converted or
specially built are on the Para-

1954

Masons’

at Par;

James and Pamela Mason
Hollywood, Au?. 31.
True to tlie promise made last
Barney Balaban
prexy
March by
that Paramount would have a conVision picVista
.of.
flow
tinuous
tures going into release, the studio
comseven
backlogged
has now
pleted VV features and has three
.even
cameras,
the
currently before
before the first, “White Christ,>
its
ma$, has opened. Latter makes
Rainitial bow. next month at the
bebut
N/Y.,
Hall,
dio City Music
fore that time Paramount will have
launched two new Vista Vision fea-

1,

The Schenectady (N.Y.) Unton-Star iii ap editorial Thursday (26)
on the recent report of the N.Y. State Joint Legislative Committee on
Problems of the Aging, which criticized motion pictures for portraying
senior citizens as “gabby grandpas, meddling aunts and ancient tramps”
and showing old age as !‘a,trap, a pit, a helpless end/' declared that
“What gets iSs is everybody is becoming so sensitive,, so touchy. If every
movie,, every novel, every play, were watered down to spare anyone’s
feelings, they would be*, exceedingly dull, and highly inaccurate, Life
doesn’t run that way.”
“Movies are entertainment,” continued the -editorial, “They Should
be viewed always in that- perspective. In entertainment one of the
”
most important things is to be able to ‘laugh at ourselves? Although
the writer “never saw a newspaper movie that didn't exaggerate, didn’t
'unfair
he “ftevenpicture,*
irrjtate professionally, didn’t present an
lost any sleep over it.”
..
.
^
*
series
“of
the
Hardy
a few years
The editorial cited Lewis Stone in
back” as one example of motion pictures “in which older 'persons
that
“the
movies have
have been accorded due respect.” Pointing out
been blamed, from time to time, for being unfair to about every
group, from ministers to gangsters,” the TJnign-Star said, “in many
1

,

instances the charge probably stands up,”
**

'

Universal Consolidated Oil Co. is reported having completed its
20th-FoX No. 2 well, which did about 750 barrels of oil daUy of 24-degree gravity crude. It is a 7,000-foot well in the previously-discovered
deep zone in the Beverly Hills oil field, Los Angeles vbasin, and located
on the film company’s 260-acre lot. This, well, together with the No. 1
well, have been shut in, awaiting installation of needed tankage and
CinemaScope andt related fac- pipeline facilities. Universal company plans to Start a third well on
mount lot and, although Technitors boosted 20th-Fox half-year The
color is making some conversions,
proper^
S ame prop
*
tne same
° days
y in the next 30
par „i nf, R to $3,096,545,
S3.096.545. compared
cameras remain in short supply
earnings
with manufacturers reluctant to
w j th a ne t of $158,309 for the same
Certain Chicago theatres are getting a sizable hypo this week from
build without orders on hand.
period in 1953 the company re- the International Brotherhood of Electrical, Workers, Local 1031, EnA number of announcements of tion line and since its completion por t e d last week. (26),
tertalnment committee of the IBEW has bought out two special shows
^
upcoming VV productions have lensing has been finished on Air
Katz for
The $3,096,545 net for the 26 of “cinerama” and purchased 2,400 tickets from Balaban
been made since the successful Command,” “Were No Angels,
Weelcs ended June 26, 1954, was its membership. Largest local irt the entire AFL, 1031 .also stages an
Love Is A a ft er $2,600,000 irt taxes and
demonstration staged at the studio ‘Run For Cover,
headliners
several
topdrawer
with
bash
vaude
e
weeklorig
expens iv
March 2, but only one independent Weapon” and .“Two Captains brought per share earnings up to times a vear
has taken actual steps at lensing. (formerly “Blue Horizons”).
$1.17, on the 2,644,486 shares of
As a result, the first non-ParaNow shooting are “Lucy Gal- common outstanding. -Per share
RKO is concentrating on exploitation possibilities of philately. Ideas
mount VV production will be “Girl lant,” “To Catch a Thief” and earnings last year for that period based on the stamp-collecting gimmick are being planned for most
starRussell
Rosalind
Rush,” the
...
‘Eddie Foy and the Seven Little were $.06.
RKO releases.* It was first tried with King Bros. “Carnival
upcoming
.
rer which Frederick Brisson’S In- Foys,” All 10 are in Technicolor.
Second quarter earnings for 1954 story,” which was made in* Germany. Pressbook advised exhibs where
dependent Artists will make at Down for September starts, also were $1,048,515, compared with a they could obtain, “genuine stamps issued in Germany,” for use on
RKO. It’s set for September roll- in Technicolor, are Alfred Hitch- net loss of $865,656 for the pame rem j n der -postcards,
ing, using VV camera conversions cock’s “The Trouble With Harry” quarter in 1953. The company last
furnished by Technicolor.
and a new Martin & Lewis comedy,* week declared a 40c. per share
Paramount now has six convert- “You’re Never Too Young.”
quarterly cash dividehd payable
ed Stein cameras, plus two TechniSept. 30, ’54 to stockholders of reccolor VV cameras on lease. This
ord Sept. 10 1954, First quarter
week the studio will take delivery
divvy was the regular 25c. with
on four new Mitchdll cameras es-.
10c: added as a bonus.
Foreign
pecially designed for the bigscreen
Half-year comparison showed a
from page S
. Continued
process. These are said to repredrop
in film rentals of more than
sent the first modernization of the
he O’Brien kind of reasoning $500,000. However, other operatSah Antonio, Aug. 31.
camera and projection since sound, doesn’t take into account a number ing income was up by about
The drive-in theatre, like the
and to be the greatest change in of human factors. “It’s a fallacy $1,000,000 and dividends by more
years.
than
more
25
cameras in
auto„ has become a national con‘High’ to Test
to say that all that’s needed is the than $500,000. Amortisation, taken
Nine Cameras Due
venience, and not a luxury, said
showing of British, French, Ital- on the same basis as in prior, years,
Continued from page 7
Preston Smith, Lybbock, retiring
By Dec. 1 Paramount will have ian or any other foreign films on was down to $27,869,351 for 1954
a total of nine Mitchell VV cam- the circuits,” Was. one comment, compared to $33,205,273. Partici- tains one or more names known prez of the Teaxs Drive-In Theapation in film rentals was $3,533,- to American audiences. The Alec
eras. Two Will be high-speed, cap- “There’s just one thing mjssing
have tre Owners Assn.
able of shooting 96 frames a min- people have to come in and see 366 this year, compared to $4,264,- ^Guinness pix, for instance,
At the three-day convention of
988 in ’53. Film distribution and ad- done increasingly well with the
ute, or four times regular speed, these pictures, too.”
-attraca
b.o.
the group which closed last Tuesas
Guinness
expenses were up rise of
ministrative
and will bemused for special effects.
Forcing’ of Pix
films haffent day night (24), Smith declared that
.these
^Even
so
tion,
$14,245,290—
about
Jl.OOJUJOO-to
The studio is also receiving a conWhile they can summon i numdrive-in theatres are a needed
verted Bell & Howell for the title her of good arguments against any in. 1954. Film rental drop has no played the larger circuits wher
form of entertainment for the ensignificance other than that the money is
and inserts department, and an- “forcing’* of foreign language pix
He pointed out that
five
other will be delivered in
a number of coproductions both tire family.
on U.S. theatres, American indus- 20th took in almost the same „in
many persons who are sick or Rune
\veeks. More of these will come try observers also are fully aware 1954 but with far fewer pix.
in Britain and on the Continent
find
in
the ozoners.
haven
a
Whereas taxes on the 1954 het are .now using American perfor;mlater for various uses.
that pure reason doesn’t always enParamount, a holdout from the ter into the argument. They know, came to $2,600,000, the $158,309 ers.
Smith also pointed out that big
If “High and Dry,” which
lensfirst against the anamorphic
for instance, that there is a wide earnings in 1953 required no tax preview audiences have received factors in the upswing of drive-in
ing processes, such as 20th-Fox's misconception abroad about the provisions at all.
very warmly, manages to break theatre business throughout the
Earnings of .Jjth-Fox for 1953 new ground, observers feel it’ll be state are improved screens and'
Cinemascope, and stereophonic potential of the U.S. market for
sound on the ground that it could foreign imports and that these mis- before taxes were $8*210,887. It’s a further tipoff to where the key sound, and a higher calibre of films
not continue to serve all of its cus- understandings largely spring from been estimated by 20th execs, on
the U. S. market is hidden. It’s now being produced. • He antomers in all types of 'theatres if a failure to graep the true com- the basis of current earnings and noted at U that Britain in the past nounced that there are now 175
switching to squeeze-lensing, is position of the American audience. Pi x forthcoming, 4hat__this .figure has turned out some pix with high members in the state group and
higher today on VistaVision than
commercial appeal, such as “Blue some 400 drive-in theatres, with
“That’s why Europeans are often may well double in 1954,
it was when the possibilities were so astounded when one of their big
Lagoon” and several outdoor ad- the number increasing annually.
first uncovered in September, 1953, hits doesn’t make out over here,”
venture stories like “Ivory HuntClaude C. Ezell, prez of the Inwhen “White Christmas” scenes commented one of the indie imers.’
ternational Assn, of Drive-Ins, said
were tested.
“They think
porters this week.
Trouble
is that such pix have a that drive-in construction is up all
Cros“Christmas,” starring Bing
tastes are largely the Same, and
tendency to copy Hollywood. Execs over the world. He said the outContinued from page 5
by and Danny Kaye with an Irving that what’s a hit in Europe is auclose to 'the field feel that what- door type of theatre was catching
Berlin score, started lensing Sept. tomatically a b.o. success in the need a number of weekly changes,
eV er solution is .found must pre- on rapidly in Latin America, Aus21, 1953, after Paramount had com- U.S.
When that doesn’t happen* he points out.
serve the distinctive national ap- tralia and South Africa. There has
conpleted various tests with a
there is big disappointment all
“Without realizing it, the film pea i of a film while at the same also been a “tremendous” developThis lone around, and, naturally, someone companies may be digging their
verted Stein camera.
time encompassing thfe elements ment of drive-in houses in .this
con-'
camera was used alongside a
gets blamed.”
graves by spending huge amounts which would make it attractive to country, he added.
*
ventional camera when the picture
Example of this is cited in con- on every picture in the effort to the American public,
Jack Farr of the Trail Drive-In,
first
10
days
rolled and for the
nection with J. Arthur Rank’s “A make it a super-special boxoffice
Houston, newly-elected prez, reboth methods of lensing were used. Queen is Crowned” which, in the smash. There can be to much of
ported that his city is the hotspot
It was then that studio toppers opinion of the Rank people, didn’t good things.
of the driVe-in theatre business in
made the decision that hereafter get the kind of playoff in the U.S.
“If the market holds more big
the United States. Many innovaVV would be used, and a second it deserved. John Davis, Rank’s attractions than the buying public
tions in this state are quickly
converted Stein was brought in.
; Continued from page 7 ;
lop exec, blasted American exhibs can digest there ,will be heavy
picked up in other parts of the
Trade demonstrations around the for failing to give “Queen” a. proper ’losses- on costly and meritorious
by failure to provide sufficient counttry, he declared.
Returned
world have been held since March whirl.
Actually, the film was pictures losses that could easily prints
from a recent trip to the northwest
of this year to show off the pho- weakened
by thorough tv coverage
**CA demands to know “why, in and; Canada, he said that Tex^s
tographic quality of the "lazy 8” of the Coronation and
*»
Before this present splurge dn
a lack of ina ] mos t every case, does the addi- was the heart of the drive-in thelensing. The term derives from the
terest in some parts of the coun- big pictures, we d hgve only the
tional clearance or later avail- atre industry.
fact that negative is exposed to two
try.
ability result in the distributors
frames at a time while running
Other
new officers include
Tendency on the part of foreign ithPvvTin
being able to offer the picture Arthur Landsman, San Antonio;
horizontally through the camera,
nL
JkI
J
nf
producers to use Hollywood's for- cause of the industry belief it s the odojnet much
weaker comDetinc E. L. Peck, Dallas, and Dub Blankinstead of the conventional, four- eign earnings
a£ a lever to estab- only sort o£ fare that can bring
SnOfl marKd
t Or,
or HI
in 3
a vhort
PrOQUCl,
sprocket-hole frame fed vertically lish themselves in
enship, Lubbock, veepees; Charles
the U.S, without, nnnnln
people ir.fr,
inta fVwaofr-oo
theatres and Wofoof
defeat fir
tv.
“why, in almost Weisenberg, Dallasr-sccretary, and
It also asks
through a standard camera.
i
however, following the normal However, there has been a general
every case, does the later avail- Tim
Ferguson,
Grand Prairie,
Gain In Quality
and slow— commercial processes, nc e<ise in patronage, too, for the
a bj]ity on a percentage
6 picture re- treasurer. Three board members
By reducing this double frame is a source of concern to American
plctures as tv s
suit In the distributor getting what of the executive committee innegative in the optical printing to distribs. Latter keep arguing that mweltv wears'off .,
cluded Eddie Joseph, Austin; Don
the regular 35m single frame, the they don’t control bookings and
Kane is confident that the prosSooIva'
° o1 va ' Douglas, Dallas, and Rubin Frfels,
h ° d3yS sch
VV process ^reduces grain, elimi-r that the. only answer is good, ac- ducers eventually will find that
Victoria.
nates fuzziness and “gives a bigger, ceptable pix, possibly in dubbed their own and exhibition’s health ca r« ns* elCf
,
.
brighter and better picture” when version. There is a feeling, however, dictates a more ,balanced
“By every common sense rule,”
output of
projected in the various widescreen that, with rising local production meritorious but less costly pic- the bulletin concludes, “it would
,,
Metro's Lillian Roth Bio
aspect ratios up to 2 to 1 or higher. everywhere, the situation is apt to tures, punctuated with- occasional seem that when availabilities are
Metro nabbed the rights yesterSame gain in quality is claimed get worse rather than better.
super-productions, instead of a altered due to ‘print shortage,’ it
day
(Tues.) to the Lillian Roth bio,
for squeeze printing the VV nega
would
adversely
affect
distribthe
It all goes back, say these Ameri- “flood” of the latter,
tive for 2.55-1 anamorphic projec- can execs, to the determination on
He does recognize that fewer utor about half the time and bene- “I’ll Cry Tomorrow.” M-G reporttion via prismatic projection lenses the part of foreign producers to theatres and pictures and longer fit hlm in the other half of the edly shelled out $100,000 for the
tome.
such as the SuperScope (Tush- establish a quid pro .quo in the runs may bring purchasing ppten- cases,
insky).
matter of American film remit tial into better, line with the Jarge
Paramount had fieen an active
“When it works .out .tfiat the
Paramount’s offer to furnish tances. They don’t care how It’s amount of costly output/ But fie claimed shortage’s result is always bidder for the yarn detailing Miss
exhibitors
wishing
them with done, just as long as their pix still believes that “nearly every pic- to benefit the distributor or in- Roth’s comeback traiR hut stalled
squeezed prints has had no test gain entrance to the U.S. and are in ure” can’t be a socalled “big” one, crease rentals then, we say, the when Metro exceeded its, bid of
yet as “White. Christmas” is the line for potential dollar rtluins.
as at present.
shortage is phony.”
$75,000.
'
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Through the past forty years, “Paramount Presents’
entertainment values, pictures that have consistently
long record was climaxed when Paramount presented
more outstanding attractions tnan any company.
»

V

•

•*

season begins, “Paramount
Presents” takes on new meaning-for our studio has been
completely converted to quality product for delivery

As the 1954-55

selling

in quantity, yet statured, picture by picture, to today’s
new Selective market. Already in release are

LIVING IT
+
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*

ABOUT MRS. LESLIE
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PARAMOUNT’S SALUTE TO THE FUTURE...
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JAMES STEWART. Alfred

REAR WINDOW
TECHNICOLOR

Color by

Phenomenal

Conferring

in first dates as Variety

“New York terrific — Los
Angeles whopping Philadelphia
highs broken!” Eager showmen are

reports:

booking

September and

it for

October when

GRACE KELLY- WENDELL COREY

its

big

THELMA

•

'

RITTER

‘

i

RAYMOND BURR Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOdK Screenplay
by JOHN MICHAEL HAYES Based on the short story by CORNEUWQQLftlCH

Paramount

with

•

•

•
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WILLIAM

CROSBY KELLY HOLDEN
In

A Perlberg-Seaton Production;
#

t

THE COUNTRY GIRL
A

surprise vehicle to catapult Crosby to

Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG * Written

new distinction! He’s teamed with Oscar-

the Screen and Directed, by

winner Holden and beautiful Grace Kelly
who’s a beautiful new marquee name.

From the

for

GEORGE SEAtON

play by Clifford

Odets

\

m

s

GRACE

WILLIAM

»'>

V

MICKEY

FREDRIC

HOLDEN KELLY MARCH ROONEY
•

*

-

In

*

A Perlberg-Seaton Production

THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI
v

Dramatic thunderbolt of personal

emotion and explosive action.
The best selling novels about our
jet pilots in

with

the Pacific,

first appeared in a special issue of LIFE..,

£y

"y/y

/

Color by TECHNICOLOR
Robert Strauss • Charles McGraw • Keiko Awaji
Directed by

Produced by

ROBSON; WILLIAM PERLBERG
Screenplay by Valentine Davies

•

From

the novel by

GEORGE
James

A.

Michener

>
s

,

CONQDEST OF SPACE
Color by
George Pal's new interplanetary thriller
dwarfs all the wonders of “The War of
The Worlds” and “When Worlds Collide.”
Dramatic effects never to be equalled —
or even imagined!

TECHNICOLOR

i
i

Produced by peorge Pal • Directed by Byron Haskin
Screenplay by James O'Hanlon * Adaptation by Philip
Yordan, Barre Lyndon and George Worthington Yates
Based on the Book by Chesley Bonestell and

Willy

Ley

M
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HUMPHREY

WILLIAM

AUDREY

BOGART- HEPBURN HOLDER
-

in

SABRINA
Four Academy Award winners (Producer Wilder and thrCe 4 f Oscar”
stars) pool their talents in a richly

with

WALTER HAMPDEN
MARTHA HYER

-

*

JOHN WILLIAMS
JOAN VOHS

Produced and Directed by
Written for the Screen by

Billy

Wilder,

mounted and very hilarious comedy. It's all about The Chauffeur* s
Daughter, The Big Business Man
and The Playboy- and it puts a new
glow in that pld word, ** love’* . .

BILLY WILDER

Samuel Taylor and Ernest Lehman

From the play by Samuel Taylor

SILVANA

KIRK

DOUGLAS MANGANO

History’s most

star

Co-stamng
Dicected by

um .

MARIO CAMERINI

.

and the beautiful

women he
for

ROSSANA PODESTA

DUB

u

fought
and wont

Shaw

fcUKMMpi NS

MICHAEL

SHELLEY

SILVANA

perfect

of a daring voyager

Screenplay by Mario Camerini. Hugh Gray, Ben Hecht, Ivo Perelli and Irwin

w ™ -twin-.

with

>

The fabulous saga

TECHNICOLOR

ANTHONY QUINN

whors

for its heroic lead.

ULYSSES
Color by

fam-

ous story— with the

MANGANO WINTERS RENNIE
*

KATHERINE

VITTORIO

one man in the
sultry, romantic
backgrounds of modern Italy! Glamorous Silvana Mangano
and those American
for

GASSMAN DUNHAM

headliners, Shelley
Winters and Vittorio

MAMBO
Produced by

DINO DeLAURENTIIS
Oirected by

..

\

\

,

ana

Two women, battling

Gassman.

CARLO PONTI

ROBERT ROSSEN

Y--\

Vn'ccV-

PARAMOUNT
M

PARAMOUNT’S

SHOW

BUILDERS
BUILD
BOXOFFICE
REVENUE...

PARAMOUNT

^“The Eyes and Ears of the World”
'

Cf

104 issues a year

The most diversified
program of shorts
offered by any com-

Your public looks
for

it,

wants it—

is

entertained and in-

formed by

it,

be-

the top

cause it’s
news. on film.

pany. Favorite cartoons* sports reels

and miscellaneous
subjects.
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Alfred Hitchcock’s

BEAR WINDOW
Color by

Phenomenal in first dates as Variety
reports: “New York terrific — Los
Angeles whopping *- Philadelphia

GRACE KELLY

showmen are
September and

highs broken!” Eager

booking

it for

October when

its

big

TECHNICOLOR
Co-starring

*

WENDELL COREY

THELMA RITTER K

Paramount

:

RAYMOND BURR Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK Screenplay
JOHN MICHAEL HAYES Based on the short story by CORNEll^WQQLtflCH
i »'

with

by

preselling is red hot!

*

GRACE

BING

WILLIAM

CROSBY
In

A

Perlberg-Seaton Production;

THE COUNTRY GIRL
A

surprise vehicle to catapult Crosby to

Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG

new distinction He’s teamed with Oscar!

the Screen and Directed, by

winner Holden and beautiful Grace Kelly
who’s a beautiful new marquee name.

GRACE

WILLIAM

_

-W-

play by Clifford Odets

FREDRIC

MICKEY

MARCH ROONEY

HOLDEN
'

v

From the

Written for

*

GEORGE SEATON

•

,

In

A

Perlberg-Seaton Production
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Robert Strauss

emotion and explosive action.
The best selling novel, about our

with

jet pilots in the Pacific, first

MARK ROBSON

appeared in a special issue of LIFE.
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Color by

Dramatic thunderbolt bf personal
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TECHNICOLOR
Charles McGraw •

*

Directed by

Keiko Awaji

Produced by
•

WILLIAM PERLBERG

Screenplay by Valentine Davies

•

SEAM

GEORGE

From the novel by James

A.

Michener
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CONQUEST QF SPACE
George Pal’s new Interplanetary thriller
dwarfs all the wonders of “The War of
The Worlds’’ and “When Worlds Collide.”
Dramatic effects never to be equalled —
or even imagined!

j

i

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

Produced by George Pal

•

Directed by Byron Haskin

Screenplay by James O’Hanlon /Adaptation by Philip
Yordan, Barre Lyndon and George Worthington Yates
Based on the Book by Chesley Bonestell and

Willy

Ley
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HUMPHREY

AUBREY

WILLIAM

HOBART- HEPBURN- HOLDEN
.1
fcl

SABRINA
Four Academy Award winners (Producer Wilder and three "Oscar"

with

WALTER HAMPDEN
MARTHA HYER

•

•

JOHN WILLIAMS
JOAN VOHS

Produced and Directed by

stars) pool their talents in

mounted and

Written tor the Screen by Billy Wilder, Samuel Taylor and Ernest

From the

play by

edy. It's all about

BILLY WILDER

SILVANA

DOUGLAS MANGANO

History’s most famous story— with the
star who’s perfect

in

for its heroic lead.

ULYSSES
Color by

Directed by

starring

•

of a daring voyager

and the beautiful

with

women he
for

ROSSANA PQDESTA

Screenplay by Mario Camerini. Hugh Gray, Ben Hecht, Ivo Perelli and Irwin

AIM

Based on Homer's Odyssey -

The fabulous saga

TECHNICOLOR

ANTHONY QUINN

MARIO CAMERINI

comThe Chauffeur's

Daughter, The Big Business Man
and The Playboy-^ and it puts a new
glow in that pld word, “love" sea

Lehman

Samuel Taylor

KIRK

Co

a richly

very hilarious

•

E

Produced by

Shaw

and

MICHAEL

SHELLEY

SILVANA

fought

and won!

MANGANO WINTERS RENNIE
*

KATHERINE

VITTORIO

one man in the
sultry, romantic
backgrounds of modern Italy! Glamorous Silvana Mangano
and those American
for

GASSMAN DUNHAM
•

in

MAMBU
Produced by

v>,^-.v.v.v,v.V.\sCVAW.V.SN<vX\VAV.V.\V.'tvJv.V.v.- .*.>
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BUILD
BOXOFFICE

headliners, Shelley

Winters and Vittorio
Gassman.

DINO DeLAURENTIISand CARLO PONTI
Oirected b, ROBERT ROSSEN

I
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PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT’S
SHOW BUILDERS

Two women, battling

PARAMOUNT

NEWS
(‘The Eyes and Ears of the World”
-

104 issues a year

The most diversified
program of shorts
by any com-

offered

Your public looks
for it, wants it — is
entertained and informed by it, be-

REVENUE...

cause
a

it’s

the top

news on him*

pany* Favorite cartoons, sports reels

and miscellaneous
subjects*
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SALUTE TO THE FUTURE

ITS

Soon VistaVision will be a dazzling reality

in theatres,

bringing the ultimate in presentation of screen entertainment thru its unsurpassed
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COMPLETED OR IN PRODUCTION
3 Ring Circus
Irving Berlin’s score, Technicolor.
Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye,

Hal Wallis Production, Technicolor.
*Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru,
Zsa Zsa Gabor

Rosemary Clooney, Vera Ellen

4

To Catch A Thief
Technicolor.

James Stewart, June Allyson

Alfred Hitchcock Production.' Technicolor.

Cary Grant, Grace Kelly
*

We’re No Angels
Technicolor;

Humphrey

0

*

Bogart, Aldo Ray,

Joan Bennett, Basil Rathbone

Love

Is

Run For Cover
Technicolor. James Cagney, Viveca Lindfors,
John Derek, Jean Hersholt

A Weapon

Technicolor. John Payne,
Francis L. Sullivan

Mary Murphy,

.

\

The Eddie Foy Story
Technicolor.

Technicolor.

Danny Kaye

Bob Hope

Lucy Gallant
Technicolor. Jane

Technicolor. Charlton Heston,

Fred MacMurray, Donna Reed,
William Demarest

The Desperate Hours
William Wyler Production. Humphrey Bogart
Based on the famous novel

The Vagabond King
Technicolor, Kathryn Grayson, Oreste Kirkop

The Covered Wagon
Famed
^

epic of America’s pioneers.

Alan Ladd and star

.

.

Blue Horizons

cast.

Wyman,

Charlton Heston
'

..

You’re Never Too Young
Technicolor.

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

The Trouble With Harry
Alfred Hitchcock Production

The Rose Tattoo
Hal Wallis Production. From the play by
Tennessee Williams. Burt Lancaster,

Anna Magnani

The Loves of Omar Khayyam
An

exotic spectacle based on the career of

Persia’s romantic adventurer

The Magnificent Devils
Deborah Kerr and other important marquee
names

The Mountain
Spencer Tracy heading topflight cast

•'a

-X
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STARRING

BING CROSBY

ROSEM
WITH

and Music by
Directed by Michael Curtiz

Written for the screen by

White Christmas’

is

•

Dances an

Norman Kn

by far the greatest motion

pi
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SOON
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.WORLD PREMIERE
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NNY KAYE

NEYVER

ELLEN

CHNICOLOR
NG BERLIN

•

Produced by Robert Emmett Dolan

Numbers Staged by Robert Alton
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank

Musical
na,

ture
•

I

have ever been associated with!”

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

— Irving Berlin

£
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Cecil B. DeMille has spanned the four decades of Paramount’s
history with: the industry’s outstanding money pictures . . . in'
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Wind,’’ “Union Pacific,” “Northwest Mbp^rited,,- and “Samson
and Delilah.” With all the magnificence of VistaViaion, the picture that the whole world is waiting for, is now in production.
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‘Caine’ Again

(IVX

Stock Exchange)
Net

High Low

20%

Am

14%

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly
In 100*
High
Low
Br-Par Th 551
20%
19

41% CBS, “A" ... 25
69% 41% CBS, "B" ... 11
31% 19% Col. Pic
60
12% 9% Decca
399
63% 4634 Eastman Kdk. 86
1834 13% Loew’s
1243

63%

71

BVa

6%

Nat. Thea.

.

.

35%
37%

26%

Paramount

.

.

28

Pkilco

RCA
2% RKO
4% RKO

8%
5%

Piets.

309
54

..

Thea.
113
Republic .... 107,
Rep., pfd.
15
Stanley War
100
20th-Fox .... 580
Univ, Pix.
52
Warner Bros. 60
Zenith ...... 28

3

12% 10%
18% 11%
26% 1834
26% 18%
1834 13%
77 34 63%

.

.

.

29

29

13

13

58%

1834

11%
58%
17%

8%

8

8%

33%
33%
30%

33%

.

\

for

—%
—3%
—%
+ Ml
—%
+ %
—%
—1
—%

,

30%

—3%

1

18

3334

1

'

—2

305/a

634

6%

8%

734

734

5%'

5V6

5%

12%
17%

12%

12%
18%
26%
26%
18%
72%

.

19

60%
61%

35%
32%

556
62

Close

60%
61%

345/a

.

Chang*
week

Tues.

64

60%

61

....

22%

35
7

,

.

+ %

6%

—%
—%
A

18
2534
2534

24%
24%
17%

9% Du Mont

14%
14%
334

Allied Artists

.

1134
23^

.

.

Technicolor

.

Trans-Lux

57
120
139
5

69

4%

4%

13%
13%

12%

13

13

13

3%

—%
+ %
— Vi

4%

3%

Vs.

—%
—3%

17%

69

Ya
Ya

+
+

American Stock Exchange
3%'

6

3%

+

Ask

— Vi

Vi

Over-the-Counter Securities
Bid
Allied Artists, pfd
Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries

9%

934

934

10%

3%

Cinerama Inc
Cinerama Prod,

•

*

•

**•••

2
3

41%

Polaroid
U. A. Theatres

11

Walt Disney

13%

.

.

.

3%
2%
3%

sure of being the biggest moneymaker for the team.
“Broken Lance,” with Spencer
Tracy as its star, copped fourth
money, never rising higher than
second in weekly ratings. “Cinerama" (Indie) again finished in the
top five category by landing fifth
position, many spots noting that

Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, on the other.
Eventually, O'Brien opined, such
a committee might take in other
unions too. At first, only two or
three men would serve on the comnational

mittee, which

would constitute the

official channel of complaint by
any labor party on either side

“You shouldn’t look for miracles,"
O’Brien commented, “but it’s a
great step forward.’’ Both the U. S.
and the British groups Will have
to officially approve the setting up
of the committee.
O’Brien’s visit to the U. S., which
he feels was long overdue, was precipitated by a Hollywood Films

Council resolution, transmitted to
Douglas Fairbanks Jr., who is making ty pix in London. The Council
expressed itself in the strongest
terms against “runaway" tv fill
production from Hollywood at a
time when, due to slackening production, employment had dipped.
The Council also has taken other
steps to pressure tv film producers
and makers of theatrical pix from
taking their cameras- abroad*.
-

visitors in different key
helped the pic in the 11 keys
it. was playing as the month
ended.
v
"Gone With Wind’’ (M-G) (reissue), which was third in July,
landed sixth spot, again spelling
out in no mild terms just what this
film is going to mean for Loew’s

traditional U. S. policy favoring
free trade, and that anyway U. S.
tv film activity in Britain isn’t
4
worth making a fuss over.
O'Brien said that, in his meet
with the Council, he was told that
the group didn't have Britain so
much in mind as the cheaper labor
countries like Mexico, Italy and
France. “I made it quite clear-—
and I believe they understood me
well that the British unions will
never accept the view that Britain
is a cheap labor-producing country;
that we will not be tied up in the
Council's or anyone else’s mind
with Mexico, France or Italy; that
'

—

we

are an old trade union move-

ment where everyone gets paid exactly the negotiated Contract rate."
He added that, if British film
wages were lower than those in
the U.
“this doesn’t make us a
cheap labor market. American
wages are higher because Holly-

wood pictures get so much more
money from abroad than we do."
The British labor spokesman said

111 Exhibs

Brit; Stall

London, Aug. 24.
A bottleneck has developed in
the supply of anarmorphic lenses
and exhibs, who have placed orders for C’Scope installations, are
being told they’ll have to wait un(Metro) earnings currently.
til the end of the year for deliv“Apache" (UA), sixth-place win- ery. Theatre owners who have not
ner in July, displayed further evi yet signed contracts are being addenqe of staying power by finish
vised they may have to wait, until
ing seventy last month. “Knock On
Wood" (Par), which was 10th in next year before they are able to

where

landed eighth place after
being fourth an earlier month this

July,

—%
— Vi

43%
12%
14%

1

retool.

Exclusive

concession

for

the

year.

manufacture and supply of anarlenses is held by Taylor,
Taylor & Hobson, a J. Arthur Rank
aged to cop ninth position as a result of its showings the two weeks subsidiary. Company also is busily
it
was on release extensively. engaged in the manufacture of op“Garden of Evil" (20th), fifth in tical equipment for other types of
July, wound up 10th. “Francis
widescreen 'processes.
Joihs Wacs"(U) finished 1 1th while
At the present moment, 111 con“Ring of Fear" (WB), rather disappointing boxofficewise, placed 12th tracts are awaiting completion, arid
“Valley of Kings" (M-G) and exhibitors are being, warned that
“High and Mighty" (WB) were the they
cannot expect deliveries to
two runner-up pics. Latter was start
until November. Apart from
second in July, with a total gross
the three major circuits, there
of
more than $1,000,000 that have already
been 461 C’Scope
month.

Moves to Ninth
morphic
“Susan Slept Here" (RKO) man’Susan’

(20th), first

June and among the Golden
Dozen in Juiy, continued doing
biz, winning a runnerup spot one
week last month. “Man With Million" (UA) wound up 12th one
stanza and was a runnerup pic twice
in

“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par), which
caught on in very few keys, managed to win runnerup classification
one week. “Duel in Sun" (SRO),
out

he was amazed

at the failure of so
large a section of the American industry to recognize the vital contribution of the foreign market to
Hollywood’s welfare. He said, too,
that he and his British labor colleagues, were in accord with the
Council' on the principle of opposing “ungenuine" runaway production. “We have some of that our-

again,

did nicely

several

in

“Weak and Wicked” (AA) installations. The Rank circuits
was rated good in several cities (Odeoti and Gaumont-British) have
limited their conversions to a total
where opened.
of 75 theatres, but are undertaking
Future Product Shapes Big
a complete switch to Vista-Vision.
Final week in August served as
keys.

sort of a preview of forthcoming
product for exhibs, with, some five

or six

new

entrants figured to gross

MEX TOURIST TRADE
SOARING THIS YEAR

.

,

.

—

—

IATSE convention

nati

and from

Coast for

his’

WEAR

held up against four
days of selling in Wall
strictly

a

successive

St.
It was
“down" stapza on the

stock market, with the averages of
such representative groups as in.

and utilities taking
a beating all along the line. But
picture and theatre stocks sported
gains or just about held even. And
dustrials, rail

Loew’s as well as 20th-F0x hit new
highs for the year all ip the face
of general and persistent selling.
Loew’s went into new high
ground on Wednesday (25) and
then hit a heW ’54 peak of 18 34
Friday (27), closing the week at
this price.
It was an advance of
better than one point for the week.
Report that the company’s corporate realignment had been completed, spelling perhaps an early
breakup into theatre and film production - distribution
companies
sparked this move. Actual breakup became effective this week.
Successful launching of “The
Egyptian" in N. Y. at the Roxy and

—

*

several

New

Jersey cities, followed
dividend to 40c.

by upping

the

quarterly,

pushed 20th-Fox to a
new peak of 25%. It showed a
conversions in Britain, including gain of one point on the week. A
about 30 to date by the Granada great earnings statement also was
group.
These have full stereo- contributory.
phonic sound. The Shipman and
General Precision Equipment
King circuit, controlling about 42 raised its quarterly dividend from
theatres, have also indicated that 40c. to 50q., placing it on a $2
they will embark on a gradual annual basis. The company’s shares
switchover.
held about even for the week, alThe Associated British group, though coming within half a point
which controls just over 400 film of the 1954 high of 48% at one
GPE is reported to have
theatres, intends to retool as many" time.
of their properties as possible. Al- improved its business to such an
ready, they’ve completed about 120 extent that it will show better than

in boxcar numbers. One of these,
“Seven Brides For Seven Brothselves," he stated.
ers" (M-G), showed enough outMexico City, Aug. 24.
Small Ratio
standing strength to cop first place
Optimism
tourism and its
He Stressed that the Film Coun- in the final week of the month. It coin and itsabout
other benefits for
cil hadn’t appreciated the British grossed better than $395,000 .that
Mexico is mostly limited to officialposition until he had explained it. week. “Brides" is now heading for dom.
While
are few pessiAmong the points he made on the more' than $1,300,000 gross at the mists becausethere
visitor trade is an
Coast apart from the fact that tv N. Y. Music Hall, Where an eight- established,
important •. industry
film production for the U. S. in week run appears certain.
here, some contend that this biz
Britain was negligible was that
“Rear Window" (Par) also shapes continues to benefit only scattered
the ratio of British pix on British as an outstanding money picture; sections of Mexico. Tourism yieldscreens also is very small, in his based on its initial Week in some ed Mexico a net profit of $165,122,view. According to O’Brien, only four or five representative keys. It 000 in 1953, it is officially stated.
two out of every '10 films shown still was great on its tflfrd week in The gross return was $302,307,000,
in Britain are locally-made. Most N. Y. and still racing along in a the coin spent
by visitors.
of the rest are American.
fourth session. “Waterfront” (Col),
But Gustavo Ortiz Hernan, govWhen he first arrived in the too, looks like a smash winner, ernment’s
tourist department
U. S. in July, O’Brien declared grossing around $175,000 nationally chief,
declares that since July 1,
settlement was in the first stanza out in release to
that,
unless, a
tourism, particularly American, has
reached and the American unions’ any extent.
been “unprecedented." He points
position was properly modified,
“Dragnet" (WB), based on first to turnaway biz by local hotels, reBritish film labor would support a weeks in Chicago and N. Y„ also
marks that this upswing Is the reretaliatory boycott move against looms as 9 stock grosser.
“King sult of coordination Of the tourist
U..S; films in British theatres. He Richard and Crusaders," also from trade and
the government’s efforts
said at the time that British exhibs WB, also shapes fairly well, judg- to attract
visitors.
However, he
could do very well without U. S. ing from playdates thus far.
cites no figures regarding the numfilms, even though it would take
ber of tourists and their spending.

the

New Highs

Motion picture and filmtheatr*
shares in last week’s market surprised, everyone by the way this
segment of the amusement group

Bottleneck in Supply

cities

.

What’s the Fuss About?
British hold the position
that, with Hollywood taking out some adjusting.
$23,000,000 a year via theatrical
O’Brien, after confabs with Mofilm showings in England, there tion Picture Assn, of America
must be a certain reciprocity; that prexy Eric Johnston in Washingthe Council’s position violates a ton, then attended and addressed

The

Droopy Mkt.; 2

By MIKE

summer

“Coins in Fountain"
Vi

Continued from page 3
of Theatrical

Stoutly in

.

+
—

Amer.- Anglo Film Labor
and Kine Employees, on the one
hand, and Richard F. Walsh, Inter-

Rim, Pix Theatre Shares Hold Up

Champ

in August.

the National Assn,

19

Continued from page 4

For Week Ending Tuesday (SI)
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PICTURES

in Cincinthere went to the

powwow

with the

Halo

License

Continued from page &

vides for a grant of two permits

U

to
now, bringing its immediate
allocation to 22. Come May,
wilt examine the Italian situation
to find how many permits haven’t
been picked:' up by its member
companies. There is a firm expectation that there will ;be quite a few.
will
Out of this surplus,

MPEA

$6 per

common

share for

I

f

1954.

While such earnings apparently
would justify a higher dividend,
the directors followed a conservative policy by only boosting the
divvy to $2 a year.

Both ABC-Paramount common
and preferred held near the year’s
best prices, both showing plus
.

signs on the week’s trading. Same
was true of National Theatres,
which refused to retreat much be-

low the 8% top. Stanley Warner
was another theatre stock which
held virtually unchanged, to close
around the best ’54 price.

Columbia Pictures, which was up

1% on Friday (27), continued near
the year’s peak. Bullishness in Col
shares is understood now to be
wrapped up in a fight to gain control of the company from the present management. Current dividend
is recognized as not reflecting the
current earhings pace of the corporation.

Republic

issues
retheir recently estab-

mained near
lished highs.

Paramount

Pictures

did

very

well to wind up at 34% because
selling ex-divvy.
This compares

with the '54 peak of 35%.

Tech-

nicolor 'ran into some selling but
managed to close at 13%, off
from previous week by only threeeighths.
still

Universal common wound up at
Much complaint continues over 25%, only half a point from the
expectations that the 8c peso would year’s highest quotation. i Decca
draw tourists because of more-pei*- moved up along with it but did not
pdollar was not fully realized. Borne go into fresh territory.
Warner
blame this failure on the fact that Bros, closed unchanged on the
private and government tourist or- week and near the 1954 peak. RKO
ganizations aid hot make the most Theatres firmed up to finish half a
of this cheaper peso. Others stress point from the best of the
year.
that many prices have risen so
See $2 Divvy From Fox
high the dollar doesn’t buy much
more than the 11.6c peso.
A $2 dividend payout for 1954,
based on the expectancy of rising
Bring Their Own Lunches
Tourist caterers say “there are earnirigs for the year, is seen for
20th-FoX in a report on the comquite a few of them, but
of
:

Film Council. After that he attended a Regina, Can., labor convention in his capacity as v.p. and
immediate former president -of
Britain’s powerful Trade Union
before returning
Congress and
MPEA
east—spoke at a S. Cal. labor pow- then assign an additional two to
most
wow at Santa Barbara.
U and return one to RKQ, It’s urn- the tourists seem to have left their,
O’Brien expressed his deep ap- certain whether the extra license spending money home or are bringpreciation for the reception and granted by the Italians will also be ing their lunches with them." A
cooperation extended him during returned.
check of spots depending mostly On
Pickup of only 90% of the li- trippers reveals that spending is
his stay by such men as Johnston,
Walsh, Ralph Hetzel, Motion Pic- censes provides a loophole for the way down this season.
no official
Limiteed benefits to Mexico
ture Export AsSn. v.p.,’ Y. Frank Americans in that
Freeman and E. J. Mannix on the shifting" will take place. In April, from tourism are caused by overItalians
simply
will
Coast, who gave him a rundown the
be in- concentration of that trade in only
on the new systems, etc. The Brit- ormed of %who is to get the re- three belts along the L, S. border,
ish labor leader expeets to report maining licenses. Whole problem here and Acapulco, the Pacific portto his organizations Immediately stems from U’s contention that it resort. Official and private interoccupies a new and more promi- ests are huddling on this. Headed
upon his return home.
“The success of my mission nent place within the industry and by Alberto Amaya, counselor of the
shouldn’t be judged so much by that the divvying up of the Italian government’s tourist department,
what I accomplished but rather by permits, based on last year’s sched- means are being sought to spread
what I prevented from happening," ule, was unfair And unrealistic as visitors to other sectors of the
far as U was concerned.
Country,
he said.
,

:

—

pany by Hayden, Stone

&; Co.,

Wall

Street brokerage firm.
Highly optimistic in tenor, the
report said a combination of factors made likely a* rise in earnings
to perhaps $3.25 to $3.50, a share
compared to $1.65 last year. It
also made mention of 20th’s two
oil wells and plans for a third, the
profits on all of these to be shared

equally between 20th and Universal Consolidated Oil,

Cinema Guild Inc. has been chartered to conduct a motion picture
exchange business In Mount Vernon, N. Y.
v

.

1

Wednesday, September

1,

1954

Wednesday, Sejilenilw 1, 1954
derful supporting players, such as
the late Harald Paulsen, a lawyer
with bribing intentions; Herbert
Huebner, as a respectable official

pan

•

near a nudist camp and she’s res- absent from the, German screen
cued from difficulties by Mickey for two years, provides the romanOdile Versois and. newcomer David Knox, a working sunbather. Humor tic interest, but does not do too
Knight. A sturdy b.o. proposition, gets into the act when Armstrong well.
with strong exploitation possibili- follows and gradually becomes inThis low-budget film has a nice
ties which may make it a profitable verted to the bare facts of the musical score by Werner Bochman
entry in the U. S. market.
camp and turns stripper himself. who also wrote the title song.
elethe
It is a development of
Miss O’Hara looks good and Knox Technical contributions ably, back
Little the entertainment.
mentary boy meets girl theme. In handles himself capably.
Kurt Hasse’s
wqrks
this case, however, the boy
Karen Sue Trent is an endearing lensing is often very good.
araateurin the code room of the American moppet.
seem
Horn.
others
The
*
Embassy in London; the girl is the j. sh
daughter of and" secretary to the
Boris Kaufman denser of CoSt. Moritz
minister of an Iron Curtain lega- lumbia’s “On the Waterfront”) Die Sonne
(The Suq of $t. Moritz)
tion. The girl finds she’s being fol- handles the cameras here and gets
(GERMAN).
lowed; the boy’s telephone mes- good effects with the Eastman
Berlin, Aug. 17,
Both the color, printed by Tri-Art Color
sages are intercepted.
NF relase of Bern* production. Start
Embassy and the Legation fear Corp. The Robert McBride score Signe
Hasso, Winnie Markus and Karlthat confidential information is get- includes a theme song, “Let’s Go heinz Boehm, Directed by Arthur "Maria
Braun,
ting into the hands of the wrong Sunning,” which keys the idea of Rabenalt. Screenplay by Curt J. camera,
based on novel by P.O. Hoecker;
people, so the girl is ordered home the budget production.
Brdg.
Ernst W. Kalinke; music. Bert Grund.
exshe’s
father
after she’s told her
At Delphi Falast, Berlin. Running time,
91 mins.
pecting a baby and the boy is
Pavofs
Le
Dr, Robert Frank.*... .Karlheinz Boehm
placed under arrest; pending re•••'
Signe Hasso
Gertie Selle
Flag)
Big
(the
moval to Washington. In the end,
* .Winnie Maricus
Lore Enxelhofer
(FRENCH)
Ingrid Pan
Yvonne Beerli.
they both make a successful bid
Biederstaedt
.Claus
Genzmer.
Paul
Paris,' Aug. 17.
for freedom.
Erik Frey
Mayr.
Disclaim release of Dlscona production. Dr.
The script adroitly emphasizes
Gretler
Heinrich
Thuregg
Herr
Features Jean Che vrier,. Marie Mansart.
the dilemna of the young couple by Marc Cassot. Directed by Jack Pinateau.
explaining they come from sepa- Screenplay, Jean Rayxiaud. adapted by
Another variation on the eternal
Roger
rate worlds, and. there is no third Pinateau, Roger Vercfei; camera,
(one man and two women)
Arrlgnon; editor, Andre Gaudier. Pre- triangle
place to go. From the Embassy viewed in Paris. Running time, 90 mins. is used in this German film. To

TheYovagtovers

something. Because
N. Budashkin and
for the most part is
ple of the numbers

>

Von

Grand

.

.

.

.

point of View, any man Is a suspect
he keeps questionable company,
while the girl is accused Of betraying her country and the revolution.
The plot unfolds tenderly by pinpointing the emotions of the young
lovers without indulging in unnecessary politics, using rare touches
of humor to relieve a tense situation with great skill.
Under Asquith's polished direction, the two leading players bring
a genuine freshness to their roles,
and give point to the arty touches
used by the megger* to bring home
the sensitive side of the story.
Odile Versois and David Knight
dominate the screen and elevate
the plot. Joseph Tometly, David
Kossoff Paul Carpenter and Theodore Bikel play the leading support
roles, each contributing a measure

if

Jean Chevrier
Marc Cassot
Marie Mansart

Favrel

Hardouin
Simone

give it international exploitation
values, pic stars Swedish actress

Signe Hassq and has mainly been
Madeleine ..............
Raphael Patourni shot against the Swiss Alps. Pic
Cheruel
Francois 'Patrice
Derval
ingredients to lure the
.

Nicole Courcel

has

the

“The Big Flag” is a naval flag average local patron, but because
which is used during big ma- of some flaws this does not look
neuvers of for outstanding feats. likely to appeal to U, S. patrons.
This film does plenty of flagwavA 'young doctor falls in love
ing and emerges as sort of a re- with the wife of a dangerously ill
cruiting production without enough man. Latter dies of an overdose
story, atmosphere or characterize of medicine deliberately given him
tion to make this of interest for by his wife. Her lover deserts his.
any U. S. spots. For lpcal appeal, duty as a doctor and doesn’t re
it has a certain amount of popular port this to authorities, but leaves
draw due to its nationalistic ap- her. Later, she attempts to win
peal. It already has proved its ap- him back (he has meanwhile fallen
peal by copping many awards at for another woman) trying some
the recent Vichy Public Film Ref- blackmail. Although the dangerous
erendum.
woman gets' killed in a bobsled
This concerns a navy career man accident, his doctor's conscience
of sincerity and conviction. Jack who is compromised by his wife’s urges him to go to the police with
Asher’s camerawork Is excellent desire to have him quit. He de- his second femme sweetheart will
Frederick Wilson, has edited with cides to resign after a training ing to wait for him.
cruise, and creates disillusionment
Unfortunately, the basically inMyro.
a sure touch.
in a young midshipman who is teresting story has .not been ex,

,

Gartlcn of Eden
(COLOR)
Exploitation drama filmed in
Florida nudist camp. Good
prospects for ballyhoo b.o. in
special bookings.

Hollywood, Aug.

31.

Excelsior Pictures release of Walter
Bibo production. Features Mickey Knox,
Jamie 0‘Hara. Karen Sue Trent, R. G.
Armstrong. Directed' by Max Nosseck.
Original screenplay by Nat Tanchuck and

'Nosseck;

camera (Tri-Art

Colob),

Boris

editor. Paul Falkenberg; music,
Robert McBride. Previewed Aug. 24, '54.
Running time, 70 MINS.
Mickey Knox
John Patterson
Jamie O'Hara
^usan Lattimore ........
Jean Lattimore ........ Karen Sue Trent
R. G. Armstrong
Jay Lattimore.

Kaufman;

.

.

.

.

.

With
Jane Rose, Paula Morris, Stephen Gi;ay,
Arch W. Johnson, Norval E, Packwoqd,
Jane Sterling, John RgyaL

also in loye with his niece. This
leads to the few complications of
the pic. It all is wrapped up when
the young man acquits himself as
a hero while the career man gets
reprieves from his wife.
Director Jack Pinateau has not
been able to get original pacing
into this while the familiar, banal
shennanigans of the crew are much
too dated for many spots over the
world. Jean Chevrier is properly,
stern and commanding as the career man. Marc Cassot does all
that is possible with a badly motivated role. The women are mere
land silhouettes in this floating
drama. Miniature used in a storm
sequence is one of the best seen
in a Gallic film in some time, Lensing and editing are g6od. Mosk.
1

'

know what they are buying and
won’t be looking for quality entertainment.
With few exceptions, the performers tsic) on
...
view must be
sincere healthseekers, not exhibitionists, because they have nothing
to show off. Jamie O’Hara, from
tv, is one of the exceptions. However, she’s the heroine of the plot
and viewers will have to be content with a comparatively brief unclothing in a. dream sequence.
Clqseups throughout are from the
waist up, and the medium and long
shots concentrate mostly on displaying some amusingly weird posterior forms.
Plot line has Miss O’Hara, young
widow, leaving the home of her
gruff, business tycoon fpther-inlaw, R. G. Armstrong. Enroute to
Miami for a job, her car stalls

_

•

ploited to advantage. The storytelling lacks plausibility, too often
bordering on the banal.
Arthur
Maria Rabenalt’s direction is not
biff obviously he
was handicapped by the material
Acting is varied. The most polished
performance is given by Miss Hasso
as the dangerous woman.
Karlheinz Boehm, usually a good actor,
is not more than a sympathetic
doctor in this. Others, with the
exception of Claus Biederstaedt
turn in more or less mechanics
performances.
Technically, the film has the
standards of an average German

very imaginative,

Die Kleine Sin tit Will
Schlafen Gehn

A

sincere, rather than sensational effort to present the case
for nudism is made in “Garden
of Eden.” On that score, it comes
off okay, since it bears the stamp
of approval of the American Sunbathing Assn. As a feature release,
it is obvious that it falls in the
exploitation class and should capture a goodly share of the ballyhoo b.o. in the situations that book
that type of subject.
Walter Bibo produced for Ex*
celsior Pictures Corp.T and uncovers the subject of
nudism
through the medium of; a stock
drama that permits the principal
action to take place at the Lake
Como Club in Florida. Then’s
particular skill shown in the direction by Max Nosseck, iior
1
the original script he wrote with
Nat Tanchuck, although, by developing a respectable sense of
humor in some portions and an
okay idyllic feel in other spots,
the offering gets by sufficiently.
Only the most persnicketty of
viewers will be offended. Most win

is

this transpires there are the usual
musical comedy song interludes,
ensembles and group chorusing.
and less yammer*
with an unsavory romance; and With a real plot
collective farms, this
Bobby Todd, a philosopher collect- ing about
amounted to
have
could
really
Naefe,
ting photos of nudes. Jester

Film Reviews
Continued from

standing

adjusted, but before

.

production. Some fine camera shots
of the Swiss Alps are standout.

Hans.

Bride With a Dowry

on hand, affirmed the IPA decomB. Mokrousov petitive fete next year.
Cannes
tuneful, a couthe music by

have real lilt,
MisS Vasilieva, wha carries most

the plot burden, not only is
one of the comeliest actresses in
Russian pictures but also one of
their better thespians. Ushakov,
who plays opposite as her sweetheart, shapes as a comer, having
he-man qualities and signs of actof

ing ability. Both try their hands at
singing, but for Miss Vasilieva, another person’s vocalizing appears
and not
to have been dubbed in
too well.

—

(RUSSIAN)

—

There

no organized U. S. re(Little Town Will Go to Sleep)
sistance to British films, O’Brien
(GERMAN)
noted, adding he wasn't sure just
skikh. Camera, (Sovcolor), N. Vlassov,
Berlin, Aug. 24.
where the blame for their limited
„
S. Shenin; music, N. Budashkin, B. Mok„ Prisma release of Koenig production. rousov.
At Stanley, N.Y., Aug. 20, '54. American performance should be
Stars Gustav FroehUch and Jester Naefe.
Running
time 105 MINS.
Directed by Hans H. Koenig. Screenplay,
O’Brien has in the past faput.
Hans H. Koenig; camera, Kurt Hasse; mu- Olga
Vera Vashilieva
sic, Werner Bochmann.
Vladimir Ushakov vored the setting up of an AmeriAt Hili, Berlin. Maxim
Avdei Spiridonovich
Running time, 90 MINS.
V. Dorofeyev
can office to promote British pix.
is

.

Peter Bruck

Altmann

Ingrid

Fraeulem. Lissy
Friedrich Altmann
2 s Sar,,P1 u ne

!

, J
Waldvogel
Manfred Schmidt
•

-

Fritz
i

Gustav Froehlich
... Jester Naefe
Helen Vita
Herbert Huebner
Gerd Froebe
Harald Paulsen

Hermann

Burgermeister

Pfeiffer

Alexander Golling
Charlotte Altmann
Gerda Maurus
Fraeulein Von Dobereck,
Jngeborg Moravski
_; 4
„
,
.

,

Rita Heinrich

:...

Margit Sypio

This German comedy refreshing
ly distinguishes itself from some
recent ones. It has a basically good
story, offers -plenty of humor, a
nice cast and enough tongue-incheek to please more fastidious
patrons.
Although international
chances appear dubious; pic may
appeal to some U.*S. patronage.
In a small^German town, a mail
bag has disappeared (robbers took
it
by mistake for another bag).
Seven reputable citizens feel quite
embarrassed about the bag’s dis<
a •—
_
4
4
appearan.ee; rfearing
a real scandal
as som6 unauthorized person might
ea(* their “confidential” letters,
j£
Suspicion is cast upon the town’s
sculptor, who has actually nothing
to do with the robbery. However,
he deliberately stirs this suspicion
—and this angle provides a number
of complications.
Hans H. Koenig, not so well
known among local directors, did
a creditable job on this production
and also wrote the well-balanced
script.
He wisely added some
satirical
touches and generally
keeps the pic moving nicely.
Old-timer Gustav Froehlich gives
a neat performance as the sculptor
but is overshadowed by some won- <
-

!

.

Vasilisa Pavlovna

Semyon Ivanovich
Silanti

Romanovich

Lukeria
Nikolai Kurochkin,

Kumicheva

L.

Lyba
Galya
Muraviev

V.

G. Kozhakina
K. Kanayeva
D. Dubov
G. Ivanov
A. Pribylovsky
T. Peltzer
Doronin, of the

Continued from page

but

left

the clear implication that

modern technological
advances
might well serve to overcome some
of the old handicaps.

Use of widegauge stock would,
of course, require roadshowing of
any film shot in that fashion, since
a different type of projector would
be needed. It all comes down to
the trend towards exposure of a
larger negative area to get better
effects.

Paramount’s VistaVision^ at the
camera end, also exposes more
than twice the normal frame area,
but the picture is printed lengthwise and later reduced to normal
yarn finally re-, size. . This gives improved clarity

the plot,
Vera Vasilieva (Olga) and f and definition.
Sponable, conservatively estimatVladimir Ushakov
(Maxim) as
sweethearts who want to get mar- ed that tests with the new wideried, She is sort Of sub-lieutenant gauge film equipment might come
on one collective farm while he is by the end of the year. It's recalled,
straw boss of a rival one. At their however, that Cinemascope—also
betrothal party,, she walks out in a. revolutionary departure-—bowed
a huff because her groom-to-be a lot earlier
than had been origicriticizes her farming methods,
nally estimated.
Seeking advice from a governAs
for
Eidophor,
20th’s color
ment farm bureau expert, Vladimir mistakes a friendly clinch as theatre tv system, Sponable said
work
on
it
was
progressing
and
faithlessness by Vera. That and a
threat of frost to the harley crop “we're Just cleaning out the bugs.”
It
was
implied
that
20th
keeps the vehicle moving for an
is in no
additional hour or more. It is only particular hurry to launch the sysf
zL .i
by accident that this misundcr tem.
foil into

.

.i

.

it

next year but Venice

the stressing of quality rather than
Unfortunate weather has
not helped matters here and is also
bolding up exteriors on shboting
of the Ilya Lopert pic “Summerquantity,

time” (U A) in Venice.
At a press conference Mr. OtCroze,

tavio

new

director of the

of disapproval were noticeable during projection, among the relatively few dlehards left in the theatre.

With Eijc Johnston not expected
here until Sept. 2, Yank interests
are repped by

Eugene Van Dee for

MPAA, and Andrew Smith

for the
government.
In addition.,
Spiegel is personally supervising presentation of his indie pro-

U.

S.

Sam

.

again handing out the
most useful publicity
giveaway, a plastic folder briefcase, to each accredited newsman
(there are about 500). Case holds
Yank press Info, stills of MPAA
pix, a pen, etc. MPAA also has a
window signpost listing its entries,
a stand for press information and
handouts and a daily giveaway
newspaper.
Italy's 'Juliet' May Miss Fete
A few items have been silently
dropped from the Festival feature
list and others added. “Gold of the
Pharoahs” goes in as another
French entry. It was -Shot in a
Widescreen system, called Cine*
panoramiqiie, by Marc De Gastyne.
Status of “Romeo and Juliet” is
still in doubt, witl^ time given as
a factor. “Juliet” is one of three
Italian Technicolor pix skeddCd for

U. S. is
festival’s
3

*

veals

have

getting in its innings this year
via the calibre Of films entered and

duction, “Waterfront” (Col)..

20th Eyes

Maly Theatre

(In Russian; English Titles )
“Bride With a Dowry” is a Russian-made musical*- done in Sovcolor, with some excellent tunes as
the picture’s most" redeeming feature. In many respects, “Bride,”
is the current Soviet idea of how
“Oklahoma'* should' be done. Despite its musical comedy technique
and often Stagy Atmosphere, this
looks suitable for Russian-language
houses. Because so tediously developed plus a collective-farm setup worked into the plot, it naturally won’t find much favor in
most other U. S. theatres.
After wasting about two reels to
spot the so-called comedian and

will

is

—

Artkino release of Mosfilm production.
Stars Vera Vasilieva. Vladimir Ushakov.
Directed by T. Lukashevich, B. Raven-

.

is

cision to have only one big

Supporting cast, all creditable, Festival, said he regretted the decision by the IPA to approve only
is headed by G. Kozhakina, V.
Kuzmicheva, K, one competitive festival each year,
Dorofeyev,
L.
Kanayeva and D, Dubov. Nikolai but denied reports that Venice
Kurochkin and V. Doronin are in would not hold its fete next year.
for specialties,
Both he and the mayor of Venice
j N. Vlassov
and S. Shenin con- emphasized that the festival will
tribute sterling work with their take place here next year „ as alcameras whenever given an op- ways, whether competitive or not.
portunity. Many of their traveling This year, it was also pointed out,
shots are excellent. But neither has the festival kudos return to their
quence, which is confined strictly original form, with one
grand
to. the limits of a single, modestlyprize going to the best all-round
furnished room.' Direction of T.
four
silver
film,
lions
of
St.
Mark
Lukashevich and B. Ravenskikh too
often follows the stage musical for the top direction, best script,
best
music
and
all
camerawork.
touches
comedy technique with few
Performances will be rewarded by
of originality.
The So vcdlor still does not im- the twb traditional Volpi cups.
“Rear Window” (Par) sent this
press although more even in hues
than in previous efforts. The trou- year's fete off to a good start Aug.
ble is that the reds are not reds, 22, with an overflow crowd of openthe browns not browns and even ing nighters according the James
one sunrise scene is so unrealistic Stewart starrer a strong reception.
that it looks staged. However, Sov- Inauguration, here was given the
color now has reached the stage full
treatment, with tv, newsreels,
where it compares favorably with radio
and scores of photographers
some recent efforts by American
recording
matters for all of Italy
companies, which still are far from
and the world.
Wear.
perfect.
French Pic on 2d Night
Second night featured a French
pic, “Grisbi,” already released in
U.S. Isolationist’
France and given a mixed reception here. Star Jean Cabin’s perContinued- from page 5
formance was singled out for
book a certain number of British praise.
Third nighter, Japan’s
features every year, O’Brien main- “The Seven Samurai,” drew crix
tained.
first raves, as it once more showed
Asked what incentive these ex- the talent of director Akira Korohibs would have tp go for such a sawa, whose “Rashamom” won the
scheme, the British labor spokes- Venice Grand Prize here in recent
man opined that it was time for years. “Samurai” was cut down
U. S. exhibition to drop its “isola- one hour for. the Venice showing.
tionist” attiude and to start think- Also impressing audiences on the
ing in terms of the entire industry. same night was the Yank short, “A
This again was a reminder that Time Out of War,” by Denis SanHollywood takes out $23,000,000 ders, which had previously won a
out of Britain, and that, without prize here in the documentary festhis coin, production and subse- tival.
quently exhibition would suffer:
Fourth session was fete’s first
O’Brien expressed himself as double feature, the Mexicaif entry,
being sharply opposed to the idea “El Rio Y La Muerte,” and Bulof Britain or any other country garia’s first festival participant,
buying up showcases in the U. S, “Poem on Man.” This bill also pro'Trii not vided festival’s first empty seats.
to spotlight their films.
in favor of foreigners coming into, Carboning the Soviet line, the cura country and .buying up theatres,” tainer was replete with party slohe said. He emphasized that this gans and in general followed the
view extended also to American structure of Russian pix. Some signs
theatre holdings In Britain.

(Musical-Color)

Vesica Fate
Continued from past %

and Technl labs in London
are reported doing their best to
enable all three to 'show here.
Others are “Sense!” and “Sesto
Continente.”

festival,

-

Paramount had hoped to run a
preview of its VistaVision “White
Christmas” here on the final night
of the festival (Sept 7) or on following
evening;
The festival
screen Was enlarged to handle the
showing. However, a print will not
be ready in .time, and. plans for this
preem, have been cancelled.

Wednesday, September
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Hope It’s No Stiff

Vaodflm law; Scour Legit
Aires, Aug. 24Argentine exhibitor* generally
to the
•till are strongly opposed
government-forced vaude in film
theatres but they are displaying
fresh showmanship and organisation, as far as first-runs are concerned. They apparently are rer
signed to having to put up with
the vaudefilm law, at least for the

Mexico City, Aug. 31.
Exhibitors* here stress that
a recent development in the
film biz here does not' mean
that the picture industry 1*
dead in Mexfbo City.
The Brothers Arrangoiz, local undertakers, are the first
morticians in Mexico to become exhibs. But it is just
They’re stockparticipation.

Field

Buenos

H'wood Takes Play From

present
, ,
A majority of the amateurish
Acts Which were foisted on exhibs
the
of
board
by the employment
Labor Ministry at the outset now

have been weeded

out.

Some

ex-

bibs have displayed ingenuity by
out
turns
vaude
improvising
of legit talent because genuine
numerous
vaudeville acts are not
enough to supply all pix houses

Hollywood* Aug. 31.

Many cinema managers may be

in nightclubs probing for
auitable talent which is not easy to
uncover here. They have the
added burden of locating suitable
pianos when an act requires accompaniment since there is a woeful scarcity Of these instruments
In the country.

Admish Boost

Looms

Metro Sets Moodabe

Worry
Buenos

Aires, Aug. 24.

A. Apold,
President Peron’s press and pub-

Raul

of

lic relations secretary and entertainment czar here, for a trek to
many European countries caused

considerable surprise in show biz
circles here. He is to visit France,

West Germany and Great

Italy*

Britain at the invitation and expense of each country* Invitations
to stem from the de
are reported
- A* — _ _
** Ail A A
i
1*A.
,
involved
to re1
* th
turn the courtesies extended by
delegations
Apold to foreign film
during the recent Mar <\el Plata
.

m

zni:
Jt

«

film festival
for
tinues granting import permits
”
«
U. S. pix, the Entertainment Board
(which operates under instructions
from Apold) is delaying issuance
of release permits. Result is that
American distribs fear these will
not be forthcoming until Apold re
a

Sydney, Aug. 24.

is

that the

nomic Board may allow

Eco-

first-runs

to boost their net prices to 63c,
with the cost of obligatory vaude
included in this amount
acts
tax
would be .a ,,10. centavo
There
—
...
,
.

(about lc) on each ticket, with this
coin to provide casTi awards to the
best native productions.
The cost of vaude turns would
have to be paid out of grosses, with
the balance to be split between
exhibs and distribs according to
own arrangements.
their

Mex Govt. Cracks Down
On Outlaw Radio Stas.
Mexico

City,

Aug. 31.

of Illegally operating radio

which got so bad it ham
pered duly authorized services is
being crushed by the Ministry

stations

and functioning in the provinces,
have no authorization whatever to
broadcast. Most of them operate

—

twoers
every
with huge Stetsons can 'be found
around the half-block long bar at
the Crystal Palace or the circle bar
at the Tivoli.

Of course, on back streets*, and
under murky signs, there is still to
be frequented (who wants to?) the
teqnila dives and ' soto establishments (jigger 5c Americano).
And even 'today, at most corners
along Lento and the Ave. of Sept.
13 the lone male will hear the fa-

%

The Moodabe

Circuit: is

mainly

controlled by 20tb.-Fox via a stock
deal made some years ago. Interesting angle is that Moodabe has
C’Scope - equipped his theatres
while Robffrt Kerridge, chief of
K-O (probably because of the
Rank edict), has refused to buy.

mous Juarez night cry: "Taxee,
mistaire! Sex show. Only Wan dollaireP

'

1

'

.

Walter Wanger and Joan BenSports telecasts of this nature, incidentally, are helping considera- nett, who planed in for the film
attended British
here*
bly to popularize tv in this country, festival
preem of Wanger’s "Riot in Cell
which is. very sports-conscious.
11”
at the Cameo. The
A number of special tele pro- Block
grams are skedded in connection Wangers are set to return to Holwith the annual Radio and TV Ex- lywood this week, where she will
hibition at Kongresshaus, Aug. 26- join cast of "Mother Sir,” which
30* as well as with the Zurich "See- he will produce.
nachtfest’.’ (fireworks by the lake),
"Cell 11” to date has been reAug. 28, biggest of its kind ever fused a certificate by the British
held here. A big cabaret program Board of Film Censors.
will be telecast for the occasion.
Swiss tele subscribers have in'creased with most of them -in Zu- U’s Baronat Sanguine
rich. Though slowly gaining ground
still far from having
any noticeable influence on any

here, tv is

other show biz, particularly the
film industry,
considerable part
tele subscribers are public resVTAbll home
UVAAIC tv
v*
taurants
iOlUBUItO and
«uiu cafes, with
very negligible because of the
2 ac ]c 0 f vari e ty in programs and
small number of weekly telecasts.

A

.

1st Swiss Tinter

To

Sequel to ‘Heidi’

Zurich, Aug. 24.
As its 30th anni pic, Praesens
Film Zurich announces a sequel
year’s
"Heidi,”
last
which
to
emerged as "Praesens’ all-time top
grosser in Switzerland. New pic,
a g abl bas e d on a story by Johanna
Spyri will be tagged "Heidi Can
Use What She LCarnt,” and it will
be the first full-length tinter ever
done in Switzerland. Color will be

by Eastmancolor.
Screenplay

is

by

Richard

Schweizer and Max Haulier. Cohtraryjtd the 0riginal'"Heidi,”' direction will not be by Italian Luigi
Comencini, but by Swiss' director
Franz SchrV.er.- v Emil'- Benia,* v&t
Swiss ‘Cameraman, will do the tensing, part of which again will be
done on location in theh Grisons
mountains.

cast will

original roies.

commercially
actually selling
Playwright Ben Levy attending
time, but mainly for whatever the
will pay. Some are run just Festival shows in Edinburgh with'
for the amusement of~the oper- his actress wife Constance Cumators, and get by via passing the ming, and planning final touches
to an untitled new comedy for her
hat.
Broadcasts of the outlaw stations . . . David Tearle, author of new
play "The Miracle of San Pietro,”
do not in any way endanger Mexi- preemed at Dundee (Scot)
Reperco’s political, security, the Ministry tory Theatre,
is son of Edmund
stressed, but some blue stuff gets Tearle and a cousin of the late
•o the air.
Godfrey Tearle.

Ever since the World War II
when Ft. BHss brought 100,000 American soldier* to this part
of Texas, Juarez has known pros-

t

years,

Topper announced some time ago
that he was against widescreen via
the C’Scope setup because he be-

For all main roles, the
be an exact duplicate 0
first
"Heidi”
the
feature, with mopCommunications and Public
of
Works, ruler of air affairs down pets Elsbeth Sigmund and Thomas
Klameth
again
assigned to their
here. Outlaw stations, mostly small

buyer

old $1.44,

Mexico

City,

Aug. 31.

lieved patrons did not desire this
Columbia Pix has quit the worldtype of presentation. Kerridge at distribution of Mexican films. Such
number of 28 hours of telecasts, he time pointed to the outstandpending. It
nearly three times as much as ordir ing success scored over his chain action had long been
narily skedded. This is the highest by 2-d product. - Kerridge is also was consummated With the sale to
number of tv transmissions here opposed to dual bills.
governMexican
the
Cinex, which.
since the Eurovision programs, inMetro’s swing away was evi- ment recently organized to place
creased telecasts are due to an un- dently influenced by the fact that
pix in the foreign marusual number of sports events in Moodabe’s loop has C’Scope, and Mexican
and around Switzerland during this will be set for top Metro product ket, of "Cantinflas” productions
including
the
bicycle
period,
which Col had taken over for playensed for widescreen.
world’s championship of profesdating in the U. S.x Hawaii and
sional cyclists at Solingen, GerPosa Films, producer of
many; the world’s championship of
VISIT Alaska.
"Cantinflas” pix* refunds to Cobicycle-ball at Cologne, Germany,
lumbia the coin paid on future
and the famous "Grand Prix" aubookings.
tomobile races of Berne, SwitzerEdinburgh* Aug. 31.
Deal was made for* Columbia by
land, being some of the events.

Be

turns.

Rash

New Zealand;

—

Although the Central Bank con- of

Latest report

Deal for

EDINBURGH FILM FEST

in Arg.; Exhibs

Departure

’

WALTER WANGERS

63c

to

Low modern nightspot along the border.
A 15c trolley ride from El Paso,
Mexico City, Aug. 24.
Tex. (roundtrlp), Juarez has blosAlthough rank-file local union- somed in the past five yean with
ized cabaret performers won a music ban, soft and, hot American
100% pay hike, their pay, dollar jazz, full floorshows including
slanted, still remains mighty low. trampoline acta and knife throwThe tilt, broadly, is from a base of ing, and $1.50 filet piignons.
$2 nightly to $4 per night. The
Even if the rest of the nation
wage upbeat includes emcees. The hasn’t discovered the new and modbarkers in tails now get $2.40
Juarez, Texas has* and nearly
ern
nightly, somewhat better than the
night the six-foot
Cabaret Act* St31

’

With talent.
.......
This in itself has defeated the
designs of backers of the law since
they had hoped, to create a new
demand for tango vocalists* Exhibs were smart enough to book
only talent with boxoffice appeal.
Huddles with disk dealers, agent*
and nitery managers have been
productive of obtaining improved
acts in many of the better houses.
Oddly enough, the general public so far has displayed so little
Zurich, Aug. 24.
interest in the vaudeville part of
In the week of Aug. 22-28,
the cinema shows that they, often
time their arrival at the theatre Switzerland’s youngest show biz
to coincide with the start of the baby, television presented a record

seen

Juarez, Mex., Aug, 31.
little Mexican total is rapidbecoming the liveliest and most

This
ly

Metro has completed. q deal with
Dance unit members, including
Mike Moodabe* topper of the outfits billed as ballets, now draw
life and politics.
covering $2.80 per night. The old scale was
chain
pic
Amalgamated
atPeople of India* he added*
for product buys, it $1.60. Hillbilly bands and other untend film shows for the same rea- New Zealand
here. Metro formerly conventional music troupes, which
son other people do for entertain- is reported
loop, have four or more tooters, are glad
Kerrldge-Odeon
the
ment and release from the mon- sold to
in which X. Arthur Rank has
to perform for $2 per. They hail
otony of daily life.
stock sayso.
50
that as a nice upping from $1.60.

feature film.

« Booze,
By NED ARMSTRONG

holders in the newest first-run*
the Cine Paris* French film
showcase.

Soviet Fix in India
Soviet picture* lag" far behind
Hollywood product in India, according to Chapalakanta Bhattacharya, head of the Department
of Journalism at the U. of Calcutta,
in town as a guest of the Assn, of
Motion Picture Producers. American and Indian film* are well
patronized, he said, while Communistic pix attract only those who
have a "special interesf’ in Soviet

Lively Trade

perity.

Despite the midnight curfew, and
despite even the guardhouse, soldiers flocked to Juarez (as Tla
Juana) to indulge in the rigorous
fleshpot activities. During the war
years the military kept -a constant
police patrol at the border of the
Santa Fe bridge, and staggering
infantrymen returning from mad
hellraisin’ in Juarez were dutifully
bundled into jolly wagons and restored to citizenship and sanitation.
Now, with several new and modern hotels, and with the growth gf
an up-to-date marketing area, fundamentally notable for fine silver
and leather goods, and imported
prices. Juarez
Joseph A. McConville and his son perfumes at reduced
semiJoseph, Jr. and Lacy W. Kastner, is taking on the aspect of a
American
city.
and for Cinex by its prexy, EduLow Prices Lure
ardo Garduno and manager AlAnd* of course, .added 4o this is
fonso Pulido Islas. Columbia and
Posa cancelled their deal for world- the growth of Juarez as -a relatively
inexpensive,
reliable divorce marhandling of the comic’s films.
Cinex will pay Columbia $250,000. ket The divorce 'rates here in
I

,

Juarez vary from $150 to $250,. and
Coincident with the Columbia this is far less than Nevada, where
arrangement, Cinex bought pix the rate for the attorney is fixed
from Manual Reach!, Internacional at $350. Moreover* a divorce in
Cinematograpica, Mauricio de la Juarez .takes less than three minOverall
Serna and Churubusco.
utes and, providing the incongelicomprised 25 pix seven adado mate doesn’t get lost finding
deal
ready for release and the others the palace municipal, or casa Ciuip production. Cinex announced it dad Juarez, matrimonial terminaOf Miss Universe’ Talent would put up anticipatory coin for tion can be obtained between
the companies which sold their planes.
Tokyo, Aug. 24.
Cinex recently bought but
films.
As for prices, this is the great
Baronat said, "We organized the Azteca Films, one of the two disternational exec here for U-I’s first tributors of Mexican pix in the lure of Juarez today. Last spring
the Mexican government devalued
Oriental sales conference, and the U. S.
the peso, and as a result the exman who did much in setting up
change is fantastically favorable
three past "Miss Universe” conto Americans. Money used to be
tests* feels that the contests have Top Japanese Cinema
five to one American, and now it is
brought lots of beauty bdt little
Patrons
Males
20s
in
20
Mexican to one Americano, and
inclined
to
tab
this
talent. He was
if you buy your mOney at a bank
Tokyo, Aug. 24.
method of obtaining new talent as
and
-spend only Mexican you can
likely
would
disappointing.
U-I
Japanese males in their 20s are
continue the contests in the hope the biggest patrons of motion pic- do remarkably well.
The
finest* place to eat in Juarez
might
that "sooner or later we
tures, according to a survey re
is still the back street restaurant
find the formula that has evaded
cently
Japan
Morun
by
Dominguez* where true
completed
the
by
brainpower;
us so far beauty and
then it will have been worth the tion Picture Federation. The JMPF Spanish style cooking a la Mexico
be
had,
or else fine steaks and
can
trouble.”
said that 64% of the total male
Fortunat Baronat, Universal-In- population are film fans against chops, and at prices less than half
American
the
equivalent.
contest so as to find new talent and 53% for the femmes. The survey
Native Hostelries
new faces to put before our public. revealed that women between ‘25 '
color, * Visit to Juarez is not
For
Well, we got the beauty apgle al- and 20 years of age seldom go to
complete without a stop at some of
right, but the* talent comes in Very pix shows.
the older places, the more native
tiny pieces.” He said that most of
.
JMPF said that 58% of the popu- hostels.
the entrants In past contests had
There is the Bar of Nuevo York
lation, some 50,000,000, persons atbeen models with Very little acting
cinema, losing interest near the town plaza a mile from
training and mo^t' .of them with tended the
grow older. Young people the bridge, where the true marisih^i jdesjrp for a dramatic career. as they
in their 20s see one to three films achis can still be found playing for
a month; oldsters in their 40s and the benefit largely of Mexican cusMobelia Process For
beyond see less than one a month. tomers.
There is the restaurant
.83% of the 20-24-age group called Neuva Poblano, whereto the
Herb Wilcox’s ‘Spring’ Around
go to the films, making them the native Juarezite goes for his meal
London, Aug. 24.
best clients. Nearly, 50% Of the out a restaurant producing an arHerbert Wilcox has used the farmers and fishermen have never ray of Spanish dishes not to be
Mobelia process on his production seen a film in their lives.
found anywhere else in that part
of "Lilacs in the Spring,” which
of the country. The prices are still
will enable the completed pic to be
microscopic, and all in Mexican
screened on normal widescreens as
C’Scope Perks in Hawaii peso, not American dollar.
well as on those of varying height
In this same area, the city of
Honolulu, Aug. 31.
and width. The system calls for an
Juarez has built and remodeled two
Cinemascope took its greatest picture palaces which now feature
extra slip of blank film punched
to cue a projector attachment, stride in Hawaii when 15 theatres Mexican and American films, and
which automatically adjusts lens of Consolidated Amus. Co:, the have huge bright-lighted marquees,
focus and screen masking to re- Islands’ major chain, were ear- and in every sense make the old
marked for the widescreen installa- part of the city look new. Once,
quired dimensions.
The film, based on last year’s le- tions,
the town park, which is adjacent,
git hit, "The Glorious Days,” stars
Waikiki, Kuhio and Princess In was a nighttime congregating place
Anna Neagle and Errol Flynn. Re- Honolulu, and the Palace in Hilo' for ferocious stray dogs and hopepublic has distribution rights in already nave it. Hawaii Theatre, less drunks, but all this is changed
the eastern hemisphere and United Honolulu,
and Lihue Theatre, and the grass grows green, the
Artists will release in the western Kauai, are due for next installa- benches are painted and the dogs
hemisphere.
tions.
are gone.
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Ross Sees CineitwScope
Going: Over sight Europe

As

4 Assns. Huddle on Eady Fond
London, Aug.

31.

-

A

peace pact for the British picture industry may he negotiated
tomorrow (Wed.) when the four
major Itrade associations resume
their discussions on the future of
the Eady fund. Hopes have been
running high .during the past few
days, and trade toppers are showing .their first signs of optimism
since the cleavage of opinion between the Cinematograph Exhibitors ASsii. and British Film Prodeveloped some,
Assn,
ducers
months " back: Success at tomordependent on one
cohciave
^
row's

Hollywood, Aug; 31.
Cinemascope, is going over big
major cities of Europe, according to producer Frank Ross, who
checked in at 20th-Fox after an
11-week tour of England, France
and Italy. In and around Milan,
he added, no less than 39 theatres
are equipped with that system and
in
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Creation of a fourth major Brittheatre circuit was accomplished last week when the Essoldo

ish

For Helping

Brit. Variety the fans over there are strong for
it.
London, Aug. 31.
Next Ross production for 20thAll the
artists
who helped
raise the coin to finance the proj- Fox, “Alexander the Conqueror,”
ect Jay participating in a midnight will be filmed abroad With a secmatinee at the Coliseum some ond unit shooting backgrounds in
years ago, will have their names India.
on a commemorative plaque when
the Hurlingham National Playing
Field is opened next month. The
London tent of the Variety Club
major factor: whether the CEA is promoted the gals to aid the Naconvinced of the urgency, of the tional Playing Fields Assn.
BFPA claim on the basis of figures Among the artists whose names
prepared by the producers, and will appear on the plaque* are
now being examined by. the exhibs’ Tony Curtis, Rhonda Fleming, Ava
accountants.
Gardner, Jimmy Van Heusen, DorSydney, Aug. 24.
Highlight of the winter legit seaOrigin of the present dispute can othy Kirsten, Janet Leigh, Jimmy
be traced to the prelim confabs McHugh, Frank Sinatra, the Wiere son is the click of the Borovansky
started the latter part of last year Bros., Mildred Seymour and Or- Ballet, presented by J. C. Williamon the future of the Eady levy. The son Welles, The playing fields will son Theatres on behalf of the
CEA submitted a hardship claim be inaugurated Sept. 11 by Dr. Education in Music and Dramatic
and contended that unless the gov- Roger Bannister, Britain’s champ Arts Society;
ernment approved an admission tax mile runner.'
In everjTicey where this troupe
concession, their contribution to
has played sellout business has rethe production pool would be limsulted, not from longhair payees
ited to a maximum of $6,450,000.
but from the general run-of-theThe producers accepted the CEA
mill public. Unusual angle to its
argument and supported the exhibs
success is that the majority of the
tax relief claim in Parliament and
troupe’s talent is local. FounderThe April budget
the press.
director Edouard Borovansky not
brought a tax concession worth
only runs the outfit, but also op$9,800,000 and the BFPA lost no
erates his own ballet school.
time in claiming their share, even
Current sellout season at the
Sydney, Aug. 24.
asserting that the minimum Eady
Empire here has
Edict by Aussie brewers, who 2,800-seater
coin necessary for production to
amazed
even the oldest show biz
prosper would be around $9,800,- control, majority of saloons here, in habitant. Borovansky is featurto
stop
free
films
as
boost
for
beer
000.. This represented an increase
biz cued local publicans introduc- ing “Swan Lake;’’ “Petrouchka,”
of $1,400,000 on the estimated
“Graduation Ball,” “Scheherzade,”
reyenue upder the schedule then ing live talent as a trade uplift. “Candide,” “La Boutique FanIt is the first time here that vaude
operating.
talent (strictly local) has been tasque,” “Coppelia;” “Les AmanProducers Surprised
booked by the beer loop. Idea tic Eternels” and “Prince. Igor.”
To the surprise of the producers, looks like it would pay off.
Principal dancers include Kaththe CEA nixed the claim for extra
Soured over the exit of free pix, leen Gorham, Jocelyn Vollmar,
Eady income. It instructed CEA a majority of Aussie saloonkeepers Christine Hubert, Peggy Sager,
members to pay their levies at the blame major pix circuits here for Vassile Trunoff, Paul Grinwis, Ron
lower rate as from the Current the pressure put on by the brew- Paul, Eve King and Joan Potter.
financial year which started this ers. They aver that the
Kurt Herweg is musical director.
pic loops
month. This decision led to the put In undercover blasts to poliwalkout of the two Bank circuits. ticians to have the brewers (alIt was followed by a decision by leged financial supporters of top
Anglo-ILS.-French Plays
some of the other 'major groups to political parties) yank but pix..
pay the difference between the old
The
bars
are
now
waiting
to see
Top ’54-’55 Swiss Legit
rate and the new into a suspense
whether vaude-revue chains here
account for eventual distribution.
will put in~ a squawk over the datSeasou; Classic to Open
Arguing that producers were be- ing of homebrew talent. Undering deprived of their due share of stood that Actors’ Equity here has
Zurich, Aug. 31.
the tax concession, the BFPA ap- no objection to members playing
The 1954-55 legit lineup sit
pealed to the Board of Trade to ar- the beer loop.
Schauspielhaus is dominated, to an
bitrate, but governmental action
unusually high degree, by contemwill only be necessary If the Current negotiations fall to produce a ’SHIELD’ IN 3 SCREEN
porary authors of predominantly
settlement. Any demand-for legislaAnglo-U. S.-French origin. While
tion would have to wait until after
BRITISH the season opening, Sept. 4, will
VERSIONS
the present Parliamentary recess in
bo
a
classic,
Shakespeare’s
London, Aug. 31.
October, and the industry doesn’t
want to wait thatlohg nor is it parSimultaneous release in three “Twelfth Night,” the second preem,
ticularly anxious to attract more versions is being arranged for Uni- Sept.
9, will be the first Swiss perstate control of Its affairs.
versal’s C’Scope pic, “Black Shield formance of T.
S. Eliot’s “Conof Falworth.” It will be offered as
an anamorphic subject with either fidential Clerk,” and then a revival
Too Many First-Runs
Ibsen’s
Duck”
of
“Wild
opens Sept.
stereo or optical tracks, and in conventional form in ratios from 1.33:1 11. Slated for production in the
Prompts US. Distribs
to 2:1.
course of the season ore Swiss
The first CinemaScoper to go out preems
of
Herman
Wouk’s
release in Brit- “Caine Mutiny Court Martial,”
To Rush Out ’54-’55 Pix on normal general
1
ain, “Shield ’ has been slotted into John
Patrick’s
’’Teahouse
of
Lisbon, Aug. 24 v
the Gaumont circuit opening Nov. August Moon” Christopher Fry’s
Because, the number of big first3.
U is prepping its trailers new “The Dark Is Light Enough,”
run theatres built or being conin the three forms to meet the Thornton Wilder’s “Matchmaker”
structed is running ahead of the
needs of individual theatres.
and Jean Giraudoux’ posthumuous
available cinema patrons, Ameri’’For Lucretia.”
can distributors this year are first
in the market with their lineups of
Schauspielhaus also will stage
hew product. Naturally, they want Yank Soprano Set For
German-langUage preems of Julien
to get the-choice playdates set.
Green’s second dramatic opus- “The
Tinters and C’Scope productions „ Wexford (Ireland) Fete Enemy” and Jean Anouilh’s “Leoappear to predominate in lists
cadia” among others. Four worldWexford, Ireland, Aug. 24.
of pix so far issued, mainly from
preems are skidded: Gerhart
Marilyn Cotlow, who made her
20th-Fox and Warner Bros.
Hauptmann’s posthumous “Magnus
Y.’s Metropolitan Garbe,” adapted by Carl ZuckWB, which hi represented here debut at N.
by S.I.F., lists six C’Scope produc- Opera in 1948, has been signed for mayer; a new Curt Goetz fcbmedy,
tions including “A Star Is Bora.” a lead role in “La SonnaqbultfT a “Hollywood”; Swiss author A. J.
“Lucky Me”, is another. A number feature of the Fourth Wexford. Welti’s “Hiob” and /Alfred KSohri’s
of pix, which already have played Festival which opens here Oct. 31. third and last in his “Sixth Floor”
in the U. S., including “Dial
for Other lead roles will be sung by series, “End of the Sixth Floor.”
Murder,” are also on the linCup Italians Nicola Monti and Franco
Remainder of the new legit linefor the coining season. Of all the Calabrese. The opera has not been up
Shakespeare’s
will
include
WB films, only four are in black- staged for many years.
Night’s
Dream,”
“Midsummer
“Julius
Caesar”;
or
“Coridlanus”
and-white.
•
T; J. Walsh, festival chairman,
Dilemma,”
There are 31 films In 20th-Fox’ said that other features would be G. B. Shaw’s “Doctors
lineup. Besides the 13 in C’Scope, the presentation Of Soviet ballet MoliereF*s “School of Women,*” Gerclassics
by Schiller and
the socalled normal pix include 12 film, “Gala Festival,” starring Rus- man
tinters. The C*$copers, of course, sian terper Gains Ulanova; a visit Kleist, as well as plays by Calare in color, too, with ’’Egyptian” of the Abbey Players in John Mc- deron, Raimund and Tolstoj.
and “There’s No Bis Like Show- Cann’s “Twenty Years A’Wooing”;
Stadttheatre (opera, operetta and
biz” high on .the list in that cate- a concert by Radio Eireann Sym- ballet) will present, beside revivals
gory.
standard works, the world
of
phony Orchestra, an exhibition of
Big headache here for distribs is Indian Art (borrowed from Lon- preem of a new operetta, “Spring
where all the C*Scope- product is don), films of operas and lectures. Girl,” with music adapted from
to be played since only about Festival
was inaugurated four posthumous melodies by the late
seven houses are reported able to yean ago, with Scottish novelist Franz Leharj German preem of
handle CinemaScopers. Of these Sir Compton Mackenzie as patron. the-Paris hit musical, “La Belle de
seven theatres, five may not have Last year the deficit was around Cadiz”; as well as the first Swiss
their
equipment set to show $4,000, made up by local subscrip- performance at the end of October,
C Scope product at the start of the. tions and a grant from Irish Arts Of Rolf Liebermann’a opera “Poneseason.

By HAROLD MYERS

Coslow Preps- hitler
Musical, Spngs for Pic
London, Aug.

31.

Group acquired control pf^S, M.
Associated Cinemas,* giving a combine booking strength of
171
houses. The 65 S.M. theatres were
involved; in the takeover.
By far the biggest 'theatre deal
since the last war, the Essoldo buy
involved the acquisition of assets
valued at over $7,000,000 although
the purchase price is not being disclosed.
W, Southan Morris, managing director of the S. M. group,
remains with the company on a
longterm pact.
Sol Sheckman

US, songwriter Sam Coslow,
who has been here for some
months prepping a new musical for
Emile Littler, has Written eight
numbers for the British film version of last season’s legit hit, “AS
Long As They’re Happy.” The production. moved into Pine wood Studios last Thursday (26) after three
days on location in the London
area.

Jack Buchanan will be repeating,
original stage part and Jean
has been inked for the heads Essoldo.
femme lead. Jerry Wayne, who
Contracts for the deal were sigoriginally came over for the London production of “Guys and natured by the two parties last
Wednesday
(25), and the takeover
Dolls,’’ has a featured role.
,
took immediate effect.
For the
time being, Essoldo will ran S. M.
as a separate company. Complete
his-

.Carson

integration

of.

the two- circuits will

be determined in due course in the
light of experience.
Apart froni the actual coin involved, the deal has particular
local significance as it may lead to
a complete reorientation of the
British booking system which has
In a preliminary financial state- hitherto been determined by the
ment for the year ended last June three major circuits, Odeon and
26, two. out of three companies In Gaumont-Brltish (both controlled
the J. Arthur Rank Group showed by Rank) and Associated British
big improvements in gross earn- Cinemas.
t
ings. One corporation, Gauxnont- Long Agitated for Fourth Circuit
British, showed a gain in net profit
For some time, certain sections
of better than $1,000,000. G-B net of the industry, notably the studio
rose from $800,000 to $1,653,700 in unions, have been agitating for g
the year, with the ordinary divi- fourth circuit in order to establish
dend being raised from TVk% to greater booking freedom for inde12V£%. The GaumontrBritiSh gross pendents and to end the make or
soared to $10,156,000 as against break grip held by the majors. Un$6,748,200 a year ago.
der the rigid releasing system,
Odeon Theatres gross roared which compels many indie theatres
~ahead to $21,571,000 for the year, to play the circuit releases, proan increase of $2,425,900 over the ducers have claimed that there’s
previous year. As a result, the com- little hope of any gravy for a picpany restored the dividend with a ture squeezed out of the major
15% distribution on. the common circuits.
However, because of instock.
Although the combined strength
creased taxation, Odeon net profit of the Elsoldo-S.M. group is subdipped to $2,887,000 as compared stantially below the three top cirwith $3,333,500 a year ago.
An- cuits, major and indie distribs beadditional $1,784,160 was wiped off lieve that the deal will change the
the bank loan, making a total of balance of power and encourage
$31,132,400 reduction in the last the producer who does not have
five years.
an affiliation with the circuits. The
British and Dominions
Film two Rank groups control around
Corp. trading, profit was down 550 theatres, and ABC more than
$250,000 to $755,000, but the diwy 400.
stayed the same at 5%. Full group
Seen as Good News for 20ih-Fox
report is due out Sept. 15.
Takeover by the Essoldo circuit
here of the 65-theatre S. M. Associated Cinemas is seen here- as
PIC
spelling good news for 20th-Fox
smee both of these indie circuits
are committed to Cinemascope.

London, Aug.

31.

'

GERMAN

PRODUCER
TO JAPAN FOR SHOTS

m

WTorsrr
Tokyo, Aug. 24.
some
Eberhard Meichsiier, production C’Scope.

manager for Gloria Films,

of

w

houses

Mu-

This is of importance to 20thWest Germany, has arrived Fox which depends on the
indies
here to make prelim plans for .in Britain to carry the
C’Scope
shooting the Japan background balL The Rank circuits have 75
scenes for the company’s “Case of C’Scope installations but 20tfa-Fox
Dr. Sorge.” Pic is based upon the isn’t booking its C’Scopers with
wartime activities in Japan of Rus- them.
sian spy Richard Sorge.
nich,

j

Director Viet Harlom will arrive
and shooting will take
about four weeks. It will be done
shortly

Edwardian Dress

Is

Out

in and around Tokyo with stars of
of the film, Kristina Soederbaum

For Teddy Boy’ Juves At

and Paul Mueller, who win come
An imto Japan with Harlom.

Liverpool filmhouses

-

portant role in the film will be
Liverpool, Aug. 31,
filled by a Japanese actor who will
“Teddy Boys,” latest form of
be chosen by Harlom, Pic, first juve problems in England, are
to
German-Japanese coproduction.
be banned from the Capitol Thea11
tre in the Edge Hill district of
Liverpool. Large posters at each
Thomson Acquires
of -the theatre boxofflees announce:
“Youths wearing Edwardian dress
Jaji Teahouse’ Rights will not be admitted to this cinema. By order of the management.”
Tokyo, Aug. 24.
For some time “Teddy Boys"
Japanese rights to “Teahouse of
have been causing annoyance to
John
Patrick’s
the August Moon,”
Pulitzer prize-winning play now other patrons. Wearing old-fashrunning on Broadway, have been ioned-cut drapes and drainpipe
acquired by Norman Thomson, pants, they have been going to the
former employee of the tJ. S. Army cinema ip gangs, not so much to
Motion Picture Service in Japan, see the show as to display themaccording to an announcement selves. to the rest of the audience,
from the U. S. Embassy here. particularly the girls.
Bernard Dekle and the star of
W. J. Speakman, chairman of a
“Teahouse,” Mariko 'Nild, also Liverpool exhib group and a forshare in ownership of the rights. mer national prexy of the Bdtiah
•Thompson is expected to return Cinematograph Exhibs Assn., said
here from N. Y. soon to arrange the “Teddy Boys” in his district
for stage presentations of the play, were .hundreds strong. Trouble
here in both Japanese and English. usually started, he aaid; when the
Miss Niki, slthough a Tokyo revue lights went up during the intermisstar before her success in the sion, and it was quite a job to get
Broadway play, is not to appear In them to settle down quietly to see
the film.
the Japan productions.
,
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SHOOTING IN SEPTEMBER

NOT AS A

1954

#1

s

Best Selin

STRANGER
Robert Mitchum

Co-starring Olivia DeHavilland

Frank Sinatra

•

Gloria

Broderick Crawford

Grahame

Charles Bickford

Produced and Directed by

'

Stanley Kramer

GENTLEMEN
MARRY BRUNETTES

"ITU'*

1

r»

CinemaScop^
Starring Jane Russell

Directed by Richard Sale

Waterfield

-

in

JAN

E

RUSSELL

Color

Jeanne Crain
Assoc. Prod. Robert

Produced by Robert Bassler

NOW SHOOTING

THE

BURT

KENTUCKIAN

FACT 4 (i

CinemaScop£

'f*S

in

Color

Starring Burt Lancaster with Diana Lynn

Dianne Foster

A

Directed by Burt Lancaster

Hecht-Lancaster Production

Produced by Harold Hecht
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PICTURES

1954

'Egyptian.’

CHICAGO
Marvin Gold promoted to ad
manager of Fiimack TraUcrs.
Herb Greenblatt off to N.Y, to
asset up living quarters before
suming RKO domestic sales manager po$t,
Sam Chernoff ILE manager here
of B^nai^B'nth Cinelected

pW

,

ema Lodge, and

be Installed

will

Jack Kirsch reelected

week.
chairman pf lioard.
McVickeri^ booked

this

.

'

.

.

.

DALLAS

*
solid with
December.
until
the dallies have added special
“Brigadoon" opens Sept. 17 for Circuit, promoted to assistant adand publicity director" for chain in proofreaders to scrutinize copy for
four Weeks with “Betrayed
sex allusions.
Office
of
Frank
Starz.
O,
Barr
following.
“Black: Widow”
Loop Theatre to be only down- succeeds Robert B. Kelley, who refollowing
years
signed
Mareiano30
with
Inshowing
house
town
Charles closed circuit telecast Sept. terstate circuit. He has been with
Interstate for 21. years.
15 :

single-features

DCA’s New Sales Plan; Fringe Houses

Ad Changes

Chicago, AUg. 31*
“The Egyptian,” set to premiere
in
mid-September
when
here
•pendently by Don Swartz, set for
minimum of three weeks at local “Caine Mutiny” winds up its run
have
first
at
must
the
State-Lake,
loop Lyric and two weeks at St.
Paul Riviera. Paramount bought it its ad campaign altered before
for all its “A” houses.
daily newspapers will run its adLittle Falls, Minn,, theatre that vance copy. Dailies, responding to
changed its name to 3-D when increasing Catholic pressure to
those pix were in vogue, now has clean up sexified ad blurbs and art
reverted to the Ripley, which it work, are asking 2Qth-Fox to tone
formerly was called.
down some of the displays from the
company’s pressbook.
Several newspapers have set ad
deadlines
for theatremen ai day
Francis Barr, of local publicity
earlier
than usual. It’s understood
department of Interstate Theatre

To Get ‘Secondary
wide
3

roster include Schwalberg, E. K. (Ted> O’Shea, distribution v.p.; Jerry Pi nkma«, ad-pub
v.p., and Oscar A. Morgan, shorts
and newsreel sale* nead.
Par’s annual sales drive, which
runs through the balance of 'the
year, got underway Monday (30).
irst stanza in the campaign is
being, billed “A. W. ‘Schwalberg

speakers

Loew

Jack Ettinger joined Arch BoardCharles Lindau enrolled Bis
Kedzie and LouisTheatres in book- man Booking Service; formerly
was
booker at local Paramount exAllied
of
department
ing-buying
Other reCent additions change.
Theatres.
and comptroller; Eugene Picker,
Robert H. Park, chief counsel for veepee; John Murphy, veepee; Kelly; Billy Wilder’s “Sabrina,”
to Allied membership are Holiday
starring Audrey Hepburn, HumTheatre, Park Forest: Laps The- Jefferson Amus. Co., and East
Hot Rosenthal, secretary; Archie
phrey Bogart and William Holden;
atre, Lansing! Elm Theate, Wau- Teicas Theatres, Inc., for the last 1946, and entered a decree on Dec.
“Mambo,” lensed in Italy under
eight
years,
resigned
to
join
a
Chicago,
Theatre,
conda; and Holly
All parties appealed the
Robert Rossen’s direction with
Houston oil firm in similar capac- 31, 1946.
decision to the Supreme Court.
ity.
Shelley Winters, Sylvano Mangano
..
Further Inquiry
Leon Glasscock, head of Glassand' Vittorio Gassman in lead
The Government’s main appeal spots;_^‘The Bridges of Toko-R.;”
Circuit,
purchased Pestex
J. J. Parker's -United Artists set cock
Theatre, Pleasanton, from Earl to the High Court was based on with Holden, Miss Kelly, Frederic
to shutter this week.
A1 Formaii, prexy of Oregon unit Tinsman. Glasscock operates the ha Expediting Court’s rejection of March and Mickey Rooney; George
he
Government’s
divorcement Pal s “Conquest of Space,” science
of TOA, doing strong job getting Leon and Trail drive-ins there.
Jimmy Neinast, city manager at plea. The Supreme Court rendered fiction entry, “Counuy Girl,” with
members.
Denison for Interstate Theatres, its decision in May, 1948, and or- Bun-, Crosby, Holden and Miss
First-run biz is booming.
Biz at first-runs here has been observed his 14th anni in show dered further inquiry into the Kelly: “Three Ring Circus,” Dean
biz. At same time the circuit's Rio matter of
smash for the last few months.
divorcement and the Martin-Jerry Lewis comedy, and
Harold Lorrimer, Liberty, mana- Theatre also rounded out same an- question of individual theatre
Air Command,” James Stewart
niversary.
ger, to Denver for two weeks.
divestiture.
and June Allyson,
Three drive-ins installed C’Scbpe
Further
hearings
Were
durheld
equipment ‘with more set.
ing 1948. On July 25, 1949, the
Frank Pratt, former Portlander
Expediting Court rendered its
and now from Bellingham, Wash.,
Jack Bunker Paramount house
Facelift
in town for a few days.
manager here, moved to Rock Is- decision, followed°by a decree on
Journal Drama editor Arnold land, 111., as Rocket Theatre man- Feb. 8, 1950. It ordered, the filing
Continued ’from pace 5
Marks back to work after two ager.
William
Rudolph made of a plan of divorcement within
stanzas
at Seaview, Wash.
house manager at Paramount here. six months, of the date of the system and. theatremen began to
111.,
Herb Larson, Oregonian drama
Venerable safe of Isis Theatre decree, the filing within one year convert in earnest.
editor, recovering from pneumon- resisted
*'The story property is still the
would-be robbers who of plans for divestiture of theatre
ia.
spent several hours last Thursday interest, and ordering ultimate heart of the picture,” says Daily.
morning trying to batter it open. divorcement within three years of
But we want the picture shown
Strips of steel were hammered off the data of the decree.
to the public without flaws and in
ST.
the base, wedges driven in the. door
Prior to the Expediting Court’s the ‘most effective manner.”
St. Louis delegates to the na- and the wall, but the safe refused decision
of July 25, 1949, ParaPar thinks the best effectivg way
tional convention of the Colosseum to yield. Manager Joe Borders and
mount and RKO entered into con- to project its plx is on a screen
of. Motion
Picture Salesmen of detectives figures it the work of
sent judgments,, providing for com
measuring
1.85 in width to each
America,
in Chicago, next Novem- amateurs.
111.,
plete divorcement, divestiture of single unit of elevation, President
ber, will be chosen Sept. 11.
Terrace Drive-In, Wichita, purcertain
theatres,
and
dissolution
of
Barney
Balaban
and studio chief
Robert Brinton, Table Grove, chased by Mrs. T. H. Slothower
joint interests in theatres.
Y. Frank Freeman have stated that
tookover the Vermont, in Ber- from George Sproule.
111.,
mont, Ili:> from K. C. Kessler; beLoew’s, WB and 20th appealed any further accent on width would
Annual fall convention of Comgins operation when baseball sea- monwealth Theatres, Inc., Will be to the Supreme Court, which in mean a loss of height that would
son ends.
held at Hotel President Sept. 14- June, 1950, affirmed the judgment impair the picture.
The Idaho, in Sumner, 111., dark 16. Circuit expects about 150 man- and thereafter denied a petition
Daily, says the amount of coin
for several months, relighted by agers and execs to attend.
for rehearing. WB and 20th then spent by theatremen In the past
v
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LOUIS

Dunn,

Dickinson circuit switching its
Glen Theatre to arty policy, opening today (Wed.) with “Hobson’s
Choice.” House has Ralph Gregory,
former booker for circuit, as manager.
Glen will- be second art
house in town for Dickinson, other
being midtown Kimo.
Fox Midwest circuit sold the Orpheum, Joplin, Mo., to Don

entered

consent judgments.
The Mard, In Martinsville, 111.,
Loew’s then also decided to end
reopened after being dark since
the lengthy litigation and started
last May 1.
negotiations with the Government
Mrs. W. A. Wright resumed oplooking toward a consent judgment.
erations of .her National, in Avon,
After prolonged confabs, a judgnow that all the personnel
ment was agreed upon between
is back from vacationing.
Loew’s and the Dept, of Justice
Ermon Russell, who took over
and approved by the Court on Feb.
ownership of the Royal, Royalton,
Circuit had recently 6, 1952. It provided that Loew’s
shuttered the house for in- Crockett.
definite period.
closed this 800-seater, but formerly separate its holding by Feb. 6,
The Main, in Altamount, 111., operated it with second-run policy. 1954. The film company later reclosed by A, T. Wehlert.
Dickinson Operating Co. oold ceived a sixmonth postponement,
the Ritz, Negro house, in Topeka, With the split Officially taking
Kans., to William Bradshaw.
place today (Wed.).
into

‘

.

PHILADELPHIA

Linda Graubard, songstress
daughter of local cafe man, left for
Hollywood with a
W. C. Ricord resigned as cocontract.
Divorcement
Jack Beresin, vending company manager of Fox West Coast’s city
Continued from pane 5
head and former International district, comprising the circuit’s
Chief
Barker,
Variety
Clubs, first subsequent-runs in Los Annamed chairman of entertainment geles. Dave Ross, Ricord's co-man- Weltman, assistant secretary, and
Leonard Pollack, Matt J. Madden,
division
for
the
Philadelphia ager, is operating alone.
United Fund Drive.
Producer Jack Eisenbach’s “Boy- and Jacob Stillman, assistant treasMerben-Mayfair Associates re- hood of Moses,” expanded from urers. The formation of the new
opened the Tacony, former Stan- 50 to 90 minutes for theatrical re- company moves Picker, in charge
ley-Wamer nabe in northeast lease, will be distributed through of ‘the N.Y. metropolitan theatres,
Philly,
the Independent Producers Film .and Murphy, in charge of out-ofBen Zimmerman, manager of Exchange.
town theatre^, into the Company
Carman Theatre, uptown film-burSol Lesser handed RKO the re
officer bracket. ^
ley house, is dickering with Local lease rights to “Quest of a Lost
The officer lineup was approved
77, Musicians Union, for reduction City,” a feature-length documenby the new slx-taan board of the
in size of pit crew.
tary filmed in Guatemala by Dana
theatre company which met for thehusband-andand Ginger Lamb,
first time Monday <30^ It consists
wife exploration team.
of Vogel, Friedman and Cleary as
three “inside” members plus
Birger
Ronning,
Paramount
Thomas J. Connellan, retired v.p .of
salesman, recuperating in U. S.
N. H.
Veterans .hospital here after major
“Gone With Wind" had holdover the National City Bank; Thomas L
operation,
Norton, Dean of the Baruch Schoo
run at the State here.
Uee J, Doty, Universal office
Fenton D. Scribner, Nashua the- of Business of the College of the
manager, in Fairview hospital for atre manager, looked on as a fel- City of New York, and Frank Pace
treatment of heart condition.
low townsman, Gov. Hugh Gregg Jr„ former secretary of the Army
Egyptian,” scheduled for Minne- signed proclamation at Concord and now executive v.p. of Genera
apolis Radio City and St. Paul proclaiming week of Sept. 2 as
Dynamics.
Paramount, Sept. 2 and 9, getting “Jimmy Fund” Week. Scribner is
Under the consent decree judgone of biggest advance exploita- state chairman of fund drive.
ment half of the board directors
tion and ad campaigns ever staged
Terry Miller « of Weirs Beach
the okay of the U.S. Disrequired
for & film in Twin Cities.
who appeared in water skiing
W. J, Heineman, United Artists scenes of film, “Easy To Love, trict Court and is subject to its
veepee in charge of distribution, how In the Marines at Camp Le- direction until a distribution of the
here to help set up territory runs june, N, C.
stock has been made. The three
tor
“outside” directors were given the
_ ‘Sitting Bull/’ produced by
W. R. Frqnk, local circuit owner.
nod by the court.
•For fourth consecutive week, boxThe new board of the producoffice soared to encouraging heights
Jack Moody, of Dayton, p. tion-distrlbution company is schedover entire
United Paramount named manager of Plaza Theatre uled to meet today (Wed.), at
there.
Northwest circuit, according to in Miamisburg, O., near
which time the slate of officers for
Harry B. French, chain’s prexy.
Gala Drive-In, on Route 224, eas
the new Loew’s Inc. will be apReissued “Duel In Sun,” being of Akron, O.. installed widescreen
proved.
distributed In this territory lnde for C’Scope films.

LOS ANGELES
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"

couple
matter
only a
screen
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-

MANCHESTER,

.

_

TOLEDO

come

jor sales effort to up to 4,000 theatres. These are the firstruns and
the better nabe and suburban situations. The balance of exhibition
is being placed in a “secondary
selling” category. The new outfit,

which

is

headed

.

by

Fred

J.

Schwartz, hopes to license these
accounts on a mass basis. Large
groups of theatres with the “sec-

ondary” billing would be sold at
the same time through central
agencies, such as local exhib trade
associations.
It’s

figured

in

major company,

that close to 80% of domestic distribution revenue comes

circles

from 3,500

to 4,000 theatres.

And

covering the field for that 20%
balance is commensurately more
expensive in terms of distribution

man hours. One distribution v.p. in N. Y. claimed that
his company actually loses money
in
servicing outlying, low flat
rental situations but continues the
practice “to keep the theatremen
in business and give our pictures
the widest circulation.”
overhead and

The plan to bring trade organizations into the booking act is a
surprise feature of the DCA program. Each such exhib unit will
have to set up special machinery
for such an operation and make
adjustments in organizational constitutions.
But
according
to
Schwartz, this type of selling will
mean savings to exhibitors in the
form of lower rentals. If the theatremen can be convinced of this,
undoubtedly they’ll give the plan
a try.
|_

,

Not to be overlooked, In this
connection, is the fact that DCA
has 30 exhib stockholders scattered around the country. They all
are locally prominent and could
spearhead movements toward establishing the booking agencies.

N. Y. Dailies

have done complete remod-

Continued from page

eling jobs. The total tab apparently
the tens of millions.

3

the hoax, Carlo won’t tell. Official
version is that he and pressagent
jim Moran cooked up the idea as
a gag.
The “Maharajah” and
party arrived at the Roxy.
Fox
distributed his picture to the press.
The N. Y. Herald Tribune, smelling a rafr, thumbed through its
reference books, Couldn’t find a
place called “Barata” and so informed 20th, where the reply was:

is in

In the V’ Vision production process film is fed into a camera horizontally and two frames are exposed at the same time. Effect is
that the area covered is two and a
half times the standard 35m frame
This kingsize negative is then optically printed to standard 35m release print size. Purpose, of course,
is to provide for 'widened screen
projection with maximum picture
definition and lighting.

Be

careful.

The guy may be a

Whereupon the Trib ran
the picture anyway.
So, without
checking, did the N. Y. Post.
If anything went wrong with the
hoax, it was Carlo fluffing his
lines at the Roxy.
He was supposed to tell the tv audience that
he was a maharajah in love with

phony.

First V’ Vision film Is “White
Christmas,” which opens at N. Y.'s
Radio City Music Hall in October.
It’s reviewed on Page 6 of this
issue of Variety.

Gene Tierney and had brought her

On

ruby. However, at the crucial
got stagefright
After it was all over, the Indian
Consulate General took some Interest in the maharajah.
So did
the Jewish newspapers, since Carlo
a

Teleblurb Unfair List moment, he

*

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Screen - Actors Guild'faas placed
two Cleveland advertising agencies,
Foster St Davies, Inc., and Griswold-EShelnian Co., on its Unfair

,

,

had done a portrait of Chaim
Weizmann, "the late Israeli president, Both the Post and the N. Y,
Agencies are charged with re
Telegram interviewed Carlo. The
fusal to sign Guild pacts for telePost made up for lost time by
blurbs and industrial films. Memrunning a picture and two sepabers have been advised not to work
The
rate stories in one edition.
for any films made by the two comTele never ran a word. The Trib-

list.

^

panies.

late, and never
mentioning Its original blooper,
ran some paragraphs on the hoax.
All papers gave credit to “The
Egyptian.”
What intrigued them most was
that Barata, Carlo’s fake kingdom,
means “cockroach” in Portuguese.

une, three days

.

.

the

major company execs have been
anxious to cut costs on peddling
plx to relatively small money accounts. DCA has a plan designed
to accomplish this; if it Works,
others doubtless will follow suit.
DCA’s idea is to devote its ma-

.

'

conceivably could

basis,

of years could only be a
of conjecture. Some paid
few thousand "dollars for
and projection equipment

Cleve. Agencies

from

about when the newly-formed Distributors Corp. of America swings
into fullscale operation. For years,

•

Curtis

departures

traditional manner of selling and:
distributing films, on an industry-

Par Brass
^Continued from past

Selling’ Status

Striking

4-

Anniversary Week.” A subsequent
week in the sales push will carry
Morgan’s banner.
In addition to “Christmas,” film$
Splitaway
o be discussed at the sales huddle
Continued from page 8
and covered in the drive Include
Alfred Hitchcock’s “Rear Window,”
reasurer; Harold J. Cleary, veepee
starring James Stewart and Grace

•

27

TERRY O’NEILL'S EUROPE O.O.
Terry O'Neill, Interstate Television’s eastern sales chief, left for
Europe late last week. Purpose of

the junket is twofold, with the
salesman out,to investigate possible
celluloid buys in England and to Or so Jim Moran says.
go to the Saturday (4) start of the
British Pathe convention in Monte
Dallas The Interstate Theatre
Carlo.
Circuit and Dallas Symphony OrLike many video distrlbs, O’Neill chestra are joining to sponsor the
is going to o.o. the potential of the closed-circuit telecast Oct. 7 of the
new English commercial video set- New York Philharmonic Symphony,
ups as well as see what vldpix BBC which will be shown at the Towet
Theatre.
has for U.S. consumption.

—

*
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PStmkfY
Court Nixes Stockholder
Suit in RKO-Stolkin Deal 'Star
Los Angeles, Aug.

>+ tt»»ttt» 4 f»4*»+t~»t+»+ + tt

t

+ tttttttttltt ttttttft

. HowStanwyck as femme lead
ard Hughes borrowed Marla Engfrom Paramount for a 20-week
Columbia handed Vince
period
.Trank
Edwards a term contract
Nugent signed with 20th-Fox to revise the script of, “The Tall Men,”
Tommy
Clark Gable starrer
Rail will, act and dance in “My
Sister Eileen” at Columbia
June McCall drew a part in “The

Outstanding Pre-Sold Pic Of
•n

31.

Milton Friedman’s stockholder
suit against RKO, demanding an
accounting' of the Ralph Stolkin
deal, was thrown out of Superior
Court.
Action, filed April 14, 1953,

the August Moon,” for the top
Hollywood, Aug. 31,
Benedict Bogeaus bought Ken- male role in “The Trouble With
neth Perkins’ mag yarn, “JBqw Harry” at Paramount. Edmund
Tamely to Me,'” and signed Barbara Gwenn was signed for a featured

29

Recent Times Due to Garland Aura
4-

‘Duel in Sun’ Prints
charged Howard Hughes and Ned

Judy Garland’s name has made
Warner Bros. “A Star Is Born”

one of the outstanding pre-sold
.LOSt HI
pictures in recent film history. AlCornel
Wilde
bought
Waif Depinet made huge profits when
Grove’s yam, “Down,” as an indie 'the Stolkin syndicate bought RKO
Boston, Aug. 31.
though only in her early 30s,
co-starrer for Jean Wallace and and then gave it hack to Hughes.
Fire of undertermined origin actress is already a show biz leghimself .
John Hudson checked
caused damage’ estimated at nearly end. Mere announcement of her
in at 20th-Fox for the role Robert'
Stack nixed in ‘!The Racers”
$100,000 in Hub’s film district last return to films, from which she
,
had been absent since she made
.
Samhel Fuller has plans to proweek completely destroying the “Summer Stock” for Metro in
duce Hedda Hopper’s “From Under
Continued frojn pate 3 ;
Embassy Film Releasing Corp. 1950, touched off a barrage of
My Hat”
New indie company
headed by William C. Heath and Lupino outfit, "is offering .ay. its storage building on Piedmont St. publicity that far surpassed exRacers” at 20th-Fox ... Lancaster- J. Peverell Marley will tee off with product
Without
solicitation,
under the guarantee plan, Considerable water damage also
Ilecht switched titles, from “The “Look to the Mountain," to be
ballyhooligans were swamped
.negotiating theatre by theatre, city was
reported by Eddie Comi, with
Gabriel Horn” to “The Kentuckian” filmed in Mexico
Jesse L.
requests
for
material
on Miss
Columbia handed Guy Ttioma- Lasky, Jr„ and Jack Gariss com- by city and situation by situation. whose Massachusetts T h e*a t r e Garland.
jan a termer as dialog coach with pleted the Tieript for Cecil B. De- As explained by Levin, the system Equipment office and warehouse is
The
buildup
started
on
v
Sept. 7,
“Dead Pigeon” as his first assign- Mille’s “The Ten Commandments.” is similar to bidding, except thct
exhibs sign for the picture before adjacent to the Embassy storage 1952, when the announcement of
Second oil well, 750.
ment
A
Star
Is
Born,”
first
appeared
in
it goes into production.
barrels a day, was brought in on
Embassy execs report that
stall.
The film was scheduled to
the 20th-Fox lot.
Levin and Young are currently sixty prints of “Duel In the Sun” prjnt.
start, after the birth of Miss Garin New York for the opening of for which the company was the
Ginger ‘Rogers will star in CoDeals
land’s baby in January, 1953. How“Private Hell” Friday (3) at the New England distrib, were lost in
lumbia’s “Dead Pigeon,” starting
ever, actual production did not?
*
Continued from page 5
Paramount. They regard the Labor the blaze.
Sept, 8 . r UI assigned Albert J.
start until October and the film
.
Cohen to produce “A Day Called admission tab. For seats selling up Day weekend engagement as some 7
is the second fire of major remained before the cameras
This
for
Tomorrow,” based on a story by to $2.99 he gets
50%, from $3 to thing of a coup, since they feel proportions in this .area within a some nine months. It was a long
Luigi Pirandello . . Fred Sweeney
$3.30 his share is $1.50, from. $3, 31 this is the first indie-produced and week, the Town House restaurant production period by Hollywood
swings from Bob Hope’s “Eddie
indie-distributed film to play the
to
$3.50
it’s $1.60, from $3.51 to
less than two blocks, away
standards and the stanza was
Foy and the Seven Little Foys” to
$4 it’s $1.75, and from $4.01 and Broadway .showcase. This accom- gutted by a mysterious blaze last marked, by all Sorts of rumors rePine-Thomas’ “Lucy Gallant”
plishment plus the number of other
week.
Warners borrowed Philip Carey over it’s $2.
lating to difficulties on the set.
the
engagements set. for
picture,
from Columbia for the Mannion
Halpern maintains that his 50%
However, it all contributed to the
Dana deal was prompted by a desire to Levin feels, is due partly to exhib
role in “Mister Roberts”
remarkable
buildup.
Column
reaction
the
deagainst
50% terms
Andrews’ stand-in, Jerry Sheldon, aid the smaller situations which
breaks, newspaper and wire service
drew a role in “Strange Lady in sell seats at a lower price scale. manded by the major distribs for
‘Mystery’
Print
stories, magazine articles and picSam Katz- On an overall basis he says it’s a most of the current product availTown” at Warners
ture layouts poured in. No less
able.
Continued from page T 552
man signed Mike Mazurki for a 1% or 2% difference
than a dozen separate magazines
from his preheavy role in “Riot on Pier Six” vious terms.
Based
the
the
reception
on
of
used headlines on feature stories
supply
He admits that the
Metro couldn't
since
Joan Greenwood checked in
guarantee plan, Young, who is
about Miss Garland called “A Star
from London for her American terms are slightly higher for the prexy of the production company, print.
unialmost
is
answer
Distribs’
Is
big
key
Re-Born.”
city houses. However, he
These
included
film, bow in Metro’s “Moonfleet”
is planning a schedule of six Pic-*
Universal, for instance, said such topline publications as Look
f onTl
Thayer Roberts plays William points out he’s gearing his terms turcs for 1955. This is Filmakers
lS
*4 L /I tMl4- Aiif
nt'lllf C on ^Gl6nn
rtM rl
prints
475
out
and
it
had
put
Collier’s.
the Conqueror in UI’S “Lady Godi- with a view toward drawing in most
date. Miller Story” and, anticipating the
program
to
ambitious
markets which have lower admisva of Coventry.”
Vaude Hypo
It has "completed four pictures this
prints on
Plagued by illness and personal
Metro’s cartoon department will sion prices and is therefore con- year and is weighing the start of a demand, had ordered 450
“Magnificent Obsession.” “There’s difficulties since her 1950 film apbe closed until Sept. .20, with the sidering the longrange aspect.
fifth. Young 13
negouai- n0 deepdyed plot here to make exis currently negotiatpersonnel on a mass vacation for
mg for a property Which Miss Lu- hibitors p i a y behind their avail- pearance, Miss Garland made a
$4 Scale At D.C. Showcase
three weeks
. Shirley MacLaine,
pino will direct. Company’s first ability,” a U exec held. He added sensational comeback at the Palcurrently in “The Pajama Game”
Washington, Aug. 3L
ace, N, Y., where she personally
experience as an indie * distrib was
in N.Y., signed a film contract with
that the company was aware that revived the two-a-day in an unCapitol Theatre, Loew’s 3,432Hal Wallis
Edward G, Robin- seat showcase, will carry the tele- with Filmakers’ “The Bigamist, films today die faster than ever and precedented 19-week run. The
released
before
of
the
introduction
son reforms and plays the district cast of the Marciano-Charles
that this necessitated a fast play- Palace vaude stint started a flood
attorney
in
Columbia’s
“Dead heavyweight fight here Sept. 15. the guarantee plan. “Mad at the off! In the past, U used to buy of rumors about her future picWorld” and “Crashout” will follow
Pigeon.”
Iron Eyes Cody por- House is scaled at
around 325 Technicolor prints,
$4 for mezzanine “Hell”
ture plans and resulted in keeping
as guarantee pictures.
trays an Indian chief in Pano“You can keep increasing the her name constantly before the
and $3.50 for orchestra and balramic’s “White Feather” as well
Outside Producer
print volume, but eventually you public.
cony, including the 10% admisas functioning as technical advisor
"Crashout,” produced by Hal fun into the law of diminishing reBernie Hynes appointed pub- sion bite.
Her hold on fans is evidenced
Chester, was partially financed by turns,” he stated.
Seats will not be reserved and
licity
director of Schenck-Koch
in
the unusual number of reFilmakers. “This is the first time
attitude is taken at 20th- quests pouring into the Astor and
Same
Productions
Paul •unlap will no standing room will be sold, it we’ve financed the
work of an out- Fox whose prexy, Spyros P.
compose and conduct the scores for was announced by Orville Crouch.
Victoria Theatres, N. Y., asking
side producer,” said Young.
“We
two Leonard Goldstein produc- Tickets went on sale today (Tues.).
Skoitras, recently engaged in a when tickets for the picture can
liked the story and thought it was
tions,
-‘Black
Tuesday”
and
correspondence on the print situa be bought.
“Star” is set to open
a worthwhile investment. We don’t
“Stranger bn Horseback.”
Independent Theatre at both theatres for day-and-day
with
tion
Three in Fhilly Area
know if we’ll do it again in the
Danny Kaye’s next starrer,
Owners of Ohio. Replying to a runs early in October. World
Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
future.”
“Court Jester,” starts Oct. 22 at
charge of “false economy” in put preem will be held at the PanSlanley-Warner Circuit’s three
Regarding the release of outside
Paramount, with Norman Panama houses in area which went SRO
ting out insufficient prints, Skouras tages Theatre, Hollywood, Sept. 29.
producing and Melvin Frank di- for the first Rocky Marciano-Ez- films, Levin said his company cited the cost of a fourtrack magHeavy Ad Campaign
would distribute other producers’
recting for Dena Productions ... zard
netic C’Scope print as between
Charles heavyweight title
Realizing the hot property it has
Edward Wheeler makes his film fight, will offer the return match, pictures on a limited basis. “We’re $650 and $800.
on its hands, WB is giving “Star”
not soliciting outside pictures,” he
bow
"White
in
Panoramic’s
Execs at 20th say, what with the unprecedented backing.
Feather.”
AccordFrederick Brisson Sept. 15, via closed circuit on large said, “but if we run across the right
product and can make the right still limited number of situations ing to pub-ad chief Mort Blumenimporting two Italian actresses, screen theatre tv.
it costs stock, the
sound,
for
stereo
equipped
Sophia Loren and JEteanora. Rossideals,
shown
we’ll
it.
We
at
do
have
a
be
calargest
national
will
magaThe. telecast
Drago, for “Girl Rush.”
Mark the Stanley, Philadelphia; Stanley, pable production company in our them $75 to service each booking. z i ne and Sunday supplement adverStevens brought in “Ketchikan,” Camden, N.J., and Stanley, Ches- own right, but if we can attract the More than 400 prints were made on tising campaign in
history has
his first directorial job, one day .... Pa
right
kind of producers, we’ll “The Robe” for domestic distribu- been set to herald the Cinema
ahead of schedule ... Vanessa
tion.
Due to the limited number Scope - Technicolor production.
handle them.”
Productions will make a screen
The guarantee plan, according to of installations, a good many of Scheduled to begin end of SepL.A. Setup
Downtown
version of “Festival,” upcoming
prints are sitting on the tember to coincide with the world
these
Levin,
is
geared
mainly
the
for
31.
Los Angeles, Aug,
Broadway play by Sam and Bella
Downtown Los Angeles will main and sub-key situations. For. shelf, of no use to the company. preem, it’s estimated that the naSpewack
‘Gambler’s Lady’
optical prints of C’Scope tional ad campaign will reach a
the
for
As
subsequent
selling
to
nabes
and
will be Joh& Champion’s next indie have 7,170 theatre seats available
situations,
Filmakers pix, 20th claims that they’re just total readership of 170,000,000.
for the exclusive telecast of the later date
production for Allied Artists
through.
coming
slow
sales
made
its
men
The ad campaign will run from
up
of
own
org,
Alan Miqhelson drew a role in Marciano - Charles heavyweight
and indie reps in various terriAt Metro, it’s said that a Tech- September through the end of the
“The Silver Chalice” at Warners.
title bout on Sept. 15. Latest. to
will
tories,
serve
the
selling
year.
as
In addition, “Star" will re425
Raymond enter is the Warner Downtown,
nicolor film usually requires
Paramount
signed
agent. Outfit is repped in 28 ex- prints.
Burr for a key role in the William with a capacity of 1,757.
On its CinemaScopers, ceive day-and-date newspaper ad
change
cities.
campaigns
Wyler production, “The Desperate
to coincide with nationMetro turns out 275 magnetic and
Other houses slated to handle
Decision to form a distribution between 125 and 150 optical prints, al play dates and a tv spot cam
Hours.”
Geronimo Kuthle will the telecast are the Orpheum, with
portray an Indian in Warners’ 2,213 seats, and the L.A. Para- company, according to Young, was However, like 20th, it has difficul- paign in the various distribution
"Strange Lady in Town.”
Booth
prompted by dissatification with ties getting the latter made. Exec areas.
with 3,200.
Colman drew a part in "Moonfleet” mount,
the treatment received from major a t M-G blamed the industry’s fast
Plans for the New York opening
at Metro
Buddy Adler will
distribs. Filmakers previously re- switch to color as one important are now in works. Talks With offi$3.30 Albany Top
produce a remake of "Seventh
leased through RKO, “We always factor.
He pointed out that, by cials of City Investing Co., operaAlbany, Aug. 31.
Heaven” at 20th-Fox
Lee Van
The 1,500-seat Grand will charge came in second,” said Young. “The 1955, M-G’s own plant would be in tors of the Astor and Victoria, are
Cleef gets a featured spot in “The
same thing happens to every in- a position to turn out 2,500,000 set for after Labor Day. Numerous
$3.30, on a first-come-first-served
Big Combo” at Allied Artists
dependent producer who releases f e of Eastman color print a week, preem ideas have been advanced
National Legion of Decency handed basis* for the closed-circuit of
M B” the Sept. 15 Rocky Marciano-Efc- through a major company. It’s too
has been
Paramount’s
too, that the dropout but no final decision
“Sabrina’
He opined,
> „
rating because of “light treatment zard Charles championship bout. expensive and it takes Wo long to
UUIe - F icturc ma y tave made.
£
collect your money We re our own
of marriage”
Pliil Karlson re- Same, tap was taken for the first
something t0 do wit h the shortage
One
thing is certain about the
turning to Columbia to direct match in June, when a near-ca- bosses and we can devote full time c j a j med d exhibs. "They used to New York engagement. Miss Gary
to selling each of our pictures in- £*
‘Dead Pigeon,” costarring Ginger parity house was attracted.
rt o£ ftlms ... hc said
land’s name will be up in lights in
y a£ ,
Emil
Rogers and Brian Keith
Grand is already advertising the dividually.”
everyone wants to buy the perhaps the largest letters yet
Now.
Young said the production cornSitka drew a role ‘in “Caved-in telecast, on signs' and cards.
bi & pictures. When the major com- se en ort the Main Stem. WB will
nanv i<? atlractiiie star names “beCaveman” at Columbia
Lex
for construct a giant spectacular over
1 0118
att 1
Barker will star in “Justice Comes
Com- panies had srf*a11went
cause oi
far” tom
of oui
record so iar.
our recoia
to the com- bo th the Astor and Victoria Thesalo the the atres
^
to Tomahawk,” Howard Pine’s first
pany, he pointed out, works on *
....
+v>m-n
*
It will cover one whole
production at U.
deferment and percentage
So we dropped the so- S&t
block extending from 45th to 46th
Cornel Wilde, currently starring
Young and Miss Lupino, who serve
you have the con- Sts. on Broadway.
Now
in “The Big Combo,” will costar
v
j
,„itu called d s.
*
Continued from page 3
as writers and producers, with
e ce<5
With Michael Wilding in ‘'The
on occasions lending **;*“,
th*
Scarlet Coat” at Metro
Repub- will permit “in good taste” use of Miss Lupino
-There-s a strong feeling on the
like “hell” and “damn.” her services as performer and. dilic signed James Logan for a serial, words
part of the distribs that, with the McConnell Pic Biog To
“The Panther Woman of the Code advocates insist these will in rector, work on deferment basis, evolving pattern of moving up
Kongo.”
Russell Johnson no case represent a “moderniza- Name performers hired for the pix
.
clearances, it’ll be a good while be*
signed as top heavy in Mervyn tion” or wholesale easing of the are given a percentage, Working
out.
LeRoy’s “Strange Lady in Town” at film industry’s set of moral stand- on this basis. Young noted that fore this situation is worked
ilollywQod, Aug. 31.
“The Bigamist” was brought in at "We’ve got to use our head,” was
WarnersOlypmic Productions ards.
Warners is going ahead with the
prints
1‘These
comment,
distrib
handed Margin Dean a role in
That the Code is subject to cer- a negative cash cost of $50,000. He one
biography
of Cap.t. Joseph
screen
“The Quick of the Dead,” to be tain changes was the gist of an said that in seven and half months are expensive. There’s no use hav- McConnell in spite of his recent
produced by Sam Weisenthal for article last week in the Screen of release it had grossed $700,000, ing them unless you know they death. Picture will go before the
Victor Mature Producers Journal by John A. Viz- representing some 5,500 domestic can be working. Somewhere along
RKO release
cameras late this year.
negotiating a multiple-picture con- zard, assistant to Code Administra- dates. “ ‘The Bigamist,’ ” Young the line there must be a cutoff
produce
will
Henry* Blanke
tract with Columbia on conclusion
It’s evident that the dissaid, “proved we were right in or- point.”
h
t
s
of his 20th-Fox deal next February.
of between “Triple Jet Ace” with Alail Ladd
“‘li. d >n ‘he
^
the^rade as'n "feeler" ganizing our own distribution com- tribs consider a quota
Alfred Hltehpoek signed John S«ded
in the title role and June Allyson
pic
major
on
a
prints
400
and
450
negative
paid
our
off
We
pany;
adoption
to the actual
Forsythe, on leave of absence from preliminary
costarring as his wife.
as representing that point.
cost in 90 days.”
the N. Y. legit hit, “Teahouse of of the modifications.
.
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TECHNICOLOR

ROCKING
RECORDS EVERYWHERE!
NEW YORK
-

TY
CITY

2N0 CONSECUTIVE RECORD-BREAKING WEEK!

FINE ARTS:

ALL-TIME

HIGH - TOPS "LIVING DESERT' RECORD!

LOS ANGELES
-FINE ARTS:

f

SAN FRANCISCO
-CINEMA:

SMASHES ALL-TIME HOUSE RECORD!

TOPS XMAS WEEK "LIVING DESERT' RECORD I
BALTIMORE
FILM CENTER:

FIRST

WEEK DOUBLES

TIES "LIVING DESERT' ALL-TIME
WASHINGTON
-DUPONT:

tamo

477 Madison Avenue

Bueno Villa Film Diitr. Co., fnc.
2400 West Alameda Avenue
Burbonk, California

trie

-

LOOP:

"LIVING DESERT' RECORD!

HOUSE RECORD!

DENVER
-ALADDIN:

CRACKS POPULAR PRICE OPENING DAY RECORD!

New York, New York

Vista Film Distr. Co. ;

CHICAGO

Bueno Vista Film

Dlrtr. Co., Inc.

20 North Worker Drive
ChtcOQO, Illinois-

Bueno

Vlita Film Oltfr. Co., Ina.

2017 Vouno Street
Dallas, Texas

Bueno Vista Film Distr. Co.,
Florida State Theatre Building
128 East Forsythe Street
Jacksonville, Florida
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Dublin Players. SaU
On 9-Mouth tJ.S. Tour
Ronald Ibbs

ST.

Dublin, 'Aug.' 31.
Co., Dublin Play-

Saturday (28) on
the Brlttanic for its fourths tour of
the U, S. under Clark H, Getts’ diers, sailed last

LOUIS

(Continued from page 8)~
irass” (A A). Fair $12,500, - Last
week, “Susan, Slept Here” (RKO)

‘Lance’ Loud $20,000 in.

Denver; ‘Window’ Great

Hollywood, Aug. 31.

rection.

low
of
There’s
an
alltime
Group includes former Abbeyites
around 25' term writers working at
and Dublin Gate players. Josie ‘Musketeers’ Adds Trio
1 8G, ‘Crusaders’ Oke 9G MacAvin, company manager says
the major motion picture studios,
ak the lots continue the trend of
the tour will last nine months and
Denver, Aug, 31.
Of Scribes, Seeks'Stager slicing
term deals.
“Broken Lance” is packing the cany through 36 states with a repItalian Film Export is seeking
Trend began a couple of years
000 initial frame.
Center Theatre currently to hold- ertory of six plays.
a new director for its “Three Mus- ago, when the studios began slicpageant ($t. L. Amus.) (1,000; over biz, initial, round being great.
0
keteers” vidfilm series now being ing number of writers on their
“Mrs. Leslie (Far) (2d wk). “Rear Window” looms nearly, as
82)
lensed by Thetis id Italy. Three payrolls in favor of hiring them
Hep $3,500 following $5,000 open- big with smash takings at Denham:
>
new writers—George Foss, Peter on a picture-to-picture basis. It
ing atan®®;
It also is holdihg.
“Susan. Slept
Allied Giles
RlchmbfidtSt. L.Amus.) (400; Here” is rated good at Orpheum
Barry and Don Mankigwicz—were also fit in. with the Hollywood pat82)— “Earrings of Madame De” while “King Richard and
brought in recently to complete tern of fewer but bigger pictures
Continued from paj;*' 7
Crusad-

and “Outcast’* (Rep), $16,500
Loew’s (Laew’s) (3,172; 50-75)—
"7 Brides for 7 Brothers”: (M-G)
(2d wk); Soeko $30,000 after $35,-

—

,

Fine $3,000. Last week, ers” shapes okay, at Paramount.
$2,000. “Vanishing
Prairie” is* trim in This he maintained, despite the
Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000; second round at the Aladdin,
and fact that the board’s “emergency”
(3d
69) ‘“Broken Lance” (20th)
statement said that it was “shocked
stays a third.
wk). Good $7,500 after $10,000 in
and amazed by the insensitive atEstimates for This Week
second.
titude of the sales heads towards
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
exhibitors critical problems
“Madame De° (Indie). Swell “Vanishing “"Prairie^ (Disney) (2d the ” The exhib org’s board de82)
$4,000. Last week, “Young Wives’ wk). Trim $4,500. Stays on. Last
on the Government appeal
cided
week,
$8,000.
Tales” (AA), $3,600.
in New York
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,200; 50- following meetings
85)— .‘Her 12 Men” (M-G) (3d wk), with the various sales chiefs.
Planned
Reprisals
Lean $4,500. Last week, $6,000.
‘JUNGLE’
$7,000,
While Abram F. Myers, Allied’s
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)
counsel, has been entrust“Broken Lance” 20th). Great $20,- general
‘LIVING’
with the job of drafting for
ed
000. Last week,“High and Mighty”
presentation to Allied’s 1954. conOmaha, Aug. 31.
(WB) (5th wk), $11,000.
bill suitable for. introJDenham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85) vention “a
Strong holdover^ are the potent
next session of Con“Rear Window” (Par). Smash duction in the
grosser^ here this stanza, with “Livexhib org is planning
the
gress,”
ing It Up” still socko at the $18,000 or near. Last week, “Livreprisals against Warners and CoOrpheum in second round. “Caine ing It Up” (Par) (3d wk), $8,000.
While not specifically
Mutiny” is holding well in fourthOrpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)— lumbia.
state session, “Duel in Jungle” “Susan Slept Here” (RKO) and stated and couched in extremely
shapes okay at the Omaha. Warm- “Angle on Murder” (Col). Good careful language, the reprisal acimplies some
ish, rainy days are not helping biz. $10,000.
Last week, “Valley of tion nevertheless
Estimates for This Week
Kings” (M-G) and “Operation Dip- sort of boycott of the films of
these two companies.
Brandeis (RKO)’ (1,100; 50-75)— lomat” (Indie) (3d wk), $6,000.
Allied’s prexy Ben Marcus has
and
(Col)
Paramount (Wolf berg) (2,200;
“Bullet Is Waiting”
“Dangerous Cargo” (Indie). Mod- 50-85) “King Richard and Cru- been authorized to appoint an EmDefense' Committee that
ergency
Slept
saders” (WB).
est $4,500, Last week, “Susan
Okay $9,000 or
Here” (RKO) and “Big Chase” better. Last week, “Magnificent will be charged with “the responsiduty of formulating and
and
bility
Obsession”
(Col), $6,000.
(U) (3d wk), $12,000.
(Indie),

“Young Wives’ Tales” (AA),
St.

—

—

—

.

GOOD

.

.

—

UG, 2D

OMAHA;

—

.

—

—

expressing to Allied regional asso(Tristates) (2,000; 50-75)
Vogue (Pike) (442; 74-90)
Jungle” (WB) and “Dreams of Love” (Indie). Good ciations, for their individual inin
“Crime Wave” (WB). Good $7,000. $2,000. Last wee‘k, “Scotch on formation, guidance and action in

—Omaha
“Duel

week, “Valley of Kings”
(M-G) and “Bitter Creek” (Rep),

Last

$6,500.

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 6080)—“Living It Up” Par) (2d wk).
Fancy $11,000. Opener was $17,500.

State (Goldberg) (875; 75-$l)—
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (4th wk).
Great $4,500 after $5,500 for third.
Set for $36,000 this month.
.

Hot $10,000, Prov.
‘Obsession’ Fat 8G, 3d

‘Zero’

Providence, Aug.

31.

“Hell' Below Zero” at Loew’s
State leads, a fairly moderate session around here. Majestic with
“Gorilla At Large” looks good.
Third round of “Magnificent ObAlbee , shapes
session” at

RKO

solid,

“Living It

Up”

at

Strand

is

rated happy in second stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 50-70)
“Magnificent Obsession” (U) and
“Highway Dragnet” (AA) (3d, wk).
Very nice $8,000.
Last week,
$ 12 000
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 65-80)
“Gorilla At Large!’ (20th) and
“Princess of .Nile” (20th). Good
$9,000. Last week, “Broken Lance”
(20th) 42d wk), $10,000.
State (Loew) (3.200; 50-70)
“Hell Below Zero”
(Col)
and
“Prisoner of War” (M-G), Fine
$10,000.
Last- week, "Valley of
Kings” (M-G) and “Golden Mask”
(UA), $11,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-90)
‘‘Living It Up” (Par) and “Javanese Dagger” (Par) (2d wk). Good
$7,800. Last week, $12,000.

—

—

.

,

‘

—

—

9)

“Gilbert and Sullivan” (UA) (3d
wk). Light $1,200. Last week, same.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 75-

$1.25)— “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (4th
wk). Oke $7,500, and will hold.
Last week, $8,500.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650: 50-80)—
“Susan Slept Here” (RKO) and

“Champagne

Safari”

wk).

$7,000.

Nifty

$ 12 000
,

(Indie)

(2d

Last week,

.

Orheum

—

(Fox

Midwest)

(1,913;

Obsession”
75-$l)
“Magnificent
(U). (6th wk). Lively $8,000 to wind
long rurt. Last week, $8,500.
•

Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
60-80)—“MTs. Leslie” (Par) (2d
wk). Fairish $5,000 in 5 days. Last

week, $7,500. “Rear Window” (Par)
opens tomorrow (Wed.).
Roxy (Dprwood) (879; 65-85)—

“Garden of Evil”
Light $3,500
\vpplr

to

(20th) (7th wk).

end run.

Last

.td, t\{\(\

Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 6585)—“Broken Lance” (20th) (3d
wk). Good .$7,000 for final week.
Last \veek, $8,500.
Vogue. (Golden) (550; 75-$l)
“Final Test” Undie) (2d wk). Fairish $1,500. Last -week, $1,600,

—

the

(Indie), $1,800.

opener.
Imperial (C. T.) (1,789; 43-68)—
“Prince Valiant” (20th). Dull $8,000. Last week, “How To Marry
(20th)
and “Silver
Millionaire”

Lode”

(20th), $10,500.
Orpheum (C. T.) (1,048; 40-65)
“Jungle Man-Eaters” (Col) and
“Outlaw Stallion” (Col). Good $7,-

000.

and

Last week, “Lone Gun” (UA)
“Return Treasure Island”

(UA), $10,000.

CLEVELAND
(Continued from page

9)

lenge Wild” (UA) (2d wk). Fair
$5,000. Last week, $8,000.
Lower Mail (Community) (585;
60-90)
“Seven Deadly Sins” (InOke $3,000. Last
die) (4th wk).

—

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page

conduct Of their respective
businesses, their bonafide opinions
and recommendations relative to
‘River’ Fast $32,000,
the policies and practices of sevfi’m companies either in genMont’l; ‘Wind’ $28G, 2d eral
eral or in relation to particular
Montreal, Aug. 31.
pictures.” Although individual ex“River of No Return” is booming hibs do not necessarily have to achere this week to land best returns
cept the recommendations of the
of any newcomer. It is closely foltold
will
be
committee,
they
lowed by "Gone With Wind,” which
whether or not it’s advisable to
still is smash in second at Loew’s.
or pictures of
“Crossed Swords” is rated good at pass up the picture
a particular company, according to
the Princess.
an informed Allied source.
Estimates for This Week
Allied units have been requestPalace (C. T.) (2,625; 60-$D—
“River No Return” (20th). Mighty ed to form committees to cooper“3
with the Emergency Defense
ate
Coins In
$32,000. Last week,
Fountain” (20th) (4th wk), $14,000. Committee “in the collection and
Capitol (C. T.) (2,412; 45-75)— dissemination of pertinent inform“Mrs. Leslie” (Par). Fair $13,000. ation.” to offer suggestions, and to
Last week. "Susan Slept Here” interpret and explain to their
(RKO), $17,500.
members the recommendations of
Princess <C. T.) (2,131; 40-65)— the Defense Committee. However,
“Crossed Swords” (UA). Good $10,- it is stressed that it’s up to the ex000. Last week, “Wild One” (Col)
hibitors “to take such action there(2d wk), $11,000.
their respective judgments
Loew’s (C. T.) (2,847; 50-85)— to as
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (2d wk). dictate and as may be most beneficial
to
them.”
Smash $28,000 following $33,500

Rocks”

W’eek, $3,200.

;

the 39 half-hours. First 13 will be
in the U.S. by Oct. 10,

on the various production skeds.
For the first time in h* story, it’s
Joe Lerner directed the first believed, one studio—-RKO has
seven of the “Musketeers” scripts. no writers on the payroll, either
Also ‘being done as part of the terms or others.
overall “Musketeers” project is a
Since the new ' pattern began
feature film, and it should be in writer employment slid from 200
the U.S. by sometime in October about two years ago. to 123 last
also.
Sept. 1. Then it dipped to an alltime low of around 90 last November, rose to 109 last January, and
appears to be stabilizing, with the

—

„

k

present figure at 108.
*
Metro has the largest number
of term contract writers. 16. but
nine of those aren’t working currently, being on vacation or between assignments. Figure reps a
The Council of Motion Picture drop of three from that of a year
Organizations’ proposed audience ago.
participation poll to select the
Only at UI has the number of
“bests” in motion pictures appears termers been upped in the past
Originally sched- year, with five under contract as
bogged down.
uled to get Off the ground this fall, compared to four a year ago. At
the all-industry gimmick designed 20th-Fox r which had four term
to spur interest in picturegoing scribblers a year ago, there’s only
seems to be having trouble getting one today.
Some
out of the barrier, gate.
UI, which last year took over
cynical industryites who have wit- the top spot in employment of
nessed the disappearance of other writers, continues to lead the field,
ideas with 28 writers on its payroll,
“booster”
well-intentioned
fear the poll may have the same seven over the figure last Sept, 1.
tv
show and It’s the exception to the rule, howfate as the industry
the long-proposed travelling ex- ever; most studios slicing the numposition.
ber of scribblers.
COMPO has had no meetings to Metro had 19 writers a year ago,
implement the poll plan and none today has 17; 20th had 14. Dow has
The 11; Paramount had 18, today has
immediately scheduled.
is
only positive action taken recently 10; Warners had eight a year, ago,
was Allied States Assn’s approval now has 10; Republic had seven,
of the idea at its recent board is up to eight. Columbia is status
meeting. The delay in setting up quo, with 24 scribblers, same numa positive plan for the conducting ber as last fall. Big difference here,
of the poll, it’s indicated, may be however, is that Col’s tv subsid,
due to the necessity of receiving Screen Gems, has 18 writers at
full approval of the various com- work, a figure in excess of all the
ponents making up COMPO, So majors except Columbia and UI.
far, only Allied has given the idea
Since last January, there’s been
an official nod.
an upswing in writer emp'oyment
Advocates of the plan discount at Columbia, Republic, UI and
the. pessimist wailing by pointing Warners,
with
a
downbeat at
out that the whole idea t? n be put Metro, Paramount. 20th and RKO.
However, But without exception the general
in motion in 45 days.
even this time period would be be- trend continues to emphasize the
yond the original early fall target picture-by-picture deal, with reguA later date would cause & lar tickets being few and far bedate.
conflict with other “bests” awards tween.
and could conceivably detract from
the N. Y. Film Critics citations and

Bogs Down

'Bests

;

<

j

Half of Yorke’s

Academy Awards.

Not Too Deeply

First

Allied apparently does not want
the Government in the film business too deeply, since it describes
the proposed bill as one “which if
enacted would afford its minimum
of regulation necessary in the public interest to preserve the theatres of the United States for the
use and employment of the American people and for other purposes” (a profit to exhibs for their

W

Rolls Out of Studio about

New

firm,

Shapes

half of the 26 quarter-hour

telepix

Headquarters Produc-

tions Inc., has finished the first in
a series of half-hour telepix about
New York’s police force starring
helmed by
Outfit,
Jay Jostyn.
Thomas Prezioso. is seeking a national bankroller but indicated it’ll
shoot the remaining 12 in the first
cycle if one isn’t lined up within

BalMx

In Can, Rest Next Soring
Emerson Yorke has completed

Cop-Pic

investment and efforts). This can
the next three weeks.
only be achieved, according to the
Shot at the Bedford Studios in
Allied board, “by a just and equitN.Y., story, called “Headquarters,”
able division of the boxoffice dolis based on the files of ex-city delar as between the distributor and
tective George O’Connor. Scripts
the exhibitor, thereby preserving
are being done by Maurice Barrett.
the profit inceptive without which
no business can survive in our
free American economy.”
The Allied board stated that it
‘Living’
was convinced that the current
Continued from page 4
policies and practices of the film-

Palace (RKO) (3,000; 75-$l>—
“Waterfront” (Col). Sockeroo $27,Last
000 for Marlon Brando piG.
week, “Susan Slept Here” (RKO), companies stemmed from an arti$14,000.
ficial film shortage As a result,
State (Loew’s) (3.500; 60-90)— it reaffirmed its support of the
“Man With Million” (UA). Fine Makelim Plan and urged Allied
$12,000, Last week, “7 Brides for units to support the plan and bring
7 Brothers” (M-G) (3d wk), $15,000. it “into successful operation at the
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 60-90)
possible time.” The Emer—“7 Brides” (M-G) (m.o.). Smash earliest
gency Defense Committee, it was
Last week, “Knock On
$12,000.
noted, would take over the duties
(3d
wk),
$6,000.
(Par)
(m.o.)
Wood”
and responsibilities of the Special
Committee on the Makelim Plan.
Va. Ozoner Has Giant Screen
While noting that it was proceedWashington.
New drive-in in northern Vir- ing immediately with all the^ac^
mentioned in the "emerp
tions
mid-town
from
miles
ginia, 10
Washington, claims the largest gency” statement, the Allied board
screen in the world. The curved said that it “feels- that the door
screen mea$ures 120 by 50 feet should be kept open, for the recepand is advertised as a C’Scope tion and consideration of any prowidescreen.
posals the film companies, or any
last
opened
which
Theatre,
of them, may offer, or any reforms
Thursday (26), also boasts such fea- they may voluntarily adopt, for retures as a dining terrace, bottle
lieving present intolerable condiwarming service for babies, etc.
tions. especially as they affect the
Called the Lee Highway-Arlington
Blvd. Drive-In, it is operated by smalltown theatres and the subsequent' run theatres.”
Michael Redstone.

,

1

documentary stanzas about

currently active

baseball

players,

and the entire series should be
ready at opening of the ’55 ball
i
'

season.
First in the series, called
“This Is Baseball,” gives lovvdown
on background of Brooklyn Dodgers’ Pee Wee Reese as well as updated action pictures of the star
shortstop,
Film was shown recently at dedication of the National Baseball Hall of Fame in
Cooperstown, N, Y.
Among other 15-minute shows
already lensed by Yorke are those
covering Stan Musial, Yogi Berra,
Eddie Lopat, Bob Porterfield and
Robin Roberts. Pearson Advertising is agenting the package.

“Living” registered $31,000 in New
Orleans as against $17,000 for
“Money From Home.” Gross in
Theatres
Chicago of $92,700 was nearly twice
as much as “Caddy” opening sesion, and went to better than douRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
n
ble in the second week.
Rockefeller Center
“Living” registered $14,000 in
week as
opening
Jacksonville
“SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS”
against $7,000, the biggest done by
i* CINEMASCOPE ttur*
any previous Martin & Lewis comJANE POWELL • HOWARD KEEL
edy there in the big winter season.
An M-G-M Picture
Color by ANSC0
In Baltimore the picture ran for
and SKCMCIUI MICE MEJOnAHM
three weeks: which is unusual in
itself, and got nearly double the
money grossed by “Money From
WARNER BROS

New York

—

—

•

Home.” The story is much the
same in other keys whera “Living”
has opened.

The fact that most exhibitors
have played up sexy cutouts of
Sheree North, featured in the pic,
in much of the advertising and
.

1

bally is regarded as being a plus
factor.
.

>
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ABC-TV CM-N.Y. Web-ffidm-Wet
(Sept,

May Set New Daytiue Sale Pattern
The
John
which

Name That Tone. Music-quiz, CBS, 10:30-11 p.m., American
home Products, Carter Products (alt. weeks), both via SSC&B.

4
Chicago, Aug. 31.
(Red) QuinlanSterling
Mitchell ABC-TV combine,
last

week launched

tieup

work-within a-network

be-

Benton

,

&

if it

proves

feasible in terms of station acceptance it may .well set the pattern
for the network’s daytime operation which currently is confined
to the early morning "Breakfast
Club" simulcast. Similiar plans reportedly have been studied in
theory by NBC-TV and CBS-TV as
a guide to longrange planning.

|

.

,

.

,

Publishers Information Bureau figures, grossing $11,861,534
f°r the month as compared to $8,149,533 for NBC-TV. Latter s July
figure represented a 15% billings
°f ’53, as compared with CBS nearly 60% hike.
CBS is still ahead of NBC on the
first seven months of the yerr,
with $77,777,963, compared with

NBC’s $70,443,559
Biggest single percentage increase came from ABC-TV, whose
July figures are 77% above last
year’s.
Web totaled $2,310,281 for
the month. DuMont, with $623,455,
registered the smallest increase,
5%. Total network billings for
July were $22,9^4,803, well above
last July’s $16,217,790. Total network billings for the first seven
months is $172,957,857, compared
to last year’s $121,190,222 for the

WBKB

Gordon, is currently being worked
out between Quinlan and Tillstrom. Plan, however, will be set
up on a volume discount basis,
with the price decreasing to in-

ON
BOB SMITH; PINKY TOO

NBC-TV’S 1ST SALE

"Creative Cookery,’
NBC came in for a couple of fat
which will be aired over the 18daytime tv sales last week. Serustation "round-robin” cable look!
tan bought into the new Boh Smith
between N Y. and Chi starting Friday (6). Show airs daily from 11 show in the first nibble for the
is

noon half-hour. Sponsor

to 11.55 a.m. (N. Y. time).

on

to the last
Sept. 27, taking

Will latch
quarter, starting

M-W-F one week
and Tuesday-Thursday the next un-

Chicago, Aug. 31

Despite

early

indications

;

that

might have a problem on its
hands getting together a network
of stations that would attract sponsors for upcoming Steve Allen
"Tonight” show, clearance problem
is now "in the bag” with certainty
that at least 30 basic stations will
be going along for the 90-minute
late night ride when the’ show

preems last week in September
There was some apprehension
among network execs when some

>

of the larger affiliates (the /ery
ones that had been carrying the
torch for late night tv live programming) served notice on the
web that due to longrange com
mitments they would be forced to
bypass "Tonight.” Hcfwever, they
have since had a change of hear!
and notified the network to "count

us in.”
Initial 30-station entry is considered good. Affiliates on the whole

are gratified with the "Tonight”
scheduling* but an "include me out
temporarily” reservation is due to
local

commitments.

Ethel
Paus.

&

Albert.

Comedy, NBC,

7:30-8 p.m..

Sunbeam, via Perrin

SUN., SEPT. 5
Walter Winchell. News, ABC, 9-9:15 p.m., Gruen, American Safety
Razor (alt. weeks), both via McCann-Erickson.
TUES., SEPT. 7
It’s a Great Life (film) (Michael O’Shea). Situation comedy,
NBC, 10:30-11 p.m., Chrysler-PIymouth Dealers, via McCann-Erickson.

Stop the Music. Music-quiz, ABC, 10:30-11 p.m., Exquisite. Form,
Quality Goods Mfg. Corp. (alt. weeks), both via Grey Advertising.
THURS., SEPT. 9

Dry

‘Stork Club’

weeks), both via

SSC&B.

'

Dear Phoebe (Peter Lawford) (film). Situation comedy,
9:30-10 p.m., Campbell Soups, via BBD&O.

Run:

NBC,

SAT., SEPT. 11

Saturday ( 4 ) will witness ABCTV’s "dry run” of the new "Stork
Club” format, a week in advance
of its debut on that network, in

what boniface Sherman Billingsley
calls "the most natural hour for a
nitery show--Saturday night at 10

Hallmark Hall of Fame. Drama, NBC, 5 to 5:30 p.m. (5 to 6 p.m.
every fourth week), Hallmark Cards, via Foote, Cone & Belding.
My Favorite Husband. Situation comedy, CBS, 9:30-10 p.m., International Silver, Simmons Co. (alt. weeks), both via Young &
Rubicam.
Stork Club, Interviews-variety, ABC, 10-10:30 p.m., sustaining.
Your Hit Parade. Music, NBC, 10:30-11 p.m., Lucky Strike via
BBD&O, Warner-Hudnut via Kenyon & Eckhardt (alt, weeks).

to 10:30.”

—

—

bility

the

utilization

new

This

because of

(3),

format.

addition to
Billingsley’s
personal interviews
as host with the sundry socialite
and Show biz celebs at the now renowned "Table 50” of the Stork
Club, a greater flexibility.
This
means an exploration of all environs of the eight floors that
comprise the Stork Club the upstairs private dining rooms, the
wine cellars, the sundry kitchens,
the main room, the sacrosanct Cub
Room, the bar, the bustling East
(with
celebs
53d Street itself
alighting in cabs and private cars )
and the like. This will mean four
orthicons in constant use, instead
of the three as heretofore.
The
idea of taking the U. S. national
calls

for,

in

Color TV Schedule
NBC-TV

Home

(insert

from

N.Y.), Sept. 2, 11 a.m.; (film travelog) Sept. 3,

11 a.m.

CBS-TV
(Tint Teeoffs)
Life With Father Tues., 10 p.m., Sept.
Love of Life Wed., 12:15 p.m., Sept. 8.

—

No ’Comedy’

—

for

7.

M&L

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Jerry Lewis will be beddetl for
at least two more weeks, suffering
from yellow jaundice.
Consequently, the initial Colgate "Comedy Hour” on NBC-TV Sept. 19

&

Veteran film producer Carey
Wilson will make his television
production debut as a member of
Both pix and tv commitments
David O. Selznick’s staff, currently
are indefinite pending Lewis’ renreoaring the "Light’s Diamond
covery.
Jubilee” spectacular set for a fournetwork ride Oct. 24. Wilson, producer of "Green Dolphin Street,”
"Postman Always Rings Twice”
and scores of others, recently left
Metro after being with studio since

starring Martin
Lewis has been
postponed.
So’s their Paramount
film,

“You’re Never Too Young.”

formation.
He’ll act as a researcher and supervisor for segments of the two-hour spec.
Show is near its original goal of
312 stations.
With some seven
weeks to go until the Oct. 24' telecast, N. W. Ayer, agency for the
electric light industry, already has
275 stations lined up.
The one-shotter expectancy is
for a spread over 124 NBC affiliates, 125 from CBS, about 35 from
ABC and 28 from DuMont, Stanza
will run from 9-11 p.m.

its

—

GF,

P&G Cutbacks

"Wendy Warren and the News,”
combo soaper-news capsule cross

boarder on CBS Radio, has been
given the gate by General Foods
with the sponsor reportedly shopping around for another daytime
Tootsie Roll (Sweets Co. of
show. Also headed for the ashAmerica) has increased its Pinky
audience backstage at a glamor
heap at the web is "Second Mrs.
Lee shareholding |rom 13 to 26
Burton,” 2 o’clock strip which has
(Continued on page 37)
participations.
been riding under GF coin.
"Wendy Warren” goes back nearly
eight seasons oh the Columbia
lists. It was launched in June of
1947 in the time that was until
Chicago, Aug. 31.
then, a solid anchor for the "Kate
With its nighttime schedule pracSmith Speaks” show.
Emergence of "Public Defender** as the No. 1 rated show on
NBC’s daytime radio spread is tically sold out and with the basethe New York Nielsens for the four weeks ending Aug, 7 has deep
likewise in downbeat with Procter ball telecasts ending soon, WGNsignificance both for NBC-TV and CBS-TV, for above all it attests
& Gamble cancelling out on "Wel- TV is currently revamping its dayto the continued pulling power of the Monday night at 9 (“I Love
come Travelers.” Chi-based stanza, time structure. First move has
Lucy”) slot on the Columbia web. "Defender,” whose own status
riding as a 3 o’clock ha’i-hour been to install a single spot and
as a Philip Morris entry in ’55 is still in doubt, has been doing
strip.
Was formerly a morning participation rate ior the 9:30 to
summer duty for "Lucy,” In its regular Thursday night berth,
show on the web in the time (at 5 daytimers, which in effect elimito which it returns for the balance of the year when "Lucy” goes
10)
now
occupied by the Bob nates any premium charges on the
back, it has failed to create any untoward excitement or enthusiasm.
Smith show.
(The televersion station’s participation strips durThe continued impact of the Monday CBS time is of equal conmoved
to CBS along with a ing that period.
over
cern to NBC because of the latter web’s cherished hope that the
time shift.
The new single rate, currently
new "Medic” series, going in as the competition, will reverse the
*
ranging from $120 to $90, dependtables and end the longtime Columbia supremacy.
ing upon frequency discounts, has
Nielsen’s Top 10 follows:
Claims ’Marco’ Piracy
been worked out to simplify the
Public Defender (CBS)
WGN-TV supermart merchandis31.3
Los Angeles, Aug. 31.
What’s My Line (Remington) (CBS)
29.0
Simon Cohen, leather salesman, ing plan which is based on the adDragnet (NBC)
expenditures. For ex28.6
filed $500,000 alleged piracy suit vertisers’
What’s My Line (Stopette} (CBS)
in Superior Court against KTLA ample,
27.4
a client spending $450
Masquerade Party (CBS) ...
weekly
for
27.0
13 weeks gets a week’s
and the sponsor of "Marco.”
Talent Scouts (CBS)
26.7
Plaintiff contends his bingo-type display in A&P and Jewel Food
Toast of Town (CBS)
24.9
idea was copyrighted -in 1950 and stores; an $850 buy .gives the ad/
I’ve Got A Secret (CBS)
23,6
later submitted
officials
of vertisers two displays for a week,
to
Ford Theatre (NBC)
.,21,1
KTLA. It has been on the air and a $1,250 weekly budgets
Place the Face (CBS)
>19.2
since July.
earns a monthly bonus display.
til

NBC

p.m. to conclusion,

They Stand Accused. Courtroom drama, DuMont, 8-9 p.m., ConFrank E. Duggan'.
FRI., SEPT. 10
The Big Story. Drama, NBC, 9-9:3f0 p.m., Pall Mall, Simoniz (alt.

.

.

NBC, 10

solidated Cosmetics, via

By coincidence, tv production veepee Charles M. Underhill, who supervised "Stork Club”
when it first came on the air for
CBS-TV, is now in a parallel position with ABC and will personally handle the project.
The American "traditional night
out”
Saturday is figured by
ABC-TV sales d_epartment to be a
same period,
“natural” for a cafe show, instead
Meanwhile, network radio con
of the week-night 7 or 7:30 p.m.,
Unucd its decline, dropping to a as on divers occasion heretofore
four-network six-year July low of
an hour which Billingsley knows,
$9,567,329. Last July the total was
from his own family life, presents
$12,228,249.
Total network figure
a problem for adult lookership
for the first seven months was
when youngsters in the family are
also well under last year’s total,
battling for the video set for their
$84,093,643, compared with $95,own action films, kid shows, and
001,140. CBS continued to lead the
the like.
pack, with $3,889,547 in July, but
ABC’s intensive "dry run” is
this represented a 7% drop from
last July.
NBC, with $2,127,192, necessitated (1) by some $150,000
dropped 26% from last July, while worth of new video equipment,
M^tuaT with “$M5lT67,"'‘dropped which (2), will have greater mo-

number of
"client” stations increase.
It’s figured that "Kukla” is. a
natural to teeoff the venture since
the show has a national rep which
should require a minimum of pre- 5%4
ABC< despit(J the loss of
selling to the station managers. £ome nighttime half-hours, had the
And with the price tailored to the least deC rease, 0.7%, with a $2,size of the market, set circulation
0 98,823 gross for the month
and the station’s own rate card, it s
argued that the outlets can offer
"big
a
name” property to their
local advertisers at a cost they can
afford.
Second show to get the co-op

dividual stations as the

ABC-TV,

.

in 6 to
j

over

efBtr
CBS-TV
moved way out m front,
^jBCTV in July billings, accord-

?f

line costs.
First program to be offered will
be Burr Tillstrom’s "Kukla, Fran
Oliie” which has been purchased
and
cross-the-board
on
WABC-TV at 6-6: 15 p.m. (CDT) by
Gordon Baking.
The two-city
client will have first picks on
those stations within its marketing
area. The price tag for KKFO,
which is slated to be offered to the
affiliates a couple weeks after its
Monday (6) starting date for

treatment

"SO YOU WANT TO
LEAD A BAND?"

Thursdays at 9 P.M.
For BRILLO
ABC-Radio: "SERENADE ROOM”
and "SUNDAY SERENADE"
Columbia Records Exclusively

„

|

WBKB

&

at Surf Club, Virginia Beach
Flying in each Thursday for his

Now

TV show

outlined by Quinlan, the veplure can serve to fill the daytime
needs of the web’s affiliates by providing. them with live strip Shows
for local selling, at a cost to the
stations that would be less than
they programmed the time
if
themselves. As with Quinlan and
Mitchell’s own two-city hookup
feeding some.two
with Chi’s
hours of afternoon programming
to its N. Y. sister station WABCTV, the program service setup is
hinged to the fact that ABC has the
N. Y.-to-Omaha cable under lease
from 2 p ro. so there are no extra

&

SAMMY KAYE
7

As

General Poods, via

p.ro.,

Bowles.

Person to person (Ed Murrow). Interviews, CBS, 10:30-11 p.m.
Noxzema via SSC&B, (alt. weeks) with Hamm Brewing (midwest)
Via Campbell-Mithun, American Oil (east) via Joseph Katz Co.
SAT., SEPT. 4
Captain Midnight (film). Adventure, CBS, 11-11:30 a.m., Ovaltine, General Mills (alt. weeks), both via Tatham-Laird.
Space Patrol. Adventure, ABC, 11-11:30 a.m., Ralston-Purina
via Gardner, Nestle via Cecil & Presbrey (alt. Weeks).
Uncle Johnny Coons, Children’s, CBS, 11-11:30 a.m.. Lever Bros.,
via McCann-Erickson.

.

Leonard Goldensqn and

&

Gillette Cavalcade of Sports. Boxing,
Gillette, via Maxon.

tween the Chi and New York o&o’s,
has come up With a new autonomy ] rector of the network's press diviwrinkle. The two o&o veeps are si<m under vee pe e Syd Eiges.
.
moving further into the parent |
...
ninV Con
succeed Dick
EH*8
weh's daytime vacuum by pitching 1
shows to the ABC-TV affiliates via nelly, who resigned to return to
a program service adjunct they’re Yeung & Rubicam. Connelly left
in the process of establishing,
last Friday for a week's vacation
The program service plan offer- before checking in at Y
R next
ing daytime shows to the inweek.
dividual ABC-TV outlets for hometown selling mf a fee basis is admittedly experimental in its opening phases. The project, however,
has the okay from AB-UP prexy

PEL, SEPT. 3
CBS, 8-8:30

Situation comedy,

Mama.

NBC Ups EBis Moore
ElUs Moore, NBC trade press
...
^
head, is being pencilled in as di-

its net-

bll)

YHURS., SEPT, t

the contract playout.

WGN-TV’S DAYTIME

Of Time

RATE OVERHAULED

& ‘Lucy

•

;

.

.

.

i
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BLOW

BIG CHI
4

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Chicago, for this week at least, is the radio-tv capital of the
nation with no less than five separate groups holding forth here
in overlapping conclaves. The agendas of the different meetings
cover practically the entire scope of radio-tv, 1954 model, from
what’s with network radio to what’s with color tv.
Both the NBC-TV and the CBS Radio high brass are out in
droves for their respective affiliate clambakes. The NBC-TV delegation, led by BCA board' chairman David Sarnoff and prexy"
Sylvester (Pat) Weaver, are enscounced at the Drake Hotel today
(Tues.) and tomorrow with practically their entire tele affiliation
family of some 200 members. The CBS contingent, headed up
by CBS proxy Frank Stanton and CBS Radio prez Adrian Murphy,
open their two-session meeting tomorrow (Wed.) at the Edge water
Beach Hotel, With more than 125 stations represented.
Two sidebar meets are slated for Thursday (2). Temporary boardof Television Advertising Bureau holds an organizational session
designed to get video’s new- promotion arm off and running as
soon as possible. Also holding forth same day will be the newlyformed Quality Stations Group, seeking a new taped radio pro-

M

HAMO-TEIJBVISION

Ton

.

*

gramming exchange
Color tv came in

setup.
for its splash as CBS-Columbia unveiled
19-inch tinter yesterday (Mon.) for its distribs.

Chicago, Aug. 31.

+

reau of Advertising’s

first fulldress

membership meeting slated for
November will ~’be laid by TVB’s
temporary board of directors here
Thursday (2). Chief items on the
agenda will be the formation of
committees to pick a prexy for tv’s
all-industry promotion adfirst
junct and to devise dues structure.
While the dues formula for
member stations is expected to be

Liberace’s

'

Its

—

—

:

Groundwork for Television Bu-

By GEORGE ROSEN

WMGM

Slots

Liberace is set for a Sept. 20
start in N. Y. radio via unique use
of the 52-week Guild transcribed
package.
Instead of slotting one

show a week
of a year,

over the span
has just inked

WMGM

Brand Chile Con
Came and Broadcast Corn Beef
Hash, by promising that all halfhours will be used up in 13 week
sponsors, B’cast

threshed out at Thursday’s session, cycle.
the tap to the networks won’t be
Station boss Arthur Tolchin is
finalized until TVB acting toppers slotting Liberace in a 12-12:30 p.m.
formally sound out web reps on strip, with each consecutive day
their financial role in new “sell having a different one of the 52
TV’’ operation. Tentative $400,000 stanzas.
budget has been okayed for TVB’s
.

first

year.

That the networks and their financial resources will figure prominently In TVB is seen in' the fact

new organization itself is
an outgrowth of the determination
of NARTfi’s tv board that the webs
ibe given a role, to niake the adpromotion. setup a truly Industrywide operation.

'Mr.

& Mrs/ Shows

that the

New
tive:

outfit supplants the aborTelevision Advertising Bureau

which was launched as a
only project at last May’s

station-

NARTB

convention.

Co-chairmen of the acting board
which will serve until the full
membership meeting are Clair
McCollough, of the Steinman Stations,
and Richard A. Moore,
KTTV, Los Angeles, who was
chairman and spearhead of the
original TVAB. Other members of
the 10-man group are Campbell
Arnoux, WTAR-TV, Norfolk; Ken

Carter, WAAM-TV,

In

WNBT Fadeout;

Faye-Skitch,

Too

&

be
Mrs. shows look
a thing of the past at WNBT, the
N. Y. video key of NBC. “Tex &
Jinx” (McCrary) will be separated
as an on-camera duo come next
month, with Jinx (Falkenburg) going it alone though her spouse will
be in a mastermind role. Another
prospective casualty in the couple
class has more serious overtones
in the fadeout of “Faye (Emerson)
& Skitch” (Henderson) from their
quarter-hour strip. The pair are
sans sponsorship in their 6:30 p.m.
The Mr.

Baltimore;
it’s beMerle Jones, CBS-TV; W. D. (Dub) participation stanza and
come an issue with the station
Rogers, KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex.;
management
of “breaking up the
Roger Ciipp, WFIL-TV, Philadelteam.”
/
Rogers,
L.

Chicago, Aug. 31.
This Is the week for the meeting
of broadcasting minds In Chi, and
while oir the surface everything
appears calm and serene, there are
unmistakable undercurrents, notably as they relate to network radio,, to suggest that decisions and
patterns emerging from overlapping conclaves in the next ,two or
three days will have a great bearing on the industry’s future.

“Chi Story” this
in contradictions.

Actually the

week abounds

A

look at the multi-faceted agenda of
the separate groups assembled
would indicate a strictly upbeat
tempo"- for everyone concerned.
Which is probably the case for the
twb-day meeting of NBC-TV affiliates with ‘network high command,
Which got under way today (Tues.)
at the Drake Hote\. For keynoting
prevailing harmony and looking
into an even brighter and more
colorful tv future? was the 800word introductory posy tossed in
the general direction of the David
Sarnoff and “Pat and Bob” high

network

-

command
Walter

sparkplug

by

NBC’s

‘Full

TV Web’

Chicago, Aug. 31.
revealed here, to
the: affiliates that it is setting
up a new unit within the network’s sales organization. It
will be designed specifically
for the purpose of waging a
campaign to lure sponsors on
fulUnetwork basis, rather than
limited basic-situation network
"as currently prevails on many
shows. Fact that as many as'
J28 optional stations are frozen out of NBC-TV sponsorship coin is a recurring theme
at Chi meet this week.
Network is currently shopping around, for an exec to
head up the special unit.

NBC-TV

.

Sarnoff Predicts

affiliate

Da mm,

WTMJrTV, Milwaukee.

;

of

In one of
endearing eulogies
which might have been captioned
“Who took the Damm out of Walter,” the erstwhile rambunctious
sounding board for affiliate, membership perhaps best reflected the
“NBC-TV Story” in the intervening 18 months since the affiliate
group last met at Princeton, N. J.,
in a near state of revolt.
If this
week’s assembly develops into a
sweetness and light chinfest, as it
shapes up save for some minor issues, there would appear to be

the

.

alltime

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Predicting a snowballing growth
in ‘color circulation at the NBC
meet here, RCA-NBC
affiliate
board chairman David Sarnoff indicated that the 10,000,000 colorset
sale by 1959 may well prove to be
underestimated. “We may wejl see
once more that the vitality of the
justification for it in light of 18- medium exceeds the imagination
month transitional period.
of its prophets,” he said.
Tommorrow (Wed.) and ThursIt’s Sarnoff’s belief color tv will
day marks the' two-day meet of attract a much larger share of adCBS Radio Affiliates with network vertising expenditure than ever bebrass at the Edge water Hotel. Like fore but warned that, while the
the NBC troupe, topped by Gen, potential is there, “We must keep
Sarnoff himself, Columbia topdogs our eye on what it takes to transfrom corporate president Frank late it into revenue.”
broadcasting
Stanton and network prexy Adrian
television
Color
could not have got off the ground
(Continued on page 46)
without a strong network organ-*
zation ready to take on the job.
Black and white tv, and radio beSwezey’s Nix on ‘Fan The fore it, would never have gained
their great public acceptance and
Shovel Water’ advertising support if they had not
Breeze
grown up around the network
Radio principle, and all that is included
In Study of
in its national program service.
New Orleans, Aug. 31.
“If this principle is jeopardized,
Affiliates
Study if networks are weakened in the
A special NBC
Committee to make a “full and pro- administration of their business,
jected study of the patterns and the whole broadcasting structure
economics of radio network broad- as we know it is endangered,”
casting and their adaptability to Sarnoff declared.
changing conditions” was appointSarnoff alluded to Sept. 15
ed Friday (27) by Robert D. Swe- “pTeem” of the new RCA 21-inch
executive veep and tricolor tube and demonstration of
zey,
chairman of the executive commit- new color receiver “embodying
,

&

NBC

WDSU

tee,

NBC

Radio

WSAZ-TV,

AFTRA

S7%

Shows

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Despite the outward one-big*
family calm attending thi? year’s
meeting of the NBC brass with
their affiliate television membership, there’s one aspect of the Chi
.

conclave .that’s causing no little
concern. This pertains to the plight
of the 128 optional tv stations
linked with the network who feel
they’re getting the short end of
the affiliation deal and want to
know “what gives?” on getting
some share of ifie sponsorship
spoils. Too many shows, they lament, are being bankrolled on a.
52-station

baste

network

basis

which, they protest, leaves them
out in the cold.
Situation w#s brought to a -head
by the recent paeting of Dow
Chemical Co. for the new Monday
night at 9 “Medic” series. The
optional stations, which have already had an opportunity to witness the pilot film on recent closed
circuit showing, share the enthusiasm of the network echelon in
extolling' “Medic” as one of the
hottest program items to come
down the line, but the enthusiasm
is tempered somewhat by the fact
that they’re not being cut in for
a slice of the Dow sponsorship
melon, since client has negotiated
only, for the basic network.
N&C knows that its got a toughie
on its. hands in trying to resolve
the situation and has scheduled the
matter high on the agenda when,
the web brass sits down with the
optional boys tomorrow (Wed.). To
partially assuage the stations, $JBO
several prois coming up With
posals which it hopes will be acceptable to the “fringe” operators.
The network, for one thing, has

promised a full-fledged campaign
aimed at persuading the advertisers to embrace optional stations
whenever and wherever possible.
Further, the small market optlonals
will be asked to accept discount
proposals as a client come-on.
However, the major proposal involves something of a “bonus” to
the stations wherein they would be
cuffoed three major shows on the
morning, afternoon and nighttime
schedules

—namely “Home,” “How-

dy Doody” and the new Imogene
Coca Saturday night show. These
would be fed sans commercials,
with the stations privileged to sell
them locally (with the network cut
in for a percentage of the local
take).

Just how the stations will react
to the plan remains to be seen, but
the web is hopeful that, until it

can muster more sponsor support
in terms of going full network at
the prevailingnigh rates, the compromises will be acceptable to the
stations.

Affiliates.

major simplifications in circuitry.”
Members are: Wayne Coy, KOB, “These permit,” he said, “signifiThus far Miss Emerson and
Va.; George B.
Henderson have resisted these ef- Albuquerque; Walter J. Damm, cant reductions in production costs,
Storer, Storer Broadcasting, and
WTMJ, Milwaukee; Ralph Ecans,
Henry Slavtek, WMCT-TV, Mem- forts at professional separation In WHO, Des Moines; J. Leonard which will he passed on to the
the face of allegations by the outconsumer. We believe that this
phis.
powers-that-be that, while' Reinsch, WSB, Atlanta, and Edwin color receiver will have enthusilet’s
the stag side of the family is a top K. Wheeler, WWJ, Detroit. Group astic public acceptance, and that
musician and conductor, he doesn’t will name its own chairman.
it will provide the basis for volSwezey was directed to appoint ume production. Shortly after this
exactly rate an Equity card as a
performer jvhen applying himself the study committee by the NBC demonstration we shali be able to
to stints away from his basic role. Radio Affiliates at their general be more informative than I can
That’s how matters stood last week. meeting in New York last June. be today about prices, delivery
WNBT also is having trouble “Too many study committees mere- dates, etc.”.
working Emily Kimbrough into its ly fan- the breeze and shovel
water,” Swezey said. “But we real(Continued on page 36)
ly expect this one to accomplish Oliver Exits
Chicago, Aug. 31.
something.”
CBS-Columbia, with hopeful
Person’s’
‘Person
to
For Divinity School
claims that the color tv set logjam
has been breached, took the ribHollywood, Aug. 31.
Tia&fc Exposure
British Gov’t Assist
Wayne Oliver has resigned as asbons off its. three-model line of tint
Aug.
31.
Chicago,
receivers at its national distribusistant exec secretary of the AmeriCharles Dand, director of the
Robert W. Sarnoff, the adtors meeting here yesterday (Mon.). film division of the British Informcan Federation of Television and
half
the
NBC
ministrative
df
Radio Artists on the Coast, and will
Sets, using CBS-Hytron’s 19-inch ation Service, off to England on
“Pat and Bob” team, told the
enter the Harvard Divinity School
tube, are priced from $950 to the Queen Mary last week (25),
this fall.
NBC-TV affiliates here that
$M00.
took along the “Person to Person”
Oliver, aide to AFTRA coast
by Jan. 1 about 87% of the naPredicting the industry may turn kinriie of the CBS program featurtion’s* television families will
topper Claude McCue, has been acout 35,000 color sets this year, ing Secretary of the Treasury
range
of
within
pickup
tive
be
in the union field here for four
board
RCA
and
Humphrey
George
Seymour
CBS-Columbia
prexy
and one-half years, joining AFTRA
color tv programming.
Mintz said the firm is currently chairman David Sarnoff.
year,
said
of
the
in
the
end
then becoming Coast exec
By
1950,
film
the
show
to
intends
Dand
making 100 sets daily and will gear
NBC affiliated
of the now defunct Television
Sarnoff, 82
production to distributer demand. back home to convince British off!
cities
of
major
in
the
Authority,
stations
and shifting to AFTRA
on
approach
similiar
He reckoned the industry would cials?that a
as McCue’s assistant following the
the nation will be equipped, to
produce 200,000-300,000 units next BBC would be a good way to help
network
merger
carry
live
color
of
the
TVA and AFRA into
of
the
govfunctions
year, of which CBS hopes to make explain the
AFTRA.
shows.
ernment to the British people.
15%.
H.
Huntington, W.

phia;

Set 3 Cuffo

Wha’ Hoppened To

UHF-Asks

Chi

Chicago, Aug. 31.
If the “UHF Story” poses an industry problem, which it obviously
does, there’s very little of it in
evidence here at the NBC Affiliate
conclave, for these are the bluechip tv hoys flaunting their V’s all
over the Drake Hotel headquarters, with nothing but blue skies
on the economic horizon. NBC’s
major U stake is in Norfolk, where

-

embraced WVEC-TV after losto the CBS comhad
petition in the days when

it

ing

WTAR-TV

NBC

problem on its hands.
But even Norfolk hasn’t turned
out as NBC had hoped, despite all

an

affiliate

the early exploitation-promotional

drumheating. Instead of the hQpedfor 70% conversion, it’s reported
that not more than 50% of the tV
populace can pledge allegiance to
NBC programming, and the word
now is that, come the new V In
Norfolk, NBC will be climbing
aboard for the affiliation and scrap-

)

f

'

;
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Now Look Lie Wash. Post

If

Chicago, Aug. 31.

|

ex-veep of Mtt% P*andH. aJames,
past advertising-pro-

F|

Since it can't carry the live sessions of tho Senate committee
censure hearings on Sen. McCarthjv WABC, the ABG flagship
station in N.Y., is doing the next best thing. It's devoting 45
minutes nightly to a summary of each day's hearings taken 'directly
from the official stenographic record. Series started last night
tTues.) and will run the length of the hearings.
ABC newsman John Edwards and other network staffers are
broadcasting the programs from Washington, Originating them
from a temporary studio in the Senate Office Bldg, adjacent to,
the bearing room.

tuat

motion exec for NBC, Joins A. C.
Nielsen Co. as v.p. and assistant to
His concern will
the president
be with developing and
f mostly
methods.
1 improving research
James was a founder of the

Washington, Aug. 31.
-.Washington Post, owner of ike
and
controlling interest In
|
1 American Marketing Society.
V» TOP-TV here, plans to boy the
minority stock £45%) in the staSILVERS’
tions from CBS when and if the
rise.
Osgood’s
Columbia tele toppers did a eoapetv/ork is ready to sell. Intention
to purchase was announced by pie of handsprings last week after
as
PhJSsp L. Graham, Post prexy. last viewing the $30,000 or so an Idnnies
|
v/eek following testimony by CBS! _
1
the Phil Silvers show* with vro-f
before the |

CBS-m

WTOP

m

SURE LIKE

(30G HNNIES)

Sup

Naacj

VRC EA

jj

pfexy Frank Stanton

FCC

that the

web

wilt dispose offgrara v.p.

HubbeU Robinson,

Jr.,

One Of

D.C.’sTop Fwamecasters

“

Washington, Aug. 31.

another signed from WRC past week after
'’^raham'said be ’and Stanton sfecwn Thursday <26) and
of
have recently discussed the “prob- one the next day after an editing more than It years of coverage
UNDERGROUND CIRCUIT
able’' sale of the CBS interest and down of 10 minutes of the halfSfraral? ffitinn
-our,*». Show is eaued
WCBS-TV's ‘Here Is .the' Past'
{KtfUttS
Get Rich” and has the comic her Boston debut as writer a nOn 6-Station Loop
pointed out that tte Vast has right N«ver
Osgoods
of first refusal in the event CBS as a staff sergeant with Harvey |nouncer and actress, Mrs.
‘Here Is the Past,” the archedesires to sell.
-Lembeck as sidekick. Nat Hiken
the ological show masterminded by
Regarding possibilities of the s v/riter-director with an official k^c0 ”? e 50 much a part of _
her
of
that
news
scene,
Washington
New York Univ. and originally
who producer
J
web selling w
to “other
oeoole wno
o^ner people
wco
still to be named. CBS
surprise to
iu done in co-op with WCBS-TV, has
resignation came as a suipri^c
have indicated an interest in pur- 15
•« trvitic to work out
slotting.
lrying lo wora oui a siotung.
social cir- been digging in since May via kinand
broadcasting
local
chasing the shares as an investPending outcome of the Silvers cles.
Announcement was made nies on half a dozen stations. Kines
mrnt” Hraham «aid f*R<5 “ha*
he may head up Ethel ller- over weekend by station topper were supplied by ..the Gotham key
them discus 1
kept us informed

Washington, Aug. 31.
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stems which we regard as proper ]»/“?„
Panama
in shedding
«hif»ridfmr light on a
a
and hpinftii
helpful in
j November,
fair value of the shares/
Stanton, testifying before ExamIner Thomas Donahue at bearings \*
on the contest for channel 11 in
St. Louis, said CBS plans to sell
its 47% interest in
and*
jj

WCCO

WCCO-TV in Minneapolis and its
45% interest in KQV in Pittsburgh
as well as
said it

He

its

was

holdings in

WTOP.

possible deals

supporting east in the tv’er Carelton D. Smith “with regret
Hattie,
slated forij
Mrs. Osgood came to Washington
first as one of the original “Nancy
Dixons” after a wide background
of broadcasting in Hudson Falls,
Albany, Detroit, St. Louis, and
New York City. A onetime winner
of an award from Ohio State U’s
Institute for Education by Radio,
she became known, as producer and
director before starting the series
daily
interview-and-comment
of
she became best
~
NBC-TV has gone to bat on itS-( shows for which
j

may

be made by January.

*

Under direct examination by
counsel Samue. Rosenman.
Stanton emphasized that owned
?
JZ
,nt0 the open 5:3U
5 30 p.m.
pm Sunday
and operating stations are the'“
slot. The Ted Mills-produced show
backbone of the network, providing
with Joseph C: Harsch as the narthe bulk of revenue. Without the
rator went into the third of its
o and o stations, he testified, there
(30).
showcasers Monday
would be insufficient margin for four
will be an interim period
CBS to pioneer new fields of pro- There
between
the finale next week and
gramming and coyer losses,
its Sunday launching on Oct. TO.
Stanton's testimony evoked a
be on a three-out of-fourdemand for figures to show the It will basis
with the 5 to 6 span
need for 6 and o outlets. As a re- weeks
the
anchor
show that extends
sult,
Examiner Donahue ruled as
Hallmark
“Hall of Fame’* to an
that CBS be required to furnish
hour
will be three-for(“Fame”
data on the web’s gross revenues
four at 5 o’clock).
for the past five years.
A number of other shows had
Questioning also developed that
been kicked around by the web for
( Continued oh page 36
the late ?;fternoon time, but “Background” is the first in, although
only three outings are scheduled

CBS

bTTenS

|

!

'

so far, the preemer plus Oet.

17

known

~

here.

Although she had devoted, herfew years,

self solidly to radio past

she pioneered in femme telecasting; and appeared on WNBW-NBC
for six years. She stated that she
plans *to continue her career in
both radio and tv, but had made no
commitments at the time of her
resignation, which becomes; effective Sept. 24.

.

Mrs. Osgood will be succeeded
by Patty Cavin, who resigned as
beauty editor and special events reporter for the Washington PostTimes Herald to take over radio
chores.

SEEK FRED ALLEN AS
‘OMNIBUS’ REGULAR

Charges that West Coast department store exec Julius Meier Jr.,
gave “false and perjured” testi-

mony during

recent hearings before the FCC on the contest for
channel 12 in Portland, Ore., were
made in a petition filed with the
agency last week asking that its
decision favoring Oregon Television, Inc., be stayed and., the
record .reopened for new evidence.

Petition, filed by Columbia Empire Telecasters; was based largely
of CBS in association with the uni- on the so-called “Stiles incident”
versity and ha’ve been educationally involving the
disappearance of
~
spread as follows:
Walter J., Stiles, stockholder and
.

KUHT, Houston, Wednesday, at proposed general manager of OreAR- gon Television, a few days after
7 p.m. starting June 9;
TY, East Lansing, Mich.,, Wednes- he hearings started. Meier, who
day at 5 since May 19; WHA-TV, holds a 23% interest in Oregon,
Madison, Wis., Thursday at 8:15 estified that Stiles had resigned
since May 6; WQED, Pittsburgh, or “personal reasons.”
Wednesday at 6:30 since July 7;
Columbia’s petition was supKQED, San Francisco, Thursday at ported
by an affidavit by Joseph
7 since June 10, and WCET, CinBrenner, Beverly Hills, Calif., atcinnati, Friday at 6:30 since July
torney, that Stiles, now. chief en30.
gineer for KOPO-TV in Tucson,
Ariz., was forced out of the company and that his alleged disappearance
was
deliberate^
“a
planned attempt to keep him off
the stand” following a disagreement over policies.
Brenner says in his affidavit
that be interviewed Stiles in Tucson and waa told that Stiles had
NBC Spot Sales harvested not left Washington during the
$4,250,000 in net billings for Auhearings, as Meier testified, and
gust, Thomas B. McFadden, boss
Meier knew it. Stiles further
man .of the sales group, said yes- that
stated, Brenner asserts, that his
terday (Tues.). August was 30%
position was terminated by- mutual
ahead of the same month last year
consent when he refused to particiin combined radio^tv hillings, he
( Continued on page 36)
said.
Figure represents a 50% increase in radio business over August, 1953, while tv rose 28% over
a year ago.

WK

McFadden

said the

AM

.

increase

and Nov. 7. Smith, Kline & French
Fred Allen is being touted for a represents a “growing cultivation
Labs, which bought Several spe- regular spot on a well entrenched of the medium by advertisers who
cials last season in the late “Martin tv’er that will return him to the recognize it as the most economic
Kane” time, is earmarked for a medium after his’ shortterm “Judge and best buy, while the tv increase
reflects the growing practice of
pair at 5:30 Oct. 24 and Dec. 5, for
Yourself” quizzer.
Robert
clients not to relinquish their time
Saudek, director of the TV-Radio
‘Answer* to ‘See It*
Workshop of the Ford Foundation, periods during the summer months
in orater to safeguard their time
Chicago, Aug. 31.
is reportedly dickering with the
Web affiliates here regard comic to take over some segments franchises.”
“Background” as NBC’s answer to on the CBSunday 90-minute “OmColumbia’s “See It Now.” Affiliates nibus,” returning for its third sea10-MAN COMMITTEE
cheered the news that the news- son on Oct. 17.
in-depth “Background” has been
Stanza stays away from standPLANS
perpetuated with a Sunday .(from ard clowns, one-liners and standup
Monday) slotting.
funnymen and is more nearly in
Washington, Aug. 31the
groove
with
such
outings
as
First step toward planning next
Having set its commercial programming roster in order, NBC, in Jack Benny’s in his widely en- year’s convention of the National
fact, is now gearing its program comiumed “Horn Blows At Mid- Assn, of Radio and TV BroadcastBobby Clark and Bert ers, to be held May 22 in Washingcontact to a greater public service night.”
projection, as keynoted here by Lahr made an appearance on the ton, D. C., was taken here last
prexy Pat Weaver. First order of show to mixed results. Alien may week with appointment of a 10
business will probably be a revival write his own ticket as to how ’man committee which will have re
of the ambitious but long dormant he’ll format .himself should the sponsibility for the event.
“Operation Frontal Lobes.”
Co-chairmen of the committee
deal jell.

WNBTAug. Biz s

Peak $2,500,000

—

The CBS Corporation

is

taking a

cue from RCA—as well as continuing iU '•wn practice by doing a
bit of bookkeeping sponsorship.
With RCA long since established as

—

a leading ladler of the largesse for
a number of NBC radio and tv
stanzas (including spectaculars) and
CBS-Columbia not far behind in

such

identifications

with

shows

aired under the CBS, Inc., banner,
perhaps standard operating
procedure by now to look for
wherewithal from “Big Brother.”
But in the case of tho CBS phono
and radio-tv receiver "outfit, it’s a
subsidiary that’s being caused to
latch on, whereas RCA is the head
company. In either case, it’s a
bookkeeping practice, while also attesting to the faith held in given
shows and priming the pump for
same to impress sponsorial pros-

it’s

pects.

Latest f’rinstance is CBS-Columpact for alternating
the

bia’s

spending on “Amos ’n* Andy” in its
returning 7:30-8 Sunday slot on
CBS Radio. It's the first nibble
•ince Rexall cancelled out on the
Juo,

UP ‘JUSTICE’ TO 20G
IN BORDEN RENEWAL

I

“Justice” has been renewed by
Borden’s and thus its NBC-TV
Thursday at 8:30 slot is assured
until at least year’s end. With a
pact in its pocket, Talent Associates, packagers of the show in
association with John Rust (who
aupplies material culled from Legal Aid files), gets an up in the
budget, going from $15,000 to

$ 20 000
Part of the increase will be for
a name host being sought in line
with an upbeat in the tv trend toward conferencfers for live stanzas
(such as “Justice”) as well as the
,

.

vidpixers.

NARTB MEET

’

KWKH

are Henry B. Clay of
Shreveport, La., and Clair R. MeCollough of WGAC-TV, Lancaster,
Pa. Clay, as chairman of the Radio

TV Stake

McC-E’s $33,

Convention Subcommittee, will be
assisted by E. K, Hartenbower oi
KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.; James H,
Moore, of WSLS, Roanoke, Va..
and Ben Strouse of WWDC, Wash-

Perhaps the standout success story' among agencies in the “onward pnd upward with tv” sweepstakes is the emergence of
McCann-Erickson into a “top six” ranking among the commis(Others, although not necessaritly in that order, are
J. Walter Thompson, Dancer, Fitzgerald
Sample,
and Biow.)
What makes the McCann-Erickson ’54-’55 billings windfall
unique, however, is that the agency’s approximate $33,000,000
being siphoned into tv represents almost a 40% .advance over
last year’s dollar stake in the video programming picture. Add
to that, too, the fact that, perhaps of all the agencies, McC-E
has a greater stake in color shows than any other single agency,
all of it riding with CBS.

ington, D. C.

sion houses.

Young &. Rubicam,

BBD&O

Agency

is

’

represented by the upcoming Thursday night Chrysler

house (along-with the same client’s “Studio One.” All told, the
Chrysler and Westinghouse tv billings (time and talent) are said
to exceed $12,000,000 on an annual basis.
Other major video items on the McCann-Erickson roster include the Lever Bros. “Big Town” on NBC-TV; the forthcoming
“Disneyland” on ABC-TV for Derby Foods; “It’s A Great Life”
vidpix series Tuesday nights on NBC-TV for Chrysler; the national spotting of “Death Valley Days” for Pacific Borax; “Uncle
Johnny Coons” on CBS-TV for Pepsodent; “Halls of Ivy” on
CBS-TV for National Biscuit Co.; Walter WinchelJ for both
American Safety Razor and Gruen, and a stake in daytime tv
for S.O.S.

$2,509,000 in net billings

were sewed up by WNBT during
August to make it the top figure

NBC

in the history of the
tele
flagship in New York, according to

general manager Hamilton Shea.
Latter pointed out that, in addi-

WNBT

tion to monthly supremacy,
sales figures for the third quarter

apparently

projected
through
September) of this year, surpass
the corresponding 1953 period by
over 60% td establish the current
swing as the top year in the out(

let’s history.

Accounting for the August upbeat were new Orders from riel’s
Beer, Chevrolet, Ballantine, Wrig-

Gum, Brown & Williamson
(Viceroy,
etc.),
Guild
Wine,
Standard Brands and Nestle Co.
Sale of time to beverage products was 50% ahead of August,
1953, sales manager Jay Heitin
said, with drugs 153% in the van
and the entertainment industry
(20th-Fox
and others)
buying
236% more than last year. “Longer term contracts and fewer sum-

ley

.

McCollough will have as aides mer hiatus privileges wete exerCampell Arnoux of WTAR-TV cised, all of which has contributed
Norfolk, Va.; Kenneth L. Carter ol substantially to the growth and
WAAM, Baltimore, and Frank
stability
of the
1954 record,"
Russell,
Washington veepee o Heitin stated.

&

series (teeing off Oct. 1 with the Betty Grable-Harry James-Mario
Lanza musical originating on the Coast) In addition, it has Wednesday night “Best of Broadway” tinted dramatics for Westing-

Some

M

NBC.
I

|

In addition, Kenyon Brown o.
Wichita Falls, who served
as 1954 convention chairman, will

KWFT,

be a member “emeritus” and John
H. DeWitt, Jr., of WSM, Nashville,
will serve as liaison

between the

management and engineering
sions.

ses

«

KGKO Goes

All Nite

Dallas,

Aug.

31.

KGKO has started an all-night
deejay program to become the second local AMer with a 24-hour
policy.

Dick Smith, former news editor
of KLIF, first local 24-hour station,
switched- to
as the midnight-to-fl a.m. platter spinner.

KGKO

To His DFS AM-TV Duties
Alvin Kabaker, radio-tv chief at
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, hai
been given the title of director oi
publicity and public relations a*
well. Agency assures that the ap
pointment doesn’t key an elaboratf
bally setups Instead, Kabaker will
act mainly as a publicity consult
ant for clients in addition to hii
other duties.

Last time the agency had an 3
publicity operation wai
it
headquartered in Ch

official

while

around

’48.

—
9
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'

:
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1954

"
Chicago, Aug, 31.
^
..
.
There are some apprehensions here, as the threat of the Sen.
Bricker investigation of the networks hangs' as -a cloud over an
otherwise clear-skies-ahead projection of the future, that NBC
may find the ^‘Firestone Case” returing to haunt the network.
It’s recalled that Firestone was ousted from its Monday night
8:30 berth on the network to make way for the upcoming Sid
Caesar -Show and the one-a-month specs. Firestone subsequently
moved to the same time period on ABC.
It’s considered a certainty that, aside from his private war
against the “editorial content” of the networks. Bricker will want
to throw a curve at the webs’ Control of time and programs, notably
in such instances as the NBC-Firestone case. In appraising the
overall D.C: climate, it has not escaped the network hign command
that there is a Capitol Hill affinity to the Firestone clan, specifically in the person of Presidential Assistant Charles Willis, who
is married into the Firestone family. The link, say some, may
not be so far-fetched.
In his message to the affiliates, Sarnoff specifically defended
the right to remove or shift shows when they weaken the network

4-

Chicago, Aug. 31.
With the threat of the Sen,
Bricker investigation hanging over
the networks’ heads, NBC-RCA
board chairman David Sarnoff took
up the cudgels on behalf of a nervous industry at the network-affiliate powwow here today (Tues.)
and in no uncertain terms hit back
at Government intervention. Specifically citing Bricker by name,
Sarnoff left no doubts as to his
targeV lamenting the fact that networks, “and particularly the successful ones, have long been the

schedule.

You

It’s
Chicago, Aug. 31.

Wanta pick up some change
at ad row bars?
Challenge
your buddies to guess the
--word most frequently used in
radio commercials.
The biggest repeater in the
copywriters’ arsenal/ is the
word “you,” according to a
survey in the American People’s Encyclopedia’s 1954 Yearbook. In a check of 300 blurbs,

“you” was used no

whipping boy for any and all problems in broadcasting.”
Much of it, he added, is due to
failure to understand and appreciate the facts and circumstances
surrounding network operations,
“so from time to time the cry gees
up ‘there ought to be a law’.”

less

than

Surprisingly,
“wonderful” ran a poor place

2,400

times.

with 167 entries.

Video’s
opportunities
for
artists are pointed up in a
four-page illustrated spread in
this month’s American Artist

—

a record.
In bowing for Kraft Foods with
showcase*
his own 60-minute
Bergen essentially .becomes a disk
(although the program
jockey
will be divided into a number of
other components, including Bergen’s commentary on the Washington scene as a gabber). However,
in this instance it establishes something of a precedent in terms of
coverage, for never before has a
disk jockey enjoyed a full hour of
prime prestige time icoast-to-coast,
including a number of the most
potent stations in the country.

mag. Article, “illustrating for
TV,” shows a number of the
title cards commissioned for
“Studio One” by producer
Felix Jackson and CBS director of graphic arts Georg

AM

For the past week Bergen^has
been making his headquarters at
J. Walter Thompson (agency on
the Kraft account) home base in
N. Y., prepping' his format and
initial stanza.
The parade of the
platter pushers got under way almost from the moment the Bergen shingle went up in the JWT
radio department.
Bergen’s show will originate
from Washington (he’s already become an accerdited D. C. correspondent). Program will emanate
from the Mayflower Hotel, with
Bergen establishing the studios as
something of a weekly koffee
klatch for ...major politico? and show

on the D. C. scene.

biz guests

Olden. Latter is quoted as saying video offers as great a potential market as mags, book
jackets and other printed media.

Imminence

1st

NBC s ‘Hey, There’
On Bates Contrib;

the Colgate

mer showcase, expressing alarm
over possible “Toast of the Town”
inroads on the Sunday 8 to 9 rating unless the agency considerably
hypoes the fall-winter schedule.
Whatever Colgate’s

feelings are in
the matter, the client isn’t saying

—at least not out loud.

Show”

time since

its

7

in opposition to

“Today,” the Columbia entry has
copped a rating lead on the Garroway segment. Trendex for Aug. 23
showed “Morning” ahead of “Today" in the 8:30-9 slice with a 2.9
to “Today’s” 2.7.
.

Web

attaches special significance
to the gain since the rating was
taken in the second week of Jack
Paar’s takeover of the emcee chores
and the change in format from
news-and-entertainment to straight

entertainment with news inserts.
Changeover took place Aug .16.

Ziv Adds 5
Frederic

W. Ziv

past

several

seasons

Hour”

Comedy

was

Co. last

NBC

enin all next season, with
trusted with the others. New season officially tees off Sept. 19,

with Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis for
the curtain-raiser. (This is one of
the NBC entries.) As the lead-in
to the now season’s getaway, the
first of the Max Liebman specs,
starring Betty Hutton, preems on
the preceding Sunday, Sept. 12.

.

—

\

:

Omaha WOWs ’Em With

Web this week signed two responsors for the games,
which begin Sept.’ 18. Carnation
Milk is bankrolling on the Coast
gional

in three states, while Humble Oil
will sponsor in Texas and the
Southwest.
Remainder of the
country at this point is sustaining,
.

although the network is chasing
down air possible leads for other
regional clients. It’ll cost the net
about $3,500,000 to telecast the
schedule,
this
including
figure

sports program-

supplementary
ming in order

Washington, Aug. 31.
Authorization for use of channel 8 in Des Moines, hearings on

to clinch the rights
schedule. On tv, this
comprises the telecasting of 26
additional events in the winter and
spring on Saturday afternoons, and

NCAA

-

which produced some stormy ses- a one-hour preview show a week
it’s
sions last winter, would be given from Saturday (11). On radio,
Dance’*
to Cowles Broadcasting Co., under an hour weekly “Victory
sports sega recommended
decision issued plus a half-hour weekly
ment. As of the moment, the radio
last week by FCC Examiner Mil'
shows are still sustaining and
lard French.
there's no client in the house for
Examiner French favored Cowles any of the tv’ers.
Co,,
over Murphy Broadcasting
Lotsa Deals
headed by 24-year-old Kingsley
Web has been "on the verge” of
Murphy, Jr., on the overall ques- announcing complete sponsorship
tion of likelihood of carrying out
all summer, but has been unable to
proposals on a continuing basis.
make it a fait accompli. At first
While giving Murphy an edge on it pitched to national clients, then

HOPE HEADS ABC-TV
PRE-PUNT FORMATION

.

ing.

to the

WNAX

“Comedy Hour,” sum-

CBS-TV coming “Comedy Hour” shows for
“Morning Colgate undef the agency’s producNBC-TV’s tion aegis. Bates will do 20 shows

first

9

MacRae

With the fall teeoff approaching,
NBC makes no bones that it’s disTed Bates
the
over
tressed
agency’s program contribution to

strictly an NBC “baby,” but the
Bates agency wrested away 20 of
the productions as a coin-saving
expediency.
Meanwhile, Gordon MacRae has
been pacted by the Bates agency
as “singing host” for 20 of the up-

‘Today
to

of color will

20 for

(

courageo.
Sarnoff called on affiliate, membership to get behind NBC as advocates of a strong network service, not only in their own interests
but in the interests of the public
they serve. He made a resounding
plea for the perpetuation of the
status quo in the conduct of its
affairs (in the face of the threat- the issue of diversification of meened movein by the Bricker probe). dia, in view of Cowles’ ownership
“As a competitive advertising of the only daily newspapers in
medium,” Sarnoff said, “a network Des Moines, French held that this
must 'provide the largest circula- factor should not be determinative.
tion at the most economic cost. To
summarizing his findings,
In
do this, it must be free to select French declared: “Cowles is much
and bargain for affiliations and more firmly rooted in the comclearances in the markets where it munity by reason of its long standneeds coverage, and with stations ing identity with Des Moines in
which best meet its requirements. the field of press and radio, and
It must be able to fix the price of its outstanding record in the opa national circulation package it eration of its radio stations (KRNT
has the responsibility of selling.
Des~ Moines,
Yankton,
“A network must also retain the S. D.). It possesses greater and
responsibility for controlling its more intimate knowledge of local
program structure^ to maintain its affairs and needs because of its
overall service and its competitive widespread stockholdings by resicirculation position, it must be able dents of Des Moines, its excellent
to select the programs it wjll pre- cooperation with educational instisent and remove or shift them tutions, community activities and
when they weaken the schedule. local Organizations, and its long
In conducting its business, it must history of impartial newspaper
serve the interests of the public operation.
and it must also serve the interests
“Balancing these factors against
of its affiliated stations, its clients,
the youth and lack of business exits employees and its stockholders.
perience of Murphy, Jr.; the abSarnoff’s
previous
Whatever
sence of* business and managerial
thinking as to the future of netexperience of Baldwin, Bartlett
works (as opposed to films, et al>),
and
Shumate (who would hold key
He was never more bullish in his positions
with station); the scaradvocacy of perpetuating them. His
city of radio broadcasting expericomments were also seen relating
ence on the part of Mulrooney,
to the plight of network radio and
Findley and Carson (directors);
the feeling in some quarters that
and the fact that the majority
network* radio is doomed.
(Continued on page 40)
“If networks did not exist,” Sarnoff pointed out, “they would have
to be invented. Certainly there are
other means of distributing programs. But with distribution confined to the mailing of tapes or
films, what provision would be
Bob Hope, appearing via a kinemade for live transmission of news scoped insert, will headline ABCand important public events? Who TV’s 60-minute preseason “Footwould underwrite the cost of main- ball ’54” lead-in to the NCAA grid
taining interconnections through- schedule on Sept. 11. Show, slated
out the country on a permanent for 8 to 9 p.m., will be a combinaready-to-serve basis? What ‘central tion sports-entertainment one-shot
agency would deliver the simul- being produced for the web by exnationwide*
circulation CBS staffer Jerry Danzig.
taneous
which national advertisers can buy
Grid segment of show will have

expand the market even more,
according to Olden.

For the
“Colgate

For the
launched

said, "that Government intdrvention in the business affairs of networks is practical or desirable. The
economic machinery of network operation rests on a delicate balance
of many different and sometimes
conflicting elements. It’s direction
requires a high degree of creative
imagination and initiative, as well
as expert business judgment. Network broadcasting includes art as
well as industry.” Success and
strength in this field, he added,
should not be penalized, but en-

TV as /Easel Street’

Unless ABC-^TV can come up
with one or more sizable regional
deals on its NCAA football package
within the next two weeks, it stands
to take one of the biggest individual program, losses in video annals.
The web will take it on the nose
for something like $2,500,000, and
this for only 13 weeks of telecast-

rights, time, facilities, talent, etc.
Most it can net from its two present sponsors is in the neighborhood
of $800,000.
This, of course, doesn’t Include
the time the network gave over to

Sarnoff made a plea not to tamper with art. “I do not think,” he

Only in the past couple of weeks f
has the potential impact of the upcoming hour-long Edgar Bergen
Sunday night (9 to 10) CBS Radio
show begun 'to dawn on the record
companies notably in what Bergen could mean to the diskeries
in terms of making or breaking

Kintner

id;

went to regionals with the condition that the country be blanketed
before any individual regional orders be accented.

Then

it

was back

to a national deal, then to selling
individual games in the schedule.
Finally, it set the Carnation and
Humble deals, taking its chances
ori getting the rest of the country
'sold.
It’s hoping that the fact that
it’s
got the two clients on tha
books already will induce the wallflowers to ’come in. If they don’t,
the losses sustained will all but kill
the web’s chances of emerging in
the black this fall.

Tradesters

wondering

are

whether it’s mere coincidence or
the outcome of the grid sponsorship picture that brought ABC
prexy Robert E. Kintner back from
vacation in Europe a week ahead
Kintner wasn’t dua
of schedule.
to return until next week, but arrived early this week and immediately went to work. It’s a safe bet
that the gravity of the football sit-

uation, at least in part, is responsible for his early return.

‘Zanuck Story’ In
of ‘Toast*

1 Slice

onca
Story,”
“The
skedded as a two-partner for Ed

Zanuck

Sullivan’s

Town,”
orie-shot

CBS-TV “Toast

will

of the

be telescoped into a

on Sept.

12.

Program

is

Darryl Zanuck
cavalcade theme, with the 20thskedded to
topper
Fox production
pitched

to

the

appear personally.
from Europe Sept.

He

gets back

6.

at Fifth Anni
Only CinemaScoper due for*
Omaha, Aug. 31.
from networks? And who would Bill-' Stern showing films of last plugging on the show is “Tha
outlet
in
which 20th specially
video
Egyptian,”
WOW-TV, oldest
take on the responsibility for Creat- year’s games that involve teams
week this area, last week celebrated its ing the cultural and informational competing this year, arid discuss- reducing a scene from the film to

Blood

programs which networks develop ing grid trends and techniques. 2-D for that occasion. Charles
and offer on a sustaining basis?”
Other experts will be referee Al- Brackett, Academy of Motion PicSciences prexy, will
bie Booth, Collier’s grid writer ture Arts and
KRLD
HARTZ TV B1RPCAST
Francis Wallace and sportscaster kudo Cinemascope on the Sullivan
Chicago, Aug. 31.
Ted Husing, latter emceeing. En- program.
Scenes from many of the earlier
Hartz Mountain Products bought tertainers include Winged Victory
a 15-minute Sunday morning tidbit Chorus, dancer Jonathan Lucas, Zanuck hits will be screened and
day (26), Friday and Saturday,
and Jack Frolich.
contract players along with
20th
Lyle DeMoss, WOW-TV assistant bn NBC-TV to plug its bird feed. baton twirler Alta Burg, dancing
Ziv v.p.- Alvin E. Unger said the
Show, tagged “Capt. Hartz & Bench Warmers and Harry Sosnick others will appear on “Toast” as
staff expansion was due to in- general manager, gave a pint of
a tribute to Zanuck.
Orch.
Pets,” bows 'Oft. 3 at 11 a.m.
blood to start the campaign.
creased radio sales this year.
added 'five

men

to its sales staff* fifth anni with a novel tieup with
They are Harry Colson, formerly Red Cross in a drive for blood
With
in Dallas; Howard donations.
Rather than holding
Girouard; Stan Levy, ex-WBBM, the- usual studio party, station
Chicago; Lawrence Austin, ex- brought in the blood center’s equipCleveland, ment for sisecial telecasts ThursCiaypool
Associates,

,

*

|

•

—
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CANADIAN PROFESSIONAL

COKE TIME

YOU ABE THEBE

With Eddie Fisher,
F
Alex Stordakl
Witti

With Walter Cronkite, narrator

Orch, Fred Robbia*

Producer:CharIes W. Russell
director: Sidney Lumet
Writer: Jeremy Daniel
80 Mint.. Sun., 6j30 P: *

m

™

.

.

Director: Herb Sussaa
Writer: Gordo* Aucblncless
19 Mins.; Wei., Frt, 9:80 p.m.

°

ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER, COCA-COLA
NBC-TV, from
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE

With Lindsey Nelson, Jim Crowley
150 Mfns.;

This fall

it’s

contest

larity

N.Y.
(D’Arcy)

Sat., 1:45

pan.

NBC-TV, from Toronto
going to be a popu-

between

colorful

native rah-rah and slick north-ofDespite
the-border shenanigans.
the fact that Canadian football is
possis
it
sport,
a better spectator
ble that viewers will need Considerable time, to build the allegiance
the
and week-to-week interest
Ottawa Rough Riders or the Tofor
have
they
ronto Argos than

Eddie Fisher, who has his own
song session on NBC-TV, crossed
network lines to host “Toast Of
the Town” Sunday night (29) while

CO. (ait.)
r
^
Eddie Fisher, still one of the
CBS-TV, from New York
(NVW. Ayer Calkins & Holden ) current faves of the Coke set via
CBS’er Ed Sullivan is vacationing.
“You Are There,” which re- his RCA Victor recordings^ is rapshowcreates historical events in docu- idly becoming a seasoned
The young RCA Victor singer made
mentary fashion on CBS-TV, re- man. Starting his second year with
m
a winning emcee, but the support-,
Coca-Cola
turned Sunday (29) with an account his own show for the
Fisher is developing a
ing 60-minute layout was uneven
dated Jan. 10, 1807, "The/Treason company,
best more relaxed quality to his delivip impact, Fisher, in fact, was the
of Aaron Burr.” It wasn’t the
chatter-wise, to Notre Dame, Southern Methodist
both
song
and
ery,
that
but
program,
There”
“You Are
main performer as well and regpeculiar give this series a smooth, easy-to- or Stanford.
•

,

may have been^due

,

to its

take pace.
Currently, Fisher

its fai : ure.

•

,

.

lining his plot to sail dowm the
Mississippi, rendevouz at Natchez
with Wilkinson’s forces and start

15 Mins.; Fri„ 1:30 p.m.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
Interesting and occasionally fascinating educational show is a less
pretentious tv version of General

Forum”
on

lost

was not a very believable
figure, but then Burr wasn’t a very
Cameron Prud’usual person.
It

homme gave Jefferson dignity, but
here again the script failed to make
clear the Jefferson-Burr relationship which saw the President hesitating to act despite several clear

.

Warnings.
.

•

WRGB-WGY

,

all.

WGY

Larry Fletcher as Gen. Eaton
was good even though he fluffed
his lines; Larry Gates as the proBurr Senator Pickering came
through forcefully; Ray. Walston
did fine as the former attorney
who had denounced the Burr conspiracy, and Robert Emhardt drew
a vivid picture of the fence-straddling
Gen. Wilkinson who deto Jefferson.
CBS correspondent’s on the show
Include, besides Walter Cronkite
as the narrator, Harry Marble, Ned
Calmer, Lou Cioffi and Dallas
Townsend. It might be wise, on
future programs of this sort, to
concentrate more on the character
of the personality involved and
less on interviews with relatively

nounced Burr

—

proner and unwarranted.”
unimportant figures. This would
Stiles told him, said Brenner,
still permit attention to the visual
that he was anxious to clear his
part and to camera work it was
name
of implications in the recrather static last Sunday
with
ord that he disappeared “because
Cronkite at liberty to fill in the
he was afraid to face cross-examibasic history.
Hlft.
nation on his background.” Stiles
also wants to correct testimony
that he was dismissed from KPHO
in Phoenix, says Brenner.
It Looks Like
Decision favoring Oregon, issued
Continued from page 34 Smiimm a mbnth' ago, took notice of the
CBS had deferred applications for Stiles “incident,” majority conVHF stations because of its early cluding that “while there appears
interest in starting stations in the to be some inconsistencies in the
ultra, high
band with its field action of Oregon with respect to
sequential color system.
Stiles,
they
appear
to
have
Stanton returns to the stand to- stemmed from honest mistakes of
morow (Wed.) for further testi- judgment.” Oregon was favored
mony in behalf of the net’s bid for over Columbia and a third applithe channel. Competing applicants cant, Northwestern Television and
are St. Louis U. (WEW), Broad- Broadcasting Co., on grounds of
cast House and 220 Television, Inc. greater
diversification
of
mass
Meanwhile, the FCC broadcast media of communications, local
Bureau opposed a petition by a Ownership and superior program
fifth applicant, Fanchon & Marco, proposals.
Columbia and Northto postpone the hearings' pending western are identified with radio
court proceedings to determine interests.
the legality of an FCC order perBecause the case has been in
mitting CBS to Compete. F & M’s hearing status for nearly
two years.
application was ruled in default by Columbia urged a prompt hearing
Examiner Donahue when the ap- “while Stiles’ whereabouts are
plicant’s counsel, Russell Hardy, known and lie is
ready to testifiy.”
announced he would not partici- In the alternative, company
asked
pate as long as CBS is in the con- that Oregon be
restrained from
test.
proceeding with construction of
The Broadcast Bureau advised the station until the
Commission
the Commission that F &
^can- has had opportunity to study the
not be permitted to disrupt the en- petition^
tire hearing to the prejudice of
the
ricier is part-owner of Meierother parties merely to accommo- & Frank, Portland,
and is active
date its theory of the case.”
in civic enterprises.
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“Science
pioneering
radio program, originated
for many years. Aim of
the quarter-hour, in which Bernard
Krause, supervisor of
productions, questions GE scientists as they discuss and demonstrate subjects pertinent to their Her Majesty’s newest sport is the
fields, is to show the "how” of fact that lineups are studded with
something the viewer already many familiar names—guys who
knows to exist, rather than to pro- nlayed college or pro ball in the
duce pregnant and *startling news
U. S. for several years, with more
as with “Forum.”
coin purportedly the reason for
On last segment caught. Jack going north.
Martin, of General Motors’ “Parade
The effect of the rule changes in
of Progress,” came over from the Canada was to give the viewer
Albany stand, to produce synthetic more 'of an idea, particularly on tv,
rubber from a glass tube, to show of who the ball carrier really was.
the outer toughness and inner There was no bunching of blockfragility of glass, and to cook an
ers since they were banned from
egg on a “cold” stove. Demonstra- 10 yards beyond the line^of scrimtions, particularly the one on rubmage. This pave the ballcarrier
ber, were arresting. Martin’s comthe look of. a lone jack rabbit bementary became a shade too pat ing obstructed
by hounds.
and rehearsed. Another, and enNBC production was handled by
grossing. segment featured Dr. A,
sports
chief
Tom Gallery, with
web
Harry Sharhaugh, GE Research
Laboratory chemist, in a discussion cameras and crew belonging to
CBC.
Gallery
provided gabbers
of "Science and Baseball.”
Krause, who moderates the radio Lindsey Nelson on play-by-play
blocks, employs the same light, and Jim Crowley on explanation
Nelson maintained inslightly kidding, technique to make and color.
tv science palatable. He is a solid terest in a biz-like fashion and exfootballer
Crowley
wks quiet and
Jaco.
assignment.
man for the
authoritative, in his background
role.
CBC cameramen seem to
know more about telecasting a fast
sports event than lensersdo down
‘Stiles’
here.
There was an ample mixContinued from page 34
ture of wide shots, closeups and
flat pickups— all of them helpful
pate in actions he felt were “im- [in following
the play.
Electric’s

In denouncing Burr to Jefferson
were never made quite clear (he
actually was playing ball with both
the Americans and the Spaniards
In whose pay he was).
Direction
by Sidney Lumet
lacked the crispness of some
earlier shows, but he moved his
surd hand.
characters with a
Richard Waring as Burr played the
part of a snobbish, power-crazed

who gambled and

A

Schnurr as associate producer and
director.
If

.

the westward trek which would
separate the west form the States
and invade Mexico to boot. This,
happened Just
all
incidentally*
about two years after Burr s fatal
duel with Hamilton, his subsequent
flight south and his return to the
Vice Presidency (all not mentioned
on the show).
By interviewing the personalities
it portrays, “There” has hit on
a very happy formula, since history
thus can be shown as well as exAt times one wishes
plained.
scripter Jeremy Daniel had put
more searching questions into the
CBS. correspondents* mouths.. For
instance, Gen. Wilkinson’s motives

adventurer

is

.

„
In July of 1806, Burr £ent a
messenger to Gen. James Wilkinthe Army, outof
commander
son,
,

istered on a flock of tunes, including a couple a$ curtain-raisers and
about half a dozen numbers for
the show’s finale bit. For the closing routine, Fisher did a reprise
of his. Victor album of theme songs
associated with great show biz
names. Fisher also allowed a looksee. into his personal life with a
very warm introduction of Debbie
Reynolds, Metro actress who was
in the audience.
The String Serenaders from -the
Shoreham Hotel in Washington,
D.' C., furnished a couple of snappily executed fiddle, numbers, followed by impressionist Steve Evans
in an overlong routine. He had a
couple of good bits but diluted
these with several flat caricatures.
Joyce’s Camels, an animal turn,
was solid for the circus genre with
four camels capering with a pony.
From the Chicago /Tribune Music
Festival, prizewinners Alice Riley,
soprano, and Raleigh Isaacs, tenor,
he
stooping the ball carrier before
rendered one tune apiece with
makes it back out or by punting their ultra-welltrained
pipes.
out of the end. zone which is 25
One of the show’s highlights was
yards long.
turned
in by the American Legion
forTeams were using offensive
unit, the Zouaves from Jackson,
mations built around the “T” as
Miss.
Group of 12 Legionaires
here, and the first game was played
executed tricky marching patterns
on a Canadian college campus, as which were
excellently caught by
is believed the case with other
the video cameras.
games.
(Other teams to be teleSullivan, incidentally, was prevized are Hamilton and Montreal.)
sent via
The big. inducements for Ameri- which hea couple of film clips in
plugged the Lincolncans (below the border) to watch

There’s nothing that is as subheading a ject to as much “expert” opinion
good* quarter-hour musical sessipn as a sports event—-and that would
in which he carries the ball com- include politics—so, few viewers
pletely. Fred Robbins is billed as will not see after a couple of minemcee, but oh the two first shows, utes the differences between CaRobbins had virtually nothing to nadian and U. S. grid. The balls
do beyond delivering one plug., are the same, so are the uniforms
Fisher gets about three full songs and many of the players (a good
in
per session and mixes up many big name collegians are
standards and current hits together playing in Canada) but the pace is
with his own Victor numbers. First different.
Football picked up by
‘week’s repertory included such
NBC-TV via CBC is played on a
tunes as “May I Sing To You,” his longer arid wider field than here.
theme, “I Love Paris," “Lady Of
There are 12 instead of 11 men.
Spain,” “Heaven Was Never Like
There are only three downs inThis” “The Happy Wanderer,” stead of four and not as much time
”1
Need
You
“Hey There” and
for huddles as here.
Now.” Show uses good settings for is allowed
In the initialer (28) out of
each number, but the focus is albeat Ottawa, 13
Toronto
Canada.
ways on Fisher and his piping.
Plugs for the soft drink are lim- to 6. In the first quarter, for exseven
.scored
Toronto
ample,
alshow,
ited to two spots per
though that recurrent picture of a points. While in the U. S., seven
gal swigging the stuff right out of .can only be tallied by a touchdown
and an extra point, the Argos
the bottle ain’t exactly refined.
made a t.d. for five points, an
Herm.
extra ooint one and a rouge for
one. The rouge is given for bootEXCURSIONS IN SCIENCE
ing the ball into the endzone and
With Bernard Krause* others

subject matter, which lacked the
....
drama of other shows.
The fact is, of course, that, while
" some events in history lend themselves to this type of capsule treatment, others do not. And the
character of Burr, and his complex
relationship with Jefferson, isn t
the kind of story one tells well in
There
a hurry. Yet, “You are
did a creditable job limning the
Burr expedition, its purpose and

O'Keefe.
During hit absence
Shriner kept in trim by playing a
six-week engagement at the Last
Frontier Hotel, La Vegas. Humorist
scored with a few strong yock lines
in his return bow, but program
was generally short on, laughs.
3
Contestant? are chosen with an
eye towards their yahie as gag bait
when chatting with Shriner. In one
instance, show .pulled a “This Is
Your Life” in reverse..
sailor and
his fiancee,, who had never met,
with their „ engagement resulting
from correspondence, were introduced to each other bn the pro
gram. Meeting probably went over
big with viewers who didn’t feel
they were intruding' on an occurrence of a personal nature.
Plugs for Old Gold were punched
across effectively J>y Dennis James.
Dr. Mafeon Gross, of Rutgers U.,
compiles the contest queries and
also judges the correctness of the
answers. Orch is conducted by
Milton De Lugg, while Gil Fates
is exec
producer, with Jerome

With Saturday afternoon girded
for grid, there’s going to be one
regrettable thing—that real football fans won’t be able to catch the
games on both ABC (doing the
frays) and NBC.
Art.

NCAA

“TV

Jess.

Sunday’s, (29) Goodyear

last

Playhouse” on

NBC-TV

is

any

indication of what the rubber outfit
considers “popular” tv entertainment, this series is in for a
rough time. Title of the show was
“The Power of Suggestion,” and
it

suggested nothing more than a

weak

though

potentially

funny

theme,, squeezed for more laughs
than it had.
Scripter David Shaw, whether by
accident or design, and certainly
in keeping with the less stringent
demands of summer viewing,
offered this thin comedy yarn without as much as tagging it an outand-out farce. This made it tough
all 'round—on the players, -the director, and presumably the audience.
/
.

-

At

any

“The

rate,

Power

of

Suggestion,” with the glint of a
Mercury line.
Hem. good idea in the writer’s eye, soon
turned into labored dialog, topped
Herb Shriner resumed his quiz- off by an almost offensively inept
master chores on CBS-TV’s “Two ending. This was the last of the

—

For The Money” last Saturday (28)
after an eight-week summer leave.
He’s a likeable guy whose home
spun quality neatly counterbalances
show’s flashiness in the giveaway
vein. There’s a lotta moola dangled
before the contestants when $5 for
each correct answer can be snowballed past the $lj)00 mark ip a
matter of seconds. Instead of the
frenzied atmosphere that could
accompany prospects of a heavy

summer Goodyear shows produced
by David SuSskind. It was directed
by Delbert Mann without much
sparkle or ingenuity. Both Susskind and Mann have done- a lot
better by tv in past shows.
Phyllis Kirk, cute- and tending
to overact, played one of the two
femme leads- in this story about
two couples at a summer resort.

Neva Patterson, a very capable
actress and also quite a looker,
man- had the other lead. She was easily
the most believable and likeable
While on the lam fronT this character in the cast. Don DeFore
Goodson-Todm&n production, the struggled, at .times successfully,
comic’s spot was filled by Walter with a ‘difficult part, and Billy Redfield had a prize comedy bit as an
interfering, gum-chewing youngHOWARD MILLER SHOW
ster.
Murray Hamilton did well
Producer-Director: Phil Ruskin
with the small role handed him.
Writer: Chuck Strother
Yarn had Miss Patterson implarit
120 Mins.; ’Fri., li p.m.
in her hubby’s (DeFore’s) mind
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
that he Was in love with Miss Kirk,
WBBM-TV, Chicago
Whose husband was in the city.
.Howard Miller, Chi’s busiest disk Both Miss Kirk rind DeFore
jockey, has moved his weekly two- promptly reacted to the suggestion,

coin win, Shriner’s leisurely
ner prevails’ as pace-setter.

hour interview

.

&

record romp. over only to disebver that, when they
the same format kissed, they didn’t hear -any bell?.
on WNBQ, com- By that time; some viewers must
plete with the whirling mobiles, have been quite happy to see the
top recording guests, plenty of mu- romantics settle back into married
sic, both old and new, and lots of life.
Hift
chatter from the host in his selfappointed role as arbiter of the
Metop refugee Helen Traubel
Windy City’s taste in pops. .The launched her career as a CBS-TV
bundle knocked off some staunch exclusive- pactee on the Red Skelratings last winter and there’s no ton- show last Wednesday (25). It
reason why it shouldn't repeat in* was a dismal beginning arid the
its new home, it’s down the alley net’s programming execs better
put
for Friday night late dating teen- their heads together on Miss Trauagers and their partying elders.
bel’s future or they’ll have an exBig lure is the disk names Miller pensive dud on their hands.
As guestar on the Skelton stanza.
is able to lasso. It’s a sure plug for
their latest etchings, plus some Miss Traubel’s singing was given
background chin-chin With a rtiost back seat to her comedies. It’s here
hospitable host who bills every that the programmers erred. She’s
guest as the. tops in _his or her de- got an amiable personality and a
partment. Miller is an adept riross- flair for comedy as evidenced when
examiner when he sticks to the pop she foiled for Jimmy Durante on
field arid he usually manages to several of his tv-ers. Her comedic
however,, didn’t'
dredge up some interesting palaver. savvy,
come
Visitors bn the opener (27) were through on this session with Skelthe Four Aces, Dick Contino, Betty ton. Could be that they don’t go
Madigan and Jerry Martin. It was well together but it seems that the
a good- showcase for the entire pack scripters are particularly at fault
of the kind that wins fans'and in- for riot helping to make it a hapfluences sales, There were even pier union.
She does rate a nod, however,
some actual performances with
Contino riffling off his “Lady of for her opening stint, a neatly arSpain” accordion identity and Mar- ranged and delivered medley from
Jerome Kern’s “Show Boat.”
tin singing a brace qf standards.
Skelton, too, failed in this outMiller has reprised the Camera ing.
His standup patter at the openSpotlight film visit to Chi points of ing missed
the funnybone mark as
interest. .This time it was a trip
did a prison sketch and a Missisaround some of the local yacht har- sippi River
gambling sketch (with
bors aboard his DCFB ChrisCraft.
Miss Traubel). Skelton had better
Footage didn’t quite live up to Mil- take
his writing stable in hand or
ler’s buildup but it’s a BOlid idea.
they’ll continue to send him on
First half is sponsored by House- these unfunny outings.
hold Finance with the second porOnly bright spot in the 60-mintion sustaining. Miller delivers the uter came from Los Chavales de
r,
:hches himself in his patented Espana who hit with a nifty Latino
•-y hard sell that’s still his No. 1 Item kiid a
slick workover o f “Maforte.
Dave.
Gros.
demoiselle de Paree.”
to

WBBM-TV.

he used

It’s

last season

.

.

Mr.

SS5

& Mrs.

Continued from page 33

setup, which includes radio excursions on ' WNBC, the other o&o.
w.k. author-lecturer-commentator ankled
a few weeks*
back for what she thought would
be an improved status at the*
flagships, but so far it’s ho go apd

The

WCBS

NBC

Miss Kimbrough’s formats have
been shelved#»for the time being.
Apparently, there was never an ofcontract signatured.
Herb
Sheldon, incidentally, is departing
WNBC to work exclusively on the
tv side, with Jim Coy replacing
him on the
front.
ficial

AM

Owing to the loss of their morning show op WNBC, the “Tex
Jinx” staff was reduced by nine
over the weekend, with Tex McCrary delivering the sad news via
special delivery letters. At
its
height before the trimming of
their radio-tv* functions—the “Tex
& Jinx” operation had a staff payroll
of over $125,000 annually
that’s now- cut back to a considerably lower figure in vi4w of the
sweep. All nine 'irilssilnped were
limited to the ritdio end.

&

—

.

1

.
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

Wednesday* September" 1* 1954

(To Each His Own)
;
With Dorothy ’McGuire, Geno
Barry, Mary Anderson, Edward
Ashley;
Ken Carpenter, announcer
Executive Producer: Cornwell Jackson
Producer: Cal Kuhl
Director: Buzz Kullk
Writers: Sanford Barnett, Richard

Tuttle, With Jack Webfer Ben Alexander;
Ralph Moody, Caroline Jones,
Steven Terrell, Malcolm Cassell,
Marty Milner, Helen Andrews;
B. G. Norman, Harvey Grant,
music, Walter Schumann; orDorothy Bernard, Marion Ross;
chestrations, Nathan G. Scott;
music, David Raskin; conductor,
announcers, George Fenneman,
Lud Gluskin
Hal Gibney
Producer: Fletcher Markle
Producer-director: Webb
Director: William H. Brown
Writers: Whitfield Cook, A. J. Rus- Writer: John Robinson *
30 Mins., Thnrs,, 9 pm.
sell, William Roberts

CBS* first ‘tv editorial’* last Thursday night (26) when Frank
Stanton, the corporate prexy, went on the network on a coast-tocoast 15*minute hookup to protest lack of equal radio-tv rights
on covering the Joe McCarthy censure hearings, ha$ definite milestone overtones for an industry still feeling Its way in the realm
of molding public opinion. It was a giant step forward toward
erasing the timidity that heretofore has gripped “electronics
journalism’* end for that reason alone CBS merits a deep bow.
It wasn’t particularly important whether Stanton as the torchbearer “look the part** or performed as a pro talent (except insofar as his ability to convince his audience that he’s in the right,
and in this connection he undoubtedly would have been more
and arresting had he made use of a teleprompter
; persuasive,
rather than reading his. speech). What Was important and more
to the* point was that CBS excercised its privilege to speak its
mind on a major and controversial issue of subjecting a vital
communications medium (and in turn the American listening and
viewing public) to a “curtain of silfence that has descended on the

I

•

1

LIGGETT & MYERS

Editorial Advisors: Howard LindCrouse, Katherine
say, Russel
”

PET MILK,

JOHNSON

S. C.

CBS-TV, from H'wood
( Gardner ; Needham, Louis

60 Mins., Thnrs., 10 p.m.

LEVER BROS.

Given the additional impetus of NBC-TV, from Hollywood
(J.. Wolter Thompson)
coincidental release of the
Lux’s tv companion piece to

30 Mins., Tues., 10 p.m.

.

MoDonagh

NBC-TV, from H’wood
( Cunningham &. V/alsh)

I

Day

$1

LUX VIDEO THEATRE

DRAGNET

LIFE WITH FATHER
With Leon Ames, Lurene

i

(alt.)

the

Warner Bros.

&

film,

version of the

long established

(20 years)

its

“Lux

property, “Dragnet’’ return to its Radio Theatre” emerged into fuilBrofby)
Columbia has come forth with Thursday night spot on NBC-TV blown, full hour maturity last
a new lease on “Life (With Father)” as one of that web’s most potent Thursday night (26) on NBC-TV
a handful of milestones Were
that sets the paterfamilias and
Webb & when
solidified for 'both the network and
the company into the 10 p.m. Tues- shoves. Last season Jack
day time. What the web partisans Co, took after the top-rating “I the sponsor. It was. a rewarding
forthcoming hearings.**
For
the
choose to call “an immediate siic Love
closing
gap occasion for all concerned,
Lucy,”
Stanton asserted that it was his belief the ban didn’t stem
cess” in the baptismal 7 o’clock between Nos. I and 2 from 20 to Lux it was an ambitious dream
from any bad faith, but “because of confusion and misunderstandSunday berth last season hardly about five points, and it will be (three and a half years in the makcome true—incepting for
ing arising out of the .fact that radio and television coverage are
squares with the fact that the se- interesting to see if the tv cop ing)
video the pattern sealed years back
Iries inspired by the Clarence Day can pinch “Lucy” “this semester.
still something of a novelty.’’ To the argument that radio and tv
anecdotage was routed out at there
“encourage spectacle, create, a circus atmosphere, cause legislautilized
Ntf ail e else in all tv Jias
an -Operation Disaster that, music asjias Webb, and the boom- Waiter Thompson of full houi top
tors and other participants to mjsbehave and generally rob the
curiously, also wielded the axon
hearings of a' judicial atmosphere,” Stanton retorted: “To blame
dum-de-dum-dum of “ Walter pix availabilities for the newer memajor
competition.
the
For
the
radio and television for blemishes or excesses makes no more
s cLmani??scoS^^ heralding in the dium end bringing to tv its first
[Paul Winchell show likewise -fell t^feTson has ail the punch of a qualitative Coast-originating live
sense .than to blame a mirror because you do not like the revictim to the lethal guillotine, with billboard in rhythm Incidentally dramatic show with Hollywood
flection which you- see in it”
“Father" getting sprung in favor this
the first season Webb star s and properties as the basic
To the claims that radio-tv coverage make for obtrusiveness,
of the offspring-appeal “Lassie” W iU take over the production format premise (even though Paranoise, and disturbance and “Create a disorderly atmosphere in
vidpixers for Campbell Soups and chores although the opening stanza mount alone of all the majors has
which it is hard to concentrate and. hard to tell the truth;’’ StanWinchell making way on NBC for
%%dueed when ^SUmey Meyers greenlighted the pix-yideo wedton entered into a chapter-and-verse refutation and breakdown
Art Linkletter’s
“People Are Fun- was st
iii
with Mark VII as exec ding).
..
still
,
m
of facilities to illustrate that “there is no difference in a hearing
For NBC it was the crystallizany” under Toni auspices.
producer, and Mike Meshekdff
room which is being covered by live radio broadcasting and one
Now “Father” inheriting its along as producer. Both have tion of a drawn-out continuing
Which is not,’’ and as' for tv , . . “broadcasters use the same film
berth from “Danger" which has exited the company, and Webb now round of jockeying to wrest the
lucrative Lever billings from the
cameras which the newsreels have used for many, years. Newsreel
gone into the 9:30 Tuesday precede is producer-director-star.
cameras have been allowed to cover legislative hearings in the
in the dumping of “Suspense”
Webb's initialed provided an CBS competition (culminating in a
past before television came along, Sd whatever distractions filmw(ll slug it out Under fairly forini- answer to those who have accused c *ean sweep encompassing ,,
u
cameras might cause, the Congress seems to have lived with them
dable conditions. ABC fronts its him of a sameness in his shows ent s Lux Radio Theatre, which—
rotating U. S. Steel and Elgin based on cases in theS L.
in the (past
.
disturbance caused by film cameras were
Li. A. rouce
Police ZZ
. If the
’r~,.
TV?
J
night AM supremacy),
h#»
and II1D
Hie Monday
‘Hours”’ smack at the 10 o'clock Department Files.
JT1C
ttliU
as bad as some people would have you believe, it seems to me
*iL
i.. <<rti - m
a
halfway mark and NBC plays it partner, Ben Alexander, probe a along with the tv “Big Town” and
that they Would have been banned from legislative hearings, long
razzle-dazzle with “Truth or Con- high school pornographic pix ring, the expansion of “Lux Video Theaago yet their presence Was taken for granted.’’
sequences” for Old Gold (in the and their investigation leads them tre” from its erstwhile 30-minute
“I can only leave it. to your own judgment,’’ Stanton concluded,
ex-Fred Allen ' “Judge for Your- eventually to a has-been producer, segmentation to its Present full
“whether some of the events which television 'and radio have
hour. Fpr NBC, too. it represents
self”).
There’s a striking sequence as
covered in their own way the explosion of the hydrogen bomb,
strengthening
r
tlie
of its already-poIt would be a grave mistake to the producer turned peddler of *a s
I
,
U4 video r
the national political conventions, the coronation, of Queen Elizate,ntJ ^5!5
Thursday
night
lineup
citric that
thnf “Father” will not
nnf have
assume
n, nnfhn n «
beth and the Army-McCarthy hearings—have contributed to your
which finds Groucho Marx's “You
its -adherents. But Alex Segal has old film lot and retells We
SnVii!-'
his glories
personal awareness and understanding of history in the making..
Your
jet
Life”
“Dragnet” near
and
shown
that when he’s at the top of of yesteryear. During his narration
r
I believe they have.’’
h ^ at}
his game with the 9:30 “Steel of a film shot in the old days, the the t0D of tl e Nielse
i t w a s onlv natural that JWT’s
Judge Harold R. Medina of the U.S. Court of Appeals will
Hour” kicker-offer, it’s question camera pans around the ghostly lot
to p sh ei£
SdSctional accoutre?
present the case against^ radio-tv coverage in the same CBS-TV
able who’s gonna invite himself in while
sound effects contribute
into tlm
time &ot tomorrow ‘(Thurs.) night.
on “Father”__at the 10 p.m. break. fights, galloping horses, etc. to
/rp
vid^ showcase,
showca.se with Cornwell
(The Elgin Hour”„ will u
be preemmg illustrate. It makes for an imag- new video
takini over The
jlckson taking
Jackson
cVefuTive
the' executive
to await judgment
on
score.)
that
maiive
and icausuc
~
inative ana
realistic piece oi
foot- nro diioHon reins iwith Fred Poe
of rootSENTIMENTAL YOU
MICKEY ROONEY SHOW
Still there is no figuring out some age.
It was overlong, however;
With Allen Ludden, Toni Southern, With Regis Toomey, Claire CarleJ^aio r iiaisorfi
n the east) Cal Kuhl
S
ruests
ton, Carla Balenda, John Hub tastes, and that would include the Webb should have used the scissors
nrndnp
er^ ni, 7, Tr,,ut S?i«hard
r
p
Producer: Bob Stewart
bard, Joey Forman; Alan Mow- freedom to give the dropdead for maximum effect. But the com00 d
bination
of
pathos
treatment
to
amidst
smut
both
‘Tather”
the
and
Director: Mike Gargiulo
bray, others
dSSetoi on A three eSw set.m
“Hour” and go over to the “Truth” makes for powerful drama. After an d Ca n fo?d Barnett ^and Rifhard
30 Mins., Mon.-ttiru-Fri.; 1 p.m.
Producer Joseph Santley
game. Whoever else will be having his look into the pages of time, the McDonagh scripting the adaptaWNBT, N.Y.
Director Leslie Martinson
e
s
M
what with has-been admits his guilt.
Human interest angle of this Writers: John Feptor Murray, Ben- that wonderful time—
« ong
those^specoias 3nd “ B ’way Bests”
edict Freedman
show is good. However, its success
Webb and Alexander turn in
As’ for the Par. properties, it
an
le
r
(
Ch
musicals
an
will be largely dependent oil the 30
~ - Mins., Sat., 8 pjn.
good performances in their tailor- wasn’t too surprising that Lux got
,?
?udaily guest list. Program is essen- GREEN GIANT, PILLSBURY (alt.) —this 1’affaire Mardi-a-dix will be ma de roles. Ralph Moody, as the 'em for a Price for the.recimocal
tially an interview session pegged NBC-TV, from H’wood^
heavy, is given a lot of footage for plugging of the studio's product on
- Better a man would be off in a den
(Leo Burnett)
on a pleasant memory gimmick.
a supporting player, but carries last Thursday’s preem was unpren
s
#f
“»
off the has-been role very well, cedented in itself and could prohMementos belonging to' guest parThe Mickey Reoniy “Hey MulliT r e„ ttte shown
In the
Caroline Jones gives a good ably have cued bewilderment as to
ticipants are used as a springboard gab”. series started off promisingly
,
,„
FfltllCr
second albeit brief portaryal, of a gal whether Par was helping Lux pick
hllt.* then
flipn went
wpnf PbrnnlMohr
flimflam fl^st chdptor OI “pathoS
for queries tossed off by emcee but*
completely flimflam
victimized by the pornographic U p the expensive tab. Practically
Alien Ludden.
in a slapstick operation culled
nn ®'
Ludden did an affable job of from very near the bottom of the
the last five minutes were given
f
conducting the opener Monday barrel.- Costly Mickey Rponey-VolWebb’s direction is outstanding, over to Par’s “Rear Window,” inHis handling of the guests cano Pictures production out of
(30).
and his technique in the sequence eluding some clips from the nix
Was .geared' to put them at ease. General Service Studio on the
°’n the old studio shows real in- and James Mason (demillelng the
,*??
nDW ventiveness. He’s remedied the old Lux stanza) interviewing director
While questions asked were angled Coast is a prime model of excepalong interesting lines. Indicative tional lensing and on-the-«buttoh
“Dragnet'.’ weakness whereby all Alfred Hitchcock. Similar you-Parof the need for a sturdy guest ros- movement.
Such extra special
players spoke in the same dull me-ITl-Lux-you payoffs will accrue
ter were the sock values provided Hollywood reliables as Regis Toom- lant aa 7?®
monotone, and it unspools with each week on behalf of the studio’s
by a six-year-ohj lad who’s been ey and Claire Carletoif have befen frequently. covered the dialog to much more realism as a result.
newer releases.
6
picking up extra coin as a sidewalk recruited to help the Mick light up C
Schumann’s music is art impor- _ In !f ial «nt ^y was ^T°^ E ? ch Hl *
Leo„ Ames as
as^efarence
iarenc Dav
artist in Greenwich Village, Kid’s the screens, but the joemiller conV;
i "“Xi
taht contribution to the success of Own” with Dorothy McGuire well
spotlightPicassoing was recently,
strucUon of-tlie PMtar doesn't
cast In the role originallr played
“Dral^t ”
Geo^e...
ed nationally by Life mag.
suceest that anv 'areat care has supporting players, but here, in
,
in the ’46 Par pic by Olivia de
30b ln selling
What made the juve a strongHavilland. One can hardly take i$point of the show, besides his be- Murray and Benedict Freedman ip
sue with Mason’s own summation
ing a. novelty ^attraction, was the whipping up the script, nor by His strutting, bombastic, pompous
that Miss McGuire set a high prestances
unto
the
are
insufficient
smooth and straightforward man- Leslie iuai
wiwiMJi nivAoiuMJ/aiTi
MOREY
comjing ocaovu
season in
AMSTERDAM onviv
cedent for
Martinson
iiiiavii iu
in the
ui^ 3staging.
tagiii 5
SHOW
vuucm
jlua
the Limi/ius
w a -^r* S »* &
111
r
m
ner in which he responded to Lud-.
With
Francie
DeLug?
her
performance of the woman who
Lane,
Milton
Rooney plays a dumbdan page S mor
suffering,
mo?e into the’ paiT
part—suneringi
den’s questions. Following session for a Coast broadcasting comoanv S
orch
suffered a double tragedy the
i
l
j-ai
b
P
S
with the kid, Ludden interviewed (presumably NBC? tp go by the
Producers: Jerry Gross, Norman death of the man she loved and thq
it ls TonsldeJed ^h^tMli^TuY^
a femme, hack driver for okay re- opening
surrendering for adoption of her
inter- meatiest
f _.Baer
_
flash) who’s more ^ihterexperience
has been
sults.
Weakest Of the interview
radio tI e comparison go Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:30 p.m. clinch when they’re reunited under
segments Was the third and last, indicated Iwerything else but his
?
with actor Leif Erickson as guest. menialwr^d^. Toomey Is his po^BC-TV, N.Y.
dramatic circumstances
andthe neTgh^
A regular on the program with
Mor y Amsterdam is a battles
Ludden is songstress Toni South- his mother out of a iburlesaue
!
.
me uoasr lecnnique oi live presV w
^
rred
veteran
of
commercial
pit
hl
a
Vic
orian
id
dec
ern. Chirp delivers tpnes requestsf
entation (as distinc t from the New
S ll pu T
oueen background but both olav
A
ed by listeners because of their it ^ realistkaUv^^ The lad has P be- andu, beha vionstic patterns, with video (and radio). He’s been a reg- York-berthed “Studip One.” “TeleOn initialer
sentimental value.
Montat
ev
she gave “Wishing” a so-so workry
the dramatic arts masterminded by fnr
,^5
hpnefit nnnarpntiv nf inw- least once since ’48. He’s had a 5°“lY
,,
over, Show also includes a segS
0n
ment wherein viewers are request- ^rtbut^hose fawncylfritish^ch^ er IQ< l°oker-inners. There is touple of localshows too, yet inall ta H V p ipvp] for which nracticallv
ed to send in letters describing acterization can well be made more
why a person is very important to or less permanent). He pays his
them, with contributors of corres60 bucks a month and gets his
Amsterdam continued being funny '[sn’t
pondence read receiving a gift.
siirDrisinethatth^
s
choice of no parts, merely bam•«» aah ^lng, mild. Impish way
Although concentration is on boozled into understudy roles with
e
T^
e
on his new stanzg^via WABC-TV, more closelv resemble filmed orosentimentality, program avoided
eternal” look.
springs
“hope
that
Gotham
flag
ABC.
of
‘Stork
Jess.
Club’
becoming saccharine,
ductions.
The methods of time
Opening show’s ^centerpiece re
Format of the daytime strip is bridging and the lighting effects
Continued from page 32
volved around Rooney’s getting
also familiar. It was a loose affair permitted for a smooth continuity
into
step
to
chance^
that coveted
Monday (30) with the comedian
an
Fredericks’ 5-Year Pact
fha TanH roip S/hPrPiinnn all hands Party, in one of the private rooms; chatting, rapidly from the confinas and faster pace while suggesting
infinite variety of set changes. And
showing ’em dancing in the
it Hke^ellzapop? or
First major step in the new
.
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Arthur Tolchin administration

WMGM,

the

N.

Y.

radio

an unforad nauseam. This was
j
J
^
a
ng I
r
teeoffer
v,ori fnf!!lo piano
n ?a^
br^ht elements^ including ^ajiand- instead of the heretofore
good decor and a cou- accomp.
Tolchin took over when longtime picked cast,
spotted laugh motifs.
well
had
Billingsley
has
pie
Of
Boniface
station chief Bert Lebhar Jr. de
Carla Balenda is an attractive “Stork Club” on video for four
fected in mid-August and shortly
b’casting secretary roled as Boon- solid yearSf thIs b eing the first
thereafter joined twin stations
girlfriend, with John Hubbard sum mer hiatus, and has been variWATV and WAAT, Newark, as eyV
as her genial
ously sponsored by Liggett Sc
veep and sales boss.
® f RPo ne y s pal m
the
Myers , Fatima and chesterfield,
Fredericks, holding down 9-10 the skem. Green Cjiant
npmpv and Chrysler,
CHrvsler successively
successi\^lv
ayem Monday to Saturday slot on ternating with Pillsbuiy Mills on G«mex
with CBS and NBC. ABC is angnhuckstering
Be
Should
Rooney
with “Living
the tab with
which
may be set
ing
sponsorship
Fun,” has been with station nine the Plugs for the first-off Green
*
by the Sept. 11 show’s debut.
Trait,
Giant.
years.

owned by Loew’s, was

personality Carlton
Fredericks f^t another five years

key

*

station

•

,

tunate

:

WMGM
*:

^

taauai iaicn» ui iiiuaitiaii-tuiuiiu- sell aamiraDiy lO me liuiidl pres*
n
n
TM* ilf nn
1 laT itrfrf
. i!
J
“l- .^11
a
DeLugg.
Parttimecomic Milton
entation and augurs well for the
E ven the small orch got into the Coast entry into bigtime li u ^ draRose.
comedy act playing mute rolls in a ma tic programming.

m

dragged out

i.

skit.

The chief gagster was

best

least the 12:30-1 tune.

—

when

seen. in some idle chatter with two
juves!" eliciting as he did vigorous if not always coherent reAmsterdam’s showcase
sponses.
didn’t have much appeal for juves,
a good part of the audience potential of any local station during at
Art.

1

Harold
Greensboro, N. C.
Luther Nall has been appointed
commercial manager of WFNS at
Burlington, according to an announcement from C. G. “Jack”
Nall
Starnes, general manager.
succeeds Wally Mack, who has accepted the post as general manager of WBTJY in Lexington.
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A Remarkable Faculty
WNBQ’s

remarkable faculty for enrolling the largest and loyalest

TV audiences

*

has made

it.the favorite Institution of

in the midwest,

e

Higher Earning for Chicago’s smartest advertisers.
4

In other parts of the country

TV” and “The most

“Chicago-style
dial

Channel 5 because

WNBQ’s programming technique
creative local

the- programs

are

programming

local, “live”

and

livelier

is

known as

But

in television”.
, . .

and

built

“the Chicago school of television
in Chicago

around

most people

local personalities.

s

This

is

Kukla, Fran

WNBQ graduates as Garroway at Large,
Parade and Ding Dong School. It’s the reason why in Chicago WNBQ is the most

the formula that developed such

&

Ollie,

Zoo

«•

.

imitated station, and the only
Little

You,

wonder that WNBQ

too,

is

TV station to have won the Variety Showmanagemen’t Award.

used by more advertisers than any other Chicago television station!

are most likely to succeed on

WNBQ
IN

a service of

CHICAGO represented by

NBC

Spot Sales

a

L

,

RADIO REVIEWS
EDWARD
Radio-TV Exclusion

JOHN GAMBLING PROGRAM m
Gambling John B.

MURROW

R.

With John A.
Gambling

£<«.* Jesse Zousmer
New* Editor:
Researcher: John Aaron
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri,, *7:45 p.m.

From Hearings Gets

Producer-Director: John A*

^
Gam-

bling
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 11:15 p.m.
1

WOR
WOR

Town

N.Y.
Meeting’ Airing
New York
is* out to capitalize on the
grave issue drew surprisingly
There’ve been a lot of Page 1 w .k. Gambling name. John B, (the
little debate last week (24) as the
deadlines in the eight weeks of father) has held a fave status
“American Town Meeting of the
listeners in
hiatus from among early morning
Murrow’s h

A

Ajpm
TC/RA
E rV vadp’

jmr

KrteiCur
Justified?” Question
Is extremely topical what with the
decision to exclude radio-tv from
the censure hearings on Sen. Joeph R. McCarthy.
The fact that the forum failed to

ment Hearings

dIuy aewS anuly s j s stand, but he’s right on top of
all the developments. Resuming
his mike chores for another season
Monday (30). Murrow quickly dem-

.

onstrated

why he

is

W

and Television Broadcasters, and
the other Rudolph Haney, arr at.

»

ad-promotion-merchandlsrn^ _ chief

0-0 «**

also building

is

**

TnAw

WNBC

^

&

rest largely on his getting behind
the headlines. And this he does
w ith care and insight. He gives
the listeners plenty of food for.

.

.

thought—they’ll probably mull

his
after he’s signed off.
is delivery, as his interpretation,
controlled and serious. It’s a
is
sombre voice for sombre notes.

WO rds long

H

•

•

TBS

'

who entered

This season a trio of sponsors,
Am 0 (. 0 the Hamm Brewing Co.
much-televised Kefauver crime an{j FoVd are riding with Murrow
committee.
on AM. They’ve got no problems
Halley started out somewhat hes- because there will be plenty of
itantly, stating that, while he was dialers within ear range* of their
of course in favor of the principle pitches. The listeners want Murof tv coverage— “Our democracy row and they’ll take anything that
flourishes on fuH publicity”—there comes along with him.
Gros.
.
_
-should be a. delay in the full use of
the medium in Congressional hear_
,A
.
r
lII
rec
nrHFB
_
Ings pending -perfection of the tech- MEET CORLISS ARCHER ^
Edwards,
nical details, such as lights, etc. With Janet Waldo, Sam
Irene Tedrow, Fred Shields, Ken
Only later on did Halley develop
Christy; Jack Harz, announcer
his full argument, including such
Important points as protection of Producer: James Sapmer
the individual and the dangers of Director: Steve Hatos
one-sided presentations by station Wm£f : Jerry Adelman
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.
"pfHinrc
cuuutb, ”

—

*

"

f

WNBC-WNBT-FM

Buck,

K

such a toprated

the political
spotlight as the chief counsel to the

torney

Max

environs , . , Russ Saunders replacing Buddy Jones, bassist of Jack
himself a following. But neither sterling quintet on WCBS, who’s off for a two-weeker on the Coast
session
An
necessary
one was
boss Steve White, sails
program
it Tucker, aide to wxnuu pr
g a
Klt
•
caught. Format just didn’t call for . •
^
^
^ Fleetwood
host
coincidentally
a ••name” deejay, since it was com- Sept. 8 for three months in Europe, and
very
prised solely of mood music,
0j “Music Through 'the Night” dittoes for same period*'.’. . Larry
Bowles
fitting sans talk at 11:15 p.m.
Lowenstein upped to pub-promotion director at Benton
As a matter of fact, presence of un der p r veepee Holcombe Parkes . . .Boh Haymes taking flying
two gabbers, name or otherwise, cou rse with purchase of a two-seater in view . . WCBS news-public
was superfluous. It led to flat and affairg fac totum Dave Driscoll spending his fortnight at summer home
very stagey bits like both reading
cjmithhold L I
WNBC ad-promotion staffer Tony Kraemer
from the same sentence—John B., }?
chairman of Darien (Conn ) Community Fund . , . Merrill
the first two words, John A. the ^
pSiflV
oel * ir Phllly todav (wld ) anTtomo^^narratSig i film for
L
ncxt 0 ne or two, etc. To further J; J
ti rftS Snot Sales as acS..Air For<-e
justify the presence of two gab- U.
P v, Ewald ad’ agencyr
replacing Frank Orth whp lpipa Camobell
bers, they exchanged obvious non- count exec
ct-riinr on
£ Jack
n n CBp
Stenltig
relieve
jn
to
pencilled
Skinner
George
music
sequiturs re some of the
# .
Sterling
during
5 rest hiatus startplayed, with shoddiness of remarks crossbciard “Make Up Your Mind
most evident because of uncom- ing Sept. 13, with Peter Thomastaking over his _ early morning
WCBS’er, Warren Hull becomes hiatus rmgmaster of CBS-TV Big
fortable two-way Palaver.
Music was soft and pleasant for Top.”. . . . Elizabeth Lawrence returns for running jaarts on Nora
pre-midnight listening. Included Drake,” “Right to Happiness” and “Road of Life’ after eight weeks
were “Second Piano Prelude,” “All as resident leading, lady of Watkiits Glen (N.Y.) strawhatter where she
Through the Night” and “Masque- appeared in “Mid-Summer,” “Country Girl,” etc.
rade ” Tone of two Gamblings was
Longines bas bought Larry LeSeuer’s capsule newscasts on CBS
various mtroSoftener for
with same web lining up Tasti-Diet; and Calgon Water Softe^
Ar
Suctions
Galen Drake’s a.m. and p.m. Saturday shows. Drake, incidentally,
~
accident near Morristown, N.J.,
auto
in
an
concussion'
suffered
brain
a
|
but was hack three days later (26) for his multple airers.
Raflifl
luiiuvTup
itauiv FnllfiWUn
Jackie Kannon, Cantor Leibele Waldman and Betty Clooney into
. Baseball
. .
...
Sept. 5 “American-Jewish Caravan of Stars” via
Mel Allen’s matter-of-fact pitch commissioner Ford C. Frick to .speak at Sept. 8 initialer ’54-’55 series
against booing of ballplayers, on of luncheons by Sports Broadcasters Assn ... Haratd Bromley into
his WINS (N. Y.) sportscast of the “Front Page Farrell” and “Mr. Keen.” Thesp was producer of legiters
Yankee game on Sunday, is a .posi- “Glad Tidings” and “Dead Pigeon.”
tive stand against juvenile^ deling
Harry Wismer and
L)n cook into CBS’ “This Is Nora Drake” ....

new around town,

news spieler.
argument
Murrow’s technique and appeal

develop a more fiery
could be probably attributed to
the respective positions of the two
principals who, on many issues,
seemed to be in general agreement,
This was not surprising, considerHardy
Ihg tharone was Ralph
v.p. of the National Assn, of Radio

^
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CARTER TONI
lacked rnc fMin Vpw York
whose remarKs
wnose
remarks lacKea
Oran«r>riliedi
cgg from New Vnrlf ttranscribed)
h
y
{Ted BateS> Leo Burnett)
create
not^
“?ad?ra nd Wl2??sloi do
After roughly 11 years in radio,
aide Jack Burnett to Akron for Rubber City Open Invitational
procedures of Washington hearthe P
P
Tournament for Mutual. Gabber’s Sunday (5) “General Sports Time”
ings They merely record them— “Meet COrliss Archer” is still cont h^; teaching his observations
via that wCb will Come from Akron too.
and without ariy.^ditorializing in sidered
of^hlt^
on
the
boofnf
needfe
the process of their live broadcasts current Damcroners, a good mer- F A
d Mickev Mantle i* the
,

Hardy,

,

f

e

.

-

^

CHICAGO ...

i^^was kind of ^ubUe^yet^ effw^ive, in’opi^ f]S
nd
C
Forrest Owen, Jr., radio-tv director of the Geoffrey Wade ad agency’s
f,f c u\.bY^ other juvenile exuber?
" C es All en’s oremise waJ that Hollywood office, has been named manager of the agencjfs Hew New

in^t^^'St-’SS^pr^rn

S

R

^

^

tv coverage,^he add- mostly a vehicle for antiquated sited. arguing that it was silly to draw* nations and punchlines. Based on
Herbert yam show
a Biie between a “public” and an

ed by radio or

>

l

open

heanng.

fip

’Howwer Hal^r

field >
hitting,

d o the most iu-venile

cou lH

Sa

a

toriW *d«^bwed

things in 30 minutes.

imnioHcnKim,,
1
1

f

hPinif frinnv Sftpr

]

thP

first

WNBQWMAQ general manager Jitfes Harbuveaux
York Office
handed the Eisenhower Prayer Award by the Treasury Department
for defense and savings bond drive activities ... Larry Wolters

ru^dl

.

department on the playing
Ms missouts (errors, poor
and otherwise perhaps ineffectual perfonnance) should not
be hissed— because every ball-

The ^question of the

^

?sTownr ight

a pilfer

in his

beau D
DeiSe r and^tl?eir tiarents^in
to bea
^ G to
^hiehof the charac”
,cb tv affects the actual conduct
...

;

.

WGN

’

iirfYo/t pAVHtrnce to
Ka selective
eol OofilfA and
onil thrown'
umim* in
in for
fnt* <tnn/1 measure
Congress In be
urged
good monfiiro
were sundry, quotes by Corliss from
“Romeo and Juliet,” the mere incongruity of which were obviously
supposed to elicit laughs,
Janet Waldo is the bubbly Cor.
,
V
A ..
tne liss. Sam Edwards sounded a shade
Halley also
maintainedwtnat
tv came1;*'?, ,by the very nature ot more like a travesty on someone's
the medium, had to seek emotional grandfather than the teenage DeXhighspotS rather -than the facts,, ter. Direction and others in cast
and that this might easily prejudice were okay.
Art.
V W
P
'
fig* nn Hip
He further warned* that' this’cameMselection
.
of the infre
RlHAflAR
.n
;
could easily be carried further by
Cowles
WUHIBD
quent Yiddish ad libs of
some of
the stations themselves via editing.
editiffR
d
aS
C
35
Hardy
replied
tv
To which
Continued from pare
that
ot
HnSt
H?r«hfieM
tho
"A^»??i
H
'
......
should he
be granted the same rights
pL”wf. h r ar "an'
,
nfSi.r!?™
V
and should assume the same re- stockholder of Murphy (estate of
N Y Sitfriav
sponsibilities— as the press. The tv the late Kingsley Murphy, Sr.) is
*
broadW
annealing
Industry. Hardy argued had gained subject to the jurisdiction of a proJJ
ur infactirsbooked that
*
lot o^^erience with the recent bate court, it is concluded that
^ ^estricting itself to the
Amy-McCarthy hearings and that Cowles is more likely to imple- x.ou Holtz
..

.

11

'

1

®

is

the danger of “hamming it un’*bv
the participating Senators and he
thought that lawmakers, busy with
the process of orderly govemmont,
shouldn’t have to worry in addition tive advantage found for Murphy
to how they looked on tv. The up- on the issue of diversification.”
coming hearings on McCarthy were
Onn the
th. issue
im,. of
„f diversification,
too important^^he^ areued to **gum Examiner
r,°
noted that both
up tlm^oiks^now’^v^th tv hSS!y applicants French
radio stations (Murown
iiviursdrhitfgd
thprp *wnc
Pditnrialkin
admitted there
Vas editorializing phy owl
owns
s
KSO
in
Des
Moines) and
in both radio and tv, but empha- Rh y
?.
prefersized that the media were
in that neither is entitled to pr<
e
ence
nce on this score. As to Cowles
Co^
their appraisals.
Hift.
nwnprehin
ownership nf
rof the PeS Mninnc
Moines i?og"
idor nti/1 fko 'Hue MAlnae Tri Vu inn

French found "no evidence

man

make
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will

utilized his
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^
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Larry Marks, Ben Starr

on the contest were
“offer of proof” by
Benito Gaguine, Murphy’s counse ^ tbfl t if young Murphy had
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est ern sp0rts writers, returned to radio with a 15-minute daily
.
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Hollywood, Aug. 3l.
31.
J' n^.-- oiLarry Marks
and
Ben Starr have
«
A
.

|iY

.

George White, ex-Dallas Morning' News sports editor and dean of
llAM

.

t.

He once was
—

1Ta..A«

•

-ll

sports director of
___

•

A

_

7

4

M

WFAA\ and WFAA-TV
.

-L—

on KHLD-TV while druhibeating his “Black Shield of Falworth” pic
here
•
Elizabeth Forsling, ex-radio-tv editor of Newsweekf opened
Jerryv Houghton, longtime KRLD announcer,
.
? p uhbery office here
bandlin § a deejay slot each Sunday, 1-2 p.m.
.
Reuben Bradford,
ex* WFAA platter spinner, whose “Opera Once Over Lightly” rated
•

•

.

.

.•

s

court.

i

.

V'-B-VI.I

*

.

i

tis

•

.

from the proceedings because “Ike
Sumner Long and Harry Clork
wculd take care of Cowles” The will also write for Buttons,, and
assertion had been ruled ss fauna-; Lexter Lee will clef tunes. Marks
f
teriaS by the^examiner but was al- was Bob Hope’s writer last year,
Idwed in the physical record for and Start wrote for “Duffy's
possible use

w

“ wxS
£2?
n^led staff
.faff at
aJ golf
wxELi partied
Cecil BidNBC engineering, joined National Assn, of

‘

,

•

J

|
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it had better stick to its
“original function" of serving the
rural listeners with programs designed for them.
First
shows came through to the farm
country in July o£ ’30,

upcoming "Youhg-

G«m.

i

,

Hearings

Is that

iS

.

ultimately marked by an

get back to upstate N. Y. via AM,
according to its boss Elliott San-

.

Dick Laiirie and 12-piece band testing new hour-dong show format
on Monday
p.m. WEWS stanza
Bob Waldrop Was Sohio’s radio
Voice over WTAM.while Bill Tompkins was vacationing ... . WXEL’s
F. ana
t.
and u.
B. snyaer
Snyder back to their exec posts after -brief trip in Canada
Tex Clark ana Glen Campbell aftng with Ernie Benedict sched.
uled to leave WD0K
Walt Kay of kiddie fame is new flack for
L
the sponsorship roster.
Withal,,
W
a
*
enny
-Kenny
K
Kins €a
eateries
in town
fm.m for two-day business
v
e 6s
Clete ftnhArf«
Roberts in
-Wjfsolid
fid ^ enterUinmertt
entertainment
mertamment hour^
AbcV
Abel.
hour.
hour, a
oei.
stay .
.
Magglf jJ
Wulff resting at Chautauqua
NBC’s Ed Wallace
b ^ ck a£ter rusb visit to ailing mother in Minneapolis,
l
mi
i
n n.

“classics

off.

.

,
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WQXR

.

.

go in there to eat any more, just
to browse around.” Announcer De
Ereitas does a solid merchandising
ob p aaun
ddll
lI e muiupie
J OD
mulbple jewisnJewishA
P
°f.^
a
f
f \
AmeriMn
viands, vittles and yinG
y

WQXR

for country folk” pay
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Wean ilacke??
phUiB
!
iJeBii
nacKery
pseudo-book title as 3
b i , P
springboard for “released” eaes !?® k ' after 16 years- with

N. Y. state’s farm population is Unni
nr
rw t
losing the largest share of
the inter^st
off the
Duhli^
e
®
*5?
classical music programming on
‘
T h# « " ; iJ
«or«Vu
any
Sept. 6, when the Rural Radio Network after a four-year deal ceases na rHai
partial service has not been rentaking a
Timpa.
(N. Y. Timesowned radio indie in N. Y. C.) dered by the newspapers in the
may be assumed that
feed. 'Apparently, RRN couldn’t* Sf.st and
san e * ype
seryjce will be
build a large enough supply of
L
|l .
rePdered
in the future.
receivers to

^
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Ed

•

mafiia”

thp HPwenanPre an
anH raHin cfatinn
ha<; hppji
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George Gershwin sketch was solid.
“Jft
with the entire Cast participating
—Estelle Loring, Stan.Fisher, Bart,
.
•
et al,
ai, Miss_
miss Loring
raring zinged on her
ner
wriAn*. Herb
vierh Evana.
Vvm. r.arf
r-.rf r.....
WGAR’s
fit
own with “Yeung At Heart” and confab in Chfcaeo
G^enn PuZJ main n*
“Lullaby of Broadway" and Younghmtus
Join

.

Rural Radio Network

raw. Mff Mta.
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style of humor-Henn?
Gnt ltS ^e P re ® eIltat^° ns to tbe Youngman’s quips were
of the
and fulfill its com- same broad genre as when he plays
mitpients on a continuing basis,
vaude and nitery dates. Thrushes
"Cowles’ outstanding superiority like Betty Clooney, Betty Reilly,
and its greater likelihood of im- Dolores Hawlans, et al are regular
c Jan
plementation
its
proposals
of
li,
, f
be p,
Ellstem,
clearly overwhelm the compara- S a E^’„^
«a

Hflilpv’c hig rmintc

QJ7V F
FRJNri^rO
IxAlMljljLiU

Brady, KNBC aviation reporter covered the opening -of the
new San Franc isco International Airport via helicopter Friday (27)
Bay Area t* sets now number 998,260 . / top radio and tvpersonalities auctioned off their services for the Emergency March, of
Dimes driv * with Don Sherwood of KSFO offering to wash a sports
car. The three hour auction raised almost $5,300
. Kelvin Service,
singer with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., visiting in town . ^ .
BiB Cothran KNBC news and public relations man, tipped td assistant tv news editor in Hollywood ... KOVR, Stockton, has signed for
exclusive Sacramento Valley screening of DuMont Network special
events *
signed for a 15-minute Pro Football Prevue
show on KPIX-TV scheduled before each of the pro games the statlon wil1 pick up from- DuMont starting Oct. 3. Jack Dkvis clothes,
through Lee W.agner Agency, picking up the tab.
...
..._
|/v L
CT FVI?T ATVn .

r?
v«i
Commission

very

.

^

.

perfoimance

.

Aaron Bloom, ex-Bostonite who has been with KGO sales for the
*«»».
D««, opp^d 1.
n _a _P u_bll c service award at the California State Fair for his script
"
f„ r K CBS’ •'Help Wanted—Urgent” show V .
Hutity I comic Mort
Si,h, sl 8 ned for a. Tuesday midnight half-hour show ort KGO
; . Herb
Cahn has joined the sales staff of KROW, coming over from KJBS

WMGM
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Bible on and off “ He ntUiJed
that as a snringhoard to dwell
.. .
.
V..
lightlv but with sufficient imurescivpnass on tippHIpsq hatrpd
His
i
i
st) e
done casua n v in between
calling the Dlays didn’t achieve
its effect pronto, because they were
still hissing the’ players next time
up, but it did appear to be with a"
somewhat diminishing force; indicating that perhaps some of the
fans carried their portables into I TV
the Stadium.
AbeL

In what it permits to be televised
and said each committee should
have the right’ to decide whether
or not it wants the camera to be

.

.

mcluded .a reference to the Bible,
and a statement “I alwavs read the

TJ n
He

.

.
notches his 25tH anni as Chi Tribune radio-tv ed next Monday (6)
WLS singer Lola Dee added to deejay Howard MBlert vaude package which opens at the Chicago Theatre Friday (3) for two weeks , .
WCFL dee jays Eileen’ Mack and Jack Karey launched a closed cirStandard
cuit patient panel show at the Vets’ Research Hospital.
oil will feed its wljriN ai
airing
Phi Rears
nrn iooiDau
football games 10
to
nears pro
uu
"ng of the
ine cni
a midwest web comprised of 15 outlets ... Clair Callihan, ex-Leo
Burnett director of tv production at the Earle Ludgin agency .
.
ffAVRAlfli VlOd
r»TST platter CDItltl
OP and
anH jazz
1077 specialist
CDPPlSlllcf Fred
ITVAll Reynold*
9B article
OrtlPlP
spinner
has ail
* be current .Good Housekeeping proposing a Hall of Fame for jazz
classics
.
. Rex Allen, who departed WLS’ “National Barn Dance”
for Hollywood back in 1949, guests on the old hayloft Sept. 11
.
.
director Dick Reinauer granted a month’s leave to direct
Bishop Sheil’s Freedom Festival at the International Ampitheatre
.
.
Pacific Garden Mission has renewed WGN’s “Unschackled” documentary for another 52.

player is always in there trying.”
few Allen’s
anti-“hate” approach also

wit- mTnuteflfwas^abou^thetribul^
akead v heSdmosYofthY
minuies u \\as aoout ine iriDUiahad
neara mosi oi ine wu
naa aireaay
nesses that were being televised, tions ot Corliss’ and Dexter’s
and a Congressional committee try- parents over who owned the lawnJn*s to develop facts from scratch, mower. There were stock jokes,

.

j

(Continuecl on page 46)
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Your Lucky Strike Hit Parade says:
//
«

while
And presen is

During
hiatus

12

its

Your

a spe ci a Is ummer serv ice

-week

Hit Parade

will list in this spoco
the seven top tunes from

Your Hit Porode Survey
«

Here are your Lucky 7 tuned that

you would have heard last Saturday
night, as determined by Your Hit

1.

Parade Survey, which checks the
best sellers in sheet music

Hey, There

and

2. The High and the Mighty

phonograph records, the songs,most

\

heard on the

air

and most played

3.

on the automatic coin machines.

Sh-Boom

4. The tittle

Shoemaker

5. Hernando’s Hideaway

6*

tittle

Things

Mean a

Lot

7. Three Coins in the Fountain

•m

C

l T

*

*

- » B t
©V**-^-®***
«•

BE

am

Be sure

to

watch Your

“PRIVATE SECRETARY

,,

s»...n.

happy

GO
WCKY

Hit Parade’s

summer replacement

ANN SOTHERN

Saturdays at 10:30 P.M. (N.Y.T.)

NBC Television Network

1

Wednesday, September

RADIO-TELEVISION
All of them, too*

<1,

1954

have

year aeries.
been concerned with adaptations,

'Voice'

Needs 'Operation Back Talk’
Continues from pace. 1

“In the
consumption).
United States, the means of mass
radio,
the
press,
information—the
television—are monopolized. They
for
spokesmen
are being used as
war propaganda, as weapons for
the
For
deceiving th.e masses.
management of this propaganda,

upon innocent populations trying Russian
to achieve utopia.
Much without a flicker oil attention from the American people

who seem to be more concerned
with Congressional investigations
than with reality, the Cominform
propaganda machine is grinding
out the poisonous paragraphs 24 special committees and State orhours daily in virtually all lan- gans have been set up.”
guages including English with a
Whether beamed to Southeast
Gowanus accent.
Asia, the Far East, North or South
Every Trick in the Book
Moscow - Peking
America,
the.
The other day I heard a broad- broadcasts are couched in lancast -from Moscow made by an guage which is startlingly similar
American of Brooklyn ancestry. In in its vitriol and violence. U. S.
which he addressed some citizen in 8th '.Army Commander Maxwell
“Mr. Taylor is never referred to except
St. Paul, Minn., by name.
Jones/* said the Moscow propa- as “conniving”; diplomats are algandist, “You are wrong in as- ways “U. S. adventurers”; Singsuming that the USSR seeks war. man Rhee is frequently tagged
We seek peace. It is America “the gunman,” while liis reprewhich seeks to foment war. It is sentatives are called “the gang.”
America's capitalist, imperialist,
China is the source of enormous,
warmongering millionaire exploit- volume of hate propaganda, exers of the masses.” And. so forth. ceeded in Volume and ferocity only
The
They have employed another by the Moscow material.
device, too/stolen right out of the transmissions go out from Peking
Engincluding
languages,
good book. They garnish their in all
diatribes with Cab Calloway and lish, and are very much like the
boogie woogie. The music is audi- Russian, with the- local touch.
•ble at the RCA monitors in New
“The U. S. authorities now find
York with only the faintest inter- that their premeditated aggression
.

ference. In fact, most of
most of studio quality.

it is al-

When President Eisenhower
the other day that the Russians
and her satellites are doing their
best to separate the U. S. from her
Allies, he was not exaggerating.
Manipulators of the Big Lie in the
Kremlin resort to every kind of
chicanery to achieve this purpose,

has not had the results they expected/' said Radio Peking in EngMorse to Southeast Asia, Eu-

said lish

Which

is

basic to their policy.

Here’s an example: A few days
ago on the occasion of the anniversary of the signing of the Anglo-Soviet Treaty of Friendship in
1942, Radio Moscow in its transmission to the United Kingdom in

rope and North America last
week, “and all their lies and inventions have been exposed. They
have saved what face they coi^ld
indignation, after
‘protest* was rejected by
China.
But the American conspirators are^far from giving up
their schemes’ to aggravate the incident and keep up the tension.”

with,
their

feigned,

TV’s ‘Book Me’

English, extolled the virtues of the
Continued from page 1
British soldier.
“The. bravest,”
“the best," “the most covered with ence Britton has also lined up
glory,” etc. And the English peo- Leonard Q. Ross’ “The Education
of Hyman Kaplan” (a Harcourt,
ple were a finer breed of men.
On the very same day, they Brace listing) with Howard Rodbroadcast by shortwave to Iran in man assigned to transliterate it for
e homescreens; “The Deserter”
the Persian language, addressed to
people of that nation. Moscow’s x.dacmillan), by Lowell Barrington
announcers told them to beware of (with adaptation by S. Lee Pogosthe British betrayers and the Brit- tin), and “Grandma Rolled Her
ish exploiters; the colonialists who Own” (Coward McCann), authored
want only to drain Iran Of her oil by Ted Peckham.and being preriches, and leave nothing for the pared for the visual medium by
'
Harry W. Junkin.
people who own it.
The fact little realized by the
Chrysler’s Meller Skein
American people is that the war to
The meller skein of Chrysler’s
undermine* America in the eyes of
new hour series on CBS (under
not -only the Russian people, and
overall title of “Climax”) will draft
all other people as well, is as fierce
actioner books. Oct.
and relentless as it ever was. More- a number of
preem show will showcase Rayover, it is not known that we who 7
“The Long GoodChandler’s
mond
have most to lose in this do-or-die
bye,” with Dick Powell, Teresa
contest, are fighting back in what
Romero in the
and
Cesar
Wright
amounts to a weak, enfeebled de•

.

.

cast.

fensive.

E. Jack

Neuman

is

scripting

(But seccrossover property.
of fear which has en- the
will follow with Bayard
gulfed the world over the situation ond Stanza
Veiller’s old legit thriller, “The
in the U. S. Can be ascribed, at
with Ethel Barrymore
least to some degree, to the lassi- 13th Chair,”
tude and indifference of the Amer- and Dennis O’Keefe.)
NBC-TV’s “Robert Montgomery
ican people.
What we need is a
hard - hitting “Operation Back Presents” has displayed numerous
Talk” such as General Clay used tomes and even the summer edition
a whirl.
to speak, of when he was, Military gives the literati crowd
Governor of Germany, In those Yhe Sept. 6 stanza will be “The
theatre
with
a
You
Meet,”
People
days, we left no lie go unanswered.
We struck hard at the •rumor- theme teleplaywrighted by Agnes

The wave

mongers, ..the propagandists
who denounced America.
'

‘Voice’

Hampered

ful if undermanned staff incapable
of any such business as “Operation
Back Talk.” The Voice is not permitted for example to nail that lie;
they may reply to misstatements

about America only in broad gen
eralities.

Here are some samplings of
monitored broadcasts originating
iiv Moscow, apd heard in various
countries which are considered
prime targets to the Cominform
The Cort -Case: Prague Radio

a

sented several stanzas
from the prints- and will probably
continue on that kick.
The two Kraft shows (NBC and
ABC) tackle an occasional book,
being more in the groove, however, with Broadway adaptations.
NBC “Playhouse” was
Philco’s
launched six years ago with an emphasis on the five-foot shelters, but
the Talent Associates-Fred Coe operation has long since developed a

—

,

From a tingling increase Of
6Vi% at WNBK, through a 3 Wo

WEWS, and a continued
substantial outlay at WXEL, brewers virtually became the No. 1 inhike at

dom

of press.”

•

Lightning or at least a call for a job while vacationing) can hit
an actor twice in a season. Arnold Moss, driving back to N. Y. with

his family from L. A', was contacted In Billings, Mont., last Wednesday (25), for a role in CBS-TV’s -color show, “Danger/’ which
dustry spenders and the foremost went on last night (Tues.). He flew in Wednesday njght, and will fly
proponents of local sponsored live hack this week to help drive the folks home. Similar instance hapshows, with a heavy emphasis on pened in June, when Moss was driving his family to the Coast for a
vacation. Reached by Hollywood somewhere in the midwest for a
sports.
^
At WXEL, for example, Carl- film assignment, he flew out, completed the stint, then, flew back to
ings this year picked up. the out- pick up’his family and continue on to the. Coast with them.
of-town
ball
replacing
games,
Martin Manulis, producer fo/*CBS-TV of hew Westinghoiise series,
Pfeifers of last year. At the same
time, the latter remained in the “Best of Broadway,” was given a Special Service award by American
Heritage
Foundation at luncheon in his honor last Thursday (26) for
local market with a vidpix and hypoed’ spots outlay. Also, Carlings “The Scrap Iron Curtain” on “Suspense” last January. Story .was
about
the
dramatic escape of Czechs from behind the Iron -Curtain
has continued its cross-the-board,
night-time sports review stint, and in a tank which they made from scrap metal. Award to Manulis
stressed
the
importance of the program to the 1954 Crusade for Freea weekly boxing show.
dom in support of Radio Free Europe.
“We’ve all the brewing accounts
we can accommodate,” said Frank“Amos ’n’ Andy” telefilm series, currently Sunday at 2 on WCBSlin Snyder, general manager at
TV, N. Y., switches to Saturday at 5:30 on Sept: 11. This was the
WXEL, who also pointed out brew- time earmarked
for the “Abbott & Costello” package on the station,
ers have always kept a favorable
hut WNBT got the nod on the comedy pair (slotting them at 6 o’clock)
contact with the sports arena.
in one of the craziest mixed up hassles of the tv age, as reported last
At WNBK, where the greatest \yeek.
0
hike in beer-time sales has been,
noted for the year, Bill Davidson,
Lehn
Fink and Dorothy Gray, which as alternate sponsors of
sales manager, declared that beer ABC-TV’S “Ray Bolger Show” are planning a heavy merchandisingsponsorship has made possible the promotion campaign shaped around the program, have now laid down
telecasting of many sports events the bait to station promotion managers. They’re running
a monththat otherwise would not have long contest offering a $250 first, prize to the promotion
chief doing
been brought to the public’s eye. the best merchandising job on the show and the products. Second
He cited the Pilsener pickup of tht prize is $150, third $100 and fourth $50, with other contestants getting
polo matches, and Gold Bond s gifts. Show preems Sept. 17, with closing date for the contest Oct.
8.
latching onto the horse races, as
two examples.
One-shot plug aired two weeks ago on NBC-TV’s “Out, On the
On the entertainment side, Farm” show offering a Dept, of Agriculture booklet on meat recipes
Burkhardt has been sponsoring a resulted lit 32,000 requests last week. Response was flattering but
15-minute cross-the-board
11:15 not without its headaches for Chi NBC-TV exec producer Ben Park’s
p.m. stanza showcasing local talent office staff which had to transmit the names and addresses to the deas well as Broadway names. Final- partment .which, in turn, is doing the actual mailing. At last report.
Park was seeking ways and means to squeeze out $700 from his budget
ly, Pfeiffers’ is sponsoring a Monto pay for the extra labors.
day night half-hour vidpix.
.

t

vt

&

At WEWS,, Jack Hartley, station
director, cited video’s two hourlong programs, both beginning at
11 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday
The former is the almost five-yearold high-rated “Old Dutch” hour
that is fed to several other tv outlets and has provided for a host of
entertainment and music jobs; the
latter, the Erin Brew “Pee Wee
King”

stanza.

Charity, too, has benefitted by
the ,suds outlay when Pilsener

result of a car crash early Friday
(27)

morning.

On

the

way home

from

hts nightly stint at the turntable, Stitt’s car crashed into an-

other car which had crashed with
a truck just a few minutes previously.

Condition was reported good, although suffering a dislocated right
wrist, scalp lacerations and frac-

In one of their rare tv appearances, ballerinas Tanaquil LeClerq
and Janet Reed are spotted on WCBS-TV’s (N.Y.) “Camera Three”
educationaler this. Saturday (4). Stanza will give the story of an American toeterp company by documenting the saga of the N.Y.
City Ballet,
Camera' summer kick has been in the Americana vein.
-—

’

World

^

>

.

was a ^ a * n signed by Gillette for the audio edition of the
,
Series. Included in the deal are the five video stations
belonging

General Teleradio, which is also parent, company to the network.
Deal marks the 16th consecutive time that Mutual aired
the, Series.
Maxon agency handled negotiations.
to

Humble

Oil

Repeats

S’ west Conference Grid
San Antonio, Aug. 31.

The Humble

&

Oil
Refining Co.,
of Houston, will again bankroll on
radio and tv the. home and road
games of teams comprising the
Southwest Conference. Top southwest sports gabbers will likewise
handle the announcing chores,
headed by Kern Tips, chief of
Bumble’s football announcing staff
since 1935. Others include Charlie
/ordon, Vex Box and Bill Michaels.
First day game will be aired
Sept. 25 on the various regional
webs as well as special networks
covering some sections of the
state.

—

—

—

WKRC,

on Senator McCarthy.
But two days later, several hours before Dr, Stanton took to the
CBS stump on Thursday (26), another memo vjas sent 6ut saying
Cleveland, Aug. 31.
the address will not be seen in color as originally announced.”
Brewers have given this area’s
Stanton’s editorial received praise from the National Assn, of Radio
three video outlets a sudsy finanand TV Broadcasters last week. Edgar Kohak, chairman of NARTB’s
cial glow this summer both in Freedom of Information Committee, called the broadcast “a courspots purchased and local shows ageous action” which “should strengthen the resolve of broadcasters
everywhere in their continuing fight for freedom of speech and freeaired.

aaw in Britain’s refusal to grant
asylum to U. S, scientist Dr. Jotured right kneecap.
seph Colt as “evidence of the long
arm of Senator McCarthy reaching major stable of telewriters who
cut to tamper with British liber- dream ’em up from scratch. There
Cleveland
WGAR has made
ties.”
doesn’t figure to be much of a three major time sales in connecDanish Bases: The East German change in that direction since TA tion with its broadcasting of the
Neues Deutschland is credited already has pacted six top scribes Cleveland Browns’ football games.
by Tass with the report that to furnish the output for “Play- McDonnough Motors has inked
a “secret agreement concluded by house” as well as the packager’s Ken Coleman to do the “Coaches
Denmark, Britain and the U. S., newly acquired “Circle Theatre.” Corner,” 15-mlnute, pre-game segprovided for the stationing of U.S.
Latter half-hour series will pro-, ment, and Ralph Stewart Buick
and British Air Force personnel on vide regular showcasers for David has picked tip the tab for “Scoreimmediately
after
the
Danish military bases.” tit took Shaw, Jerome Ross, Irving Gaynor board”
the Copenhagen radio to deny the- Nelman, Robert Alan Aurthur, game. Paul Wilcox will do the
chore.
Bill
McColgan,
another
report as a “pure invention, utter- George Beliak and N. Richard
staffer, fp.tgM participation 15-minly unfounded In“'every tpspect/') Nash all of wbom have been flatly ute segment, “Sidelines' Interview”
U*
War
iFor represented oh the Fhilco-Gdod-j 30-minutes prior to game time.
;

My

Line” a couple of weeks ago—
Wendy Barrie?” has brought aii official reCincinnati, although Miss Barrie’s whereabouts
have been known in the trade for some months, “The stage and screen
star,” says the riposte respondent, “is now making a* new name for
herself in the midwest over the Tri-State Network witti outlets at
WKRC, Cincinnati; WHIO-TV, Dayton, and WTVN-TV, Columbus. Miss
Barrie came to Cincinnati a year ago to originate a threerclty network
program. She is currently living in Dayton where she recently purchased a home. Her mother, living in Ireland, plans to join her daughter in the near future. In the midwest, Miss Barrie has adapted her
style to the more easygoing atmosphere of the region, and has. settled
down with a sigh of pleasure. She hopes Fred Allen won’t take offense, but she says, she was wondering the Same thing, ’whatever
happened to Fred Allen?’ when he popped up on the CBS-TV show/’

Fred Allen’s crack on “What’s

“whatever happened to

joinder from

CBS president Frank Stanton’s tv-radia editorial last week was
slated for availability in color, hut with stations .asked that it be
treated as a regular black-and-white presentation “from *a publicity
standpoint/’ This apparently meant that bloodthirsty ballyhoo on the
tint aspect might open the web to criticism on “flamboyant” methods
employed in connection with the mainmoSt issue the speech itself—
with the prexy going to bat for spot 'airing of the censure hearings

Yprker story plunked out $5,000 to telecast the
by John Cheever.
“Fun for Funds” shindig from
has been “short Vincent” over WEWS.
Stage”
“Center
ABC’s
going heavy on originals (the Sept.
7 drama will be “The Day Before
Atlanta,” by John Gay), but its
Deejay Stitt’s Car Crash
Tuesday successor, “Elgin Hour,
Kansas City, Kans., Aug. 31.
is understood eyeing book author
Wayne Stitt, WHB disk jockey, is
The alter nater, Alex Se- in Providence Hospital
output.
here suffergal’s “U. S. Steel Hour,” has pre
ing from multiple injuries as the
inspired

who Eckhardt from

Today, the Voice of America is
operating on a single cylinder, under policies which make its skill-

New

largely from the Broadway larder,
and Beliak is currently engaged in
“doing over” Henrik- Ibsen's “A
(under title of
House*’
Doll’s
“Nora”) which will teledebut Gene
Tierney on the preem “General
Electric Theatre” Sept. 26.
“Omnibus” on CBS has gone for
the bqokstalis in the past and will
continue, although it favors the
short story. NBC's “Hall of Fame”
deals with biographies, often from
their original hook form.

.

Under parent CBS’ realignment
which
news

merges the radio and tv
setups,
Derr has
.John
emerged as sports director of the
twin operation. His athletic masterminding has. hertofore been
confined to the

aural

side;

with

that post as yet unfilled.. Judson
Bailey, erstwhile tv sports chief,
attains the status of executive producer in the combine.
Likewise,
the
consolidation
fronted by SIg Mickelson, v.p. of
news and public affairs, sets Theodore F. Koop, ex-radio only, as director of the merged department
'

Grady Casting Chrysler
Bollywood, Aug. 31;

Billy Grady, Metro casting director for 22 years who retired last
year, is now in television. Signing
with CBS-TV, he’ll act as casting
director for new Chrysler, series.
Show is being launched as a
Thursday entry consisting .of .three,
melodramas tinder Jhe; one tag of
’.’Climax” to one musical /'Shower,
of Stars” monthly with, name play-

presented a .half-hoyr. ^rapia show,

ers,

“Furlough to Brussels,”

:

Washington in a stint he’ll undertake after a European vacation.
Wells (Ted) Church,
news
chief based at N.Y. headquarters
before « the “back together again*
routine, goes to D.C. as a commentator for. the web..
? ^
irt
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Teleset Scorecard
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Kenyon

Eckbardt, -RCA .advertising agency/ is produce
ing a 15-minute film, commercial in both color and monochrome
for use as the electronic outfit's trademark. Treatment is confined
to a close shot of a magico’s hands manipulating the letters R-C-A
and producing and vanishing the symbols. Magician in question is
Kajar, who specializes in what's billed as "manual dexterity" and
who, by happenstance, came id for national attention on "another
network"—CBS about a year ago when he did his closeup handology on* Ed Sullivan’s "Toast of the Town." (Kajar also worked
CBS-TV, the N.Y. key of
Raul Tripp’s "On the Carousel" on
T CBS, last week.)
Thus it’s a case of "Magic and Monroe" Since the latter
(Vaughn) is set as the commercial fronter of all RCA’s radio and
tv shows starting with Sid Caesar’s new Monday at 8 to. 9 stanza
preeming Sept. 27, and of which the Sarnoff outfit is one of three
-underwriters of a show preempted every fourth week for the
8 to 9:30 specolas backed by RCA and Ford Motors.

,
•

As of Aug. I there were 31,036,000 tv sets in the nation, according to the monthly count of
Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC’s research and planning director.
July added 319,000 receivers to
the bundle,
(Not known when
colorsets will be included in the
compilation.)

NARTB Names

W

As

Bell

.

Asst, to Fellows

Washington, Aug. 31.
duties to be relin-,
quished by Robert K. Richards,'
Harold E. Fellows, prexy of the Naional. Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters, last week appointed HowUp-and-coming ABC-T V scored ard H. Bell as Assistant to the
President. Bell’s appointment beits first major victory in the comcomes effective Oct. 1.
petitive affiliation field this week,
Bell is presently assistant to
latching on to Milwaukee’s second
Thad H. Brown, NARTB tv vice
VHF station, WTVW, and landing president.
Prior to joining NARTB
it as a basic outlet of the web.
three years ago, he was sales proThus, for the first time, ABC finds
for
and
motion
manager
itself in a major market situation
He is
where it holds at least a nominal WMAL-TV in Washington. Televithe author of the NARTB
superiority over NBC or CBS.
sion Station Film Manual.
In the case of Milwaukee, CBS’
Richards has resigned as admin-

'

To take over

WMAL

High-Budgeted ‘Gue»t House’ Hits ’Em With Local
Talent, Receiver Test
v

4-

Detroit, Aug. 31.

:

i
:

Tacoma’s

j

Worth Kramer, veepeC and
general manager of WJR, says that
judging from the audience re-

—

:

KMO

Sold

Tacoma, Aug. 31.
Radio station KMO "here has
been sold by Carl E. Haymond to
sponse to a local show^ "Guest
Charles D. Hunter Jr., a partner
House," many people "don’t know
in the law firm of Eisenhower,
they aren’t supposed to be listenHunter, Ramsdell & Duncan, and
ing to radio."
J. Archie Morton, assistant to the
His remarks Were made as the president of KIRO, Seattle. Hay-

‘

j

crossboard show (7' to 7:30 p.m) mond has owned the station for 28
It
celebrated its first birthday.
years.
costs $4,000 a week in talent alone,
Previously Haymond had sold
as
emcee,
Guest
featuring Bud
KMO-TV to J. Elroy McCaw of
with vocalists Fred Kendall, Renee Seattle.
Price for the tv station
McKay, The Spellbinders and Max was about $400,000.
Both sales
Leib’s orch.
are subject to FCC approval. PurStation turns down a CBS net- chase of the Jtv station by McCaw
work serial "Family Skelton," in adds a second tv outlet to. his holdorder to get local talent into the ings.
He also owns KONA-TV,
premium time slot; And even Honolulu,' and has interests in
though program apparently is too radio stations KELA, Centralia;
costly for fulltime local sponsors, KYAK, Yakima; KALE, Richland;
station is content to pick up the KYA, San Francisco; WINS, New
leftover tabs.
York City, and KORC, Fort Worth.
|

UHF, albeit a
WCAN-TV. The NBC

affiliate is a

strong

one,

outlet

and heretofore the only V in the
market, is Walter Damm’s WTMJ
ABC had previously split its time
between the latter and WKOY-TV,
another U. New station is owned
by the Milwaukee Area Telecasting
Corp., with Paul A. Pratt as president and Loron F. Thurwachter as
exec v.p.-general manager. Station
operates on Channel 12 and begins
operations Oct. 27.
Web also signed four additional
affiliates this week, bringing the

istrative veepee, effective Oct. 1,
but will continue with the associa-

His
resignation was necessary when he
entered into a partnership to purchase two radio stations in West
tion in a consulting capacity.

;

Virginia.
;

total to 209. One of the affiliations,
a secondary deal, gives the web
WGR-TV as its Buffalo outlet.

to

WREC

!

"We

feel,"

Kramer

explains,

After

Rapping WMPS (AM) Ads

600G

"Think of

it," said

Kramer, "we

KEYD Sale

stGck.

Washington, Aug. 31,
Carrying of "bait and switch"
advertising by a radio station came
in for strong criticism yesterday,
(Mon.) by an FCC examiner in a‘
recommended decision on the contest for tv channel 3 in Memphis.
on
over
In favoring
the basis of past programming,
examiner Claire W. Hardy censured the latter for accepting in
good faith all advertising offered.
“Had more care been exercised

WREC

by the

WMPS

WMPS management," Hardy

said, "it

Webs A-B-Cs

For reasons which even t*be
agency hasn’t been able to pin
do wn (except to surmise that it’s

radio

now

would have been informed

of the undesirability of such advertising and have eliminated it from
Its programs.’’
In testimony given at hearings

by the Memphis Better Business
Bureau, “bait and switch" advertising was described as a procedure
in which a firm offers, aj; a very
low price, a used vacuum sweeper
or sewing machine to obtain leads
for inducing inquirers-to purchase

restricts itself

on the air although the agency itself will have no other identification

with

the

program

when

it

preems on NBC-TV

in the Wednes10:30 slot this fall.
(Show moves Over from CBS,
along with. Lever’s “Lux Video

day

night

Theatre.’’)

McCann-Erickson has. the Lever
Pepsodent biz, but that brand will
not be represented on the show’s
commercial. What makes it all the
more surprising is that two agencies with a major stake in televi-

BBD&O

sion programming, namely
and Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles ( along with Hewitt, Ogilvy
have the Surf, Rinso and Lifebuoy
billings that will be identified
with “Big Town.’’

COMM’L TELE CUES
TALENT WAR

into activity next year.

ON

PREEM

*

*
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*

r
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ured, when Aussies decided to extheir regular selling
area, Australia, New Zealand., and
Caledonia and start after Canadian
dollars. American coin was either;
concurrently sought or was a natural aftermath.
So far all of the
Aussie radio product in the U. S.

pand beyond

(Continued on page 46)

NBC-TV Tells h To
Charlie Ruggies and his “World
Sweeney" are not lost to
all.
Show went in for a
summer run and vacated its four-

of Mr.
tv after

country’s first commercial network

almost entirely to religious pro-

'

.

scribed, Goodman said, and therenod for professional fore Aussie radio scribblers, producers and technicians have deknow-how) McCann-Erickson finds veloped a strong idea of what
itself entrusted with, getting the makes good radio.
Lever Bros.-sponsored “Big Town’’
Movement began, Goodman fig-

grams and music, but the new tv 2-WEB PICKUP
The policy was admitted last
Expanded fall advertising-pro- station, which will be launched
week by a BBC spokesman who
to present
motion campaign to stimulate lo- next January according
told Variety: “We are now in comPA. A-PLANT
plans, is seeking’ a DuMont netpetition in the matter of talent."
cal program pushery was unveiled
A two-web pickup from Ship- This
work affiliation and will operate
comment was made after the
It will pmgport, Pa., will be made of the
this week by ABC Radio. Compre- along conventional lines.
announcement that Gilbert Hardhensiveness of the campaign, big- give the Twin Cities their fifth tv Labor Day (6) launching of the ing, one of the most controversial
first fullscale atomic powered elecstation on four channels.
gest ever for the web, stems from
on sound radio and vision,
tric plant.
A speech by Presi- figures
had signatured a 'three-year pact
both increased station activity
dent Eisenhower from Denver is
with the BBC.
during the half-hour teleand from the division of the web’s
In a press interview Harding
No TV Freeze in Alaska slated
cast.
radio and tv ad-promotion departrevealed that he’d received "exfacilities will be used
There are about- 12,000 video reDuMont
ments which took place in Janu- ceivers for the two tv stations in at the plant site, while stations travagant’’ offers to enter commercial tv, but had decided to stay
ary.
Anchorage, Alaska, according to along both its own and the NBCthe BBC. It is reported that
Web is sending out a filing njost recent estimates. There’s a TV network will air the show. with
he’ll receive around $14,000 a year
cabinet full of ad-prom kits to 361 continued upbeat ini-sets* and sta- Stanza is skedded for noon to 12:30 under his new Contract.
have
now
KTVA
in
the
ceremonies
and
participating
of
and
tions KFIA
affiliates, containing an. average
Although the. BBC have had the
24 envelopes each devoted to a in excess of 25 national under- will be the. Atomic Energy Com- television field to themselves,
mission and Westinghouse and
different show. It’s prepared 28 writers.
they’ve experienced keen cornpeInquiries at the two military Duquesrie Electric, the latter two
kits in all, most devoted to intish in sound radio, mainly from
dividual programs / but some to bases near Anchorage have re- having equipped the plant.
Radio Luxembourg, the continental
blocs of shows such as morning vealed that about 7,000 video sets
station which beams commercial
Including
the
dramatic and the Sunday night are in use there.
programs to Britain. At one time
civilian population of Anchorage,
commentary.
the BBC decided to play it tough
CBS-TV Sweeps 6
Additionally, ABC is preparing the Palmer Valley and the outlyand warned that artists who reIn a sweep suggesting implito put its top talent on closed cir- ing 50 or 6ti mile area, the number
ported for Luxembourg would be
the
looming
larger
in
cations
5,000cuit next week* for promotional of tv sets comes to at least
The
barred from their ^network.
immediate future, CBS-TV last
spots which stations* can pick up 6,000 more;
embargo,; however, was short lived
its
pinkslipped
six
of
week
Jim Duncan, general manager
with their own transcriptions faciltop
radio
names
of
the
many
and
All of them
staff directors.
ities -for replays.
Ad mats, ac- of KFIA, Said that the interest
perform* regularly for both webs.
had been working on sustaincording to ad-promotion director of national sponsors in Alaska tv is
ing shows. Their names were
Gene. Accas,. are angled for local well substantiated by their numpresumably
available,
not
yet
consumption, with 109-line and 70- ber. Among them—and again afMemphis
Jimmy Bishop, forbecause they are being perline
mer radio director of Matty Bresads instead of 500-liners, firming the trend of pitching sales
mitted to seek* other berths.'
cia Enterprises of this city, haswhich most stations can’t afford at toward Alaska’s woman —- are
while they' are “on notice."/.
been named promotion and pubregular newspaper rates; Also in- Helena Riibensteift, two milk comThe Web retained two direclicity chief of WCBR, Memphis
cluded is copy for "editorial ads” panies, duPont, Frigidaire, Sterling
/
tors on- sustaining stanzas,
daytime indie,made up to look like news stories. Drug and Ttosefield ‘Packing.
'

regular time segments, commercial
sales as well as networks.
Moreover, the networks are all tran-

the

In

KEYD

.

years ago, just before the U. S.
firm started making deals with
Anzac broadcasters, that several
expatriate American actors had
stayed in Australia after World War
II. A case in point made by Goodman Productions is the number of
“Aussie-American" aqtors who appeared In Warner Bros.’ “His
Majesty O’Keefe," with Burt Lancaster.

Tamily Broadcasting Co., preweren't giving away trips to Paris,
convertibles or mink coats. All we sent KEYD owner and holder of a
BRIT.
gave away were 10 radios—some- construction permit for KEYD-TV,
“
thing we. thought nobody wanted has joined in the petition.
London, Aug. 31.
Lee L. Whiting, KEYD veepee
anymore,"
Having had their own way as
and general manager, is the largest new products.
Hardy also found against WMPS a monopoly in the British tv field
present 'Family Broadcasting Co.
single shareholder, having 40% of for inducing inquirers to purchase ever since a regular service started
which were “vulgar and sugsongs
the stock. His and other current
Broadcasting
three in. 1937, the British
holdings would be reduced in pro- gestive" and for carrying
times
as many commercial spots as Corp. is now taking all practical
portion to new stock issued and
steps to grab as much as possible
WREC.
sold.
of the available talent before the
.

.

from Goodman, one-third of which
was Aussie-made.
Goodman found out some two

Elliott Goodman, a braintruster
for Harry Goodman Productions,
said Aussie radio mostly duplicates
that of the U. S. The Down Under
sound men are from one of the few
foreign countries that holds to

getting

!

"that nothing is going to happen
to radio thatjradio doesn’t bring on
Therefore, if we want listitself
eners we’ve got to give them good
shows—at least the best we have.
Cost is important, of course. But
we operate -on the theory that a
radio station can nO longer expect
listeners automatically. And s
Minneapolis, Aug. 31.
every time you present a cheap
Baker Properties, Inc., large loproduct, you simply lose that many
cal realty operators, has asked
more persons to tv."
Recently five one-minute an- FCC to approve a $600,000 stock
nouncements were made regarding purchase which would give it cona contest to write in 50 words, or trol of radio station KEYD and
less, why listeners liked "Guest impending KEYD-TV here. Under
House." There were’ 8,346 replies the proposed plan, the Baker Properties would own 75.13% of the
in a week’s time.

itight now, Harry Goodman Productions estimates that it has
I, 000' separate half-hour dramatic
shows in the vault. As a matter
of fact, WQR, N. Y. key for Mutual, bought a $550,000 package

r

FCC’er Gives Memphis

TV Nod

haps one of the most important
trends in radio programming hero
in the U. S. has developed in another country. A good percentage
of all canned audio airings arc
presently coming from Australia.
The reason given js that Anzao
product has a greater earning po-.
tential since there’s no restrictions
placed on the number of times,
where or when, a platter out from
down under can be played.

day Tuesday through

Thursday)

7:30-45 slot last night (Tues.) on
the shortterm entry of Vaughn
Monroe, latter in for a Tuesday
and Thursday test run and exiting
upon return of Dinah Shore, (Eddie Fisher has the time on Wed-

nesday and Friday and Tony Mar-

Monday mainstay.)
Ruggies and his situation comedy
Vehicle return* to the daytime lists,
getting a 4:30 cross-the-board spot
starting Oct. 4. This is the time
(but to *5 o’clock) occupied by the
Betty White show, with fate of
that stanza up in the air after a
series of kickarounds, since it was
originally launched last spring in
the post-noon spot. “Sweeney" was
showcased on the ex-Kate Smith
tin, is the

daytimer where its rep was made
as a 10-minute insert.

NBC

‘Fibber’ Strip

Nears SRO Status
In ‘3-Plan’
“Fibber

Upbeat

McGee & Molly" neared

NBC Radio parit went from its
Monday-through-FHday to SundaySRO status in its
ticipating setup as

throiigh-Thursday berth starting
over the 'v^eekend (29). The Jira
& Marian Jordan starrer currently
has 13'- qf its 15 spots sold, with*
latest to enter the 79 Wistful Vista
residence being Murine and ArOther spenders are Prumour.
dential, Lewis-Howe, Carter Products and RCA, some of these on
multiples.
Show is under the
*
web’s “Three Plan.”
“Fibber & Molly" was shifted
to the new span to allow for the
Friday at 10 Gillette Fights which
NBC inherited from ABC to give
and video
the network both the
(Fibber was to ;make»a
versions..
scripted pitch on the fights to-

AM

morrow—-Tty urs.).

l

.
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'
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(TODAY) and

With TODAY, starring Dave Garroway, NBC
gave network television advertising a new di-

Like

mension. Flexibility and low cost were

ion values to advertisers:

TODAY

urements.

its

meas-

has become the biggest

TV.

grosser in

Then, to give advertisers the strongest possible
hold on the nation’s homemakers,

HOME,

starring Arlene Francis. In six short

HOME has established itself as the out-,

standing woman’s service program.

And now

.

.

with TONIGHT, starring Steve Allen

(debut
September 27) ... the advertiser’s day
3)
complete!

can reach

Now

sister

TONIGHT offers important new televis-

big-time network

•

complete flexibility— you buy only as much as

TV

at

low

you need, when you need

cost

it

'<*

•

showcasing of your product by celebrities— at

no additional

cost

•

minimal production costs for commercials

0

special services by

:

is

big brother
,

•

NBC developed

months,

its

(HOME )

ment— unique

NBC Merchandising Depart*,

in the

TV

industry

for the first time, advertisers

television’s late-night audiences

with

0

TONIGHT makes

network programming. Now,

sion of the

for the first time, small change can buy big-league

that LASTS

“live”, top-calibre,

day

the last commercial impres-

• • •

and it's the last impression

nighttime television.

TONIGHT'S low advertising costs will be even

WHAT'S GOING

ON

. . .

TONIGHT? From 11:30

p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in the East

. .

.11:00 p.m. to

12 midnight in Central Time zones

. . .

Steve Allen,

lower under NBC’s new “T-H-T” Combinability

Plan— which gives you TODAY,
HOME, and TONIGHT, at great savings. TONIGHT
Discount

the brainy, zany, big-time salesman, master of

also offers additional savings

the unfrantic antic, who’s as likely to shave, take

Client Plan

milk a cow, as he is to spin out
a tune, presides over these great goings-on:

the

off his socks, or

—with

new program’s

under

its

Charter

exceptional advantages for
first advertisers.

*

I

1)

TONIGHT takes America

to

Broadway during

TONIGHT, by itself or in combination with

TODAY and HOME, is ready to goto work for

most glamorous hours. It will go backstage
and out front on glittering opening nights.

^its
\

TONIGHT brings world-famous stars, critics
and nightclub entertainers to the hearthsides of
2)

•

-

the nation.

TONIGHT gives the very
reports and sports results
cial events

latest

news, weather

.and brings in speby remote pick-up.
.

.
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TV as Mental Aid

Trade Winds

Blow

In Chi

Continued from page 40

exposure in 1952, now flacking for WFAA with a daily “Ramblings” column in the Dallas Morning News . , . Bob Tripp, WFAA
news editor, slotted for Sunday quarter-hour reports at 12:30 nm
titled “Business Parade.”

Leonard Reinscli, of means of helping the mentally ill.
San Jose State College psycholoagenda, one' Atlanta, and Edwin K. Wheeler, of

Murphy on down are

NBC

From the Production Centers

Mental Health repons that television may one day be used as a

Continued from pas* 33

And, like the
would suspect

San Francisco, Aug. 31.
California States Dept, of

The

Moines;

attending.

an

J.

|

the

CBS-affiliate
get together was designed as the
big social clambake of the year.
temper is of an enBut the
shading.
CBS
different
tirely
comes to grips with the affiliates
at a time when network radio has
been going down for all but the
count.
CBS, for one, doesn’t enjoy the status it flaunted a year
ago. Like the other networks, it’s
fighting to keep its head high. And
to make matters worse, as a “pre-

AM

Detroit, will, if necessary, bring in

outside “expert professional assistance” (something, it's presumed,
in the nature of a minor Booz, Allen Hamilton) to aid in the objective analysis.
It’s no secret that
CBS like NBC has been looking
desperately for the “pattern of the
future” as the eonviction mounts
that perhaps there’s no longer
room for more than one national
radio network. Says Swezey; “Too
many study committees merely fan
the breeze and shovel water. We
really expect this one to
accomplish something.” (See sepa^
rate story.)
Meanwhile, eutting across the
whole pattern of the NBC-CBS radio dilemma is the Thursday (2)
organizational meeting here of the
Quality Radio Group in which
some of the most powerful
stations in the country (linked
with major networks) are handing
together for an interchange of
taped radio shows with its own
sales organization.
They’re even
going after the NBC and CBS o&o
stations.
Whether this is the ulti-

lude” to the Chi meet, only the
past week witnessed the first
major defection from the daytime
radio ranks by such hardy standbys as General Foods (cancelling
out of CBS’ “Wendy Warren and
the News" and “Second Mrs. Burton”) and Procter & Gamble (exiting NBC’s “Welcome Travelers”).
Since it’s axiomatic that “when
daytime network radio starts to go
the way of nighttime, look out,
brother!” The anticipation of anything but a social get-together for
the CBS group becomes heightened.
Further underlining the uncertainties of the future was the mate answer is anybody’s guess.
But many contend that, with 50
notice sent out last week by Rob
ert D. Swezey, of WDSU, New Or- major operations in 50 major marleans, as chairman of the executive kets as bait for a national client
committee of the NBC Radio Af- who can get such penetration for
filiates, revealing the appointment not more than $5,000, Quality or
of a study committee to make a some such counterpart could well
“full and projected study of the be it.
patterns and economics of radio
network broadcasting and their
.

AM

to changing ‘condiLolsa U.S. Airing
This was long anticipated
and, some say, could invite pracContinued from page 43
tically anything in its wake
up to
and including the ultimate de seems to be coming out of the
cision that network radio no long- Goodman distrib setup.
er makes economic sense.
The
Goodman gave Anzac writers a
committee, comprising Wayne Coy,
He said that they’re able
of Albuquerque; Walter Damm, of plug.
Milwaukee; Ralph Evans, of Des to duplica^ any popular American
theme. As a matter of fact, Goodman which pays for cost of production in Australia of much product,
assures that most shows bear an

adaptability

tions.”

—

gists studying reactions to television at Agnews State Hospital say
they noticed that uncommunicative

patients sometimes talk back to tv
sets, illustrating how the medium

can bring patients into contact with

‘

Piano *

Organ

at tho

* Ceiesto

REMEMBER

•

.

.

reality.

KYW

Philly’s

As

‘Telerama

.

TV Journalism’

Vs. Private Rights

Television Chatter

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.

WPTZ

Top

and;

Westinghouse

New York

execs presented a united front
against an attorney’s charges that
the station’s “Telerama” news pro-

freres,

set designer

.

.

.

.

.

Arax Kazanjian, sec’y
g.m. Ham Shea, back
sojourn
Alvin J,
Miller played “U. S.' Steel” show
on ABC last night- (Tues.)
Culinary authority Josie McCarthy
tossed a gen-u-wine clambake during last quarter of her WNBT
“Summer Living” last week (26)
Ed Starr (NBC Chimes) vacationing in Conn.
Gene Sultan
appearing on the CBS “Portia
Faces Life” today (Wed.)
Faye
Emerson & Skitch Henderson assisting Bldg. Fund of American
Shakespearean Festival Theatre in
Greenwich, Conn., with she as
femcee, he as batonist.
Henry Barnard' playing a lead on
NBC’s new soaper, “The Greatest
Gift”
Marion
Lonsberry,
WCBS-TV operations mgr., planed
out last week for four weeks in
(Tliurs.)

television journalism.”

.

.

.

WNBC-T

to

Stan Lee Broza, WPTZ program
director, described it “as just another attempt to force us to softpedal a hard-hitting local news
°
show.”
The charges were made (25) at a
magistrate’s hearing by Garfield
W. Levy, a lawyer, who declared
that his client had been arrested,
tried and convicted on a television
program.”
On the night before
(24) “Telerama” showed films of

from N.

J.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Europe to
tria,

.

new

of the

.

.

.

local magisterial

legit

producer

Hinds,

weeks.

— a rich target for

.

.

.

Charles (Chuck)

director

WCBS-TV

of

Show”

Station’s “Early

is

.

.

.

.
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SWAY
Dir.

William Morris Agsncy

.

.

Swig

is

expected

STARTING OCT. 2

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.B.C.
Mflhi William Morris

Aftncy

WABD

dressed the

Morris

NARTB’s

Novik adeducational

workshop session Monday (30)
in Lansing, Mich., on management
problems
Stu Erwiu Sc June
Collyer back in N. Y. between
today filming “Trouble With Father”
on
tv

.

.

SPECIAL WEEKLY

FROM

$19.00

TRANSIENT ROOMS ALSO AVAILABLE

HOTEL

.

(Tues/). The new studios will oc- the
Coast to help son Stu Jr. precupy a full color floor in the hotel's pare for his return
to Brown
California Wing,
.
Nancy Hamburger, ABC.’ pub.
KSPO, which was split from its licity’s mag editor, back from
a
sister station KPIX-TV when the European jaunt.
latter

t
w

CORAL RELEASE

LATEST

A KNOTT
HOTIL

%1/ln^Lew
Bw

W

Madison Ava.A 55th St

Ralph Hamrick, Mgr,

•

Now

York City

.

Clair McCoSloygh, President

n

BARTON

Eileen

larly since latter has Ernie Kovacs
show on station’s parent network,

studios and offices to the FairHotel. Announcement of the
signing of a lease between the
station and Fairmont Hotel owner

Ben

Steinman Station

1

Duggan’s upcoming daytimer.

is
established . . . That’s-howqthers-got-started-dept.; “Jody and
Me” will be “Circle Theatre’s third
show, Sept. 14. The Irving Gaynor
Neiman
script
was
originally
gleamed as a series and this may
be the test case. James Dunn heads
system). the cast
Gwen Verdon of “Can.
attempt Can” makes another tele outing, in

KSFO Moving

mont

I

.

George Skinner show, to hometown Frisco then L. A. for four

U

>

Tom

.

.

,

its

your advertising dollar

.

.

Perry

WPTZ

Covers a vast, prosperous

TV,

.

starting Sept. 27
.
. Jacqueline
Babin joins Talent
Associates staff as story editor. She
was assistant to Irene Selznick, the

DuMont.
San Francisco, Aug, 31.
Consultant
Radio station KSPO will move

*1

.

ABC-TV “Jamie”

to editorialize; but it does let the “Circus Story”
on ABC’s "Center
chips fall where they may.
Stage” Sept, 21.
will continue to give this kind of
Sylvia Daneel in a lead role of
news coverage to the people of last night's (Tues.) tint edition of
this area.
will not be intimi- “Danger” via CBS-TV .
.
dated by unfounded charges.”
account exec Robert F. Adams

Frisco’s

'**'

buy into Eddie Doucette’s

casts to

cooking show . . . S. L. Weinberg
(Chrysler-Plymouth) bankrolling a
Sunday morning double feature
film on WGN-TV
. Producer
Ben Park hosted Ed Hitz and his
Chi NBC-TV sales staff to a barbecue Sunday (29) at the Landmeier
farm, originating point of the
web’s “Out on the Farm”
Hal
Tate, Chi rep for Milwaukee’s
WCAN-TV, vacationing in Northern Wisconsin and Upper Michigan . . . Singer Lurlean Hunter
pacted by WBKB as a regular on

producer-director of

often mistaken for package producer Robert K, Adams, particu-

R

.

Switzerland, Aus-

o.o.

and France

Italy

Lafferty

.

.

.

.

We

E

.

Broza said that “Telerama’ has
been attacked before for covering
the local news scene” (Last June a
group
of
Philly
magistrates
marched enmasse on WPTZ in protest against “Telerama's” mention

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

K

.

.

.

DUMONT

territory

.

.

“Our program makes no

E

.

.

.

SUPER POWER

E

.

.

.

.

the arrest and police interrogation
locale.
Every now and of two men picked up in connecagain a script will come up with tion with a $3,718 payroll job last
the okay-for-Austria “hells” and June.
“damns" as well as some geo
WPTZ news editor Dick Mcgraphic inconsistencies, so Good Cutcheon and cameraman LeRoy
man peruses all scripts before they Bell had been tipped off by the
become platters.
police that the arrests were to be
Since the distrib of Aussie radio made and were with the detectives
product in America can use a show when the suspects were nibbed on
severalfold without fear of having Aug. 19). The men, A1 White, 21,
and Samuel Hatchell, 22, both of
to pay twice for production, be
yond a certain number of plays, Philadelphia, were held without
there’s a good chance that with bail foivthe Grand Jury by Magisnetwork radio reportedly going trate E. David Reiser, and then
down the drain in its present form, Levy protested the television acthere will be a greater need than tivity and program as “an invasion
ever for Aussie e.t. half-hour dra- of the defendant’s right of privacy.”
Levy told the court his
matic shows.

Y

.

now aide to WNBT producer Bob
gram, which showed the arrest Stewart
Jay Barney concludes
in
suspects
two
of
questioning
and
fortnight stint as the psychiatrist
a payroll robbery, constituted an on NBC’s “Three Steps to Heaven”
invasion of the defendant's right
Friday (3) . Moppet Brian Dunne
of privacy.
set for U. S. Rubber’s “Little
Chris J. Witting, president of League World Series” commercial
Westinghouse Broadcasting, Inc.,
Ralph Stantley, click as the
which owns and operates WPTZ, nitery boniface on “Star in the
described the attorney’s charges Summer Night” starring Lili Dar- Creslc added to the
WBBM-TV
as “one of many similar efforts vas on the NBC “Philco Play- writing stable
.
Sears checked
in recent weeks to deny the public house,” cast by selfsame Talent off the Wednesday edition of Jack
tomorrow
Associates
“Justice”
for
free access to information through
Angell’s 10:15 p.m. WNBQ news-

.

$ep-eicr !es £/

long finale last Sunday (29)
Jack Cornwell is WBBM-TV’s new
ABC veep Sterling
(Red) Quinlan back at the helm
after a week’s vacation, some of
which was spent in the dentist’s
chair . .
Curley Bradley to ride
herd on WNBQ’s new kid strip
which bows next week in the 11:30
to
noon slot
Wapzer Milk
bought the “Hans Christian Andersen” vidpix for a Sunday afternoon WBKB berth
Frank
.

Cappy Petrash, ex-Cassini

—

MAMA

.

.

.

SRO now via Serutan, American
was “arrested, tried and con- Chicle, Seabrook Farms and Royal
victed on a television program be- Pudding
Mack and “OrigColumbus
Jim Bushman of fore he was formally arrainged inal AmateurTed
“graduates”
WTVN-TV’s promotion department before a magistrate on specific appearing at U. Hour”
of Nevada Stadium
has taken a position on the produc- charges.”
for Reno Lions Club charities totion staff of KIVA-TV, Yuma, Ariz.
Witting denied Levy’s charges night (Wed.). Mack will also be
with the statement: “Jn this and emcee at Oregon State Fair (Sept.
similar cases Westinghouse Broad- 4 to 10) at Salem,
Michael Dreyfuss featured on
casting stations will continue to
ABC’s Kraft “TV Theatre” togive their audiences full and fair
morrow (Thurs.)
Scripter Doc
coverage of all significant news Simon (Max Liebman
stable) has
events. It is the kind of reporting changed his
tag to Neal (Doc) Simon
television can do best, and that it and will 'gradually relax
on the
does all too seldom.”
flip “Doc” handle until new name

• Radio Registry •

M

0

Charles Stahl, WJMJ staffer, is in Chestnut Hill Hospital
Dick
Strome, cartoonist and puppeteer, is launching new puppet series for
children “Saskatoon and Cedric” on WFIL-TV, starting (4)
Although the Kid Gavilan-Johnny Saxton bout (1) was blacked Out
on tv, radio station
is airing the title scrap . .
Harry Krause,
chief newsreel photog at WFIL-TV, was guest speaker at Photographers Assn. of America sessions in Chicago (Aug. 30-31)
.
.John
“Chick” Kelly, former sales promotion and publicity director at WPTZ
was given farewell party (28) at Rudolph’s, Bucks County inn, by
staffers and friends. Kelly leaves (Sept. l) to take publicity post with
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., in New York.

client

6th Year
I

PHILADELPHIA

IJV
i

!

American

NALLE

NBC

c

...

is/.

was bought by Westinghouse

earlier this year, has been operating with part oS Sts studios and offices at the transmitter on Candlestick Point and the rest in the

KPIX building
since the ssalct.

m

Chicago
Clint Youle
host NBC-TV’s

is

definitely set to

“Out on the Farm”
when it returns as a Sunday
Vaa Ness Avc. half-hour Oct. 3.
Eddy-. Arnold
checked off the show on its hourseries

I

(VERY DAY

ON

EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS
COSTUMES
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you wonderful

of course you* lovely

stewardesses of

AMERICAN

AIRLINES TWA, UNITED AIRLINES for a pleasant 192,000 miles
of Commuting to Hollywood.
However, * Somebody goofed so
that now all my shows will emanate

e>

from New York.
Sincerely

A

special thanks to Ralph Edwards,

Target Productions, and the staff of
.

"Place the Face".

WALK A

NAME THAT TUNE
I'VE

GOT A

MILE

NBC

CBS
SECRET

STOP THE MUSIC
CBS

CBS

ROAD SHOW
NBC

t

(itlviht l*|tr*itirf*Kv*
Pro*. Kt/trtttutaflvtt SOtTERS-O'AOUftKE 4SSOCI4TfS

H

GOODMAN

* MARTIN
Wot Mill Strot, Nc * Y«rk City

1^4

Wednesday, September 1,
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ABB
time factors, since sets-imuse arid audience composition vary according to
9
time slot, Le., a Saturday afternoon children s show, with a low rating, npry
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with corresponding results for the sponsor aiming at the childrens market• Abbre9
viations and symbols are as foUowst (Adv-), adventure; (Ch), children s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama ; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quia; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women9s. Numbered symbols next to station cell letters represent the stations channel; all channels above 13 are UR.F. Those ad agencies Usted as

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na~
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated
and

film shows listed in each case,
ratings are furnished by

VARIETY

This

ARB,

their competition

shown opposite

All

.

based on the latest reports.

chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa-

market, which can be used by distributors, latencies,
an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
day and
market. Attention Should be paid to time

tion about film in each
stations

show

and

clients as

in the specific

—

DAY AND

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

AND TYPE

STATION

SHARI
(%>

JULY
RATING

TIMI

DISTRII.

whom

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for

USE

I

SETS IN

I

the film

is aired.

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

PROGRAM

RATING

STA.

7.

NEW YORK
D. Fairbanks Presents (Dr)
Led Three Lives (Dr) ...
Favorite Story (Dr) ...
Foreign Intrigue Adv)..
Superman (Adv)

i.

.

.

WNBT.

,

.

2. I

WNBT.

3.

WNBT

4.
5.

WCBS

.

ZIV

•

..ziv
William Morris.
Flamingo

.

WNBT.
WNBT.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

6.

.

a . .Wed. 10:30-11:00 ...... .17.3
....Sun. 10:30-11:00 ....... 15>5 ....*•«••

.Interstate

.

.

#
0
Stations

Count—4,175,000

Approx. Set

.

.

.

.

Mon.

10:30-11:00".

IVTnn

ft-0n.R-9n

.

.

.

,*.*•**«•

•

191-

.

.

.

.

.

;

11

ZIV........... ....Sat. 7:00-7:30

;

10.2

•

f f •

•

t «

•

•

*

*

31*r. ......

55.1- Baseball

51.2 What’s

49.6
40.4
21.4
22.3

45..

»

(2), WTNBT (4),.
(9), WPIX (II),

30........
26
30
SB

...

.

q

WCBS
—-WOR

WARD (5), WABC
WATV (13)
.

WABC

8;

9.

Annie Oakley (W) ............ WABD

.

.

.

.

.

.

WNBT.

.

.

.

10. Llberace

(Mus)

WPIX

............

.

.

.

ABC

.

.

Thurs. 10:30-11:00

Flamingo

...

CBS

...

Guild

.

.

.

Wed.

6:00-6:30

.Sat. 7:30-8:00

Fri

.

»*••••••

•

8*9

•

7.1 .••*•••**

40.4

22
35

0*0

24.5

7-30-8-00 .....

34.1

*•**... 30*4
....

.WNBT
.WABD
.WABC
Star Time
Place the Face ............ .WCBS
.WCBS
6 O’Clock Report.
.WCBS
Early Show
•

.

8.2

..

*«••>*• 8.3

The Hunter

3.8

•

3.8

•

3,8

.

....... 6.9
10.7

WCBS

,

25.6 CBS News—D. Edwards
Trouble With Father.

i

,

......21.6

.

.

34.2 Beat the Clock ........

21
26

.

.WCBS
Summer Theatre ......... .WCBS
.WCBS
Place the Face ......... v
6 O’Clbck Report ......... .WCBS
.WCBS
Early Show

.

.

•

•

My

Joe Palooka

Racket Squad (Adv)
Wild Bill Hickolf (W) ...

WOR

..........
Line. . .........

(7),

..-..,..18.6

.WCBS

.

7.2

WABC

*

•

i

*

•-

.

3.5

*

\

GREATER HOUSTON
Waterfront (Dr)

1.

.

.KPRC. ....... UTP

...

Raker, U.S.A. (Adv)
ltinlcpt Soiiad (Adv) ...

2. Biff
3.

Approx Set Count-—290,000

.

.

KPRC

.

Wed.

..

8:30-9:00 .....

* *

MCA............. .Wed. 9:00-9:30

ABC

.KPRC.

83

.48.1

*

Sun. 9-00-9:30

.

Mon. 9:30-10:00

.

.

.

, .

.

. .

.

.

.

•

58.3

#.•*•••

89........

.38.0

85.........

44.9

Eversharp. Theatre ........

52.1

The Web

Martha Wright
1.
4. Badge

714 (Myst) ...........

KPRC.

Duffy’s Tavern (Com)
7. Favorite Storv (Dr)
10.
8. I Led Three Lives (Dr) ......

.KPRC.
.KPRC.
.KPRC.
.KPRC.

Amos

5.

V Andy (Com)

6.

Cisco Kfd (W)

9.

.

MPTV
......... ZIV

.ZIV

KPRC.
KPRC.

.

Annie Oakley (W)

10.

..CBS

A pprox.
.ZIV

70.

.Mon. 9:00-9:30
.Thurs. 10:00-10:30
.Thurs. 9:30-10:00

33.2

79

.299.

91

32.7 Play

62.

47.9 U. S. Steel Hour.

68
92

43.5 Public Defender

.

.

.... 29.8

.

.Mon. 7:00-7:30

cbs

CINCINNATI

36.6

29.7.

Sat. 4:30-5:00

...;

.....

:

.

.

. .

.

.

—-440,000

Set Count

Wed.

.

.

...

.

.28.6;

.

31.2

Texan

9:30-10:00

.

(,•••« 23*5 .**»***••

..

•

.

,

WCPO

Blue Ribbon Bouts

51

46.3

49...

40.8 Boston Blackie

Bouts; Ringside

.

.

.

tw

:

NBC

1

.Thurs. 7:30-8:00

.

.

•

••«**

9:30-10:00

..

•

•

.Sat. 10:00-10:30

..

Mon.

ZIV

( « •

18*0 .*••«••»•

51
36;..

15*0 »•••«#••«

39

1.7 .0

*

.••••••••

UTP
7.

Mr. District Attorney (Adv).

8.

City Detective (Myst)
Cisco Kid (W) ........
Life With Elizabeth (Com)

9.

r

Squad (Myst)
Led Three Lives (Dr)

33.0
44.3

Summer

.

Cowboy G-Man (W)

6.

Foreign Intrigue (Dr)
Annie Oakley (W)
Abbott and Costello (Com)

.

•

31

.

««*«•• 14.0 *••«••••

27..

52.0

.

*••*«• 13*5 *••*••«••

.

.

2.

Racket. Squad (Adv)

3.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst).
Waterfront (Dr)
Boston Blackie (Myst) ......
Cisco Kid CIV)
Badge 714 (Adv).

4.
ft.

8.

7.

....

.

Godfrey's Talent Scouts

.*•*••**

.

.

.

*

*

*32*5

.

•

*

.

*

*

*31.8 *•«••••*•

*

...... 19.8

.

...

Sun. 6:00-6:30

.Sat. 10:00-10:30

MPTV.

.MTMJ
.MTMJ
.MTMJ
.MTMJ
.MTMJ
.MTMJ.
.WCAN.

Sat. 6:00-6:30

MCA

.

.

..

.

.

.

.Sat.
.

.

.zrv..

.

.

.*•••* 18.0 **•••••••
.16.0

.

.

•

».«*««

. .

..Tues. 9:80-10:00

.

..Sat. 4:30-5:00
•

.

.

,

Sat. 10:30-11:00

.

.

.

42.8 ..... ....

•

•

.

.

.32.1

30 0

.

.

.24.0

*

«

23*7

.

....

.

. .

44

....
•

»

•

*

.

...

21*0

74
88

14.5

81

....

•

i

«

*

19
A
v* 4
i •««*•

*

t

*

18*0 »*•«•<

<

<

1

16.3 ...... ...

35
35

4

4*

18*3

43

•

*

• *

*

*

•

19.0

(5), Davenport, Iowa

.

.

9.0
.... 4.0

.

.

.

.

/; .11.5

.

WOKV
.

•

•

*-

.

.

.

...

Hopalong Cassidy
29.9 Duffy’a Tavern
33.1
25.1

Play Regal
Tales of the West.

50.0 Justice
AA A
44.U

.

(19),

.

48 1
*zU*x

'

ii.o
4.3

22.8
4.0

None

58.0 Place the Face.
.....
36.6 Million Dollar Moyle.'. . .

89..... ...
42
. .
ii
• • •

•

WOC

111;

22.0 Pride of the Pamily. ......

. .

....71

*

9.0

WKRC

.

.

fiT

... 22.4 ..... ....

Fri. 9:30-10:00
Fri. 9:00-9:30

35.8

*

.

...

Fri. 7:OP-7;30

ZIV

Island,

.

.WHBF
Blue Angel
.WOC ..
Mural Stone
.WOC ...
34.0 Wrestling
30 8 Golden Onnortunitv ...... .WOC ..
TJInrn
Vnni*
Vn/'nHrtn
......
WWRF
23 3
40? Wrestling; Sports Showcase. WHBF
20.0 Cheer TV Theatre. . ....... .WOC ..

41.5

89
66
84.........
R2

100.........
8.8 .»»»...# 40.
....

.

21.5

.

*

Rock

79..

.

.

22.5

Name's the Same

Stations—WTMJ (4),

Thurs. 8:30-9:00

.

(4) ,

80.

(A.M.) 10:30-11:00. .14.5.

ZIV.

NBC
NBC

...

.

.....

.

...

.19.0

.

..

Wed. 10:00-10:30

.

UTP
.

,

.

—560,000
.

.ZIV

.

Mon. 10:00-10:30

.......

ABC

.WCAN

8 Life of Riley (Com)

32.3

.

Approx. Set Count
(Dr)

I

26.

.

MILWAUKEE
1.

•••** 8.3 »•••»•.,*'

Tues. 9:30-10:00

..cbs;........;..

20.0

16.0

•

.Fri, 7:30-8:00

.WHBF
.WHBF

WKRC

.

.

.

17.3

20.0

.Thurs. 10:00-10:30

WHBF
WOC
WOC
WHBF

10.0

•

40.3

.Wed. 10:00-10:30

.ZIV

WKRC

.WKRC
Weather. /WKRC

50

—WHBF

...18.0

..... 9.5

34

Stations

2.6

:

(12)

.

.WLW-T

*•*•« 10*0 *•«*••*•*

.

.13.6

,

.... 11.0

•

.

—500,000

ABC

.

WHBF

.

.

Duffy’s Tavern (Com)

Led Three Lives

•

.WHBF

Favorite -Story (Dr)
Superman (Adv)

9.

.;.... Sun* 5:00-5:30

Theatre

.

.....18.0

.

.WKRC

.

.

Front Page News;
Llberace
48.8 Kraft TV Theatre

*•••* 15.0 #••••*•«•

.

.

.

. *«*

.Mon. 8:30-9:00

ZIV.

Moil. 7:30-8:00

WOC.
.

5.

8.

.

.

.

;

WLW-T
.WCPO
Robt. Montgomery Presents WLW-T
.WLW-T
Meet the Press

8:00-8:30

.Tues. 9:30-10:00

Approx. Set Count

4.

7.

.

ziv...

.

«dlacket

3.

.

MCA

QUAD-CITY
2. I

,

Wed.

2.9
18.1

.WLW-’P

41.3
.

9.0
...

WKRC

.

.

Roundup
.

’

15.5

WKRC

(9),

Your TV Theatre
Four Star Playhouse

<

....... 7.0

7.0
5.1

.KGIJL

4

*•••* 20.3

....... 3.6

KGUL
KGUL

....12,3

.

..

KGUL

Johnny Mack Brown ...

Stations— WLW-T (5),

Sat. 10:15-10:45

;kgul

..

.KGUL
.KGUL
.KGUL

\

.42.4 "Juniper Junction

:...

....... 6.4

.....!

Sim. 8:00-8:30

.

ZIV

.

(11)

KGUL
KGUL
KGUL
KGUL

Blue Ribbon Bouts

.40.7.

89

KGUL

(2) ,

Bouts; Sports Spot
48.1 Colonel March
45.9 Sunday News Special

.... 43 .0 .........

.

•

KPRG

Stations-

*

.

.

.

.

.

WOC

.

WCAN
.WCAN
.WOKV
.WCAN
.WCAN

13.3

.

(25)
... 9.8

•\

....

5.6

.......WCAN
.

<

5.5

,WCAN

1.5

.....WTMJ

25.2

.....

...

3.8

... 12.2

.19.7
Playhouse 15 .......
. .WTMJ
.20.6
News; Weather
.WTMJ
61.3 The Marriage ............ .MTMJ ...... .29.6
25.346.5 Play Ball
...\..WTMJ
.

;

9.

Dangerous Assignment (Adv).

19. Everaharp' Theatre

(Dr)

Death VaUey Days (W)

.WCAN
.WCAN.

WCAN

.

.

.

.

;

...

NBC..

.

....ZIV
McCann-Erickson.

Thurs, 8:00-8 30
.Thurs. 9:00-9:30

.

, .

,

...

.Mon. 9:00-9:30 .....

4

4

4

¥

»

4

l

...

.

. .

>

•

i

.

m

•

*

87.0

News; Weather
Industry on Parade
Newi; Weather

.

. ;

......

.WTMJ
.WTMJ

24.4

WTMJ

.......20.9

19.7
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on Reran Market
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Lots of Hollywood’s vidfilm producers are harboring a delusion
that they can hold op to their
product indefinitely, sure of mil-

39 the Hard

ing of prices of Qplor sets will zoom
the swing to color, and predicted
within 18 months tint tv will be
here on a bigtime basis.-

at the airport, driving them direct to a screening room and
running off all the available
prints.
Screening started at
9 p.m., ran till 5 a.m., with

.

Opining black-and-white tv will
always be prevalent despite the advent of color, Jaffe said nevertheless the commercially feasible tint
Will result in depreciation of b-

he observes

this ten-

not taking other .consideraHe said
into the picture.
firstrun series are indefinitely

series,

some

kept from the syndication field because -sponsors don’t Want them in
competition, but pointed to “Dragnet” as an example of a series
which is doing well both firstrun
and on reruns. “Producers should
charge less to sponsors for the firstrun .so that they can get into syndication sooner and avoid any loss,”
"
he declared.
Jaffe, here discussing a new antholbgy series and action show
which would be distributed by Official, said his experience* has been
that .anthologies are the safest bets
for the rerun ibarket.
“General
drama appeals to more people, and
in our distribution of ’Star and the
(Continued on page 52)
•

only opening
and closing
credits shown during the latter part of the session. Not

v

only were Hull and Milsom
convinced that all 39 prints
are canned, but they bought
the show for several Canadian
and U.S. markets.

—-

—

Molsom’s, via Cockfield, Brown
Co., bought the films for Buffalo
(WGR-TV), Rochester (WHAM-TV)
and Detroit (WJK^B). plus several
Canadian ahd U.S. markets still to
be cleared. Deal will net Telefilm

&

Claudette Colbert arrived in
(30) to discuss details of her projected telepix series with Rockhill Produc-

New York on Monday

tions and before the day was out
a shadow was cast over the future
of the show. Understood the film
star expressed dissatisfaction with

the

first and only stanza in the
which was made for the pilot
way back in February.
Series, tagged “Leave It to Liz”
as the working title, has meantime
had a nod from Toni, which is
holding the 8:30 Saturday slot on

can,

.

.

package.

started a couple of weeks
ago when Robert Fabian, subject of
the series and former superintendent of Scotland Yard, accepted
a Toronto paper’s request that he
step in to solve a sixmonth-old kidnapping case. Papers broke the
story with frontpage banners, and
It, all

some

There’s

of delivery, since “ Toni
Would like to be assured of a min-

imum

$250,000. Astral deal is for
Canadian distribution of the feature made from the first batch of
half-hours produced by Anthony
Beauchamp and starring Sarah
Churchill which Eros Films distrihbed in Britain. Astral has already set the film for day-date
openings Sept. 10 at five Toronto
theatres, the Savoy, Humber, Danforth, Fairlawn and Colony.

pending finalization of a deal then the wires got hot.

the
question

104" episodes less the hiatus

periods—which would thus span
two seasons.
Sponsor is primed to launch
‘Liz” in October, with “The Duke”

UTP

to

in for the
.

slot

In

the

*

»

Irwin’s Initial Entry In

•

Use Post-Mortem

On Jet Ace Joe McConnell

.

pencilled
interim.

Ken Murray Audprint

In

Un

1

e

1

d Television Programs
in an awkward po-

found

itself

sition

last

week

following

the

death of jet ace Capt. Joe McConAll its audition prints of
the upcoming Ken Murray, show,
“Where Were You?” were the epi-

nell Jr.

Vidpix With Fight Film
Carol Irwin, “Mama,” producer,
Is planning heir initial entry in the
vidpix field with a vehicle on the
fight game titled “Ringside.” She's
dickering with Robert Preston and

sode concerning McConnell’s exploits.

.

Cited as Urgent

9:30 to noon.
Charge for screening half
hour telefilms will be $100 and
for hour films $150. Each film
will run seven mornings a

week. Previous cards will be
handed out to the audience,
which will be admitted free.
The showings, however, will be
primarily for agencies, spon-

program

be supplemented by proboxers. »
Series will be~ scripted by sportswriter and scenarist Richard Macaulay, with “Mama*’ writer Frank
Uabrielson,
who conceived the
senes, acting as script supervisor.
Novelist- sportswriter Paul Gallic©
W'ul
act as
consultant on the
senes.

and

this can only

be done by mak-

ing use of both forms of presentation. Here to supervise filming of
the Jack Benny show, “A Face Is
Familiar,” and discuss other properties fpr GE, he returned to N. Y.
yesterday (Mon.).

Abrahams
search for a

prompted

GE

explained

this

it’s

new approach which
to plan its

upcoming

as a combination of both,
with 26 live shows and 13 on celPresentation
should
be
adapted to the material, which is
the most important factor, he
averred.
GE is currently negotiating with
Gary Cooper and James Stewart
to make their telefilm debuts in
the new series, the producer revealed. Company has signed Dan
O’Herlihy to appear with Barry
Fitzgerald in the telefilmed “White
Steed.” Name stars working in the
GE series receive participation
series

luloid.

subsidiary,

deals.

GE shows will originate in N. Y.,
Hollywood and Chicago, whichever
for the particular property involved. “Instead of freezing
ourselves geographically or in the
is felt best

medium,

let’s

be flexible and

let

the material take precedence over
the
manner of presentation,”

argues Abrahams, who produced
“Medallion Theatre” last season.
GE is searching for the offbeat
and the. fantasy, type^of properties
rarely wanted by video sponsors,
Abrahams said, provocative themes
are sought in an effort to get away

from run-of-the-mill fare.
“A new art form in half-hour
(Continued on page 52)

Hollywood

L&M

WOR-TV

'

‘MAYOR OF TOWN’S’
500G VIDPIX SALE
Hollywood, Aug,

31.

“Mayor of the Town/* telepix
sales chief,
his sales staffers series starring Thomas Mitchell,
instructing tfiem to explain that has been sold by United Television
Bing Crosby Enterprises,* which is Programs to Richfield Oil for reproducing the show, will cut in a gional sponsorship for $500,000.
Oil company will sponsor the
special soundtrack eulogizing McConnell in the release prints. series in 31 cities in California,
Washington, Idaho, NeOregon,
that
admitting
Meanwhile, though

Wynn. Nathan, UTP

auditioning the McConnell show vada and Arizona.
Deal is for a firm 52 weeks, with
isn't in the best of taste, Wynn said
too late in the sales season to the Rawlins-Grant produced show
go on the air next year.
to
call in the prints.

it's

Rep’s

says Mort Abrahams, exec producer of the new “General Electric
Theatre,” a live-and-film show.
Abrahams said, the flexibility of
the medium must, be utilized fully,

Television Service, has been deluged with offers including one for
around $3,000,000. Studio has 52
Of each which would mean an
average of $30,000 per film for the
largest block of pix yet funneled
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Deadline for appeal
to television.
Latest to enter the vidpix sweepWarren Lewis, producer of Four is Aug. 31, but Autry’s and Rogers’ stakes is hoedown chanter Eddy
Star Productions’ “Star and the attorneys sent appeals back east
Artfbld who’s formed Eddy Arnold
Story” series, asserts the vidfilm last week to get in under the wire. Enterprise^, Inc.,
under his full
industry is badly in need of title
ownership. It would be his telepix
clearance machinery to avoid curpreemer in a half-hour series
rent confusion and duplication.
of 26 labelled “Eddy Arnold Time”
Lops ‘Early Show’
Lewis expressed the hope that
and consisting of a pop and counsuch machinery would be set
try tune format.
Each chapter
Grind Run carries a $17,500 budget and the
In
up by the Writers Guild of
America, Academy of Television
fronter will let himself in for
Arts ahd Sciences or the Alliance
Of 30 Feature Films $3,000 per. Supporting troupe will
Film Producers,
of
Television
WCBS-TV, N. Y. key for CBS- include Chi singer Ann Gilbert and
opining he felt they would profit
victim of WOR-TV’s a vocal four, the Jordaneres, but
became
TV,
by such a title clearance bureau.
feature films. Liggett & Myers, latter tag will probably be altered
“There is a great need for such 30
first underwriter to take an eighth to dehillbillyize them.
a clearance service. It is impossiSeries Is being primed for a midof the celluloid package last week,
ble .with all the tv companies in
has made plans to ankle the flag’s October shooting start in Chicago
the country to know what titles
with
a filming outfit being dicknighttime feature pix lineup on
have, been used, particularly in the
ered and Walter Schwimmer alSept. 5.case of anthology series. And this
set as distributor. Handling
ready
Cunningham & Walsh, agency
confusion is ultimately transmitted
the prpducer-director-writer chores
to the public by way of duplica- for the ciggie makers, wants to will be Ben Park, radio-tv program
with WOR-TV’s chief of NBC’s Central Division
It can also lead to “experiment”,
tion of titles.
He as- unique 16 showings weekly of the whose “Out on the Farm" show
litigation,” said Lewis.
since the
especially
pic,
same
one
which
problem
is
serted the
with Arnold is winding up but reshould be solved, deploring tv’s films are considered the best yet suming in October. Exec producer
said it
Agency
released
video.
to
to
the
lack of machinery similar
is Joe Csida, of Csida Grean Assolikes moving around to try differtitle of registration bureau of the
ciates, Arnold’s personal managers.
ent advertising angles. Though the
Motion Picture Assn.
Series would be the initial major
There have been innumerable advertiser could foreseeably return telepixer out of Chi.
anyway because the N. Y. tele
(Continued on page 52)
Myers
budget for Liggett &
wouldn't allow for WOR’s esti-

Myron McCormack for the male sent a memo r to
leads, to
fessional

house over; to television.
He will use it as a proving
ground for unshown tv pilots
with morning screenings from
his

But Rep Waits

some

for

1

station

31.

existing in a girdle marked
“live” or “film” and it
should make use of both to break
through the barrier o£ rigidity. So

either

Holywood, Aug. 31,
John Wolfberg; ‘owner of the
News View theatre is the latest
Hollywood exhibitor to turn

sors and tv
directors.

Hollywood, Aug.

TV is

of the

Eor the stations, both advantages
and disadvantages are obvious
‘Multi-exposure cuts the per-program cost to a fraction of what it
would be otherwise. It permits an
outlet to get high-priced product
it otherwise could not afford. On
the other hand, these multi-run
deals for the most part don’t work
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
out the way feature deals do
Republic, mulling several multifive or so runs over ah 18-month
period are more or less standard million dollar television offers for
for feature films, hut in syndica- its Gene Autry and Roy Rogers
tion the pattern has become a refeature films, has decided to withpeat every three or four weeks.
Regardless of degree there’s bound hold the product from the video
pending a decision by the
to be some undesirable effect on market
That “dream publicity break” the station’s audience.
U. S. Supreme Court on appeals
filed by attorneys for both cow-t
for Telefilm Enterprises’ “Fabian
Pros & Cons
On the syndicator’s side, the pokes.
of Scotlanp Yard” series a couple
Studi6 expects a favorable verof weeks ago in Toronto started pros And cons are more subtle.
dict from the high court, now in
(Continued on page 52)
paying dividends last week, when
recess until October, and conseTelefilm signed a regional deal for
quently decided to wait. A studio
spokesman said lawyers feel the
U.S. and Canada with Molsom’s
matter is an “interpretation of
Brewery and at the same time
contract, ahd not a public issue,
pacted Astral Films of Toronto for
and the odds are 500 to one
distribution of the feature culled
against rehearing.”
from the, half-hour telepix.
.

*

Own ‘Liz’ the Biz

NBQ

charges;
Multi-run practice has been in
existence among scattered outlets
for some time, but now in many
situations it’s becoming the rule
rather than the exception. Case is
particularly true in the more competitive markets, but even in cities
where one station dominates, the
kingpin has gone to the multi-exposure technique. Not only has the
practice spread among stations, but
distribs themselves ^re no longer
reluctant to submit their prime
shows to multi-run exhibition,

Home

.

dency in Hollywood to overestimate rerun values, a producer
thinking only in terms of his
tions

*

with some agertcy skepticism.
Among the unbelievers were
John Hull, ad manager of Molsom’s Brewery (Toronto) and
Pat ,$lilson
of -Cockfield,
Brown, the sudser’s agency.
Pair flew in from Toronto
last week and Wick met them

.

Jaffe said

Charles Wick’s.- TeleEnterprises pointed UP

multi-exposure
yardstick
which has become the economic
bulwark of the feature film business in television is now beginning
to make itself felt in the syndicated field. More and more, stations
are buying-, their programs on a
multi-run basis that cuts the perpicture cost sharply and permits
the outlet to program at a fraction
of live- cost and one-run film

the fact that 'its “Fabian of
Scotland Yard” is^ probably
the only film series to go on'
the air with all its 39 'pix already in the can, the firm met

on the rerun market. But they’re
failing to recognize that the advent of color tv on a mass commercial basis, plus the continuous
flow of celluloid goods on the market, will depreciate the values of
their telefilms as time goes on.
That’s the belief of Herb Jaffe,
v.'p. in charge of sales for Official
Films, here from N. Y. on a telebiz
junket. Jaffe said that the lower-

pix,. he said.

The

When
film

lions of dollars in potential profit

and-w telefilms. Adding to that,
the increased competition resulting from more vidfilms is already
lowering prices of some of the vid-

By BOB CHANDLER

Way

WCBS Cummings-Camel Vidpix
Ousting ‘Man Vs. Crime’

mated $4,175 weekly and
rate for the “Early Show” at the
contract ends
same time.
with flag on Sept. 5, according to

L&M

Robert Cummings will star in a
telepix series being filmed by McCadden Productions (the Burns

the agency.

Whereas only the L&M brand
name was pitched at New Yorkers
via WCBS airings, both Chesterfields alid L&M will be exposed
on WOR-TV. Latter, a General
Teleradio-owned
station ' (same
outfit that owns the station’s 30
features), is going to slot each pic
at 7 :30 ahd again at 10 p.m., seven
nights weekly, plus two 4:30 per
formances on Saturday and Sun
day.

&

Allen show lqnsers), and NBC-TV
has given the package a Sunday-at10:30 p.m. berth. It replaces

“Man

Against Crime.” (It’s Cummings'
second pix series, first being “My
Hero” for Philip Morris cigs.)
Premiere is skedded for January, with R. J. Reynolds the under.

1

writer in latter’s ouster of longheld “Crime” headed up by Ralph

Bellamy.

Wednesday, September

1,
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39 REASONS WHY THIS IS THE
HOTTEST SHOW SINCE DRAGNET
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TITLE

LOCALE

TITLE

LOCALE

Backloih
Very Dongerou* Bedfellow
Drug On The Market
Cate of the Babbling Brook

Macao
An Iron

The Invisible Destroyer

Arixona

False Faces

Florida

Los Angeles

The Furious Lady
The Picture in the Case
Borderline Case
The Case of the lonely Hunter

Berlin

The Golden Phoney
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New York
A City In the
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Any big

U.S. City
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Prison in U.S.

Railroad train in tho U.S.
Las Vegas

Chicago
Now York
Now Orleans
San Diego
New York Docks
Washington Pentagon

Grab-Bag
Tho Stevedore Kid
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Rare Editions
Reunion
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Small Hotel
The Blonde Bomber
Target
The Reckoning
The Big Break

Paris
Atlantic

Call, write, or
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Tangier* Finale
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Rome
Germany

Deadly Welcome
The Case of the Big Heist
Kiss Me Not
The Whoel of Fortune
Tho Baby Sitter
The 4.90 Buddha
Murder With HiFi
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Curtain Country

Vienna
London
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Each of these 39 half hour films packs trigger fast action, set in exciting locales all over the world.
Charles McGraw, as THE FALCON (an undercover intelligence agent for the government) is being
hailed as TV's greatest personality since Jack Webb. No wonder everyone who sees “THE FALCON”
agrees that it’s a startlingly new and exciting experience in television mystery-adventure.
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Lotsa Moola in Canadian Market

Major Chi Sefl-uloid Harvest

Intro

+

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Parlay of vidpix and feature
films has projected WGN-TV into
Vidpi
Cantor
the practically SRO class for its
Eddie Cantor, upon completion
nighttime fall schedule. Although
of his first vidpix for Ziv, obthere’s a generous sprinkling of
served, “I felt less tension in four
live local entries and DuMont
days of shooting than 1 had in any
shows, the backbone of the Chi 10 minutes of the ‘Colgate Comedy
Trib’s station’s prime time pro- Hour.’ * It
has live television
celluloid.
from,
strictly
gramming is
licked off the screens."
With its new season lineup breakCantor is due cast next month
WGN-TV
weeks,
ing the next six
on his first business trip to New
will be unreeling no less than 15
York in almost a year.
half-hour vidpix weekly plus a

to

Re

Hollywood, Aug. 31,
Otto H. Lovering has been named enue for telepix distributors. One
head of the newly-installed film distrib, Television Programs of
department at the Hal Roach lot, America, anticipates a total gross
by Ha! Roach Jr. Lovering, Who this year from Canada of $250,000,
has been film editor on "Public which while it’s less than 3% of
Defender,” is replaced oh that TPA’s total anticipated gross for
show by Harry Coswlck.
the year is still certainly nothing
Editing department will, slicef to sneeze at. And just hist week
’n
"It’s a Great Life,” "Amps
MCA TV made a fistful by selling
to Danger,” and “Dragnet” to the Canadian BroadAndy,” “Passport .”
“The Life of Riley
casting Co, on a two-year deal.
#

nightly closing feature film—and
Assuming
they’re all sponsored.
DuMont will find a bankroller for
the Saturday night pro football
telecasts, the station at the moment has only two and a half hours
open in its seven nights a week
schedule from 7 p.m. through the
In the words
feature.
10 p m.
Bruce Balaban and pave Sangeneral mahager Frank P.
of
Schreiber: 'That leaves us in a ders, latter an independent New
the
York theatreowner (six houses In
healthy position.” That may be
understatement of the year when Manhattan), launch their “Hollyis
wood Preview” half-hour show over
WGN-TV’s near-sold out status
compared against NBC-TV, CBS- WOR-TV, N.Y., Sept. 24 with an
TV, and ABC-TV blockbuster com- eye to national syndication. The
petition for the nighttime Chi au local show, which will be emceed
by Dan McCullough, will be keyed
dience.
But in and around these live to the Broadway openings, so the
shows are the vidpix names like film clips three to five pictures,
Liberace, “Badge 714,” “Duffy’s per half-hour present no problem
Tavern” “Mr. & Mrs. North,” “For- from the tieup viewpoint.
eign Intrigue,” “Racket Squad, ”
As Balsan Productions, Balaban
“Life of Riley,” “The Lone Wolf
Sanders are in the process of
“Boston Blackie” and Florian Za- clearing rights for film clips so
Bach. „ Also such sports film pack- they may be keyed to national synages as the “Big 10 Football High- dication. This, obviously, presents
and the “National Pro a negotiating, problem when they
lights”
League Highlights." With few ex- have their sights on such properceptions the telepix are all carry- ties as Paramount’s “White Christing the banners of hometown cli? mas,” Warners’ “Star Is Born,” and

KORLA PANDIT
hour musical shows
presented on Him- by

%

In

%

and

,

D. SNADER
Film)
(First with Liberace on
Hollywood 46
9130 Sunset

LOUIS

TV

—

-

Guild Films closed the “dream

And they spell the differ- the like.
ence between a so-so and a bangThe prime idea is trailerizing the
1954-55 season for WGN-TV new film product, via video, with
sales manager Ted Weber and his a guest personality, either from a
crew*
coming or concurrently showing
Admittedly a big factor is the picture participating.
saleability of the film packages,
This upcoming show, started its
is that in this market at least last negotiations with
in July alyear wrote finis to any doubts though NBC’s “Bank On The
about -their ability to knock off Stars,” film quiz with Bill Cullen;
good rating!, either as repeats or CBS’ local N. Y. “Bits From The
virgins.
Hits” (Dennis James); and Emanuel Demby’s “Hollywood to Broad*
way,” got on the air in the mean-

WOR

Spitzer & Mills repped Inglis
Deal was set by Spence Caldwell.
Guild’s Canadian rep. Sale was in
effect okayed by Canadian Broadcasting Corp., which cleared time
Telepix series is
for the show;
currently on eight Canadian out.

Balaban, son of showman A. J.
Balaban and nephew of Par prexy
Barney Balaban, realizes the problems of working out coordination
problems with the studios on the
potent new releases. He has 50-70
markets all lined up via a package
firm for syndication, once these
rights are square/1 away.
.

lets

Title
;

GE’s Abrahams

same basic appeal
which made Ellery Queen
one of the outstanding
best-sellers of our time,
and the top-quality pro-

The

distin-which
duction
guishes this new series
are already reflected in
current ratings.

In Detroit, for example,
after only One telecast,

Ellery
18.6

Queen

Videodex.

won an

outrated many established,
successful mystery proIt

grams.

I

—

For the full story and remaining availabilities ...

Tdecision
Programs of

Continued from pate 49

;

drama has been created, and it’s
wrong to say something should be
or all live. We shouldn’t
stick to the same procedures and
presentation. TV is the most adaptable medium, but no one has really
adapted himself to it by arbitrarily
ruling something must be all film
or live,”, the exec contended.
“Flexibility allows for a very im
portant element now missing in tv

all film

•

—showmanship. We’ve become

vic-

tims of our own straitjacket. We
have to create an excitement, give
the people shows they’ll talk about
With good taste and craftsmanship
you can do many things in a first
rate dramatic show,” he said.
It’s planned to make use of origi*nals and adaptations in the GE /se-

477 Madison Avonuo,
6253 Hollywood

Now

Blvd., Log

York
Angolas

basis.

Glearance

Continued from pace 49

;

title conflicts, some' between telefilm and theatrical picture companies, but most of these have been
scenes.
the
resolved
behind
.Meridian Productions, for example
turned out a telepic tagged “The
Juggler” about the same time
Stanley Kramer was readying the
theatrical release of the film of
the same name from the Michael
Blankfort novel, Kramer and Columbia, which released “Juggler,”
were unhappy at the vidpix “Juggler,”- and after a few confabs
with Meridian, the issue was settled satisfactorily, the tv pix company switching its tag.
.

Revue

currently

Productions,

prepping a new

series,

had planned

Fortune,”
hut since 20th-Fox has a film of
that name skedded, is changing the
to

call

it

“Soldier

of

tag.

Interstate

Television

.

actually

went into production a couple, of

years ago with a “Raffles” series,
bu,t following strenuous objections
threatened litigation from
ries . Those shows which go to film and
are stories considered best han- Samuel Goldwyn, folded its prodled via telefilming, such as action duction of the series, taking a
yarns, “If it’s a show which re- complete loss.
quires illusion and a feeling o,
space and adventure, then We take
it to film,” Abrahams explained
Color Diminishing
Revue Productions is producing
the film segments of the series
Continued from page 49,
which is hosted by Ronald Reagan
and begins Sept. 26 on CBS-TV, Story’ we have found the Value of
with Gene Tierney making her such series evidenced by. the inteledebut in a live show, “Nora” terest of banks, utilities and other
similar institutions which want
(Ibsen’s “A Doll’s House” adapta
to sponsor prestige shows,” he said.
tion) from N. Y.
Abrahams said he considers ma Incidentally, while Hehry Fonda
terial the most important factor in hosts S&S here and in N, Y„ he
breaking down the name barrier doesn’t for local' and regional dissaying GE has been able to ink tribution, and in that field the star
names such as Miss Tierney, Ty- of each half-hour intros.
rone Power, Jane Wyman and JoExec said it helps to have a star
seph Cotteh because of the scripts host, because the sponsor feels' it
offered them. “Eventually all stars important to have a personality to
will have to get into tv for the tie in with his product. Insofar as
promotional value it will give their general programming is concerned,
pictures,” he opined, adding stu- he opined you can’t miss if you
dios will fall in line' for the same get a situation comedy with
a w.k.
reason.
name.
v

America, Inc .

on a syndicated

loss.

The

safest

are

series

mostly named above-—those with
existing, sponsored sreries having
formats flexible enough to eat up
unsold pilots.
Generally though the •obstacles
facing any hopeful owner of a vidpic pilot grow in strength. Aside
from the usual ill fate expected of
low quality films, there are three
other important factors; distrib-

,

MCA

.

A

.

"

;

T'

.

,

time.

Hugh Marlowe

week by

this

“Liberace” show to
sponsorship for every Canadian
station now on the air and every
one which will go on the air during 1955. Sale embraces a total of
25 stations, 22 of them Englishspeaking and three French.
Deal was set with RobinhoOd
Flour and the John Inglis Stores,
which will share sponsorship on
the English-speaking outlets. Rob
nhood- will do a solo on the Gallic outlets. Young & Riibicam of
Toronto agented Robinhood while
-

ents.

starring

Canada

the

signing

up

QUEEN

for

sale”

—and

on the web is to sell it to
a current sponsor who’s willing to
drop his present show (Subject to
CBC approval) or to impress CBC
so highly with the show’s quality
that the web itself will oust a current series and replace it with the
new one. Since CBC is a government-run operation and is running
at a virtual SRO anyway, a show’s
commercial qualities have far less
utors are finding it more and more bearing on getting into the country
advisable to own product either than its artistic merits, according
'
almost completely or outright to to TPA,
TPA has just set the upcoming
make it possible for them to recapture coin outlay within a foresee- “Halls of Ivy” on the CBC web
able amount of time. Present re- and has also concluded a multistrictions as to extent of the vidpix market deal on “Your Stg£, Showmarket (normally considered the case," with Maple Leaf Milling Co.
first 100 tele markets) make it vir- picking up the tab in all but two
tually impossible to share profit markets. “Ellery Queen” is in four
and come home reasonably early markets on a syndicated basis, as
with a decent paycheck. Also be
is “Ramar of the Jungle."
cause of thie limited size of the
CBC picked up “Dragnet," hanmarket, and the demands consid- dled by
outside the U. S.,
ered eqyitable in each for vidpix for a Sept. 6 start on the web’s
series,' a pilot and subsequent halfEnglish-speaking stations.
nethours in any^ proposed series work show; it will follow the Sid
should not cost more than $25,000, Caesar exposure, and Avill have for
and according to a couple of dis- the first year Johnson’s Wax and
tribs tapped for information, even Elba Sewing
Machines as alternate
that, is too high. What has hapweek bankrollers.
pened in at least one instance, observed one distrib who couldn’t
offhand estimate the great number
of pilots “brought tu him over the
Multi-Run
past several months, is that a reputable producer brought him what
Continued from page 49
he ultimately considered “the best
television
film
show I've ever The income from a multi-run deal
seen,” He said that it was sure comes to far more in the aggregate
an
audience
catcher, hut that than from a normal r ’ogle-run sale.
to be
his firm, and he thought any other It’s a new and ia.' >r way of cashdistrib, wasn’t equipped to turn it ing in on the series’ residuals, esinto a full series since the first pic pecially when the distrib is in the
was priced for over $35,000. It was second or- third year of new prodseen where the producer might uct and hasn’t *been able to get his
have watered the value slightly, oldies off the shelf. At the same
hut at that it couldn’t have^been time* however, a multi-run deal
made at same high quality for usually means finish to aperies in
much less than the quoted sum that particular markets-after three
Take that amount, said the distrib or four runs, the other stations
utor, and add sales costs and the won’t touch the series and the
series might nev£r show a profit station that ran the pix is afraid to.
Aggregate coin resulting from inin a life time.
The last reason, and one often dividual-run sales of the reruns
might total more than the sum the
reiterated irt the past few months
station dishes out for that first
is that the two major tele networks
have no time available for new multi-run deal.

outla#

—

&

adventures of

All TPA’s experience in the market (with four series and a feature
package already in Canada) points
to the fact that program quality
will be the main basis on which
distribs must sell in the future.
This is especially true as regards
multi-market deals, since any such
deal must include Toronto and
Unless you’re an MCA TV, a Montreal, where the
Canadian
Ziv or a Screen Gems, advice in Broadcasting System
operates on a
vidpix circles continues to he single-station basis.
“don’t make a pilot.” Still there
CBC is virtually sold out at presare enough wildcatters and evan
major production firms investing ent and will continue to be so,
time clearance is a key proband
product
new
of
previews
in these
to account- for a sizable financial lem. Only way a distrib cah get a
•

.

'

Rapidly
expanding
Canadian
market, which will have some 20
Stations on the air within another
year, is already proving itself the
source of a sizeable amount of rev-

.

product, thus precluding the possibility of culling a national spon
sor for a film series.
to
and,
some degree.
Screen Gems and Ziv, are absolved

MCA

.

from danger in making vidpix.
Each firm can blithely, now that
the pattern is fixed, make all the
pilots it wants, using all the top
stars wanted. While these* producer-distrib outfits are faced with
all the same problems of other pilot makers, but possibly to a slightly lesser degree because of their

New York, with its seven-station
has seen mote of the
package or library deals than other
markets. Latest adherent is WPIX,
which is. slotting “Liberace" twice
daily, five days a week in 15-minute form, and has also slated “Ramar of the Jungle" for six days
weekly. Both shows ran once a
situation,

week

sors of dramatic series are often
only too glad to pick up a quality
half-hour costing mote than con-

in half-hour form previously.
engaged in the pracwith 10 showings a week of
both “The Ruggles" and “Pulse of
the City" in past months. Same
station is running properties like
“Boston Blackie,” “Jeffrey Jones"
and “Colonel March” two and three
times weekly.
WABD runs the
“Big Town” reruns both under
United Television’s title of “Heart
of the City” and its own “City
Assignment,” WOR-TV is planning
four-a-week showings of “Paragon
Playhouse” and three-a-Week on
“Dangerous Assignment.”
Elsewhere, WFIL-TV in Philadelphia has been playing “Racket
Squad” twice a day, five days weekly. WCCO-TV in Minneapolis is
planning multiple exposure of
“Liberace” on a pattern similar to

tract specifies.

that of

powerful selling structures, any pinot sold can and usually
does go intoyine of the dramatic
series for Heinz or the “Pepsi Cola
Playhouse,” just to name a few by
MCA, or the Ford series by Screen
Gems. Since format of these shows
call for varied dramatic fare weekly it requires at very best only
lot film

minor revision,

if

any, to

make

a

pilot become part of an on-the-air
series. Ziv’s “Favorite Story” syn-

dicate might be another example.
One observer npted that spon-

WABC-TV has
tice,

WPIX.
/

ITe&teeday, September 1,
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“The play’s the thing,” said Shakespeare. “What's in the
groove counts,” was thelate founder-president Jack Kapp’s credo,
as regards Becca, and It is an axiom with which the successor,
echelon has not only concurred but furthered. The aphorism,
has become an intra-trade -slogan for, with the
continuing prosperity of the diskery businesss, the analogy to
the Bard's classic crack is obvious.

By JOE SCHOENFELD

incidentally,

*

*

.

From Decca's cradling' in the deep depression days of 1934 the
was to insure top ,value “in the groove,” The founder-

intent

triumvirate of officers—prexy Kapp, sales^ veepee (now the late)
and treasurer (now president) Milton R. Rackmillet about insuring topmost marquee values at 'the bargain
35c platter price, which was the founding pattern of Decca.
That the quality of product—not price—is the ultimate barometer was Quickly established With the 35c retail tag for the old
10-ipch, shellac platter, it eventually increased to 60c and 75c.,
anarmw is vividly climaxed with the extraordinary $27.50 sales
Bing Crosby biowax anthology. Save for an independtag on
ent’s attempt for a similar stunt with Fred Astaire’s bio in songand-dan.ee—at a $50 pricetag, which was academic in light of
the limited album sales—this is a new industry high for a “popular” item. Next previous high was RCA Victor’s Glenn Miller
album at $25, and this had the added impetus of “The Glenn
Miller Story,” a concurrently releasing biopic made, by the way,
by Decca’s subsidiary, Universal Pictures— a smash film grosser
which also produced a sock soundtrack bestseller for Decca,
E. F. Stevens Jr.,

Decca’s design for industry impact was no accident.

David

and Jack Kapp pioneered the artistic aspects; Stevens supervised the sales; Rackmil was the watchdog of the exchequer,
and his canny perceptiveness resulted In the Universal Pictures
buy-in and its ultimate control—long before “diversification
of assets” became a fashionable catchphrase in financial circles. But from the start, despite the parlous period of '34,
Decca’s diadem was destined for the heights. In three years the
company showed an $85,000 profit; a year later (1938), the profit
$207,000; in '39 it became $374,000; in 1943 the
consolidated net income, after taxes, was $1,036,361; in. 1947 the
company's gross of $32,508,717 had resulted in a net of $1,618,548.
Decca last year netted $1,862,266, a large part of which was due
to Decca's interest in Universal.

margin upped to

Kapp was the subject of a lead editorial in Life in. early March
1949, the same month in which he died, at 47, of a cerebral hemorrhage. It was written by Henry R. Luce, who knew Kapp perand was thoroughly familiar with the diskery topper's
dream to propagate American music as a worldwide influence
for peace and understanding. Kapp -knew of no better way to
achieve this than via records.

sonally,

That Decca

isn't

all

Sing Crosby, and

vice versa,

may

be

gleaned from the continuing development of marquee names
and mkrquee values. The Innate showmanship to make “what's
in the groove” count for greater values has been constantly developed, whether in pops or longhair; albums or educational
readings. Perhaps best illustrating that Have been the sundry
Shakespearean, Dickensonian and even Biblical readings, along
with film casts and scores, which have been enhanced, for Decca
release, under the marquee potency of such names as Ronald
Colman, Charles Laughton, Marlene Dietrich, Helen Hayes,
Katharine Cornell, Henry Fonda, Charles Boyer, Edna Best,
Judy Garland, Tallulah Bankhead,* C£rl Sandburg, Jascha Heifetz, Judith Anderson, Irepe Dunne, Mickey Rooney, Ginger
Rogers, Orsoij Welles* Fredric March, Mary Martin, Brian Donlevy, Gregory Peck, Loretta Young, John Wayne, Frank Lovejoy,
Herbert Marshall, Bob Hope, Walter Huston,- John Gielgud,
Deanna Durbin, Agnes Moorehead, Raymond Edward Johnson,
Frank Morgan, Qgden Nash, Ingrid Bergman, Fred Astaire, A1
Jo Ison, Bing Crosby, Thomas Mitchell, Ethel Merman, Dorothy
Lamour, Danny Kaye, Celeste Holm, Grade Fields, Reginald
Gardner, Donald Crisp, Gene Kelly, Irving Berlin, Dan Dailey,
Carmen Miranda and kindred personalities participating in
.

Decca diskings.

The company pioneered the

“original cast” albums,

and when

^Oklahoma!”, now having sold over 1,300,000 sets at $5 per album
—in itself a show biz mark of magnitude—manifested such wide
generous public acceptance, Decca conceived the idea of “every
home a first night.”

The Kapps would take their portable recording equipment
Deep South and, for flat fees, wax any number of
“race” artists a term that is now passe and even deemed uncomplimentary, giving way to “rhythm & blues” as a category
identification. Same was true with the “hillbillies,” another opprobrious nomenclature, and in this day and age identfled as
“country & western.” But it wasn’t long before Decca put Negro
artists oh royalty, and to this day the Ink Spots, the Mills Bros.,
Louis Jordan, Louis Armstrong, et al. are exclusively on that
label. Sister Rosette Tharpe Set a vogue with rhythmic spirituals. Ernest Tubb and that champ folksinger-gone-children’s
recording artist, Frank Luther, pioneered in their categories.
into the

—

Mary Martin, Ethel Merman, Danny Kaye, Ray Bolger, Judy
Garland are among the. “popular” marquee values, from legit
and fllmusical fields, who have enhanced the DecCatalog.
This brand of diskery showmanship bellwethered the entire
Industry. Thus was laid down an Invaluable catalog of standards
which gives Decca enviable distinction in all types of interpretation. Names, musics and tracts of literary and .contemporary
value have been imprinted on wax for posterity, in a manner
that must pay off countless dividends with the years.

Thus, this commentary on Decca's 20th ^anniversary Is in the
best American tradition. It, is a milestone that reflects not only
a decade of achievement, but a fulfillment of an earnest dedication to a Job that is being remarkably well done. It Is an extension of pioneering vision in finest fruition. It encompasses a
limitless horizon by aggressive and equally visionary executives
who have mated the wax and the celluloid media, and whose
sights on the electronics values of the future are limitless in
their potentialities.

ShakespearC said it and Decca gave it the 20th century king
Abel
by insuring “that, what's In the groove counts.”

Hollywood, Aug, 31.

the filmusical field.' For years, due
While there's no business, like primarily to the company’s failure
show business, there's also nothing with such type films, Universal
/

them, so another five of or 10
million couldn’t mean very much.
all of

The Decca prexy is very high on.
the Bing Crosby anthology, selling
eschewed musicals. Other than the for $27.50, which is the
highest
Donald O’Connor-Peggy Ryan B’s price ever for a pop
album* that
of 10 years ago, the company proved a real seller. (The Fred
stayed clear of such productions. A Astaire $50 alhum two years ago
few years ago it bought “Song of was a sales flop), Rackmil says the
Norway” for $250,000, but never sales have been even greater than
Rackmil got
anticipated—he, personally, was
it off the ground.

about show biz that's like any other
biz, according to Milton H. Backmil, president Of both Universal
Pictures and Decca Records. A reluctant oracle about the entertain-

ment
said

industry’s

it’s

future,

axiomatic that entertain-

Last year it put James Stewart
show biz’s only boxoffice
commodity and that it’s the public and June Allyson into “The Glenn
Miller
Story” and found itself with
only—not somebody sitting behind
a desk and holding fixed ideas— a fantastic winner (Stewart’s per-

ment

is

sonal

50%

share of the. profits is
that can determine entertainment
expected to reach $2,000,000). It
trends.
is not the kind of busiobserves Rackmil, “where
you can sit at a drawing hoard, put
down some fixed ideas and say,
‘here’s what our model will be five
years from how.’
“In this business,” Rackmil adds,
“you’ve got to watch the’ trends,
and if you have the experience to
analyze the trends you will come
up with the right answers to the
public's demands. One thing is cer-

“This

ness,”

also proved a bonanza for Decca
via the original soundtrack album;
and, incidentally, a resurgence of
Glenn Miller individual disks and
an album anthology at $25 per
Viccopy for the competitive

RCA

tor.

In light of the “Miller Story’s”
success,
and the studio’s high

hopes for its newest fllmusical,
“So This Is Paris,” starring Tony
Curtis, Gloria

DeHaven, Gene

Nel-

son and Corinne Calvet, .Rackmil
you can’t force anything down says
the studio will be placing
the public's throat. You may think
more and more emphasis on such
it’s great,
tain,

but it’s only- great if it
sells tickets at the boxoffice.”
Rackmil has unbounded confidence and enthusiasm for the pic-

ture business. He discloses that
Decca’s buy into Universal, which
started with a purchase of 26% of
the stock (Leo Spitz-Rill Goetz
holdings) in 1951 and has now expanded to a total of 72.5% of the
picture company, was cued by
Rackrail's memory of the record
situation in 1930.

Decca and U Prove : Don’t
Write Off Disk and Pix Biz
At that time, Rackmil recalled,
everybody was writing off the .record business as a dead issue. It
was held that, the public wouldn’t
buy records when they could get
the same entertainment for free
via radio and just fof the' turn of
a knob. It was proved, however,
that the public would still buy records, provided they were given
something new and fresh every,
week. It was also proved in radio,
as with tv today, that the public
couldn't be forced to “buy” free
entertainment it didn’t particularly
like.

Rackmil said he saw the same
situation in the. picture business a
few years ago a tendency to write
it off against the free competition

—

of television.
Rackmil was convinced that the public would continue to buy pictures, providing
Hollywood would provide the entertainment the public wanted.
With the record situation of the
1930s in mind, Rackmil said that
he virtually “hocked” Decca to buy
the Universal stock. He eventually
bought 600;Q00 shares of Universal,
representing 60% of the stock, at
a price average of $16.50, or total
of
$9,900,000.
The
remaining
12 Mj% of the Universal stock was
acquired by Decca via Exchanges,

He says that four filmusicals
are now being planned among the
31 films the company will produce
in 1954-55. The musicals will be
among the top 18 ‘A’ films.
More 'Big' Pictures
Rackmil points to the studio’s upcoming production sked as another instance of progressiveness
on the part of the company. Never
before, he says, has the company
committed itself to so many big pictures. And, he added, there isn’t a
top personality in the business in
any category whom we won’t buy
pix.

whom we can’t pay for. Universal in the past three years has
released pictures starring Stewart
and Miss Allyson, Tyrone Power,
and

Alan Ladd, Gregory Peck, Ann
Sheridan, Jane Wyman. It Is now
talking a deal with Clark Gable,

among

rather

pessimistic about the release of such an. album in August,
an off-time for package sales and
^quoted a note left him by Lou Gilman , west coast v.p. and sales manager, Gilman reported to Rackmil
that his original order of the Crosby album was figured to be enough
to carry through mid-October. Insteal, it sold out in three days.
Rackmil said he had received a report of similar public acceptance
in the east.

—

1

The record

biz,

Rackmil

said, is

much

the same as the picture business, bpth catering primarily to the
youth of the world up to the age of
23.
“Have something that they
like and you have a success,” he
says.

Summing up, he returned to his
is your best sales
point” credo. “If you’re sitting on
top of your business and paying attention to fundamentals, things
“entertainment

.

must go right,” Rackmil stated.
He added that any company is
bound to have its flops even a long
series of them, but eventually the

trend must gd the other way if you
keep trying and keep giving quality.
“Decca,” Rackmil pointed out,
“has had its lean periods and it
has had its good times, like now,
but this was only possible through
.

continuous effort to
ment.”

sell entertain-

Decca Vicariously
Involved in $500,000

others.

Several of these stars were on
50-50 sharing terms and Rackmil
said this policy will be continued
by the company where and when
such deals are practical. However,
he sees the time in the near future
when artists will go back to the
salary
arrangements,
straight
since not all of the profit-sharing
deals work out so lucratively for
the artist. As Rackmil puts it, not
every picture is a “Glenn Miller
Story” in the way of profits in
fact, “in some pictures that just
about manage to break even or a

—

Suit Vs. Rubinstein
B-

1 of the New
tabloids last weekend (28) by
of a suit brought by Mrs.
Laura Lee Payne, of Beverly Hills.
Alleging that she had financed

Decca" made P.

York
way

Serge Rubinstein,

notorious Rusfinancier and alleged draftdodger, to gain control of Decca,
she sued the latter for $500,000
damages In N. Y. Supreme Court.
She averred that Rubinstein had
achieved “control.”
To this the
latter replied, “I wish 1 do, but I

sian

-

‘

don’t.”

the artist finds he
In last spring’s stockholder proxy
fight, led by George L. Lloyd, a
a Question Mark Now
disgruntled former Decca board,
Rackmil has no definite views re- member, Decca’s management
garding the future participation of charged that Rubinstein was inUniversal or Decca, or both, in volved in the plan to take over the
television. He said he is keeping company. Miss Lee,
former musian open mind on that medium and cal comedy actress and later a
will certainly not piit both’ feet Warner Bros, lead,
since married
into it until its more clearly de- to stock broker Lou
Payne (from
fined as to just what the residuals whom she is estranged)
came to
have in the way of a financial fu- New York, set up her campaign
ture. Thus far, as he sees it, only
headquarters at the Savoy-Plaza
etc.
a rare few have made any sub- Hotel,
but found that by the time
He the general
Fancy Figures Don’t Lie
stantial profits out of tv.
stockholders’ meeting
Rackmil said that with the Uni- named “Dragnet,” “I Love Lucy” came around that prexy Milton
versal stock presently at $25.25 not and that’s all to his knowledge.
R. Rackmil and his incumbent slate
only is the Decca investment ex- When the financial Issues are had
been given a vote of confitremely profitable, but couldn’t be clearer, Rackmil said, Universal dence.
duplicated now at double what he could well enter into tv-film proAs
is characteristic of disk biz
had paid for it. He went on to duction. Meanwhile, operations are history, Decca at that time had no
point up 'the advantages to Decca being held to a small unit filming hot
pop hits riding but had mainof the Universal buy, not only from commercials.
tained a strong profit-and-dividend
the standpoint of dividends, which
While the profits in tv-filming position via its yarning from Unimay be well over $2,000,000 for are still nebulous. Rackmil says, versal Pictures, which it controls
the current fiscal year, but also he sees no practical reason to seto the extent of 72.5%. Since then
because of the diversification af- gue manpower into that field and Decca achieved the 1-2 top pop poforded both companies as well as take them away from feature pix,
sitions with the Kitty Kallen “Litgiving Decca an inside track on which can be much more productle Things Mean a Lot” and the
albums based on Universal film tive. On top of the general man- Four Aces “Three Coins in the
musicals and scores.
power, he points out, would have to Fountain.”
Aside from Universal’s pix, Rack- go his own and other executives’
mil made it clear that Decca time as overseers and that, he says,
doesn’t hesitate to issue albums would be a costly waste just now.
little

better,

worked for nothing.”

TV

<*r

,
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Bing Salutes Kapp
Decca's Bullish Season
Whereas Bing Crosby seemed to
As for the record business, Rackmil says that’s in an extremely drag in CBS' Bill Paley in the
pointed to such upcoming albums healthy state at the moment— and Decca songbio of the crooner’s caas “White Christmas” and “There’s he particularly referred to Decca’s reer, there was little logrolling as
No Business Like Show Business” great season. Rackmil said nobody regards Jack Kapp, founder-presias examples of Decca’s disk mer- could be sure just how much fur- dent of the company, to whom the
chandising as well as its merchan- ther the record biz can go or ex- singer makes more than one refdising of pictures Bing Crosby- pand—beyond its present $200,- erence in the $27.50 cavalcade of
Danny Kaye and 'Ethel Merman* 000,000 gross. for all the companies, his songs.
the respective stars of the Para- and it was in view of that limitaLater in the album Crosby samount and 20th-Fox films, of tion that the Universal Pictures buy lutes Kapp on “Now Is The Hour
course, are exclusive Decca diskers. was so attractive.
As Rackmil (Maori Love Song)”, observing,
points out, at the wholesale level “This was one of the many astute
More Filmustcals
This brought up the rfiatter of the record companies are actually choices Jack Kapp made for me,”
Universal’s growing excursion into only' splitting $100,000,000 among referring to his song selections.

based on films made by other companies. “We have no pride of authorship,” Rackmil
added, and

—
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Beta's Gamble on Disks In ’34
By JIM WALSH
since 75c records
ers of 1934 received a real shock weren’t selling at all, it couldn’t
when they saw that a new com- do any harm to take the chance
pany Decca they’d never heard of selling at least a few at less
of before was advertising, of all than half the standard price.
things, phonograph records! To the
Crosby had eight titles on four
radio addict of 20 years ago the double :sided platters on page two
phonograph and records were not
“i Love You Truly," "Just ajUst moribund, they were finally wearyin’ for You,” "Let Me Call
and irretrievably dead, and the You Sweetheart,” "Some Day,
average reader was as much sur- sweetheart,” "The Very Thought
prised to see them advertised as 0 f You,” “The Moon Was Yellow,
if he were being offered a new is- “Two Cigarettes in the Dark" and
sue of Godey’s Lady Book or a “The Sweetheart Waltz." This list
setting of fresh dinosaur eggs.
illustrates a policy that Jack Kapp
However, a Decca ad which ap- unansweringly followed issuing a
peared in many newspapers* of judicious blend of favorite old as
Dec. 6, 1934 may have been the we n as new pop numbers,
turning point that started the platRunning down the list of vocalter business on the long and pain- ists we come to the Mills Bros.,
ful uphill trek that led it to new g^ hel waters, Jane Froman, Arthur
heights of prosperity. With the Tracy, Frank Crumit, Lee Wiley,
shrewdness that characterized the j 0 hnny Mercer, the Montgomery
pioneers of the Decca organiza- Quartet
(singing four religious
tion, the ad concentrated on high num bers
Railway to
"Life’s
quality recording, top-drawer art- Heaven,” "The Old Rugged Cross,"
ists and, perhaps in those depres* .< The Little B rown Church in the
sion days, the most important fac Vale” and "In the Garden”), Frank
The Decca Luther, Bob Crosby and Everett
tor of all, low price.
"All-Star" record was only 35c in Marshall.
the 10-inch size, and many a citiDance bands were led by Guy
zen who had stuffed the old Vic- Lom bardo, followed by Glen Gray,
trola back into the attic must nave rped Lewis, the Dorsey Bros:, Isham
reasoned that if you could hear Jones Jack Hylton (an English
Bing Crosby or Guy Lombardo on imputation ), Orville Knapp, Roy
a double-faced record for a third Fox (ano ther British band), Victor
of a dollar, it might not be a bad Young, the Green Bros., Marimba
idea to stock up on a few new Orchestra, and Justin Ring. There
platters.
was a separate "hot dance” (soon
good to
spending
actually
But
of
Vi,
section
WWW
klVll
"swing”)
UTTAUQ /
'
become
IIVVVIUV
tu
VT 1 _
J
in the year 1934, with King j|
money
y Lunceford, Noble Sissle,_
v
ft
l! *
1
1
AttAMiirniMrf
Radio lording it over everything, Fletcher Henderson, the Spirits of
to advertise phonograph records! Rhythm, the New Orleans Rhythm
Who ever heard of such a thing? Kings, Chick Webb, Earl Hines,
Of course, only half a decade Claude Hopkins and Spike Hughes,
earlier, it had been far different.
the instrumentalists
For years, up to the late 1920s, were: Piano-r-Art Tatum and two
Victor was the nation’s No. 1 ad- duet teams Muriel Pollock
Vee
vertiser. Even when the record Lawnhurst; and Fray
Braggiotti.
business showed all the signs of Jesse Crawford was at the organ
going to pot in 1924 the Victor ad and Max Rosen played the violin:
vertising budget stayed high. The Borrah Minevitch and His Haradvent of electric recording in monica Rascals were also heard
1925 gave the industry a shot in from, as were Louis Katzman’s orthe arm, and records were still chestra playing and Lucy Monroe
selling at a lively clip when the singing "Standard selections." Zora
1929 depression moved in and Layman and The Men About Town
convinced the average family that sang a Stephen C. |Foster Medley,
phonograph Platte,s were o n e of
evei; Tour sTdeTby
the world's most expendable com- p rovo] .s Golden Birds .
modities. By 1932, the worst year
Still to come a little later were
phonograph history,
in modern
Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra, Harry
sales were down to about 5% of
Roy’s Band (English importations
what they had been in peak years,

Newspaper and magazine read- figured

that inspired a comparatively small
but fanatical group of admirers of
the two-piano work of Ivor Kaye
and Dave Morton), Dick Robertson

and many other favorites whose
vogues lasted for years, Robertson,
an accomplished tenor pop singer,
was a 10-strike, He sang current

A
that

—

—

—

—

—
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associates made medleys of all conceivable types of old tunes the
compositions of George M. Cohan,
baseball songs, songs of the North

"Hymns for Happiness,”) In the
old days, religious recordings were
almost entirely the time-honored
staples—-"Adeste Fideles,” "Nearer,
and South, "Songs of the Gay My God, to Thee,” "Onward, Chrisjust about everything tion Soldiers,” "Abide With Me,”
Nineties”
that could be put into medleys was and, of course, "Ave Maria.’\ Inthrown in, and the platters sold cidentally; Decca, from the very

—

—

Luther and his pards even beginning of its recording activibegan an ambitious project of re- ties in 1934, recognized the necessteadily.

'

Among

—

—

&

&

^t^Tere

and 1933 was only a

cording the songs of all 48 States,, sity of a strong religious catalog.
but the effort bogged down, ap- Among other things, it engaged the
parently, when they had done famous radio quintet, The Revel"Songs of Old California” and ers, to record a series of hymns.
"Songs of Old New York State.”
In the earliest days of the phonoSome 'years later, Luther, who had graph, when sound was engraved
started out as a hillbilly recorder, on
cylinders, records
soft wax
under various assumed names, with were intended largely for use in
Carson Robison as his partner, got slot machine parlors and saloons.
into the groove of making chilBut even then phonographs were
dren’s records and for something
owned by serious-minded families,
like a decade this one-time preachsome of them do devout that the
er has been at the top of the kiddie children were allowed to hear, only
platter procession.
religious tunes on Sundays. Hymn
Thanks to the ingenuity of its tunes were recorded for their
"founding fathers,” Decca, al- special pleasure, and some pioneer
though it must have found -the go- artists, who were later to be known
ing rocky in its earlier years, never
almost entirely as comedians, sang
faltered but kept on its upward
religious compositions at the start
path to become one of the domiof their careers for a dollar a
nant leaders of the wax works in- "round." Len Spencer, Billy Murdustry. Today, after 20 years, it
ray, Steve Porter and "Dan W.
has long since given up its low Quinn all had whack at the doxolprice appeal, born of those grim
ogy deal.
depression years, but it has con
One of the early artists who
tlnued its unending emphasis on
quality merchandise and the cream profited most- by the demand for
of the crop among the nation’s star hymns was the late "Harry Mac*

performers. There is still plenty of
resourcefulness and ingenuity in
Decca’s higher echelons, and an
awareness of the value of blending
the old and the new, as witnessed
by the issuance of the new mammoth Crosby LP of "the Groaner’s
great past successes.

little better.

there was in
1934 was due almost entirely to
the new blood brought into the
record business by the newcomer
then controlled by the
Decca
English company of the same
name, which was a direct descend
ant of the famous old British
jobbing firm of Barnett Samuels.
Not that records costing only
25c weren’t already available in
5-and-10c stores. They were. Other
companies, such as Victor with its
had 35c
also
label,
Bluebird
brands. But Decca’s original and
the re
contribution
to
courageous
birth of the record business was
its policy of giving the day’s great

What improvement

—

—
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Crosby’s Decca of ‘Silent Night All-Time Peak
Faith Platter Other Highlights

pop tunes but his biggest sellers
were 'revivals of such things as
"The Sidewalks of New York" and
The religious kick in which
"Sweet Rosie O’Grady,” with a
record companies are currently inrhythm accompaniment and freis nothing new. Vocal and
dulging
quently with the tempo changed
instrumental platters with a refrom .waltz to foxtrot.
ligioso significance have always
Frank Luther’s Jackpot
been part of the background bread
f
Probably one of the most valua- and butter of the* recording busible' "properties” Decca acquired in ness.
those early years was one who is
Chief new trend is that most bigstill With the firm—Frank Luther. selling present-day numbers of the
and
the
Throughout the 1930s
hallelujah type are written by pop
early ’40s, Luther, with his former tunesmiths as a change of pace
wife, Zora Layman, and the New from their ordinary outpourings.
Century, Quartet, was the great (The late
Arthur Fields and
"medley man" Presumably at George Graff Jr., set the example
Kapp’s suggestion, Luther and his a few years ago in their series of

•

,
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donough” (under his teal name of
John S. Macdonald, he afterwards
became head of thV Victor a&r
dept.); whose specialty was "The
Holy City.” Macdonough once told
this writer that he paid his rent

nothing but religious offerings.

It

had an extensive staff consisting of
Henry purr, and its vertical-cut,
sevOn-inch records were sold under the Angelophone label for 10c
in- department and five-and-dime
stores. On one side you got a hymn
sung by the fabulous Burr; on the
other, some unidentified gentleman
told you what the song was about.

The records bore a

suspicious

re~-

semblance to the Par-o-ket label
which Burr issued for a year or
two. He was one of the few recording artists who hhs ever owned his
own company and simultaneously
sung for all the competing firms.
Rodeheaver and Others .
|

|

Another, several years

Homer Rodeheaver,
who led the group

later,

was

the baritone
singing and

played the trombone in

I^illy

Sun-

day’s "hit-the-trail” revival campaigns. Around
1923-24,
Rodeheaver was. not only singing for
all the old-established record companies but was also turning out his

own Rainbow records with headquarters in Chicago. Besides extensively recording himself and his
duet partner, Mrs. Virginia Asher,
Rodeheaver also issued vocal selections and sermons by such almost
superannuated hymn writers and
do-gooders as E. Q. Excell, Charles
H. Gabriel and the Rev. W. E.
Biederwolf. The nearest thing to
jazz on a Rainbow platter was Bob
Matthews, the official Billy Sunday
pianist, plunking "Swanee River”
and "Humoresque.”
Throughout the years Red Seal
celebrities were perfectly willing
to add to their royalties by recording hymns. John McCormack’s
"Nearer, My God,” sold hugely,
and “Whispering Hope," by Alma
Gluck and Louise Homer, was one
*

of the biggest sellers Victor ever
had. But undoubtedly the all-time
platter
is
best-selling
religious
Bing Crosby’s DecCa of "Silent

Night.”

Generally speaking, the religious
record output was slanted toward

the sort of numbers sung at a
Methodist prayer meeting or camp
meeting pronouncedly evangelical
Protestant music. However, no dewere
possibilities
each month for years with his nominational
earnings from singing Stephan overlooked. Most Jewish selections

—

Adams’ brainchild at a doRar a were issued in special Hebrew lists,
throw. After he became exclusive but Cantor Josef Rosenblatt was a
interpretation of .good seller in Victor’s regular cataCity” could be had log.
a shortend version
As early as 1903 Columbia reon one side of a 10-inch platter; corded the voice of the Pope, who,
the complete text on both sides aged 92, must have been one of
of a double-faced disk; and un- the oldest persons ever to make a
der the disguise of "The Sabbath record. The following year Victor
Morn,” he sang part of "The Holy followed with a series of Gregorian
City” with incidental chime effects. chants by the Sistine Choir, feaHe likewise took the lead in the turing the famous male soprano,
Haydn Quartet’s interpretation. Prof. F. Moreschi. All companies
issued the standard Christian SciHenry Burr’s Start
to

Victor,

his

"The Holy

Decca’s ‘Original Cast

Album

Sales

Oklahoma! (Rodgers & Hammerstein) (1943)+
1,300,000
(Alfred Drake-Joan Roberts-HOward DaSilva-Celeste Holm)
Carousel (Rodgers & Hammerstein) (1950)
500, 000
(John Raitt-Jan Clayton)

Porgy and Bess (Gershwin) (1942)
(Todd Duncan-Anne Brown)
Annie Get Your Gun (Berlin) (1946)
(Ethel

450,000
400,000

Merman-Ray Middleton)

three ways

—in

!

&

The all-time most prolific freeHammerstein) (1951)
350,000
lance recording artist and later
(Gertrude Lawrence-Yul Brynner)
Song of Norway (Grieg, adapted by Wright & Forrest) (1950).
300,000 "Dean of Ballad Singers,” the late
Henry Burr, got his start as a plat(Lawrence Brooks-Helena Bliss-Robert Shafer-Kitty Carlisle)
Guys and Dolls (Loesser) (1951)
250,000 ter worker by recording hymns.
Joe Belmont, who whistled and did
(Robert Alda-Vivian Blaine-Sam Levene-Isabel Bigley)
est stars at one uniform low price
This Is The Army (Berlin) (1942)
115,000 bird imitations in vaude all over
All For 35c
the world for many years prior to
(GI Cast)
Let’s go back a moment to the
newspaper ad Wonderful Town (Bemstein-Comden-Green) (1953)
Decca
original
100,000 his death in 1949, once recalled
that he was in the Columbia stu(Rosalind Russell-George Gaynes-Edith Adams)
Imagine yourself a reader of) The
dios in 1902 when a fat, rosySold Under 100,000* ( alphabetically )
Houston Chronicle, and finding on
cheeked young fellow of 20 walked
page 10 a five-column ad headed, Arabian Nights (Carmen Lombardo-John Jacob Loeb) (1954)
in and said he’d like to make some
(Lauritz Melchior)
"Decca Scoops Music World." In
tests.
The youngster was Burr.
smaller type you read, "All New Bloomer Girl (Harold Arlen-E. Y. Harburg) (1944;
After he had gone, Belmont sug
Recordings of These Great Artists
(Celeste Holm-David Brooks-Joan McCracken)
gested that the boy’s tenor voice
Now on Decca. Records Exclusively, Call Me Mister (Harold Rome) (1946)
was exactly suited to recording
Only 35c,”
Between the varying
(Betty Garrett-Lawrence Winters-Paula Bane-Dan ny Seholl-Bill
hymns, and so Columbia put Burr
type faces were cuts of Bing
Callahan-Jules Munshin)
to wording singing "Abide With
Crosby, Decca’s all-time Mr. Big, Carmen Jones (Oscar Hammerstein 2d) (1950)
Guy Lombardo (still going strong
(Muriel Smith-Luther Saxon-Carlotta Franzecl-Glehn Bryant-June Me,” "Safe in the Arms of Jesus,”
in the Decca fold), Ted Lewis,
arid
similar standbys,
Hawkins)
He was
Glen Gray, Isham= Jones, the Mills Cocktail Party (T. S. Eliot) (1950)
called on for many years to make
Bros., Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey,
(Alec Guinn ess-Cathleen Nesbitt)
new recordings of the old hymn
and "The Street Singer” (Arthur Consul (Gian Carlo Menotti) (1950)
tunes as techniques. improved. His
Tracy).
religious recordings for all com(Marie Powers-Patricia Ne way)
The Decca sales pitch was Death Of A Salesman (Arthur Miller) (1950)
panies, as Solos, in duets and as
summed up in half a dozen lines:
(Thomas Mitchell)
lead of the Peerless Quartet, must
"Here they are—your favorite Lost In The Stars (Maxwell Anderson-Kurt WT eill (1949)
have run into the thousands.
stars of radio, screen and stage
(Todd Duncan)
Few artists have been so defiin their greatest performances of Lute Song (Raymond Scott-Bernard
nitely identified with hymn singing
Hanighen) (1946)
instrument and voice! Not obso(Mary Martin)
as the late Frederick Wheeler and
lete records, cut in price to meet Medea (adapted by Robinson Jeffers
the still living John Young, who
from Euripides) (1948)
a market, but the latest, newest
(Judith Anderson)
called themselves "James F. Harsmash hits—-exclusively DECCA. On The Town (Bernstein-Comden-Green) (1946)
rison” and "Harry* Anthony” at
Hear them when you want
as
(Nancy Walker-Betty Comden-Adolph Green-Mary Martini)
the beginning of their recording
often as you want—right in your Red Mill (Victor Herbert-Henry Blossom) (1946)
careers. No Edison or Victor list
own home.”
(Wilbur Evans-Eileen Farrell-Felix Knight)
around 1906-07 was complete withThe first Decca catalog was a Sing Out, Sweet Land! (Walter Kerr-Elie Siegmeister) (1945)
out "Anthony & Harrison" singing
slim booklet of 16 pages but its
(Alfred Drake-Burl Ives-Alma Kaye-Bibi OsterWald-Jack McCauley"The Valley of Peace," "Tarry
contents were remarkable.
Juanita Hall)
It’s
With Me,” "When the Mists Have
amazing that so many topnotch
Rolled Away,” "When the Roll Is
performers could have been lined + Parenthetic information next to title indicates author and
composer Called Up Yonder” anything with
up by a new company specializing
and year when first released ; second line indicates the cast toppers. a flavor of Moodv Sc Sankey.
in a low-price record.
Probablj t Mary Martin ivas not in the Broadway show but she did two. numAround 1915 or 1916 there was
most of the artists, who signed up.
bers for the Decca album.
one record company that issued
King and

I

(Rodgers

•

'

.
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ence hymns, such as "Day By Day
the Manna Fell” and "O’er Waiting
Harp Strings of the Mind,” and
Edison even turned out some 30
"lesson sermons,” sung by a baritone, Robert C. Dyrenforth. After
electrical recording was introduced
platters
made in the Morrrion
Tabernacle at Salt Lake City were

.
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a Sensation.

A

recent survey seems to indicate that "The Old Rugged Cross”
is

now America’s most popular

hymn, but
you could

less than 40 years ago
have turned through
every catalog, without finding it on
even one waxing. Not until Rodeheaver began to put it over at the
Billy Sunday meetings and on records did "Old Rugged Cross” grip
the public emotions and heart
strings. But you could take your
pick of anywhere from six to a
dozen versions of “Ave Maria,”
“Nearer, My God” and "Abide
With Me" in the 1914 Victor, Edison and Coluinbia lists.
No survey of this "type should
end without at least a passing reference to the Negro "preachin’ records” which were made popular in
the 1920s by several companies,
with Okeh in the lead. The arch
examplar of recorded preachment
was the Rev. J. M. Gates, a colored
minister in Chicago. Presumably
the Reyi was a Conscientious brother who walked in the odor of sanctity, but some of his productions

were downright earthy—-such as
the classic "Dead Cat on the Line,’
in which he purported to be questioning the sisters Of his congregation as to why their offspring didn t
look more like their fathers!
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Decca's Hangup Album Job on 'Bing'

Sparkplugs Diskery’s 20th Anni

ABEL GREEN

in

(WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

18,

1954)

Decca is celebrating its 20th anniversary this year, and tradewise is
signalizing the event with an album sales push.
If it had nothing else to dramatize the event, its $27.50 musical autobiography of “Bing” (DX 151) would be more than sufficient unto the purpose thereof.
It’s an inspired production, by an inspired performer, as Bing Crosby
uncorks almost Wz hours of palatable ‘‘groaning” and polysyllabic Smalltalk of the calibre which has long distinguished him, vocally and as a personality. It quickly belies the modest insistence of his “call-me-lucky”
life’s summation because, by the very nature of this cavalcade of the cream
of the crop of American music, does he give evidence, in plenty, why
Crosby has remained on top for so long. He is a canny performer peripd.
He knows how to spread the wealth, with credits for all, and long
since after his colleagues, and even the title of his celluloid credits, have
become dim in memory and chiefly for the archives, The Crosby vocal
style has given new virility to the song excerpts therefrom.
a medley! He quickly proves why and how he has become
most listened to voice in the world.”
Tbe wealth of song material is synonymous with the days of our years,
and more than half of the album comprises specially waxed excerpts from
the late 1920s and ’30s— with the Cole Trio-and are updated with actual
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the Sun Shines, Nellie

White Christmas

Sweet and Lovely

Moonlight Becomes You

Where

Sunday, Monday or Always

the Blue of the Night Meets
the Gold of the Day

I

Don't Stand a Ghost of
with You

Pistol Packin'

aXhance

V

I'll

H

I

.

It's

in

Swinging on a Star

January

Too-Ra-Loo-Ra-Loo-Ra!

Easy to Remember

Don't Fence

Silent Night

I'm

It's

an Old Cowhand

The

Pennies from Heaven
I've

Bells of

St.

Mary's

Sioux City Sue
Begin the Reguine
South America, Take

Only Forever

it

Away

Blue Skies

Yes Indeed

Alexander's Ragtime Band

You Are My Sunshine
in

In

;

Tumbling Tumbleweed*

Deep

Me

Been a Long Long Time

MdcNamara's Band

Got a Pocketful of Dreams

Mexicali Rose

Be Seeing You
4

Love You Truly

June

Mama

San Fernando Valley

:

Nifty Packaging Job
Decca’s poet laureate and musical editor Louis Untermeyer produced
an impressive 24-page brochure that goes with this elaborate package
which is further distinguished by a wooden case, with miniature padlock
(prop key enclosed), and an impressionistic multi-color cover of Bing.
The booklet also includes an elaborate breakdown of the Crosby discography, by singles and albums.
It’s a timeless item of long durability, a signal salute to "Bing" and the
;
diskery with which he’s been identified from the start of Decca’s birth
20 years ago. This album is living proof why “the voice of Bing Crosby has
been heard by more people than the voice of any other human being.”

Till

Star Dust

al.

Offbeat Palaver
Crosby’s small talk is pleasant palaver and a nostalgic refresher course
©n the early days of sound-pix and radio. The plenitude of names from
both media, interlarded with Crosby’s affection for the Petrillo clansmen,
sounds like a yesteryear directory of SAG, AFRA. (this was before
AFTRA) and AFM personnel. He namedrops like a phone book, but it is
£ll pithy, pungent and pertinent to the proceedings. There are casual anecdotes about songs and song-writers and song* situations which are startlingly informative, such as the disclosure that Barris and Clifford wrote
"It Must Be True” as a countermelody or obligato to “If I Could Be With'
You (One Hour Tonight) ,” and thus a hit was born. He salutes Paul Whiteman for giving him the first opportunity, and credits anybody and everybody with whom he was associated professionally and socially.
It’s not all Tin Pan Alley product. He does hymns and folk songs, Irish
and Hawaiian and Maori ballads, along with the galaxy of songs that constitute.the alltime Hit Parade of the past quarter-of-a-century.

Wait

Surrender Dear

I

The Whiffenpoof Song

the Heart of Texas

Now is the Hour

Dear Hearts and Gentle People

Far Away Places

Play a Simple Melody

Sam's Song

met many more!
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FACTS YOU'LL l/VANT

1

TO

KNOW ABOUT

THIS
•24-pag*

ALBUM

booklet
each album/ containing
profile of Bing by Louis Unter*
Jneyer/ complete discography,

5 12" Long Play

of Bing's, records.

17 Extended Play records
(45 rpm.) ED-1700

Illustrated

with

records.

(33ft rpm.) each record
in polyethlene

packed

bag DX-151

Suggested

Retail Price

$26.37
Fed. Ex,

Bing’s story

as only

he^*

•

Album

In

Tax—$1.13

form of dust-proof

leather cafe with lock and key.
• Striking cover design In five
brilliant colors.

• All records in separate [ackets.

himself tells

and sings

it

GREAT

an album so BIG . . . so
. . . that only
himself could have made it! Here, one after the
other, are the songs he made famous . . . 89 in all . . . over
lour hours of musical enchantment!
ing

is

B Bing
ffe

starts at

the very beginning of his career . * . singing
as» he
strolls down through the years
-

tod reminiscing
Au^ll'
*ii:

hv

tal

l

•

•

•

«s

11

I

milestones that charted his career.

,

i

«

11

•

• Each album .sealed in cellophane and packaged separate-

it!
Bing’s story is the story of millions. It
America in gong.

ly In factory-segled cartonsl

is

the story of

That’s what makes BING an album with a favorite memory for anyone who has ever heard a radio, seen a movie,
or played a phonograph since 1926! It’s a collection that
will be played and played and played ; . . again and again
... in millions of American homes ... and will be loved
along with the great entertainer who made it!
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DECCA THE ABOVE WOULD NEVER HAVE HAPPENED.

MOTION PICTURE
PERSONAL APPEARANCES
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Two Great New Abums

A NIGHT AT THE ROOSEVELT

night of music oxactly as porformod for many years to enthusiastic crowds at tha
Roosevelt Hotel in New York. This 12-inch album includes for tho first time on records
two of the famous Lombardo medleys. DL 8070 and ED 810.

“ARABIAN NIGHTS”
The fabulous spectacle that is breaking all records at the Jones Beach
Marine Theatre, Long Island. Recently featured on front cover of Life
Magaiine. DL 5542 and ED 687.
(P.S.: Us, too!)
;
Publicity:
c

<.

DAVID O. ALBER ASSOCIATES,
Gene Shefrin

INC.

-
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Congratulations

on your 20th Anniversary.
It's

great to be

a part

of the Decca Family.
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Bing In Decca
Continued from page 5$

YOUR 20TH ANNIVERSARY

MY

IN THE BUSINESS

20TH ANNIVERSARY WITH

A

Most Happy Association

YOU

Louis Armstrong-Gordon- Jenkins: In recent years, Armstrong
has strayed from his original jazz
into the quasi-pop groove. He’s got

OF THE ORGAN'

.

eight
inch

pop workovers on

this

\9-

LP and although he does it
with originality and vigor, it’s not
the best of Hatch mo on wax. Gordon Jenkins has supplied some interesting arrangements and backs

10-

ineh LP that some strong material
wouldn’t help. For the mfcst
part
the songalog is just stuff
wh t C h
didn t take off as pop singles,
It’s
an okay idea for the Peggy
Lee
fans but it’s not taking full
advantage of her potential. She’s
cut
better tunes in hfer time and
she
can still etch better ones than
the

x

inch LP is “harmonizin’ the old
songs.” Waring is a past master
at getting maximum harmony effects out of his glee club and the
set excellently displays his technique.

'POET

wrong with Peggy Lee** new

from the spot this past season-; The Armstrong with an okay beat.
something new that’s been added
Leroy Anderson: Although comto this* set are two medleys never poser-conductor Leroy Anderson
before recorded. Vocals and in- had a hitless year, his previous
strumentals are interspersed neat- clicks, “Blue Tango,” etc., have
ly.
It’s all practically a replica of
established him as a strong pop ina dance set at the Roosevelt.
strumental name and his new 12Fred Waring: £eg for this- 10- inch LP pops concert should
please his 'fans.
Mills Bros.: While the new crop
of vocal groups are setting -a
disclick vogue with harmony his-

eight offered in the album.
trionics, discordant sounds and offRuss Morgan: The maestro's
beat rhythms, the vet Mills freres
remain supreme in the combo field “Every body sDance” series has
been
with their placid and perfected an okay seller
for the diskery. This
harmony 'techniques. Their relaxed 10-inch LP
set is the third of the
delivery oh this 10-inch LP of eight •group
and it follows the pattern
solid tunes excellently showcases
Morgan has put together an interthe Mills' style. The boys mix up esting
medley of danceable items
standards and novelties for a de- all in foxtrot
rhythm, that’ll also’
lightful
ear-arresting song pot- appeal to
the, wallflowers. A1 Jenpourri.
mngs ajid Betsy Gay help Morgan
Peggy Lee:. There’s nothing with the vocal chores.
Ink Spots:
must for Ink Spots
collectors, especially for “I Don’t
j.

A

;

Want To Set The World On

Fire ”

Kenny’s
smooth
soprano
sparks the group through seven

Bill

other tunes, classified as “torch
items.” It’s a pleasant 10-inch LP
with a couple of other standouts
such as “Street of Dreams” and

“I Cover The Waterfront,”
Jerry
Colonna:
“Music For
'Screaming” is the tag Decca’s album department chiefs have given

10-inch LP set. It's a selfincriminating monicker. It’s doubt-

this

ful

comedy and it’s questionable
The Colonna fans, however,
interested to know that he

music.

may be

destroys such songs as “It Might

As Well Be Spring,” “You’re My
Everything!’. and “Sweet Adeline.”
Jeri Southern: Thrush is one of
the top exponents of the “warmintimate” style. The eight tunes, on
a 10-inch LP, add up to a solid
mood album for "cocktail time or
late

hour listening. Most
from her night club
and it’s delivered in

culled
toire

of it’s
repera cozy

intimery mood'. Dave Barbour’s trio
helps her pull through such socko
oldies as “The Very Thought Of
You,” “All In Fun,” “Ev’rytime We
Say Goodbye” and “Mad About

The Boy.”
Van Lynn: The Van
monicker is more familiar

Lynn

in Europe (Holland, especially) than in
the U. S. but Decca is counting
on the composer-maestro to help
it make a dent in the “mood music”
stveepstakes. Diskery has gone all
out with Lynn, releasing five sep-

arate 12-inch
release.

LPs

Diskery’s

in its fall anni

confidence

in

Lynn is based on solid showmanship
values. The a&r brass has figured
that the “mood music” field is being flooded with albums covering
the same standards penned by
Rodgers, Berlin, Youmans, Kern,
et al, so Lynn’s European waxings
of. originals were grabbed for the
The LPs are in varied
moods and should be an asset to
dee jay programming as well as to
home phonograph playing.
Burl Ives: The folk music fan’s

all-out push.

have a treat in store for them in
this^ latest 12-inch LP Burl Ives
v
albu m. It’s an on-the-spot recording 'Of Ives’ Coronation concert at
Royal Festival Hall, London, last
year and it retains all the exuberance and magic of a “live” performance. This marks the first time
a folk singer’s concert has been

waxed right from the stage. Ives
works over a flock of his standard
stuff but when the aud chips in
on his “Mr. Froggie
the feeling
of being part of the concert really

comes through. It’s tlie same intimacy -that Victor Borge achieved
on his Columbia 12-inch LP.

Bob Crosby: Bing’s brother Bob
gets in to Decca’s 20th anni act
with a 12-inch LP of etchings lift
sliced while he was riding herd
with a top swing aggregation called
The Boh Cats. Most of the numbers were recorded in the late ’30s
and they're all representative of
their time;

Webb Pierce: At the Decca proxy
few months back a dissident
from NeW England wanted to know
what Webb Pierce was’ doing on
the roster. If he hasn’t found out
by now all the management has to
do is send him a copy of Pierce’s
fight a

latest 10-inch LP album. In eight
numbers, Pierce shows easily why
he is one of the top hillbilly singers around and why he’s a steady

moneymaker for the label. Set includes .such Pierce clicks as “Wondering” and “Back Street Afrit's got tb go big in the alfalfa
market.

While a lot of tin Pan Alley execs are bemoaning that “thev
written the wa* they used tobe” or “where are the standWNEW, N, Y., disk jockey Jerry Marshall
ards of tomorrow,
last week programmed eight recent and current songs which he
believes will be around for some time. Roster included “Secret
Love,” •‘Wanted,” “Nearer My Love To Thee, n “Hey There”
Lot,” “Young At Heart ” “Three Coins
“Little Things Mean
In The Fountain” and “If I Give My Heart To You”
Marshall said, “In any period there will always be a certain
percentage of good songs and renditions, as well as poor ones
When we look back 10 years ago and 15 years ago, we can only
These naturally survive because they’ve
recall the good tunes.
been continually ’played. We tend to forget the bulk of the numbers which were then in the mediocre to downright poor category
because they just haven’t received the spins after their initial
two or three month stay/’
aren’t

A

As a further step in his legal
maneuvers on behalf of music publisher' principals to stamp out
“freeioading" by the mechanicals r
on Aug, 30 Harry Fox, through
Julian T. Abeles <& Bernstein) in-

Plugs to Order
underestimate

Don’t

power of a video plug

in

the

mak-

ing a new song, or even one
that hasn't been written yet.
A couple of weeks ago, Paul
Whitem'an referred to his recent Coral Records’ ^coupling’
of oldies, “Whispering” and
“You’re Driving Me Crazy,”
as music as played “now and.

,

,

stituted a series of novel actions
against Derby Records Inc. in the
N. Y. Federal Court.
In prior, series of actions, likewise instituted through Abeles, al-

though only nominal royalties
were claimed to be due t substanrecoveries were had, including
attorneys’ fees. Fot the first time
also the $250 minimum for each
recording was held to apply to mechanical reproductions. While the
defendants had anticipated that
such actions couldnot be brought
to trial for from, two to three
years,
judgment was obtained
within a period of approximately

then”

tial

Since then, ’dealers have
been asking Coral distribs for
Whiteman’s disk of “Now” and
“Then.”

LAWRENCE WELK

,

and hia

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica/ Calif.
Will Appear

1.56th

recurrent

The

hassle

between -f

publishers and writers over the'
payoff on mechanical royalties has

up again with a stiff proby the Songwriters Protective
Assn, against certain unauthorized
deductions made by some publishin particular, put the
ers. SPA,
spotlight on the practice 'of pub-

CORN PALACE

Mitchell, So.

cropped

test

promotion costs off
payments to writers.

lishers to slice

the royalty

this situation goes
nine years when the
companies began putting the

History of
back eight- or
disk

aim on publishers to shell out coin
for special promotional material,
trade paper ads and other exploitation costs. In order to get more
disks from these labels, the publishers usually okayed an outlay of
$500 to $1,000 for this purpose. But

without consulting the songwriters
in many cases, the publishers automatically deducted half of this
money from the writers’ share of
mechanical royalties.

Charles
Tobias,
SPA prexy,
the attention of publishers
the fact that the SPA pact of
1947. requires them to pay the writers 50% of “all gross receipts.”
Tobias said that, in his opinion,
“the gross receipts with respect to
phonograph record are the
a
monies due from a record company
called

to

before,

and not

after,

any deduc-

Stand-in thrushing
for Diana Coupland.

paying

is

such deductions

.

Beats

RCA

.

MGM

j
!

of

f

his periodic quickies attendant to

by such unlicensed reproductions

He particularly supervised
“Midsummer Night’s Dream” which

Record Club

Hurok is bringing to America in
September with the original cast,
including Robert Helpmann and
Moira Shearer. (Latter just announced her retirement at 27 from

Retailer Needles Via Mails over

the professional manager’s
ballet dancing, because of motherbeen post for their three ASCAP firms, hood, preferring to stick to straight
Joy, Oxford and Hawthorne Mudramatics.)
sic.
Farrow, who ankled Porgie
Marek took back the tapes of the
diskery gave up the idea of a mail Music to move into the Joy orbit,
order business some months ago, takes over Sept. 7.
Before tying disking? to America and will cut
but there has been persistent nee-4 up with Porgie, Farrow had been down the three-hour performance,
dling of the company bf a Chicago eastern topper for Disney Music. which is backed by Sir Malcolm
Sargent’s batoning of the Mendelretailer and catalog publisher. Jack
The Joys began scouting for a
Tunnis, who has been circulating professional manager a couple of ssohn music with his BBC orchestra, to a one-hour 12-inch LP reletters to the trade which say that months ago when Joe Csida and
“regardless of what you have been Charlie Grean exited to form their cording. He will further edit it
down to a 30-minute double-EP
told about the club idea being own pubbery-management operaplatter, giving the "highlights.
‘killed,’
applications
are
being tiop.
Csida had been general
Marek was impressed with the
gratefully received right now (Au- manager of the firms (as well as
new “Salad Days” revusical in the
gust).”
the BMI subsid.
Trinity Music
End, and will try and stimuWest
Columbia therefore has prepared with Grean assisting.
late Broadway interest in it, akin
a form letter for all inquiries conHarvey Geller, who had been to Feuer & Martin’s soon-due
cerning its club. Letter says the contactman on the Joy staff for
Boy
company “is unable to accept the past several months, has been Broadway importation of “The
Friend" which, incidentally, Victor
further applications for participa- upped to national promotion direcis recording in “original cast” altion. May we suggest that you visit tor headquartering in New York
bum form.
your local record shop.”
under Farrow. Gerri Greene conMarek, an obvious theatre enColumbia abandoned the Record tinues to head promotion for Joy thusiast, Is of the opinion that
the
Club format because of pressure and Hawthorne on the Coast, reason
why London legit is so
from the retail trade. It was origi- while Dave Bernie will handle thriving is because
(1), as a nons
the
Coast
exploitation
Oxford.
for
nally started as an experiment in
drinking man himself he obsenjes
several
midwestern states, but
how well the theatre bar business
word-of-mouth opposition fn
the
booms, which he deems evidence
retailers began to snowball and
of “general relaxation," and (2),
Inks
4
Johns
Col decided to drop the whole idea.
there is also the relaxation that
Records bolstered its ros- comes from an under-$3 admission
ter last week with the pacting of
ticket against twice that in BroadNat (King) Cole set to appear at
the Four Johns, new vocal combo, way, with result
that the N. Y.
the Municipal Auditorium, San An- and ci’ooner Billy Fields.
legit public has the “show-me"

Columbia'

Records

has

forced, to kill its Record Club twice
in the last couple of months. The

!

W

,

$20,000, a recovery of $.80,000 is
anticipated in addition to costs and
attorneys’ fees.
If attorney Abeles establishes
this legal precedent these actions
will set a pattern for all future
proceedings to enforce payment
under the Fox license agreements.
Fox, of course, is suing as trustee

MGM

MGM

j

Their

MGM

initial

for. the

owners)

challenging attitude. This is absent in the West End, he says.

sides will be’
|

10.

INTO DISK PICTURE

|j ||

j

Dizzy Dean, ex-St. Louis Cards’
pitcher and

'

DuMont)

music
bn reports

retail sheet

based

sellers

parative

BURTON JOINING EMI'S

rating

sales

for

Music)

this

BMI

seas

performing

rights societies.
Burton plans to join Jean Geir mger,
head of BMI’s foreign department who’s been abroad for
Pas t couple of mffnths. Both
Dn^r
BMI
execs will return back to the
(-G S, at
the end of September.
—

*

•
'

;

Hilliard

Picks

;

Up

Carlyle’s Indie Disk
M

Chicago* Aug. 31.
Russ Carlyle’s instrumental of

ln 8 Little
Spanish Town” was
secured by Jimmy Hilliard for
Label
last week.
Orch had originally cut the tune
,

X

and disk had been getting
aucoup air time from
Chi

«eeays.
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6
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Martin Block will get daily
worldwide exposure for his ABC
j

9
•

Armed Forces World Net
To Carry DJ Martin Block

;

ill
64

•

R ui’8undy Records, a Detroit

abel,

T

(Pearson’s)

(Preeman

(MDS)

»

GEIRINGER IN EUROPE

week on a goodwill tour of over-

Fischer)

(Charles

(Grossman

t

Robert

J. Burton, Broadcast MuInc. vice-prexy, is tentatively
,
slated to head for* Europe next

Music)

last toeek.

ASCAP

sportscaster,

prexy Orville Camp’ -U.
Dean’s first sides, wi/ch are being rushed to market ,>ie “Wabash
Cannon Ball," tune which he frequently performed on his baseball
radiocasts, and “You Don't Have
to Be From the Country.” Colonial,
which headquarters in Chapel Hill,
N. O., Kit the bigtime last year
with Andy Griffith’s “What It Was,
Was Football,” which was bought
by Capitol Records.

T

O

Bros.)

Music)

(Alamo

and
*

sic

Music)

Music)
Piano)

obtained from leading, stores in
12 cities and shoioing com-

quondam

has moved into the disk fold under
the indie Colonial Records banJ
ner. Dean was inlce
to an exclusive deal this wee’. by Colonial

MTAlZiETY
Survey of
best

music publishers (copyright
whom he represents.

DIZZY DEAN ‘SLUD3’

the

hook.

;

able Fox’s principals to recover, in
addition to the actual royalty due,
three times such amount besides
court costs and attorneys’ fees. Fox
having e?timated>that Derby is in
royalty arrears to ihe extent of

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

i

performance money and whatever sheet sales they can rack up
eventually will take them off the

j

released Sept.

to authorized recordings.
This legal maneuver virtually
squelched these rife unlicensed recordings which had mushroomed;
Apparently, under legal advice a
majority of such violators changed
their tactics and applied to Fox for
licenses.
This was done with, the
assurance that action could Only be
brought in a stale court and that
after a delay of two or three years,
the extent of the recovery would
be the actual royalty payable un’h the possibilder the license.
ity that the judgment would then
be as collectable as a ticket on an
also-ran horse, this appeared of dubious value.
To combat this new menace the
current actions against Derby have
been brought to establish a legal
precedent.
It will -be contended
by Abeles that as Sec. 1(e) of the
Copyright Act is incorporated in
the Fox license agreements, the
U. S. Court has jurisdiction as an
action under the act. This will en.

S.

S.

Johnny Farrow has been tapped
by George and Eddie joy to take

the extent of the recovery, Fox is
now seeking $5,000 instead of $250
minimum for each repordinlg, based

upon testimony of damage wrought

recordings,
Master’s Voice
which Victor merchandises in the

Twice After Chi

Idea

repertoire

was here on one

His

in the film.

U.
Kills.

for Legit

&

Victor’s artists

in America,

pic.

Gal gets no credit

Col

Drum

which summary judgment was likeLondon, Aug. 31.
wise recovered and a master ,apGeorge R. Marek, manager of. pointed, by the court to determine

pic “Betrayed,” is being prepped
for a big buildup by
Records
for a soon-due soundtrack single

from the

ings.

In one series of such actions
against Remington Records Inc., in

Sept, ,25th

who

Chirp,

one month by summary proceed-

For Disking by Victor;

Dakota

through

19th

warbled “Johnny Come Home” for
Lana Turner in Metro's upcoming

Therefore, under the contract
may not be made.”
Frequently OKd In Advance
In many cases* the publishers
have been getting the okay of- the
writers in advance of making the
deductions but the SPA crackdown
is aimed at those firms which make
the cut without getting any prior
approval. If a pop disk sells around
50,000 copies, the Writers sometimes expect a check for a few
hundred dollars to tide them over
until the next song. With this type
...
of sale, they should get $500 or lc
per copy.
Frequently, however,
they wind up with nothing, or even
in the red, because of the promotional outlay by the pubs.
- The
publishers aren’t too happy
about laying out for promotional tonio, Oct. 2, in a concert with
costs either. They point out that Buddy Johnson’s orch.
the
lc
royalty for themselves
(when they get the full statutory
rate)
doesn’t give them a big
enough margin to warrant their
helping out the diskeries with promotion. But the pubs have to go
along, especially if tfley get a big
artist on a song. They figure that
tion.

Sept,

off

5
*

mMiMMMMIMM

5

j

disk jockey show starting Sept. 13,
when the Armed Forces Radio
Service's 72-station net 'begins to
carry the show. Programs will be
carried in Alaska, the Caribbean,
the European area, the North Atlantic, North Africa and the Pacific
and eastern Asia.
Armed Forces web has been car-

rying Block on some stations and
at the same time taping a backlog
for the world net.
Block has a
U. S. and Canadian spread via his
daily

ABC

network

airing.
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(Mercury)
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY
"Hey There”. ... .y*.
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
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the manner in which
available its 45 rpin
manufacturers, RCA
.Victor’s Manie Sacks next week
will Invite the disk biz’s Record Industry Assn, of America to avail
itself of the "groove-guard” which
his company has developed.
This is a simple! device, by raising the spindle centre and the
edges, to obviate damage by the
paper or cardboard jackets to the
phonograph records.
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WANTED’ SONG SEEMS
TO STIR LEGAL SUITS

2 125

3

.

4

5

4

"Wanted” stirred up another legal. action last week when Herbert

69

Music, a Coast firm, claimed in-

"High and the Mighty”

6

4

.

6

•

.

.

4

..

6

10

8

5

5
9

43

38

fringement of one of its copyrights,
Witmark, firm publishing "Wanted,” was named in an infringement
suit brought by Meyers Music a
couple of months ago.
Herbert Music alleges that
"Wanted” is an infringement of
"Truly,” penned by Johnny Mercer
and Anltone Ivello prior to 1949.
Suit, which was filed in N.Y. Federal Court, is asking for an injunction and an accounting of profits.
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"Chapel in the Moonlight”...
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"Wanted”

moved into the hit
brackets via Perry Como’s slicing
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(London)
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(Majar)

My
PATTI PAGE

Heart”
(Mercury)

Kallen’s ‘Little Things’

Means Most

.

Cried”...

4

..

Kitty Kallen’s waxing of “Little
Things Mean A Lot,” on Brunswick
label, tops the current bestselling
diskshere. Second slotting is held
by David Whitfield’s rendition of
"Cara Mia” on Decca, with the
Four Aces holding down third spot

(Decca)

(Mercury)

"What a Dream” ............

7.

PAUL-FORD (Capitol)
"Pm a Fool to Care”.
FOUR ACES (Decca)

10

.

10

on Brunswick’s “Three Coins in
the Fountain.”

.....

.

!

Fourth and fifth places are held
by "Wanted” (A1 Martino, Capitol)
and "Story of Tina” (Ronnie Har-

i

ris,

i

SIX

TOP

ALBUMS

STUDENT PRINCE

PAJAMA GAME

Mario Lanza

Broadway Cast

Victor

Columbia

1837

ML

GLENN MILLER
MEMORIAL

MUSIC FOR
LOVERS ONLY
Jackio

LM

GUason

H

4840

SWING EASY
Frank Sinatra

Glenn Miller

Capitol

LPT

352

RCA

GLENN MILLER

H

3057

No

Decca

DL

528

Congratulations on the "Payola”
bringing the questions out into tne
open. Perhaps that procedure will
help to Cure the sick music busi-

THAT

My

ness.

j

Heart To You,” Big .Three tune which is currently
by the major labels, took a long time gettirig off the
ground. Connee Boswell sliced the tune for Decca last January and
the number was first released last June. Since that time, Miss Boswell’s
disk has been climbing steadily in the deejay charts.
The persistent jock 'Spins for the Boswell side, in fact, cued Columbia
Records to cover with Doris Day and RCA Victor With Dinah Shore. Victor jazz operation, pacted the with his "Batter Up, Batter Up,
Both of these companies are going all-out to grab top money on jazzman.
Batter Up.” He won the cash and
this number although Decca now has the frontrunning side.
The
the glory, but there has been litnumber to date is the biggest that Miss Boswell has had in the last
tle interest in either publishing or
I

j

j
I

{
!

.

"If t Give My Heart To You,” incidentally, was written by
Crane who also defied "I Need. You Now,” the newest Eddie
slice for Victor. Crane used to be a fulltime Tin Pan Alley
but now is in the jewelry business. He placed both songs with
Sims, general professional manager of the Miller Music wing
Big Three combine.

Jimmy
Fisher
writer
Lester
of the

i

recording the tune.
Mallory will embark on a camStock paign to bolster the tune and is
Boosey
Boosey & Hawkes, longhair pub- earmarking 50% of all proceeds to
lishers, was hit by a fire last week help develop Little 1/eague Baseat its Oceanside, L. I,, warehouse. ball, a project in which he has long
Blaze caused a tremendous loss of been interested.
the firm’s music stocks.
Firm’s rental library remained
intact since it was stored where
Claims ’Man’ Can Be
the least damage was done.

$

Found

New

-

!

Hawkes

roster of writers pacted exclusively to Broadcast Music
number of artists & repertoire staffers as BMI songsmiths,
In this category are Henri Rene and Hdrry Geller of RCA Victor,
Jimmy Hilliard of RCA’s Label X, and Jerry Wexler, of Atlantic
Records, Also on the BMI roster are a flock of bandleaders and inDistribs
Coral’s
strumentalists SUch as Ray Anthony, George Auld, Maggie Fisher,
Eddie Hey wood, Mickey Katz, Peewee King, Rex Koury, Billy May, - Coral Records has shifted its
Lucky Millinder, George Shearing and Joe Thomas. In the longhair upstate New York distrib outlet
neld, the list has E. Power Biggs, Lionel Newman, William Schumann from Eastern Sales in Rochester
<jnd Roger Sessions. Roster also numbers a professional photographer, to Melody Distributors in Buffalo.
Latter company was recently
James J. Kriegsmann.
organized by Ed Lyons and Bob
Desbecker, one-stop operators in
"Skokiaan,” the Zulu tune from South Africa, continues to rack up Buffalo. Distrib outfit will be run
»h increasing number of disk versions. Following Perez Prado’s mambo as a separate entity.
version for RCA Victor, Louis Armstrong has given it a dixieland work— •—
— —
v
over for Decca. Tune, published by Shapiro-Bernstein Music in the
Sauter-Finegan orch is slated to
and launched -by London Records with the native Bulawayo Sweet play two nights at Louanns in DalRhythm Band, has been covered by all of the major companies.
las, opening Sept. 16,
'

1

But I am concerned about your
editorial of Aug. 11 in which you
quote Bob Burton as saying: "It’s
a garbage business and you’re
bound to get filthy when you play
with dirt.”
Did he really say that? That is
unfortunate. Jf people of his standing in the music business take that
attitude
don’t
they
encourage
rather than discourage unethical

—

Warehouse Fire Damages

seven or eight years.

York.

Editor, Variety:

ITS THE BASE HITS, NOT

Jazzo

’Garbage’ Biz

New

5519

Conrad Gozzo, trumpeter with
TUNE HITS,
COUNT
the old Glenn Miller band and
since then sideman with most of
Hollywood, Aug. 31.
the extant top bands, has been
Baseball songs are too specialsigned by RCA Victor to head upK
ized,
tunesmith Mason Mallory
a jazz combo.
First album will be titled "Gozzo found out after winning the HollyThe Great.” Jack,. Le.wis, head of wood Stars’ son writing contest

"If I Give
getting coverage

Columbia).

STORY
Film Soundtrack

Capitol

Victor

Gozzo’s

The first
Inc., lists a

in Scot*

Glasgow, Aug. 31.

8

"Shake/ Rattle and Roll”

"Dream”

Victor.

y
•

DENISE LOR

PATTI PAGE

RCA

•

.........

BILL HALEY

•

9

10

.•

,

BULAWAYO BAND

"I

*

(Col)

"Honey Love”
SAMMY DAVIS, JR. (Decca)
"Hey There”. ....

"If I Give

•

(Decca)

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
Neew You Now”.
DRIFTERS (Atlantic)

"Cara Mia”.

«

5

"I

18B 19

•

j

"This Ole House”

"Skokiaan”

•

.

"Three Coins in the Fountain” ........

18A

«

(Coral)

Sweetheart”
WEIR (London)

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
13B 15

4

k

"Goddnight,

FOUR ACES

3

(Capitol)

"High and the Mighty”

FRANK

«

(Cadence)

"Hernando’s Hideaway”.

McGUIRE SISTERS

13A 10

•

.

LES BAXTER

all

1

(Decca)

RALPH MARTERIE

to

RCA made

T

^

M

1
S .1

!

1

3

(Decca)

Things Mean a Lot”

VICTOR YOUNG
KITTY KALLEN

5 I

•!

I
*

^ «
6 0

a

I

(Col)

Shoemaker”

"Little
"Little

r

.

3

I
I

CHEW CUTS

2

1-^

1 6

•

*

<U

OT

CO

«

12
.3

practices and chiseling?
We in the Songwriters* Protective Assn, do not believe that the
music business is or should be a
garbage business or That people in
it are bound to get filthy.
We will
continue to try. to clean the business up as best we can despite
the desire of other people to play

with

dirt.

Charles Tobias,
(President, SPA)

in ’Photograph’

Los Angeles, Aug,

Annisteen Allen to Cap.i

31.

Piracy suit asking $45,000 and
involving the song, "The Man Upstairs,” was filed by songwriter
Bob Russell in Superior Court,
naming Vesta Music, Harold Stanley, Jesse Stool, Dorinda Morgan,

Capitol Records has added Negro
thrush Annisteen Allen to its
roster. Miss Allen will cut for the
pop and rhythm & blues fields.
Warbler, who is managed by
publisher Dan Fisher, cut her first
sides for the diskery last week.

Gerry Manners and Kay Starr as

1

defendants.
]

—

Plaintiff declares "Upstairs’* is |
Ralph Marterie orch booked for
from "Half a Photograph,*.’ a one nigh ter on Oct. 20 at Rainwhich he and Stanley wrote in’! bow Terrace nitery in Memphis,
Tenn.
1952.
a steal

j

!

'

i

.

!

,

Wednesday, September 1 , X954

Scoreboard
Fall

Album Sked

In

OF

Francisco, Aug. 31
The song-Shark racket la flowering out In this area to the point

Columbia Records

is readying a
new albums from
for its fall
Master
works
line
its
drive in the packaged goods marnew
sets will
ket. Releases on the
be -spread out* over a two-month
(September-October) period. Diskery will issue 18 new albums in
September and 14 in October,

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

broadside of 32

‘

Philhar-

The

•

N.Y. Debut at Childs
San Francisco; Aug. 31.
Turk Murphy, whose dixieland
band has been a feature of long

and three ways

from these findings denote the

positions resulting

in the case of turtes

(

disks coin machines sheet music).

standing at the Italian Village
where they opened over two years

TALENT
Last
e ck

W

Week

Tunes;
Brucie
Weil,
nine - year - old
Vicsinger, will be the first
tor name to cut a tune from the
Harold Rome score of the upcom-

RCA

(Mercury)

2

2

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

3

4

GAYLORDS

4

3

itft'tv KALLLN.
it at t itm
KITTY

The juve

5

7

waxing “Be Kind To Your
Parents,” from “Fanny,” together
with “The World We Live In,” this
week.
Latter tune is from another
pending musical, "Hello, Paree,”
due to be produced in November
by William L. Taub. Weil may
debyt in legit with a role in this
show.

6

9

is

7

.

8

1

.

•

.

,

(Columbia)

9
6

For the second straight year,
Decca Records is giving a boost

1

.

High and the Mighty
High and the Mighty
High and the Mighty
Hernando’s Hideaway

.

.

.

........

2

1

3

2

harmonizing

4

4

be

5

5

released

6

by

Me

CLARENCE GASKltL

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

Mart

. . .

David Rose, Arthur Fiedler,
Morton Gould and Ljeroy AnderEugene Conley,

tenor; Mimi Benzell, sopranq; William Warfield, baritone, and olners
will appear as soloists.

.

PUBLISHER
Witmark

....

.

7

...

Hill

!

•

SKOKIAAN

6

HERNANDO’S HIDEAWAY

9

9

10

8

+GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN

•

.

SWEDISH

Range
Frank
Bourne
.Feist

Shapiro-B

last

Jim Hall Cuts for X
Greensboro, N. C., Aug.
Jim

31.

hillbilly on WFNS,
‘.‘Swamiehas
cut
Mooh-Lah” backed by “I’m Missing My Heart” for Label X.
Hall wrote “Swamie-Mooh-Lah”
with Jack Starnes, general manager of WFNS, and is the solo
writer of the other side.

Hall,

Burlington,

Shapiro-B

.

A

Solid

Ballad Hit!

Frank
Arc

.

Robbins

.

week under which more work Union

will

also gained some fringe
benefits, including severance pay.

estimated

Local802 also inked a deal with
the RKO Palace on Broadway for
the 10 men in the pit orchestra
under Jo Lombardi. Tooters got
a straight $5 pay raise to $132.75

PALACE

.

&

:

.

8

be spread - around for other
tooters. Union achieved its major
MUSIC HALL, N.Y.
objective of a five-day week with
Local 802, N. Y. wing of the no loss of pay for the regulars In
American Federation of Musicians, the 52-man Music Hall Symph. It’s

exarm /

1,1 00

that

the

pact

work days for

creates

substitutes.

per week.

LEO FEIST, INC:

*

'

.

t/rrmxre

.

RHAPSODY

b/w

RED BUTTONS
with

has
guest conductors for all but one,
for the fall of this year and spring
of 1955.

TUNE

wrapped up a new two-year deal
with Radio City Music Hall, N. Y„

Ok /}((

Singers

* Milwaukee, Aug. 31.
orchestra
slated' seven concepts, with

(ASCAP. tBMI)

802’S UPPED DEALS WITH

Love With

ond

v

7

SONG FROM

In

...

Milwaukee Pops Skeds

Top Maestroes*

Goodnight, Sweetheart

fSH-BOOM
HEY THERE
LITTLE SHOEMAKER
LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT

shortly.

JIMMY McHUGH

’

The Milwaukee pops,

Skokiaan

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY

3

America by packaging two albums

That You’re

groups on weekends only.
.

Last

Week Week

to the Society for The Preservation of Barber Shop Quartets in

Can’t Believe

the two-beat policy with Sanford
Neibauer and Jim Leigh’s local

Shoemaker

.

POSITIONS
This

I

Q^House

son will conduct.

Decca in Harmony With
Barber Shop Quarteting

will

-

(Little Things Mean a Lot
(Donna)
(Decca) ................
Moonlight
j chapel in the

.

10

weeks followed by four more at
the Savoy in Boston.
Meanwhile, the club, which
Murphy and his manager Charlie
Campbell operate, will continue

Crazy ’Bout You, Baby

Little

.

5

)

>

(Mercury)

.TUNES.

albums

(Sh-Boom

*
•

VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
LE ROY HOLMES’ (M-G-M)
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
ARCHIE BLEYER (Cadence)
RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)......

..

in two weeks. Murphy's group
opens Sept. 14 at Child's Paramount iu Times Square for four

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL
•

Show

New

his first trip to

York

CREW CUTS

1

makes

ago,

s,

POSITIONS
This

for
cur-

1

The

.

»

.

OVERALL IMPACT

veloped from the ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent (disks coin machines )

rently being lined up.

of
prizewinning
groups.

there.

de-

with Variety,

Harrell

ing legit show, “Fanny.”

publisher works. Miriam
Stern, SPA exec secretary, is due
out here
in a couple of weeks
after she stops over in Los Angeles
to help set up a new SPA office

current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu*
merated above. These findings are correlated wiht data from wider sources, which are exclusive

monic Orchestra, Sir Thomas Beecham with the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, the Budapest String
Quartet, George London, and Mack

Brucie Weil’s 2

in-

NOTE: The

•

among others.
The Masterworks packages
November and December are

now under

mate

as Published in the Current Issue

Diskery will hit the market in
October with waxings by George

New York

outfit

,

Music

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

Coui Machines

i

stein).

and the

One

vestigation is said to have taken
over $80,000 from amateurs with
the usual promises that it could
get tunes published and recorded
Frisco authorities have asked the
Songwriters Protective Assn, for
someone to outline haw a legiti-

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

the September sets are
Schumann's Concerto In A Minor
Cello
and
Orchestra with Pablo
for
Casals and the Prades Festival Orchestra, a series of Beethoven
Sonatas etched by Casals and Rudolph Serkin, and new waxings by
the Philadelphia Orchestra (Eugen Ormandy), the New York Philharmonic Orchestra (Dimitri Mitropoulos) and the Columbia Symphony Orchestra (Leonard Bern-

Szell

where the district attorney's office
is making moves to throttle
the
bilkers.

Among

IF. Boom

San

MITCH Ml UCK'S

Orchestra

DANIEL
THE COCKER SPANIEL
COLUMBIA BEC0BD No. 40296

Wednesday, September

pmvm
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LIEBMAN

Betty Hutton'*

presents

•8^3

TV debut I

Capitol joins NBC in making showmanship history.
The giant hour-and-a-half spectacular “Satins and
Spurs”— Betty Hutton’s television debut and a Max
Liebman production will be seen in millions of
homes oh Sunday evening, September 12th.

SATINS AMD SPURS'

—

*

is

now

•

\

Capitol’s original cast

album of “Satins and Spurs”

in record stores

throughout the nation, in

advance of the show

Audiences everywhere who see and hear this one*
shot musical comedy on NBC-TV will be able to buy
the album while the sparkle of the show still glows
in their minds, while the songs are still on their lips.

Here is another example Of Capitol’s split-second,
hand-in-hand work with the nation’s leading
producers.

*

Show

RECORDS

business history again goes on record — on Capitol
**

£**»

A

.

t*v

V

»

“WediiescUy, September I,

MUSIC

Songs

Cuffo Teenage Dances

The top 30 songs

.

.

.

.

.

.

York

.

. .

.

.

Sept.

Angeles,
.

15 for three, days

.

.

.

•

biz

clicko

to

Little
Little

at

Eldorado,

.

Leith

Sh-Boom

London

.

.

.

.

Burn ’Em Up
Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight

.

.

.

.

j

worked directly under city sponsorship since the band concerts in
Fairmount J?ark, which were discontinued in 1932 at the beginning
of the depression,

Fox
Happy Wanderer
Frank
Hernando’s Hideaway *“Pajama Game”
—
Frank
Hey There- *“Pajama Game”
Witmark
High And The Mighty t“High And The Mighty”
/. ..... Duchess
Hit And Run Affair
.United
Huckle Buck
.....Miller
I Need You Now
Miller
If I Give My Heart To You
Duchess
If You Love Me (Really LoVe Me)
Shapiro-B
In The Chapel In The Moonlight
Goldmine
Israel
Bourne
Little Shoemaker

—
—

.

Dallas Juve Dancer
Dallas, Aug. 31.

owner of the Sky
Club, who is concerned ' With the
juvenile delinquency problem, will
Joe Bonds,

.

resume

his teenage dances at the
He started the idea about a
year ago and held them at regular
intervals until the start of summer.
He will have them each Thursday.
Admission will be 50c for each
teenager, with the tab going to all
the soft drinks they can handle
and dancing from 7 to 11 p.m., as
well as a floor show. Red Calhoun
band opened the series on Thurs-

’

.

—

.

!

Pincus
Acuff-R
.Arc

Bella Bella Bella

.

.

.

.

(More In Case of Ties )

deal whereby, during the next
Three top British bands are curthree years, he will appear for at
rently touring here—Stanley Black,
least five months a year in Europe,
Harry Gold and Vic Lewis combos
including British variety dates.
Johnny Butler readying U. S.
tour this fall he’ll be first Irish
Chicago
bandleader heading westwards
Maureen Cannon option picked Promoter W. R. Fuller back after
up at Palmer House; she stays gandering U. S. bands for possible
Mello-Larks, dates here.
through Sept. 22
.

H&R

Ton 30 Songs on TV

.

.

Harwin

Shapiro-B
.Bourne
Peer
.Chappell

I

.

.

.

..BVC

...
,..>••

;

.

Little Things

Mean A Lot

.

Feist
.

;

.

Man That Got Away

BVC

Rendezvous

H&R

Sh-Boom
Skokiaan

—

—

*“Kismet”
There Never Was A Night So Beautiful
This Ole House
Three Coins In The Fountain
To Every Boy, To Every Girl

Stranger In Paradise

.

.

BACK FROM

Broadcast

Hamblen
Robbins

Goday
Studio

*

Legit musical.

HILLIARD AND DELANEY
*

Frank
Frank

9
^

(Man)

Filmusical

day.

Shapiro-B
Spier

*

Somebody Goofed
Steam Heat ’’•‘“Pajama Game”

t

Chappell

Harwin
Young

Mink Schmink

Woman

club.

.

.

.

Lost In Loveliness

.

‘X’

Jimmy

For

TOURS

First

Time 2 Femmes

RCA’s 1-2 Top Disksellers

&

repHilliard, artists
chief of the RCA subsid,
Label X, returned to his N.Y. homeoffice last week after a month’s
road trip contacting disk jockeys
and searching for new names.

For the

ertoire

RCA

years,

first

in

several

two top

sell-

June

performers.

Valli’s

Sunny Gale’s slice of “Smile,”
theme of Charles Chaplin’s first
ftalker, “Modern Times,” is in the

tribution points.

Seeco Prez Back to N.Y.

No. '2 slot,, also having been released two weeks ago. “Smile” has
covered by all the major
Sidney Siegel, prexy of the indie labels in instrumental and lyric
Seeco label, returned to his New versions.
York headquarters last week after a trek through France, Italy,
Portugal and Spain. Siegel set
label’s fall promotion plans abroad
during the six-week tour. He

After European Trek been

JAMES
sings

THE SIX FAT DUTCHMEN

now held down by

ing disks are
distaff

time

Victor’s

“.Tell Me, Tell Me” has already
Joe Delaney, the label’s sales gone over the 250,000 marker in
manager, will be back in N. Y. the first couple of
weeks of its
about Sept. 15. He’s been out for
two months on a tour of key dis- release.

JONI

Local 77, American Fedof Musicians. Tentative
plan calls for several dances a
year at each of 29 centers, Crawford said, “to add variety to the
teen-agers' program, especially in
heavily populated areas,”
Plan has the unqualified support
of Romeo Celia, president of Local
77, who has in mind forming two
units of 15 to 18 musicians each
to visit the various centers. Celia
thinks plan “will be so successful
it will keep on growing.”
Local 77 musicians have not
eration

.

.

.

.

.

r.

after a series of huddles with

officials of

;

.

.

.

came

Lot ....................... Feist
.Robbins
Chappell
... v

Broadcast
Mayfair
Robbins
Fountain”.
“Three
Coins
In
Fountain-i
Three Coins In

16-17 into the spot, moved the
dates up to Oct. 1-2 in order to
conflict with a tv show
avoid
Marian McPartland are returning Johnny Long band to appear here
to the States by air Sept. 6
on Oct. 1 for the Texas Underinto
6,000
pulled
Georgia Gibbs
Dick Jurgens
writers Dance
the Royal Albert Hall for her first- orch due in to the Brook Hollow
ever London concert on Sunday Country Club on Nov. 23 and at
(22)
Lou Preager celebrating Dallas Country Club on Nov. 24
.
his 21st birthday as a broadcasting
Henry King band play for the Thabandleader with a BBC relay from lia Dance Society on Dec. 4
his resident berth at the London
Hammersmith Palais on SeptemBilly Eckstine fixing a
ber 7
Ireland
.

Bourne

A

Like— t“Living It Up”
There Never Was A Night So Beautiful
They Were Doing The Mambo ..

booked
band
Russ .Morgan
at Louanns here for Sept- 29
SaUter-Finegan, booked for Sept.
.

Rudy Vallee arrived in London
on Monday (30>, to spend several
Jimmy and
months in Europe

Deputy Recreation Commissioner
Robert W. Crawford said the
budget request for dance music

Goday

.

What

will go*

.Shapiro-B

Sway
That’s

Dallas

Dorsey.

Miller

Duchess
Peer

Skokiaan
Smile

thrush, returns to tire Steel Pier, Joe McIntyre.
Atlantic City, Sept. 6, She’s headlining with Tommy $nd Jimmy

Dell programs,; the popular-priced,
municipally-owned Playhouse in
the’ Park and other projects, the
city solons have local amusement
enterprises wondering how far they

Chappell

...

Mean

Man That Got Away

.

.

Shoemaker
Things

Lonesome Polecat
Magic Tango ....
Make Her Mine ..

.

.

With ita free Philadelphia Orchestra concerts, free Robin Hood

.

.

I’m A Fool To Care
In A Garden Of Roses
In The Chapel In The Moonlight

Westminster Records pacted
Harry Gold and his new Pieces
Record Promotion Service for dee- of Eight combo into Playhouse,
jay promotion of its pop line
Glasgow, with vocalists Jon Clark
Jo Ann Tolley, Jubilee Records’ and Jo Lennard, and trumpeter
.

neighborhood centers.

.

Me

.

.

.

.

.

My

.

.

.

.

Recreation Department
plans to branch out into a new
field and is asking City Council
for $10,000 to provide dance bands
for teenage get-togethers at its

Spier

*

:
If I Didn’t Care
Heart To You ..... ... . . . ... .....
If I Give
(Really Love Me) .............
If You Love

Chandler opens at the Sans Souci,
Scotland
Joni
Miami Beach, Friday (3
Frankie Laine set for week at
James Coasted Monday 130) for
Betty Madi- Empire Theatre, Edinburgh, Sept.
Metro screen tests
gan into Convention Hall, Asbury 27, with one-nighters .to follow...
Park. N.J., for a three-day stand Teddy Johnson and Pearl Carr,
George Englis! singers, due as Glasgow
beginning Friday (3)
Shearing pencilled in for the Blue Emphv headliners Sept. 13
Note. Chicago, Sept. 15-26. Fran Jack Parnell, Johnny Dankworth
Warren moves into The Trails, Los and Carl Barriteau orchs played
>

minded

.

Karen

thrush

Records'

*

.

;

Cooperation

.

.

•

.

Victor.

.

Coral

AFM

Philadelphia, Aug, 31.
Philadelphia's
entertainment-

Harms
Green Years .. ...
Advanced
Happy Days And Lonely Nights
*'. »Fox
•••
Happy Wanderer ...
Famous
Heaven Was Never Like This
Hernando’s Hideaway—*“Pa jama Game” ......... Frank
Frank
Hey There— *“Pajama Game”
t
Witmark
High And The Mighty— “High And The Mighty”
Duchess
Hit And Run Affair
-Miller
... ........
I Need You Now
.Jubilee
». *.
I Understand Just How You Feel

.

.

on

in cjtse of ties), based

mdre

Greatest Feeling In The World ......

.

.

(

Survey Week of August 20-26, 1954
<Arc
Goodnight, ‘Sweetheart, Goodnight

MGM

.

week

Director, alphabetically listed*

.

.

.

of

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience ; Trend Index.
published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatmant

Epic Records’ artists, set for Park
Lane, Denver, Oct. 7 opening and
Paramount-FaMarch,
with Oct, 29 date at
following
Tommy
mous'contactman, on a deejay trek Eddy’s, Kansas City . CMc Roth
back keyboarding at Beiir Lounge,
through upstate New York
Records’ Kay Martin Trio Chi, for indefinite stav.d, with
pacted to Mercury Artists Corp. •Leon Sash trio current for two
Russ Carlyle pegged for
Agency currently is lining up a weeks
road trek for the combo when it fortnight at Syracuse Hotel, Syrawinds up its current engagement cuse, N. Y„ beginning Nov. 2
at the Bamboo Club in September Four Joes slated for Town Room,
Raymond Acres, of the Younk- Milwaukee, Sept 26 for three
ers Department Store, Des Moines, Weeks ... King Sisters, returning
Iowa, named winner of Capitol from Europe, may form group with
Six Fat Dutchmen
Records* drawing 'at its dealer Alvino Rey .
meets. Prize is a cuffo trip to New in Chi last week to cut 10 sides for

New York

1954

The World's Greatest Old Time
Rand of Now (Jim, Minn.
Just Rocordod 1 0 Now Sides on

RCA VICTOR
Recent Releases:

Happy Days

#

20-5819 .
Mexican Hat Polka #20-5766
Casey's Oldtime Waltz #5684
Afk

for these records at "your
dealer or send your
order direct to<

RCA VICTOR

HAROLD LOEFFELMACHER,
New Ulm, Minn.

.

MAMA, DON’T CRY
AT MY WEDDING
MGM
-

X

also lined up a new European distributor.
While in Madrid, Siegel cut two
sessions with Lola Flores, recent
addition to the Seeco roster.

PA PA PA

11802
11802

78

43

Close-Knit

RPM
RPM

EDNA CORBETT
TRIO

NOW 12th WEEK
HICKORY HOUSE

Band

Toronto, Aug. 31.
Jack Teagarden's current jazz
combo, playing the Colonial Tav-

NEW YORK CITY
——
mt
rUTlfH

ern, Toronto's jazz headquarters,
a hometown affair. Sister Norma

•%
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Teagarden is on the piano; Ray
Bauduo, from Teagarden’s home
town, is featured on drums,
Freedy Greenleaf, trumpet, Cass
Malone, bass, and Bob McCracken,
clarinet, are also friends of Tea-garden. Charlie Teagarden, with
the band until it reached Toronto,
was unable to play the Cdlonial
booking due to illness,
\
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MUSIC

By MIKE GROSS

.

and will get a catchy side with biggest spinning
maximum ispilis on all levels. potential from the coinbox trade.
Tune’s rhythmic beat and nonsen* "A Kiss To Call My Own" is a con"Sh-Bbom,"

appeal to the juves. ventional ballad.
another breezy item
Dolores -Hawkins:

sical lyric will
is

tion..

(Mercury)

1MGM)
TONY BENNETT

pa Pa

..pa
......

(Columbia) .......

.

& M. A. Charpen- is morbid, tawdry but effective
Midnight Mass (Westminister: show music. Both works are imTwo highly inspirational pressively done by the Chicago
masses* The Vivaldi is light and Symph under Antal Dorati.
Franck; Piece Herolque & Three
tuneful, with operatic touches, for
an engaging work. The 17th-cen- Chorals (Epic; $5.95), Franck ortury Charpentier opus is a simple gan masterpieces, including the
Vivaldi: Gloria

tier:

$5.95).

liturgical piece of vigorous, joyous
music, with score built on semipopular carols. Ensemble yocal de

Paris

under Andre Jouvd gives
appealing performances

sensitive,
to both.

&

"Herolque," in rich fervent
performances by a fine Dutch orBron.
ganist, Feike Asma.
w.k.

•

Saint-Saens: Carnival of Animals

Ibert: Divertissement (Capitol;
$5.70). Two amusing theatre pieces
in sharply - divergent vein.
The

Biz Says Andy Razaf

Los Angeles,
broad, tuneful and Editor , Variety;
familiar. The Ibert is subtler/ more
I have just returned from the
deft, with some delightful musical hospital, after a series of treatfun in the waltz and cancan take- ments, exrays, etc., and am rather
identifications and themes from the offs. Witty performances by the
Coca-Cola (Eddie Fisher) show* Concert Arts Orch under Felix "all in." However, this letter must
be written if it kills me! (smile).
"Dream of Olwen" from tbe "Hall Slatkin.
While in the hospital, your
of Fame" (Hallmark), show; Jackie
Schubert; Unfinished Symphony payola series deserves
a "thank
Gleason’s "Serenade"; the Fire& Tchaikovsky: Romeo and Juliet you" from every thinking
person
stone themes (2), "Tell You" and Overture
(Mercury; $5.95). Lyric,
"In My Garden" (written by Mrs.
in the music biz.
appealing versions of the familiar
Firestone); Chesterfield’s "Smoke
If all segments of Tin Pan Alley
works, by the Chi Symph under
Dreams!’; Fhilco’s "Salute to InAntal Dorati. The Tchaikovsky is would have the vision to ponder
dustry"; Kraft’s two thematics; the
little too deliberately-paced at well, over what you say about the
Robert Montgomery show’s "Or- a
the start, but otherwise is quite ills that are eating at the vitals of
chid Room,'" "Mama" from the
dramatic and satisfying.
the music biz, like a creeping canPeggy Wood (General Foods) show,
Waldteufel & Lehar: Waltzes & cer, you will have done us all a
Arthur Godfrey’s thematic, "Seems
Songs
great
service.
Senti(Columbia;
$5.95).
Like .Old Times"; Studio One’s
"Prelude to the Stars" and Ferde mental, nostalgic and rousing verWhat a pity that the greed and
Grofe’s "On the Trail," which has sions of w.k. and unfamiliar. Vien- selfishness of a few in key posilong identified all Bhilip Morris nese faves by the Philly Orch un- tions would degrade and cripple a
"Merry Widow business, where there
Ormandy.
radio-tv shows, this time hooked up der
is plenty of
to the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Waltz,” "Skaters Waltz," "Vilia" room for all, as well as profits!
and "Yours Is My Heart Alone"
("Lucy") package.
I would liken the music biz to a
among
the fragrant samples.
Another showmanship packaging
Berlioz. Program (Epic; $5.95). tree a musical tree— with many
attempt which doesn’t come off so
roots, which are the songwriter,
well is Victor’s 10-inch LP series Excellent variety of Berlioz offerthe publisher, the a&r man, the
of "Honor Roll of Hits," 1926-1945, ings, from the boisterous "Roman
four-tune medleys per annum per Carnival" and "Benvenuto Cellini” •recording artist, the musician, the
side, linked to a latterday title Overtures, to lovely, lyric "Romeo diskjockey, the jukebox operator
which an amusement tradepaper And Juliet” and "Damnation of and many others. Now, if these
has been utilizing only since 1945. Faust" selections, very well played roots are strong and healthy, com- •
Thus, it’s a misnomer and a missout by the Lamoureux Orch under Van bining their efforts to lend nourboth ways to identify what is mere- Otterloo.
ishment to the tree, the fruit will
ly a reprise of yesteryear tunes—
Kodaly: Peacock Variations
be good, the crop plentiful.
collection of previously made sin- Bartok: Miraculous Mandarin (MerThis may sound silly, the little
gles, merely put together in album cury); $5.95)! The Kodaly is charmant, much wiser than man, knows
form and squared away to a title. ing picture music, lushly dressed
the value of teamwork and coAbel
up in tricky variations. The Bartok
operation.
Andy' Razaf.

/
Do Me Good Baby
MAMA, DON’T CRY AT MY WEDDING

JONI JAMES

identifica-

Also in the same idiom of slick
orchestral treatments, attractively
packaged, is Hugo Winterhalter’s
"Great Music Themes From Television" (remember when we had
radio theme songs?) and RCA-NBC
plays the field with this cuff o commercial for the sundry sponsor-

OOP-SHOOP

............

45 rpim-versions too, with
•.

.

75

new, line of pack-

same numerals for

the

Best Bets
CREW CUTS

EP

in

"Turn

Back
rhythm & blues vein.
-Baby"-“It’s Cha-Cha Time" (Epic).
Joni James: “Mama, Don’t Cry More and more rhythm & blues
At My Wedding"- “Pa Pa Pa" numbers are moving into the pop
(MGM). Although "Mama, Don’t field and “Turn Back Baby" has as
Cry At My Wedding’’ is reminis- .good a chance as any. It’s a frencent of last year’s hit "I Went To zied piece with a solid bounce and
Your Wedding," it looks like an- a lyric which Dolores Hawkins
other big one for Joni James. It’s belts to a fair-thee-well. A natural
a hillbilly flavored item with the for the coin machines, Not much
in

Victor’s

aged albums seemingly is intent on
proving that, for once, you can tell
the contents by its cover, because
all three Melachrino anthologies
are most attractively packaged.
The covers are slick art works, and
a bouquet for their creator, as i$
George Melachrino’s "Music to
Work Or Study By," (RCA LPM'
1029), "Music For Two People
Alone" (LPM 1027) and "Music For
Daydreaming" (LPM 1028). They’re

Crew Cuts: "Oop Shoop”-"Do Me cury), 'The Gaylords are sticking to
Good Baby" (Mercury). The Crew the Italian sprinkling on "VieniCuts have found the sound and the Vidi-Vici
The formula paid off
formula that pays off in today's for the combo on "Little Shoewax market. "Oop^Shoop" follows maker" and should help them
the same pattern as their current make some noise with this one, it’s

Flip side

4

1954

RCA

click,

4

NOT AS A STRANGER
Madonna Madonna
,

Saint-Saens

is

.

kind, of saccharine lyric that gets hope, however, for the Latino item
the jock and juke requests. Thrush on the flip side.
segues to a rhythm mood on the
Rusty Draper; "The Magic Cirback side for some interesting re- cle"-"Muskrat Ramble" (Mercury).
sults.
Rusty Draper has his best chance
Tony Bennett: "Not As
Stran- in some time to hit the top brackger"-"Madonna, Madonna!’ (Colum- ets with "The Magic Circle.” Standbia). "Not As
Stranger" has lit- out arrangement and vocalizing
tle in common with the bestselling gives the side a. good breakthrough
novel of the same name, but it’s a chance. Tune is an ear-arresting
of words
solid ballad excellently rendered blending
and music.
by Tony Bennett. He gives the ro- Draper’s Workover of the fave
mantic, lyric an emotional vocal Dixieland piece, "Muskrat Ramride and it’s sure to add up to ble," also is above par.
.

A

—

A

Jerry Martin: "Where Can You
plenty of spins all the way. “Madonna, Madonna" is in the religioso Be”-"I’d Never Forgive" (Savoy).
Jerry
Martin is due to make a
groove, but has little else to comname for himself on this indie
mend it.
Savoy
label
with "Where Can You
George Williams Orch: "Soft
Be." It’s a strong ballad entry and
Touch”-"Saturday Night Function’’
he
hits, with plenty of vocal power.
(Coral). "Soft Touch" is another
example of the fine instrumental
Stuff orch leader George Williams
is putting in the groove.
It’s a
,
bright and melodic number which

&

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

rates

d.j;

Reverse

attention.

is
1.

snappy, tune pegged for juke tastes.
Slick vocal by Cathy Ryan helps
here.

Bob Manning: "I’m A Fool For
You’’-"The Other Side of the Story" (Capitol). Bob Manning has
been edging up to a breakthrough
disk for the past year. He’s a step

„

2.

f

3.
M

*

•

.

LITTLE SHOEMAKER

OLE HOUSE (1)
IN. THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT

MEAN A LOT

(18)

0.

and appealing manner.
Fdol Fbr You" has the bet-

I’M

9.

GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT

'I’m

A

ter chances.

Louis
(Decca).

Armstrong:

"Skokiaan"

The "Skokiaan" wax kick

has another potent entry in this
Louis Armstrong two-sider. Part 1
is a
strictly instrumental workover, and although Armstrong’s
trumpet shines through, it doesn’t
look like it will overtake the earlier
waxings.
Part 2 features Armstrong's crooning and it’s this side
.

that’s

due for a good

seeks

*

composer

to

collaborate on popular ti^nes.

Write Box Y.V. 44, Variety,

154 West 46th

St.,

N. Y. C.

in

.

.

Gaylords

Kitty Kallen

Victor

.

.

.

.

Decca
Columbia

-4

’’

(3)

.

*

’

(7)

,

LeRoy Holmes
Victor Young

M-G-M

Les Baxter
Les Paul-Mary Ford

Capitol
Capitol

Decca

[McGuire Sisters
{Sunny Gale
[Bulawayo Band

(2)

cirnirTAAv

)

^

Coral
Victor

Kansas City, Aug. 31..
Both pop and longhair concerts
of the Kansas City Philharmonic
Orchestra this season will be
directed
Hansi
conductor
by

ductor,
isn’t

Raymond

Mercury 7

Cutting,
who
new season.

returning for the

Appointment

London

Ralph Marterie

Schwieger to Take Over
Kaycee Pop Orch Spot

Schwieger, according to new policy
set by the orchestra association
last week.
In previous seasons
many of the pops have been conducted by the orch’s assistant con-

...Decca
’Johnny Desmond ....... Coral

T

William
F.
Guthrie as assistant chorus director also was announced last week.
He is also minister of music at the
Country Club Christian Church.
of

Second Group
CRAZY ’BOUT YOU, BABY
NEED YOU Nflw
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN
HERNANDO’S "HIDE AW AY
THEY WERE DOING THE MAMBO

Crew Cuts
Eddie Fishef
Four Aces
Archie Bleyer

I

ride.

The Gaylords; "Vieni-Vidi-Vici"A Kiss To Call My Own" (Mer-

Lyricist.

i

A FOOL TO CARE

.

Mercury

Rosemary Clooney
(7)

further -with this coupling.
It’s
doubtful if either side will take off
into the big payoff groove but both
will get a fair share of d.j. turntable time. Both' are ,o.k. ballad entries and Manning delivers in a

smooth

.

Kitty Kallen

TIP*}

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY

.

Rosemary Clooney
[

5.

7.

Chords

/

...Mercury
Cat
Columbia

'’“’(Hugo Winterhalter

LITTLE THINGS

6.

•

,

(9)

.

4.

:

* 4444

«

[Crew Cuts

SH-BOOM (7)
HEY THERE (6)

<

DREAM

.

•.

Mercury ^
Victor

V.

Decca
Cadence

t

Vaughn Monroe
Four .Aces
Hugo Winterhalter

*

t MAGIC TANGO
t I CRIED

Patti

HAPPY WANDERER
CINNAMON SINNER

^an

Page
eir

Jf
\HennH Rene

{

•

Tony Bennett

•

"

Victor

Decca
Victor

Mercury
^
London
.Victor

Columbia ^

number of weeks tong has been in the Top 10]
M- 4 4 4 444444444444 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4444444 4 44 4

[Figures in parentheses Indicate

t444A44 44 4A4 4444 4 44 4 4444« M. 4

4 4

-

44 4 4

M. WITMARK
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DAV ID WHITFIELD
From a $20 a week concrete loader to a $3000
a week headline performer— that's the story of
David Whitfield.
at a cabaret.

A

talent contest landed

After the

him

engagement he was

return to hie concrete loading Job .

to

However a

London Records talent scout heard.htm and
signed him up*
tngland's No*

V

Within no time ho became

Male

Vocalist .

For the gdls; He's strikingly

blue eyes

.

and blond

hair.

handsome—S' 11",

MEM

CURRENT HITS l

CARA MIA
SMILE- 1494

1486
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VAUDEVILLE
%

€otfacaba»a 9 2Y. •
Caballeros
Diosa Costello
,
(Mario Regis, PhiLCook}/ Georgia
Alicia, Don RevKaye, Roberto
.

*

&

ponent of dansapation in all moods nolds, Bob Warren & Kathy Cob
and idioms from waltz* and Latin lin, Ramona Lang tfcJacfc Purcell,
Abel.
Copa Girls (8), Michael' Durso
’•'
and Frank Marti Qrchs; staging.
a
J
DamAi Orch
In
;
Ann Anderson, Mischa Borr
lyrics and music,
Hollywood Douglas Cdudy;
$1.50 and $2.50 convert.
Notman Gimbel; costumes, Micht
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
orchesexecution):
Berthe
(Mine.
Paul
Gloria De Haven, Gene de
trations, Frank Ventre ; $5 miniThe Waldorf hasn’t been batting p au J j/ebert Orch (7); $2 cover,
mum.
1.000_ this season with its Starlight
_
Al. V
For the next three frames Gloria
Roof bookings,- as witness the
Jules Podell is having himself a
Perez Prado band which stirred up De Havemwill be dispensing saucy late summer bash with such coa storm of noise, if nothing else, looks and sassy lyrics at the Mo- billed contrasts as versatile Diosa
nitery
of
of
show
share
filial
full
and
a
and
cambo
this
now
new
and
Costello
and psychomonologist
the summer season.. As the mambo- trade will come her way. The Sun- Georgie Kaye.
Assisted" by t he
ing Prado may have improved as set Strip spot could well be sub- Caballero duo of' Mario Regis and
on
her
did.
during
certainly
Strippery”
titled “The
he went along—he
Latino
cutup comes
the
Cook,
Phil
moderating and 'modulating that stand because she's doing a modi- on for three separate, innings -in
fhambo beat the admittedly tense fied peel midway in her stint.
and, at
shenanigans
hoofery,
song,
It all goes with what she has to
Betty Clooney may likewise. Howshow’s finale, in a serious effort*
ever, as constituted, the younger sell and the way she sells it, which She’s a winning little bundle of
is
Who
singher
clan,
is good. If you don’t like
sister of the Clooney
nuclear fission, knows her way
remarkably like Rosemary in looks ing. you can’t help but like her around a tune, can step and caper
and style if not in the same au- looks, or vice-versa. So how can saucily and growl it a la Satchmo
requires an

Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y

rnrssjsrwsa

!

1

1

f

1

Mocambo,

!

«

.

'

:

.

,

—

thoritative

she lose?

delivery,

closed

'

Me

engineering company in Philadelphia in which he’s financially interested. That transac-

Referendum

tion was legal and approved
by Hie* authorities.

sent out a

A

—

j

ago. following his
*

Paul'

Dulzell,
requesting that
charges filed against the AFM he

In at Sands, Vegas,

dropped and a committee be appointed to take over the affairs of
until Bright and Irving are

For Ailing Milton Berio AGVA

!

..

I

Las Vegas, AUg. 31,
Berle, bedded with a

investigated:

•

A

copy of the telegram was sent
to George “Meany, AFL president,
iri Washington, D. C„ and another
copy was understood to have been
sent to James C. ,Pe rillo, AFM
chief.
Telegram was signed by
Dick Jones and two national board
members,
Mae Daniels, of Baltiwas the entire cast of the. Sahara
more, and Frank Richardson, of
show: the Vagabonds, Dunhills,
Philadelphia.
Maria Neglia and Martha Bentley,
Jones and Bright instituted the
n the second show. Pearl Bailey
and the Russ Morgan orch from referendum of AGVA’s 45 board
the Flamingo, Arthur Blake of the members on the grounds that
Thunderbird, and the Lancers ap- Jones had exceeded his authority
pearing at the Last Frontier, all in calling the Philadelphia meet of
the type of hop-skip narrative and pitched in to put on a two-hour ex- AGVA reps that resulted in the is-

;

—

—

.

I

*

‘°S

to oust Jones was

week

spearheading a revolt
against
Bright and' Irving via a lengthy
telegram to Four A’s president—

Names From
Fill

in

Federation of
Musicians dispute in Montreal
execs of the Vaude union are also
sitting tight awaiting the outcome
of’ the hassle between Jones and
top AGVA* officers, Jack Bright,
prexy, and Jack Irving, national
administrative secretary*

|

;

later this -week,

until

AGVA - American

when

need’ he.
At opening show (25), the wellalmost complete revamping of rouOpens in Spanish style and then
framed and costumed chirp was on into a medley in English to fire
tine.
Her repertoire is on the "sure- for 25 minutes of a vaned song- away at "Love
or Leave Me,”
material stuff
fires” side, with the exception of alog, mostly special
"I’m in Mood for Love,” et al. But
the "teddy bear” special, a miss- that bangs its points about / Love s the real wallop is in the native
World.
the
All
Over
Same
the
comout, and in light of inevitable
tongued "Granada”- as she says,
parison with other song stylists it risque ditty, it’s Miss^- De Haven s seldom chirped by the femme of
frequently brooks odious analogy, closing specialty, and for which the species, but .a great big lift for
hand.
appreciative
an
gets
is particularly true with num- she
This
In her
her forepart repertoire.
*
iiii_
ti a
n y— n AM :A »
Ttlnoc” segues
cocmiac into
infn the
tr
strip
The Blues”
bers like "April In Paris,” "My
second turn, Miss Costello is quite
Man” and Miss Clooney is too from a pink-sequinned gown and
visual kid in those glitteringly
young, "nice,” and much unlike a becomes a suspense number as she striped toreador trousers wherein
femme fatale to essay the Fannie bounces and shakes out the lyrics. she sings and prances with the
Brice trademark song and the "Little Things Mean a Lot,” "Why boys.
layout’s
Finish-offer
at
others. Titles speak for themselves, Shouldn’t I?” and "I’m a Star” closer is as Bloody Mary in a
opening round out the turn,
folksy
her
following
moody, deeply expressive "Bali
Gene de Paul is 88’ing for Miss Hai” from "South Pacific,” com"Smile and Shake Hands,” as she
goes into “Jealous,” a pseudo-time- De’ Haven, and he’s no "and then plete with a truncated hunk of
step (on mike), with “My Man,” I wrote” composer making a nitery scenery and with the boys as at"Good Man Is Hard to Find,” appearance. Kudos for his cleffings mospheric helpmates.
She’s au’Paris,” "Will You Still Be Mine” are taken care of by Miss De thentically caparisoned for a role
Haven, including- a brief "I’ll Re that sets off her serioso demeanor
and “You Wonderful You
she
and
April”
vocal,
member
Mice C
rinntipv ha<? hpen on such
to good effect.
.
and Cora/ Sith notes his work on Metro’s “Seven
Kaye’s psychiatrist pitch spans
re- Brides tor Seven Brothers” score
nui re^
imoart but
30 minutes. He s extra clever in
orh»sionM Ssklr/ impact,

is

keeping with « union ruling. In the

which he shipped to an

nails

battlefront

awaiting results of the referto oust AGVA’s rebellious
eastern regional director, Didc
Jones, Outcome will not be dis-

endum

He therefore spent his surplus currency on 12 tons of

'

Artists

now

London, Aug. 31.
Rex Ramer, who has just
opened a British vaude tour
after playing Sweden, found
that he couldn’t legally convert
his kroner into dollars before
leaving Stockholm.

i

Action on the American Guild
of Variety

Easy a* Nails-

i
!

Milton
bronchial condition, was forced to
bow out of his opening at the Sands
here Thursday (26). He fie w to the
Coast Saturday' (28) to recupe for
a few days before returning.
Replacing Berle iri the first show
.

occasional diskery
paul Herbert s seven . man crew
quires seasoning for a mote solid
,how
Broo
Brog
nitprv result. Soottine
rnonology that’s become all but a travaganza that turned. into a tribSpotting her into a backstops the show.
nitery
lost art.
His pace is alternately ute to the ailing star.
top room like the Waldorf’s StarOrchid, Chi
fast
and slow, with carefully
light Roof was a premature bookVic Damone and Jack Carter
Chicago, Aug. 24.
plotted timing and reversals that were flown in by^Jack Entratter for
ing, as now constituted, even if she
Burl Ives, Dr. Arthur Ellen, June are just on the button to permit Friday’s shows,. Billy
possessed a standout waxseller. A
Eckstine
hit platter does make a lot of Carroll, Rudy Kerpays Duo; $4 the chuckles to give birth and roll came in Saturday, and the., rest of
out, and then into another chore
psychological audience difference, minimum.
running
His the Berle engagement
of milking ’em for the pails.
but in this case (1) it’s lacking, at
(Tues.) was to be
White suit, beard and distin- text is perforce exaggerated and through today
least not just yet, (2) the Rosemary
mandatory
his filled with headliners out of Holfor
Clooney reflex values may prove guished portliness help Burl Ives eccentric
a mild boomerang, and (3) the kid to cut an imposing figure on this groove oi comic. What remains is lywood.
personal
identification
of
intime stage, and as he rivets the that
sister requires further schooling.
Andrea customers visually so he has them audience with the material that
the
are
Seasoned
Dancers, a light adagio threesome absorbed vocally. Three-week head often is symbolic of genuine comwhatever its form.
who catapult the pleasant and will- liner should keep the room brim edy,
Kaye, whose biggest cafe click
ing femme into pretzel bends, all ming steadily,- while the two supdone with a sure touch. One of the porting acts have followings of was in George White’s marathonic
Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
“Nice to See You” at the. Vermale pards is a distinguished, pre- their 'own.
Police censorship of. terping by
sailles in N. Y., is hep enough to
maturely gray gent who further
Ives is an affable performer
beat
resulted in raids on
the
din
from
the
the.
on
rap
ballerinas
bar
"dresses” the floor.
whose cheery-faced warmth man- first-show
diners (Miss Costello’s
North Phiily bright- spots Fri»
Henry King, vet batofieer; is the ages to turn appropriately stern on act is not so gaited since her rou- two evening (27)
and the Arrest of
day
Found
"Noah
new location maestro and he has a religibso items like
tine is set and from this she. canwere
good team, with Ann Anderson Grace.” Otherwise his demeanor riot; deviate and still save her two dancers, both o.f ^whom
morning
following
'the
discharged
or
rautender
wistful,
homey,
is
Borr
Mischa
featured on the vocals.
The intra-tradesters won’t
•grace).
remains, of course, a surefire ex- cous as the tune permit's. Easy vo? give him any trouble just the with a warning from Magistrate
“
cal attack and- gentle humor make
meat and potatoes crowd. And to Vincent A. Dean.
him magnetic; and the crowd is -repeat;
First stop for the vice squad was
K^e-'got* around' the’ noise
loud with its approval on every- niftily
where Nbny
"The
arid was in command the the Catalina Sho-Bar
thing he issues. His sets are short
Diving
lion’s share of the way, closing Erika. Brandt, who dances under
only five or Six numbers in each •solidly.
the name of Nony,.was picked up
Fool''
but they’re satisfying for their
Of the spotted support, Don along withi. proprietor Rudolph
variety as he shuns an overdose o
Sorry to
Reynolds is a quiet pleaser with a Gueter arid two bartenders. Miss
any strict folksong mode.
have to cut
mixture of pops and does rightly Brandt was released, blit the othOpening
show
(24) was kicked
by such numbers as "I Got ers were held on charges of selling
my 6th week
off with Irish novelty, "Killigrew’s
Rhythm,”' "AlOrie Together” arid to
OF Radio
intoxicated
persons.
Marie
Soiree,” and lilting "Rock Candy "All or Nothing
at All.”
He’s
City Music
Mountain,” Singing carried at a handsome lad in the sleek, ro- Nadell was picked up following
Hall short.
nice
through "Grenadier’s mantic genfre. FlamencO dancers her act at the Gay-Time Musical
gait
Opened.
Pond,” took robust tone on "Noah,” Roberto & Alicia are tame in their Bar and charged with an overdisAug. 30
and relaxed on smooth, under- .stomping jousts* but -perhaps they play of epidermis. Miss Nadell
Ohio State
"September are bereft here .of the. .benefit o was. released after a brief lecture
played. delivery
of
Fair
Song.” Windup-was’ on "Blue Tail 'aficionado concentration.
from the magistrate, along with
»

i
'

suance of the telegram.

IMnck

SARATOGA TRACK BIZ
OK SANS NIGHTCLUBS

*

.

which closed Saturday (28), was
overall a good one despite an
estimated 3% drop in attendance
and a decline of slightly more

PH1LLY COPS TIGHTEN

NITERY CENSORSHIP

.

,

Saratoga,' Aug. 31.
season,

.

The Saratoga racing

]

than- that in betting.

..

.

Again it was proved that Saratoga racing can be operated without the benefit of high-stake gambling in swank nightclub adjuncts,
although evening business downtown suffered. Fewer people stayed
over than was the case iri the free
wheeling days of the past. More
patrons from upstate New York,

-

—

.

western

mont

and Ver-

Massachusetts

visited the track.

MILBOURNE

j

CHRISTOPHER

.

and

His

magic

I

LARRY GRISWOLD
Coder Ropids/lowa

1112.

Second iAvo^

j
'

Fly” ivith. audience chiming rhoThe Copa cuties make a mighty
ruses gladly.
.purty picture as Jules’ octet o
Dr. Arthur “Ellen is held over Podellies, with the ether produc
with this bundle, extending his tion carryouts by holdover hoofers
engagement ,4a .nine weeks, in all, Ramona Lang &' Jack' Purcell and
which is understandable since .singers. Bob Warren & Kathy Col
his hypnotism demonstrations are lin.
Long-gammed Miss .Lang is
drawing repeaters and creating better' than par for the course on
\yord - of - mouth.
Word - number the terps, ditto her partner. Warmemory feat, continues to strike ren & Collin are fresh-looking vo
awe at -act’s outset, and the ensuing calists and the femme has fine
mesmerizing Of customers can be operetta pipes. Best of Normah
amusing if not downright astound Gimbel’s songs are "Affair of the
ing. .Act has a timing problem, Heart” and "Cocoanut Tree” calyprunning long, which could be over- song and dance, with effective
come by concentration on fewer decor by Rivera & Jefferson, Very
subjects.
handy to have Michael Durso’s
Musicomedy thrush June Carroll band around for the showbacks,
makes a good dent in her nitery plus Frank Marti for the cusdebut and will be drawing from tomecrbuilt dance sets.
*nj«x
the element which made "New
Faces” a cult in the Windy City
Chez
Paroe,
Chi
while it was having a long run here
-Chicago, Aug. 24.last year.. She’s reviewed under
Dick Contino, Shecky Greene ,
New Acts.
Johnny Conrad & Dancers ( 3)„
Show is backed expertly

IN
It's

BOSTON
the

.

.

The

Home

of Show Folk

Avery I Washington

Sts.

COMEDY ACTS

5 different acts.
Can he used anyAll for $5.
An Introduction
to the most helpful writing service in
-the field of entertainment.

where.

A.

GUY

VISK

.

.

.

.

'

“

!

Writing fnilerprises 94 Hill Street
Troy, N. Y.
'Creators of Special Comedy Material'

by Rudy Brian- Farnon
Orch (11);
keys and A1 Poskonka
cover,
rriinimuin,

:

i

'

Kerpays
on bass.

at
•

.

$2.50

Les.

0

-

-

This kingpin nitery is pitching
younger audience with Dick
Contino in a fill-in fortriighter, although the good-loking accordionist was' availed to a youth following at Chicago Theatre recently.
Despite national publicity Contino
had been getting in past years, biz
was mild on opening night (24),
the Chez regulars absent from the
,

TWO YEARS os

at a

'Sportin' Life*
;

in
,

1

"PORGY AND BESS"

NOW

HOTEL SAHARA
LAS VEGAS

|

!

scene.

CAB CALLOWAY

Lad

sets

rapport

femme customers at
warm presence and

with
once
a

Harvest

f

*

11

1

.

»

wooing

(Continued on page 78)

.

SHAPIRO

1776 Broadway, N*w York
Clrdo 9^$6B

Moon Winners

Get

Week

at Palace

Moon

Ball winners will
be showcased at the Palace, *N. Y.,

Harvest

a one-week’s stand beginning
Sept.- 10. They’ll be booked into
the house as part of the regular
eight-act bill at a group salary of

in

© findla

September 4-5

Terp slate will coiriprise Six
championship teams covering the

$2,000.

NOOSE CLUB,

foxtrot,
Viennese waltz,
tango,
polka,- jitterbug arid the rhumba
categories. The winners used to ap^
pear at Loew’s State, N, Y., in the

when that house ran vaude.
, Dancers
make their Broadway
bow two days after being ^-crowned

of $100 each will also be meted
out) With the top team getting an
additional $125,
•

-

“Texas Ropm Opens
Laredo, Tex., Aug. 8l,

The Maya. Room, swank dihe

because of the recent fldods*
Pete Brewer and his orch are
currently on the bandstand.

6-1

HATFIELD FAIR, Penn.
Management: ROBBINS BROS.
67 Wait 44th St., New York, N. Y.

'

$2,000 group stipend. Cash awards

Milton, Penn.

September

days

and dance spot in the Hamilton
Hotel, was opened here last week.
the Original opening was postponed
via

repeat oh

MURRAY PARTY

L

DAVID

'

at Madisoh Square Garden, N-, Y.,
next Wednesday (8). Palace staiid
$1.10 will be- followed by an appearance
'on the Tommy and Jimmy ‘Dorsey
CBS-TV show Sept. 11 at another

‘

After

**

'

tjht

NB&TV

Owner, Dominic DePanphilis.

.

.

,

HOTEL AVERY

THE ARTHUR

•

.

WHEN

the-

Thank* fof

1

SHE'S

DYNAMFIE

!.

KAY MARTIN
(and her TRIO)

Cvrnatty

BASSEL'S
Toronto,

Canada

Dimchon
6
MFF'CL'RY ARTISTS

,

"

.

Wednesday, September
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Boston

and the dramatic timbre of his rich
Hotel Bradford*
baritone voice,
Boston, Aug, 24.
From the powerful, opener, *Jer»
Lillian Roth , Jack Ackerman,
ry,” a Negro work son.*, to his eon**
Mae Solomon Orch (5), Paul Har- edy closing, “Riot In Cell Block 9?'
rlman Trio; no cover or minimum. singer maintains a high level in
.

Night Club Reviews
Contlnucdfrom pace 19

Causes And Dips

“Noah/' a
showmanship fashion.
This Is Lillian Roth’s first major
others that fall snugly into his nltery stint hereabouts for some gospel shout, is probable tops in
his layout, a brilliant singing job
“Calypso
does
He
niche.
styled
QuarLatin
years, last playing the
smile, and his deft windjamming
Blues” and “Smile,” a new one. ter about five years ago as a sup- on which he is accompanied only
lands good favor per usual wheth- For ‘the “Blues” he donned a straw
by the drums. “Deliah” is another
porting act, and, judging from the
offered iii the restrained
boogie,
Trinidad
mambo,
from
a
man
be
like
and
mood
made
er the
tremendous biz and the customers standout,
’im, Joe” and “Mark
Playing
v* upbeat.
— %» ^ isj *Lyric material is especially attrac- spontaneous response during her style. “Hold
romantic or
IVIliUUVAV
’
*•
Ottawa, Aug. 31.
both from “Almanac,”
Twain,”
five
speed
outing at this rooftop- room, her
rich and full of flourish, and
This much can be said for Cole comeback attempt is a solid smash. carry the Mississippi flavor for exCentral Canada Exhibition, which
staccatos are a fillip every time.
can’t -be said for too many The gal makes a slick appearance, cellent effect, and on “Matilda- shuttered
that
finds
instramentalizing
Straight
its l954^sfeason Saturday
Matilda,” singer calls, on tablesome relief in Contino’s singing of other singers; not a word is has plenty of savvy and nabs com- sitters
to give him chorus. Pair of (28), had a 19,359 dro£ in attendBella,” slurred and his enunciation is full- plete attention of the ringsiders
“Wanted” and “Bella,
are
other
topflight
numbers
“Syla
neat
and
rounded.
It’s
bodied
ance
from
last yeljpl <JCE office
from her walkon. Her stint packs
though his voice has a tendency
claims 372,392 customers this
In showmanly trick he has of walking over to plenty of wallop and she sells it vie” and “Quiet Girl.”
towards, flatness.
Smart chirping by Peggy Dietrick compared to 1953’$ 391*742. year,
the piano and banging a few bars down the line, with the oldies long
fashion7
v * Contino brings
v ••his father
a
av
haaamm
aUamia
mavm
am
vnikM
three
heavy
hand
for
earns.
a
her
onstage from the audience for of a second chorus rather than associated with her.
CCE was definitely geared to top
numbers, “Crime Pays,” “The Man
duet on “Butcher Boy” in Italian, just stand there with egg on his - She loses no time Warming up That Got
Away” and “That’s What business. Officials of the fair, inand he follows with clear, emo- face, from the splattered applause. the customers via inviting them to I Like.” George Tapps and his cluding g,m. H. H. McElroy, have
His
instrumental
accompanists join her in her various groups of.|
tional playing of “ Yiddishe Mama.”
augmenting the crew pf Dick medleys while Bhe wanders ring- dancers provide fancy stepping* no clue to why nearly 20,000 peoIn all, some 15 numbers are esbass, guitar and drums side urging them" on with an in- best being “Ravel’s “Bolero/* and ple less than last, year attended.
Act needs to be severely Stabile
sayed.
(the fingered bongo beat is espe- fectious personality. In the solo Koury and his orch offer foot-tap* Everything pointed to the best biz
clipped as aceordionistics become
Whit.
cially moody)
give him musician- department
in the exhibition^ history: almost
she
whams across ping melodies.- ;
tedious in a 45-minute segment.
perfect weather, intensified bally,
“There Must Be Something Better
Held over from previous show, ly support.
To
wrap
up
another
first
night
improved grounds, shows and rides
Than. Love,” “Eadie Was a Lady,”
comedian Shecky Greene hits with
Biltmore
Hotel
^L.
A.
9
of triumph for this fine artist, the and her recently recorded ballad,
and more and better commercial
a zany routine that focusses only
Los Angeles, Aug. 25.
Ac- applause thundered for minutes “I’ll Cry Tomorrow,” named after
and industrial exhibits were all in
on his strongest % material.
Patti
and
Moore
Ben
Lessy,
Walafter
his
last encore.
Not until her book. For a sock windup the
cordingly he practices, spoofery of
the
boxoffice’s favor.
O’Rourke, Mary Raye
Stabile cracked, “if you don’t stop thrush saunters among the tablers ton
hillbilly sitfgers, Irish tenors, and
I'he only fault in the setup could
Naldi, Biltmore Starlets (1
Hal
,
punchy prizefighters, which are I’ll play my sax,” was the Jam- vocalizing “Don’t Forget Me,” as Derwin’s Orch (10); $1-$1.502)cover.
have been the basic sameness of
Greene, with much packed room restored to a sem- she edges toward the lobby. It’s a
fracturing.
layout, some execs believe. CCE
kuuw blance
last time
vuaii at -iuov
confidence than
moreC UUJ
JUUl
^ » , n of orderly conversation. nifty bit of showmanship and
Any room is home to those wan- has held to an identical arrangecaught, clinches with a string, of Bobby Ramos kept the 4an ce^floor leaves the customers asking for
in a lather of leather.
Helm.
over / the years; midway,
dering
ment
minstrels,
Patti
Moore
and
involving
impressions
more.
best
his
In the warmup slot, Jack Acker- Ben Lessy, It's hard to imagine a, rides, Outdoor exhibits, refreshDean Marlin, Johnnie Ray, and
more opposite class of trade than ment and games concessions, all
man,
an
youth,
scores
solidly
agile
Frankie Laine.
Last Frontier.,
Vestas With a sesh of terping and vocaliz- .that which frequents the Biltmore exactly in the same places
each
Johnny Conrad and his three
Las Vegas. Aug. 23.
ing in the Fred Astaire manner. Bowl and. Band Box-—the B hives year.
shapely femme partners start show
for the nocturnal buzzers-—yet on
proterp
off brightly in a primitive
Mulling on the problem began
unit Moe Solomon’s crew cuts a neat the six-week opener 'they
whooped
show and Paul Harriman Trio fills
Unit is repeating here
duction.
up as many howlers as ever echoed Sunday (25) when officials met for
in the' lulls.
Elie.
after making a fine impression .six
Vqu Otch (11), no cover
through the tavern on Fairfax, a post-exhibition Session in the ofCurrent ..effort is
months ago.
long their home stamping grounds. fices at Lansdowne Park.
every bit as satisfying, and beAmato’s, Portland, Ore* They’ve tempered their material
ne cnln
in
solo in
tween acts Conrad returns
Portland, Ore., Aug. 26.
A 250-pound Bengal tiger stole
o meet the changing tide of taste.
an intense .acro-tap session that
“Minsky’s Follies” with The The more squeamish may take
Les.
laugh honors at the Marilyn Maxearns a fine mitt.
Happy Jesters (3), Maxie Furman mild umbrage at a Liberace gag, Esther Williams Set
Well opener, when it playfully and
with Alma Maben, Lottie Brunn, but otherwise their material would
For i-Day Albany
stubbornly lay down on the floor Ben Wrigley
Ctro’s,
Co. (2), Ilona pass a tv censor. Miss Moore is
Albany, Aug. 31.
and refused to succumb to the Adams, Minsky Line (12), Wynn still the frisky filly who gets off a
Los Angeles, Aug.. 27.
Orch
with Rene. good song and foils skillfully for
(5)
Nat (King) Cole, Dick stabile cociuettish teasing
Esther Williams will appear for
_ of Miss Maxwell Walker
Weiss;
$1.50 cover, Sat. $2T.
the antics of Lessy, whose gro- three performances in Fabian’s
effort to get the beast up
Orch (8), Bobby Ramos Wetbacks in her
on
r A.A
*•««
••
a*
its stand.
tesque flopping dance is a top Palace, Albany, Sept. 8 with Ben
What the tiger actually
(4); $5 cover.
had to do with the act is a comFrank Serenes’ “Minsky Follies” laughgetter.
Gage, Arthur Lawrence, four other
To round out, there’s a show- acts and a 12-piece band.
It wasn’t a professional crowd plete mystery other than the fact unit hits the elevated stage of
it may be classified as a publicity Amato’s with plenty of impact and manly balance of the, puppets of
that Shoe-horned its way into range gimmi
It is the first stage attraction for
ok.
(The ti ger was fired the are set to continue the terrific pace Walton
O’Rourke, old favorites
4
of
Nat (King) Cole’s velvety next day after clawing Miss Max- for 21 more days. Bossman George at this hospice; the stylish adagio Fabian flagship since "‘‘Martin
vocalistics at Ciro’s last Friday well at the swimming pool).
Lewis
did a one-day boxoffice
work
of Mary Raye
Her Amato had a complete turnover of
Naldi; the
night (27) (Louella was giving a act (see New Acts) will do okay payees opening nite and from the 12 Biltmore Starlets floored by cleanup more than $ year ago.
party), so the reception ^generally with experience.
Morro-Landis,
and
the
way reservations are pouring, in,'
hoof teasing
reserved for the great that greeted
The scintillating vocal quartet, the SRO sign will be up for most of Hal Derwin’s bandstanders. One
his every number could hardly be the. Lancers, open the. show in har- of the date.
of the puppeteers fills the ifitercalled partisan. It was tribute from monies they made familiar at the
Claws in This Pact
The Happy Jesters stop the show mish by calling on the tables with
out-of-town ers and on-the-towners, Flamingo when they appeared cold with their comedy antics. a dangling dummy to keep the
Las Vegas, Aug. 31.
the class of trade unused to paying there with Kay Starr not too long Trio do some harmonizing but are mood light and fancy.
a 10-buck prekniere charge (five ago.
It was a case of “The Lady or
But these harmonies are strong on comedy.. Jerry Prez is
Starlets are well-drilled chorines,
without chops). To them he’s still greater now, for the group has given plenty of spotlight to display fronted by Strong-voiced Garr
the Tiger,” when Marilyn Maxwell
Nelthe king and 40 minutes of royal come a long way since then. They rubber face and odd ball body con- son, who gives the show aflash opened her nitery act at the Last
ni ” g n
were not carbon" the°Ink ^Spots" Mills Bros. torts. Sol Tino and Ken Cornell effect with two numbers.
d
nt
Moore Frontier With a 250-pound jungle
f
^.aLenough
-L r?i?l
i2.
~
nearly
for them.
and are four Johnnie Ray’s to big also work hard for sock trio act. &. Lessy are costumed up for the eat as her partner.
There are few who can so com- applause. Their oldie, “Muskrat
Lottie Brunn tees off the layout Scotch finale, leaving the lookers
The, partner clawed one of
pletely captivate an audience as Ramble,” is socko,
as
is
the after company opener with some with an added laugh.
Helm.
Marilyn’s gams, so the lady fired
Cole with “Pretend’’ and a dozen spiritual “You Must Come in
at nifty juggling stuff. Fast, nimble
the tiger.
the Door,”
femme do better than average stuff
Bellevue Casino, Mont’I
Will Jordan, a clever impres- and makes everything' look easy.
4
Montreal, Aug. 27.
sionist, mimes in song and charBen Wrigley
Co. come through
m
LEW
acter in surprism*? authenticity with an English music hall type t The Mawellos (3), Lola Do and 20 minutes of ?h;s is very re- act that might be clicko in the bntch, Baro <fc Rogers J Kristopher
freshing.
Unfortunately, at the Isles, but lacked U.S. humor. How- i-JPSP* -Del Gerrar, Lila Carlson,
and PAT.
opening he ran 40, which was 10 ever, some bits are tops.. Comic Bill Degan, Casino Lovelies (10),
more than the star. He seemingly Maxie Furman, with Alma Maben, Bix Belair Orch (11), Buddy Clay(RALPH AND MARY)
did not know how to get off or he knock out some solid laugh stuff. ton Quartet with Shirley Sheldon
(Beauty and
feared the tiger backstage.
In Guy is a master at timing and his $1 admission.
THIS
iha It q>fj
fact, he did Billy Daniels twice drinking skit is top drawer. Tall,
and it was feared he might repeat blonde Ilona Adams is on for sevProtested by a contract with the
A n«w not* In
fOlamor Comtdy
his entire repertoire.
The high eral solo spots in production num- American Federation of Musicians
spot is a very clever Ed Sullivan bers, doing a couple of class ex- which holds till the end of the
Stilt* by
Mtrvyn NtliM
and there could be no better place otic routines. Orb filler got her year, Harry Holmok is probably
Plow York
for the shears. It tops his array training at Berlin Opera House the only operator in Montreal not
Mat. Can Franklla
Lau WalMra Ent.
of clever impersonations.
Ballet and recently became a U.S. directly affected by the present
I57f Brtaiwiy
The Last Frontier line of girls citizen.
AGVA-AFM hassle which is cut- DJr.: Jimmlo Husson Agency
Maw Yark
119 W, 57»h*t., New York
are fair in a pair of production
The line was on for three smash ting heavily into most other dubs
numbers, while the Garwood Van production numbers. Costuming by in town.
orch does yeoman service backing Madam Bertha, choreography by
Without taking advantage of this
the entire show which is in for Babe Pierie, with Tom Ball pro situation, Holmok continues his
~ COMEDY MATERIAL
three weeks.
duction make this class unit tops usual show policy without going
Bob.
For All Branched of ThaafWco/a
for any showcase. Wynn Walker overboard budget-wise
and biz
orch plays a better than usua continues
near capacity every
Oasis, L. A.
show. Boys also do good job dur- night in this big room.
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAO HU
L?s^ Angeles, Aug. 24.
ing dancing sesh with Rene Weiss
The Marvellos take the headline
(Tha Satvlca of tha STARS)
Billie Holiday, Norman > Dunlap, knocking out some solid tunes.
slot on current layout but opening
First 13 Filaa $6.00-AII 35 Utuat $25
Prince Yogi, Rudy Pitts Orch (4):
Feve .
show left a lot to be desired with
Singly; Si .05 ear script.
.
$1.25 admission
this unique trio. Timing for most
• 3 Ska. PARODIES, par book. .SIS •
of their disappearing gimmicks
• MINSTREL BUDGET.
Grove, L. A* seemed
»25 •
The smoky chirping of Billie
off and their rapid cos• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., aa. bk. $25 e
Los
Angeles, Aqg. 25.
• BLUE BOOK (Gaga for Stags) $50 •
tume
changes and sleight-of-hand
Harry Belafonte, with Millard routines with various musical inHOW TO MASTER THI CEREMONIES Holiday offers the lure for this
jazz palace during the next two Thomas, Chico Hamilton; Peggy
'
struments failed to click in usual
GIANT (CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
“
His solid fashion.
weeks, her well-known styling a Dietrick , George Tapps
OF GAGS, S300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D.'s
cinch to draw many of her follow- Dancers
(5), Rea; Koury Orch
Biggest ^reception goes to Lola
ers.
BILLY
Layout includes the type of (14); $2 cover.
Dobritch on the tight wire. Gal
300 W. S4th St., New York if Dept. V
numbers she does best, and her
offers a standout group of wire
Circle 7-1130
conceptions add up to 20 minutes
Return of Harry Belafonte to routines, topped by a unicycle
of showmanship.
this hostelry's after-dark retreat crossing for a boff clincher.
Singer starts off with one of her has all the makings of a solid
Comedy dancers Baro
Rogers
recordings, “I Cover the Water- three-week stand. His Specialty is work into their
routines easily but
front,” and follows with “Them folk songs in the calypso manner, opening
drags and Baros introducThere Eyes,” "Smooth Road—No and he socks over his numbers so tory walk around the
room disDetours Ahead” and “Moonglow.” authoritatively that opening night pensing flowers
various femmes
Windup numbers on two shows crowd was pounding for more. His at ringside andtohis
drinking an
opening night caught particular turn is 40 minutes of ear-tingling elaborate toast
to payees leaves
fancy, “My Man” and “Porgy.” entertainment, with prospect of the house
cold for rest of act. EnNorman Dunlap, young man plenty of repeat biz.
try of his partner and gag hoofing
with a deep baritone voice, is on
Guitar-playing by Millard Thomas that folows scores, but could stand
for four numbers, his closing and Chico Hamilton* at the drums, overall
tightening.
Tha Star at the
“Black Magic” climaxing “Bogin both his own accompanists, provide
Three solid production numbers
the Beguine,” “September Song’” better than usual backing for Bela- with
the line garner salvos and the
and “Old Man River.”
fonte’s songs, playing solo for some trim
dancing of Kristopher
Prince Yogi offers a hypnotist numbers and with the orch backing King
highlight
nicely.
Vocal
act, calling on patrons to be sub- of Rex Koury on- ’others.
Bela- chores, carried mainly by Lila
jects, and Rudy Pitts combo, with fonte’a choice of numbers is par- Carlson,
are adequate and B1J1
WASHINST6M. a, e.
emphasis upon percussion, pro- ticularly good, ranging from bal- Deegan adds to emcee
chores by
WttK
vides couple of good entries.
lads to calypso, and each tends to doing vocals in the finale specWhit.
demonstrate his wilt versatility tacle.
Newt.
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Terping duo/
*

Carroll Sc Betty Bright,
provide the best moments of the
show. Their terping is polished,

Empire, Glasgow
:

throughout

Desmond

such as imitations of marching
feet, the noises made by an old
.Glasgow, Atig. 27.
Ladd, disk, an infant crying and various
Georgia- Gibb*/ Ldtt?$
Sandow Sisterf buzzing atones connected with long
Renee - Strange
(2), Ted: Javies, Dave King, Lassie* distance phone conversations. In
Jackie Penn, addition he also manipulates three
partner,- Ray
Bobby Dowds Orch.
V dummies for good results.
Chimes’ act is a solidly family
Gibbs, new in these item. He works over the harmon. Georgia
parts and making her U.K, vaude ica, with an assist from three
bow, heads this average, layout sons. Each of the youths solos on
Weak supporting bill is resulting the mouth organ and join in with
in poor attendance except fbr sec- their father foj* a sizzling “12th
Miss Gibbs Street Rag” closer. Stint also spotond performances.
makes a good impression in song- lights Chimes’ 16-year-old daughalog of current pops ana oldies, ter at the keyboard.
Terpers Vince & Gloria Haydock
and works up the. rhythm mood to
satisfaction of the outfronters. In- (•brother and sister) open show
tensity and liveliness of the sun- with some agile footwork, starting
tanned chirper is evident,' plus off at a rapid pace, then moving
well-rehearsed routine of her act. into slow tempo and winding up
Opens with “Gonna ,Live Till I with a routine in which they exeDie," then into the showtime, “I cute taps from a sitting position.
Love Paris," and follows this by Ceil Cabot mixes songs and patter
scoring solidly in “Seven Lonely in hillbilly style, that’s hard to
Days," in which she invites audi- follow. Femme has a few laugh
ence participation. Ranges through lines but not enough to sustain in“The Birth of the Blues," “Ballin’ terest. “Pigmeat” Markham & Co.,
the Jack" and the calypso. “Some- Apollo, N.Y,, regulars, get their
body Bad Stole De Wedding Bell," usual quota of yocks in a courtthe last-named garnering much room skit straight out of burlesque.
;

BEVIEWS

PSSilSTf
decor

mm
.
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Creep,” modern English dance
done at the dignified Festival. Club,

and

in “Duck Lake Ballet,” is highlight of show.
Madeleine Christie, w.k. Scot actress, has .been given pitiful lines
in a sketch -titled “Tourist Bored,”

which garners^ only mild mitting.
Personality gal is soubrette Joyce
Randall, a happy trouper who descends into auditorium to work a
“Miss Beautiful Doll” number with
a chosen male from tpe outfronters.

Billy Dunlop, who also produces,
appears In several scenes with

competence, and Jimmy Copeland,
film thesper, has a pleasant spot.
Stewart, young comedian,
has a modicum of talent in impressions, including the conventional
Johnnie Ray takeoff, and could
work up a comedy style if properly
directed. Daphne Glen, Christian
Marshall and Ethel Scott (Mrs.
Rikki Fulton) help out in sketches
and dance times,
Gord,

Andy

Olynipla*

Miami

Miami, Aug, .28.
“ Cuban Revue” with Aurtira &
Reyes, Hector & Olga, Anita Vazquez, Mario Dacal, Sans Souci
mitting.
Rodolfo & Juanita, Flamenco
Ray & Jackie Penn, mixed duo, dancers, are aptly costumed and Dancers (IQ); George Hopkins,
Les
Rhode House
tee-off the bill with the “Hey handle the Latino terp in fiery Peop-ettes,
Orch; “The Scarlet Spear” ( UA ).
Neighbour" tune and some com- fashion;
The Flying Berrys, a
petent terping, and are followed .rollerskating act, work on a miniaReturn of a Cubano revue idea
by the two Sandow Sisters in fairly ture rink and get in the usual
exciting aerial routines on the. quota of aero bends and twirls. Act every few months seems a set poltrapeze.
The Sandow: girls also is comprised of two men and two icy of the house bookers with curjoin the Tex James animal act as women, with one of the latter also rent import one. of the lesser offerof Afro-Cubari
assistants to a conventional ani- doing a brief, vocal while one of ings
song’ and
dance. Addition of two. American
mal circus routine.
the guys and the other gal spin
acts, however, help matters.
Lowe & Ladd, two hard-working around the rink.
Jess,
males recently returned from an
Per usual the costuming is in
Australian tour; offer two spots on
the flashy, colorful vein for visual
slotting
program.
Earlier
Gaiety,
the
appeal.- On’ the staging side the
shapes up as merely agreeable patdances of. Aurora & Reyes are on
Ayr, Scot, Aug. 28.
ter. and in post-interval act they,
Jack Milroy, Maple Leaf Four, the standard side with accent on
indulge in standard slapstick and The Edorics (3) Gwen Overton & the more legit Spanish interps.
knockabout, winding on their best Clive Stock,* Lilian Brown, Glen Hector Sc Olga interweave their
note, a tune titled “Nobody Loves Michael, Jenny Hogarth, Cherry modern hip-swing with the line
A Nobody." Pair are' too slow in Willoughby Dancers (10), Harry for best reception with mambo
pace to click.
rhythms the biggest palm rousers.
Broad orch.
Dave. King is a .new English
Mario Dacal sets up an acceptable
comedian of the younger school.
Jack Milroy, upcoming Scot group of romantic ballads but
Speediest act on the’ bill is the comedian, heads
a neat summer femme songstress slot is a letknockabout acrq work of Dasssie layout at this coast theatre, long- down, Anita Vazquez failing to
and his partner, ‘garbed as English time nursery of new talent. His come up to average expected in
sailors, who’ entertain with twists
infectious -laff, speed of gagging this house. She spieled out. a nonand balancing Over a table. Renee and happy style shape him up as descript set of song and dance inStrange, works
some excellent one of the successes of this stint. serts.
puppets, and is given a tdo-brief
George
Hopkins,
local
lad,
He has advantage of intimate
appearance for quality of her act.’- stage and packed audiences, all in handles the comedy spot in capa- The
Bobby Dowds house orch friendly Vacation mood. His final ble manner; unfortunate habit of
Gord.
showback- okay.
solo spot wins solid palming, he lapsing into questionable stuff at
being guised as a kilted Scot in times negates aud reaction to his
eccentric jiving, mood. Through- zany impreshes and songs. FreshApollo, IV. Y.
est segment of the proceedings are
Four Knights, Stump &' Stum- out, he is ably fed by English foil the
Peop-ettes, who present an inGlen Michael and by Jenny
py, Bertice Reading, Hucklebuck
triguing puppet act. Utilization of
Hogarth.
Quini
Trio, George ^.Guy, Paul
recordings
and overall showmanly
Maple Leaf’ Four, Canadian
clxette Band (13); “Brave Bulls”
male harmony quartet, are well production ideas makt^this novelty
(Col).
The turn a standout, with stubholders
presented in pop songalog.
paying off in heavy palm-load.
For the third consecutive- session Edorics, two males and a femme,
Lary.
since the regular summer hiatus, register handsomely with terping,
the Apollo features a strong card. specially in a chain routine. Act
and
colorful.
is
on
the
eye
easy
Four Knights are easy to - take
Finslitiry
Empire,
Qyerton & Clive Stock,
in five Slick tunes, ranging from Gwen
London, Aug. 24.
rhythmical “I Was Meant For You" young. Mr, Sc Mrs. duo from LonAl Martino, Rex R amer & Eilene;
popular
melodies
don,
out
dish
to a resonant and bluesy “They
Bill Waddington
Jose * Moreono,
Tell Me." One singer on guitar and classics, with a tribute to Des O’Connor. Three Hellos, Dot
provides some -fair backgrounding. Gershwin -music;
&
Maureen,
Sydney
Kaplan’s EmLillian Brown, singing accordionAn important angle is casual appire Orch,
proach, lost only once when, dur- ist, has a youthful charm and fresh
appeal,
and
proves
strong
a
faing “Heart Of My Heart,” elbow-inAs the click of the Palladium
vorite with the outfl'onters. The
the-rib humor is introduced.
revue has closed that theatre to
Paul Quinichette’s sax and side- Cherry Willoughby dancing girls visiting headliners, thri imported
men run pretty much the same form a nicely-routined lineup with name talent has been diverted to
course in easy and knowledgeable varied hoofing.
provinces on a circuit tour
Show is neatly balanced, and- the
entertainment. The leader starts
vyhich, includes a couple of nabe
with a click “Prevue" and latter in accent throughout is on youth. London situations. In line with
Harry
Broad’s
house
per
band,
bill uses a five-man combo for
this policy, Al Martino, one of last
some blues items.. He also does usual, does ghod job of showback- season’s Palladium hits, is current“Sequel" and “Always Be In Love” ing. Show, in for season till Oct. ly playing a vaude season at this
proving
is
coin-spinner
for
the
for good hand. Other .turn on the 30,
theatre and getting the
brothers,
Eric
and suburban
purely mhsical end of the evening Popplewell
same reaction he received in town.
Leslie.
Gord.
is thrush Beatrice Reading doing
Martino has fashioned a routine
pleasing “Rock," “No More In
for
pop consumption and the
Life” and. “I Gotta Know,’’
Palladium* Edinburgh songalog is based on his succession
Stump & Stumpy are long time
of disclicks and includes hit tunes
Edinburgh, Aug. 29.
fav.es at this Harlem key, and use
“On the Tiles” with Rikki Ful- of the calibre of “Rachel,” “A£
characteristic zaniness fot easily
ton, Michael Howard, Madeleine Time Goes By” and “HCre in My
the hottest mitt. “Dragnet" parody
Christie , Desmond Carroll & Betty Heart,” alp of which are delivered
and other banter share equal hon- Bright, Jimmy Copeland ,- Andy with sock showmanship.
Colin
ors with feverish tapping by the
Stewart, Joyce Randall, Billy Dun- Beeton gives deft support on the
two.
lop, Daphne- Glen, Christian Mar- piano. /
George Guy is reviewed under shall, Ethel Scott, Script and lyrRex Ramer & Eilene, a success
New' Acts, as is the Hucklehiick ics, Albert D,, Mackie, Rikki Ful- in Britain some seasons back,
have
TriOj,
Art;
added ‘effective bits of business to
ton; settings, Edward Oxley .
1
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MARILYN MAXWELL
With Joe Pat

Sc

Bob

Sc

CO.

Robinson and Cagney. And, knowing them all, he evidently feels it_a
waste to leave any undone. Musical mimicry of Vaughn Monroe,
et al., is also employed.
He has
knack of catching tone and Inflec-

(3)

Street* Ian

Bernard
Songs
30 Mins.
Last Frontier, Las Vegas
The^new .•get presenting Marilyn

tion of subjects, but since patter

Maxwell is in need of tightening is cominonplace, must trim to
and pacing, and Indicates that a avoid ennui.
tryout to secure these things by
Sings “I’ve Got Rhythm” opener
actual performance before playing
Vegas might have been a* wiser
move; It shoqld find itself with a
few performances and develop into
a nitery standout. Miss Maxwell,,
in^ her long blonde tresses and
slinky, form-fitting dresses, never

in nasal, generally tuneless fashion,
Straight thrushing is diver-*
sionary, provided actual nature of
his turn is established first so that
the warbling won’t be taken seriously.
With some refurbishing,
act will make good filler in vauder-

better.
She is dynamic
working through the clever matewoven by piano accomper Ian
Bernard. Her voice pleases and her
personality wins as she opens with
“Learn to Take It With a Smile.”
“Hey There” is drariiatically rendered for a sqlid reaction. “I Ain't
Got No Men. to Dance With Me,”
a takeoff on nitery gals, working

looked

Art

Puppets
8 Mins.

Empire, Glasgow

air of efficient polish, this brunet
looker deserves praise. Only, she
adds to this asset considerable
talent for working puppets in full

—

view of the stubholders.

A tallish distaffer with shapely
limbs worthy of pantomime Principal Boy status, she works out
her puppet routines against the
light background of her legs. All
her dummies are out of the top
•

.

drawer in' quality of workmanship,
particularly her Hawaiian girl arid
her gown from behind a her Annie and the horse Pinto.
screen and emerges fully clothed
Okay booking for vaude and
in a copy of the same (and quite nitery dates in both Co'mmonwealth
revealing anyhow) gown. This act and U.S.A.
Gord.
will give a lift to anybody’s nitery
doldrums. The Garwood Van orch
gives a good ^account of itself in JUNE CARROLL
Songs
backing up Miss Maxwell. Bob.
17 Mins.
Black Orchid, Chi
HUCKLEBUCK TRIO
This attractive warbler, .whose
Novelty Dance
name was spread via stage and film
8 Mins.
divests

versions of “New Faces,” is unveila, well-conceived nitery act here
intermingles specialty songs
and recitations with her ballad
identities from the musical revue.
She has a good grasp of her idiom
and wisely sticks to it for peak im-

Apollo, N. Y.

ing

Aside from novelty aspects of
Hucklebuck Trio, turn has inspiring angle that draws immediate and solid pewster support. The
guy and one of the two girls in the
sepian troupe have only one leg
apiece, and unlike other handicapped performers use no crutch
or peg leg to sustain mobility. Instead they do vigorous one-leg taproutine and close with nifty jitterbugging. Other gal provides regulation twist by doing okay tap
against suspended hardwood while
standing on head.
Trio is another turn gleaned
from Apollo tyro ranks, and with
.

that

,

t

pact.

Voice,
which is strorig and.
throaty, needs no mike in a small
bistro arid has an agreeable way of
shifting to soft tones on ballads
like “My Love Is a Wanderer."
Miss Carroll tees off with lively

“Things Are Going Well Today,"
changes mood with melancholy
“Spring Is Here," and then indulges in a ludicrous monolog of
a gypsy fortune teller with Bronx
more practice will click solidly inflections. Rest of her yield inwherever novelty is needed. As is, cludes “Guess Who I Saw Today”
they make inspirational material and “Penny Candy” from “New
for vet hospitals

and

Art.

like.

'

Faces” and a couple offbeat tunes.
As her experience on the legit
shelf has taught, Miss Carroll has

GEORGE GUY

-

•

'

.

Palace,

i\. Y.
Aay dock, Walter
Cecili Cabbt, Michael

Late-night vaude fodder, provided at this small Edinburgh
vaudery for diversion of Festival
Chimes "Pigmeat " Markham & visitors following their major
Cq., Rodolfo & Juanita, Mr Bal- drama and rimsic shows/is a scraplantiiie,
Flying * Berrys
(4), Jo py affair, clicking only 50% of maLombardi Orch, “ Dawn At Soc or- terial.
ro ” (17), reviewed in Variety,
Comedy principals are Rikki FulJuly 14, 1954.
ton, a Scot radio funster back from
BBC chores in the south, and
It’s old home week at the Palace, Michael Howard, former English
with current talent lineup all re- comedian still keeping his hand in
peaters.. Show is par for the at laff stints between acting. as colcourse, With three of the acts pro- umnist on a local evening journal.
viding a strong boost. They’re Mr. Fulton tries hard, but is seen too
Ballantine, Walter Walters Jr. and much, arid his talents rarely come
Michael Chimes.
above average. He is best as a vet
Ballahtirie’s futile attempts at English
actress celebrating her
hocus pocus get hefty yock reac- Golden Jubilee.
Howard potters
tion as does his gag material. He aroUnd with mediocre material and
delivers at a "fast. Clip and scores an inconsequential style.
easily. Walters is a ventTo specialOpening sequence, “On The
izing in several Offbeat gimmicks Tiles,” is of a poor standard, as is

Vince
Walters
1

&

.

Gloria

Jr.,

.

-

.

their musical impressions, with the

femme

partner providing comedy
high jinks.
Act is boisterously
paced and enthusiastically<received.
Bill
Waddington,
north-country
comic, has a fluent flow of patter
with simple, wholesome humor.
Jose Moreno is a slick juggler, who
is
equally adept either on the
boards -or on the slack wire and
gets a big mitt.
Des O’Connor is a personable
,
young man, who intros his act with
a nicely rendered pop song and
then segues into a gab spiel which
is unnecessarily crude. The Three
Hellos,
continental cyclists, do
some fancy trick riding on a single
machine, culminating in a pyramid
with 'the rider blindfolded.
.

poise, a relaxed stage manner, and
the canniness to worm a laugh
from an innuendo. She’s an excellent choice for smart/’ rooms and
okay too for general vaude situaLes.
tions.

Imitations-Song
8 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Negro
practices
feats,

youngster George Guy
standard imitative
all

from Colman and Grant

to

Carnival’s lease is with City
Investing which takes two-thirds
of the take as rent. Carnival has
to carry all expenses.
tor.

Old Cars
Continued from page 2

.

.

1

- On strength of her
happy smiling appearance, tasteful garbing in
black top and tights, and general

the bistros with males, intros the
pair working the act—-JoC Paz and
Bob Street
whose terps and
vocals backing the glamorous star
are outstanding as choreo'd by
Billy Daniel. -The trio .performs
‘Shadrach*
streamlined
spiritual arid It clicks. “Will You
Still Be Mine” is a cute Maxwell
tidbit. The finale, “I’m Now the
Main Attraction on the Strip,” is
a spicy turn in which the star

.

.

clubs.

RENEE STRANGE

•

Park

and smaller night

ies

.

rial

Exhibit, which is reached via a
plate--gla$sed entrance next to the
arid contributes to Times
Square hubub via a noisy nickelodeon music machine, hopes to get

Cars’ exteriors are- spick-and-span
with the brass sparkling like new.
Restoration job can run as high as
$5,000.
Among the oldies on exhibit are
a 1896 Dedion Tricycle; a 1911 twocylinder Stanley Steamer dating to
1911; a 1914 Isotta Fraschini fourcylinder racer, the first car with a

Astor

rolling by Labor Day when it’ll
also have installed a full display of

automotive
of posters

four-wheel

brake - (Buiek adopted
them in 1924); a 1906 four-cylinder
Ford “N” model and a 1903 French
model said to be capable of doing

75

MPH.

USSR

There’s a 1898 Delahaye car with
a shooting brake, one of the six

mostly in the form

Manager

Pix Sale

Continued from page

pieces from the Dowling collection;
an -all-wood 1904 Knox Surrey

1

no means certain that the companies would rush into any deal
with the Reds.
A number of considerations must
be taken into account. One is the
public relations aspect of any such
arrangement, with the industry laying itself open to charges of “dealing with the enemy." Another concerns the possible use the Russians may make of any films sent
them. Opinion is held by a good
many, however, that the value of
getting Hollywood pix behind the
Iron Curtain" outweigh all other
considerations, since these films,
almost regardless of their content*
are powerful propaganda weapons
for the West.
While the U.S. withholds its
films from the Russians, the latter
have been making deals with a

“porcupine” model; a 1905 Selden
a 10 HP motor. It figured in the 1877 Selden patent
case in which Selden, who claimed'
invention of a gasoline engine, sued
for patent rights.
He lost, and
with it miffed his chances for a

Buggy with

art,

and paintings.

Farley thinks he has a hit on his
hands. “We think we’re going to
run for quite a while," he said.

'

.

huge fortune.
There’s also a 1905 Pierce Great
Arrow, a very fancy 1914 Regal
Colonial Coupe* and a 1919 Ballot
built for the Indianapolis speed
races. French built, with eight cylinders, it’s said to be capable of
doing 115 MPH. Also on view, is
a 1923 aircooled Chevrolet with a
false front.
The - company at the
last minute decided against putting
that model on the market.
Cost of getting the auto show on
..Dot 8f Maureen, filling, two spots _the road so far has been -heavy
oh the drill, ate an attractive duo sinrie the entir.e showroom, which
with a neat routine of acrobatic is airconditioned, had to be drilled good many .other countries, includout of bedrock underneath the As- ing Italy, France, India, etc.
Myro.
and tap terping.
•

I
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Vlcy Ray
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Gallant” will shoot well into September.
Slate for balance of 1954 includes
Alfred Hitchcock’s “The Trouble
With Harry” and -Martin & Lewis’
at Cannes on the way from New
York to the South of Europe.
The Carlton Terrace at cocktail time 18 p.m.) looks like Grand
Central at a rush hour—silly idea
‘You’re Never Too Young,” both
to roll next month’ “10 Commandments” and William Wyler’s "Desnerate Hours ” set for October.
pair -gets away in November, “Vagabonfi King” and- Hal Wallis’ “The
Rose Tattoo ”
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E
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COL. AC

physical dimen- boasts, with a rising young trio in
sions of Palais Boyale also ere not Jean-Marc Thlbault, Roger Pierro
of the type to invite comfortable and Jean Richard. Le Carroll's is
.»
fading in its pull and no longer
cafe sitting.
St-Germain-Des-Rres is blessed has the rafter biz and U. S. show
with a fine physical setup with its biz hangout quality. U, S. owned
kittycorner cafes. Its colorful loca- boites Ringside, Mars Club and
tions and its literary and artistic Herb Jeffries’^lamingo get a good
traditions. This will go on for a smattering of the young Gallic set
long time a$ a cafe center but its and the American regulars,
niteries are falling from grace. The
Sept., October Revealing Months
famed Rose Rouge has come a c September and October will tell
cropper with its last three shows, whether bonifaqes 'have brought
the brilliance, inventiveness and back new ideas with them to tan
more offbeat interest of yore sadly the gold lodestone that spells a hit
Charles Trenet was boite here. Although its glory may
lacking.
brought in for a summer draw and fc e shortlived, a hit means a-wad
helped some, but the reopening is of coin and a name that can be
problematical, Boss Nico says he used in succeeding tries. One of
will try one more topical show, If the new .projects broached here
it fails, he may sell.
nltery wise is a sepia- style boite to
Club J5t.-Germain has become a house an all-Negtb show to be cfecarioca center while Vieux Coloni- ated in the U. S. and brought into
bier still is a jazz boite but has fall- the boite intact. Guerin and Tony
en off in appeal with the younger Azzi are mulling this and ogling
jiveset. Procope, a fave after hours sites on the Champs Elysees. Faeatery of a season ago, is now a vored are Carrere’s and L*Aiglon,
memory, and even the two Dis- both of which are dosed now,
Drap D’or has been shuttered
clotheques are turning at a slower
speed. Precursor TabOu seems to for six months but will reopen in
lone holdout, October with Lena Horn,
be only a memory.
jeroun
probably due to its location outside of Existentialists are planning an
the official periphery of St. Ger- assault on the ChamDS Elysees with
main, is the Fontaine Des Quatres a specialized boite on Rue Colisee
Saisons which offers a solid offbeat to feature the crammed atmosrevue. Spot has a loyal following phere, ja^z and abandon of its old
and is good for tourist word-of- time counterparts. Maurice Carrere opens his membership club*
mouth.
in an upstairs room in Maxim's
Many Little Jaxz. Record Clubs
Other Left Bank section, the St. ne ^ t October.

The

movement.

Alonso Ballet
Casino Playa Orq
Troplcana
Miguelito Valdes
Olga Qulllot
Hay Tico
D’RufT Quar
Troplcana Ballet
S de EsP*Jia 95 q

Mantmartra
Benny More
G A Guedes
Rita Montaner
Leopoldo Fernandez
Ml ml Cal
Emilio VVong

Hayes
(Gordon Webster
Milo Models

Olympia (P) 1
Bill Hayes
Donna Grescoe
Jan August
Jackie Bright
& Liz
Johnson
B
Yvonne Moray
J Valentine A Rita B Dante Sc Chimp C

Wong
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Radclifte .Margaret

mikIc Moll
Mall (I) 2 IVldbel
Vldbel. Elephants
Music
^^CHlCAOO _
Marilyn Murphy
Chicago. (Pi 3
de Ballet
Corps dc
June Valli
Larry GrlsWold
Leo De Lyon
Glee Club
Jerry Vale
Rockettes
4 Tunes
Sym Ore
Mambo Aces
Milan Timotich
MIAMI
Palace (R; 3

MariaM NagUa

ClUt Ferre

Numerals (n connection with bills below Indlcata epentns day tf thaw
whether full or spilt weak
Letter in paranthasas Indlcata* circuit. (I) Indapandant; <L) Loaw; (M) Mow
ip; Paramount; <R> RKO; IS) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W) Warnar
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Michel-NotreDame area, is becoming a checkerboard spot for mushrooming Uttle jazz and record clubs.
for the smaller fry. Metro-Jazz is
the main spot with the hot licks
served up by Peanuts Holland and
the hep Franco Jazz outfit of
Michel Attentoux. Then various
other U. S. sepia Jazzsters have
taken to playing in neighboring
bars, turned info niteries, such as
the Scandia, the Riverside, the
Bidule and others in the area.
Tourist buses also unload in this
area for the old folk song caves
(Caveau Des OubUettes). However,
this is at best a passing vogue, and
even the neighboring* belly-dance
«lubs can 1 help to make this sec,i nn
»Uamr picns«.
tIon great i-koVn.
shakes in the nitery
ture
Montparnasse UOI
iHUUtpsnwsw
a vuupic
couple US
of
has *
spot, to E'Hephont
Blanc and Jtaw'a a, well
the
.v.-.-,
...j
elegant horseplay and aud
participation of Chez Gaby. However,. the
0 ther nudie spots -are average. Except for the La Villa, which features plate Ineaking for appeasment of irate customers, there isn’t
muCh in this nabe of post World
^y ar j renown. It is a nice harbor
for the oldsters who still like to
sit at the new prosaic Dome, and
•*
recall the good old days.

__
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Americans returning from Gerin recent months have reported considerableproductionactivity there.
According to Podhorzer, 115 pix are made in Germany and Austria every year,
However, while the U. S. reps are
nf n.
ar.
impressed with the t»mnn
tempo of
Ger-

many

man production, they’re also cognlzant v,
of the fact
ut. that
ilia, the
uic ucuuaua
Germans
aren’t coming up with themes
which would lend themselrea to

univarooi acceptance,
universal
Most recent company exec to
make that statement was Joseph H.
Moskowitz, 20th-Fox eastern studio
rep, who returned tp N. Y, Monday
(30) from. Europe.
He said the
Germans were active but lacked

proper

.

SHU

stiff

atmo^e

«.

will

hilt

than,

I.

whl.« t X e Moulin
,
ROUJ® lldS D^COQ10 th€ most pOp
twbivfAf AfiiilnnAil
equippw.
boite in Pdrii with its 2,000 Wats
Howevevobservers close to the fiUed nightly, Cheap prices and a
foreign market foresee troublo in good vaude show helping. Awaited
h e/
the reopening of the Bal Tabarin
.
^ iis
,
s witched
V lt} thAt ’ ju,St
next spring.
This will mount a
attitude on stereophonic sound, super-spec under the aegis
of Rene
^
making Its use optional 20th will Fraday and ..Pierre Louis Guerinhave «venSi®lly to give in on 2-D and feature grandiose mechanical
1*1 ®®8
noted lnthisconnec- effects, with the topper a plexiglass
X*
tion that many exhibs, both in the swimming
pool filled with nude
ft
a
oad ar®, playing lovelies. Tab name is still fresh
H;c
2r
,
il t€ad
enough to once more reStore'"this
?f
2,55 to
t° the top bracket if the show is
of the * 00d *
screen height as possible.
Fraday and Guerin are also reExecs at 20th have held in the sponsible for the solid showing of
past that release of 2-D versions the Lido which has taken its place
would-be -unfair to exhibs, playing here as a must-see alongside the
Cinemascope. However, the very Folies-Bergere, the hep eateries,
same argument was made on etc. Champs. Elysees, however, is
riereo sound, and that problem was more the daytime Grand Boulevard
j^Jthout any major losses without enough of -an offbeat pull
theatremen.
At to make it a nitery mecca even
the tune 20th modified its sound though it boasts a* handfull of
pollcy, ft also promised to eventu- boites. A trio back-to-back on. Rue
auy make available 2-D versions Arsene Houssay* has the Villa
4f CloemaScope films. Situation D’Este, which vwlsely gets the 'top
is different in the U. S. ftora names to headline In late
shows.
Rdfom In that more than 7,000 This permits them to double and
American installations are iq, mak- gives this boite A solid marquee
ing ito/t *« potentially wide playoff name. Amirat gets the intellectual
amtng tfir kry money situations, crowd via the ifighgrada revjue it
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of German
Austrian production, the quali4y of these pix was on the upgrade,
^^h
-w-w— the
studios pitching their
*«v «9*uw«va
treatment to German as well
Well as
foreign audience requirements. He
said 1
sldd
* number of top German films
could be expected Shortly from the
to
flrm * h
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studios for their

remake nos-
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Complaint is also

stories.

voiced that the Teutonic film
treatment is too heavyhanded in
most cases to please U. S. audi*“««>•
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Westinghouse, where in both instances the manufacturing arms
an d the GE and Westinghouse
broadcasting .facets have been, in*
dellbly linked in the minds of the
listening-viewing- audience.
Affiliates, here for the NBC meet
recall that some, years back RCA
hammered away at the Tadio network stationbreak link, but NBC
was forced to yank them off when
the affiliates squawked over the
f^t that precious seconds were being taken away from the sales boys,
Projected revival of the tagline
4* for the o&o’s only, and hence
the previous beefs do not apply.
RCA’s major stake oin the subsid
tv network’s ambitious color schedule, plus the stepped up “one-bigfamily” tempo in the new RCA
.

advertising agency affiliation (with
Eckhaidt handling that
facet of the account) are other factors indicative of RCA’s new thrust
to give the network a greater identity wlth the, parant d r<Hnp3ny.
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London Tea’
TOTAL GROSSES AND PLATING WEEKS

1948-

1949- figures
Comparative
based on Variety's weekly boxoffice reports.
1950,
1951Season
19521953-49

•

Gross

50
51

52
53
54

rUJIDf
Weeks

$23,657,900
20,401.300
20,330,600
18,827,900
23,417,600
17,623,200

.

1,132
1,019

By JESSE GROSS

913
829

Indicated
upbeat of touring
for the upcoming season
virtual life-saver for the
road.
Except for the 1952-53
semester, Which took a substantial
jump, business on the road has
been dwindling steadily for many
years. Totals -of both grosses and
playing weeks reached an all-time
low last season.
On the basis of advance prospects, outlined in recent stories in
Variety, the 1954-55 stanza looks
bullish and should at least top the
figures for ’53-’54.
Receipts for
he first 12 weeks of the current
season are approximately $363,000
ahead of the '53-54 take fur the
same period. Grosses so far this
season have been .getting" a hefty
boost from such b.o. smashes as
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial,”
“King and I” and the “Peter Pan”

*
Visitors in Phiily to attend
the Playhouse in the Park are
apt to be left high and dry,
literally, if they eat dinner at
the Belmont Mansion, on Belmont Plateau, adjoining the
municipally - operated s
tent. Catch Is that under the
original deed of gift by which
Phiily acquired the pre-Revo*
lutionary house from the Belmont family, the sale of liquors on the premises is barred
in perpetuity.
of
Broadwayitea

shows

may be a
,

1,036

794

how

‘

By HOBE MORRISON

4

Relatively good business is anBroadway legit during September-October. That’s on
top of the best summer the New
•York theatre has had in several

Edited ‘Page’

ticipated for

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Pat O'Brien, starting in
“Front Page” at the Drury

•

Lane Summer Theatre,

years.

Fairly promising lineup of new
shows is figured likely to spark attendance. There are also a number of holdover smashes from last

>

,

invited
a group of guests in for a special

matinee

last

Friday

(27).

The Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur script was carefully
cleansed for the occasion.

to' draw trade, particularly
visitors from out-of-town.
In. addition, there are 54 conven-

season

among

$17,623,200.

the big previous season, when the
take reached $23,417,600,
Latter
figure represented a jump of $4,589,700 over the $18,827,900 total
for ’51-'52.
The ’52-’53 boom was almost
on a level with the 2$657,900
racked up in ’48-’49. Receipts for
the following three season dipped
to the ’51-*52 mark, which was
rated an alltime low up to then.
Tielng in with last season’s gross
drop was the equally severe slipoff
In playing weeks.
Total for the
season was 794, representing a dip
of 242 from the 1,036 racked up
during ’52-*53.
Latter total was
207 higher than the 829 tallied during ’51-’52.
Playing weeks for

on Preems

‘

He

80.

includes “Reclining
Oct. 7; “The
Tender Trap,” Longacre, Oct. 10;
“On Your Toes,” 46th Street, Oct.
11; “The Fragile Fox,” Belasco,^
Oct. 12; “The Champagne' Complex,” no theatre set, Oct, 26; “The
Flowering Peach,” Morosco, Oct.

October

Figure,”

list

Lyceum,

(Continued on page 94)

Settle Sadler's

Pay

Tiff

With $2.80 Hike; Too Late

For Skedded London Bow
London, Aug. 31.
Dispute between British Actors
Equity and management of the
Sadler’* Wells Theatre Ballet has
been settled, but the agreement
came too late to permit the opening' of the normal season* next

Monday

(6).

skedded to

A

provincial tour,
start Sept. 20, will

begin as planned.
Under the settlement terms concluded last Thursday night (26)
the dancers are to receive a minimum wage hike of $2.80 weekly,
with an average of $4.20.. The
union had claimed an all-round
increase of $4.20 weekly.

Although the minimum for newcomers to the ballet company remains at $19.60* they’ll receive
Automatic increases of $1.40 every
six months until they reach $25.20.
The management has also agreed
.to examine the possibility of putting the dancers on an annual contract basis on full' Salary, instead
4f putting them on the cut rate of
$12.60 during holidays and rehearsals. In- the meantime, this figure
has been raised to $16.80.
:

MacDowell Colony Fund
Peterborough, N. H;, Aug.31.

The MacDowell Golony here will
raise a $10,000 fund to provide annual summer fellowships for some
promising young composer. It will
be horned in honor of the composer Mrs. H. H. A. Beach.
Mrs. Edward MacDowell, who
founded the colony for musical,
literary and dramatic artists, in
memory of her composer-husband,
has appointed a committee of
eight friends of the late Mrs.
Beach to assist in raising the fund.

wrote, “I see in yesterday’s

(Aug: 25) Variety that I’ve been
skunked .again. The page one
headline on the story says, 'Chapman Going It Solo Qn Drive Vs.
Ejirly

Curtains.'

says that

nn

critic

And

the

story

but

me

wants

to abandon the 8 p.m. bell-ringing
for opening nights.

“The theatrical weekly quotes
one bon vivant among the critics
saying that the early curtain
makes it easy to get taxicabs both
coming to and. going from, and this
alone 'more than atones for any
deprivation the gourmets among
the reviewers have to suffer in
as

bolting

their five-course dinners.
I find I can dine quite

Somehow

agreeably

and

still

make

the

8

o'clock opening.'
(Reference is
to Richard Watts Jr„ critic of the

N. Y. Post: Ed.)

“Another member of the Critics
is quoted as saying that he
likes the 8; o’clock openings and
finds that, .like the English', he enCircle

caught
last

in

that

the U.S,

West End producer Emile Littler,
who *aw the drama in New York,

at the

predicament

to Barney
assistant treasurer

Playhouse,

who came

through with a gratis bottle

from

his private store in the
office safe. Setups are legal at

the^

has written in a letter-to-theSunday Express that
he favors cutting at least part of
the play before allowing- it to be
done here. His- statement was in
reply to a beef by the sheet’s theatrical columnist Logan Gourlay
editor of the

-

week appealed

Abrahams,

-

ishes.

At

Group

Belmont Mansion, so the
were no problem.

fixins

Road tally for *53-’54, based on
Variety boxoffice report* totalled

The invitee* were some 200
nuns from neighborhood par-

September and 65
during October.
Biggest prospective draw of the
September premieres is the Old
Vic production of "A Midsummer
Night’s Dream,” with Moira Shearer, Robert Helpmann and Stanley
Holloway. It opens Sept. 21 for a
limited engagement at the MetroIt
politan Opera House, and there is
Although he was admittedly
reportedly already a heavy mail
“skunked again” last week, N. Y.
order sale.
Other openings slated for Sep- Daily News drama critic John
tember include “Dear Charles,’* Chapman is still beating his typeSept. 15, Morosco; “Home Is the writer in favor of late curtains for
Hero,” Sept. 22, Booth; “All Sum- Broadway -openings. He had anmer Long,’* Sept. 23, Coronet, and other column about it last Thurs“The Boy Friend,” Royale, Sept. day (26), explaining his attitude.

tions listed for

tryout.

London, Aug. 31.
“Tea and Sympathy” has become
a censorship Issue here as well as
In Hollywood. The Robert Anderson drama, a critical and boxoffice
hit on Broadway, has been banned
by the Lord: Chamberlain for public performance in the West End.
That follows* reports that there is
a question of ’ts acceptance by the
film production code authority in

Oaii*-in-the-B.O,

against
ban.
“I

Lord Chamberlain’s

the

do not think,” writes

“any

theatre

patron,

1

Littler,

man

or

woman, would care to sit out the
scene in which three or four
schoolboys stand on. their toes on
a bed fighting to peer through a
small window at one of the schoolmasters’ wives suckling her child.

That represented a
drop of approximately 25% from

I

found this more offensive than

the much discussed sailors in
’Mister Roberts’ peering through a
telescope at a young. girl undress-

I

Producer Alexander H. Cohen,

ing.”

While agreeing that there should
who ran two bus excursions from
New York to New Hope, Pa., for be stage censorship, Littler avers
his “Champagne Complex” tryout that at time* British drama suffers
at.the Bucks County Playhouse, in- much from the heavy-handedness
tends to expand the idea on a regular basis this fall and winter, and
also next

summer.

of the Lord Chamberlain’s department. “Surely it is time,” he suggests, "that the ban Is lifted on a
fine piece of' writing like Lillian
Heilman’s “Children's Hour.” Films
are graded for their various audiences, but in the living theatre the
Lord Chamberlain chooses the
lowest denominator.”

•He plans to set more or less
similar jaunts for four out-of-town
premieres of pre-Broadway tryouts
in New Haven, Philadelphia or
Princeton. They will be shows that
figured potential hits, and
'48 6'49 totalled 1,152, but decreased are
project will involve roundCohen’s
Answering Littler in an editorial
(Continued on page 84)
trip chartered bus fare, pre-per- footnote, Gourlay asserts that the
formance dinner in the tryout scene referred to, which is short
town and tickets for the theatre, and unimportant, could easily be
for an overall price.
U.S. Theatre Is
cut. It is irrelevant to the main
Producer is figuring on a vari- scene. The New York critics, he
formula
next
of
the
same
for
ation
adds,
and many people from
'Single Cultural Element,’
Latter- plan,, is for a Britain who have seen the play
summer.
strawhat - of - the - week excursion, are agreed it is handled intelliConvention Told also on a package-price arrangegently, tastefully, movingly and inEast Lansing, Mich., Aug. 31.
ment. Such jaunts would be made offensively.
The American stage can no to w.k. silo circuit spots within
Neither Littler nor Gourlay
longer be. strictly divided into roundtrip bus distance, such as
mentioned the adultery or the
“professional or amateur, commer- Westport, Conn.; Andover, N. J.;
references to homosexuality in
cial or art, civic community oraca- Stockbridge, Mass.; Hyde Park and
"Tea and Sympathy,” although
demic, legitimate or musicaL" It Woodstock, N. Y.; Spring Lake,
those are' the angles reportedly
exists as a national theatre, “a N. J.; Wallingford, Conn.; Lamworrying M-G-M, which has bought
single cultural element in Ameri- bertville, N. J.; Sea Cliff, L. I.;
the screen rights in the hope of
can life.”
Ivory ton, Conn.; Saratoga, N. Y.; getting a treatment acceptable to
That was the theme of Horace W. Philly’s Playhouse in the Park, and the production code.
Robinson, president of the Ameri- New Hope.
can Educational Theatre Assn., in
Cohen believes there’d be sevhis keynote address at the opening eral hundred patrons for such
This Stagehand Carries
last Sunday (29) of the organiza- from-Broadway
show-bus excurtion’s national three-day conven- sions, and he anticipates little difAnts on Picnic;
tion at Michigan State College ficulty making necessary arrangehere.
ments with producers of preSelling the
Approach for a Job
“Professional actors are now re- Broadway tryouts.
siding in 'college towns and per- project to strawhat managements
Job-seeking promotional letters,
forming in ivy-covered halls, while will be a lead-pipe cinch, he
standard practice among actors in

Modern

ACTA

1

joys a meal After the performance.
This man doesn’t Write reviews for
his paper, so it doesn’t make any
difference when he eats or even if
amateur performers, once con- thinks.
.he eats.”
(This refers to Ward
fined to the lecture hall stage, are
Morehouse, drama columnist of now traveling ocean
to ocean,” said Mattson Returns in ’55
the N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun:
Robinson, who is chairman of theEd.)
For Atlanta Operetta
department of Drama at the U. of
'Variety and my colleages have Oregon. The art theatre, he noted,
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 31.
missed, through inattention, or had once “looked with disdain and
Eric Mattson, managing director
have- deliberately ignored, the superior dedication on the crass of Atlanta’s Municipal Theatre-Unpoint of my footless campaign to commercialism of the Broadway der-the-Stars, has been signed to
go back to the old 8:30 and 8:40 theatre.”
continue at the helm for the 1955
curtains and give first-nighters a
This is no longer true, he added, summer season.
chance to dress up, dine and make for the. art theatre now is often a
The civic non-profit al fresco vena pleasant event of an opening for stTong financial venture sharing ture presented six musicals (37
which they have paid inflated the avant-garde stage with the pro- performances), this summer and
(Continued on page 84)
fessional producer. This new unity, played to more than 100,000 custhe AETA prexy argued* resulted tomers, Unlike the rainy 1953 seafrom.thfi changing social structure son, the 6,750-seat amphitheatre in
Agnini to Stage Operas
and a struggle for existence which Chastain Memorial Park lost only
For
Orleans Group all elements of the theatre share two performances because of
in common.
New Orleans, Aug. 31.
weather this year. Result was that
Armando Agnini, formerly of the
“Production Problems of Town the organization finished in black,
Met and San Francisco Opera com- and Gown” was the subject of the in addition to plowing back plenty
panies, was signed Friday (27) as convention, in which some 250 Into -capital improvements such as
stage director of the New Orleans members of AETA, university and scenery and lighting.
Opera Assn.
Maurice B. Seltzer, president of
Deal was set by high school teachers of drama, theRudolf Schulz, prexy of the associ- atre artists, and community theatre Theatre-under-the-Stars, anounces
ation;
workers, took part.
Among the that the group will expand next
Agnini replaces William. Wy me- topics discussed were the problems year’s season to eight shows, mostHe said
musical comedies.
tal, who held the post two seasons of dramatic production in the vari* ly
and resigned last week to devote ous media; summer theatre; tour-' Mattson will act as producer and
his full time to the Pittsburgh ing productions, and architectural director and will spend the winter
Civic Light Opera -and the Chicago and technical developments bn the preparing for the series, dividing
Opera. Newcomer will stage all national and international theatre his time between New York and
I Atlanta.
scene.
1954-55 productions here.

New

.

,

Own Ham
New

V

recent years, particularly in tv and
radio, are now being used by legit
stagehands.
Using a gag letterhead with the
caption, "Wanted: A typewriter

which

spells correctly,” C.

Manley

Lang, an International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees’ memhas Circularized Broadway
ber,
managers with the following message:

"Speaking of the lesser evils,
Uncle Moke used to say, ’When
packing ham sandwiches for a picnic, pack your own ants with .them
... don’t take a chance on those
found along the way.
"As you sojourn deeper into the
realm of your production endeavors, it might be advisable to remember Uncle Moke’s words.
"Actors—you will- cast carefully.

"Stagehands—well, at this point
you might file my address.
“It is possible that you may desire the services of a conscientious
gentleman, affiliated for years in
the above capacity, who has the

ability

well.”

and integrity

to serve

you

/

0

Wedngaday, September

UEGITOfATE
Mlwlcee to Raise 1056
For Local Stock Group

Maggie Sets $14400

Milwaukee Aug.

week, with Margaret Hamilton and

and
“Autumn Crocus," -starring Mar- Sheppard Strudwick starred
featured, in “Three’s
garet Truman, racked up another LucUe Claire
Henry
and
‘Phoebe
by
Family’’
a
capacity gross for the Playhouse in
the Park on the first of its. two
weeks. Biz about $40 ahead of "Sabrida Fair," which set a new tent
record at $14,400 the previous
week.
Matinee weaknesses which have
always been the Playhouse’s principal problem. have been wiped
and
“Sabrina"
bv
both
out
"Crocus” and the only margin of
difference in the sellout houses of
the past two weeks have been in
Despite favorable restandees.
views foi* Miss Truman and the bi®
advance for the second week of
•

•

hei'

fortnight’s,

there

is

some

Ephron.

’

McBain and Michael Yuda.
London Theatre Co., at

the

Summer Theatre
Falls
if the holdover figure will Niagara
quite enuai the first. It won’t miss here, formerly run by Maude
Franchot, currently stars Sally Day
by much, however.
The m un p a 1 1 v-operated tent in "Jane Steps Out” as its ninth
third season ^n a xi production.
Next week’s closer is
winds i.«n
week with Beatrice Straight a n d "See How They Run.”
John R'>va®rev in Noel Coward’s
"To-Night at 8:30.”
‘Together’ $5,900, Spring Lake
Spring Lake, N. J., Aug. 31.
Wally Cmc S*d $ 7 800 Hub
Tryout of "Put Them All ToBoston. Aug. 31.
gether”
last week registered the
"T
he biggest gross in six years at the
Wallv Cox. starring in
Vegetable ” va s a big disappoint- Ivy Tower Playhouse here, with a
ment at the Boston Summer The- take of over $5,900 against a poatre la c t wee ?, rahhine only $7,800. tential capacity of $6,300.
That Was bo'ow the. figure nulled
Comedy, with Fay Bainter, Wilbv his .tv-mate Pat Benoit in liam Prince, Kay Medford arid
doubt

-

; r*
i

•

,

•

.

1

m

“Oigi.” early
the season. .Toe E.
Brown, in "The Show-Off” was
also disappointin'* at the Marble-

head
spven
$7,000.
too.

Summer

'Theatre, winding
und°r
at
TwrPntmances
Both theatres have a $3

Current at the BST is "Stalag
17” as the «ext-to-final nlay of the
‘Darling, Darling” was
soason.
slated to vmd .the season, hut was
^vor of Basil Bathcancel!

bnne in
"Heaven

"The Winslow Bov.’’
Can Wait.” featuring

current at the
jVIarblehe*'d soot, winHyn? the first
season under the Lee Falk banner.

S+eve Cochran,

Janis Carter leading the cast, has
been held over for a second week
and closes the season Saturday (4),
‘Brutus’ SI, 500, Reading
Reading, Pa* Aug. 31.
Berks Players, at Green Hills
Theatre near here, grossed almost
$1,500; last week for five performances of James M, Barrie’s "Dear
Brutus.” Attendance totalled 901.
Shaw’s "Androcles and the Lion”
is

current.

is

‘Heartbreak’ $4,500, Olney

Washington, Aug.

3L

Olney Theatre

at nearby Olney,
grossed $4,500 last week for
the third stanza, of Shaw’s "Heartbreak House,” with Margaret Phillips. That brought the total take to
$15,000 for the run.
Players. Inc., opens its season
windup tomorrow night (Wed.)
with "Male Animal,” starring John
Dali, to continue through Sept. 12

Md„

Best S«ason-aft Augusta, Mich.
Augusta, Mich., Au®, 31.
Current season looms as the best
In the nme-year history of Jack
Racotzv’s Barn Theatre here. Attendance is currently 15% above
last year’s record total, with season skeHded to close Sept. 25.
Silo is currently holding over
"Mrs. McThin®” for a second
week, marking the fourth time this
season that a ^reduction has been
extended to a fortnight's run. Mary
Chase comedy runs through next
Saturday (*). with "Anna Lucasta.”
"His and Her*” and “Little Hut”
as succeeding bills.
Previous holdovers at the Equity
‘oneration were "Mister Roberts,”
’Fourposter” and “For Love or
Money.” "McThing,” incidentally,
played to 1.700 admissions during
the first five days of its run.

of
With Frederick ^Miller,
Miller Brewing Co., as chairman,
open
a
Ihc.,
wIU
the local Drama,
drive Nov, 8 for $105,000 to estabtheatre
stock
lish a professional
The long-shuttered film
here.
hoqse, the Oakland, is ;due for
renovation as a 300-seat ar^ena style
legitery to house the operation.
Resident professional company
jot eight performers, with assists,
from professional localites. and Hollywood or Broadway guests, is.
John,
Mrs. Richard
planned.
prez of Drama, Inc., says, the initial play is tentatively set for next
February and that 20 weeks of
.

‘Lullaby’ Canadian Hit
Niagara Falls, OAf., .Aug. 31,
Niagara.Barn Theatre near here,
currently playing Don Appall s
"Lullaby” for a fifth seven-performance week, claims the longest
run of any Canadian legitimate
Company playing in English. Gratie shows will be given.
("Fridolin”) Gelinas’ French-language "Ti-Coq” holds first place.
Cast of four comprises Andre
Monture. Donald Gilbert, Caryl
-

31.

pm

C

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.

1954
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Constance Bennett, who has contractual disputes pending with two
strawhat managements stemming from her current barn tour in “Sabrina .Fair,” has won the special Sacandaga IN, Y.) Summer Theatre
award as “the most cooperative actress of, the 1954 season,” it is announced by Eddie Rich, operator of the Spot, where the star appeared
last week. "Mi6s Bennett has been lovely to work with, extremely
helpful in giving newspaper, radio and television interviews, and called
me many times before arriving, to. discuss, the production,” Rich dedares. "Sabrina” was the third-best grosser of the season at Sacandaga, being topped only by Tallulah Bankhead in “Dear Charles”
and an "Oklahoma” package. Miss Bennett’s pending tiffs, both involving her demnd for verification of a breakeven clause in her Contracts, are with Gail Hillson, producer of the Triple Cities Playhouse,
Binghamton, N. Y., and Charlptte and Lewis Harmon, of the Clinton
(Conn.) Playhouse. Latter pair is also in a dispute with John Barry•

>

more, Jr.

Backers of the upcoming Leonard Sillman production "Mrs. Patterson” include producers Rita Alien and Archie Thomson, $1,500; Herbert
E. Carlin, road flack for Sillman, $750; tv-legit comedienne Imogene
Coca, $750; Charles Grace, of the Grace steamship line, $1,500; souvenir program agent A1 Greenstone, $1,500; stage manager Mortimer
Halpern, $375; jazz impressario John Hammond, $1,500? San Francisco
financier- Louis Lurie, $3,000; RCA Victor veepee Manie Sacks, $1,500;
Morton- and May Sillman, parents" of the producer, $1,500; organist
Ethel Smith, $750; James Strook, prexy of Brooks Costume Co., $750;
pressagent Virginia Wicks, $1,500; Herman Wobber, with *20th-Fox
Guy in San Francisco, $1,560; Edward Wobber,, his son, $1,500, Production
Arabian Nights,”
"The
is capitalized at $75,000 with provision for 20% overcall.
Lombardo’s production at the Marine Stadium, Jones Beach, N, Y.,
Backers of the upcoming David Merrick- Joshua- Logan production
may be presented in Florida this of "Fanny” include Logan, $27,500; Merrick, $2,0Q0; Mrs,'
Logan,
winter and perhaps play a tour of
RCA Victor veepee Manic Sacks, $5,500 personally and $24,750
$27,500;
Sol
spring.
next
auditoriums
as agent for RCA, which will do the record. album; Hilda S, Kook,
Shapiro, of the William Morriswife of Edward Kook, prez* of Century Lighting, $5,500; co-author
agency, is trying to work out the
S. N. Behrman, $5,500; actor Walter Slezak, costarring in the producproject.
tion, $5,500; designer Jo Mielziner, $5,500; attorney Morris Schriet,
Profitable attendance at Jones repping MuSic Corp. of America, $2,750; playwright John- Boruff,
Beach this summer has encour- $1,000. Production is capitalized at $275,000, with provision for. $25,000
aged Lombardo to extend the sea- overcall.
J
»
son an extra week through Sept.
11.
It has also stimulated the idea
In what may - be a unique tieup," heralds plugging the Upcoming
of taking the spectacle south this Boston tryout of "Fanny” were inserted last week and this in the
winter for an engagement in playbills at the Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass,, and Falmouth PlayMiami Beach and possibly other house, Coonamessett, Mass., both operated by Richard Aldrich. About
Florida coast cities.
10,000 copies are being distributed at each strawhat. Deal was arImmediate consideration is be- ranged by Dick Weaver, pressagent of ."Fanny,” general manager
ing confined to outdoor presenta- Charles Mooney, at the Cape barn, and Patricia Butler, associate
But there’s producer at Falmouth. "Fanny” troupe Will plane to 'Boston for the
tions of the musical.
adapting tryout Sept. 20-Oct, 10.
discussion
of
also
"Arabian Nights” for indoors. Production will have to be cut down
Herbert Whittaker, Toronto Globe and Mail legit critic assigned to
for showing In Florida and prob- cover the Canadian National Exhibition grandstand show, deadpanned
ably even more so. for arena tour- it last week as follows, "Trigger Jr, is a handsome horse of sympa•

-

-

.

ing.

thetic personality

who has mastered

the hesitation waltz, one-legged

Beyond confirming. that the proj- march, collected trot, three-legged pivot and other tricks very difficult
Shapiro for a horse to do. We watched them all patiently, although we privately
is under discussion,
merely says any report of it is didn’t think that his rhumba was anything spectacular.”

ect

.

•

Lombardo’s associates figure it’s likely, merely being
a matter of working out practical

.

"premature.”

details.

‘CAINE’

BOOKS

ST. PAUL;

.

Connie $8,200, Sacandaga
Constance Bennett in "Sabrina

.

Ballet Theatre will celeberate the opening .of its- 15th anniversary
season this fall with a "Fancy Free Ball” Oct. 6^ at the Starlight Roof,
Waldorf Astoria, N.Y. Rosalind Russell heads the Theatre Committee.
Committee is staging the affair to raise funds to commission a new
work which Ballet Theatre will .present during its forthcoming spring
season at the Metropolitan Opera House, N.Y,

GIVES GO-BY TO MPLS.

.

Minneapolis, Aug. 3i.

Fair” grossed over $8,200 at the

Sacandaga Park (N. Y.) Summer
Theatre last week. It was the third-

St.

map

Paul, off the touring legit
last season, has grabbed off a

hiehest take of the season for the top dramatic hit, "Caine Mutiny
spot, being topped only by Tallulah
Court Martial” for its only Twin
Bankhead in "Dear Charles” and Cities appearance,
touring package of "Oklahoma.”
Paul Gregory’s independently
17”
"Stalag
is current at the
booked national company goes into
Eddie Rich silo.
the St. Paul Auditorium the week
Peterborough Ends Season
Unlike the St. Paul
of Sept. 18.
Peterborough, N.H., Aug. 31.
newspapers, which decline adverNew Hampshire’s oldest summer tising for and omit editorial mentheatre has closed for the season.
Hyde Park to Expand
tion of legit offerings playing here
As their last production, the
Hyde Park, N. Y.. Aug. 31.
the Minneapolis sheets
A restaurant-bar will be added Peterborough Players presented a exclusively,
^
are giving regular coverage of the
next season to the Hyde Park tryout of “Temple Is a Town,” new
"Caine” engagement in .the rival
Playhouse. The former stables on musical by Frederick Lansing Day
the old Vanderbilt property, where and Gail. Gould. Piece is based on town.
The Gregory production is not
the strawhat is located, will be an actual incident in the nearby
converted for the dine-and-drink town of Temple in the early only by-passing the larger Minne4
1900’s.
setup.
apolis in favor of St. Paul, but is
Silo is currently in the windup
also playing three Minnesota onePlan New Barn in ’55
week of its inaugural season
nighters during its area sojourn.
Plymouth, N.H., Aug. 3L
Finale, closing next Sunday (5). is
The towns are Duluth, Virginia
New Hampshire, which already and Bemidji, the two latter having
a tryout of John O’Hare’s "Pride
and Joy,” with Marjorie Gateson has a dozen strawhats, may add populations of only 12,000 and
starring. It’s the second tryout to another next summer. Stuart Lancaster, owner-director of the Palm 10,000 respectively.
be offered at the barn.
Situation results from the purPlayhouse,
Laslo Vadnav’s "The Stronger Tree
Sarasota,
was
Sex.” with Buddy Rogers starred, here to discuss the possibility of chase of the show by Jay Lurye,
was tested earlier this summer and establishing a stock company in Duluth manager, for three weeks
was the biggest draw to date, play- the Femigewasset Valley in 1955. as one of his series offerings for a
circuit outside the Twin Cities.
ing to capacity at all nerformances.
“Gigi $7,900, Spa
Lurye has leased St. Paul’s muBusiness at the 508-seat house
nicipal Auditorium outright for
picked up towards the end of the
. Saratoga,
N.Y., Aug. 31.
Gigi,” costarring Cathy O’Don- the "Caine” engagement, and is
season, with residents of nearby
Poughkeepsie beginning to attend nell and Estelle Winwood,. grossed obtaining cooperation from the
a satisfactory $7,900 last week at town’s
regularly.
mayor and the latter’s varithe 587-seat Spa Summer Theatre
ous committees appointed to help
at a $3 top. Josephine Brown, of
‘Complex’ $6,700, New Hope
enlist patronage for such offerings
the original Broadway cast, and
New Hope, Aug, 31.
„
visiting St, Paul.
Serving his ftrst
The
Champagne
Complex,” Marion Morris and Lee Richardson
three-character comedy by Leslie were featured in the Anita Loos term, the mayor had as one of his
campaign planks a drive tp bring
Stevens, grossed an unspectacular dramatization of a Colette novel,
John Huntington is closing the more shows to St. PauL
$6,700 for the first week of its fortnight tryout at the Bucks County Spa this week with "Pygmalion,”
starring
Miss Winwood and featurPlayhouse.
Show was generally
ing Sally Moffet, Richard Newton
Statements
well received.
•S3
Tryout stars Patricia Smith. and Arthur Stenning.
Frank Albertson and Elliott Reid.
TEA AND SYMPATHY
JOINS KCU
STAFF
( As
of July 31, ’54)
‘Ethan* $5,200, Stockhridge
Kansas City, Aug. 31. r
Gross, last four weeks, $74,748.
Stockbridge, Mass:; Aug. 31.
Dr. Alban Vatnado was appointProfit, last four weeks, $8,958.
Standout performances by Betty ed last week to the
Total net profit to date, $217,416.
U. of Kansas
Fields, Thomas Coley and Deidre
Distributed profit, $145,000.
City Theatre staff by Dr. EarW,
Owens failed to overcome the dour McGrath,
Available cash, $40,554.
president.
He
has
been
aspect of Edith Wharton’s tragic
"Ethan Frome” at the Berkshire associated with the Baton-.Rouge
THE PAJAMA,
Civic Theatre and the Summer
Playhouse last week.
Director(As ftf July 31,. ’54)
producer William Miles’ top-draw- Union Theatre at the U. of WisconGross, last four weeks, $206,093.
...
sin.
er production of the season garOperating profit, last four weeks,
He will be instructor of theatre $53463.
nered only $5,200 in eight performances.
and member of the
Playhouse
Unrecouped cost, $66,977.
Company returns to comedy this staff.
Available cash, $57,088.
‘

DRAMA

GAME

KCU

Broadway singer - actress
Christine Johnson ... Late Mrs.
Dora Shubert Wolf, who. died in
1951 and whose executors filed a
N. Y. Surrogate’s Court suit reHoward Barker and Robert McDon- cently against J. J. Shubert, was
ald have optioned Richard Besoy- formerly the owner of Herrick's
an’s musicomedy, "Lovers' Holi- ticket agency, Boston
/. Toronto
day,” for an off-Broadway run in papers persist in referring to the
the fall
Isadora Bennett and Broadway
"Pyjama
smash
as
Richard Pleasant, now booking the Game.”
McCarter Princeton, have a tryout
Charles Harrow will operate a
of "Traveling Lady” there Oct. 1-2. new subway circuit at the ParkJoe Shea, who just completed a way, Brooklyn, and the Jamaica,
pressagent stint for Columbia Pic- in Jamaica, N. Y., with a series of
tures will be advance man for the former Broadway hits .
Charlotte
jQoasv tour, (following its Los An- and Lewis Harmon, through attorgeles stand) of the Helen Hayes ney Harold Sehiff, have requested
revival of "What Every Woman Actors Equity to reconsider its
Knows,” with Harold Kusell as dismissal of their charges against
company manager
Theatre John Barrymore Jr. Arguing that
party agent Elsa Hoppenfeld back the union’s action "has damaged
personally,”
home from the hospital
they treaten
Robert us
Downing will be stage manager of “whateve legal steps are available”
unless the Equity council sees “that
"The Tender Trap.”
John Cecil Holm, author of we receive a fair deal.” Producers
Talent agent Barron Polan

is ill

former

with a virus infection . , » T. S.
Eliot’s "The Confidential Clerk” is
for stock. The Richard
available
w
J? Madden office is agenting it . . .
:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Southwest Corner,” has a piece,
"I Don’t Happen to Drive a Car,”
in the September issue Of Woman’s

of the Clinton (Conn.) Playhouse
accused the actor of "conduct un-

becoming an Equity member.” Re-

Day
Charles R. .Meeker Jr., port that he lodged counter-charges
veepee-managing director-producer is denied by the union.
Jemison Hammond is production
of State Fair Musicals, Dallas, will
produce and stage “The Drunkard’s assistant" to Robert L. Joseph, sucDaughter,” Oct. 2-9 for the Heart ceeding Shirley Bernstein, who reo’ Texas Fair, Waco
Roundup signed to become managing direcBurTheatre, Dallas, ends its first sum- tor of Eastern Film Studios
mer season Sept. 8-12 with Saroy- gess Meredith will substitute for
David Wayne as the Okinawan inan’s "Beautiful People.”
Second
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

winter season will open with "Anna
Lucasta.”
Dino Yannopoulos, stage director
of the Metropolitan Opera, flew to
Greece last Thursday (26) to confer with authorities about the
Greek National Opera,
He was
.

offered post of director last March,
but was unable to accept. He’ll
offer suggestions to aid the National Opera and will confer with gov-

ernment officials regarding makiftg
one or more full-length feature
Greece next year.

films in

Florence

Henderson,

femme

featured

lead in "Fanny,” went last
tb Boston, where the musical
will tryout, to pose for a color por-

week

.

.

terpreter in the Broadway original
of "Teahouse of the August Moon”
from, Sept. 20 through Nov. 27,
while' Scott McKay subs for Jdhn

Forsythe.

Glasgow Legit

Bits

Glasgow, Aug. 31.
Pet Shop,” by Warren
Chetham-Strode, is trying out at.
King’s Theatre, Glasgow, prior to
opening Sept. 7 at St. Martin’s
Theatre, London
Cast includes
Adrienne Allen, Constance .Wake,
Barbara Everest and John Amatt.
Norman Marshall is staging and
James P. Sherwood is producer
Marshall
dash from the
wifi

"The

.

.

section of the Glasgow preem to supervise his
Boston Herald-Traveller. She alsoi Edinburgh Festival production, an
revisited her hometown, Owenboro, -all-Scottish revue titled “Hail CalKy., for a Life mag spread; includ- edonia,” bowing Sept, 6 at the
ing shots with her vocal teacher, Assembly Hall, Edinburgh.
trait

for the

mag

September!, 1954

For O’Seas Guests;
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Frisco

on

and jumping. The Geary has,
“Seven .Year Itch” continuing and
the small Marines Memorial Thea-

Slap at Lady Macbeth

.

$28,300,

San Francisco, Aug. 31.
Frisco’s legit season’s still alive

Cm

I

Denver* Aug. 31.
company of “Caine
, Tpurlng
Mutiny Court Martial" wound up
a four-week 34-performance run
Saturday <28) at the Opera House,,
Central City* Col., With a total
take of over $130,000. The Paul
Douglas » Wendell Corey - Steve
Brodie starrer played to a $5.50
top at the 342-seat theatre..
Show did sellout biz, with turna ways at all performances.

mennutB

Edinburgh* A:ug. 31.
Launching at the Empire Theatre tonight XTues.j of- the English
Old Vic players, headed by Moira

tre last week got “Yiddisher Dragnet.”
Frisco’s legit season still
showed signs of life.
Estimates for Last Week

-

•

highlight of the current Inter.wk) ($3,30, 640) (Leo Fuchs).
national Festival here. Practically
$5,000 for the starter.
all seats are sold for this production, which leave? shortly for New

Men

Fontaine $23,GKO, ‘Oh

Shearer and Robert Helpmannr in
Seven Year Itch, Geary (4th wk)
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
($3,85,1, 550) (Eddie Bracken). AnWith ^ Mendelssohn's
incidental other solid $28,300 (previous week,
music added for the first time in $27,500),
17 years, will likely prove the halfYiddisher Dragnet, Marines (1st
way

‘OKLA/ BULGING $67,000

Okay

FOR

ST.

LOO HOLDOVER

$10,900

Biz oh Brpadway took another
jump last week. Exclusive of the
smashes, receipts were up in all

but one case. Hikes were more
than $1,000 for most shows.

Upward trend

of the past four

— — — — is»expected to
— —— —
weeks
w
be -reversed
31.
A
MVl
Louis, «*.*«£)*
St/ MW
Aug. V
Second week of “Oklahoma” this stanza m a traditional preYork and an American tour.
wound up the 36th season. Sunday Labor Day slipoff.
The eighth International Festi(29)
of the Municipal Theatre
“Can-Can” returned to the stanval is moving along steadily with
Assn. in Forest Park with another dee ranks along with “Caine Muno.* great excitement apart from
great gross, $67,000. Piece set an tiny
Martial,”
Court
“Pajama
record Game” and “Teahouse of the Augall-time one-performance
speculation as to who will be its
Saturday (28) with 12,137 payees, ust Moon.” “Kismet” edged back
next artistic director, succeeding
Weew’s attendance totaled $79,000. to almost capacity.
Ian JIunter. This plum British post,
Previous week, the Rodgersfirst held by the New\York Metrofor Last Week
„ Estimates
Hammersteln musical pulled $63,Los Angeles, Aug. 31.
politan's Rudolf Bing, has been
^ (Comedy), D (Drama),
Cooler weather and fog appar- 000, giving it a whopping $130,000'
advertised widely throughout the
CT) (Comedy-Drama) R ( Revue),
for
total
the
fortnight’s
Stand.
7
world, and to date there are 120 ently helped two of the town’s
MC (Mustcal-Comedy), MD ( Musi•

»

V*

,A

,

v

Shows Out of Town
Oiiiahav
-

Chuck Wagon*

OX America

Omaha, Aug. 27.
Centennial production Of his.
pageant hy William Gibson; score

Omaha
torlcal

by Hale Hood. Stars Jeffrey Lynn. Sid
Stone. Directed by Alfred Stem and
James Russo; choreography. Ted Cappy;

,

.

•.

..

legit entries last week, but hurt
the third, an outdoor show. “Peter
Pan,’ 4 at the Philharmonic, bet-

applicants.

Another Festival highlight, a
Scottish “Macbeth,” has caused
tered its opening week’s sock pace.
.some controversy, with the 44-year“That’s Life” kept up its profitable
old English actress _Ann Todd
stand in the 10th Week, at the Lafs
playing Lady Macbeth in long red Palmas, but “Carmen” at the openof
high
spot
Entertainment
tresses and being hit by certain air Greek Theatre fell off due to
Omaha Centennial celebration is
"Omaha, Chuck Wagon of Amer- crix for being too savage. It is a threat of rain.
contrast from her glamor roles in
ica,” pageant depicting the history
Estimates for Last Week
of Omaha and the .Nebraska Ter- pix, and Miss Todd hits back by
tester Pan, Philharmonic Aud.
ritory, well-scripted by, William saying nobody will believe in a (2d wk) (2,670; $4.80) (Mary MarGibson. Show at the huge outdoor weakly feminine Lady Macbeth.
tin). .Merrily it rolls along for anThe role of Macbeth is capably other record at' $56,200.
Ak-Sar-Ben plant here, lost the
opening night performance, Aug, taken by Paul Rogers. He rages and
Carmen, Greek Theatre (1st wk)
murders
fine
of
rain.
to"
effect on the apron
24, because
Uncertain weather
(4,407; $3.60).
Centennial bigwigs dumped $85,- Stage of the ancient Assembly Hall, kept take down to $32,900.
a
massive
building
where the
000 into the estravaganza, more than
That’s .Life, Las Palmas (10th
twice what they originally figure, actors run on through the audi- wk) (400; $3.30). Packing them in
The presentation shows it. There ence and risk danger of stumbling profitably at $5,800 again.
are more than 1,000 actors, singers ip the darkened aisles. Production
and dancers; scores of horSes and achieves a gloomy and bloodthirsty
vehicles; and considerable antique effect, with soldiers in ancient cos$40,600;
agricultural tume and kilt, and squealing bagand
contemporary
equipment.
pipers; swarming over the stage.
Particularly notable is the cosOverseas element is strong at
Dallas, Aug. 31.
tuming hy Alfred Stern, of the this Festival, though most have
State Fair Musicals, heading for
American National Theatre
squawked loudly about the miserrecord-breaking
13th summer
a
managing
director
the
Academy,
of
able weather conditions of the
.
season ending next Sunday (5),

technical direction, Kendrick A, Wilson;
musical director* Richard E, Duncan;
lighting; Otto K. Olesen Col. At Ak-Sar*
Ben plant. Omaha, Aug. 24-29, ’54.
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parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
I 05 !
Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, capacity gross and stars;
Price includes 10% amusement tax,
but grosses are net: i.e., exclusive
of tat,.

_

Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
6i.
i
ASFurJ;-..
Several
days of rain and
muggy (C) (21st wk 163; $4 60 i
$28 ,temperatures plus the traditional 000) (Macdonald Carey. Kitty Carpre-Labor Day slump slowed biz llsle)
0ver *$16,500 (previous
*
last week for the two current Loop W ppir eifisom
By the Beautiful Sea, Majestic
hol7da!;
the^ start of the three-day holiday
(MC) (21st wk; 164; $c.90; 1,510;
.

.

.

.

’

iooks

ev^ dimmer

(Shirley

$58,000)

Booth).

Almost

Estimates for Last Week
$31,200 (previous week, $29,300).
Time Out for Ginger, Harris
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Martial.
(33d Wk) ($4.15; 1,000) (Albert Dek- Plymouth (D) (32d wk; 252; $5.75Nearly $11,200 (previous $4.60; 1,062; $33,331) (Lloyd Nolan,
ker).
week, $12,400). Dekker subbing j 0 hn Hodiak, Barry Sullivan). Just
‘TOWN’
for Melvyn Douglas for three under
(previous
week,
$33,600
weeks.
$33,500).
Wonderful Town, Shubert, (8th
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (69th
wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Chan- wk; 548;$6.90; 1,361; $50,160). Just
ning).
Nearly $34,000 (previous $50,300 (previous week, $48,700);
week, $38,200).
King of Hearts, Lyceum (C) (22d
wk; 170; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,389)
...
<A1 , .
(Donald
Cook, Jackie Cooper).
the
first ‘Olrla * 7^(3 Wrflr of- If P
for
grossed
$40,600
ITCCIV dl li.v.
Nearly $13,200 (previous week,
seven performances of “Wonder- Unld* I
ful Town” through last Sunday
$1
kismet, ziegfeid <o) ooth wk:
matinee (29). Rave reviews greetAeain Proves Potency
308 $ 8 -90; *.528; $57,900) (Alfred
ed the show, with personal: praise
aa l
n*
ii«
Costarred are
fpr: Imogene Coca.
Hits Seekf^e^o). $57,800 (previous
Of Modern
Edith Adams and John Tyers.
Kansas City, Aug. 31.
Oh Men, Oh Women, Miller (C)
Current 12-week Musicals sea“Oklahoma,” 10th and final pro- (37th wk; 302; $5.75-$4.60; 920;
son can hardly miss breaking
Nearly
1952’s all-timfc $499,300 gross. First duction of the Starlight Theatre’s $23,248) (Lloyd Bridges).
five fortnightly hills have an im- al fresco season in Swope Park, is $10,900 (previous week, $9,600).
pressive $432,775 total— .‘'Jack giving another demonstration that
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
Benny Revue,” $104,875; “Wish modern Broadwav musical hits, like (16th wk; 124; $6.90; 1,571; $51,You Were Here,” $99,800; “Hazel newer straight plays, are generally 717) (John Raitt; Janis Paige, Eddie
Flagg,”' $71,900; “Naughty Mari- much stronger grossers than the Foy, Jr.). Clean again at over $51,etta,” $81,000, and “Panama Hat- standard successes of years ago.
Rodgers-Hammerstein tuner will
tie ” $75,200.
Seven Year Itch, Fulton
probably set a season record for (93rd wk; 741; $5.75-$4.60; 1,063;
attendance for the two weeks of its $24,000) (Elliott Nugent). Almost
current engagement It grossed a $18,900 (previous week, $18,200).
‘King’ Majestic $38,500
wees dteguiar
for the
tne pisi
huge ^>/o,uuu
nuge
first week
473,000 ior
n l. I I
(Regular Star
Tom Ewell is on a
star Ton
i* m*
Sunday (29). Second and leave of absence).
ending
U 1 ini6S. jHlt L3K6 final stanza
should get $70,000.
Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
Salt Lake City, Aug: 31.
Other outstanding draws this sum- (C) (43rd wk; 341; $5.75-$4.60;
“King ^nd I” took in over $38,- mer have been “Gentlemen Prefer 1,077; $27,811). Over $21,800 (pre500 in a sock six-perfbrrhance Blondes” and "Call Me Madam,” vious week, $24,800).
stand at the Capitol Theatre here both of recent vintage.
Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
last week.
It’s figured that the more recent (D)
(48th
wk; 381; $5.75-$4.60;
have
meatier i,060; $28,300) (Joan Fontaine),
Yul Brynner-Patricia Morison shows generally
starrer is at the Auditorium, Den- plots, are better integrated and Nearly
(previous
$23,600
week,
ver, this week.
have much more pace and drive. $22,200).
Also* today’s audiences are atuned
Teahouse of the August Moon,
t0 contemporary tuners and now Beck (C) (46th wk; 372; $6.22-$4.60;
Qltnurc in Pakaarcal
UilUVYO 111 nciicaiaai
tend to prefer them.
1.214: $33,608)
S33.finfl) (David Wayne,
Wavnp John
1,214;
In the middle bracket this sum- Forsythe). Clean again at almost
Keys: C '(Comedy), D (Drama), mer at - Swope Park have been
stars begin a 10-week va$34,100;
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), “Carmen” (in English) and “Song cat i 0 n Sept. 20, with Burgess Mere(Musi(Musical-Comedy),

SMASH

DALLAS NEARS RECORD

&

Centennial and “Chuck Wagon.”
The 1,500 different outfits designed
by Stern would do justice to Radio
City Music Hall, where, incidentally, he began his theatre career
as a costume designer in 1933.
However, the Centennial bosses
pulled a giant snafu on the sound
system and much of the narration
of star Jeffrey Lynn is lost on the
payees in the 9,000-seat grand-,
stand.
In addition, there’s no
backdrop to the 200-foot wide,

and much of
back into .the

multi-leveled stage

the

sound

falls

infield.

Lynn is okay in a difficult role,
but is overshadowed by tractor Sid
Stone as the familiar pitchman.
Most ...of the rest of the cast is
local, and shows it. However, high
spots are provided by a lively cancan number during the “Lusty
Days” session, and Ellen Hegarty
as a wiggling Little Egypt in the
part depicting the “TranS-Mississippi and Internation Exposition”
.

of 1898.
Generally,

Omaha

getting

is

its

money’s worth out of “Chuck Wagon,” despite the fumbling of the
sound system.
Trump.

The Moon

opening half. It has rained down
through the mist that surrounds
the historic Castle on the rock. It
has rained for hours and hours,
and few have Seen the capital city
of Scotland in its true sunshine

JU

4

I

B way

loveliness.

Estimated that, over the threestint, some 250,000 persons
be in the city to spend be-

week
will

tween

$6,000,000 and $9,000,000.
To choose from, there is a total of
170 performances of the official
Variety, plus hundreds of “fringe”
shows. Over 2,500 artists are taking part. Official Festival performers include 14 orchs, seven
.

.

one ballet company and one
opera company, five dramatic comand 27 soloists.
Of the outdoor events, the mas-

choirs,

panies,
sive

Military Tattoo, staged in
floodlighting on the esplanade of
the Castle each night, is attracting

thousands.

CALM $24,500
FOR 2D TORONTO WEEK
Toronto, Aug. 31.

„
Second

h

-

‘PACIFIC’

Is Bltie

1

visit of

“South

*

-

Pacific,”

Los Angeles. Aug. 24.
with Iva Withers and Webb Tilton,
Ebony Showcase Theatre (Nick and
Edna Stewart) production of comedy in took a second week’s slide to a
three acts (five scenes), by F. Hugh Her* $24,500 gross.
Royal Atexandra,
bert. Directed by Tom Browne Henry;
set, Jon Evans, Edna Stewart, At Ebony 1,525-seater, was scaled at a hefty
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (OpShowcase Theatre, Los Angeles, Aug. 24, $5 top. Previous week’s gross was eretta).
'54; $2.20 top.
$25,000.
All Summer Long (D) PlayPatty O'Neill
Lorre Curry
“Porgy
and
Bess”
opens
tonight wrights’ Co., prod.; Alan Schneider,
Donald Gresham
Robert Davis
David Slater
Morris Buchanan (Tues.) with a $10,000 advance.
dir.
Michael O’Neill
Don Derrick
Cy Feuer &
Boy Friend (MC)
Ernest H. Martin, prods.; Vida
This first effort by an all-Negro
Current London Shows
Hope, dir.
cast of F. Hugh Herbert’s comedy
David MerrickFanny (MC)
London, Aug. 31.
is done with taste and professional
(Figures denote premiere dates)
Joshua Logan, prods.; Logan, dir.;
skill.
According to co-producer * After
the Ball, Globe (6*10*54).
Ezio Pinza, Walter Slezak, stars.
Nick Stewart, it will be followed
Ail's Shoestring, Royal Ct. <4*22*53).
Fifth Season (C) (Reopening)
Angels In Love, Savoy (2*11*54).
by other coipedies of sophisticated
Both Ends Meet* Apollo (6*9*54).
George Kondolf-Sherman S. Krelli
accent.
Boy Friend, Wyftdham’s (12*1*53).
berg, prods,; Gregory Ratoff, dir.;
Players catch the nuances of the
Cockles A Champagne, Pic’dilly (5*28*54).
Chester Morris, Joseph Buloff,
Dark Light Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).
stage, click* adding pleasant embelDay By The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53). stars.
lishment. Moreover, a feeling of
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8*31*54).
Fragile Fox (D) —- Paul Vroqm.Duenna, Westminster (7*28*54).
participation is created in the inFolies Bergere, Fr. Wales (9-24-53),
Bernard Straus, prods.; Herbert
timacy of the theatre-in-thefcround.
Guys and Dolls, Colliseum (5-28*53).
Jr.; Dane Clark, Don TaySwope
Tom Browne Henry’s direction
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4*7*54).
lors, stars.
I Am a Camara, New (3*12*54).
gets solid performances from the
Intimacy At 0:30, Criterion (4*29*54).
Moon Is Blue (C) (Road)
four-actor cast, and the frothy asJoyce Grenfell* Fortune (6-2-54).
George Brandt, prod,
pects
of play’s
girl-baffles-boy.
Keep In. Cool Place, Saville (8*16*54).
Leonard
Mrs. Patterson (D)
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53)
theme are will developed. Lorre
Love Match, Viet Palace (11*10-53).
Sillman, prod.; Guthrie McClintic,
Curry makes her professional bow
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4*28*54).
dir.; Eartha Kitt, star.
as the ingenuous young femme who
Meat a Body, Duke York (7-21*54).
Nick
Oklahoma (M) (Road)
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11*25*52).
intrigues two suitors by. her frank
Murder Story, Cambridge (7-22-54),
Mayo, Phil Mathias, Jean Barrere,
aporoach to sex.
Never Too Late, Strand (6*3*54).
prods.; Charles Atkin, dir.
Robert Davis and Morris BuPel Joey, Princes (3-31-54).
On Your Toes (MC) George AbRelations Apart, Garrick (8-3*54).
chanan. handle the respective roles
Sabrina Fair, Palace (8*4-54).
bott, prod.; Abbott, dir.; Vera Zoof the young architect and the oldSalad Days, Vaudeville (8*5*54);
er roue easily, and Don Derrick
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4*22*54). rina, Bobby Van, stars.
Vienna Operetta, StoU (8-16*54).
Reclining Figure (C) •— Martin
is okay as gal’s quick-on-the-punch
Wedding In Pans, Hlpp. (4*3*54).
Gabel-Henry M. Margolis, prods.;
father. Jon Evans and co-producer
Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10*28*83).
Abe
Burrows, dir.
Wooden
Dish, Phoenix (7*27*54).
Edna Stewart did the sets. Whit.
—
^
You'll Be Lucky, Adelphi (2-25-54).
A
St. Joan (D) (Road)—Producers’
Theatre, prod.; Harold Clurman,
‘Butterfly’ at Memphis
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
dir.; Jean Arthur, star.
Memphis, Aug. 31.
Diary of a Nobody, Arts (9*1-54). „
Clinton
(C).
Tender Trap
fijilHi FiTh,
“Madame Butterfly” has been
"Q”
(9-7*54).
Witch
Errant,
Wilder, prod.; Mljchael Gordon,
booked for a onft-nighter Nov. 4 at
F«t Shop, St.’ Martin’s (9-8-54).
dir.; Robert Preston, Kim Hunter,
the South Hall Auditorium. It will
All For Mary, Duke York (9*9*54).
Ronny Graham, stars.
have $3 top in 2, 500-seat house.
Macbeth, Old Vic (9-9-54), \

MD

MC

—

Norway” which made creditable dith and Scott
showings, primarily on the tj Ve S ubs.
b.o.
strength of melodious and well_J
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as respec-
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“Sir™

Crazy’

—

—

McKay

*

‘PORGY’
$50 000

1

MODEST $45,700
HUB STAND

IN ll'PERF.

breeket"

“Sweethearts,” “Hit the Deck”
Boston, Aug. 31.
and “No, No, Nanette” were the
“Porgy and Bess” grossed a fair
dated entries. Except for nostalgic $45,700 for an 11-performance run
values, they had little at the box- ending last Saturday night (28) at
office, and ended in the $40,000 the
i ,700-seat
Shubert Theatre
bracket.
here, at $4.95 top. Both figures inelude tax, which the non-profit

—

:

;

production retains.
Folk opera drew

‘Carousel’ $22,700, Cleve.;

New

.

.

v

n,r

i

Musicanuyal Mark
:

Cleveland Aug 31
“Carousel” hit a record gross' of
$22,700 at the Musicarnival here
last week. Run, originally skedded
for one week, has been extended
to a fortnight.

Cast includes John Shafer, Arlyne Frank, Andrew Gainey and
Carolyn Adair.

$12,000

for

performances the previous
Friday-Saturday (20-31) and topped
$33,700 for the eight performances
week.
,
Town is now dark, except for

three

,

.

aw
^
Theatre,

.

Summer

la ^

:

j

until

“Fanny”

opens

a

tryout Sept. 20 at the Shubert.

N.Y.C. Ballet and Greco
-30MLui.7.Weeks in L.A.

‘Boat’ $21,200, Toronto-

Los Angeles/AugTTn.'"''
Greek Theatre reported a comToronto, Aug. 31.
Kathryn Albertson and William bined gross of $300,000 for sevenCity
C. Smith drew critical "laves last week season of the N. Y.
week as the Leighton K. Brill .pro-e- Ballet and the Jose Greco dance
duction of “Show Boat” grossed a
big $21,200, with the Arena Garsetup
theatre-in-the-rOund
scaled at $2.50 top.
Gross at Melody Fair’s 10-weeks’
season has b6en topped only by

dens

i“Brigadoon” and “Oklahoma!”

troupe.
Ballet raked in $130,000 for thd
four weeks of repertoire and
$117,000 for two weeks of “Nut-cracker Suite.” Greco troupe drew
$53,000 for six performances the

first

final

week.

•

—

.

LEGITIMATE

...

as

4

she were Geraldine Page

m

a Shirley Booth vehicle. Only inermitterttly i$ there a glimpse of
-he sharp talents attributed to the
now featured Miss Van Fleet.
The play is based on a short
story by Albert Halper dn which a
rather silly New England spinster
inflicts herself on a flat full of

brogue dissolves along the way,
Is tho
Peggy Ann Garner successfully
Westport, Conn. Aug. 30. „ handies the difficult assignment as
Armlua Marshall

Homo

if

Hero

Lawrence Langner,
and John C. Wilson presentation of The*, the daughter. Christopher Plumtre Guild- Worthingtpn Miner production mer is skillful as her suitor. Richdrama by Walter Macken. Stars
of
Far- ard Lupino is unforgettable as the
Macken, Peggy Ann Garner. Glenda
Marvin maimed boy, and Frances Fuller
rell. Directed by Miner; setting.
Country
Reiss. At the Westport <Conn.>
(Mrs. Miner), returning from refed£d Luplno tirement, is affecting as the murdered man’s widow. Ann Thomas,
Da,Us p'Rellly
Art Smith and J. Pat O’Malley are

Chicago

relations

.nominal

in

.

<r ._r

.

•

w
.

Scheduled B’way Openings

,
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~

-

•

/

Cmmaii

(Theatre indicated if pet)
Fifth Season, Cort (9-5) (reSmi+mm Continued from page gi
opening).
Dear Charles, Morosco (9-15).
prices.”
(Variety merely quoted
Midsummer Night’s Dream* Met Chaplhan and the other
.

Opera House

Home
All

Is

critics;

(9-21).

the Hero, Booth

Summer Long, Coronet

(9-22).

(9-23L

Ed.)
“I don’t care a hoot "what my
colleagues eat, or when; or what I
eat, either.
point has been and
Still is that because of four.or flve
newspaper men, 900, 1,200 or 1,500
other playgoers—most of whom
pay cash for their tickets and look
upon an opening as a great big
party—are forced to scramble to
an early- curtain,* Most of them,
I am sure, would rather come to
the theatre later.
‘•‘Maybtf I’m not entirely beaten.
The N, Y. C. Ballet will begin its
season, at the City Center next
The curtain is anTuesday.
nounced for 8:30 p,m.”
Reports that producers Richard

search of high romance. It is 1916
Boy Friend, Royale (9-30).
and Daisy uses the insinuations of
My
Peter Pan, W. Garden (9-30).
the Castle Walk and the Bunny
Reclining Figure, Lyceum (10-7).
Hug to bait a sleek young crony of
Trap, Longaere (10-10).
Tender
desperone' of her nephews. It is
On Your Toes, 46th St. (10-11),.
J. Pat O’Malley
Dovetail '.V 7.7. V.
ate attempt by a passionate BosFragile Fox, Belasco (10-12).
........... ./Peggy Ann Garner also excellent.
Jos^e
handed
Loretta Leversee
given the theatre tonian to escape the heavy
has
^Traveling
LUy Green
Lady (10-18).
Television
Art SlHUtt
•«•««««*
TnahnPi*
attentions of a portly suitor who
6
Flowering Peach, Morosco (10-27).
a whole crop of directors. On the
Paddo O’Reilly ......... WMter Macken
NorthwestChicago
the
in
Frances Fuller basis of "Home Is the Hero,’’ Miner works
Rainmaker,
Cort (10-28).
Mrs. Green
ern Railroad roundhouse.
Manchester
outstanding “new” one.
Quadrille. Coronet (11-3),
st9ph, r Plummer is an
Doul.
Co-adaptors Halper and Joseph
Fanny, Majestic (11-4).
.*
Schrank do not probe their cplFestival (11-10).
The Theatre Guild has hit a fin*
ogne-drehched heroine and her
Tonight Samiarcand, National
stride with this sombre new play
Lavinia
problem is treated almost as a lark.
Michael
(early Nov.).
actor-playwright-novelist
by Dublin
Donald Wolin & Harold Schiff produc- In fact, they call their play a comWedding Breakfast (11-16).
Walter Macken who also plays the tion of comedy in three acts (five scenes), edy. Moreover, it has been staged
Living. Room, Miller (11-17).
Hagen,
central role. And to stage it, the by John F. Matthews, Stars Uta Brooks,
at a breakEllenstein
Robert
by
Martin
features
Bcrehof;
Hot Rock (11-22).
Guild has brought back from tele- Herbert
Edgar Stehli, Logan Ramsey. Richard neck pace that still is not fast
Sandhog, Phoenix (11-23).
vision one of its old directors, Durham, Olga Blelinska, Peggy Maurer, enough for the narration dialog,
Aldrich and Richard Myers are
Staged
Black-eyed
Susan (Late Nov.L
Engle,
^this
Dale
After
Franciosa,
Anthony
Worthington Miner.
.from the
considering an 8:40 curtain for the
Jack Garfeln; scenery, Robert^ Soule: much of which is lifted
Mrs: Patterson (12-1).
week’s auspicious breakin here, by
MatF.
John
and
novelette.
music, Harold Shapevo
pages of Halper’s
opening Sept. 15 Of the Tallulah
Oh
With
the
Show,
Hellinger
more
Theagets
two
At
Hero”
Harper.
“Home Is the
thews; lighting, Alan
( 12 2 ).
With Miss Van Fleet floundering
Bankhead starrer? “Dear Charles,”
tre-by-the-Sea, Matiinuck, R. I.» Aug, 30weeks of rehearsal before opening Sept,
4, ’54.
Portrait Of A Lady, ANTA Play- could not be confirmed yesterday
central role, helplessness is
the
in
20,
Sept.
of
week
Broadway;
on
Logan Ramsey
Nicholas I.eporello
Lane as ^the
house (12-9).
A representative of the
Richard Durham catching. Only Rusty.
(Tues.).
earliest Guild premiere in some T. Mulford Portcous.
Martin Brooks scorned fat man and Winnifred
Thracian Horses (week of 12-20). management asserted, “Miss BankDon Juan Tennerlo.
years,
Herbert Berghof Cushing as a patient sister-hostDuke
House
of Flowers, Alvin (12-23). head hasn’t decided yet.”
Uta Hagen
Although' Macken, comparitively Duchess
the
of
role
The
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-29).
Peggy Maurer ess are notable.
Olivia
little known to the U. S., is an imOlga Biellnska sharp young man is a caricature
Artemecia
Desperate Hours (1-26).
Dale Engl<r
pressive actor-writer, and is aug- Petruchio
probably well played
Anthony Franciosa and as such is
Current Road Shows
mented here by an uncommonly Svlvestro
feature
Edgar Stehli by Leslie Nielserf, who gets
interesting and highly serviceable Florenza
Joann Reed billing with Miss Van Fleet.
Handmaiden
(Aug. 30 -Sept. 11)
cast, it is a newcomer, Loretta
Fall
Biz
The play is grimly set in a walkLeversee, who scored the outstandDespite its Broadway-bound bill*
Summer
Long (John Kerr,
grocery.
All
Side
South
a
over
flat
up
ing opening night click.
Continued from page 81
ing, its Broadway cast and big time
Ed Begley, June Walker) (tryout)
complicated but entertaining
“Home Is the Hero’- has a mon- flavor, “Michael and Lavinia,” in A
—National, Wash. (6-11)
provided by a
sounds
are
touch
27, and “The Rainmaker,” Cort,
strous subject. Paddy O’Reilly has its present form, falls far short of
Caine Mutiny Court Martial
nearby piano roll factory. Many
long been a bully in his contem- Broadway quality.
Oct. 28.
(Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey,
of the Westport audience welIt is a studied and. at times
porary Irish city. Hig strength and
Doul.
Brodie)—H, S, Aud., PocaSteve
interruption.
Uncertainty
this
v
comed
bravado have long quelled his sub- philosophical satire which someId. (30); Civic Center Aud.,
Two factors are regarded as lim- tello,
jects, including his wife. Then, on how lacks the spark of spontaneity.
Helena, Mont. (31); Fox, Spokane
a spree one day, he unintentionally And though it shows understanding
iting a fall boxoffice upbeat. One (1-2); Georgian Aud., Vancouver
kills his closest friend, and is im- of present day ills and human
Or(7);
Sfrawhat
is the uncertain condition of gen- (3-4);. Temple;- Tacoma
frailties, the opening presentation
prisoned for five years.
Seattle (8-9); Munic. Aud.,
12)
( Aug. 30 Sept.
The other negative pheum,
eral^ business.
In time his gentle, crippled, wasn’t broad enough to evoke the
Portland (10-11).
factor is the slim list of scheduled
skeptical son is wooed by the expected laughter.
King and I (Yul Bryoner, PatriChampagne Complex, by Leslie new musicals one British revue
“Michael and Lavinia’’ is about
daughter of the man he murdered.
cia Morison)—Aud., Denver (30-4);
medieval duke and duchess Stevens—Bucks County Playhouse, import and one revival slated for Paramount, Omaha (6-11),
His own rather hard daughter, has
in
Reviewed
(30-4)
maturity prove New Hope, Pa.
Moon Is Blue Aud., Rochester
a seemingly worthless suitor, and whose devotion and
September-October.
roman- Variety, Aug. 25, ’54).
his cowed wife nips lager with the too much for the persistent
11 ).
Among the major conventions' ( 6 -Peter
Dash of Bitters, by Reginald
roomers she has taken in for solace tic efforts of a local Don Juan.
Pan (Mary Martin) (tryout)
Denham and Coilrad Sutton-Smith slated for the two^month period,
Philharmonic Aud., L.A. (30-4)
and sorely needed funds. Released Latter makes the mistake of believvia
StockN,
according
to
the
Y.
Convention
buildup
lecherous
Playhouse,
his
own
ing
Berkshire
from prison at last, Paddy is still
(Reviewed in Variety, July 21, ’54,
in & Visitors Bureau, are National
the bully. But after almost killing an imaginative troubadour. But bridge, Mass. (6-11) (Reviewed
and Aug. 26, *54).
Furniture & Home Furnishings,
another man, he goes away on his even when the duke reluctantly Variety, Aug. 18, ’541.
(Ralph Meeker) Cass,
Picnic
goes away to a war he’s too civilDear Charles, by Alan Melville, Sept. 9-19, drawing an estimated Detroit (30-11).
own.
ized to believe In, the would-be based on Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon- 100,000
out-of-town
attendance;
Porgy and Bess Royal Alexan“Home Is the Hero” is engaging- lady-killer
fails to make the grade
1‘Frederick Jackson— Ogunquit (Me.) National Business Show, JSept. 27- dra, Toronto (31-11).
ly free of the cliches of most Irish
Perhaps the script might be sal Playhouse (30-4)
(Reviewed in Oct. 1, with ,an expected 130,000
Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
plays. It has attractive young peo
vaged by a' broader melodramatic
’54).
out-of-town attendance, and N. Y. —Geary, S.F. (30-11).
pie instead of the usual characters performance, even to the extent o* Variety, July 14,
Lee
South Pacific (Iva Withers. Webb
conby
Antiques
Oct.
with
musical
Fair,
11-16,
an
carrying
Happy Dollar,
wearing shawls and
musical comedy playing for
traband literature.
Falk and John Latouche Spa The- expected 60,000 out-of-town at- Tilton) Her Majesty’s, Montreal
laugh-getting spark. The first ac
(30-11).
(6-11)
(ReY.
N.
Saratoga,
tendance,
There
atre,
are
15
other
conMacken gives a standout per- is very slow, its two scenes taking
’54).
Time Out for Ginger (Albert
ventions expected to draw 1,000 or
formance in the title part. Miss 30 and 35 minutes respectfully viewed in Variety, May 19,
Home Is the Hero, by Walter more out-of-town attendance each. Dekker) Harris, Chi (30-11).
the neighboring Second act has two short scenes
Leversee,. as
Wonderful Town (Carol ChanCoundaughter who loves the cobbler-son with still not much action. Last ac Macken Westport (Conn.)
At least three solid standee-only
Shubert, Chi (30-11).
and survives his disbelief and his isn’t much longer, but has more try Playhouse (30-4) (Reviewed in holdover shows will be available in ning)
week).
Variety
this
domination with equal interest and entertainment.
lather’s
September.
They are “The PaIll Wind in Gloucester, by Elizaaplomb, has a moving quality and
nigh
opening
Discounting
Ethan Allen Play- jama Game,” the town’s hottest
warm assurance.
nerves, the cast gives a creditable beth Goodyear
ticket this summer, and the two
Glenda Farrell is especially good performance. Jack Garfein’s di ers, Brandon, Vt. (31-4).
Last Tycoon, by Hy Kraft, based straight-play smashes, “The Teaas the wretched wife, although her rection seems geared to the script,
novel—
house of the August Moon” and
Fitzgerald
HERE’S YOUR
F.
Scott
hut gets conviction from the cast. on
Robert Soule's two sets.ja garden Woodstock (N. Y.) Playhouse. (31-5), “The Caine Mutiny Court Martial."
Barter
Chase
Mary
by
Lolita,
TO BACK
Other
holdovers
CHANCE
available
for
and a tower room are imaginative.
Theatre, Abingdon, Va. (30-4).
tourist patronage include “By the
Malo.
Maid_to_ Order, by Alfred L. Beautiful Sea,” “Can-Can” and
BROADWAY
A
Golden—Ramsd ell Summer Thea- “Kismet” in the musical field, and
tre, Manistee, Mich. (1-5).
Daisy
SHOW!
“Aiyiiversary
Waltz,”
“King of
Or Dork Movio
Michael and Lavinia, by John Hearts,”
Westport, Conn., Aug. 25.
“Oh Men, Oh Women,”
Theatre-by-the-Sea,
Lawrence Langner, Arinina Marshall Matthews
last, the Broadway theatre is an InAt
for
“Seven
Year
Itch,” “Solid Gold
and John C. Wilson production of com- Matunuck, R. I. (30-4) (Reviewed in
vestment within your reach, ior only
edy by Albert Halper and Joseph
Cadillac” and “Tea and Sympathy
50c a share, you’ can buy stock In a corMUSICAL AND OPERETTA STOCK
in
Schrank. based on a short story by Hal- Vartety this week).
regularly
invests
that
poration
Starting October
per. Features Jo Van Fleet, Directed by
Miss Private Eye, by George as straight plays. Some of these, Broadway shows, motion pictures, teleRobert Ellenstein; setting. Paul Heller; Batson
Lakewood Theatre, Skow- plus the reopening “Fifth Season,” vision and radio.
City of 150,000 to 2,000,000
,
Costumes, David Georg’ Lose. At Westinvestmany
of
capital
the
“pooling"
By
are
due
to
fold and go on tour dur(Reviewed in
East of Mississippi
port Country Playhouse, Aug. 23-28, '54. hegan, Me. (30-4).
ors, BROADWAY ANGELS, INC., creates
Betty Lou Kelm Variety, July 7, ’54.)
Ruth
ing the September-October period. a fund large enough to back entire shows
Capacity 1000-2000
Winnifred Cushing
Grace Koger
and to acquire broad interests in the enMy Heart Don’t Say So, by GerPercentage or Rental
Dave
Larry Newton
tertainment field by diversifying not
Town ‘n’
John Connell ald F. Reidenbaugh
Ben
more than 40% of its capital. A boaid
Jo Van Fleet Country Playhouse* Clarence N. Y.
Daisy
advisers,
professional
experienced,
of
STANLEY
Arthur Storch
Arthur
many of them famous, aU of them re’54>’55
Fred Koger
Rusty Lane (31-5).
1697 Broadway, New York 19
spected names in the theatre, make the
Bern Hoffman
Harry Callahan
Other Devil, by Jack Finke and
investment.
of
selection of shows worthy
George Cummings
Leslie Nielsen Louis Pelletier
Continued from page 81
Pocono Playhouse,
Few people realize the margin of profit
returned on original investments in sucMountainhome, Pa. (30-4).
steadily the following three sea- cessful shows. For example, “Voice ot
This is the gem that was rePride and Joy, by John O’Hara—
the Turtle” showed a profit of 3,000% on
sons.
served for Miss Judy Holliday, who
‘
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NED ARMSTRONG

smartly eschewed' the responsibilIn it now, after widespread
search, is Miss Jo Van Fleet, who
celebrates her opportunity with
one of the summer’s most bewildering performances. She is playing an edgy New England nymphod

Theatrical Publicity
Staff Account Executive
S.

ity.

RICHARD STERN ASSOCIATES

S East 47th Street, Now York, N. Y.
PLaza 9-6460

A

Representative of

MAX MORGAN THEATRICAL

Hyde Park

Playhouse (31-4).
The ’53-’54 season hit its peak
French, revue Cecilwood Theatre, Fishkill, N. Y. (31- the week ending Oct. 10, when
5).
receipts from 28 tourers registered
White Sheep of the Family, by L, a total gross of $547,400. Of the
du Garde Peach and Ian Hay
28 productions, 10 were pre-BroadTriple Cities Playhouse, Bingham- way tryouts. There were only 1*0
(Reviewed in other weeks when the total
ton, N. Y. (30-4)
numVariety, July 7, ’54).
ber of shows recorded by Variety
hit 20 or more.
The only other
time gross receipts for a week
Barn Notes
passed the $500,000 mark was the
Elmer Rice and the children week ending Jan. 30, when a total
caught the Saturday matinee (28) of 22 shows racked up $517,900.
of “Ethan Frome,” in which Betty
Approximately 88 different of
Field (Mrs. Rice) was costarred at ferings toured
during ’53-’54. That
Stockbridge.
Mass.
.
Conrad included 47 pre-Broadway
tryouts.
Sutton Smith, Co-author of “A
Dash of Bitters,” is at Stockbridge Only road show to play the entire
season
the
was
national
company
for the play’s tryout next week.
Incidentally, Donald Buka' will be of “South Pacific,” currently in its
in the cast
Tv-nitery performer sixth touring year.
Joel Frey is making his legit debut
Last season’s .new productions
as the leprechaun in the current of recent Broadway entries in“Finian’s -Rainbow” at the Tent- cluded “Seven Year Itch,” “Time
house Theatre, Highland Park, III, of the Cuckoo,” “Time Out for
Sidney Blackmer filling in 'this Ginger,”
“Children’s
week at Salt Creek Summer Thea- “Misalliance,” “Porgy and Hour,”
Bess,”
tre, Hinsdale, III., for Brian Dori“Wish
You
Here,” “Moon Is
Were
levy* who had to check out of his
“Country Girl” lead for a film com- Blue,” “My Three Angels,” “Dial
for Murder,” “King and I,” “Me
mitment , , East Eden strawhatter
in suburban Chicago presenting and Juliet,” “Picnic” and “FourOf those, “Itch,” “GinAllan Sherman and Eugene O’Sul- poster.”
livan’s “Happy Medium” as the ger,” “King” and “Picnic” are still
Season’s closer.
running*
(N. Y.)

—

Strictly

.

PRODUCTIONS, LONDON
i$

shortly arriving in

and would be

—

—

New

interested in

^England

York
project for

or the Continent.

JVIAX
^

c/o Film Rights,

any

MORGAN

Ltd.,

London,

113/117 Wardour Street'

W.

1,

England

.

.
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.

.

the initial- investment; “Mister Roberts
paid off 5 to 1; "Harvey” paid off $40 to
$50 for every $1 invested.
These are extremes, of course; the returns on the- average successful shows
are not that high and many shows are a

complete financial
By spreading the

loss.

Initial investments and
against loss, we beare offering the safest,
most down-to-earth theatre investment
yet devised and the investment with tho
best assurance of bringing substantial re-

by applying

profit

we

that

lieve

—

turns.

BROADWAY ANGELS,

INC, is offering
at this time 570,000 shares, at 50c a share.
an established securities firm is employed to distribute these securities*
there is an allowance of $71,250 brokerage commissions and $12,000 for expenses leaving $201,750 working capital,
If

the entire Issue is sold direct, the
is estimated at $ 260 pou.
Letter of Notification under Regulation
has been filed with tho Securities &
Exchange Commission.
This does not
mean that the Commission has either approved or disapproved these securities or
passed upon the completeness or accuracy of the statements in the Offering Circular Issued tn connection therewith.

if

working capital

A
A

{

{

,

.

BROADWAY

ANGELS, INC., DEPT.V5
29 West 65th St.
N. Y. 23, N- Y

TR

4-1813

.

Sand Offering Circular without
or obligation.

NAME
ADDRESS

M

*

ZONE

CITY.

STATE
;

}

Phone Number
—————
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Wednesday, Septetnlier 1, 1954

LITERATI
legalized, was fifth among the
states with $398,000 in the till for
licenses, largely from the gambling.

is

New York

state led the field In

from a two-month visit to England,
Morehouse Adds NANA
Ward Morehouse, drama column- France and Switzerland, where she
aS
sec° nd
World-Telegram
consulted authors, publishers and
A
Y.
N.
ist of the
nnr^
en Cky‘ t 1 rd
Sun, will also coyer the Broadway literary agents, and hunted new
^? fu
i
$1,611,000. Fourth was Floropenings for the North American talent for publication in the U. S.
While the Earl Wilsons were do- ida, with $787,QOO.
Newspaper Alliance in a weekly
Feature ing their Mexico vagabondage, his
In addition to the above, 24
piece beginning Sept. 5
will be titled “Footlights of Broad- Post-Hall syndicate added six more states grossed a fat $178,502,000
way” and will be distributed to the papers. Says the N.Y. Post colum- from their cut of pari-mutuals,
syndicate’s 140 papers in the U. S.
New York led all the field with a
Wav
away, more often,
Hes now in v,„r,
p $48,653,000.
and abroad.
huge
California was
,
Lawrence Perry, who previously over 100 papers.
second with $21,997,000, and New
the
me
Starting with
wxvii
is
November
inuvcmuw isT pi cp . r
handled the assignment; plus a
*011,026,
noe Aftn
With
000.
_$2
twice-weekly feature series, has sue of Motion Picture magazine,
^hrt|? place went to Florida, with
taken a leave of absence because of Hedda Hopper’s gossip column,
$19,166,000.
“Under Hedda’s Hat,” will be a
ill health.

>*»»

+

Frank Scully
'

Hollywood.

.

,

Now that Hollywood has widened the area of conflict (thus permitting lots more, back-peddling?), the fear is becoming rampant that
the remaking of old hits into musicals will -become the new plague
that will end In driving people out of. theatres again.
^Already faint cries can be heard begging for succor. My social
conscience, which will be the ruination of me yet, cannot turn a
deaf ear to such pleas.
Mind, these people are not against musicals. What they seem to
be against are musicals made out of serious 6hows which in turn were
made from serious stories. Like “Rain,” for example.
They like westerns, too. Especially the 'lone that move from here to

,

t

.

.

.

,

.

Brown

Exits ObserverWith his column datelined Edlburgh (where he’s been covering
the International Festival! in last
Sunday’s (29) Observer, Ivor Brown
concluded his association with the
He
sheet as its drama scribe*
served 25 years as legit columnist,
and from 1942-48 was also editor

Ivor

of the p'aper. Kenneth Tynan, formerly with the Evening Standard,
takes over the drama column next

week.

regular feature of that Fawcett fan.1
publication. Erskine Johnson's regular Hollywood .column "will also
continue.
A. C. Gilbert (Erector toys, etc,)
has written Ylis autobiog, “The
Man Who Lives in Paradise,” in
collaboration with Marshall MeClintock, which Rinehart is publishing. A literati cocktailery has
been set in Gilbert’s business
headquarters.Alfred A.. Knopf has set three
books on recorded longhair for
publication next year. Irving Kolodin, of the Saturday Review, will
review disks^of orchestral music;
N, Y.
Harold C. Schonberg, of
^ mlyr.
0m
..d»
es s ym.do;».tom«.
Xtam
: ntf
pni Ji
ni
platters,
dnd instrumental

Apart from carrying a three-column profile of Ivor Brown, the
Aug. 22 issue of the Observer also
ran a front-paged tribute signed by
Sybil Thorndike, Ralph Richardson, John Gielgud and Lewis Casson. They referred to him as “an t iUma««v »4h /1a a kaaIt am tmooi
vocal
outstanding example of his craft in Library, will do a book on
the Art of Criticism.” Brown will disks,
henceforth contribute a monthly
feature to the Observer on general

g

.>

IIJ

topics.

Great TV Source Material
There are about a dozen outstanding short stories in Martha
Foley’s
“Best
American Short
Stories’’ for 1954 (Houghton Mifflin; $3) which can- be developed
into outstanding dramatic tv shows.
Some of the stories will probably
require more work than others,
but at least nine of the 24 as
worthy video possibilities, namely:
“The Third Guest” by B. Traven
’

(Fantastic Magazine) which

is

prob-“

ably the best of the group; “The
Red Mountain” by Robert Payne
(Harper’s); “A Beautiful Night for
Orion” by Richard Clay (Hudson
Review);
“My Brother Down
There” by Steve Frazee (Ellery
Queen Mystery Magazine); “A
Change of Air” by Ivan Gold (New

World Writing), “The House on
the ESplande” hy Anne Hebert
“Char on
(Queen’s . Mystery);
Raven’s Bench” by Frank Howenda
(Accent); “The Indomitable Blue”
by, Ira Wolfert (Esquire); and “The
Latter End” by George Loveridge
(Yale Review). In addition to the reMiss Foley has a thorough
of stories which could be
scanned for tv or films in the Honor Roll” and “Distinctive sections.
In her foreword,, the anthologist
epitomizes her selections by stating,
“Happily,
many good, original
short stories are being written and
are being published. From them I
have chosen this anthology. The
original meaning for anthology is
‘bouquet,’ ” and presents “a broad
section of short stories ranging
from historical fiction to adventure, .from fantasy to problems of

prints,list
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Here is one that moves from Tombstone
They are Hollywood’s for the taking:

'

n.^i

FMI

AI6X

Old Title

THE CAD AND' THE CANARY

Continued
front page
'

.

Americans who have

caught the film during its current,
highly successful West German
r un find it strange that Paal and
the Chaplins are mixed up in such

.

,

nmnadan/lQ antioo

^St'us^eriacs

“Columbus”
CoiuiiiDus
critics
h e ln
can t help
can’t
pointing out that 'producer Walter
Koppel of Rael-Film, Hamburg,
used to be associated with the East
Berlin film monopoly, DEFA, and
that his connections with German
filmmakers

.

probably

-Continued from page l
are still, not entirely severed.
In
No." 2” this fall. In the longhair any case, his latest production,,
conceived and directed by U;
U. S.
field, the Victor package of Beethoven’s nine symphonies as rec- showman Paal, is making a lot of
for Koppel but few friends
orded by Toscanini, a $50 item, money
*
or the U. S. A.
sold out its limited run of 5,000
n.
copies. This keyed „the Glenn Mil_
ler “limited edition” to limitations
a _
mRO/i I
only as much as it will sell.
1
Columbia Records pioneered the
highpriced disk package about four
continued from page *4
Continued
years ago with its 10-platter set of
.
TT „
,
the Pablo Casals Festival in Per- shot outside Hollywood,” Cooper
Columbia has acknowledged. Of foreign producpignan, France.
since followed up with other Casals tlon situation, he said, “It got out of
multi-disk album* and last year hand and unnecessarily panicked
came up with the most ex- many.” He agrees with some points
pensive set to date, the $100 pack- °.f those against overseas producage of literary readings by top tion, but added, "We can’t take
an isolationist position and live
contemporary authors.
In the indie field, Norman within our own borders. That’s
been
proved wrong. Trade between
Granz has been active in the highpriced package field With his $50 countries, is essential and healthy.”
Cooper’s
real beef .against overalbum showcasing Fred Astaire,
his $25 history of jazz and, more sea s production is* aimed at producers
going
elsewhere solely to
recently, his Art Tatum story, a
utilize cheaper labor. He accused
five-platter album going for $25.
producer W. R. Frank of “Sitting
Bull” of lensing the film in Mexico
,

—

—

i

Legionnaires
,

l

been Legion delegates, but biz is
Keith and Loew’s reported the same situation.
Cafes and restaurants, with one
exception, are 30-35% off. Exqeption is the Casino Royal, where
Gypsy Rose Lee is playing to
standees.
But 4he other bistros
still off.

contemporary life and love. The said the conventioners are “chasvariety of the stories shows that ing away more business than they
American literary talent is as wide bring in” by keeping local and outOrn.
as the continent itself.”
of-town nitery goers away. Hotels

.

slippin’.”

“Which hand does he put on what hip?” asked the manager, thinking to trap Joe.
“His right on his right. He handles the reins of his paint horse with
his left.”

>

.

.

figured, nobody, not even the late Joe Martinez, could shoot as loud
as Jenny.
When the posse arrived Jenny and Sally were in each other’s arms.
At least he was in hers. From habit his right was on his right hip.

.

She put

»
it on her left. hip..
Joe Mangle, the Wells Fargo manager and the sheriff's posse looked
the sight baffled. The stagecoach -was tearing like mad toward
Tucson, driverless.
“Some stooge,” said the manager. “He gets the dame and will probably claim a reward. Oh, well, we’re insured with Lloyd’s. You get
^
the Std£€ Jo0
“No,” said Jenny, “let Sally and me get it. We -want to go to Tucson
to get married anyway.”
“Yeah, you said it,” said Joe. “Some stooge.”

•
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Two

Ginley”
17.

Allan Hersholt writing a book
OVaI6 DIIO
Bile
State
about his father, Jean, titled “The
^
from page ,2
Continued
Unmelancholy Dane.”
Arthur Miller has done an article
on the American theatre for an collected by state governments and
upcoming issue of Holiday maga- do not Include similar levies made
by many cities. Likewise, the totals
zine.
Thornton Wilder guest of honor do not reflect amounts gained by
at lunchedn tossed during Edin- increasing state tax rates, followburgh International Festival by ing reduction of the U. S. admisEnglish Speaking Union.
sions tax, effective last April 1.
A. S. Barnes has issued Con- Such increases .are expected to
stance Bannister’s photos of babies, show up in the 1955 figures, as
with comic cutlines, in calendar some states vote admissions taxes,
form, titled “Constance Bannister’s
Surprisingly^ the state with the
1955 Baby Calendar.”
largest take from licensing amuseTobacco - Confectionery Guide
ments
is North Carolina which got
Inc. chartered to conduct a printing and publishing business in $526,006 front his source in the
New York was second
year.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Capital stock 200; past
Goldstein
Finkelstein the filing with $514,000; Illinois, third with
$479,000, and Oregon, fourth, with
attorneys.
Blanche W* Knopf has returned $444,000. Nevada, where gambling
,,

-

&
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of the biggest successes in
France
“Versailles,” the Sacha

estimate.

.

.

They decided to change their plans.
Five miles out of Tombstone, it happened. The Martinez mob caught
up with <the stage by running their hOrses faster than a modern hoppedup hot rod. The stage with Jenny driving couldn’t seem to go faster
^be Dakotas. Only reason given me than a 1950 Cad. Besides its wheels seemed to be turning backward.
why the picture was shot in MexJenny put up a terrific battle. That trick of resting his right hand
ico ls because it’s cheaper there. on his right hip made him much faster on the draw. He drilled four
That’s wrong. But other than that of the holdup mob, but one of the surviving badmen had captured
we can’t object to producers shoot- Sally as hostage and was using her as a shield as they retreated to
61ms overseas. They have their the rocks.
problems. They have been on the
At that the manager rounded up a sheriff’s posse and they started
level with us.”
after the stagecoach. They rode so fast there was a loud double exBe said that Tom O’Brien had plosion.
told Hollywood unions that in the
Without knowing it they had pierced the sonic wall.
near future Europe will constitute
This scared the bandits stiff. They dropped Sally and the mailvastly-expanding market
a
for bag and topk to the hills.
American telefilms. Agreeing,
Jenny thought it was his gun that her made the double-barreled
Cooper said it is one illustration explosion. In some ways he was a dope. So was Sally, because she

——————

“The Love Letters of Phyllis Mcis- due from Viking Sept.

_

“Right,” said the manager. “Okay, let him stooge for you this time.
tjie mail bag is- carrying a payroll this trip, remember?”
“Sure, I remember. The stage is carrying Sally Martinez too.” Joe
was sweet on Sally. She liked him too, in a half-hearted way.
Some of Martinez’s old mob overheard Jenny being fingered and
sneaked off before hearing the manager explain it was just a gag.

But

like the Statler and the Mayflower
Heritage
figure the reasod for the vacancies
expanded American Heriwhy U. S, labor shouldn’t take
motels and
tage magazine will start publica- is increasing use of
the a shortsighted or narrow viewpoint
tion in December. Bound between cheaper accommodations by
in regard to global picture making,
- conscious
Lethrift
apparently
at
available
hard covers, it will be
bookstores or by subscription, and gionnaires.
Crowds started to swell the city
will present features and pictures
mM§e IIW
Saturday and Sunday, with the
on American history.
A RfACH
fWH®
VICTOII
Publisher is James Parton, for- convention opening officially yesmer Coast newspaper executive. terday (Mon.). It ends Thursday
Continued from page 4
continued
Parton has been business editor of (2). Official registration is 30,000,
Time, and its. Coast bureau chief. but Legion officials estimate that as ‘Made m France’ or ‘Made in
He also published a chain of each delegate brings an average of Italy,’ and give them the right
weekly newspapers in Los Angeles. three people with him, and addi- buildup, Hhey have a chance,” he
tional visitors make up the 150,000 'said.

New American

A new,

CHATTER

Title

for this reason. Citing the film as
an example of what he calls a
justifiable union beef, Cooper said:
“After all, locale of story was in

I
‘

„ ..
^
mmmmm Continued from page

STOOGE TO TUCSON

held up near Christmas, Ariz. He heard some Mexicans humming
“I’m dreaming of a White Christmas.” “Christmas” seemed to be
the code word.
Joe reported sick.- "I got a slipped disk in my spine,” he said. “It
‘
needs fixin*. Let -Jenny take over for this trip.”*
The Wells Fargo manager said no dame was going to drive Wells
Fargo stages while he was manager, Mangle explained that the Jenny
he meant wasn’t a dame. He was Reginald Jenny, the remittance man.
“The guy that walks around with his hand on his hip and talks
like a Noxford dictionary?”
“He puts his hand on his hip cause he says it keeps his disk from

•

‘

New

Reginald Jenny realized this. Stuck in Tombstone, he wanted to
get to Tucson in the worst way, The worst way was the stagecoach.
Joe Mangle, who drove it, got a tipoff the mail was going to be

.

ATvk
85 % lATSE
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Old Title

THE MAIL ANIMAL

The wide screen has enhanced western scenery and made the actors
and the story unimportant. The main thing is to have something
move, even if only from one frontier town to another.

'

.

Title

ARMS AND THE CHURL

•

.

Communist

Tucson—almost.

New

Ingrid Sunset, a manufacturer of peasant novels, was running out
of depressing material and cheerful titles. Her last one was called
“Happy Times.” It concerned a farm girl who sang like a sick canary.
She fell in love with her fiance’s father. She soon saw him for the
beast he -was. Then she returned to his son, seduced -him and leaped
off a silo. This one sold 10 copies.
;;
She then turned to writing about royalty. She had the king, seduce
the betrothed of the prince and when the heroine learned he was
nothing but a ,wolf in an ermine’s clothing she leaped out of the
castle tower. This one sold two copies.
So Ingrid turned to agenting for royalty in search of jobs', It was
obvious they would lose face if they looked for jobs themselves. The
best she could do was to marry a prince to an old Hollywood prima
donna.
.
They opened a restaurant where the cheapest thing was lox,. which
sold for $10 a portion. To make sure life didn’t follow her kind of
literature, Ingrid took the king herself to Monte Carlo when she saw
him making eyes at the prince’s wife.
This would make a nice musical for Danny Kaye. He could play
all four parts.

1

...
.. j
overtones
of
their
friend
the
mayor, the jazz blaring night and
day from the drugstore jukebox,
the hand-painted neck ties—tbc»e
add up to a degrading picture of
America which is doing the U. S.
no good in the German public re-

lations field.

to

—

New Title
Guitry film, and “Le Ble en Herbe” Old Title
GOLD IS SCRAP TOO
have been acquired by Goldwurm B’S WITHOUT HONEY
will build into featurethat
vocations
odd
“Versailles,”
get
Films.
his
Times.
hard,
for
to
It’s terribly
which is 60% narration^ is being length pix, with love-interest yet, but Eddie Fissure made it. He was
abolished,
he didn’t know where
B’s
were
on
When
commented
B’s.
of
(jujjbejj
a j so
a scriptwriter
the success of “M. Ripois,” to be to turn for a livelihood. He fried to hOck his typewriter but found
into' the junk biz
went
iron.
So
he
scrap
“That
as
more
as
bring
released in this country
it would
Frenchman,” It has no distrib as instead.
...
all his life. His
biz
the
in
been
Steele,
had
partner,
Old
Man
His
yet.
Goldwurm commented on re- daughter, Elaine, Eddie knew, because she was a §econd lead in some
ports he had heard in Europe that of his B’s. Second leads went down the drain faster than scriptwriters
the Germans plan to acquire show- in the purge,
She taught Eddie how to become indispensible to her old man. The
case houses for their product in
the U. S. “It may be a fine idea, trick was to pick up copper, brass and maybe some Old gold and silver
but I don’t see what they're going and to treat scrap iron like the studios treated B’s.
This deluxe junk made a fortune for all of them. In fact, they made
to show in them,” he said. “Ilooked
investments so as
at a lot of German and Austrian so much money that they had to look for losing
Eddie dug up
films, -and they aren’t of a quality to tote up some capital losses. So they bought a studio.
it,
starred
in
Elaine
scripts.
that would warrent export.” The one of his old
and
It was a terrible flop, just what they wanted. They had fun
Bavarian government is said to he
The CPA
backing the German group which the operation kept them in the right tax bracket. Almost.
married!” That
wants to expand into the theatre said they were $2. over. So Eddie said, “Fine, let’s get
brought them ,in just under the limit.
field here.
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SpanishLull Saez da Heredia.
American co-producers plan to
make another pie together in Spain
and
Ed
next year, along with director TerHope Hampton and Herman King ence Young who, did “Lady. Eng(Bros.) in on the SS U.S. yesterday
ish actor Paul Scofield, in same
(Tues.).
film, is being Paged by 20th-Fox
Meyer Davis sailing for Europe for a term contract.'
on Sept. 17 aboard the S.S. United

London

Broadway

(and Pegeen) Fitzgerald,

He will return early in
October.
Constance Moore reopens the St.
Regis' Maisonette season Sept. 9,
her third engagement/in three sea-i
tons at this hostelry.
Carroll Carroll back to the-Coast
and his CBS production-writing
chores on the Bob Crosby show
after vacationing east with his
family.
„ ..
..
,
Pianist Claudio Arrau left N* Y.
Saturday (28) for the Edinburgh
scheduled
Festival, Where he was
for ‘appearances last night (Tues.)
States.

-

and

Sept. 4

Theodore

and
R.

6.

Kdpfermam

and general counsel

v.p.

of Cinerama

Productions Corp., nominated for
prexy of Federal Bar Assn, of New
York, New Jersey and Connecticut
Collier Young, prexy of Filmakers Productions, and Irving H,
Levin, Filmakers Releasing chief,
poured at the St. Regis yesterday
(Tues.) to mark opening of “Private Hell—36” at the Paramount
this week,-

Anna Russell is sailing today
(Wed.) for England where, on Sept
21, she’ll

make her London bow

at the Watergate Theatre in her
own one- woman show. She will
also perform in Paris; and on seven
BBC television programs.
;
Returned on the Queen Elizabeth, berthed yesterday (Tues.) in

New
'

York, are Jan and Syd
Silverman. (Variety), after their
6-week honeymoon; spngsmith Jo-

seph Meyer and his wile, after a
three-month European vagabondage; theatre owner William Brandt

and

Paris

in a tele

Comes

to

Town

adapted from Aaron

which he's

Hoffman’s play.

5

.

Wally Griffin, currently topper
at Colony Restaurant, has had his
booking extended a fortnight by.

rlnuivas European
Fnmnean
Bobby Weiss, Capitol

m

Tom , Moore
major surgery.
Theda Bara

*

.
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Club

Mike MacKenzie into Mars
Christine Jorgensen, assisted by
o share billing with Charlie Beals Miles Bell, after week at Manchesreter for Moss Empires, booked for
Sealey replaces
Milton
cently.
two weeks at Scandinavia, with
Beals at Calvados.
several Continental dates to follow.
Hal Wallis in Rome to confer
Jerome Whyte, hospitalized after
screenon
Williams
Tennessee
with
a heart attack and ordered to take
play of “Rose Tatoo,” in 'Which two-week rest by his. doctor; hopes
Anna Magnani and Burt Lancaster to be well enough to start “Can
will co-star. Producer will do Cy
schedule
on
rehearsals
Can”
Howard story, “Martin and Lewis Sept. 6.
in Paris,” here in January.
Ernest Betts appointed chairman

who switched from Calvados
.

Anthony Quinn returned after
18 months in Europe.
Adolphe Menjous
celebrated
their 20th wedding anni.
Penny Singleton in town after
two weeks in Washington.
Eugene K. Zukor returned from
visit to his parents in N.Y,
Dorothy Gish in from the east
to visit her sister Lillian.
William
Guthries
celebrated
their golden Wedding anni.
Jack Webb returned from Chicago opening of “Dragnet.”

Hilde

Simmons,

Embassy

the

*

No

Joke.”

in

’

Block 11.” Next week, he goes to
Carlo for joint AA-AB
Pathe sales convention.
Billy Baxter, new English comic,

Monte

who made an

initial appearance on
one of Billy Daniels’s programs,

When the star predicted a big
future for him, booked for full
Moss Empires
Finsbury Park Empire
Contracts have been
between Jean Carson
of Max Liebmann for

Opened

at

Aug. 30.
exchanged
and a rep
former to
go to N. Y. to make two tv appearances Nov. 20 and Dec. 5 on
latter’s program. Miss Carson is
due back bore in December to star
in Emile Littler’s “Love From
Judy” in either Glasgow or Edinburgh in her original role which

made her

a star.

Lane Ink'.
.Dr. Chevalier Jackson, president
of Civic Grand Opera Co., is planning $I00-a-plate dinner to launch
By Les'Rees
new season.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre has
John Ringling North due in SepVeteran comedy team of Collins
Heart” on tap.
“Peg
O’
tember.
Peterson has split because of
Giselle
MacKenzie
Songstress
King Bros; expected soon in Eu- illness of Harry Peterson. Marty
continuing at Hotel Radisson Flame
rope to Resume film production Collins is now doing a single.
program in Germany and Spain.
Peter Binder, young baftitone Room.
Flame Cabaret has Percy Hughes
Xavier Cugat, recently arrived in with Lambertville, (N. J.) Music
Barcelona with his wife Abbe Lane, Circus, won a Fulbright scholarship band, Judy Perkins and Dicky
Mayes.
and tremendous show, expected for and will study voice fa Rome.
Dorothy Lewis Ice Show and
long engagement here.
songstress Marie Shaw in second
Lew Ayres arrived quietly and
month at Starlight Club.
Without fanfare, spent two days in
Westport, Conn.
Jackson Trio, including one-time
a hotel suite, and left almost beFarina of “Our Gang” film comBy Humphrey Doulens
fore anyone knew he was here.
Paul Kwartin hospitalized.
edies, playing return engagement
Barclay Acheson, director of
Edna Ferber due in from the at Augie’s nitery.
Reader’s Digest International EdiLyceum’s Theatre Guild season
tions, in for a week to confirm Coast.
Ditto
Mrs. William Anthony subscribers now number 2,000,
Vicente Bobadilla’s replacement of
close to last year’s mark.
Five
Dennis McEvoy (he’s off on a year’s Macguire.
Herbert and Dorothy Fields at more shows, in addition to the just
leave of absence to write a book)
Stonehenge.
concluded “Picnic,” are promised,
as Spanish editor-in-chief.
Theresa Helburn back from a with “The King and I” next in line.
Lfed Kennealley, New York-New
Paul Bunyan strawhatter at
Haven Railroads prexy, here to Maine holiday.
Gordon Duff and family back Bemidji, Minn., concluding 10-play
publicize boss Pat McGinnis’ purseason with preem of “Buy Me
chase of streamlined Spanish train, from Bermuda.
Ed and Sylvia Sullivan at their Blue Ribbons,” story of child prodCampaign included teleTalgo.
igy washed up at 18 and trying to
vised fashion show filmed in color new Southbury farm.
Fan Beurke hosting- for Mitzi get a new start in theatre. It’s
in the lobby of Castellatta-Hiltoa
who’s vacationing from said to be largely story of its auDolores Del Rio in via Cifban Hajos,
Airlines to begin her starring stint Shubert office.
thor, Jay Robinson.
Helen Marsh Levy to Chicago to
in “Senora Ama.” She was met by
her director, Mexican Julio Bracho, join Arthur Jay Levy handling
and a large group of flower-laden “Time out for Ginger.”
Berlin
Mimi Benzell closing summer
friends and admirers, in spite of
By Hans Hoehfi
the hou? and the chill in the air at “pops” series of Connecticut SymBarajas airport at 2 a.m.
phony next Friday night (3).
Dieter ‘Borsche will appear in anTourists and show biz- VIPs still
Max Gordon, Christie Mac- other French film, “Escale a Orly.’
swarming into Madrid, in spite of Donald, Howard S. Cullman, Rob.Rudolf Forster arrived here to
its being definitely off-season on ert Lewis, Gii Fates, Nat Dorf- play a role in “Rittmeister Wronthe books. Sudden, unprecedented mann, Ezio Pinza, Justin Sturm, ski;”
cool weather is bad news for out- Helena Bliss, Warren Caro, John
Josephine Baker^ hired
w5 - a German
•
door niteries, but hotel bistros and G. Wilson, Richard Whorf, Worth- couple (East refugees)
for her
es"
indoor club-restaurants' (such as ington Miner, at opening Monday tate in France.
the popular Riscal, which is a sort (30) of “Home is the Hero” at
Erich Maria Remarque writing
of Spanish Sardi’s) are doing con- Country Playhouse.
the script for G. W. ,Pabst’s next
stant SRO.
film, “The Last Act.”
Ambitious Spanish-Italiari film in
Children, Mothers and a Genpreparation on the life of Goya,
eral” is the title of Eric Pommer’s
'one of Spain’s most famous paintnext film which Laszlo Benedek=4s
Italian producers Lombardo
Songstress Heleii O'Connell due to direct.
ers.
of Titanus Films, and Casuto and to work on a pilot film for a tv
Walt Disney’s ’The Living DesArgento of Unitalia, a $1,000,000 series following her fortnight at ert
was declared exempt from
budget and expectations of featur- Eddys’ Restaurant.
taxes by West Berlin finance deing a big American star. Pic will
Crew Cuts scheduled for a two- partment.
be filmed in Spain, titled “Goya”: week stand in mid-September at
Paul Gordon shooting “A Christwriters to be Spanish, Italian and Eddys on a contract signed months mas Carol” at Berlin-Tempelhof.
ago; now due to cash in on record It is said to be the first color tvAmerican.
Sy Bartlett, producer of the fame.
film in Europe.
Olivia de Haviland-Gilbert Roland
“Holiday on Ice” opens its fallThere are 13 new West German
starrer. “That Lady,” here from winter tour with a date in Munici- films offered by Herzog Film, one
London en route to Malaga, where pal Auditorium beginning Sept. 10, of largest German diatribe, for
be will spend two weeks as guest first one following summer re- world distribution,
of his Spanish po-producer, Jose hearsals in Sioux City*
William Dieterle, in Frankfurt,

Madrid

By Ramsay Ames

*

.
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battle

scene

for

20th-Fox

Greta (niece of late Sir Harry) “Untamed.”
Frank Sennes appointed Earl
Lauder vacationing with her two
nieces at Mention, France, and San Vollmer general manager of the
Moulin Roqge.
Remo, Italy.
John H. Auer returned to Re“No News From Father.’ new
comedy starring Bernard Braden, public after confabs with Navy

International prez, went to 'Edinburgh for festival screening of
Walter Wanger’s “Riot in Cell

tour.

*

Fibber McGee and Molly celeDr. Crock and his Crackpots
heading vaude at Empire, Glas- brated their 36th wedding anni.
Ray Sackheim joined the Clary,
gow.
G 1 a s g o w, Strauss & Irwin flackery as an asTheatre,
Citizens
launching fall season Sept. 6 with sociate,
Is
“Marriage
oldie,
Bridie
Taylor McPeters broke three ribs
James

"

.

his

72d birthday.

.

committee which will
handle press arrangements for this
King’s Theayear’s Royal Command film gala played to solid biz at
at the Empire, Leicester Square, tre, Glasgow.
By Jerry Gaghan
Carleton Smith, of National Arts
15.
Nov,
Bernice Massey, cafe chirper,
Tommy Trinder, recently re* Foundation, N. Y., looking over
joined cast of “By the Beautiful
to
turned from a two-year tour of Scot talent and planning visit
Sea.”
New Zealand, makes Edinburgh Festival. Will sandwich
Australia
Mary Small will head reopening his bladesand
the
trace
to
Germany
flight
to
as star of Claude a
show at Chubby’s, South Jersey Langdon’s debut
Christmas panto, “Cin eight lost Wagner manuscripts
spot. Sept. 7.
derella on Ice,” which preems at given to Hitler, and never recovSam Lemer will reopen his mid- Empress
ered.
Hall Dec. 2.
town showplace, the Celebrity
Norton V. Ritchey, Allied Artists
Room, Sept. 8.
of publicity

for

Samuel Goldwyn celebrated

4

.

from

hospitalized

fourth operation.

.

.

recovering

.

'

.

.

siege of. vims.
|

1
r P
Kart Ritter, former director of
Legit houses unshuttering this ahead
£ A of
rhlp°f Glen ^alfach
week with return of last season s who is due from Hollywood in a Nazi pix who returned frbm Argen
tina
lagt year, soon wUl start di
clicks.
few days.
recting “Ball of Nations” (operetta
Eric von Stroheim to be BeetVal Parnell; London Palladium
hoven In Sacha Guitry’s biopie of topper, writing, a series on Las by the late Fred Raymond) with an
international cast.
Napoleon.
..
.
.
Vegas in the Daily Express under
Borrah Minevitch opening his headline, “It’s the Craziest Town
Louis)
(lie
St.
Bourbon
Quai de
on Earth.”
fcafe, Sept. 22.
in
Stubby Kaye, until recently
Fortunia replacing Yvonne MeC
RC
h
e
By Gordon Irving
0li
fromVe w York and
^ack
Doll
M«?ar| go
es °to'
to U. S.
S
goes
Richard Mathews named new
Madness. Menard
„ British
British, vaude tour at
starts a
producer of Glasgow Citizens Theor Lou Walters in October.
Chiswick next week.

Photographer Maurice Seymour minor surgery,
Ted Kellem, former bandsman,
solved a problem for Hildegarde
and Jack Whiting in a resourceful now handling promotion for Epic
way this week. Assigned to rush and Okeh labels, locally.
Hy Slavitz will reopen Chantipictures of both, for their new
Spot was
act, and with the chanteuse in Las cleer Club Sept. 15.
Seymour shot Whiting burned out early in spring.
Vegas,
Dinah Shore in for press and
alongside some huge blowups o
broadcast interviews, shepherded
the songstress.
Treadwell, publicist now by Jack Rosen, local RCA Victor
Bill
With the Leo Burnett Agency, go distrib.
Sammy Davis, Jr., with Will
a press break with “The Museum
pf American Comedy” at Riviera Mastin Trio, signed to head reopenBeach, Fla., and his plan to “pay ing bill for new Latin Casino
tribute” at monthly intervals to Oct. 8;
Georgia Sothern will be initial
Red Skelton, W. C. Fields, Damon
Runyon, Fred Alien, Jack Benny, topper at Troc, Hirst circuit burley
Bob Hope, George Burns & Gracie house, which reopens for season
Alien, Mack Sennett & his Key- Sept. 5.
Eddie White, vet comic turned
stone Kops, Ed Wynn, Mark
Twain, Victor Moore and Robert bistro operator, bought out his
partner, Dave Harris, at Drury
Behchley.

.

Bebe Daniels And Ben Lyon in
from London;
Kitk Douglas buck to work after

.

Harrv Green to star
version of “Isidor

'

singing-pianist, is recovering after

his wife.

soon will start directing a film
about Richard Wagner* “Magic
Fire,’' for Republic.,
;
West Germany’s entry Into the
San Sebastian Film Festival was
“Ho Way Back/ in addition, four
unofficial pix were sent.
“Weg ohne Umkehr” (No Way
Back), “Fraeuleln vom Amt” and
“Eine Frau von Hente,” all German pix, were the biggest local
/trosscrs last month*

brass in Washington.

Barbara Rush to Durango, Mex.,
to visit her husband* Jeffrey Hunter, there on location.
Victor Stoloff, Wanda Tuchock

and George O’Brien signed agency
deals with MeHugh-Molson.
r. Jack
L. Warner awarded a
plaque by the U. S. Marine Corps,

for producing “Battle Cry.”
Hernando Courtright, managing
director and prez of the Beverly,
Hills Hotel, currently in Rome on
a semi-ecclesiastic mission, has a
Los Churumheles, Spanish orqh, five-year management contract at
hostelry.
When the new
off to Santo Domingo and New the
Detroit interests acquired control
York.
Movietone Newsreel now being of the hotel, and also bought out
of
Courtright’s
personal
presented in combo with El Diario .some
holdings, they insisted that he
Ilustrado.
on.
stay
Pala
.
Tito
and
Venturino
Sergio
cios to Buenos Aires to book talent
for Caupolican.
Mario Clavel, Karina, Manolo
Gonzales, Carmen Rodriguez and
By Earl J. Dias
Tula Montenegro at the Capri and
Joe E. Brown closing Dennis seaBodegon.
Enrique Castro Farias and Her- son in “Show-Off.”
!

.

Gloria
Vanderbilt
Stokowski
nan Garrido heading up Compania
Filmadora del Pacifico, documen winding up Falmouth season in
“The
Swan.”
tary production outfit.
Folk singer Richard Dyer-Bennet
Buddy Day trying to repeat his
“BTm“BanTBum” revue hit" at’new filling week’s date' at Playgoers*
Roma Theatre with vaude show Restaurant, Falmouth,
“High Button Shoes,” final show
including Carmen Rodriguez. Brazilian songstress; the Champs Ely- at .Richard Aldrich’s Cape Cod
sees models from Buenos Aires, Melody Tent, Hyannis.
Oscar Serlin, original producer
Bruno the Fantastic, Manolo Gonof “Life with Father,” and Russel
zalez and Marta Rivet dancers.
Crouse, co-author, caught show
last week at the Falmouth Playcohouse,
with
Coonamessett,
Honolulu
and
author
Howard
Lindsay
Dorothy Stickney (Mrs. Lindsay)
By Walt Christie
Henry Fonda at dock to meet costarred in their original roles.
William Powell, who will co-star
with him in film, “Mister Roberts.”
Latest to join list of tv executives at Waikiki is Herbert Gordon,

.

.

Chicago
Count Basie orch racking up fine
Blue Note.
Jim Meredith joined MCA small
unit department last' week.
Pat O’Brien here in “Front
Page” at Drury Lane Summer

veepee of Ziv Television Produc-

biz at

tions.

Mary Cooke’s latest Opus, a
three-act play based on “Ali Baba
and 40 Thieves,” opened at Ruger

Theatre Aug. 27, with Josephine
Theatre.’
Taylor as choreographer.
"Jerry Colonna, just back from
Robert Trumbull, New York

Times staffer for India, Pakistan, successful Australia tour, visiting
Ceylon, Afghanistan and Nepal, en- friends in Chi last week enroute
joying Hawaii reunion with Walter to next, nitery date.
Producer Collier Young with
King, ex-India director of British
Frank Lovejoy and Keefe Brasselle
Information Service.
in city to start shooting “Mad At
World,” a Filmakers pic set here.

•

|

•

Al Morgan in Edgewater Hosbroken shoulder suffered

San Francisco
By Ralph

-

J.

pital with

Gleason

in auto accident;
bing for him at

Norm Dygon

sub-

Preview Lounge.
Gertrude Kinnell in from Bucks
County Playhouse to star in’ “Fresh
Fields” currently at-HighJandPark
Tenthouse Theatre; resident cast
plans to wind season- with “Home
At Seven” in its American preem
beginning Sept. 7.

“Ice Follies” closes Sept. 12
after one of its most successful
seasons in years.
Louis Caihern in town for appearance at “Summer Festival”
and sell bonds for Israel.
Norman Granz drove his new
Italian Farina sports car to San
Francisco just to show it to. Papa

Room owner Al Williams.
George Avakian, Columbia alZurich
chief, in town„ and combining
By GeOrge Mezoefi
business with pleasure by huddiinIJ »
RKQ will release “French Line
with -\y 00(jy Herman on album
notes for Herman’s fourthcoming lat Corso Zurich late this month.
Sehauspielhaus set Swiss preem
Columbia ,LP “The Three Herds.”
gayo

bum

I

|

r

.

of T. S. Eliot’s “Confidehtial Clerk”
_

for Sept.

9.

“Roman Holiday"

nltVAlls
lldYttUd
By Jay Mallin

terrific

(Par) finished

14-week run at Scala,

set-

ting, several records.
Nine U. S. newsmen here on
p e n - a i r performances of
United Fruit tourism junket,
“Everyman” for first tisne at PeterTwo Fernandel pix playing hofstatt, ancient part of Zurich.
simultaneously on two circuits,
Current U, S. first-runs here in-

O

Cuban impressarios reported elude “Arena” (M-G) “The Comtrying to bring FOlies Bergere to mand” (WB). “Little Boy Lost”
Havana.
(Par), “Naked Jungle” (Par) and
Churumheles’ former singer “Bad Boy” (AA).
Juan Lejido now on Television
Season openings here will inNacioiial
“Knights of the Round
clude
of Love”
“The White Rose,” Mexican film Table” (M-G), “Light
„
about Cuban patriot Jose Marti; (Austrian) “Oh Mein Papa” (Gerpreemed at Radiocentro witji Pres- man) and Sacha Guitry’s “If Verident Batista present.
sailles Were Told To Me.”
I

Wwlneadft/r

Scfilenilier'’ 1*

1954

37
duo appeared, as a two-piano team
and made concert appearances in
a five-state area since 1949. They
appeared on a 12 week series on

Bikinis

WFAA-TV.

LOUIS WEINBERG
Pictures sales
at his.

home

65,

film industry for almost 50 years,
beginning his career prior to
World War I as manager of the
Bunny Theatre, the first film house
In 1917 he. joined
in the Bronx.

the old William Fox Co, as salesman, moving from there to Select
Pictures before joining Columbia
in 1928,
Surviving are his wife, a son, a
five
sisters
and six
daughter,

nephews; Arnold Picker, veepee of
United ..Artists; Leonard Picker,
attorney for UA; Eugene Picker,
Sidney
exec;
Theatres
Arnold
producer;
film
Picker,
Grant, film attorney, and Gene
Grant, an artist.

Loew’s

MRS.

MABEL PEGLER

Mrs. Mabel Kelly Pegler, 54,
former musical comedy actress,
died Aug. 25, in South "Salem, N. Y.,

until

Herbert E. Hyde, 67, organist,
conductor and composer, died Aug.
25 "in~Frankfort, Mich., of a heartattack. Surviving are his wife and
two stepchildren.

1940.

His wife survives.

MAYLIN

in the Bronx, N. Y.

Weinberg had been active in the

American

Y.

N.

Colombia
exec, died Aug. 28

Weinberg,

Louis

Maylin

manager

PICKERING

J.

Pickering,

J.

former

a

Arena and retired

of the

David Kornblum, 51, v.p. of St.
business manager of the National
Folk Festival, died at his home in Louis Music Supply, died of heart
St. Louis Aug. 23. Pickering who disease at his, St. Louis County
was 73 briefly held the post of the home Aug, 23. Widow, mother,
Philadelphia Convention Hall and brother and sister survive.
v
Municipal Stadium and twlce was
manager of the old Coliseum in St.
Lewis Bgjus, 58, former newsLouis. Survived by widow, daughpaper man instrumental in the
ter and two sons,
organization
of
radio

station

LEWIS

D.

WISN, Milwaukee,

COLLINS

Lewis D. Collins, 56, veteran
film director, died of a heart
attack Aug. 24 at Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital.
requiem mass
was said for him Tuesday (31).
Collins began megging shorts
and westerns at Universal in 1926.
More recently he has been with
Allied Artists, Republic and Uni-

Mrs,

A

versal.

.

died Aug. 25 in

Thiensville, Wis.

Anne Gruberg,

Rubin

Gruberg,

widow

of
of

Mother, 64, of J. J. (Jake) Isaacmanager of Omaha’s
Ak-Sar-Ben org, died Aug. 24 in
Los Angelas.
son, general

after a long illness. As a teenager
’LOLLYPOP* JONES
Lonnie (Lollypop) Jones, 56, Neshe nad appeared' during the first
World War in the “Passing Show," gro vauder and nitery performer,

amateur) photographers who gather from the diamonds in ’Desire’ to
herd practically on a around-the- the American uniform; from port
clock schedule to take pix of ce- to port
here at the cliffs of
.
lebrities. One wonders for whom Monaco, she comes tonight, like a
these fellows ore working, because Chinese fish, a ’rare bird,, the truly
there are not enough outlets either unbelievable, a wonderful woman,
here or in the rest of Europe to a true friend of Frar-c'': Marlene
publish all their pix. But everyone Dietrich
is, nice and charming when a phoMost Snobbish World
tographer shows up, and in parShe sang first “La Vie en Rose”,
ticular the starlets will do every-,
thing as far as posing is concerned, (in French) and then a series of
songs,
among them
always in the hope that some pix American
may make the papers and the mags.. “Lazy Afternoon” and (in German)
(Speaking of mags, it is amazing “Johnny Wenn Du Gcburtstag
how the Swiss, German and Italian Hast" (from “Blue Angel”), intromags cover the Riviera beat, as ducing each song With a short de.

compared
65,

president

Amusement Corp. of America, died
Aug. 27 at home of daughter in
Elkins Park; Pa.

.

Spark Cannes

Continued from page t

~

to the obvious lack of interest of the US periodicals.)
;

is,

Best bet for the photographers

undoubtedly Sugar Ray Robin-

sdn, by now a darling along the
Croisette. Sugar obligingly let himself K6d by Silyana Pampanini on
the Carlton Beach, a pic that made
the front pages in Paris and’ elsewhere in Europe. Sugar’s sensationally - colored
Cadillac,
well-

on the Main Stem,
Mme. Eleanora ChaJupec, 93, known
at the old Winter Garden, N. Y. died Aug. 29 in New Orleans,
center of attraction, day and
While on tour with the show in following a long illness. Burial mother of actress Pola Negri, died wherever it parks.
Aug.
24
in Beverly Hills.
Baltimore, in 1917, she married took place following day at Atlanta,
Stripping

the

is

;

night,

Starlets

The other day some American
columnist had an item according
to
York.
which the bikini has become
NCw
out of fashion on the Riviera. The
poor fellow would be amazed if he
should take a look at the Cannes
beaches. -Not only i$ the bikini
Dolores Ve'ga to Harry Berman,
more popular than ever, but it now
Los Angeles, Aug. 27. Bride and
has
become some kind of supergroom arc songwriters.
bikini. In other words, it will be
Lillian Hines to Eddie South,
impossible to make it any shorter
Chicago, on Aug. 22. She’s cocktail
and skimpier. From noon till 8 p.m.
bar .pianist In Chi; he’s jazz musician working at Streamliner nitery there is a continuous nudity parade
alon'g the Croisette and there is
there.
Ann Friedman to Julian Harmon, no doubt that the strippers at MinLas Vegas, Aug. 20. She’s a non- sky’s in Newark are more dressed
pro; he’s a screen writer now prac- onstage than the, gals here on the
beach. A starlet from Paris (or a
ticing law.
Grace Ramsower to John Lincoln gal who would like to become a
Powell, Aug. 28, Mathis, Tex. starlet) usually arrives here with
Bride is on continuity staff Of at least a dozen bikinis. But even
if they don’t
wear bikinis their
WOAI, San Antonio.
Beryl Reid to Derek’ Franklin, short-shorts are so short that they
would
be
ta^oo
in Miami or in
Blackpool, Eng., Aug. 23. She is
a radio and stage comedienne; he’s Atlantic City.
One thing impresses continuof Hedley Ward Trio.
Angela Marie Loo to Weaver ously: the fantastic showmanship
Levy, Hollywood, Aug. 29.
He’s displayed by the various complins
towns from Cannes down to the
an actor,
Mary Morriss to Edward Feld- Italian, border. Each evening galas,
man, Las Vegas, July 27, Bride flower battles and parades; autoand groom are associated with the mobile beauty contests; innumerable elections of the various “Miss”
Biow agengy in Hollywood.
Pauline Cingalee to Roy Lester, all along the Cote d'Azur they
at Colwyn Bay, Wales, Aug. 11. are all beautifully staged.
The Highpoint of this summer's
She is actress daughter of Cingalee, English magician; he’s a Riviera season was withput doubt
comedian,
the sensational Monte Carlo stint
Carol Leslie to George Egan, at of Marlene Dietrich, She was the
Bournemouth, Eng., early this star of “La Nuit d’Aout,” a fabulous
mdnth. Both are members of gala presented as a charity event
“South Pacific” touring company. for the United French Polio Funds
Amanda Blake to Don Whitman, in the beautiful Sporting d’Ete
Beverly Hills, Aug. 22. She’s a opejiair ballroom (operated
by
screen actress; fie is operations di- Henry Astric). Tickets (including
rector for ABC-TV.
dinner with champagne, at 15.000
Anne Ursula Obert to Sidney L. francs apiece) were sold out weeks
Weinberg* N. Y., Aug. 29. Bride is in advance and 1,500 guests crowdwith Natibnal Concert & Artists ed in. The gala was supposed to
Corp. publicity department.
have started at 9 p.m. but it was
Natalie Epstein to Jack Shaind- not before 11 p.m. that the dinner
lin,
Nassau, Bahamas, July 30. began, while the show got under
He’s a film music conductor.
way shortly before 1 a.m.
La Dietrich wore her by-now famous Las Vegas gown (without the
bra she had to wear in London).
She looked more stunning than
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen McNally,
ever, even while she seemed a bit
son, Los Angeles, Aug. 22. Father
nervous.
She was “presented,” as
UI,
is contract attorney at
the program said, by Pierre LouisMr. and Mrs. Milton Sperling,
Guerin,
boss
of the Paris Lido (who
son, Hollywood, Aug. 24. Father
heads U. S. Pictures; mother is has her exclusive French manageMother,

silent film

75, of: Dorothy Mackaill,
star, died Aug. 28 in
.

•

LOUIS WEINBERG"!*

.

MARRIAGES

.

(Unde Lon)

His nieces olid nephews express their deepest affection

uncle.

He

shall miss

him

and love for their most worshipped

was there

We

for help and advice.

greatly and he will be in our hearts forever.

He played theatres and night
a newspaper syndicate and now spots *all over the country for 40
president of Zooraar Corp., a tv years.
Outfit.
Surviving are his wife and two
Surviving besides her husband, stepsons.
brother of Westbrook Pegler/King
Features columnist, are two sons,
SIGMUND SCHEIN
three brothers, and a sister.
Sigmund Schein, 78, formerly music director of the Shubert theatres
ROY TESTAMARK
in Chicago, died in that city Aug.
Roy Testamark, 33, pianist and 24. He also was a featured violinist
arrariger with the Three Flames, and viola player for many years
musical combo, died Aug. 27, in with the Chicago Symphony and
Provincetown, Mass, While attend- the Chicago Opera Co. .
ing the Juilliard School of Music,
Survived by wife, son and two
N. Y., Testamark formed a band daughters.
with Averill (Bill) Pollard and
CHARLES RICE
George Treadwell,
Later TestaCharles O. Rice, 81, of the Rice
mark and Pollard teamed up with
George (Tiger) Haines, forming the & Cady comedy team, died Aug.
Three Flames. Trio played riiteries 26 in Hollywood after a long illand appeared on radio and on their ness. Rice & Cady's & Caky beown tv show. They were together came partners in 1897 and worked
for eight years and more recently together until Cady's death in 1940.
Rice leaves a daughter, Mrs.
were regulars at the Bob Soir,
Viola F. Williams.
N. Y. nitery.
Wife and his parents survive.
Jack A. Pegler, then working for Ga.

—

.

MAURICE FISHER
Maurice Fisher,

48, radio-tv pro-

.

Fortest Glenhj known as “Big
Slim Glenn,’’ 54, died at the Vari-

.

ducer, who also was a composer ety Clubs-Will Rogers hospital Aug.
under the name of Maurice Mur- 24 after recurring heart ailments.

MEMORIAM

IN

5th,

i

BIRTHS

1927

.

ray, died Aug. 30 in Chicago, ap- He was a well known stooge (over
parently of a heart attack. Fisher 7 feet, tall) in vaudeville With the
Charlie A’Hearn troupe, the Fred
was exec producer of several
network shows, including “Chi- LaRaine Electrical Venus act and
a daughter of Harry M. Warner,
cago Parade” and “Mary Marten- also Charlie Sparks circus.
Glenn was in the Will Rogers prexy of Warnqr Bros.
sen Cooking School." He was forsister surmerly assistant producer of Don hospital since 1946.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Mooney,
McNeill's “Breakfast Club.”
vives.
daughter, Dublin, Aug, 2. Mother’s

ABC

A

Tunes penned by him included
and “I Prayed.”

•‘Crazy Heart”

Matthew Forsyth, 58, died in
hospital in. Oxford (England) Aug.
25 after lying unconscious for 174
days. He had been in a coma since
being involved in a road accident
¥

last February.

From

a singer.

HAROLD BRATSBURG

Mr. and Mrs. William Tuttle,
daughter, Burbank, Cal., Aug.-26.
Father is makeup chief at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Runyon, son,
Los Angeles, Aug. 26. Mother is
Ruth Martin, singer; father is manager of the Biow Agency there.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Alpert,

died Aug.
23 in Seattle after a long illness.
He was a- script writer at KOL in
the ’30s; Worked for San Francisoo*
radio stations; was program director of KEX, Portland, and writer
for KING and KJR, Seattle.

Harold Bratsburg,

MATTHEW FORSYTH

45,

.

,

1952„he had been principal

LEWIS W. THOMPSON

son, Santa. Monica, Aug. 25. Mother is Corky Alpert, screen actress;
father is a film agent.

Lewis W. Thompson, 45, theatre
& Dramatic Art, and previously manager; died Aug. 26 in Poughhad been an actor and a legit and keepsie, N. Y, He managed the
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ayalas, twin
tv producer. He produced Shaw’s Juliet, Poughkeepsie, formerly had boys, San Antonio, recently. Father
“The Millionairess” for the first been a' theatre manager in Roch- is with the Jimmie Klein orch
Mother and a brother sur- there as drummer.
ester;
time in Britain in 1936.
vive,
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Cordier,
JACK CALLAHAN
son, Aug. 23, N. Y. Mother is legit
Jack Callahan, 65, husband of
Simon Eppel, 62, member of film actress Joan Donovan.
Helen Carr, who dove from the trade in Dublin for many years
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Skouras
roof of the N. Y. Hippodrome in and former owner of Palace Cin“Happy Days’* and “Cheer Up,” ema, Dublin, died Aug. 19. His Jr., son, Hollywood, Aug. 28. Child
the grandson of the National
is
died Aug. 24, in New York,
A widow, two sons and two daughters
Theatres prexy.
comic strip artist in his own right, survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Fischell, twin
he was known for his strips, “Hon
and Dearie,” “Freddie the Sheik”
Edward Hugh Deis, 44, concert daughters, Hollywood, Aug. 27.
and “Calamity Jane.” His work pianist, in Dallas on Aug. 18. Father is a tie-up merchandise
appeared for many years in the Together with his wife Jeanne, the promoter.
of the

London Academy

of

certain.

Before Miss Dietrich went on,
an artistic program including Larry
Adler and Ludmilla Tcherina was
presented.
After Miss Dietrich,
the Monte Carlo Ballet gave a
brilliant performance of “Nacre.”
The gala was under the supervision of Marcel Idzkowski, secretary
general of the Comedie Francaise

and

critic of France-Soir.
It was
not before 6 a.m. that the last
guests left the Sporting d’Ete.
About 6 or 7 p.m. each evening,
theve is a bumper-to-bumper traffic here from Cannes to Antibes
akin to hot summer Sundays on the
highways to Jones Beach.
The
traffic
situation*
here
becomes
worse with each year and the authorities see no way out until real
modern highways could be built.

One

amused and amazed when
beauty parlor (next to the
has an openair shop.
Here you can sec the gals gelling
is

a ladies

Martinez)

premanents out in the air. sipping drinks and reading the mags.
People in Cannes are talking
about
the new sensational

their

.

.

.

model of Picasso, 19-ycar-old Sylvette David, whom he found in the
streets of Antibes
Baron von,
Thyssen’s new wife, former model
Nina Dyer, who walks with a leopard on the leash
the amazing
.

.

.

.

.

,

wave of homos invading the
era

(one

seems

beach

here

Rivi-

Cannes'

in

them

exclusively)
... the very low exchange Tates for
the dollar (346).
to attract

Wanna Swim
Continued from page

2

appeared headed for the rocks not
so long ago, is on the upswing,
Ferguson
reported.
Television
isn’t hurting the business like
once did, he added.

Chi’s Latest

it

Giveaway

.

Marcus Loew
September

in French and English.
(The whole program was emceed in
both languages).
It was quite a
performance. Here she was facing the most snobbish public of
the world, royalty, ex-kings and
queens, millionaires* and fellowstars,
ministers and Maharajas.
Perhaps she was a bit disappointed
that the applause was riot too enthusiastic, hut the fact remains
that her purely artistic success was

scription

.

FORREST GLENN

.

Music

.

|

Chicago, Aug. 31.
Drive-In theatres here are continuing to intensify their pitch for
Starlite
with
giveaways.
trade
Theatre, which has a kiddieland
and from time to time hands out
small toys to the towheads, nof is offering 18 holes of miniature golf
to all comers. Customers have the
option of socking a bucketful of
golf balls from 7 to 8, before show

ment for his own spot), and intro- time.
Starlite currently is offering a
duced to the crowd by French acMarais ’read a triple feature “Egg and I,” "Besttor Jean Marais.
poetic introduction written espe- Years of Our Lives” and “Pinoccially for that evening by Jean chio.”

Cocteau. (Cocteau himself, just recovering from a serious illness in
nearby Cap Ferrat, could not be
present). A rough English translasophisticated
Cocteau’s
tion
of
panegyric of Miss Dietrich follows:

“Marlene Dietrich

.

.

.

name begins with a caress
You wear feathers and furs
seem to belong to your body

Your
.

.

.

that
like
arid

’Duel’ Reissue
Continued from page

3

ssa

ration,
spots.

bookings at conventional
Ozoners are now being

tapped

in

that

territory.

Latest

returns at the latter show “Duel”
drew $1,650 on Sunday (29) at the

Fresh Pond Theatre, near Boston;
furs belong to the animals
$2,200 on the same day at the
feathers to the birds:
“Your voice, your looks are those Neponsit Theatre, Neponsit, Mass.,
“was
$4,800 in four days at the Dedham
Lorelei
But
of a Lorelei.
dangerous. You are not (danger- Drivein, Dedham, Mass., and similar grosses at other like situations.
your
of
ous) because the secret
In a standout southwest run, the
beauty is the secret of your heart,
film
grossed near $10,000 in a
necesnot
“Your beauty ... it is
So I greet week at the Terrace Drive-in,
sary to talk about it.
Albuquerque.
your generosity ...
*
Selznick Releasing Organization
“Ladies and gentlemen, from the
paillettes of the ‘Blue Angel’ to is reissuing the pic through states
the gown ."Of ‘Morocco’; from the rights distributors in each terrigeneral
little black dress in ‘X-27’ to the tory. Budd Rogers is SRO’s
feathers in ‘Shanghai Express'; sales manager.
.

*

*
i
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the

program by a name
ever to
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On The Line

Vegas Puts $14,009,000
For Sure-Tiling

i

Ballots

indent

building

ment

heside which the

Broadway

In

its

S' at istics tell

Boxcars

Las Vegas, Sept.

„

7.

biz impact on this desresort town probably is
best illustrated by the fact that
Stan Irwin, entertainment exec

the Sahara Hotel and foris
nitery emcee-comic,
running for Stale Assembly
from Las Vegas.

at

mer

J

glit-

He’s given an 8-5 chance to
win.

heyday

pale

the story quickest.

Las Vegas was a tiny dot
on Hie map with a population ot
8 (h) and no live entertainment. By
in i>l mas,
lDoo. it will have 14,
sv. ml; hotels which will spend an
••si limited
$14,900,000 per \ear on
ainment. Ey 1956, LV rather
cn!
Ilian TV will he the monster, devouring talent faster than it can be
In

&

Show

mushrooming entertain-

a

iiiecca

of

ter

the

is

I'M'),

!

11

N. Y. Cafes Root

(.

cIim
'1

i

For Giant-Cleve.

i

overed.
here's no doubt that Las

has "blackjacked”

eminence

World Series

Vegas

way to prebiz center. The

its

show

as a

book the
tually to Los Angeles
ben in talent, frequently luring
names from oilier fields into the

Walters, operator of the
Latin Quarter. N. Y„ is rooting for
a World Series between the N. Y.
Giants and the Cleveland Indians.
He feels, that from the viewpoint
of a N. Y. nitery owner, an ideal
series would be between the Yankees and Milwaukee, but since

nitcry fold for the first time, as in

Milwaukee

Lou

hotels that now dot Hie
Strip— the more glamorous section
of town on the western stretch of
tlie desert highway that leads even-

seven

—

expected to have a
tough time making, the grade in the
National League race, the next best
one between the Giants and
is
Giants were picked
Cleveland.
because of the larger capacity of
the Polo Grounds over Ebbets

(Continued on page 75)

N. Y. Daily

News’ Ben Gross

Lures Multiple ‘Clients’ For

Gross,

of

the

N.Y.

Daily

unprecedented in the industry. Five networks will find themselves on a
very private hookup with six indie
radio stations and an indie tv’er
to kudose the critic and at the
same time pick up the tab for a
6 to 9 p m. session on the third
floor of Toots Shor’s eatery.
The dale is Oct. 5. timed three
da>s in advance of Random House
publication of Gross’ memorabilia
ol

his

this will take

trade,

“I

is

Looked and

Lis-

tened’' Involved in the redcarpet
treatment are ABC. CBS-TV, DuMmit. Mutual and NBC among the
networks
indie stations WHOM,
VVINS. WMCA.
WNEW,

MQXR
a imes)

WMGM,

i

latter

and

—

j

Marilyn Monroe Set

.

1

if it

had embarked on

its

own

version of the five-year plan, the
film industry in 1954, as compared
with 1S49, is coming up with a far
greater number of money pictures.
It’s no secret that business is betThe boxoffiee has
ter. of course.
spelled out the reason: Better pic-

and more of them.
Major studios in 1949 had 47
which grossed
films in release
$2,000,000 or more in domestic
rentals.
(The top was “Jolson
For
Sings Again” at $5,500,000.)
tures,

current year, it looks like a
minimum of 74 and possibly as
many as 82 pix which will reach or
exceed the $2,000,000 mark.
This is in the face of exhibitor
howls about a “picture shortage.”
That there are fewer entries on the
release skeds around the industry
But it appears the
is conceded.
companies simply have dropped the
mediocre fare; it’s the secondraters that are missing and, according to several distribution reps,
(Continued on page 75)

CENTS

25

In the topical idiom,

For Las Vegas Date
Hollywood, Sept.

Marilyn
I

Monroe

is

7.

reported

signed for the Sands Hotel, Las
Vegas, with an indefinite opening
date. Jack Cole will stage her act
after the dancer - choreographer
returns from a projected trip to
Europe.
Las Vegas ops have been trying
to get Miss Monroe into their inns
money no object.
for some time
Just what Jack Entratter and Jack
Freedman had to shell out to get
her interested hasn’t been revealed.

—

;

.

e'bpipetj&ye.^ programming
Tineiip.and at tlie ^momehfcvit’s the^^”)

Tow;

Martin’s

mbst eager ly-anticipafed jratirig of
the ty year;. Not thatit will, tell
the? 'hole story,,
.that heads will
roll?-;
the process-^ht the f Act?
:iremaiijs‘..:-it;.? v?iil: be. the first: major

of

—

;

•

Freddy

RCA Victor platter
“Somebody Goofed” also
points up somebody sure did--*
in this case the lyric writer—
when amopg topical cliorusds
he had the Indians selling
Manhattan Island for mote
wampum than history tells uS.
True, the “twenty-seven dollars” line rhythmically fitted
the tempo better or maybe
they just don’t care around
the Brill Bldg.

There* a lot; riding oft this Sun-“Za*
d aV’s. (127' Betty? ffuttoh
ntiek Story” (on “Toast /bf the
;

—By 3 Bucks

.

.

v:

1

.

o

-

;

hew concept

of higlu
bpd'gdtdd^spedtAcLdarsV'as;. ppppsed;
of Ihppr
tp the Traditional -patter

test of the

•

;

:

•

programming
True; to ineet the supercharged
Max- Liebman ihittaler,;. with? its.;p
apprbximate ? A&O&dQtiP budget/ Ed
m Sulli.vari and CBS are thr ow.irig the?
'

'

.

^

>

'

;

bopk. at tli NBC cOmpetitiohv lin-:
ing up. such /stars as Shirley TemV:
'

;

pie, Jack Benny, Olivia de .Havilland, Clif tPn VCebh, Tppy Marti

TVyrpnePpwerVvD
#,

To N. E. Strawbats;f

depicting the
';al. i
“Zanuck ;Story’’ as the “Toast!'
But in contrast to the Lieb-

Keeler ; ? e t
;

5

.

(entry;..

'maniSiobG blidget, Sullivan is briilging “Toast'*
next Suhday for
( Cbntinued on page 32)
V
‘

‘Carol’ Damage Big[

Matunuck, R.I., SepL 7.
There’s still no electricity or
running water in this oceanfrorit
resort today (Tues.), just a week
roared
Carol
hurricane
after
through. Although the center of
the storm passed only 10 miles
away and this hamlet was turned
into something resembling a kindling pile, no one was injured;
The Theatre - by - the - Sea was
Des Moines, Sept. 7.
Municipal Judge Harry S. Grund badly damaged. The backstage part
of
the building collapsed, ruining
was subpoenaed to appear before
technical equipment, scenery, costhe county grand jury to explain

No Lewd Pix In

Quickly Latch on to ’Em
is nbw stepping

,

My

Court: Judge

Who He?

London, Sept. 7.
Arthur Rank Organiwhose production of
“Romeo and Juliet” was tradeshown last week and is due for
at the
its West End preem
Odeon, Leicester Square, end

The

i

owned by the N.Y.
WPIX. telestation

Programs are understood planning
lullscale treatments of
the Gross
tonu on Its “cavalcade”
theme that
Pmlnaces the biggest guns in
jnoadcasting. Author-columnist will
,e
en 8aged
in
around-the-clock
personal appearances” coast to
,s| *°
hypo the sales. One of the
'Pters is “Drum-Beaters,” deal(Continued on page 10)

As

Shakespeare:

i

owned by Gross’

sheet. Live pickup
ttadio-lv) of the “30” party is being worked on.
Several major radio and tele

*€

Sure Did

Walters reasons that a series be- why he showed films in his court tumes and props. But despite th£
tween two teams in the same city, last July 20 that had been seized battering which sprung the roof,
brings a minimum of out-of-town- by police as obscene. The Investi- the auditorium portion of the structure
remained standing. Some
ers, who do the bulk of the extra gation had been requested by the
spending during that time. Wal- county attorney, who said his of- windows were blown out And shi
gles
were
ripped off the roof of
ters says that' a crowd of 15,000 fice would not “necessarily seek an
coming in for the series would fill indictment on a charge of present- the nearby inn, but it. is in relaup a lot of hotels and would stretch ing an obscene, indecent, immoral, tively good condition.
Cast of “Michael and Lavinia ”
Maximum
the capacity of every nitery in the impure
exhibition.”
He points out that with the sentence on such a charge is a which was playing a tryout at the
city.
theatre, was routed out of bed
normal business, an extra 150 or $1,000 fine and one year in jail.
(Continued on page ,I§V
200 would bring capacity grosses to
The incident followed a police
and
every spot.
Store,
Book
raid on Hyman’s
Walters points out that he has pleas of guilty by the operators. In
done well during previous series, defense, Judge Grund said “there
but takes were always higher when has been an unwarranted criticism”
an out-of-town team played New
(Continued on page 737
York. Wallers all but smacked his
(Continued on page 10)

News, doyen of radio-tv edilorsculuni ists, is being “paid back”
for his 30 years in the business.

The form

is

Field.

Book and 30th Anni Gala
Ben

PRICE

.

the

i

,
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By GENE ARNEEL

ert

rooms:
with Lady

new show biz—
And it is
and shilling.

This

!<

.si

romances

lia-ly

n'

i

1

'

8,

SEE 82 PIX HITT
I

lure

to
salaries
naukinq tourists into smoky

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Names In Strip Hotels

Las Vegas, Sept. 7.
Almost a decade of dice has created a new world entertainment
capital where name talent comrecord

INC.,

IG-

.

By MIKE KAPLAN

mands

BY VARIETY.

1954,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

The mambo kick

and the major disk
cprhpaniesare racing to /the' market with every mambpfied tune
they; .can lay their hands chi. Last
Week; Columbia and RCA Victor
were heek-and-neck with their re-,.
into high (gear
.

,

;

-of; the new. Al. Hof f man*pick
Manning number, “Papa Loves
Mambo;” while Decca was putting
its money Ort Gary Crosby’s ‘‘Mambo In The. Moonlight/’: the Buddy

leAse

Tpuzet.
Loman-Rerie
to. the phile diet,.
/the mambo,. As the latest mAhifestatibri of Latin American music
in the .Ui S;/ which HAs had other
cycles- via the ihaxike; ta hgp, rhuiiil-

Kaye-Jule?

contribution

;

the month, is apparently
William
deny
to
anxious
Shakespeare’s paternity of the
of

(.Continued bn pagp.

?

j

€HEZ PAREE
CANADA
MONTREAL,

Currently ^presents

original.

the exploitation handbook issued to all managers
last week it states: “It is a firm
name of
the
that
policy
Shakespeare is not to be used
on any form of advertising or
publicity material issued.”

The Hour of Charm
All Girl OrPliestra

and

,

;

J.

zation,

;

ClioIr

Featuring EVELYN and hef Mag^c

In

under the direction of

PHIL SPITALNY

Violin

;
:

,

.

i

,

MISCELLANY

Wednesday, September

8,

1954
\

\
In his newest film, “Barefoot Contessa,” writer-director-producer
Joseph Mankiewicz indulges in some sharp inside stuff on the
picture business and its people. Some dialog excerpts, which received hearty reaction at a private N.Y. screening for Loew’s
execs last week, follow:
"My name is Harry Dawes. I’ve been a writer and director of
movies for longer than i like to remember. I go way back back
to when the movies had two dirhensions> and one dimension, arid
The man with the sweaty face
sometimes no dimension at. all V
and the frightened eyes was, arid is,-Oscar ,Muldpon. He’s a public
relations* counsellor, which cart be many things— some of them
punishable by laiw. Well, we’d been scouting for what is called,
delicately, a new face,. By most standards, flying all the Way to
Madrid to look for a new face would seem like going to a lot of
trouble. But I’ve known movie producers who would travel even
further for a good smoked whitefish.”
"Don’t worry about your soul. You must have lost it at some preview a long time ago.”
"Do you know who Mr.' Kirk Edwards is?” "I have heard of
hm. He is the owner of Texas.” "That is correct. Recently, however, Mr. Edwards decided to produce motion pictures, and so for
that purpose he has just bought Califomia, too;

—

By SIMON BOURGIN

.

Bayreuth, Germany;, Aug. 31.,
Final curtain has come down oh
the most successful of the Richard
Wagner festivals staged by Wieland and Wolfgang Wagner,, the
Over 50,composers’ grandsons.
000 visitors shelled out a total of
1.200,000 German marks (about
to
hear two “Ring”
$286,000)
cycles, plus performances of " Lohengrin,” "Parsifal”, and a brandnew

Preacher-Songwriter’s
Pop-Cornball Hit Parlay
j

Once again, the pop market is
falling under' the alfalfa irifluenfce.
Latest pop hit to crop up from the
hillbilly belt is "That Ole Hodse,”
which originally was sliced by Stuart Hamblen for
Victor. Rosemary Clooney has since turned into
a pop hit as the back side of "Hey
There,” for a unique, two-sided
click mating of a cornball and
shoWtune item by C o 1 u hi b i a

—

RCA

"Tannhauser.”
"Tannhauser” may well be the
theatrical event of the year, and is

.

HORACE HEIDT

"The difference between European and American iuovie mag-

Currently On Tour
Under Personal Management

Records,
Biggest gainer from the Clooney
As
etching has been Hamblen.
writer of the tune, he’s getting, adGeorgia Sotherns grinding .and':'' ditional, cleffing royalties. At the
bumping in unison.. Yet so mov- same time* the pop version lias beingly was Elizabeth's death por- gun to boom his own Victor plattrayed in final scene that many who ter in the cornbelt market. Hamwatched wept. It was musical the- blen, incidentally, is an itinerant
atre of the highest level. With the. preacher-singer who had a smash
audiences cheered hit in “‘It Is No Secret” a. couple
final curtain,
"Tannhauser” the way Americans of years ago. "Secret” has sold over.
500,000 sheet music copies and is
cheer a winning basketball team.
certainly the. scandal of the season. To imagine the sexual impact
Bacchanale ballet, with
of the
which the opera opens, think of 70

.

There is absolutely ribne.” "You’re being
is astonishing.
disloyal, Oscar, you’re stealing from television.”
"I can. tell you this, it is entirely possible that. Maria D’Amata
went to, her grave without ever once being inside of the Stork, El
Morocco, Ciro’s or the Mocambo— you’ve got to admit that this
nates

WALTER PLANT

!

is

this season, Richard Wagis fast on his way to becoming
non-German property. For the

With

"Kirk didn’t even look at me— and S. Montague Brown was eating and drinking as if the Labor Party had just been elected
unanimously. One thing you cah|t knock about Southern California. The air at night. Sure pity the people who have to breathe
in the daytime. Automatically, if people see the biggest rat in the
World walk with his hat off behind a casket— he becomes a lovable

ner

By GENE

time at Bayreuth, fully half
audience came from outside
Germany. Biggest contingent came
from France, which a few years
ago seemed 'the last country for a

Venice, Sept.

Wagnerian
Flit

it

As

Louisville, Sept.

Tow

|

;

Church Warns on Racket
of

Funds

For Bishop Sheen TVer
Hollywood,'-Sept.

Festival

(7) it left the impresthe great international
manifestations
competitive
film
have now reached a point of direct
acceptance by most important film
producing countries, and that there
is a trend away from the more
Keel to Glasgow
flamboyant, personality-ridden fest
For Brit.
Dates
to one Which will show the best
London, Sept. 7.
possible choice of films. This may
The latest of the Hollywood
mike it tougher, for the army of
scribes in finding news, but will headliners to embark on a British
make these meetings a more stable vaude tour is Howard .Keel who
proving and testing ground for tees off On Sept. 20 at Glasgow. He
films and film trends, and make is known locally for his role in the
place for film Drury Lane production of "Oklaa meeting
this
peoples of the various countries to homa,”
meet, Russia and satellites, with,
Other name headlined currently
the exception of Bulgaria and Po- working the provincial circuits are
land, abstained this year, but 15 Guy Mitchell and A1 Martino.
other countries had 27 full-length
films shown plus 15 shorts which
had already won prizes at the doc-

;

revival.
as another achieveWagner,
versatile

Solicitation

7.

Catholics here have been warned
to be on guard against a new
racket soliciting funds supposedly
to continue local sponsorship of the

7:

By SYD SILVERMAN

Howard

opera train will
100
leave Nov. 23, with some
patrons already registered for the
Dwight Andertrip to New. York.
son, Courier-Journal music editor,
handling details of the safari,
is
and has made reservations at the
Met in the best section for evening
performances Nov. 24-27. Return
trj
.will leave Nov. 28.
Operas listed for the four days
are "La Traviata,” “Barber of Sefirst

With the number of show people
in Europe showing a steady in-

Yaude

ville,” “Meistersinger,”
"Madame
Butterfly”
and
double-bill
the
"Cavalleria Rustican,” and "Pagliacci,” all subject to change. Cost

of the. round trip will- be $96 per
Sheen telecasts traveler, including transportation umentary fest jflus a German reA warning against on air-conditioned coaches With trospective anil the various other
via DuMont.
the con men was read by Cardinal dining-car and lounge facilities, films shown out of competition.
McIntyre at all masses Sunday (5), four nights at; the Taft Hotel,
Though level was fairly high, as.
Admiral, which sponsored Bishop N. Y., and the opera tickets.
f ests go, prexy. Ottavio Croze inSh.een's "Life Is Worth Living,”
timated that the Pre-Selection Cot Many
of; the Louisville travelers
Edinburgh, Sept., 7.
announced telecasts would no
mittee would be reinstituted again
plfti. to attend the N. Y. PhilharAmong copies of early films
longer be extended to the Coast.
monic-Symphony concert on the next year. He felt this was neces- brought to .the International Film
So the pitch being made by rackesary to stave off some films that
afternoon of Nov. 26, at Carnegie
teers is that collections are to buy
may not be of sufficient calibre. Festival here by Col. Willbrd
Hall, N; Y.
timevfor telecasts.
The overabundance, of violent films Webb, official U.S. delegates to. the
Admiral cut coverage here bewas also a factor which he felt mil- Celluloid junket, is the first motion

Bishop Fulton

the foreign car market
takes on a new perspective. Th
film colony in Rome and Ch§ varL
ous vidpi.x enterprises in Paris are
but two
centers in
expanding
American overseas film production.
For people living in Europe or for
those planning visits there ars
many advantages that can be bad
by buying cars in Europe,
crease,

Perhaps the best

variety of cars and will knock off
their 33% purchase tax if the car
is bought with dollars and the delivered price wilf usually be considerably lower than the price tag
on this side of the Atlantic. Most
of the British autos are well built
and will give excellent performance
and fuel economy.
Service for
these cars is adequate all over the
Continent.

J.

4

cause it. didn’t like the quality of
the kinnies being used.
Sponsor
is. believed
doing same in other

Cold,

Wet

Brit.

Summer No

j

j

areas.

Threat to U.S, Tourists

Immigration Dept.'s greenMaurice Chevalier lias
thrown open a logjam of offers to
the Parisian star. These run the
ganiut from a $25,000 bid from Las
Vegas (The Sands) to an NBCRCA Victor combination offer. He
also has been approached with
sundry vidpiix. propositions.
Chevalier is booked in Paris,
until the end of the. year* and then
plans coming to the U.S.
to

apparently

has

LAS VEGAS TO RCA-NBC
S.

not

ence

interest whereas each indi(Conlinued on page 16)

and the

tourist industry,

influx of

a record-making pace.
The July total of more than 170,500 tourists was 13% up on the
same Month of the previous year,
which was itself a record. The. total includes 37,500 from America,
at

17%; mor
Total

.than la$I. July..

number

of tourists
the: end of July was well
vance of the 500,000 mark.

up
‘

i

to

ad-

for

Years
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Continued on page 64)
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Edna’s 1st Screenplay
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
For the first time in her long
literary career Edna Ferber has
written a screenplay, although several of her novels has appeared on
the screen.
After working since June, the
authoress handed over the shooting script of “Giant” to producerdirector George Stevens and left
for N.Y.
:

VARIETY
154 West 46th Street

.

Inc.

,

New

York 36, N.

Y.

offering'

|

brary of Congress.
It is

"The Sneeze,” which Thomas

Alva Edi?on made in 1894. It runs
for two-and-a-half seconds and features one star. Fred Ott, an assistant in Edison’s laboratory, who
annoyed his fellowworkers. by fre-

The Passing of a

Cult Of

.Show Biz ‘Court Jesters’
Hollywood, Sept.

7.

There were only a few gavvker.
Hollywood Cemetery Chapel
Thursday (2) for the memorial
services; for Barney Dean,
Th
obituary had been in the downtown; 'papers, but the nairie meant

at.

!

nothing to the general public.

I ris id e the ch a pel how e v e
r
of the biggest talent and executive
names in the film industry sat with
bowed heads as George Jessel
eulogized " nice little, guy whose
recipe
for
life
Whose
raison
Josie Baker Heads Int’l
d’etre for living— was to hand
and me a laugh.”
The names
Cast in
Pic rubbed shoulders with bit players
'.and. shoeshirie boys in what. was.
Berlin, Aug.: 31.
(Continued on page TO)
At the local CCC lot. MelodicFilm started shooting its widely
publicized
musical,
"An jedem
,

.

—

.

.

’

New German

I

on P.0. Bar Of

.

Finger

zehn” (“Ten on Every
which Herzog will release. Directed by Eric Ode, pic
has an international cast headed
by Josephine Baker in her first
Finger”),

German screen
City

j

U S.

normal American picture.
The
synch is awful.
I.
have no idea if .the Chaplins
are aware of the propaganda overtones, of the picture. They might
have been hai.ve, arid thought the
whole thing Was in good clean fun.
If so, someone pulled
the wool

To
(Please Pri

Pic Ribbing

The Germans, although

a sparser variety of ears, are now
producing some of the best cars'
(Continued on page 10)

,

picture ever deposited for copyright purposes with the U, S. Li-

quent sneezing. When the master
came round one day looking for
subjects for the film camera he had
invented, they suggested Ott, but
Wiesbaden’, Germany,
for once Ott could not sneeze. A
Editor . Variety:
What’s the answer to that Paal- pirich of snuff set' him off, and EdiCliaplin bovs picture! "Columbus son filmed his convulsion.
Discovers Kraeiiwinkel”?
Under- ... Other films brought by Col.
stand there is an English version, Webb include shots of the late
at least Alexander Paal, the pro- King George V of Britain and
Queen Mary when they toured
ducer, states there is one.
The Chaplin boys were dubbed, Quebec and Montreal in 1901 as
(Continued on page 74)
and badly too. Apparently Sidney

German

Jr. made' no effort to
speak. German lines for .the film;
they jiVst blabbed, away in American and dubbed after, as in any

Form

?wo

Alex Paal-Cbaulin Boys’

and Charles

Enclbsed find check for $

VARIETY

Scbulberg On

the

affected

overseas visitors, particularly from
the United States, has continued

Subscription Order
Please send

against the films entered
it led to a lessening of audi-

London, Sept. 7.
Britain’s cold and wet summer Stuart

CHEVALIER'S BIDS FROM
U

itated
since

deals, available

today are in English and German
cars.
The British offer the widest

.

light

good

that

sion

the

In four years they’ve
turned Germany’s most conservar
theatre into probably th
live
(Continued on page 15.)

Film

Venice

A

7.

wound today

down

of
brothers.

the

codger.”
"Tell me, do you see many
"Oh, very few.
foreign film now arid then. American, or English.”

MOSKOWITZ

first

the

ment

with. Harry and Jerry. You could tell it was for
they, never even gave out interviews- about being

was real loye

married.”

selling.

still

not normal.”
"It

real— because

.

a

..
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Monroe Nude From Mails
Los Angeles, Sept. 7.
Eddie LeBaron, head of the Star
pf Fire Gem Co., asked Federal
Court for an injunction restraining
L. A. Postmaster Otto K. Olqscn
froi
barring Marilyn Monroe’s
nude photograph from the. mails.
Postoffice order last Aug, 4 charged
that
pictures of Miss
Monroe,
mailed by LeBaron, were obscene.
Plaintiff contends that hundreds
of thousands of Monroe calendars
with the same picture have been
sent through the mails and that

role. In addition to

Miss. Baker, Bibi Johns (Sweden),
Charles Trenet (France), Kenneth
Spencer (U.S ), Mona Baptiste (India), Woody Herman’s orch and the
Swiss Valerie Trio appear in the
film.
Pic- also

number of

features
substantial
local radio stars, such as

Gerhard Wchdland, Rudolf Schock,
Macky Kasper, Helmut Zacharias,
Werner Kroll, Sunshine Quartet,
Cornel-Trio and Werner Mueller's the P. O.
RIAS Dance Orch.'
hiin.
.

,

i

is

discrii inating against

—
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This is the first anniversary of 20th-F£>x’s big gamble with
Cinemascope and, as the news story herewith details, Messrs,;
Skouras, Za'nuck, Lichtman, Henri Chretien, the French scienfor the new anamorphic
tist who figured in developing the lens
technique, and all concerned have achieved a marked winnah.

—

)

.

.

1

:

What

—

Skouras & Co. faced an industry at a time when i!t was groggy
from wide-screen, stereophonic sound, 3-D ,or not 3-D, and a

.

He. set out to

4

if it Was not the panacea Ojt the Industry,' it. was a milestone
certainly in. the financial career of 20th Century-Fox. In achieving its own economic succoring, Cinemascope has influenced, virtually every major producer-distributor, with the exception of
Paramount which adheres to VistaVision, Some fancy figures,
however, cannot be ignored by anybody in the trade, The company’s 1954 sixmonth net of $3,096,545; against the same first
half-year in 1953 of $158,309 profit, tells the story. A gross rental
in ’53 of nearly $41,000,000 from 34 new productions and 13 reissues versus a $40,000,000 rental on only 12 pictures so far this
year points up the tremendous earning power of CinemaScdpe
productions. And the 20th-Fox. stock, when “The Robe” opened
at the Roxy last September it was $17, and dipped two points
after the picture opened— even going dowh to $12.50— and today’s $26,75 quotation speaks for itself. Curiously* enough, by
Nov. 30, 1953 Wall St. recognized Cinemascope’s potentials because by then 20th-Fox had climbed to $20 a share,

:

•

———-4

London, Aug.

31.
.

*2

BBC

.

.

?»

Sept. 9, .Peter Ustinov
the degree of
deference he received in the
film city, which varied according to the role he was playing.
In the program, which is
tagged “An Innocent in HollyBritish
ihesp
the
wood,”
claims that while p^yiu&. ^hi"
peror Nero in “<3uo Vadis” lie
rose rapidly to the top of the
social scale, but when he be.

comments on

came

slave

a

result of Hollywood’s determina-1
be
will
“everything
that
lion
added to a picture that will help
make it a good picture.”

Martin Sc
“Living It Up,”
Lewis comedy, was cited by Balaban as an example of the b.o. advantages of injecting extra values
The entry is shaping as
pix.
the biggest moneymaker of all
in

.

M

tian” he slumped
the bottoi .”

swiftly

are the

Statistics

to

.

kind available since the. Motion
Picture Assn, of America in 1947
report,
published in .1948, the
MPAA found a .total' of 19,207 theatres, of which 856 were closed.
This made for 18,351 operating sit-

the history of show, business, particularly the film .end of
it, that the distress signals at the boxoffice invariably also herald
a. challenge to showmanship. It piques the imagination and results in boundless new horizons, Skouras proved that a year agp
and there is justifiable cause for acclaim on this first anniversary of perhaps one of the. most significant' developments in the
field of mass cinema theatre entertainment. Skouras’ generalship, Zanuck’s showmanship, Lichtman’s salesmanship, Charles
Einfeld’s merchandising, and their coordinated teams, rate a
posy. And so also do the exhibitors who dared to do; it called
for vision, imagination, and sizable investments on. their part
is

Adolph ZUkor, Par board, chairman, similarly was bullish in adIndusdressing the sales confab.
.(Continued on page 22)
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Hollywood; Sept.

no

7.

Dore Schary, Metro production
uttered a warning against
up 'internawho. stir up/internahatemongers who.
hateiriongers

chief,

M

:

1

.

.

0“t a
f
with
000,000 loan in negotiation
Serge Semenenko, senior v.p, of
the First, National Bank of BosLonger Worried
Of this, $9,000,000 will be
ton,
------ boi•used to :pay. off a
- previous
rowing.
of
‘Star’;
Length
About
Seen as reflecting the company’s
*
Dl
F
T1 *!
tuts in rillll fiscal well-being is the fact that
rlans
the new agreement carries an in-

WB

.....

this industry.”

uations. Drive-ins didn’t play any
ivirnn, uvuiMnauuii
in the
flic
compilation,
part
pan iu
surveyed the exhibition field. In its
mostly because there, were so few
of them in i947.
The 20th figures would tend to
(Continuid on page. 18)

MPAA

films.

;

of their

first

& L

Balaban made it. clear, that Par
is relying on VistaVis-ion to help
keep the company on the uptrend.
He also underlined; as important
Careful planning, wise spending qf
money and close coordination between the sales and ad-pub departments. He added: “But most
important to our good, reputation
the fact that we have good
is
A good reputation and
product.
good, product are inseparable irt

“The Egyp-

in

m

-

.

m

..

Paramount is out to nab the
“best producers, directors and actors’’ for its pictures, Barney BalaPar sales
told
president;
ban
execs at a three-day. meeting
n. Y; last u^eek; The prez stated
he sees present upbeat economics
leading to greater prosperity as a

four- wall houses.

r

bedistrust, in ah address before the 13th national convention

Uqnal
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W
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Worldwide In ’54; 'Obsession As Hypo
Boosted by the record^grossing 4'
“The Glenn Miller Story” and

.

"Magnificent Obsession,” Universal
execs are predicting a whopping
$75,000,000 in gross rentals worldwide for the company this Tear,
That’s $4,500,000 more than the
high scored by U for the last fiscal
year which ended Oct. 11, 1953.

Owner Melvin

Bobert Taylor starrer, It had been
launched with some concern, but
in- 1,500 dates so far, pic has already
brought
in
more than
$1,000,00,0 in domestic film rentals,
and appears to be building everywhere.
sales

execs

looking

are

tiated

(

Manhattan Co.

Continued on page

15)

Holiday Biz Stout.; ‘Dragnet’ Traps

Hollywood 28
Yucca Street
HOllyWood 9-1141

6311

2d

1st, ‘Brides’

Fresh product, coupled with the
long Labor Day weekend, is resulting in fine ’business at most firstrun houses in key.cities .covered by
Generally fair weather
Variety.
helped the wickets and instances'
where local trade rushed to re-

“The
Con-

sorts, influx of out-of-towners
than filled the void.

Surprise winner in the

behind “Glenn Miller,” which' is
heading for a $10,000,000 take
(Continued on page 16)

Qf

more

the

lineup of product
so far this year hasn’t been parthere
is,
that
strong—
ticularly
outstanding
any
been
haven’t

—

year’s
Is

.

is grossing close td: $389, OGO
me 15 situations. It showed
Considerable promise last week as
a new entry in three spots.
“The Egyptian,” (20th), another
robust newcomer,, is hard ori the
heels of “Dragnet” and. “Brides”
and has a firm grip on third posi-

in-

'

'

'

'

'

.

Ranging from
tion.
in initial weeks, it

smash

DElawnre
London
B

.

contracts are now
coming in at the rate of 7,500 per
week, which: is about double the

Europe.

Gross business for the year
play.
looks, to hit over $40,000,000.
at this point is now shifting

.

pace at this time last year,
„
Key reason is the volume of pix

Company is releasing
this year.
at the rate of four films a month,
accounting

Siegel’s last production at 20thr ox was “There’s No Business Like

for

the

heavy

UA

i

fifth despite its
some 10 keys.
showings i
“Magnificent- Obsession” (U), a top
contender for more than a month.
eased off to sixth place while
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) follows in
seventh. “Broken Lance” (20th) is
capturing eighth and ninth goes to
“Gone With the Wind” (M-G) (re-

(Continued on page 15)

exhib

fine

-

.

’

in N>w York. “High
a British import, is
.

Gotham preem.
(UA)

nice

is

in.

(Indie) is fair
and Dry. (U),

T49R.4
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Trafalgar
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House Reviews
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TV
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Literati

Music

Allen
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Produce WB’s

Night

Acts
.Cliib

Revi

Obituaries

Worldwide Animal Pic

frame, slipped, to

in 1953.

new

Martin’s PI.

“Her 12 Men”

newcom

“Private Hell 36

.

Further,

St.

Temple Bar

to stout

.

mt, Sol C. Siegel is moving to Paraniount on a. five-year deal calling
for 10 to 15 high-budget pictures,
He. will operate as Sol C. Siegel
Productions in a partnership deal
whereby Paramount will finance
his films.
Deal, starts in October
wnen he returns from a tour of

STerling 3-5445
Chicago II
No Michican Ave.

612

augurs much

“Cinerama” (Indie) reBlue” United Artists’ playdates stami
fourth, same as last week.
in the U, S, are now. averaging well mains in
“Rear Window” (Par), third last
over 7,000 weekly, or 80% over

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
After eight years on the 20th-Fqx the average

'

Building

b.o.

'

its

Press

alionul

“Living It Up” (Par) is snaring
“Vanishing' Prairie”-,
llth while
(Disney) rounds out the Golden
Dozen. Closely following are “Susan Slept Here” (RKO), “Black
and.
(U-)
Falvyorth”
of'
Shield
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par),

starrer
j

,

“Moon

N.Y

.Washington 4

(M-G) shows promise./ .It’s good' in
derby Chicago. Likewise, “Naked Alibi”
“Sabrina”
this week is “Dragnet” (WB) which (U) is nice in Detroit.
while “Bejust nosed out the incumbent “7 (par) is big: in Toronto
and
Philly
in
Brides for 7 Brothers” (M-G), for trayed” (M-G.) is sock
Jack Webb disappointing in Los Angeles.,
place laurels.
first

for

last

36,

;

‘Egyptian’ 3d, ‘Cinerama’ 4th

to roll up $5.000 ,000
in domestic film rental with' foreign accounting for a big $3,500,00.0. This would give the film $8r
500,000 in film rentals, just a notch:

.

New York

West 46th Si

JUdson. 2-2700

depend

moneymakers such* as
“Moulin Rouge” and

your diver-

(Continued on page 15)
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“results.”

Although

exploit,

(Continued on page 22)
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tinuation
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ti n ue

Published Weekly by VARIETY. INC
Harold Erichs, President

Blasdell ini-

the policy

Wild One”

"There have, been in the past,"
he declared, "and there will con,
to be in, the .future, hate-

of

Savings

•

Irene Dunne-

the old

of

Bank

Co

® anker5

New Giveaway
Minneapolis, Sept. 7.
White Theatre, White, S. D.,
is trying the experiment of admitting the public free to one
show a week during the twoday run. Those attending are
asked to donate what they
think the shows are worth after witnessing them.

Homeoffice is pleased with the
bio. .performance of “Obsession,” a
he make

loan with

&

Conficience -that the length of
,. ,
rrtV
slate at Col
the picture would not be a ha.ndi-. , Future production
highest
cap is based largely on the recent reportedly represents the
ini negatives in the outinvestment
experience of Metro with the rec
Included
release of “Gone With thd Wind.” fit’s, h^°ry^J “.
M-G had no difficulty. peddling the nle (Daniel Taradash. is no\y do.

U

1

T
a
In a broadcast recorded

Branch-by-branch rundown undertaken by 20th-Fox shows that,
as of Aug. 31, 1954, there Were
19,043 regular houses and 4,285
drive-ins. While some of the 19*043
houses may be closed, the nose
count concerns itself primarily
with operating situations.
Leading the country, in terms of
both indoor and outdoor installations is the Dallas, exchange with
a total of. 1,828 theatres-^!, 352 regular and 476 ozoners. Second in
terms of overall numbers is Charlotte, with a* total of 1,173 theatres,
758 regular and 415 drive-i
Third is New York with, comparatively few-r-43-^-drive-ins and 965

;

-

1

-

.

;

.

.

|

:

> .
n
r Oint Or View

Despite televisi
and the impact of other competitive media,
the U, S. today boasts the greatest
number of film theatres in history.
A reliable survey puts the total at
23 330, which includes both fourwallers and pzoriers.

It was a greater challenge becajase, unlike the pioneers, in the
depths of desperation gamblingrfor high stakes and much of
charted course
it sheer happenstafice-^-her e was a carefully
which called for. steel and nerve. It was no penny-ante gamble.
The stakes were high and the loss could have been greater. It
flirted with a graver debacle because the investing-adventuring
company was in an economic eclipse, and. had to combat equally
adventurous pioneers.

diehard recognition that .after Cinerama what?
prove it with “The Hobe” in Cinemascope.

— — ——

—

more notable about the CinernaScope achievement

.is

the evidence anew that the. picture business— an industry
founded on the very shoals of high adventure—has done it
again. This is but another manifestation of history repeating.

Pictures.

Radio-Televisi

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Irwin Allen, who produced “The

Sea

Around Us”

for

RKO

last

at Warners to
World,”
Animal
heralded as thq most com prehensive animat picture ever made.
Film will be a feature-length
documentary in widescreen and
issue),
“Waterfront” (Col), a standout color and will be shot in all seccoin getter, lands 10th s^ot due to tors of the globe by naturalist
its relatively few playdates so far. photographers.

year,

make

Radio Reviews
Record Reviews
Television Reviews

checked in

“The

Frank Scully
'

TWFitms
Unit Review
Vaudeville

-

DAILY VARIETY

(Published in Hollywood of
Daily Variety, Ltd.)
*20 Foreign
•15 a Year
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Dutch Ban ‘French Line’;

New Highs

in 4 Cos. at

Wednesday, September 8, 1954

RKO

2d Try for

Col,
Pix
The Hague,. Sept 7,.

"

While all other film issues Oh-*;
Stock Exchange were
the N. Y.
strong over the past week, mainly NathailSOn
being within a point of top quota-tions for the year, four companies
Sal pc
;

\

.

A

Mar
lw 3v

MaicV

1

•

AS

QUllS

'

saw their common stock jump to
new highs last Friday (4). Supported by impressive financial

^
P

..

The Central Board of Censors in
The Hague has: vetoed showings of
The picRKO’s “French Li
banned Some time ago,
ture \v
but a re-censoring was asked. The

——

(iMl.

Board
(nr
MauplifTI
l
l
lUaiVClIIII

V

dict.

Hollywood, Sept.

7.

.

Because of “difference of opin-

some earnings, were upped

divi-

offices

Hollywood and

in

new product

quire
dends.
Lbew’s, which increased, its divvy: tiori.

will ac-

,

j

for

distrib.u-

its

is

now

possibility

public relations

around/ and
the

ver-

Climb to $132.20 in July

to

V

mn

ag!“yS
agamst

with seyeral cuts, but’ chances for
admission of the; picture are smali,

The same Board refused admittance to Columbia’s “The Wild
One” and to RKO’s “Isle of the
Dead,” but re-censoring has been

li

?13;«2ll:

;

^L. U A nAAM
r

|

Llll

n0US6S

It
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f
at $14,

*

mv
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D,m,:

In of the Essanoss: Circuit
u ac the Crown
e
alo/1
has
also,
Essaness.
Theatre on the west side geared to
carry the bout, per usual. Loop is
a, Telemanagement house with 600
seats and will peddle seats at $4.40
B&K
.each, every one reserved.
once again is entering three, major
habe houses: into the theatre-tv
sweepstakes, the Uptown, Marbro

for July, 1953.

i

and

TivOli,
None of the six theatres will
compete for neighborhood patronage, each of them being well spaced
‘

Closings;

100G Damage

To Strand, Hardest

Hit about. the

city.

Providence, Sept. 7.
Loew’s Back In St. Louis
Combo of Hurricane Carol (31)
St. Louis, Sept. 7,
and. rising tide, which, flooded the
Loew’s State in the downtown
downtown area to a depth of more sector will show the Marcianotliah four feet, knocked out power
Continued on page 15)
throughout the city and forced
closings till yesterday (Mon.).
Strand Theatre was hardest hit PAR’S PUBLICITY
with an estimated $100,000 damage
from the onrushing tide, which
completely ruined orchestra, cellar
Paramount’s ad-pub reps are on.
level stock- and caved in three celthe hop this week working out
Overhaul job; will call
lar walls.
bally schedules for new product.
for all new seats and carpeting;
Being mapped are the publicity
Biggest single item lost in the celrounds for four key people who arlar flood was a $5,000. candy invenrived in N. Y. yesterday (Tues.).
Sept. 20 is earliest possible
tory.
and Monday from Hollywood.
opening date.
Irving Berlin, who came in MonLoew’s State, suffered smaller day, is in line to drumbeat fpr
damage as flood tide covered about “White Christmas.” Danny Kaye,
(

ROUNDS
FOR FOUR KEY NAMES

.

30 front row seats. A shampooing
job was done on the carpeting.
Both RKO Albec and Majestic
were just a few feet higher than
Loew s and Strand and escaped
(Continued on page 22)

also in
.

.

.

MIDNIGHT PREVIEW FOR
‘XMAS’

AT MUSIC HALL
1

Monday,

will

do some work

on_ the same pic; in which he’s
Billy
starred with Bing Crosby.
Wilder, in yesterday (Tues.), will
in the promotion of “Sabrijoi
na,” which he directed.
Alfred
Hitchcock hit Gotham yesterday,
is now in Pittsburgh for a local
Variety Club dinner, vvili be back
in N, Y. tomorrow and will do some
plugging, of ‘‘Rear Window” and
“To Catch a Thief/” He directed

MPAA
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Angel't*.

Sept.

7.

Later the same day both RKO
and
Warners dispatched press.
handouts listing: b.o. figures for
“Susan Slept Here” nd “Dragnet;”
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;
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COMPO
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PIXERS FEAR EFFECT

immm

.

i«ui

I

GATT

rewrite.

German producers want

restric-

to be eager for a

Chicago, Sept, 7.
Chicago Tribune, which lately
has been making a point implicitly
of nixing ads of sexy pictures, now
is cold-shouldering copy for Sovietmade films playing at Cinema An-

tions against
protect their
dustry.

American imports to
own budding film in-

May

Have ‘W’front’ Sequel
Offbeat house is the only thei
the city to show Russian
Columbia, under sharp; exhibitor
product with any degree -of regu- attack for its l-ental terms on “The
larity.
Theatre’s ads are carried Caine Mutiny,” reportedly is askfor other.; foreign, pix, however, ing 50% terms for “On the Watersuch as "La Traviata” and “Cavkl- front.” Exhibs, with Allied States
leria
Rusticana,”
which
are Assn, in the forefront, are ready"t
current.
ing protests on these terms.
Exhibs. charge that the distribs
justify the 50% terms on the basis
of the cost of the production.
In
Will-o’-Wjsp Mankiewicz
the case of “Waterfront,” exhibs.
atre

.

hope to argue that it Was brought
Dodges ‘Contessa’ Bally in at iess than a $1,000,000, conUnited Artists is having a tough sidered a modest sum in the “.big”
time in getting Joseph Mankiewicz picture era.
to hold still long

work
which

on
he

enough

“Barefoot

completed

for.

bally

Contessa,”

abroad

re-

L. A. to N. Y.
Greg Bautzer
Irying Berlin

Roger Corman
Robert Cuirimings.

nex,

N. Y. to Europe

‘

I. A, R. Diamond
H. Neal East
James L. Fallon
Herbert Gordon

Martha Hyer
Beatrice Joy

Danny Kaye
Grace Kelly

Dbreen Lang

Alma Macrorie
Kevin McCarthy
Patrice Munsel

Norman Pincus
Cole Porter
Milton R. Rachmil
Richard Rodgers
Jane, Russell

Fred

J.

Schwartz

Sol C. Siegel
Zachary Scott
George A; Smith
Louis D. Snader

Spencer Tracy

cently.

Gene Allen

Ed Wynn

The wTiter - producer * director
came into N. Y. last week from
Rome. But he made only a quickie
visit—-he went to the Coast over

Robert Burton
Everett C. Callow
Henri Caubiser*
Jeffrey Colby
Em.erson Crocker
Irwin Dash
George Huene

Samuel

|

Suit for the revocation of his dis- 1 respectively.
tribution contract with 'Siimi.vdMeservey, Inc., was filed by Les
Mitchel in Superior Couvt. Jt involves. two films of Mayan ruins
Hollywood, Sept, 7.
that Mitchel shot in Mexico.
Philip L, Gabriel, an investor in
On Feb. 2y. 1951, the plaintiff General Service studios, has organsoys, he signed a deal whereby ized his own company, capitalized
Simmei-Meservey was to distribute at $500,000, to produce both mothe films in 16in and color for tion pictures and telefilms.
non-theatrical circuits and overOn the board with Gabriel are
seas.
Since then, lie charges, the Earl VE. Spicer, I. A. Rumari and
defendant has refused to make George Nasser,
of General
payment Or render an accounting. Service.
•

run.

;

.

,

OVER RUSS FILM ADS

Tabu

Mitchel Sues to Void Pact

will

hue & Coe; The idea is to rotate deal
of curiosity about HoMy wood,
the work among agencies serving
but 6i Course there’s rio denying
In another switch,
the industry,.
(Continued on page 20)
the ads in the new- series will appear once every two weeks, instead
of once weekly as heretofore,
Reaction to the E & P insertions
has been strongly upbeat so far.
A recent poll conducted by
showed that a heavy majority of editors and publishers
Were favorably impressed with the
Detroit, Sept. 7.
"messages." Further, over 50 ediResidents of Harper Woods, a
torials, in dailies across the counof
Detroit,
have demanded
suburb
try, in the past couple of months,
all noting improved industry con- that the City Council pass a censorditions* have been attributed at ship ordinance aimed at a drive-in
least in part to; the
copy. operator, " prohibiting him from
filriis.
“objectionable”
showing
City’s attorriey now is drafting the
proposed law.
U.S.
The ruckus started when persons
living in the vicinity of the East
complained that
Drive-In
Side
Projected revisions of the Gen- their children were able to see the
eral Agreement on Trade and Tar- ozoner’s screen, from their bedroom windows.
The protests
iffs, to which the U; S. is a signatory, are being watched with flooded in when. “French Line”
was
screened/
concern by the American film
business.
William G. Wood, president of
companies.
Earlier this year Metro came out
Motion Picture Export Assn, is the 200-member riabe organization,
on top, financially, with its “Long, expected to ask to be heard ili con- said that in- order to prevent his
Long Trailer,” which, had’ its roots nection with any proposed changes. five children from seeing the film,
in the “I Love Lucy” tv airer. GATT is of importance to/ the dis- he. was forced to take them on
"
Heeht-Lancaster
now lensing tribs in that it prevents any of its outings most of the bights it was
“Marty,” a dramatic story first signatories from instituting quotas playing.
Other parents said that
on tv,
and other trade obstacles that not., being able to hear the sound
didn't already exist prior to their didn’v rnar their children’s interest.
One said it was like having a “100signing the agreement.
Germany in particular is known foot tv that you can’t turn off.”

CHI TRIB SEEING

will he given a midnight N. Y. u
Split
veiling tonight (Wed.) at /Radio
City Music Hall. Par wants the pic
Grosses
Mention
technical
best
seen: only under the
The question of whether boxconditions and figures the Hall pro.-*
vides this setting. ‘‘Christmas” is office figures should /be contained
in line to play the house, probably fin publicity releases or trade adverUsing came up for serious, discusabout mid-Cctober.
The time angle is a toughie, but sion at a N/ Y. meeting last
doubtless numerous cops of press, Thursday (2) of the ad-pub comradio-tv, agencies and other, film nut tee. of the Motion Picture Assn.;
of America. While no formal vote
companies will show. Kaye,
arrived in Gotham from the Coast Was made, it appeared that reps of
Monday (6), Will attend, along With a /I Companies except Columbia and
20th-Fox favored a tabu on any
an exec contingent froi
Par,
such mention of grosses. Col objected to the nix and 20th wasn’t, represe tiled at the session.

Ad-Pubs

Motion Picture Or-

of

I

“White Christmas,” Danny Kaye- both.
Bing Crosby costarrei’ and the first
from Paramount,
Vista Vision fill
,

Television likely will be subject
to more intensified appraisal as a
source of pic material as a result
of the success of “Dragnet.” The
Warner version of the jack Webb
program, with Webb starrinjg and
directing, is shaping as the top.
moneymaker on the company’s releasing list this year, surpassing
“High and the Mighty.”
Film is in its early stages of distribution but initial returns indicate important coin all around.
The pic has topped “Mighty” in
every situation so far \Vith typical
opening grosses as follows: Allen
Theatre, Cleveland, $4,800; Norva
Theatre, Norfolk, $4,000; Strand,
Hartford, $2,600; Golden Gate,. San
Francisco, $5,500; Warners Downtown and Warners Wiltern, L.A.,
$ 8 100
An alltime high was established
at the Keith’s Theatre, Syracuse,,
where the film clocked an opening
day’s take of $4,250. Pic did $6,500
on opening at the Paramount and
Fenway, Boston, and $5,100 at the
Albee, Cincinnati, unusually tall

would take before the first cars
would roll off the assembly li

it

The actor, who’s also exec V.p. of
USO Camp Shows, honorary life
second prexy of Equity and ex-Shepherd
series of 26 fun-page ads in Edi- of the Lambs; completed his 20thtor & Publisher to promote the city trek in one month. “I’d never
picture business on an institutional played that many one-night stands
Filial insertion in the- first before,” he said.
basis.
In each city he'd
series appears in the current issue meet with., the tv arid drama ediof the press weekly.
tors.
In addition, he’d address
In an agency switch, the. Mon- luncheon meets and go on the
roe Greenthal Co. will handle, the radio and tv.
new group of ads, replacing Dona“Everywhere I found a great
Council

ganizations

For More Film Material

’

Hurricane Causes Prov.

'

Ad Series in E&P

Deeper Video Appraisal

=

s

.

stage.
asked and those pix have still a
July earnings average $3,01 P^r
“I don’t think the public fully
chance to be admitted for persons,
hour* lc below the June figure but
realizes the tremendous changes
above the age of 18.
24c. above the level for July last
Hollywood, and certainly the busi.The Dutch Board of Censors is year.
nessmen aren't conscious of. what
an institution of the Ministry of
it took to retool si whole industry
It consists of about
the Interior.
to
new' m e diuin without ever
form.laymen,
80 members; mostly
missing
step,” Lytell opined.
ing committees of five, headed by
“Just
imagine
if the; whole, automopresident.
Though
a permanent
tive industry suddenly switched to
the Dutch film trade hasn’t too
Diesel
powered
engines, how long;
methods
many objections about the

[

'

an<* c

=

-

a yeai s

closed at ¥19.25.

it,

7.

,
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Also at a new high at the close
of last week was Decca Records,
With 23*500
Which, controls U.
company
shares traded, the platter
^

capital

,

SvL
^ ^

m

good

That’s the opi ion of Bert Lytell,
'vet thesp who's just completed an
Average earnings of film studio extensive 20-city tour Jin behalf of
workers climbed to $132.20 in July* 20th-Fox’s “The Egyptian.” Lytell
compared with $130,38 In June, ac- grabbed space and airtime; with his
cording to the California Labor pitch for the film, but he also
It was a big talked, about Hollywood
Statistics Bulleti
past and
increase over the $116.91 average present and discoursed about the

Sacramento, Sept.

for a version

of "censoring,': it is felt that; the
Board has a tendency to be more
Sellout here to :tlie moyi reEuropean,, especially
lenient to
c e nt heavyweight boxing theatre;
French pictures,, than to American
telecasts has tempted two new the<600 1 9v
TT went to $.29,121;
in a
» mUH
yiildin
U
ones.
atres to join the regular skein of
trading session but pi of it-taking
four fpr the Rocky Marciano-Ez2
C
5? U
P
zard Charles, bout on; Sept. 15. One
i0
\0
nr
«ift ?n
outlets B|g ‘Dragnet’ B.O. Cues
n non of the new closed-circuit
WB, o.n an exchange
j s a firstrun downtown house, the
the- other an 1,800Loop,
and
with
n

lms is
Th^k

a

who’ll travel
true story of
and the people

,

1

fc

£

ot
$27./5.
25
of°$27

film

working in

is

man

tell ‘the

.

to 25c, up from 20c, closed at $18.75.
after a brisk day of trading. Total _ .
.
l
of 16,800 shares exchanged hands.
Company’s low for the year was
$13.25.
20th divvy went up to 46c last
week, compared with the previous
I
|.
quarter s 25c plus an extra 10c.
|
*
On trading, of 10.800 shares, the
20th issue opened at $26.75 and
'

.

on

Only

new censoring

ask a

stateihents recently, Loew’s, 20th- ion and policy,” Sam Nathanson
Universal,
Fox,
an d Warners resigned as general sales manager
reached new peak marks. Further of Hal R. Makelim Productions,
He will Set up his own organizabolstering investor interest in; 20th
and Loew.’s, in addition to hand- tion,. Nathanson announced, with

insisted hovvever

What Hollywood needs

;

the past weekend—rand he couldn’t
make the radio-tv-p|ress publicity
rounds/ Following a few days of

huddles with Samuel Goldwyn on

“Guys and Dolls,” which he’ll diMankiewicz will be back in
and, it’s hoped by UA, will
do some drumbeating. “Contessa”
rect,

Anna

Russell

William L. Taub
Elizabeth Taylor

Gotham

opens Sept. 29 at the Capitol, N.Y.
showcase* in a benefit for CARE.

N. Y. to L, A.

S.

Zagon

Europe
Judy Garland..
William HaWki
Nola Luxford
Garry Moore

Hildegarde Neff
Gregory Ratoff
Robert E. Sherwood

Mort Blumenstock

Eva Turner

Barron

Charles Vidor

Polaii

to N. Y.

Harold Anderson
Robert Douglas

»

»
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PICTURES

IN
Major

*.

'*

ONE YEAR

companies which

have only recently upped their release of product of independent ‘Brides’ 8th
Pic To
First anniversary of the Cinemaproducers .would welcome a tome
scope “revolution” next week (16)
on ‘'How. to Live With an Indie.’:
Pass
finds
at
Hall
$1,000,000
20th-Fox in an enviably
Accustomed to distributing, their
Brides
“Seven
for
Seven strong financial and product posir
own stucli pix and following their
tiori and the industry and public
beeam
the
eighth
ales- arid exploitation policy, Brothers’’*
p\v
generally, sold on the new. medium
•'
mpanies are nO\y faced Metro picture to .chalk; up a
these
along with stereophonic sourid.
with a situation which; in broad $1,000,000 run at the Radio City
20th not only accomplished a reOut of 88 M-G
terms; may be compared to a med- Music Hall, N. Y.
pic which have played the Hall toolirig of its own plant,, but per-:
dling mother-in-law.
16-year span, the pix in shaded more than 7,000 U. S. exCareful to protect their rights, over.
hibitors to invest around $90,000,the indies move in with a full com- addition to “Brides” which grossed 000 in
new screens, lenses and
“The Great
plement of legal eagles, who insist over $1,000,000
sound
during this single year.
on approval rights on every move, Caruso,” “€vanhoe,” “Show Boat,”
CinemaScope is largely credited
"ranging from sales terms to.com- “Valley of Devision,” “The Band with
providing fresh impetus to a
Several major Wagon” and “Mrs. Mini
tieups.
mei’cial
“Brides” grossed $1 ,070,000 in new public interest in pix. Tlie
execs, charged' with the job of; sellresultant sharp upswing in b.o. reing or publicizing the picture of six weeks, a record for- that period tiirhs
generally started in the secAccording to Metro,
an indie, complain their hands are at the Hall.
ond quarter of 1954.
tied on many occasions, partic- no other, picture came; close to
The other productiori companies,
ularly in a situation where a quick passing the $1,000,000 mark in the
with the' exception of Paramount,
must be made. Even same length of playing time.
decision
have jumped on the. Cinemascope
United Artists, which, since its in- .Metro’s highest take for the Hall
bandwagon in varying degrees. The
ception has' only released the fifths is for “Caruso,” which chalked up
figures indicate that
for
10-week run, most recent
still faced with the $1,390,940
a
of indies,
115 and possibly as many as
some
It’s
“Brides” currently is in its seventh
problem numerous times,
135 CinemaScoped attractions will
pointed out that a confab can’t be week and is set to go .for an eighth.
reach the theatres during the rest
called for every deal, especially,
of 1954 and in 1955. Company per
when an important chain deal is
company breakdown of C’Scope pix
pending or a last-minute tieup is
ready, shooting, editing or plan-,
available for the asking.
ning shows;

M-G

Pitch for harmonious cooperation
distributors, and exhibi-

.

.

%

.;

-

j
’

,

between

L. A.

Bank Sues for Rights

terference, is contained in a letter
written last week by Al Lichtman^
director of sates and distribution
for 20th- Fox, to Abram F. Myers,

To Bergman-‘Joan’ Pic
Lot Angeles, Sept.

l.:

Security First National Bank
foreclosure actioni in SupeCourt asking all rights to the
film, “Joan, of Arc,” iri which Ingrid
Bergman starred.
Listed
among the 36 defendants were Miss
Bergman,, Walter F. WarigOr; David.
O. Selznick, RKO Radio. Pictures
and Republic.
Bank claims it made a loan of
$3,487,879 to Sierra Pictures in
1947 and that $1,463,184 is still un-

board chairman and general counAllied States; Assn.
Lichtman also explained 20th’s
preference for fewer but better
pictures, and He put. on record
20th’s willingness— and. even eager-

filed a

sel of

rior

ness— to
limited

:

ing experiences, distribs are riot
reluctant to use the indie as a
crutch when the situation demands.
This applies to exhib. beefs anerit
rental terms, With the distrib assuming a third party attitude With

blame me;

“don’t

that’s

wyn

and Warner Bros,, of

pictures,

has dittoed the chant with the
product of a number of indies; in

late,
its

stable.

—

in
W. R. Frank's production of
“Sitting Bull” wasn’t thrown for a
after all. Pic has picked up
fancy coin in the same area as

loss

Variety reported
where it received

last

——

week

editorial brick-

Complaints relating to indie-dis- bats. Rapi{I City, N. D„ by name;
Recapping the situation, Frank
relations do not stem solely
from the releasing outfits. The pro- had intended to Tens the picture
on location In North Dakota, but
Continued on page 15)
couldn’t swing a production money
deal with local interests. He did
find a sponsor ini Miguel Aleman
Jr., arid because of this tieiip the
pic Was shot in Mexico. Aleman
is the son of the Mexican ex-presitrib

—

CinemaScope to the themakes it the more remarkable that, as Of Sept, 2 there were
7,066 CinemaScope installations in
the U. S., with 200 equipments
being added every week. Of the
7,066 theatres, 3,272 have stereophonic magnetic sound, for which
20th put up a terrific battle; 483
(mostly drive-ins) employ “mixat selling

atres

.

.

.

(Continued on page 18)

(

With Paramount,

it’s

now nearly

“participation.” Mel Epstein
Pal, it was disclosed
this week, are exiting producer
berths at the studio, leaving only
four filmmakers under straight
contracts with Par. All the other
all

and George

producers are - engaged
form of partnership with

some

‘

tlie

;

TAX

LIBEL

AWARD

VS. SEG

Los Angeles, Sept 7.
Superior Court jury awarded

tensity.

•

Under Dr. Garmari’s

direction,
took over a theatre in Hastings, N. Y,, for four months arid

GPL

...V
Mike
Jeffers $35,000 after delibera tmg f°ur days over
his charge conducted extensive color tests,
that he had been libeled
by the picking up home tv color programs

Screen Extras Guild in a bulletin
printed during the studio strike
Jeflers. had sought
$200,000.
Jury got the case after hearing
evidence for seven weeks. Screen
Guild H. O’Neil Shanks
«
a. n a
guck Harris were ordered to.
* n Punitive
damages
ana $10,250 in, compensatory'
damkes. a previous
trial ended in a
un S Jury after 10
months*.
*

.

a better, chance for
if we are at each other’s
(Continued on page 18)

cess than

Cal.

Group Favors

Support for Allied States Assn.’s

plan to seek Government regulation of the film industry came this
week from the Southern California Theatre Owners Assn.
In a
Tetter to Allied, released by board
^chairman Abram F. Myers,
November,. 1954.
Foreign earnings of 20th last prexy Harry C. Arthur Jr. declared
year ran to $38,353,000. “By 1955 that “we .
have come to the
weTl benefit from the full iiiipact conclusion that Governrnerit reguof the British market,” Siivertsone lation by an agency such as the
Federal Trade Commission would
said.
Referring to the Rank policy of be far superior to the regulation
playing
limiting the
time of Cine- we ai'e now suffering 'from .by the
rriaScope pix arbitrarily to one film companies.”
Drawing
parallel,
a
Arthur
(Continued on page 16)

Allied’s

Nod

On

.

points out that “for many years
the railroads operated in as high-

Is

Spurring

Roundtable of Experts

Remaining on straight salary are.
Meanwhile, the editor of the
Company, he indicated, will be Rapid City Daily Journal, Who was Irvirig Asher, Pat Duggan, Bobby
operated on the same basis of Unit- provided With an advance screen- Dolan arid Paul Jones.
and
directors
Further,
stars,
ed Artists i
(Continiied on page 18)
guaranteeing bank
other talent are engaging in parfinancing for producers. Program
ticipation deals’ with the company.
calls for 10 pictures oyer a twoPar theory, which is subscribed to
year, period With budgets running
by all other companies except
from $800,000 to $1,000,000.
Metro, simply is that giving a perDCA already has two films comcentage of a film’s ownership, inpleted;. Joseph Kaufman’s “Long
stead of a flat salary, reduces the
John Silver” and Alan Dowling’s
company’s investment risk.
“Hunters of the Deep.” Next on
the list will be “The Survivors;” to
General Precision. Laboratories
be produced by John and Roy
Boulting in. England; followed by is ready to launch the production MPEA’S INDONESIA
of largescreen theatre tv units “if
“The Viking” in Norway.
for
Schwartz said he believed in par- there is a customer demand”
The company,
equipment.
ticipation deals as a means of at- the
Compromise arrangement, under
extensive
after
period
of
tests,
a
tracting bigniame stars and direcbelieves it can achieve iri color the which Motion Picture Export Assn,
tors.
same: results -now’ obtained by the members would pay a 66%% tax
monochrome equipment. Accord- ;;to the Indonesian government on
ing to Dr. 'R. L. Garman, managing
director of GPL; the color units
are even better with respect to in-

we have

“We’ll take a big loss in Britain this year, but it’ll be. made up
next year,” Silverstone declared.
He predicted that 20th would top
its 1953. earning record in the foreign market “by at least $2,000,000” in 1954 despite the British
setback, and he saw a 33% increase
over 20th ’s best foreign year for
the 12-month period starting in

agents.

MIKE JEFFERS' $35,000

gether in harmony, with an
predation, of each other’s problems;

trip.

com-

pany.

opening.

dependents, Murray Silverstone,
International
20th-Fox
topper,
claimed in N. Y. last week on returning from a lengthy- foreign

overall distrib sales methods.
“I. believe that with. the distributors and exhibitors working to-

.

,

ferences here with producers and

si

SCTOA

dent.

Back to N. D. went Frank with
a proposal to preem “Bull” on the
local grounds. The Tocalites would
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
like to have had the film produced
Newly-formed Distributors Corp. in the Black Hills area and beefed
of America is -setting up a revolving over the switch to Mexico, But
fund of $1,000,000 to finance prod- nonetheless The Range Day Assn;,
uct to be released through that or- Black Hill? Assn., and Rapid City
ganization.
That was the state- Chamber of Commerce endorsed
ment
of
Fred
J. the preem idea to the extent that
president
Schw rtz, who is also head of Ceri- each contributed $500'for a variety
tury Theatres of N.’Y., after con- of celebrations to tie i
Tth the

running

’

in-

dies—ri4; overseas producers 10;
Metro— 11; Universal— 8; Columbia—4; Disney (RKOi 2; Allied
Artists— 2, and United Artists 1.
Despite the refusal of, the J.
C’Scope production is likely to be Arthur Rank and ABC circuits to
stepped up as outlets increase.
play ball, 20th-Fox has won the
The resentment and opposition battle for CinemaScope in Britain
that greeted. 20th’ s first attempts by throwing in its lot with, the in-

—

what the

independent
producers
warits.”
HKO has used this argument with
Walt Disney and Samuel Gold-

— 15;

possibilities.

prior to the indie exhibs* recent board powwow at White Sulphur Springs.
Group oh that occasion plainly
favored Government intervention
to regulate distrib sales policies,
and it also came out sharply
against the product shortage and

.

Bros.;

grossing

Communication,

pages and very cairn in tone, came
at Che request of Myers, who had
asleep for confirmation of the A if
lied committee’s talk with Licht-

man

;

20th— 47; Warner

pi

j

.

.

CinemaScope

sell its

a flat rental basis to small
towns and small subsequents with
on-

,

Used As A Crutch
While undergoing these frustrat-

without any Government in-

tors,

Technical Problems

The

industry's
long-neglected
concern with, technical matters,

handed fashion as the film companies do” and after repeated
warnings legislation was introduced making the railroads. subject
regulation;

to

by

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission.
seems to me,” said Arthur,
“that the motion picture distribu“It

sharply focused by the confusion tors are ignoring the storrri signals
new projection
(Continued on page 18)
and sound methods, is ready for a
complete aboutface. The need for
technical knowledge, particularly
0. INDIES
among exhibs who have been bombarded almost daily with a succesVS.
PIX
sion of “new -era” gimmicks, has
Colurribus, Sept. 7.
been one of the sore spots in reKeeping a watchful eye on the
cent theatre operation;
While individual manufacturers, exhibition of free films which
equipment dealers and film compa- might Carriage the business of Inresulting from the

WIN

TO DRIVE

pushing a particular, device,
have offered some advice, there has
been no central, agency for the
theatre op to receive competent,
up-to-the-minute technical knowlonly the “royalty” portion of their edge on the equipment he had in1953 income there, was approved stalled to protect, the “new era”
in N. Y, last week by MPEA.
Under the sponsorship of the
Deal is considered very favorable ''for the Americans under the Council of Motion Picture Organizations,
this void is expected to be
circumstances since, in effect, it apnies

WB OVER
FREE

dependent Theatre Owners of Ohi”
members, Robert A. Wile, executive secretary, reports he brought
Warner Bros, around to liis way of
thinking recently.
After writing a letter of protest
Warners for permitting the

to

showing free of charge of “One
Foot in Heaven” at a Columbus
drive-in operated by a religious
group, Wile followed up with a
Warners mart said he
series of technical phonccall.
plies the tax to only r 12% of the filled via
escoulfl
see no reason why the group
the
discussions
and
monies accumulated in Indonesia. roundtable
engineering shouldn’t be permitted to play pix
of., an
Royalties come to 26% of the total tablishment
amount, which is in excess of group whose advice would be with a religious connotation. Wile
However, 40% in. in- readily accessible. First step in put the clincher; When Fredric
$1,000,006.
come taxes can be deducted from implementing the COMPO proposal March is advertised in a picture
was taken by Allied States Assn.; for nothing (‘‘One Foot in Heaven")
the 20%;
“Executive.
Part of the 1953 film earnings in whose board of directors last week at one. theatre and in.
for a price, thi
Indonesia were remitted, earlier heartily endorsed the idea. Aliied’s Suite”,at another
competition.
unfair
estabconstitutes
the
to
spur
expected
is
this year. The new deal brings an- nod
Warners, mart bought that and
other $1,000,000 into MPEA cof- lishment of the technical experts
be no more
fers.
No agreement has been roundtable and to launch the series promised- therehiswould
company for tins
fr m
reached covering MPEA earnings of discussions presided over by pictures'

to study the engineering results of
its largescreen equipment.
The only deterrent to the widespread use of largescreen theatre
tv, according to Dr. Garman, is the
cost, which he termed , “considerably more expensive.” In a more
conclusive breakdown* he said tlie
cost would be about two-and-a-half
or three times as much as a monofor 1954.
(Conti ued on page 10)

.

outstanding industry engineers.

group.

y

.

MUH

Juliet;

,

a

.

Alan Ladd In spectacular action meller; hefty grosses on

ShakeDespite lack,
of

speare's classic.
names, this prestige
picture for the industry should
qualify for extended runs;

both sides of the Atlantic.
,

London, Aug. 3L
Columbia release .of Warwick ’produc*.
lion. Stars Alan Ladd and Patricia Medina;
features Peter Cushing* Andre
Morell, Harry Andrews. Directed by Tay.
Garnett. Screenplay,- Alec Coppel; cam-

London,. Sept. 3.
General Film Distributors .release of
Sandro Ghenzi (in association with Joseph
janni): production. Stars Laurence Harvey,
Susan .Sheqtall; Flora -Robson, Norman

•

era

.

Laurence. Harvey
Susan Shentall
Flora Robson:
Friar Laurence .......... Merv.yn Johns
...v.
Bill Travers
Benvdllo
Enzo FiermOntc
Tybalt
;

Nurse

Prince of Verone
Capulet

Lady Ca

,

Aldo Zollo
Giovanni Rota
Sebastian Cabot
Lydia Sherwood

.

.

...

Sir

.

-.-n

Thomas

Hal

,

.

.

..

Alan Ladd

.... ...

...

.

;

.

Troubadour ..........

Tommy Moore
;

Elton Hayes

.Y, ..

Ladd join!6 the gallant
knights at. King Arthur’s Round
Alan

’

They hold Gleason,

President.

wounded.

-

.

Considerable, dramatic skill, is
exercised, in progressing the narrative from the time Sinatra seizes
the house until he is killed when
the President’s train doesn’t' make
its intended stop, practically all
the footage unraveling inside the
house. Sinatra plays his role flamboyantly, while Hayden enacts his
with repression as he seeks the
weak link in the other’s seeming

and

score; heavily,

Both

strength.

they get top support from a competent cast.
Nancy Gates excels as the mother Of Kim Charney, believable as
the boy. Gleason is up to his usual
standard, and Christopher Dark
and Paul Frees sock over their
•

parts as Sinatra’s henchmen. Other
parts are handpicked. John Shreyer’s tight editing is a potent plus

Whit.

credit.

Throe Hours to

Kill

(COLOR)
with

western,

OffbOat

Dana

.

;

. •.,.

.

.

•

.

...

.

•

•

, . .
* ‘

•

.

.

.

.

..

Laurie Mastin
Chris Plumber
Ben East
...

v.

.

Hendricks
Marty Lasswcll

Niles.

Sam

i

.

.

Minor.
Carter Mastin
Polly
Betty Y.

Deke

.

.

.

•

.

..../

ESteban
Little Carter

Vince

Stephen

.

•

Richard Webb
Carolyn Jones
Charlotte Fletcher
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takes too njuch, resulting
a
conflict of themes^ none of which
is
satisfactorily
developed.
It
emerges as a bettCr-than-average
western, though, arid should fit
neatly into the programmer slot.
‘
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Gary Merrill, Wanda Hendrix and
John Brohifield, while Technicolor

documentary

Good*

In the current cycle of cops-’ri’robbers melodramas; “Down Three

lensing of the outdoor vistas offers
an added lift to this Wallace. MacDonald production.
The Ray Buffum, DeVallon Scott
screenplay from Buff urn’s story
reaches "back to Civil War timeswhen President Lincoln was attempting to smoke the peace pipe
with the Sioux nation in order that:
Union soldiers -might be freed to
fight the. South. However, wind of
the plan gets to the Confederates
who replace Liricoln’s emissary to
the Indians with Gary Merrill.
Merrill, in guise of a Northerner,
is supposed to swipe the tribesmen’s promised gold for the Southern cause and at the same time incite the Sioux to harass the loyal
Dakotans. As the script builds toward the denouement, there is
a wealth of fisticuffs, chicanery;
skirmishes with the Injuns arid
hard riding before Merrill is exposed as; a thief who is loyal to
neither North nor South.
Ray Nazarro, an old hand at directing saddle sagas, draws ample
suspense and movement from the
story. Merrill carries off his role
of traitor well
Wanda Hendrix,
who has the film’s lone femme
part, registers nicely as the daugh-

Dark Streets”

ter of a

-

styled

melodrama on FBI manhunt
With favorable prospects gen.

erally.
.

s

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
United Artists release. o£ Edward Small
(Arthur Gardner and JuleS V. Levy) production, -Stars Broderick Craw.fotd, Ruth
Roman; features Martha Hyer, Marissa
Pavan, Casey. Adams, Kenneth Tobey,
Gene Reynolds, William Johnstone. Directed by Arnold Laven. Screenplay, the
Gordon Gordons and Bernard C. Schoen^
feld; based oh novel, "Case File, FBI/’
by the Gordons; camera, Joseph Biroc;
editor. Grant Whytoc^; music, Paul Sawr
tell.
Previewed Aug. 26, '54. Running
time; 05
INS.
Ripley
-oderick Crawford
Kate Martel .....
Ruth Roman.
Connie Anderson V
Martha Hyer
Julie Angelino.
Marissa Pavan
Dave Millson
......
...
Casey Adams
Zack Stewart Y.
Kenneth Tobey
Vince Angelino
Gene Reynolds.
Frank Pace
William Johnstone.
Barker.
...... Harlan Warde
Uncle Max
Jay Adler
Matty Pavelich ...... ... , Claude Akin
Brenda Ralles
.... Suzanne Alexander
Mrs. Dones
Myra Marsh
Joe Walpo
Joe Bassett
Vitki
DedC Gainor
Emil .Shurk
Alexander Campbell
Kuppol
Alan Dexter
Randol
Larry Hudson
(Aspect,.ratio: 1.75-1
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is

better entry,

t

field,

Arthur

Gardner and Jules V.

v

Southern spy. John Bromof a stage line and enMiss Hendrix,, is a lusty

owner

.

gaged

to

hero.

Good support

by Noah

lent

-is

Beery Jr., as a Southern sympathizer; Faye Roope, as Miss Hendrixls father, plus other cast members. Ellis W. Carter ably, caught
the scenic backgrounds with his
.

Technicolor camera, while Aaron
Stell edited the footage down to a
tight 65 minutes in keeping with
requirements of the .program mar-

rate fashion to .build a suspenseinterest-holding show.

Reed, had quickly married

.a

rival

Gi lb:

donald.

ful,

comes from the three cases
FBI Agent Kenneth Tobey .is
Whit iWssell working on at the time he is
Felipe Ttirich killed.
Special Agent Broderick
Arthur Fox
Francis McDonald Crawford takes over, believing the

Richard Alan Simmons-Roy Huggins screenplay, however, under-

—

•

. .

... . .

.

average material. Cast toppers are

Streets

Elliott

Richard Coogan
Laurence Hugo
James Westerfield

In a broad sense, “Three Hours
to Kill” fits into the “High Noon”
school of westerns. It’s an outdoorer with a lesson, castigating,
as it does, mob psychology.
The

,

.

Down Three Hark

.

.

.

,

.

rounded up art" able cast to, project
melodramatics and Arnold ket. Mischa Bakaleinikoff’s score is
"Dana Andrews the
Donna Reed Laven, who. also directed “Vic6 an asset; as are the modest physical
Dianne Foster
Squad,” handles the reins in first values furnished by producer Mac-

MINS.
Jim Guthrie

.

,

. . ,

. . . .

.

.

,

.

;

'

:

.

’

.

.

MINS.
Brock Marsh ... ..
Gary' MerriU"
Ruth Lawrence
Wanda Hendrix
Mike Daugherty
.
«
John Biromfield
"Gimpy" Joe Woods.
(Noah. Berry Jr,
John Lawrence
Fa ye RoopeJudge Baker
....
oward. Wendell
Marshal Collins
„ .......
Robert Simon
Warren
......
James Griffith
Frank Gi
Richard WebbGrimes
.... Peter Whitney
War Cloud
..
John War, Eagle

.

Werker. Levy, responsible
Alfred
Directed by
for last season’s
Screenplay, Richard Alan Simmons and
Roy Huggins,’ based on story by Alex profitable “Vice Squad,” produced
Gottlieb; camera (Technicolor); Charles and. Edward Small is presenting
LaWton; editor, Gene Havlick. Previewed- through
United
Artists.
They
in N.Y: SeRt. 3, '54. Running time, 77

.

.

.

music, Mischa Bakalelnikoff, Tradeshown, N.Y., Sept. 2. '54. Runhi
time,’
Stell;

65

...

.

•

touch, of naiyite that Occasionally burn, Charles :Smith. Directed by
Lewis
creeps
across
her performance Allen. Screenplay, Richard S^le; camera,
Clarke; editor, John Schrcyer,
might well be a subtle way of Charles
music, David Rahslri. Previewed Aug. 30, Dana Andrews and Donna Reed
adding a little extra conviction.
'54. Running time, 75 MINS.
provide marquee lure.
Laurence Harvey, with a Shake- John. Baron ............
Frank Sinatra
“Three Hours” further exemShaw
..
Sterling Hayden
spearean season in Stratford-on- Tod
plifies
Hollywood’s departure from
Pop Benson
.• James
Gleason
Avon: to his credit, is at all times Bart Wheeler
.YYv.
Christopher Dark the “he-went-thataway” oaters by
Paul Frees introducing a subject that will
a .sure, fine performer. His diction Benny Conklin
Ellen Benson V. / ,•.•..
Nancy ;Gates
.is
perfect,, his bearing excellent Pidge Benson ............ Kim
Charfiey surprise, yeferari sagebrush viewers
and he plays with sincerity. The Dan Carney ...
Willis’ Bouchey
the birth
of * an
illegitimate
"Son .••••'?> Ken Dibbs child. It is delicately handled and
other players are dwarfed by the Haggerty
.;
Clark HO watt
immensity of the two title roles, Jud Hobson
James Lllburp the hero and heroine, in keeping
.-.
but the performances are all of Bebop
Charles Smith with Code standards, do not enjoy
Slim Adapia
Paul Wexler a completely
matching quality and contribute to Burge
happy ending, ap...v,..
Dan White
the general integrity of the .pro- Hawkins ...
..... ...
ichard Collier parently as atonement for their,
Roy Engel si
duction, Flora Robson, as Juliet’s Driver No, 1
Driver No, 2
Ted Stanhope
nurse, and Mervyn Johns, as 'Friar Kaplan
“Three Hours” provides the
Chas. Waggenheim
Laurence, play the top supporting Tioopcr .-i.,.
John Berandino necessary fisticuffs and gun-sling{Aspect ratio: 1.75-1)
parts with studied care, proving ”
ing for action fans. The mystery
themselves once more class thesangle borders on the cliche, for it’s
Frank Sinatra’s name will be a soon, obvious that the guy least
pers.
Sebastian Cabot arid Guilio Gar- valuable asset in boosting the b.o, likely to have committed the murtun etti, as the rival heads of the chances of this slick exploitation der is the guilty party;
Title refers to the time given
houses of Capulet and Montague, feature; which twirls about a fanand Norman Wooland as Juliet’s tastic plot to assassinate the Presi- Andrews, a fugitive from his town
dent of the U;S.release, Rob- for three years, to. Uncover the
ill-fated wooer, Paris, play their
;
crime he is
respecti/e parts with understand- ert Bassler’s first indie, chore since killer for whose
ing and help to enrich this screen rankling 20th-Fox last year, comes charged. He returns disillusioned
through as a well-vvorked-oqt met- and bitter, bearing the scar from
classic.
ier containing story ingredients the. rope of an abortive hanging in
Robert Krasker has handled the which may be ballyed
for good re- which his friends, in a moment of
color cameras with artistry arid turns on upper
half of double bills. mob fury, participated. The unSydney Hayers has done a thorTaking its title from the name of successful lynchers as well as the
oughly competent job. of editing. the California town where
ac- killer, fearing revenge and unThe background music by Roman lion unfblds; the RichardtheSale
masking, are out to get hini. The
Vlad is in line with, the r*
script carries sufficient theme nov- girl he left behind, played by Mis^
a
.

.

from story by Buffum; camera (Technicolor), Ellis W. Carter; editor; Aaron

.

Bissell.

:

.

Columbia release of Wallace MacDonold production. Stars Gary Merrill, Wanda
Hendrix, John Brohifield; features Noah
Beery Jr. Directed by Ray Nazar.ro,
Screenplay, Ray Buffum, DeVallon Scott

. .

Reed,

James Westerfieldi Richard Webb,- CaroWhit
Fletcher,
Charlotte
Jones,
lyn

.

.

(COLOR)
Better - than - average western
for the action market.

;

thanks to a well-plotted story, believable
performances and the
for okay returns.
documentary air that dominates
the presentation.
It’s good filmColumbia release of Harry Joe Brown fare for the situations that
go in
production,. Stars Dana Andrews; Donna
actiop bills arid
Reed, Diane Foster. Features Stephen fot well-made
Elliot, Richard Coogan, Laurence Hugo,. should hit a satisfactory b;o.
level,

Donna

and

Andrews

.

.

.

;his

daughter-in-law and young grandson prisoners. When Hayden arid
the leader of the security crew
drop by, the former also is held
prisoner after a gun fight in which
the agent is killed and Hayden

1

'

.

The Black Bakotaa

to

fail

:

as a sniper’s post to. assassinate the

.

Myro.

.

;

Johni Kelly

this Superlative'

standard.

. ..

...

...

;

NichOlls

., ..

Stephen Elliot, Richard Coogan,
Laurence Hugo, James Westerfield,
Black Buffalo
Jay Silverheels
Richard Webb arid Whit Bissell. Spotted
Deer ....
George Keymas
Alfred Werker’s direction is good Boggs
Robert Griffin
Stone.
>
...
Clayton Moore;
On the whole, although there are
Burke.
/,
Chris Alcaide
occasional slow-moving moments: Zachary
Frank Wilcox
area. Almost simultaneously, Sin- Technical aspects of the Harry Joe
arrive
arid
cohorts
atra anc( two
Brown production ar firstrate.
With
story
that
happily
devitake: over a house, overlooking the.
Holt
ates from the conventional western,
station, belonging to James: Glea“The
Black
Dakotas”
provides
the
son, retired Secret Service opera-,
action market with better-thanfive, with the intention of using it

.

.

learn
from experience, and quickly shout
for a “hanging” when Andrews
down the real killer*
shoots
Sheepishly they ask him to remain
when the proper evidence is presented. Andrews, however, rides
off,
followed by Dianne Foster,
who loyally carried thg totch
throughout,
properly taciturn
.Andrews
arid menacing as the avenger. Miss
Reed turns in a sensitive portrayal
as the girl caught in the, Enoch
Arden situation and Miss, Foster,
a looker, is. convincing as the
understanding standby. Good perby
registered
formances
af e

Action occurs within a few
hours’ time on a Saturday afternoon in Suddenly,, where nothing
has happened for years. A group
of Secret Service men, detailed to
guaird the President, precedes him
to check the; security of the station

Ronald Adam
John Laurie
... .".
Basil Appleby
Olweii Brookes
Jean Lodge
........
ill Brandon
,
Pauline Jameson.

Table in this British-made action
spectacle, produced in lush Techproduction nicolor and vigorously directed by
of Shakespeare’s classic romantic- Tay Garnett. Strong marquee valtragedy, the Rank studios have ues put the pic in the potential
big gross department on either
made a motion picture which will' side of the Atlantic unless it sufbring prestige to the entire indus- fers from the glut of subjects with
try and earn new laurels for Brit- the same theme.
“Black Knight,” Ladd’s -third
The postwar
.film-makers.
ish
“Henry V/’ and /‘Hamlet” and, British film in a row under the
Warwick
banner, has been lensed
more recently, the Hollywood production of “Julius Caesar” have on a lavish scale, with bigrscal.e
shown that Shakespeare on the battle scenes as the climax to the
screen is boxoffice; “Romeo and intrigue to' get Arthur off the
Juliet” Should be no exception, but throne. Expansive decor, magnifi-.
needs roadshow, presentation in- cent rural ‘scenery and a glimpse
stead of the more conventional and of Stonehenge before its destrucrigid general release pattern that tion, are some of the scenic highlights. This compensates for the
prevails in Britain.
necessarily juvenile nature of the
It is 18. years since Metro made plot.
its version of the same play vvith
For this version of the famed
Leslie Howard, and Norma Shearer legend, Ladd portrays a young
in the title roles, but this produc- swordmaker who sets out to prove
tion hopes tq achieve comparable, he’s worthy of the hand of the
fame without the use of such, lust- Earl’s daughter when he’s susrous boxoffice names as starred in pected of cowardice after, his masthe original Irving Thalberg pro- ter’s castle has been pillaged.
duction. Neither Laurence Harvey Actually, he was giving chase to
nor Susan Shentall have anything the raiders when he was thought to
like the b.o. lure of the Shearer- be running away,. Coached by one.
Howard combination, but their per- of King Arthur’s loyal knights in
formances are models of integrity armed combat, Ladd disguises himand in the true classical tradition. self as a black knight and conducts
Renato Castellani, who directed an audacious one-man vendetta
his own adaptation, has done a against the plotters, escaping from
connoisseur's job of compression Arthur’s dungeon in time to foil a
and although the complete film Saracen plan to massacre the monruns for 138 minutes it is wholly arch and his army.
There’s no. letup in the action as
absorbing, frequently moving and
always of combined treat for eye the star's exploits follow in quick
and ear. The backgrounds, filmed succession. The virility of- Ladd’s
bn location in Italy, are enhanced; performance is a fine match for
by the excellent use of Technicolor. the demands of the script. On the
The settings have a natural .splen- other hand, Patricia Medina is not
dor and the costuming reaches the too well served by the screenplay
best standards of period design. and has limited, opportunities to
Technically this is an almost flaw- register as the. heroine.
Peter Cushing does
stealing
less production; the action, romance and tragedy are blended job as Sir Palamides, the principal
with a master’s touch. And the villain, who wants to put' the pagan
poetry of the. writing* rich' in its King Mark of Cornwall on the
epigrammatic quality, is given, a throne of England. This role is
standout appeal by the all-British played in sinister fashion by Patrick
Troughton,
but
Anthony
cast.
Bushell interprets King Arthur
The balcony scene, the classic with too much gentility.
Other
of all love passages, is played by principal
roles are enthusiastically
the principals with tenderness and played by a
competent team of
sensitivity. It is a rich emotional
British performers.
Myro.
experience,, never overplayed and
handled with delicate restraint.
Suddenly
This scene is a special triumph
for Miss Shentall, who made her
Unusual exploitation yarn with
screen debut with this assignment
Frank Sinatra's name to as-,
and has already forsaken the
sure interest and good grosses.
screen for marriage, There is no
visible evidence of her lack of exHollywood, Aug. 31.
perience; on the Contrary, her
United Artists release of Robert Bassler
youth and freshness make her in- production.
Stars Frank Sinatra, Sterling
terpretation
the
of
14-year-old Hayden;, features James Gleason, Christ
heroine all the more .credible. The topher Dark, Paul Frees, Nancy Gates,
Kim CharnOy. Willis Boiichey, James Lil-

With

.

.

she learned of her

The townspeople

:

.

.

suitor when
“condition.”

tion,.

Patrick Troughton
Anthony Bushell

.

.

Dtfgipar Josipovich
.

.

.

.................

.

Luciano Bodi
.

.'1

Lady Ontzlake
Queen Guenevere

.

.....

Friar John.

,.i . ; .

Bernard" ... A
_
Countess Yeonil
Apprentice ..............
Wood Cutter .......... ...

..Gullio Carbenetti
. . ....
....... .v - Nietta, Zocchi

...........

Abraham

.

.......

.

.

King Mark
King Arthur

Abbot
James

Norman Wooland

Paris

Lady Montague

.

.

....

"Montague
Rosaline

;

,

,

.

.

MNS,
.

Juliet

'

85.

Patricia Medina
Sir Palamides. . ,, ......
Peter Cushing
Earl of YeOnil .
Harry Andrews
Sir Ontzlake
Andre Morell
Major Domo ......... Laurence Naismith

.

Krasker;, editor, Sydney. Hayers; music,
"Vlad; costumes," Leonor Firii. AtDdeon, Leicester Square, London; Sept.
1, '54. Running time, 138 MINS.

Roman

Mercutip

;

(Technicolor), John: Wilcox; .editor,

Gordon Pilkington; music, John. Addison.
At Gaumont, London, Aug.. 26, '54. Run-

Wooland, Mervyn Johns; features EV11
Fr avers,: Sebastian Cabot, Lydia Sher*. ning time,
wood. Directed and adapted by Renato John .... :
Castellani; camera (Technicolor), Robert Linet

;

.

,

Wednesday, September D,/1954
professional gunman
hired to kill, the President as he
debarks from his special train for
a few days’ fishing in neighboring
mountains is an offbeat piece of
casting which pays off in lively inThesp inserts plenty of
terest.
menace into a psycho character,
never too heavily done, and gets
good backing from his costar* Sterling. Hayden, as sheriff, in a less
showy role but just as authoritatively handled. Lewis Allen’s direction manages a smart piece
wheire -static treatment easily could
have prevailed, and Charles
Clarke’s fluid photography is a further assist in. maintaining, attena

atra/ as

(BRITISH— COLOR)

of star

Romeo

.

.

The Black Knight

I

(BRITISH-COLOR)
production

,

REVIEWS

Romeo and
Fine

,.. . .

,

.

.

The Green Scarf

Title

clue to the killer lies in the solution of one p? the cases. The first
is
solved
dramatically
without
turning up the murderer, nor does
the second, but the third time is
the lucky charm, and in spoiling
an. attempt at extortion and kidnap, Broderick gets his man.

(BRITISH)
whodunit in a
French setting, with strong
marquee values for local theatres; only mild prospects in

Suspenseful

U.S.

London. Aug;

31.

British Lion release of B. & A. (Bei*
& Albert Fennell) produttion.
Stars Michael Redgrave, Ann Todd, Leo
Gcnn; features Kieron Moore, Michael
Meedwin, Jane" Griffiths. Directed by
George Moore O’Ferralf. Screenplay by
-

tram Ostrer

While dealing with three distinct
"Tha
angles, any one of which Gordon Wellesley from novel
Brute," by Guy Des Cars; camera. Jack
would have been sufficient for a Hjldyard;
editor, Sid Stone; music, Brian
plot

thriller, the picture! is

not episodic,

Easdale. At Plaza, London; Aug. 25,
time, 96 MINS.

thanks to the good scripting by the Running

'54,

.

Gordon Gordons and Bernard

C.

Michael Redgrave

Deliot.

Ann Tddd
Tbdd

Solange
Rodelec
Jacques .........
Jacques (child)
Solange (child)
Teral
.

.

Schoenfeld from
the
Gordons’
LeoGenn
Leo GemtKieron Moore
novel “Case File, FBI.” The sepaichard O’Sullivad
rate plots are tied together neatly
Jane Lamb
and the. methodical police work
Michael: Medwin
Jane Griffiths
carried on by the FBI is well de- Danielle
Louise
Ella Milne
tailed without occupying unneces- Madame Vauthier
Jane Henderson
sary footage in the 85 minutes of Advocate-General
George Merritt
.V. Peter Burton
.'Purser
action.
Prison Governor ....... .YTristan Rawson
.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

. .

.

1

Involved

.

the

.

:

first

case

Is

Chin; *
Ship’s
1

Hehry rnlriA
Caine

Captain

Martha Hyer, very good as the John Bell
........
moll of the “Most Wanted” Joe Goirih
Interpreter ...
..

.

.

Bassett,

who

murdered,

Another

.

.

.

.

... ,

,

is

believed to have

Tobey

froin

ambush

femme

President
Inspector

.

.

.

Phil

Brown

Anthony NichOlls
Waller Horsburgh

Evelyn Roberts
........
Neil Wilson
Warder ...
Michael Golden
Senator Bell ......
Launce Maraschal
Wireless Operator
.Terence Alexander
of.
’.

delivering with
Marissa Pavan, blind
wife of Gene Reynolds, involved
with a “hot” car gang in the sec-

fine feeling is

... ....

... .

.

...

.

Court
. . ; , ;

,

.

.

,

. . .
.

.

.

.

.

A

variation of the conventional
case...
Ruth Roman, fettihie whodunit with star names for.
star of the fill
heads the interest marquee, “The Green Scarf” loses
ip the third case and does an ex- sorne of its- dramatic grip when it
cellent job of the; young widow embarks on a series of prolonged
threatened with extortion by'Casey flashbacks but has sufficient vital*,
Adanis, presumably a suitor for ity (and a quota ticket) to sell it
her hand but a killer and black- in Britain. Prospects in the Amer-

ond

‘

.

who, besides Tobey, has ican market, however, may not be
Suzanne Alexander, another more than mild.
Based on a novel by Guy Des
who does well
by her part. From Broderick on Cars, entire action takes place in
down, the players* trouping is top- France, largely within the confines

mailer
slain

of the cast’s lookers

notch.

On the technical side the good
credits
Joseph. Biroc’s
include
lensing; the Paul Sawtell score,
and editing by Grant Whytock.
.

.

Brog.

of the courtroom. Central charac-..
ter is a blind, deaf and dumb mute
(Kieron Moore) who has risen
above his physical handicaps to become author of a successful novel.

(Continued on page 22)
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1Y TURN

’

Productions,

Cinerama

Title

Registration

has been informed
mount’s “Bahamas

peddled by brokerage firms which
ha^e available the holdings of

ward”

Para-

to

Wind-

by exhibitor antitrust
the total in

of the original shareholders;

300 individuals in December to the
present total of 1,000.
Along with the expansion of the
wnership, the stock is showing
signs of climbing. It’s now quoted
at 37» asked, 3 11/16 bid after be3
ing in a rut at 2Vi aidd 2 ,4 for a

will

Sioux
.-.were

the

The
making an exhaustive study and are
sue-prone

tlie

theatremen.

compiling lists of $1,000,000 exhib
suits which were settled out of
court for as little as $3,000.
On the basis of the information
gathered, charges will be leveled,
pinpointing a harassment angle and
contending that the suits were not
honestly inspired and lacked good
faith. Several distrib lawyers privately admit that the film companies have been at fault in making these out-of-court settlements
to avoid what might have been

rmn

from foreign openings, with
London starting the foreign ball

ceipts

'

percentage of the

retqi’n for a
take.
in

more

Circumstances’

To His

costly

tists

Edinburgh, Aug.

31.

rioters.

Wanger: said the reason the#
were accorded this cooperation was
that those in charge of Americarii
penal institutions wanted all the
Public to see what their problems
were, and to what depths men
would, sink, when they were incarcerated and cut off from all
the freedoms they were used to.
He stressed that the pic referred
to conditions in the United States.
He knew nothing of prison condi-.
t ions
in other countries.
What
was behind the production was
public apathy, and the fact that the
public knew so little about persons

Who went

to

prison.

They came

out with .no money, no clothes, ho
jobs. Pew people wanted anything
to do with them, and. statistics

showed

that
65% returned to
prison for ohe or more Visits.
He felt that the use of stars

and also to give their

new

views of the

ivn

In the

tried t

the new developments.
Up till now, no British company
has embarked on a Cinemascope
production although
number
have been lensed in Britain by
American majors^ The Rank studios, however, are switching to
VistaVision at the end of the year
and the Korda group has announced it; will be making “Richard
III’' in that medium' with Sir Laurence Olivier starred.
For the time being, however, the
BFPA is prepared to follow a waitand-see policy, encouraged to a
large extent by the Substantial
grosses both in British and abroad
by some of the latest conventionaltype pictures. The. problem is com-:
plicated by the limited home martheir eyes.. closely

now

are

Lutheran Church Productions,
responsible for “Martin Luther,”
is reorganizing and by the end of
this month will be in a position
to decide on the productiori of its

next religioso subject, Henry Eridress, chairman of the administrative committee of the Lutheran ket available to the native producer
outfit, disclosed in N. Y. yester- in either Cinemascope or VistaVision, and past experience has
day (Tues.h
“Luther,” according to Cresson proved that British films must rely
E. Smith, general sales manager on the United Kingdom market for
for Louis de Rochemorit Associates, the bulk of their income. To dewhich made the pic and is dis- pend on foreign earnings, particutributing it, had played 3,000 dates larly
dollar
income from the
for a gross rental of $3,000,000 in Uriited States, has always been a
the U S. alone by the time it was hazardous proposition.
withdrawn on July 31. It had also
brought net rentals of $200,000 in
»
Canada,
Film starts going into release Other
Deals Shape In
again Oct. 1 at regular admission
prices, all prior dates, having playof
Rodgers Inking;
ed at advanced admission. In N.Y.,
the Guild Theatre, which originalExpect
Films in 1955
film,
ly preemed the
has rebooked it. for a run starting Get, 15.
With former Metro sales veepee
Smith said “Luther” was expect- William F. Rodgers, now in the
000 Allied Artists fold as an adviser
ed to play at least another
dates in the U.S., and he kudosed and consultant, prexy Steve Broidy
exhibs for their careful and imis expected to announce additional
aginative -handling of the pic. “I
have never found a situation iri production and personnel deals foi-r
which exhibitors were more alert lowing his return £i om Europe
next week. Broidy, along with
(Continued on page 15)
veepee Harold Mirisch and foreign
chief
Norton V. Ritchey, are
abroad to confer with John Hustbn
and attend an Associated British
Picture Corp. sale's convention.
Prior to planing for London last
IS ILLEGAL IN

-evaluating the publicizing the exhib-inspired suits.
Lack of Courage
market arid general ^picture busiDistribs for many years have
ness conditions with the view of
weighed counter actions. At one
possibly concentrating only on expensive product and abandoning time the distribs seriously consid(Coriinued on. page 16)
the action type of fare.
In line
with this, he already has signed
the producer team of Clarence
Greene and Russell Roiuse to: a Decomposed Film Danger
multiple-pic; longterm deal. .Pix
they turn out will be presented
under Small’s aegis and are intended to be in line with the inSuffer
Tropical Air
dustry’s swing toward greater acDeterioration of nit&te filin in
cent on production values.
the high
tropical areas, both

maker

now

is

.

,

.

;

.

-

AA

From

Wake

due to
Small had a 12-film deal with humidity and damage from fungus,
UA, Which was^ extended to cover has been reported by a representasi
additional pix.
It’s expected tive of the Eastman Kodak Tropithat as the producer sets a specific cal Laboratory.
course for himself, he and UA will
Danger of keeping such, decomget around to talking a new pact. posed film in their vaults has been
Small has completed two pro- stressed to the distribs with a reductions since the deal with tlie minder of the recent Boston, blaze
dfstrib ran out. One, “Down Three in an independent exchange where
Dark Streets,” is now being placed nitrate reels were stored.
The
in release by UA, despite, absence companies were urged to get rid of
of a pact. The second, “New York the dangerous nitrate footage.
Confidential,” is not yet set for
The EK report said the fungus
distribution, but Very likely
also go out through UA.

34

%

l

will

damage wasn’t confined to nitrate
only and spread also to, acetate
safety film. Two suggestions were
made to cut down on print damage,
in the tropical countries. One was
to lacquer the prints, .which prevents damage to the emulsion from
fungus. The other was to 'install
dShumidifiers in
electrical
the
Albany, Sept. 7.
Federal Government has ap- vaults. This could be dorie only in
vaults containing safety film. The
proved the leasing, for 10-year
$100 each,
periods of‘ the 1, 550-seat Grand,
it

OHIO

ALBANY, TROY HOUSES

COMPO’s

by Fabian Theatres to manager
Paul V. Wallen, and of the 1,000-

C’Scope Twin

seat Lincoln, in Troy, by Stanley

Mark Strand Dorp,

to

Billing,

No Upped Tab,

manager
the

first

instance

in

At

in

the

in-

prevail in Texas and, Oklahoma.
With three states automatically
out of the plan and with
Allied's vigorous objections to it,
faces problems getting
its proposal into operation.

Irks 20th knocked
Twin

the

Cities of C’Scope twin billing, arid
at regular admission at that. PreviouslyY even in the subsequent
runs, the showings have been as
single features arid at ripped scales.

,

,

.

;

j

Broidy announced

filmmaking trio, Broidy said, will
be financed 100% by AA.
Wyler has an untitled Gary
Cooper starrer lined up for A A.
Wilder is.prepping “Ariane,” based
on a love story by Claude Anet,
While Huston’s first AA Vehicle
will be “The Man Who Would Be
King.” Based on a Rudy aid Kipling

Podhorzer,Jloth in Tie

gart and may be filmed in India..
Exact starting times are uncertain
since all three producer-d rectors
are currently working jor other

it

will

star

Humphrey Bo-

i

For Foreign Pic Distribs
Munio Podhorzer is partnering
the latter’s
With George Roth
Atlantic Pictures Corp.y impbrterdistrib of foreign films.
Podhorzer will continue to operate his Casi
Film Exchange,
which specializes iri German pix.
At the same time, he expects to

’

U

(1),

the reterltion of Rodgers and also
disclosed that his company will
turn out 34 pictures in 1955 or
about five more than scheduled for
the current year. Top product will
be made by William Wyler, Billy
Wilder and Huston, each of whom
is to deliver three pix to A A.. This

story,

present

,

Wednesday

COMPO

.

-

interest

7.

insurance on domiciled employers
and employees within the state.
It is believed similar regulations

Minneapolisy Sept. 7.
Twentieth-Fox «$ perturbed at

Joseph Stowell.
Divestment by Fabian of a theatre in Albany and by Stanley
Warner of a house i Troy was
stipulated by the Federal court as
part of the deal under which
Fabian Theatres purchased a 26%

Columbus, Sept.
group

projected

surance plan, came a cropper in
Ohio and in two other states due
to state Insurance regulations. An
insurance
of
the state
official
board here said Ohio rules forbid
a nationwide association to take

CHANGE OWNERSHIP

Stanley
“Offender’’ is the indie nabe St.
Warner circuit and S. Kt. iFabian Paul Roxy,Which is offering “River
Would have detracted from the and Samuel Rosen became top of- of No Return” and “Lone Star” in
Pic's realism.
Fabian its last 56-day clearance slot at 45c
ficials of Stanley Warner.
interests were also required to, and admission, its regular scale.
have disposed of, a JohnstonExtra large newspaper ads proPa., house in the buy-i
claim “St. Paul’s first, and only
Metro to Film Story Of
Grand and the theatre to give you C’Scope “River
Leasing of. th
became effective last of No Return,” plus on wide
Lincoln
tabor Movement in
S. Wednesday (1).
They will con- screen “Lone Sta
Both
“First that w/ knew of this was
Hollywood, Sept. 1
tinue as firstrUn theatres.
Story of the labor movement in are long established: the Grand, when other exhibitors called our
tins country is the
basis of “Ban- built for F. F. Proctor vaudeville attention to Jflhe newspaper ad.”
fl°n,
to be made by Metro with around 1910, and the Lincoln in says Saul Mal/sow, 20th-Fox' branch
John Houseman producing
and 1921 by the Symansky junk in- manager. “We don’t like it at all,
lc r Tracy and
Montgomery terests.. Fabian took over the but under the law there’s nothing
rr-iti! ?
t
heading the cast.
Filming Grand from the late Christopher we can do to stop it.”
jr
smrs next January.
Other industry members point
Buckley, Albany independent exDare Schary announced that the hibitor, 20 years ago. RKO oper- out, however, that when the Roxy
Picture will deal with
labor in the ated. the three-floor house before negotiates for more C’Scope pice ll}tpartial manner
The Warner Theatres tures, it’s, likely to find terms
as “Execu- Buckley.
te Suite”
dealt with management. went into the Lincoln about 1923. upped.
<

meantime, they’ve' assured the
Board of Trade they are keeping

kets

time-consuming,

arid

,

...

Walter Wanger said here, that his
production of the prison reform
pic, “Riot in Cell Block 11;*’ given
its United Kingdom preem at ths
Film Festival here, ihterested him
more than most “because it had
been made possible under such
strange circumstances.”
About 98 or 99% of the film, he
said, had been lensed iq the Folsom (.Cal.) State Prison with the
cooperation of state authorities.
They, had allowed what had never
been done, before, a riot to be
staged with the inmates as the

Sandwiches were sold, too,
and the local daily newspaper
handed out copies gratis.

tlemen’s.

.

Filming of ‘Cell Block 11’

at its
(1);

requested all producer members, to
provide information on the effects
of Cinemascope on foreign mar-

With' the suits pouring in at~an

.

Wanger Relates ‘Strange

BFPA,

Wednesday

last

outside the showhouse
weie entertained by music.
Latter was provided by
an usher
who plays the
accordion.

litigation.

Edward Small and United Ar-

;

Cinerama Productions,
as distinguished from the equipment company (Cinerama Inc.), is
the watchdog outfit which turned
over its rights to Stanley Warner

Vision, etc.
As a first step, the

monthly sesh

.

unceasing pace and legal and damoperating via a “genage costs cutting into the treasagreement.”
That is, uries, distribs feel that a point has
handling tlie stock, estimates that there’s rid formal contract bind- been reached where, a positive
effori must be tirade to bring the
the current theatre income is in ing on either side Which' calls for
share UA’s distribution of Small’s pix or litigation to halt or at least to a
excess of 75c per comi
slowdown.
The chances the “harasson the outstanding stock.
Small’
delivery of films to the ment” suits will have in the courts
Boland also notes that the comis unknown, but it’s felt that it’s
companypany has retired a great deal of its
worth a try, even to the extent’ of
It’s understood that the vet filmdebts and. carries a tax credit of
•

camp

:

rolling shortly. The domestic take
so far since Cinerama first opened
two years ago is. placed in excess

John R. Boland & Cu, Wall St.
brokerage firm that has been

Theatre
chairs by
The* long

D.,

S.

,

The jboOst in the' price as well
as the tepread of ownership is at-

of $12,000,000.

Falls,

furnished

management.

lines
also

legal -.eagles: ate particularly

long Stanza.

tributed to the grosses the medium
13 domestic situais chalking in
tions and in anticipation Of the re-

.

totaling about $400,000,000, distributors, via their legal* reps, ate
reportedly mulling means of instituting counter actions against

look when translated into, Finnish. As a result,
sympathies were expressed for anyone who has to
spell it out on' a theatre marquee.
Goes like this: “Purjehduskilpailut Bahamassarilla,”

The stock ownership jumped from

Minneapolis, Sept. 7.
Patrons waiting in line to
get in on the opening day of
“Gone With the. Wind” at the

with

suits;

damages sought now

7.

Fearing that British pix. may besqueezed out of foreign markets by
new Hollywood screen techniques,
the Board of Trade has asked the
British Film Producers Assn, for
its views on Cinemascope, Vista-

i

Real ‘Gone* Gravy

Hounded and pounded for years

Bureau

how

London, Sept.

HY HOLLINGER

By

Teacher! Teacher!

.

$1,200,000.

TO SUE’

which

as a closed corporation
with about 100 stockholders, now
shareholders,
1,000
about
has
Stock* now listed as an over-thepublicly
being
counter security; is
started

many

PICTURES

use Atlantic to further' the purposes of his United German Film
Enterprises outfit, which was set
up recently to help widen the distribution of Teutonic production's;
and also to set up coproductions
between, German and U.S. producers.
Atlantic was formed by Roth last
June. Roth is also handling “Mister, Hulot’s Hbliday,” a dubbed
French import, for G.B.D. outside

.

•Ni.Y,

.companies.

Fine Meeting in Paris

With Schweitzer on Pic
C.

Robert Fine, prexy of Per-

specta

Sound

Inc., left recently for

Europe, where he’ll meet Dr.. AlHe'll
bert Schweitzer in France.

show the famed

scientist, the

com-

pleted print of “The Life of Dr.
was
Albert
Schweitzer”, which
filmed and recorded in Europe last
year by Fine and Jerome Hill.
Following, this meeting, Fine
will tour the Continent to inspect
Perspecta stereophonic sound in-

and
stallations in Paris. Rome
London studios. He's due back in
end of September.
.

New York

«

A

^

'

—
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Wednesday, September

PICTURE GROSSES
/Crusoe* Solid 9G, Mont' 1

2d

‘River* Fast $18,000,

Montreal, Sept. 7.
“River Of No Return” .continues
hot as ever following a socko first
week. Metro’s “Wind” going into
third stanza still reaping solid returns. Nothing heavy on new entries with exception of “Crusoe” at
the Orpheum which is pulling due
to juve trade,
Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.)/ (2,625; 60-$U—
“River of No Return” (20th) (2d.
wk). Fine $18,000 following a socko

,3

Boston,

City Grosses

Key

,

Los Angeles, Sept.

three

in

socko

’‘Dragnet’’

'4

7.

at

.

.

:

:

m

(1,789;

Last week, “Prince Valiant”

000.

- <^»£^thU

^

lift

film grosses towards best totals in

months. “Dragnet”

.

is

m
‘Hr a

.

.

.«

a
Dragnet

.

n*

or If if .
Iju inlLw
•

i

Biff

mm

.

Wn

_

A

(«/•

_

Kansas

—
.

.

.

opener,
(2,296; 90- open<?r

-

Filiiii
Film Centre (R a p p a.p o r t-Me5P-$1)— “Vanishing
Mild $12,000. Last week, “Apache” chanic) (960; 5p-$l)—
Prairie” (Disney) (3d wk). Holding
(UA) (6th wkh $4,400.
firmly at $6,000. Last weekr$7,
week, $7,000.
000.
Hawaii
Paramount,
Los
— _ Angeles
—AAA 4 inn. t&(\
in
j_
/a i aa. x
Hippodrome
(Rap P a P? rt) (2,100;
«»P;® dr®™ e (Rappaport);
(ABPT-G&S) (3,200; 1,106; 60-$1.50)
„
.

—

— “Betrayed”

cn
(Col).
“Caine Mutiny’
(M-G). Disappointing 50-$l;25)
/OfK tulrl
1?
ftn A tin* in
Hfin after
offer
Ange es jjffi
up to <tQ
wk). Edged^
$MO0
$25,600. Last ^eek,
Paramount, Wiltern (2,344), Holly- $5,800 for the seventh round,
Waterfront”
the
wood (756) “On
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 30
days at 46 :80)-“W^k And Wicked’’ IXa).
(Col) (4th wk) $22,700, (5 da;
hpre).
;...
t
t
Wiltern, full week elsewhere).
Starts tomorrow (Wed.). “Mrs. LesOrpheum, Ritz, New Fox (Metro- lie’’ (Par) (2d wk). Okay $6,000;
70965;
1,363;
(2,213;
politan-FWC)
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)
$110)—“Black MShield II Falworth
“Malta Story” (Indie). Begins toTT
/\1 * A ••
(U), Okay m
(U); "Dawn at Socorro
brrow (Wed.). “Personal Affair’’
Orpheuin
?nd
$26,500. Last week,
(U) dre w a moderate $3,300.
Living It Up
(885),
Vogue
jL
Mavfair
2n.44.7h)
*
Mayfair mirks)
(Hicks) man*
n
(980; 20-44-70)
^
rX A) (Ornbeum
“Dawn
At Socorro” (U). Opens to :
in
Others
wa/, $9 900
viui wS,
only) 14th
only;
morrow (Wed.) after {‘Golden
/

^

V

.

;

1

^ok Wstf

—

^^st

,

^

I

S ^I E

^oWn^

ThUnder
^y.UUU.
9 000
(Lip) ua WKI, |
_______
7n <ti in)
Rey JFWC) (.861, 70-$1.10^
and
39
The Lady Vanishes
nd

.

.

t1 ?** ...ISFWSli.
Last week ,wlth .Globe

?‘ e„PsI

$3,200.

—

Crusoe” (UA) (2d wk), $5,000.
Globe (FWC) (782; 70-$i.l0)
“The Thing” (RKO) arid “Day
Earth Stood. Still” (20th) (reissues);,

—

i

—

?

—

“M

(U)

*1Qir

OQt
Zou

•

.

m

•

_

„
Minneapolis, Sept. 7.
m
Two powerful newcomers, “The
Egyptian”
and “Dragnet,” are
making fine progress in the face
-Pf th e tough competition provided
*>Y the Minnesota State Fair which
continued through Labor Day and
still
attracted
breaking
record
,
„
B1I
Hftfldovers
crowds.
.Holdovers
still are much
stl11
-^

-

.

•

.

w

.

—

-

in evidence,

Estimates for This

\

/

-1

$25,000

'

WOW

it*-*

'

(Pi

a AAA
a aa
o

expecting a new
(imBhR*
DrHgiier O
d| 1/ldgllCl
UIlKI
house record for the. week. “DragOmaha, Sept, :7,
net,”, with terrif .trade, set new.
city over weekmark
riiark
Heat
wave
struck
house
at the Met.
Loew’s State; Egyptian (WATC)
end but strong, marquees kept b.o.
Estimate
Estimates for This Week

“Dragnet”

8G

;

;

—

$1-$1;50)
“Gone
(MG-reissrie) (4th wk).
Firie $30,500, Last week, $34,600.
I
ar
,y ^?°
/g i o°n
aS =^
G? oupt „ rFJ8t ^,)
$l-$1.50)—‘

pace,

With Wind”

brisk.

Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 70-95)“7 BridesS for 7 Brothers” (M-G)
S^tchin
a
hl
Excellent $18, 500 after 5 ?,? ?f
(3d wk).
$23,000 last \

"Knock

Wood”

on

1

at

the

..

,

^

|

Estimates for This

|

ii

a]

Last week, above expectations at

5

w / ‘S a y

I

-

$5 500
’

‘

week,

Last

*7 000

Brandeis (RKO)

.

*

.

i

1

:

—

‘

.

‘

'

/

(1,364;
(Indie)

$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama”
(71$t wk). Into 71st frame Sunday
(5) after, good $33,900 last week.

;

60. 80 ,

•

Hunter”
nunier

,

'

1

wcca, uiyiiiK
lt Upt (par) (2d wk) $g ooo
State
SUte (Goldberg) (875; 75-$l)—
75-$U—
,«
a- ac\
„
_Pa ? ace ILoew s) ,(2,370; 65-95)— “Seven
Brides”
(M-G).
Swel
Swell
•nrJKSf
Broken Lance (20th). Heading $7,500; Xast week, “Caine Mutiny
itiny”
(Continued on page 10 )
(Col) (4th wk), $4,500.
‘Rniintv
wouniy

65-85)

Lnd^
Last

\

(Par)

v
y

.

,

(1,000;
(Indie)
,
(Indie) reissue).

50-75)

and

‘The

“Dead

Okay

$4,500.

week, “Magnificent. Obses*
1
tU) (4th wk), fine $6,000, at
I ,?*,
85 -$L
ad Q City fPar) (4 10 °; 85-$l)
0-50-75) „m? i
The Egyptian”. (20th). Stout $24/
(Tinfith
°°°Last week,
wee*,..-“Broken
jor
Lance
last
after lact
(20th) (2d wk), $9,000

eek
Week

Week

'

"'M.tr.bbpn WV) a, 200

(1,600;

'.

(1.10-0;''

‘-

uu

^
Lyne
:

.. r

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
Should
50-75)— 75-$l)— “Dragnet” (WB).
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)— Human Desi^’ (Col)
“Ghost grab sock $12,000 im operiing j>tan
—“On the Waterfront” (Col) <5th "Vanishing
^Prairie”
za.
a
Last week, “Ring
lja
m
of Fear”
n
S
rairie” (Disney) (2d Ship” (Indie):
Hep
Last
°.
$5,000.
g
oi wk).
Tl
LaSt W6ek $7 3 °°
(WB)
(2d
2d
Wound up four«S Ii?ong„ $8,000 after fat $9,-. week, "Bullet is Waiting” (Col) and ^y\
i
7 °“ in opener.
700
“Dangerous Cargo” (Indie), $4,000. aay run with neat $4,000.
Stays,
'Warner Beverly ‘SVV» ,1.612; 90^Rialto
Rialto
(Fourth
Avenuj
Avenue)
Omaha
(Tristates)
,
(3,000;
(2,000; 50-75)
e
Keith’s
$1.50
“Magnificent Obsession” Mr,^.
""(RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)—
“Egyptian”
Egyptian
20tl
Got
20th).
(WB). Fine $8,000. 75-$l)
ly”
(Col) (9th W k) —“Dragnet”
ftlAftf AIIim mmW 1a a A
IOIW14 TAftilf reviews
Jm ^ fa m
”
laudatory
and
headingLast
for
week,
“Duel
in
June
(WB)
Strong $11,000 after $13,000 last
-aIv
tt_i j _
on/1
HfotFA^
WT D
RAD finclf'
T.ocf lirfl£ktr ^Prinl/An:
.

$21,300.

week,

»

Ann*!
for strorig stint.
Estimates for This

!>0

Mary Anderson

are giving the, town a strong wicket
lineup. ‘‘Magnificent Obsession” at
the Kentucky entering it’s sixth
'
id final week, a Swell showing
for that house.

.

Rear Window
wk). Very big $19,200.

Last

hot,

Gopher. (Berger)

SI 3,000 In

tively, the latter

'

plenty

$30,000.

Louisville, Sept. 7.

,
V

Week

Century (S-W). (1,140; $1.75*
Cinerama (Indie) (21st wk),
After racking up run’s biggest take,
$2.65)

.

of
(3^ ^k). So-so $4,000. Last week,
$4,700.

—

I” (U) (reissue).

-

---

'

Warner Hollywood (SW)

and “Egg and

•

.

Star (UATC) 900; 90-$1.50)
—F^r
Companions
Night
(Indm)

(4th

—

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50^90)
“Seven Brides for Seven Brothers"
(M^G) (3d wk). Near $8,000 follow*
A A eAA m_
irig $8,500 for previous week.

'

(Par)

Last

(Lip),

Mild $9,000.

•

*

^

_1 •

(1,430;

^

JuLlr-’ fwR)
and
Jungle
'WB) ana

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95)
Desire” (Col) and. “The
Black Dakotas” (Col). Fair $11,000. Last week, “Dawn at Socorro"

—

^

Hawaii) $14,300.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50)
--“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (3d entries, “Broken Lance” arid “Rear
n 1.
tv
1 f
1 C
iV
i
week
$
window,- got off to sock starts =t Knock Sock
* A;
the Palace and Playhouse riespecA

1,536;

in

“Human

.

wk), $16,400.
Palace (Metropolitan) (1,212; 60$1.10)— “About Mrs. Leslie” (Par)
(2d wk). Good $6,300. Last week,
with Hawaii (1,106) (9 days at

(2,40.4;

jxSfS^ izi oati

j

“Ducl
Liuei

$ 1 2,500.

.

—

2 8:

|

.

j

— M

—

(UA)
1.715;
okay $31,000. Last week, Ins in
other unit. Others, “Demetrius”
(20th) arid, “Genevieve” (U) (3d

moo

t ?.

,

.-

75-$1.25) — “Apache”

G

^yeeK,

.

,

El

Last week,, with

Fair $3,500.
Rey.

Ti$U^

u|

•

,

— 4£f

«3±wo"

t

•

—

—

-

)

'"i

1,217; 65-85)—"Dawn at Socorro” (U) and “Egg and I” (U).
(M-G)) $9^500
week
W,
for
O 8th
8
$
in Wind”
L?ght T
$ 2,000 Last week^Duel
no.
ATasthanm <S
(SW
am
M«ttaum
^)1 (4 60;
the Sun” (SRO) (reissue) and
—“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue).
eurity Risk” (AA) at Esquire and
Bright $20,000. Last week, “King
Great
$19,000.
Granada.
nirharrt
rrncnHrrc” (WB), $1J
r onn
Richard, Crusaders”
$15,000
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)
for second sesh.
“Little Fugitive”. (Indie). Fine $2,74_
Midtown
(Goldman)
1)
(1,000;
(1,000:
“Gilbert
400 and holds. Last week,
(-“Gambler From Natchez”
Ind Sullivan” (UA? (3d wk). Light $00
(20th). Poor $7,000 on six days.
gl jqq
Midiand (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-90) Last week “Vanishing Prairie”
“Seven Brides for Seven Broth- (Disney), $9,000 for second stanza.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74Hearty $17,000 and
ers”. (M-G).
$1.49)
“
agnificent
Obsession”
" holds. Last week, “Caine Mutiny”
an
(U)l Smash $36,000.
Last week,
oke
$7,500.
(4th
(Col)
wk),
oftor
atler
“Caine
Mutiny’’
(Col),
for
$10,500
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 65-85)
uaiog ^i.vuu upcuci.
“nra'tfrieiC
Jungle ninth round
(WB)
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420;
0
50- r^tc’^A
(42
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.30)
holds.
(AA).
Hefty
Gents”
$13,000;
cn “Man With Million”
(TT
Million’’
$1)
(UA) Last week, “Susan Slept Here” "Waterfront.” (Col) (5th wk). Smash
!
(7th-final wk). Winding up pleasing
ismg (jtKQ) and “Champagne Safari” $22,000. Last week, $20,000.
j.
Un
$3 060. Last week, same. (Indie) (2d wk). Nifty
Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)—
$7,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-65-$l)—
“Outcast” (Rep) arid “Fighter AtOrpheum
,n (Fox Midwest) (1,913;
Inn
$22,6^ 75-$l)
75 °«r!! ’"‘The Egyptian” (20th). tack” (AA). Holiday helping to
Last week, -Duel tt Jungle" (WB) Sock *25.0n5 'ho^'
^au,ouu.
Last week,
i^asi
weeK,. ‘‘Dawn
i,
at
La,
week, $10,500.
$25,000, holds. Last
Socorro
(U) and “Black
$6 000
Horse
Blac,
“Magnificent Obsession” (U) (6th Socorro”
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-$l) wk). Lively $7,500.Canyon (U), $?>500
Canyon”
$8,500.
—“7 Brides For 7 Brothers” (M-G).
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50)
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
i
/
Mighty $21,000. Last week, “Broken 70-90)
(Leslie
Leslie”
wk).
(Par) (4th
“Rear Window” (Par). —“Mrs.
fs
Lance” (20th) (4th wk), $6,200.
Slipping
n ® to $4,400.
$4>400,
Las
Last
week,
?LPPA
week,
holds.
Last
Huge $20,000,
5
0
$5,500.
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par) (2d wk). $ '^P.
/c t
,,
n
Viking
n ?.(Sley)
(Sley) (1,000;
7c
(1,0.00; 75-$1.30)—
Thiri $4,500 on five days.
4l J^J.^
Betrayed
(M-G). Sock: $20,000.
D.C. Biz Normal After
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 65-85)-^- “Betrayed”
Student Prince”
Princ
(M-G),
_
.
"Living It Up” (Par). Fat $11,000, Last week, “Student
,
#
holds.
Last week, "Garden of $7,000 for ninth semester.
LA0IA11 XiAII|
liCglUll
IT1UUUW
o-r» h,YH WHlflOW
a,ls;L“ x
®rI ^ (J-L> ( 604;99Evil” (20th) (7th wk). Light. $3,500. tf1
<1
I| A
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 65- $L50)— Adventures Robinson Crq‘I ziu*a
f UA)
(5th wk). Climbed to
Hot I4J2KI1
1 *5 2 U| LdllLC
Lance (bQU 85)—
noi
85) ^“Broken
“Broken Lance” (20th) (4th soe
$6,- $3,500. Last week, $3,200.
wk). Thin $5,000. Last week, $6,-.
Washington, Sept. 7.
50
500.
_
DowntoWn
diz
returning
to
downtown biz
Downtown
to
6 io
^#Kue (Golden) (550 75 . $ i)_
normal now that the American Le- “Angel Street” (Indie). Oke $1,800,
“Final Test”
"rinai
(Inweek,
rest unholds. i^ast
Last weex,
gion convention, which kept the noms.
<1
1Ua.» 1 AC
_1_\
T1 _
AAA
\vk). Fairish $1,200.
di») (2d \yk).
L Villen HrideS
local trade away, is over. Two new dim)
I4(l

»S!r

^

9

—

i

700;

.

k

—

'

'

'

n

^

—

'

Estimates for This Week
Fairway,
Esauire Uptown,
y Gra^
__

.

L^

t

City, Sept. 7.

Theatre row is booming with big
which replaced holdovers; in
nearly every spot. Sock biz being
done by “Dragnet” at the Missouri,
"Rear Window” at the Paramount,
The Egyptian .at the Orpheum
Seven Brides .at the Mialand. After reasonably seasonable
weather for a few days, temperatures turned extremely hot over
weekend to help drive patrons to
films

opener.
opener;
Richard and Crusaders
Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$l)
(WB) and "Return from Sea” (AA)
(2d wk); PoRonde” (Indie)
elsewhere),
—“La
“La ,.
2d wk Downtown, 1st
...
...
onrt
brisk
after
busk $5,200
tent
$4,800
lls 300

—

^

j

—“King

Fox Wilshire .(FWC)
$1 90) “Man With a Million” UA).

i

4
‘WimIaw’
Hflfr LM
aHii
mines
U, DflUCh
Rinoow Ml
WlIlC
n..
i
IJ
1 7P ‘Fm/ntian*
r
v
Hear litfe “SYP""® LOU
H6Hrty

^

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;
"Malta Story’’ <UA) and
“Viva Zapata” (20th) (second pic
added this week) (2nd wk). Fair
$5,000. Last week, near $6,50Q.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)
“Cinerama"
(1,354; $1.20.$2.85)
Philadelphia, Sept. 7.
(Indie) (36th wk). Hypoed by two
Perfect holiday weather made no extra shows over the weekend,
dent in firstrun attendance. Busi- should hit near a slick $23,000.
ness was generally upbeat with Last week, fine $18,600.
and
Obsession”
“Magnificent
Exeter, (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)
“Dragnet” most impressive of the “Holly and Ivy” (Indie) and “Welnewcomers, Aj tremendous kickoff come Queen” (Indie) (5th wk) Will
newcomers.
Betrayed a lift while “Duel
Duel w ind five week run with near
gave “Betrayed”
comeback strength $4,000 after $5,000 last week,
in Sun” showed comeback
week.
hut is,
but
is only in for one Week.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-$l)
„
*<
Front
N atchez”
Na
t jie z
“Gambier
Gambler From
DragT t ”
and
(WB)
“Jungle
^
c
couldn’t make it at the Midtown Gents” (AA). Hefty $11 000, Last
End
a nd ..was
was yanked after six days. week,
(WB) and
week. “Duel,
“Duel in Jungle” ’(WB)
Long weekend helped “The Egyp- “Paid to Kill” (Lip), $4,000.
tian,”
“Waterfront” and “Rear
“Waterfront’
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)—
Window” cash in.
“The Egyptian” (20th), Opened big
Estimates for This Week
with near $29,000, shaping. Last
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80-$ 1.35)— week, “Susan Slept Here” (RKO)
“Rear
Rear Window” (Par) (3d wk). and “Sins of Rome” (RKO) (2d
Great $18,000; Last week, $19,000. wk). Oke $14,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
Metropolitan (NET) (4.367‘ 50“Cinerama”
(Indie)
(48th
wk), 90 )
“Rear Window” (Par)’ and
sta unch $14,500.
Last week, $14,- “Roogle’s Bump” °R0p) i2d wk?
*
g
*
0 00.
$32Niftv $25 OOO followfnc tafi $
Fox (20tb) ^,250; 99-$1.80)- 000
week
“Egyptian” (20th)
(2 ^ th
(2d wk).
w ) Heftyy
Orpheum
(Loew’s)
5Q-90)
(3,000;
L smash^ $55,000.
i K?^n
$35,000. Last. week,
‘‘Seven Brides for Seven Broth*
M 1.1 jl m,
^ mq„ ^
A
ers” (M-G) (3d wkh Solkg.ne?,

—

$9,000,

particularly
srnash at the Stanley. “7 Brides
por 7 Brothers” is equally torrid at
tbe Town. Second week of “The
Egyptian”
is fancy at the New.
B,P
days). $8,Lance” (20th) (5th
Estimates
wtek
ThU Week
Est|mates for
,4r This
8
Century
(Loew’s-UA) (3.000;
(3,000; 25r
t
Warner Downtown. Wiltern
„
,
_ 9())
opened
“Apache”
he „ (0A)
(UA). Opened
6Q_9°)
7
week (11
(Mon.).
Second
yesterday
$56
0CK
WbI^ Sock
$1)—“Dragnet (WB)..
Ivcl
nwcsinn”
of "MatrnifWnt Ohsessioa’days) nf
400 Last week, Warner Downtown
drew $8,500 after nice $11,500
with Iris mtz (814; 1,363; 70-$1.10) <V)

^

|

—

Crufcoe”
CruSoe”
Last week,
$9,000.
and
(Col)
Man-Eaters
L)
Average
Stallion” (Col).
Outla
Outlaw

n
Robinson

Baltimore, Sept. 7.
“Adventures
Fresh product and ideal weather. (UA). Solid

_

Estimates for This Week.
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.25)
“Caipe Mutiny” (Col) (10th wk),
Holding steady at $11,000. follow?

and 208

:

Okay $10,000.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 40-65)—

(20th).

IwT sites. "Be*

cities

50-$l)

43-68)—
“Knock on Wood” (Par) and “Men
of Fighting Lady” (M-G). Dull $7,-

pulling $40,000 at the Chi-

u
strong in one.
is sirong
Estimates for This Week
Chinese (FWC) (1,905 $1^1.80)
—“The Egyptian (20th). Smash
Last week, , B r° ken
$40,000.

$3,141,000

.

ing nice $11,500 for ninth week,

after rousing $32,000.

Imperial iC.T.)

,

.

.

.

“Egypand one suburban hardtop.

Window”
Window

.

(Based on 23

Swords” (UAL Poor $9,000.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,847; 50-85)—
“Gone With Wind!! ((M-G) (3d wk).

Okay $23,000

nese while “Betrayed” is below
hopes with $25,600 in two. houses.
“Gone with Wind” is still a big
holdover with $30,500 for the

hopped matinee biz downtown but
night; activity was only slightly
under a normal Tuesday.

Same Week

theatres.).

:

.

eyeing $56,400 in
“Dragnet”
another.
with
-situations
three
$105,000 in view among six ozoners
is

Total Gross
Last Year

:

Downtown.

tian”

Other, newcomer, “Human
Desire,” at* the Pilgrim, shapes
okay; Last Tuesday’s (31) hurricane

.

.

7.

strong.

.

theatres, chiefly first runs, including N. Y.)

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 45-75)—
“Living It Up” (Par). Smash $24,Last week, “Mrs.. Leslie”
000.
(Par), Fair $13,000.
Princess (C.T.) ((2,131; 40-65)—
"Frahcis Joins Wacs” (U). Fair
Last week, "Crossed
$9,000.

Artists

United.

the

.

of $30,000.

first

Estimated Total Gross
$723,200
This Week
(Based on 22 theatres
Last Year ..... ... .$842,000
(Baaed on 23 theatres

ness in more than five years.. Surprise of session is $19,000 for
“Garden of Eden ” a nudist camp
picture

Estimated Total Gross
.$3,240*900
This Week
(Based on 20 cities, and 203

:

Broadway Grosses

“The Egyptian” is smash
in one site, pacing Los Angeles
.firstriins to best Labor Day busihouses.

Sept.

“Dregnet luring hefty biz into
and Fenway.
“Tho
Egyptian” opened big at the Memorial Sat. (4) arid “Rear Window,"
in second- week at the Met, Is also

Paramount

(20th)
(2d
wk),
Oke
$11,000.
State vi^uew
(Loew’s)
s; (3,000;
lO.UUU 50-75)—
OU-YOl—“7/
Brides for 7 Brothers” (M-G).
Looking for wham $14,000 arid

gmw

mebbe more.

Last week, “Valley

of Kings” (M-G) arid “Overland
Pacific” (UA). Okay $10,500.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO)

(2,890;

65*

“Dragnet” (WB).
Boff $17/
Last week, “Black Shield of
Falworth” (U)V $12,500 at 85-$l.

85)
000,

RKO-Pan (RKO)
“Black

Shield

(1,600;

Falworth”

85-$l)
'

Ul

(m.o.).
Here after profitable ini’
tial Orpheum week.
Okay $6,000.

L^t^
(Col),
am »aa
$7,50Q at 85-$1.25.
ciA.iu /n. \ ja a<
State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l) “Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers” (M-G)
(4th wk.).
Continues potent boxLasi
officewise,
hefty $11,000.
week, $f2J)00.
•’

World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20H
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par) (2d wk]Will wind up a moderate fortnightFair $2,300. Last week, $3,700.

“

-

—

—

*

•.

neat nits

Loo But

St.

'Dragnet* Sock $28,000
St. Louis, Sept. 7.

Two

fresh films have helped
exodus of natives from town
due to heatwave which hit 103
over the long Labor Day weekend.
“Dragnet” at Fox and “The Egyptian! at the St. Louis are pulling
socko biz while. “Seven Brides"
also continues to draw.
Estimates for This Week

offset

’
-

Chicago, Sept. 7.

week

Another hangup
works at firstrun

is

Sharp
r-

the.

lit'

——

•

u
-tabor Day weekend helping
four
StotteMe Overall take. teOf*«ear
bills the big
racking up a
Window,” which is
Chicago, helped
$ 75,000 at
dee jay
a liHi/b'v Howard Miller
With the
^Gone
onstage.
SSiage
sockeroo $40,000
Wind’’ reissue is
Her 12
United Artists, and
looks fine $16,000 at the
jyjen'
“Daughters nf
Monroe, At Surf,
is fetching a staunch $6,-

Despite the large number of
$1.20- holdover pictures! Broadway first(Ind) runs chalked up hefty trade over
(32d wk). Solid $17,000. after lusty the. three-day holiday weekend.
$18,000 last week..
The>> influx of visitors plus localites
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)
contributed to the general upbeat,
“Dragnet'!
(WB). Sock $28,000. although there were a few situaLast week, “Ring of Fear” (WB) tions, lacking topnotch product,
and “Pride of the Bluegrass” (AA). which did not benefit. The excelFair $12,000.
lent weather oyer the three days
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
did not prove harmful to Broad“Seven Brides” (M-G) (3d wk). way boxoffices.
Lusty $20,000 following big $28,long weekend which draws
000 for second. Stanza.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,500; 50-75) out-of-towners proves that- the
visitors enjoy flesh shows, judg-

Ambassador

—“This

Film gross estimates

$2.40)-

as re-

ported herewith from the Various key cities, are net; 1. e.
without usual tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The 'parenthetic admission

MM*

Sty

;

prices,

however,

“Vanishlook okay
plump, in
ng Prairie'’ returns are
is findWoods
Loop.
at
round
third
Here” sturdy, in
ing "Susan Slept

Grand does

betr
•

:

“Crossed Swords!’ (UA) and
“Challenge of the Wild” (U A). Nice ing from the great, returns racked
the Palace and Radio City
$7,500.
Last week, “Southwest up by
Passage” (UA) and “Lone Gun” Music Hall, only remaining Broadway houses with stageshows.
(UA). Good $7,000,
The Music Hall, with Metro’s "7
Pageant (St. L. Amuse) (1,000;
82)
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par) Brides for 7 Brothers” also a solid
(3d wk). So-so $3,000 after hep draWr notched. $170,000 for the
week; topping the previous
$3,500 for second frame.
Richmond (St. L. Amuse) (400; sibn’s $168,00Q. “Brides” gets an
82)
“Malta Story” (UA), Fair eighth week and possibly more,
toppers waiting to see
Last week; “Earrings of with
$2,000.
Madame De” (Ind). Fine $3,000. how biz holds up for a non-holiday
The Palace, with “Down
St. Louis (St. L. Amuse) (4,000; round.
50-75)
“The Egyptian” (20th). Three Dark Streets" (UA) plus
Swell $26,500. Last week, “Broken eight acts, of vaude, grossed an esLance” (2dth) (3d wk). Good timated $30,000, best in weeks for
its vaude-film combo policy.
$8,500.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amuse) (800“The Egyptian,” at the Roxy,
82)— “Malta Story” (20trt, Good continued its smash pace with
$3,500. Last week, “Earrings of $105,000,. one of the highest second
Madame De” (Ind), $4,000.
weeks in the history of the Broadway showcase, according to the
managerrient. Pic ranks as the the^
Prov. Mops
atre’s biggest hit since “The Robe.”
After
Best of the newcomers is y High

...

.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3, 900; 98-$1.25)
^-"Rear Window’* -(Par) with Howard Miller dee jay package onstage.
Smash $75,000. Last week, “Dragnet” (WB) with Four Aces topping
vaude (2d wkV, $61,000,
98(1,200;
Qrand (NomikOs)
$1.25?— "Black Shield of Falworth”
(Ui (4th wk). Tapering to fairish
$8,-500. Last week, $14,000.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$l.i0)—
“Dragnet" (WB). Mighty $30,000
haul in sight. vSticks. Last week,
“King Richard and Crusaders”
(WB), $14,000 at 75c-$l scale.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (1 ,t
376; $1.20-$2.65)r-“Cinerama” (Indie) (12th wk). Holding to $28,100,
great, same as last week.

Grand (RKO)

75-1.25)—

(1(400;

Loop (Telem’t) (600; 90-$1.25)— “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (m;o.). (2d
"Vanishing Prairie’’ (Disney.) (3d
wk). Hardy $5,500 after last week’s
last
after
$15,000
wk). 'Fancy
$7,000.
week's. $16,000:
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65"7 Brides for 7 Brothers” “Rear Window” (Par) (2d wk). Tal\
$1 .25
(M-G) (6th wk). Sockeroo $31,000 $12,000 outlook in wake of $20,000
and holding another Week. Last lift. Holds for third stanza.

—

—

Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
-—"Cinerama’’ (Indie) (58th wk).
(Terrific $45,000 after $48,000 last
.week.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
"Duel, in Jungle" (WB) and "Outcast", Rep) (2d wk). Okay $18,000.
Last week, $20,000.
State-Lake
(B&K) (2,700; 98$1:80 1— -Caine Mutiny” (Col) (10th
wk>. Fair $22,000. Last week, $27,000
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
„
'Daughters of Destiny” (Indie).
Shaping tall $6,000, Last, week,
‘Earrings of Madame De” (Indie)
(4lh w-lo, $3,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98f

.

— "Gone

the Wind”
(M-G)
(reissue).
Boffo $40,000.
Last week, "Magnificent Obsession” (U,i (7th wk), $16,000 in five

With

days.

Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98$l,2o)— “Susan Slept Here” (RKO)
(4th wlo; Nice $30,000 after $28,000 last week.

Detroit, Sept;

7..

Opening of State Fair plus holdovers in every situation downtown
counteracting
are
except
one,
whatever hypo the Labor Day
.

weekend Would

give resulting in
status quo or a slight
trend;
“Naked Alibi,”
the lone newcomer, looks good at
Cither

a

downward

,

the Broadway-Capitol. “Dragnet”,
continues strong in second round
at the Palms. Ditto “Magnificent
Obsession” at the, Michigan.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000.; $1-

$1.25)— "Broken Lance”

(20th). (3d

wk). Down to $20,000. Last Week,
$ 22 000
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,“Magnificent Obses000; 80-$ 1)
sion” (U) (2d wk). Good' $23,000.
,

.

—

.

.

Sari Francisco, Sepli,
\\ai:nv'. weather
1

rom

trie

A01

’

7.

and the annual

city to

the country

Day weekend,

failed to
biz as
e tuu n 1S also
a tourist attraction
~,,
U( h occasi °ns.
As a result,
A,.,.
;iln
^uses are looking to a
Sr,^
good
week right -down the line.
-.

scuously
'

dent Frisco film

,

1

.

Estimates for This
Gojden Gate (RKO)
L)l'?'" net ”
r

i

Ui.

WC)

4^
v

(Ba.labari) (1,700;

'

651

;

80-$l)—

(RKO)

(2d

wk).

week,

sock

(3d

week,

Last

Produc$l,40-$2,65)— “This Is

(Cinerama

Cinerama” (77th wk). Slipping

$1.25-$1.50)— $19,000.

(20th)

$14.-

to

Last week, $21,000,

(Loew’s)

(2,656;

75-$ll

Vl- r*' f °r 7 Brothers” (M-G)
4'w siiooo0 $16 000 Laiit week
( 2 646
90 - 811

Leonard Min tz, distributioV^vet,

has joined the Buena Vista sales
Formerly associated with
20th-Fox and. United Artists, he’ll
in Philadelphia and
headquarter
Vl aclovv ” (Par)
Solid $28,500
w ®£k'* 4<0n th« Wkte^ cover the Washington and Pitts•ironr^fr
C
burgh territories.
lrm
10
500
on
last
$
'six div
j
rt'i ^
3
First assignment for. Mint? is the
two weeks.
e* r v
(Par) (1.400; 90-$ 1.25) release of Walt Disney’s “VanishRichard and the Crrisad- ing Prairie.”
Bueria. Vista is a
'-ohlmued on page 10)
Disney subsid.
(Sr!

’

’

V

,

-

;

staff.

—

-

,

'

i

•

«.

.

1

-

.

saders” (WB). completed six days
of second week with so-so $30,000.
"Rogue Cop” (M-G), first Metro pic
to play house in years, due In
Sept, 17.
Piris (Pathe

Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)—“Hobson’s Choice” (UA)
(13th wk). The 12th week ended
(5) was okay $5,000 aft^r
Plays
$5,800 for previous round.
through Sept. 19 when “Bread,

Sunday

Love and Dreams”
over.
Rivoli

CUAT)

(Indie)

(2,092;

takes

85-$2)—

“Rear Window” (Par) (5th wk).
stanza
ending
today
Current

.

(Wed.) looks to finish at $47,000,
better than last week’s $44,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke.

fellers) (6,200;

95-$2.75)—“7 Brides

—

Wham

16G

.

—

house's festival featuring pix di-.
rected by Carol Reed.
Capitol- (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)
—“Caine Mutiny” (Qol) (11th wk).
Current stanza ending oday (Wed.)
looks to hit. solid $32,000. helped
Vs.- Driltoris” (Col),
“Jesse James
“
by big Labor Day biz. Tenth week
$ 12 000,
was $30,000. Continues.
60-80)—
(Rank)
(1*354:
Hyland
.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.85)
^Doctor in the House”, (Rank). Big :— ‘ALiving It. Up” (Par)' (7th wk).
$10,000. Last week, “The Maggie” Present week
ending tomorrow.
(Rank) (5th Wk), $6,000.
(Thurs.) appears headed for $23,Impertal (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)
500, with extra Labor Day. biz help“High and Mighty” (WB) (3d wk). ing top the previous session’s $20,-.
Stays: until "Sabrina” (Par)
Hefty $12,000. Last week,; $16,500. Q00.
follows, possibly .next week.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,090; 65-80.)
“7 Brides for 7 Brothers.” (M-G).
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$ 1.80)
Prairie”
(Disney)
Wha'm $23,000. Last week, “Gone —"Vanishing
Second session ended.
With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (6th (4th wk);
Sunday (5) was whopping $14,700
Wk>, $11,00.0>
Odeori (Rank) (2,390; 75-$l)— after wow $17,300 for first hold“Magnificent Obsession” .(U) (2d over week.. Continueis indef.
Last
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
wk).. Still terrific at $18,000.
—"Three Hours to Kill” (Col) (2d.
week, $22,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2 386; ^O-SS)— “Sa- wk). Opening week ending tomorLast row (Thurs.) looks to hit fair $10,Big; $16,000.
brina” (Par),
"Shield For Murder” (UA)
week, "Hell. Below Zero” (Col) (2d 000.
ended one week’s engagement, with
wk>, $6,000.
University (FP) (1.558; 50-80)— mild $6,000 although aided, by pre"About Mrs. Leslie” (Par) (2d wk). view of "Kill” oh final day.:.
Last
Guild :(Guild) (450; $1-$1.80)—
Holding heavy at $11,000,
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (4th
week, $14,000.
wk). Holiday weekend upped, take
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-$l)
“Black Shield of Falworth” (U). to $11,000 for third week ending'
Socko $17,000; Last Week, “Valley Sunday (5), topping first holdover
frame’s $10,000.. This run is conof Kings” (M-G) (2d wk)j $7,000.
,

-

.

,

—

‘

Mintz To Buena Vista

(2d. wk). First indie-produced, indie-distributed film to play showcase looks to hit fair $40,000 for
initial stanza ending Friday (10).
In ahead, “King. Richard and Crri-

Booms;

'

Last

-

Labor Day weekend. “Southwest
Passage” (UA) opens tomorrow.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 70$1.75)— "Private Hell 36” (FM).

.

.

Hall

(WB); Mighty
“Magnificent Ob- tions) (1,194;

.rt

Warfield

Adams

“Susan Slept Here”
Sleepy $6,000.
wk).

80- $5,500.
Music
$34,-

Lieht. $12,500.
f4

Oke

Last week, “Gog” (UA) and
“Forty-Niners” (A A) $11,750.
United Artists (U A) (1.938; $1$.1.25)— “Gone With Wind” (M-G)
(8th wk); Cool breeze at $15,000..
Last week, $14,40.0;
000;

(2;850;

v' ee k,

session

Gn

Week

(U)

bolstered by influx of visitors for

—

-

80-$l)— “Naked , Alibi”
“Jungle Gents” (AA).

Trade

ending tomorrow (Thurs.).

.

-

HOT

(re-

for 7 Brothers" (M-G) and stageMajestic (Fay) (2,200; 70-90)— mount entries, “Rear Window” at show C7th wk). Labor. Day v^eekend
Opened Rivoli with $47,000 and “Living It, biz boosted this hot attraction to
“The Egyptian” (20th).
Monday. Last week, “Gorilla At Up” at Criterion with $23,500, also $170,000 for current week ending
Large” (20th) and “Princess of remain in the sock category. “Caine today (Wed.),, topping previous
Nile” (20th).
Good $4,000 in ab- Mutiny” continues, nicely at Capi- stanza’s $168*000. Stays an eighth
tol with $32,000 for 10th week.
breviated stand.
week and possibly longer, depend50-70)-State (Loew)
(3,200;
On the art, circuit, "Little Kid- ing on how biz holds up for a nonDark.
Last week, “Hell Below* napers” (UA) shows promise with holiday week. “Brigadopri” "(M-G)
Zero” (Col.) and “Prisoner of War” first week of $10,500 at Trans-Liix is scheduled to folow.
(M-G), good $3,500 in short stand. 60th St. and Columbia’s Brazilian
Roxy (Nat’l Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
(2,200)-- import, “Congaceiro,” rates a nod
Strand
(Silverman)
“EgypUan” (20th) (3d wk). First
Dark.
Last week “Living It Up” for its $7,000 second week at Nor- holdover week ended last night
(Par) and “Javanese Dagger” (Par) mandie.
(Tues.) was socko $105,000, making
(2d wk), so-so $2,000 in short week^
nic theatre’s biggest since “Robe.”
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 50-$ 1.75) This is one of house’s biggest sec“On Waterfront” (Col) (7th wk). ond weeks in its history. Opened
smasheroo $131,000 for first
Toronto
’Brides’
Still holding strongly with $50,00(f to
indef
Continues
with
for sixth frame ended last night round.
World” (20th) set -to
“Woman’s
(Tries.).
Fifth
week
was
$52,000.
’Sabrina’
23G,
Continues until mid-October when follow.
Toronto, Sept. 7.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)
“A Star Is Born” (WB) moves in
On top product appeal, biz is for day-and-date run with Victoria. “Magnificent Obsession” (U) (5thbooming. “Seven Brides for Seven
Baronet (Read'e) (430; 90-$1.55) firial wk). Concluded profitable
five-week run yesterday (Tues.)
Brothers” heads the town, while
'Fallen. Idol”
(indie)
(reissue)
“Black Shield of Falworth” and (Rd wk). Third, stanza ending to- with nifty $25,000 for last session.
“Sabrina” are nabbing big returns. day (Wed.) looks to hit $4,000 or Fourth week was big $26,000. “BeAlgo at near capacity is “Doctor in near, same as previous week. Stays trayed” (M-G) opens today (Wed.).
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
the House,” a British film.
for four or five more days when
“Man Between” opens as part of “High and Dry” (U.) (2d wk). Ended
Estimates for This Week

Last week, $25,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—
“Dragnet” (WB) and “Thunder
World (Indie) (6.97; 98)— “La Pass” (Lip). (2d wk). Strorig $27,(.indie)
(5th. wk).
Good 000. Last week, $38,000 picking, up
$o,Q00. Last week,
steam after slow start!
$4,400.
$1.25Madison
(UD)
(1,900;
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboto,
$1.50)— “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (10th
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 694; 698;
wk). Steady $10,000; Last week,,
40-70) •— “Crossed Swords” (UA)
same.
Nice $13,009(UA);
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3.600; and “Gog”
34G, FRISCO
week, “Playgirl” (U). and
arid Last

•«e

:

“Duel in the Sun,” David O.
Selznick reissue, appears headed
for a big $27,000 in first session at
Mayfair, excellent biz -for a reissue. “Waterfront,” at Astor, with
$50,000 for sixth frame, and “Dragnet,” at Victoria,, with $27,000 for
third week, are holding up strongly. “Magnificent Obsession” closed
at State with final $25,000, closirig
profitable five-week run. Two Para-

$2,500.

.

(SRO)

week end-

soe” closed four-week run with
$3 ;000: for final session.’
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$ 1. 60)—
“Down Three Dark. Streets” (UA)'
and eight acts vaudeville. Last remaining spot for vaude had one of
its biggest Weeks for vaude-film
poljffey, with $30,000 seen for week:

the Paramount.

.

79-

(1,736;

Sriri”

First

“Adventures Robinson Cru-

crix;

‘

.

in

wk).

—

and Dry” (U). The British import,
starring Paul Douglas, hit a whopping $18,500 for the opening round
Closed Til Mon. (6) at the eastside Sutton, making it
Providence, Sept. 7.
one of the biggest grossers for the
Hurricane Carol, which whipped art house. “Private Hell 36," first
the city Tues. (31), flooded the of the Filmakers pix under the exdowntown area to a depth of more hib guarantee plan, looks to hit a
than four feet and left the vicinity fair $40,000 for its first stanza at
power.

(2d

Norrftandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80)
“Cohgaceiro” (Col), (2d
wk).
First session ending today
(Wed.) / seems headed for $7,000,
aided by upbeat reviews from N, Y.

Hurricane; Houses

until

week

for

Campaign;

-

closed

new cQmbo

ing today (Wed,) looks big $27,000,
excellent for a reissue. Continues.
Picture was backed by hefty ad

Up

Theatres were
(Mon.).
yesterday
Hardest hit was the Strand with
damage
an
estimated
$100,000
75-90)—
(RKO)
Palace
(2,600;
week, $27,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 65-87)— “Seven Brides" (M-G) (3d wk). caused by a rising tide.
Estimates ior This Week
"Her Twelve Men’’ (M-G). Good More honeymooning, $13,500, on
$16,000 seen. La$t week; “Valley heels of $16,000 second week.
Albee (RKO) (2,20.0; 5.0-70)—
of Kings" i.M-G) (4th wk), $4,400.
“Dragnet” (WB). Opened Monday
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
(6). .Last .week, “Magnificent Ob"Broken Lance" (20th) (2d wk). ’ALIBI’ NICE 14G IN
(U) and "Highway Dragf session”
Strong $46,000. Last week, $48,000.
net” (AA) (3d Wk),. abbreviated

$1.25)

$1.80)— “Duel
issue)

—

without

for

Continues.
Mayfair (Brandt)

MH

.

week

ending yesterday (Tues.) was okay

.

Cincinnati, Sept. 7.
Bonde
sixth
Mighty b.o. roundup, by “Dragshapes nice at the World, and
Brothers' con- net” at the Albee and holiday
of "7 Brides for 7
tinues to soar lofty at4< McVickers. surge are boosting downtown total
Caine Mu- several notches this week, more
Par gross looms for
in the 10th, than making Up for- holdover detiny’’ at State-Lake
"Cinerama”
week
clines, “Seven Brides” and "Rear
and in the 58th
great at the Palace.
Window” continue strong.
is just plain

>

First

$10,000.

—

Black

biz with
ter .than average,
Shield of Fnlwofth”
frame of “La
Fifth

“Big Sleep” (WB) and “Kid Galahad” (WB) (reissues). (2d. wk). This
house is doing Well on RobinsonCagney-^ogart
oldies.
gangster

—

tax.

at Roosevelt.

the fourth, while

tinuation of playdate which stiarted
Fine Arts.
Holiday (Rose) (950; 90-$1.651—

at

.

.

and “Outcast

Jungle-’

In

‘‘Duel

(1,400;

Cinerama”

is

A

as' indicated,

°°Second vveek of “Broken L‘ance“
while combo of
big at Oriental,
is

(Ind)

—

include the U. S, amusement

Destiny"

7th; ‘Streets’

:

i

Estimates Are Net

here,

theatres

2d

$46,000,

— ——

,

.

.

—

..

first

round Monday

(6) with whopamong top grossers
Opened to rave reviews

ping $18,500,
for house.

from N. Y. crix. In ahead, ‘‘Man
With pillion” was fair $51500 for
ninth week.
Trans-Ltix ~'60tb St. (T-L) (453;
$1-$1.5Q)— “Little Kidnapers” (UA)
(2d wk).

Backed by good reviews,

this British

import rinded

first ses$10,500. “Her 12
third week
with oke $3,400 for final round.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;$1-$1.50)— “Lili” (M-G).. (79th wk).

siori

with

;

fine

Men” (M-G) cpncluded

The 78th round ended Monday

(6)

h it $6,000 after $6,700 for previous

w eek.

Continues.
..
Victoria (City Ihv.) (1,060; 50$1.75)
“Dragnet” (WB)- (3d wk).
Maintaining .a good ,'pace with $27 *after $31,000, for previous
.000*
round. Continues, probably to midOctober, when “Star Is Boi'n” (WB)
opens for day-and-date engagement
with next door Astor.
i

—

Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
“Cinerama” (IndieV
$1.20-$3.30)
(66th wk).- About to mark conclusion of .second :year on Main Stem

—

(this engagement :is moveovei* from
Broadway Theatre)* the new medium is drawing heavily. Influx of

visitors,

particularly

Cinerama, boosted
to socko $48,000.

this

helpful

to

week’s take

U^RIETY

PICTURES

10

New Loew’s

&

Ring

Piston Set

Continued from page

facilities for

German

cars

is:

2

Italian

viously

.

outside

here in

the U. S. A.

Economies for U.

S. Sellers

Most of the European countries
place many stumbling blocks in the
path of Americans .who Want to
their

sell

cars

returning

before

home; Unless the deal can be arranged With another American for
dollars outside the. national bank-

.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) <1,400; 50-85)—
“Vanishing Prairie” (Buena Vista)
(3d wk). Fine $4,000 arid holds..

—

'

Last. week,. $4,500.

Broadway (Wolfberg)

85)—“Malta

“Broken Lance”

.

Good

very expen-

and told

brands. ‘Large American cars cannot take advantage of the twisty
roads for maximum economy and
the. cost of running one. can be
almost monumental.
Any of the
European cars are better suited to
the roads and practically all. of

And

a gag.

his last lines

this

me

to give a

message

to

Jolson?’—

great minstrel who bald gone
before him. Little. Barney not only
system,
had the goodwill of the newsboy
The papers, fix nine as the maxion the street
he had the love
mum number of directors. Cleary,
them will deliver satisfactory gas and devotion of such high priests
Weltman
and Friedman, who also
of the amusement temples as^Bjjmg
mileage.
Crosby and Bob Hope wh^-snare acted as filing attorney, executed
Races All Over the Map
them as subscirbers. State tax was
the grief, with his kin.”
$1,500, plus $40 for recording.
For the competiton enthusiast
Loew’s Inc., which was incorpoEurope is a happy hunting ground.
rated under the laws of Delaware
Events are run almost every Weekon Oct. 1.8, 1919, executed a stateend during the season, and no matment, via President Marcus Loew,
ter where the location interest runs
Continued from pa ge 1
designating, on Dec. 8, its headThe Grand Prix events are
high.
the most heavily watched and ing with W.k. press agents of “circa quarters for conduct of a general
theatrical and amusement business
crowds sometimes run as high as and current” ;which figures
to be. a in New York, State.
This was filed
Coverage of
150,000 to 200,000.
hotcake for the publicity corps (at with /the Secretary of State, in Althese events is widespread, espec19*19.
per
Copy).
Dec.
$3.95
bany;
26,
ially in the newspapers; and now
Marcus Loew, Joseph M. Schenqk
on radio and television as well.
According to the advance dope,
This season has seen the three-way “I Looked and Listened,” while arid David Bernstein were listed as
battle between Ferrari, Mercedes- making no pretense at being a text- directors for the first year. Friedbook or. manual, contains a mine of man was filing attorney. Capital
Benz, an d .Maserati.
iThe new Mercedes has proven into on radio-tel e, with a i nformal stock was set forth as 4,000,000
recap of the. birth and development shares without par value.
to be the fastest. of the three; however, they are very tricky cars to of, broadcasting as seen through
BG
eyes and ears,
,
handle and the new streamlined
Gross was a cub reporter in his Loew’s Picks Pitt’s Elder
shape is not good for short courses.
The Stuttgart firm has come up native Birmingham (coincidentally,
Frisco Warfield Mgr.
with a new exposed-wheel version (for the Birmingham News). After
San Francisco, Sept. 7.
that is: far superior for this type four years at Tulane*and the U. of
William Elder, formerly manager
course and it was one of these cars Alabama, he enlisted in the infor
Loew’s
in Pittsburgh, has been
fantry
and
saw
service
in Frarice
that wou the German Grand Prix
named manager of Loew’s Warfield
at Nurburgring hist month. Ferrari during War I. He came to N.Y. to
in
San
;land
Francisco.
Elder replaces
a.
job
as
reporter
on the
has been pressed to the limit by
these new cars and Maserati seems Bronx Home News, was rewrite Boyd Sparrow, in the spot for the
man
past four years, who. has taken an
and
feature
scribe
on
the
N.Y.
to qee.d more reliability if they are
extended leave of absence because
to stick with the two pace-setters. Telegraph, N.Y. American and AP,
and was hired as a utility man on of health.
car racing is even more .his current paper.
.
Charles E, Kuftzman, Loew’s diHe commenced
prevalent,' and every weekend im- his broadcasting
column in 1924 vision manager for the North East,
portant meets are held;. The 4.9 and has never veered from that who had been
in charge here in the
litre. Ferrari and the new Jaguar field,
with bis byline the oldest one interim between Sparrow’s illness
XK-120D are having a terrific bat- over a radio or ly column in the and Elder’s appoiritment* returned
tle, with
the Ferrari holding a U, S.
to his duties in the east*
the;

,

.

—

Ben dross

.

,

i

As

—

the Waterfront” (Col). Fine $15,000.- Last week, reissue.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)r-“Victory at Sea” (UA). Poor $1,500.
Last week, reissues.

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,600; 50-85)-^-

“7 Brides”

(M-G).. Big $18,000 and
Last week, ‘‘Susan Slept
Here” ((RKO) and VFive Angles on
Miirder” (Col), $10,000.
Paramount OWolfberg) (2,200;
“Dragnet” (WB). Record
50^85)
$32,000 arid holding. Last week,
"King Richard, and the Crusaders”
(WB), $9,500.

holds.

—

.

third of the number of the directors shall be elected annually.”
Stockholders voting for directors
will do so under the cumulative

playwere ‘Do you Want

in

$10,500; East Syeek, $15,000,
“On
(2,525; 50^85)

Denver (Fox)

.

Vogue

(Pike) (442; 74-90)— “Mile.

Desiree (Indie) and “Wherever She
Goes” (Indie). Good $2,000. Last
week, ‘‘Dreams of Love” (Indie),
sai

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page
-

— ‘Rear

Window”

Looks

(Par).

smash $13,500 arid new high
for house. (Best previous week,
$1 2,600). Last week, “Mrs. Leslie”
(Par) (6th wkl, $3,500i
like

(SW) (1,300;
—Warner
“Cinerama”. (Indie)

Sl.20-S2.60)
(44t;

wk)

Ilefty $22,500 after fall last \veek
to $21,500 account American Legion

convention.

Trans-Lux

(T-L)

(600;70-$U—

“Mari With Million” (UA) (3th wk).
Hurt by Legion convention. Just
previous
$3,500 after $4,000
stariza.
Continues.

Brill

Bldg. Gauchos

Continued from page

Theatre

8)

for big $28,000. Last \veek, “Magnificent Obspssiori” -(U) (3d wk).
Oke $1 2,000 for eight days.
Playhouse (Lopiert). (435; 55-$l)

—

American car

wk).

(2d

(20th)

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)
—‘Rear Window” (Par) (2d wk).

*

Wind.”

(1,200; 50Poor
(IJA).

Fine $17,000. Last week* $20,000.

LOEW’S THEATRES

IN N. Y.

Story’’

Last week, “Her Twelve
Men” (M-G) (3d wkh $4,500.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; .60-$l)—
$4^500.

.

CHARTERED

the Centre.

ait

'

sive, 60c to 90c a gallon and in-,
ferior in quality to our domestic

.

-

—

Unless One is set on impressing
the local citizenry, taking an American car to Europe is foolish; The
Continental roads are not good,
they, ar
usually narrow and very
winding and demand a car with
good handling qualities more than
one, with brute power. Another feature of Continental motoring that
is

$7,500.

—

usually possible to come, fairly
close to the European purchase
price even figuring shipping costs
and import duty. This latter item
lay frighten some people but. it is
not too tough— 10% of the value
of the Car is the duty at port of
entry, but this “value” includes depreciation and any damage that has
happened to the car.

economy. Gasoline

(UAh Mild

Estimates for This Week
Albany, Sept. 7.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90Loew’s Theatres Inc., chartered $l)^-“Francis Joins Wacs” lU) (3d
With capital stock of $3,000,000 and wk). Good $3,500 after okay $3,700
of George Raft.
the same number of shares at $1 last week.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65Dean (born Barney Fratkin in par value, has been Authorized to
Kiev, Russia) Was a gentle little “carry on the business of theatre 90) “Dragriet” (WB) and “Pride
man with a flair for “one-liners.” proprietors, managers and direc- of Blue Grass” (AA). Tremendous
He’s credited with a wide variety tors, and in particular to provide $18,000. Last week, “Waterfront”
(Col)
and “Vigilarite Territory”
of pungent lines, including the for the production, pesentation and
(AA) (3d wk). Nice $7,200.
now stock description of a not-too- performance of motion pictures,
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
generous Hollywoqdite as being operas, stage plays, musical come- $1-$1.50)
“E-g-y p t i an” (20th).
He dies, sporting events, radio and Smash $25J 000. Last
always “cozy with a buck.”
week ($1Served, too, as pivot of some of television programs of all types $1.25)— “Broken Lance” (20th) (4th
what became standard show, biz and descriptions, arid other forms wk). Big $7,800.
of amusement, including amusestories.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; $DDean: was with Crosby at a party ment parks, carnivals and cir- “Karamaja” (Indie) (4th wk). Swell
cuses.”
Last week, great $7,500.
$6,000.
Winthiop
Rockefeller’s
lavish
at
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; SKh
Three .classes of directors are
estate.
He was clearly awed by
$1.25)— “Susan Slept Here” (RKO)
provided.
for
rooms,
Listed
Avho
size
of
the
place,
the
Class
the
1,
(4th wk). Fine $6,500, Last week,
the gallery, the indoor tennis court .will serve for a year, are Archie
swell $6,800!
and some of the other features. He. W.eltman, Gilbert Walerstein; Class
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90was watching a tennis game when 2, serving two years, Harold J. $1.25)
“Magnificent Obsession”
one of Rockefeller’s lorgnetted Cleary and Matt J. Madden; Class (U) and “Paris Express” (Indie)
lady associates inquired as to the 3, who will serve three years, (2d wk). Great $12,000. Last week,
Joseph R. Vogel and Leopold Fried- immense $16,400,
Whereabouts of “Millicent.”
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
“Maybe,” offered Dean, M she’s man.
XJpori the expiration of the tends $1-$1.25)— “Knock on Wood” (Par)
upstairs, flaying polo.”
of the directors so classified, their arid “Paid to Kill” (Indie). Lofty
"He started,” George Jessel de- successors
Last, week, “Qaine Mushall be elected for a $14,000.
clared in the eulogy, "as a minstrel
term of three years ”so that one- tiny” (Col) (8th wk). Great $8,800.

is

is

cific”

7,-

over. Two went into their third
weeks and one. into a fourth round.
“Dragnet” -at
the'
Paramount
copped top riioney and is holding.
Stout runnersup are “7 Brides” at
the Orpheum and -‘Broken Lance”

(reissue). Okay $10,000 for
eight days. Last week, “Crossed
Swords" (U) and f’Overlarid Pa-

(SRO)

.

ing system; it is almost impossible
The best way to
to sell the car.
buy. is to count oh bringing the car
back at the end of the trip. If one
wants to Sell the car on return, it

militates against the

Denver, Sept.

Business very good in most spots
over Labor Day with five films held

,

;

biz family funeral;

doubtful if even the mrist confirmed vaude fan would have reas one of the Dean
Bros., a vaudance team of the
post-World War I era. In recent
years, however, Dean lived with
the greats of show biz as a sort of
unofficial comedy writer .for Bing
Crosby and Bob; Hope.
bean’s position was one which
is gradually disappearing—-that of
court jester! Traditionally most of
the top names had someone in
their entourage who could be depended upon for the right line at
the right, time, or as a convenient
Their duties
foil.
intra-family
might be varied but the function
One of
same.
the
generally: was
the ' earliest comedy foils was Sir
Ike
with
long
Ginsberg,
Joseph
Singer of Singer’s Midgets; One
of the best known today is Mack
Grey, now the general factotum
for Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
and once the unshakeable shadow

.

obtain

show

membered him

and Peugbt. The cars- are generally, good looking; economical and
fairly dependable and bargaining
With the all-pOWerful dollar- can
usually reduce the price a comGarage work is
fortable rnargi
difficult

rama” (Indie) (36th wk). Good $32,000. Last week, nice $34,000.
..United* Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; 7d-$l)— “Duel in the Sun”

—

The Outsiders didn’t know Barney Dean. He had never been a
headliner, never had his name in
Anyway, his yaude days
lights.
were so far behind- him that it*s

The French cars are also expensive except for the smaller Renault-

.

‘Dragnet’ Record 32G,

••

strictly a

.

hard to
France and Very

(Continued frpih page 9)
(WB) (2d wk). Slim $9,000,
Last week, okay $14,000.
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)— “Cine-

Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
Charles M. Reagan, sales chief, —-“.Hobson’s Choice” tU-A) (6th
and Benjamin Melniker, attorney, wk). Oke $2,400. Last week, averwere elected to the board, succeed- age $3^000.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) “The
ing Joseph R. Vogel and Leopold
Last
Friedman, who recently resigned to Red Inn” (Indie). Good $3,100.
week, “Turn the Key Softly.” Into Loew’s Theatres,;
swing
die). Fair $2,400.
ine*
day (RoSener) (400; $1) “Le.
Newly-elected officers named by Plaisir” (Indie) (3d wk). Good $3,the board included Reagan and 500. Last week, nice $4,400.
Jesse Thurston Mills, comptroller,
bridge (Schwartz-Reade) (399;
as veepees; Irving H. Greenfield, $1-$1.20)—“Malta Story” <UA)„(3d.
formerly assistant secretary, suc- wk). Fair $2,200 after $2,500 last
ceeding Friedman as secretary, frame. “Hulot’s Holiday” (Indie)
and Marvin Atlas, assistant secre- opens Thurs. (9).
tary.
J. Robert Rubin, who retired as a- veepee and general
counsel,; is remaining on the board.
No official designation of the new
general counsel has been made, but
it?s expected to be either Melniker
Seattle, Sept. 7;,
or Greenfield,
Hefty holiday busiriess at show-:
All other officers and directors shops looks to pep grosses. Ever^
green Theatres has new fare at its
retained thqfr former posts.
three big-seaters; “The Egyptian”
The current divvy is payable at the Fifth, “Knock on Wood” at
Sept. 30 to. stockholders of record Paramount and “Dragnet” at ColiSept. 14.
seum.
The surprising “Karamoja” ends
its solid four weeks’ run at Liberty, with house closing tempoINC.
rarily. Orpheum, long dark, opens
Sept. 10 with “Gone With the

Continued from, pat* Z\

Italian cars are some of the best
looking in the world but, aside
from the doughty Fiat, most df the
cars are not dependable in the lftng
run and age .very quickly. The
Italian cars are yery expensive and
this point alone scares off many;
prospective buyers. The service for
makes other than Eiat is very spotty, both in Europe and the States.

agai

SAN FRANCISCO
ers”

Inc.

The

autos.

Board

in

.

com-

and French cars do

mentioned

to

the quarterly; dividend from 20 to 25c was voted last
board
of directors of
the
by
week
Loew’s, Inc., at the first meeting
signalizing the- beginning of operations of the company under its. new
Old company ceased to
format.
exist at midnight Aug. 31 as the
firm split { nlo. separate theatre and
production-distribution outfits in
accordance with -a Government
consent decree. The theatre company is known as Loew’s Theatres,;

parable to the English facilities on
the Continent.

The

Inc. directors,

Reagan Named
Increase

.

not offer the advantages of the pre-

1954

8,

Vote Divvy Hike to 25c;

In the
slight edge at this time.
smaller classes the Bristol,, the new
type 550 Porsche, and the OSCA
The no-speedreign supreme.
limit roads around Europe allow
driver
to, get in some
car
the sport
fast touring without fear of windFor
hoosegow.
local
ing up in the
this type of car the European roads:
can
driver
car
and
are ideal and
tear about without much danger
to anyone.

Europe. It is on these machines
that one of the biggest sayings can
be made. Delivered prices in Germany run 25-33% less than prices
in New York. The best feature of
the German cars is their durability.
Most of the family type cars are
not outstanding in performance;
however, they have the reputation
for dependable service. Servicing

Wednesday, September

TV

1

samba and the

baiiop, has been
growing steadily in the past few
years and popped into the’ pop picture for the first time this year
ba,

Continued from pane 5
Unit.
This, he said* compared to the higher cost of home with Vaughn Monroe's “They Were
tv color sets.
Largescreen mono- Doing The Mambo” for RCA Vicchrome units are now priced at be- tor. That Aide iS credited with intween $10,000 and $15,000. Unlike spiring the present wave of mamEidophor, the 2Qth-Fox largescreen bo pops by the Brill Bldg, set
color system, the GPL unit uses a which has- made the switch from
standard of slightly modified Na- hillbilly to. gaucho faster than one
tional Television System Commit- can say Pupi Robbins.
Instrumentally,
Sonny, Burke*
tee color s f andard.
The introduction of largescreen Decca’s Coast recording chief, was
color* has long been looked upon probably one Of the first to cut

chrome

:

the; closed-circuit industry as straight mambos for the U S, marr
the spark that would serve to pop- ket, startirig four or five, years ago.
ularize the medium fully.
While At that tyme, RCA Victor was cutits internathe closed-circuit medium has been ting Perez Prado
building sl.owly, it’s felt tliat.: its tiorial label but none of the disks
was being released here. Burke
full; impact will be achieved only
brought some Prado: originals back
alter the widespread introduction
from Mexico and recorded one
of color units. With color, it's beunder the title of “Mambo Jam bo.”
lieved that iridustry will, make
The click of this album apparently
more' use of theatre-tv to display
cued Victor to release the Prado
its wares to salesmen and even to
albums in the U. S. Burke, incithe public.
In' addition, it would
dentally, is now readying another
open the gates for b.o. attractions mambo album for Decca.
such as Broadway musicals and
other events that require color for

by

'

lull appreciation..

N.Y. Cafes. Root
Fruchtman’s

New House

Continued from page

1

|

j
'

|

.

|

Washington, Sept. 7.
lips when thinking’ of mobs of baseJack Fruchtnian, chief barker of' ball, crazy Milwaukee citizens inthe Washington Variety Club, Tent vading New York to play in the
No. 11, has taken over operation Yankee Stadium which could acof .the fii’Strun downtown New commodate over 70,000. But since
Theatre in Baltimore,
1,700- this is unlikely; as a businessman,
seater.
he would have to root for the
Fruchtman owns and operates Giants and Indians—no reflection
six theatres in the Maryland, towns On Brooklyn and the Yariks Which
of Greenbelt, Leoriardtowri and have also done well by him; but
Lexington Park.
business is the first consideration.
j

TPWlnftflday,
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CENSOR BLUES
t

<f|t •

s

9

lngger

Dick Walsh Comment: 'Not a Chance’
*

While exhibitors have been do
shouting about a sointi all the

m

--

.

.

Warners, Hayward

distributors

i.

called print shortage,
print problem,
are experiencing a
Particularly; affected
of their own.
a print
/receiving
in
by the delay

Buy

Hemingway’s ‘Old Man’

'
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Warners and Leland Hayward
completed picture have been closed a deal for: co-production of
departments Of Ernest Hemingway’s “The Old Man
the eastern pub-ad
The delay, and the Sea,” with Spencer Tracy
the major companies;
1

of a

attributed

a variety of reasons,

j

starring.

handicapping the pub-ad stafflaunching longrange bally

is

!

:

t<?

This is the third. Hay ward deal
with the' Burbank studio Currently

ers, in

.

upcoming films.
he is making “Mister Roberts” and
The problem varies from com- will produce “The Spirit of St..
pany to company, being exceeding- Louis’' .later,

i'or

1

acute for several. Originally, the
‘‘new erh” films, which the laboratories were not fully equipped to
ly

Working, prints.
This has been

worked But to an
extent, and except: for extraordinary logjams, the labs have been
able to produce several, working
ample time. However,, the
eastern publicity men still haven't
been able to lick the “new era”
policy of playing it close to. the
prints in

that, is, making one picture
time without providing for a

backlog;

‘Opinion Molders’ Sluffed
case especially
This has been the...

Bros., which apparently
Warner „
has no desire to tie up its liquid
assets with a large number of picpix, to a
tures at one time.
large extent, are released almost
as soon as they are completed, giving the pub-ad men insufficient
numtime for full exploitation.
including
pix,
recent
ber
of
‘‘Dragnet,” “King Richard and the
„

•

i

of

WB

A

and the upcoming
Crusaders”
“Star Is Bom” and “Battle Cry,”
haye been publicized without the
usual screenings for the so-called

movers.”

“opi

The

pub-ad

men

privately feel that you’ve got
to show the picture to get the
proper newspaper and mag breaks
and to start the word-of-mouth

among

newspaper

rind

radio-tv

representatives.

Metro, which was faced with a
similar problem recently, solved it:
by flying out to the Coast about a
dozen key magazine film editors
for a three-day. junket. The mags’
reps viewed six. pictures in the
three-day .period. The prints, although. unavailable for shipment
to the east and required for Additional work on the 'Coast, were in
(Continued on page 18)
;

A renewed exhibitor move to
seek tax relief at the next session
of

Congress appears dead.
The
final, blow was delivered
by Allied
States Assn.’s decision not to pursue at this .time any .action toward
securing a further reduction or
complete elimination of the Federal

admissions tax.

Without Allied,
j*?Pt to petition

adjustments
cally

it’s felt,

Congress for tax

pointed
-^• represents the core of the
smalltown exhibitors mid it was.
the plight of these exhibs which
Played the leading role in confincing Congress
of the necessity, for
Allied,

it’s

Tk®

grassroots campaign
in buttonholing
Representatives and
senators proved the clincher in
ine tax victory.
This grassroots
drive, with Allied
in the forefront,
was cited by veteran
Washington
observers as one of the
most sucP ressure Jobs in recent
Congressional history.

A ‘tied members

rneir

^

local

hac
as

n
ou

federal Government

An

,

Pix lined up for early filming
include.
Vengeance” and
‘‘Cry
‘‘Riders of the Ruby Hills” for Allied Artists, release.. Telefilms on
;

Hollywood studios.
The mob, according to Riesel,
which onee took $1,000,000 in one
year from the film studios via
shakedowns “may be itching to re-

’

;

.

Cinerama
(In Arabic) at Damascus

First O’Seas

open-air
tional

East

theatre

Trade Fait

at the Internain the Middle

city.

Attendance at. the showings of
Cinerama, official exhibit of the
U. S. Government at the Fair, is

by invitation from the II. S. Information Service; The narration by
Lowell Thomas has been replaced
comspecially-prepared
a
by
mentary in Arabic. The 3,600-seat
outdoor theatre was constructed by
Cinerama Inc. technicians.

Hollywood, Sept.
- organized

7.

won unanimously.

Chicago gang

killings.

“Both the

gangsters” (‘Cherry Nose
Charley' Gioe and Francis Marl-

slain

Diamond),
“were among the
squirmed and
glared for weeks on end in the
U.S. District Court in New York,
Frankie

alias

tote,

Lahey

wrote,

defendants

who

while Willie Bioff, suffering from
a slight prison pallor, told a jury
how the mob shook dowiv the
movie moguls of Hollywood for
$ 1 000 000 .”
Theme, of -Lahey’s: piece is that
the death of the old Capone gangsters might bring Bioff out of hiding. ^Perhaps some day,” Lahey
said, “when the rest of the mob
has been laid to rest, Willie Bioff
may turn up in the haunts of men,
,

,

under his right name,”

Chicago, Sept. 7.
Based on figures at City Tax ColClaim lector’s office, month of July this
For $5,000 on
the tariff is 85c after 5 p.m.
It’s $1 for “Seven Brides for
year showed roughly 16% better
Los AngeleS, Sept. 7.
Seven Brothers,” “Broken Lance”
Suit asking for an accounting pix biz than same month of 1953,
and “Magnificent Obsession,” $1.20 arid dairiages of $5,000 was filed by with, total ..amusements, theatres
for “About Mrs. Leslie,” $1.25 for Darlene; Productions against Az- included, showing up 15% im“Caine Mutiny” and $2.65 for teca Films and Reuben Calderon proved. City’s 3% amusement tax
Cinerama.
brought in $107,764 from theatres
in Superior Court.
That the emergence of films
Complaint says Darlene had a in July, 1954, against $91,415 in
from a dime to $1 is taken by the contract to supply photographic 1953, and $168,071 from amusepublic as a matter of fact, is in- arid 3-D equipment for a filiri titled ments this year corhpared with
dicated by the lack of resistance “The Naked Sword,” also known as $145,298 in 1953.
First seven months of theatre
and the few squawks, according to. “The Rose and the Sword,” to be
industry leaders here. It’s the gl- made in Mexico. Contract, Dar- business this year looks 10% imthe
atthat
are
of
though amusements genfor
proved,
calls
higher
pictures
5%.
and
lene contends.,
tracting the record-breaking pa- gross but nothing has been forth- erally bettered themselves by less
relong
was
the
Theatres paid $767,839 in
garnering
picture
1%.
than
the
and
since
tronage
coming
rubs, these leaders: point out.
leased last Jan. 1 i» Mexico and city revenue from January through
the
octhis
term, and $694,404 in
it's
fact,
July
matter
of
America.
As a
Central
Amusesame period last year.
casional 75c. And 85c. films, that
against
went
$1,226,287
that's
ments
boxoffice
woe
whatever
cause
Spillane Yarns
$1,159,972.
now in evidence from time to time, 2

%

,

,

More

they

Armstrong Heads Makeup

turn to the old hunting grounds.”
said that the
mob “has tougher opposition now
in the National Stagehands Union
chief* Dick Walsh, so the boys
planned to go after local unions.”
Shades of Willie Bioff
In the meanwhile, Willie Bioff,
the former labor racketeer who
plagued the film biz for years,
came back into the news via a couple of gang slayings in Chicago.
Bioff, now living, in Obscurity (he
Was released from jail for testifyformer “playing against his
mates”), is mentioned by Chicago
Daily News writer Edwin A. Lahey
in, a review of a couple of recent

The Mirror columnist

—

insist.

Set;

UA

Will Release

Duo

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Grosby-Jeanmaire
Victor SaVille, currently busy on
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Salesmen’s
Warners’ VThe Silyer Chalice,”
Next
Bing Crosby starrer at
produce
Colosseum of Motion Picture signed Robert Aldrich to
Paramount will be ‘^Anything
two
of
versions
Salesmen will *hold its 1954 con- and direct screen
Goes,” based on the Broadway
novels: “Kiss Me
vention at the Prake Hotel, Chi- Mickey Spillane
His costar will be Jeanshow.
Deadly” and “My Gun Is Qujck.
cago, Nov. 19-20.
on the maire, French ballerina.
made
be
will
Pictures
the
repping
About 100 delegates,
Filming will start in January
GOldwyn lot for United
Emmett Dolan pro1,000 film salesmen employed by Samuel
will be the With Robert
They
release.
Artists
attend.
to.
distribs, are expected
ducing, Picture will contain sey-.
fourth in the Spillane
Louis Aurelio Is chairman of the third and
era! new tunes by Cole Porter.

Board of governors is composed
organization repren ®tion*b municipalities of Gordon Bau, George Lane. Nor*tated that admission man Pringle, Harry Ray, Bob Ewconvention committee.
(Continued on page 15)
ing and Frank Prehods.
f-

post of supervising: film editor to
that of executive assistant to the.
president. In his hew capacity he
will supervise production of television as well as theatrical films.

Producers who may be toying
with the. idea of doing a screen
bi.og Of air pioneer Billy Mitchell
Chicago
ners, is being slowed down by art
cept ads for the film, which doesn’t were warned last week by Barnett
abundance of preliminary detail have the Legion okay. Later, sev- Glassman of N.Y. that he owns the
Work which has cropped up, such eral Of the papers changed their tv and film rights to Isaac Don Leas corporate legalistic^.
minds, but the important Chicago vine’s “Billy Mitchell Prophet of
There’s still no indications of Tribune, for instance, didn’t relent. Air Power,” published by Duel!,
when actual production tees off, or
Sloan & Pearce in 1943.
(Continued on page 20)
the identity of the first property.
In a roundrobin letter, Glassman
It’s apparent that delay is not costnoted several studio, announcely to the outfit, however, since
ments regarding pix qn Mitchell’s
none of the partners is taking a
life.
The Levine book, he said, “is
They’re all in on profit
salary.
the family authorized biography of
participation deals.
the General/prepared from mate.Last week’s announcement of a
rial and private papers owned by
tieup between Rodgers and Allied
Mrs. Elizabeth N. Byrd, widow of
Artists will not affect Amalgamated
Gen. Mitchell.” He added that he
incidentally. It's pointed put that
purchased the rights to the book
as
AA
disto
serve
Rodgers’ deal
Minneapolis, Sept. 7,
some time ago; that the rights
tribution advisor is non-exclusive.
If you wish to see a firstrun pic were secured by friends of his, and
call
has
likewise
Amalgamated
downtown after 5 p.m. here these that the original purchase was
upon his services on a non-exclu- days you have to be prepared to made
via the Leland Hayward
sive basis.
shell across at least $1 in place of Agency.
the onetime dime, as the general
Glassman said linked with the
average local showhouse scale has book purchase—on which ^$80,000
Hemingway in Acting,
hit a new high.
have already been paid—were
The buck now has gotten to be “various assignments of the agreealmost a standard night admission ments and quit claims from Mrs.
Stint
Scripting Indie
price at Loop theatres here and ap- Elizabeth Byrd, her two children,
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
parently has public acceptance and as well as the first Mrs. Mitchell
Ernest Hemingway will write an
is no deterrent to attendance so and
The
her three children.”
big
about
story
Original screen
It’s in place of the previous
rights, according, to Glassman, “.exgame hunting: in Africa and appear far.
85c, which prevailed for several tend to any film, or portion incorsafari.
of
a
leader
in the picture as
years.
porating a ‘Billy Mitchell’ seFilm will be produced by Frank
When a local theatre now adverMcCarthy and William Lowe with tises “tegular C’Scope prices” it quence.”
Glassman said last week that he
the writer as a partner.
means $1 after 5 p.m. But even
Film Will be .made some time non-C’Scope pictures, like “Caine was currently discussing production preparations for a film on
next year. No release deal has
Mutiny” and “Magnificent Obses- Mitchell’s exploits with both indies
been made to date but it is expectsion,” for example, have been com- arid major companies.
ed that McCarthy will discuss it
ing in at a buck or higher.
with Darryl F.Zanuckat 20th-Fox,
Currently, only one of the Loop
where he co-produced “Decision eight firstruns taps the public for
Darlene Sues Azteca
Before Dawn” in 1951.
less than the dollar. It’s “Valley of
the Kings” at the Gopher, where

Society of
Newly
decision to bypass a tax Makeup Artists elected Del Armpaign ** based |>n a. variety of strong as its first president with
rfl ^
asons. The exhib
org fears that Jack Kevan as veepee arid Harry
municipalities may Maret as secretary-treasurer. All

s-J?

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Broidy Productions

ship is discriminatory against foreign product in that it appears, to
apply different standards to their
pix from those applied to American productions. Furthermore, they
say, there arc now three hurdles
a foreign film must face before it
is at least potentially certain of a
wide showing.
Amalgamated Productions, whose
First, there are the U. S. Cusformation was announced more toms. Then there is the Production
than three months ago, still hasn’t Code, and, third, the Legion of
been able to get off the ground Decency. Of late; a fourth hurdle
Company in which William F. has appeared— the press. In the
Rodgers, Sam Dembow Jr. Cliff Case of “La Rohde,” none of the
antj Jack Skirball are partpapers at first would ac-

First overseas showing of Cinerama took place Thursday (2) in
presentation
Damascus,
Syria.
was under the sponsorship of the
any %t- U. S. Information Service at an

would be automati-

doomed.

F.

promoted Ace Herman from the

the Broidy program include the
“Wild Bill Hickok” series and a
Producers abroad are telling vis- new one, “Secret Service Agent,”
iting Americans, that U. S, censor- starring Broderick Crawford.

‘

cuff,

now

get around this by shipping in bits of objectionable scenes
via different ports of entry.
Since, in some ports, the screening procedure is negligent,: the
footage gets into the country and
is
then assembled in N. Y. for
non-censorship
showing,
the
ers

Williai

“They haven’t got a chance.”
That’s the gist of the reaction of
Richard , F. Walsh, prexy of the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, to reports
that mobsters, were again trying to
move into the AFL theatrical
unions.
Victor Riesel, labor columnist
of the N.Y. Daily Mirror, wrote
last week that N;Y. police knew
that Elmer “Trigger” Burke, the
gunman who 'escaped from a Boston prison recently, “was about to.
be Used by the mob (when he was
picked Up last June 19) as the
‘muscle? in. a drive to take over
AFL, stagehands arid theatrical
trucking unions/’ According to
Riesel, the police knew from their
Own files that Burke, was to be the
advance “in infiltrating the television industry.” From tv, said
Riesel, he was to move into the
legit unions and then into the
.

Broidy Ups Herman To
Proxy’s Exec Asst. Post

states.

handle, were the main reason for
producing.
the snaillike pace

at a

There’s much-resentment among
producers oyer what
they conceive to be an increasingly
difficult censorship problem in the
U. S."
The Europeans are particularly
scornful about U. S. Customs, censorship which, they say, is tightening up on their pix. Some import-

European

series.

”

!

INTERNATIONAL
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BFPA

Arnold Quits

London, Sept.

7.

Percy Arnold, appointed public

See

relations officer of the British. Film
Producers- Assn, less than a year
ago, has ankled his appointment
following an internal disagreement,

$11,000,

London, Sept. 7.
Peace has been restored to the
Last week
settlement was reached on the
longstanding wrangle over the future level of contributions to the
British

film

industry.

E?dy Fund and the

and

PAAL ROLLS U.S.-GERMAN
COPRODUCTION TUNER

latest exhibitor
$8,-

400.000 annually to tlie production
pool, Was. immediately accepted by
the two producer Organizations.
Subject to ratification by the
general council of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn, tomorrow
(Wed.), the. new rate of payment
will come into force on Oct. 24
for a three-year stretch!
.

The new

CEA

offer,

made

at last

.Hamburg,. Sept. .7- director
Alexander
recently completed “The

Producer

which should net over

offer,

who

Paal,

Return of Columbus,” last week
rolled a Gevacolor musical titled
.“Dance in the Sun.”
Venture is
being

made

Geza

van

as a coproduction with
Arion Filin.
Cziffra’s

CMBH,
.

A

German

top

producer.-writer-

von Cziffira is directing
German and English versions from
director,

Wednesday’s (1) meeting of the his original story.
four major trade assns., was based
on estimates of production costs
and revenues submitted by the
British Film Producers Assn, and
analyzed by exhibitor: accountants.
The CEA had always contended
that they could not, and would not,
vary their contribution, until they
had precise information on proLondon, Sept. 7:
duction budgets ahd incomes.
Two films lehsed in Soviet RusThe BFPA financial breakdown
indicated that production i
the sia earlier this summer under the
coming year would end with a defi- supervision bf Kenneth Wright,
ciency of over $6,100,000. .Allow- head of BBC-TV music division,
ance for interest payments on bor- are to be aired over the British
rowed capital and for a nominal network. The first, a 50-minute
10% profit on investment would feature entitled “Musicians to Mosadd $2,800,000 to the red^balance/ cow,” will be screened Sept. 27.'
Wright, :Wbp made two visits to
Increased wages, higher production
costs and processing charges, plus Russia at invitations of the Soviet
the growing Use of color, Would Ministry of Culture; Said last week
add a further $1,500,000' to the that a film unit of four cameramen
deficiency. I)n round figures, there- had been placed, at his disposal
fore, the producers, reckon .that a ,ahd they toured Leningrad, Tiflis
loss in the. region of $11,000,000 is and the Black Sea coast.
.

:

,

A. week later, the BBC-TV is to
more or less inevitable.
They admit that the Eady Fund screen two shorts called “Children
in itself .will not entirely bridge of the USSR,” which show youngthe gap. Increased rentals accruing sters fanning, their own miniature
from higher admission charges and trains;! and taking practical trainthe admission tax concession are ing in/railway management.
,

'

expected

These screenings are expected

net an additional
$1,000,000 each year. Above all,
however, they, are banking on the
improved results of British pix at
the boxoffice and hope that some
of the triumphs of the past -season
will be maintained during thg next
three years;
Basically, jbhe terms of settlement
vary only slightly, from the. scheme
which operated until August fast:
to

to'

be the forerunners of a further
pipgrairi exchange now being dis-

Moscow by Mary Adams,
McGiVerh, BBC-

cussed, in

assistant of Cecil
TV controller..

Mixed;

pend on the boxoffice

Edinburgh, Sept. 7.
Impresario- Sol Hurok; .who takes

“A Midsummer

Dream”

iNight’S

to

the U. S. 'after the current. Edinburgh. ’FeAtivaLstinC,- said he; could

run

-the

•weeks.
English,
!

oldie,

.

;

half

featuring

Moira Shearer

leriiia

her

in

•

first

acting role as Titania, Robert 'Help*
rtumn as. Oberon r and' Stanley Holloway as Bottom,' bowed' here to
•mixed reception; though it was generally. in favor of the colorful produotion)
Majority of crix singled
out. Miss Shpirer's topfliEht terping
but faulted her on* faintness and
'

1

planning afoot in this direction.
Italy is taking an initiative
setting up a branch of Uriitalia,
org to, hypo pix abroad., in Madrid
this month, and is planning $2,000,'

.

000 Italo-Hispano pix in Technicolor with . American stars in top
roles and with an English version
to slant for bigrmoney markets;
.

.

’

.

,'

•

,

,

ultra-u’apidity

of

diction.

Help-

:

r

1

,

.

*
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DRY
LOOKS STURDY
LONDON
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.
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Interest,

Gal-

Good lowbrow attraction
week; thus cutting likely to emulate success of
costs.
Principals and 60-strong predecessors. Directed, by Wallace
cast fly direct! from Edinburgh to Douglas.
N Y; to open -a .*2-week U. S. toiir
'

.

.

!

,

r

Sepf.,2L
Egk Opera
Salzburg
On question of laUnchingv a similar drama festival in New York,
Vienna, Aug. 31.
Hurok' said :the problem is. to find
“Irish Legend,” a three-act opplaces to present the “big. things,” er by Werner .Egk>-. was chosen by
He added* that America is losing its the Salzburg Festival', committee
best theatres to commercial televi- for its. world premiere in 1955. The
sion;
Other operas on the program will
He urged businessmen here to be “Don Giovanni,” “Eidelio,” “AbPanel
Series set aboUt building a' great Festival ductiort from Serial” and “Ariadne
Hall here and “to do something on Naxos.” Margareth.’Wallmann’s
London, Sept," 7.
In a switch from the normal pol-. about the
restaurants so
that ballet was again inked. As. usual,
Icy of Importing panel games from .people can get a meal at night.
“Everynian” is on the program.
America, BBC-TV invited public -Hiirok said eating facilities have
Ih commemoration of the' 150th'
suggestions and the best ideas were improved greatly since 1947, but anniversary of. his death,, Friedrich
tried
out during the summer stressed that for three Festival von Schiller’s “William. Tell” will
season. As a result, the winning weeks Edinburgh is the artistic Also be produced.
entry, “Tall Story Club;’' gets a center Of the world; and that the
series tryout beginning Sept. 21. city should aim at the standards of
'TOWN' TO MANCHESTER
This feature has a panel of four cuisine wanted by<the International
Manchester, Eng,, -Aug. 31,
who compete in telling, anecdotes figures who come to the 'City, Good
,J!ack Hylton will present “Wonand cross-examine one another on food is as essential as good music, derful Town/'- the U; S. ‘musical
them.
he said.
success, at the '&pera House here
Runneiup was “Find the Link,”
To give, an .Edinburgh Festival for, the Christmas peAson^
which received a second airing last .Tattoo atmosphere in the States, he
Production will have a prelim
Tuesday (31). Third place Went, to .will take the bafid of the Scots tryout here .before
/
moving south to
.“One of the Family,” which,
ill
Guards and, a .party of bagpipers to London’s West End. Casting Is
have a repeat next week.'
America.
not yet complete.

lot

'

!

•

,-

:

.

'

.

1

,

'

.

.

:

i

ited to $135 her

'

1

r

...

mann’s work was highly praised.
Production had a gala opening at
the , Empire Theatre. Estimated
cost Is $90,000. Scenery has been
built in. Old Vic’s own workshops,
and top players’ salaries are lim- derwood.

,

Game

Coproduction Is beginning to
go on here. This year saw 16
coproductions and; there is big

arid

'

results and
the number of eligible pictures’.
During most of the; past year the
distribution averaged 349y of the
distributors’ gross, Which Was paid
on accumulative rentals totaling
$2(J,571,0Q0, of which $18,379,000
Were earned by feature films over
3.000 ft. in length.

Own

This mugg visited some Madrid
studios and found them Well-fitted
and practically up to French
standards, with, main drawback in
the material: However, the weather
and lanscaping are fine for pix

!

-

agreement.
Robert Clark, British. Film Producers A sin. p'rexy, and production
head of the Associated British Eltree Studios, told Variety last
week that the aggregate Eady income in the future would be' com-,
parable with the past year, but the.
percentage distribution would de-

about

proper, financial

of

i

1

the fund at the official rate but
paid the difference between, the
old and the new in a suspense' account in case' of a retrospective

and

here,

readying a film .comes to

*

jFor Lack of Eateries

froiri

membership and .announced they’d
continue to pay up at the old rate,
Other major groups -contributed; to

must ’be dubbed

pix

$40,000.

Goggredo Lombardo, head of Italo
by The •MeXicari: composer Augustin Titanus films, told Variety that
means.
Lara, who had never been in Spain pix were “The. Life of Goya” and
The meeting, attended by 108 or when he wrote it. He has also writ- “The Fair Bride,” based, on the
two-thirds of the. shareholders with ten “Grariada“ and was never there book by Bruce Marshall. U. S.
a total of. 10,31}. votes, also resulted either. He is how here, to see the scripters Would be utilized with
in a decision tp.. reduce stock capi- real life counterpart, of his
chant Art Cohn Already signed. .Cesare
tal from
1,000,000 Swiss francs interps. Ensconced
his aircori- Girosi, U.S.-italo .filmmaker,' .will
($232,500) to 500,000 SF ($116,250). ditioned roprii in the- modernistic.
be exec, producer and he says
Switzerland is one of the few.; Casteilana Hilton he Can see the these are the first big .attempts in
continental areas where film pro- wide avenues, the edge of the new .Spain for complete million dollar
duction: is not at all financially supr
sprawling University towny production. France is also biting
arid
ported by the government. Prae- and when he goes out into the heat, into the coproduction nut.
sens Film, which in its 30 years of hot but hearable due to its dry“That Lady” (20th), a C’Scoper
activity, has turned out such pix
ness, he sees the well-planned wjth
Qlivia de Havilland, just
as /’The Last Chance,” “Marie-; streets, hustling crowds and the finished Ajgterlors here,/ and Orson
Louise,” “The Search,” “Four in, a places
he wrote about.
Welles has wound his “Mr. Arr
Jeep” and “Heidi,” has been,, operThere are things, like, the man kadin,” a Swlss-Spanish coproducating entirely on private capital.
which has good word-oftion,
On. the other hand; it was said, who carries a portable roulette
mouth from those. Who have seen
import duties on $wiss film abroad wheel on his hack and gives ariy
He
Is to do. two more qriginally
it.
comers
spi
a
and
the
vestige
of
are in no proportion to those' raised
Jack
scripted
pix
this .year.
on! foreign pix here. For example, the towncr ier, become the Ser'eno,
Cardiff is here to do “The. Red
who
keys
to
all
has
the
outside;
import, duties on a Swiss’ feature
do
will
Fishes,*'
Rossen
Robert
doors of the apartment: houses and
film are..$255 in the U. S. xnd $230
the exteriors Of “Alexander The
in Germany, whereas Swiss duty comes when one claps hljs hands.
Frankovich
here
Great”
(UA)
Mike
K
fbr a foreign film is*. about $42. (Re- .Here is. material for. a Hitchcock
comes back for another pic and
cent experience, it was / further film ih dealing with a wily, ‘dismany more jplans are in the offing.
has shown that foreign honest Sereno. Sereriq is part' of
Stated
Madrid Is a great filmgoing town,
countries are little hesitant to raise the word serene which he used to
with 134 houses of the 4,273 in
duties /on Swiss imports consider- bray ih /the days of his towncrier-'
Spain, with Bgrceldna next with
ably When -they consider, it. neces- ship.
There are hundreds of men 130. -There.: lire usually only two
sary for selfrprotection (this, of
course, refers, to the. recent eleva- called Senor Rodriguez, reference;; shows a day, At ll. p;ih.' and Sometion of duties on imported watches to which erupts into laughter all times a. 4 p.m, shoiv.
New Work Houra
Ih the U. S., whieh came as a ter- those in the know; Senor Rodriguez
The hours here Ate /completely
rific blow to the Swiss Watch indus- refers to; married, men who -have
sent their wives’ to a resort town upped and. different from the more
try and is heavily -resented here).
The
with (the children, and .stay In temperate northern hours,
Madrid for their wjprk. The bache- Usual workday starts/at lOa.m. and
lunch
starts
a/t two And runs into a
lor status ..gets the tag and Is alROT'
way ^accompanied by. much wink- needed' siesta time; With work re- ,
suming about five and runrilrig to
ing ahd rib butting...
IN
LEGIT
Usual foreign idea, of a happy, Seven; when cocktail //time..: takes
until 9/p.m, and t)\en to:e/lat!a
one
London, Sept. 7.
.dancing Spain is not the norm
dinner, ..and, if a. club is in view,
’’Dry Rot ” a first play by John here as is any preconceived idea
of
Chapman, bowed in at; the, /Whiter a country.- Changes have been One is hot through until. 5 a.m.
hall last Tuesday ((31). Presented wrought here but the church and Once adjusted, it is a! likeable sked.
by Rix Theatrical Productions, it government are still! the central This is 'based on custom And; habit,
follows the tradition of farces' that focus add driving /force of the iapd but - RCA'- is /-breaking with this
have reaped, nine years’ haiyest at •and all stems from these sources. when they open their new record
Working
thi? theatre'.
A' powerful ihurch' m'eahs.more ap- company here, shortly.
Racetrack crooks involved in a parent censorship ,ahid this shows .day w|iU. be Americanized fi-pm 9
ra.m: tb 3:30 p.m/, with ari hour for
nonsensical' plot in an old Country up in films and theatre.
lunch in the'febmpany comniissary..
hotel provide.' amusement for the
Strict Censorship
Officials Assured this mugg thiit.
masses. With comic ieadsJ bjy John
When “From Here To Eternity”' worker!! are content,
arid it also
Slater, Basil Lord, .Brian, Ri;c,. and
(Col) was show’ll ih Spain, the
gives, them more; time for the hull*
author John Ghapman supplying main
love scenes between 'Burt fight...,.
romantic
with Diana
lack

.

1

circuits

neat popularity, U. S. has a hard
time getting coin Out of Spain due
to its strict rules on remittance.
U. S. companies are allowed 100
visas, with 60 to be distributed by
them arid 40 by Spanish distribs.
They are allowed a $50,000 remittance per quarter for all the companies, and the rest is in blocked
pesetas; which can be used for investment i
pic. production.
Ail

1

Shakespeare comedy easily
for. 10 weeks if he had another
N. Yi theatreAs Urge as the'Metroonly net an annual subsidy of under $6,500,000 and, arising from politan Opera. He can' have: the
lifter'
for
only,
three-and-half
this
decision^
the Bank group
.two

’

the

to

,:'

levy, when first lntrodiiced in
1951, also ion a three-year basis!
was designed to yield ah annual
figure of approximately $9,000,000,
hut the steady decline in th4.num?
•her of paid admissions cut' the
revenue to under $8,000,000/ in the
last- year. As from Aug. T last the
CEA advised v its members t6 introduce a lower scale which’ Would

their

Madrid, Aug. 31.
A first trip through Spain, hittriumvirate (San
northern
the
ting
government Sebastian, Madrid; Barcelona), unembassies and
ish
veils an interesting series of astrade reps overseas to assist in the
pects in land, thinking, history and
development of greater distribushow biz. Show biit seems to be in
tion of British pix.
a state of suspended animation, an
anachronistic status or just slumbering arid waiting for the impetus
to send it hurtling into a top place
here in the business hierarchy..
It has found a sanctuary where,
competition is lightened by state
benevolence, where the great and
prevailing draws are in a folk or
historical pattern, and where many
Zurich, Aug. 31.
outsiders are congregated trying to
At a recent meeting, sharehold- put their knowhow, into play here
ers of Praesens Film Zurich, 30- to give the added fillup and turn
yeaV"°ld most important Swiss film that may more fully exploit the incompany, unanimously decided on herent drama, color and pictorial
a resolution to he submitted to. the essence of Spain. The various stops
Swiss government. In it, they re-, seemed to bring these points out,
quest the long-promised financial and certain sidelights also bear on
aid by the federal government to this.
the. Swiss film industry (question of
The most intrinsically Madrldar
which arose as, far back as 1946), nean song ever written is “Madrid,.in order to securi continuation of Madrid, Madrid,” which is heard
a national film production which, everywhere In this rolling, pleasotherwise, would be at stake due antly-elimed city. It. was written
association's
preppirig a
brochure for distributing to Brit-

.

That

pulled

By GENE MOSKOWITZ

now being

is

the
Meantime,
publicity committee

-

Bow

‘Night’ Scot

replacement

a

considered.

-,

Lancaster, and Debdrah Kferr were
Rairisay Airies, U. S. artresscut out and the dubbed dialog- ha0
siriger-dancer, is here; And. has just
as friends,;. Which just
finished a pic in Munich,; VTho
about ruined the Essence of the Lie,”
under the production of Burt
film', Censorship is strict and this
Balaban. Filni atarted'put to be a
tends tp make the problems treated tv pjc
but grew full 'length. Madrid
hi Spanish fiimb too Conformist to also
has A longtime film rep in Ted
make for. tr healthy; dynamic form! Pahle,. an
ARC cameraman, who
in content /and technique. The
was' jpArt Of the Embassy here, for
Spanish ’film industry produoes [•Sottie years and
then took an active
from 50 to 60 pi
per year in part in the film, setup here, Pahle
Madrid and Barcelona.: Most of has lensed shine Of the top product
the production is in Madrid, with here
completed
recently
[ and
seven studios,- and in Barcelona “Todos Es Possible Eh, Granada,’/
with. four. A film gets a 40% ad- with Merle Oberon.
And the second
vance. before starting and then is unit AVork, on “That Lady” <20th).
usually presented with a special He intends to go into production,
cultural dispensation .of 1,000,000 and is" now casting a pic tentatively
pesetas ($25,000) on. completion. titled "Dramatic Trio’.’ with two of
Th.is can .lead to many quickies the top pic
names, here, Francisco
among which, are.’ some -that- never Rabal And Rub.en Rojo,;
get Spanish firstrun ,distrib and
.Robert Alexander Is an English
ar shunted off to the provincial filmman who headed: the: Paraor in secondary Latin American mount office in London some years
spots.
Ago, then took over the Spanish
•Spain is* probably, one of -the few branch; and then- branched out on
countries where the old adage of hiS own to head A bustling distrib
'a good- national film, butgrosslng a
outfit, Delta Films. Alexander disgood. tl. S. film is getting nipped. tribs various" national films *nd hds
Of this; year’^ top 10 grossets, five An -eye. for thk Spanish majrt. /In
were .Americah, two.. Spanish, two Spanish production setup many pix
Italian, .two English! French aiid get put in' on* ©f three catego'jL’ies
Italo.plx soTetimes.get crimped’ by which Algnify- Ko’w much of a post
censorship here. . In spite - of this
(Continued on page 16)
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t St. Martin's place, .Trafalgar
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Enough

Vienna, Aug. 31,

The way in which the New
York Philharmonic’s le.cider,
Dimitri
Mitropoulo.s,
introduces himself to Uie members
of.
the Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra at Salzburg, which
he gueslrconclucted recently,
startled Austrian music,
•

-

lcgit’f?:

Parts

Paris, Sept.
session

:

7,

got

’54-’55

q(T in high last
of
'urishuUermg

NATKE Okays Pay

week, with the
dozen legit
a

Rise

cles...

September will see. few
plays as most theatres aie
iit'tv
seasimply' resuming runs of .last
sous hit offerings which closed

He said: “Gentlemen, I know
by name: and sight. You
do not know
After you
have .learned to know, me., w
shall know each other better.!’

'houses, hut

...you all

..

down

.London, Sept.
,

Henri

distilled

from

Jeansoh
Italian

Dazzling

comedy
at

original;

‘’Husband,

j

.

i

U

cv-Francis Lopez, operetta, “Flow-.
ering Path,” starring George Guer.
tarrv arid pop comic, Bourvil, at

ABC.
Pop “White Horse Inn” revival

Advisory

Vim

Raymond

the
einelz

’

.

|

round Of $13,600. Holds
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$l,70)—
“Betrayed” (M-G) (2nd wk).; Heading for steady $10,600 second

..

He wanted

(final)

to dismiss

;

after

$13,400
Marie,”

ice

Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$ L70>
“The Black Knight” (Col) (2nd
wk). First week grossed good average. $7,800 and secondjframe likely
to close at around $7,000 after
grossing $4,100 in the weekend.
Stays a third week with "On the
Waterfront” (Col) opening Sept. 9
with royal charity preem.,

—

:

,

translation, at Wagrai
Grand Guignol horrifier, “Swine
Go To Hell;” Palais-Royal bedroom
farce,: “Nonsense Of Cambrai;” in-

week

opening stanza.
‘‘Rose
(M-G.) opens Sept. 2.

the illusion that the cinema trade was
interested. only in profit. They were
Leonard Bernstei
Virgil Thom- concerned just as much with the
son and others, written especially welfare of children as were churchBuenos Ah’bs. Aug. 31.
for the local eVerit. First Italian men and educationists.
Although still devoid of much
performance of “iPorgy and Bess”
W, G, R. Thomson, secretary,
originality
or individual flavor, Aris also skedded.
Children’s Film Foundation, said
Opening, concert, Sept; 11. is that in the past: three years, the gentine burlesque shows and muimproved -considerably
sicals
have
dedicated io Bela Bartok. It will be British Film Production. Fund had
followed next day by a concert di- invested $1,200,000 in children's lately over what they were 15 or
particularly as reyears
ago,
20
rected by Bernstein,, whose Sere- films; It was vital that the films .be
nade from Plato’s Symposium is the “entertaining,” but they always had gards 'the degree of Verve or
in the chorus lines.
pluchritude
program feature. Isaac Stern is the sound moral principles in the backThe standard. Of dancing lias imsoloist.- Goncert also features a new ground.
ballet
schools have
proved. as
work by Bruho BertineUi.'and ShuGeoffrey Conway, joint control- mushroomed all over the country;
mann’s 6th Symphony:
ler,
Odeon and Gaumont group, However, the same can’t be said of
World preem' of Benjamin Brit- thought that if education and doingj
the vocal line or in the male
ten’s' three-act opera, “The Turn good w'ere very obvious in films,
chorus .standard, still lamentably
of the Screw,” is slated for Sept. the children didn’t like it.
bad.
14, with the composer conducting.
Since the Paris- Folios Bergere
Work is on a libretto by Myfawny
was here this year, practically all.
Piper from
story by Henry
these type shows are currently sufJames, and is presented by .the
fering from a Folies influence. And
English Opera Group featuring
now
some of the FOlies talent
Joan Cross, Jennifer Vivian, Arda
working, in the native burlesque
Blackpool,
Peter Pears.
films.

,

Sauvajon comedy accompanied by
English

‘

said the United Kingdom led the
world in the field of children’s

Venice, Aug; 31.
The i7th Venice Music Festival,
which Opens here at the Venice
Theatre Sept., 11 and. runs through
Sept, 26, will preeifi wotfles by

Vincy-Albert
1

‘Andalousie,
musical,
at Gaitc-Lyrique, is technically the
first new show of *54-’55, having
opened Atig. 20. Shows that braved
the summer heat and continue are
“i’ni HCre and I’m Staying,” now
in its fourth year, at Ambigu; re^
viva] cff "Angel's. Cooking” at Gauhiartin; “13 at Table,’* Marc-Gilbert
ill

.

‘

John Trevelyan, chairman of the
Sub-Committee of the
Cinema Consultative Committee,

vt opened at the Chatelet in July
after a four-week Vacation break

W

.

~

me make it perfectly clear that we
are not running Sunday schools; we
are running children’s matinees.
We are concerned with offering
good healthy /entertai ment to
healthy, virile cliiidren-”

and.

20G

Films Interested in Kid

.

.

Saint-Georges, and Raymond

.

continues at full force. In the curtAustrian Ghost Sues Pic
rent frame, top results werexchalked
up by tWP Hollywood pix, the 20th
Claim ’Scoper “Three Coins in; the FounProducer on
tai
which did a smash $13,600
Vienna, Aug. 31,
The existence of ghostwriters! in its opening round at the Carlisn’t familiar here; Thus it came as ton, and Columbia’s “The. Caine
a big surprise when Luis Trenker, Mutiny,” which- registered a sock
writer and film, producer,was sued $18,000 in its second session at the
by Fritz Weber for $20,000 -foi‘ back, Odeon, Leicester Square, The other
pay on stories claimed written for current C’Scoper on view, “Riyer
him. It was not revealed, if “The of No Return,” also did a fine $10,500
its second round at the
Diary of Eva Biaun” is included.
Weber- arid Trenker,, comrades Odeon, Marble Arch.
during World War,; I, had, as the
London Pavilion the
the
At
complaint reads,, started writing United Artists’ entry, “Apache,”
and producing shortly after the war heading for a fancy $9,800 in its
ended. During World War II, Web- initial stanza and Columbia’s “The
er was taken prisoner by the Amer- Black Knight’? wound, its opening
ican forces and w'hen he returned week with a neat $7,800.
from prison camp, work was startEstimates for Last Week
ed again.
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 55-$1.70W
For the last five years,, however, “Three Coins in the Fountai
Trenker didn’t pay out the per- (20th) (2d wk). Set. for neat $10,centage due to the ghostwriter, it’s 100
this frame after smash opening
claimed;
indef-

acceptance although recording its
Welfare, Sez Scot Exhib;
view that, the offer was inadequate,
After the original rejection the
S, Pic ‘Violence* Hit
British Film Producers, ASsn. was
Edinburgh; Sept. 7.
asked to reconsider its. offer but reToo much stress; is placed an vifused to make any. Variation. The
additional 3c an hour was its limit. olence in. some American films,, acIt
is: considered
unlikely that cording to George Singleton, Scot
this wage offer ./ill be acceptable exhib, speaking to a confab of
to the other studio, unions and cinema toppers here,
they’ll probably take individual acAsked about, tire suitability of
tion for iin proved terms.
films for. children, he repiiedi “Let

Wife.,

and Death” at. Ambassadeurs; MarAyme’s “Cleram.bard,” first
cei
staged during 1949-50 term, and
now. e(i nipped with English, translation for non-Fr.enCh-speaking spectator.-. at Comedie Champs-Elysees;
Breal’s ‘Hussars” (which Jose
P
has optioned for U;S. pro: Rerrer
duction) at Gramont; “Dialogue of
Ca rm elites” at Hebertot; J ean' Merciire’s prize production of Pirandello's “Pleasures of Honesty” at

.

Londori, Aug. 31.

The West End boxof fice boom

..

A

Antoine'; Anita Loos’ sflage version of 'Colette’s “Gigi” at Arts;

Andre. Roussin’s

;

rise offer of 3c

...

returnees are

Among
j-Iout;".

m

/The British fil
producers’ pay
per hour, which had
originally been rejected by all the
studio unions, has now been, accepted by members, of the National
Assn, of Theatricaf and Kine Employees.
mass meeting voted. for

June, for a hot-weather

in.

holiday.

7,

Leicester Square Theatre

(CMA)

(1,753; :50-$1.70)-*-- ‘Th'e Young Lovers (GFD) (1st wk). Below expecta,

.

timate revue revival Of Labiche’s

Ever Catch You” at La Bruyercy. .Roussin’s. longrunner, “When
the Child Appears,” at Nouveautes;
•light comedy, “Quiet Corner,” at
Michel,’ and light comedy, “I’m 17,”
‘

If

I

revival, at

Monceau.

.

j

got through the
damage are “Lovers of Venice” at Mogador, Casino
de Paris show; FPlies-Bergere revue and two intimate revues by
Robert Dhcry, “What Wonderful
Eng., A.ug. 31.
•Mendikian and
Revels” at Dauriou and “Jupon
A concert featuring new works
George Fqrmby, Vet English
Vole" at Varietes.
by Thomson (Concerto for Flute and comedian, is out of the Jack TayQrch), Bruno Maderna, Marcel Mi- lor-Tom Arnold “Turned Out. Nice
.rotize and Darius- Milhavid follows Again” holiday revue at the Hippo’
on 'Joan’ on Sept. 17, .directed by Nino San- drome Theatre due to ill health. He
‘zogno, and more new compositions ..Was replaced by comedian Frank
Costumes, Due to Use Of by Sandor Veress. Willy Burkhart Randle.
and Lazslo Lajtha will preeni
Physical ailments hit at other
Brit. Talent, Irks Hylton Sept. 19,
artists in the Blackpool vacation
Guido Caritelli directs, a concert show lineup.
Jimmy Edwards,
London, Sept. 7.
on Sept 20, and ‘‘Porgy and Bess”;
Jack Hylton has protested against moves in foy six days on Sept. 21. leading radio comedian, topping in
George iSc Alfred Black’s Opera
the government import regulations First Italian presentation
by
which compel him to. pay a 25%. Blevins Davis and Robert Breen, House revue, went out with an indutv plus 33% sales tax *on the. with direction by Alexander Smal- flamed throat, and Freddie Frincostumes of “Joan of Arc” which lens.- Prices for the series run from ton, from the adjacent. Winter Garhe
bringing to London for a a $14 top for the preem s to. a $3 dens Pavilion (also a B.lack show),
Terry-Thomas, topping
took, over,
four vyeeks’ season next month. tab Tor subsequent orchestrals.
at the.Winter'Gardens, also stepped
These taxes, are chargeable because
next dpor to. help out.
he is employing 150 British artists.
There would have been no duty to
At the Queen’s Theatre Eddie
IRISH
Pay h he had brought in a comCalvert, the -*0 MCin Papa” trumplolcly foreign cast.
peter, dropped but with a sore lip
BRITISH
The “strange ruling” of the cuscaused by cold. Arthur .Worsley,
tpjns and excise, says Hylton, leaves
Dublin. Sept. 7
vent from the Blackpool Central
him' with this choice: either he
Anne D’Altori,' widow of Abbey Pier show, took: his part, doubling
must have new cPstrimes made in playwright. Louis D’ Alton, has tak- with his own appearance at the
Bnlain,-^a prohibitive expense for en her Irish Players Co. to England Central Pieiv
a limited four-week season— or he for a lengthy tour of south and
fust; engage foreign, ’in
prefer- Midlands, opening at Theater Royence to British, artists. He, hardly al, Chatham, for a three-week re- British Film Theatres
••
thought -the latter was in line with pertory seasori.
•’*goVcr in ent policy.
Company includes former Abbey“Joanbf Arc,”; which stars Ingrid ites Maitreen Delany and Sheila
London, Sept, 7,
Bergman, Was directed by her hus- Manahah, and Coralie Carmichael,
band, Roberto Rossellini. Its Lon-, who heads the acting school asso.1,00,0 RrjtAdmission pne®^
don preem will be sponsored by ciated with Dublin Gate Theater.
ish picture theatres were increased
the Variety Club of Great. Britain.
Plays on sked include “A Priest from last Sunday (5). Odeon, Gariin the Family” (Kevin Tunney-John mont British,; Associated British,
Synge), Sean O’Casey’s "Juno and Cinemas arid Granada introduced
to. meet, rising opthe Payepck” and “Shadow, of a higher pric
Gunman” and John McCann’s new erational charges and the. cost of
“Twenty Years A’- .new widescreen equipment.
Abbey comedy,
"
Wooing;”
Increased charges are in the
Sydnfey, Aiig. 31.
price range from 30c to 43c. Tickn
Greater Union Theatres/ 'major
ets' within this .group have |one
Deal
Aussie film Circuit/tfnder chairmanCol-GUT
up by just over 1c.
ship of Normals.Sydney, Aug, 3?.
Rydge;‘ turned
a consolidated
Union
net profit for the
Golurfibia .and,. Greater
‘Luther’ in London
bscat year of
154,225 pounds ($347,- Theatres, niaj'or pic loop here,, have
Lbndon; Aug.. 31,
irtctease of 5 503 Pounds renewed .a product deal for a fur^oi\
<
Luther,” affter a year in
“Martin
S 2 * on previous s]pan.
ther’ lengthy terriV/ Deal jWa^s sigv
Divulend to *th'e' four holding nature d* this Week by Norman B. the vaults, is to have its first Lonompariles arid the Rank group re* *Rydge, chief of GUT, and^Leroy don airing in October. It opens for
‘an extehded 'run at the Rialto
nC d * Ubcb^ged 'at
100,000 Bbauer, Columbia’s local toppei*.
X!!!
is;
folding companies ai c
Big topper due shortly .fPr re- Oct.,
Pic, A'hich is being distributed
Caine
Mu“The
Spehcers Pictures. Ltd.,. lease by; 'GUT is
v*
Lion has reported’WilUSftfs hnd Ataa-1-. tiny.” CPl lia$ had smash hits over, through British:
Em at ed> Pictures,'
Here Ty been'riixecr for \ circuit, release.
Rank
Is’ a ‘50/50 'the 'loop recently wi(h “From
ai
*
uailnev ih’ GUT*. v
by the three major groups.
T6 Etei^nilV” rid Red Beret.”
Musicals that
summer without

despite
unanimous press
with fair $4,500 opening
weekend and prospects of average
$7,500 for full week. Holds another
tions
raves,

fortnight.

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50“Apache” (UA) (1st wk).-

$1.70)

'

theatres.

Hollywood motiori pictures also
influence the musicals in marked
degree. All are based on hit tunes
popular through
via Screen exburleSque revue currently running at one theatre, for
Song from
the
uses
instance,
disk importations

“Moulin Rouge” as

theme and

a

PLAYERS OFF FOR

.

.
1

TOUR

(

REDGRAVE ON A

.

HE

BUT NO

.

Strauss’S

Warner (W-B)

maits” (“The Bat”), into a film, with
Michael Redgrave in- a leading role.
Jt will be a. returri; to qomic ppera
fo^ -tJie" stage arid .filiii actor,;
* .-Makiug. a
found of current Festival drama, and music shp ws, Redgrave recalled that it was at the
King’s Theatre, Edinburgh/ that he

“Captain

-.

Munich, Aug.. 31.
Deal for two French -German cohas been signed by
productions
tor,
Guenthej; Stapenhorsi’s CaiTtpnI have beeh numbered among those,
(German) and Harispuru/
mysterious elect known as the Box- Film
film,
First
(French).
C-C.F.C.
office Ten.”
“It amounts to nausea,” he
“I am primarily- a stage ac/although on several occasions

said..

;

.

4

:

"Fruits d’ele,” will star Edwige
Feuillere.. The ’German lead is' still

-

'GUYS' IN EDINBURGH

-

.

:

.

*

1

;

.

.

.

fc

j

,

1

'

*

'

At

2

star,”

Renew

’

Hornblower”
Dipped

sang professionally,

In a gabbing session to a Film
Festival audience, in the Camep
Uinerna, local art hoiise?. Redgrave
objected to being called a “film,
;

t

,

1,735;, 50-$ 1.70)—

(Reissue).

heavily seco;nd frame with ;on-Iy
$4,000 or near in the' kitty. First
week grossed fair $5i600. “The
High and the Mighty” (W-B) opens
Sept. 2.

!

last

(

Horatio

(WB) (2d wk)

.

.

-

—

•

;

.

‘

(2,-

several Scenes are practically
bon copies of sequences from the
Special play is made, on
picture.
the similarity between the- name
Jane Avril and that; of May -AVril, attraction.
Plaza (Par) (1,092; 70-$1.70-)
Folies Bez'gere vedette, jiow working in this show. One scene in a “The Green .Scarf” (BL) (1st wk).
arframe heading for average
the
•First
with
up
winds
revue
local
rival of the “Show Boat,” but all $7,800 after $4,100 opening weekthree days. “Sabrina Fair”
name
end
of
the
have
properties
stage
(Par) preems Sept. 10,
misspelled. as “Show Boot.”
Ritz (MG) (432; 50-$1.7Q— "The
Flame and the Flesh” (MG) 1st
wk). Likely to reach. $4,00.0 for ini‘BAT,’
tial sesh after $2,200 iii first weekend. Continues.
‘FILM STAR’
Studio (APT). .(600; 30-$ 1.20) ,“The Living Desert” (Disney). (15th
Edinburgh, Aug. 31.
and Emeric wk). Holds in fine style with solid
Michael Powell
Pressburger are to make Johann $3,500 this round. Excellent; for
length of. run. Continues.
ipperettaj “Die Fledgr.

'

m

Odeon, Marble Arch (20th)

50-$l. 70)— “River of No Return” (20th) (3rd wk). Continues as
a big grosser with hopes of. neat
$8,700 this frame after Taney $10,500 previous sesh. “Demetrius, and
the Gladiators” (20th) set as next

200;

.

‘

....

*

A

hibition:

,

3-WEEK

•

became:

which

'

.

.

.

—

Seen- to gross fine $9,800 in open-in g -Tram e. .’alter h ef ty $4, 600 i
first three days. Stay's on.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70— “The Caine. Mutiny” (Col) (3'rd-w.k). The top gi'oSs-.
er in town- finished second, frame
with great $18,000, after sinasli
$19,700 opening week. Third stanza
maintaining pace and likely *lo
close at $16,000 or near after tak-.
ing $8,700 in its third weekend.
Holds.

j

uncertain;'

Carlton

Edinburgh, Aug. '3L,
“Guys, and Dolls” is due;iri here

later this. .year,
.Show will be withdrawn from the
.Theatre,, .Loncton,. Sept,
Cglisem
25;
It has been playing there since

May, 1953,

...
is

one

German; production
its

of

the

outfits.

leading

Among

recent pix,. arc “Das Doppelle

“Fpei'sierchristl” .and
“Im Weissen ItpesseJ,” the flatter
a tinted version ;bj! the. Ralph .Be-

Lottcheri.”

,
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attractions
Available

in

coming

to

your theatre!

4-TRACK MAGNETIC STEREOPHONIC SOUND

and 1-TRACK OPTICAL

SOUND

Get in touch with your branch manager immediately
and DATE IT NOW!

Howard Checks
Continued from page

•'

:

L*

.

_

ing of “The Paris Story,’’ based on
his own script. Picture Will star
Dean Martin and jerry Lewis,
Howard will continue as pro-

ducer

his

of

“That’s

My

Boy,’’

until.

!

terests in

,

CBS-TV

More Theatres

j

keeps a worried
eye on his widescreen baby.

fits,

;

Lichtman

still

“I still feel there are many exhibUorS who aren’t, exercising the
n-nnoiflinpiinapresenting Cinemain r»r*»<j*»ritina
proper care in.

Something had

;

be done.’’

.to

It’s

w obvious that the great gam'
hie has been won, and that CinemaScope has "done” it. for. 20th.
This gamble
an hip inCluHpH
swifphina
included switching

{

1.

”
Scope," he said last week. “Tnat’s “The Robe” from standard to
without ever
particulary true of theatres playing ' Cinemascope
CincmaScope with single optical releasing '.the regular-size. film.
tracks and of the drive-ins. It’s Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th production
easy tb ruin a valuable thing like head, supported the switch to
at
a time when
thiit.” Lichtman cited two exam- Cinemascope
ples: In many theatres the projec- everyone else in Hollywood termed
baen
haven!
madness;
it
Zanuck has now told
tion, booth portholes
properly enlarged, so that the pro- the home office that he can deliver
whole
the'
1954-55.
see
for
even
pictures
18
ject!
ist can’t
screen. And in many Cases the ping; up production doesn’t solve
aren’t
controls
anything
for
says Lichtman.
us,”
sound
stereophonic
properly adjusted to correspond to “We can use two a month, but
j

Memphis

557
442
682
624
543
953
840
728

Milwaukee

462

Minneapolis

995
217
973

.-rrr.

....

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis.

Since the number of standard
theatres fount, by ,20th is virtually
the same as the 1947 figure arrived
at by the MPAA, and since there
has been a Certain amount of im
door theatre construction, it must
be assumed that the new Constructions have replaced the: comparatively few theatres that closed.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ozoner. expansion is formidable
still going on. It’s in lme with
ownership of cars
throughout the. nation, A; recent
Count showed 60% of the nation's

j

Salt JLake City

San Francisco
Seattle

Washington

TOTAL

255
952
697
296
758
601
719
481

58
333
150
50
415
73
173
101
476
114

1,352

443
392
591
483
372
781
735
596
406
909
190
795
965
826
416
702
610

50.

91
141

171
172

657
460

105
132
56
86
27
178
43
131
44

1,008

.,

Oklahoma City

Omaha

,

808

106.

749
343
698
582
710
413
946

139
69

,192,

370
472
603
349
754

23,330

4,285

19,043

274

128.

110
107
64

and

;

they’re by no means a ‘must.’
the
We’ll take whatever Zanuck feels
Cues to Exhibitors
he can make without sacrifice, in
remedy these deficiencies quality.” 20th is taking on a.rtunixu ic-iucuor
To.
Lichlman has arranged for the stu--. her,> of
nF outside
n „ fl.^A C’Scope
r’Crnna productions.
nm'T.if.tiAne
dio to produce a one-reel film that
Lichtman said last week that he
Will show theatre managers and
projectionists what is the proper..' and his associates were still conhandling of CinernaScope. 20th, vinced of the value of stereophonic
It s the best there is and
Which has spent a small fortune sound.

number

L828

New Haven
New -Orleans
New York.

;

m

j

674
892
582

Los Angeles

3

contradict the impression frequently given that there’s been a wholesale shuttering of theatres within
the past two to three years. Iri fact,
with the vast expansion of the
ozoners, the Latter have actually
added another story to the exhibition plant rather than just fill the
holes Left by folding four-wallers.

\

1,173

Detroit
Indianapolis
Jacksonville,
Kansas City

.

Continued from page'

.

Denver
Des Moi

“Boy” and “My Friend

1

;

847
346

Cincinnati
Cleveland.
Dallas

Irma.”

,

1.285.

Chicago

finds a replacement. After he bows
out he will retai , his financial in-

'.ft.-

313

Atlanta
Buffalo
Charlotte

show,

television

Albany
Boston

t

.

‘

Following is the 20th-Fox tabulation of theatres in theU.S.vas
of Aug, 31, .1954, They are listed by exchanges and broken down
into drive-ins and regular houses:
Drive-i
theatres
Total

tion pictures, Cy Howard checked
in at Paramount as associate producer with Hal Wallis in the film-

&

‘

At Par

M&L Pic

Hollywood, Sept; 7.
After three years away from mo-

.5.

manufacturing project, they turned
rs,” and 3,241 are geared for si
him down. He insisted^, and finally
gletraek optical sound.
the B
L people agreed. 20th
that
20th ej?ecs are confident
the B & L
their original goal of 10,000 Instal- ended up underwriting
retooling
and lens orders up to
will
be
lations by the end of 1954
Lichtman .indicated
MeanWhile, they take $4,000,000,
reached.
recoup, its
satisfaction from 'the: fact, that, as that the Company would
However;, it’s
there.
of Aug. 14, 41.52% of all U. S. and investment
lens
on 2,500
apt
lose
a
to
$.19
situ-?
the
Le.,
Canadian possibilities,
_
AT
A
"T*
1*
Tf -1j. ^’1 1
an..! lenses .guaranteed to Bell & Howell
ations any one feature film
taking a
it’s
also,
in
Chicago..
And
Ci
with
play, had beeh equipped
In Aew York Mone. drubbing on the screens.
emaScope.
Staggering Differential
85% of the territorial possibilities.
have' Cinemascope.
The extent to which the gamble
had paid off is evident from 20th’s
To A1 Lichtman, ;20th director
Spyros profits for the first half of 1954
along with
dislrihuiion
p; Skouras, 20th prexy, a spark When it showed a $3,096,545 net.
compared
$158,309
with.
plug of the Cinemascope “reyolu- This
,” the success of the. modi m! earnings for the comparable period.
ti
Says Lichtman: “We had
in 1953.
is a source of extreme satisfaction
losing
money all along,
Yet, even: as 20th reaps the beiic- been
*1

in

After 3 Yrs. for

in

the* growing

of seats filled.

j

I

]

Continued from page 5

throats and threatening orte an- reasonable profit,” he wrote. “This
its own cars.
54,000,000 family:
other with this, that or the other does not make, it possible for either
In the largest earning groupr^thing,” Lichtman wrote. “I don’t the exhibitor or ourselves to make
$5,0Q0-to $7,500 a year— a total of
any Government or any a profit 'on each and eVery pic73% of all families run a car. Thus believe, of
the Government could ture, because sometimes we do not
agency,
the. audience for the ozoners is
public acceptance of a picaccomplish as much as gai
there and they’re doing ho more possibly
•sensible business men who have ture no matter how much We may
has added .a new value .to pic- than taking the logical advantage
; ‘I
in.
creating and establiSjtiing Cine!
been dependent upon one another invest tli
it.
of
trademark of quality tures,” he opined. 20th originally
Scope as
as long as we have, and have the
In that case We must take a big
Following the leading trio of Ibng experience that we have in
within the industry, now jealously stuck to;- its position that it would
loss, and usually when we. do that
guards its reputation with. a public release its features only with mag- Dallas, Atlanta and N. Y., the the business,”
the exhibitor too takes a loSs, but
which has conie to think of all wide netic stereo soundtracks. At art fourth-largest exchange in terms
Regarding the alleged shortage in any case proportionally small
screens automatically as “Cinema- exhibitor meet in May in N. Y., of total niimber of theatres served,, of pictures, Lichtman said lie compared to ours.”
however, the company, changed its is Minneapolis, with 995 (909 reguScope,” much as it tends to ten
Lichtman emphatically confirmed
an<1
^reed to provide lar and 86 drive-ins), New Orleans didn’t believe tfiat “just numbers
all color on the screen “Techni.. u
to solve the what he had told the Myers
[,C Scope with optical soundtracks. is fifth with 973 situations (795 reg- of pictures is going
comcolor'-"-'
problem
of our business. Quality mittee before—that 20th is “perand
178
drive-ins);
Kansas
“We would never have switched, ular
“The Robe,” the first picture in
is the. only thing the public will fectly willing to
sell to such (the
(City sixth with 953 (781 regular
ran
Litcli
asserted.
“But
two
facCinemascope’s 2.55 to 1 dimenpatronize,”
small) theatres flat rental. As a
tors influenced us.
Other com- and 172 drive-ins), and Washington
sions, opened, at the Roxy Theatre,
Lichtman pointed out that 20th matter of fact, in these situations
seventh with. 946 theatres (754 regN. Y., oh Sept. 16, 1953,- with one panies were setting a precedent by
we prefer to sell flat rental bedown
had
cut
production
"pri.
on
ular
192
drive-ins),
and
going to optical tracks.
A,nd we
of those gala preeins that the i -.
were concerned about the small exThe southern and midwestern cipally because we found that the cause playing percentage in these
forgotte
almost
had
dustry
in
'small
public
is
ho,
interested,
longer
possibilities entails preferred
Searchlights stabbed the sky and hibitors who said they couldn’t af- areas are ahead in theatres— if not just motion pictures 'in'"'quantity. playing time. This
is
always a
ford to put in the new sound.”' The necessarily in seating capacitytv. and newsreel cameras covered
source
They
are
very
selective
of great argument With such
in
kind
the
the glittering scene. It ,was an oc- considerable revenue derived from due to the. rapid growth of the of pictures they will patronize.’’ exhibitors. It
also entails checkthe
drive-ins,' which
play
can’t
there.
drive-ins
“Robe”
casion worthy of the Jong
This, he thought, was a better ppl- ing,. which is done, at a prohibitive
buildup which, was forged by 20th with stereo, sound too. well, also
icy than the one the company had cost in such small situations.”
was a 20th consideration.
v.p. Charles Einfeld.
pursued up to the middle of 1953,
in closing, Lichtman took a swipe
With CinernaScope pix put out
The next day, to everyone’s
“when this company released as a t Allied in its efforts past and
‘Sitting Bull’
a
negative
at
cost
of
an
average
azement, 20th’s Stock fell 2
many as 42. pictures in one year present to bring the courts into
Conti
from page 5
points, to 15%, and later it was $3,500,000 (including prints and
and .when a laige percentage of-, the picture. “1 sincerely believe,
ads), the promotional campaigns
to go down even lower. Mourned
those, pictures; proved to be losers Without any. attempt
at disparaging
each have been unusually ing of “Bull,” gave unusually hefty
the Wall Street Journal: “If it on
ior ourselves as well as most of j anyone’s efforts to
space
do what they
to the plans for the preem.
strong^
has
backed
20th
each
was a revolution iri the film art.
our Customers.
think is. right, that the former soWhich the sponsors of ’The Robe’ C’Scope with a minimum outlay 'T.wov. three and four columns fo-:
The
20th sales topper recalled called 'victories’ that were obtained
.c used on preparations as they were
for
$400,000
ads
and
‘I^Vut
had been hoping to impress upon °f
blueprinted day to day.
Then that liis company had. contracted through „tlie courts have possibly
their publicity, and has achieved almost
the first night audience,
came the opening and the daily for a number of standard-version.; done as much lian as good for
unprecedented penetration.
hopes were not realized.”
productions;
principally
the
10 those .who were the instigators of
Color spread in Life Magazine departed from its friendly attitude.
‘Robe’s* Peak Grosses
William J. Heine man, United features via Leonard Goldstein’s the litigation that result. in divorcethis week on “The Egyptian,” gave
Panoramic
Productions.
Today, a full year and 12 Ci
“Most
of ment and the elimination of block
distribution v.p., was art
unusual pat. on the back to Ein- Artists
..
..
.
,
ooVu stock
these pictures' we find very dif£i- booking,” he wrote,
.maScop.fl S. later, fbe 20th
his p.r. crew, reproducing ™"the-spot. observer ot the. senes
y
cult
sell,”
to
he
wrote,
“and
stands at <v high of. 26*.
it
Not a st
of events. He said in N. Y.. ..this
U1
‘•p.avntinn”
ads and accenting'
nAnonfinB’iho
Egyptian” ads
the
gle one Of the dozen films has
weck he just couldn’t' figure the looks as if \v may lose money on
advertisin g
camp ro vocative
most
of
them.
I
failed to show a profit despite the
am
sure,
if
it
shall
paper’s blast, considering that evert
paign” for the film.
still limited outlet^. “The. Robe,”
the governor of the state, who also eventuate that we will lose money,
Cal.
Year of CinernaScope has intro- was on hand,
partly by dint of C’Scope and partexpressed satisfaction our customers will not have done,
CQhlinucd from page 5
duced,
many
new
b.o.
elements, not with the film.
very well with them either.”
ly because of its theme, has ..become the industry’s record grosser. the least of which was a renewed
Snles F$'ilo&>phy
Even Sioux Siiooze.
and will probably continue to -opT
In 4.051 engagements so far in tlie helief in the future of. the, motion
Lichtman told Myers that his
Heineman now wants to clear up
j
1
suc 1 a bigh-handed
U. S. and Canada, it has brought picture. As one exhib put it this another' point, this concer ing flic sales philosophy was one based on 1
w
ck:
ner that they will eventually have
‘L
haven’t
always
agreed
20th $15, 127, 557. in film rental, and
chief bf the ..local Sioux who, fell /mutuality, “Both parties must be
?
with Skouras, but you’ve got to asleep,
it’s expected to earn another $10;regulation.”
at the preem, (A number successful to remain in business,
000,000 in the U. S. alone. Abroad hand it. to him—by putting over of Indians were invited to the pic’s he stated. “My preference in. dealArthur emphasised' that
CinernaScope almost single-hand- debut). The
it has taken in $5,000,000 to date.
exec admits that ing, with exhibitors in general, ex- wouldn’t be any worse off if we.
a b ps< the chief dozed off, but insists this cept in very small situations, is on <lid have regulation by the Federal
Lichtnian disclosed last vVeek
..
i?
AVltk 11
which jt nught not have
was not a form of criticism. ’ He’s the sliding scale basis wherever Trade Commission.” If® said that
that 12 CinernaScope: films so far
p ^
irvi v ed
1
lts
form And 96. years old. and was. tip since
it is possible to secure accurate exregulation )
“it
would , prevent
ha\'C brought 20th-Fox $40,000 ,000
6,
y
for. that
owe him a lot of a.ni.,” underlines Heineman,
to
calculate
unconscionable
in film' rentals to. ,date.' xxv...
the the
admission
He corn- ..
ad- pense figures
„
scale /.on, ai\d the expenses 'Sire not prices for pictures which do nothding: “He was just, worn out.”
pared this with gross rentals of inanks
»
“Bull,” which
'.
$40,945,000 earned by 47
is releasing, is. out of line with grossing possibil- ing except, increase* th
rentals of
ix iii
a CinemaScpper. in; Eastmancolor ities.
the distributors.” He assailed 701953.
He estimated that, in 1954,
“We cannot underwrite white 30-10 ter
and. has Dale. Robertson, Mary
rentals would rise to $62,000,000
“which sounds well on
Dislribs’
Murphy and J. Carroll Naish in the elephants or excessive rentals to paper because it appears as though
for 17' pictures. Earlier this year,.
leads, instead of being resentful landlords any more than we can the exhibitors are guaranteed a
2Qlh shareholders were told; they
Continued from page )1
toward the, film, as had been insure against competition <Jr poor profit.
But when they put that
coiild expect the company’s earn
order to enable the previously reported,
in^s to double’
.1954. •ojnparcd
thO. Black showmanship. While I prefer the 50% floor under it for the second
editors to plan stories or layouts, Hills
citizenry,
with 1953.
is
subsequent
they
paying
weeks
b.o. sliding scale; it has always been and
Recalling the early days of 2G)th’s si uce the mags have a two or three homage to it, according to Heines my policy to try to do business are guaranteeing
the distributor
man, It grossed $5,000 at the Elks with an exhibitor the way he likes against loss.”
CinernaScope project, Lichtman. ni 111,1 ^ ,0Sln S date
week expressed amazement
The easter pub-ad men insist Theatre, Rapid City; which is a to do business as long as the deals
last
The SCTOA topper said that
that all went off as well as it did, that the prints are needed in New record. It pickeid up $886 in three
are fair, to both parties.” He when an exhib raises, his prices he
Getting the equipment made was York, since it is the hub of the days in nearby Bellefourche, where added that 20th had sufficient ex- is giving the distrib at least 709'
one of the main roadblocks since nation’s
communication
system.' the previous high was $446 with perience to judge when a deal was and in some cases more then his
manufacturers of sound, lenses and The eastern pub-ad toppers have “High Noon.” And it drew $926 fair and when it was not.
price increase. “He is also drainscreens wanted guarantees, from constantly, drummed this thought in three days in New Castle.
Referring to 20th’s. struggle, to ing his. patrons of their amusement
“We could have had a 10% r into the minds of the production Latter’s record had been set by put CinernaScope on tlie map, dollar,” said Arthur, “causing them
20th.
profit on every piece of equipment chiefs, but not in all cases have “I the Jury” with $511.
Lichtman said the distrib’s selling to skip the pictures that do not
made, but we didn’t want it,” they met with 100% success, since
“Bull” opens in 26 spots in. the policies hadn’t changed.
Soon
“They happen to be outstanding,
Lichtman said, “We just wanted production and technical difficul- L. A. area next month. In N. Y., have been, and are now and will the exhibitor finds himself ruhto get the ball rolling.”
particularly with, the wide- the Paramount. Criterion and the. continue to be patterned upon each mug outstanding pictures, limited
lie.4
When Skouras first approached the screen and stereo sound pix, pre- Mayfair are bidding for it, Heine- exhibitor’s ability to pay, with a to a 10% profit, and losing money
Bauseh & Lomb people on the lens- sent, uni'orseen obstacles.
mann reportedi
view that both of us shall earn a on all the Lest.”
,
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SHARE THE SUCCESS

THIS KIT TELLS

M-G-M *
1

YOU HOW 800

JULIUS

CAESAR
IS

THEATRES DID

CQMINGI

**

Here

ITI

Never have showmen
had so complete a
campaign based on
successful engageme nts, with prove n
materials to work with.

Your

CAMPAIGN On

A GRBAr
Picture,

Fuming passions
AND VIOLENCE
*:RSTY,

IN

LAWLESS ROME!

All hall
M-GiM’s
DRAMATIC MASTERPIECE
OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

CONTENTS
( With

1.

PRESS BOOK:

actual samples enclosed)

The complete

your engagement from

start to

successful campaigns, ads, stories,

many
2.

record.

How

to put

JULIUS
CAESAR-

on

Reproduction of
tie-ups, experience from
finish.

cities.

Starring

SPECIAL SCHOOL MATERIALS:
educational

1 -sheets;

captioned

tlx

14

MARLON BRANDO
MARK ANTONY
JAMES MASON
BRUTUS
JOHN GIELGUD
CASSIUS
LOUIS CALHERN
JULIUS CAESAR
EDMOND O’BRIEN
at

Study Guides,
stills;

bulletin

board placards; student discount coupons (extremely

at

im-;

at

portant).

3.

NEWSPAPERS AND PUBLICITY:
publicity mats, everything

of sizes included in

as

Ad

you need. Actual mats in

mats,

atCASCA

variety

and

GREER G ARSON
CALPURNIA
DEBORAH/ KERR

kit.

at

4*

LOBBY;

special, exciting, inexpensive display materials.

at PORTIA

AN M-G-MTlklURE

5.

COMPLETE PACKAGE: No guess-work. Tried and
proven.

It’s

in the

bag when you give

THRiU to traitors and heroes

killings and conspiraci
*
power and glory of an Infamous empire I
Blood-feuds... spectacle... golden-haired beauties in a pagan land!
Ruthless men and their goddess -like women in a sin-swept era I

"the Julius Caesar

it

treatment."

FLASH!

.

ENJOY the dramatic highlights in the m-g-m records albumi

i

Directed

JOSEPH

Women's Clubs, Kiwanis, Rotary, etc. (See Federal
tion of Women’s Clubs letter in Press-book) 2. Book windows.')
3. M-G-M Record dealer window tie-ups. 4. The Greer Gar son
1.

.

L.

by

•—

Produced by

MANKIEWICZ

JOHN HOUSEMAN

Contact

.

LONG-RUN SENSATION!

1

recording. 5.
displays. 7.

How to distribute tabloid newspapers. 6. Library

Lobby door

panels. 8.

TIPI

FOR SUBSEQUENT RUNS!

No matter how long '‘Julius Caesar” ran in its first-run, downtown engagement, there are BIG box-office possibilities, left
for neighborhood sub-runs. After one year downtown "Julius"
did Great business in N. Y. neighborhoods. Ditto other cities.
Most of your high-school students are waiting for it in their
nearby neighborhood theatre.

'R’ * designates

Reserved Seats)

Los Angeles. 9 weeks (*'11”) in
Boston, Toronto, Chicago. 18 Weeks ("R”) in San
Francisco. 5 weeks ("R”) in Cleveland, Cincinnati. In
New York— 5 Vi months ("R”), then 6 months "Continuous.” Because "Continuous” proved successful in Dayton
(held over) and Nashville, new policy started. "Continuous” for 15 weeks Philadelphia and Washington,
8 weeks Detroit. In small towns 2-day runs became

20 weeks ("R”)

like to discuss the picture.'

hot

(•

Radio commentators. They

Go get 'em!

4-day,

in

and 4-day tuns became week runs.

4

!'

PICTURES

20

)

.

Wednesday, September

P'AHIETY
will be converted to commercial purposes.
As business booster, Granville,
N.D., Community club, businessmen’s organization, has built and
will operate an outdoor theatre.
Jack Cohan, onetime 20th-Fox
branch manager here who recently rejoined exchange as a salesman, resigned and plans to start
another business of his own.
Herb Greenblatt, recently elevated to RKO general sales manager, was frequent visitor here in
his capacity of western division

1954

8,

which

Amusement Stock Quotations

a

From Film Row

Clips

;

;

CHICAGO

$1,500 from an office safe at the
Booker Theatre, and an additional
Victory At Sea" registering hot $382 from the safe and two vending
biz in Carnegie Theatre firstrun.
machines in the Bromley.
personnel
Theatres
Alliance
Jack H. Harris, sales manager
meeting here this week for presen- for Exploitation Productions, Inc.,
tation of summer awards by prez went to mid-west to set deals with
J,

j

I

Gregory.

franchise holders in Milwaukee.
Detroit,
Indianapolis
Cleveland,
and Cincinnati, for first EPI release, “Jamboi’ee,” color film made
•_
1_
A
at Boy Scouts’ California jamboree
Pappas of Milwaukee in July 1953. Harris is setting
J.
S.
Towne Theatre and Charlie Kauf- meetings between scout execs and
man playing host here last week to franchise holders on distribution
Greek ambassador.
and exploitation plans.
Woods Theatre, in redecorating
this fall, will take over adjacent
store and expand loeby arid canopy.
Teitel Films has “Angel Street”
Hugo Haas’ latest indie producand reissue of Rene Clair’s “A lion, "Turmoil.” in which he coNous La Liberte” for midwest dis- stars with Cleo Moore has been
S.

i

Charles. Hogan, Oriental Theatre
general manager, planed to Coast
last week to attend funeral of
Barney. Dean,

.

1

•

!

of
chairman
Smitha,
Club charity drive here,

Ralph

turned

over

20th-Fox for

to

19 3 4
9 V4

44

313/4

29%

127'

1346
Decca
Eastman Kdk. 76

18? 4

.1314

Loew’s

537

58%
17%

59?4
18?4

8 3-4

61*
26i*

Nat. Thea.

195
87
50
351
119
67
79

14*4
5934
187*
8?*

13

46?4

month.
Burtus Bishop Jr., midwest sales
manager for Metro, to Coast' at-

last

International
is

Releasing

Western

handling

distribution

of

the

A

J A.

/?

357*
37V*

57s

*

Jacques

Tati

production, “Mr. Hulot’s. Holiday.”

63''

3%

6

14%

91 a

14 2

11 3 4
23 4

3%

H’wood Needs

V. J. Dugan, 20th-Fox branch
ST.
manager, operated on at Methodist
hospital, Rochester, Minn., where
Cinemascope has been inauguhe went recently for checkup.
rated at an ozoner near Dexter,
Gene Roberts, son of John Rob- Mo., owned by the Yewell Lawerts, Ft.
Morgan, Colo., theatre rence estate.
owner, entering officers training
Nat Fitzgerald has relighted his
school, Ft. Sill, Okla., in January.' Mara, Martinsville, 111., dark since
Frank Palasco, general manager, last May 1.
Exhibitors
Albuquerque
(N.M.)
Paul Musser, Casey, 111., has
resigned, and duties were shuttered his Old Trails, Greenup,
Inc.,
taken by George Tucker, booker 111., but continues to operate the
and buyer.
Lyric, in Casey.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Mills have
Mrs. Ann Ballman, interested in
bought El Capitan and El Rio, several St. Louis indie houses, enalong with Chico drive-in, Espan- tered several of her equines in the
ola. N.M., from Fidel Theatres Inc. Missouri State Fair at Sedalia.
Eddie Specht, Ritz manager, proLou Ansell back from New York
moted to city managership, Salida, where he arranged for legit attracColo., by C. U. Yaeger, Atlas Thea- tions for his Empress Theatre,
George
tres prexy. Ritz goes under
which will launch its third season
Hodges, also manager of the this fall.

room

LOUIS

Gothic.
Gloria Ann Pinney the new secretary .at Allied Rocky Mountain

for solid

so

disclose
secrets

the industry wouldn’t
of its technical

many

not surprising.

After

all,

the

emphasis now is on convincing all
and sundry that the top players are
people like everyone, else.
there are very few secrets
about filmmaking that are still
That has its good
being kept.
points, of course, but it detracts a
little from the glamor that was.”

just

Demoting a large section of

And

its

newspaper advertising layouts to
“The Facts on Cinemascope,” the
ML View Drive-In theatre iq
Winooski pointed out: “We have
been bringing you magnetic sound
CITY
with our CinemaScope films and
the will continue to do so, and not optiopens
circuit
Dickinson
Glen Theatre Sept. 7 on artfilm cal track, which you have been
policy. House will be under direc- used to since 1928 in all theatres,
tion of Herb Carnes, who also No other drive-in in this area can
„
handles circuit's Kimo which has make this statement.”
A new division of audio-visual
long used arty pix- Glen has been
playing subsequent-run and now aids will be inaugurated at the U.
becomes the third artfilm house of Vermont when classes start
here. The Vogue, an indie operated Sept. 18. The department will be
by Eddie Golden, has had an arty headed by Horace B. Eldred.
Gene Autry, together with Pat
policy several months.
Ralph Gregory, formerly booker Buttram, the Cass County Boys and

j

i

.

Censor Blues
Continued from page

The importers

Catholic pres-

sure for this policy.
Situation is becoming increasing-

]

producers hold,
since their investment in pix is
rising as they aim for a wider commercial market in the U. S. Coming
up, for instance, is “M. Ripois,” the
Paul Graetz picture, to be released
under the title of “That Frenchman.” It’ll preem at the Little Carnegie. N. Y., with or without a
Code seal or Legion approval.

ly serious, foreign
j

j

I

Lack

i
‘

Same

of Inhibition

lack of inhibition

is

true

of hundred arties
firstrun; throughout the country. However,
Legion opposiseal,
and
of
a
lack
Alfred
Hitchcock's
tion. definitely hurts in the com“Rear Window.”
The Strand in Winooski was co- mercial spots, even though possibly
sponsor of a large advertisement less so than a couple of years ago.

Burlinglon.’s
showing of

for

a

couple

exclusive

.

Burlington newspapers, emphasizing that "delinquency, immorality and crime can almost always be traced to neglect” and that
“evil lives stem from the neglect
of our children’s spiritual needs.”

in the

j

I

I

Miller, film tradepaper edi-

MINNEAPOLIS

tor, is in

Birger Ronning, Paramount
salesman, recovering at U.S. Veterans Hospital from a major operation.

With potentialities approximately 600, C’Scope installations in territory now number 235, according
to Saul Malisow, 20th-Fox branch
manager.

scripted.
Chilton
Robinett,
J.
Arthur
Director Michael
Curtiz
met Rank special representative, visitpress and radio-tv interviewers at ing local Universal branch.
luncheon in connection with “The
United Paramount circuit opened
Egyptian,” current at Fox Theatre. its new $350,000 1.200-seat Minot,
Meyer Adelman, head of New’ N.D. four-wall Emp.ire Theatre,
Jersey Messenger Service (film de- first large conventional house to be
livery outfit), is in Our Lady of built in territory since tv’s advent.
Lourdes Hospital, Camden. Adel- With “Student Prince” as initial
man suffered an attack of phlebitis attraction, president Harry B.
in Cincinnati and flew back home. French and other circuit officials
Safecrackers made a haul in two were present for occasion. TheaNorth Philly nabes (31) obtaining tre replaces former Paramount,
t

with complaint over
American censorship is the inevita-

Tied

j

in

threat of retaliation vs. U. S.
pix abroad.
Actually, Hollywood
exports run into plenty of difficulties in the foreign market from
censor boards. Situation is slightly
different, however, in that censors
ble

j

j

;
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79
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13%
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3V4
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'2%
4

44
1214
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14V*
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Inside Stuff-Pictures
*

;

Following the recent announcement Of production chief Dore Schary
of an increased filmmaking sked at Metro, the company’s sales and
pub-ad execs convened at the Coast studio yesterday (Tues.) for confabs on sales and promotion plans. During the three-day session,
execs, will view 10 of the company’s upcoming films.
Spearheading the group is sales chief Charles M. Reagan. Assistant
sales manager Edward A. Saunders also came in from New York.
full complement of M-G regional sales managers are all attending,
including John B. Byrne, Rudolph Berger, John J. Maloney, Burtis
Bishop, John S. Allen and George A. Hickey. In addition to home
office sales execs, the N.Y. contingent includes advertising manager
Si Seadler, publicity manager Dan Terrell, and customer relations
topper Mike Simons.

The

Summary judgment sought by Cusick International Films for dismissal of an action by Chesapeake Industries for $30,000 on a chattel
mortgage and promissory notes was denied by Judge Lawrencfe E,
Walsh iri New York Federal Court last week. The judge ruled that
the action could not be disposed of on a summary judgment motion.
Involved in the action are two pictures “Pardon My French” and
“Long Dark Hall.” Chesapeake had also named as defendants the
Chemical Bank, .which holds a mortgajja on the films; Eagle Lion

—

United Artists, Sagitti Films and Neal Agnew.

Films have directly influenced the popularity of. books most in
at the Birmingham Public Library, director Faqt H. Thornley
revealed. “Gone With the Wind” is now No. 1 on the library list,
following a several weeks’ run of the film at the Ritz. Even before
“The Egyptian” opened at the Alabama Sept. 2 the book by the same
name was again in demand. Other books among the top five in demand
are “Magnificent Obsession,” “The High and The Mighty” and “From
Here To Eternity,” a book that sprang back inta popularity after a
long film engagement at the Empire.

demand

11

j

cite

4-

8

5%

Polaroid
U. A, Theatres
Walt Disney
* Actual Volume.
Quotations furnished by Drey/us

Classics,

KANSAS

other members of his radio and
pic troupe, present a two-hour
stage show at Memorial Auditorium
Burlington,- tomorrow
in
(ThursJ.
The Sundet Drive-In theatre in
Burlington stuck to its regular 50c
admission charge when it offered
a “double hit” program including

71
101
13

:

and positive news

and the stars were rather
mysterious and glamorous people,
I don’t
adored by their public.
think this is true any. more, and
it’s

67 s

73/4

Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod.

plenty of

well.”
Lytell said that inevitably he encountered the cynics, but that on
the whole he had the impression
that people were genuinely interested in pix. “Of course, audiences
have changed. I remember, in the

BURLINGTON, VT.

Theatres headquarters, succeeding Jo Ann Gifford.
Walter Wright, assistarit, became
manager of Wadsworth Drive-in on
resignation of Leroy Ramsey.

Independent

324

Du Mont
Technicolor

And judgirig by
about pictures.
the way everyone wanted to know
about ‘The Egyptian,’ I guess the
job really isn’t being done too

silent days,

32%

6%

1'

Over-the-Counter Securities

newspapermen and
the
women, of course, aren’t so much
Interested in filmland’s happy marriages, for instance. They want to
is

SS'js

34V4

8

Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries

cludes

there

Allied Artists

4

that it’s a negative curiosity,” he
declared. “People, and that in-

Still,

-f-

American Stock Exchange
1

a divorce.

:,

+3

+ 34
+2
+ 1%
3
*
4* %
+ •%
~r %
+ %
+ 2%

8%

8
" 34
33?4
31

%

456
136
310
Univ., pfd.
Warner Bros. 174
25
Zenith
’

77%

j

32V*
6V*

«

three applications for
all
to build and operate second
drive-in theatre pending completion of zoning study of area.

Continued from page

35%
34%

17
194.

Stanley War.
20th-Fox
Univ. Pix.

Hemisphere permit

Betty Wisley.

Einstein Medical Center
series of tests.
for.
Stanley Theatre
will
present
closed circuit telecast of the New
Y'ork Philharmonic opener. Oct. 7.
Budd Schiilberg will be feted at
cocktail party in Monte Proser’s
Playhouse Inn. New Hope. Pa., today (Wed.) before special showing
of “On the Waterfront,” which he

18 1
58

13%

DENVER

PHILADELPHIA

261 8
-

Hal Cheatham assumed duties as
Don Hammer now buying and city publicity director of Interstate
Theatres. He succeeds Francis II.
booking for Tee Theatres.
Mary Ann Hogle new manager's Barr, elevated to assistant ad-pub know who’s going with whom and
succeeding director for the chain.
secretary at
Metro,
whether so-and-so is contemplating

Herb

4

18 3 4

DALLAS

Speakers’ list, along with Skouras,
includes John Lavery, secretary to
Skouras; John Bertero, NT attorney; Alan May, NT treasurer, and
Willard Kieth, director, as well as
a number of speakers from the
Fox Midwest offices. About 125
circuit managers and execs are expected for two-day session.

26%
79

vetoed

Corp.

Rep., pfd.

'2

18 3

officials

Suburban Bloomington

Piets.

Thea.
Republic

Hi &

2

;

re.-.

tending general sales meet.
“Seven Brides for Seven Broth“Cinerama," in its eighth, week
ers” playing third week at Senate
Theatre, Springfield; first time any here, drew its 100,000th patron.
Cinderella Drive-in installed a
pic has been held over longer than
new screen, 100 feet wide by 55
two weeks at the house.
high for widescreen and
feet
C’Scope pix.

for Dickinson circuit, leaves to
join Republic, exchange as booker.
Annual convention for managers
and officials of Fox Midwest Theatres is set for Sept. 15-16 at Excelsior Springs. Mo. Elmer Rhoden,
will
host
Charles
president,
National
president
of
Skouras,
for
the convention.
Theatres,

3
101

"'

1

Philco

RCA
2% RKO
4*2
RKO

7
83*
12
18

Paramount

28
22i*

'35

New Universal exchange now under construcuon, giving company
amount of present space, is
expected to be ready for occupancy
by next Feb. 1. Film company itself is building it.

‘

Variety
reported $70,000 collected for La
Rabida Sanitarium by Chi theatres

•

triple

lease.

H- 1

6314

Col. Pic.

for

20

Disputing North Central Allied
that high percentage
allegation
„
pictures are driving small
C’Scope
*1
>
Ia/IaI
of business,, local
out
exhibitors
branch manager cites instance of a
Minneapolis nabe house which has
boosted its average weekly gross
from $300-$400 to $1,600 with such

317 a

Change
week

Tues.
Close

manager.

4U*

.691,*

films.

LOS ANGELES

tribution.

Net

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly
High
in 100 s
•Low
Am Br-Par Th 139
20
i9V*
CBS, “A”
19
63V*
61V*
62
CBS, “B”
5
62V*

1954

High Low
20 3 s
14V
’41%
7i

63 V*'
62
31
14V&

t

I

i

( N. Y. Stock Exchange
For W'eek Ending Tuesday (7)

abroad as a rule scissor a film for
the entire country. In the U. S.,
only seven states have
censor
boards.
This regional setup bothers film
execs abroad. Why, asked one recently; should someone be able to
show a picture like “One Summer
of Happiness" on the Coast, and
clean up with it, while supposedly
sophisticated New York can’t see
the same version of the film?
Whereas the local censor boards
go by rather broadly stated principles, the Legion is governed by
a fixed set of moral standards
which show’s ho discrimination vs.
foreign imports. If an irripression
created to the contrary, it’s
is
largely due to the close cooperation between the Legion and the

A film row faction in Chicago currently is pushing a plan to move
the entire distrib stronghold from the present area to a more offbeat
site where' there would be greater room for expansion.
Relocation
drive is being led by Charles Teitel, foreign films distrib, who feels
the present sector has been outgrown by the film row occupants. Teitel
opines that present facilities are antiquated and inadequate for storage
or trucking. Teitel proposes a westside uninhabited locale for the
site but, as many of the major companies moved into buildings of
their ow in. recent years, it’s not likely they’ll consider making another
move.

}

The Schul bergs seem to have hit the daily double at the current
Edinburgh Film Festival. Writer Budd Schulberg is represented by
“On The Waterfront”, which he scripted for Elia Kazan, and brother
Stuart is there with “No Way Back,” prizewinning picture he produced
in Germany.
Both are sons of B. P. Schulberg, former Paramount
production chief. Show biz experts can’t recall a film festival where
two brothers ever before shared the billing with two separate entries.
Willard Mullin, sports cartoonist for the N.Y. World Telegram & Sun
for the last 20 years, has been engaged by Theatre Owners of America
to prepare special material for its 1954 convention, Oct. 31 to Nov. 4.
at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Mullin is drawing a series of
cartoons depicting the convention slogan, “It is time for the grass
roots to share in the harvest,” and the growth of
as a national
exhibitor association.

TOA

Chicago Police Censor Board, surveying 97 pix seeking playdatei
Windy City last month, tagged seven of them for adults only.
Overseas
entries continue on the upbeat with 25 submitted in August. Board

in the

Of that number, three were domestic and four foreign.
declined to

tell

how many

pix

were rejected.

Code, which sees both bodies agreeing on acceptable standards.
It’s noted", however, that there
are occasions where the Legion’s
judgment clashes with Catholic
evaluation abroad. That was the
case, for instance, with the French

“God
praised

Needs

Men,”

which

was

by Catholic orgs abroad.

The American Legion

of

Decency

And

for
that matter, it also didn’t put a
definite rating on “Martin Luther.”
an English-language film lensed in

never did rate the

Germany.

'film.

Legion merely noted

that "Luther” wasn’t in line with
the Catholic version of the rise of

Protestantism.
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downbeat theme and overemphasized violence. .’However, word-ofmouth should play a big part in

end proper handling should
make this of value on the U.S.

Film Reviews

this

scene, with probable fine prospects on the Mexican front, and
the
of;
daughter
th«
chances for solid offbeat cashingmarrying
woman who put him into business. in on the foreign markets.
Story concerns a peasant, Pedro
The bedroom-to-bedroom routine
gets tiresome after a while, and Armendariz, who gets coerced l n t°
only the broad comedies of signing for work in a mahogany
it’s
Fernandel himself that keep the camp in the jungles. He goes with
his children and beauteous sister.
Ivughs coming,
,
He’s backed by a good support- Here he runs into raw vicibusness

Continued from page I

The Green Scarf
is returning from a lecture tour
in America with his wife (Ann
Todd) when he’s discovered standing by the dead body of a pas-

He

senger. He’s clapped, into the ship,

and by sign language, with

cells

interpreter, makes a
complete confession. Back in Paris,

his wife

as

through the dullish part Of the:
faithful" wife with charm; Arlette

Redgrave agrees

lawyer Michael

comes

Mile.: Devillers

ing cast.

to be defense attorney after sevral prominent counsel have, rejected the brief.,' In a. long, Often
suspenseful hearing, he -succeeds
in establishing the innocence of his

tfH'HfHM H
'

%

»

Thomas’ “Lucy Gallant.” ... Dabbs
Greer signed for “Eddie Foy and
the Seven Little Foys” at ParaColumbia contracted
mount
Kathryn Grant riiakes her screen
debut in “Dead. Pigeon.”

"'Hollywbod, Sept. 7.
Piper Laurie assigned .to star in
‘‘Third Girl From the Right,” Sato
Marx production- with, Eddie BuzNext Jonie
xell directing at UI.
Taps production at Columbia will
Beautiful,
the
and
Young
“The
be
based on a yarn by William Bowand brutality as the overworked ers, Metro handed Tracey Robmen are whipped, hung up by their erts a role sin “The Prodigal;” ...
arms for hours and treated like Mervyit LeRoy’s daughter, Linda,
animals by a perverted, drunken
makes her screen bow in Warners
crew and bosses.. Mayhem is piled “Strange Lady in Towri.”. Milup ip layers of shock visual appeal dred and Gordon Gordon checked
and such scenes as a closeup of a in at Columbia to script their
terribly-daCerated back arid hands,
Bug.’ ...
Talking
“The
novel,
a boy’s ear being sliced off, a man
Productions bought
arid Schenpk-Koch
being blinded by thorns,
“Punitive.. Action,” a Foreign Ledefiare
men,
beaten
hanged arid
Joanne
gion tale by John Robb
nitely in the belt: category and not
Dru up for the fernme lead-in. The
for the squeamish. Some shearing
Nicholas Nayfack
Coat,”
Scarlet
of the more rugged and repetitive
production at Metro.
terror might make this more wellwill sing The

.

.

-

.

,

.

Frederick Brisson postponed the
start of “The Girl Rush” to Oct. li
to .give lenser Bill Daniels time to
test two VistaVision cameras
Jim Moloney will narrate “Island
Hopping in Polynesia,” to be produced in Tahiti by his father. Dr.

.

.

.

.

'

Poirier is tart as his occasional
mistress; Jane Sourza is pert, as
the young girl; Blanchette Brunoy
Gordon MacJames C. Moloney
looks the part of the rejuvenated
Rae’s daughter^ Meredith, nine,
benefactor, and Jose Noguero has
screen
in “Oklaher
bow
makes
client.
some funny moments as a diplohoma.” ; .
John . Stephenson
Up to the point where the mute mat., But the screenplay which
role iri UI’s “The Lootsnagged
a
Serge
and
Boyer
refuses to .offer any -defense be- director Jean
.
ers,” .... Warners signed Nick. Adcause he’s shielding his wife, the Veber adapted from the P. Arm.ontams for a spot in “Mister. Roberts.”
plot makes; a dramatic impact. But M. Gerbidon comedy stretches the
Flora. Hale joined the “Inter-:
the. denouement, not effectively basic theme thin to the straining
rupted Melody” cast at Metro,
concealed; is too obviously con- point. Boyer and Fernandel milk it
Leonard Warren
Darwell signed for a. feaproductive,
re
Jane
mounting
isn’t
play
off
its
cow.
and
.kbit
trived and carries little conviction. dry, but the
Lord's Prayer” in “Music of Faith, , tured role in Metro’s "Hit the
*
Chan.
belliori more adequately.
There are, nevertheless,' Several enough.
f eaturette to be released, by- UI
Bill Peirce appointed
Deck”
Director Alfredo. Crevenna has a
moving passages, notably the wife’s
along With “Sign of the Pagan.” to handle publicity and public regiven this a good pacing; but only
confession of infidelity, with the
Sliicliinin
Mae Marsh plays a witch in the lations for; Distributors Corp. of
is the addition of some
drawback
niurdered man. However^ the. flashof
“Macbeth” sequence of “Prince
(The Seven Samurai)
ac. . Sam X. Abarbanel
familiar bits with a beautiful sister
backs showing the events "which
Cliff Stine Arrierica
(JAPANESE)
Players” at 20th^Fox.
quired film rights to the life story
arid, the characterization riot growled to the. mute’s marriage and
Venice, Aug. 31
^appointed head of UI’s special pho- of Major Charles Yeager, first pilot
and
Lensing
action.
with
the
ing
triumph as a writerare over-sentiToho production and. release. Directed:
tographic. department, succeeding
to break the sound barrier
Rementalized.
by Akira Kurosawa. Screenplay, Kuro- editing are fine and acting is good, Stanley. Horsley, who resigned,.
sawa, Shinobu Hashimoto, Hidep Ogum;
Michael Redgrave’s interpreta- camera, Asaichi Nakai; editor; .Fumlo with Pedro Armendariz his compe- Dorothy Ford draws a cbmedy. role public assigned Edward J. White to
Mosk.
self.
produce “Killer of the W.ateff ro rit
tent
tion of the bearded, bespectacled Yanoguchi; music, Fumlo Hayasaka. At
Itch” at 20th^Fox
Year
/‘Seven
i
Running time,
Film. Festival.
1®
Fpch based on a recent Boston jail break
French lawyer is warm and color- Venice
... Paramount signed
155 MINS.
Indie producer Fritz Lang will
Sierra
ful, with an appealing touch of
for one of the two femme leads in.
Toshiro Mifume'
J
(Cursed Mountain)
“You’re film “Journey to Nowhere,” and adLeo -Genii: gives a Kambei
yer-acting.
Shiiiiura
comedy,
Takashi
Martin-Lewis
?
the.
~
'
novel by Nedra Tyre;
venture
Yoshfo Inaba
(SPANISH).
wholly sympathetic performance,' Gorobel
;RKO
Never Too Young.”
Seiji Miyaguchi
Curtis Bernhardt bought Arthur
Venice, Aug. 3L
while Ann Todd turns in a forceful Kyuzo
signed Richard Egan to add narraKeiko Tsushima
Shino
Schnitzler’S; original, “Claire.” for
Paramonunt release of Xlmasii-io pro
Ardisplay of emotionalism. Kie.ron Katsush"
Ko Klmura
Rainbow.”
Big
“The
tion to
Paul Wexier
indie production ..
.
Kuni iri.Kodo duction. Stars Lina Rbsales, Ruben. Rojo;
Moore does a standout job as the G.isaku .
‘features; Jose Gurardiola, Jose Sepulveda,
thur Franz gets a featured role in
dramatically"
mute,
registering,
Manuel Zarzo. Directed by Antonio Del Paramount’s “The D e s p e r a t e. will play a bearded, westerner i
“Strange
Lady,
in Town.'*
Warners’
High adventure and excitement. Atrto. Screenplay, Fernando .Merino; Hours.”
will
without a word of dialog: Michael
COle
Nat (Kirig^
camera, Eloy Mejia, S. Perera; editor,
Medwin, as a ship’s steward and ment are stamped all over this Peptia Orduiia. At Venice Film Festival. topline a riiusical f eaturette to be. . Warners signed Tab Hunter for
Sea
Chase.”
“The.
/ William
Will
Jane Griffiths, playing Redgrave's solid-core' film about a group «of Running time, ?S MNS.
directed
by
produced arid
Goetz* “The. Man From Laramie”
Lina Rosales Cowan at UI;
enthusiastic assistant, top a coi - seven Samurai warriors who save • Cruz
Ruben Rojo
will be CinemaScoped ait Coluriibi
patent team of supporting player*. little village from annihilation at Juan
assigned. David WeisWarners
Jose Guardiola
Lucas
.......
George Moore Q’Ferrall has di- the hands of a group of bandits JoseJose Sepulveda bart. to produce “Target Zero,
Manuel Zarzo
rected with painstaking care. Jack in 15th Century Japan. Besides the Emili
James Warner Bellah’s. story about
Hildyard has done a reliable lens- well-manned battlescenes, the pic
was re. Work
the. Korean war
characterizafor
ori the
may
put
Spain
feeling
This
not
has
a'good
Shingleton’s
ing job while Wilfrid
on 20th-Fox’s “The Racers;’
sumed
settings have an. authentic, look; tion and time which riiakes this international pic map, blit the film
to illdue
idleness
of
week
after a
Continued from page 3
gid Stone edited the. pic intelli- sort of pic not only strong for arty does emerge as one of enough inKirk Douglas and Bella
houses but' possibly good in the dividuality and color to make for ness of
Myro
gently.
Picker drew pro- try production concepts have so
Sidney
Darvi
good possibilities in U.S, lingo,
act inner market.
“Santa
Republic’s
completely
changed that Par alone
On
The lone drawback is its length, spots or even for possible special duction reins. with. William Witney will “turn out more big pictures;:
Th<*
which can be sheared. This .pro-, slotting. It is a folksy tale of myth Fe Passage.”
Williams
Rod
director
M**wwww.
than
industry did just
the,
entire
(Coiffure Pour Dames)
due lion touches the little-tapped arid prejudice overcome by love; •{IS
role in “The Looters' at a few years back,” said Zukor.
(FRENCH)
genre of the epic adventure pic. Despite the familiar general plot, snagged a
postponed
Broidy
Times'
ilm Corp. .release', of Hpehe
F;
William
UI
Mountain” possesses
The thinking and planning of
features As such, it has a chance iri the ",C ursed
production.
Stars' Fernandel;
“Cry Vengeance at
Renee Devillers, Arlette Poirier. Geo’-grs u;s. if specially handled. This is enough offbeat locale to make this the start of
five years ago are now completely
.’rnn primarily for the key cities judg- of interest. This won the crix prize Allied Artists, to permit Richard
Chamarat.
Blanchejte
Erunoy.
outdated, he stated, adding: “Sellllde
Cornel
Sourza, Jose Nognero. Directed by J : n.
iri
appear
?
ing- from the career of its prede- at the; San Sabastian Film Fest and Conte to
and publicizing
Boyer; Screenplay, Serge. Veber..
e' er,
ing,
exploiting
ori. the same lot
from play b.V P. .Armont and iU; Oe> cessor. “Rashomon/’
also repped Spain at the Venice "The Big Combo”
can. be
bldon: earner.
CJi.
Suin; music, P-»T
Alfred Hitchcock closed a deal motion -pictures; no longer
Bandits "are waiting tQ attack- .an fete.
i
light of
53
operations
Misraki. At World.- N.Y., Sept.
individual,
picisolated village as soon as the rice
Story deals with southern vil- to produce and direct three,
Running ti
84 MINS.
the industry’s, advances and
release
Paramount
for'
tures
to
lage in Spain where there, is a.
FcrnpntifV' is ripe, Some of the men. go
Marius-Mario
They
.......
Aline
Benee Devillers look for help and run" into a. sage myth that all women born in the Emil Sitka checked in at Republic compariying new concepts.
Edmonde. ........
Arlette Poirier
must now be rolled into one so
for a role in “Timber jack;”
M. Brochand
Georges Cb"mrrnt old Samurai warrior who Consents mountain section are barren, thus
of
in
becomes,
shipment
salesman;
each
that
completed
Metro
Mine. Brochand
Blanchette Brunoy to help them. Then follows a series -preventing marriage for them. One
Denise
Jahe Sou>-?n of deft bits as the seven men, are man from the valley braves this .412 color prints of “Seven Brides truth, a showman/’
Adnvr'er
•'Jo «e No-i'ero
then head for the and marries a mountain girl. He for Seven Brothers” to U. S. and
first
gathered
and
“White Christmas,” Par’s
( In
French;.. English Titles).
and 50 more in V’Vision, will be. given tile
offices
village to prepare defenses, train [•is disowned by his family. When Canadian
Sim Inness, Olympic greatest advertising and publicity
the men arid, get ready for the conditions are made difficult for abroad
Name of Fernandel, mobile-faced onslaught.
in
role
a
drew
Champion,
They finally, vanquish him, he goes off on a special char-, discus
support' of all pix in the company's
French comic who’s achieved a
collecting
expedition;
bandits, but riot without losses coal
He ui’s “Lady Godiva bf Coventry’ 40-year history, Jerry Pickman, adgood following among; arthouse the
Lyle Bettger and John Qualen
and th coming of age of a young ta.kes his wife along arid a villianpub y.p.,. told division managers.
patrons, ought to project this com“The
Sea
the people’s proving ous mountain in an tries to attack sighed for John Farrow’s
edy intri- moderate to good b.o. in warrior andthemselves.
Concerning the eritire new lineAshley
Warners
at
her and drags her off. The hus- Chase”
worthy of
the art circuit and might, even;
in
spot
of product, Pickman revealed
featured
up.
a
Director Akira Kurosawa has band catches.: him and indulges in Cowan snagged
bring it into some fringe hous'\s.
Columbia that a research job on ad-pub
given
this' a virile .mounting. It is /a vicious axe fight With him. Later Metro’s “Moonfleet”
"The French. Touch” is a remake
primarily a man’s, film, with the the wife gives, birth to a child, cte? assigned Lucy Marlowe, to the in- penetration has been conducted
of a 1932 Gallic-made pic based on
y
brief romantic interludes also done str.'oying the myth, for a happy genue role in “Dead Pigeon”.
over the past six months iri the
a stage comedy, As farce, it has its
with taste. Each character is firm- ending:
Michael Wilding arid Edmund Pur- 400 most,, important market situasurefire moments,: but they’re so
Director. Antoni
ly molded. Toshire Mifume as the
Del Amo has dom will costar in the Edwin H. tions.
The results of this willscattered that at times Fernandel
courageous used the rugged exteriors well. Knopf production^ “The King’s figure importantly In each cambut
bold, hairbrained
_
1
L 1
strains to wring out the laughs
Herbert J. paign, he said.
warrior weaves a colossal, portrait. Line. Rosales,, as the mountain gal, Thief,!” at Metro
it**
x* dominates the picture although and' Ruben Rojo, the valley' man, Yates planed to Missoula, Mont.,
with He
shearer -turnedturnea nairaresser,
snearer
hairdresse? viin
It was indicated that sales policy
„
ovtrp.mplv strong
c an extremely
strnnp supsnn- shpply
subdued
performances. to get Republic’s “Timberjack”
sure fingers and a. quick imagina- he has
Skullduggery of Jose Guardiola is started ;
Roscoe Ates celebrated for “Christmas”' will await further
tion, who becomes the object of p
p n sfn£ is excellent as is editing standard as is the pic plotting. his 25th year in films by starting study. Each -key area will be anaL
Lensing
the desires (in business- arid lvin
bundling together the im- However, the lensing is fine as is his role in Pine-Thomas’ “Lucy lyzed to determine how best to
- mance)
of Parisian womanhood.
license the picture and to which
footage and making its bat- editing and supporting players. Gallant” at Paramount.
The feel of his hands on their riiense
tle scenes monuiriental and excit- Paramount has this for Spanish
Charlton Heston’s role in UI’s theatres. A. 'W. Schwalberg, presiheads, throws the gals into ecstasy,
ing. Music is also helpful in mood and South American
distrib. It "The Private War of Major Beft- dent of Par Distributing Corp.,
and they Come rnofe, for pleasure
than for the hairdrpss. But it’s vacillating between western and also may take it for U.S. subse- son” will be. on a participation deal presided at the three-day huddle.
eastern themes for telling effect. quent runs plus' any other pbssiWarners, signed Marjorie Benwhen he rejuveriates a fading Style of the film is the most oc- bilities engendered
by the pic.
nett for a part in “The Young at
beauty and thus brings her huscidental seen in recent Japanese
Mosk:.
Richard Davalos drew
Heart”
.
band back that he starts to achieve
films but locale is still oriental iri
a featured role in Warners’ “The
his real success, a shop on: the
flavor. Original version, one of
Rodgers & Ham.
Sea Chase”
ChampsrElysees.
_
l
„ T1
a1_*
_
~ Continued from page 4.
merstein’s “Oklahoma” company
to
,
!
his wife, Renee Devillers, but after was 'thre^and’a
returned to Hollywood after com- flood damage completely:
They
Mosk,
at
shooting
pleting
location
that point, he’s: involved
all.
Continued from page 3
were unable to operate either beAline MacMahon will
manner of amorous complications,
Nogales
cause of power failure.
Hehclion
from getting locked in rooms- With
Through their slanders and play one of the top roles in CoUS;
middleaged
cronies
deceits they create suspicion and lumbia’s. “The Man From Larato
Carol in Boston
Yvonne Dfe Carlo, commie” .
distrust,.
(Tihe^ ’Rebellion, of the Hanged)
Bostori, Sept. 7.
(MEXICAN).
“But the hateiriongers, I believe pleted her part in John Cham.
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Venice,

deeply,

Sjept. 7,
tlivited Artists release of Jose Kohri
production, stars Pedro. Armendariz; features Adriana. Carlos Moctezuma, Victor
Jxinco; Miguel Ferriz, Jaime Fernandez;
Directed by Alfredo Crevenna. Screenplay H. Wien, from hooK by B. 'Craven;
r::mera, Gabriel Figueroa; editor, .Anton
.

though they may
battle.
But all of. us— all Americans— cannot win the war for true
brptherhpbd unless; we are willing
to stand up arid, be counted— unless we have the courage to speak
up for ourt rights and our heritage
of freedom^
“In these days when suspicion
and distrust are running amuck
;

.

t

CUT. MUSIC

.

At Venice Film Festr. Running
MINS,
Candido ......
Pedro Armendariz
Modesta
...... .....
Adriana
v.
I’elix
Carlos Moctezuma
Calso
... Victor Junco
Picaro '.
....... Alvarc Matute
Gabriel .......
Tito Junco
Urban© .......
...... Jaime Fernandez
Gonde.

Rockefeller Center

time. 90

“SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS"

CINEMASCOPE star*
JANE COWELL • HOWARD KEEL

.

.

lo

ANSCO

•

and thCTXCDUl

An M-C-M

Picture

»UE NESOiTATlON

.

;

, ... .

.

.

Color by

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Severo ........

some arigry, ugly, political
Katzenjammer Kids, We must act
like

Miguel. Ferris

with strength arid stop the clairior
and restore order to our political
and moral, house.”
He added that he is confident

Film was made with an Eriglish
version which United Artists has
U.S. distrib. ..It is a rugged;
red-meat drama of a brutal slave
mahogariy camp iri the wilds of
Mexico of the 1900s, and its unrelenling brutality and roughness
•slant this primarily for the stout
act ioner and more" offbeat nia'-k- L
Arty chances are slight due to
.

.

for

IDA

LUPINO

8TCVK

,

COCHRAN

HOWARD DUFF/.
dean J AGGER

.

dorotht

MALONE

Bmftfficifiip

8 WAV

*

43n) St

war, even
will an occasional

are losing, the

.

that America and its. allies “are
strong arid resourceful and have
accumulated heritages that Cain see
them through to
-eventual peace
r—
u.-: n-iA.it!n h a-, o
Ai
the irtec.
Without ihn
loss inf
dig-_
bf national
Pity or honor.”
.

,

i

|.

I

pion’s “Shotgun” and left for Germany to star, in Republic’s “Magic

While

down the

Hurricane
screens of

Carol

many

blew
of the

Helen Walker doing her ozonefs in outlying districts last
first film role in two! years in “The Tuesday
(31), the only one damBig Combo” at Allied Artists
aged seriously enough to shutter
Sonny Tufts drew a featured spot for the balance of the season! was
;in “The Seven Year Itch” at 20ththe American Theatre Corp. opFire”

.

.

.

;

!,

Fox.
National

erated

Weymouth

Drive-In.

Spot,

Legion of Decency
oldest ozbner in New England
handed a “B” rating (objectionable the
and third oldest in the country,
in part) to Columbia’s “Human Delost its screen and suffered exsire” becatlse of a “low moral
“Today Is Forever” is tensive damages to the concession
tone.”
the new title for Allied Artists’ building and rariips.
“The City That Never Sleeps,”
Damage to. downtown majors,
Rex Reason plays a Saxon nobler was negligible with the exception
mart in UFs “Lady Godiva of; Cov- of the Metropolitan, where the
entry.”
Art Aragon, welter- winds weakened the struts holdweight boxer, drew a role in the ing the huge upright- sign over
Audie Murphy starrer, “To Hell the marquee to such an extent
and Back,” at UI
Howard Pet- that it was deeriied expedient, to
ric a nd I an MacDonald joined the. remove it.
Plans are to replac
. r
, 4(m
„
„
cast
of “Timberjack”
Timberjack
Remiblic
as °*
at Republic
it with
a different type sign
j.9
L Mary Field drew a role iri .Pine- the near future.
.

.

4
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‘:

.

.

.

,
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,

.

.

.

.
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By GEORGE ROSEN

•

you pick the winner in the race for color
tubes, thete ain’t going to be any tubes,” Sarnoff punchlined after
sketching his. version of the tele sets of the future, As he en*
'isions them, these sets will be -alLtrehsistbr control Units no
bigger than a cigar box with the picture projection using the

Last week's Chi gettogether of
the NBC-TV. affiliates and the net-

work brass proved one

principle of electronic iltominascerice.
RCA topper's latest prediction of things to come in the color
tv field came only a few hours after CBS-Columbia unveiled its
“205” line of tint receivers with its 19-inch tube and .only. a few
days before RCA’s own Sept. 1 showcasing of its 21-incher.
.

Always Ready at Half Past 8

Dan

Fight His Way Out of That
‘Tonight at* 8: 30’ Tag

Petrie

t

—
Lca.v

all.

He’s

Dan Petri

>

a

tv

director.

has a great big yen to do “Dinner at 8,” but that former legit and

He

Hollywood smasheroo

is

Love

himself to vidirect Noel Coward’s
three one-act plays, “Tonight at
8:30,” 'reason
titles, it

but

to

being that, despite

and stretches
But “8:30” is ear-

starts at 8

9:30.

marked as the

first

First,

West-

Wednesday one-a-month
"Best of Broadway” series on CBSPetrie
also would fall all over
TV.

of NBC’s Mon-

under the Leland
banner (with Richard

day spectaculars

On

‘Toast’

the Town”
ill.
bally agent for
shows under the CBS banner,
van’s

Inghouse’s

the

‘Lucy’
"Toast of

serve

sewed up

for 10 to 11 p.m. as part of

—

—

~

•

-

commiserate with

as;

a

one carded in

Ed

Sulli-

"story”

festoon, is "I
Lucy” and will include

the stars and supporting players—Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
and Vivian Vance & Bjll Frawley. Up for reprise on the show
will be the initial "Lucy”, and
the memorable real life birth
of a son to the Amazes;
Date is Oct- 3 when "Toast”

—

will

have clear sailing since

there won’t be any NBC specs
against it,* just the usual "Com-

edy Hour.”

|

head producer).
For a semester or two Petrie
That
staged “T-Men in Action.”
was when it Was an NBC stanza at
8:30
"T-Men” has
Thursday.
moved over to ABC,' same time,
same, day, but Petrie didn’t go with
.

cessor, to

But whaddya know? Petrie got
off the "Justice.” kick and went
shoppin’ around for a new time to
conquer.
So what’d he get? So
he got the melodramatic ("Climax”) phase of the Chrysler series
on CBS which Will, it goes without
,

NBC-TV

finds itself riding on the

horns of a dilemma in connection
With the premiere this month of
the Monday night at 9 "Medic”
everybody’s
series.
Practically
agreed, after a closed circuit viewing of the pilot film, that “Medic”

is precisely what the good doctor
and compete ordered. in. terms of challenging the
with “Justice” for the first 30 mi - longtime “I Love Lucy” supremacy

saying, start at 8:30
utes.

as the

CBS

rival attraction.

But there’s considerable apprehension as to whether the widely
kudosed pilot, scheduled as the
“Medic” installment, is the
proper vehicle for the preem, Tabbed "White Is the Color,” it pulls
no punches in its visual presentation of a young mother giving
birth, and of the fight to save the
infant as the mother dies from acute
first

Max Liebman has

Bowl

'tis

of thee” pledge of allegiance which
today finds the major tv webs firmly established in the driver's seat.
The affiliates’, faith in the network
was never more pronounced as at

powwow.

the Chi

Hollywood, Sept. 7,
Seasonal takeoff of "Colgate
Cpriiedy Hour” Sept; 19 'will
originate at Hollywood Bowl>
first time that a,
regularly scheduled network
commercial
video
prograi

marking the

emanated from the huge amphitheatre seating more than
20 000
,

Even though there were some
minor rumblings from the optional
stations who felt they were getting
the short end of the affiliation deal
because too many sponsors were
only buying the basic network (averaging 82 stations and leaving .upwards of i 00 out in the cold), the

came at the close of the
two-day meet when these selfsame
optionals got up a kitty among
themselyes to advertise ip the. ma-

clincher

;

Other talent is being assembled to supplement the booking of Louis Armstrong arid
Patti Page. Gordon MacRae,
regular emcee of the Ted
Bates-produced
"C o m e d y
Hour,’.’ will be .unavailable for
the telecast because of produc-

.

,

er

demands

for his daily pres-

ence in the filming of "Oklawhich he plays

homa,”

‘

Curly,

jor dailies and the trade papers
their expressions of faith in the

major network

affiliations

more

so

than ever before becomes readily
apparent. For one thing, the days
.

of the single station cities are
over.
That means a more highly
The station
flaunting the. best programs gets

competitive situation.

Thus every

the biggest audience.

;

TV

Party for Repeat Of

Cantor Shelkan

Show

City Ballet,
%
pickups, of
"Institutional”
course, aren’t new. Only last- Sunday night (5) Ed Sullivan’s “Toast
of the Town” originated frorn Atlantic City for a pickup of the new
‘‘Ice Capades” edition in reprising
a longstanding policy. But that the
trend is definitely on the upbeat is
reflected in the, multiple activity
on the part of other bigleague

WORLD COMPLETED
KWTV

.

*

’

J

‘

his, forth-,

coming “Tonight” show on NBCthan the panel stanza on crim
that he presided oyer last Tuesday
night (31) as an offbeat surprise
substitute for his regular* variety
WNBT, the web’s N. Y.
key, if it’s national publicity he
wanted he got it. Morning after the
show (Wed.), it was Page 1 news
that the name of Benjamin (Benny

works on

wealthy garment manufacoften linked to “Murder,
was clipped from the Allen

Levirie,

turer
Inc.,”

script "after pressure.” Substituted'
on the show was a reference to

"Mr. X.”'
This and followup, revelati
had newsscribes working overtime
to track down the actual facts.
Jack O'Brian, tv editor of the N. Y.
Journal- American, front-paged that
the Levine name was erased froi
the Script, called "The Tenth Com-

in

in*

Boston Having a

,>

TV

"had a finger
lines from the

affiliate has. a Vested
Now’ that tv. has practically exthe “sky’s the limit”
hausted the name talent availabiliprogramming patterns evolved for
ming imties;
the network progr
the new' season. The station’s doing
nothing to jeopardize its Valuable presarios are nOw going after innetwork franchise. If it’s axiomat- stitutions to showcase on major atic in. the trade that a network is
tractions.
only as good as its station, lineup,
Negotiations initiated: by the Ted
in
it now works the other way
Bates, agency on behalf of its Col;spades.
It accounts, too, for the concern gate client to pact Latin Quarter,
a full hour Sunregistered by so many affiliate N.. Y. nitery,
managers at the Chi session over day night "Comedy Hour” installthe upcoming; Sen. Bricker-inspired ment during the upcoming season
investigation of the rietw’orks, for is but one facet of. the extra-curthey realize all too well their own ricular formatting of bigtiiile tv
stake, in any possible restrictive show’s, because at this stage of the
game there aren’t enough hew'
measures tossed at, the w’ebs.
names of top Calibre to go around.
'Hate That Network'
Bates agency, which this season
Actually, all the former affiliate
will be responsible for bringing in
vs, network gripes have now found
20
of the Colgate stanzas,, plans
a new and more stinging release
going far afield. in the "if-youin the CBS vs. NBC rivalry that
can't-get-a-name-get-an-institution”
probably hit a rieW crescendo at the
to tv programming. Plans
Chi meetings when the CBS Radio addenda
encompass moving into rodeos,
and NBC-TV conclaves practically
show's (possibly as an
swimming
dovetailed.
No longer character- Esther Williams vehicle), etc.
ized as "that other network,” it devein, Max Liepman’s
same
In
the
calling^
veloped info real name
be
with NBC-RCA board chairman third spec of the. season will
City Center; N. Y„
the
around
built
David Sarnoff, for one, tossing his
though in this case designed as a
(Continued on page 42)
background format for the N. Y.
.

.

l

•

interest

;

‘

•

for a better frailer, for

NBC and CBS

Boston, Sept. 7.
leukemia. NBC recognizes that
"This Is Your Life,” the NBC‘’'it’s strong stuff-— probably stronger
hosted
by Ralph. EdTV. program
than Anything of its kind yet seen wards, will establish a precedent
on tv. And while the client, the tomorrow night (Wed:>Vwheh it re- shows.
Liebman agenda next Sunday (12) network and the stations feel con- peats the life story, of Cantor
Winner in the Gregor; Shelkan for the tv audistars Betty Hutton with the second vinced they
Liebman specola set for Saturday, overall series, they’re disturbed ence in Boston at the city's reSept 25, and starring Ann Sothern over possible audience reaction to quest.
the plot.
"Lady in the Dark.”
While the rest of the NBC staIN
With the preepri only five days tion’s will see a repeat of the
Oct. .10 show will be tabbed
Oklahoma City, Sept; 7.
pronto career of tennis luminary Alice
City Center” and will be built off, the network ni’iist decide
Here,
Television station
around the N.Y. amusement center whether to tee off with another, Marble, as part of the "This Is has finished building the tailest
less realistic installment.
Your Life” summer schedule, an structure in the World— its 1,572xy hat could happen there in
assemblage of some 5,000 in Bos-;
the. course of
a season.. Thus one of
foot transmitting tow
ton’s Esplanade, will witness the
we major items will star the N.Y,
The steel tower, tbok three
outdoor screening of the program
Berle Scripters’ Reunion
j£>y.. Ballet in a presentation of
to build and cost $650,000.
as it is aired over: the facilities of months
Station,” Judy Holliday
'‘.'J'j-HS
Berle’s NBC- WBZ-TV at 10 p.m,
Milton
for
Scripters
is 100 feet higher than the tip
ft
will headline
the 90-minute attrac- TV oshow will be having, a. kind of
on top of the Emantenna
the
Special program is a highlight' of
tion, which
will also feature Dick reunion when the comic’s Buick
pire State building.
of "Pray for Peace Week” Which
Shawn and Steve Allen.
Goodman
Sept.
21,
stanza tees off
The station has aimed at the. sky
commenced yesterday (Mon.) in
Diamond, and pards Massachusetts at the proclamation since it went on the air Dec* 20,
Ace, Selin
Mort Green & George Foster, who of Gov. Christian A, -Herter, To- 1053. Its call letters stand for
worked as a team on Tallulah morrow, the day of the unique tele- “World’s Tallest Video.”
Bankhead’s late “Big Show” on
"Pray for
Jacobson resigned yester- NBC Radio, are together again for cast. has been declared
Peace D«.y” in Boston by Mayor
Tues.) as public relations diBerle’s Tuesdaj' nighter. Jay Bur- John B. Hynes.
WCBS-TV'S KEY BIZ
1
f CBS ‘ TV
® Active next ton will continue. on the scripting
Underwood Corp„ starts a snot
week H
Attending the outdoor, screening
Hel-nl open his own business
staff, but Aaron Ruben has exited
°l
and observances before the pro- campaign on WCBS-TV, N. Y., this
* ag
Public Relations, because of other commitments.
Inc
gr m will be Cantor Shelkan and week.
Gre’en & Foster team wasn’t
There's no record of any other
his wife, the former secretary Of
a ?obspn’g
replacement
not paired with Ace and MisS Diamond Gen. Lucius Clay. She met arid manufacturer of typewriters havSe
Xva s formerly
ith last season due to other assignVm,,
6
ing been repped on tele.
^ oun
page
34)
on
(Continued
S & Ritbicam.
ments.

finalized blueprinting of his third color spec of
the NBC-TV season,, scheduled for
Sunday night, Oct. 10, in the 7:30
to 9 p.m. segments. No. 1 on the

LEONARD TRAUBE

Steve Allen couldn’t have asked

mandment,”
sometime
between
Tuesday afternoon and the time
the show went on the air. (Show,
starts at 11:20 and goes to midnight, but ran over on Tuesday.)
The suggestion was that the Allen
Show had been successfully approached to drop the name, with
O’Brian reporting that David Dubinsky, head of the International
Ladies Garment Workers Union,

network. Veteran observers say
unprecedented.
That the stations cherish their

that’s

—

Hayward
Whorf .stepping In for the ailing

the Hbw lease. Instead, he became
director of "Justice,”
the suc“T-Men,” same time, same
day, of course.

certainty, if

more— a "my network

nothing

r

He’s

H Vood

Even

>

L

23

-

ChicagQ, Sept. 7.
In one of his patented peeks into the. future, RCA-NBC board
chairman David Sarnoff predicted here last week at the NBC-TV
affiliates meeting that tubeless tv sets will probably be a reality
This latest scientific crystal balling comes
in another five years.
manufacturing industry, namely RCA and
at a time when the tv
CBS-Columbia, are in a dingdong battle over the merits of their
respective color tubes,
"Just about the time

UAIlIO-TtUlVISIOX

PKriety

in deleting, several
script. These wer

oblique reference only to th

ILGWU.”
Irving Gray, manager for Milton
Berle, is said to have phoned

NBC

from Las Vegas (where the comic
was appearing at the Sands) and
informed NBC that, he was “speaking for one Of the most respected
members of the garment industry.”
Then came a call from, the garment
official mentioned by Gray. Allen
is said, to have admitted that he
had been “pressured” by the official but refused to have the name
deleted. Another caller asked Allen
to. cancel the show but he refused.
The deletion was eventually made
by Allen, however, because a reference to "Mr. X” couldn’t be
found in the book, “Murder, Inc.”
(On Allen’s anti-crime panel
were a number of legal and Gov,

ernment

lights plus Victor Riesei,
labor writer for the N. Y. Mirror,)
Day after the show Allen had a
discussion on the "deletion” with
the chief of the rackets bureau of
the district attorney’s office. He
made known that before the Tuesday show he had "reluctantly”
promised riot to divulge the identity of “Mr. X” but that on the
show itself he had expressed “regret" at having made the promise.

(Continued on page 34)

Absentee status of Leland Hayward on the NBC-TV series of Mon,

day night spectaculars will find the
Howard LindsayAussel Crouse producer team taking over the production reins for the second Hayward color spec on Nov. 15, Vehicle
chosen for that night will be the
Lindsay-CroUse authored “State of

Union” ex-Iegiter, with th
team currently negotiating for top
the

stars.

Actually

mains

in

Hayward’s
doubt until

status rereturn-

his.

next, month from Honolulu, where
he’s currently recuperating from
his serious illness. Whether he’ll

be out all season is problematical,
with "guest producers” designated
for the initial entries; Thus Otto
Preminger takes over the No. 1
Hayward spec, Which will star Ginger Rogers iri "Lady lit the Davk.”
Beyond. the first two nothing’s bee
finalized yet.

.

.

Meanwhile, NBC .denies reports
that Ford;, sponsoring the Haywardspecs, has been uneasy over the
1

Hayward absentee
pull out.

status,

and may

Wednesday, September

TV Network
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Premieres

(Sept* 8 1 )
THURS., SEPT. 9
-

:

FAITH IN

They Stand Accused. Courtroom; drama, DuMont, 8-9 p.m., ConFrank E. Duggan.
FRL, SEPT. 10
The: Big Story. Drama, NBC, 9-9:30 p.m., Pall Mall, Simoniz (alt,

solidated Cosmetic^ via
•|

Chicago, Sept.

While there was no roaring

mism about

Bates Overloaded

7.

opti-

of network radio, the. belief that
CBS can make a go of .it as long
as anyone can was something of a
Unifying force at' last week’s gathaffiliate
ering of Columbia’s
The two-day sessions at the
clan;
Edgewater Beach were neither a

AM

v

wake toasting the corpse nor the
joyous' reunion of- a completely unworried family. 'But a general tone
of “we’re in this together and
let’s make the best of an admittedly troublesome situation’’, kept fric^
tion at a minimum and resulted in
Immediate plans to hold a similar
convention, with its biz and fun
aspects, again next year.
There Was no shirking the fact
that all’s riot rosy for network
radio, 1954 model, or that CBS,
too, has not suffered its slumps.
However, the pledge by CBS prexy
Frank Stanton that he intends to
keep the family healthy, coupled
with his “look at the record’’ reference to the web’s postwar supremacy, and CBS radio prez Adrian Murphy’s hints that hew formulas and approaches are constantly,

ternational Silver,’

Simmons Co.

in

A

BBD&O, Wamer-Hudnut

taking

SAMMY KAYE

the

Fishing In Florida
wraps off one of its new network
Hooking Coast- to. Coast viewers
Stars. Latter is Negro gospel singer
with
Mehalia Jackson whose half-hour
"SO YOU WANT TO
LEAD A BAND?”
musical preeins on CBS Sept. 26,
Oyer ABC-TV for Brillo
following Edgar Bergen as part of
Thurs, at 9 P.M.
Bill Paley programming powerthe
In listeners with his
Reeling
under study, served to strengthen
ABC-Radio Shows
house
for Sunday nights.
that
affiliates
the
among
belief
the
ROOM" and
"SERENADE
Dittoing the film company stratwhen the time is ripe for major
"SUNDAY SERENADE’'
Columbia Records Exclusively
changes in network concepts, CBS egy wherein Warners’ Ben Kalmenwill be prepared.
sori, 20th-Fox’s Al Lichtman, et al,
For example, Murphy, admitted regularly junket key exhibitors to
the web has been investigating the Hollywood to gander upcoming
program service field as a “some company product, .CBS Radio proday, maybe’’ approach and hinted gramming veep Lester Gottlieb
at a possible evolution in this di- booked Miss Jacksori into key Spot
In this connection, it s ojn special show Columbia put on
rection.
noted that the web toppers out- for its affiliates at Edgewater Beach
lined a plan to offer more shows hotel in Chi last week. Singer,
on a co-op basis this coming sea- slotted between Edgar Bergen and
son.
,
.
Peter Lind Hayes, had affiliates
With CBS’ 20% rate slash al- cheering her interpretation of
ready ratified and to be announced “Lord’s Prayer,” "Didn’t It Rain,"
formally next month, there appar- etc. Some made comparisons to
Boston, Sept. 7.
ently was not too much jawing the redoubtable Marion Anderson.
Effects of last week’s Hurricane
over that issue. The affils did re- Amost unanimousy, affiliate station Carol are still, being felt by New
particiaffirm their opposition to
managers bestowed their blessing. England radio and tv stations,
pation selling, a field, the web
Reaction was interesting consid- among the hardest hit of which
agreed to bypass, except for its ering fact that a few in the CBS were WBZ-TV i
Boston and
currently on the shelf Power Plan, council of strategy questioned wisJAR - TV in Providence. WBZ(Continued on page 42)
dom of exposing a new talent to TV’s 649-foot tower was snapped by
the
wirids at
affiliates with performer, involved 125-miles-an-hour
already signed and sealed for the 200-foot mark and the station was
winter sked. Suppose, they heckled, knocked outv for 10 hours last
station managers assembled were Tuesday (31),* while loss of power
,

.

Whatever the prevailing

UHF

senti-

VHF, the fact
there are now three
vs.

remains that
U’s on the NBC affiliation roster
of “must” buys for clients. These

are in Portland, Ore. the nation’s
top U success story thus far), in
Youngstown, O., and in Norfolk,
where the network pledged allegiance to WVEC-TV after losing
WTAR-TV to the rival Columbia
(

web,
Norfolk

story,

incidentally

gets

a three-faceted upbeat, with the
expansion to a 1,000 kw. Operation,
the extension of the' NBC affiliation contract to two years and the
goal on conversions more than
meeting the Oct. 1 deadline originally set by NBC-RCA playing
major- roles in solidifying the

WVEC-TV

about

Singer.

lieb.

Boston, Sept. 7.

picture:

CHAIRMAN

Chicago, Sept. 7.
is back on
after a fiverosters
IjiARTB
the
year absence,. Return to' the; indus-

CBS’ radio network

finding himsef in the middle
of disasters-^-he had a clean

Chicago, Sept. 7.
New chairman of the CBS Radio
affiliates committee elected here
last week is John -Patt,
JR, Detroit, succeeding Kenyon Brown,
KWFT, Wichita Falls, Tex.; Arnold
Schoen Jr., WPRO, Providence,

beat on the survivors of the
Bennington carrier explosion
and covered the Leyte disaster
and last year’s Worcester torannado —t- found himself i
other one last week. He was
on the air at 12:13 p.m. last

was

elected’
secretary-treasurer,
vice Hulbert Taft Jr!, WKRC, Ci -

cinnati.

trade association is part, of
Board meriibers include: George
the web’s campaign to "accentuate Coleman, WGBI, Scranton, Pa.; C.
networks Tv Lucy, WRVA, Richmond,
the positive,’’ All the.
Va.;
except ABC are now. members of Wiltbn Hall, W.AIM, Anderson, S.
the NARTB family.
C.; Hugh Terry, KL25, Denver; Vic
CBS pulled out of the organiza- Sholis, WHAS, Louisville; Saul
tion back in 1949 shortly after the Haas, KIRO, Seattle; Charles Cathen-NAB prexy Justin Miller ley,, WMBD, Peoria;, George B,
plugged compatible color tv in. a Storer, Storer Broadcasting; Brown
speech at the time Columbia had and Schoen,
its chips riding oh its own
compatible system.
.

AM

.

.

!

!

Return

NARTB

of

CBS

to

membership

Ed Larkin Upped

expected to bring in
Edward A. Larkin has been
in dues annually to the trade organization. Net- named eastern sales manager of

in

is

ah estimated $30,000
worjc
*

members

are assessed $5,000

per year while owned arid operated
radio stations, of which CBS has
six, pay according to their gross
revenue.
Stations grossing over
$3,000,000 per year pay $420 per
month. Those grossing $1,750,000
to $3,000,000, pay $350, etc.

WBZ newsman Ken Mayer,
who seems to have a knack of

OF CBS RADIO AFFILS

W

TO NARTB’S FOLD

try’s.

in

Mayer Stumps Carol

PAH NEW

CBS-TV

spot sales as successor to
Clark George, who Was installed
several w6ek£ ago as general sales

manager.

weeks).
vi

—

Best of. -Broadway (cdlor)—Royal Family. (Helen Hayes, Fredric
March, Claudette Colbert, Charles Coburn, /Nancy Olsen, Kent
Smith). Drama, CBS, 10 to 11 p.m. (once every four, weeks), Westinghouse, via McCaririrErickson.
Down You Go. Panel-quiz, DuMont, 10:30 to 11 p.m., sustaining.
THURS SEPt. 16
Jane Froman Show. Music, CBS,. 7:45 to 8 p.m. General Electric,
,

BBD&O.

Via

Ray Milland Show (film). Situation comedy; CBS, 8 to 8:30 p.m^
General Electric, via Maxon and Young & Rubicam.
You Bet Your Life (film) (Groucho Marx). Quiz, NBC, 8 to 8:30
p.m!, DeSoto-Ply mouth Dealers, via BBD&O.

^

FRI,, SEPT. 17
Life of Riley (film) (William Bendix). Situation comedy, NBC,
Rubicam.
8 to 8:30 p.m., Gulf Oil, via Young
Ray Bolger Show (film). Situation comedy, ABC, 8:30 to 9 p.m.,
Lehn & Fink, Dorothy Gray. (alt. weeks), both via Lennon

&

Tuesday

(31).

when

the

sta-

tion’s television tower snapped
and fell upon the building;

Mayer, former Royal Canadian Air Force pilot, followed
wartime training by ducking under his desk, microphone and all, and continued
talking, describing the scene
in WBZ headquarters.. Mayer,
his

incidentally,

had an all-morn-

ing advantage on the other
radio stations. He was put on
the air at 9:30 that morning
with carte blanche power to
cut in on any programs with

storm flashes. Boston Weather
Bureau at 10:30 reported the
storm center off Montauk
Point, but Mayer, checking
with other weather and Coast
Guard stations, discovered it
was already as far north as

Larkin’s midwestern Sales post
has gone to Jack Schneider in an
up from account exec on N. Y.

Providence. As a
gave
fiOstoners

staff.

local

result,

lie

hurricane
warnings far ahead of other

newsmen.

&

*

Newell.

SAT., SEPT. 18

NCAA

Football. ABC, 4:45 p.m. to conclusion (starting time
varies with game origination), Carnation via Erwin, Wasey (West
Coast), Humble Oil via McCann-Erickson (Texas).
Let’s Dance* Danceband remotes, ABC, 8 to 9 p.m., sustaining.
Willy (film)" (June Havoc). Situation, Comedy, CBS, 10:30 to
11 p.m., General Mills, via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

TV

Color

Schedule
CBS

Love of Life—Wed., 12; 15 p.m,, Sept. 8.
Meet Millie Tries., 9 p.m., Sept., 14.
Best of Broadway Wed., 10 p.m., Sept.

—

W

JAR-TV off
Providence kept
Then it would become awkward the air for 34 hours, until emergento tell ’em, hot or cold, the singer cy power was supplied Wednesday
was coming their way in mid-Sep- (1) evening.
tember. Daring paid off,, however,
Damage to WBZ-TV was estiwith Miss Jackspn making personal mated at $500,000, figuring $250,hit.
000 each for the destroyed tower
Rest of CBS entertainment inr arid the office building on which
eluded Peter Lind Hayes,, plus Mary it fell. Station is starting to build
Healy, Bergen, Frank Parker, Mari- a new tower in Medford, Mass,, on
on Marlowe, with Robert Q. Lewis the site of the WEEI radio tower
emceeing. Only non-CBS house act uridefa lease agreement with the
was Hoofer Hal Le Roy, who was AM’er. Station operated .off an
club-booked as opening turn. Lewis auxiliary tower which
it
had
planed back to N.Y. at 3 a.m. for erected in .1951 and will continue
his next-day tv matinee. Norman
34)
(Continued on page
Frank, CBS network program supervisor, produced stanza for Gottecstatic

Jtalt.

Campbell Soups,

sponsors).

W

ment about

Eckhardt

(alt. weeks)* Lucky Strike, via BBD&O.
Martha Wright Show. Music, ABC, 9:15 to 9:30, Packard,
Maxon.
MON., SEPT, 13
The Medic (film). Drama, NBC, 9 to 9:30 (three out of four
weeks), Dow Chemical, via MacManus, John &. Adams.
WED.; SEPT. 15
Arthur Godfrey & His Friends. Variety, CBS, 8 to 9 p.m., Pillsbiiry via Leo Burnett, Frigldaire via Foote, Cone & Belding (co-

,

NEC’s ‘Must’ Buys

&

to 7:30 p.m.,

to 8 p.m.

7.

CBS Radio emulated the. modus
operand; of Hollywood studio sales

than

Kenyon

via

Drama, CBS* 7

(film).

Night Spectaculars (color) Satins and
Spurs (Betty Hutton). NBC, 7:30 to 9 p.m. (once every four weeks),
Spector, Sunbeam via Perriri-Paus (coRaymond
Bishop
via
Hazel
sponsors). Reynolds Metals, via Russell M. Seeds, will sponsor
the series of 13.
of
out
programs
entire
three
Private Secretary (film) (Ann Sotherri). Situation comedy, 7:30

Program

in

&

SUN.* SEPT. 12

Pre-Exposing

week

Young

Stork Club.. Interviews-yariety, ABC, 10-10:30 p.m„ sustaining.
Your Hit Parade. Music, NBC, 10:30-11 p.m., Lucky Strike via

BBD&O.
Max Liebmari Sunday

Chicago, Sept

less

weeks), both via.

(alt.

Rubicam.

New Talent to Affils

last

*

.

Lassie

CBS Out On

chiefs

.

Dear Phoebe (Peter Lawford) (filmb Situation comedy NBC,
Campbell Soups, via BBD&O.
SAT., SEPT. 11
My Favorite Husband.> Situation comedy* CBS, 9:30-10 p:m., In-

9:30-10 p.m.,

positions.

limb

SSC&B.

weeks), Jjoth via

Wearever Foil, Swift, Heinz,
Glidden, Speidel, Sunbeam,
Red Cross Shoes, Toy Manufacturers, United States Tobacco: and Ry-Krisp are the 10
advertisers booked for the
Nov. 19 NBC “Home’’ Teleshow,
There’s one hitch. Show is
for only eight client
> geared

the longrange future

Max Liebman

ED.’s

in

23

—

15.

NBC

— Sun.,

Spectacular

7:30 pirn., Sept. 12.

Cities

To Witness TV Medico
Symposium; Biggest Yet
Philadelphia, Sept. 7.
Physicians in 23 cities will witness and hear a symposium on

Influence

Washington, Sept. 7.
of Texas oil million-

hypertension (high blood pres- aire. H. L. Hunt Is believed to be
sure) over a closed circuit tele- responsible for a big shakeup here
cast, Sept. 23, under the sponsor- in Mutual’s news bureau Which last
ship of the American College of week saw the resignation of EverPhysicians and the Wyeth Labora- ett Holies and the appointment i
tories, of this city,.
his stead of Robert F. Hurleigh,
Telecast, the first in medical his- producer of the Fulton Lewis Jr,
tory On such a large scale, will news
commentary and moderator
reach upwards of 5,000 physicians.
of Hunt’s “Reporter’s Rorindup.’’
It will also mark the first time a
Holies’ resignation was followed
national medical society has chosen
tv to address its entire member-, by that of two reporters in the
ship and the first nationwide tele- bureau, Les Higbie
arid Wallace
cast for educational arid scientific
Fanning. Holies said he resigned
purposes.
Higbie said
Dr. Cyrus C. Sturgis, president to take another job.
of the College of Physicians, said:
“The importance of this program

he

plans

to

freelance.

Fanning

didn’t want to discuss it.
post-graduate medical education
Hurleigh replaced Holies earlier
to the physicians of this country
and the resulting benefits to the this year as moderator of. “Round?
when the program was taken
up”
health, of the nation cannot be
overemphasized.’*
ovet by “Facts Forum.” Hurleigh

iri

known to be a close friend of
Sen. Joseph McCarthy and was an
usher at the latter’s wedding. Hunt
is

Azcarraga’s Jackpot

is a supporter of McCarthy.
Mexico City, Sept. 7.
Holies has beeii with Mutual for
Radio history in Mexico is being four years. He became Washingmade with this land’s largest pri- ton bureau director iri March, 1953.
vate bank, the Banco National de

Mexico, S. A., sponsoring a daily
i5-minute newscast from local stations

XEW

(250,000 Watts) and its

shortwave mate, XEWW, both of
the Emilio Azcarraga syndicate.
Newscast includes highlights of
general spot news, Closing foreign
exchange, and outstanding stocks

Goodman’s Aussie Shows

Harry Goodman Productions is
nearing completion on three new
radio series made in Australia.
First set will be “3.0 Minutes to
Go,” followed by “Deadline for
quotations and selected financial Danger’’ and “Room 25.”
news.
Nacional was founded by
The trio of transcribed shows is
Frenchmen In 1884. It’s the. first comprised entirely of dramas, and
bank In Mexico to back a radio all should be in the U. S. within
newscast.
the next few weeks.
1
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NBCS ‘NO TIME FOR EDITORIALS’
For the first time in boxing annals a championship fight was
cancelled 24 hours before it was to take place— and it hadda
happen in an age of television. When Kid Gavilan bowed out
Saxton match last Wednesday (31), because of a
of the Johnny
reported virus, Pabst /Brewing was left without a filler via CBS-TV.
With less than a day to get things shaped up, agency Warwick
& Legler nervously mulled various film fillers or a live fight
from other than the Connie Mack Stadium in Philly where the
Gayilan-Saxton bout was. to have been held. Braintrusters settled,
telecast. It was strictly
for a live bout at noon? the day of the
ulcer inviting from then on out. Bobby Bell and Ike Chestnut
were matched at 12:30 p.m. It was decided Philly was still the
likely place, because facilities were all arranged, but the bout
had to be moved from the Stadium to the Met auditorium, where
somebody fortunately forgot to pull down the ring from an earlier
Everybody thought things were moving along, smoothly
fight.

NBC-RCA

Largest advertising campaign in
history, totalling over $1,000,000 in print media, ori-the-air -pro-

ABC

board chairman David

Sarnoff’s

last-minute revised text
addressing the NBC-TV affil-

in

Chicago

iates in

last

.

Production

Week encom- have been

passed practically every facet: of
broadcasting-electronics, spanning:
crystal-balling into the future
(“I venture to say that within a
decade from now almost everything that excites us today Will be
obsolete”); the future of network
.

Pennsylvania boxing commissioner. Frank Weiner refused
okay the. match. He was finally convinced that both fighters
shape for the event. Then somebody got the bright idea
in
were
instead of one lO-rounder/ George
to. schedule two six round fights,
Justine and Elwood Davis were to start with the Bell-Chestnut
match as a closer.
There was a last-minute rush for promotion via WCAU-TV,
Philly’k CBS affiliate, and at. 10 the: show went on.
Warwick-Legler, Tabst, CBS-TV and all involved have been patting themselves on the back for a ticklish job well done, but
nobody yet knows what the gate at the Met was like.

On

the

name was
miscue

fourthestater.’s

born.

The

latter

affiliates

subject,
that,

.

—
—

exercise that right
and under
circumstances:
for
calls
clearer definition than Dr. Frank
Stanton (CBS president) has given
in his ^statement on the air."

what

“So far as NBC is concerned,"
Sarnoff declared, “we have not engaged in editorializing since We
have been in the broadcasting business; And we are not ready to
abandon our policy.

a specific,

came

out

ing

Chicago, Sept. 7.
CBS’s new veepee in charge
Of news arid public affairs Sig
Mickelson, in answer to’ queries by affiliates here
last
week about the web’s future
ventures into the editorializing
arena, made it plain that the
network will do so only after
top management, debate and
that the stations will be notified in advance so they will
have an opportunity to duck
out if they chose. That was
the procedure followed for
CBS prexy Frank Stanton’s on-

Sunday night operations.
Program gets back on the NBC
flagship Oct. 3 with Chock Full
O’Nuts
and Buitonl Spaghetti

General Electric. This season Mc- aboard.
Nutley goes out the window and
title becomes “Ray Milland Show."
But the character’s tag has been
;

way dancer and went to the Coast
as Penny Singleton, the Blondie of
radio and comic strip series of that

;

spectively,

.

torial

newspaper? And

if

the right to

Kenneth W. Bilby was designated

veepee in charge of public relaKays has been having a running tions for NBC. at last Friday’s (3)
fight with Rep, B. Carroll Reece board of directors meeting in N.Y.
(R.-Terin ), chairman of the Com- Bilby had been on loan to the netmitftee, over the status of “Facts work from the Carl Byoir pubreForum.” Hays wanted the program latipris outfit, which has an NBC-

RCA

investigated but the Committee
closed its hearings in July without

going into

consultancy status.
Named along with Bilby as veepees were Davidson Taylor, in
charge of the public affairs (he’s
an ex-v.p. of CBS), and Richard
A. R. Pirikham, who is in charge
(“Toof participating programs
day,” “Home.” “Tonight”).
Reporting to Bilby will be Sid
Eiges, veepee in charge of pfesspubjicity; Jacob A. Evans, director

it.

Hays report says that newspapers and Congressmen received a
listeners “in
“flood” of mail froi
support of the side which Facts
Forum supports, such as. the Bricker amendment and Sen. McCarthy.”

The program,

it

declares, “insidi-

ppurs venom into

ously

the.

un-

of national advertising arid prosuspecung listener’s ear”’
Technique used, by the program, motion, arid Hugh M, Beville, Jr.,

according to the study, is to pre- director of. research arid planning.
Eiges meanwhile is undertaking
sent two contrasting viewpoints on
issue, “and then, almost in every an. expansion of his press divisiori/
moving into. largeSeale institutional
on page 40)
( Continued
publicity, with Mike Horton designated to oversee that phase of the

an

embracing
magazine concept, etc.

if

NBC

stanza, currently 8 to 10
to.

-

!

.

'

-

-

'

’

.

'

)

at. his

New

I

suffered a
Rochelle,

with same
feature editor

_

be

out

of.

the

“Howdy poody”

Mike Zeamer. associate producer show arid his own cross-board, radio
Evelyn Lischultz and news editor and, tele daytimers for an indefinite
Bill Ryan.
period.
Skitcli Henderson and Ed Her*
vAs a Life, staffer, Krolick master-,
minded “inside Our Schools.” a lihy pinchhit for Smith yesterday
radio and tv d ay13-city sizeup done with NBC. co- (Tues.) on the
the. web hasn’t set plans
op, served the mag on the ’52 “We timers, but
regular replacement.
the People” tv’er when show was yet for a
NBC-TV had prefocussed on the Presidential elec- Kagran Corp. and
“Howdy” inserts
tion year, worked on “March of recorded enough
tomorrow
through
them
carry
'’city.”
to
Time” and did a number of
(Thurs,), but plans, beyond that
(Detroit, New York,, etc.)
’

1

,,

of

Boh Smith

-

goes,

6-8 starting Sept. 26,

consisting

star

heart attack

Monday (6). and while
N,yY., hpi
“doing as well as can be expected,” according to the medics, will

.

staff

the

-

BOB SMITH STRICKEN
Will HEART ATTACK

ticipation. programs unit and will
produce “Sunday With Garroway,”
editorialize replacing
Radio
Jim Fleming.
p.rt).,

color,

/operation,

KROLICK TO NBC AS

-

I

:

matter.’’

Of the remaining three week- is not confined to the interest, of
and Jeff," the 15-minute
Jd lib comedy strip, ends its Du- nights open, only Friday is carry- the network itself or the interests
-.vicjivt tenancy
on Sept. 24. Ousted ing commercial, time. This, is not of the radio art and industry, in
irom the 7:15 $pot which Miles counting sponsored strip segments. which the network or its
wner
.^abs takes over on Sept. 27 with There’s “Chance of a Lifetime” at
(Continued on page 42)
.-Morgan Beatty and the News," 10. p.m. for. Old Gold and Lentheric
comedy was subsequently of- alternating. An hour earlier at 9
l
?
ltM’ed. 6:45 p.m.
and then 4 p.m. net- “One Minute. Please” replaces “The
Poof! There Goes Steve
times.. But packager Ernest Stranger” for Scrutart oh Sept. 24. j
a
n g>
Strip programming c.onsists of
It’s now official (by his own ad? n the' basis that “M&J”.
,,
r
'as family comedy,"
that Steve Allen is leaving
rejected the' “Morgan Beatty arid the News” at missi
proposed times,
7:15 p.m, on four network stations as one of the quartet of panelists
a time a chance for Miles Labs., Vitamin Corp. has a on CBS-TV’s “What’s My Line,”
^&J” would, become a half- 15-minute segment of the hpurlong sponsored by Stopette (“There
h/.'i
V a
afternoon '“Paul Dixon Show.” On Goes Perspiration”) and Remington.
tnV T DuMont,, but talks are
bogged down over con- weekends, around pro. football is Shavers.
Muct difficulties.
Jack Carter moves in for Allen.
(Continued on page 34)
j

(

.

!

-

all subways and commuter
Continued on page 34)

bracing

Political Repercussions

“Now

...

Sept. 20, the vvmb launches a
car card campaign in N. ,Y.,

'

swer daily?

'

On

Richard Krolick,; ex-tv; director
give ‘the other
side’ an equal opportunity to an- of Life mag. has. joined NBC’s par-

(Thurs.) from
9 it’s “What’s
the Story?” for DuMont telesets on
a limited network hookup,’

;

terday (Tues. i.

so, is it practical to

preeming tomorrow
a Chi homebase; at

Axed

as in a

promotion director Mitch DeGroot,
who gave the details of the campaign at a press conference yes-

claims

“Far from being

if it pays for the. time as
everyone else is required to do.
I do question is the right of
‘Facts Forum’ to describe itself as
a foundation, thereby securing tax
exemption and the privilege of free
air tiirie. I strongly urge, the proper
authorities to reexamine this whole
sires,.

,

.

space arid $60,000 in production,
according to ABC-TV advertising-

What

editorializing on other pubquestions or on partisan or political subjects, it is quite a different rnatter. It is not enough to say
that it will give ‘the other side’ an
opportunity to answer because the
question is, what is the other side?
How many other Sides are there
to an important controversy? My
word, when I have an argument
with my wife, I think there can
be only brie Side to that argument.
But when she answers me she
seems to have, many sides to her
reply and some I never thought
about before! There isn’t any. such
thing as' just one side or one answer to a controversy. And who is
to select .the exponent of the other
side? And how often will that right
to editorialize be exercised by A
network? Will it' be a, daily edi-

1

lines

~

if it is

'

tire

do not question the right of
Facts Forum, or any other group,
to present whatever opinion it de-

lic

shortly.

En(5).
campaign .will measure 20,000
and Will cost $375,000 in

turned to the air Sunday

“I

McCarthy.

Starting on Tuesday, a key day
For the second consecutive time
at DuMont, there’s Bishop Sheen’s
the lowest ranking of the top 10
“Life Is Worth Living” at 8 p.m.
daytime radio shows outpulled the
for Admiral sometime in Oct.; at
best of the top 10 nighttime, prov8:30 it could or could not be “The
ing the occurrence was no freak.
Goldbergs" for Vitamin Corp. of
Latest Nielsen puts 10th place
America. This is the show upon
‘Perry Mason” via CBS ahead of
which the sponsor has not. reached
after dark winner “People Are
a decision whether Ip continue past
Funny,” via same web.
Former October. Another Tuesday show
hit, 2,006,000
against “Funny’s” is. Heinz’s vidpix series “Studio 57”
.1,773,000 homes.
at 9 p.m., on an estimated 19 or 20
Topping all shows was CBS’ day- DuMont stations.
timer “Helen Trent” with 2,286,000
Thursday shapes up fairly well
homes. Behind “Funny" at night
First, in. the early evening
also.
was “Dragnet” on NRC With 1,726,Walter Johnson Candy lias begun
000.
Detective show starring Jack on Thursday-only segment, of “CapWebb was highest in tv ratings for tain Video," with other four in the
the two-week measurement period
15-minute strip still to be sold;
ending Aug; 7, thus achieving a
8-9 Consolidated Cosmetics
froi
one- two punch in tv and radio rebankrolls “They Stand Accused,”

,,

circulation of over 8,200,000, Campaign will run from Sept. 17
through the end of November, with
a few ads over the weekend, to promote Walter Winchell, who re-

bias.

its

in behalf of radio-tv’s right
access into such “public
hearings” as the current senatorial investigation of Sen. Joe

DuMont’s network sponsorship
is taking clear shape. Not
counting regional deals or co-op
programs, there’ll be 14 stanzas that
are all or partly sponsored on a
national hookup, and a decision on
a 15th program should be forth-

-

San Francisco and Detroit,
with the papers having a combined
cago,

are included simply to camouflage

ago

picture

it

15 newspapers in the five
cities—N. Y., L. A., Chi-

in

ABC-TV

:

of

& Jeff

run
7;.

impartial," he asserted, “it consistently and aggressively expounds
one point of view. Other opinions

arguments two weeks

..the-air

name.

free time because

it

program.

prise

L.

to be. noripartisan.

,

altered to. McNulty (with some
scribes no doubt continuing to refer to McNutley in their output).
It’s recalled there was another McNulty in show biz—Dorothy McNulty. who made a rep as a Broad-

.

Washington, Sept.

Wayne
member of the
;

poshy cuisine as the base of his

coming

,

ini

a

Newspaper campaign will comsome 47 separate ads to be

Hunt s Tax Status

WNBT

“Ringling” and naturally that stuck
both on its euphony and connotation of tankbark via “Ring."
Last season, probably the most
misspelled title in tv was the character part of “Meet Mr. McNutley,"
the Ray Milland CBS show for

newspaper ads
cities,

'

Sarnoff
while the
networks should have the right to
editorialize, “whether they should
told the

Hays (D-O;
a
“If a network is to editorialize
Special House Comonly when its own interests are in- mittee to Investigate Tax-Exempt
volved, then I think the special cir- Foundations, last week called for
cumstances of the case must be a reexamination by the Bureau of
Cassini Back to
considered. It is not speaking in its Internal Revenue of the tax status
Igor Cassini is making a return
own interests only when it raises of Texas millionaire H., L. Hunt’s
to New York video. The Cholly
its voice in protection of the free“Facts Forum” as an “educational”
Knickerbocker of Hearst Publieadom of broadcasting. It is serving organization,
cations had his Sunday 11:20 to
the public’s interest as well. But
Hays said, in connection with a
midnight package withdrawn sudstudy of the program carried in
denly on WNBT early in July. It
Congressional Record, that
the
was a remote from El Morocco and
mariy radio and tv stations are givCassini still has his eye on that
CBS’ Position

of his class, in spelling enshrined
himself in a story wherein a fa-

Campaign

Sept. 17.

consist of

will

r

and its potentialithe upcoming Sen. Briefer investigation of the webs, and the
right, of a network to editorialize.

ties,

Wherein GE’» McNutley Goes Out the Window,
Reappears as McNulty
Back some 70 years ago when the
Rungeling family was breaking into
show biz in the midwest, a newspaperman who never got to the head

web

work’s tv

ABC-TV o&p

car-card
drive in N. Y., an outdoor billboard
campaign in Los Angeles, and station promotion material involving
ad mats, slides and promotional
Ed Sobol will produce, with former films, which will cost $535,000, and
doubling as technical director.
totalling
on-the-air
promotion
David P. O’Malley, the comic’s $775,000 of %air time.
personal manager,
proEntire campaign will. for the first
ducer.
time push block programming instead of concentrating on specific
shows.
In past years,, the network’s top, shops were isolated to
the point where it was impossible
to plug a specific bight of the week.
This year, with a near-SRO status
on the web’s nighttime schedule,
the emphasis will be on the lineup
for a particular, night, instead of

.

circus

for the

>

tadio, color tv

to

mous

motion and station promotion exa
three-month
penditures, -for
period, will be. launched by the net-

credits

upcoming
NBC-TV George Gobel show.
Writer-stager
of
the Saturday
night isHalKanter, and joining
him on the material side are Jimmy
Allardyce (who’s left, the Ray Milland show), Jack Douglas and
Harry Wynkler. Bud Yorkin and

some

until

and, script

set

J'

.

stanzas

with web’s

affiliates.

time are not

set.

.
26
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AWESOME FOURSOME
Jack Benny, Liberace,

Amos ’n’Andy

•

—

they’ll all

. .

be on hand next

i

Monday night to open THE AMOS ’N’ ANDY MUSIC HALL.
And Monday's big radio show Is only the beginning for Amos ’n
will take time every weekday night (9:30 to 9:5 5 edst) to give

f

,

'

-

.

I

America the best in entertainment and music...
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AND THEN SOME
To

name Just a tew of the stars who'll be

visiting The Amos 'n' Andy

Music Hath Tony Curtis, Doris bay, Judy Garland, Jackie Gleason,
*
,

h.

,

Arthur Godfrey, Bob Hope, Kay Kyser, Janet Lelgh,Ted Lewis,

Gordon MacRae, Tony Martin, Donald O’Connor, Frank Sinatra,

Jimmy Stewart and Sophie Tucker*

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK

Wednesday, September

1954

8,

Cincinnati, Sept.

7.

.

Opposed to a format change for his show, Paul Dixon was offered
from his two-year contract with WQPO-TV by v.p.-general
manager Mort Watters after December when the show’s DuMont

a release

network agreement expires.
Sis Camp, mimic, director A1 Sternberg and Sue Rippey, secretary to Dixon, have resigned from the show over the controversy.
Miss. Camp stays till Sept. 27. Sternberg moves into a new job
with WTVN-TV, Columbus, and has been replaced by Sandy Semel.
Sternberg and Miss Rippey are engaged to marry in October.
Watters said the Dixon show’s business, is at 52% of its volume
a year ago and stated that on a recent charity drive, Dixon raised
$19,000 in two and one-half hours while a WLW-TV aialience participation show realized $24,000 in a half-hour,
'

.

By FARRELL DAVISSON

McCray On a

Bicycle

Chicago, Sept. 7.
Los Angeles,. Sept. 7.
Quality Radio Group Inc., newlyThomas C. McCray has been put
formed lineup comprised of many in charge of NBC’S pair of Coast
powerhouses
of the nation’s
stations, KNBH here and KNBC
banded together in a co-op sales in San Francisco, and will conventure
in an atand programming
tinue as general manager of the
tempt to project some new life into L A. outlet. George Graves, g.m.
nighttime radio, already has .the
of KNBC, Will report to McCray.
house.” :It's
first order “in the
New operation was lined up
been learned that the Avcb ManuCharles Denny, the web’s y.p.
whose Crpsley by
facturing. firm,
Oyer owned -operation stations, on
one.
the.
of
broadcasting adjunct is
visit to the Coast.
pivots of the new group, is committed to a slice of the new taped
spread.
On the eve of the outfit’s incorporation last Friday (3), 24 major
market stations were enrolled as
charter members, with at least a
half dozen more on the verge. And
every one is also a primary af-.
filiate with One or the other of the
ABC Radio continues to pile up
four national networks. The roster
with
already pretty well blankets the new contracts, Latest deal is
country with the bulk made up of Vick Chemical, which will sponsor

:

AM

;

half of the

corner exposure.
This means that QRG’s sales arm
Will be competing directly Ayith the
Webs for national biz with either
the new group activating additional

sorship

radio

or

advertisers

MARTIN ASHE
Just Returned
From' Stock Season

Ac Eli toll’ .Denver
Reopened for Business

LE

2 r 1 100

scrambling for a chunk of the toad kitty. A bedate shrinking
tween the lines reading by some
observers also sees QRG’s forma- weekend news package, previously
restricted to the

tion as a hedge against the posIbility that one or more df the
networks may pull Out of the
picture.

a

news- segments, leaving

Chicago, Sept.

only four

it

Sarnoff’s bearish, remarks
about the future of network radio
tossed out last week at. tlif NBC- O;,
23, at
TV affiliates’ meet, some significance is attached to the fact that
Out of QRG’s Charter 24-station enrollment, 15 of them, are longtime Scripts From Crewcuts
NBC o.utlets. There are five CBS.
affiliates already in,. and two each
As College Students Find
from ABC and Mutual, including
WOR, New York. Connection 1s•

•

-

to head"
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.
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Louisville, Sept..

7.

'

Thoroughbred Broadcasting System prez Clem McCarthy has released Statement that the net which
he heads as chief wil begip operations on Sept, 28 on a isix-timesper-week basis instead of ]tri-weekT
ly as originally, planned. Reason^
McCarthy, says, is that’ many stations asked for six.
irings ;per
week, so .the. new.net. will accomr
:

'

Talent charge: to radiq station^
for the feature horse rate presen^tationri is, not to he incTbased, according to McCarthy. Stations will
!

•

,

,

;

*

•

^

modate them.
/

!

.

•

get six airings

week

’

:

for. the,

sampling” method/ Measurement
thirge they .would have paid for delivers , the hiuihber of people
three, under a' revised' method of
Who sec an outdoor display, over a
operation.
period of time; accomplished by
Another change ini the .network’s still pictures jwhlch stop the mosetup resulted in the election of tioh of traffic betWeeri photos at
Brent- Hart, of .Lpu^sville, as Chair- the-beglilning ^nb ehjdlug of a short
man of the bdard.of directors. Haft duration /of 'time. According tO Poalso serves on the bpard of Church- litz, the proper Iht'erval of time
ill Downs.
bounded and recorded by the photos. should be thrfo seconds for city
;

-

.

.

•

1

.

;

locations, .and fivg. for riiral areas,
“In. this manner,'”; .Pbiita.; asserted,
1

.

,

,

:

own

promotion arm. And while a committee is going ahead oh. that task,
another committee will be. huddling tvith the networks on their
participation, in the bureau:
into Comm’l
TvB.' board ol directors held ; itj?
also drawn between the CrystallaBetween. rah-rahS and infinite, P0st-in!bbrporated sessionhere ,la?t
tion of the Quality, group and the
week at which the various Comauddon formation Of a special. NBC calculus, some college' students
pnitte.es were named. Also.: worked
affiliates coinmlttee Sparkplugged are making hay -via Commercial:
the- dues’'- structure, for
by Robert fcwezey to study the video. -So if there’s a shortage of. out was stations.Their mdhthly
member.feet
-campus,
wHtihg
talent/
the
^hanging -economic patterns of nettap will be their .highest monrhef.
work. radio. Three; members pf the might fill the breach before long.
work,
quarter-hour rate. Besides
convention
three-day
During
its
Bwez.ey jroiip—Wayne Coy, NOB,
the station^ and n.efworkt memberAlbuquerque; Ralph Evan£, WHO* last- week at Michigan State Colan -associate membership cateDes Molnes, and Leonard Reinsch lege dn East: Cansi.ng, the Ameri- ship,
has.heCn approved to include
WSB, Atlanta-^-are also signed can Educational Theatre Assn, re- gory
station reps.
commera
of
completion
ported
-aboard <>QRG. Edwin K. Wheeler,
It. was decided, to hoid plans for
WWJ, Detroit^ another member of cial deal as set forth by -Jack Morthe hew study committee, was rison,, .of the, UCLA drama depart- a full dress membership meeting
ment. Scripts 'Involved are “The iii abeyance, until the several com(Continued on page. 42)
Curiosity Seekers,” by Jack Brand- mittees have a< chance to progress
wein, and"” A .Mirror In the Mor- further with their assignments.
gue”- by ..William Putch. These The .committee members ate all
were peddled by Bob Longnecker members of the TvB board coto- ‘‘Four Star Playhouse”, for its chaired by Clair McCollough; of
'telepix series,
the Steinman Stations and Richard
.A spokesman for tlie AETA said A. Moore, KTTVv Los Angeles
the project was set up under its Secretary Is W.'D.’ (Dub) Rogers,
KDUB, Lubbock, Tex., \ and treasaegis, to find a market for the stu
dent writer. Scripts were cleared urer is* Lawrence (Bud) Rogers,
What’s believed to be the largest through the association and. then AySA3C-TV> Huntington, W. Va.
television
campaign ever iwent to University Productions, Other board members are:- Camplocal
staged by a national advertiser has flnc.j and channeled from there to bell Afnoux, WTAR: TV, Norfolk;
been, set by the New York and New the Longnecker agency, which put Ken Carter, WAAM-TV; Baltimore
Jersey plants of the Sealy Mattress them on the market', An accom Merle Jones, CBS-TV; Roger Clipp,
Co; Sealy has signed with WABC- panying statement said that “the'se WFIL-TV, Philadelphia; H e nry

Way

number of parakeet owners

up a program for word on their
stray feathered ones as set against
the ‘total number of lost parakeets
per day), the Polltz innovation is
for the birdies.
•Watch the Birdie’
Under the Hag of Alfred Politz
Research, Inc., the head man unfurled: his “watch the birdie” walloper-^that is, by having cameras
counting noseS Of auto passengers
They
giving 24-sheets: a gander.
rate ’em by their eyelashes although' the research outfit prefers
to use other terminology such as
“count the eyes and divide by
two,”
.(
Polit? developed the measurement for Outdoor, Advertising,
Inc., major sales group representing owners of poster locations,
throughout the country. ^ What the
service sells Is not precisely the
rating-r-which Is the result— but:
the .gimmick, which Is >4' ioirt of
“Perch on the ^i.rch”] -that works
along these Jihes:
Based bn the, principle that '‘people who can See the. poster are \
those that the poster,’ can' see,” the
system brings into play .electronic
photo techniques to achieve “stepmotion sampling” or- a ’’duration1

i.

-

tech-

medium measurement

were, it capable of being
translated to radio and tv, would
put all' the rating services out of
As is, it adds another
business.
channel of measurenolent to the in’Em and Weep" op“Rate
dustry’s
If, as noted in a
preerations.
Variety,’
ratings are
issue
of
vious
for the birds (meaning a tv lookerinner measurement by figuring the
that;

First order of business for the
it signed Reynolds Metals to bank- how formally incorporated Televiroll the pickup of the Little Brown sion Bureau of Advertising (TvB)
Jug trotting classic from Delaware,
will be to select a top-salaried exec
the night of Sept,
8 p.m.
1

“revolutionary

a

nique” of ad

weeks short of 4 52-week SRO. And

David

‘

be

1

en-week deal on the 22 five-minute

NBC Outlet*
of RCA board chairman

15
In view

summer, now

week oh

Sept,, 7.

year-round package, ABC inked
Vitamin Corp. of America to a sev-

AM

:

-

the
research
Polltz,
was off and running last

sleuth,

Washington,
Godfrey will

permitted to fly again after Sept. 16
if he passes the necessary physical,]
and flight tests required by the
Civil Aeronautics Administration,
an agency spokesman said last
week. The examinations are routine following suspension actions
against pilots.
Godfrey was temporarily deprived of his license to.’ fly his
DC-3 plane last March when a
CAA examiner held that he “deliberately” flew his plane close to
the TeterborO, N.J., airport tower
after being refused permission to
use a runway be desired. The
comic had claimed he was forced
by a gust of wind to buzz the tower.

'

AM

:-

--

Arthur

segments open on the show.
Network also tapped Seeman
Bros, to sponsor Hollywood coir
umnist Sheilah Graham irt two fiveminute segments weekly, Tuesdays
and Thursdays at ,2:30. With its

i

4+

i

Their

Alfred

of the other half to a
cross-board, basis on Sept. 20, the
Vicks buy leaves only two half-

*

ighttime

—

,

Monday; Wednesday and
Friday segments of the “Modern
Romances” strip, effective Qcf. .4.
With Junket expanding its spon-

50,000 watters. The additional sta-'
tions to be brought -in. will fill in
the gaps so that a sponsor buying
into the ^package will' get four-

Of

‘Don’l Shoot Until You See the White*
Eye*- on 24-Sheet*

•

V

•

Video! Saturation

By

1
'

(Continued bn page 52).

*

End of ’54, Sez CBC

-

-

.

‘

:

:

Ottawa, Sept. 7.
Reviewing Canadian television’s
first
two years of
existence,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. deSlavick, WMCT-TVy Memphis, /ind
clares,
t’By
end
-the’
more
of
I95'4
George JB., Storer, StoreY Broadthan 70% of all Canadians are excasting.
To counteract any possible bnpected to be receiving national tv settlihg effect caused by the deprograms.”' CBC lists 800,000 re^ parture of Bert Debhar Jr. as staceivers in bpeiation in Canada; tion' topper, the hew' boss. Art Tolcompared to -the 146,000, when it chin, took grip of matters at.
began video
operations in Sept.', WMGM, N. Y., and najntled an- exr
"
Glased-Circuit Tele
1952,"
ecutivO committee: comprised of
The ornly upcoming new show three; bf the station's veterans.
Via Distillers Confab mentioned is a farm series set for
Tolchin established his braintrust at the Loew’s outlet; with
Whiskey firms which Under FCC fall.
"CBC claims in its review-report Frank Rbehrenbeck as assoeiite <|iCommunications Cdmniission regthat- its Toronto
and -Montreal rector in charge o£ station manulations cannot use radio or tv studios produce more
live program agement. This is the No. 2 'adminfor advertising purposes will make hours than any other tenter “with istrative post at {’he station. Ray
the grade via closed-circuit tele- the exception of New York and Katz has been named associate di-.
cast.
Theatre Network Television possibly Hollywood,” in a program rector in charge of programming,
schedule slightly exceeding 30 and Sam Faust; is now associate ‘diwill, carry a closed-circuit meeting
hours 4i week.
rector at the head of the sales opfor Frankfort Distillers on $ept.
Other figures: i its past fiscal eration; the spot formerly filled by
;

;

•

ABC N. Y., flagship for a
half-hour filmed -dramatic series to
run five nights a; week; Tuesday sthrough-Saturdays, at 11 p:m.
Deal, set with the station via the
Getschal Co. agency, is for a 13week period and involves double
the firm’s previous expenditures
(Barry Gray bii W^BD). Although
the series kicks off Sept, 14, films
for the show haven’t been set.
Getschal is .negotiating for various
dramatic anthology series.
Show
will be called the “Sealy TV Playhouse”, and Ken Roberts Will host;

TV, the

•/

sales
:

may hypo

interest

NBC’s 1st Colorkine
NBC is breaking out with
on-tv

colorkine,.

Web

col

..

-

Need

’

for

closer

tie-in

between

college
commercial video .and
trainees seems proved in this sale,
and with the widespread talent

pool available to tv,' producers
have a good tchance to lick the
shortage problem.”
'

first

among

lege^vriters who can see In the
trati&ctlon a goal fob their efforts.
scribes
were
student
Itithertb
pounding out plays purely on: spec
with little hope for commercial acceptance. Now, however, classroom
projects have a chance since, according to the Longnecker agency,
producers
re crying .for more
creWeut
sources
from,
scripts

'

its

will

Bill Mayer’s Cleve. Grind
showcase
the
kinnie
of
its
•’Combat TV” military razzle-dazCleveland, Aug. 31.
Mle done in< Fort Meade, Md., seveBill Mayer was signed by WTAM
ral weeks ago.
Show was prlgi- yesterday (Mon.) to a one-year
nally produced as a rainbow pres- NBC contract, starting Sept. 16
entation, but
this would be the with daily disk-rolling series, 12:13
•

,

horaescreen treatment as a
reprise against the day when NBC
can come through with a “hot
kinnie!’ in -.tint for the Coast.
Sta pza is. slotted 5:30 to 5 p.m.
mext Sunday (12).
initial

to 3:30 p.m.
He’ll .also handle .station’s new
two-hour live musical radio show,
5:30-7:30 p.m., beginning Sept. 20,
1

!

.

.

backed by nine-piece orch

Hehry (Hot Lips) Levine.

:

'

.

-

.

.

to more than .20,000 industry
members,
Scheduled for 2 p.m.

23

EDT, the

session will 'bev telecast
simultaneously to 27 theatres located in 20 cities across ..the coun-

,

(March-to-rMarch) year, CBC claims
it spent $1,500 0()0 on Canadian talent for live .Canadian shows, including '$181,000 for writers and
play copyrights and $38,000 for
music and copying. .Same year
says CBC, .it .used- 400 musicians,
27Q.sihgers,. 500 actors,. 50. specialty
acts, of xyhlch more than 300 terp^
(

•.

,

ty-

1

Lat'ge-scfeen showing will be
first presentation .of its kind for
distilled spirits industry.
Frankunder fort is employing/ the medium to
reveal its retail trade program.
i

set's -and-

CBC

;

tv.

-

chanters

-

were meiv

.

Tolchin.
Tolchin

is

ii

veteran of 17 years

at the. station,
Tolchin wasted no
time in making program decisions
since his takeover. First; he pact-?

ed nutrition expert Carlton Fredericks for another. five years -at the

station, and second he wrapped up
;the .fiiiial negotloations with Guild
to for unique strip use: of the hslfhour Liberace tadio series;
.

1
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DRAMA
ON
TELEVISION

Nylon Cord Super-Cushion Tire by Goodyear, shows that
pressure that bends steel wheel leaves tire undamaged.

TV demonstration dramatizes the closer, more comfortable

TV demonstration

oh the Remington Electric Shaver by shaving the
fuzz from a peach without nicking or cutting the skin.

Band-Aid Plastic Strips with Super-Stick. Just touched
to an egg, they stick instantly, securely enough" to lift it.

shave,

ic

demonstration

tells

the pfoSufet’s
{

To

find

how to demonstrate

V:

'1

"

*

New York

Chi

story visually

believably,

•

takes a lot of thought, a special

understanding of what television can do

.'Advertising

dramatizes the unique adhesiveness of

IlyWood Montreal Toronto Mexi

\

ability,’

and a

thorough

can’t do.

YOUNG & RUBICAM, INC.

RADIO-TELEYISIOSf

80

Wednesdayy September

Variety

8,

1954

Pact Helen Hayes For
Selznick ‘Light Jubilee’
Helen Hayes

is

.

to be pacted by
for his “Light’s

Television^

soap

.

o p eta

marked

contrast to the troubled
domesticity, approach of the radio
weepers, are on a distinct bloodand-thurider kick, instead of “who-

Virtually every major video soaper has as a running story at this
character in or about
moment
to enter jail, or a character on
trial for murder; or a principal involved in one racket, or another.
Going down the list, “Valiant
Lady” has. a juve character in jail;
the heroine’s sister in “Love of
irivqlved

in

a.

rules to-

Not known, however, what

gambling

any means, direct or indirect,”
by stations. Rules
change proposal was submitted
last June, and the Commission,

to candidates

“Guiding Light,” someone
got 20 years in jail for murder.
Portia in “Portia Faces Life” has
been defending an indicted gambler on a murder rap (with her
husband’s partner’s wife involved
with the gambler) and on “Secret
curStorm” ihe heroine’s son
in

ing. it.

Republican

Committee expressed

National
Satisfac-

amendment had

tion that the

been okayed,

;

'

rently enjoying a prison term.
What’s responsible for the malevolence -and -mayhem doctrine?
scripters

and producers

-

Because Television Writers of
America has dissolved, the fate of
the CBS. continuity department is
up in the. air. The 10-man shop in
New York was the only network
unit under TWA control.
The scribbler shop is currently
searching around for a substitute
for TWA. There are other union?
to which the CBS department could

invited comriient before okay-

SERUTAN-GERITOL’S

pledge

its

allegiance besides

^

the

newly-formed Writers Guild of
America, one of the writers said,
‘PLEASE’
but he would not disclose their
expanded names. However, he believed a deSerutan-Geritoi has
its television realm by stepping
cision as to who will have jurisdicin on Sept. 24 as bahkroller of tion over the continuity .departDuMont’s “One Minute, Please” as ment could be. reached within the
next two or three weeks.
well as returning to. “Life Begins
On the Coast, western" region
80”
Sunday.
at
the following
prexy of. TWA, Ben Starr, last
sponsor
for
the
"Please” purchase
by Edward Kletter agency brings week delivered the union’s “obituary”; to members.
A referendum
its total number of video offerings
held on both coasts resulted in a
to four fOr the winter session.

feel

.

“During the past several months NBC employees ha,ve become
involved in a series of accidents resulting from contact with animals on our programs. In most cases it was established That these
accidents would not have taken place if adequate precautions had
been taken to assure proper care of the animals while they are
on NBC premises. It is the responsibility of a show’s producer,
director and unit manager to prevent such accidents by ascertaining that competent, handlers are present with the animals at all
times, that animals remain under direct, continuous control of
these handlers except where the script may make this impossible
for limited periods, and that good judgment is exercised in determining how animals are to be used on the show in order that
contact between the animals and employees can be minimized.
“One of the important responsibilities outlined in 'the ‘Studio
and: Theatre Fire and Safety Regulations’ is not being followed.
These regulations, which are posted in each studio and theatre
location, state in part: ‘animals shall not be permitted in the
studio (or theatre) until a release signed by the owner has been
forwarded to the General Service Department.’ These releases
are not being forwarded. The need for such releases in terrris of
protecting the Company’s position is obvious. The releases also
serve to prepare the General Service Department for any unusual
requirements in connection with the entrance of animals into our
premises. Is there any reason why. our unit managers cannot
comply with this regulation?”
.

vehicle for “Jubilee.”

that charges for candidates for
the same office should be uniform,
Candidates will get
same discount privileges afforded commercial clients.
FCC also banned rebates “by

the principal plot situation
current in “Search for Tomorrow”
concerns a murder arid a dope ring;

Some

Selz-

nick has in store as her dramatic

must charge candidates no
more than (they would charge
if the Candidates were commercial advertisers, and ruled

ring;

and

Every Woman Knows” legiter
opening in Hollywood Sept. 27.

7,

i

its

prevent radio

(Tues.). to

tv stations from overchargirig candidates for political office for air time*
Commission rilled that stations

out-of-jail?”

is.

Washington Sept.

.

day
and

Dr. Bernard J. Handler, chairman of the
Safety Committee, transmitted to the web’s producers and

directors:

Diamond Jubilee”
two-hour
four telewebs
Oct. 24 display.
m
Miss Hayes is due on the Coast
shortly to tune up for “What

Now, Equal Rates
FCC amended

was-John’s-other-wife-out-with- last
ight?” it’s become a matter of
“wben’s-John’s-other - wife - getting-

Life’’

NBC

on

in

s,

Memorandum from

the initial star

David O. Selznick

BUY ONDuM

they’re simply reflecting the temper of the times, especially as it
concerns
juvenile
delinquency.
Others privately feel that the old
domesticity kick
outworn, that
the only way to go is onward-andupward with sin. Whatever the reasons, what ever became of “Young
Dr. Malone?”

ada where he was freelance writer
and playwright before joi ing NBC

Washington, Sept. 7.
Sen. Andrew F. Schoeppel (R.«
Kan.), member of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee,
wants the FCC to start proceeding?
looking to authorization of subscription tv. In a statement which
appeared last week in the Congressional Recprd, Sen. Schoeppel said
he cpuld see “no apparent reason”
why the Commission should not explore the feasibility of authorize
ing the service while Congress is

six years ago,

in recess.

:

‘

,

j

.

“Please” moves from

its

current

at 8:30 p.m. to, Friday at
9. This is the spot originally: desig-

Tuesday

decision to fold.

Though he
win another

felt that

TWA

could

NLRB

WTAM

TWA

NEW

two nights a week of John Daly’s writers. He was referring to WGA
cross-the-board 7:15 newscast on West, embracing pix, tv and radio
ABG-TV, last week bought another, sprihhlpT ?
NLRB hearing on WGA-W’s pesegment. Oil outfit, now sponsors
tition for decertification is slated
Wednesday and Friday,
Monday,
show.
jn New York this week.
Buchanan & CO. agented.
As yet there is no name for the
new program—listeners will be
asked to submit suggestions and
•I n«i •
Johnny Andrews, the Bandwagon
emcee, will do similar chores for.
the first two weeks of the evening
period.
Andrews, a former Man-

cast with Bill Tompkins at 6:15,
followed by Tom Manning’s, sponsored five-minute sportscast, and
the 6:45 NBC Ray Henley news.

1

j

—

ducted in his behalf.
Westport; Conn., Sept. 7,
Highlight
was a < parody of
Although acoustically at odds on
“Three Coins In The Fountain.”
occasion with its favorite guber-

NBC
WTAM-WNBK.

Ottawa, Sept. 7.
executive producer

NBC

and

editor, of script division at
in
York, has been appointed
Canadian
script
supervisor for
Broadcasting Corp. radio arid television.
will return to Can-

New

Kemp

CBS

has appointed Jackie Rae

election for
and Andrew Allan, w.k. radio projurisdiction over live video writers,
he Said, “It is no good; writers can- ducers in Canada, to supervisory
posts. Rae, who produced the CBS
not obtain a good contract unless

nated for the same sponsor’s “Life"
show, which instead shifts to Sunday at 9:30 p.m* in place pf Duthey are united within one strong,,
Mont’s sustainer “PlainsciothesCleveland, Sept. 7.
man,” Serutan has “The Stranger” democratic union.”
In his “obituary,” Starr said
A radical change in late after- in at 9 on Fridays. Its fate is un“TWA took a forthright stand
noon-evening radio programming known.
against blacklisting arid, unlike
was inaugurated last week by
Other Serutan shows are the
other unions who gave only lip
with a. two-hour segment
Friday segment of the 7:30 Doug
service to this very important
highlighting a nine-piece band, an
Edwards newscast via CBS-TV, and
blight on our industry, we included
emcee and a featured singer.
“One Man’s Family,” the 3 p.m.
The 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. segment is strip via NBC^TV. Kletter plans’ to pertinent clauses in our constitupatterned after WTAM’s highly ankle the CBS “Two In Love” half tion, our contract demands, and
took a firm stand in one much pubsuccessful “Morning Bandwagon” hour after Saturday (11).
licized instance involving a TWA
that enters the fall season with a
employee.”
virtual “SRQ” tag on participation
He conceded that
had made
DALY'S
OIL COIN
spot availabilities.
mistakes but vowed the union was
which
Tide
Oil,
Water
Associated
The only breaks in the evening
responsible for reorganization of
stint are a 10-minute Sphio news- a couple of weeks back picked up

patter-pianist-singer,
hattan
has
soared to one of the top positions
in Northeastern Ohio’s emcee circles during the two years he has
been here. He has just been inked
for a new
contract with

Hugh Kemp,

Tabbed “Three Men

Iri

A Row-

airer, “Wayne and Shuster
Show,” becomes supervisor of variety. Allan, producer of the CBS
“Stage” air drama, series since it
began 10 years ago, is to be supervisor of drama. All three will handle both radio and viedo chores.

comedy

As

a

member

of the Potter sub-

committee which recently held
hearings on UHF problems, Sen.
Schoeppel said he has become
“more persuaded than ever” that
the potential of pay-tv should be
thoroughly looked into. In view of
“the economic drought that is slowing down television growth,” he
declared, the time Seems ripe “to
provide tv with a ‘subscriber’
source of revenue so as to broaden
its
economic base and also its
revenues.”
.

LaRosa Set for ABC
‘Let’s

Since the

TV Preem

Dance’

FCC

has the authority

to explore and authorize new. tv
services, Schoeppel asked; “What

Julius LaRosa will mark his re’turn to television after a layoff of
several months by guestirig on the.
premiere
of
ABC-TV’s
“Let’s
Dance” Sept. 18. He’ll be joined
on the show, which will originate
both from N. Y, and Chicago, by
June Valli, who’s last regular tv
stint was on “Hit Parade” a year
back.
Show, which will fill the 8-9 p.m.
Saturday slot, will originate from
the Terrace Room of the Hotel New
Yorker and the Aragon Ballroom
in Chi. Ralph Flanagan orch will
work out of the New Yorker for
a
13-week
period,
while
Art
Mooney holds forth from Chi for
the first four weeks. Other acts On
the premiere show are Bud & Cece
Robinson, LOs Gatos and Key Largo. LaRoSa wil telecast from.N.Y.,
Miss Valli from Chi.

,

are waiting for?
In some
cent weeks permits to build

re-

new

have been returned to
the FCC unused at a greater rate
than new ones have been issued.

tv

stations

The reason

offered in nearly every

case

is the same-^riot enough, revenue prospects from advertising in

the given area to justify the vising
costs of a tv station.
“Yet many of these disappointed
broadcasters recognize that the ad(

Continued on page 32)

'Brochure on Film'

To Solve

the

‘Sell’

Program, incidentally, is being
joshed Clark Crossman,
The first, knells in the death of
Street-’ fame, the Westport Toym Committee’s Westport
first
selectman;
Gov. jointly produced by ABC-TV and
.General Artists Corp., with the the. good old sales presentation
Will temporarily direct the eveJohn
Lodge
and
President
Ike,
as
sefcond annual jamboree proved
have been sounded. It would seem
latter
doing
the
band
and
act
book-,
ing musicians through a repertoire
the' shipmates.
/
ing. GAC’s Harry Anger is pro- that for apy tele station that can
of pop and Dixieland, polkas, etc. that tasteful political satire, deftly
Mag writer Parke Cummings preVocalist will be Staffer Jay Milt- managed, can be entertaining while sented a hilarious satire in the ducer, with.. Alan Dinehart produc- afford it, a film demonstration of
programming is a better
ing in Chi. Shqjley Hull will direct live
ner, who also has a two-hour Sat- making its point.
form of a lecture with slides. Best
urday morning teenage disk stanza. ^ Peopled mostly by amateurs, but of the, sketches—which were writ- the N. Y. end while Richie Victor “salesman” than a fancy-covered
brochure,
because KABC-TV, ABC
is megger in Chi.
Producer-Director is Jim Rowe.
with professional fibers knitting it ten by radio-tv scripters Arnold
flag in L.A., did one, arid now the
expected that Bill. Mayer, all together
It’s
at .the Grebri Farms Auerbach, Robert J. Shaw, Robert
three
DuMont
o&o’s are planning
disker, will be signed to do
Schopl, the janibbree’s thtee\\45- Quiley. and Adrian Spies— was one
a similar pic project.
the emcee chores in the new show. minute shows, •spaced
Sep. McCarthy’s plans
Hageman’s
‘ait* hour depicting
Cincy
Exit
Last
week (Thurs,), KABC-TV
Mayer and the “Morning Band- apart to accbmiriodate' 2.5Q0 view- to investigate Westport, “a suburb
unveiled to N. Y. time buyers and
Cincinnati, Sept, 7.
wagon” have been fractions of a ers, utilized the parodies’ Of popular of Fire Island.” Contained such
Dick Hageman, commercial tradesmen generally its half-hour
Pulsepoint apart, with the former tunes arid tv programs, to lampoon conversational bits as Texan’ Clint
spieler, takes leave from WLW-TV film made expressly to sell the stakeeping, a split-point advantage.
Murchison’s request to extend tide- Sept.
Repub incumbents,
30 for a whirl at freelance tion to national spot advertisers.
In announcing the new format,
Productions were a blend of writ- lands 2,000 miles, “or all -the way
Lloyd E. Yoder, general manager ing, acting and directing skills, to .Portugal,’’ and his reciprocal' •barking in New York. He is exiting Next o day, although the plan Was
from
the Crosley fold the same probably iri the offing for some
of NBC, emphasized “radio is given gratis, of radio-tv leading gifting of Sen, McCarthy with the
way he entered— a contract re- time, DuMont o&o’s decided at
neither dead nor moribund, Just lights, all residents of the artists city of. Fort Worth; Big laugh
was lease,
their N. Y. meeting that they
as the morning audience is a radio- colony. Show was pleasantly
em- the introduction Of Roy Cohn’s reWKRC-TV, where Hageman built would do a similar film job to exaudience, so, tqo, is the late after- ceed
by Ian Martin, of radio-tv placement, in the person of Chris early local popularity, let him
pose
the kind of live 'programming
out
noon-early evening listening, pe- and
Broadway, and produced by Byron, the producer’s son, aged 9, of an agreement a couple
How the
of years they have available.
riod a natural for radio,”
Edward A. Byron.. (“Mr. D. A*”. and in Cub Scout Uniform,
ago to join the rival station for a three
stations
(WARD, N. Y„v
“Wonderful John Acton,” etc.).
Actor Martin portrayed “Edward reported better offer. Now WLW-T WTTG, Washington, and WDTV,
Mark Loeb, radio-tv, assisted in the
in a “This Is Your Life” officials say the tall pitchman
Fred Allen’s
is Pittsburgh) will combine their re*
Sketches direction with Isabel BrOdie the Ralph”
takeoff
with a local dentist leaving under the best possible cir- Vgpective shows into one celluloid
Fred Allen has been signed by stager. Fifi starr of video apted playing Veep Nixon— and entercumstances.
package is riot yet resolved.
Talent Associates and producer in the skits.
tained crisply with jokes and patKABC-TV’s pic is emceed by. Art
Ralph Nelson to star in the “ArmThroughout one performance the ter between scene changes, GOP
Baker, Of ABC-TV’s “You Asked
strong Circle Theatre” production Voice of candidate Ribicoff, speak- incumbents
Birmingham
Don. Campbell, for
mingled’ with
tbe general
It,” and feature's; station's permanager of WILD, has
of “Sketchbook.” It comprises a ing from an auction block out-of- crowd, which
included Ribicoff and
KABC
purchased an interest in radio sta- sonality roster at work.
series of three sketches which doors following introduction
by Congressional
candidate
Joseph tion KXXL, Monterey, Calif., and salesmen admitted the film cost
Allen will act iri as. well as narrate^ auctioneer Win Elliott, seeped into Lyford. Mrs. Jeanette
Egan, comShow is tentatively pencilled in the. school auditorium in discord mittee vice chairman, bossed the has resigned his job here. George considerably more than originally
L, Sutherland will replace Camp- planned, but felt they were writfor, Oct. 12.
with the onstage didoes being con- affair, held a week ago Saturday.
ing more biz because of it.
bell.

Henry

Levine,

of

Bandwagon

natorial

candidate,

Abe

Ribicoff,

boat,”

it

and “Lower Basin

.

.

'

.

.
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.
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.
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Whenever Lanny Ross sings

.

.

wherever he goes

And now,

udiences ask for more.

delighted

.

after time out for

a,

smash-

t

.

hit concert tour, he’s stage-center once again in a bright

show

WCBS

afternoon (Monday through Friday) on
result

is, V

according to

V ariety

hour of good music. His
...

.

(August

taste in

,

.

.

Radio. “The

soothing half*

11).,

pop disks ranks with the best

nd his voice

He’s easy on the betiveeu-the.-disks patter,

vibrant as ever

new

and favorite disks, every

of song,* easy conversation

A pleasing en try to the housefr

is

as

a audience!”

Such comment comes as no surprise. Lanny’s been pleasing
housefraus and everybody else ever since the day when,
apple-cheeked choirboy, he sang his first ahthem in the St. John's

Cathedral choir. He’s sung his

way

American

into the hearts of the

of entertainment

— night

stage, concert hall

-and

top-rank stardom (and

to

public) in almost every held

clubs, movies, radio, television,

his list of sponsors has read like a

Who

ho’s

dax we

in Advertising”

Ho u s e

1 1

(

Shoiv b oa t )

Lucky Strike (Hit Paracle)

P ackard (Mardi Gras)
.

’

...

.

.

.

.

.

Camel

(

Caravan )

Franco-Amorican

& Gamble

Procter
....‘Swift-.

.

.

Gulf Oil

Hellmann’s Mayonnaise.

Now,
Faulk
is

located melodically between dalen
in

WCBS Radio’s, afternoon

singing and selling for Coca

& Company, Hunt

modate you.

Call

.Cola,

Milton Kaye at the piano

CBS Owned New
•

If

Lanny

CBS Radio

York

stars,

Lanny Ross'

General Foods, McCormick

Henry Unternieyer

1-2345), or the nearest

*

parade of

Foods and Nescafe.

distinguished list. of advertisers,

Drake and John Henry

you’d like to join this

will be

at

happy

WCBS

Spot Sales

to

accom-

Radio (PLaza

office,

for details.

i

.

:
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WCAU’S 19TH YEAR
FOR U. OF P. GRID

Fellows Takes Radio-TV Ban Fight

To Legion; Gets McCarthy
Washington, Sept.

Assist

-4

7.

With an unexpected assist from
Sen. Joseph McCarthy, Harold E.
Fellows, prexy of the National
Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters, carried the. fight against the
Senate Censure Committee ban on
radio-tv coverage of its hearings
to the American Legion convention
here last week.
Following Up on the CBS network editorial attack on the ban,
Fellows told, the Legionnaires that
the Senate action is evidence of “a
creeping bondage which is overtaking the most powerful truth-telling media, in the world today.”
Pointing out that one state has
prohibited the broadcast media

TV

Ban a

Blessing

From the N.Y. Times’ Washbureau chief James
Reston (Aug. 31 dateline? on
"Point of Order Becomes Out
of Order”:
ington

"The luckiest man

at today’s

hearings was Dr. Frank Stan-

Columbia
Next
System,

ton, president of the

Broadcasting
luckiest was the television audience that wasn’t there.
"Dr. Stanton went on the air
the other night and protested
mightily about the TV ban on
the hearings. He didn’t know
what he was missing. As a television show this one would be
approximately as exciting as a

from courtrooms and that rules
against radio-tv coverage of public
proceedings are being adopted at
various government levels, Fellows
“This is not a matter
asserted:.
that alone concerns the private InOn the
terests of broadcasters.
contrary, broadcasting can easily
schedule programs contrived to
captivate greater numbers of viewers and listeners than those who
will be enticed to the receiver by
open legislative hearings or court

recitation

from the^New York

telephone directory. Chairman
Watkins promised to take the
circus out of Congressional
hearings, and he succeeded.
After an hour of legalities and
reading old letters into the record, it was obvious that decorum was triumphant. The Watkins committee may not censure Senator McCarthy, but it
may very well bore him to

More significantly,
proceedings.
this issue goes directly to the pubinterest of every citizen.”
Warning that broadcasting, if

death.”

.

Brit.

TV Goes

Madison Aye.

—

by Norman Collins. A number of
cartoon commercials have also
been produced.
'

TV
___

Among

recent

appointments,

Barry Barron has been .named tv
He
exec for McCann-Erickson.
was formerly an assistant director
with Paramount and Warner Bros,
areas might well make the differin Hollywood.
Lawrence Knight,
ence between a profitable and efformerly with the Rank Organizafective local station and no station
tion, has joined the W. S. Crawford
at^all.
As a result, a group of
to take charge of the creaUHF broadcasters have themselves agency
tive side of the radio, tv and film
urged the FCC to authorize subdept.
scription tv.
I would go further
and conclude that if such an expansion of tv service is good for Local, Regional Radio
tJHF it ought to help all tv sta-

dltion of subscription service to
the advertising programming that
could be * done in many market

VHF

or UHF.
tions, large or small,
“There are a number of reasonable prospects as to why this
should be so. For one thing, I am

Upswing

in

.

—

the

101,000

mark

would greatly gain from the ex- Albany-Schenectady-Troy

in

the

market

ansiqn of public service thus to during August, according to the
e derived from thq modern mir- latest sales reports
which television

acle of television.”

CITY

.

.

WCBSojourners: Jim Brown, director of Danny* Ross’ "Showtime”
and Herman Hickman show, in Hollis, L.I. Pnblicity chief Milton Rioh
and family in Peekskill. Sales mgr. Henry Untermeyer back from
Milt
Nantucket and gen. mgr.. Carl Ward ditto from midwest
Schwartz and Joe Feagins collabing on music for NBC employees
Sandy
Stewart
Thrush
forfnighting
fall
musical planned for late
Jim Coy rs guest on his WNBC show today
it in Atlantic City
WCBS’ John Henry Faulk to serve as in(Wed.-) is Gary Crosby
stalling officers at ceremonies of Cunningham Women’s League for.
Handicapped Children in Hollis Hills Jewish Center, Sept. 21. Faulk,
Galen Drake and Lanny Ross will appear at opening of new Smilen
News and special events director
Bros, market in Flushing, Sept. 16...
Bill Berns will host a trailer on WNBC’s "Coming Attractions^’ Sept. 13
Joan Harshman new secr’y for Steve White, WNBC program mgr.
New Art Ford deal at WNEW, calling for three new shows daily,
means a 30% boost in salary for the gabber on a new four-year conWINS’ 24-hour day started with the "Birdland Show” on
tract .

do

.

the play-by-play for nine-game
Penri schedule, which opens Sept.
25 against Duke at Franklin Field.
The 12-game season for the Eagles
opens here Sept. 26, against visiting Cleveland Browns.
Saam will do the play-by-play
and Claude Haring the color on all
six of the Eagles’ home games':

.

.

.

.

.

Haring and Chuck Th.ompson will
share the play-by-play on the pro.
team’s away games. WCAU is also

.

broadcasting four exhibition games
of the Eagles, starting Sept. 1,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the air for the

time yesterday (Tues.). D.eejay

first

Bob Garrity

is

.

.

.

Martha Deane, WOR femme gabber, has launched a juve delinquency
campaign to run for the remainder of the week on her 40-minute
‘People’s Playhouse’ In
WWRL has added a half-hour to the opening side of its
strip
"Dr. Jive” strip. Show will run two and a half hours from
Preem nighttime
Charlotte
Walter Kaner, publicist for WWRL, off to Havana and Miami
10:30
Greensboro, N. C., Sept. 7.
Singer Jon Tayel in from the Coast for series of airfor 10 days
Fulton Lewis Jr. has no intention, of letting Boston’s Old
Bob White is developer and pro- ings
ducer of a new radio show that has North Church steeple remain a memory. He’s started a campaign
Opening week
just made a debut over WBT, Char- via his Mutual news strip for coin to restore it
guests on the return of “Luncheon at Sardi’s” starting on WOR next
lotte.
The show, called "People’s Play- Monday (13), will, include Eartha Kitt, MacDonald Carey, Denise Darcel,
house,” is broadcast on Thursday Victor Jory, Chester Morris, Lloyd Bridges, Lew Bedell, Donald Woods,
nights at 8 o’clock. As the only Jackie Cooper
Jerry Danford in as an account exec at BAB
dramatic amateur hour on the air, John Scott, WOR newsman, off on a month’s junket through Europe.
.

.

WBT

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

;

.

1

,

.

.

will attempt to encourage noilprofessional talent drawn from the
public at large to present brief,
meaningful dramas based on reallife incidents suggested by listen-

.

.

.

.

WGN

Frank Schreiber back at the helm after, a month’s vacaWilliam Wyatt new Nielsen veepee handling eastern sales for
Dorothy and "-Tony Weitzel subbed for.
the Nielsen station index
Chez show last week when Eigen
Jack Eigen on his nightly
Mutual
was called to New York because of his mother’s illness
salesman Bill Thompson new member of- the Civitan Club of Chicago
WLS National Barn Dance cast members logged In over 185 perJack
sonal appearances throughout the midwest this past summer
Brickhouse and Saxie Dowell to 'emcee the stage show Oct. 1 in conjunction with WGN’s annual corn picking bee at Bloomington, 111.
*
Myrtle Goulet, Mutual traffic manager, recovering from surgery ...
Harry Simmons transferred from NBC radio spot sales to WNBQ’s
local sales staff
Keystone Broadcasting added 13 new affiliates
to its hookup
WAIT bought Ziv’s "Mr. District Attorney”' for late
afternoon airings
Mutual sales service manager Dorothy Reynolds
on a two-week auto trip through Minnesota and Colorado,
tion

ers.

White

is

.

.

chief

.

.

.

program development

supervisor, for

CHICAGO

IN

WMAQ

WBT.

.

.

Politz

.

distributors submitted to

WTRI.

.

.

.

.

Continued from page 28

.

,

.

“no viewer can escape the field of
no unnecessary photos
The photos are enare taken.
larged and only the number of pervision, yet

.

.

.

.

.

.

sons actually facing the sign during the duration are counted.”
Infra-Red Tactics
Testing ground for Politz’s snap.
.
.
pers in the stratosphere with tfieir
Francis J. Haney, research engineer on classified projects at Langley
infra-red guerrilla tactics was at
March,
N.
Y.,
Field,
Poughkeepsie,
last
Va., returns to
Sept. 13, as general engineer to handle
using numerous posters in the city color tv . .
Bill Duncan, Philadelphia Inquirer staffer who conducts
The Politz posse
and environs.
"TV
Grandstand
Manager,”
interview
sesh on Sunday baseball telemounted the big boards and took casts,
is subbing for ailing Ken Loeffler, on WPTZ nightly “Sports
several thousand still photos and
Page” .
Joe Grady and Ed Hurst, WPEN’s "950 Clubbers” (matinee,
substantial motion picture footage
disk show) are openii 1 a second music shop in Norristown, Pa. Other
while engaged in the procedure.
Because of commitment to "Waterfront”
System uses a battery variation of is in midtown Philly
series, WCAU-TV bypass- 1 initial network telecast pf "You Are There,”
the Beattie Varitron employed by
but begins with kinescope series, the following Sunday (12) at 4:30 p.m.
the U. S. Air Force, "with modificaWPEN’s Bernie London, late night commentator and deejay, is
tions effected by members of the
Problem featured in singing spot at Carroll’s, West Philly nitery .-. . Bud Brees,
Politz technical staff.”
singing disk jock at same station, headlined at 344 Club, Somerdale,
of lighted panels was solved by usN.J., over Labor Day weekend
Jerry Williams, of WIP’s "Gag.
ing infra-red light which was inbusters” duo, is leading combo at Cadillac Tavern
Program Manvisible to observers, for night phoager
Gordon
Davis
and
newsman
Paul
Taylor flew to Dayton to repretography.
“Research indicated,”
sent
at the Dayton Air Show. Harry Smith, of WIP’s "GagPolitz said, "that it was even easier
busters,” flew out to Dayton Air Show, also as "a guest of the Air
to couht the number of people
coming into view in the night pho- Forces.
tos than in those taken during dayfJV
.
light hours.”
.
.
A Politz communique noted that
Colby Lewis, formerly program exec of WTMJ-TV, takes over as
the system is “superior in significance and reliability to any other director of production for WGBH-TV, Hub’s educational outlet Sept.
media measurement, and even 13 ... Tv sets installed in Hub area has reached 1,198,860, according
more accurate and meaningful than to the latest survey conducted by WBZ-TV and WNAC-TV. This is
the ABC (Audit Bureau of Circu- an increase of
7,650 over the previous survey .
Leo Eagan,
print
.

.

PHILADELPHIA

IN

WCAU

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KYW

boston

.

media.”

lations) figures for

WBZ

.

sportscaster, has instigated a nationwide
in baseball for at least another year.

campaign to keep Ted Williams
Eagan is also responsible for
the annual “Ted Williams Trophy,” which is presented each season
to the outstanding Red Sox player. Jim Piersall won it last year and

Hutton Vs. Zanuck
mmmmmmm Continued frOHl

indications are that Jackie Jensen will cop it this season
Frederic*
been appointed station manager of
by director
Bailey has been general manager for
and
WTAO-TV for the past three years and was previously associated with

Norman Furman.

WORL

.

WBMS

S. Bailey has

page 1

regional and local approximate $65,000, or less than
a fourth of the Liebman Cost.
That’s high for "Toast” but not
too excessive in terms of hour
shows. While it’s readily conceded
that Miss Hutton, in her initial tv
splash, can’t help but garner a
major rating, nonetheless anything
approximating it from the Sullivan entry (which CBS-TV is confident /will happen) will unquestionably be interpreted as a blow
to the coin-no-object spec formula,
since basically the latter is designed. to grab off every possible

radio advertising is the biggest in
on good authority that the years, according to Frederic W. Ziv
gadgetry necessary to equip regu- Co. sales veep Alvin E. Unger.
lar broadcast stations, and regular First four weeks of sales on the
tv receivers, both old and new, to radio version of "Mr. District Atreceive the special subscription torney” have surpassed dramatic
programs has been highly per- shows in the transcription firm’s
Various field tests of it history, Unger said last week.
fected.
have already been held under FCC
Comparing “D.A.’s” 201 markets
There sold in the first four weeks with
temporary authorizations.
seems to be no technical reason past Ziv dramatic shows, Unger
why this service could mot be added pointed out that it’s surpassed the
to tv right along with the advent record of the Tyrone Power-Star”
of coloi
ring "Freedom U.S.A.” by 32%;
Schoeppel said pay tv the Humphrey Bogart-Lauren BaSen.
would obviously involve "competi- call “Btold Venture” by 23.4%; the
tive adjustments” in the entertain- Irene
Dunne - Fred MacMurray
ment field. “This new use of 1v,” “Bright Star” by 10% and “I, Was
he added, “would probably require a Communist for the FBI” by 6.5%.
some new rules of the game among One reason for the show’s success,
broadcasters and perhaos in al- Unger said, Was the fact that it has
lied industries like the movies
a network identity in the minds of
However, I believe that after these stations and advertisers.
new services had been established
and adjusted, the broadcasting inAlbany
UHF set circulation
dustry and the overall economy
reached
.

NEW YORK
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controlled by government, "can be
employed insidiously to whip a nation’s people into a fervor of hate,”
Fellows said that "unfettered, this
medium takes its rightful place
with a free press as the people’s
lie-detector a circumstance much
to be desired in these days of silent
London, Sept. 7.
witnesses and iron curtains.”
Impending introduction of comAlmost at the very hour that
Britain is prevideo
into
mercial
on
Fellows addressed the Legion
senting a major problem of organiThursday (2), Sen. McCarthy apfor
zation
all leading ad agencies.
lash
peared before tv cameras to
Those with American affiliations
out at newspaper coverage of the
are receiving advice and guidance
Censure hearings. Charging that
from persons with experience in
the Washington Evening’ Star misthe medium, but the others are
his
represented in Its headlines
having to start from scratch in the
questioning of the impartiality of
creation of new departments.
Johncommittee member Edwin C.
Already more than 70 agencies
son, McCarthy asserted: "I think
have made some of their top deof
lack
possible
this indicates the
appointments, and a
partmental
wisdom in barring radio and tv substantial number have fullscale
from the hearing room.’* "Such staffs in office planning their telecompletely false reporting,” he
advertising campaigns, and proadded, "wouldn’t be possible” if ducing trial programs and comthe hearings had been open to mercials.
radio and tv.
During the past few weeks more
Aside from the "equal access” than 100 sample commercials have
principle involved, reporters covlensed by the agencies and
been
ering the hearings were extremely these are now being screened to
doubtful the proceedings would at- give advertisers an indication of
tract a radio or television audi- the potentialities of the medium.
The sessions so far have The majority have been live acence.
been productive of little dramatics tioners lensed at Highbury Stuand on the whole dull.
dios by High Definition Films in
the electronic process developed

Continued from page 30

<

secutive year. P'ro football games
of the Philadelphia Fugles will
also be aired over WCAU, for
fourth straight season.
sports diBill Campbell,
rector,

From

i:

Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
Radio will broadcast the
entire football schedule of the U.
of Pennsylvania for the 19th con-

WCAU

.

t

lic

Subscription

Wednesday, September

.

WTAO

Raymond Wilding-White, WGBH-FM music producer, has
been awarded the Wechsler Commission for 1954, He has been commissioned to write a work for chorus and wind instruments
Pete Johnson, formerly with WBET, has joined the WMEX announcing
,

•,

.

.

.

staff,

IN MINNEAPOLIS
Twin

Cities’ tv

and radio

.

.

.

stations gave

Minnesota State Fair usual
maintained booths and pregrounds. They also had their personalities
on hapd to greet the public in person. Some of the other stations,
too, originate programs at the Fair ... As of Aug. 31 number of Twin
viewer in sight.
Cities area tv
had climbed to 477,000, according to KSTP-TV
One thing is certain nerves will compilation. . sets
Two Duluth, Minn., stations, WDSM-TV and KDAL-TV,
be running high Sunday at prelast week launched national network tv. Former is carrying CBS and
preem time.
DuMont .programs; the latter, NBC and ABC. A radio-relay system
brings the programs to Duluth from the Twin Cities . .
Clifford J*
WPTZ NAMES WALLIS
Rian, who under the name of John Ford was for many years an outPhiladelphia, Sept. 7.
standing radio and tv personality here and who recently resigned from
Edward Wallis, veteran WIP pro- WTCN-TV and forsook the airways entirely, has joined Phil Bradley’s
motion and publicity head, has local advertising agency as a partner
Kenn Barry, KSTP-TV pro.
been named manager of sales pro- ducer, author of a book for the use of political
candidates planning
motion and publicity for Westing- tv appearances. It contains information and
suggestions- regarding
house Television Station WPTZ, how to dress for tv and hints on camera technique;
.
speech, etc.
effective early next month.
Bob Ryan, KSTP-TV personality, emceeing this week’s Hadassah, JewWallis succeeds John J. “Chick” ish philanthropic organization,
luncheon
Dean Montgomery, one
.
Kelly, who is being transferred to of
radio’s ace disk jockies, recovering from a flu attack which
Westinghouse New York offices.
has incapacitated him for a week.
extensive coverage.

sented,

KSTP

and

WCCO

many programs from

—

.

.

.

.

.

WCCO

|

.

.

.
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HOT
PROPERTY
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Danny Thomas named TV’s funniest
starts second year
new star
with new laughs, old sponsors
.

.

.

The hot news for the fall is that American Tobacco and Dodge haye
renewed Danny Thomas’s “Make Room for Daddy,” on ABC. When
Danny won the “Emmy” award for “the outstanding new program of
the season,”

it

only confirmed what everybody knew. Here was the

comedy sensation of
situatiorf

the year, the golden

comedy. Danny was hot

this

boy who added a 24K touch to

year and

he’ll

be even hotter next

season, with a rating that will rocket right out of sight. It couldn't

happen

to a funnier

— or nicer guy.

You’re in smart company on

ABC -TV

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

RADIO-TELEVISIOX
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ued from page
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.

a
ence,

Allen

(1) press conferextended:, these re-

8, ,1954-

The Four Lads, Columbia Records singing group, ran into a problem
of protocol the other day when they were barred from appearing on
McNellis’ WABC, N.Y* radio show because they showed up at
Maggi
When Edwards reunited. Cantor the studio
not wearing ties,
•Shelkan with his two sisters, the
Offered to lend them * tie so that one of them could
Somebody
latter declared, “This could only
appear on the show, but the foutf Canadian ex-choir boys refused to
happen in America,” Tomorrow
They finally solved the problem by cutting the
individually.
appear
night, a postscript will be added
tie into four piecqs anfi improvising shapeless hut acceptable bow ties,
tb the comment: “Only in America
Would people remember and do it
years.

24

in

well” variety, but. some of it will
be onscreen as a buildup, for “To-

Wednesday

September

whose life he had saved in Latvia,
a friend from the concentration
camp, his former music teacher, a
boyhood friend and his t$o sisters
from Israel; whom he had not seen

I

At

eday,

ifinmlff

marks in a five-page transcript, in night,’’ which will be launched
which hC said he had “ad libbed” Sept. 27 with Gene; Rayburn as the
some of the material, particularly first-aide backstop to Allen and
John Wingate as newscaster. Rayas. to the “promise.” He said, that
will also replace “Faye &
“the decision to delete the name bur
Was mine and mine alone. I had Skitch” on their quarter-hour strip oyer
reason to believe that the station on WNBT starting mid-October.
On the other end of the tv clock,
would go along with me, but I was
afraid, however, of a postponement Herb Sheldon, surrendering radio
(because of pressure from phone completely, will open WNBT oper,

A blast was recently aimed at two Canadian Broadcasting Corp,. execs
by Toronto Star -radio-tv columnist Gordon Sinclair. He wrote: ‘‘Toronto’s Crew Cuts, who couldn't even win an -audition on CBC,
now listed as number, one On all entertainment polls below the .border.”
Article appeared the day of the vocal group’s appearance on the Perry

again.”

•

ABC-TV Ad Coin

~

;

Como video stanza on. WBEN-TV, Buffalo.
“Are ybu listening. Drew Ciossan or Don Hudson?” continued SinStaten
the
including
clair, referring to a CBC producer and to its musical production superCoincidental to the.] visor. “Didn’t these kids plead with you for just one’ teeny little break,
Island .f)err
car-card campaign, which .will cost just an audition? You, Drew; CrOssan, who are prowling across the
country looking .for talent in such places as Saskatoon and Sydney,.
$50,000, the web will launch an
(Crew Cuts’ agent) call you 10 times i a month
outdoor poster .campaign in Lbs Didn’t Dave Bossi
Carthy.
to plead that you catch these lad$ at the Casino?. And didn’t you find
Angeles, which will cost 'some
to walk the quarter-mile?
=ihconV;eni,eht-'or.';undesirahIe
For; all
it
$20,000. These will be backed by
could; have dropped dead.”
ioried pleas, pointing out that I
promotional films for on-the-air Of you chaps the Crew Cuts
would be harming innocent people,
use by the network’s top stars,
Parly
such as relatives.”
ad camcalling attention to th
Larry Wolters; Chicago Tribune radio-tv editor who. is generally
There were 25 mimeographed
Continued from' page 23
paigns themselves.
of the most respected and influential writers on things
rated
"
...
copies made of the script and
,,
out
electronic
in the, midwest, was tossed., a, Surprise luncheon, in Chi
sending
web
Finally,' th
married Shelkan when he was a
copies were sent out “to people.
last Friday (3.) by his working.- staff colleagues and pressagent .friends
on the
in honor off his quarter-of-a-erntury hitch in the biz. With the excepations at. 6:45 a.nr; with “Kids Today” to precede rival CBS’ “Mor
ing Show” to the waker-upper post.
It’s due tci kick .off Sept. 27, coinciding with Allen’s preemer that
night. Sheldon retains his mid-:
morning show with Josie Mc-

and since I’m going on the
network soon and won’t r be able to
do a show of this type and am going oh vacation, I was afraid th£t
postponement would cancel the
opportunity to do the show at all.
I had received phone calls all day,
no threats, most of them in 'forms
all the way from jovial to irripascalls)

'

.

Continued from page 25
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Boston

'

TV

.

1

I

:

;

anybody

was

to.

do a show on

svlvat

was

Boston ‘area win join the celeb™;

;

angered
j

nie when I read 'the newspapers,
just as they angered other people
People are
inoh-cdmedians), etc.
what the
more interested

*
man

“A”

oilier using an- identifying
i_-L
•n-i

.

,

(for

Nash arid
Temple Mishkan slides for use as on-the-air promoMoreover, the network will
Prominent
labor leaders tion.
Tefila.
affiliates
with the
and others, including tlie com- furnish key
using
manders and color guards of the same newspaper material it’s
use
for
markets
by the
o&o
Boston, chapters of the American in its
layout theme
Legion, U. S; Spanish-American stations.. Underlying
“7”
B.

Kazis of Boston’!

behalf of Armstrong’s “Circle
Ten-city Trendex for Aug, 31
Theatre” (NBC-TV) rated 17i5 against 14.1 for “Danger” (in its new
9:30 time on CBS) and 10.5 for ABC’s “U/S.. Steel” dramatics. Scores
for previous week (24) were 14.2 for “Top Plays” (summer pinchhitting
for “Circle”); 13.7 for “Suspense” (cancelled) and 12 il for “Steel.”
(for
Augi 31 marked entry of Talent Associates as packagers of “Circle.”

,

I

.

Readings Vs; Fix

.

.

a big
War Veterans, U. S. Jewish War of the b&o ads.
the affiliate
Veterans, Catholic War Veterans, Channel .7 >, but.
approach
tailormade
a
campaigns
Disabled American Veterans, Vetfurnishing them
erans of Foreign Wars and Marine will be taken by
ranging
numbers
with
with
plates
Corps League/

With Steve Allen’s upcomon NBC-TV
ing “Tonight”

American Research Bureau will bring out its: fifth report on UHF
conversion, progress at the end of the month. Report will cover i
from
from which they’ll detail 26 UHF markets, and will cull conversion informati
22 Other markets covered by its regular October survey,
select their channel number.
Of the 26 U markets, covered, 11 of them will be reported for th
•^Principal theme Of’ the. advertising will be the night’s program- first time.
ming, with chief Stress to be laid
(“Disneyland”),
Wednesday
on
Proctor .& Gamble is going to award prizes to young thesps, and
Tuesday (Danny Thomas and U. S. the whole deal is hinged on that firm’s NBC-TV soaper “Concerning
Steel) and Friday (Ozzie & Har- Miss Marlovve.” Actors, of both sexes, between the ages of 17 and
riet, Ray Bolger, and “Dollar a 25, will participate in preliminary auditions Oct. 5 arid in finals. On
Ads will’ picture the Oct. 11., Best male and female win $500 each and appear- ori the, vide©
Second”).
star of pne of the shows on top of a stanza.
:

the web’s N.Y.
will keep the
burning for the
segueing half-hour by slotting

going to

George Gobel who dropped in to pay his respects, it
strictly a non-brass, non-celeb, gathering which, incidentally,
brought out Wolters’ three, femme competitors from the other Windy
will be aeeom- City papers as a testimonial to the guy’s .ability to intake friends and
'Bishop .No"] ABC’. Thbsc roais
of kebp^’em.;.Rabbi Israel panied by duplicates in the form
tion Of comic

put
bn a show of that. type. My' idea

1 a.m.,

WNBT,

flagshijp,
home fires

was

Shelkan’s: story

on “This

“Readings to Read By” to 1:30.
Selections will be made by the
Dept, of Literature of Rutgers
U. and will consist of inspirational text, some of it to be
“blpwn. up” for readability on
the homescreens (with the

Is

first

shown from

Your Life” in Februit, Edwards re-cre-

In

ary, 1953:

being considered for the read-,
ings,

kan’s

audio shut Off at these interBoris Karloff or station’s

vals),

wife,

man Copy

two children,

13,

*

.

ated the life of a man who survived the .invasion of his native
Latvia by both Nazi .and Communist forces, his earlier life, ©f music;
study, during which he supported
himself as a watchmaker, his subsequent five years of imprisonment
in Nazi Germany and his eventual
liberation by the Allied forces. Ap- figure
pearing bn the program were Shel- shows

Tex Antoine are among those

to

1

.

..

.

with stars of the other
clustered around, its foot.

7.

will list

Contestants are only being accepted by application.

each show.

When Humphrey Bogart
Murrow’s CBS-TV “Person

arid. Lauren Bacall were booked for Ed
to Person” telecast, three filrii. companies,
started a behind-the-scenes battle f©r picture plugs. The final choice
was left to Bogart, since only one film could be mentioned. He picked
United Artists “The Barefoot Contessa,” ih which he stars with Ava
Gardner: This meant bypassing his “Sabrina,” “Desperate Hour” and
“We’re No Angels” for Para inount and Miss Bacalrs “Woman's World’*
for 20th-Fox.

represe n ts
-R ea.dings"
WNBT’s try at denting the rat“Late
Late
WCBS-TV’s
of
ings
Show” filiriery, with Alien going after the solidly entrenched
“Late Show” on the Columbia
t h e
Incidentally,
flagship.
for
August
Hooperating
Hooper’s is the only service
measuring late-late night viewN. Y.) showed "Late
ing i
Late” with a 3, hitting a high
of 5 on Saturday of the measured week (Aug. 3-9). The 3
scQi’e is as high as any WNBT
daytimer (local or from the
web) except for kid shows, and
higher than most of the other
programs. Highest score for
any adult daytimer on WNBT
(local or web) was also 3.

show

New York

biz fence

Sunday night

(12)

Bogart also mentioned “The Man Who Would Be King”
he’s discussing with John Huston, explaining It’s called
Hollywood “when we haven’t raised the money.”

When he appears in the role of a
Robert H. Harris, Of “The: Gold- clown with Jazzbo & Hobo at Star
bergs” cast; tossing a big masquer- Night, the benefit for the North
ade party Sept. 9 in which guests Shore (Long Island! Hospital fund
will come dressed as the title of a at Roosevelt Raceway
Miss
,
Jane Pickens moves America pageant producer Vinton
tv show
her quarter-hour Sunday musical Freedley commissioned songwriter
on WABC-TV from 9:15 p.m. back Bernie Wayne to write a number
to its regular 6:30 slot next Sunday called “Miss America/’ to be introGertrude Berg did a guest duced; ori the ABC-TV coverage of
(12)
column last week for vacationing the contest on Saturday (11)
.
Drew Pearson ; Sy Fisher, N. Y. Exec committee Of the U. S. Nachief of Frank Cooper Associates, tional Student Assn, requested that
negotiating with Parker Bros, toy ABC-TV change the name of Its
company for rights to package an "Junior Press Conference” to “Colaudience-participation show based lege Press Conference”
Guy
.
Paul LeBow signed for “Touchdown,” a
on their Monopoly game
Whiteman will be guest conductor new WABC-TV football quizzer to
at UN secretary-general Dag Ham- precede the NCAA games On ABCmerskjold’s annual reception for TV.
UN diplomats Friday (10).
Steve Allen off. for a week’s vacation in L. A., with Faye Emerson
Chicago
& Skitch Henderson and Peter
TV set installations in the Chi
Donald taking turns as subs
for the WNBT host and upcoming area increased 14,216 during July,

•

NBC has put put a slick 1 2-page program In color for Max Liebmari’s
and Betty Hutton’s specola preeni this Sunday (12) in “Satins and
Spurs.” Iri- addition to credits, there are. several articles, and back
cover has a photo of Ann Sothern with data on her “Lady in the
Dark;” show for Liebman on Sept, 25, plus facts on “Tonight at 8:30”
under the Leland Hayward banner on Oct. 18.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

“project”
project i

.

.

did than what (Frank)
Costello did.”
Meantime, the district attorney’s
office announced that it saw no
“basis for action” in the reports
©1 Allen having been “pressured”
into dropping the name.

Dodgers

.

mmSmSmS:

.

.

.

On his Wednesday show, Allen
explained that, his sponsor, Ruppert Knickerbocker Beer, was com“Tonight”-er ori the NBC teleweb bringing the total to 1*696,5 19, acing in for unfavorable attention
WCBS-TV g.m. Sam Cook cording to the latest Electric Assn,
that was unwarranted since the Diggcs accepted the. city’s citation survey
Herb Futrari to produce
beer outfit was not in on the Tu.es-. of station for its Civil Defense pro- the Chicago, Sun-Times morning
day stanza, which rides as a sus- gramiiii
headed by “Ground half-hour show which bbws on
tainer that day.. In fact, the Tues- Zero” *,
Culinary authority Jo- WBKB Monday (13): with Ruth
day slotting was made because of sephine Cook vacationing at plan- Crowley as hostess
John Miller
the sustaining factor.,
tation im Coconut Grove, Flri.
ripped to easter manager pf Jules
“The very idea of retaliation Berenice Weiler returned from six‘ Power’s packaging firm, supervisthe southwest ing sales and production activity
against wholly innocent people]'^? vacation
-iv
and lomed nroduoti
in the New York office.
Dan. Wil(Ruppert) in connection with last
fur J? first
Caesar ^hosy.v , Patsy Walker,
son, ex-Sclivimmer & Scott, has
night’s' broadcast
is or
of cpuise,
course ai
disni^nts
Droaacast is,
S-.
graduate
and also been assigned to the N. Y.
uve 1 e Jurv”
ana
r “Juvenile
® of
y
g
tasteful and. ugly,” Allen said. He
currently with “Tex & Jinx” pro shop and Jack Trindl, ex-WGNdeclared the program was present- auction staff, penning mag article
TV/ has been added to the Chi
ed by. him in cooperation with the oii radio-tv careers
, Alice Clenastaff
June. Valll arid Howard
N. Y; Anti-Crime Committee and erits, founder of “Children’s Hour,'* Miller return
to their “Close-Up”
WNBT. Station put»out a statement planning 25th anni program
strip Monday (13) after a
that the script was written by. Allen Charity Bailey, doesn’t look any- summer hiatus
Janet Brace
in conjunction with the commit- where near it, but the
sing- is replacing Lurlean Hunter as
tee, that Allen has “made a study er just passed her 50th birthday femme vocalist on the upcoming
Gilbert
Green
resuming
.
his
of crime as an avocation” and that
Tom Duggan daytimer .
the script was. approved by NBC role as the doctor on DuMont’s Alan Beaumont, producer-director
Joseph C. of NBC-TV’s “Tipie to Live/- did
,
attorneys before airing. “We should “The Goldbergs”
like to state categorically,” the Cook named supervisor of NBC- a quick switch as an actor when
ori-the-air promotion in nation- Jack Lester took sick last week
WNBT release said, “that this sta- TV
tion has riot been, and will not be al audience promotion dept, under Dick Von Albrecht will handle the
Clyde Clem. Author of “My Friend production on "They Stand Acsuccessfully ‘pressured’ by any perMike,” Cook was formerly sales cused” which returns to DuMont
son or group,”
promotion mgr,, of KSTP, radio-tv
night
(Thurs.)
for
The, comedian-emcee left -for a affiliates of tveb in. Minneapolis- tomorrow
Consolidated Cosmetics . . . Bill
Hollywood vacation but is return- St. Paul. *
Healion and his Saturday aftering to' wind up. his local show (exPhil Stumbo, a member of the noon hobby show resumes this,
cept for a quarterli our precede to
WABC-TV accounting, department. week on
for its third sea-Tonight”) on Sept. 24. Scheduled fulfills a lifelong ambition and son
Bob McKenna joined
Js. a backstage bash of- the “wishing
moves over to tlie oilier side of tlie Kling's TV sales staff.
.
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Continued from page 24
,

do so until the new tower
conipleted in October.
to

•

to Boston

and was joined here by
Westinghouse Radio Stations Chris

is

WJAR-TV’s troubles stemmed J. Witting, exec v.p. Joseph E.
from loss of power throughout Baudino gnd engineering manager
Rhode Island, with even the sta- Ralph N. Harmon, along with other
tion’s radio arm going off the air Westinghouse execs.
for two hours. Station’s emergency
power unit was pressed into use,
arid the outlet went back on the
gir, but the tv side didn’t go back
into service until. Wednesday night,

Radio arms of both

WBZ

,

.

when, partial power was returned
to the Providence area.
Station
also had the Caterpillar CO. drive
in its mobile electric set from Dayton, where ’-it was on exhibition at
the National Air Show, to provide
it with 315 kw power on a roundthe-clock basis. At that, the station wasn’t able to air local programs until the weekend,, confining itself to network shows because
its studios are located iri downtown
Providence, which had to undergo
complete fire inspection before the
state, under: martial law, would allow power to be used.
Nobody was. hurt in the WBZ-TV
tower collapse due to the fact that
general manager Paul Mills,
acting on a hunch, Ordered all personnel out of tH’e second floor of
the building only a few minutes
before the crash. Joyce Johnson,
a radio Continuity Writer, was
trapped when she returned for a
schedule book, but was evacuated
with only a few bruises, WBZ-TV
general manager W. C. Swartley,

Dull Fall

Chi

Season

the General Tire vidplxer starring
Harry Wismer, spotted ori over 100
stations. Of course, there are the
games themselves, sponsored
part by .Shick,

As for the rest of the Sabbath
picture, there’s American. Chicle’s
half bankrolling of “Rocky King.” at
9 p.m. ’ Arid last, there’s “Opera
Cameos” returning in Oct. at 7:30
p.m. for Uddo
Taormina on a
limited network.
.

Latest move, along with Ed Kielbuy for Serutan of “One Minute, Please,” is the Sundays at 9:30
“Life Begins at 80” for same spon“ Plainclolhessor. It replaces the

ter’s

NBC-TV

affiliates meet in
at Hie time, flew immediately

Hie

arid

Continued from page 25

WBZ

at

WJAR

supplied disaster news 'during the hurricahe, with the latter.
Supplying WJAR with news bulletins wheri Wire service lines went
out: WJAR-TV- though off the air,
sent out 20 teams of newsmen and
cameramen to record the disaster
scenes. It Will play them, as a doc*
umentary in a few days.

:
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Ozzie and Harriet

ABC

year on

.

.

.

in

3rd consecutive

Listerine and Hotpoint

continue with top family
Friday night

is

family night on

show

ABC— the Nelson. family,

that

is-^-

two boys, david and rickey. Warm, human,
ozzie and Harriet is the best-known situation comedy

ozzie, Harriet, and their
true-tp-life,

n the

air,

with ten years

Hotpoint. for

Ray

Bolger

make

a solid

the
to
is

its

one family

in radi

nd now renewed by Listerine and

third top-rated year pn television. Followed

Show and Jan Murray’s “Dollar A Second”
comedy line-up on ABC, ozzie and Harriet

affair to

which everybody

is

invited.

You*re in smart company on
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

by

TELEVISION REVIEWS
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PERSON TO PER$ON

Wednesday, September 8 , 1954

PfaRIETY
WALTER WINCHELL

NAME THAT TUNE

With Edward R. Murrow; Hum- With Bill Cullen, emcee; Harry Director: Marshall Diskin
phrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall,
Salter Orch, Vicki Mills, Bob |15 Mins,, Sun., 9 p.m.
Mr. & Mrs. Alec Templeton,
GRUEN, AMERICAN SAFETY
Kennedy

RAZOR

guests
producers:

Producer: Saltejr
John A. Aaron* Jesse Director: Perry Lafferty
Zousmer, Murrow
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.

ABC-TV,

frtfirt

Comment
,

McCann-Erickson )
PRODUCTS, AMERI- Walter;. Winchell is back for his
Charles N. Hill, Robert. S.airaimbn
CAN HOME PRODUCTS
23d radio-telecast year, and his
30 Mins:, Fri„ 10:30 p.ih.
second season' under the simulcast
CBS-TV, from New York
Participating
technique, again for’ Gruen and
iSSC&B).
CBS-TV, from N~ Y.
In one of those intra-agency again alternating with American
"Person To Person” got -away to jockeyings, "Name .That Tune,” Safety Razor Co, As a Variety
a boff start last Friday (3) on its.
review, mark; it stet.
return from a summer hiatus. Host long an NBC-TV Moriday-at-8 fixThe N. Y. Daily Mirror arid
Edward R. Murrow had two un- ture for Speidel, has landed across Hearst-syndicated columnist still
usual duos for guests; the inter- the alleyways on -CBS-TfV for anmakes Sunday-at-9 a "must” peviewing .and interchange kept to a
other SSC&B client, Carter Prod- riod, one of the rarities in today’s
high, bright* level, and; the halfscheme of AM-TVcasts .to compel
With Speidel Willing to
hour., resulted in a top "Person” ucts.
such, listener-lookership.
program.
linquish the show. Carter picked it
Per usual Winchell runs the
First quarter-hour saw Murrow, up as a replacement for the nowof politics, nCws-of-the-day,
gamut
from N.Y., interviewing Humphrey departed “Place the Face” and
current events, market tipS* show
Bogart and his wife, Lauren Bacali,
ac- biz, and a. Virginia beauty prize
"live” in their Hollywood home. brought in still another SSG&B
(on camera) among the
Second segment brought in Alec count, American Home Products, contestant
ingredients, and. per custom makes
Templeton and his wife from Com as
Show even the stock; news off the ticker
alternate-weeker.
necticut.
moved across intact except for the sound exciting, a tribute to the
The Bogarts sequence moved emcee, with Bill Cullen coming hoofer-turhed-newspapermah’s infast, deftly and amusingly. It was from "Face” to replace Red Bennate shpwrnanship.
a. good switch on tough-guy Bogie
son.
The “editorial” dwelt on the
to see him relaxed at home’ -with
All of Which would appear to be. abortive EDC;. his most; aggressive
wife and two charming, kids, alWay of saying that you can’t pitch was a "debunkirig-the-bunk”
though he stayed in .character with by
keep a good show off the air; But sequence; he flitted around, the inhis down-to-earth, terse but friendappearances are deceiving, for ternational datelines—Avith Gruen
ly rejoinders. Actor was himself,,
"Tune” shapes in its return as just timepieces to match, always an
natural, .while. Miss Bacali, a little
another of those tired quiz games effective continuing identification
stagey, hammed it up a bit.
that, have very little to recommend commercial—rand
concluded with
Informal note was set at" the them (except the heavy parbde of his trademarked "tips to the newsstart by Bogey telling Murrow’ lie sponsors who seem to love ’em).
papers.”
had, seen their mutual friend, Ben
On the glam stuff, the explicit
At any fate, the show is a comLyon, recently, and that Lyon
was sending Murrow his regards bination of three different quiz timetable on Marilyn Monroe's
where street scene shooting on New
through Bogart. The Bogarts, a gimmicks. Primary one;
two contestants race from chairs York’s East. 57th Street of a
literate,
witty,
engaging couple,
indulged in entertaining chitchat to ring, a bell as soon, as they "Seven-Year itch” scene, and Gina
about themselves, films and the recognize the tune being, played. Lollobrigida's. Savoy-Plaza .(N.1 Y.j
advent-^" 14th floor; four
theatre, with some aiihusing criss- Then the winder plays against the Hotel
private
detectives”-^-all
sounded
crosses. of conflicting opinions oh clock to name as many tunes in a
winlike
terrific straight lines for the
his
build
up
given
time
arid
acting and. living.
nings. Finale is a jackpotter with, pressagents and the riot squads
On the serious side, Bogey said all contestants, vying to narne three they, hope to invite. For the hix
he liked it in Hollywood, had lost
in the stix it must be great stuff.
tunes played at once.
his appetite for the N! Y, theatre
Pnly bright spot on the opener There are two rniddle commercials.
(where he got his start), and that
.RS—
Winchell
looked
like
the
such adventure belonged to youth. were the antics of guest conHe thought that typecasting helped testants Leo Durocher arid Willie summer rest did right by him.
Abel.
around
Fprrher
has
Mays,
been
an actor. "It makes stars outa
the broadcastirig circuit, but Mays
people,” he remarked;
showed himself to be a naturalThe. Templeton sequence had
born comedian. EnicCe Bill Cullen, VAUGHN MONROE SHOW
lore sentimental appeal, perhaps,
the nervous crewcut, seems to With The Satisfiers, McCaffrey &
as the. audience; watched the blind
Susan, Richard Hayman Orch
have
a knack of winding up on.
pianist (never identified as' being
shows like this, and his valiant at- Producer: Bill' Stuart
sightless)- grope his oddly-sure may
tempts
to lend humor to the show Director: Craig Allen
..about his home; displaying His
went for naught. One other point 15 Mins.; Tues., Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
trinkets, his Collection of music-about the most ludicrous picture Sustaining
boxes, the grandfather’s, clock in
to come along this season is- the NBC-TV, from N. Y.
its
unusual key, etc.
Sequence
Vaughn Monroe, who has upped
opened smartly With Templeton sight of vocalist. Vicki Mills sing- His marquee rating considerably in
playing Murrow “a bonnie wel- ing American pops in Estonian and the last few weeks via his RCA
come on a set of bagpipes.' Later, other foreign languages. Packager Victor "Doing the Mambo” click,
at the piano briefly, Templeton did Harry Salter’s orch did an okay
is fronting a. pleasant musical sesChan.
a comic vocal-keyboard takeoff on job on the music.
sion on NBC-TV for five weeks in
Wagnerian operas,, followed by a
place of the vacationing Dinah
short musical portrait he had just
Shore,
FRAN
OLLIE
Although Monroe’s voice
&
KUKLA,
composed
of Murrow.
He dis- With Burr Tillstrom, Fran Allison, and style may not appeal to every
cussed Bachi composition, and his
dialer, this show runs off With a
Carolyn Gilbert
personal tastes, while the gracious Producer:
smooth, easy pace that’s character:
Beulah Zachary
Mrs. Templeton, though keeping
istic of the better musical stanzas
Director: Lewis Gomavitz
in the background, also made an
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fril, 6 p.m. on video.
excellent impression.
The baritone is getting fine supCDT
Murrow’s handling of the two GORDON BAKING
port from Richard Hayman and his
couples was also a model in self- WBKB, Chicago, WABC-TV, N, Y. orch and a mixed vocal combo. The
effacing hosting, while leading the
(D’Arcy
Satisfiers. On Thursday’s (2) show,
conversation deftly to a variety, of
delivered
his " theme,
There were lot of "this is where Monroe
entertaining,
light
and
bright we came in” angles to the return of “Racing With the Moon,” "Tendertopics.
Burr Tillstrom and his "Kukla, ly.,” "Shine on Your Shoes” and
Bron.
Fran and Ollie” hookup. Tillstrom "Young-at-Heart" in good form
and his puppet family and Fran and against simple, but effective
Allison made their tele debut on settings. Hayman contributed one
CREATIVE COOKERY
With Francois, Frank & Bob Pope WBKB back in the midr40’s and snappy harmonica solo and the
subsequently, became figures of na- choral unit dished up a bright verProducer: Pat Banks
tional prominence via their nightly sion of "The Happy Shoemaker,”
Director: Grover J. Allen
55 Miiis.; Mom-thru-Fri., Iff a.m. dinner hour NBC-TV tidbits. The to accompany some okay ballet
NBC associatiori petered out last hoofing by McCaffrey & Susan,
Participating
spring after two seasons of atIt’s a big riiusical spread for a
ABC-TV, from Chicago
A Windy City fixture for over tempting to confine the Kuklapoli- 15-minute layout, but the show ran
three years, this culinary class- tan highjinks to a weekly Sunday off quickly and unpretentiously:
Herm.
room made its New York entrance half-hour. So now the gang are
Monday, Aug. 30 v via WABC-TV, back on WKBK again across-theand goes out along, the ABC-TV board with a plan to offer it to GOT
A QUESTION
line this Week as a co-op offering. ABC affiliates on a program syndiPackage represents a $200,000 cation, basis as a property too valu- With Don Riley, others
Bill Gari
ABC-TV investment as the price able to be limited to the two out- Producer-director:
15 Mins.: Fri„ 6:15 p.m.
paid packager Ivan Hill for; the lets bought by Gordon Baking.
Tillstrom ’s determination to get Sustaining
rights to the show which had been
KSTP-TV, Minneapolis
..Tunning the mast year on NBC- the show back in the everyday rouKSTP-TV’s contribution to the
tine where the freewheeling antics
TV’s WNBQ,
worthy cause of traffic safety pro-While it may take a few sessions of Kukla, Oliver J. Dragon, Buelah motion, "Got a Question,” takes a
Witch
et
al
can
become
again
a
for this alt-business and no-frills
somewhat .different track arid perkitchen layout to catch on with the daily habit a la Pogo or Lil’ Abner forms a commendable public .servN.Y, pot. and pan sets its Chi track seems well founded, KFO trade- ice. In a day when nearly everymarks
uriforced
humor and velvet
record bodes well for its acceptance
satire
have, long
since body is a motorist and, when the
elsewhere. .Although they’re stick- glove
problem of bringing auto driving
ing to the show’s traditional no (^proved their durability
under better control to stem the
For the. curtain hoister (6) on the increasing, highway toll looms
product identification during the
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New York

John Harris, producer of “Ice
ooira omav
0PIIPrnllS'l
away a9 generous
Capades” gave
slice of extravaganza, on the Ed
Sullivan show on CBS-TV, Sunday
There were approximately 40
(5).
minutes of that layout on “Toast
of the Town” encompassing some

M

i

M

ought to become, a

4 4. |

classic),

and

chmo'
Pponnh and TTnoliai.
some French
English bits.
Nat (King) Cole’s appearance
was somewhat brief, with the singer stringing together three numbers and then retiring until the
finale for a company bow. He sent
of the highlights of the show that across; "Make Her Mine,” "it’s
will tour major arenas. Whether Crazy,
But I’m in Love” and
this will affect the boxoffice when "Smile” in typically smooth fash-,
the frappe frolic tours is still to ion. Gene Sheldon wandered in
.

-

’

It’s especially significant in view of the tact that the
iqer advertises “riot televised” in

be determined.

its

and but of the plot with his tramp
panto business, sometimes scoring
arid sometimes riot but coming out
on the plus side of the ledger over-

newspaper space.

Unfortunately, the c a rti e r a s; all, Honey Bros, did nicely with
couldn’t capture the inherent spec- their aero-comedy stint, and Vic.
tacle of the ice show. "There; had Schoen orch provided good hacking
Chan.
to <be a predominate e of 1 ongshots throughout,
in order to keep track of the move‘

•;

ment even when Donna Atwood

CBS-TV’s superlative documen-

glided. These; long views couldn’t
do justice to arty personality that
she Would sho\v. It’s a difficult
matter to capture the spirit of a
blades show on the tele cameras,
but the finale with the intricate

tary; series, "You Are There,”
realty. swinging On’ Sunday (5K
its historical closeup of the origins
of jazz in the U,S Flashing back
to 1917 when the ragtime beat began to break out of its
Orr

New

There
formations came closest.
leans boundaries; the video show
was enough, color in that sequence brushed lightly over, the
historical
to give some indication of what podetails and let the jazz music and
in:
see
would
tential customers
the jazzmen speak for themselves.
person:.
Such modern jazzmen as Louis
The lack of top comedy was .an- Armstrong, Bobby Hackett, Billy
m»:.i
n or marred
marron" thfi
hfifil
n
^ «...
j
the final
other itnm
item fthat
Taylor and Cozy
Cole personified
result, The "Doggie in the Win- the pioneer jazz personalities And
dow” number was cute, but that combos such as King Oliver, Jelly
was the closest approach,
Roll Morton and the Original
Sullivan buttressed the refrig- Dixieland Jazz Band. Armstrong,
erated revue with sorrie personal- in the role of Oliver, could have
ities that he brought down to Con- been spotlighted more, especially
vention Hall, Atlantic City.. Top- since- Satchmo is an excellent
per was: Roberta Peters,, who got thesper as weil. Taylor was outthe first really good closeup of the standing in his mobdy recreation of
Show, with her coloraturing of Morton and the rest of the cast
“Uria voce poco fa.” A major, bright .was equally effective in projecting
spot' in the program.
of the music most
the beginnings
J_„_*
11
TT n A
The Harrrionicaires (2) put over> typically U.S.A
classical
medley, and Sonny
Show was frank in its pinpointa
Howard, heralded as bfting from ing of the "red light” district of
the Copacabana, N:Y., (not in the New Orleans, Storeyville, where
current show) did fairly well with the. first Negro jazz units played.
impressions, but he had to work The sinfulness Of jazz, from the
extra hard to get bYviewpoint of the moral guardians
The ice show cast included a of the 1917 era, played a big part.
pair of acrobats, one of .the .more in the script and could have been
melodic sequences, "An- American meant as a parallel to the current
in Paris,” by Miss Atwood and uproar over the deleterious effects
Bobby Specht with choreography of some current video shows. The
too ambitious to be captured on the analogy, however, was not spelled
camera, and a male comic in ballet out.
Walter Cronkite gave his
skirt whose work was pretty mild. usual
commentary
authoritative
Jose;
with an assist from several CBS
reporters "who were there.”,
Herm.
"Lux Video Theatre,” after an
auspicious premiere the week before; floundered irito an abysmally
Last Friday (3) marked the third
amateur and slipshod production arini of "Sports of the Night" on
on its second time out last Thurs- WCBS-TV, the N. Y. key Of CBS.
day (2) with a creaky adaptation of Late-night capsuler— 11:25. on the
Par’s “Welcome Stranger” featur- even days, to allow for the web’s
ing J, M. Kerrigan, Bill Goodwin,
and
"Chrorioscope,”
o’clock
11
Martha Hyers and Eliabeth Patter- 11:10 on the three odd. days, seson. Stacked up against the initial
from the local’s "News of
ducing
"To Each His Own” Lux perform- me Night” with Robert Trout as
ance, or for that matter against
the callman—has had Bill Hickey:
most of the qualitative hour-long pitching the athletic statistics since
dramatic entries to which tv view- last May in a takeover from Jim
ers have now become accustomed,
McKay. Latter is doing the sta"Welcome Stranger” was embar- tion’s six-day "Six
O’clock Rerassingly .second-rate.. Practically
port” and web’s “Youth Takes a
everything about it had the aura
Stand” moderation after having
of tbe late night pix oldies on tv
ainkled the nocturnal roundup for
Aside from the antiquated clap*
similar chore on Columbia’s
rap that passed as a script, the a
"Morning Show.” Ironically, that
dialog was hoary arid the •producwaker-upper has dropped the Mction was reminiscent of tv drama
Kay segment, along with other
.
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its earliest stages. If Lux and
Upon Jack Paar’s
Coast impresarios have any de- components
entry.
signs on wrestling creative produc"Sports of Night”
a snappy
tivity away from New York, they
better rally their forces pronto. show. The conferencier must alNot only was it a "no competition” ways be jumpin’ to ride over the
contest in the east vs. West claims Scores and such plus pitching the
for tv program laurels, *but it plugs oh vestpocket stanzas; but
didn’t
help the film industry Hickey carries all chores off riiftily
(With General Cigar’s Robert Burns
either.
Rose.
siriokes and Piel’s Beer rotating
Dorothy Lamour and her South over the six-day course) with a
Sea company provided, an insipid twinkle in his eye and a part in
ending to an undistinguished sea- the middle of his noggin as conson of the “Summer Colgate Com- trasted With crewcut McKay’s efTrait.
edy Hour.’’, Miss Lariiour may have fective deadpan style.
been a fine motion picture comedy
foil, and her figure wrapped around
An offbeat theme provided
a Technicolor sarong might have touch of the unusual on the Phi.lco
provided something of a b.b. incem
Playhouse oyer. NBC-TV: Suntive, but as a television solo head- day' (5) but. unfortunately lacked
v
liner, she’s no great shakes.
Her the strength to bririg its characters
voice is passable, blit rio more; her to life arid it didn’t provide them
dancing ri;s.h.; and she’s got little with, sufficient, motivation to make
large, the show should enlist a in the way of charm and warmth the story ring true.
large audience, help lessen acci- that projects onto the home screen.
This was the first Playhouse u.
penfs and win respect and favor Only spot, in which she clicked arid
der the Gordon Duff production
for the station.
when
personality
came banner and it offered
proof that
Viewers are invited to submit through was. in a quartet with
prior high
the proquestions, pertai ing to safety and three
Hawaiian instrumenalists. gram would standards of Stmday’s
be preserved.
traffic Jaws. These are put by per- Otherwise, the South Sea stuff was
show,
had
"Run
Like
Thief,”
a
sonable staffer Don Riley to a panel standard.
much of the quality that makes for
comprising representatives from
Show’s saver, if there was One,
the Minneapolis and St. Paul po- was Harry Storch, who through the good tv; it had griod performances
and created a good deal of suslice
departments
and
sheriff’s, plot device of a shipboard show,
offices and the state highway pa- was enabled to skim through the pense.
The Only trouble was that scripttrol. The panel answers them suc- highlights of. his nitery routine.
eintly and joins with Riley in an Storch’s entry last summer as a re- er Sam Hall predicated his entire
interesting and informative discus- placement for Jackie Gleason fell story on an act which just wasn’t
sion of some of their phases.
apart largely, because of strain on compatible with the personality
In addition to. helping to solve material and because he decided that committed it, Yarn told about
traffic problems,
the show also to do sketches a la Gleason, But in a waiter, a man who takes great
publicizes a State traffic code pam- this guest shot, with his standup pride in his profession and his apphlet which is distributed gratis repertory, he was solid all the way, preciated for his skill, and his
and which dialers are urged to ob- socking across his mute umpire bit, wife who wants to settle down. He
tain so that they can better famil- his Russian and Japanese baseball finds a bracelet belonging to the
iarize themselves with regulations. announcers the (Japanese doing an owner of the hotel, and keeps it.
Rees.
American - type beer commercial
(Continued on page 40)
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actual cooking lessons, it’s still a new stations, with probability of
highly compatible vehicle for. food an uninitiated crop of viewers;-. Till-and allied merchandise advertisers. srom made something of an errorFormat is simple with culinary in judgment by too-narrowly conexpert Francois Pope, assisted by striding Kukla and Ollie’ s chitchat
sons Frank and Bob, assembling a to strictly, intra-trade "hello’s,” to
variety 6f dishes-. Emphasis is on the new
bosses and spoofthe fancier stuff on the premise j.irig nods to NBC ex-employers. Per
that it’s appealing to the gal's’ cre- traditiori, the first was a Kukla,
ative urges. Trio is completely at Ollie and Miss. Allison showcase;
home around; the range and pack with the other characters kept in
a lot of. info into the 55- minutes. the trunk. But enough of the old
Initiator featured Pope pere and sparkle broke through when the
Bob, Who has gained considerable three tried "Hello Ciitie” to allay
poise. Spotlight this time was. on any doubts that there’s still a big
such specialties as tomato tulip tv future ahead of these pioneers..
hors d’oeuvres, liver pate and
Only change in the personnel has
French fried shrimp;
Carolyn Gilbert, at the piario rather
Not the least important ingre- than Jack Fascinate, longtime KFO
dient was some excellent camera musical director, who has moved
-work hy Grover J. Allen’s crew', to the Coast,
featuring lots of tight. doseups alSilvercup Bread was. given cute
ternating with, tricky overhead but effective sell,
by Kukla.
angling.
Dave.
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

PfotlETY

SEE IT

(Alfred Nobel)
Blair, Tony Randall, With Wesley Addy, Osa Massey
Bert Thorne, Maxine Stuart,
Doris Lloyd, Walter Kiiigsford,
Robert Fortier, Kevin Soughlin,
Ray Montgomery, Robin Hughes,
Tommy Gray
Gil Fallman, Jan Arvan, Norma
Producer: Ralph Nelson:
Varden, Rhodes Reason, Tyler
Director) William Corrigan'
McVea, Nelson Leigh; music diWriter: David Shaw.
rector, Jules Seidman
30 Mins.,hTues., 9:30 p3h.
Producer-Director;
Albert
McARMSTRONG CORK CO,
Cleery
NBC-TV, from New York
Writer: Harold Callen

With Edward" R. MlirroW.
Producers: Fred W. Friendly, Mur-

(The Beautiful Wife)

With Janet
Appearance of Judge Harold R. Medina, of the U.S. Court of
last Thursday (2) night in rebuttal to CBS
Appeals, on CBS-T
m^exv Frank Stanton’s “editorial” protesting the radio-tv ban on
covering the Senate’s censure probe of Joe McCarthy, was someNot so much for./what he said (although
thing of a revelation.
vithin the 15-minute framework of his talk he encompassed as
truisms as the “other side” could possibly
forceful
and
convincing
champion) but rather for the way in which he said it. He revealed
most
interesting and arresting personalities
the
ofone
as
himself
in a long time; as natural and calm as they
to front the cam^-as
and
packing
an aura of sincerity that, in
persuasive
yet
come,
itself! could probably clinch any argument he was propounding.
switch
from
the judicial to the thespic.
to
decide
ever
he
'..Should
robe. Judge Medina would be ai natural for tv.
Succinctly and concisely, Judge Medina wrapped up at the outset
fundamental question in dispute, to wit:.“What
liis concept of the
there is a proceeding the object of which
I say is this; whenever
to ascertain the truth, from conflicting testimony Of witnesses
and other proofs, where it be in a courtroom or at a legislative
hearing, or before the Baseball Commissioner, or a. meeting of a
Board of Directors or anywhere else, the questioning of the witnesses before television apparatus, radio and the. like furnishes
such an .impediment and. handicap that the ascertainment of the
true facts becomes well nigh impossible;”
heat,
Judge Medina said that other arguments (lights,
desire. for personal publicity, etc.) merely confuse; the central issue
arid could be brushed aside, for the .real question, first and last,
whether television and radio: interfere With- ascertaining the
is
truth. “When the judge, the witnesses and the lawyers, or their
counterparts, perform their, functions before the microphones and
butteries of floodlights, knowing that perhaps 10,000,000 people
or more are listening and watching their every move, the temptation to. put on ah act becomes almost irresistible. And that is
Whai t they do. You have all seen it again and again in the recent
proceedings Which. must still be fresh in the minds, of everyone.
Amidst all this Confusion, With witnesses and interrogators making
speeches, interrupting one' another, tossing in asides, with or
without looks of astonishment, surprise, dismay or what not, hdw
is one to find that submerged but precious kernel of truth?”:
“The reason our courts are Open to the public,” Judge Medina
continued, “is not to provide recreation or instruction on the
ways of government, but to prevent the possibility of star chamber
proceedings, where everything is secret and corruption or flagrant
judicial abuses might flourish unseen and be impossible of detec:

(BBDSfO)

NOW

row
30 Mins., TucS., 10:30 p.m.

CO. OF AMERICA
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
Fuller Smith & Ross)
Ed Murrow arid “See It Now”
returned to the CBS-TV Tuesday

ALUMINUM
(

night airlanes last week, remaining- Under the Alcoa sponsorship
banner, but to all intents Murrow
Was still enjoying his summer vaca-.

60 , Mins., Sun., 5 p.m.

HALLMARK CARDS
NBC-TV, from H’wood
(Foote, Con? & Betding).

The live half-hour dramatic “anthology” series, is almost a thing of
the past, both for economic, and

,

37

ARMSTRONG CIRCLE THEATRE HALL OF FAME

Admittedly

tion fling.

.

afflicted
(and. apolo-

still

with the hiatus virus
reasons.
The “differentHallmark’s
“Hall
Fame” getic in view of a crucial week of
of
major events topped by the EDC
play-every-week” concept, taecause
pre.emed the season with. the. first of collapse), Murrow restricted the
of the absence of any central and
continuing theme or characters, its one-fOr-four hourlong stanzas, opening show’s content to a kalei-r
other threesome to be 30-miriuters
has become a natural for filming
doscopic once-over-lightly of tli
in the ’54-’55 daisy chain. Show
favorite European travel spots for
because of the quick ayailability-of
led with a polished foot forward
residual monies.
U; S. tourists.
Correlative to
scriptwise plus the continuing emthat residual bonanza is the fact
In essence it approximated an
ployment of the intime technique
that a filmed stanza costs the spondeveloped for tv by Albert (Cameo) updated tv variation (in blacksor less, since for the sake of those,
McCleery; In choosing Harold Cal- arid-white) of the old Fitzpatrick,
residuals a producer Will turn out
with Murrow
displays
len’s “Dynamite—the Story of Al- pictorial
hie series at a below-cost price to
fred Nobel,” the producer-director, seldom if ever encroachirig on the
the client. On the artistic. side,
the
had
the benefit of a legendary camera study’s dovetailing of:
those hour-long jobs have taken!
Raris-Venice-Loridonprovocative name from the inven- inevitable;
all the steam out of the half-hour
It was
landmarks.
Rome
tourism
tion shelf that’s tied to the latter
shows* which though still registerall pleasant, minor key fare, geared
day atomic hot potato.
ing
with
commercial
impact,
ight arid
to an August summer
Burning question of the 19th Murrow certainly can be forgiven
haven’t been able to overcome the
Century
was
the
use
of
Nobel’s
rigidity of the 30-minute format.
the one-time lapse into innocuous
(liis
practical develop- programming (even though an air
Armstrong has chosen for rea- dynamite
ment from, nitroglycerin out of an of expectancy usually attends a
sons of its own to keep its “Circle
Italian chemist’s’ lab), with the premiere showcase).
Theatre” .live,.' but last season it
found the show’s impact, waning Swedish scientist suffering the
But from here on in, 'it's preagonies of a gentle nature as his
and consequently took it out of
business; of
precious brainchild degenerated sumed, it’s down to
and into uses for
production
hands
NBC’s
trarislating
the
American and
warmaking
While, of
turned it over to the versatile Talglobal scene in all its deeper ramicourse, bringing a fabulous fortune
ent Associates organization. “The
fications via the unique monitored
to its creator. The tribulations that
disBeautiful
Wife,”
this
Season’s
Nobel suffered had an ideal pro- camera technique that has
a
preem, also marked TA’s first attinguished “See It Now”
tagonist in the sensitive, restrained
tempt at the obj, and if an opening
revelation in electronic journalperformance of. Wesley Addy, with
ism*
show is indicative of the rest of skillful support
What is important is that
headed
bj* the
Murrow’s back, after a season that
the season, then Armstrong ought
sharp, sincere arid lovely looking
him into deserving nato be able to regain some lost ratOsa Massen as Countess Bertha projected
ing ground.
tional spotlight as America’s No. 1
Kinsky. Historians of such matters
(with, all the attendant
tv
crusader
Somebody within the TA organ- may question the tv details conization had the imagination to. try cerned: with Nobel’s quiet, unre- encomiums). Arid it’s a feather i
tion and exposure.,
staging a half-hour musical, or warded joust, for the countess’ the MurroW-CBS cap that free
“It is just and right,” he added, “that the people should see
rather a comedy with music. Com- love, and perhaps also the drag- enterprise, in the guise of Alumithe wheels of justice in motion and that the press should have
edy was the work of David Shaw, ging in (by what, seemed the heels) num Co. of America again pledges
free access to every court from the lowest to the highest. But
with the music consisting of well- of such references as prefab homes sponsorship allegiance, come what
the comings and goings of the members of the press are orderly
tested standards. Story had Janet and rental libraries for paintings may, to one of the more, vital,
easily
controlled..
They
present
and
no such psychological barrier
Blair, tired of hearing hubby Tony iri the Nobel era (along with a alive contributions in the tv specto the ascertainment of the truth as do radio arid television.”
Rose.,
Randall showing her off to friends rather cutiepie and hardly ger- trum.
Rose.
as “the most beautiful wife in the mane mention of Sigmund Freud).
World,” taking him up on it when But, authentic or not, these were
he entered her in a “Mrs. Uni- mere asides that did not run With Peggy Wood, Judson Laiire,
ETHEL AND ALBERT
LORETTA YOUNG SHOW
Dick. Van. Patten, Rosemary Rice,
With Peg Lynch, Alan Biince, Mort With High O’Brian, Ear! Roby, verse” contest and to her surprise, Counter to an extra-interesting
Robin
Morgan;
Ruth Gates,
Frank Kumagai, Lumsden Hare, winning it. (TA had some title dif dramatic exposition of a slice of
Stevens, John -Craven, Wfnne
Biff McGuire, Kevin: Coughlin
ficulties here* first Wanting to call the Nobel life..
James Flavin, Phil Toad
Gibson,
Gill,
Cal
Kathryn
Producer:
Irwin
Carol
failing
to
get
America
but
Mrs.
it
Thotrias, Cele McLoughlin, Alan Producer: Tom Lewis
There was an especially tender Director: Ralph Nelson
an okay from the Mrs. America concluding
Director: Justus Addis
MacAteer
scene (among many) of
Producer: Tom Loeb
Writers: Jack and Luci Natteford sponsoring organization and set Nobel suffering a heart attack Writer: Gail Ingram
30 Mins., Fri., 8 p.m.
tling for Mrs. Universe).
Director: Walter Hart
30 Mins.> Sun., 10 p.m.
and forthwith setting up his GENERAL FOODS
Writer: Peg Lynch.
PROCTER & GAMBLE
After winning, she refused to awards
for
medicine,
physics, CBS-TV, from N. Y.
30 Mins., Sat., 7:30 p.m.
NBC-TV, from Hollywood (film)
come home until Randall gets the chemistry, literature and peace.
& Bowles)
( Benton
SUNBEAM CORP.
{Benton & Bowles)
point namely, that she doesn’t The dynamic man presumably had
Do you remember “Mama” wheri
NBC -TV,, from New York
exhibition^ piece and singled out the countess for the
Stocked Will all the shock ingre- want to be an
Perrin-Paus
wants to be appreciated for her peace award, and as Austrian it was launched in 1949? Now, off
It was; a year and four months dients of high drama and gripping other qualities..
Wrapped within Baroness von Suttner she became on its sixth excursion, the Friscoof domestic
ago tlrat Peg Lynch and Alan suspense, Loretta Young raised the the pleasantries, of the script were the first femme to gain that acco- idcaled earthquake
Bunco launched “Ether and Albert” barrier on another telepix season opportunities for Miss Blair to lade iri 1905, nine years after comedies is older and wiser but
since, but that’s
better
hasn’t
been
with
strong
gives
a
entry
that
renwinning
as-..a-. .half-hour network
some
with
on
forth
entry
pipe
Nobel’s death.
only because of the laws of limitaNBC-TV, after some 10 years in bright promise of capturing its ditions of standards like “EmMcCleery used the closeup cam- tion. How do you make a dooper
radio and some warriiup spots on share of the Sunday’ nighty audi- braceable You” and “Dites Moi,”
eras shrewdly to punctuate the out of a super?
well
From
ence
and
holding
it.
a
duet
the erstwhile Kate. Smith ddytimer
plus a socko song-andrdance
action and supply an illusion of
“Mai ,” with, an undoubted; asr
on. NBC-TV,
Show has proved molded teleplay by Jack and Luci with Robert. Fortier to the tune of mass and massive
incidents, with sist froni ABC’s. “Ozzie (Nelson)
itself as much of a charmer in tele Natteford that took certain literary “When There’s a Shine Ori Your
Hal Platt’s technical direction, and
dovetail
diverse
liberties
to
the
Harriet”
(Hilliard)
made
as it ever was in radio, and should
Songs were well, inte- Grady Hunt’s
Shoes.”
costumes and Spen- mincemeat out of Dave Garroway’s
be.around for many years- to come. elements that ventured far beyond grated, arid Miss Blair sold them
our own border, Miss Young solidly. The song-and-daiice num- cer Davies’ decor among the prize show under Pontiac.
Or maybe
At the time of its network preem,
aides
in
the
key
accoutrements,
to
turned on her dramatic voltage to ber also fit quite naturally into the
the car sales didn’t dovetail with
die one point made by the skeptics
Trau.
the piece, “Guest in the plot. Randall, as the hubby, scored the story.
the ratings. With Garroway out of
Was that Miss Lynch might, have give
Night,” both power and believabil in his customary mariner, and Forthe 8 o’clock competition,/ the autotrouble scripting for a half-hour
ity. It was potent with clutch ma
maker will shortly, lead with Red
tier was. impressive as a screen jq STAFFORD SHOW
format after so many years in a
ferial that allowed full scope to star. Bert Thorne and Maxine Stu- With The Starlighters, Paul Wes- Buttons three-for-four (with Jack
quarter-hour pattern. Fortunately;.
her undoubted talents.
Carson pencilled in to complete
art were good in support as a
ton orch
Miss Lynch has proved herself on
Story picks up with Miss Young down-to-earth neighboring couple Producers-Directors-Writers
Paul the quadrangle).
this point too, and the program
Tommy
Harrison, Berni Gould
“Mama” is back, with ;the origiexperienced clear sailing all and her husband, Hugh Q’Brian, and Kevin Coughlin and
a paroled con on the lam with a Gray did nice jobs as the children. 15 Mins.; Tues., 7:45 p.m.
nal troupe. Robin Morgan, the Dagthrough, last season.'
director Ralph Nel- GOLD SEAL CO.
TA has put
hot necklace, holing up at Jl
mar, is 12, old enough to have
i_
..
i_
w
That scripting
problem isn’t friend’s lodge in the mountains; son On the show
in his first outing CBS-TV, from New York
played the name role in “Alice
likely to come up. this year, judging
raging blizzard is
as a fullblown producer, and Nel( Campbell-Mithun )
Wonderland” for Kraft “TV
in
by the preem. If anything, the Lost in a
youngster and his dog, who take son tied up all phases of the show
In attempting. to. provide. all the, Theatre” (NBC-TV edition) some
kickoffer
was overwritten, with refuge in the cabi
The kid is in a neat bundle. William Corri- elements of a snazzy half-hour or months ago. Peggy Wood, the
about five separate incidents com*
running a high fever and verging gari’s direction was fluid arid Rob- hour variety stanza, factotums Paul matriarchal “knows best” of the
bihed into the one half-hour. There
O'Brian resents ert Costello, one of the TA regu- Harrison and Berni Gould shifted family Hansen, is so au natural and
Was certainly no lack, of situation on pneumonia but
Miss Young’s ministrations. He lars, rates; a nod as associate pro- the emphasis of the Jo Stafford Vivid as to give the impression of
in'a script that saw the Arbuckles,
her attempts to call in a doc- ducer. Live half-hour drams (arid pi-eem (31 from her singing to “lib adding” the role (there’s a
oh vacation, being .forced to put balks
tor and in an unguarded moment film too, for that matter) needs the production values and hammiriess single viewer’s suspicion that she
up: for the night at a fleabitten
freshness of approach given the (intended as Casualness', The 15- threw in a lulu of a line at the
he is locked in a storeroom.
hotel, .meet up with a group of
Associates.
the jpreemer 'to cover another charshowcase
marked
minute
While he’s imprisoned she fran- show by Talent
touring actors, get into a. hassle
Chan.
thrush’s second year for Gold. Seal, [acter’s apparent "m'iscue in not
shortwith a hayseed sheriff and finally, tically turris to a two-way
Show was kept moving along at 'being on the set pronto); Judson
at.
home,, give, a neighbor a gift; wave set in the lodge, to summon
a healthy pace "by Harrison and Laire the Papa, Dick Van Patten
which she had originally given aid. Her' first call contacts a ham CAVALCADE of SPORTS
Gould, but in the initial tune; just as Nels, and Rosemary Rice asoperator in Hawaii, who relays: her (Cesar Brion vs. Charlie Norkus)
them.
are so. inextricably, bound
call to a medico in England. He
as an example, ..there- wasn’t a lKatri
With Jimmy Powers
The principal charm of the show
her instructions fori treat Producer: ‘Bill Garden
straight note: of music until the up with their- roles as to give the
has always been its ability to radios
of the patierit and it all works Directors: Jack Dillon, Jack Mills last few bars. It Was "The Things! respective album characterizations
ment
portray .the commonplace annoyWe Did Last Summer” and Was the .old Stanislavsky try. Such runout fine until a helicopter, brings 10 p.m. to conclusion, Fri.
aiicos in ribticklingly human vein,
Coun- (fling regulars as Ruth Gales' (the
bv '‘Peaceful
"Peaceful in the Coun
followed by
and a deputy. Wheri GILLETTE
But there’s a thin line between the in a doe
try.” Paul Weston, star’s husband Aunt Jenny, pronounced Yenny in^
O’Brian guides the plane to. the NBC-TV, from New York
commonplace 'and the hackneyed, lodge at the peril of being returned
.arid stanza batorier, got into the Norwegian style.) and Alice Frost
l Maxon )
and. Miss Lynch’s opening script
prison, it sets up the closing line
night act with some goofy antics, that (•Aunt Tfina)— with only the formFriday fight
Gillelte’s
stepped over if occasionally with, to
add
er repped on the opener
for Miss Young,.
Shakespeare
...
......
“began another year, via NBC-TV only interrupted further nu
the employment of some overdone from
“men at some. time are masOnce show got the zaniness out spice to the fam.ilyJs life,
pas ^ we ek (3). and for. the
plot situations; At the sarrie time, to wit,
Friday’s (3) seasonal inlrpLast
ters of their fate.
car-,
got
Miss
Stafford
half.
system,
of
its
radio
first time that net’s
however, she. worked in some
duction to the series revolved
O’Bi-ian low keys the con’s. mood n e d the sports event too, in a down to some singing.. “Hey There”
bright bits of business that kept
ARC. was- just average,, but the closing ground Katrin’s. infatuation lor
blade biz from,-ABC.
uie show fresh and... Up to par. with surly, competence and the moveover of blade
sweet .Biff McGuire an ^actors
perconsidered “Black Magic”. :was. the neatest
be
should
-L.xa.mple was her fumbling with a others perform, with good second^ Sponsor'
dresser posing a-s a vjsiting legit
nia;d and digging in her bag for a ing at the brisk direction, of Jus- luckv from .the point of view that formance of the. evening: While she
company
s star, It was., all stiauhtis
Starlighters
The.
Kennedy,
from.
underwriter
support
had
Milton
no other national
v
dime at a toll booth, at the same tus Addis. John
^
a
au f ve,?i^
Line holding up a line of cars, who barked Lux commercials for making a serious atteriipit to. con-., in the initial tune as Well, the male m s
^
apbelievable
meredihly
a
has
male
a
show
as
really
among
radio,
quartet
didn’t
in
years
dominance
than.
10
for
more
it
test
much to Bunce’s annoyance. Or
to
suchya
pr?ach
upg love memoranumber.
Gamble,
boxing
last
until
the
vocal unit
Viewers at that time. Once
me easily -recognizable argument switched to Procter &
1
/
p U
'competitive- brands possessed real sports sparkle, with Here Harrison arid Gould made, a
that
proving
p?V
-h
'TSi
c
.i
n
when to get riiotel accomto
|Ii’wm and staler H.alph Iselsori ?<!
good- fighters and lots of favorable differentiation ‘between aimless inmodations, at 5 in the afternoon are no bar to selling: savvy.
to
stem
fioi
interest
sustain
the
production
Helm.
nifty
and
publicity, but today, through.no elusions
v iicn there are plenty of vacancies
sport angles. Ever,; oiie of the four sets stern anent-_ happenings; in
the
particular,
in
Taiilt
one’s
or
a l e at night, when so much
around 118 Steiner SI., circa 1915.
isn't drawing enough ;of the. good used on the preem sli w-.was eyenioii?. ground
are surefire.
has been covered.
ty a real one for the viewers. They fighters to- keep up interest.;filling, but it Wasn’t until the last Gail Ingram’s scripts
I’m;
(Fpr the records, General roods
usual, Miss Lynch’s and were backed by a fine supporting
is. a
o.stentatiousness
pug
that
that
a
ally
one
theory
the
On
Coffee,
Tom
House
and
Jounces
opener,
Maxwell
pitching
the
is
on
cast
actihg
and.
was excellent.
pug is a pug. heavyweights' Gesar wasn’t evident. Camerawork
lll ‘) re
Grape-Nuts Flakes, and Gaines Dog
eh-mw were
«-aw topnot'
fnn-nnt» h.
thoroughly professional, Loeb’s accoutrements and. direcand Charlie Norkus were lighting on show
Tr.au;
and they live their' parts, making tor Walter Hart’s pacing mni - Brion
Meal.
Art.
(Continued pri page 40)
Lie entire excursion into domestici- tairied excellent, values.
Chan.
artistic
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the Kings and Queens of Hilarity
guaranteed to Revive, Renovate, and
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Pfim&TY

RADIO-TELEVISION

Mitchell giving power and
punch to a fine script by Paul
Woodbridge and Secretary Mitchell

tor

Television Reviews
-

----

-

Continued from page

-

regular bout of
the ’54-’55 season. Musclemen, the
brace proved spottjly interesting
an erratic 10 rounds. They
in
didn’t merit much partisan support, so while it was interesting to
anticipate the winner, the close
decision finally handed down didn’t
really get many upset because not
many cared that much.
NBC video coverage usually remained pretty unobstrusive, which
Columnistas it should be.
is

used for the

creeps.

1

i

*

Art.

SPACE PATROL
With Ed Kermer, Lynn Osborn,
Kan Mayer, Gene Reynolds,
Ted Donaldson, Virginia Hewitt
Director: Dock Darley
Producer: Helen Mosier
‘

Norman Jolly
NESTLE, PURINA
ABC-TV, from Hollywood
Writer:

(

Cecil

“Space

St

However, all this Is followed by
Very happy commercials, which in
the initial session shown over
ABC’s N.Y. flagship, was almost
caroled on behalf of Nestle’s chocolate.

turned-commentator Jimmy Powers
had a smooth background
delivery, but couldn’t always avoid
editorializing. If it could be arranged, another camera or two
would help considerably. One lens
became wearing after a few rounds,
and also a lot of the could-be-exciting in-fighting was lost to theviewer in session caught. Gillette’s
commercial pitches every other
round were entertaining and diversified,

37

can give the kids a bad case of the

first

Presbrey, Gardner )

Patrol’’ a filmed sclence-

fictioner for juves when slotted in
a
morning slot or before the
kiddies’ bedtime can be an awfully

disturbing item for moppets. Filled
with the disappearing spaceman
and with villainous laughter from
an unseen baddie, “Space Patrol’’

Plotwise, the film starts with
members of the patrol just disintegrating into space and being taken
up by a villain who holds power
on a distant planet, and who forces
them into being slaves. The heroes
in trying to rescue them, are in a
precarious position at the close of
the cliffhanger.
The acting is about on the same
level of most of the juvenile epics.
If it weren’t for the gadgetry, this
could be one of the early film
serials.

Jose.

LABOR

’54

With Thomas Mitchell, Secretary
of Labor James P. Mitchell, Under Secretary of Labor Arthur
Larson, others
Producer: Ted Ayers
Director: Clark Pangle
Writer: Paul Woodbridge
30 Mins., Sun., 5:30 p.m.
Sustaining

1954

8,

inal playings via national sponsorship on CBS-TV, film series on
preem (4) looked as though it was
going to be astute science fiction,
Continued from page 3ft
but after a few feints in that direction it fell into a familiar adBut while the# In fact he gives it to his wife as a
venture pattern.
story line was par in stanza seen,, present.
the series impact on the kids still
Eventually he returned it, but
should be reasonably strong since woven into the story was a boy
who
lead and chief supporting roles

Tele Followup

-

giving genial support to his uncle
Thomas, the result was an engaging, informative and fast-moving
tribute to American Labor and role,
of the government in improving
working conditions. The only real
flaw in the production was in the
use of film clips, to bring in re- were wisely planned and well
marks by labor leaders Walter P. acted. It was good daydream stuff.
Reutber and George Meany and
Richard Webb is a virile handStudebaker board chairman Paul some Captain Midnight. Sid Mel-,
G. Hoffman, representing manage- ton. is IKKY, the bumbling assistment, Poor quality of film showed, ant, and Olan Soule, the humble
up badly in this program.'
yet brilliant scientific sidekick.
Aside from Thomas Mitchell’s Other supporting players acquit
what
show,
the
in
themselves in okay fashion too.
participation
First stpry concerned. theft of a]
made “Labor '54” especially noteworthy was the contribution of powerful radioactive element. MidUnder Secretary of Labor Arthur night, via .a handsized transmitter,
Larson. A newcomer to the “little notified all members of his “secret
cabinet” (he has been on the job squadron” of the theft, and before
but five months). Larson handled long had a reply from youngster
his lines with the ease and skill of Jimmy, enacted by Tommy Ivo,
a polished actor. Rarely has there that spies were on San Diego
been in public life (FDR was the waterfront. After a trip in a jet
glaring exception) so personable and some contrived, time keeping,
and articulate a personality. More Midnight tracked down the spies
use should be made of him.
and thieves by Geiger counter,
Levy.
seconds before their long overdue
escape. He was ultimately slugged,
but with the help of a Navy ’copter
CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT
With Richard Webb, Sid Melton, managed to round up his enemies.
Tommy I v o, This denouement was weak.
Soule,
Olan
Henry Freulich’s photography
Wheaton Chambers, Peter Brocco, Harry Lauter, Henry Row- was topflight for vidpix, and Rob-

1

found out about the misdeed which

made him

loose faith in the people
This made for some
touching scenes, but one* never got

he loved.

the feeling of real people caught in
a web of circumstances. Play was
also over-dialoged.
:

j

land
Producer: George Bilson
Director: D. Ross Lederman
CBS-TV, from Washington
It isn’t every day an actor of the Writer: Dana Slade
calibre of Thomas Mitchell lends 30 Mins.; Sat., 11 a.m.
his talents to a Labor Day, program. WANDER CO., GENERAL MILLS
(alt.)
In this case, the Secretary of Labor happens to be Mitchell’s neph- CBS-TV, from N. Y.
( Tatham-Laird
ew. Planning around this relation“Captain Midnight” rates as a
ship, CBS producer Ted Ayers built
a show which avoids the stereo- pretty fair half-hour adventure
Produced by
typed format of the usual “dedica- series for juves.
tion” documentary, And with ac- Screen Gems and being given orig-

ert

Priestley’s

sets

were impresArt.

sive.

Albany—Bill Hickok, who
signed as a

February

WPTR

to

re-

disk jockey last
a life insur-

become

ance agent, after six months with
that station and five years with the
signed-off WXKW, is again doing
an early morning show for C. T.
Terry, food broker^ over WOKO.
Terry had long been one of Hickok’s sponsors.

Kurt Kasznar played the waiter
with
warmth and intelligence.
Gusti Huber registered as the wife,
giving a performance- that seemed
to almost put more into the part
than there was^ to it. She was particularly good in her , emotional
scenes and in communicating her
yearning for a better life. James
Dean as the boy, Kasznar’s protege,
emerged as a rather unclear figure
even though his thesping was beyond reproach. He was the man
the script forgot to explain, and the
void made a difference. Barbara
O'Neill had dignity as the propriet-

[

ress of the hotel.
Jeffrey Hayden directed with a
fine sense
for movement even
though in spots the show definitely
lagged.
Background rtiusic had
real merit. What was wrong with
the show was simply that a man as
depicted by Kasznar wasn’t the
type that would pick up a diamond
bracelet, present it to his wife and
then, upon her learning of its real
origin, wouldn’t immediately return it to his owner. Maybe that
kind of thing comes under the
heading of dramatic license. But
it was a hard one to swallow.
Hift.

DOUBLE SALES IMPACT
ON WGN-TV CHICAGO
QUALIFYING ADVERTISERS BUYING $450 PER WEEK FOR 13
WEEKS IN CLASS 2 ANNOUNCEMENTS MAY CHOOSE FROM
FOUR GREAT MERCHANDISING PLANS—

Hunt’s Tax Status
Continued from page 25
case, identifying oiie. Viewpoint on
this single question with the qntire

philosophy of government to which
Facts Forum adheres.”

Report asserts the program is
also characterized by “half truths,
distortions, generalizations and exaggerations.”

Comparing “Facts Forum” with
a “truly impartial” program such
as “American Forum of the Air,”
report asserts that “listening to
American Forum week after week
will not give you even a hint of
how the producer and moderator
feel about the subjects under discussion. ... On the” other hand,
listeners know all too clearly where
-

YOU PAY NO PROGRAM CHARGES!! ALL ANNOUNCEMENTS
INTERIOR TO PROGRAMS OR AT STATION BREAKS FROM
SIGN-ON TO 5:00

P.M.

ARE THE SAME RATE

• A & P JEWEL SUPERMARKET MERCHANDISING
Point-of-Sale promotion in each of the A &
Chicago Area Supermarkets for one
thirteen weeks.

full

ON WGN-TVH

P or

Facts

Forum

stands and what

its

political thinking is.”

Study declares it is the “cumulative effect” of programs presented
by “Facts” which “takes its toll
the steady hammering away of
Facts Forum’s own isolationist and
reactionary views, the repetitious
identification of liberalism and internationalism with subversion and

JEWEL

week* every

Communism.”

• FEATURE FOODS MERCHANDISING

— a minimum of 350 store
each 13 weeks. A minimum of 125 special one
week displays each 13 weeks. 75 days of Bargain Bar
promotion in corporate chains and high volume supermarkets each 13 weeks. Two reports each 13 weeks
on merchandising activity.
Point-of-Sale merchandising
calls

• HOME ARTS GUILD MERCHANDISING
Product demonstration five days a week to a minimum
of 100 homemakers per day.
Display of product at
the Home Arts Guild. Guild Seal of Approval avail-

able for use by advertisers.
literature furnished

PHOTOGRAPHER

Each day, samples or

PL.

7-1527

1619 B'way (at 49th)

by advertiser are given to homeBRILL BLDG., N. Y.

makers.

A

qualifying advertiser spending $850 per week for 13 weeks is entitled to two full weeks display
A 8c P or JEWEL Supermarkets each 13 weeks
and a qualifying advertiser spending $1,250
.
per week for 13 weeks receives a full week of merchandising in A & P or JEWEL Supermarkets

in

.

.

every four weeks.

Only WGN-TV
Contact your

in

Chicago

WGN-TV

WGN-TV

offers such an unrestricted choice of availabilities and merchandising.
representative for further details.

STARTING QCT. 2

-

Channel 9

•

CHICAGO.

ILL.

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT— N.B.C.
Mgl.t William MorrU, ’Agency

1
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RADIO-TELEVISIOX

42

all know that one belegally recog- memory?
nized political faith. It so happens longs to history.
.that now there are only four tv
“We welcome CBS Into the renetworks, and it is conceivable that spectable society of compatible

work of some other

X

f »4

f -f -Hh

» »

.

FRANK SINATRA SHOW

the-news” via an interpretative
With Jerry Lawrence, announcer slant, gained by personal research.
In discoursing upon. New York's
Director: Andy Love
“dirty war fought in streets and
Writer: Norman Sickel
back alleys," he drew upon mate15 Mins.; Wed., Fri., 8:15 p.m.
rial
amassed during a several
TONI CO.
weeks’ tour with Gotham police
NBC, from N.Y.
Tatham-Laird
and detectives..
Frank Sinatra doesn't need this
Heatter’s description of hov^and
Show. It doesn’t help him and the Where the war is being fougm, ahthis though a graphic one, occasionally
of
flagrant commercialism
'.

(

.

series definitely hurts radio. On
this transcribed show, Sinatra does
a minor disk jockey stint, but his
major casting is as a shill for the
Toni hair-dressing and lipstick

products;

It’s

one thing for Jerry

Was

a bit too flowery and dramatic;
indicating he subconsciously may
have absorbed some cliched lines
from “Dragnet” or similar crime
mellers.
But withal it Was a
searching probe of the situation
that laid much of the blame on too
few courts and jails. His style is
rather slow and deliberate and
adds emphasis to. his thoughts;

up the commerannouncer’s job.
But it’s another: matter when
those romantic
pitches
Sinatra
lines as a buildup for a lipstick
Adult in theme, Heatter’s matebrand.
rial is curiously beamed- in SaturMusically, show accents Sinatra's day morning when lighter fare
disks and on one of last week’s seems to be the audience’s cup of
shows, he played his , platters of tea.
An evening spot no doubt
“I’m Gonna Sit Right Down and would gain Heatter more, listeners,
Write Myself a Letter,” “Half as especially in view of the subjects
Lovely,” and his. theme, “Young on his upcoming agenda.
He's
at Heart.” Disks by other artists worthy of a sponsor.
Gilb.
Will also be spotted on this series.
Herin.
Lawrence
cials

to dish

—that’s

an

SOUNDS IN THE NIGHT

BASIL HEATTER
Writer: Heatter
15 Mins.; Sato. 11:15 a.m.
Participating
WOR, N. Y.
Basil Heatter, son of news commentator Gabriel .Heatter, struck
out on his own Saturday (4) with a

show

which
For
the initial program he threw the
spotlight on New York’s current
crime war. In subsequent weeks
he’s scheduled to dish up some
“behind-the-scenes’’ stuff on the
Sen. McCarthy inquiry and will
also survey the European news

news

15-minute

preemed

in the 11:15 a.m. slot.

.

With a collector’s affection and
sbund taste, Jeff Scott, deejay.
commentator and jazz afficiariOdo
side

excursions

color broadcasters, and we are glad
that they finally decided to come
in. I have every expectation that
4hey will do a first-class job in
that area where they have- operated. But, for CBS to claim credit for having brought color broadcasting to its present stage reflects
ialize as freely as a newspaper, he a degree, of shyness, modesty and
might also do it as frequently. self-effacement I wish I had,”
Thus, there may be a daily network
editorial as well -as a daily newspaper editorial. Well, if a network
broadcasts one editorial a day on
some important subject, is it going
Continued: from page 24
to give the other, side or sides an

CBS

opportunity every day to answer
that editorial in the same time?
That would seem to me to be impractical for

many

when

into

hitefy

Work) has packaged his own show;
spinning words and disks, both off
the beaten /track; Gab is on the
richly, descriptive side, and selections range from William Kapell's.
“Paganini Variations” to Danny
Kaye’s “Inchworm.” Kaye is described as “that usually brash, and
.

Some

Other samplings from Scott’s
scene in October:
include Marlene DieOn the basis of the maiden “Sounds”
trich’s “Falling in Love Again,’
prefers
to
conbroadcast, Heatter
centrate upon the “neivs-behind- Mitch. Miller's oboe work in a
Percy Faith' waxing, and another
with Miller conducting an ensemble including four French horns
and a harpsichord. For a change
of pace there Was a matinee bit—

Piano • Organ

at the

Celeste

6th Year
I

REMEMBER

MAMA

from those surrounding networks.
For example, in- New York City
i

!

• Radio Registry *

,

WGAL TV
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

ity

ous talk to taking CBS over the
coals on the color tv issue and on
the question of editorializing.
It
wasn’t long before CBS got in its
retaliatory licks, With the Columbia
brass-affiliate delegation expressing its own vehement displeasure
over Sarnoff’s comments anent network radio, culminating in CBS
prexy Frank Stanton's heated retort to the effect that- those who no
longer have any faith in the future
of network radio ought to- “get to
hell out of the medium.” Both the
tone and the content of the Sarnoff

316,000 WATTS

Covers a vast, prosperous
territory— a rich target for

but dropped out.
The Quality boys profess tp see
conflict between their weh corntracts and their bid for national
nighttime sales on the grounds that
sufficient
there
sustaining
holes in network, prime time to
permit the berthing of their, hopedfor clients.

Clair McCollough, President

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

LOS

TV, Inc.
FRANCISCO
ANGELES
SAN

,

the

member-

affiliate

Sarnoff on Color
Sarnoff on the color issue
“Since I arrived in Chicago last
night, I saw a piece of boilerplate,
handed out. by a competitor in
which the theme song is: ‘Aren’t
you glad you waited for CBS color?’
I must confess that that took me
a

little

bit

by surprise. What
,

CBS

color?

Is

it

the ill-fated

is

in-

compatible color system of recent

will be self-sustaining after
year. All coin earned, less
)

overhead,
group.

will

be

split

its fits

5%
by

T.

CITY

BELL, Exec. V:cePres denl
:

Gagwriters and Comedians
attend

The Comedy Workshop
now in its 1 Oth Year
Meeting Every Wednesday Night
W^etivSt;. New

at Malin Studios: 225

York, for 44 weeks, 8 to 11 p.m. (beginning Sept. 15X Top. lecturers, camp
shows^ material.
For uetails— visit
alin Studios, or
Write: George Lewis,

discounts' up to 25% for
52-week orders. Smallest segments
to be offered will be qUartef-hours.
First year dues will be figured at

mented: “I don’t say .that radio
networks must die. Every effort is .20 times the station’s daytime, hour
being made and will continue to be rate with the hope the operation

1

OKLAHOMA
EDGAR

maximum

made to find new patterns, new
selling
arrangements and new
types of programs; that may arrest
the declining revenues. It may yet.
be possible to eke out a proper existence for radio, networks but I
don’t know;”
In contrast; Stanton’s future outlook was definitely
on the upbeat, side, to a degree that

Talked-About Tower

CBS Channel°9

no

rivalry:

ship.

Stati

bunch

originally in with the co-op

ither taped shows proUsing
duced by member stations, agency
or syndicated packages, the Qualand Stanton remarks left no doubt: ity group will be sold as a single
as to the bitterness and no-love- package based on the individual
lost tempo of the two-network outlet’s current ckrd rate, with

heartened

your advertising dollar

X
X
X
X
X

Group

Continued from page 28

At one point in his network
summation Sarnoff com-

MEEKER

KWTV

Continued from page 23

radio

Represented by

X
ZOOMING UP!
X
WORLD’S TALLEST
X
X MAN-MADE STRUCTURE
X
X
X
X
X
X 1572 ft. TOWER
X
X Soon To Be Completed
X
The Industry's Most
X

his

look at the record” recital of
facts and figures as to radio and
CBS radio’s postwar growth with
the toplevel assurance that the radio
arm will continue to get “top attention, top budgets for programs and
promotion to maintain its leadership.”
And he pledged the affiliates than the health of the radio
family will remain one of his chief
Concerns.
“let’s

network originally prepared script out the
could be
network or window and devoting a good portion of his 80-minute extemporanev
a. Democratic network, or the net-

Steinman

He wound up

medium.”

of the

a

SUPER POWER

has

'

talk to. the

paper has to editorialize— it follows that it must have the same
rights. Thus
a Republican

recently

;

instances surrounding
certainly
different

—

political

most

Walbridge

‘

:

NALLE

statement made just: two days
previous by RCA-NBC board chair-,
David Sarnpff which was
widely interpreted as a; bearish
a

Walbridge To Houston
Houston, Sept. 7.
Willard E. Walbridge has been
appointed general manager of,
Channel 13, according to an „ announcement. made here by John
T. Jones, prez of the Houston Consolidated Television Co. Walbridge
will, assume his duties on Sept. 15.

BOW

there are/ newspapers which are
frankly partisan. But, when it
Notre Dame teai in 1931,°
comes to the network imposing its
Scott has distinctive voice, cul- editorial, views on a public or contivated and of deep timbre. His troversial question Upon its afis
neatly put together. filiated stations, it is quite a differsession
Choice of records Should prove a ent matter. It is not a sufficient anwelcome departure from the done- swer for a network to say that a
to-death current pop hits that lurk
station could reject that editorial if
at every turn of the dial. Gagh.
it did .not share the networks’ opinion and views.. There are practical
limitations of program scheduling,
etc., which must be taken into acEditorials
count. by stations as well as by netContinued from page 25
works.”
also has ah interest. but is extended
to other public or political .qliestions-Wthat is, if: the network is to
‘I Pledge’
have the same right as the news-

Knute Rockne pep

He

etc;

to the staging of radi
serials in 1947 with “Nora Drake.”

of. the same subject.
been executive veepee and general
Early in his speech at the clos- manager of WJIM, Inc,, Lansing,
ing luncheon Of the CBS group Mich., operators of WJIM and
Thursday (2),. Stanton tipped his WJIM-TV. Previously he was manmitt that he and his cohorts Were ager of WWJ-TV-, Detroit.
plenty burned over Sarnoff’s comments on web radio given at the
-T TO
NBC-TV affiliate’s session two days
Fort Wayne, Sept; 7.
before. In an opening aside, StanFirst television station to solve
ton said he’d heard that “at another Fort Wayne directly, will be WIN-T,
meeting,
another hotel in this Waterloo, In.d., which plans to besame city; someone else had some- gin regular daily telecasts on Sept,
thing to say on the same subject.”
26.
He was referring to the RCA
Station will have its business ofchieftain’s remark, given in the fices in Fort Wayne. It has signed
context of underscoring network a. contract, with CBS-TV and will
radio’s importance in the field of broadcast pn UHF Channel 15.
news and information, especially
in ..times- of national emergencies,
San Antonio-—Wayne Crockett
that “It may be possible for net- has been named assistant to the
work radio to eke out a poor 'ex- promotion and publicity departistence for another few years, but ment pf WOAI, AM-TV. He replaces Mary
Catherine Kilday,
I don’t know.”
daughter of Rep. Paul -Kildav of
And there was no mistaking Texas,,
who has been working the
Stanton’s grim reference when he
post during her summer vacation.
asserted: “This' is;, a business you
must believe in. If others don’t
believe in it; I think they ought to
make way for people who do,
rather than to undercut the Vitality

.

a

Productions, specifically on P&G’s
“Search for Tomorrow” which
he’ll direct alternately with Ral
Cooper.
“Portia” scripter Mona
Kent has exited, to concentrate on
her “Woman With a past” (ex-.
CBS-TV), with Charles Gussman
replacing her.

view

communities.

more radio. and. television
stations than there are newspapers.
I can visualize an independent station being frankly partisan, just as

&

Rubicam’s radio-tv production
sector as reiner on “Portia Faces
Life,” General Foods’ CBS-TV daytimer;
Under the arrangement
Irving will also supply his services
to the ad agency via his Hollis

jamboree emceed

man

;

there are

talent

to state his case for network radio
at the web’s; affiliates convention
and ran Smack into the echoes of
.

’Portia’ Assignment
Charles Irving has joined Young

braced acting, announcing,

by Robert Q. Lewis.
Stanton’s Case For Radio
Stanton arrived here last week

-

“The

CBS

(I)

W.

For

management-promotion latched on

conclave with over 400 persons
logged in for the Wednesday night

the right issue in demanding that
radio and television be accorded
the same tights as the press to
broadcast the .McCarthy hearings
o: any other public hearings, I
regret exceedingly, that he has confused a specific case with a general
principle by adding the word “editorial” on the tv serpen. Whether
a network should or Should not
.editorialize raises a fundamental
question that calls for the most
careful study and consideration,
I recognize the distinction
between a network and a broadcasting station. Insofar, as individual stations' are concerned, I believe
they should have not only the right
to editorialize, but that they might
well exercise that right in their

stations

Radio

Charles Irving to

Irving,
producer - director of
negotiated the rate cut last “Search” since 1952, has been in
the suds opera field for almost 20
yeSirsina PAG status that has em150 stations were repped

at the joint

“And if it does not furnish such
equal opportunity to reply, the network might fail to meet the requirements of: the Federal Communications Commission.
“Because of the cOmplex and serious nature of this problem, I
think that while Dr. Stanton picked

local

ojjstrusive character.’’

it

May.

reasons.

,

Producer-Director: Jeff Scott
25 Mins., Tues. & Fri., 9;35 p.m.
Participating
KYW, Philadelphia

(with

all foUr networks could become
Republican, or all four might become Democratic networks. Surely this cannot be anyone’s intencondition would
tion, for siich
be highly undesirable.
takes the posione
Therefore, if
tion that a network should editor-

8,

.

COMEDY WORKSHOP

Box

.

Grand Central Sta., NYC 17
Phone SPring 7-6210
you subscribed to “Comedy

835,

Halve

World”-/-the

humor

trade

journal

of

.

the

field.

for
the

QRG’s board

of directors is the
best indication of the list of prime
stations involved. Ward Quail, of
the Crosley stations, is due to get
the nod as prexy, and Chris Whitting of the Westinghouse bundle
is on the board. Other board members are: Charles T. Lucy, WRVA,

.

on

EVERYDAY
Every channel

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3W..I4UI

SI.,

,

7-5800

John DeWitt, WSM,
Nashville; Ralph Evans, WHO, Des

Richmond;

Howard

Moines;

WWL;

Summerville,

New Orleans;
WGN, Chicago;

Sfchrelber,

Frank
James

Gaines, WOAI, San Antonio; Frank
Fogarty,
WOW, Omaha; Don

Thornburg, WCAU,
Charles Crutchfield,
lotte,

N. C,

Phila.,

WBT,

and
Char-

TV

AND COMMERCIAL

SHORT FILMS
BRITISH NEWS-REELS LIMITI
147 Wardour St., London, En
i

'
;

i
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and

film shows listed; in each case,
ratings are furnished

AND

women 9s*

tions channel;

DETROIT

and

1.

Badge 714 (Myst)
City Detective

WWJ

.

..NBC......

Sun.

WJBK.,

(Myst)
Three Lives (Dr)

WJBK

3.

I

4.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .WWJ.

5.

Racket Squad (Adv) ...
Famous Playhouse (Dr)

,

.

.

.

.ZIV
•

*

•

•

I'V*

*

•

•

•

•

f.

V*

•

*'•

•

•

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

1

SETS IN

program

|

—WJBK

Stations

10:00-10:30

Wed. 9:30-10:00

».

USE

SHARE
(%)

JULY

.

.

27.7

,

,

25.3

.-.

Thurs. 9:30^10:00
*

all

RATING

Fri. 9:30-10:00

.

.

Numbered symbols next

Count-— 1,150, 000

Ipproxi! Set

2.

Led

to. station call letters represent 'the stachannels above 13 are VHP, Those ad agencies listed a*
distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

time

DISTRIB.

and audience composition vary according to

a filmed

DAY AND
STATION

TYPE

.

68..

*

45

51.

,24,7

,

22.6.

,

WWJ

,

48.1 Liberace

.

50.8 Blue

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.WWJ
WXYZ.,

8.

.

9.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
Led Three Lives (Dr)
Racket Squad (Ady).

1. I
2..

.

..

.

.ziv

.

3..

Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

Badge 714 (Myst)
Kent Theatre (Dr)...

6.

KSTP

ziv

.wceo.
KSTP.

City Detective (Myst) ....

4.

5.

i

„MCA

.

.

KSTP

Waterfront (Dr)
8. Abbott & Costello (Com)
Hopalong Cassidy (W)
10. .Liberace (Mus)
7.

WCCO

.

.

...

.

•

.

WCCO.
WCCO.

.

.

V

•

•

...

..

'•

«'•

1

NBC

.

Mon.
Wed.

8:30-9:00

Mon.

9:00-9:30

.

*

i

•

•'<

•

•>

4

»

If

>'l

«

61.

,i5;6.

56
32

Stations-

.

.

.26,2

,

.23 2

........

^

1

•

.

,.

.14.5

.

14.0

Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

.KCMO.

........ ziv....

2.

Cisco Kid (W)
Life of Riley (Com)
Led Three Lives (Dr).

.WDAF.

........ZIV.....

.

Tues. 9:00-9:30

.

Sun. 4:30-5:00

.

.

...

.

486 Baseball

..

.

39.8

..

.

.

46.8

.

.

.

.30.9

.

.WDAF

.

4. I

.

.KCMO,
.KCMO.

5.

Oowboy G-Men (W)

6.

7.

Annie Oakley (W)
Front Page Detective (Myst)

9.

.KCMO.
Racket Squad (Myst)
Twin Sycamore Theatre (Dr) KCMO.

.

.

.....

KMBC

.CBS

.....

.Sun;

.

.

.

.

35.8

.

...

.

ABC.

..

28.3

28.4

.

48.7

18.5

63'.

.

29.6

.

-28.4

70. ......

.

18.0.. .......

..Mon. 10:00-10:30

.

.

.

63...

.

.

.

....

68 ......

.

47.......
72
79

.......

17.8.

.

.

Fri. 9:00-9:30

.

.Guild

....

.

,

40........

.17.8

Thurs. 8:30-9:00

.

80

193,.

4:00-4:30

.Tues. 9:30-10:00

.

.17,5.

;

.16.7.

r

.;

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

Approx. Set Count —340,000

2.

Detective (Myst)
Boston Blackie (Myst)

3.

Mr.

1. City.

.

District.

WBNS,

.

.

Attorney (Myst)

.

,

..v.-.MGA.

.

;

WLW-C
WLW-C

......

.

.

.

.,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.30.2,.

ZIV
ZIV

Tues. 9:30-10:00

.....30.0..

Wed. 9:30-10:00

..,>..27;8...

5.
6.

.

.

.

.

.

./WBNS.,
.WBNS.
.

ZIV.

Tues. 8:30-9:00

City Detective
.

Captured (Adv)
8 Eversharp Theatre (Dr)
All Star Theatre (Dr)

.

.WBNS

.

McCann

...

-’tVicks

Sun. 8:30-9:00

.

Superman (Adv)

.

Mon.

•

:

WLW-C
WLW-C
WBNS

.

).

9:30-10:00

...NBC...

Sun. 9:00-9:30

ziv:

.Sat. 10:00-10:30

;

.

,

.

26.3

.

37.8

.

24.4

.

21.1

67

45.4

56;..

53;2

51. ....

.

Sereeri

Gems

Flamingo

.......

.

.

,

,

.

.

... ...17.6..

.

.

... .17 ,6

;

Wed. 6:00-6:30

.

49v.

i.,

...

.

53

.

.

50. ......

......
Talent Patrol
Stories of the Century
Blue Ribbon Bouts
Wrestling
............
Zoo Parade
Crest Theatre
....
News; Weather ..........
Sports Club
Place the Face
News; Weather; Sports
Weather; This Is the City
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

81.

,

..

.

..

2.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst) KATV
Badge 714 (Myst)
..KATV..

3.

Amos

4.

Liberace (Mus)
Death Valley Days (W)

1.

$.

Andy

(Coin)

Cisco Kid (W),
Range Rider (W)
8 I Led Three Lives
9. Annie Oakley (W)
6.

7.

.

.

.

.

,

.

10 . Kit Carson (WJ..

(Dr)

....

,KATV

.

ZIV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS..

.

.

;

KATV.

.

Sun. 9:00-9:30

.

.

;

Stations-

...47;2.,

Wed. 9:3.0-10:0.0
Mon. 6:30-7:00

.

,

Count— 75,000

Sun. 8:30-9:00

.

NBC ,
.

.

.

Fri. 7:30-8:00

45.0.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WTVN

,

36.8

•

.

.

...

.

.

,

i

30,8.

;

.

Sun. 4:00-4:30

.

.....
.

.

.

.

.

.

48.4

Summer Theatre

42,6

Break the Bank.

-KARK

News

.

.29.6.

....:.
.

Thurs. 7:00-7:30

.

.

.

.

.24;0.

.21.9,

.

.

;

91.

49.4 Colonel Flack

,

.

.

,

...

.,

.,..16.2

...

....302

.14.7

... .27:2:

....21.7

....

1.7
... .. .,14.0
...

>

,

.

.

11.1

,

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

3.3

7.6

17.5

.

17 .5

.

,.

.

..... 10.0

.

.

9.7
8.7

4.9

4,4

33

l.i

WBNS

(10)
10.4

.

.

...

.

.17.6

.

.

WBNS

.

.... .16.4

..WTVN

..

.WLW-C

.... .114
..

.WTryN

.

.

36
18

,WTVN
.WTVN
.WNBS

.

.

17.8

..... 11.2

WBNS.

WBNS

.

—Donaldson

.

.**.>174

.WTVN'

2.8

WTVN

28

KATV

(7), Pine Bluff

.KARK

3.4

.....

KARK

4.4

47 ;9 Voice of Firestone .......
50.5 Bank on the Stars.
35.8 Sports Time
Big Playback

.KARK
.KARK
.KARK

6.6

•

71,.;....
86

..

83

..

34.6

Channel 4 Theatre

86
84

..

31.0

..

30.9

;

37.9

The Ruggles ...
Cheer TV Theatre
Four Star Playhouse
Slim Rhodes

65.

,10.6

.

11.6

WBNS

(4), Little Rock;

50.9 Political

.

.26.6..

Sun. 5:00-5:30
.Thprs. 6:30-7 ;00

.

.

;

.Sun. 3:00-3:30

.

. .

WDAF
WDAF

.

.

21.2 Theatre;

..

.

.....;.

20.8

...

... ...... 14.7

.KMBC

(6) ,

Chance of a Lifetime
Name's the Same
Ribbon Bouts;

93...

.....41.3..

....14.3

.

KCMO
KMBC

.

.

.

ZIV.,.*..

.KATV. ........CBS........
.KATV,. ........ ZIV
.KARK. ........ CBS.,..
..KARK.
.

.

.KATV.
.KATV.

Approx. Set

,..,24.7

-

.

KMBC
KMBC

News-— John. Daly

LITTLE ROCK-PINE BLUFE-HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

.

.KEMO
.WDAF
.WDAF
.KCMO

35.2 Duffy’s Taverii
37.8 Marathon Theatre

.

47,

.

.17,2.

.

.

9.2
.,

.

.kmbG
.KCMO

......

52,6 U. S. Steel Hour,
43.0 Television Playhouse

57

23.8.

.22.6.. ....

Fri, 8:30-9:00
,

.... .24.4.

.

15.6

. . .

WDAF

News; Sports

55.4 Blue

26.6.

16.8

6.8

KSTP
KSTP

;

,

WLW-C

...

7.

10.

.......

. . .

26
...

WCCO
WCCO
WCCO
WCCO
WCCO
WTCN

Bouts; Sport Spot.

Led Three Lives (Dr)
Death Valley Days (W)
Badge 714 (Myst).

4. I

15.2

.19.5

3,2

.KSTP
.KSTP

....

...

.

.

.

.. .... .17.9

KSTP

Summer

Stations— WLW-C (4),

.Fri; 9:00-9:30

v.

..:r

...

WMIN'
.

...

,

.

WT'GN (11)

,

.

.

10 5

.7,

WJBK

.

,

.

.

WWJ

This Is the City

COLUMBUS

.

... .

—^WDAE (4), KCMO (5,) KMBC (9)

86

.

.19.8,

.

.

..

Big Picture
31.1 Saturday Night Revue.
36 0 Foreign Intrigue

39...

.22.5.

.

.

.

8:30-9:00

Sun. 2:30-3:00

.

..KCMO.

Liberace (Mus)

10.

Wed.

.

.

Thurs. 9:30-10:00

,

.WDAF...

.

.

.

...

Weather; Sports
3.

.

.

17.7

Statiom
.

.....

,

(7)
77

..

•

Theatre
50.4 Blue Ribbon Bouts
Bouts; Fight FollowrUp

47.,
.

Name’s the Same

47

82.

.

.

;

.

Led Three Lives

I

...

Knowledge

Weather; Sports
46.8 Waterfront

32.

Approx. Set Count-—360,000

1.

48.1

.

36;^...

>

.14.5,

Sun. 8:30-9:00

Place the Face

28.0 Musical;

,

.

...

Daddy

53.9

44;

14.7

.

25,8

for

39.6 Today’s Headline;

53;

.

Make Room

59.

...

•

.

45.6

49

21,0...

...... 17;9

..

Sat. 8:00-8:30

i

,

2L3.

8:30-9:00

Name’s the Same
22.6 Sports; Safety Eye
Safety Eye

.

.

WXYZ
WXYZ
WWJ
WJBK
WJBK
WXYZ
WJBK
WJBK
WXYZ
WJBK

.

—WCCO (4), KSTP (5), WMIN (11).

,.21.7.

.

Sat. 9:30-10:00 (a.m.)

.

...Guild;

KANSAS CITY

.15.8.

;

Ribbon Bouts

‘49.2

.

36.

...,.15,2.

.Mon. 9:00-9:30
Thurs; 9:3040:00

.

..VTP........ .....
.

,

.

.

84.

.163

;.

.

.

.

.

.NBC.
.......ABC...
.-.

39

.

189

.

Tues. 8:30-9:00

..ZIV
.r;

... .18.9

.

Mon, 10:00-10:30

,•**.•**•/«***

'•

...

'KSTP.,

.KSTP

8:00-8:30

,

Thurs;. 9:30-10:00

-

.

10:30-11:00.

Sun, 10:30-11:00
Sat; 10:30-11:00

.

Guild

9:30-10:00 ......

ApproXi Set Count-—415,000

.WCCO.

.

Wed.

.

Gems

Screen
.

WWJ

10.

.

Tues.

WWJ

.

.Tiles;

.MCA:--. ...

Foreign intrigue (Dr), , :..... WJBK ...
Old Star Playhouse (Dr).
Cisco Kid (W)
WXYZ....
Liberace (Mus)

7.

ABC.

.......

WXYZ

(4),

—

;

.

(2),

.......
39 5 City Kid
...
37.4' Zane Grey Theatre

70...
.

RATING

sta.

Bouts; Greatest Fights
;

.

informa-

— day

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

..

agencies,

All

latest reports

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors,
stations, and clients as an aid in determining- the effectiveness of
show in the specific, market* Attention should be, paid to time

...

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children?* show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children* with cor9
responding results for the sponsor aiming, at the children * market . Abbre9
viations and symbols are as folhfivs: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children *;
{Hus),
documentary;
musical;
(Doc),
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),

their competition; shown opposite .

by ARB, based, on the

factors', since sets-in-use

time

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and national spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week, with, the 10 top-rated
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Guild Films is preparing to-f
$1,000,000 stock issue
launch
shares of
which will place 250,000
shares on the
the firm’s 700,000
Issue
issue.
public
market as a
the Securities &
has been filed with

By DAVE

1

Commissiori and the
Trvr>hanee
New York brokerage firm of Van
& Co. has arranged
Noel
Alstyne,.
handle the issue.

to

will be used primarily to
Coi
wipe out the company’s indebtedprincipal
to factors and its

ness
With four .series,
stockholders.
“Liberace,” “Life with Elizabeth,”
and
Show”
Zabach
"Florian
'

“Frankie Laine Show,” currently
firm had secured
in production, the
private financing for the .films. New
issue- will

wipe

Guild’s Air Patrol
The: telefilm business being

what

two Guild Films
salesmen have acquired airplanes with which to cover
it

is,

their territories.

They’re Bob

DeVinney, who covers the
Great Lakes area out of Chi,
and Bill Pomeroy, who works
out of Detroit

War

II.

but .-$210, 268 in
the books and will
all

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Telefilm industry is beset .with
chaos trying to keep up with rerun payments due the various Hollywood talent guilds, the frankeristein created because the industry
is growing at a tempo far beyond
expectations.

.

bank notes off
enable Guild to finance future production largely out of operating
.:

revenues. Firm will pay off a total
of $483,994 in loans with the issue,
consisting of. $25,000 in bank notes,
$283,944 in loans from factors, and
$175,000 in stockholders’ loans.
Shares will be offered in 15 to
20 days at a price of about $4 each

1st

Tele Suspension

Hollywood, Sept. 71.
To Anita Ekberg goes the
dubious distinction of being
the first telepix pactee placed

Eliot Hyman, head of the newlyreorganized Associated Artists* last
week completed the. financing and

Beer of the. third
“Douglas Fairbanks Presents.” Deal involves re-

sale to Rheingoid

year’s production on

unider suspension.
Miss Ekberg failed to

for a role in “Sheena,”

gional sponsorship of the 1955
not yet in production, by
Rheingoid, and gives Associated
Artists distribution rights: in nonRheingdld markets.
Hyman is also in the process of
wrapping up hegotiaitions to take
over distribution, rights on this
year's Fairbanks series from In-

show
femme:

series,

Tarzan-type series, being produced by. Four Star Productions for the Nassour brothers,
Irish McCulla had been handed. the lead because of Miss
Ekiberg’s repeated failure to
report for the series, but
smaller role had. been penthe
cilled
for
missing
.

Producers, especially of anthol-

.

the planes for
They’ll
quick station and agency visits
and will stock them With projectors, screens: and audition
Guild shows.
prints, of all
Both, served in the Air Force

during World

KAUFMAN

ogy series, are- complaining the
problem has created a monstrous
bookkeeping job, and that the
methods of reruns and distribution
are so complex it’s virtually impossible to keep tab on them so
they can pay the various residuals.
Problem is a continually increasing migraine, and producers are
trying to come up with a solution.
Illustrative of the financial burden
On producers is the fact that several years ago “Fireside. Theatre’’
producer Frank Wisbar spent $1,year to learn he Owed
200
residual
payments. The nut was for bookkeeping entailing extra clerical
help, attorneys, and CPA checks.
Since, that time; the situation has
worsened considerably, with so
many, telefilms being rerun it’s

screen

writers

$600.

in

pactee.

Miss -Ekberg was originally
ordered to. report last May 1
for rehearsal on the “Sheena”
pilot, to have been lensed May
and when she failed to
3,
show company launched a talent hunt, coming up with Miss
McCulla. However, additional
notices were sent Miss Ekberg,
but they were ail ignored,

:

.

terstate TV, the Allied Aritsts telepix subsid which has been distrib-:
.

birig

*

.

..

.

made when

NBC

Film

..

stepped out of its. distribution deal after the first year.

Division

Rheingoid in 1955 Will sponsor the
series in N;Y;, Atlantic City, Bing-

hamton, New Haven and all of
California, with Associated Artists
.syndicating
the rest of the
country,

.

.

markets

non-Rheingold

Rheingoid renewed and

'

company rep said;
on an over-the-counter basis.. Par
value will be 10c, providing for a^
$70,
of
capitalization
balance-sheet
Interstate Television took a big
000, but the firm will have a capi- step in the direction of color tv
Guild Within the; past few weeks; Three more difficult than ever to keep
tal surplus. of $1,600,000.
check on the maze.
prexy Reub Kaufman and his as- tint series have already been pur
Obviously the problem is much
sociates, a group of Denver busi- chased, and firm prexy G. Ralph
nessmen, will continue to retain Branton is “reaching for” multi- simpler with those series having
or
shares,
stet
casts and creative help.. But
holding
500,000
control,
chrome feature pix to use via
for the anthology producer, who
about 64% of the .outstanding video.
has
a
different cast* writer and
stock.
Major buy at Interstate consists
Preliminary prospectus prepared of 78 15-minute “Popular Science” director on every picture, it’s bea
“craziness,” as Wisbar puts
come
some
interreveals
by the. brokers
pix,. formerly handled for theatriesting figures on. the firm’s opera- cal
by Paramount. it.” Echoing Wisbar’s complaint,
distribution
contend
the producer is priothers
For
unrevealed.
the
Roster of .advertisers in WORtion, hitherto
Branton said that all of them have
seven-month period from last Dec. been updated to avoid scientific marily concerned with the making TV’s. (N.Y.) 30 feature film lineup
afford
a
he
can’t
vidfilms,
that
of
After Liggett &
six.
after
'at
earned
stands
it
1 to this June 30,
anachronisms. A new series of 26
longrange bookkeeping plan.
Myers broke the, ice, with Piels
interest and taxes a net of $69,295, Wally Tabor “Big Game Hunter
Guilds themselves, have admit- right on its heels, Rival Dog Food,
on a total distribution income of films Were also bought in color.
Profit before interest And last a skein labeled “Beyond ted from time to time that policing Pellex Dipilatory Cream, Sterling
$1,085,182.
and taxes was $234,716. Prospectus the Yukon,” narrated by Ken such a complex system is extreme- Dfug and Vick Chemical have
indicated that prexy Reub Kauf- Niles, was stocked for tint tv. All ly difficult, and while they have joined up.
man is pulling down, an annual sal- the buys are of 15-minute proper such machinery in motion, its efSigning of sponsors for the feaaiy of $40,000 (raised by the direct ties, and Branton. disclosed that fectiveness has been questioned by tures themselves, each at an. estimany guild members.
tors in June from $25,000).
mated $4,175 weekly, is only part
first syndicated sales were made
Prospectus also revealed that in black-white prints last week/
‘Guilds Missed Boat’
of the coi influx. Directly attribuBarney Goldman, firm’s former
Branton, in N.Y. prior to Labor
guilds utable to the start of the features
Wisbar contends the
sales manager, has filed a breach Day to confab With his sales chief,
missed the boat in their thinking on a 16:a-week basis later this
of contract suit alleging wrongful Lloyd Lind, announced that his when
they first negotiated the tv month are most of the 10 new spot
dismissal and asking $250,000 dam- company is after color features. pix pacts, that not realizing the advertisers in camp. And Schaefer
ages.
Guild has filed a counter- He said that they “will have great complexities of vidfilm distribu- Brewing has firmed for the “Favorclaim for $2,000 in improper extion, they were thinking in terms ite Story” repeats oil Wednesdays
value for television.”
penses
submitted
by Goldman
Branton said he knew of many of motion picture distribution, a at 9 p.m., between showings of the
while with the firm. Suit.is in N.Y. sources for color features which comparatively simple method. “For features
Supreme Court.
WOR-TV is going to about $36,he hoped to tap for tv use. The example, I turn my pictures over to
official said that '‘the process any a distributor. Often he will make 000 for promotion and advertising
the feature films for the first
color feature is made on will-be
(Continued on page 48)
month of their run, through Oct.
found compatible” for tv. He was
15, Chief outlay will be for daily
referring to the problems faced by
ads in all met area dailies. Moretv technicians and color film eximitation banknotes for ^‘Milover,
perts. in accurately reproducing ‘Danny Dee’ in
lion Dollar Moyie” (running title
any company’s tints, whether it be
will be distributed
features)
for
those of Technicolor, Eastman qr
Even Prior to Preem;
through N;Y. merchandisers.
Cinecolor.
biz has caused the
upbeat
The
Interstate meanwhile is out to
1st Year Gross Gordon Gray-led video operation
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
bolster sales through increased
Irthe
“That’s lyTy.Boy,” currently live profit-sharing by pitchmen
Enterprises,
Dee
of
151 “Famous PlayDanny
hold
,to
lay
and
On CBS-TV, is going to film, with through general expansion of the win Rosee-topped outfit turning house” dramas from MCA; 39
episodes from
“The
Adstarrer*
Doty
G-Men”
out
the
“Cowboy
Roy
three vidpix rolling this week, as office and: Sales forces. Expansion
underway ventures of Danny Dee” is in the Flamingo, and a package of 165
the web seeks to get the celluloid of the sales staff gets
the same
prior
series
from
cartoons
the
kjjflpix
with
animated
black
immediately, that being one of the
on the air soon as possible.
are. bemajor reasons Branton was in N.Y to its air date. .Show will preem distrib outfit, More shows
as a film entry (after 16 months as ing mulled by Mil Fenster, station
Cy Howard-produced show just last week.
of them will be
received a 13-week renewal, which
Lind disclosed that his staff oi a iive local show on WABD* N. Y.) film buyer. Most
Sept. 17 on WBZ-TV, in Boston* slotted around or between the. featakes it through January, ..and he seven will be upped to 20. shortly
and tures.
Philadelphia
renewed options- of director Bob Branton chimed in that “salesmen WFIL-TV
Finkel and writers Bob Weiskopf will have a substantial share in WGN-TV in. Chicago under sponPez comedy.
and Bob Shiller.
their sales efforts;” He said that sorship of
Besides the Fez sale, firm has al- Industrial Telefilms
George Burns’ McCaddert Pro- commissions Will be increased uri
ready lined the show up in IQ
ductions. is shooting the Eddie-. der the. new setup.
markets and is dickering
minor
Longer a 1-Shot
Mayehoff starrer. MgCadden this
with DuMont for WDTV. in Pittsv/eek put 200 more on the payroll,
Advantage of the 13-week series
in Washington.
burgh and
the .company lensing its, Burns and
in the industrial
All of which means a projected over, the one-shot
•Allen show; “Boy,”
Jack Benny,
gross on the series of $250,000 for telepix field is demonstrated by
ln color, tests
for Robert Cumthe
the year, not including
the announcement by Association
*nmgs series, arid 41 teleblurbs;
deals but including the
Broadway Angels puts the first and
Films, the industrial distribution
live show, which, continues
of its “Angels Auditions” shows on
seven 13- week
Films: are 'being pro- outfit,* that it has
Wednesday (15) as
starting

iri

.pursuant to the deal

A A, now in the process of adding
product to its catalog,, has also
picked: up 13 new features for l6m
theatrical and television release;
has secured syndication rights on
Kagran Productions’ “Johnny Jupiter,” which ran national spot for
Candy last season; has
bought the 12, “Sherlock Holmes”
features from Motion Pictures, for
Television; picked up the Alan
Funt “Candid Camera” series, 13
other features, 37 westerns and
three serias, one of which is “Rin
Tin Tin.”

M & M

1

Hyman, who is a partner in MouProductions, has been active i
financing vidpix but has not been
in distribution since he sold Associated Artists? in 1951 to the
Lansing Foundation which later
was integrated into Motion Pictures
for Television. He remained with
MPTV, a. large proportion of whose
features catalog came froth the
Associated library* as a consultant.
Associated Artists is the second
outfit associated with .MPTV to reestablish .itself. Flamingo Films,
owned by the Harris Group, split
lin

away from

MPTV

and

set itself

up

earlier this year.

.

Dough

250G

:

Hollywood, Sept.

A

7.

production partnerhas been formed by Milton
Berle and Mickey Rooney, who are
planning to lens a couple, of series
in the near future.
Neither Berle npr Ropney will
be in the projected properties, first
of which is "Daniel Boone,” with
the pilot rolling in Noyember. An
adventure series starring Sabu is
set, pilot tb go in January.
Nancy Walker has been signed
by Berle as the regular comedienne
on his show,. Ruth "Max” Gilbert
will only be in two or three shows
next season due to impending
motherhood. Rooney guests on the
initial Berle Show Sept. 21.
telefilm

ship

No

WTTG

TO ROLL NEXT WEEK

.

WDTV

WTTG
WABD

Hamilton, one of the key
agents involved in the soluof th ® Floral Park, L. I. bank
v i!l
Jobbery, has resigned
from the
Biireau to join Flamingo
Films’
staffHe’ll
cover the
r'
^oinam
agencies and act as gen.

1

t

-

.

‘

.^sistant

to topper

Sy Wein-

incidentally,
the

Coast

s °' 0,
fife

.

tniut
talks in

planed

Monday (6) for a
the firm’s now Coast
tor production, and sales

Hollywood.

film
at the
Island.

next

Telson Studios, in Long
First play foe the series is

upcoming Jeanette PattenTheodore Hirsh work, “Put Them
All; Together ” which is slated to
star Fay Bainter and Kay Med-

the

ford.

Series of 39 films will be. supervised by L. P. Dudley, a British
stereoscopic photography expert,
who is due in from England today
Series will be shot in a
(Wed.).
3-D process. Toni Legate and Howard Field are producing the series,
with Paula Stone as emcee.

a

strip.

duced both as a half -hour once-a- quarter-hour series enjoying heavy
weeker (which Pez is using) of as a station playdates throughput the
cross-the-bbard quarter-hour strip. country. Firm is also preparing the
Danny Dee is also tying in a release of an eighth series, "First
merchandising campaign employ- Semester,” a 26-week group.
Association has “Made in the
ing Doty's commercial art and his
“Films for
Sketches for the program itself. U.S.A.” on 108 stations;
”A
There’s Danny Dee soap, with the Family” on 70 stations;
stations;
78
on
Deck”
Slacked
engraved
show
the.
character's from
outon
82
on castile soap, a pre-sketched “Boy’s Railroad Club”
Package” on 69
panel with paints and brush and a lets and “Sur-prize

sics” arid is being

produced by Ray

Gordon Productions.
Narrated by Marty
both
plays

new

Glickman

show, clips of great
players in addition to
College series includes

series
arid

film.

clips showing Red Grange, Tommy
Harmon, Blanchard & Davis, Albie

Pros include
Booth, :arid Others.
Sid Luckman, Sammy Baugh, 01 to

“TV Graham and Steve Van

Two new
for outlets.
contest
imagination
visual
and“Italian Rainbow*’’
viewers. In the works are a series Travel-log”
.have just begun making rounds and
of. 2oc books to, be published by
heavy demand,
showing
are
.Dunlap,
Grosset &
series,

Vitapix’s Grid Series
Vitapix, the station-owned distribution outfit, has picked up a
series of 26 quarter-hour football
Package is
series for fail sales'
split into two groups, “Pro Grid
Classics” and “College Grid Clas-

Burcri.

U

.s

Vn«ithe second sports series lor
icstJjng
pix, which acquired a

package earlier

this yeai*.

This show combines a big box-office star and a
in cities all over the world.

As a

sure-fire subject; intrigue

globe-trotting diplomatic courier, Cesar

and out of trouble like you and I get in and out

of the

market.

Romero

is

available to

espionage
gets in

bath tub; The films are the work of

Hal Roach, Jr and what’s more they're brand-new
,

and

Romero

.

.

.

never before shown in any

add excitement to your commercials. Want more

facts?

Call:
In

NEW YORK:

In

CHICAGO!

In
In
In

Don

L. Kearney, 7* West 66th St., SUsquehanna 7-5000
John Burns, 20 North Wacker Dr., ANdover 3-0800
HOLLYWOPP: Bill Clark, 1539 North Vine St. HOlly wood 2-3141
D ALIAS:
Howard Anderson, 3123 McKinney St., RAndolph 6302
ATLANTA:
Joseph Porter, 66 Eleventh St., ATwctf>d3885
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MANDRAKE THE MAGICIAN
A brand-new series with — PRESTO! — a
of

them

mystery
a top

adults,
.

.

.

plus

who
all

ready-made audience of 50 million

fans,

most

follow the famous magician in comic strips, Here’s adventure,

the surprise and excitement of legerdemain at

TV actor and skilled magician, plays

“Mandrake.”

its best.

Coe Norton,

How can you go wrong with a

selling force like
this?

In

NEW YORK:

In

CHICAGO:

Don L. Kearney, ^ West 66th St., SUsquehanna 7-5G00
John Burns, 20 North Wacker Dr., ANdover 3-0800
In HOLLYWOOD: Bill Clark, 1539 North Vine St., HOlly wood 2-3141
In DALLAS:
Howard Anderson, 3123 McKinney St., RArtdolph 6302
In ATLANTA:
Joseph Porter, 66 Eleventh St., ATwood3885
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Variety

TV-FILMS

1934

8,

LAUCK, COFF TO EUROPE
Vidpix Chatter

mmmm

M

M

i

*

Hollywood, Sept..
Chet Lauck and Norris Goff

New York
'
.

Accent on merchandising of gym f
shows is beginning
Black Forest
form of a doublefirst of 26
“Black Forest,
edged sword for some distributors/
has
service,
riiinor
began
as
Pictures (Burt' Balaa
•Princess
What
ban) feature product made
become a selling “must.” and

7,

left

make three
for Europe last week
color, pho.Latest Ziv.telepix series to undertelepix .pilots in as many locales,
Transfilm
Carlo, go Spanish dubbing treatment is
Monte,
They will lens in
to

1

David L. Quaid,

:,fc.

ined
with Harry Ying [Venice and Zagreb (Yugoslavia), “I Led. Three Lives,” on which the
here to await .firm last week cut ai “pilot” soundmoving oyer with hint as as,- then will return,
tin
track.- Edward J. Stern/ Ziv InterA-BC ''SVn'di-rsponsQr- or syndicator reaction.
sistaht cam
fexy,,,
preparing, to.
pegged on Lum ’n’ Abner national
w Ofticps, w, n wipix are P fgp t -. Eutope ,n * make a Lati American ..tour with
cation set up tw
'Vlt
formerly
dis(Vitapik
Anderson,
pilot,
for
it’s
tv
showings to si at ions
time,
become
..for
the
same
especially.
James
Howard
the
contest.
yet at
h,j“G0od Neighbor’.’,
tributing), will be! launched in
a ballrarid-chain around the neck:
MPTV, heading up the Dallas Kern will produce and direct from and sponsors in. Mexico, VenezueNew York on WCBS-TV’s
p'f economy-minded syndicators.
a script by Carl Herzinger; Series la, Puerto Rico and Cuba.
branch and G. Joseph Porter,.
“Late ShOw" tonight (Wed.),
association vvith
is being -shot
Most of. Ziv’s other properties:
Fact of the matter is that while
World,, in charge in Atlanta
extheatrical
its
precbdiilg
Nassour are already on the air -i'n-Spanisn
the,
producers
many clients won’t consider buying
Herb' Jaffe indie
.Official Films .sales
72-mihuter,.
The
hibition"
Firm maintains a' dubversions.
Brothers.
a syndicated, show unless it’s got
which stars Peggy Ann Garner, [back from a trip to the Coast:
merchandisirigbing, studio in Mexico City, where
pro-packaged
and Akim Tamiroff, was writthe “Three Lives” pilot was made.
romotion campaign to go along:
Carleton Carpenter, recently dcten by Irve. Tunick and Joe
with it., few of them, use the camparted from the Broadway cast of
Liss and produced-directed by
paHn- 'after they’ve purchased the
Murray Anderson’s “AlmaJob
Martel.
Gene
show. Result is. a wasted expendinac” tapped by Walt Disney for
’Bobo The
“Forest” was reviewed in
Hire in. display material and pre/.!
Variety Feb; 3; 1954, with,
the- first three “Frontierla-nd” films
local telecast of a syndimiums. and giveaways by the dis-.i
Continued from p'ase 45
Chan appraising it as having
Jay cated .series in color has been set
in the “Disneyland!’ series
tribs: They can’t sell without it,
qualprofessional
thoroughly
exec
v.p.,
RKO-Pathe
Bonafield,
becomes
by KING-TV in Seattle, which has:-; a five-city deal, whereby a -stati
yet once they have sold, it
ity" and “a good bet to garner
and general sales manager Sidney booked the tinted kidpix series, can run. the ..pictures as often
a while elephant.
as
lots of sales.” (“Forest” will
Kramer. in Detroit last week for an “Bobo the Hobo, for a 52-week they vvish. On the whole
An -additional headache is the
distribuTransfilm proindustrial, pic
be followed next day (Thurs.)'
color run. Station has already be- tors are honest people, but with
fact, that the merchandising ca'nV
duced a 90-second anumatecl se- gun airing the -tint pix and will’ show
“Fir
One,” With Don
by
this’ type of deal and others;
paign is beginning: to be used as a
quence for the Cominnity Chest
Amec he and lari Hunter.)
the series of 26 twice over the next lar to it, the most honest man in
pi iccculUng device in the already f
s and. United Fund campaign this year.
Films were produced in the world can’t keep track of all
cutthroat market. Some syndicators
“Greatest. Fights Inc.”
year
Wisbar said.
offering a. complete package poiver. Film salesmen can’t double title, reverted last week to Mannic N. Y. by Lorraine. Lester’s Fantasy the re i’ll
men. It’s Baum Enterprises, and so ended Productions.
little cost to go along as merchandising field
h
Consequently, when Screen WritBaum’s
where
confusion
./with a reduced price, ..the entire generally up to the sponsor to see the
KING-TV, incidentally, was one ers Guild go into resumption of
show thus going for less than other that tlve merchandising campaign “Greatest Fights of the. Century” of the first stations to air a tinted 'negotiations'- on their pact with the.
cut rate properties. In a market lie. buys /s followed up in the stores were in competition with another syndicated film iq color. It showed telefilm producers this fall, Wisbar
whore pricecutting is the practice, by his own field men. Generally, series sold by Greatest Fights Inc. “The Empty Holster” episode from plans to recommend adoption of
The Larks, new quartet con- Ziv’s tinted “Favorite Story’’ as a
.....
this represents a new “under-the- the sponsors don’t bother, although
the royalty system as practiced in
of
table” me tbd of undercutting the they insist on a campaign being sisting of two former members
one-shot a couple of weeks ago, Europe for the past 100 years.
and two
available ;as a prerequisite for buy-: the Golden Gate Boys
mpetition.
about the same time that WNBT;
group, signed
Producer, who commented briskOdom
King
the
from
irig a show.
Exceptions
N. Y., showed the bued western.
with Studio Films, for a series of
ly, “from the very beginning I have
Result, is the presence on synfih
There have been some notable
musical shorts
, MPTV landed a
represented
that this whole busiexceptions to the general failure cators’ storerooms and warehouses two-page picture spread in the curness is hogwash,” said he will sugJean Shawlee Stars
of merchandising as an industry of large supplies of printed matter rent Look
on its upcoming “Shergest
the
simplest.
^method of redevice. Fortune Merchandising has and giveaways. In spite of this, lock Holmes;” Series and star RonIn London-Made Vidpix payment wpuld be to keep the enstaged some socko campaigns, and the syndicator must come up with ald Howard.
between
tire
matter
iWo persons—
London,
Sept.
7..
Guild Films’ Liberaee record pro- a new campagin for each show.
Phil Frankel back in town after
A new telepix series went into .the producer, and his writer, as is
motion has done fabulous jobs, for One solution currently employed shooting commercials for Transdone
in
Europe,
You
pay your
Nettlefold
production
at
the
Stuits
sponsors. But Liberaee is a is for the distrib to act simply as film In
Detroit
Guild has
phenomenon in itself,, and-.- Fortune. a. middleman by making arrange- opened Detroit branch office, corn- dios, Walton-on-Thamqs yester- writer a. flat sum for. a certain period-say
three
or
years—
five
and
day
(Mon)
Victor
Hanbury
aswith.
supplier
the
a
to
ments with
sell
a. fulltime merchandising servpany’s. seventh, under guidance of [
signed as producer. Series is being after that time you get Together
ice with widespread research, dc- giveaways directly to the sponsor, W. A. Pomeroy,
and
if
the
producer
decides
ha
lensed
by
.new
outfit.
E.
M.
“Solproducer
of
to
the.
distrib
supDave.
Nyren,
simply
A'clopment and field facilities that
whom
ith Jean Shawlee. as wants to keep;, the rights, he pays
virtually insure success. When For- plies a list of items and prices. But dier Parade” oh ABC -TV, flew to Films Ltd.,
tune takes, on. a job, it’s got men even here,- the distrib must make. Atlanta to line up talent for pos- star. She arrived- from New. York the. writer an additional sum.
Esso inked for a .last week for this assignment.
“This would eliminate this crazithe initial expenditure for dies and sible tv’er ...
in the field to insure its Success.
imprints bearing the name of the quarter of WPIX’s 69-game sports
This is one of the keys to th
After the first 'two in the series ness which is driving people out
gcncral merchandising failure in show and the star, and with the package from the Garden, -.Station have been lensed at Nettlefold,. the of their mind. I suggested this prenow has Piel’s and Robert Burns as unit will move to Highbury
the syndication business. While hesitancy of most sponsors to use
to try viously, but the guilds won’t listen
Jerry Gross and
well as, Esso
to an intelligent solution because
syndicators'\ devote large sums to a campaign, the. supplier is hardNorman Baer are handling, the put :tlie high definition system.
it’s simple. In. this way a producer
materials, they devote little to .man'.- put to .maintain the low cost-per- Morey Amsterdam “Door to Door”
could pay more when lie buys a
unit that makes the merchandising Video pilot. Teaser film has comic
teleplay or story. A copyright caninexpensive enough to be feasible: in.aud participation stanza for the
Doubling Into Comm’ls
not be sold in Europe, because achausfrau. \
Guild Films has formalized what cording to the law there something
MCA-TV has opened another
new office for vidpix distribution up to now has .been a scattered you write is as" original as your
in St.. Louis.
Henry L. Luhrman, service by making its stars avail- soul, But. a producer can take a
Ziv will head the operation*.. able fpr commercials ranging from
lien oh it:, and eventually it reverts
Health .Information Service, a former
_
ii.
•___
-_i_ v
_ f_i. i
In the; meantime, Chuck Lewis has eight: seconds to- a minute. Stars back to The writer.
non-profit educational organization quit N.Y.’s publicity department
participating in the service will be
“There -,is a stupid, foundation to
supplying information on medical for a 'sales job with MCA-TV on Liberaee, brother George, Betty
this entire residual plan, and noMerriman IL Holtz White,'
Joe
Kirkwood.
Cathy, body knows
arid health progress, has secured a the Coast
for sure how many
Jr. ankles as chief of. Dumont's corecord booking of 2,006 showings op programs and. film sales, effec- Downs. Floriaii Zabach. nd Con- times a picture has been rerun..
ad ventures of
on 324 stations of its series of six tive Sept. 30. After two years with nie. Haines,
The distributors are so far behind,
Art Gross, Guild’s operations di- in" th.eir bookkeeping it’s' awful.
half-hour dramatic public relations the web’s film syndication he’s
films on combatting disease. Show- about to leave for Europe, and is rector and client relations chief.-] There has been no clear thinking
ings were achieved in the 20-month not scheduled to return for several will be in charge of the new serv- behind the initiation of this.’ methperiod since January, 1953!
ice.
months.
od, and that’s evidenced by Hi
situation today.
tographer,

dicated. telepix
to assume the

chief
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The guilds have no idea of ho\
nuich this is costing the producer
and distributors. Screen Gems
distributing

This fall will see an unprecedented number cf neW half-hour programs offered in the syndication
with at least 22 new half-hoii rs already being
udifioned throughout the country. This,
f
is in addition to network shows going syndicated for the .first time, or national spot procluct
being made available locally for the first tme.
While there’s no selling season for syndicated product, length of the list, indicates to what
extent the syndication business has grown. It s especially significant in that, this, spring saw the launch-,
ing of, nearly an equal number of new properties in the syndicated marls. Listing of th.e.-.new
properties follows:
.-

starring'

.

field,

course,

Hugh Marlowe

!

The
one

of

the
cluction,
..g'uishes

E ller y Q u e e n
outstanding

the

Star

i.tle

time,

of

best-sellers

and

appeal

basic

spine

w.h i c* h in a d e

top-quality

which
this

distin-sc fie.

Meet

now

Distrib

COMEDY
His Honor, Homer Bell
'Mayor of the Town

pi;

the

is

reruns

‘Fireside’

and I know they haye quite a problem trying to keep track of all the.
runs.

“The
dared
made.

trouble

ndbody -lms

is

admit a mistake was
leadership has asserted
itself.- We must mold sense out of
all this chaos; and leadership- must
be asserted by the heads Of the If
industry,” declared Wisbar vehemently.
to

No

-

NBC

Film Division
United .Television Prograi

Gene. Lockhart
Thomas Mitchell

Corliss Archer

Ziv.

Television Programs

Fort Worth-^There. were 381 <550
tv sets in the Dallas-Fort Worth
area as c of Sept, I, according to
WBAP-TV director Harold Houghi
.

are already reflected
current ratings,
Detroit,

Iti

for

only one
Ellery* Queen'
after

Videodex.

18.6

MYSTERY-ADVENTURE
Commando Cody
M and ra ke the Mag

example,Telecast,,

won

an'

out>

It

rated
many, established,
pro-,
successful mystery

.

Passport

to.

.

For the full story— and
m a n ng u.v a 'liabilities’
i

re-

i

cia

Cesar Romero

Th,' .Whistler

.

S heiTock Holmes
Paris Precinct
Fabian of Scotland Yard

Sec ret Fi le U S A
Captain Gallant of the Foreign
Legion
Jet Jackson
I ii o r n a t ona h Police
,

grams.

Hollywood Television Service
i

Dangor

l

.

.

•

«

Ronald Howard
Louis/'jordan^.' Claude Dapplin'
Bruce Seton
Robert Alda
Buster Crabbe

ABC
ABC
CBS

Syndication
Syndication
Television Filih Sales:
Motion Pictures, for Television:
Motion Pictures for Television.
Telefilm Enterprises:

ATTENTION

PRODUCERS
Now

Available for Your

Screen Gems
Flamingo. Film

i

FILM

MUSICAL
tswn

P

Floriah Zabach

Programs of
America

47 J Madison Avenue,

New

,

Show

Frankie Lainc Show
Mirric for Everybody.

Ybtk

S

Laine
Dr,

Sigmund Spaeth

Guild Films
Guild Films
Sterling Films

ASTORIA,

MISCELLANEOUS

Inc,

6253 Hollywood B.vJ, Los Angeles

Zabach

Studio 57
Star and the Sloi\
Where. Were, You?

Touchdown

MCA-TV
Official.

Ken Murray

Films

United Television Program

MCA-TV

New

Seasons Production Schedule*

Films
Television Programs: of America
Official

L.

MM

I

•

Folly

•'

60x60 Clear Shooting Space 22 High

•

10.

Equipped 35

Mi
For

*

Added

Sound

;

S»u.di0

id-Manhattan

IhforniatiOn Call

CARL .RITCHIE
Phone RAvenswOodi 8-8938

f

Too often editorial comment in these columns has been on
the captious side, because mainly it is rare that opportunity
Co.’s
lor an. affirmative nod presents itself. Edwttf H. Morris

&

“Give Music For Xmas,” is one of these rarities. As is
detailed in the hews story herewith, the idea of an individual
music publisher sparking a gummed seal campaign, and making it available to all contiguous music enterprises— sheet muis the more laudatory.
le, records, folios
pitch,

.

—
;

A sorry note is the fact that none Of the trade associations
ized upon what should be an obvious merchandising pitch. In
actuality, the “give music” campaign, laudatory as .it is, is a belated paraphrase on what the bo&k publishers have been doing
for years, not only in combined industry advertising campaigns
.

connection

is

obvious,.

‘

,

l

5

Pop

,

'

•

&

.

r

'

i

.

mum

.

45s for the jockeys; execs of gome
majors have, been known in rePhil Lang' and Sid Kprnheiser, cent weeks to supply the' old-style
of the Edwin H. Morris Music in- platters to metropolitan jockeys
one way or another. .Usually, the
terests; have .incepted a “.Give Mudisk execs tell the jocks to call-up
sic For Xmas”, sticker campaign the publisher of a- given tune for
which they are making available the hot 78 arid the publisher transto the entire trade—colleague mu- fers' the platters to the right place.
The sales, and production execs
music
diskeries,
publishers,
sic
of the disk companies want to- see
shops and -anything and ‘everybody the -conversion to i45s take place
having to. do with music, The. aS soon as possible, but the artists
gummed stickers, in two sizes, have & repertoire chiefs want, to get
been ordered into the hundreds of their releases' played firstest and
thousands, as part of a longrange the raostest. If a jockey asks for a
early fall campaign, starting now, 78, the a&r men ate finding it
to plug “music -for Xmas”-giving.
tough to resist, since it means a

.

for

/® mb o. U.S.A., cleffed- by

A

*L©<

-

c^ ies

October

I®

til

w
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,

Ty repotted
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,sion of

'

:
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Jobbers, dealers,. deejay cards,; plug.
it’s expected, however, that soonrecord shipments, sheet music o ripackages, are no>y er or later the N.Y. stations will
all
sers
adorned with’ the sticker, which have to. give in to the 45 rpm trend.
Firstly, as RCA" prexy Frank M.
adorned with the sticker.
Folsom points out. (see separate

PROPOSALS TO ABC-TV
Vet music publisher Jack Robbeen huddling with
has
bins
Leonard H. Goldenson, prez of.
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc;, on a combined disk-

The abrupt manner
which the industry swung over

in
to

universal.
*

/Chicago, Sept. 7.,
ing ‘talks with ABC-TV
Deed Records,! indie diskery in
ing conti
iain
Quoftat
Tex.
off its first rekicking
is
Chicago!
veepee Robert M. Sveitman.
Houston, Sept. 7.
lease this' week,, a pair of vocal
Idea is to forrh platter subsidiary,
local ..singing sides by Beverly.’ Logan.
Spades,
/Four
The
a la RCA Victor with NBC and group, have signed a pact with
Company prefc Is Ralph Conrad,
Columbia Records With CBS. When
Records.
former bandleader and theatrical
Robbins- headed the firm bearingto change' agent. Under contract to' Deed at
have
will
group
The
*nd
Feist
with
along
name,
his
company present are Frank Farrell, JoAnn
Millet Music, he " conceived the* its name as the record
6ome Val and the HaiVnoniacij besides
Lion disk label, which is how had a group by that, name
Miss Logan.
time back.
,

.

•'

r

.•

.

:

MGM

.

.

MGM

1

<

:

:

'

MGM ‘Records.

*

v

.

;

with no advance consultation
with the stations, is not regarded,
as the best public relations maricuvre on the part of the disk industry but, after "the stations’ Ritz-Carlton Hotel, .Montreal.
pique and. conservatism fades away,
it’s believed that 45s will become
Indie Chi Label
45s,

Bowe

ery and music publishing affiliation
with the network. RObblnS is hav-

,

•

greatly facilitated for the. sta45s.

*

.

t

on

-
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4

album -repertory is becoming unavailable ©n 78s. \ Secondly,
the handling and storage of disks
tions

’

1

I

;

—

is

a&r pops.
Among, the new horizons in th#
popular albjim. business, Marek en-

visions a greater ; extension of
standard operetta music; an exten-.
the “popular” Internatibhal
Genevieve, French nitery song-,
albums, in' which’ Victor is lacking;"
'stress whom. Barron Polan is hanprogram,
to “devise n'ew .tvays
'and0
dling, cuts; her first album for Co-,
v
"of presenting, good niusic for ,'mass
lumbia Records this week, prior ,to
appeal—
^a sort of .‘de-intellectukliz^appearing on the first Max Lieb'man-NBC spectacular, with Betty ing’ the great masterpieces so that
term *longha|r’.wni not 'be for-'
Hutton- next Sunday (12). Gene- the
bidding to the ; mass consumption
vieve Is slated for the Persian
market,
And that, of course, is
hP.
Y,',Plaza,
Room of the Hotel
what we are after.”
„
Oct. 2 1 following Julie Wilson .who
the
International fi'bnt,, now
Thuri-/
Op
incepts the new season next
that Victor’s disk, pressing; plant in.
.day- (16).
LucLen Poret, accom pa n istrcom- Italy is. functioning, he Has a “Girl.
poser, is w ith. her. They fly di- On The Spanish Steps” (“Piazza di;
rectly.; after the NBC telecast to Spagnla”) album, in work. Actually
.open at the Caribe-Hilton, Puerto it’s the voice of an RIA (ROm*
Rico, oil Tuesday (14). Genevieve radio) thrush,. Katyana Ranieri, but
also being mulled for three Marek is figuring on the. “Coins in
is
Broadway legits. “Adele,” a musi- the Fountain” type of merchandis-.
cal version of “7th Heaven,” arid- ing to, project what otherwise-is an
“That’s Life,” the Coast revue be- unknowp quantity in America.
Ing brought to Broadway, First two
ventures- depend on her perfecting
her English, She made her North More Coin in Oil Than
American debut last spring at the

•

story),

'

:

•'

•

©ne of the key factors in launc

r
Mtter,
incidentally, is also the
wain bo package which
iL

Muzak,

the

,

V*"
rhumbas, is. now climbli
aboard the current mambo ki
wah the inking of Joe. Loco, Lat
bandleader, to an exclusive Wr
mg pact. Loco is' on the tale
loster of Tico [Records,
one of t
top Latin /labels In
the-busine
Marks Is currently prepairing
senes of .Loco originals plus a
© Her series of
his arrangemer
1 standards
in the company’s eal
,
fuch as Rodgers & Har
^Manhatian,”
Maria
Grevei
What A Difference A Day Make
rts °* 1 hew suite tltl
‘•HT

department. Latter was erroneous-.
as an aide to joe Carltori, who ^lll confine himself to

junction and attorney cpsts, Davis
^Gilbert, of N.Y.'. are legal reps

.

,

,r)
g
th«
Latin- American
mu;
craze in the U. S. about 25 yea
«K0 with ‘‘The Peanut Vendor” ai

W

'

:

Kick; Pioneered Rhuml
E. B. Marks Music, which w

RCA

1

,

-

Going

7.

.

unit,
1-heatr.es,
Loeiv’s
Rubin has retired from aCf
participation in. -hi* various
business interests.
(See separate
story In Film
section -on rieto
Metro-Loew film and 'theatre set-

Now

:

popular albums.
This year, the
sale of 78 popular records Isdrop( Continued oh page 56

!

five

Joe Loco With New Maml

ti.me,

travel to terperies

;

Inc.

Marks Music

At

Four. Aces
in Iowa,
A piecedental suit to block the Nebraska, Iillinois, Indiana
and
unlicensed pickup of music from
other midwestern states with terwired services via frequency moduritory bqnd?..
lation radio has been filed by
General Artists Corp. currently
Muzak Corp. against Wilskers Inc.,
Yonkers, N.Y., restaurant. Ac- hgs .the ..combination attraction of
,a
tion,
brought in N.Y; Federal the Gaylords, Don Cornell, and/the
Court, involves charges ;.by Muzak' Jerry Fielding orch out ori niters
that Wilskers was using Muzak' in this area. And Kitty Kallen is
music in its store wi thout proper being prepped for another tour, not
unlike her recent eastern swing
licensing or. payihent' of royalties.
One of the key issues in the with the Larry Fotine- band at the
Muzak suit is whether the restau-. time when her Decca click, ’‘Little
•rant has the right to install on Things Mean a Lot,’!, was soaring
its premises a sound system con- in the polls.
taining
electronic device to
Presentation generally has the
eliminate commercial announce- vocal artist performing two shows
ments and other verbal material. nightly with the band playing.
Mijzaik supplies Such devices to its
(Continued on page 5T)
customers :for this purpose and it’s
alleged that Wilskers Is using a
similar contraption:
Muzak is buttressing its claim, RCA'* Marek toExpand
with charges that restaurants played. three ‘song's owned and copyAlbuin Operation
righted by tlje wired music service. Three Muzak-copyrighted tunes
With Wider Repertory

|

hibition

20th-Fpx companies.

and. .Ralph Mar.terie.
,

1

The three new. board members
replaced J, Robert Rubin', Joseph
R. Vogel and Leopold Fri.bdmkn,
Vogel and Friedman have become
execs in the newly organized ex-

‘

Dee

around the same

will

Batoneer and his. “Third Herd”
will record .today, tomorrow andThursday to stockpile a backlog of
platters.
Band Opens at the Palladium, here next Tuesday (14) and.
While an' increasing number of
Capitol will! rush the local release
‘^Someone Dear to You,”
jare
of the platters, cut this week to give stations, are converting „to the 45; ”
George R./Mifekj; managpr of
‘Don’t Be So Sure”, arid “tfow That
the Herd .an extra exploitation •rpm system in order to play the. You’re Here,’'’
artists.
Victor,
repe!rt61re’ at
011 written ,by Andisk jockey cilff os, most ;of the inpush.
'who
just returned frorri another of.
drew M. isWeLl. Since these, tunes
die outlets In; New, York are. ter
are owned, copyrighted .and lic- ‘his, periodic quickie Rights to [Eufusing to toe thelineand are still;
ensed by Muzak, the wired music rope,' this time tri supervise spin*
playing the 78s. Fact that the N.Y.
sendee is'hjso acting as a. perform- HMV. recordings .in London, Is per-,
stations are able to get the 78s is
ance coH.ectipri society and is suing sonalljr taking command of tho
laid at the door of the. publishers
compariy’s popular album recordthe defendant aS stich.
:
as well as most of the major rec-.
Muzak is asking ; for .the mini- ings.- It Is for. this reason that, he
ord companies.
Statutory damages of $250 brought In Ed Welker from the
•While formally comitted to the’
fqr .each Infringement, plus an in- field to Wbrk under him in this

.

troller and newly-appointed vite"
prezi The Big Three Combi
is
jointly owned by the Loew’a and

properties

disk

hottest

its

.Lola

five years.

.

C. IVIichel; 20th v.p. Joseph H..M©skowitz, and J. T. Mills, Loew’s con-

Music Corp. of America has two
pegged for separate tours of oiienighters in October or November.
Crew Cuts go out with the David
Carrol orch on one short tour arid
follow later with a more expensive
Mercury, package that will include

'

.

in that capacity /are
20th-F’ox exec yice-prexy William

available.

of

them-

Woody Herman launches, his new
Capitol ‘platter pact today (Tues.)
With a rush session. Herman' recently Tefturned to the Coast 'label’s -fold' after an absence of some

.

-

unknown bands intro-'
new territories without

.

suffering a loss in name values.
Additionally, the record artists are
provided in-the-flesh showcases for
personal appearances in the hinterlands Where they are normally not

singers were a great plug, and
by concentration coul<l help
put a song oyer. NOW it’s just
limited to a handful of payola;
characters at the record companies.”

5 Years

Hollywood, Sept.

01 man and Scopp were named
and Irving Greenfield was named secretary with
Charles C. Moskowitz Loew’a vicepvexy,
remaining as president.
'Under the divorcement, ‘.the. production-distribution unit of Loe\y!a
will continue
majority ’Stock-,
holder in the music combine, with
20th Century holding, a substantial minority interest.

1

find

*

‘

Capitol After

vice-presidents

who continue

therefore,

will,

relatively
duced to

this-and-that

facture of .78 rpm classical albums.
Last year, it became necessary to
discontinue virtually all 78 rpm

Woody Herman Rejoins

1

such-and-such singer, and
bandleader, ive
at least 100 shots at a hit,
because these maestros and

in

had

years to come.,

The new setup of the board of *
Music combine
Big- -Three

ups )
Other Big Three board, na^rp^ers

packages in ballrooms, wherein, as
usually practiced, a_hot disk artist
is sold with a semi-name band for
about the price of a well-known
orch.
It’s a way of getting the

Folsom said, "The present trend
became markedly vlsibld two years
ago when the industry found it
necessary to discontinue the manu-

the

(Robbins, Feist It Miller), in. wake
of the completed divorcement of
Loew’fl Inc. last week, gives * big-ger role to the music company’s
active management.
Abe Olmanr,
general manager of the Big Three,
arid Mickey Scopp, administrative
exec in the music firm, were elevated to the board of the Big
Three along with Loeiv’s attorney,'
Irving Gfreenfield.

the wars, has his own views on
payola, particularly as regards
the a&r men at the diskeries.
“In the old days by cutting

I

selves at a loss to maintain high
listening
standards unless they
join the changeover to 45 rpm recordings."
This was taken as a
hint to some recalcitrant stations
to start converting their equipment
to 45s if they want to keep. up with
the pop music biz in the immediate

on

sea-

is
envisioned by RCA
'rank M. Folsom as. being
the near future.
Folsom said
that “eventually, the sale of all
78 rpm records will be so small
that they will not support distributor or dealer inventories and they
will be discontinued.”
Folsom’s predictions about the
disk industry’s future was made in

ahead

Abel.

1.

son are stepping up the push of

a statement last week commenting
on the current shift from 78 rpm
to 45 rpm in the disk jockey field.
He said: ’‘Broadcaster's desirous
of providing audiences with the
best in popular music in the period

,

this,

Jack Robbins, a veteran of

prexy

Certainly “music fOr Xmas” is one of the most inexpensive
and most durable items extant— even a pop record, at under
$1, becomes a lasting gift, as durable as a book which may be
read over a period of weeks. It’s a campaign which the diskthe contemporary music publishers, the dee jays, and certainly the respective retail outlets should sieze upon. The Morris outfit's Sid Kornheiser and Phil Lang—the latter through
his educational music department, which has been vivid in
sparking the “give music” idea—say that they have ordered
the slogan stickers in hundreds of thousands lots, and will supply, their colleagues gratis. What the trade should do in this

Larger booking offices

The Good Old Payola

in

>

.

Chicago, Sept.

two-speed

a.

platters,

but as inexpensive bookmarks, imprinted with the local bookseller’s name, to further the idea.
.

The emergence of

standard, for the disk industry, with
the discontinuance of the 78 rpm

.

Band Biz—This

Is

Wichita;

Nows?

SepL

7.

may

be -some time before batoneer Benny Strong returns to the
band biz, if ever. He’s discovered
there’s 'more money In oil.
Strong has been here for the last
two months, since disbanding his
crew after a date at the Coconut
Grove in Los Angeles. He has gone
into the. business of buying up oil
leases—and has discovered that it's
It

more

profltatolt

and

less wearing.

.

Wednesday, September-
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Perro Como: “Papfit^Loves Mambo”-"The Things I Didn't Do’' (Victor). Perry Como latches on to the
current mambo kick with clever
song that could develop into a flash
hit. Perry Como handles this tune
with a light touch while Mitch
Ayres or ch and chorus lay on the
Latin beat. (Johnnie Ray does a
raucous vocal on' this same number for Columbia and it won’t raise
his disk stock). On the Victor flip,
‘'The Things I Didn’t Do” is a

Reverse

backing.

is

number with okay

a slow

rhythm

^

.

“original cast” attempt, with, a
show like Irving Berlin's: “Annie.
Get Your.’ Gun,” despite the - company’s $250,000 investment in the
show, only to find that Decca was ister, and her two double numbers
withholding .Ethel Merman from with Earl Wrightson, “I’ve Had
Enough” and “You’re So Right
completion 'Of the project.
And, in the just releasing Capi- For Me,” are both strong. “Back
Home,” the fourth of the Part 2
tol album of “Satins and Spurs,”
quartets of numbers, is a slow
the iridie diskeryis riding the crest
The first side com*
ballad.
of a $300,000 investment in the
prises “Whoop-Diddy-Ay,” ‘‘Wildcat
television
first Max-Liebman*N.BC
title song, and “The
“spectacular,” usurping a function Smathers,” the
which perhaps NBC-RCA should Little Rock Roll,” all sprightly and
tied-into the plot
well
have snagged for obvious reasons obviously

•

its

.

'

or legit versus a tv original, of
course, is the ‘‘sudden death” poThis is a
tentials of the -latter.
Once may be
period.
oncer,
the
songs
if
and/or
but
enough,
the personality haven’t holdover
durability a project like “Satins
and Spurs” risks plenty. Fortunately for all concerned, despite
the uniformity of Miss Hutton’s
cowgirl casting—in song—the Livingston Evans numbers hold up.
True, they’re considerably in the
“Annie Get Your Gun” idiom, but
Miss. Hutton has a nicex ballad in
“Nobody Cares,” which should reg-

The artists’ potency in the recording business, especially on the
“original cast” album phase, has
become a .topic for more than
casual commentary in recent years.
It has seen diskeries cashing in on
milliori-dollar film productions, riding the crest of the Hollywood impact where this or that label happens to hold fortunate strings, on
It has seen RCA
stars,
certai
Victor, for example, frustrated on

chances.

Helen
“Oop-Shoop”Grayed:
“Teach Me Tonight” (Label X).
Helen Grayco (Mrs. Spike Jones)
makes an impressive debut on the
RCA subsid Label X with this
coupling.
Although “Opp-Shoop”
is stepping out via several male
quartet renditions, Miss Grayco
belts this rhythm number to a farethee-well and she should garner'
fair number Of spins. (The Hamilpleasing ballad neatly delivered by ton Sisters on Epic Records also
have cut this tune, but give a strict
Como.
Frank Sinatra: “When I Stop r&b interpretation). On the X flip,
Loving You"-”It Worries Me” (Cap- “Teach Me Tonight” is an excelitol)..
Frank Sinatra’s click way lent number, hut those indigo overwith
class ballad is displayed tones will probably limit the jock
once again on ‘‘When. I Stop Lov- spins.
Dizzy Dean: “You Don’t Have To
ing You.” This may not. have the
immediate impact of a ‘‘Young At Be From The Country”-“Wabash
Heart,” but it's a solid number Cannon Ball” (Colonial). Maybe, as
with a potential for., a long pull, the title Says, you don’t haye to be
“It Worries Me” is another pretty from the country to appreciate this

LAWRENCE WELK
and

hiS’

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
157th Consecutive Wee.k,

SantA -IVU>nica,

Ballroom,

Calif.

r

Will Appear

.

Aragon

:

CORN PALACE
Mitchell, So. Dakota.
19th through Sept,

Sept.

.

.

about the unsophisticated cowgirl
who becomes a glamorpuss,
Miss Hutton is her usual sprightly self, not as atomic in her “bomb-

the Liebman commitment to
the network-p-only it so happens
Betty Hutton is exclusively, tied to
Cap. NBC show’s scheduled for
next Sunday (12).
Rushing out a 10-inch LP, giving
it the “original cast musical comedy.” treatment, only in this Case
it’s a videomusical, the eight numbers by Jay Livingston and Ray
Evans, with “book” credit to Billy
Friedberg
and
producer-author
Liebman; are linked to this highof

PAPA LOVES MAMBO

PERRY COMO
RCA Victor
FRANK SINATRA

The Things
-

.:

WHEN

I

Qo

ON 20TH’S ‘CARMEN’

STOP LOVING YOU

shell” approach to a lyric, and i
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
this respect it's a plus for the pur-,
Coral Records, Decca subsid, will
poses of this album. Nelson Riddle
likely enter the soundtrack album
It Worries Me
does a competent batoning job and
market for the first time with a
the Textor Singers are a compeset of ‘Carmen Jones,” which 20th
tent accompanying group. Abel.
coupling, but it would undoubtedly Century-Fox is turning, into a film*
help. This is Dizzy Dean’s debut Coral execs have now practically
on disks and, as a singer, he’s a sealed rights to package the soundPhilharmonic”
“Jazz
the
at
play-by-play announcer of track.
; great
cost telemuslcal.
booked in San Antonio at the
baseball games. Dean has an. auHarry Belafonte and Pearl Bailey
Prime difference between a film Municipal Auditorium’ on Oct. 5.
thentic hillbilly flavor, and it probheading
all-Negro
are
the
Cast.
ably doesn’t matter that he hasn’t
“Carmen Jones” was originally
much of a voice.
The Chords: “Zippity Zum”- presented on Broadway by Billy
“Bless YoU” (Cat).' The Chords Rose as an adaptation of the Bizet
combo, one of the faves in the opera with Oscar Hammerstein 2d
r&b field, .dish up some snappy lyrics,
harmonies on “Zippity Zum,” with
The top 30 songs of week (more in case pf ties), based on
a dirty sax. background. This is the
copyrighted Audience Coverage index & Audience Trend Index.
type of r&h material that could
Published
by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
pop
the
field.
into
Well spill Over
“Bless You” is a slow-tempoed
Director, alphabetically listed.

.Mambo

Decca

I Didfi’Jt

.

in the Moonlight

GOT RY EYES ON YOU

GARY CROSBY
Capitol

.

.

entry tailored for the Sinatra
crooning style.
Gary Crosby: “Got My Eyes On
You”-“Mambo In The Moonlight”
(Decca). The Crosby clan is shaping into one of the more important
biz dynasties. On his first
solo wax flight for Decca, Bing’s
son; Gary, registers as. a savvy performer who’s ready for a. high spot
on the bestselling lists. (Gary, of
course, was already up there four
years ago via a duet with Bing on

show

.

the two-sided

hit,.

“Play

A

Simple

Melody” and “Sam’s Song”). Oh
& blues tune, “Got My
Eyes On You,” the youngster disthe rhythm

number with doubtful

plays a tricky vocal attack and a
piping style that’s similar to his
father's but by no rheas a carbon,

The mambo

tune on the reverse

is

number

of

likewise due for a hefty

chances.

Album Reviews
Rosemary Clooney’s new 10-inch

LP;

Brisk, engaging version of
the melodious opera, reebrded in
Italy.

Young,’-

piece of special material with ly- in the varying sequences, she unour military spools a popular anthology that’s
made to order for the market.
Abel,
Betty
Rosemary Clooney
Clooney: “Sisters” - “Love, You
Didn’t Do Right By Me” (Colum bia). Two more tunes from “White
Band Review
Christmas” turn up on this Columbia. platter. Appropriately enough,
the Clooney sisters, who used to FRANK YORK ORCH (8)
work together many years ago with With Peggy Taft
Tony Pastor band, reunite on the Hotel Sherman, Chi
“Sisters” number, a light entry
Frank York’s sophisticated unit
With a cute set of Berlin lyrics. On
came: into the tony Porterhouse
the flip, Rosemary Clooney, who’s
Room
of this hotel originally, for
also in the film, changes pace with
weeks and has stayed nearly
a slow-tcmpoed solo of a torch four
four years. Flexibility and good
song.
taste in presentation, as befits the
Peggy Lee has effectively cut the needs of this room, assures the
same two tunes for Decca, using orch’s continuation.
/
the dubbing technique to get the
Sidemen who doubled on instruduo effect on “Sisters.”
ments give the band unique scope.
f
Vaughn Monroe: ‘Lila”-“ Julie’S It can be an ensemble of six strolRainbow” (Victor). Since turning ling violinists against two rhythms,
up with “They Were Doing The. or a society dance band of the Guy
Mambo,” Vaughn Monroe has Lombardo school comprised of
again become a factor on pop disks. three reeds, a trumpet, vibes,
In this release, he reverts to the rhythms, and the maestro’s viol in
ballad groove with two fine num- the fore. Accordingly the strolling
bers. “Lila” has an v upbeat tempo fiddlers stroke Out lilting airs at
that gives it brighter chances,' the dinnertime tables, mount the
Monroe projecting with lots of bandstand for a subdued listening
zest. “Julie’s Rainbow” is a slow catalog
oyer the
post-prandial
ballad with a good idea and pretty brandies, and bring out the couples
melodic line.
for dansapation with a fine pops
Jo Stafford; “Nearer My Love rep in the later hours.
To Me”-“The Temple of An UnderChirper Peggy Taft has a thin
Heart” (Columbia). voice that- falls short on projecstanding
“Nearer My Love” is a goOd bal- tion and needs loosening on the
lad to which Jo Stafford gives one Latino tempos; She’s best on lowof her lucid expositions. The lyric pressure, intimate ballads.
has the tourist flavor of “SomeWhile orch’s harmonies ate selwhere Along The Way,” but with dom very, intricate, it can serve up
an original twist. Flip is an excel- an excellent variety of musical
lent number with literate lyrics, a textures and never loses a pleasant
good melody and standout projec- sound. Showmanship too is always
tion by Miss Stafford but that of high order.
Les.
title perhaps makes for an unnecessary awkward handle.
MGM'i
Day# Danny
Betty Madigan: “Always You”Dave Denny, a hillbilly singer
“That Was My Heart You Heard”
(MGM). Still tiding with “Joey,” from upstate New York who has a
Betty Madigan continues to show country variety show on WPTR,
Recgood commercial form on this Troy, N. Y., has joined
coupling: “Always You” is a big ords’ talent foster.
His initial sides are due out at
ballad which she bells attractively
with choral and lush orchestral the end of this month.

rics about the fate of

leaders.

&

(Cetra, 3

We’re

Bing Crosby “Count Your Blessings Instead of Sheep”-“What Can
You Do With A General?” (Decca). “Hello, Young Lovers.” “Young At
From the Irving. Berlin score of Heart” backed by “Younger Than
the Paramount pic, “White Christ- Springtime,” “Blame It On My
mas,” Bing. Crosby, one of film’s Youth,” “Young Man, Young Man”
“You. Make Me Feel So
stars, has come up with ar pleasant and
“Count Young.” Thus she runs the gamut
coupling of new tunes.
Your Blessings” is a lullaby-type from Rodgers & Hammerstein to
of. ballad which Crosby projects pops, and with skillful accomps by
simply and effectively. “What Can Paul Weston, Wally Stott, the EngYou Do With A General?” is a lish maestro, and Norman Leyden
:

La Traviata

LP album (CL

6297), titled “While
in
the best
is
young-at-heart tradition, as she unreels the title song, “Too Young,”

spins.

Survey Week of Aug. 22-Sept.
Verdi:

|

i

,

.

—

.

MGM

$17.85).

Highly-touted Maria Callas,
though, erratic at first, shows a
warm, ringing soprano of wide

range, and a strong, true coloratura,
Violetta. Tenor FrancescoAlbanese shows fine lyric quality
and dramatic style as , Alfredo.
Baritone Ugo Savarese, despite ah
occasional
tremulo and chalky
tone, is resolute arid adequate as
Germorit. Gabriele Santini reins!
the whole deftly;

Chopin: Concerto No.

1,

E Minor

(RCA Victor; $5.95). Poetic yet
virile version of the romantic masterpiece by’ Artur Rubinstein, ably
supported by the L.A. Philharmonic under Alfred Wallenstein. Recording is vibrant technically as
well as highgrade artistically.
Massenet: Scenes Pittoresques
Scenes Alsacienries (Epic; $5.95).
Flavorsome pictorial pieces have
verdant appeal, as lushly played

&

here by the Lamoreux Orch under
Jean Foumet.
Bach: Goldberg Variations (Vanguard; $5.95). Bach’s gay but substantial set of Variations on a dance
air is charmingly played here by
Dutch harpsichordist Gustav Leon-

1954

2,

Cara Mia ....
..........
Feist’
Count Your Blessings— f “White Christmas” ...... .Berlin
Green Years
.Harms
Happy Wanderer
...
.Fox
Heaven Was Never Like This
.......... Famous
Hernando’s -Hideaway— “Pajama Game” ... v,..
.Frank
;

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

.

.

Hey There— “Pajama Game”
A.
, .... Frank
High And The Mighty— f “High And The Mighty”
Witmark
,

..

. ..

.

.

.

I

Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With

I

Need You Now

Understand Just How You Feel
Care .
.
...
I Give My Heart To You
....
If You Love Me (Really Love Me)
I’m A Fool To Care
In The Chapel In The -Moonlight
Joey
Little Shoemaker.
:
Little Things Mean A Lot ......

Me
.

.

,

.

...

.

.

,

.

.

.

I

If I Didn’t

.

If.

,

.

...

.

.

....

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

,

.

Chappell

...

.

Miller

.

..Peer
Shapiro-B
... Lowell
.

;

.

.

.

.

Bourne

.......... Feist

Lonesome Polecat
Make Her Mine
..............
Man That Gqt Away
.

.

..Mills
. Miller
Jubilee

Duchess

.

.

.

Robbins

BVC
.Harwin

;

Skokiaan

Shapiro-B

Steam Heat— “Pajama Game”

Frank

.

Sway

.....Peer
That’s What I Like— f “Living It Up” ....
Chappell
There Never Was A Night So Beautiful
Broadcast
They Were Doing The Mambo
Mayfair
Three Coins In Foilntain-t “Three Coins In Fountain”. Robbins
.

.

.

Wedding

,

.

;

Bells

.

...

style and flourish in
the performance as in the involved
but! inviting composition.

Mills

.

hardt, with

Top 30 Songs on TV

Victor Herbert Serenades (Columbia; $4). Most of these serenades are unfamiliar, but all are
fragrant, appealing if light music.
Morton Gould leads the Rochester

(More In Case of ties)
Answer Me, My Love ........
Boy Next Door (Girl Next Door) , .......

Pops

Harms
Happy Wanderer
/. Fox
Heaven Was Never Like This
...... Famous
Hernando’s Hideaway—"Pajama Game” ...
Frank
Hey There—“Pajama Game”
.-.•••.>
.Frank
High And The Mighty—t “High And The Mighty”
Witmark
I Could Have Told You
United

faithful renditions,
Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra
iri

(Mercury; $5.95).

A

modern

clas-

music is stern, .harsh, conbut eriiotibrially appealing.
The Minneapolis Symph under
Antal Dorati has a warm, understanding approach to it.
Chabrier Sc Saint-Saens: Pieces
for Piano (Westminster; $5.95).
The. Chabrier pieces are glittering,
sic, this

cise

impressionistic arid representative;
the Saint-Saeris more romantic and
showy. Both sets call for technical
dexterity as well as interpretive
skill,, which they get from Ginetie
Doyen, a polished pianist.
Stephen Foster Songs (Capitol;
$5.70). A baker’s dozen of w.k. and
unfamiliar
melodies,
smoothly
sung by the -well-drilled^ precisionlike Roger Wagner Chorale. Some
lovelv tunes are included, like
“Open- Thy Lattice, Love.” Bron,
:

KrenzY Ragtime Album

.

Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight
Green Years «
...
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

,

,

.

...Bourne
...

.

Feist

,

,

,

;

. .

.

.
.

.

.

. ;

,

.

;

Arc

.

.

;

:

.

ov

Pari^ 'Cari-Can’^

.

Chappell

.

Lowell.

/.

Bourne

£ ? You Now .........
Need
................ Miller
A Fool To Care
Peer
In The Chapel In The, Moonlight
......
Shapiro-B

l
I

I riv

,

.

;

.

,

Little
Little

......

.

.

,

.

.

...

.

.

t v . . . .

.

,

...

v

.

Things Mean A Lot
....
Lost In Loveliness— *“Girl In Pink Tights”
Man, Mari Is For The Woman Made
.

Man That Got Away
May I Sing To You
Mink Schmlnk
Sh-Boom

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

:

.

.... Feist
..... .Chappell

Garland

Harwin
,

.

...... ..... ......
....

... . ... , .
... .......

,

...

.

.

. .

.

.

. .

.

Skokiaan

Sway

.

. . . . ,

Shoemaker

.

.

.

.

*

.....

There Never Was

...

A

Night So Beautiful

^

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

;

Yount

h&R

Shapiro-B

.

. ...
.

Blackstone

.

There Once Was A Man
They Were Doing The Mambo

peer
Broadcast

Frank

Bill Krenz,. pianist

........
...
Mayfair
Three Coins In Fountain-“Three Coins In Fountain” Robbins
When You’re In Love
.Robbins

He’s slated for a ragtime key-

t Filmusica 1.

on the ABCTV ‘‘Breakfast Club” show, has
been inked by Coral Records.
board album.

.
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Irwin Dash, head of London Records’ two American music publishing subsidiaries, Burlington Music
and Felsted. Music, is <en route to
England and the Continent ©n further music publishing tieups. He
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London, Lewis is head of Decca
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huddling with Maurice Rosengarten, Decca’s rep in Switzerland,
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potent exploitation outlet, instead
of becoming involved with any payola and kindred sub rosa charges,
Dash is wooing song material for
his. two firms* on the frank pitch
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Hollywood, Sept. 7.
an
expensive
(4) for an "onthe-spot” taping of Liberace’s Hollywood Bowl concert, but it will he
another few days before the plattery knows how much of the material is marketable. Concert lasted
almost three hours.
Under AFM Local 47 recording

Columbia took
gamble Saturday

4

13
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Hollywood, Sept.

Capitol

W

4840

the

would

handle
total cost of the promotion.
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Robbins

& O’Keefe Double

To Ballyhoo Song

Folio

Jack Robins and his partner in
the Words & Music pubbery, F. G,
O’Keefe, are Combi, ing
(Cprk)
thieir 25 years’ each hi the music

business to publish a "golden, anniversary” song book, "50 Years^50 Hits.” Each will be sheet music
ni.issiOn price with
proceeds going size, the 50 numbers to sell for
to the -school’s
dance fund.
$L50.
Preliminary arrangements have
Because of the calendar event,
been made with school authorities Robbins & O’Keefe, have effected
and a complete
program has been special dealer tieups,
P epped by Vefne Vang. Idea is
to use a small
combo to play the
•

male and a
jennne vocalist and
someone who
as worked
with Crosby as a guest
P faker.
A .local deejay would
•

emrr-P

Program format Involves cohcer
°n only on tunes 'Crosby ha
no pro!
smee there are about 2,00
®btween; sets; selection
Ti
'-l*
- “Bing” autobiography
nih/' *
lli)

'•corded oyer the"
years,

give th
motif.
\
^ii Abdication. Dance” prol
y will be held early next
mont
.to

MUSIC FOR

STORY

LOVERS bNLY

SEVEN BRIDES FOR
SEVEN BROTHERS

Decca

DL

509

ilm

Joclti

H

regulations, plattery’s gamble will
be in the. neighborhood of $8,000,
even if nothing is used. Liberace
Was backed by 106 men the L. A.

Soundtrack

—

M-G-M'
E 244

Capitol

5519

352

Philharmonic Orchestra and an additional 10 sidemen of his own.

Sidemen must get $38,50 each' for
the. date, whether Columbia subsequently markets the recordings or
discards them, and the plattery had
about another $4,000 investment in
the technical preparations for the

Col’s ‘Painless’ Longhair

Kidisks for Fall Markets

(Week ending Aug. 14)
London, Aug. 17.
Robbins
Things Mean a Lot
.Robbins
Cara. Mia
.... .Feist
Coins in Fouritai
.Bourhe
Little Shoemaker
.Bosworth
Happy Wanderer.
Harms-Connelly
Wanted
Spier
Gilly Ossenf effer.
Keith Prowse
Never Land,
.

.

Expanding
will
fall

.

.

.

My

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

My Heart,
Friends, Neighbors
Young at "Heart.
.

I

.

.

.

..

.

.Bourne
.F.D.&H.
Reine
.

,

The Wolf” became

a popular item
with culture-minded parents, Capr
itol Records released four longhair
sets, with story and music, for the
Kassner
The Book
kids, and. RCA Victor came up
Mgr.
Conley
D’dw’d Stage...Harms-Connelly
with "The Little Ballerina,”'which,
Someone Else’s Roses, Fields
combined interest in both the
Radio-Phono Div.
dance and good music. A couple
Camden, N, J.., Sept. 7.
of years ago, .Columbia released its
in
Dixie
Clicks
been
Band
Dixie
Russell E. Donley has
"Story of Music” series, also with
Birmingham, Sept. 4.
named advertising and sales, prowords and music. The newest Col
booked
has
here
Club
Victor
Beverly
motion manager of the RCA
disks will have only music.
juve
Radio and Victrola division. Before Jerald Scott’s dixieland band five
Col, meantime, is standarding
joining RCA, Conley was general nights a week due to the popularwhich its jacket for its juve line for more
advertising manager of the R. M. ity of the five-piece group
ready/ identification on the coun- began playing one night a week.
Hollingshead Corp,, Camden,
Upcoming kiddie' product
ters.
ufacturer of packaged chemical
Scott’s band was in Nashville last
sides by Roseweekend to disk for Columbia will also include
products.
mary Clooney and Jose Ferrer,. Art
sesrecording
first
their
Records,
He is a past president of tile AuCarney and Robin Morgan^
sion.
tomotive Advertiser’# Council.

N amed Ad
Of RCA

.Bluebird
of Zanzibar.
Toff
Don’t Laugh At Me...
....Wright
Sky Blue Shirt
Black Hills. .Harms-Connelly

West

,

coi

.

.

Victoria

Maddox

Get So Lonely

riiike

‘

•

•

•

Telefunken

AFM

Secbnd 12
Smile ...
Heart of

special

party ran a special 15,000 cycle li
to the Hollywood Bowl to facilitate
carrying of the program back to
.Radio Recorders where four tape
recorders captdred the program.

;

.

.

:

A

was used and the telephone

movements land arias from a
half-dozen of the more popular
longhair works for its initial six
Decision on how much, if any,
releases on 78 rprii and 45 fpm
of the program, will be used for a
platters.
Selections were taken
Liberace album, will determine the
from Columbia’s tegular Master- final cost: Under
regulations,
Works catalog and will be. released the $38:50 cost applies to a 2-hour
for the kiddie field with special
which 40 minutes: of
session froi
covers.
music can be obtained; Overtime
Market for juve-slanted longhair rate is figured at $9.63 per half-works has grown steadily since the hour.
end df the. war when "Peter And

.

;

:

date.

to

plete

.

.

educational cata-

the classics painlessly.
Diskery has made extracts of comsters

.Chappell:
...
Friend.
Macmelodies
Story of Ti
Bron
:
Idle Gossip ,,
Secret Love. Harms-Connelly
.

its

Columbia Records
package a series of disks this
designed to introduce young-

log for children,

.

.

by Nelkane Benton, recently hired
as Crosby’s record
promotion gal
|n this. area, to launch
a new drive,
to make the teenage
set more conscious of the Groaner. Scheme involves a three and one-half hour
snow to be presented
high
school auditoriums at a nominal adr

sets, a

GLENN MILLER

.

.Plans for a series of ‘‘Bing’s Day
Ded ication Dances” at high schools
this area, have been developed

1
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office

9
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film Soundtrack
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ML

all

Crosby

High School Promotion

Cutting tiberace At

Live Hollywood Concert
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Columbi

details can be finalized.
highlight will be the presentation
of a record player or possibly the
“Bing” album, to the student body.
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Incidentally, the. LondonDecca hookup with songs and song-.
Writers, through the subsidiary mu-
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sic publishing outfits, is the
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can performing rights societies;
Dash will channel his European
copyrights through the Burlington
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incidentally, is

Lewis’ country home in England).
Overseas, of course, there is no dis-
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In the U. S., Dash operates Burlington as the ASCAP firm and
Felsted as the BMI affiliate. (Fel-
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Columbia Shuffles

.

Field Sales Staffers

,

In a recierit reshuffling of Columbia Records’ sales personnel in the

;

j

1

I

i

field, Joseph Broderick has been
assigned the Syracuse territory in
addition to his Boston beat, Broderick will report to Bill. Gallagher, division manager headquartering in Philadelphia.

Other realignments around th
'Country were Walter Ha yum to St.
Louis; Merle. Weiss to Pittsburgh;
Ken Gl.ancy to Chicago, and Milwaukee, operating put of Detroit,
and Jack DeVaney to .Seattle and
,

Spokune,
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Variety
PfiniEfy

10 Rest Sellers on Coin-Machines
Crew Cuts

inside Stuff- Music

8,

1954

.

Mercury

44.

.

\

Gordon V. Thompson, Ltd., Canadian firm making Gavotte records,
LP platters featuring former outstanding
phono artists. Few months ago Gavotte issued disk of song recital
waxed by late Reinald Werrenrath, Met baritone, four months before
his death. Latest offering 'is eight-song LP by Charles Harrison, who
ranked as topnotch tenor for 20 years beginning in 1911. Critics who t
have heard plattering say fresh, vibrant quality of Harrison’s voice
Understood, Gavotte’s recording director, Ed
is virtually unimpaired.
Manning, means to take another tape recorder to New York and catch
the Voices of more surviving artists of acoustic recording era.
1

continues to specialize in

1.

SH-BOOM

2.

HEY THERE

(8)

Chords

/

.

.

Cat

Columbia
Rosemary Clooney
Sammy Davis, Jr. ........ Decca
Desmond
Coral
Johnny
(
....... M-G-M
LeRoy Holmes
.

.

.

\

(7)

.

}

3.

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY

4.

SKOKIAAN

(4)

Young ...
..Decca
.Capitol
Les Baxter
......... Columbia
j Four Lads
Bulawayo Band ....... Columbia
|
Ralph Marterie ....... .Mercury
Victor

(2)

l

\

Bros, film, “Strange Lady in Town,” has. its own mood
music in the title tune which producer-director Mervyri LeRoy is
utilizing during the actual filming. LeRoy plays the tune, written by
Dimitri Tiorrtkin and Ned Washington, during the shooting of the
non-dialog scenes. These are the scenes in which the tune will be
heard in the finished film, LeRoy believes that utilizing a special
recording of the number on the set helps put Greer Garson and
Dana Andrews in the proper mood for the scenes in question.

Warner

LITTLE SHOEMAKER

5,

Ray Anthony

7.

8

IN

(19)

THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT 8
I NEED YOU NOW (1)
GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT

.

9.

10 .

(

)

WHAT A DREAM

is

being published through Bregman, Vocco

&

I

a

.

LP

“Madalena,” recent “Carnival in Rio” tune click, has racked up its
30th wax workover. RCA Victor alone has cut the .tune seven times.
Latest Victor workover of “Madalena” is by Fafa Lemos for his “Dinner
in Rio"Jongplay platter. Tune is published by Rex Music.

^

;

T

,

Victor

Kay

4444+4+4-f++444 444 4444444 44 4 +

7.

the
after
months
work Was begun, the “Star
Born” soundtrack alburn was
completed here over the weekend
and the tapes airmailed to Columbia Records headquarters in New

Eighteen

initial
Is

Covers for the package
York.
have already been printed and
pressing will get underway this
week.
Columbia expects to have

stemmed from the plattery’s
conti'act with Judy Garland, who
stars in the Warner Bros, production.
Plans for the album were
launched more than six months

studio’s music chief Ray Heindorf
to cut the soundtrack of the 3hour film down to disk size.

Shaw

Billy

to

Tour

‘Mambo, USA’ Package
“Mambo USA,”

new

a

Latino

Decca
Columbia
Capitol

Mercury

++•

Capitol

For Andrews

Sis Niche

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
There’s apparently no longer any
prospect that the Andrews Sisters
will ever work together again, so
Decca has come up with a new sister trio it hopes will step into the
Andrews’ niche. Plattery is so optimistic that it has even turned the
initial
recording session tonight
(Tues.) over to Vic Schoen, whose
backing launched the Andrews Sisters before the war and who conducted for them on many of their
peak records.

IN

.

,

Decca

the^Top 10]

Detroit, Sept, 7,
Dr. Joseph F. Maddy, president
the National Music Camp at
Interlochen, Mich., has been assured by an Air -Force inspection
team that a proposed $9,000,000
jet 'airplane base near the music
camp will not interfere with it.
Last year, Maddy won a battle
with the state by forcing it to
abandon plans to build a prison
of

camp near

attracts

To Milton Deutsch:
Dear Milt:
Thanks for the word that wo
aro now booked solid 'til

51,000

COAST DATE

Sept. 6th, 1955.

vey our
PePeano

Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Alltime record attendance for a
one-night dance is claimed for the

in

Lawrence Welk appearance last
week as headliner of the Marines’
Emergency Polio Fund Dance at

Please con-

thanks
for

holding

NEW

to

Mike

confidence
over at the

his

us-

GOLDEN

HOTEL

in

Reno.

Santa Ana.

Total attendance hit
51,090 at $1 per head.
Dance was held in a blimp hangar at the Santa Ana Marine Air
Facility Base— a site so large 49
loud speakers were used to carry
the music to all dancers. Prompters
used two and one half tons of corn
meal to make the cement floor
danceable.
got a glad $1,500 for the

music camp which

his

young musicians frozh all
summer.

parts of the nation pach

where they’ve done radio and telework for the last few years.

WELK PULLS

in

.Jubilee

Iuterlochen Interdites
Jet Noise From Air Base

Decca Preps Paris Trio

Welk

.

Page

track

before the picture went before the
cameras and production took almost a year to complete. During
that time, the plattery kept almost
abreast of the changes in the
score,
editing
and eliminating
where necessary. Coast recording
director Paul Weston worked with

,

Starr

number of weeks sona has been
»44444»-++

PAYEES

........

Starr

vision

Columbia’s deal for the sound-

Victor

Kay

Bernie Wayne has penned the official tune for the Miss America the albums available for local
Pageant. Song, tagged “Miss America,” was picked up by Vinton stores approximately one week beNew trio is the Paris Sisters.
Freedley, pageant’s producer. It’ll be preemed at Convention Hall, fore the world premiere of the They .come from Oakland, Calif.,
film at the Pantages Theatre here
Atlantic City, Sept, 11.
Sept. 29.

.Mercury

Four Tunes
Four Aces

IFiaures in parentheses indicate

Hollywood, Sept.

.

.... Capitol

Patti

DREAM

COL RUSHES ‘STAR’ PIC

.

....

Doris Day

.

ALBUM TO BEAT PREEM

station
librarians.
Diskery has compiled about a dozen of its recent top
releases into a 12-inch longplay platter and is distributing them to
radio station personnel with a notation that the
is not meant as
an addition to the station library, but for home consumption.

Four Aces

CRIED

“how

-

l

Decca X

Vaughn Monroe

FORTUNE IN DREAMS m
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL

Conn.

Columbia Records’ promotion department has come up with
to win friends” disk package designed for disk jockeys and

Columbia
...Decca

Patti Page
Les Paul-Mary Ford

A FOOL TO CARE
THEY WERE DOING THE MAMBO
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN
IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU
AM I A TOY OR A TREASURE

I'M

Big success of recent “Doggie in the Window” led Ray Walker to
hope there, might be a revival of interest in “Fido is a Hot Dog Now,”
whose music he wrote in 1914 to words by Charles McCarron and
Tom Gray. Feist Music publishers agreed to put some promotion
behind “Fido." Couple of weeks ago Walker got his royalty statement
from “revival.” Two copies had been sold, so he got a check for 2c.

Wanted”

.

Second Croup

|

new Mitch

Jazz pianist Joe Bushkln and director Garson Kanin have become
a new songwriting team and one of their first efforts, “Boy Wanted,”
has been cut by June Valli for RCA Victor, among others. It’s Kanin’s
debut as a songsmitlj, although Bushkin has several numbers to his
credit. To date, they have written 13 tunes in collaboration. “Boy

Victor
...

.

McGuire Sisters ........ Coral
Sunny Gale
Victor

(

(3)
\

Columbia Records is Using the personal touch on its cover for a
Miller album of longhair selections played with the Daniel
Saidcnburg Orchestra. Longplay platter has been packaged with a
pictmre of the longhair Oboist, who’s pop a&r chief, together with
his nine-year-old daughter, Margy. Picture was taken for a mag layout a couple of years ago when Miller’s succession of pop clicks for
Columbia made him a hot story property.

.Mercury

,

Hugd

I

THIS OLE HOUSE (2)
LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT

6.

Capitol

.

Gaylords
Winterhalter
Rosemary Clooney
Kitty Kallen
Kitty Kallen
Eddie Fisher

l

(10)

Regards,

WILL OSBORNE
P.S.:

Again, you forgot our
2 weeks vacation!

MGT. Milton Deutsch Agency
I

concert package has been set for date.
an eight-week tour by the Billy
Shaw. Agency.
Bash, which will
Francis,
Gets Rights
kick off at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
Oct. 22, features Joe Loco and his
Slade Hits
Quintet, Machito’s
orch, singer
London, Aug. 31.
Carlos Ramirez, the Facundo RiFrancis, Day Sc Hunter, British
vera Quintet, Tun-Tun, Horatio Sc pubbery, has acquired rights toi the
Lana,- Mambo Aces, and Barry Sc music of two new West End
hits,
Tubee. Other acts are being set.
“Salad Days” and “The Duenna.”
Show is being produced by Irv- Scores for both productions were
ing Schacht and George Goldner, written by Julian Slade.
Tico Records’
prtfxy,
Norman
“Salad Days” is a Bristol Old Vic
Granz, producer of ,“Jazz At the production, and Slade coauthored
Philharmonic,” will * promote the the book and lyrics with Dorothy
concert in about 15 cities. Mercury Reynolds as well as writing the
Artists Corp. is setting the talent score. “The Duenna” is Sheridan’s
for the package.
18th-century comic opera.

Day
To Two New

’WHrtrnnrn

v

BILLY ECKSTINE
sings

YOU

OLAY,

LEAVE ME
BREATHLESS
MGM 11803
K 11803

Doris

701

NAME

Day Song

Pic
Set for British

OLAY
(The Bullfighter's Song)
78
45

IN

ENTERTAINMENT

SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK

40-minute
of

the

film,

songs

N

Y

Victor’s Wanda Merrill
A new thrush, Wanda Merrill,
debut on wax via RCA Victor

will

FOR SALE
1945 Flexibl* Bub, 29 Passengers, Re*
dining Seats, Baggage Compartment,
Engine, Fully Reconditioned, Excellent Shape, Good Buy.
Palmer!'*

GA

Service Station, OLinville 5-9610.

America's Fastest
-

Among the
week’s

films featured in next
telecast will, be “Tea for

Two,”

“Lullaby

“April in Paris,”

36

TV

London, Sept. 7,
which parted her last week.
compiled from
Her first session has been set
made famous for tomorrow (Thurs.) in New
by Doris Day in Warner Bros, York.
filmusicals, is to be aired by BBCTV next Tuesday (14), This will be
the third BBC program of the kind,
the others having been “Hollywood
Hit Parade,” and “Rita Hayworth,”
and will be followed by a Bing
Crosby feature end of the year.

A

some

RPM
RPM

M G M RECORDS
THE GREATEST

,

My Dreams”

of
“I’ll

and

Broadway,”
See You In
Me.”

“Lucky

Latter is scheduled for general
release a fortnight after the airing.

^ Selling -:Records!

Lau rie Loman

‘Whither Thou Goest’
Century Records

HO-106
The Version With Heart

COPYRIGHT

KAVELIN MUSIC CORP.
Direction:

BRENNER MUSIC,
SOLE SELLING AND LICENSING AGENT

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

INC.

NEW YORK

•

CHICAGO

CINCINNATI

•

• BEVERLY HILLS

DALLAS • LONDON

n

1

.

.

.
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8,

1954

Scoreboard
OF
Label X, RCA’s subsid label, is
.currently in the middle of a hassle
between bandleader Russ Carlyle
and:

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Burgundy Records,, indie

diskDetroit.
Label X’s' artists
repertoire chief
Jimmy Hilliard bought the roaster
of Carlyle’s “In A Little Spanish

ery

headquartering

Deal in Sept.-0ct.
Epic Records, Columbia Records
subsid, has come up with a fall
deal judder which

&

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

.

Town"

from* the bandleader, but
Burgundy’s general manager claims
to Own. the original master of this
disk and 27 other tunes.
Carlyle contends that he has no
deal of any kind with Burgundy
and claims that he paid for and
owns all the masters' made by his
band.

Machines

and

catalog material.

formation a couple of
Epic has compiled a
80 classical long-play
platters, 80 EP platters, 20 10-inch
Since

Music

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

as Published in the Current issue
i

its

statistical

pop

LP

LP

pops.

and two 12-inch
Most of Epic's classical

platters

repertory

is

European-originated

from the Philips Co. of Holland
with which Columbia has a recip-

current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder

arrived at under a

Guards

Liz’s Irish

distribs

years ago,
catalog of

NOTE: The

Queen

its

retailers will get an extra. 10%. discount on all packaged goods ordered during September and OctoOffer covers both new and
ber.

in

distribution

rocal

deal, for U.

S.

and England.

system comprising each of the three major, sales outlets en

,

meiated above. These findings are correlated wiht data from wider sources, which are exclusive

Kick Off RP1 Season

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the

Of Concerts, Legiters

veloped from the ratio of

and three ways

?y,'N. Y., Sept. 7:

points'

in the case of tunes

Week

Detroit, Sept. 7.

Bob Maxwell, disk jockey on

Last
Week..

1

(Columbia)

23.

its

3

its

.

..

,,

.

“Caine

5

9

starring

6

5

7

10

orchestra,

too,

(Decca)

9

GAYLORDS (Mercury)
RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)

Little

VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)

High and the Mighty
.

...

(What
;

LE ROY HOLMES (M-G-M) v
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

6

10

.

.

troit last year.

Maxwell emceed the concert and
comments are included in the

his

Shoemaker

concert. Victor had not paid him
for the stint and he’s claiming that
the use of bis voice was an arbitrary invasion of his property right.

Goodnight, Sweetheart

,.

.

,

COLUMBIA EXPANDS

A Dream

)I Criecl

Columbia. Records

is propping a
buildup of its hillbilly roster. Last
diskery added the Jacoby Bros,
and Frankie Miller to Its alfalfa

TUNES

is

POSITIONS

American swing.

This

stable.

(ASCAP. fBMi)

Last

u

3

HEY

2

2

fSH-BOOM

3

1

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY

4

4

LITTLE SHOEMAKER

5

7

SKOKIAAN

6

5

7

6

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT
fTHIS OLE HOUSE
IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU.
....
t GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT

THERE....,....,

9

10

9

.

.

.

.

.

PUBLISHER
Frank
Hill & Range

Four

Star; label.

A

Witmark

Solid

Ballad

Hit

Bourne
................ Shapiro-B
\

^

8

The Jacoby Bros. previously
etched for- T.N.T. Records, while
Miller had waxed for the indi
.

TUNE

Week Week

ROSTER

ITS HILLBILLY

High and the Mighty
I Need You Now

.

week,

Ralph Flanagan and Buddy Morrow bands at a live concert in De-

Skokiaan

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

8

Baby

Crazy ’Bout You^
(pop, Shoop

-{

last

alleging that the diskery used his
voice on an album without authority.
Album involved is “Battle of
the Bands*” a set featuring the

(Little Things Mean a Lot
) Chapel in the Mooplight

*

3

The

(Mercury)

KITTY KALLEN

4

4

its first

CREW CUTS

1

Orchestra

Rafael -Kubelik;, will
Mutiny Court
Paul Douglas,
Wendell Corey and Steve Brodie,
will one-night, Nov. 3, at the college arena.
The Boston Pops Orchestra, big
grossers here the past two seasons,
will reappear Feb. 4 under Arthur
Fiedlers’ baton.
The Berlin Philharmonic,
with
William
Furtwaengler as conductor, will'* dose
schedule
special-attractions
the

making

Michigan Federal Court

fShrBoofn
2

here, has slapped RCA Vicwith a $50,000 suit, filed in

tor

(Hey There
This Ole House

jj

tion Oct. 15.

Mar.

WWJ

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

2

*

premiere tour of this country, will
be the second Field House attracconduct.
Martial."

Victor Used His

Voice in Album, Detroit

POSITIONS
This

«

Amsterdam, Holland, also in
Amsterdam. Holland, also in

RCA

de-

lachines)

disks coin

TALENT

der the baton of Capt. C. H.
Jaeger, will raise the curtain on
the 1954-55 season at the Rensselaer Polytechnic institute Field
House here with two performances
Sept: 25. The bandsmen are members of Queen Elizabeth’s .elite
Brigade of Guards, whose function
is to protect the sovereign at home

of

(

machines sheet music).

(disks coin

Band of the Irish Guards, touring America for the first time um

and England in battle,The ConcertbCgouw

OVERALL IMPACT

scored two ways in the case of talent

.

.

Hamblen
Miller

.........

Arc
LEO FEIST,

the small records are here to stay.

Buddy Robbins Music-Pic
Plugging UA’s ‘Contessa’

.

v .*.

Terpery

2-Speed

lias

installed

45

Standard
player in its control booth and
Continued from page 49
tunes from the disks provide the
handle music exploitation on.
music between sets of the name
“The Barefoot Contessa,” and ping at such a rate, and 45s are
increasing so fast in public esteem band attractions.
other United Artists’ release dur- that
npw
foresee
we
the end of
Manager Sterling Way decided
ihg the 1954-55 season. He’ll work records
of the old speed.”
to utilize 45s because their size
under Francis M. Winikus, UA
made it possible to have a* large,
Warning to Broadcasters
pub-ad chief and ;will act as liaison
Commenting on the switch to library of tunes in a small space.rep to the music publishers hanPalladium is believed to be the
cuffo. deejay Tcopies, Folsom stated
dllng the various film scores.
only ballroom in the country so*
Robbins, son of vet music pub- that “it is recognized that the fur- equipped.
nishing
of
records
stations
to
i3
of
lisher Jack Robbins, has more recently been in business for him- tremendous mutual benefit to the
stations and the recording compaSammy Datls Jr. hit ting the road
self.
nies. Looking forward to the time this week for a deejay tour of the
when 78 rpm records are no longer midwest in 'behalf of his Decca reavailable, it is clearly evident that: lease of “Hey There.
we will both lose if. stations ai*e
unprepared to play the new microgroove records.
“Folsom asserted that “the most popular record
merchandise
for
all
companies
BAND
FAMOUS
DIXIELAND
and hit
in dealers* stores throughout* the
featuring
country at the present time is the
CHARLIE TEAGARDEN
NORMA TEAGARDEN
45 ’rpm ‘extended play’ albums. In
RAY BADUC
K AS MALONE
JAY ST. JOHN
many cases, these selections are
Just Concluded
not available in any other speed,
COLONIAL TAVERN. TORONTO
The only way to get them to radio
THREE POLLS. MILWAUKEE
stations is on the 45 rpm speed.”
Buddy Robbins has been signed

'

to

INC

rpm

THE PERFECT
AFTER- VACATION SONG

FOR YOUR PROGRAM
Styna

andCahn’t

ft

!

,

:

•’

|

.

j

Folsom warned “that the problem of providing radio stations
with good programming material
will get more and more acute in

Currently

BASIN STREET* New York

the future for stations that are ndt
geared to play what: record customers are buying, what dealers
are stocking, and what the industry is recording.”
:
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Palladium Switches
Hollywood, Sept.

The Palladium Ballroom

7.

feels

Styne and'Cahn Music Co. r

Inc,

..
;

Wednesday, September

PUSIETy

1954
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MUSIC

RETAIL
week

four frames
Art
Mooney^ set to play four weeks at
Aragon Ballroom, Chi, beginning
Sept. 14
Teddy Phillips playing indefinite stand at Martinique
Chicago beginning
Restaurant
Sept. 15
Paul Neighbors pacted for i0 days at Casa Loma, St,

New York

for

.

.

George Shearing pencilled into
the Last Frontier, Las Vegas, Oct.
song11 through Nov; 7
stress Joni James booked into
Sciblla’s, Philly nitery, Oct. 11 for
Capitol thrush
one week.......
Vickie Young into the El Cortez, Louis, starting Sept. 16.
Wynn LassLas Vegas, Oct. 15
ner has taken over the personal
Dallas
management of the Kirby Stone
Four, booking through William.
Walter Hcndi, Vet Dallas SymEddie Grady’s phony maestro, inked a 1955 pact
Morris agency
new band, The Commanders, open as musical director of Chautauqua,
an indefinite stay at Frank Dailey’s N. Y., summer institution. Deal is
MeadowbrOok, Cedar Grove, N. J., third consecutive date for Hendl
.-Nitery singer Carl
Friday (10)
D’ Varga and his orch at
Brisson, who’s due to open shortly Cipango
indefinitely
Club
at the. Statler Hotel, in Buffalo, has Maurice Caranas, owner of Flight
placed one of his own composi- 21 nitery, converted his suburban
tions, “Lucky. Horse,” with Mills spot into a private club, Chez
Music , Leon Rene retained by Maurice
Yma Sumac, with acSteve Gibson & His Redcap? to do companist Moises Vivanco, set for
arranging and writing for the eight-night stand, Sept. 24-Oct. .2,
combo.
in Cefitury Room of Hotel Adolphus.
On Nov. 20 the Peruvian
canary' with a company of 20, con.

MGM

.

.

.

.

tlV.

sellers

retail

sheet music,

based

on reports

—

*

ASCAP

E

|3

a.

DuMont)

•

.

—

National
Rating
This Last

.

.

.

-

.

V

be

.

The Four

of Sept. 27

on

Brunswick of
in the Fountain"
topping list of bestselling disks,
with Kitty Kallen’s “Little Things
Mean a Lot” on same label a close
Bill Paterson’s Clydd*
second
waxing

“Three

Coins

.

.

River jazz Band inked for six-week
tour of U.S. Service camps in Germany ,
Kenny Baker, U.K. trumpeter, topping at Empire, Glasgow
Teddy Johnson, English singer,
.

.

.

.

to emcee and sing in
radio program, and
Empire with chirper Pearl

Glasgow

to

“Sohgsheet”

due

at

Chicago
.

Friday night dances following

week

at -Holiday. Club .
.
George
Shearing set for Blue Note Sept.
with Duke Ellington orqh
15,
pegged to follow Sept. 29 for fort.

night
Neil Golden orch opening Leland* Hotel, Aurora, tonight
(Wed.) indefinitely 7
Harmonl.

.

3

3

High and
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4
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7
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.
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.
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2

6

3

1
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.

8
.

.

If I Give My Heart to You (Miller)
Three Coins in Fountain (Robbins)

5

Skokiaan (Shapiro-B).

6

They Were Doing

13

M'm

the

.

.

V

S

-

-

.

3
4

,

.

7.

.

5*

4

V.

.

.

2

.

(Morris)

.
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2

5
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9

6

7

9
•

3

8
5

8

6

4

-

7.

*

7

1

5

tGoodnight, Sweetheart (Arc)
(Chappell)

3

'

1

8

a Fool to Care (Peer)

Magic Tango

..

2 „

1

N.

Seattle—

B

Kansas

1

1

.

.

Mambo

9
10

10

.

.

.

Set

.

7

16
15
13
11

New

Policy For Yet
Top U.S. Jazz Package
Oakland Dance Spot
Launches O’seas Tour
San Francisco, Sept. 7,

.

.

i

.

.

.

WHITE TOOTERS

in October.

|

.

concert and doing away with dancing entirely for the one night. Associated Booking Corp. has a jazz
concert of this sort in the works at

SALES TERRITORIES

Past experience bears out that
American Society of Composers,. vaude attractions have hypoed ballroom biz in slump times when the
Authors & Publishers lias rset up a coupling of disk vocalist and dance
new eastern sales division to Cover band were well promoted. In reNew” York, Newark and Philadel- cent months, Tony Bennett toured
phia. Clarence Rubin, N.Y. district with Percy Faith orch in a Willard.
manager and an 18-year vet with Alexander bundle, Joni James, with
ASCAP, has been upped to divi- Buddy Morrow, and the Ames Bros,
sion manager of the territory and with Johnny Long. Earlier this year,
Will work under Jules M. Collins, Aragon Ballroom in Chi brought in
M?1 Torme for a short time as an
ASCAP sales chief.
In the central part of the coun- added attraction to the Paul Neightry, George Kopp, division man- bors orch.
ager of the Chicago and MinnePackaging of vocal artists for
apolis districts, has now been ballrooms is nothing new in the
given the Detroit office to. super- Negro field, where huge blues provise as well. Sam Feldman, as- grams were nothing uncommon
sistant ASCAP, sales manager, Will years ago. Trianon Ballroom in Chi
take over the Cleveland, Cincin-^ recently assembled a near dozen
nati,
Pittsburgh and Baltimore blues artists and did turnaway biz
!

!

.

for the one-nighters.

With Air Force Concert

.

;

.

'

Detroit

fl-

:

.

cats set for two weeks at Downbeat Room, San Francisco, Sept.
21
.
. Russ
Carlyle playing string
of one-niters fn this territory currently ... Gay Claridge set for
Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, Sept.
14-26
Eddy. Howard playing
niters through September and October With newly organized 14piece orch .
Pee Wee Hunt to
Crest Hotel, Detroit, opening this areas.
.

... ...

2

4

11

9

.

2

7

11B 12

14

*

.

5

in the Moonlight (Shapiro-B)

1

,

.

1

tThis Ole HoUse (Hamblen) ........
Hernando’s Hideaway (Frank) .....

1

.

...

.

.

u

7
8

.

.

.
*Hey There (Frank)
Little Shoemaker' (Bourne)
fSh-Boom (Hill & Range).
Little Things Mean a Lot (Feist)

.

5
.

the Mighty "(Wit-mark)

present.

Dick Contino etched four new

.

1

H

.

B.-'

Linn’s Ballroom, longtime OakMusic, distributor of
land dance spot and occasional
Records *in the Cleveland booker of name bands,
is changing
area, has taken over the diskery’s its policy this month.
The spot
be
completely
innovated,
redistribution in Cincinnati also.
Will
before moving east for a club date
Marvin Townsend has been named and operated as a fulltime
Charlie Ventura Orch moved
dance hall with a hard liquor liinto Mayfair Sept. 10 for a fort- named sales manager of the Cincy cense and no pitches for the teennight and will be followed by Chet office.
age trade, according to manager
Baker Quartet
Crew Cuts due
Tony Martin.
in at Eddys Restaurant Sept. 17
Russ Morgan plays a one-nigh ter
for two weeks on a booking signed
there Sept. 13, kicking off the
Offices
weeks ago
Talent
Karhl Wayne and
club’s new policy.
Joanne & Stanley Kayne due to
, Continued from page. 49
spend time in Omaha for Don
Hammondf following their two- dansapation in. between. Certain
week stint at Eddys’. Wayne also ballrooms show signs of going one NEGRO,
set for the. Esquire Club, Wichita,
step further, setting up seats for

ASCAP EXPANDING

sides for Mercury last week for release shortly
. Dan Belloc opening new. Mardi Gras ballroom in
Chi Friday (10) and starting series
of-

n
o
San

0

l
rt

bfi

New

MGM

Carr, Sept. 13.

.

City

1
Boston

and Publisher

P

i

.

Sanborn

Scotland

Aces’

,1
*m

Antonio

Philadelphia

L

Capitol

•

.

—

York—

SANBORN ADDS CINCY TO
CLEVE. DISTRIB OF MGM

for Dallas AthClub’s, name policy, opening
a fortnight there on Sept. 16.

ribbon-cutter

letic

Kansas City
Frankie Laine set for one-niter
at Cairo Hall, Dundee, Oct. 8. He
'Anita O’Day held over at the
plays Empire Theatre, Edinburgh, Mayfair Club through Labor Day
week

—

.

.

.

2

14
15

.

.

2

6
"

.

.

1

5

.

.

1

4

London
fer tizes at McFarlin Auditorium
Johhny Franz, general manager ... Frances Langford also has ah
Leo Feist here, moved over last eight-night date at Hotel Alolphus,
week to a topline exploitation Nov; 19-27
Ann Crowley toppost with Feldman’s ....
Maurice lines for a fortnight in the Baker
Clark, late of the Lawrence Wright Hotel’s Mur al Room, Sept; 27-Oct.
and Victoria music companies, 9, with Joe Reichman’s new orch
joining Decca as contact man
.
oh the dais
Murray Arnold,
Gerhard Winkler, Who wrote “An- singing 88’er, in for a long stay at
swer Me,” was in London last week the King’s Club
Blanche Vinefrom his native Germany. With hint yard, singing pianist, and local
came Theo Knobel, German Decca fave, into first date at the Unia&r man ,
Bill Johnson’s first versity Club.
Lillian Roth will
/

A
.

(Grinnell

—

a

of

at v- the Hipthis week.
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cd-
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variety date here in
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obtained from leading stores in.
11 cities
nd showing coni'
parative sales fating for this
and last week,

.

.
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PREP SEATTLE MERGER
Sept. 7.
of Negro
musicians union Local 493,
with white Local 76 is likely to go
Seattle,

Long proposed merger
.

AFM

through, here with meetings underway to solve,, numerous problems presented by the merger.
Another meeting of the committees from each local is set for today (Tuesday).
Committee from
493
includes
Robert Marshall,
Frank Walton and Myrtle M. Francois;
from 76, Powell Barnett,
George
and
Bovington
Percy
Johnson. Presidents of locals
Harry Reed, of 76, and Emmett
Lewis, 6f 493, aire also sitting in
on the discussions.
Matters to be settled before
merger can go through are chiefly

London, Sept.

On

7.

Oct. 18 at the U. S. Air Force

base at Sculthorpe, Lincolnshire,

package show that Britwould give their eye-teeth
will
hear
appear strictly for
American airmen and their friends.
The package will include Sarah
Vaughan, Charlie Parker, and Illinois Jacquet plus Ronnie Scott
and his British jazz combo.
The Americans are due to arrive
in London On Sept. 28 on their Way
to Frankfurt in Germany, where

a top jazz
ish fans
to

their tour

commences throughout

Europe on the following day. They
are part of the Harold Davison
package show which has become
regular event for Continental fans.
Davison is th£ British band booker
who has already organized the Stan
Kenton and Woody Herman tours
around the Continent.

There

is

a strong possibility that

Miss Vaughan will appear On Oct,
24 at the Royal Albert Hall, which
she filled twice in a fortnight on
her visit here last year.

•

financial,

bership

which
tenure,

also

affect membenefits,

death

Both Reed and Lewis, however, expect no great problems in
achieving amalgamation of the
two locals.
etc.

Blasco To Coast
Hollywood, Sept. 7.
Frank Blasco arrives tomorrow
(Wed.) for several recording sessions for his Cardinal label. Kansas City waxery chief will Use the
custom facilities at Capitol’s^ Melrose studios.

Blasco will cut some sides with
the Mulcays d urin 8 hi s yisit here.

v

.

)

.

VAUDEVILLE
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Hilton Chain Assumes

Big Shamrock Mortgage
Houston, Sept.

Diet Jones has been
eastern

regional

as^:

fired

director

of

the

American Guild of Varety Artists
following a referendum of the national board, which according to

At Palladium Nov,

deal. Hilton took
eral weeks ago.

1

London, Sept 7.
spokesman, stated that a
This year’s royal command vaude
majority of the bpard were in favor
gala is to be held at the London
of dismissing him because of his
Palladium Nov. 1. It will be the

AGVA

up a revolt in Philadelphia
against the present admi istration.
stirring

Dismissal of Jones
start

wave

a

is

at

least

be

of

one

member

However, the present AGVA adistration,
headed
by
Jack

in L. V.
Las Vegas, Sept. 7.

Despite recent indications that

Herman Hover had terminated

in luring shekels.

kioiwiawilifi

-

$700,000, compared to last year’s
$681,205, an all-time high.
Moreover, the Royal American Midway
was well ahead of its record-breaking 1950 when it grossed $286,000,
and there was hope that $300,000
would be reached for the 10 days.
This would mean a total 10-day
take of $946,500 from the front
gates, the Midway shows and the

will front the spot.

La Martinique was long famed

a

World’s Biggest Garage

a cradle of names, having spawned,

Reading, Sept. 7,
heading Fair belatedly

convenes next month in New York.
Jones' move is regarded as a

it

.

Chandra Kaly Dancers have been Hover, owner of Ciro!s, Hollywood,
and a name comic *and singer was a. salaried employe of the Las
are
under
negotiation.
Mike Vegas hotel.
Rainey, of Cafe Society Downtown,

To Names; Inks Ross,

many

once-a-year around attraccontinues to remain immune' to tv competition and, in
stead, finds video an asset;
With the four biggest, of the 10
days hit by rain, the Fair’s earlier
perfect weather ‘ and tv boosted
promotion, had attracted 553;77t
through the gates, or 52,420 more
than for the same period of the
pervious best year, 1950. A total
10-day attendance of 950,000 to 1,000, QO0 seemed a certainty.
It’s estimated that the total gross
from gate and grandstand and
horse shows admissions, would hit
other

tions

.

set

Also, like

.

his

Martinique, N.

Reading Fair Reverts

Irving, national administrative secretary,
and president Jackie
Bright, are expected to hold tight
and fight it oiit at the meeting of
the entire national board when it

With Frontier

are expected to
administration of
Shamrock’s
entertainment

7.

Minnesota State Fair here has
demonstrated again that this sort
of annual amusement, enterprise
dwarfs everything else in the
American entertainment firmament

deal as entertainment director of
the Last Frontier Hotel in Las
Vegas, he's still on salary at $25,qOQ per year, accoi’ding to reports
out of the gambling Center over
the weekend in connection with the
lawsuit filed by Belden Katleman.
Latter charged officers of the
hotel with gross mismanagement
"and. misappropriation of $1,000,000.
La Martinique, N. Y„ which was In connection with the suit he
operated as the Celebrity Club for charged that Hover had been made
the past f $w years, will resume un
a secret partner. Hotel prexy Jake
der its original label Sept. 29. Kozloff denied the charge, saying

tion of all kinds.

mi

Minneapolis, Sept.

Hover on 25G Salary

Some changes
made in the

the

of the board from PhilaFrank Richardson. It’s also
expected to start a great deal of
agitation on virtually every facet, the, selection committee by this
of ;the AGVA admi istrations with weekend (10) and the chosen pic
repeated demands for investiga- will be announced a few days later.

delphia,

By LEES REES

over the inn sev-

policy.

25th in the series in aid of the
Variety Artists Benevolent Fund
and the sixth since the war to be
staged by Val Parnell.
A fortnight later, on Nov. 15,
the royal film gala is to be held
at the Empire, Leicester Square.
Entries havp to be submitted to

expected to

resignations

of

members including

7,

The Hilton Hotel chain is assuming the $18,300,000 mortgage
on the Shamrock Hotel, here, which
is now being held by the Equitable
Life Assurance Society.
Chain’s
head, Conrad Hilton, is expected in
town this week to complete the

among others, Danny Kaye and
Due to Hypo Chicago
The
Danny Thomas. Original bonifaces,
strong bid for the top spot in the signed the FOnitane Sisters, Lanny Dario and Jimmy Veifnon, were at
Downtown Show Biz
union. He had. tried to move in at Ross and “Peg Leg” Bates for the the helm at that time, Dario is
the recent Convention in Montreal, inaugural state show Sunday (12). now bonifacing at Chapultepec,
Chicago, Sept. 7.,
afternoon and evening grandstand
but his demands to demonstrate The fair dropped its big name pol- Mexico, but is reportedly anxious
Terrific hypo to all Loop enter- and horse show performances. Add
his strength were rebuffed by the icy last year in favor of its own to resume in the U.‘ S., while
expected
tainments
is
to
develop
to
the- aforegoing the additional
delegates. It’s also reported that. Sponsored beauty contest and were Jimmy Vernon is with the Desert
from the city’s unveiling last week heavy coin raked in
going tb go
this year.

(Continued on page 60)

GOLDEN HOTEL
RENO

ephants,

9157 Sunset

Two Brpckways,

JOHNNIE RAY TO RACE

THROUGH DOWN UNDER

grandstand will be: Watkins
Chimpanzees, Diving Sensations,
Johnnie Ray is going to do a lot.
Ben Dova, The Chords, The Col- of traveling. Crier has been booked
bergs, Jackie, The Lavernes, and for a quick trip to Australia, and
Hit Parade Revue, 20 dancing because of a last minute pacting of
girl$.
a spot for him on the NBC-TV
“Colgate Comedy Hour”
Sept.
26, will telescope his Australian
tour into a .little more than one
week.
Ray; who started out on Monday
(6), plays his first Aussie date in
Sydney for three days starting
Sept. 10, following with three days
in Melbourne, one day in. Brisbane
on Sept. 17, a repeat in Sydney
and then he takes off for the U. S.
Sept. 18 from that city. Enroute,
the

AGENCY
Blvd.

Hollywood 46, Cal.

the. hiin-

Continued. on page 62

(

The Diving Fool

1

clubs.

Spiller’s

The Virginians, and Capt.
Heyer and Starless Night, man and
horse act. At the night shows on
Seals,

$epf. 8 thru Sept. 21
MILT DEUTCH

inn,, Las Vegas.

of Its .new Michigan/ Ave. underAlan Gale operated the spot as ground garage, capable of hanThe Fontanes and Ross will apCelebrity
one
and
the
for
season,
dling 2,359 cars and called the
Bates
pear only on Sunday, while
and Monday Harry Adler and Nat Dunn took it world's largest auto, depository.
will. work. Sunday
over
last season.
Gale,
this year, Two-decker subway lot, allowing
Drivers
KOchman
Hell
nights. Jack
will be at the Capitol Hotel’s Car-; five-hour parking for. $1, elimiwill, appear Sunday, afternoon to
nival Room. Jackie Heller will be nates the traffic harrassment that
open the fair. Acts listed for afternoon shows during the week are: allied with him, having bowed out long has discouraged patronage of
of the Carousel, Pittsburgh.
film and legit theatres and nightThe Great Frederico, Vidbel’s El-

NICK LUCAS

by

'

along on that basis

he makes a stopoff

in

faces met last week to discuss
joint improvements along Rush
Street, a major eatery and. hitery
belt here. Section’s operators, call-

ing themselves the Greater North
Michigan Ave, Assn., are pooling
resources to facilitate better parking service, reduce traffic congestion, improve street lighting, and
to engage in joint promotion that
would establish the section as the
biggest out-of-Loop entertainment
centre in the Windy City.
Niteries that would be directly
affected by these changes .are
Black Orchid, Blue Angel, Cloister
Inn, and a frost of cocktail lounges
and clubs. Jt’s presumed too that
more spots would take on live, talent in the -sector if. traffic incon-

Thanks To t
v

LEONLEONIDOFF
JOE FLAUM and
MILES INGALLS

American baseball team will
be unveiled on that display.

ceased playing havoc
with entertainment -investments.

•.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

NEW

YORIT

Conplltd

Just

LARRY GRISWOLD
1812 Second

Av#„ Cedar Rapids, Iowa

US. IN NITERY BIZ
VIA N.O. SEIZURE

also

Johnnie Ray’s dates at the Latin
Quarters, in New York and Miami
Beach have been switched around
to permit the weeper to take a
stand at the Desert Inn, Las Vegas.
New alignment puts Ray in the
New York spot starting Jan, 2 for
two weeks, thence to Vegas for
four cantos starting Jan. 18 and
follows with Florida on Feb, 20.
He’ll return to the N. Y. Latin
Quarter May 15 for three weeks.

-

•*'-

t

For a pleasant
engagement at

Honolulu to veniences

play a pne-nighter.
Ray, who originally intended to
take a fairly leisurely trip Down
Undez*, , was signed to appear* on
the Latin Quarter Reyue segment
of the Colgate show. Look's All

,

Trying to. overcome a like problem, a committee of local boni?

New Orleans, Sept. 7.
took over operation of
The
the Club Slipper on fabulous BourU.‘S.

bon St. in the French Quarter here
recently. The hot spot was seized
by the U. S. Marshal to exedute a
judgment issued earlier in the day
by a Federal District Court through
Herman W.
its
chief
deputy,
Niehues.

The judgment was issued against
Joseph Conforto, as owner of the
Charles Williams, Navy seabrought suit against Conand the latter’s son-in-law,
Frank Cariella, for damages for a
beating they allegedly .gave him at
another place they owned on July
spot.

man,

forto

Allan Jones Centre

Bobby Mo

Sydney, Aug; 31.
Allan Jones;- U. S. singer, currently- playing the Tivoli vaude-revue circuit fpr David N. Martin, is
the center of a legal battle with
Harry Wreh’s Celebrity circuit,- the
opposition to Martin here. Celebrity has applied for a writ of ca re,

(Mr. Five by Five)
Just concluded

two weeks

"Comic Bobljy Monahan, new to
theatres and also to Chicago, went
oyer in fine style with the house. His
humor is light, clean and heavily .de>
pendent on situation of jokes and
props. His imitatitfrt of .a man and a
wife, as each one sees the. other, IS
hilarious,
His fat man .routine, and
he is fat, had the kids chuckling
thruout.
Also, cut short in time, he
had to cut much of his regular material for the first day, but even so,
His
was called back for encores.
closing bit was a sharp imitation of
Charles Laughton a? the Hunchback
Billboard
of Notre Dame."

CHICAGO THEATRE

.

.

.

convulsed the

audl-;

PfiniEfr

authorizing Jones’ arrest if. he attempted to leave New- South Wales
while its $20,000 court action
against him (for alleged breach of
contract) is pending.
Harry Wren, managing director
of evidence, said that Jones had
agreed to appear at the Palladium
here, for $1,200 per week, or 12V6%
of theatre’s gross for four weeks.
Jones has denied breach of contract. He is due to play Melbourne
Brisbane and other key cities for
Martin.
Ken Asptey, attorney for Jones,
told the court that Jones was “the
unfortunate victim of two warring
Australian theatrical interests.”

~
1948.
The. suit was filed in 1949 and
judgment for $3,000 against Conforto and Canella was entered in
U. S* District Court in 1951. The
hzarshal didn’t close, the club. It

COME0Y MATERIAL

’

6,

went on operating and will be -permitted to do so though technically
it is under seizure. The marshal
.

deputized a “keeper” to check the
till.

for

AH Branch**

.

fine casual

comic

.

.

excellent acting ability
personality.”
Dale Sftevens

warm

-

Daily News, Dayton

1

,,

—MCA

FOUR ACES

of theatrical*

FUN-MASTER
me ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ
First

GAG

mi

(The Service of fht STARS).
13 Files $6.00-AH 35 itiu*s $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.

• 2 BkSi PARODIES, per book $10
,.$25
O MINSTREL BUDGET.
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS.; ee. bk... $2*
• BLUE BOOK (Ga^ for Stags).$50
-

O
•

•
•

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
13 qq
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worih over e thbusend
.

No C.O;D/s

,

^

Thanks to HERB KESSLER and
Direction

Of

Aussie Legal Battle

BILLY

On European Tour
Stockholm, Sept. 7.
Christine Jorgensen has been
held over for a second week at the
Nojfellest
Stadium, here. First
week’s attendance drew more than
40,000.

Miss Jorgensen is currently on a
tour of one-niters with only one
fulfrweek, a stand at Manchester,
Eng., on her itinerary.

200

W.

54th

St.,

..

GLASOM
New York 19—Dopt. V

circle 7-1130

Whan

In Buffalo

Stop at the

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL
•

An Apartment

for tho price of.

Complete Cooking

a Room

Faciliti

M. lenchner, Mgr., 206 So. Elmwood Av.

».

.

.
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at the

EMBERS”

says DOROTHY KILGALLEN
(THE VOICE

OF BROADWAY)

is

S

mmm
\4

_/0

the Embers.

rria

The giant spe
pellbinder

is

his

lengthy arrangement of 'My Fun ny Valentine';

.

^A

&

which should make Richard Rodge rs the happiest

composer

%

in

town.

fK,

AFTER 10 MAGNIFICENT

/

WEEKS AT THE EMBERS

NEW YORK:
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rm£%k\

CHICAGO
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CIROS
HOLLYWOOD
Frets Relations:

TOBIAS & HE6NER
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IllLY

Record Promotion:

MILTON KARLE

SHAW,

President
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Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Sept. 7.
Murray Weiss, Variety CliibsWill Rogers executive, in from Boston for monthly inspection tour of
the institution.
Earl Taylor, 20th-Fox Washington staffer;, back from General
after, mastering a major operation
and recuperatihg at the Will
Rogers.
Johnny Garwood, deejay of
WNBZ, visited the Will Rogers and
handed a bedside chat to many of
the can’t-get-out-of-bed gang.
Ria CJoos, theatrical designer

AGVA

.

troupe appearance. Arthur was
developments
at- compelled to await
Breaking
in the union battle, gpd then hurtendance, Roy Rogers proved the riedly had to whip a grandstand
ipost spectacular draw, in the 76 show together, this divorced of
consecutive years’ history of ’the. production values and consisting of
annual tv/o-weeks* Canadian Na- vaude. acts only.
tional Exhibition here, with the
FoUr AGVA acts he had origi24,000-seater grandstand in the nally booked some months ago are
first week grossing some $200,000, worked into the evening performout.
rained
day
though the second
ance only; Pat Henning, Nita &
On attendance, this tops Roy Eepi Estelle Sloan and The lyiathURogers’ Madison Square Garden rins; with a special AFM dispenorchestra
figures in his seven years’ seasonal sation to
60-piece
a
engagements there, but not on directed by Howard. Cable; and to
gross, where, the scale is. $6 top, Scotty Wilson’s 3(Lpiece band for
CNE has a $2.50 top. CNE attend^ the matinees. Arthur has also
ance figures have soared.. The Sat- routined both shows and superurday (4) turnstiles clicked 296,500 vised the lighting for the evening
payees for the. biggest crowd in performances.
CNE history, plus the setting of
For the youngsters, however.
three other Record days over pre- Rogers is the highlight. Apart from
vious years. On present indications, his riding and patter, Rogers works
the CNE should reach a recordr his liberty palominos (8) in the
breaking 3,000,000 customers for down-front;
precision,
for
ring
Toronto, Sept.
every record on

7,

(

.

-

the fortnight.
On. lengthy

AFM-AGWA

battle,

--the last-minute, dropthe traditional CNE grandstand spectacle and the substitution of a straight vaude. show,
there was CNE managerial trepidation. Jack Arthur, grandstand producer, would have used a line of
soine 100 Canadian, dancers and a
lixcd chorus of some 48 Canadian
singers, plus a spectacular. Western
setting built around, the Rogers’

which saw
ping

of.

:

and

artist, in

from Gotham

to cele-

brate the extraordinary progress of
her sister, Norma Cloos, yesteryear’s toast of Broadway whose go-

home

o.k. is

a.

certainty.

Funeral services for Forrest (Big
who died here last
wbek, delayed pending arrival of
an oversize coffin (he was seven
feet, two inches tall).
Birthday greetings to Isaac Hope,
production manager; William O.
Stamps, theatrical designer, and
Muriel *-(4- Eddy Sisters) Danzi.
Their progress is. of note.
Joe St; Thomas, chief concessionwith Wometco. theatre circuit,
air
Miami,
in for a bedside chat with
and
formations
wheel-within-wheei
waltzes; with Dale. Evans, in white his old coworker, William Stamps,
excellent.
cowgirl costume, making an; en- whose progress Is
Edith Gurba, cashier at Warner’s
trance on her white horse for a
Lane Theatre, Philly, in for a
medley of Western song? and her week’s stay at the Betters Camps
‘Don’t Ever Fall in Love with a arid bedside chats with husband
Cowboy,” plus the Sons of the Pio- John Gurba who is taking the cure.
neers, for their “Tumbleweed” and
Write to those who are ill.
“Cool Water,” followed by Pat
Slim) Glenn,

.

Brady for a community singsong,
musingly backed by. the kids.
While the Westerners are taking
an interpolating breather, TlVe
Rudells (3) are alternately funny
and dramatic in their comedy ti'am-

Fires Jones

Continued from page 58

Jones had attempted to deal with
C. Petrillo, American Federation of Musicians prexy who is
feuding with AGVA, but deal that
he came up with was the one that
AGVA could' have gotten at any
time, namely, the renewal of the
1950 agreement defining jurisdiction over acts playing musical instruments, and the dropping of all
court tests by the performer union.

James

Jones in his bid for leadership
sent a telegram to’ Paul Dulzell,
head of the. Associated Actors and
Artistes of America, calling for
AFM be
the
charges against
d r. o p p e d, an investigation of
AGVA, and the taking, ovef of that
union until the investigation is
completed. Copies of the wire were

JOAN BRANDON

WORLDS GREATEST HYPNOTIST
Sept.

430

8-12— Augusta, Gsi., Home Show
17-23— Kansas State Fair,
Hutchinson, Kansas.
Publicity— J. BRANDON

W.

24th

.

niore

sophisticated

impersonations and

adults, in
chatter.

his

McStay.

NeW York

Street

drunk, act

perched on a pyramid of four tables, complete with neck-rolls and
head stands; The Four Bagdadis,
first time from Egypt, trail for
swift tumbling; and Pat Henning,
comedian, is a bright light for

big struggle to get in unwire for the final big
summer holiday, as preparations
were made to take care of 50,000
visitors during the long weekend.
The casirio play on the big holiday
could get the latest hotel eriterprise off to a. flying start.
The imposing hostelry is not located oh- the Strip wherein lie the
seven big hotels that have made
LaS Vegas the show capital of the
is
It
on a stretch of
world.
Boulder Highway, about 10 minThe oututes from downtowri.
standing exterior feature of the.
hotel is the reproduction of a

the

,

,

.

’

MYLES

showboat steaming

into

full blast

the swimming pool which adjoins
the highway. The boat-hotel is authentic to a Mississippi boat in
every respect and the interior is
an artfully contrived two-storied
bar and cocktail lounge.
Principal owner of the hotel is
Bill Moore, Hotel El Cortez executive.
A combine of Desert Inn
execs control the casino and shows
that will be presented by Frank
Sennes.
The first offering currently
trodding the boards is
Minsky’s Follies of 1955.”
cereAppropriate
christening
monies included the pouring of 10
gallons of Mississi'ppi River water
into the pool.
The Showboat is
expected to bring a surge of business to the. Boulder Highway
region which has hitherto been a
business
comparatively
sparse

TOURING ENGLAND

iviil stick. This is the second
time that Jones has been ousted.
The last time he was fired as. an
Organizer in Philadelphia. At that
time he caused an investigation of
AGVA by former Representative
Fred Hartley, co-author of the
T af t-Hartley act. H e had taken the
Union into court and at. one time
got a settlement of around $13,000

Seven local; night spots have
been placed off-limits for the military by the Armed Forces Disbi-

firing

:

;

this,

he

AGVA

Variety

Myles

Bell,

puts

on a smooth

and competent a comedy turn

as.

Manchester has seen for months.

A

first-class artist this.

P.J.B.

Empire,

Glasgow

m

the Dia-

is

street

club*

where Harry James, Les Brown,
Gene Krupa, Woody Herman and
other jazz acts, appeared
this year. One, investigator
.

earlier

charged
going on on a
grand scrile” arid that soldiers have
been solicitated for drinks by wo then.
The Diarnond Knee also has
lately; been under fire for employing a minor andv allowing her to
drink on the premises.
that “solicitiatiori

is

AT LAST!

PUPPET BLACKOUTS
For Adults

,

Jones Marks Time
Philadelphia, Sept. 7.
Insurgent elements in th e American
Guild of Variety Artists
marked time here, while" Dick
Jones, leader of the revolt, and the
union’s eastern regional director,
went “through charinels” with his
charges of “betrayal” and “antiunion” leadership against president
Jack Bright and Jack Irving,
AGVA’s national administrative

NICOLE and PHILIP

KNIGHT
THANKS SKINNY
for

a

quick

(current)

return

500 CLUB
ATLANTIC CITY

.

secretary.

Thanks, too,

Ditlc

Henry

.

1733 Broadway, N. Y. If

Jones refused to announce future moves not wishing to show
his hand; but it became evident
that the dispute has widened into
an attack on the whole structural
,

set-up of the

KUMAR
of India
*

September 18-26

WASHINGTON FAIR
Puyallup,

Wash.

Management: ROBBINS BROS.
67 West 44th Street

New

York, N. Y.

EILEEN

New York
-m

Board.
Included in the group

mond Knee, Mason

•

0

Empire, Liverpool

pliriary Control

,

;

MANCHESTER HIPPODROME

Sari Francisco, Sept. 7.

ing to .Marion, local national member Leo Rivet wrote Irving saying
he would hot pass judgement on
Jones till there was.
full investigation;, Marion,, also doubts that
Richardson, of Philly, and Daniel,
of Baltimore, requested the instant
firing of Johes. Entire proceedings
are weakening the. AGVA case here
in Montreal .and unless a full explanation corrtes from New York,
AGVA is faced with more desertions by Cariadian members who
are already drifting to the AFM
each day.

Four A’s (Associated
Actors and Artists of America),
parent body of AGVA. Another of
the
insurgent, leaders,
Frankie
Richardson, national board memarea.
One hundred rooms make ber from Philly, was planning to
up the domicilliary part of the call for .a loyalty oath investiganovel enterprise reared at a cost tion of executives of .both AGVA
and the 4 A’s.
of $2,000,000.
The shows will not be geared for
“We are playing-it according to
Strip hotel competition, and will the rules and going through channot feature top names.
Rather nels/' Jones said. “But we don’t
will they tend towards package intend to wait forever,”
presentations, with times of perJones has' carried his charges
formance. staggered so that tourists can see^ the shows as well as
those on the Strip.

Hippodrome, Manchester, Aug. 16th

After a number of fruitless at-

tempts to reach Meany by telephone, Jones asked the National
AFL. office if he had to go to court
to
talk to
Meany. The query
brought prompt results arid Jones
and Meany had a telephone conference, the content of which, however, was not disclosed.

Tabbed Out-of-Bounds

Bows

der

AFL.

;

fold.

after, a.

ident of Four A’s. The AFL chief
sent an answering wire, sloughing
the whole dispute as an “internal
matter” riot withi
scope of the

Although Jones ha^ been fired
and severance pay sent to him, it
remains to be. seen whether the

Canadian. Rep Squawks
in
Montreal,' Sept, 7.
Las Vegas, Sept. 7.
Local AGVA execs are burning
Las 'Vegas’ newest hotel, the her. following a letter to Armand
and knockabout chair misses;; Es- Showboat, was cbmpleted in time Marion, union rep, from Jack Irving
telle Sloan is nifty in tap dancing lo meet the Labor Day weekend stating that the entire exec board
but too far. away to be appreciated biz.: The. -official' ceremonies and of AGVA voted for dismissal of
(3) Dick Jones as of Sept. 1. Accordfor her good looks; A1 Dault and opening took place Friday
Millicent do a terrific

Federation of Labor. Meany received a cbpy of the insurgents’
original blast to Paul Dulzell, pres-

sent to AFL prexy. George Meany
and,' although hot marked on the
Wire, a copy was sent to Petrillo.

from AGVA. .Following all
was taken back into the

polin. act; The Mathurins, dressed
as two sailors, are ..hefty on clever
rubber-legs acrobatics, table, slides

against the. Four A’s to George
Meany, president of the American

Charlotte Rae starts at the Blue
Angel, N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.) .
Jack Pearl to play a hitery date at
the El Rancho, Las Vegas, starting
today .
Julius LaRosa working
.
at the Supper Club, Atlanta, Oct.
18
Chi quita & Johnson to the
Latin Quarter, N. Y., Oct. 22 on a
deal set by Larry Gengo . .
Jose
Greco tapped for Ciro’s, Hollywood, Sept. 24;
. Ben Blue goes
into the Flamingo, Las Vegas, Oct.
21',
Joyce Bryant tapped for the
Celebrity Club, Providerice, Oct. 4
Helene Francoise, sister of
Denise Parcel, to be billed here.

Hippodrome, Birmingham

Gus and Andys

*

.

20

u

Sept.

a
.

O e t. 5

.

.

,

Yates Agency,
New

York, U.S.A.

Inc.

FOSTER AGENCY, LTD,
London, England

BARTON

,

.

mg

.

.

.16

COPACABANA

.

after as

Brooks

Helene Darcel
to.

preem

Boston, Sept. 13,

at

.

.
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"Sensational

is

Page and Bray

who are

the act presented by
A couple of dancers

• . .

tops."

" Arlequin "

MOULIN ROUGE

LONDON
"Page and Bray demonstrate how to
stop the show."

"Show

Business"

LONDON CASINO

NEW YORK
COPACABANA
Bray, one of the smoothest
Full
.
dance teams to hit this area .
two-armed lift and mad spin makes for

"Page and

sensational finish."
Bill

Smith'

9

BILLBOARD

SANDS HOTEL, Las Vegas
"Page and Bray does the most exciting
routines we've ever seen since Veloz and
Yolanda ...
a

"Mike Connolly'

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

Inc,

FOSTERS AGENCY - London

!

!

VAUDEVILLE

Wedneflday, September
“Yiddishe

“Sorrento,”

Willow Grove Park,

Minnesota Fair
Continued from

BLYTII

MAivittO

ACES

Example of ad lib vocalizing is
his deftly done plea via “Oh Promise Me” to a gal who was about to
leave after being feted at' a goingaway-to-college patty, to stay until
>

(2)

Dance

7 Mins.
35 Mins.
^
Chicago Theatre, Chi
Top’s, San Diego
This youthful sepia pair has a
Of all the fi’m stars who have
terp that is an
ventured into the .after-dark field/ brand of snappy
the
of
Ann Blyth is. among the most up-to-date counteroart
flash tap. Boys are doing
standard
soprano
gifted/ She has a beautiful
it v/ tii.reai.
doing
and
mambo—
the
voice, a fairy-tale princess look and
gusto—at the peak of time when
a fragile kind of wholesomeness
everyone’s digging that ..jazie.d-.up
that never, grows; cloying.
Latin beat. It’s Whirlwind, rubberact,
her
patter
in
little
There’s
legged stuff the way they do it,
only a moderate bit of self-spoof- and they’ve got it timed perfectly
ing in the songalog from her Met- in synch.
ro films, “Rose Marie” and “StuMambo Aces, sharply dressed,
dent Prince,” It’s gentle ribbing, open to a mambo-maniacal speed
the
although,
neatly,,
handled
beat, slow the pace slightly wuh
-French accent for ‘Rose Marie’’ “Tea For Two” in the. Same idiom.,
could stand strengthening.
and shift back into high on “Citm-

i

he had had a promised dance with
Audience gives it sock mitting.
Voice is big and clear, with good
range. He accompanies self, expertly on piano, but also likes to travel’
floor with mike. On the short side,
he's good-looking and has a pleasing, relaxed manner. Excellent for
the iht imateries and okay too for
Tew.
general vaude situations.
her.

been pulling crowds of up
000, The non-name Barnes

ALFRED VIDBEL’S BABY ELEPHANTS (3)

10 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
opens baehero” closer. Fancy solo work,
Alfred Vidbel, in. this turn, which
Top mitting one lad at a time, breaks the repe- should do Well on the outdoor
the well-paced act.
goes, to “When You Are in Love,” tition of synchronization and in- circuits,
three
elephants
puts

:

medley of

love' songs

An

Irish hillbilly tus-e. follows f6r

a

too-abrupt

formations.
interesting
through
Although billed as Baby Elephants,

volves something resembling leg
change.
char •et.er
acrobatics. Can’t miss as an openzestful approach would make
ing act on any Vaude bill where
As it. flash
this one a solid winner.
Lcs.
is needed,
stands, the song; is pi asant waggery about, a four-star Irisher

More

named Hennessey from Tennessee;
“Swing Low Sweet Chariot,” with

DONNA GRESCOE

second chorus uptempo, follows
the songs from her pix.
A fresh way of gaining contrast
comes in a “hit, parade” from
January to December, with a song
pegged for each month. This is
socko stuff, starting with January’s

9 Mins.

Violin

the.

Palace; N.

If.

Donna Griscoe, a. looker
does Well oh. the fiddle, trots
*

.

.

.

OK

.

DAVE KING

;

f.

,

.

10 Mins.
JEmpire, Glasgow
Young English

,

She’s a looker
wide-skirted go
is

warm and

a

rose-covered,

ing

original

The

flexible

AMBY HUGHES'
20 Mins,

twist

comedian .has

to the laff-producon basis of this
looks like having

is

by Philadelphia

.transit companies,'

:

‘

.

of

to 30,-

&

•

bling for his seat to embarrassment
of the film customers; Then he impersonates various, types of film
sequences, such as an American
Pacific, drama, a French love film
tin which he tilts cleverly at the
subtitles in English) and war films.
Segues into travesties of the gait

showcased by Charles Sid's,. Detroit
Henderson into an appealing act
"Runaway rhythm*’ features this,
that, blends nostalgia, dignity and youngster’s individualistic, stylings
fun. And she never oversells the which are further spiced with selfsisterly kind, of sweetness.
composed numbers and some wellWith violins added, the Billy done impromptu lyricalizing to fit
Britt house- band 'handles show- special occasions.
He does nicely "with a “world
backing chores in fine fashion untour” medley of “J’Attendrai/’
der Henderson- s direction.’ Don.
voice

ica

the turn of the century with concerts featuring such bandsmen as
John Philip Sousa, Walter Damrosch and Victor Herbert, has been
sold for. $1,905,000 by its owners,
the Philadelphia Transportation Co.

•

some promise if he can only get
hold of some slicker material;
After undistinguished opening
patter, he mimes a man entering a
cinema in the darkness and fum-:

and her smile Songs
wide!

approach
game, and

‘quiet

.

7.

amusement parks in Amerwhich came into prominence at

m

Comedy

;

Philadelphia, Sept.

Willow Grove Park, one of the
oldest

except for a 10-year period starting
in 1936, when it was leased to
Bandleader Meyer Davis,
Charles E. Ebert, president of
PTC, said Willow Grove has drawn
approximately 1,000,000 persons a
year and has averaged for the. comperformer,, doing some dancing.
Hour long performance follows pany a profit of $100,000 a year.
familiar burlesque and revue for- Sale of the 107-acre tract constimat. A pianist and drummer pro- tuted the largest real estate transvide the music. Several flash pro- action since the pTC’s reorgani1940, Ebert said.
duction numbers afe gaudily cos- zation
Louis J, Goffman, well known in
tumed and the setting and lighting
rate passable.
Bite for entering lpcal film circles as counsel, for
the tent and. watching the show the Stanley Warner CO., representfrom bard bench' seats is a $1 at ed the purchasers. Goffman said a
night and 50c in the afternoon. portion of the park will be develNumber of performances depends oped as a shopping center.
upon patronage— there can be as
many as 14 .in a day,
Charlotte McLeod, latest product
ity,
The Midway
of Danish conversion to femi
Other Midway flesh- show is the opened Monday (6) at the Casi
“Harlem in Havana” Negro revue Royal, Washington.^
with the same scale and schedule.
It’s .the
only Midway attraction
with its own band, an eight-piece
outfit in front of Which the performers work.
The comic is A1
(Fats) Jackson, who like Wyse, is
only on for a brief turn.. The line
of eight gals dance much, better
i <
than those, in “Moulin Rouge” and
Opening S«pt, 11.
there, also are two boys and a featured femme,. Flash production

;

...

Amus. Center,

Sold lot $1,905,000

Wyse, Jr., and his feminine partner, long a- standard vaudeville
turn, fiirnishing the comedy, with
a featured exotic dancer, Christine.
Producer Leon Miller, who was for
many years with the late A. B.
Marcus Shows and who also is a
burlesque veteran, doubles as a

her, and she’s lifted precariously by one of the animals. It’s
a good turn that should find a
profitable outlet in the outdoor
fields.
for tv.
Jose.
Alspi

Only
not
customers .interested
through her selections, but her

Got My Love to. Keep Me
Warm" and around the calendar technique; which calls for simulto “Silent Night”, and “Auld Lang taneous bowing, and pizzicato, inSyne” amid pindfop silence. In- terests the customers in this nonbetween high spots include the classical house.
She scores well in her three
Valentine.”
beliringing
“Funny
“April in Paris." “MacNamara’s numbers, but her finale, an arfrom
.of
excerpts
Band” and “September Song” rangement
“May the Good Lord. Bless and “Carmen ” has her, usual digital
pyrotechnics .along with the added
Keep You” is a good closer.
Although a silght case of nerves advantage of familiar melodies.
Jose.
was apparent, Miss Blyth has a
knack for
^g an audience.
“I’ve

:

of

a repertoire that calls for a lot of
digital dexterity. -She keeps the

Philly

.

Vidbel,
look quite a^ult.
assisted by a looker plus a groom,
has put some pace into the turn.
It's Virtually impossible to speed
up action with these packyderms
but the
tricks
and formations
follow in fairly rapid succession;
femme adds, interest by having
who The
a formation of the beasts on top
out

they

__

Carruthers revue, at a similar scale,
Carl
has been averaging 15,000.
Sedlmayr’s Royal American ExpoFor years because of its location
sition, Which has had the. Fair’s 14 miles from the center of the
Midway privilege for the past' 33 city, Willow Grove Park was conyears, has been built ; up from a sidered a natural for the transit
shoestring to a $1,500,000 outfit firm as a ride-groipoting agency.
with 26 rides and 18 shows and that Growth of automobile’ transportaalso includes -many other impor- tion has cut this phase of the park’s
tant state and other fairs in its value -and was the determinant i
itineraries.
bringing on the sale. By- a coinciSuch stars as Gypsy Rose Lee, dence two of the. three purchasers,
Sally Rand and; Bonnie Baker have Harry S. Jacobs and Morton Michtopped its “Mouli
Rouge” girl elson, are former hew and used car
show, but names were eliminated dealers.
three; years ago.
Current show
Willow Grove Park was built in
comprises line of 12 girls, vocal 1895 by the. Union Traction Co.
group of two: boys and a girl; Ross and has been owned continuously

,

A

Paige 58

dreds of food .and other conces»ce*
sionaires on the grounds and some
idea may be gleaned of the extent
to which the public’s pocketbook
is tapped.
30,000 An Afternoon
Afternoon grandstand auto races
and thrill program's at $2 tpp have

solid click.

Songs

1954

Momme,”

“Roamin’ in Gloamin”’ and “Danny Boy.” The rhythm numbers,
“Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,’* “Million Dollar Baby/' his oWn ‘“Alio,.
Baby” and “I Love Paris,” are a

ANN

I
ft,

John Wayne,

.

JERRY

Ka

Bob Hope and

Robert 'Mitch um,

the.

S

BERGEN

s*

Hope, and

Mitchum impressions being particularly good’. Winds in unoriginal

fashion by singing tunes associated
with such as Crosby, Jolson and numbers run to the exotic
and
Billy Daniels/
mambo and are inclined ^to be
Comedian With a possible future, arty arid show
the Katherine Dunhe should deviate from welltrodden paths of film travesties, ham influence. Producer is Leon
and seek some different impres- Claxton. '
A new attraction this year is
sion subjects among the new Hollywood personalities,. Young man “Dancing Waters/’ the novelty
brought
over from Europe and prehas talent, and his calm, authoritative approach is
grime
asset. sented at Radio City Music Hall in
'
New
York.
.Given extra advertisGord.
ing and exploitation, it’s proving
'
along
/with,
the
two girl shows and
SISTERS (2)
the sideshows the Midway’s best
Aerialisis
boxof
fice
bet
next
to the rides
8 Mins.
which include the largest portable
Empire, Glasgow
Bldhde and brunet sisters, the roller coaster, a double Ferris
blonde bearing the heavier half of wheel and many of th*e other dethe .chores) offer a solid aerial act vices in evidence .at amusement
in best traditions of vaude and parks.
circus.
Sedlmayr says tv hasn't changed
Act is * opened by the blonde, the public’s amusement tastes as
shapely and yet sturdy, swinging far as the
Midway is concerned.
in aero routine from the high
Year after year they go for the
trapeze.
She follows this With same sort of
entertainment fare
graceful one-arm swings. Partner
then teams up for double routine and they’re buying it now even better,
anything,
if
than they did beon trapeze,, and " the twosome
engage in unexpected forward fore video, he asserts. He believes
thrust which has section of the that 80%. of the people attending
customers gasping. The fair-hair- the Fair visit ‘the Midway.
ed distaffer next hangs up the
Income is being helped this year
brunet in two circular rings and, because the Federal tax on grandherself suspended from trapeze, stand admissions. was lowered from
swings her thus attached. Final .20% to 10% with no cut in the
gimmick is a forward thrust with prices^ The Federal admission on
rope when one of the- girls again the front gate and- horse
show adappears to be thrown forward missions
were eliminated last year,
towards the outfroriters.
Okay for vaude circuits iri XI: K. .and in this instance, too, the sav-.
ings were retained '‘by the Fair,
and Commonwealth.
GorcL
U
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.
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THE GIRL WITH 1000 FINGERS
The Neptune Rooiti

.

Currently

BLACK ORCHID/ Chicago

P'&RIETY New

Act Review:
This attractive warbler, whose -name was spread via stage
and film versions of, “New Faces,” is unveiling a well-

—

,

conceived nitery act here that intermingles. specialty songs
and recitations with her ballad Identities from the' musical
revue. She has a good grasp of her idiom and wisely Sticks
to it for peak impact.
Voice, which is strong and. throaty, needs no mike in a
small bistro and has an agreeable way of shifting to soft
tones on ballads like “My Love Is a Wanderer/’ Miss Carroll
tees off with lively “things Are Going Well Today,” changes
mood with melancholy “Spring Is Here,” apid then indulges
in a ludicrous monolog of a gypsy fortune teller with Bronx
inflections! Rest of her yield includes “Guess Who, I Saw
Today’* and “Penny Candy” from “New Faces’* and a couple

-WHEN

'
;

IN

BOSTON

San Antonio, Sept.

71-

If*
.

“Musical Insanities of 1954” is
skedded to ‘be presented here at
the Municipal Auditorium oh Sept.
26, headlining' Spike Jones and his
Atlantic City, Sept. 7.
Martha Raye, playing an engage- wife Helen Gray.co,
The Express-News Athletic Assoment at the 500 Club here, collapsed Sunday night (5), but was ciation will sponsor the event.'
discharged after a brief treatment
at the Atlantic City Hosp. Miss
Raye has been under a medico’s
care since her arrival at this re.

D. C.

/

Spike Jones To San Antonio
:

The

Home

of

Show

Folk

Avery IrWaiMnglonSti.

-r

offbeat tunes.

As her experience on the legit shelf has taught. Miss
Carroll has poise, a relaxed stage manner, and the canniness
to worm a laugh from an innuendo. She’s ah excellent
choice for smart rooms and okay too for general vaude
situations;
Lcs.

sort to

work

Continuing

this stand.

Collapse, was
sinus condition

attributed

to

a
a

aggravated by
heavy schedule and emotional up!

Recently Concluded:
"N.ew Faces"— Both Legit and CinentaScope Version!
Lead in "Call Me Madame" and Jluli in "Showboat"
Highland Park Music Theatre
Direction: GAC

tfr,

«

WASHINGTON,
I

sets.

HOTEL SAHARA
LAS VEGAS

••...
i

Mira

Gilbert,

make her Town
Sept. 22.
to

folksinger, will
Hall, N^ Y„ debut

Her repertoire

is

sung

her own guitar accompaniment.

CAB CALLOWAY

Wednesday, September

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

1954

8,

Sahara Las V egas

package/ There is no rhyme or
reason for this odd arrangement.

Quarter, N.Y.

Liitiii

Las Vegas, Aug. 31. 7
(FOLLOWUP)
Helen Traubel, Jose .Greco & He is. p cowboy singer straight
Lou Walters’ longrunning opus,;
and simple. There was never a
Go. (10), Saherem Dancers (12)J
booking like this in such av nitery “Made in France,” shows no signs
Cee Davidson Orch (11); no cover befote, and how he fits
Fairly
into the Of diminishing in interest.
or minimum..
Mae West show is a complete mys- frequent changes of headliners
along with a lot of inherently good
tery,
The combined talents of. Helen
Donn Arden creates two superb entertainment make this one of the
Traubel and Jose Greco will regale routines for the show. The Arden better cafe buys around. Walters
stubhdlders for the' next three line has a faculty for creating an is also prepping one of the heaviframes, with one of the brightest illusion Of complicated dance sets est outlays of names ini this spot,
offerings ever, to hit, the Strip.
by using arms more than legs. The having already, booked Mae West,
With all the dignity befitting a chorus rearranges itself in an as-.| Georgie Jessel arid. Johnnie Ray.
Wagnerian diva,. Helen Traubel sortment of patterns, coming out With this kind of name lineup, the
touches lightly on opera in one of them like a football, team up to LQ boniface is probably trying to
medley. The opera star, already the line of scrimmage.. Dancing, as bid for a firmer monopoly of the
established as a nitery personality such, takes up a fraction of the Broadway cafe biz, iriost of Which
before her locaj advent, renders time. Some unusual and interest- is now at this spot anyhow..
traditional American music as no ing effects occur,
Mark,
Latest addition to this layout is
pop singer could deliver. The conJoey Bishop, a pleasant comic,
tralto must stand some distance
with a line of patter that socked
QiMgXino’g, London
from, the microphone for her range
its way into favor with the holiday
London, Aug. 31.
is "wide.. The clarity of her tones
crowds. Bishop, working generally
Lynda Gloria, Tim Clayton Orch, in deadpan, has a' combination of
match the charm of the diva’s personality to score a rousing reaction Tib or Kunstler’s Gypsy Orch; $4.50 lines sufficiently down-to-earth to
minimum.
throughout, her stint.
catch the present trade, but still
The wellrbalan’ced repertoire 'inwith
enough sophistication to
On her initial engagement at; make a bid for the hepsters/ He
cludes “Vien, Wien,” a stirring “I
Believe,” and a condensed, score these Piccadilly niteries earlier in succeeds in capturing both elefrom “Song Of Norway.” Adapting the year, Lynda Gloria impressed ments. He throws in a few traidey
the nitery stage to her operatic with her vivacious- personality and lines to sew up thy insiders, as
talents, she wanders o,ut pn the her initial fortnight’s booking was well.
His 15-minute stint hits a
darkened stage to score With arias extended' by one month after- her top salvo in this room^
from “Madam Butterfly,” “Car* opening: night performance. Now,,
Bishop, a replacement for the
men” an “II Bagliacci.” She also six months, later,, she has been Bernard Bros., provides a bit of
sings
“No Other Love.’V then brought back for a return engage- Americana to tnis predominately
following a sober announcement of ment but doesn’t quite succeed in Frenchy confection. Another
heada song, from her native province, creating the same impact.
liner is Jane/Morgan, an /American
Although Miss Gloria has lost
the ..star socks " with “St, Louis
Who made good in Paris and Who
Blues,” and her ease at handling none of her .vivacity, Tier opening is now ori fen upward beat in her
the rhythm and bides along with night act had a ragged appearance native heath.
Miss Morgan is
the more grandiose music makes and didn’t take shape until, she switching inore to special material,
Miss Traubel a standout among reached her final number. It; was and it seems to be working out
the more serious singers who have at this point with her smash ren- better for her. The impact on the
pair
dition
“Granada,” using

comic on his first trip West. Although uneasy at the opener playing before a bevy of Strip enter-
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followed the nitery trail. Special
material goes over big in “It’s A
Thrill When
Heal; Piano Player
Sits' Down At 'the Keys.” Her own
accomper, Lou Maury, dries ah ex*
cellent job. The begoff is a touch*
ing Brahms “Lullaby” without, a
mike.
A fiery personality exuding grace
in all his mbvemCnts.as-an exponent of the Spanish dance, Jose
Greco must be. classed in a niche
all. his 'own. Greco' brings In his
own company of 10 dancers and
musicians (2 -guitarists! to chant,
clap hands and wield the. castanets
in. a colorful array bf Spanish costumes that, range from the Dons
to the .peasants; Contrasting ballet
apd gypsy, numbers, hiove swiftly

Of castanets to -heighten the dramatic effect; that she; gave evidence of her real talent. -Her other
entries, such as “It Takes Two to
Tango” " and “Mademoiselle de
Paris,” are done with a slight coy
touch which is Out of harmony
with the chirp’s style:
Tiber Kunstier’s gypsy orchestra
does a neat showcasing job and
Caters, for the -dance sessions with
the. Tim Clayton combo. Myro.
A

A

1

.

1

'

,

'

MalaoMette Carol,

format..

‘

Montreal

.

'

,

.

ented -company. Costume changes

.

is
a clever
dance turn, This male quintet
-knocks off its ballet mechanique, a
satire on the machine age, with
Telling results^
Another top turn, the Szoriys,
similarly impress with an excellent set of routines. Their dancing
has several' fragile elements as
well as ethereal qualities contained in, a thoroughly commercial

Their applause Is frequently vocal.
Added .fillups* are the terping of
Montreal, Aug. 25.
:Nejia , Ates,
the Tprldsh belly
.Nina Dova, .Gilbert© Asias; no dancer, the underwater strip, by
toper
linimvm.
The. Goldeq Mermaid, ithe 'production singing by Ralph Young, arid
Despite the poor tourist Season, the production dancirig of Piroska,
Carol's swank eatery manages to. Art Waner’s crew supports with
draw, some Of the, better spenders, eXoelleri]t -backing.
Jose.
with good cuisine land intimate
shoWs.
v
SIm
-'HGarrent Ts; Nina '//boya making'
one of several Appearances ih this,
Las^yefiasx Sept.'#.
.room and shaving to.'.bef.t?r ad"
“Mirrsky's Follies of 1955’’’ idlfh
vantage this time with an improved' Maxie lFuriiian'. 4c Go. (2) The Vib]
repertory -arid
Chantobtsie»k$;>short and dark with piitle,' Tony' Gehtife'
Bobbie Clark'
a trim Tlgutie ahd' a Set -of; pipes Dorothy'; Dorbeh Girts :i ig),
.Rusted
that register As better', than,' averr
Hjallcit '09eh \l) n© qdver or minage,. Her ability to- switch from
"
•' v ''"
'imw

La.

in the. skilled footwork of the tal-

are .many in the ..rapid- unfoldment
exciting Latin trirps./Rayel’s
VBolero” is still a top Greco offering, bringing into sharp focuSTCvery
member of the troupe in 15
lihutes of whirling, heel-?tompmg, romantic dancing.' “Contivo/?
.dance of /.the -horsemen, is. -a
Gfdeh0 ’ iiumber: ^featuring Greco
w folding .a. whip in his mose/excit:

audience keeps getting better.
The Debonairs, another act that,

made good abroad,

.

I
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:
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ingchoreo.
The .George '.Mero, Saharem Dancers set the mopd ybf .the //jshpw English, ^nto -feeveral other, Jan-,
withe. a nicely -opstumed/ Spanish' guages-giyes Jijer- ample
range, but
The EhOwboat.liasicom'e steariiirig
number -andtheCee Davidson drch Oh ShPW caughjt she stayed strictly
hito.; Lais' '-YOgas, docking .Ini the
tenders nice: support throughout.
on. an Auglo-GaUtC kick./ r
'Bob:
{Best of' her cpmedic bits -is aj swimming pool that, fronts -the
reprise'; of the “BoStoh BegiUne” highway. ..The first glamour hotel
from “New Fades.' She also-' hits to be built in an Area ‘outside the
Skyr#4jn?
With
a gay calypso, ’with Aud par-: fabulous Strip—east, of Vegas the
Reno, Sept.. 2.
.
exteriorn.and Interior- is .a < replica ;
Mat e$t, with. %o wise Bedvers, ticipationi called “Hold ’Em- Joe” -of .the Mississippi
JRiver. boats .that
In
more torchant lifioodr Miss'
a
Steve Ross, Don Kent, Dick Dubois
Dova worked- in^ a brace of French plied jhe Bayou country at the -turn
( 19)
Monty Hale
:
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Skylets, Eddie
$2. minimum.
,

It

•

.

/DonriArden niftiesroundingouta
Fitzpatrick
Orch; for a

;

;

solid gjrOup of the; century.

^

.j

v.--

Tine, reception.

.The

1

."'Gilberto Asias -now going into
his fourth -year at La Maisonnette,
was' no; surprise to -Reno, that
*S. house- pianist /gives, his. usual
ijne. backing; tp.: performer /and to
general natmospher* of the room;.'

Mae West.who; hasbeen peddling
sey ip pix and on stage 'for sd
many year?, should 'finally discover

'

:

$2,000,900
caravansary/
which; will conperitrate heaviest On
local- play, ‘"features.* ^ntertainirient
in a large square, rooiri that ‘.re;
sembles ? a- salon ori- -A boat. The
decor, of the^tOO-capacity rooni in-,
eludes stgined hardwopd. -thick car-:
pet and a stunhlhg mUral of an oldstyled paddie-wheeler moored' to a*
river dock. The dominant featUre

and true jokes of yesteryear. Bobbie Clark makes it Minsky’s with a
clever strip routine that nets solid
applause for the fresh young dancer Caroline Dale & Tony Gentile
are the singing duo that renders
tunes from “Showboat” in pleasing style.

of the

•

.

MIuinIB

i

’•

.

.

act layout.

Is
orn, in \yhich she sounds not
.T.
r
opens with a unlike Jud|r Garland. She \virids
pleasing voice in the. Perry Cpmo With a sensitive version of “Lover
range. Turns in -a good, job on Come. Back To Me.”
Lewis & Van offer tap terps on
“Tenderly;’’ and follows ^with a
drum number, that has ’em stamp- miniature stairs and are interesting. Closed with “September Song” ing In a: team-precision routine in
a; brief stint that pleases/The
and. encores with ri medley.
Copa
No. 2 spot is held by Lock Jaw Girls are spotted in a holdover
Seymore, who aUgirients some fast production number.
Bob.
boogie-woogie, and softshoe dancing With picking up Various articles
Hofei, Hoasioo
with his /teeth, arid 'continuing to
Houston, Aug. -29.
Tr- J
dance. -Tokyo Rose changes pace
ywian
y
Marshall, Joe Reichman
With an AfroWoodoo number. If Orch with
Dan
Alexander
no
an Afro-voodoo
can; be cover, or
mii\imui
called' by the Texa$ standards ari
“exotic,’’ she accomplishes itk with
The; fall entertainment season
all. the stops -pulled but in a sizzling
was ushered in at a fast, tempo at
exhibitlori.
the Rice Hotel Empire Room/ wlth
Piney Brown, blues, singer, reg- comedienne, Vivian Marshall, givisters with b'firie songalog ranging ing the popular downtown
Houston
from deep blues to. boogie; with night spot a running start. She
plenty of special material thrown, sings fend clowns through the regin for. .good .measure. The modern ulation 20 to 30 minute stint,
but
ballet of Ronnie LaRoque, aided on opening night had to stay ori
in 'double numbers. by- Nahja, who, for a full .55 minutes.
also, does a ^single routipeV is espeShcdoes a; good job on a medley
cially
well " -received. , Especially of H standard tunes,
ut bits .her
;npteworthy -are their AlabbratelYJ beat pace- .when- she- hdrops Inhibicostumed: V Dance of the Birds”- tions Arid goes lrito her special ma'
gets
act
Attinei
flash
lt’s‘that;rio
a
terial ivltb; a boiriedy fiare. Standplenty mP 'attention.
out' .are hen takeoff .'on .ari asthinatic
.
The^mceeirig is-capably handlbfi toiaierihferAndAriiEhtlVpixilated
by- Joe- Bluett. Joe ^lleu/s. band opera ^iriger, but the killer is her
•plays a -good .show with- better^ jpurine ,on f a pitchman hawkldg
.than-average -dapee -music follow- Paris postcards. Some, of th£ lines
\. >’.,•/ are a bit ori therfesqueside; but
//•:
./
ing.-v
While mixed Audiences are stili' .she tbs$e$ them off ip and off-hand
*
,
riot 'acceptable in TexasV the club manner,
Joe Reichman, who recently Te*
arid the acts are of a* calibre that
tiirnecHo
the
band biz, -proves that
should help the /situation along in
'Texas. This show lrisiy-draw more he "has lost none of^ the, Ojd know?
thari the usual cuifous tourists be- /how.- He is a believer in solid nr>Ur
TOreMhe present fourWeek 'engager sic with >just> enough -schmaltz to
keep it liRerestirig; His piano is
Je<~
ment Is -finished.
box-cm*. size and he plays, every one
of /the. black and whites’ in every/

Joe Hammondfe
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Ottawa, Sept.

3.

AKcg, Cavetl, -Lofo L .Dita, The
Duponts; (2)‘ Mifci Berens Miriapi/.
Sage D&nc4rs ( 5'j ...Jimmy, Garret
:

,

.

Orch
.!•'

-

( 9)-;..
'>

,

'$1 'admission.'’
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Is/ his* ifirst? ..pro .singing
seehis like' a comer.

job,' he
TJ1 ~
Je'dp.

.

''

n

Hatiieai, Oiiawa
Ottawa,. Sept/ 3.
Du Droppers (4) Paul Purdy f
Lindsay ‘Sapphire paricers'* (4) with
Mickey 'tc. Noel, Gent Griffin, Harry.
Pozy Orch (8)
$1 admission.
"
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composition. He is a fine Showrii'an
and . generates th« ^k|nd of good
feeling jind appreciation for the
audiences .that will. certainly re*
make, him Into a .solid, band for
many years ,to .come.
Band: vrijcallst. Dan Alexander, fi.
/
19TyeatroId from Ft. Worth, pos-.
tesses a good, voice. Although this
:
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down to earth with
audiences as an Iowa farm boy.

The warmth injected into his gags
earns him a responsive measure
of warmth from the packed room;

Houston, Aug* 29.
Ronnie LaRotiue, Nahja, Piracy.
Brown, Joe Hamm nds, Lpck Jaw Alan .-Walker- rates a good assist
Seymore^ Tokyo Rose] Joe Bluett, ns the-sports announcer.
Joe Allen's Orch; $1.20-$1.50 ninU
A stellar vocal assist is given
mum.
/
the show by thrush Fran Warren.
She scores on Would You Believe
Club Ebony, one of the largest It,” while “Making Whopec” is deand most pretentious Negro, night livered as a slow torch -song that
club's, in the South, has opened its clicks. She also does, “The
Man
fall season with- a sparkling eight- That Got Away,” from
“A Star

i

.

•

in. a tux, is as

—

,

MorelM Orch
minimum.

jiis

Houston

Cliik Gbrikiy,

.

.

(10), Antonio
(It); no' cover or

,

a new market, place; There v wai a
For the first time’ iii its ’two-year
fear, perhaps purposely contrived,
history, the' posh Rbse Robm of the
9
that Las iVpgtfs-•'Wag^'i1m''d^rily';tb10A .^uus-'-Souel^Chaiidiere Club has- wopkep’ proon, the. face of the earth sinful
MiamT Be«ch, Aug. SB.~ is theTarge 'Stage upon which the- duction :into> its -show. Heretofore
enough to.make the; iiew bales' pro- .Rusty Draper, Ann: Hetnidh thrice nightly presentations
T:or .acts merely, .went <©n and came off
gram successful,
Dancers, Sacasas A Orch; $2.50 Imbibers only, no food—are 'offered. .and-; customers 'sometimes . weren't
The most remarkable thing is minimum.
The room is used for bingo ouring sure if ..the- band was bringing on
^
that Miss West. 4otoks.« much the
another act /or playing for dancing..
the day/
same as. she did 'When she inspired
Rusty Draper should mark up
This .week,., integration hae. set., in.
/“Minsky’s Follies of 1955” is the
the life preserver nickname. What healthy trade here during .his .stfey,
Scripted ;and staged:. by. line -chief.
could have turned ihto/an.iincom- What with plethora Of the piid.west Initial offering for an. indefinite Miriam Sage and, emcee: Mikl
fortable hour, hearing her talk sex ami southern types vacationing at run. Featuring- a' potpourri of -fast- Berens, 60-mlnute show has/longbetween clinched teeth, turns /Out this time Who are apt to* be count- moving acts /some Which .have needed smoothness and with the"
played the Strip spas, the dominant
to. be only what you -would expect ed among his fans.
That, they’ll
okay material at hand. it adds up
from her. And What really 'puts a be in attendance Was. Avidericed factor Is the Dorothy Dorben line;
to a pleasing session.
life vest, around the whole package, opening night: with Requests:
Top-billed Alice Cavell, with rich
duction
numbers,
handsomely
be-,
is always her .amusement with the irigifrom all parts of the room. The
pipes* and svelte looks, opens ivith-',
frilled. The chorines are standouts'
fantastic
legend'- she
out much impact but builds to
has built amiable Draper taking them mil On,
in
looks
most
of
arid,
them,
come
in
around her.
to- round out an entertaining atint.
strong closing.
Standout songs
There’s a different view of sex
The blend includes all his re- -for specialties, that may lure some include ,-^Peris ip Springtime,?-’
in the Mae West, show. Certainly cording hits as well as some better of the Strip trade. The line is more “Young »t Heart” and' “Rainy
versatile,
than
most
lines
in
the
the male form has never cbirte in standards for display, of virtuosity
Day.”
for more., attention or yndre'Ss in a on
the
guitar.
Compote has major spots on Highway 91, and
Click acro-adagio stanza by’ The
mtery, of any whef e. else, except “Sunny .Side of the Street,” “Mel- from precisirin work to the cfen-cari; Duppnts has the lissome blond
it
provides
by far the most enter- partner; who looks' l ike she
Muscle Beach. The nine he-men , ancholy Baby” for change of pace,
/
recruited from, the tanks of weight “Lazy River” arid zirigy “Guitar taining tidbit in the. Show.
couldn’t lift a music stand,, doing
lifters, fall into the' job well qual- Boogie” to. set them /beating the.Maxie. Furman' A Co, (Co. being -much of the lifting arid underified.
palms. “No Help Warited” brings his spouse-straight, woman) is. well standing. Lolo & Lita work jugg-Not all the -men in her show are on- the encore segment;, second •received in. a Parisian burlesque- ling; comedy arid balloon manipulaundressed.
Eight © t h t r a are group has “High NOon,” “Reguin,e” skit that's climaxed with an hilari- tion into an okay item, enhancing
decked in tails Tor Introducing her on the’ guitar with .an* assist- by ous drinking scene between* the the effect by giving- remarkable
in song and dance. With all the Sacasas and .his unit, and “Jambai pair.- The Villenaves are a .duo of balloon creations tp tablesitters.
men in the? act, it’s still La West laya” for the sock bowoff.. Could stunting cyclists that* never fail to Lolo, male member Of dub, does
wli© keeps, the sex., pot boiling. have, stayed on longer.
thrill. While the gal stands on the the work while,. Lita
efferiiveiy
Louise Beavers, -ap the maid, never
Dance studio op Ann Herman shouldei's of her male Cycling un- assists. Act includes several standgets a chance to do anything. and her group displayed the new- derstander,
however/ her head out .juggling tjJtns with crockery
Miss West’s songs range from est. variations for.- 'the mambo- brushes /against, the low permanent dishes.
“Frankie and Johiiny” to ’T’ve Gbt sambfe addicts to tee^olf matters; ceiling that is oyer the footlight
Miriam Sage Dancers introduce!
Something' -For the Girls-^-Boys, Sacasas. tnd his orCh groijr in section -Af .the ; well-draped ^sta'g«-~ three Impressive routines each;
Boys, Boys:”
;.
stature as a shdwback unit; with a factor that could prove an archi- Show.- Jimriiy Garrett !>battd, with'
Unexplalnably there is a cowboy potent handling of asslgmrients tectural bottleneck for this, type of- Champ Champagne .subbing on S8s
•'
singer, Monty Hale/ who opens' this each week- ranging from' anything performer.
for hospitalized Garrett, sho whacks
show—as part of tha.;Ma0 West from hillbilly to' wild" jazz.
‘Gorirt/
Larry Allen, is a pleasing young and plays for dancing.
J
•

Von, Copa Girls

Buttonholding the last segment
summer tourists, which is
an audience that’s been hep .to him
since he zoomed into the tv firmament two years ago. Red Buttons
The sound at the opener found scores vyith his familiar brand of
ringside tables not getting tlie ben- comedies in a show as pure as the
driven snow and recommended for
efit of the speakers, a matter easily
adjusted. Buster Hallett fronts%is the entire family.
A former cafe vet who’s only
show orch at the piano with tire
crew playing from the floor to the pair of nitery stints since his tv
right of the stage. A unique feature advent have been, here, a year
is the projection booth built in a apart, he brings the same act in
corner at the rear rather than the from last semester. His P. S. 13
center, splashing the stage with autograph book still plays a giant’s
role, in the laugh department. Red
Spots from a constant angle.
The show as a whole is not up to also- brings back Rocky Kid Buttons,
the punchy fighter; -for yocks
the bigtime flavor or calibre of
Strip offerings, but is pleasant fare, and a tear or two. Buttons, an
eastside
boy playing a svelte spot
nevertheless.
Bob.

.

'

Las Vegas, Sept, 1 .
Buttons, Fran Warren, Lewis
.

&

!

"

$ands 9 Las Vegas
Red

tainers, his obvious talents at fast
banter emerged even over the tried

:

,
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Club's

big

.-.C.

<

Carnival

an agreeable, .but light
end-of-siimmer bill
this
week,
headed by the Du Droppers,
quartet of Negro boys with good
pipes and okay staging. Backed by
hfes

:

own

guitar riian v.znd the
rhythm section of Harry Pozy
house band, group mixes bounce
tunes with, numbers like “Septemtheir

ber Song,” “Three Coins” and ”St.
Louis Blues,” closing with “Dry
solid palmpounding.
" Slow-pacCd, chuckle-raislhg comedy of Paul Purdy also- gets good
mitting; Besides a touch of comic
Purdy’s standout is furiiter.ps,

Bones” to

bling -putting, on .shirt and vest
while wearing jacket, cane and
smoking long stogie,
Lindsay .Sapphire line., has
switched/ gals, sliced, their number
from six to four, retained clicko
..

silk hat arid

chanter Gene. Griffin and added
dance pair, Mickey ic NoCl. In
their three appearances with lint
arid separate stanza in teeoff apot-/
ryouthful- due-^exhibit -fine adagio
Griffin .also
-to .good
returns:
Germ.
emcees.
’

'

'

.

.
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Holm’s ‘Corner’

Now

Wednesday) September

1954

8;

Set

For B’way Year Hence

A sort of drama critiris. credo was’ expounded, recently by Richard
Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. t..
Watts Jr., legit reviewer of the'' N. Y.' Post, in a* Sunday column. I’d
Broadway production of John better confess at the outside,” he wrote in part,
“that it (his assign“The Southwest Cor- ment* for the coining season) will be chiefly reviewing, which is
ner” is now slated for a year fairly humble trade and consists of an attempt to set down
an immethe Marblehead Summer theatre, hence. Producer: John Huntington,
where the4 season finale, “Heaven who tested the. comedy this sum- diate personal reaction to the works opening on Broadway, and not
Can Wait, starring Steve Cochran, mer at his Spa Summer Theatre criticism, which' is a loftier business arid strives to capture more
austere artistic values. But I hope you’ll occasionally find some of
pulled a poor $4,500.
here* said last week that he plans
BST season winds this weekend an extended road tour before the latter here, too.
“You certainly won’t encounter any effort on my part to pretend
with Basil Rathborie in “The Win- bringing it to New York. Holm is
that I’m being objective, and that’s a matter I Want to emphasize.
slow Boy.”
rewriting
the ,play
currently
The reviewer who says or implies that his reviews are objective
adapted from a novel by Mildred trying to deceive either you or possibly himself. AH he can do is
‘Stalag’ Wow, Rochester
Walker'.
Rochester, Sept. 7.
to present, as accurately as possible, what he, a fallible, and highly
Eva LeGallienne, who starred in opinionated fellow, with frankly personal tastes, theories, ideas, and
“Stalag .17,” was held over for
a third big week at the Arena The tryout, is currently in Holly- predelictipns, happens to feel about the play or. the musical coiriedy
Theatre here and ended up the wood as actress and technical ad- he has just seen, He is an ardent playgoer, just as T hope you are,
heftiest grosser in the four-year visor for “Prince of Players ” but and the difference is that he gets in free and, is supposed to ratiorialize
history of the year-around local will be available for the snow in his verdicts in print.
theatre in the .round. , Turnstyle December. Margaret Webster may
“i’ve never believed,” Watts added, “that the theatre existed in a
passed more than 3,000 for a top do the staging, yvhich Holm han- pleasant little vacuum called Broadway,
I’ve always felt that it, was
take of $6,300 for 17 performances dled for the barn tryout. Huntingr
a very important part of a_ struggling, tormented and chaotic world;
Sunclosed
Show
top.
at $2.20
ton is also negotiating for a The- indeed, one of the few fine and civilized forces in that embattled,
day (5).
atre Guild subscription tieup.
semi-barbaric universe, and, as such, deserved to be cherished and
The Oriiar K. Lerman-Dorothy
honored. I certainly don’t think
take
Cecil Holm’s

Westport, Conn., Sept.

7.

-

Lawrence Langner, Armina Marshall (Mrs. Langner) and John C.
Wilson had a profitable but un-

,

’

spectacular season" at the Westport
Country Playhouse, which shuttered Saturday night (4). Finale,
was an impressive Theatre Guild
breakin of Walter Macken’s “Home
Is The Hero," which opens' Sept.
22 in New York.
General feeling locally is that
the Westport /stand, one of the
foremost, in the strawhat circuit
because: of the audiences it commands, Was not particularly gala
this year, with none of the colorful
revivals Langner often indulges,
nor the presence of top stars.
Biggest gross went to “Happy
shuttered
Birthday,” with Trriogene Coca, but -Chernuck spot is now
about
the playhouse saw little velvet be- until the fall season starts
October.
cause of big, expensive cast; arid the middle of
the tele star’s personal terms.
‘Family’ $4,500, Stockbridge
Repertory alternated between -new
Stockbridge, Mass., Sept. 7.
Works and revivals as per custom,
The dated old comedy “Three’s

r

•

,

,

.

reviewers should
themselves
too seriously or depiand only serious plays, but I do think that we
should recall we are custodians of the subject of potential importarice,
and try to relate it to the world about us,”
Earlier in the week, iri one of his “Random Thoughts on the Drama”
columns, the Post reviewer called critics “the most determined collection of incurable romantics currently; at large,” explaining that they
“spend the best years of their lives sittirig evening after evening in
the presence of tfie run-of-the-mill Broadway offerings in the wistfuj
hope that eventually a masterpiece will come along.” The implication
seemed to be that a. substantial salary for a soft-snap assignment
not a factor.

McCleery’s “The
a- Family” was alive enough to
with Faye Emerdiaw $4,500 gross at the local Berk"Reunion ’54,” shire Playhouse last week. Marand Guild’s “Home is the Hero” garet Hamilton and .Sheppard
among the better tryouts.
Strudwjck were starred in the
Miss Emerson Wants to do “The Phoebe and Henry Ephron farce
Lady Chooses” in town and Laug- about domesticity and paternity
interested in. a jbint pre- during World War II.
her
sentation with an indie manageThe final, .week at barn is curment, if the author provides a new rent with Muriel Kirkland in. “A
Denis Dash, of Bitters,” by Reginald
Sturm’s, comedy
third
act.
owned by Hail a Stoddard who. plans ham and Conrad Sutton' Smith.
William

with

Lady

.

*

;

.

.

Chooses,’?

son;. Justin .'.'Sturm’s

Paul Gregory, who stepped out from the lecture department of
Canada is edging towards a one- Music Corp. of America to become one of the most successful legit
card performers' union. Move in producers in recent years, is “fed up with the theatre” and. may devote
that direction was strengthened by all his time to films hereafter. In an interview with Thrimas M. Pryor,
of
Actors published in the N’.Y. Times last Sunday (5) under a Hollywood date-the recent decision
line, the presenter of “Don Juan in Hell,” “John Brown’s Body” and
Equity to exercise its jurisdiction the current two-company “Caine
a December production.
Mutiny Court Martial,” who is. now
.$19,480 Season
State’s
Ohio
Westport theatre is owned by the.
in the Dominion.
producing the “Night of the Hunter” picture,- said in part, “The great
Sept. 7.
Columbus,
Langners, with Wilson in on seaEquity’s business in Canada is advantage in picture making is that orie’s headaches are limited. Once
State’s arena-style summer
Ohio
bring
sonable operation. Plant will
Stadium Theatre racked up the being handled through the Assn, you have produced a film, it is finished work. It may be good or bad,
added profit this year with addi- highest take in its five-year history
of Canadian Television & Radio but it is finished. When you produce a successful play you have to
tion of restaurant-bar, called “Playwith the season’s gross topping Artists, a subsid of the Canadian live with it. That’s the beginning of the headache.”
ers’ Tavern,” owned by the Lang$19,480. This compares with the Council of Authors & Artists,. With
The interview went on to quote Gregory as asserting that/ his
son,
and
operated
by
their
uors
1953 season gross of $17,640.
financial success has not compensated for the ‘bitter experiences’ he
Equity tieup, CCAA, now
the
Philip.
Average attendance for the 41 covers all Dominion performers has had in the three years” since producing “Don Juan in Hell.”
performances was 474, as com- except Vaude and nitery entertainThe piece added, “He complained of having been ‘kicked in the
‘Crocus': Record 14*ViG, Philly
pared with 45.1 in 1953 and 424 ers and musicians. In. line, with stomach by an actor and you’d be surprised if I mentioned the name
Philadelphia, Sept.~7.
in 1952.
is be- of this great artist’ during a heated discussion of money. 'Actors do
Equity
with
CCAA,
pact
its
For the third stanza in a row,
Stadium Theatre, a university- ing represented in Canada by Den- a lot of talking about going qn the road and bripging the theatre to
Philly's municipally-operated Playopen to nis Sweeting, business adminisf. the people, but they’re always coinplainLng about travel and hotel
house in the Park, zoomed close to administrated enterprise
in the community, pre- trator for ACTRA.
everyone
accommodations arid looking for more irioney.’
the $14,500 inark last week. It was
in eight weeks,
"'Hiring an actor for a picture is like buying a utensil you need
the second and final week of “Au- sented eight plays
Besides ACTRA, the Canadian
experformances
five
getting
each
-for
a certain job. '.After it’s finished you put the utensil aside. I don’t,
Margaret
Trutumn Crocus,” the
Council is the parent body of the
man sfarrer, and just topped the cept the finale, which- was, given Union des Artistes, the French- want to. spend the rest of my life living with the ego of artists. I
honestly
Show’s first week’s gross because six times.
say I don’t care if I never do another thing iri the theatre.’ ”
language organization which has
there was no press list (usually 60locals in Quebec and Montreal.
‘Androcles’ $1,000, Reading
75 pairs) for Monday night.
Virginia
Card’s English adaptation of Rossini’s "Barber of Seville,”
CCAA also has contracts with the
Reading, Pa., Sept. 7.
“Tonight at 830,” current PlayBerks Players had a disappoint- Canadian Assn, of Advertising already staged this summer at Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va., and
house offering and last show of its
White
Bam
Theatre, Westport, Conn., Will be given six invitation
Tues- Agencies, National Film Board and
13-week season, started off with a ng five-day engagement last
performances at Malin Preview Theatre, NX; Sept. 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26.
With Shaw’s the Assn, of Film Producers.
sturdy advance and promises to day-Saturday (31-4)
Twofold
purpose
to showcase its young pro talent, arid to stimulate
the
at
wind Up season in fine style, es- Androcles and. the Lion,”
A preliminary meeting to inves- interest in eitheris an
^Only
off-Broadway or touring production. Troupe,
pecially since the regular legit Green Hills Theatre here.
tigate all aspects of the agreeriient
which
under
will
use
of
costumes
gross
and pseudo sets, includes Harry Wayne,
a
and
season doesn’t open here until 714 payees
between CCAA arid Equity was George Rittner, Roy
Urhausen,
Alfred Medinqts, Virginia Shuey,
$1,100 was registered.
Sept. 20.
held several weeks ago in Strat- Michael Therry,
Winfield
Green
and Miss Card. Miss Card is staging.
"Guest In the House,” opening ford, Ont. Conclave, attended by
‘Complex’ $5,900, New Hope
tonight (Tues.) for the usual run, 60-odd actors, Was called by play- A1 Fiorillo Jr. is conductor-pianist.
New Hope, Pa M Sept. 7.
is off to a healthy start with two
ers connected with Shakespeare
“Champagne Complex,” Leslie performances
presold to organizaFestival. A regular meet is sched'
Stevens farce playing a fortnight’s, tions.
uled
for Torqnto sometime during
tryout, grossed a non-intoxicating
September, with Paul G. Jones, as$5,900 for its closing week at the
Southbury Season O.K.
sistant
to Equity’s exec secretary
432-seat Bucks Coiitry Playhouse
Southbury, Conn., Sept. 7.
Abrier Kllpstein is associate to Post Office Dept, to issue a postage
here, at a graduated scale rising
After an early-season lull, Jack Angus Duncan, slated to attend.
Reuben Rabinowitz as pressagent stamp honoring the legit stage
td- $3.75 top Saturday nights. That Quinn’s Southbury Playhouse
for
“Pajama Game!’ and the incom- Michael Goldreyer will be company
represented a profit for the thea- caught on and built to a steady at- Sees Children’s Theatre
ing “On Your Toes” . , \ Theatre manager, Karl Bernstein presstre, but a loss for producer Alex- tendance that carried 1954 total
STs off-Broadway^ .production of agent, Harvey Sabinson his associRace’
an
option
of
the
has
H.
Cohen,
who
ander
figures about equal to thte 1953
Jean-Paul Sartre’s "The Flies” sold ate and David Kanter stage manon the script for Broadway. First take.
.
East Lansing, Mich/, Sept. 7,
out at its scheduled tWo-perforin- ager for “The Boy Friend.”
week’s take on the play Was $6,700.
Spot, a 350-seater, had its best
"For the good of the race,” the ance'run last week, so it’s reopenConstance Bennett, opening last weeks with “Kind Sir” and ‘‘Late chiidreri’s theatre must counteract
After being forced out of her
ing, tonight (Wed.) at the Cherry leading role again
night (Mon.) for a week’s stand in Love.” “Nina”’ drew the season’s
in “Solidv Gold
the influence of television, radio, Lane, Greenwich Village, N.Y., for
“Sabrina Fair,” was an advance low gross.
Cadillac” “because of fracturing
according
pix
the^copiics,
to
limited
and
a
run
Klaus
Kolmar
sellout for the regular seven pertwo ribs in a fall in her hotel
Sara Spencer, of Anchorage, Ky., rejoins National Concert 6c Artists apartment, Josephine Hull has
formances, and Playhouse producer
president of the Children’s The- Corp. this week after his seventh withdrawn permanently from the
Mike Ellis has added ah extra ma- Crest Theatre, Toronto,
season as resident manager and George S. Kaufman-Howard TelchConference.
tinee Thursday (9), which he also
Tryout atre
With
Reopening
“It is up to the children’s the* pressagent of John Hrintlng ton’s raann
Comedy, and understudy
expects to go clean. Show will hot
Sept.
7.
Toronto,
atre to show American children Spa Summer Theatre, Saratoga, Ruth McDevitt has taken over regbreak the house record, however,
Second season of the Crest The- that there is something better than N.Y., Pat Crossfield (Mrs. Kolmar) ularly, with featured billing . ./.
as a number of patrons are using
season-, subscription
tickets,
on atre, first, repertory house here in Howdy Doody and Superman, and is scenic designer for the strawhat. Gregory Ratoff, back '’from a film
Sarah Churchill has acquired the acting assignment in Italy 4o take
which a discount is allowed.
30 years, reopens Sept. 14 with & give them a chance to prefer Peter
new play, “A Jig for the Gypsy,” Pan before the mass mediums have rights to the Bernard Shaw-Ellen ovgr the final rehearsals of the re*
letters and is having Nor- opening "Fifth Season,” is sporting
‘Norway’ $6,500, Iyoijrfon
by Robertson Davies,
formed their tastes,” she said at Terry
Ivory ton, Conn., Sept! 7.
Comedy of 19th century Wales a meeting of the conference at man Corwin adapt them for a con- •plenty of added poundage and a
’
Edna Best and bushy red beard, a la Henry VIII.
two weeks of the season at will star Barbara Chilcott, who has Michigan State College. Confab cert-style drama .
Brian Aherne are set to costar
Milton Stiefel’s Ivoryton Play- just completed a summer season
Michael Hlggiris, after a summer
of the With the Lunts iri "Quadrille”
. .
house pulled profitable, but... not at the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespeare preceded a % convention
Theatre Julius Fldschmahn is remaining season with the Group 20 Players
American
Educational
standout, biz. Ethel Waters in
at Wellesley, Mass., Is now playing
Festival, playing opposite James Assn.
through September at his summer the lead,
“Mamba’s Daughters,” Sept. 23-28,
Proctor, in “The
“The children’s theatre move- home at Chatham, on Cape Cod, Crucible,” John
drew $6,500. Last week’s “Song of Mason In “The Taming of the
currently in a three"which taking it easy after his heart at- week stanza at the Arena Stage
Norway,” with Lucille Manners, Shrew.” Play will be directed by ment,” she continued,
in
grossed the same figure on a re- Herbert Whittaker, drama critic of reaches about four million each tack of last winter , . . Lew Harris, Washington.
Mail,
year, is not a mass medium, We treasurer of the, Ziegfeld Theatre,
adjusted sked Which played a per- the Toronto Globe
Playwright
Alexander
doReid
formance Sunday (5) to compen- also won the best director trophy are pitted against radio, television, N. Y., back from two weeks of ing pressagent
chores for Intersate for a Tuesday (31) show kill in last year’s Dominion Drama films and comics in a great strug salmon fishing in Maine with comnational Film; Festival at Edined by the hurricane.
Festival.
gte for the minds and., hearts of pany manager Jimmy Troup.
burgh and also upcoming fall seaOverall season was satisfactory,
The resident company will be American children.”
Harry Rigby Jr. plans to produce son of Glasgow Citizens. Theatre.
with “Oklahoma” and the Tallulah virtually the same as last season’s
a musical version of H. Allen He has a play coining tip for preem
Bankhead “Dear Charles” the successful venture. The second
Smith’s novel. "Mister Zip,” with at. Citizens.
BACK IN CONCERT BIZ
toppers. Mary Astor in "<Late play of the season will be Graham
book by himself and Rogers WhitKansas City, Sept, T.
Love” was the red ink champ at Greene’s London success, “The
taker, music by Otis Clements and
Mrs. Jay L. Wilder,! yet. concert
$4,200.
WilYiddish Musical
and will star manager of Joplin, Mo., is back in lyrics by Sheldon Harnlck
Living Room;”
liam L, Taub announces a revue,
Frances Hyland,
‘Stalag’ Stormy $4,900, Hub
business after a two-year lay-off. "Hello Paree,” to open
Season
on BroadBasil Coleman will direct and
Boston, Sept. 7.
1954-55
has
a
season she
For the
way in mid-November .
Billy
.
"You’re Deep in My Heart,” new
Effects of the hurricane here John Wilson will be designer.
full schedule of dates, including Matthews and Tom Hughes plan, a
Yiddish musical by Israel Rosenlast week Were reflected at the
Margaret Truman, Yma Sumac, production this season ’ of "Theoberg and Phil Laskofsky, will open
New Lecture Agency
Boston Summer Theatre, where
Jan Smeterlin, The Columbus dora Apstein’s "The Innkeepers.” the season at the Bronx, N. Y.*
American Town Halls, Inc., has Boys' Choir, and Henry Scott.
"Stalag 17” nabbed a sluggish $4>
committee h&s been formed Elsmere Theatre Oct. 7.
900, the lowest figure for an other- been chartered at Albany tc conShe is also booking concert under the leadership of Jacques
wise satisfactory season; Big blow duct a. lecture and concert agency
series of revues will be proknocked out the Tuesday night (31) business in New York, with capital dates in Springfield, Mo., as she Mlnkus, head of Gimbel’s, N, Y., duced there later in the fall by
has
done in paft years, and nearby stamp department, arid with enpreferred
at
performance and
the local play stock of 60 shares of
„
Rosenberg,
and Vera Rosariko, to
failed to get back in the b.o. $100 par value, arid 1,000 shares of towns in the Kansns-Missourl area dorsement of the Council of the
Living Theatre* to urge the U. S. follow the Opening production.
near Joplin.
groove. It was the same story at common at $1 par value.
‘
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Wednesday, September

Las Palmas, 1. A., Sold
Hollywood, Sept.

8,

1954

Cleye. Strawhats Best in Years;

7.

Las Palmas, 400-seater currently
playing the revue, “That’s Life,”
has been sold by Paul P. Schreib-

man

Theodore Joy

to

-for $85,00.0

cash.

N. Y., Sept; 7.
Upper minimums for actors and
rising author royalties are forcing
summer theatre to the wall, according to Thomas G. Ratcliffe, co-producer. at. the sea Cliff Sunimer
Theatre here. As president of the
Stock Managers Assn., Ratcliffe
hopes to haves facts and figures to
back this claim when he appears
at the quarterly membership meeting of Actors Equity this fall.
In questionnaires sent last week
to more than 100 silo operators,
asked for comparison
Ratcliffe
figures on 1953 and l954 operating costs and grosses.. Costs are
broken down into salaries paid to
on
disbursed
amounts
stars,
Equity and Chorus Equity contracts, plus percentage .increases
In author royalties.

Sea

Cliff,

k

•

and

Ratcliffe believes that actor

Purchaser, a former European
producer-director and reportedly,
involved in Broadway shows several years ago under a pseudonym,
Biz hopes to present originals and
Had Mild
Broadway
of
premieres
Coast
Ft. Wayne, Sept. 7.
Ft, Wayne Light Opera Festival shows.

Franke Park Outdoor Theatre
drew a total of 19,858 payees for
ah aggregate gross of $25,411, representing a drop from the 1953
season, Summer series ended Aug«
29 with the closing Of “Where’s
Charley?” Shows played a Thursday-through-Sunday schedule.
Disappointing attendance was
attributed to television competition, industrial unemployment and
poor weather. Lou Culp, general
manager, will shortly announce a
tentative schedule for next sumin

mer.

$55 and $30, respectively. .According to Ratcliffe,
small house ops who wanted to do
large cast productions this year
were forced to seek plays with
fewer parts or to reduce the large
cast shows by cutting Or merging
at

of the characters. Whatever
their choice, the result was. that
fewer Equity members got jobs,
This year’s waiving, of the threeactor limitation on traveling star
packages is also under fire by the
The harmful effect
prexy.
he argues.
The
two-fold,
is

some

Toronto, Sept.

7.

seats at mid-town Arena Gardens
scaled at $2.50 top. Best draw was.
“Oklahoma” for $34,300, With the
opening “Brigadoon” and the clos-

ing “Show Boat” runners-up.
Cost of the fourth season, with
the move indoors from the former
tent setup, plus contract commitments and alleged incorrect house
scaling, apparently affected the
net return. The backers,
syndicate of Toronto businessmen, accepted the mid-season resignation
of R. S. Lampard as president,

FOR CHARITY

New Haven Pop
Has

'

.

Margo
ful first

Theatre

week

to:

and Company

Dallas, Sept. 7.
Jones, winding a success-

summer season at
is in New York this
select nine new plays for

15-week
’54;

ninth consecutive regular season here. She’ll also engage a new

..her

company

fol*

the 30-week season,

Nov. 8-June 5.
A. 1955 summer season of five
plays in 15 week£ will be slated by
Miss Jones, also. Current at Theatre '54 is Ben Jonson’s “Volpone”
in the final fortnight of the sum-

mer

season.

St Louis Pacts
St.

MacArthur

Louis, Sept.

Edwin McArthur, musical

7.

direc-

tor of the Municipal Theatre Assn,
al fresco theatre in Forest Park for
the past 10 y.eart, has been signed
for two more years.

John Kennedy,

production

di-

rector of the muny opera, will fill
the second year of his current contract next season.

Seattle, Sept. 7.

Greater Seattle, Inc.,.. local civic
promotion organization, has apparently found the formula at last for
successful summer musical productions in the Green -Lake Aqua
Theatre. This seasons three productions,
“Oklahoma,” “Student
Prince” and “Carousel” each for
only two performances, wound ui>
with a total gross of $34,705 and

7.

Greater Cleveland’s strawhats
are experiencing one of their best.
seasons in years. If the weather
remains favorable, this may prove
to be the best season since World

War

II.

Newest

wrinkle in the area;
Musicarnivai, under the banner of
John L. Price, has had an attendance record for its all-musical productions far beyond expectations.
Bringing in Broadway talent has
paid off for the- new tent-covered,
Spot may
theatre-in-the-round.
play a longer season next year. At
a. net of $11,705.
the same time, such veteran stands
Cast, on a profit-sharing basis, as Cain Park, Chagrin Falls and
will split 65% of the profit. “Okla- Rabbit Run also report: good busihoma” drew a bi& $16,637; “Carou- ness.
sel” came next with $10,205 and
Musicarnivai, started! on a 101

Student Prince’’ hit $7,863.
week stand, has already extended
Gustave Stern was musical di- it by increasing “Show. Boat” to
rector and conductor; Ralph Rosin-:
two weeks, instead of one. Acbum, stage director, arid Robert cording to Price, “We’re figuring
Joffrey, dance director.
Similar
14-to-15-week season next
on
season is planned for next summer year.
At the same time, we’re
.

.

.

Walter Van Camp, man- planning to utilize our grounds by
aging director of. Greater Seattle.
working on a program to bring inSpears, a Negro, pleaded guilty
dustrial plants, fraternal and civic
but Fink, alias Marlin, filed a plea
groups, etc., to picnic, days and
of not guilty. Latter and his partshows at night.”
ner, William Van Sleet, have proTypical of the show’s strong
duced all-Equity strawhat plays in
beat was the. $2Q,000 for “Annie
the suburban theatre, for three seaGet Your Gun” for a six-night,
sons and frequently, acted in them.
one-matinee stand, and a $35,000
‘Dish’
Current 14-week season :was
gate for the two-week “Show
opened by Ruth St. Denis in “MadBoat” run. The house is scaled
Loridon, Sept. 7.
woman of Chaiilot,” and closed.
to $1.25 for Tuesday-throughBecause
Wilfrid
is quit- $3
Lawson,
Sunday (5) with Ethel Waters’ onetop Friday-.
ting his costarring role, the Lon- Thursday arid $3:50
Woman show.
thrqugh-Sunday. Weak spot in the
don
production
“The
of
Wooden
Although the impresarios recentnight, but
season
been
Sunday
has
Dish” is due tp fold at the end of
ly sighed an agreement for two
Price says the tent hasn’t had
more seasons of summer stock this week. The play, authored by Single losing week.
Edmund Morris, opened July 27 at

under

7

On some 35,000 increased attendance, the local Melody Fair’s
fourth season of theatre-in-theround grossed a big $204,961 for 10
weeks; Total attendance was 102,652 payees, W’ith masked-off 5,300

ARENA

Scripts

7.

,

Marlin, 29, a New Yorker
in stock and in N. Y.
radio-tv circles, Was arraigned under his real name of Paul M, Fink.
Richard C. Spears, 25, of Bainbridge Township, 0>, also was
bound over on the same charge.

with Leighton K. Brill, executive
producer for the past four seasons,
given the added exec duties.
Grosses for. the 10-week season
were “Brigadoon,” $29,260; “RoSMA
berta.”
“Great Waltz,”
$14,500;
padded package increases running $19,500; “Pal Joey,” $17,300; “Oklahoma,”
“Finian’s
Rain$34,300;
expenses for the barn impresario,
bow,” $15,200; “Desert Song,” $16.he says.. Also, the imported sup“Anything
200;
Goes,”
$16,300;
porting players take parts that
“Kiss Me, Kate,” $18,200; and
could be bread and butter for a
”
number of AEA members at the “Show Boat $21,200.
Staff for the season included
various houses played.
Larry McCance, general manager;
Bertram Yarborough, stager; Arthur Liefyjnusical director; Bettina
‘OKLA’
PHILA.
Rosay, choreographer and prima
ballerina; Duncan Noble, premier
BENEFIT danseur, and Dqnn Fischer, decor.
Philadelphia, Sept. 7.
There were five resident princiSt. John Terrell will present his pals, 18 in the chorus, 12 dancers
Lambertville (N. J.) Music Circus and a 14-piece pit orchestra.
production of “Oklahoma” at the
Arena here Oct. 1-2 for the beneSeries
of the Philadelphia Inquirer
fit
Charities,
'Last year he staged
72,500 Attendance
“Show Boat,” at the Philly Arena,
New Haven, Sept. 7.
a stadium usually devoted to ice
In a 10-year history that has
skating revues, prizefights, wres- seen seasonal attendance fluctuate
tling, basketball, etc.
from 45,000 to 77,000, the ahnual
“Oklahoma” will be presented New Haven Pop Concert Series in
in-the-round at two evening per- the Yale Bowl has become one of
formances, and! at a special “stij- the community’s cultural assets.
dents matinee” Oct. 2. Latter will
Managed by the New Haven
feature a discussion by w,k, the- Junior Chamber of Commerce, as
atrical figures and educators.
a non-profit setup operated as a
replenisher of the treasury for the
New Haven Symphony Orchestra,
Margo in N. Y. to Set
the project has turned in tidy sums
to the Symphony coffers. The 1954

AT

Cleveland, Sept,

co-producer of the
Paul Marli
Chagrin Falls Summer Theatre,
was picked up by police at nearby
Chagrin Falls, O., last week and
will face a Geauga county grand
jury later this month on a morals

who has acted

as managers continue to
operate theatrqs and other managers open new theatres to fill the

were pegged

Arrested Near Cleve.

charge.

“As long

’

Actor-Prod. Paul Marlin

..

demands
and are

gap, created by houses that close,.
Equity and authors' agents will
go on the assumption that stock
can stand the gaff,” he says,
"But," he continues, “no one
asks the important question of
why more theatres, don’t open.”
Material from the questionnaires,
he hopes, will convince Equity and
the agents that, they hold the key
to the big. query;
Strawhat operators this year
have paid an Equity minimum of
$75 per work-week and $40 per rehearsal stint. Last year’s figures,

3 Shows Drew $34,705

Summer

are strangling
actually hurting
stock
Equity by depriving the rank and
file membership of employment.

author

Cleveland, Sept.

Green Lake

Seattle’s

.

Will Close

here, it’s reported that the trustees
of Community Suburban Theatre
want to cancel the contract.

Sandy Lang Learns
Pays

(?) to

It

Write Letters

Editor. Variety:

Re:

Variety,

Page. 81,

Sept.

V Ants

‘Ham

1,

.

1954.

on Picnic.”

Being a natitve westerner, the
names of a few New York producers we're given to me to contact

employment for
the coming season,
To my best
recollection there were seven or
eight hames in all.

relative to possible
.

Because

away

in

I

have locked myself
apartment

my New York

for the last nine months completing “Come As You Are,” a musical
which was written upon the advice
of our mutual good friend Joe
Laurie Jr., and striving to complete

another,..,

“Poor Rich Bess”

which

is still in the “little Carbona,” I had neither the desire
nor the time to frequent busy producers’ offices.

However*, I did feel
growing
desire to replenish the family
larder so-ooOoo I wrote said producers.
Here-^correction pleeze!
There Was no circularizing of the
entire field. I merely wrote seven
Or eight producers. It was as simple as all that, then zambo
Sept. 1 dawned

—

—

My

phone, whiph for months had
only rung for wrong numbers, now.
began to disturb the adjacent
apartment dwellers.

Meanwhile
my
Wednesday
which I usually get
around to reading the following
Sunday, was still resting peacefully on the newsstand.
The first
series Was no exception.
few phone calls received I am
This season’s six; concerts pulled
certain were still Wrong numbers
attendance
figures
as
follows:
because I was addressed by names
Cole Porter Night, with Jo SulliI had never answered to before—
van, Louise Carlyle, James Hawand -was this secret society of ants
thorne, Andrew Gainey, Southern
New England Telephone Chorus, everybody was screaming about!
Thirty. years in show biz (see, in12,100; Rise Stevens, 10,600; Martha Wright and William Tabbert, dex “Honky Tonks to Palace under
Sandy Lang” taught me to al15,000; Gershwin Night, with Beverly Bower, Calvi
Marsh, Mario ways adhere to a strict code of
showmanship.
Certainly there was
Braggiotti/ 10,300; Amparo: and
Jose. Iturbi; 12,500; Roberta Peters, no departure from said ethics when
I
wrote
those
darn
letters no more
12,000; total, 72,500.
All concerts featured the. New than when you brought the ceiling
down
on
my
head
when, you reHaven Symphony, with baton duties divided between Harry Ber- wrote them in Variety;
man, regular conductor of thg
Broad shouldered (ahem) and
Bowl Pops, arid Frank Brieff, con- forgiving soul that I am, I am not
ductor of the Symphony’s Winter reluctant in forgiving Variety for
concerts at W.oolsey Hall.
the item Which slanted me in the
Series
encountered only one eyes of my fellow workers.
My
weather postponement, latter re- question is, will this fast growing
sulting in an extra 600 seats being army of “ants” as they have seen
sold on the make-good following fit to term themselves, grow en
night.
This year’s series involved masse to eventually destroy me?
the highest expenditure for talent, I Wonder do you?
due to increased number of ace
Respectfully and regretfully,
names.
C. Manley Lang.
Variety,

;

What Musicarnivai discovered
the Phoenix. After a slow start it
caught on and has been doing this year, Cain Park, under Marprofitable business, with Joan Mil- vin Kline, has been practicing
since 1951 when it introduced its
ler as costar.
Lawson gave his notice, aftef hew- all-musical season. Each performing signed for a prominent role in ance runs two weeks. Except for *
the upcoming West End produc- slow start due to bad weather, the
tion of “Bell, Book and Candle,” to season has been strong.
be presented by H. M. Tennent,
Because of cool nights early in
With Rex. Harrison and Lilli Pal- the summer and rain late in Aumer recreating the leads they gust,, , the community-operated al
played in the Broadway original in fresco" theatre has had difficulties.
1950-51, and Harrison doing the But with a weather break in the.
Staging.
remaining run, Kline believes the
“Dish” is under option by Aid- season will he an outstanding 'one.
rich & Myers for Broadway, tout Kline
maintains that, two-week
plans were reportedly dependent bookings are necessary because
on. Lawson remaining as costar.
some patrons are unable to attend
the first week, either because of
Weather or other commitments,
but can catch the show the second
week. Cain Park’s four producCOIN IN ’55 tions. this year have included
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
Toledo, Sept. 7.
Mad Anthony Players, ending “High Button Shoes,” “Wizard of
their third Summer here, plan to Oz” and “Call Me Madam.”
Greater Cleveland^ other two
return next year, if financing can
be arranged. Group has employed major strawhatters, Chagrin, and
Terry Roloff as promotion man- Rabbit Run, being much smaller
ager. This Slimmer schedule in- houses have steered away front
cluded 10 plays, and was about musicals. At the all-Equity Chagrin
2,000 payees short of breaking house, producer William Van Sleet
says the season has been better
even.
Last show of the season, “My than a year ago. Ruth St. Denis
Three Angels/’ drew the top in “Madwoman of Chaiilot” and
crowds of the summer, followed by the current Ethel Waters stanza
“Streetcar Named Desire/’ The have sparked the increased attendThe strawhat, starting twoleast patronized shows v^bre. “Tam- ance.
ing of the Shrew” and “Dracula.” weeks ahead of schedule.
This year the company moved
Rabbit Run also offers straight
from the Indoor Theatre at the To- plays only. Producer John Hruby
ledo Zoo to the larger Doermann asserts the nine-week season is
Auditorium at Toledo U. It was about as successful as last year.
figured that this may have caused
confusion about the professional
,

MAD ANTHONY PLAYERS
NEED NEW
.

status of the troupe.
Gregg Falls and William West,
directors, are on the faculties of
the Vermont U. arid Stephens Col
lege, respectively. Murray Stahl,
business
lanager, is director of

.

—

,

Jamaica, N.Y.

May

your attention' to a
grievous error in a review of “My
student activities.., at Toledo U. Aunt Daisy” by Doul. The end of
Robert W. T,. Feindt, original or- the third paragraph reads, in part,
“to. escape the heavy handed attenganizer of the Mad Anthony Play
was. in
studying.

ers,

Paris

this

summer,

.

,

Bern Hoffman Protests
Editor, Variety:

NOW

MICH. TO GET ONE

TentJ theatre spread is continuwith plans already underway

ing,

I

call

tion of a portly suitor who works
in the Chicago and Northwestern
roundhouse.” This refers to the
role of Harry Callahan which I,
Bern Hoffman, 'portrayed.

The' fourth
paragraph reads
“Only Rusty. Lane as the scorned
man and Winnifred Cushing—
are notable.” In all fairness to Mr.
Lane, he did not portray the suitor.
Mr. Lane, a stocky arid father short
man, played the father, Fred
fat

for the establishment of an undercanvas" operation in. Flat Rock,
Mich., next season.
Site, already Koger,

purchased, is located about 16
I am six feet two inches tall, and
miles from Detroit anrl 32 miles weigh about 280 lbs. I think the
from Toledo. Project Will be tagged error is obviotis. I am hurt that the
the Big Top Canvas Playhouse and “Actor’s Bible” could make such
will seat 1,500-1.750. A committee an error, and to some extent, cause
of Detroit, and Toledo industrialists me professional harm. Sir, what
can be done to bring a righting of
is. being formed to back the operathis Wrong?
tion.
Bern Hoffman
A 14-week sked of eight musi147-35 Coolidge Ave.
cals and six straight 'plays, open
ing early in June,

is

contemplated

Jamaica! 35, N.Y.

Wednesday* September

8,

LEGITIMATE

1954

Shows
First

Weekend

Week

of Repeat

Bess” did a bad. $13,500 here last
week. Royal Alexandra
(1,525seater) was scaled at $5 top for five
night performances, with Wednesday and Thursday mats at $3:50
Mikado, Greek Theatre (1st wk) top and Saturday mat at $4.
(4,407; $0.60) Around $41,400; okay
Light advance indicates that the
but below hopes.
current week will be no better.
Peter Pah, Philharmonic Aud Blevins Davis and Robert Breen
Roaring
wk)
(3d
$5.50).
(2,670;
production of “Porgy. and Bess”
$56,400;
plays Her Majesty's, Montreal, next
That's Life, LaS Palmas (11th week and. then heads for a repeat
wk) (400; $3.30). Off slightly toj European, tour.
$5,200, but still showing a profit.
Leading roles of “Porgy” are being alternated here by LeVern
Hutcherson, Leslie Scott and Irving Barnes; “Bess” by Irene Wil‘Trap’ Financing
liams, Elizabeth Foster and Gloria
Davy; Sportin’ Life, by Lorenzo
Continued' from page 67
Fuller and Joseph Attles.
1

lng a

number of

about the

critical comments
script, the actor said

he’d like to take a 1% share, or
$1,500, of the $75,000 venture.
Subsequently, he increased the
slice
progressively :to 5%,
or

Non-Star Setup Clicks,

Rehearsal

Keys C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama) R (Revue),
MC ( Musical Comedy) , MD (Musical Drama), Q (Opera), OP (Opi

Toronto, Sept. 7.
Presumably too soon after its
fortnight’s engagement here last
April, and with the influx of pre- eretta).
Los Angeles, Sept. 7<
occupied visitors to the Canadian
heat wave and the tra- National Exhibition, “Porgy and
Boy Friend

ditional pre-holiday downbeat cut
into local legit last session. Town’-sU
three offerings all registered prof-'
its despite the slump, however.
Estimates for Last Week

in

69

Ernest

'

Hope;

dir.

(MC)—Cy Feuer &

Martin,

H,

Fanny

,

(MC)

prods.;

Vida

— David

MerrickJoshua Logan, prods.; Logan, dir.;
Ezio Pinza, Walter Slezak, stars.
Fragile Fox (D)—-Paul VrooniBernard Straus, prods.; Herbert
Swope Jr.; Dane Clark, RLOn Tay1/ipc

ctflT*C

4

‘ITCH’

HEALTHY $23,500;

FRISCO TAPERING OFF

*

San Francisco, Sept. 7.
Home Is The Hero (D)-—Theatre
The only legit shown in town,
Guild- Worthington Miner,' prods.;
Itch,” dropped a bit
Miner, dir.;' Walter Macken, Peggy ‘Seven Year
ast week as the season began to
Ann Garner, stars.
end of the tourist influx,
Mrs. Patterson (D)
Leonard feel the
Estimate for Last Week
SiUihan, prod.; Guthrie McClintic,
Seven Year Itch, Geary (5th wk)
Oklahoma'’ (M) (Road)
Nick
(Eddie Bracken).
1,550)
$3.85,
Mayo, 'Phil Mathias; Jean Barrere, Good
week,
(previous
$23,500

—

—

On Your Toes (MC)— George Ab-

bott, prod.; Abbott, dir.;
rina, Bobby Van, stars.

Vera Zo-

$28,300).

Abe Burrows,

the traditional pre-Labor Day lull.
Apparently there was enough tourist influx: to compensate for. the
exodus of holiday-bound localities,
for receipts were particularly good
Saturday night (4) and at shows
playing' special matinees Monday
(6)..
Prospects are for further b.o.

improvement this Week.
No Broadway openings or closings are due this week, but the fall
..

.

of incoming productions
listed in a sepstarts next week, as
'
arate tabulation.
Estimates for Last Week

'ineup

Keys: C ( Comedy), D (Drama),
(Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
( Musical-Comedy ), MD (Musi?
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op-,

—

Martin
Reclining Figure (C)
Gabel-Henry M. Margolis, prods.;

Joan
Lake Whalom Extending* *ers’Saint
Theatre*

Grosses were generally up slightWeek on Broadway, despite

ly last

CD

MG

dir.

(D) (Road)—-Producprod.; Harold ClUr-

eretta).

Other parenthetic designations
Fitchburg, Mass., Sept. 7,
man, dir.; Jean Arthur, star.
refer, respectively, to weeks played,,
Clinton
Tender Trap (C)
With a new non-star policy, Guy
number of performances through
$7,500.
prod.;
Michael
Gordon,
Palmerton’s Lake Whalom Play- Wilder,
last Saturday,, top prices, number
Itching to Invest
house here has had such a success- dir.; Robert Preston, Kim Hunter,
of sweats,, capacity grossoand stars..
Chicago; Sept.' 7.
Apparently on Ewell’s recom- ful season that it has extended Ronny Graham, stars.
Loop biz dipped last week, with Price includes 10% Federal and
mendation, Robert Emhardt, fea- through next week. Except for a
City tax, but grosses are net:
5%
the Labor Day exodus an apparent
tured actor! in “Itch,” bought in week’s engagement with Tallulah
factor. Both current shows were i.e., exclusive of tax.
for $500, and the show’s property Bankhead, who grossed almost Coca- Town’ Big 426;
Waltz, Broadhurst
AdAnniversary
from
previous
frame.
the
off
man, Robert Talbot, took a similar $15,000 at an upped top of $4, the
vance sales for “Wonderful Town” (C) (22d wk; 171; $4.60; 1,160;
share, which he later upped tof- 61-year-old strawhat has offered a
Total
(Macdonald
Carey, Kitty
Season
$28,000)
the
for
of
$515,375
the
balance
month
have
Robert Wilder, the pro- resident company arid jobbed fea$1,000.
Carlisle). .Almost $16,600; (previous
.

.

tured players at a $2 top week
nights and $2140 Fridays and Saturdays.
With the lowered operating nut
minus stars, the season has shown
a healthy profit.
Top non-star
like amount.
draws were “Elizabeth. Sleeps Out”
Several Broadwayites came in,
and "Stalag 17.” “Separate Rooms”
Irving
like
Schneider,
general was the bill last week,
with^'When
manager for producer Irene Selz- Husbands Meet” current
and “The
nick, $250; John Feamley, casting Whole Town's Laughing” as next
director for Rodgers
Hammer- week’s finale.
stein, $250;
scenic designer Jo
Featured players during the seaMielzier,
tv
writer-editor son have included Ruth Amos,
$750;

ducer’s brother, came in for $4,500.
The producer’s former butler, Rudolph Stanish, invested $250, and
Lucille Frazer, another of the exbutler’s ex-employers, put up a

been picking up.

New Record

for Dallas

Estimates for Last Week
for Ginger, Harris,

week, $16,500).

By the Beautiful Sea, Majestic
(Albert (MC) (22d wk; 172; $6.90; 1,510;
State Fair Musicals ended its Dekker). Almost $8,300 (previous $58,000) (Shirley Booth). About
record-breaking 13th summer sea- week, $11,200).
$30,300 (previous Week, $31,200).
son last Sunday (5) with a hefty
CainA Mutiny Court Martial,
Wonderful Town, Shubert, (9th
gross of $515,375 * from five reviv- wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Channirig): Plymouth (D) (33d wk; 260; $5.75als arid a variety show during the Nearly
(previous week, $4.60; 1,062; $33,331, (Lloyd Nolan,
$32,000
12-week season in the State Fair $34,000).
John Hodiak, Barry Sullivan), SellAuditorium. Figure topped 1952’s
out again about $33,500.
previous high of $499,300.
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (70th
Even with an upped budget of ‘Okla,’ With Extra Shaw,
wk; 556; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160).
About $50,400 (previous week,
$485,000, or about $81,000 per show
the season showed* well on the plus
$50,300).
Therese Lewis, $1,500; actor-pro-, Frank Lyon, Edith King, Fayne side.
Wk., K.C.;
King of Hearts, Lyceum :(C) (23d
Last year’s., gross fell to
duction aide Emmett Rogers, $500; Blackburn, Jim Field and Howard $422,500, against a $432, 000 nut.
wk; 178; $5.75-$4 60; 995; $23,389)
producer James Gardiner, $500; London. Lyon and producer PalCloser, “Wonderful Town,” pullPuts Season in Black (Donald Cook, Jackie Cooper).
Mrs. Edward Kook, wife of the merton shared the staging and ed $42,000 in its second stanza.
About $12,300 (previous week,
Kansas City, Sept. 7.
Century Lighting head, $1,500; ac- London was stage manager.
$13,200).
Imogene Coca, John Tyers and
Final rush to see Starlight TheaKismet, Ziegfeld (O) (40th wk;
tress Margalo Gillmore, $1,500; atAfter a post-season (breather and Edith Adams headed the cast.. First tre’s al fresco finale, “Oklahoma”
torney Lloyd Almiral, represent- the usual bookkeeping session, .week’s seven performances drew in its closing week, led officials to wk; 316; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908)
(Alfred Drake). Over $57,900 (preing actor-producer Maurice Evans, Palmerton will work on a new $40,600.
performance
Satstage a midnight
vious week, $57,800).
Record b.o. is also impressive urday
$2,500, and theatre manager Louis script, “Something Tells Me,” by
(4), first in the history of the
Oh Men; Oh Women, Miller (C)
Paul Kirkdeen, as a possibility for from a weather angle. In its 84 operation. With this boost, StarA. Lotito, $1,500.
(38th wk; 310; $5.75-$4.60; 920;
night season, the Musicals bucked light
Sidney Phillips, Metro eastern Broadway production.
wound up the season Sunday $23,248) (Lioyd Bridges). Almost
all-time
high
ah
heat wave, with 47 (5) in SWope Park with a second
play representative, took a $6,000
days of over 100-degree tempera- sock week of the musical and a $11,200 ( revious week, $10,900).
share himself and recommended
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
ture, with no rainout.
Ironically, rousing gross over the
Current
the script to the studio, which .
$75,000 (17th wk;
132; $6.90; 1,571; $51,Musicals were moved, indoors in mark
made a pre-production deal for the
(Sept. 6-18)
(John Raitt, Janis Paige,
717)
1951 due to 11 rainouts in a, fortCoupled With a brilliant $73,000 Eddie Foy Jr.). As always, went
screen rights, paying $75,000 down,
night Jn 1950.
for the first week, finale, easily is
plus a percentage of the weekly
Charles R. Me.eker, Jr., veepee- the season standout and arnong the clean at all performances; $51,700.
All Summer Long (John Kerr,
boxoffice gross to a $150,000 ceilSeven Year .Itch, Fulton (C)
Ed Begley, June Walker) tryout) managing director, ended his 10th all-time socks of shows produced (94th
ing.
In addition, Metro accountwk; 749; $5.75-$4.60; 1,063;
—National, Wash. (6-18) (Original season as major domo, and his here. Terrific take from the
ant Joseph Korsak, representing stock
in third season as producer. Staff in- Rodgers-Hammerstein hit also gives $24,000) (Elliott Nugent). About
reviewed
production
(previous week, $18,900).
$18,800
the company, invested $20,000.
’53).
cluded George Schaefer, stage, di- the Starlight a good chance to
Variety, Jan. 21,
Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
Also, a number of studio execuCaine Mutiny Court Martial rector; Franz Allers, musical direc come out in the black for the sea- (C) (44th wk; 349; $5.75-$4;60;
tives bought in, including producer
tor;
Gino
Smart,
assistant
musica
son, despite some, unmerciful bufWendell Corey,
(Paul Douglas,
1;077; $27,811). About $20,000 (preJ. J. Cohn, $3,000; Jacob WeinBrodie)—^Temple, Tacoma director; Edmund Balin, dance di- feting from hot weather and at vious week, $21,800).
Steve
stein, ',$1,500; producer Armand S.
Munic rector; Mason Johnson, stage man- least three weaklings among the
(7); Orpheum, Seattle (8-9);
Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
ager,
and Peter Wolf, art director i0 presentations.
DeUtsch, $750; Charles Schnee„ Aud., Portland (lOrll); Paramount,
(49th wk; 389; $5 75-$4.60;
CD)
Season’s receipts are expected to
$750; Olin Clark, $750; Mrs. Ann Omaha, Nebr. (13); H. S. Aud., for eight straight seasons.
$28,300) (Joan- Fontaine).
1,060;
With
scale
upped
to
season
$3.50,
pass
mark
when
$600,000
fina"
the
Phillips, $750, and Toni Robinson, Sioux Falls, S. D. (14); H, S. Aud.,
week,
(previous
About
$23,700
official count is in. Without smash
$750.
Finally, Gabriel Lavine, a Grand Forks, N. D. (15); Munic. opened June 14, with a record 8,
$23,600).
000
advance
season
ticket
sale
biz
from
musical,
seathe
final
the
Concordia
Philly legit enthusiast represent- Aud.,. Winnipeg (16);
Teahouse of the August Moon*
ing a local syndicate, took a $1,500 Field House, Moorhead, Minn. (17); While 1953’s top three b.o. bills son would probably have ended in Beck (C) (47th wk; 380; $6.22-$4.60;
had film name draws in Joan Ben- the red.
Aud., St. Paul (18-19).
slice.
1,214; $33,608) (David Wayne, John
nett, Dpbbie Reynolds, Jose FerMidnight show was sold all seats Forsythe).
Always gets the standee
Suddenly Wilder, who had been
Fragile Fox (Don Taylor, Dane
rer and Jack Carson, the ’54’s re- at $2, on a first-come, first-served
limit; almost $34,100.
taking his time about setting a di- Clark) (tryout)—Parsons, Hartford
cord season pitched radio-tv talent basis, agaihst the regular season
Reopening This Week
rector, cast, designer, etc., ’with the (16-18).'
top
other
of
Phone
calls
$3.50.
and
for big grosses. .“Jack Benny Re
Fifth Season, Cort (C) ($4.60; 1>
expectation of not being ready to
Getting Gertie’s Garter Court vue,” $104*875; “Wish You Were demands for tickets forced the
$25,227) (Chester Morris, Jogo for many months, found him- Sq., Springfield, Mass. (16-18).
Here,” with Gale Storm, .$99,800 extra show, and it was spotted in 056;
Buloff). George Kondolf proseph
self over-financed.
He had to reKing and I (Yul Brynner, Pa- and closer, “Wonderful' Town,” Saturday midnight as the only pos- duction of Sylvia Regan play reduce his. own investment from. tricia .Morison)
Paramount, with Imogene Coca, easily topped sible slot, according to. business
matinee, with
(5)
manager William Syjnon. Hopes o" sumed Sundaysucceeding
$9,000 to $2,500 so as not to dis- Omaha (6-11); KRNT Theatre, Des 1953’s big. draws.
Menasha
extending the playing time could two new stars
appoint any of his backers. And Moines (13-18).
Skulnik and Richard Whorf; show
realized,
as
Starlight
offi
not
be
he had to hustle to get the stager,
Moon Is Blue—Aud., Rochester.
played 75 weeks ( 595 performances
cially
Sunday
ended the
before
Legit Bits Abroad
actors and other production ele- (6-11); Royal Alexandra, Toronto
June 26; due
Labor Day and actors have other before laying off last
ments lined up.
(13-18).
for: a short run before going on
Laurence Olivier
going into commitments thereafter.
tour.
Meeker)— Cass, the musical comedy production
(Ralph
Picnic
Show officials had a few werri
Detroit (6-11); Erlanger, Chi (13-8). field. He. has just closed a deal some moments when Jim Haw
‘Roberts’ at Minn.
Porgy and Bess Royal Alexan- with Harry Foster for Jack Hul- thorne, playing the role of' Curly
$55,900
‘KING’
bert
Cicely
and
(6-11).
Courtneidge
to
star
Toronto
dra,
Minneapolis, Sept. 7.
collapsed on stage in the first act
U. of Minnesota Theatre will
Reclining Figure (tryout) Shu- in a musical show, as yet untitled, of Wednesday’s (1) performance
to open out of town jn November
open its season Nov. 4 with what’s
New Haven (15rl8).
He went on, with the show after a
and. then come to the West End
few minutes rest, but was briefly
believed to be one of the first
Saint Joan (Jean Arthur)—Play- Henry Sherek’s
Denver, Sept. 7.
production of “The hospitalied and treated for a stom
college
productions of
“Mister house, Wilmington (1.6-18);
“King and I” packed the 3,281Moon
and the. Chimney,” .by Ladis- ach disturbance. He played the re
Roberts.”
seat Municipal Auditorium for a
Seven Year Itch (Ehdie Bracken) IasFodor, to star Joan Greenwood,
mainder of the week without inci big. $55,900 at $4.20 top for eight
Season will also include a .ChristGeary, S. F, (6-18).
tries out at the Theatre Royal, dent.
mas presentation of Gian-Carlo
performances last week. Yul BryiiSouth Pacific. (Iva Withers, Webb Brighton for two weeks starting
Menotti’s “Amahl and the Night Tilton) Her Majesty’s, Montreal next Jan. 17, then comes to the
ner and Patricia Morison were costarred in the.. RodgersrHammer-:
‘Picnic’ Modest $17,500
Visitors^’ to be followed by “Othel- (6-11); Bushhell Aud., Hartford (13- West End.
stein musical booked hero by Hazel
lo,” “Oedipus Rex,” “Misalliance” 16, 18).
George and Alfred Black’s -‘The
Debuts Detroit Season M. Oberfelder, widow of the late
and “Hedda Gabler,” along with
Time Out for Giriger (Albert Secret Tent,” by Elizabeth Addyimpressario Arthur M. Oberfelder.
Detroit,. Sept. 7.
man, in which Mary. Mackenzie will
such children’s offerings as “Marco Dekker)—Harris, Chi (6-18).
Show is in Omaha this week.
starring Ralph Meeker,
“Picnic,”
Polo” and “Hiawatha.”
Wonderful Town (Carol Chan- star in the same role 'she played opened the season at the 1,482-seat
when it was tried out by Sunday
ning)—Shubert, Chi (6-18).
Repertory some months ago, will Cass with a $17,500 gross at
Mpls.
Burns
open at Blackpool in October prior $3.85 top. The William Inge prize'Animal' $3,800, Olney
to its London debut
When “Guys winner is staying a second week.
Minneapolis, Sept. 7.
and Dolls” finishes its run at the Advance sale indicates better biz
Washington, Sept. 7.
in
1st
Fire that broke out in a dressing
Olney Theatre in nearby Mary- London Coliseum, it starts a long on the holdover.
room several hours after the sumMontreal, Sept. 7.
World preem of “Mrs. Patterprovincial tour with a minimum of
mer season’s final performance land took in a nice $3,800 last week
Iva Withers
with
Pacific,”
“South
first
her
Kitt
in
son,”' with Eartha
on the first stariza of “Male Ani- four to six weeks in each town
destroyed the suburban Star PlayTilton, drew nicely at
mal,” starring John Dali. Attend- “No News From Father,” by Leon- dramatic role, will be at the Cass and Webb
house over the weekend. Former ance was only slightly under the hard Huizinger, With Bernard Bra- three weeks beginning Sept. 22. Her Majesty’s here last week with
film theatre that had been con- best
$32,600 for the first stanza
week of season, despite split den, Eleanor Summerfield and Actually, show will have preview over fortnight’s
run at $4.50 top.
verted' to dramatic stock was val- reviews.
Robin Bailey, now touring the benefit performances Sept. 19-20 of a
and Bess” is the next
“Porgy
ued at $100,000.
and
Veterans
Jewish
War
Qlhey closes season next Sunday provinces, comes to the. Cambridge for the
1,700-seat house,
the
Fall and winter season was to (12) with the holdover session of theatre Sept. 13* replacing Tom Sept. .21 for material for Israel, but booking at
opening next Monday (13).
have started Sept. 29.
Arnold’s “Murder Story.”
with no public sale.
“Animal.”
Dallas, Sept.

7.
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Pride and Joy
Joy'*

brings

no freshness

’

timeworm theme. O’Hare’s

to

its

facility

for creating situation leads him to
overload his play, but his major
fault is that he fails to provide
variety, striking one note With:
painful regularity.
Maloney* doubling as director as
Well as actor, does not alleviate
the script’s repetitive pattern. De-r
signer George Dembo has created
a Wealthy living room that is in
excellent, taste.
Geor.

Laguna,

Cal., Sept. 1.
Brltton-Paql production of comedy in
three acts (five scenes), by Ernest Pagano
and Gertrude Walker. Stars Louise Lorlnier, Ann Staunton, Peter Dane. Directed
.

Demetrlos

Rodgers.: At
tre. Sept.- 1,
Nydia,.,..

Andy ...

Vllan;

Laguna
'54;

settings,

Summer

(Cal.)

Paul
Thea-

$2.40. top.

Dorothy Gulliver
Glenn Wells

.

P. J. Glover

;...

Pauline Crell

Helen Robinson

Helene Heigh
Cynthia Cartwright ...... Dorothy Simon
Dr, Paul Sherman
Peter Dane
Mrs. Bogardus Dopell .... Marsha Coleman
Daniel L. Summers.
.George Whitcomb
Esthermae Morse
Franelle. -Kane
Mrs. Daniel Summers.
Ann Staunton
Lady Newcorobe
Louise Lorimer
Sheila Bryant ...... .....
Audrey Earr
Dr. Sargent
Donald Gates
,v,
Senor Valdez
Carl Rubin
..:
Borgadus Dopell
Charles Guasti
.

.

, ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

..

.

It will

surgeon'

.

more than a plastic
remove the sagging

take
to

lines from this script about distaff
antics at a health and beauty farm.
The idea is there, but the present
status of “Face Value” is far from
encouraging and the cost of producing the, two-set, 15-character

piece make it a lightweight cbmmercial entry in the summer
sweepstakes.
Script by the late Ernest Pagano

and Gertrude Walker has been
kicking around for .a couple of
years -and Mifs Walker has continued, to Work on it from time to
flme. She was still working £>n it
at curtain time opening, night and
the cast was Having difficulty remembering all«the changes.

Locale

is

idea’s okay, as is the plot conflict
inherent in having wife and mistress of the same man meet, un-

a Connecticut beauty

farm where specialists take off
hips, pounds and wrinkles. They
also provide a bit of romance for
wives whose husbands aren’t as attentive as they might be;
The

I

j

PEMfflFr .!
'

I

-

.1

II,

'
I

of

that .the

Don Swann,

spirit

.

'

ELMER RICE

•

ROBERT

E.

SHERWOOD

Quadrille, Coronet (11-3).
Fanny, Majestic (11-4).
Festival (11-10).

s

Tonight Samarcand, National

Wash-

(early Nov!).

.

dialect.

Desperate Hours

,

Elaine Swann also has a shaky
accent as an amoral baroness, Barbara Knox’s acid-tongued secretary
is Eve
Arden-ish. Trudy Meyer
scores as a. comic maid, and J.. Talbot Holland and Jim Shirah are
likable in smaller parts.
Frederic Meyer’s direction m^im
tains pace, but doesn’t, supply the
script’s missing depth or dimension, but .Danny Johnson’s living
room setting and lurichroom insert
are assets.
.Burin

(1-26).

Operating Statement

.

.

OH MEN, OH WOMEN
(For Week Ended July 24, 1954)
Gross receipts, $7,221.
Operating loss, $1,465.

.

.nd
•

.

MARY

K.

ROGER

STEVENS

l.

Total gross to date; $589,197.
Total net profit to date, $40,317.
Distributed profit, $16,364,
Cash balance, $3,729.

FRANK
•

JOHN

F.

WHARTON)

TREMENDOUSLY PROUD AND HAPPY THAT MISS JOAN FONTAINE
ON
CHOSE US AS PRODUCERS FDR HER
‘‘Miss Joan Fontaine’s performance is beautiful
and convincing; it has a fine intensity where that
is called for, and always an unbroken tenderness.”

“Miss Fontaine gives a forceful
and thoughtful performance that

-STARK YOUNG
“Miss Fontaine brings beauty, tenderness and
She was the perfect casting
for the role of the housemaster’s wife all along.”

admirably preserves the sincerity

reality to the part

and insight of the script. She is
personally modest and profesionally able, and her performance i$
a revealing piece of acting. This
one of the better lend-lease deals
with Hollywood.”
-BROOKS ATKINSON,
New York Time*

is

.

.

.

—GEORGE FREEDLEY,

Morning Telegraph

‘‘Joan Fontaine Terrific in ‘Tea

and Sympathy’.”
York Daily News

-ED SULLIVAN, New

‘‘A superb, poignant performance.”

-LOUIS SOBOL, N.

Y. Journal-American

of the sadistic housemaster, Miss Fontaine gives a quiet, reticent perv
formance and, of course, brings good looks and
calm assurance to the parjt^ . * the audience reaction
was enthusiastic and the actress not only gets an
ovation at the final curtain, but also gets a hand
at two points in the play, after scenes with Leif

“As the compassionate wife

—

"T MARY
ndMAR

"

K.

FRANK

;GOMPANV*

l»S
In

production of

Erickson, playing her husband, and
Perkins, the juvenile.”

Anthony

-KOBE MORRISON,

Variety

’j

by
""Wm

.

.

—TOM DASH,
as.

memmsm

“Miss Fontaine plays with the tremulous delicacy,
the compassion, and the understanding that are
She brings a gentleness, a
essential to the role
subtlety and luminosity of her own to the part.’’
.

-A

(lb-

.

Peter Pan, W. Garden (10-20).
Traveling Lady (10-27).
Rainmaker, Cort (10-28).

A

.

ROBERT ANDERSON

(10-18).

Sands in Negev,' President
19);.

(

.

.

Bijou

.

.

.

(MAXWELL ANDERSON

(movirig),

:

ington locale reminiscent of “AfWedding Breakfast, 48th St.
fairs Of State.” A tedius prologue, (11-16)..
shows a middle aged State DepartLiving Room, Miller (11-17).
ment official concluding an elicit
Hot Rock (11-22).,
weekend with a continental femme
Sandhog, Phoenix (11-23),
fatale. In the following three acts,
Black-eyed Susan (Late Nov.).
friends of the diplomat’s meek,
Mrs. Patterson (12-1).
provincial wife adjust matters by
On With the Show, Hellinger
arranging her transformation into
12 - 2 ).
glamorous and youngish Spouse.
Sidney Kingsley play, BroadSwann’s resident company han- hurst (12-7).
dles Barbour’s script competently.;
Portrait Of
Lady, ANTA PlayEarl Simmons and Kathleen Clayhbuse (12-9).
pool are adequate leads, though
Between Friends (12-16);
neither adds personal animation to.
Thracian: Horses (week of 12-20).
the material. Margaret Stewart is
House of Flowers, Alvin (12-23);
effective as the continental siren
Painted Days (week 12-27).
despite some fumbling with the
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-30).

'

. .

Woman,

Traveling Lady (10-18).
Slightly Delinquent, Blackfriars

.

a

10 - 12 ).

(10-15).

..

.mousy wife formula with

i

.

.,

originality
and likable
characters.
This is the wayward husband vs.

(10-2).

Cretan

.

Swann’s third annual playwrighting contest lacks such essentials as

.

.

.

comedy,

.

.

.

.

;

. , . .

.

(

Earl F. Simmons-

“Champagne For Two’’ is domes-:
tic summer brew without a bubble.
Thomas Barbour’s winner of Don

i

of the understanding but strongwilled wife, certainly not the bestdefined part Coward, has written,
Mrs. Flint
Philippa Bevans' Beulah Garrick recreates the highEthel , ... ...
....
Martha' Scott
Sylvia ....... ........
Beulah Garrick strung, colorless and querulous old
Frank Oibbons
Tom Helmore maid she played in the original
Bob Mitchell
...... Cullen Desmond London
production and reaps a
Reg
Robert Chapman
QiieeniF ................ Valerie Cardew yock harvest. Her later transforVi ...
Margaret Draper mation to a Pollyanna-type sunFritz Weaver shine girl under the influence of
Sam Leadbitter ......
Phyllis Blake .......
Judith Gilmartln
the
Edie
Barbara. Robertson “divine, science”; maintai
Billy ......
.......
Douglas Watson high comedy register of her early
scenes.
Ron Rawson has scored a thePhilippa Bevans plays a nagging
atrical epup in obtaining the Amer- mother excellently,
and Robert
ican preem rights to this Noel Chapman fits in neatly as a hotCoward salute to the British peo- headed but basically sound youth.
ple. Expert casting and
skillful Margaret Draper is winning as a
direction have iriade the most of steady and sincere daughter, and
Coward’s sure craftsmanship and Valerie Cardew plays her restless,
the result is an interesting history high-spirited sister in good style..
Fritz Weaver makes an impresthat traces the ups and downs of
the Gibbons family, between the sive first act appearance, as a fanyears 1919 and: 1939. Film version atic young Commie, then faded
was produced in England in 1944. irito the background of quiet doAs a Broadway prospect, “Breed” mesticity following his marriage
does not compare with such family into the family. Cullen Desmond
comedy clicks as “Fourposter” and is cqhvincing as a war-time buddy
“Life With Father/’ Coward* peri-, rind
next
door
neighbor
and
pies his stage with no Jess than a Douglas Watson plays his serious.

$2.45

24,. ’54;

...Margaret Stewart
.

i.

.

“

.

Lutherville, Md;, Aug.
...

;

'54.

••'.

tre,

.

skill,

Martha Scott catches the

town

Reclining Figure, Lyceum (10-7).
..Tender Trap, Longacre UO-iO).
Ori Your Toes, 46th St. (10-11).
Fragile Fox, Belasco (10-12).
Sing Me No Lullaby, Phoeni

Jr.

top.

(9-22).
(9-23).

bizon-Plaza (9-30) (reopening).
Claudestirie Marriage, Provi

Two

Walter
Jim Shfrah
Catherine Preston
Kathleen Claypool
Rose ...
Trudy Meyer
Baroness
....... .. Elaine Swann
Madge Satterfield
Barbara Knox
Capt, Von Gravenitz
J. Talbot Holland

.

.

.

Elena Boyajian
Charles Preston

is

-

Home Is the Hero, Booth
Summer Long, Coronet

Boy Friend, Royale (9-30).
World of Sholom Aleichem, Bar-

and three

in prologue

if set)

All

middle class respectability.
Hank.

for

N Y. Openings

(Theatre indicated

Baltimore, Aug. 25;
production of comedy
acts, .by Thomas
Barbour.
Directed; by Frederic Meyer;
settings, Danny Johnson. At Hilltop Thea-

British

will never surrender their cerir
turies-old principles of decency and
self respect was doubtless a welcome note *of hope in 1939 and a
rallying battle-cry four years later.

Valerie Cardew, Margaret Draper, Bfeulah
Garrick, Philippa Bevans, Fritz Weaver,
Cullen Desmond, Robert Chapman. Dir
rected by Ruth Ra'wson; scenery, Arnold
Abramson; lighting, Richard D'Anjou,. At
John Drew Theatre, Past Hampton, N.Y.,

.

.

Champagne

Happy Breed

.

•

•

Pony Cart, de Lys (9-14).
Dear Charles, Morosco (9-15).
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Met
Opera House (9-21).

Possibly up-dating the action to
easy the threatening present would give
to look at in the principal role. the play the immediacy. But even
Dorothy Gulliver gets the biggest then the episodic effect of the
laugh in a curtain sight gag. As many scenes might stand in the
usual, Paul Rodgers has contrib- way.
Tom Helmore scores a personal
Kap.
uted two good sets.
triumph in the lead, a meaty part
that Coward presumably wrote for
himself. As the solid citizen who
This
believes that the trouble with the
East Hampton, N.Y., Aug. 27.
world is “too many ideals arid not
Ron Rawson production of comedy- enough ’orse sense,” Helmore stays
drama in three acts (nine scenes), by
Noel .Coward. Stars Martha Scott, Tom within character, winning chuckles
Helmore;
features
Douglas
Watson, and tears with equal ease arid sure

.

"
71

'

’

Scheduled

.

Aug. 27,

'

’

'
|

ddughter-imlriw and $?rvriht girl.
Ruth Rawsori’s direction is wellpaced and achieves a good balance
between the comic and the serious
elements. Arnold Abramson’s single set, a diriirig room in Clapham
Common, mirrors the atmosphere

.

.'

LEGITIMATE*

~
’
|

cause it is basically a piece of
social propaganda. Its protagonist
is a symbol of the British middle
class whose faith and simplicity,
the^author would have us believe,
represents the strength of the Empire.

“Breed” was written in 1939,
the dialog,
when war clouds were looming,
which wavers between the brittle and produced in
1943, when the
and the banal. The best of Miss bombs were falling.
The closing
Walker’s; sentences are those, with
monolog in which the hero tells his
this
adjectival
it’s
claws-^-and
infant grandson

tinge of “The Women” that gives
the play its best moments.
Demetrios Vilan’s direction manages to maintain a steady pace, but:
mbst of the performances are
merely average. Louise Lorimer
would - be - ageless
shines
as
a

II.

I

dozen characters who alternately minded son. with easy competence.
share the spotlight with the central Judith
Gilmartin
and Barbara
figure, “Breed” also suffers be- Robertson are seen briefly as the

is

femme and Ann Staunton

Face Value

by

70

knowingly.;
Chief difficulty

I

.

Strawhat
Reviews
v
•

.

1
.

.

.

•'

W.omen*s

Wear Daily

.

—

;,!

..

.

;

.

.

(

.

LEGITIMATE

Wednesday, September

Ballet

Summer Long

All

Washington; Sept.

.

6.

Co. '.production of drama
In two acts (nine scenes), by Robert Anderson. Features John Kerr, Ed Begley,
June Walker. Clay Hall. Directed by Alan
Schneider; scenery and lighting, Jo Mlelzlner; costumes, Anna Hill Jolinstohe;
incidental music, Albert Hague. At. National,- Washington, Sept, 6, ’54,
Willi
Clay' all
..... ...
John- Kerr
Don

Playwrights

Review

The Matchmaker

little
with
here
strengthened
change in the lines.
Outstanding performances are
given by Ed Begley as the. irre-

Yugoslav Folk Ballet

<

Geneva, Aug, 20*
Company of 30 dancers, nine musicians
linger direction of Olga Skovran. At
Grand Casino, Geneva, Switzerland, Aug;

.

.

.

Edinburgh Festival Society (inasgocia*;
tlon with Tehnent Productions) presentation of farce in four acts by Tliorntort
Wilder. Stars Ruth Gordon. Eileen Herlie,
Sam LcvCne. Directed by Tyrone Guthrie,
Settings
and costumes, Tanya .Moiseiwltsch;. At Lyceum Theatre,. Edinburgh,
AUg, 23,- '54; $1.85 top.
Sairi
Horace Vandergelder
er ....
Sam' Levene
-Lee Montague
Ambrose Kemper v .
... ... Peter Sallis
Joe Scanlon
Gertrude
... Herizie Raeburn
.v. Arthur Hill
Cornelius Hackl
, ..,
.

.

.

,

•

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

;

.

.
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.
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j

j

.

{

.

.

.

j

.

.

.

.

'lOOrilku
firsthight.
Audience,

including
celebs and world crix. She never
up the pace as the .aggressive,*
worldly-wise woman. Role is a difficult one, but Miss Gordon seems
an ideal choice for it. This looms
as one of her finest chores to date.
Deserting tragedy, Eileen Herlie;
Scot-born actress, is lovely as tlje.
attractive widow. Her rich extraction (she was an O'Heriihy before
taking stage appendage of Herlie)
aids her diction. Although she
hasn’t nearly as much to do as Miss
Gordon, Miss Herlie carries off the
part with a distinctive, happy
'
lets

.

style.

Same Levene;

.

:

,

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

and garnered long, appre-

solidly,

Edinburgh, Aug. 28,

sponsible father, June Walker as
everyth ing-will-turn-ou t-forh is
the-best wife, and Clny Hall as the 25, J 54; $2.75 top.
bewildered boy; With. the changes
suggested. John Kerr’s interpretaJapan,
Mexico, indl
Spai
tion of the older brother might be
Mother
June Walker highly acceptable.
Carroll Baker: Austria and other countries have
.Dad
Ed .Begley
made international publicity
Ruth
Carroll Baker does a creditable job as tlie mnr-) all
Harry
John Ruid'^nh fieri sister. and Daniela Boni adds for
Evmengarde
..;... Prunella Scales
themselves via troupes of Malachi
Theresa
Daniel a Boiti
Stack ...... Patrick- McAlinney
a. delightful bit as the youngster’s
and Mrs. Levi
dancers
........ Ruth Gordon
sponsored, “folk”
Barnaby Tucker
Alec. McCowen
Eileen Herlie
Jo Mielziner’s set' is adequate- singers. This group from Belgrade Mrs. MdUoy
Robert Anderson’s new drama,
Fay
Minnie
Greenwood
Rosamund
Ro
rioears tc and use of film on a curtain be-, is exceptionally lively, although its Cabman
‘‘All Summer Long.”
Petev Bayllss
have th
Taking Of success on tween scenes to convey rippling practiced professionalism in per- Rudolph ............. ;. ’imothy Findley
John
Milligan
,r
Inci>"
August
mood.
the
'Broadway, where it
^-hecU od to water heightens
the Musician v
suggests
hardly
...
......... Peter Sallis
formance
open in two weeks, With sii.ch tal- [ dental mutic by Albert Hague fits
Flora* Van Huysen
Esme Chui-Ch
peasant status charac- Her
“amateur”
well.
Daphne
Newton
Cook
Begley,
ent as June. Walker, Ed
provincial enterIncidentally, Anderson is also teristic of the
John Kerr and Clay. Hall, to han./
...
tainers from. 'Spain that played
dle the leading roles, .the acting the. all th fir of the current Broadrefurbished
'Thornton
Wilder’s
Carnegie Hall, N, Y. .last winter.
ingredients are; there. But changes way hit, “Tea and. Sympathy.” This
As a showcase for the vigor arid, “The Merchant, of Yonkers,” first
are needed in the lines and the earlier “All Summer Long” was
color of Yugoslavia, ;this troupe is ;seen in ,'N.Yi in 1938,. emerges as a
direction to achieve the full me'as- o’i«inallv tried out in January of
If leading modern offering of the
concert package.
surefire
a
1953 at the Arena Stage here.
lire of the play’s, idea..
economic and political obstacles current Ihternatipnal Drama FestiLevy.
The drama, adapted from
are not involved the Yugoslavs val, here. The once drab and slugnovel bv Donald Wetzel, is essen^clearly answer the current market gish first act has been pruned arid;
tially
a
mood piece revolving, Flat Rock’s Rest Season ;
demand in the U. S. for “a. lot of brightened, piece /shapes up as a
around the efforts of an older
activity” on the concert platform. four-act er with much charm and
brother, crippled by an accident,
Plans Year-’Ponnd S^ed This is a fast and imagination- wit plus a strong femme appeal, in
sibling
to gu'de his 1 9-year-old
stirring spectacle.
addition, it has the right proporHendersonville, N, C., Sept. 7.
adolescent
difficult
through
Costumes make the spec, since tion of comedy and some worthRobroy \ Farquhar’s Flat Rock
phase, His efforts are complicated
hanging pieces are while acting. Tyrone Guthrie has
closed last only plain
here
near
Playhouse
T
by the thin walls of their o d
suc- used. The costumes are regional, directed with an imaginative touch.
house, through which the child night. (Mon.) after the most
varied and Obviously authentic.
A warm-hearted mixture of comhears the bickerings of his parents cessful season in its history; Anita
for* Yougoslavia is a polyglot nation edy and half-serious philosophy;
'director
and learns of the disappointment Gfannis was resident
(Serbs, Croats, Slovenes/ Monte- this play has been considerably reof his vain, married sister upon a second year. -Final production of
was “The negrans) and their native, garb is shaped since its N.Y. how. It’s
becoming pregnant.
the 10-week season
further influenced by the long based
an old Austrian “piece,
When torrential rains threaten Guardsman,”! in which Miss Gran- domination of the Balkans by the “Einen on
jux Will Er Sich Machen,”
their house, situated near the river nis doubled as director and actress. Ottoman Empire. The “art” crowd by
Johann Nestroy, staged ini
bank, the boy undertakes to erect
Friendly relations b etwe e n will dote on this melange should Vienna: in 1842. Plot has familiar
a retaining wall, aided by the! Farquhar’s Equity group and the the company play the States.
farce routines, from mistaken idenolder brother. ‘‘They manage to regional theatrfc were exemplified
Most of the numbers are short. tities to frantic chases through
get tlie wall built, but- -it' is futile when Bernard, Szold, director of
Many
end
with, the curtain just doors, but Wilder has added such
and the family leaves in panic as the Asheville Community Theatre,
closing in. The men and women excellent characterization that it
the house is about to crumble.
was invited to serve as guest di- are probably quite youthful, but comes amusingly to life. His cast
Director Alan Schneider has rector of “Family Portrait” at Flat give a sense of maturity, partly ably backs him up; If some of them
succeeded in developing strong Rock.
because there are about 75% mus- Overdraw their roles into caricascenes from the context of the
This year the Playhouse, a tent taches among the males— a truly ture, the piece is* none the worse
play and these hold the audience. Seating 450, fopk the first step to- Serbian touch and not the fashion for it. The Witty lines about femBut the drama’s principal relation- ward its plans fpr a permanent with orthodox ballet.
mes, money and love are all here.
ship. between the brothers, doesn’t
plant by erecting a new
Many of the numbers call for The Wilder flair for making his
add up. There Ls too much drool- year-round
characters take the audience into
with
a larger stage, imr the stylized wiving of handkerstagehouse
ing in the older youth’s fondness
Holding onto each other’s their confidence is a clicko touch.
for the youngster.
At times, it’s proved dressing, rooms and storage chiefs.
This
introduces the mock-serious,
There
is also characteristic.
qornv.
The production can be space, Next step will be a perma- belts
moralizing
arid
philosophy, . as
nent auditorium to. replace the is plenty of “travel” in the when Patrick McAlinney, as an
variety
and;
routines, also much
tent.
the Irishman, advises not to have more
some
of
drama.
Indeed,
Vagabond
the
October
in
Late
mountain .warrior and knife danc- than pne vice at a time.
Players, as the troupe is known,
Set in Yonkers, N.Y., early in
ing is downright melodramatic.'
will reassemble at Flat Rock for a
!
a
Oriental touches abound. Also the last century, plot concerns
motorized tour of 10 southern
rich
merchant, Sam Levene, who is
We have bean serving theatrical states, to be. followed in March employed in a curious Balkan style a stickier
for hard work and who
are bass drums beaten on each
shows for. over 42 years. Ours is
with a spring tour, over the same
confides that the world is made up
side with different objects (the
the oldest, most reliable and ex*,
territory. Bookings have been ar- jawbone of a donkey for ".one),, and largely of fools and that the others
penenced transfer company on the.
are always susceptible to infection.
ranged by the Alkahest Celebrity a mountain flute solo is a wow.
West Coast!
He plans to settle down by marryBureau of Atlanta.
There are several examples of ing, With his pursuit of a merry
• Railroad privilege
for handling
“control” adagio, Serbian style. widow, Eileen Herlie, who runs a
shows and theatrical luggage.
Entire performance is dynamic, hatstore in New York City, providStrawhat Tryouts
virile and redeemed by flights of ing the material for many guffaws.
• Complete warehouse faciliti
.native humor: Spic-andtjpari (the But he hasn’t reckoned with the
(Sept. 6-19)
• Authorized in- Californi
wardrobe mistress is an uncredited scheming and talkative matchequipped,
to transfer end haul atv^whefe in
Dash of Bitters* by Reginald star) arid plainly allergic to any. maker, Ruth Gordon, who has set
and
all
stage waits,, these folk her own
Denham
Sutton
and
Conrad
Smith
matrimonial hat for.
U. S.f
—Berkshire
Playhouse,
Stock- dancers (about 35% singing) are Levene.
• RATES ON REQUEST !
bridge, Mass. (6-11) (Reviewed in mounted and presented with a
Sideplots include the jadventures
Wealth of zing,.
Variety, Aug. 18, ’54).
of two wideeyed, innocent clerks of
Atlantic Transfer Company
Facts of Life, by John Hess
An audience of Swiss extensively Levene’s from Yonkers, excellent^
County
Playhouse,
Bucks
New
Yarik tourists characterizations as done by Arintermixed with
GEORGE CONANT
Hope, Pa. (13-18).
responded with effusive apprecia- thur Hill and Alec McCowen.
1100 East 5th Street
Happy Dollar, musical by Lee tion at the" show caught, despite a These are gems of let’s-taste-adLos Angeles 13, Calif.
Falk and John Latouche— Spa The- three-quarter house on a miser- veriture types.
MUtuol 8121 or OXford 9*4764
atre, Saratoga, N.Y, (6-11)
(Re- ably rainy night. The musicians
Play is excellently, served by
viewed in Variety, May 19, ’54). are a big help.
Land.
Miss Gordon, U.S. actress making
her first British appearance sir^ce
she performed ..with the London
.
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actor,

U.S.,

cently seen in the London version,
of “Guys and Dolls,” capably handles the longish, central- male part
of Horace Vandergelder. He is dignified and gruff but. still human.
His voice is always intriguing;
Minor part of a cabman is richly
portrayed by Peter Bayliss. Esme
Church flutters as the placating
,

Miss Flora Van Huysen.
Settings by Tanya Moiseiwitsch
are imaginative and never cluttered. Play has been criticized here

by some as too rowdy to tee off an
international drama junket. ,But
acting, direction and general entertainment value surmounts such
barbs. Piece looks Worthy of U.S.
.

production.
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Edinburgh, Sept,

Thornton Wilder
“The Matchmaker”

!

.
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.
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'

his

Edinburgh

Festival
of the
Night's

and. attending first-night
Old Vic’s “Midsummer
Dream” at the Empire
Theatre here ... Alexander Reid,
Scot playwright, completed English version
of his play “The

Mel?

Wonder.” .... Alan

World’s

new comedy, “Simon and

vjlle’s

preemed

Laura,!’

at

Opera House,

Manchester, Eng., with tour to follow*. “South Pacific’’ skedded for
Christmas show at Empire Theatre, Edinburgh.

.
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revising
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ADVANCE AGENTS
COMPANY MANAGERS

be an angel-

.

mss YOUR
CHANCE TO BACK

A BROADWAY

.

Old Vic ip “The Country Wife”
back in the 1930’s. As the match:

making

00K YOUR ROAD SHOW
into

SACRAMENTO

(Figures denote premiere dates)
After the Ball, Globe (6-10-54).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
Angel* In Love, Savoy (2-11*54).
Anna Russell, N evf Watergate'
Both Ends Meet, Apollo (6-9-54).

tlie

Boy Friend, Wyndham’s

maintain a year-round, Centrally located, commercial

Am

Keep
-

to handle your ticket sales

’'

For the 4th year, presenting a 10 weeks summer season of musical
comedy produced by Lewis and Young.

(12:1-53).

» Camera, New (3-12-54),
Intimacy At 8:30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Joyce Grenfell; Fortune- (6-2-34).

I

For information, Write to
Sacramento Civic Repertory Theater
1419 H Street, Sacramento 14, California

.

Cockles A Champagne, Pic'dilly (5*28-54).
Conscience A Desire, Lindsey (9-2-54).
ark Light Enough,. Aldwych (4-30-54).
B ay By The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53).
Diary of a Nobody,. Arts (9-1-54).
D'pyly Carte Opera, Savoy (9-13-54).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Duenna,. Westminster (7-28-34).
Folies Bergire, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
Guys and Dolls, CoUiseum. (5-28-53);
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54),

..

BOX OFFICE

7.

the Broadway theatre is an investment within your reach. For only
50c a share, you can buy stock in. a corregularly:
in
invests
poration
that
Broadway shows, -motion pictures, telelast,

'

vision

By

and radio.

many

spooling" the capital of

ors,

BROADWAY ANGELS,

Invest-

INC., creates

fund large enough to back entire shows
to acquire broad, interests in the entertainment Reid by diversifying not
more than 40% of its capital. A board
a-

and

-

experienced,
professional advisers*
of them famous, all of them respected names. in the theatre, make the
selection of shows worthy of investment.
Few people realize the margin of profit
returned on original investments -in sucFor example, “Voice of
cessful shows.
the Turtle’’ showed a. profit of, 3,000% on
the Initial investment; “Mister Roberts"
paid off 5 to 1; “Harvey" paid off $40 t«
$50 for every $1 invested.
These are extremes, of course; the re*,
turns on the average successful shows
are not that high and many shows are a
complete financial loss.
By spreading the initial Investments and
by applying profit against loss, we believe that we are offering the safest,
most down-to-earth theatre investment
yet devised and the investment with the
best assurance of bringing substantial reof

many
.

‘

.

,

—

turns.

BROADWAY ANGELS,

booking since 1949

We

scores

London, Sept,

REPERTORY THEATER

CIVIC

she

Levi,

Current London Shows

Sacramento
with

Mrs.

SHOW!
At

In Cool Piece, Savllle (8-16-54).
and I; Drury Laiie (10-8-53)

King
Love Match, Viet Palace (11-10-53),
Manor of Northstoad, Duchess (4-28-54).
Mousetrap; Ambas. (11-25-52).
Murder Story, Cambridge (7-22-54).
Never Too Late, Strand (6-3-34),
No News Father, Cambridge (9-15-54).
Pal .Joey, Princes (3-31-54).
Relations Apart, Garrick (

If

.

.

j
•

J

BROADWAY

ANGELS, INC, DEPT. V6
29 West 65»h St.
N. Y. 23, N. Y.

TR

i

I

or obligation.

CITY.

(4-22-34);

(

»

*

* * l.»

«,»» «»

I

«

M

l*

(9-7-54).
Shop, St. Martin’s (9-7-54).
For Mery, Duke York (9-9-54).
Vic Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54).

CLOSED LAST WEEK
(7*21-54).

i
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Phon* Number .....................
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Dish, Phoenix (7:27-54).
BO Lucky, Adelphi (2-25-54);

Meat a Body, Duke York

• •

STATE

NED ARMSTRONG
Tfcgatrical Pabllcity

Witch Errant, “Q"
Did

»

i

.SCHEDULED OPENI

Pet

M

t:

Wooden

All

*

,

I

Stoll (8-16-54).
Wedding In Parts,- Hlpp. (4-3-54).
Witness Prosecution; W. Gard. (IQ-28-53).

'

J

i

i

t
I

,

j

•

J

Vienna Operetta;.

You'll

4-1815

Send Offering Circular without cost

•

Sabrina Fair; Palace (8-4-54).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (6-5-54).
.Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj.
.

INC. Is offering
time 570,000 shares at 50c a share.
an established securities firm is employed to distribute these securities,
there is. an allowance of $71,250 brokerage commissions and $12,000 for expenses leaving $201,750 working capital.
If the entire issue is gold direct, the
working capital is estimated at $260,000.
A Letter of Notification under Regulation
A has been filed with, the Securities &
Exchange Commission.
This does not
mean that the Commission has either approved or disapproved these securities or
passed upon the completeness, or accuracy of the statements in the Offering Circular. issued in connection therewith.
at this

Staff AeedBiit Ex*cutiva
S.

S

RICHARD STERN ASSOCIATES
East 47th Sfratt, Haw York, N. Y,
PLasa 9-6440

.

,

Wednesday* September
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an

westerner’s .touch of
gallantry andliow he remonstrated with Milt-oh Berle' over some of
the comedian’s off-color jokes.
The younger Runyon, spares himself and his family very little in
British Vs. U.S.-

Humor
humor

American

and

British
approach,

;

Because it is starkly
treatises wider appeal than among
because it is written
coreligionists.
from
heart,
the book is both a
the
of
professor
Oscar Hahdlin is a
tribute
history at Harvard, whose last proper eulogy and a perfect
book, “The Uprooted,” won the to a gifted and a well-remembered
Down.'
the
press.
of
gentleman
Pulitzer, prize for history in 1952;
19th century
it was a study of
.

.

:

.

1

Some Get Away With

—

*

this volume.
truthful, and

to subjects like: courts
motoring, the home scene,
life and sport are contrasted
U.K. and
in a new exhibition,
1
at the New
y,S. Laugh,” current
Victoria Cinema, Eoiuburgh, dur- immigration.
Rufus Learsi, author of the
ing run of the International Festiother work; likewise taught history
val. Display carries Original drawY. City
ings and enlarged reproductions and languages in the N.
and American high schools before devoting himBritish
115
toy
and
life
Jewish
writing
on
to
artists, including such contrasts as self
iterature.
Peter Arno and Fougasse, James
of
the
coincidence
Perhaps
by
Thurber and Thelwell.
^etcentary- celebration, Df. Samuel
wik.
Sir Compton Mackenzie,
associate professor of
Rosenblatt,
British author and scripter of the
Oriental Languages at Johns Hoppic “Tight, Little Island,” opening
kiris Univ., and a former Baltimore
the exhibition, said he felt there
for 27 years, has authored
rabbi
was no Such thing as an abstract “Yossele Rosenblatt,” a biography
sense of humor. “I have to be carhis father. Cantor Josef (Yossele)
of
the
ried out almost' in hysterics at
famed in the 1920s.
performances,” he Rosenblatt was
Marx Bros.
and ’30s as "the Caruso,” toured
said. “But a lot of people I know-rand; concert,
vaudeville
bigtime
stern business mem—-do; not find
earned fabulous fees. His dicthem in the least funny.”. He and
cology: of secular recordings for
disto
make
thought it absurd
a
Columbia almost total
between the. American Victor andstill enjoy ‘steady sales.
tinction
100, and
and the British sense of hm
Farrar, Straus & Young publishes
Abet
at $4 50.
ship,

Army

73

oldtime

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
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>

»

By Frank

Scully

j;

‘

>

Desert Springs, Cal.

is a happy, man these, days.
At first sight that might
one of Lolly’s exclusives that get a banner line. But it
depth as well as width. He’s finally got a picture that
represents him as a married man with a family. And what a family!
In all Hollywood none has topped this.:
and only Johnny Farrow
CHATTER
and Maureen: O’Sullivan have matched it,
Betty
succeeded
Bud. Goode
For. Bob is playing Eddie Foy in “Eddie Foy and the Seven Little
Mills as West Coast editor of TV-'
Foys” That seems like An impossibly long title for a theatre marquee,
Radio Mirror mag;
but it could have, been longer because Eddie Foy’s reel name was
J. Pi McEvoy pinchhitting for
Henry MeLempre while latter is Edwin Fitzgerald.
He changed it to Foy because way back there in 1873 he was a
vacationing from his McNaught
fan of the Foy sisters. Millie Vitale is playing the third Mrs. Foy,
syndicated column,
Gordon and Mildred Gordon are Madeline Mocando—the Italian prima ballerina who gave that up to

“Crime In the
UI’s
Classroom” for publication* when
novelizing

released.
Dwight Yellen, former circular
tion manager of McFadden Publications, has joined the promotion
department of TV Guide.

the picture

is

Renee Houston, Scot-born comedienne formerly of the Houston
telling her lifestbry in
Sunday Mail, Glasgow, series.,
Jim Richardson’s “For the Life
of Me,” a book about his newspaper experiences, will be published next month by Putnam.
Dennis The Menace Enterprises
Grandma; Sentenced
Inc. has been chartered to conMrs. Fronia Sexton, 62-year-old duct an artists agency business in
Ironton,
grandmother \Vho New York, ;c/6 Post-Hall Syndicate
O.,
pleaded guilty to embezzling $142,- Inc.
The Birmingham Post-Herald,
598 'from the Citizens National
Bank, Ironton, of which; she was the Birmingham News and the
president, in an effort to continue Sunday News have raised the comoperations of the Ironton Courier, bined circulation of the dailies to
a daily newspaper; which has .sus- 490,000.
Women s News Service Inc. has
pended publication; was sentenced
in U.'S. District Court at Cincinnati been chartered to conduct a news
to two concurrent terms of a year service business in New. York. Diand a day for embezzlement. She rectors are Ernest Cuneo, John
will serve her sentence in the F. C. Bryce and John N. Wheeler.
M. Catherine Babcock Inc. has
women’s Federal reformatory at
been, chartered to cohduct a pubAlderson, W. Va.
Mrs. Sexton had numerous real lishing and advertising business in
estate holdings, including theatres New York. Directors are M. Cathin Ironton, O., and Ashland, Ky: erine Babcock and Rhoda Valligny,
Stamford, Conn.
Sisters,

Bob Hope

sound

like
really; has

become the mother df all those little Foys.
I had quite a chat with Madeline Foy O’Donnell on the set at
Paramount While Hope was simulating her father when tendered a
banquet by; the Friars,. Jimmy Cagney, playing* George M. Cohan,
which by now is a. character part for him, was presenting Hope with
a. cup from the Friars as “Father of the Year.’’
With; Madeline was her daughter, a beautiful chick of 17, with the
lighter coloring, of the Milanese Italians. Madeline herself looks more
like her mother, who was dark like; the Neapolitans.

In fact; there were a lot of Fpys around the set, Charlie was all
over the place as technical advisor. Bryanie, now a producer at Columbia after years at 20th and .Warners; fathered the whole deal but
was smart enough not to produce this one himself, since there are
five other Foys living and, brother, would he get it if he didn’t give
them proper, billing! This Way, after dividing up the money, he ban
Claim the thing is out of his hands.
Eddie Foy Jr, wasn’t around either, unless he hopped In from
New York between performances Of “The Pajama Game” while niy
back was turned. Mary was there; however. She performs at /Charlie’s
nitery in the Sari Fernando Valley. Irving, Who runs a dance school
in Taos, N.M., didn’t show up while I was there, and of course poor
little Richard died years ago,
Hope’s First Bio
This is the first biographical role Hope has played in all his years
in Hollywood, unless you include “Sorrowful Jones.” Mel Shavelson
and Jack Rose wrote “Jones” for Hope in 1948. Since then, they have
moved up to where now they are a producer-director- writer, team,
Hope told ine that what he liked best about the picture was that
it released hirii from all that old leering, dame-chasing down various
roads* arid gave him an opportunity to act as a man of substance as
well as humor. In appearance, he and Foy are not fob far. apart.
Whereas Boh bas & ski-nose, Eddie had a crescent-shaped mouth.
I remember when Bob, fairly fresh from Broadway and “Roberta,”
Horace Sutton, travel editor of came out of Hollywood and did very nicely in a musical thing of
No Jackpot Novel
Saturday Review, planed in to Par’s called “The Coconut Grove.” That was the musical in which he
The creeps and cretins on the Glasgow for quickie trek to Cowal first, sang “Thanks for the Memory,” and seemingly has never been
giveaway circuit are a depressing Highland Games, Pitlochry, and released from expressing liis gratitude in those four little words.
lot, no matter how many times Edinburgh
for Saturday Review
Though It was in the midst of the depression, Par celebrated the
they fail to give the correct answer Newspaper Syndicate.
preem with a supper-dance at (surprised?) the Coconut Grove, Bob
to the question who is buried in
Literary Guild announces as its
emceed
it; He-was gracious, funny and perfect for the cuffo part.
Grant’s tomb, and placing them in December selection “Mr. Maugham
ferrous mold called
That was the night he was dropped into
a novel doesn’t increase one’s ad- Himself,”, a 704-page collection of
typecasting.
After that he was always a best man, but never a bridemiration for this monotonous breed Somerset Maugham’s works, which
of mankind.
Steve Fisher has will be edited by John Beecroft, groom. He handed out more Oscars and more laughs for free than
placed these characters in a rather and published by Doubleday Nov, anybody in the business. He used to do some kidding on the square
in relation to this and ultimately the Academy gave him one of those
dull piece of fiction tagged “Give- '18,
away” (Random House; $3.50).
William Holden subject of arti- honorary Oscars.
Related in the first person, it cle, “That Marvelous Hunk of
Chance Now To Win An Oscar
tells of Eddie Shelton, a teen-aged Man/’ by Dwight Whitney for the
He has a chance to earn one now, because this is the sort or picture
runaway from Gary; Ind., who October issue of Pageant, mag. It’s that has everything, including the Iroquois Theatre fire, when Eddie
winds up in. Hollywood where he on top of the recent Pete Martin Foy calmed a terrified and oVerpacked house by continuing to perform
daughter Satevepost treatment of the Par
encounters a .mother
while; his wig. was being scorched from the flames. He saved a lot
team living a scrubby existence by star.
appearing on television shows, for
Ivor Brown, drama critic of the of lives that day and became one of the heroes of show biz.
In their picture, Messrs. Shavelson and Rose decided to stress the
prizes .and then selling the loot London Observer, presented with
The mother and daughter intro- silver quaich (cup) by press col- story of Foy in relation to his family more than his life before the
family man against
duce the kid to every, angle of the leagues at the Edinburgh Festival footlights. It was their opinion that Foy was
shoddy business. There are “pros,” to. mark his forthcoming retire- his, will.
•In those days, wives and children of performers were neither
it seems, and they sniff at the ment as aislesitter. He’s being sucamateurs. The highspot of “Give- ceeded by Kenneth Tynan.
nor heard. But. Eddie Foy was proud of his, and took them on the
Jack Sullivan, former reporter road; and tq .the consternation of the Gerry Society, trotted them
aways” is the attempt of the pros
to be married on a man-and-wife on the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, out in Brooklyn, one night as “Eddie Foy and the Seven Little Foys.”
show in order to cash in on the is regional manager for Triangle’s There was. an. attempt to stop the show as an “exploitation of child
numerous prizes and then have the TV Guide Pacific Northwest edi- labor,” .'but' it was difficult for tlie bluenoses to convince any judge
tion, with first issue set for Sept.
marriage annulled.
that these kids were not having a lot of fun arid would have broken
At no time do any of Fisher's 19. Harvey Long is editor; Gene out of any cop’s custody to' join their old man in their act, for it was
Brown circulation manager; Lois
characters manage to come to ful
no longer his but theirs.
life.
His Eddie is a feebly-: drawn Gardner editorial assistant.
“Vaudeville” is the authority for saying the Foys
Joe Laurie Jr.
Walter Kaner, L. L (N.Y.)' Press
character, as are most of the other
seedy types in this, so-so fictiona and L. I. (N.Y.) Star-Journal col- were talented, crazy arid lovable. Joevsays it was in Brooklyn that
Eddie
Gerry Society by remarking, “If I lived iri Flatanswered
the
umnist
off
to
Hayana
and Miami
expose of the giveaway programs
“Giveaway” is faintly reminiscent Beach for Combined hiatus and bush, it would be a city;” (The original town Eddie oused as a butt
Perry for. this gag was Bayside.)
Salinger technique but material .gathering * stint.
of the
Pied Piper Hope
doesn’t quite hit the jackpot. Too Como, Guy Lombardo, Steve Allen,
bad that “Giveaway” should go Herb Sheldon and Ell Basse guest
Par has cast a great collection of kids to play the seven little Foys
ing byline columns while: he’s and Hope proudly goes around with a picture of himself and the
Ranson,
thataway.
away;
kids, all of them wearing pearl grey derbies and tailor-made suits,
which were tops in their, era.
N: Y. Trib’s ’Big TV’
Some of them have quite a background in show biz. Lydia Reed,
New York Herald Tribune, via
nine, was the moppet who scored such a hit with Helen Hayes in
Donahue & Coe ad agency, is ap
Pix
“Mrs; McThing.” She was in the show for 18 months and after it
parently grabbing What amounts to
every local tv period available for
closed joined the east of “Valiant Lady,” a tv soap opera. She playS
Continued from page 1
a spot campaign. One pact, on
Mary Foy. (Seeriis to me there was a Catherine before Bryan and
WGBS-TV, starts next Monday (13) of a showing of certain films in his Charlie.);and embraces “dozens of shows,” court due. to a lack7 of understandBilly Gray plays Bryan E. Foy. He is 16 years old. He danced
Whether it’s for a drive on given ing of the laws and court; pro- with Dan Dailey i “The Girl Next Door” and more recently seems
features
or general circulation cedure. He said that under Chap- to have developed into a mooncalf, having played i “Moonlight Bay”
hypo is not known although it’s ter 751 of the code of Iowa, the and “By the Light* of the Silvery Moon.’’
understood the sheet cryptically court issuing a search
warrant is
Charlie Foy is played by; Lee Ericson, Lee is 13, ind has appeared
advised the agency to “lay off” on
required to hold a hearing to deter- in around 100 video shows since he was 10. He began his career at
advance publicity.
mine whther. the property or any nine in little theatre productions in Sacramento.
part thereof seized under the
The late Richard Foy is played by Paul de Rolf, 11. He, too, has
Runyon To His Son
search
is of the illegal na- had most of his experience in tv shows, though he has also appeared
Damon Runyon Jr. is the author; ture ofwarrant
character alleged
the in Par’s “White Christmas” and “The Country: Girl.”
of “Father’s Footstep’s’,’ (Random
Madeline Foy is played by Linda Bennet, seven, Who has had two
House; $2.95), A. short book about: information.
The investigation brought out years of tv experience and one picture, as the daughter of Glenn
the laureate of Broadway’s guys
that despite bailiffs ordered to Ford in Columbia’s “The Big Heat.”
and dolls.
Eddie Foy Jr. is played by Jimmy Baird, seven, who hasn’t been
Interspersed between letters of stand on guard during the viewing
the elder Runyon to his soq, show of the pictures, some onlookers, in- seen in pictures as yet but danced with Dan Dailey and Ethel Merman
In that picture he
biz. readers will find much to please cluding court and police reporters in “There s No Business Like Show Business.”
them: they will learn how Runyon and one radio newsman, managed played Johnny Ray as a boy.
gathered items for. his column, to get seats at the private showing.
Finally there is Tommy Duran, four, who portrays Irving Foy, Maybe
“The Brighter Side,” while bn the
Judge Grund ordered the films, “portrays” is stretching his role a bit because he wanders in and
prowl through. Manhattan's small some of the pictures, booklets and gut of the show, being more or. less his .own director arid; dialog
hours with Walter Winchell; what other articles, devices and para- Writer. Hope once had him on a tv show in a song-and-dance sketch
became of the “Stair and Garter” phernalia destroyed. He said “this with Margaret Whiting. In fact, if half his comedy gets on the screen
money clip that Mike Todd gave was merely a hearing in the .usual he will be a panic.
the writer; what Runyon thought
Though Eddie Foy first made a hit in Dodge Qity, Leadville, Butte
and ordinary manner and the idea
about Beverly Hills, pix, radio, and
other western towns, he actually was bom in New York, and it
dolls—in general, and in particu- that I had some kind, of a private and
is there I suspect that Hope will make his biggest hit in this picture.
party
for
the
purpose
of
exhibiting
lar; how tlie author agonized over,
imitators, still has them, but Bob Hope has
his famous short stories, Written la- lewd films for my friends, was Eddie Foy had a thousand
parody, 1$ the thing
boriously in longhand—in bed; how false, erroneous and without foun- made a character-study of him, and character, not
that endures.
he detested “blue” material with dation,”
,

:

..

It

William J. Lederer, who wrote a
book poking tongue-in-cheek, goodnatured jibes at naval sacred Cows
“All the Ship’s at Sea” (the
apostrophe, is in the right place),
has just been promoted to the rank
of captain;
Lederer continues on as chief of
public information on the staff of
the Conimander-in-Chief, Pacific
Fleet, With headquarters at Pearl
Harbor.

Aga Khan’s Memoirs
The Aga Khan, the Begum, Aly
khan and all the little Khans have
.

been worldwide news, dating fi;om
the annual weigh-in bit in gold
(it became diamonds on his 75th
jubilee) to the Epsom, Longchamps
and other racetracks. From the
Paris and Riviera playgrounds to
the more than infrequent detours
to
Hollywood (Rita Hayworth,
Gene Tierney, etc.), the Mohammedan ruler’s memoirs almost
come under the broad category of
show biz. True, it is. only in his
relaxing moods and moments, and
particularly as Applied to the Aly
& Rita two-act that the accent is
more pronounced in that direction
For the Aga Khan also makes out
a good case for his regal rCsponsi

;

:

'

.

:

?

;

bilities.

as if he really wrote it
by himself. There is an editorial
acknowledgement to W. Somerset
Maugham for his chatty intro, and
to Miss Merioneth Whitaker “for
her invaluable Skill and patience
in the preparation of this manuIt reads,

.

script, without which it would have
been a far more: arduous labor.
There was a time when ex-Sateve-

1 ''

post associate editor J. Bryan III
undertook the chore, but a schism
arose because of the element df a
refusal to be “frank.”

.

...

,

.

“The

Memoirs

(World Enough

&

of

arid

Aga

Khan

Time)” (Simort

Schuster; $6) is a- little folksy
for a spiritual leader of so many
millions of his faith. But he does
leaven the name-droppings of the
Elsa Maxwell sorority with* some
serious perspectives on interna
tiohal relations.
Abel.

Albany Historians Exit
Julius J. Heller, City Hall re
porter for Gannett’s Knickerbocker
News, has resigned as Albany City
historian, effective Jan. 1, and William- W. Skirving, County Court
house reporter for the same paper
has resigned as county historian,
the same date. Heller served in
hi .post for 10 years; Skirving
four.

‘

.

Lewd

“

..

Mayor Erastus Corning, in accepting Heller’s resignation “with
regret,” praised the care and accuracy which he had maintained
the city’s historical records, and
also lauded his assistance in the
recent “Cradle of the Union” cele
bration, marking the 200th anni
versary of the Albany Congress.
:

’

Jewish Tercentary
Coinciding with the concUrren
celebration of the' Jewish tercen
.

tary in

American

published

life

are two just

“Adventure In
Years of
Jewish
Life in America),” by .Oscar Handlm (McGraw-Hill; $3.75), and “The
Jews In America: A History,” by
Rufus Learsi (World; $6). The
titles speak for themselves in trac

Freedom

hooks,

(300.

ing the course of the seekers oi

freedom who first came
America in the Colonial times,
and their integration into and

religious

.

to

contributions to the land of their
adoption.
They are exhaustive,
authoritative
Works,
mirroring
American history in the making
in a manner that should give these

'

,

?

§

'
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Wednesday, September

aida Gonzalez, Cuban
Violin Gitano.
Adolfo Jankelevich, director of
Spencer Tracy in Gotham for an
Radio Cooperative Vitalicia, to U.S.
indefinite stay.
in December on State Dept, grant.
Elizabeth Taylor in and out on
“Mapulai,” musical drama, at the
her way to London. ^
Satch, produced^ by Lucy DunsNola Luxford, Hotel Pierre pub- more, with book by Raul Aicardi
licist, back from a two-month Euro- arid, music by Tito Lederman.
singer, at the

London

Broadway

Bill Johnson 'arrived last week
and started a British vaude tour
on Mon, (6) at Coventry.
A1 Berlin, who recently joined
the Lew & Leslie Grade office, ap-

.

pean tour,
tv and screen
to Europe, last week to
research a new play in Scotland.
Garry Moore, tv emcee; singer
Eva Turner; and sbrigsmith' Harold
Adamson in from Europe Friday

Emerson Crocker,

writer,

personal manager to A!
Martino during his stay in Europe.
James Carreras and Marcel Hellman nominated by the British film Gabler’’
producers as their reps on the Lyric.
royal
command film selection

pointed

ill*

»i

i

on setup for preem of “Knock on
Wood” at Ambassador, Sept, 23.
Tyrone Guthrie signed by Radio
Eireann to "direct his radio play,
“The Flowers Are Not For You To
Pick,” and two other productions
in coming season.
BBC will produce feature recorded here, “Bernard Shaw in Ireland,” Sept. 20/ Michael MacLiammoir to London for role in “Hedda

'off

By Jerry Gaghan

With Peggy Ashcroft at

1954

Hollywood
Charles Vidor returned from
Europe.
Gene Barry vacationing on Cata?
,

lina Island.

Dennis Morgans celebrated their
22nd wedding anrii.
Raymond Burr returned from a
long stay in Europe.
Wilbur Clark reported on
at

Thieves broke into the Top Hat panel.
Cafe, in Locust St. nitery sector,
Reg Connelly, head of the Britand escaped with $1,5Q0.
music publishing house, CampBy Don Reed
RDA Club, private midtbwri spot; ish
(3) on the Caronia.
bell, Connelly, planed to New York
Bob Harvey orchestra, into Magic
Mort Blumenstock, Warner Bros.* installing “Mambo Carnival’’ with last night (Tues.) on a quickie busiInn.
Bobby
orchestra
and
Lee
Escoto’s
stupub-ad chief, returned to the
ness trip.
Hugh Becket set Mati & Hari at
dio over the weekend following Henderson line.
Peter Duncan, producer of the the. Palomar November 1.
Bandleader Bernie Berle signed
two weeks of homeoffice confabs.
the BBC’s “In Town Tonight” simul“Seven Year Itch,” starririg EdMetro cameramen Gene Allen as entertainment, director for
Adlai Stevenson dinner in cast, authored “In Show Business die Bracken, set for eight-day run
and George Huene stopped over in $100
Tonight” for publication at the end at Metropolitan Theatre, begmning
Pa, (8).
New York en route to Rome for Harrisburg,
Oct. I.
Bill Mauldi
cartoonist and au- of the month.
preliminary Camera, work on “Bho“Caine Mutiny Court Martial,”
thor, will be honored by Benjamin
Sir Henry L.; French, directorwani Junction.'’
Franklin
and Delaware Valley general of the British Film Produc- with Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey
Bevhills
a
Rand,
now
Jess
P. A.
Chapters of American Veterans ers’ Assn., cancelled his plans to arid Steve Brodie at Orpheiim,
resident, marries Bonnie Byrnes, Committee at Warwick Hotel; Sept. visit the Venice film fest and is va- Sept. 8 and 9.
UCLA senior, Dec. 11 at the Brent- 11
Sophie Tucker headlining bancationing in Cornwall.
Wood Country Club and thus makes
Irving Feld, of Super Attractions,
British
femme batofiner, ivy quet at national convention of
it official that he's “gone Southern
Washington, p. C., opening jazz Benson, planes to New York next Brotherhood qf Painters, DecoraCalifornia 100%.“
“Biggest Wed. (15) for a fortnight’s trip dur- tors arid Paperhangers in Civic
Concert season with
Correct address fOr Benn Reyes Rhythm and Blues Show” headed ing which she hopes to have con- Auditorium.
& Art Shurgin,. producers of. “The by Roy Hamilton, the Drifters and fabs with the American Federation
15 Erskine Hawkins orch„ at the Met,
Big Show!’ in Australia,
of Musicians.
Broadway, Sydney, Australia! In Sept. 10.
Casey Robinson announced detheir Aug. 18 page ad in Variety,
By Ray Feves
tails of his plans for independent
the name of the city was inadMr. & Mrs. Herbert Yates in
production
with Bert Friedlob at a
vertently omitted.
Barcelona
press reception last week.
First town for a few hours,
Robert Fellows, who is associLatin Quarter in Nortbnia Hotel
film will be lensed in Hollywood
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
ated with John Wayne in Bdtjac
drops floorshoW policy.
and the second in Europe.
(Angli, 43; Tel 24-00-18)
Productions, has delayed his reParamount field man Walter
Henri Caubiseps,. stage manager
Calderon Theatre has revival of
turn to the Coast for another week.
of the Broadway production of Hoffman in towri for a few days.
He’s huddling with WB homeoffice- Munoz Seea’s play, “My Father.”
Minsky’s
Follies held for a third
Anton Navarro arid Co. doing “Can-Can,” has come to London to smash week
execs on upcoming Batjac pictures
at Ariiato’s Supper
musical revivals at Calderon The- start rehearsals on the British edito be released by Warners.
Club.
tion
while
Jerome
Whyte is reatre,
Follies held for a secMinsky’s
Robert Burton, BMI veepee, SailMontecarlo cinema closed to in- cuperating from his recent heart
ing for Europe today (Wed.) on the stall Cinemascope and panoramic attack. Mrs. Whyte flew in from ond. smash week at Amato’s SupClub.
Gueen Mary. Arriving on the. Cu- screen.
New Vpric to be with her husband. perUnited
Artists
Theatre went
were
previous
day
narder the
Bagdad pitery has a Spanish
period;
indefinite
dark for
Robert E. Sherwood, actor Robert dance show with Chiquita Herrada
Move came unexpectedly.
Douglas and World-Tele & Sun starred.
Westport, Conn.
Journal drama editor Arnold
drama: critic William Hawkins.
Teatro Forttalba in Madrid, one
Marks back at his desk after two
By Humphrey Doulens
Rose (Mrs. Jack) Robbins, wife of oldest legit houses, Will become
Jessie Royce Landis here; ditto weeks at Seaview, Wash.
of the music publisher, went to her a pic house this month.
Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey
first public restaurant, the TaVernTennessee Williams made a hur- Bill Berrian.
and Steve Brodie in “Caine Mutiny
Dorothy Gish, to the Coast.
on-the-Green, on Labor Day eve, ried visit to seaside resort of
Haila Stoddard visiting the Jus- Court Martial” inked for Audisince she suffered a stroke two Sitges on his way to AndalOusia.
torium Sept. 10-11. Eddie Bracken
tin Sturms.
years ago; had been convalescing
Paricho Magalona and his wife,
Tim Durant renting a house at in “Seven Year Itch” set for Sept.
since at their Mayflower Hotel both Philippine film players, in
14-16 in same house.
apartment.
town on their European tour. They New. Preston,
Helene Hughes Variety Show at
Frederick Loewe weekending at
Hazel Guild, ex-CBS scripter in also will visit Italy.
the Oregon State Fair (5-12) has
Helburn’s.
La Chistera Co. offered a new Theresa
Hollywood and New York, weds
Lily Pons due in. Norwalk next Ted Mack as emcee with Wiere
Dr. Rolf-Rudiger Stroth, German play, “Blum” at the Comedia.
Bros.,
StUart Morgan
Dancers,
Garsaball and Mercedes week.
legal counsellor Columbia Pic- Pablo
Marion Marlowe and Frank Francis Brunn, Harris & Shore,
tures, United Artists, Walt Disney Munoz Sampedro are starred.
Harrison,
Kahn
Wes
Mason
Parker
singing
at
Connecticut
American pix on Barcelona
and Samuel Gbldwyn, in Frankfurt,
“Pops” fashion concert Friday (10). Dancers, Helene Hughes Line (12),
Germany, Sept. 25, where the Ger- screens are “Desert Legion/’ and
David Wayne has rented John and Jack Seltenridge Orch.
"Borderline,’’
both
Universal;
“Beman barrister has his headquarters,
yond Tomorrow” (RKO); “Scared arid Georgia .Chapman’s house for
(Stiff”
and “Dishonored,” both the winter.
Country Playhouse shuttered (4)
Paramount, in first-runs,' SecoridParis
By Fred Woodress
rUns are playing. American hits, of With turh-away audience for Thea(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44)
tre Guild breaking of “Home is the
Jim Walbert at Jack Caddell’s
last season.
Ina Claire here for vacation and
Hero.”
Little Southerner.
legit ogling.
Mrs. John C. Wilson returned to
Gordon Currie, Los Angles
Fairfield home over the weekend Mirror colurhnisfT'in with his FreeCharles Boyer starting work on
Australia
from trip to Venice.
the Christian-Jaque pic, “Nana.’’
Trailer exhibit.
dom
By Eric Gorrick
Harold A. Rubin, vice prez of
Mbhsound Zanaty, owner of LoTv actresses Lisa Ferraday and
“Dear Charles”
a big click at Universal, and author Of. “A Ston'e
tus Night Club
pinchhitting for,
Hope Miller here for possible vid- Comedy, Melbourne, for J. C. Wil- for
Danny Fisher” pas bought a Birmingham police judge.
pix stints,
liamson.
house, here!
Civic Theatre director William
Anne Baxter and Steve Forest
Johnnie Ray planes in here Sept,
Ozier sighed pact to take over
here tb start work in “The Paris 10 for eight-aay runaround under
country club for a drama school.
Story’’ (M-G).
Reyes-Gordori management.
Charles Grisham is new comBenny
Reyes
and
Lee
Gordon
Zizi Jeanmaire will debut at the
By Gordon Irving
mercial manager at WABT-TV, reOpera this season in a ballet, “La expect to signature Frank. Sinatra
“Dancing Years on Ice” skedded placing C. P. Persons, who left for
for an Aussie trip before end of
Belle Helene.”
for the Alhambra, Glasgow,' Oct. j.9. Tulsa, Okla!
Alec Guinness in for exteriors on year.
Cinemascope bowed at Plaza
J. C. Williamson will do “Rose
English film, “To Paris With Love,”
Cinema, Kilmarnock, via “The
Marie
on
Ice”
Her
at
Majesty’s,
with Odile Versois.
Robe.”
Melbourne,
with
Pat
Gregory
The. Errol Flynns grouse-shooting
Eighth Cannes Film Fest sqt for starred.
By Matty Brescia
later starting date next year from
Metro will revive
“Naughty on the Duke of -Montrose’s estate
Hoyt Wooten, owner of WREC,
May 3 to May 20.
Marietta”
at
Liberty,
Sydney,, in Scot Highlands.
Barbara Kelly and Henry Ken- tb Chicago on station biz,
Violette
Verdy turned down shortly. Pic just about holds the
Tys Terwey, WMPS newspieler,
dall to King's Theatre, Glasgow, in
offers of the Marquis De Cuevas reissue record, here.
doing a nightly show frorri the
and signed with the Anton. Dolin
Columbia readying “Caine Hugh Mills’ play “Angels in Love.”, Park Ave. eatery here.
London Festival ballet.
Rone Anderson, Scot actress, and
Mutiny” for extended runs over
Ike Myers, who annually brings
Henri Varna intends to convert Greater Union Theatres circuit. her husband, thesper Gordon Jackson, to Biarritz for annual vacation. the Met here, hosting the Youth
the Palace film house back to music- Pic. will be given terrific bally.
Symphony at the Auditorium Nov.
hall this season to swell the burNoble
Wilson,
tv
stage
manager,
Vienna Boys’ Choir will give
geoning variety house ranks to extra: concerts in Sydney to cope upped to post of second outside 23.
Cathy Bauby, model and fashion
four.
with sellout biz. Troupe here under broadcast producer for tv in Scot- commentator, returned from the U.
Max Ophuls' next pic will be a the David N. Martin-Robert Ker- land.
Separate radio series plarined for of Indiana to resume her. daily
Franco-Italo film made in Rome ridge management.
shows oyer WMCT.
with Martine Carol and Vittorio
Sybil Thorndike, and Lewis Cas- comedians Jimmy Logan and StanCharles McElravy who’s promotDe Sica after his current “Lola son here for recitals of poetry arid ley Baxter this fall! Pair have been
ing the Sonja Henie show here for
Montes” with Ludmilla Tcherina.
drama. Will .also do a series of teamed for three seasons.
Charles Vanel. back from Holly- broadcasts for Australian BroadCitizens Theatre launched fall one week in October, pencilled in
wood, where he had a role In Al- casting Commission.
season with James Bridie’s lesser- “The Seven Year Itch”, at the Auditorium in November.
fred Hitchcock’s “To Catch A
Back from British-U, S. lookseC; known works, “Marriage is no
Leonard Graves, Memphis prodThief” (Par), and into H., G. Glou- Norman Rydge, chairman of Greats Joke,” With Andrew Keir. in Sir
uct, plays the lead in “The King,
zot’s new film, *Les Diaboliques,” er Union Theatres, said that 1954-5 Ralph Richardson’s original part of
French pic production this year would be the. greatest in history John MacGregor, divinity student. and I” When it opens a one-week
stand at the Auditorium Oct. 26
at good norm with 78 French pix, of the film boxoffices.
under the Early Maxwell banner.
and 20 coproductions made entire-

8,

mend

Cedars Of Lebanon.
ppc
x.ttiuy ten ior .an exten-

sive vacation 'in Europe,.

.

..

,

.

‘

Torin Thatcher back, in tow’d, af-

..

.

.

t

'

Rome.
to

report for work at 20th-Fox.
Steve Allen and bride, Jayne
Meadows, in town oh vacation.
Hori., John Hall, member of Parliament, guested at Paramount.

James Mulvey in from N.Y- for
conferences with Samuel Goldwyn.
William Schallert joining U.S.C.
drama department as an instructor.
Dennis Morgan
vacatiohing back

in

town

home

after
in Wiscon-

f

sin.

Glorya Curran to Washington
for a concert with the U.S. Army
Band.

Adolph Deutsch to Europe in the
interests of the Screen Composers
Association.

•

.

in

Richard rTodd in from London

William

.

-

months

ter five

L.A.

Holden

appointed to
Recreation and Park

City

Commission.
Stanley

Hawes

left for Australia,

where he is in Charge of government film production.
ICay Kyser made a trainer at
Paramount for North Caroliria’s
.

safe driving campaign.

Edmund Purdom planted his
footprints^ in the cement forecourt
of Grauman’s Chinese.
Dorothy Maiorie returned from
where she was called by
the death of her brother.
Aleori Bennett will deliver a
co*hrse of lectures on publiCv relations at Columbia (L.A.) College.
Motion: Picture Relief Fund received 9,000 orders during the first
week of its Christmas Card sale.
Andy Rice has given Up his post
with a Bevhills liquor disperisary
to return to scripting gags for
radio and tv., ...
Dallas,

Grace and George Brown, back
from their threemonth voyage
aboard a Danish freighter tp the
Far East., readying to reopen their
La Serena, Palm Springs hostelry.

Ed Baetzel left William Morris
agency here last, week tb set up
indie booking practice.
Pat Morrissey, Decca chirper,
spending hiatus between cafe dates
here with her husband.
Sylvia Syms currently warbling
at Cloister Inn for four weeks
alongside standby Lurlene Hunter.
Helen Gallagher wrapped

Highland Park Music Theatre sea-

i

.

[

'

,

son last Sunday (5) With repeat
performarice in “Finian’s Rainbow.”,
Ballet Guild of
benefit last Friday

Russian

-

.

.

ly.

in

more

foreign climes plus some
production to bring the
saw 26

in

By Maxwell Sweeney

past 100. / Year also
color pix made here.
total

By Earl J. Dias
Pare Lorentz, documentary film
producer, vacationing at Edgartowri.

By Edythe
..

Malu Gatica

off

Ziffreri

I

on South Ameri- Playgoers’ Restaurant, Coonames-

can tour.

sett

»

Ruth Valentine, Chilean chirp, at
the Grill Bolivar, Lima,
Blariquita
Amaro pacted for
“Bimi Bam Bum’’ revUe.
Cuban National Ballet, headed
by Alicia Alonso, dub soon.
Helene Francois, Dbnice Darcel’s
sister, warbling at the Waldorf,
U. S. State Dept, awarded Maria
Romero, editor of Ecran, film mag,
trip to States.

Minina,

mambo

Orson Bean and Maxine Sullivan
completed week’s engagement at

artist,

.

Richard Aldrich announced his
Cape Playhouse, Dennis, will reopen next July 4 with “Dial M for

Murder.”
Hollywood’s Terry Moore dosing Season at Fred arid Martha
Miller’s Somerset Playhouse in
“Strictly Dishonorable!”

Gloria Vanderbilt, despite some
notices, did excellent
business last week in Falmouth
and Zen- Playhouse’s concluding stanzas.

bad press

i

Jack Miller named flack for DubGlobe Theatre! Co.
Ballets Basque pacted by Stanley
Illsjey for Olympia, Dublin, this
month.
Gate Theatre will stage revival
of Earl Of Longford’s play about
Dean SWift, “Yahoo.”
Cyril Cusack to London for lead
role in BBC production of G. B.
Shaw’s “The Doctor’s Dilemma.”
Maureen potter has rejoined
Jimmy O’Ded Co. for “Old Acquaintance” revue at Dublin Gaiety.
Ginger Roger’s first British film,
“Beautiful Stranger,” is having
censor trouble here and has been
sent to Appeals Board.
John Upfold back to London after gabbing with Par’s local office

Edison ‘Sneeze’

lin

;

at

held

Cinema

pic,,

of
“Stars of the Russian

Ballet.”

Raoul Pene du Bois to design
costumes for Arthur Wirtz’ 20th
edition of Hollywood Ice Revue,
Which opens rehearsals at Chicago
Stadium Sept. 15.
Jeapette
MacDonald breaking
hourse record in “Bittersweet” at
Marshall Migatz’ Fox Valley Music
Theatre, now rounding out first
year of operation in St. Charles, I1L

By Les Rees

:

.

Chicago
(3)

Annex Theatre with showing

Esther Williams to top
film-stage

show

first local
in several years at

Radio City here week of Oct. 22.
St. Paul Civic Opera Co! grabbed

“Oklahoma” for its first nOnperformance
anywhere next April 14-16.
St. Paul Fashion Group spon?
sored fashion show with comedian
George Gobel and thrush Ginriy
off

professional

Simms

at

Hotel

St. Paul.

BeBe Shopp, onbtime “Miss
America” and now a tv personality here, guest star with Old Log
strawhatter in “Frogs of Spring.”

St. Paul all-star open air variety
show at baseball park for March
of Dimes included songstresses
Duchess of York, the Gisele MacKenzie arid Arin Gilbert.

ssssm' Continued from page 2

-

.

Duke

arid

1907 heavyweight title fight between. Burns and Squires, the great
fire
of Baltimore in 1908, and
Americari soldiers drilling with the
Gatling gun.
Pioneer pix, all hiade before
1912, were deposited with the Library of Congress as contact prints.
Under .the auspices of the U. S.
Govt, and the Academy of Motion
Picture Science* they are being systematically transferred to Celluloid.
Altogether, there are over 3,000
titles, of which only between 200
and 300 havj so far been treated.
.

“School for Brides,” set for Lyof Oct. 1L It’ll be local legit theatre’s first touring attraction since “Picnic” which

ceum week

opened season last month.
Ralph Kettering in ahead oi
“The Caine Mutiny Court Martial.” Under aegis of Duluth imr
presario Jay Lurye, it plays St.
Paul Auditorium week of Sept, 18.
Morning Tribune amusement
columnist Will Jones in Hollywood
on assignment to “shadow” Liberace for seven days and write a
daily story on the pianist’s every
activity.
I
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Berlin’s ‘Count

As Aid to ‘Plight’ of UHF Telecasters

.

ging,” Fox declared, “If subscription television service is made
available to UHF operators who
are given an advantage or a ‘head
s.tart’ for a period of three years
in, .order to build up an audience
perfect their techniques in
ajtipl
servicing the public with this supplementary service, then those
Who now have UHF construction
permits will be anxious to build
and complete their stations quickNew applicants will have a
ly.
sound reason for applying for
those UHF channels which are

now open and

with a group called The International Jazz Club Sextet.

NBC Spec Makes
The Play, But CBS

S-Bomb Explosion
At Steve Allen Show
'

,

Linked to Crusade
Ah unknown person or persons

set off stink

The competitive Trendex ratings
the story on “wha' hoppened”

son Theatre in an apparent afterto Allen’s “Tenth ComtnandriiMit” show on crime in N.Y. two

math

Weeks
'

tell

to

Max Liebman,

Betty Hutton and

NBC-TV's “Satins and Spurs” colorspec
on
Sunday (12).
The
“Zanuck Story” on Columbia teevee’s “Toast of the Town” delivered a kingsized drubbing to Hutton & Co., winding up with an
overall 34.4 to the rival's slim 16.6
on the overnight 10-city Trendex
covering the 8 to 9 competing
span.
NBC figures declined as
sets-in-use rose.
“Satins,” teeing
off at 7:30, drew the first blood
19:7 to 13—but this was against
Ann Sothern’s “Private Secretary”
which resumed on the Paley-Stanton web after a summertime hop
(Continued on page 34)

bombs Monday night

(13) during. Steve Allen’s WNBT,
N.Y., late night show at the Hud-

ago.

Survey of the first half-year’s returns abroad sees practically every
one of the companies ahead of the
comparable period in 1953 and expecting

to

finish

out

the

year

strongly.

of

the

the

city.

proposition of writing an original
book musical for television. “Songs
must be heard more than once to
be appreciated, and within the confines of an hour or a 90-minute

videomusical

it’s

too

much

to ask

—the performers or the
— click with a onetime

anybody
public

to

Crooked Cop Pix:

—

Fed. Agents Probe

A iegal representative from the
Bureau of Investigation of the Federal Trade Commission called at
Variety's capital bureau to look up
the “payola” editorials, armed with,
a roundrobin complaint ‘signed by
a “group of smaller writers and
publishers.”
That is all the FTC
agent would tell Variety, except-’

Sales

by

’58;

TV

10,000,000

ing that the antitrust division of
$2,000,000,000 in color tv sets by the Justice Dept, has also received
the end of 1957, arid by 1959 there a similar complaint.
However, in
trace thexiulprits, it was believed will be 10,000,000 tint receivers in the interests of efficiency and econthey were in the balcony. Allen use, Radio Corp. of America presi- omy, when both agencies receive
complaints, the Justice
said on the air that they could con- dent Frank *M. Folsom' predicted similar
tinue to harass him, but he wouldn’t yesterday (Tues.). He made his Dept, refers it to Federal Trade
back down from his public stand forecast to a luncheon meeting of Commission to explore the values
vs. crime and juvenile delinquency. the mercantile section of the N.Y. for both.
He warned the culprits that they’d Board of Trade on the eve of
FTC investigator hesitatingly adbe caught if they did it again. RCA’s demonstration of its new mitted that “the allegedly illegal
Allen’s crime show touched off 21-inch receiving tube.
promotion of songs by record comsome national publicity when he
Folsom, pointing out that color panies” was the basis of his probe.
announced he had been “pres- broadcasting must keep pace with Where “payola” figures as an elesured” against stating the name of tint manufacturing, said that NBC ment in “restraint of trade,” that
Benjamin .(Benny) Levine in con- is developing additional studio is where FTC becomes interested.
nection with criminal elements in facilities which will permit the The Variety series was mentioned

Presence

Gloria Vanderbilt, Who recently
acting debut in -guest
appearances
in
Molnar’s
“The
Swan” in two strawhat engagements, is turning down approaches
for Broadway and Hollywood in
favor of winter stock 'or road engagements. Heiress-wife of symph

conductor Leopold Stokowski feels song performance. In a Broadway
A contributing factor is an un- she needs considerably
more stage
usually active summer season in experience before attempting big- musical we first get a smattering
of the most listenable tunes in the
Britain, the Scandinavian countries time legit, so she declined
a pos- overture, and whatever are the
and other parts of Europe, where sible
“Swan” appearance this plug songs, be it the boy-girl balsummer customarily means a sharp winter at the N.Y. City Center.
lad or some unique novelty which
drop in business. Explanation for
Actress signed an agent contract calls for extra choruses, there is
this year’s strong summer b.o. is
last week with Gloria Safier.
always a reprise.
It's picked up
that the Continent has experienced
again the second act, and on the
a very rainy summer, with Britain
way
out
the
pit
orchestra
plays it
particularly hit by gray skies.
over and over as exit music.”
At the remittance end, the conThis is just about the general
tinuing economic recovery of EuBroadway show biz perspective un
rope is an important, factor in
the idea of trying to create origihelping Hollywood bring out those
nal tv spectaculars, and hoping
dollars. What with compensation,
that a first-time-out score will
deals and generally liberal schedclick.
ules of “permitted uses,” U. S. distribs aren’t accruing any very large
“If, as they say,” continues Beramounts of coin in any of the imlin, “they put $250,000 and $300,000
portant markets. Good example is
in
these one-shot
spectaculars,
Britain where, for all intents and
(Continued on page 63)
•
purposes—and within certain limRecent cycle of pix built around
its
there now exists free converti- the crooked cop theme has law env
bility.
Certainly the companies forcement authorities and policehave a very small pound balance men doing a burn at Hollywood. Columbia Pix Branch
left there.
Police, who for years have fought
Picketed in Mpls. As
Even in some of the tougher the film industry’s tendency to premarkets, such as Argentina, prog- sent them as dumb flatfoots or ninress is being made in the unfreez- compoop Keystone cops, feel that
•Beef Vs. ‘High’ Terms
ing of funds. Coin from another pixites are rendering the nation a
Minneapolis, Sept. 14.
(Continued on page 54)
disservice in showing policemen as
Two pickets employed by North
shady characters. With juvenile de- Central Allied are carrying banlinquency at a peak throughout the
ners in front of the local Columcountry and crime flourishing atr bia branch calling the company unan unprecedented' pace, the law
fair to independent theatreowners.
enforcers contend that the crooked
They’ll continue to picket the excop pictures tend to foster disreindefinitely,
announced
change
spect for the law and make the job
president Bennie Berger.
NCA
of the policeman tougher.
Neither picket is an exhibitor or
Recent rash of films in which connected in any way with the film
policemen are seen as villains industry, but NCA takes full reWashington, Sept. 14.
include
Columbia’s
“Pushover,” sponsibility for their presence.
Payola has reached official Gov(Continued on page 63)
(Continued on page 54)
ernmental attention.

-

$2,000,000,000 Tint

Sets by ’59—RCA’s Folsom
Consumer public will invest some
odor became

known during the show, and

though Allen and the

For More

“Maybe some day some genius
Y.
may do it, but I never will,” says
Tour Polish Irving Berlin,
referring to the

made her

remittances.

By ABEL GREEN

Down N.

1

Gets the Ratings

available.”

Fox, who’s prexy of Skiatron
sponsor of the SubscriberVision method of pay-as-you-see tv
which was developed by the Skiatron Electronics & TV Corp., said
FCC action authorizing toll-tv for
UHF not only would spell out surbut
vival for these i operators,
would speed the installation of
converters.
A compact unit, combining both
(Continued on page 61)

film industry's foreign

Me Out’ On Doing
4-

Gloria Turns

biz this year is seen setting a new
record both in terms of gross and

CENTS

N.Y. Police Blast

,

TV,

By FRED HIFT

25

Original Book Musical For TV

RECORD LEVEL
American

W

by Variety. Inc. Annual Subscription $10. Single copies, 25 cents.
Office at New York, N. Y., under the aot of March 3. 1879.

BY VARIETY,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Pointing up the economic plight
of the UHF broadcasters, Matthew
Fox’s Skiatron TV Inc. yesterday British Jazzpert Heads
(Tues.) asked the Federal ComColumbia ITs Jive Course
munications Commission to auFollowing the lead of several
thorize a “supplementary” system
schools, Columbia Univ., is
other
of subscription tv, limited for the
launching a complete course in jazz
first three years to UHF stations
fall.
Unique
appreciation
this
only.
switch is "that this course on a
The petition, which stressed the fundamentally American musical
need for speedy FCC action as a form will be headed by a Britisher,
means of alleviating “the' present Sidney Gross, who has been in
plight of the UHF stations,” urged America for the last couple of
modification of the Commission’s years as a disk jockey on ABC
rules to allow UHFers to carry and WNYC.
Latter station may
shows on a commercial pick up part of the Gross lectures
toll-tv
basis “for a period not to exceed and disk demonstrations in the
35^ hours per week.”
classroom.
Recalling for the FCC that
Gross, incidentally; is also a jazz
“presently the UHF channels in guitarist who has been playing in
the major markets are going beg- several Greenwich Village spots

STAGE

MUSIC

CHEZ PA REE
MONTREAL, CANADA
Currently presents

al-

staff couldn't

(Continued on page 48)

specifically.

The Hour

oi Oiarii

All Girl Orchestra

Featuring

EVELYN

and Choir

and her Magic Violin

under the direction of

PHIL SPITALNY

MISCELLANY

Wednesday, September 15^ 1954
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Champ
By

Fight;

Bach

to $1000,000 Gate?

In Raucous Fest; Auds 'Bran-do’ Chant

ENTRATTER-SINATRA

TOP STARS TO RALLY

HY HOLLINGER

By GENE MOSKOWITZ

Large-screen theatre tv, particularly as a boxoffice entertainment
medium, reaches its greatest height
tonight (Wed.) when 70 theatres in
50 cities, a hew record, will carry
the closed-circuit telecast of the
Rocky Marciano-Ezzard Charles
heavyweight championship fight
from Yankee Stadium,: N. Y. The
fight, promoted by the Interna-

'ROUND AFL FOR TV

VIDPIX FOR INDIES
Jack

Entratter,

Venice, Sept,

Television industry wilt salute
the American Federation of Labor’s 73d annual convention in Hollywood next Monday (20) with a
full-hour NBC-TV special from 8 to
9 p.m. Some 22 top stars, members
of the AFL via their. American
Federation of Television
Radio

impresario *of

,

The Sands, Las Vegas, quickied to
New York on the vidpix series,
which. Official Films may distribute, titled "Frank Sinatra Presents.” They are 30-iriinute musi-

national Boxing Club and set for cals, ori^film, with Sinatra presentclosed-circuiting by Nate Halpern’s ing people like Lena Home, Billy
Theatre Network Television, is ex- Eckstine, et al., primed for the
pected to draw over 200,000 view- indie video markets* They Will
ers to;, the theatres and drive-ins also be productione.d with a line
with the gross; seen as exceeding of girls, etc.
The admission tab, de$500,000.
While east, Entratter wanted, to
Currently On Tour
pending. on the situation, will vary finalize Marilyn Monroe, who is loUnder Personal' Management
from $2.50 to $6.60.
cationing east with "7 Year Itch,”
WALTER PLANT
Previous hiflh for the medium but that will, have lo wait until a
was set last June When the telecast more propitious time. She wants
of the first Marciano-Charles clash, to play The Sands Entrattc-r's
piped to 61 theatres in 45 cities, original $15,000 a week has now
grossed an estimated $450,000. Pos- bet n upped to $25,000—and wliLe
ibility of'
$1,000,000 gate, first 201h-Fox still is saying no; its obince the lushrtiays of boxing, is jections aren’t as great. On the
anticipated for tonight’s events, be- oilier hand, Miss Moume feels f lic
tween theatre ty and park.
doesn’t want to "insist” unless s/mThe June fight brought in slight- has .to.'
ly over $500,000 at the Yankee
Another iffy potential for Ilia
Stadium., arid if this figure is duSands is Maurice Chevalier at
plicated and the theatre Jake lives
$45,0Q0 gross for three weeks, as
up to expectations, the $1,000,000 and when he comes to the States.
mark can be reached.
Hollywood’s "splendid isolation”
The current lineup of theatres,
when it comes to using foreign
which includes eight drive-ins, repfilm stars was deplored last week
resents 98% of available closedby agent Paul Kohner On, his recircuit situations, according to Halturn from Europe. He blamed "inperri. New York and New England,
rather than any delibeertia”
under an agreement between the
rate policy, vs. personalities from
IBC and TNT, will both be blacked
abroad.
out, with theatres in a 50^miie.
Kohner observed that where the
radius in both areas fienied the, atEuropean industry was becoming
In addition, theatres in
traction.
Mexico City, Sept. 7.
increasingly international-minded,
certain pities such as Portland,
Mexico’s most Original niter.y, with stars from different countries
Ore.; Seattle, Wash.,. and BinghamEl Golpe, here, has resumed after well known all oveir the Continent,
could not
ton, N. Y. v for example
long shuttering, ordered by the Hollywood was standing aloof. "It’s
obtain the event because the AT&T
city amusements supervision, de- a difficult thing to understand,” he
could not clear the necessary long
partment for the announced rea- said. “The producers know perlines;
son. that the spot’s novel floor fectly well that if they use a forOzoner Readies Walk-Ins
shows had becoige immoral. El eign name in a part it’ll do them
The development of the closed-, Golpe (The. Blow, or The Sock) did a lot of good in Europe and also
circuit ’''medium^ especially as an landpffice biz two years ago with in the U. S., where audiences are
it’s
outlet, for championship fights, is the innovation of four-round pro looking for new faces. Still,
sharply pointed up by the fact that prize fights, alternated with pro more difficult thari ever to sell a
Hollywood.”
to
foreign personality
seven theatres in six cities carried wrestling, as its floor shows.
Hollywood prefers to use estabthe Joe Louis-Lee Savold fight in
Things went fine until, when
1951. Since that time, the medium hints of novelty tarnishing began, lished U. S. names over and over
has been building rapidly, with the management .used femme, mat- again rather than try to introduce
a new element', Kohner complained.
fights still the biggest drawing men.
That was a hypo.
Then "It’s even difficult to get people
(Continued on page 34)
when customers began to get to look at films with these foreign
jaded, mixed man-femme gruntplayers,” he said.
groan shows were presented. Then
Kohner, who attended the Venthe department ordered closure,
Dubuque’s Hot Election
ice film fest, said he strongly favcontending that man vs. fe.mime
an international film festival

An

en Lion of

and Screen Actors Guild
affiliations,' will salute the union in
a program that will include speeches by Army Chief of Staff Gen.
/Matthew B. Ridgway and AFL
president George \Meany.
Set to perform are Bob Hope,
Jack Benny, Dariny Kaye* William
Holden, Frank Sinatra, Dorothy
McGuire, Tyrone Power, Ray Milland and Ronald Reagan. Holden,
Reagan and Power will emcee.
Program will originate from the
Coast, with Robert Welch producing and William Kayden direct-

HORACE HEEDT

.

day

Closed-Circuit

Resumed

TYWins

spot,

presents

three

fights and one mat show nightly.
Dubuque, Sept. 14.
Newest novelty is a revolving floorThis conservative Iowa town has ring;
just gotten over one of the hottest

local elections in years.

A*

slam-

bang campaign brought

a total of
8,147 voters to the polls, the largest turnout on a local issue in the
This proves the,
city’s history.
power of television, for the election
was to determine which of two

competing companies would bring
a closed-circuit community antenna
system to Dubuque.
Winher by nearly a five-to-one
largin was the Dubuque-Jerrold
Television Cable Corp., a firm
owned by Jerrold Electronics
Corp., which has outfitted 262 or
approximately 80% of all the community antenna systems in the
country and has management or
.

stock interests in
rold polled 6,610
cal group,
the

(Continued

JANE POWELL JOINS

Dough”)

Glasgow, Sept.

14.

Trek of U. S, artists to Auld
Lang Syne vauderies is being continued this fall, with Jane Powell
making her British bow at the Empire Oct. 25.
Bill

week

Johnson is, pacted for Oct. 4
same theatre. Frankie

Philadelphia, Sept. 14/

tops at the Empire, Edi
burgh, Sept. 27, with a one-night
concert at Dundee ih October.
Georgia Gibbs, Deep River Boys
18 of them. Jer- and Myles Bell are recent U. S. sucto 1,537 for a lo- cesses at the Glasgow Empire, still
Dubuque Cable regarded as the best Moss’ Empire
"
tryout date out of London.
on page 61
Lairie

an old-fashioned cashier’s booth. p.a.’s dream and this too seemed
There will; be a, gas street lamp sadly neglected this year. There
and a mural depicting Philly in were hardly a,ny TJ. S. celebs presthe early days of the century.
ent this year and none artistically
Nickelodeon will use another connected with the pix. Haying
dated device of film biz. Wooden someone from each film on hand
sidewalk will be torn up from time
(Continued on page 61)
to time to be replaced with concrete blpcks for foot imprints of
visiting personalities.
Major concession to the passage
of years will be the admish price,
1

Form

Subscription Order

probably a dime. Proceeds from
the admissions and the advertising
on the old-style curtain will go
to the Franklin Institute.

S
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To Plug ’Xmas’
Yens

to

Do

in

London;

Legiter

Now

Irving Berlin Is flying to London
early in November for five days
as part of Paramount’s "White
Christmas” ballyhoo,

Otherwise, the sringsmith. states
he is "through with Hollywood for
i

and would

like to tackle

Vienna, Sept. 7.
the James; A. Michener "Sayonara”
off Mozart.
This is worth
Regretting having given his consome, thinking, now that Salzburg sent as member of the censorship musical which Joshua Logan lias
has Again held the annual musical board of Kalsdorf, near Graz, .to on the tapis.
For the past two-three year
orgy devoted to its favorite son.
the showing of the Swedish picThis- city has Mozart’s birth- ture,
"Lovers of. Bjoerirvalley,” Berlin lias beeri. shuttling between
Coasts in almost coincidental
both
liouse and his sister’s grave.
It the censor brooded over the, possialso., has,
after the composer, a bilities ;of making good this mis- process working on the Par picMozart bridge, square, hotel* cafe, take.. Being also a member of the ture, and the also soon due "No
laUndry, bathhouse pastry shop church council of this town, he Business Like Show Business” for
and musical college.
There are knew that not only objections had 20th*Fox.
Mozart
cigarets,
balls been raised, but that the other
Mozart
(chocolate),
and there
even members of the council would try
U. S. Pianist Wins
Mozart pumpernickel.
to prevent the showing of certain
With the Salzburg Festival, too sexy scenes.
Milan, Sept. 7.
tliere’s again Mozart opera, princiThe censor had an idea; He
Aldo Mancirielll, young pianist,
pally a "Don Giovanni” conducted bribed the operator and was; in the won the first prize at the internaon the enormous stage of the old cabin whenever the picture was tional competition held this week
Archbishops Riding School by Wil- shown. Whenever one of those ob- in Bolzano- (North Italy; at/ which
helm Furtwangler, the celebrated jectionable scenes would appear, 60 competitors from 23 countries
German, maestro.
he covered the lens with his hand. participated. Mancinelli won $.1,000
Let it be said at once that muProtests by the audience in- in rash and a contract for 10 consically it’s inferior Mozart to what duced the manager to investigate. certs in Italian towns.
the Viennese public, hears on any Pic is now shown without the
Second prize went to Gabriel
good weeknight. For, except for "black hand,”
The censor was Tachino (French) and third to
(Continued on page 63)
fired from the church council.
Ludwig Gunter (German).
.

To .......................

j

a while,”

J

Enclosed find check for $

English version as ari English entry, Fest authorities had to put
pressure on the Rank company to
send the pic, and it was bruited
about early that it would cop the
top prize. So it wasn’t too much of
a surprise.

Inside there will be seats for i 30, still two 'tremendous storehouses
with paddle wheel fans hanging for largescale publicity, with over
from the ceiling. Outside a wood- 500 scribes attending and sending
en marquee, emblazoned with Gay material to all the important Eu’90s gold lettering, will hang over ropean papers every day. It Is a

Mixes With Opera For

been
for Wagner,

.Paris.”

was entered in the fest only during
the last week and shown in the

high.

Mozart Pumpernickel

It’s

"L ’Air De

latter prizes meant more to him
than the Silver Lion won at the
fest proper.
Offbeat aspect was that "Romeo”

Nickelodeon, which will be ready
for debut early in November, is 22
feet wide, 58 feet long arid 20 feet

he opined.
pre-arranged, anyway.
pblitics,
pure and. simple.
It’s
Prizes aren’t really given to pictures because they have outstanding merit. It’s deplorable.”
He said he would attempt to
rouse interest in Hollywood in an
international competition to be
held there.

*

and

;

nostalgic gesture by William Goldman, independent exhibitor who
got his start 40 years ago with a
tent film show in St. Louis.
The

all

mm

"On

party was curtailed a bit when
"WSterfront” was handed, two more
kudos, the Italo crix prize and the
Catholic: prize. However, Spiegel
got over his point in his acceptance speech by inferring that these

lent pix of Peart White, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks Sr., Theda
Bara* et al.
Project is being sponsored as a

at the

-

film,

took up the scream of
“Bran-do-Brah-do” for minutes.
Comment ran hot after the show
and Sam Spiegel ("Waterfront"
producer) was coldly furious at being denied a prize he felt Undeniably his. A pointed speech he
decided to .make at the windup

The Nickelodeon; humble? fore-:
runner of the film palaces of today,
is being reconstructed as an exhibit
at the Franklin Institute.
In surroundings largely devoted to scientific. matters,
the Nickelodeon, a
replica of the converted stores in
which the film industry had its first
growing pains, will present the si-

pate. in these festivals,”

TREK TO BRIT. VAUDERS

The American

Crowd

ored
in Hollywood. "That’s the logical
for
he maintained.
place
it,”
"Everyone* in the world would flock
there.” He reported that U. S. representation at the Venice affair was
unimpressive and haphazard as far
as talent showing, was concerned.
VI don’t quite see why the American companies continue to partici"They’re

(7).

.

;.

exhi-

prize

,

—

bitions.”

Mark—grand

.

—

mat shows were "immoral

St.

of Venice's 15th International Film
Festival, which wound last Tues-

the Waterfront” (Cot), Avon one of
the four second-place Silver Lions.
The others went to an Italian film,
"La Strada” ("The Street") and
two Japanese films, “The Seven
Samurai” and "Functionary Sunsho.”
.
U. S. companies havri not hit the
grand prize at Venice since the
war/ and: this year looked set to
win it with "On the Waterfront,"
ing. NBC-TV is providing the time but internal necessities and jury
opinion swung the prize to the
as a public service.
Show was worked out by AFTRA Italo-Epglish "Roriieo And Juliet"
exec secretary George Heller, AFL of Reriato Castellani. This^led to
radio-tv consultant Morris S; No- vociferous outbursts from the aud
vik and NBC exec Jack Rayel Novik during prizegiVing time, but the
has been working on siich ai one- most flagrant bit, arid the one
shot for the past three years, and which started a veritable chant
he and Heller started work on get- protest, was denying the thesp
ting the show off the ground in prize to Marlon Brando for "Waterfront,” and giving 'it to France’s
February.
Jean Gabih. for two pix, "Touchez
Pas A Grisbi” ("Don’t Touch The

—

Over Winch Community

think

policy.
Italian-British film version of
"Romeo and Juliet” won the Gold-

&

Artists

14,

Nobody but a square would

that film fests always reward the
most Worthy in their kudos. Xike
most international manifestations
Sensibilities are at stake as well as
the usual log-rolling and diplQ.
matic sleSight-of-hand that leads to
appeasement and a "kudo for all"

v

;

HOW TO WIN
Herb

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
chairman of the
Council com-

(WALL

on runaway production,
Sunday (12) he plans confab-,

A

star-

Y

Jk

fW Mf

Washington, Aug.

The improvement

at film theatre
boxoffices is reflected in the divi-

.

Aller, business agent for IATSE
Cameramen’s Local 659, said the
Peck case was part of a projected

seven-point program to curb runConceding his
away production.
Views differ from I proxy Richard
Walsh's, he said nonetheless that
he is launching an aggressive
campaign to stop such production.
“I believe such a campaign should
ideas
be built on constructive

dividends

mqnths
000.

for

the

of this year

first

was

$13,551,-

This kept comfortably ahead

of the $12,375,000 for last year.

rather,

than

mud-slinging,”

tion Code,, after more than a year
of hesitatipn, finally put their formal stamp of approval on changes
in the screen’s set of Standards at
a N; Y. meeting Monday (13). The
manner in which the. revising was
done arid the unusual length of
time involved were taken to reflect
the regard which the industry
leaders have for the Code and their
fear that any rewrite might suggest

Goldwyn Holds Off On

week

the Waldorf-Astoria, N; Y.
Couple of the Wall Streeters admit they’re intrigued and, in the
absence of official information, are
conjecturing that Skouras might be
fearing a proxy fight for control of

seven

A

.

last

of. an invitation to join Charles
P. Skouras, president of National
Theatres,, at cocktails. The Circuit
chief exec, who is now at his Coast
headquarters, sent ..out the. bids
without comment, other than saying he And his chief officers would
like to meet “Selected members of
the financial community.” Get-together is scheduled for Sept. 23 at

14.

ring in a number of pix abroad*
“peck continues to make every pic- dends paid out by the industry;
July melon for stockholders, as
If we
ture outside this country.
find no satisfaction in the investi- reported to the U.S.i Dept, of Comgation, we will bring the case to merce, came to a fine $1,834,000,
the attention of the American peo- well over the $1,267,000 for July,
1953. The aggregate of reported
ple,” said Aller.
.

group of Wall Street brokers

were surprise recipients
tfl)

birig with the Screen Actors Guild
as first step of ah investigation of

Gregory peck, 'Who has been

FRIENDS
Keepers of Hollywood’s Produc-

July Stockholders’ Pix

mittee
said

ST.)

By GENE ARNEEL

Aller,

AFL Hollywood Film

PICTURES
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,

and

Dolls’ Distri

Hollywood, Sept.

14.

Although he .usually releases
through RKO, Samuel Goldwyn has
not made any arrangements to date
for the distribution of his forthcoming musical, “Guys and Dolls.”

“liberalization.”
Understood the producer Will not

miscegenation,
Depiction
of
smuggling, drinking arid apparent cruelty \ permissible if handled in “good taste” under the
these
Actually,
new changes.
shifts were; given an informal okay
last year.
It Was pointed out: then,
however,, that board members of
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-

make any

definite decision about
the release of the film until he determines what process he Will use.
It may be Cinemascope, VistaVision or Todd-AO.

management and wants to win
friends in the right places before
it

ica were fearful of reaction arid,
stalled on taking an official Vote
at
on the new Code policy.
the time was in the middle of a
kingsize hassle over its nix of pro-

starts.

underlined by broker sources
that National’s issue on. the N, Y.
Stock Exchange has been unusually
heavy over a recent period and the
trading fits the "accumulation pattern.” This is a financial district
term meaning that the buying individual or group is building up a
meaningful block of, the stock.

MPA A

It’s

he

added.
Aller also hit at the use of a
Mexican locale for “Sitting Bull,”
but blames the distributor, not the
producer. Consequently, he plans
inviting United Artists prexy Arthur B. Krim, releasing the film,
before the Council to state wheth( Continued on page 61)

.s.

Maneuvering

win representation
(Continued oil page 51)

Possibility of a serious drain on
Yank earnings in Western. Germany, which is now regarded as
second in importance only to England as a foreign source of money
for American film, companies, has
been averted. Eric A. Johnston,

to

Court Test Looms on ‘Mom’
N. Y. Censor Wants Scene

president of the Motion Picture
Export Assn., disclosed in N; Y.

ducer Otto Preminger’s “The Moon
In light of this, the pro?

Is Blue.”

dilcer-distributor association felt
that adoption of changes would
;(

Continued on page 16)

Nuihber of operating theatres in
U. S. today is 20,364, which
takes in both regular theatres and
the-

drive-ins, according to a corrected
20th-Fox survey. Figured in terms
of overall population, that’s one
theatre to each 7,390 persons. The
tabulation by 20th in last week’s
Variety gave- a higher total of
.

Of Birth of Baby Nixed 23,330 houses by including both operating and closed situations.
Another court test looms on the
Overall count of 20,364 operating
which threatened curbs and im- legality of New York’s censorship
posts on U. S. pix are absent.
in connection with the film “Mom theatres includes 16,079 four-wall
.Arrival
in
N. Y. yesterday
Accord, which runs to Septem- and Pad.” N. Y. censor has ob- houses and 4,285 ozoners. The last
(Tues.) of Gina Lollobrigida, Italy’s ber, 1955; provides that the Amerjected to a scene in the .film show- such survey, made by the Motion
top glam star, has raised the quesr ican distributors will voluntarily ing
the birth of a baby. (First tv Picture Assn, of America in 1947,
tion of her contract with Howard limit themselves to
the sale of 200 show with a near-realistic birth put the number of operating indoor
Hughes and what disposition the films in the year to that territory. sequence is the “Medic” series theatres at 18,351, or some 2,000
RKO topper intends to make of This is the same number which Which opened Monday (13) on more than are in business today.
-it..,
had been sent over the past year. NBC.)
The MPA A survey didn’t include
Miss Lollobrigida, Italy’s answer
Spurred by local W. G. film inHugh M. Flick, the N. Y. censor, drive-ins, of which there were few
to. Marilyn Monroe, is here in Con- terests, a move
had been underway has called for elimination of* the in 1947. OzoneTS have more than
nection with the opening of heir to cut the imports from the U. S. sequence on
the grounds that, it’s made up for the 2,000 closings,
picture, “Bread, Love and Dreams,” to 160 and to levy taxes of
up to ‘‘indecent.”
Ephraim which involved mostly f ringer
Attorney
at the Paris Theatre, N. Y.
Her 50% on American. film earnings.
London, repping Capitol Enter- houses. Result is that the seating
trip was arranged by Goff redo
prises, distributor of the film, said capacity of America’s exhibition
Lombardo, Titanus Films prexy.
last Week that the Flick ruling plant today is greater than ever beft’s her second visit to the U. S,
would be appealed to the Board of fore since the drive-ins alone offer
Hen first trip was made in 1950 at COIN PROBLEMS STALL
Regents in Albany and that, should a very large number of “seats,”
the beckoning of Hughes, Who kept
(Continued on page .53)
(Continued on page 16)
her in seclusion in L. A. and signed
FRENCH BALLY SETUP
Jier to
seven-year deal which
The
French
seem
to have some
Still has more than three years to
Miss Lollobrigida, who’d difficulty making up their mind on
run.
like to make film in Hollywood, Whether or not to establish a procan’t do so until and unless there’s motional. office for their pix in Post-Holidky Trims Biz ; ‘Egyptian’ Champ, ‘Dragnet’
an understanding With Hughes.
N. Y.
2d; ‘Window’ 3d, ‘Brides’ 4th, ‘Cinerama’ 5th
Agent Paul Kohner, back in
One of the problems. It appears,
N. Y. from a European trip last is the amount of money handed to
Usual letdown after Labor Pay been high on the list for many
week (11), said he planned to talk the French government by the Mot week is not nearly as severe as weeks but recently had abolit finwith Hughes regarding a settle- tion Picture Export Assn, under had been expected, attesting to the ished its main first-run dates.
(C°ntinued on page 16)
the last French film deal. It came innate strength of the current film “Susan Slept Here” (RKO), “Duel
to $350,000. That, the French are boxoffice, Besides having to con- in Siin” (SRO) (reissue), “Black
said to feel, leaves them with tend with the usual slump after a Shield”
(U)
and
“Vanishing
Edna More Ladylike Than hands
tied since it’s not enough to holiday session, opening, of schools Prairie” (Dishey) are the runnerengage in any kind of extensive in many key cities and the hurri? up pix in that order.
Carol, Rut Cuts Chunk promotional activity in the U. S. cane along the Atlantic seaboard
“Sabrina” (Par), which comes
Coin is paid out over a two-year trimmed totals, especially in New into the N. Y. Criterion shortly, is
Out of Prov. Boxoffice period.
York and Boston.
rated nice in Toronto this week.
According to Jean Goldwurm,
Providence, Sept. 14.
“The Egyptian” (20th) is nosing “Brigadoori” (M-G), another new
Hurricane Edna cut another indie distrib just back from Paris, out “Dragnet” (WB), winner last entry f which opens at the N. Y.
Hall tomorrow
chunk out of the usually busy Sat- the French have definitely decided week, for the No.
(Thurs.),
spot. ’Playing Music
urday (11) business At downtown against establishing an office in in some 15 keys covered by. shapes smart in L.A, “Bounty
firstruns here this week. Threats N. Y. The $350,000 is to be used Variety, this spectacular drama Huriter” (WB) looms okay in Chi.
if high tide floods had police keepfor a fund to guarantee bank loans ranges from nice to wow in most “Betrayed” ..(M-G), also new, is
{ng everybody out of the down(Continued on page 54) '
spots. “Dragnet,” which is playing sock in N. Y. at the State, trim in
town area* However, most first’run
currently in some 21 keys, Wound Philly, nice in Cleveland but not
theatres came through with big
so good in L.A.
l up close second.
*
totals.
“High and. Dry” (U) continues
“Rear Window.” (Par) edged up
However, the late- arrival of the
to third position,, gaining strength smash in second week at N., Y. Suit-;
hurricane caught the city in a low
from additional playdates. James ton. “Hobson’s. Choice” (UA), good
tide which virtually wiped out a
On, 3d Cinerama Film Stewart starrer was smash to great in Balto, looks okay in N. Y. and
threat of flood conditions. In- conStart of a five-month shooting in
majority of engagements. Portland. “Ugetsu,” Jap import,
trast, Hurricane Carol, about 10
schedule
to
complete
“Seven “Seven Brides” (M-G), second last Was rated socko opening week in
days ago,, reached the city almost Wonders of the World,” third film
is
session,
winding up fourth. N. Y.
at high tide, which flooded the enin the' Cinerama process, started “Cinerama” (Indie) is taking fifth
“Weak and Wicked” (AA) shapes
tire downtown
area and made this week in Cardiff,
Wales. Low- money.
tidy in Philly. “Duel in Jungle”
transportation then virtually im- ell
Thomas, Who with Merian C.
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) is (WB) is rated okay in Cincy;
possible in much of the district.
Codper produced the current “This landing in sixth as against ninth a "Francis Joins Wacs” (U) is fancy
Is Cinerama” as well as the early week age. “On Waterfront”. (Col) in Louisville.
Par Aids Steeple Fund
footage of. “Seven Wonders,” is is pushing up to seventh position,
''“Valley of Kings” (M-G), good in
Paramount is taking part in the
supervising the completion of the passing “Caine Mutiny” (Col) in Boston, looms oke in Cleveland.
drive for funds to rebuild the
latter film.
“Malta
Story” (UA) is fairish in
standings.
“Broken
Lance”
(20th)
steeple of Boston’s historic Old
Group of key members of is taking eighth spot while “Mag- Balto.
North Church, which was toppled
“Karamoja” (Hall) looks to land
by Hurricane Carol. Proceeds from |*Thomas’ staff flew out of New York nificent Obsession” (U), high on
the opening -of the company’s over the weekend^to be on hand the list for over sik weeks, is cap- a huge total in Indianapolis.
week a new agreement with
W. G. government Officials from
this

.

'

Thomas

N.Yi’s Gov.

announced intentions of retiring
from public life upon windup this
year of his current termReports of the status he’d, have
at MPA A. are unclear but it’s, emphasized that iri no case will Dewey
Change Eric A. Johntori’s role as
president. An important spot now
open is head Of the producer-distributor
office.

Hollywood

association’s

Johnston, as president also
(Continued ori page 14)
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“Sabrina” at the Astor Theatre in
the Hub Sept. 23 will 'be donated.
Martha Hyer, featured player, in
the pic, was in Boston Monday
(13) to assist in the campaign.

for the first “take.” New film is
described as “a series of ^dramas
involving the peoples of the earth,”
and the Thomas expedition... will

(Continued on page 53)

turing ninth place.

I

“Knock On Wood”

(Par)

is

big in

“Caine” is winding 10th, with Seattle. “Bullet Is Waiting” (Col)
“Living It Up” (Par) in llth.J is rated dull in Cleveland.
(Complete Bopoffice Reports on
“Apache” (UA) rounds out the
Pages 8-9)
Golden Dozen for the week. It had

is

reported in the film industry’s
upper-echelori circles. He recently

.

'

Dewey

E.

headed for a key post in the Motion Picture Assn, of America, it's
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Via Balaban Tribute

foreign .demand fori
talent has cued forma-

Increasing

American

tion of Paul

Kohner

international

with branch affiliates

European

New

capitals.

key

all

i

outfit will
S.

look after the interests of U.
writers,

-directors,,

actors,

working abroad and

etc.,

be active

will,

:

also in arranging coproduction and
'

package

deals.

In reporting this on his return
from Europe last week 1 i ) Coast
talent agent Kohner explained that
the expansion and consolidation of
his European representation was
made necessary by the increasing
exodus of Hollywood talent abroad
and the fact that inadequate arrangements exist there to look after the Americans’ interest.
(

normal,

shares of Warner Bros, stock during July. This brought the holding of the three Warner to 603,749

.

shares.

Report showed purchase of 5,000
RKO during July by Sol

shares in
Schwartz,

doubling

his

holdings.

RKO officers: Arthur E. Bell and
Louis Joffee together bought 600
had found a great shares.
among European
deal of
Sale of 800 shares in Paramount
producers in the use of American
by Barney Balaban, company prexy,
talent, not only for the marquee
during July, leaving him with 22,value of the names in the U. S.,
700 shares, was recorded.
but also in other countries. One
Report also showed Acquisitions
of the services his new outfit willperform will be to. popularize c|r- by GeofgC D. Burrows of 3,700.

All of which sounds routine except for one factor. In a large
sense, late Sunday was getaway time for television’s hew season.
was the first weekend following Labor Day and the public liad
made its summer-to-fall transition. Two tv shows in particular—
Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town” salute to Darryl Zanuck on
CBS, and the season’s: first spectacular, Max Liebman.’s “Satins
and Spurs,”' 90-minute original musical starring Betty Hutton—
were highly, touted and, as anticipated, shared a kingsize livingIt

room audience.
Video programming

of 'this type not long ago was murder on
theatremen. But now; states RKO Theatres president Sol A.
Schwartz, the public is “picture minded.” There are many clicks
among the Hollywood releases and now “we’re in the race, whereas
a few years ago we weren’t even running. This is encouraging,”
sums up Schwartz.
Reports from many key points mirrored the normalcy in ticket
sales. Broadway fitstrun managers said . they virtually were unaware of any ty competition. Ditto for neighborhood spots i
Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx. Only Chicago reported some
softness, a slight, dip in 'nabe revenue. No apparent effect was
found in L. A;, Minneapolis and in the south.
New England was unique. Business was off, but this
the wake of hurricane Edna.
N.Y. circuit owner Harry Brandt provided this footnote: “We
Were frightened because we didn’t have any big pictures. But
comparison with last year showed that the drop iii business
substantially less than what we expected.”

B’nai B’rith in
“thirty-five years of dedicated service to B’nai B’rith and to his fellow man.” Participation in the
salute Will be by purchase of $1,000
in State of Israel Development
Bonds. It’s expected that $1,000,000
will be raised for the new state
through the fete.

-

.

Hecht Answers Tngrate’

Charge From
In

shares of Allied Artists in July,
bringing his holdings^ to 3,736
shares, and of 1,300 shares oE
Trans-Lux in June" by Harry
Brandt, bringing his holdings to

Europe, where,
players
Kohner. found, only a handful of
are actually well known.
stars
Booklets will be prepared with
pictures and screen credits to indicate to European producers who’s
available and where they have ap'

123,815 shares.
!

peared.

Adjunct to U.

Kohner

S.

is

Book;

answering

charges

of

“in-

gratitude” which were hurled at
him upon publication of his autobiography, “Child of the Century,”
Ben Hecht. makes the point that
Hollywood studios came out on top
financially from their association
with him. “Century,” which was

sharply critical of the picture business, drew some press barbs on
the grounds that Hecht.' Collected
tall coin from films and his blasts
were unfair and unwarranted.
Appearing on the Dave Garrd-

Scene

firmly believes that the

foreign market

‘Child’

H’wood Made Coin on Him

.

tain

now' an impor-

tant. and necessary! adjunct, of the
U; S. show biz scene and financial

returns, and that it needs a more
settled interchange now. He proposes to have a service for foreign
producers Which would analyze
scripts, and suggest appeal for U. S.
larket arid then supply English
script for pre-dubbing (i.e.- shooting specially, synched closeups and

Chicago, Sept. 14.

NEW UA SALES DRIVE OFF

way “Today” show on NBC-TV
TO BOFF 750G START
(10), Hecht stated that Paramount made $2,000,000 on a film
United Artists’ sales drive, which
for which he was paid $10,000;
Howard Hughes netted $3,000,000 opened last Week, got off tb a robust; start with billings in the U.S.
16
( Continued on page
and Canada of a reported $750,000.
Row is shaping up between 20 thOrThis is. the highest initial week
medium shots) which would lend Fox and! the J. Arthur Rankplans
for any sales campaign in the
CEA RAPS 20TH-F0X’S
an English version palatable for ganization over the latter’s
company’s
reorganization.
recent history.
corporate
for
a
the American market. He also beOtto E. Koegel, general counsel
lieves that most pix Of U. S. poC’SCOPE EXPLOITATION Tallest moneymaker in the UA
Y.
last week
sailed
from
N.
of
20th,
current
release
lineup is “Apache,”
tential would be immeasureably
London, Sept. 14,
the situation
Burt Lancaster starrer. Drive caraided by a big American name in for London to o.o.
|

Friday

A sharp rap on the knuckles has
interests.
the cast, and he says that this will and watch out for 20th’s
While no details are available, it’s been administered to 20th-Fox by
also work for the benefit, of the
2(5th execs technical experts of the Cinematowhat
that
understood
star and U. S. companies in makknow of the reorganization plans graph Exhibitors Assn., who criti( Continued on page 14)
the compands methods of
isn’t to their liking and that the cize
company intends to make a stand Cinemascope exploitation. A report submitted to general council
against parts of the scheme.
the recent demonstraDetailed plans for moderniza- last week on
with the new Bausch & Lomb
tion of the Gaumont-JBritish articles tion
that there was a
admitted
lens
of association are to be. submitted
much higher quality of definition
to a stockholder meet Oct. 8, 1954.
color reproduction.
improved
and
However, the new articles for GauIt was unfortunate, the report
mont-British and Odeon require
was
board approval prior to the stock- adds, that the demonstration
marred by “spurious comparisons”
The International Alliance of holders powwow.
with pictures of other aspect ratios
Theatrical Stage Employees will
20th, as a major Rank shareand by the improper use of stereonot sign the AFL-CIO non-raiding holder, is repped on the Gaumontphonic sound recordings. The enpart as it now stands, according to British directorate by prexy Spy-;
hanced quality, of magnetic recordprexy Richard F., Walsh.
Skouras,
Lawrence
Kent
ros P.
R.
ing was destroyed by excessive vol“We don’t 'think the agreement and William C. Michel. Both ume or loudness. The report aiso
is practicable as far as our organi- Skouras and Michel are permitted complains of the “exorbitant price”
zation is concerned,’’ he declared, local deputies in their absence. still being charged for anamorphic
“If it is put on a. practicable basis Skouras arrived in London from lenses.
Paris Monday (13) night and spent
we might, consider it.”
CinemaSpope; the report conWalsh pointed out the danger in all of yesterday huddling with cludes, has a long lead over other
the pact as far as it applied to IA’s Koegel.
systems,
but when VistaVision
relations with NABET, a CIO afInvestment of 20th in the Rank films are available it will be found
filiate.
“That organization never outfit is said to run to over $20,- that they can be shown in large
did .have jurisdiction over films,” 000,000. Company holds 4,900 “A” and small theatres With “equal fahe said, “They’ve been in it just a voting shares out of a total of 10,- cility and much less cost.”
year and have been trying to take 000 in the Metropolis and Bradover in television.”
ford Trust Co., which controls GauL. A. to N, Y.
The IA chief said there was no mont-British, along with 500,000 of
Leon Ames
Roy the 1,000,000 “B” ordinary nonfrom
bitterness resulting
Maxwell
Anderson
Brewer’s challenge of the Walsh yoting shares.
Edward Arnold
slate at the recent convention. “It
Relationship between 20th and
Walter
Branson
was fought out at the convention,” Rank isn’t the best due to their
John P. Byrne
he said, “and when the delegates differences
over
Cinemascope,
Richard Dabios
left, it was with a good feeling. Rank chains aren’t playing the 2oth
Jack Donohue
Everything worked oiit satisfac- CinemaScopers since 20th insists
Betty Furness
torily.”
on having the pix run as long as
Don Gordon
they stand up at the b.o. 20th is
Herb Greenblatt
now playing 'ball with the British
Joseph Hayes
indies, but. is expected to take a
PAR’S ‘SABRINA’
Joseph H. Hazen
severe drubbing in Britain this
Sam Katzman
year as a result of the switch,

board chairman
Benjamin's banner.

ries

Robert

S.

*

’

.

:

BOWS

Paramount
in 17;

key

is concerned.
lifted by agreed or*
with Jackson Park Theatre
attorneys concurring as long as the
house is accorded the same protection as normally under the JP
decree. Jackson Park has preferen-

and Oct.

6, all

ope
“Sabrina”
between Sept. 21

KATZ BACK TO EXHIB
FOLD WITH L I. HOUSE

as benefits for local,

including
Community
Variety Clubs, Cerebral
David Katz, former managing
Patsy units, etc. In addition to director of the Roxy Theatre, N.Y.,
building goodwill, the plan is fig- is returning to -the exhibition fold
ured to pay off via focusing atten- via the operation of an 800-seat
causes,
Chests,

der,

.

Long

tion on the film.

house in

Company’s'. expeiience has been
that a benefit preem for certain
pix results in a heavy, publicity
.play in the. press, radio and tv.
N.Y. is not on the benefit-opening
list; for the reason that an usually
long time period is needed to build
such an unveiling in Gotham and
the “Sabrina” dating was on short
notice. Other complications prevented it in such other towns as
L. A. and Chicago.

A corporation, headed by Katz,
has acquired a lease on the Island
Theatre, formerly operated by the
Laurelton Amuse. Co., an affiliate
of the Interboro Circuit. Berk &
Krumgold, theatre real estate
brokers- arranged the deal for. a

Hollis,.

Island.

-

longterm lease.
Theatre is presently being renovated and refurbished, including
the

installation

of

Cinemascope

and stereophonic sound.

Jessie Ro.yce Landi
Nat. Levy
Joe E. Lewis
Robert L. Lippert

Hugh Marlowe
Terry Moore
Barron Polan
Charles M. Reagan
Casey Robinson
Richard Rodgers
E. M. Saunders

Martha Scqtt
Si Seadler

Red Skelton
Ann Sothern
Kay Starr

.

-

run of a pic and freedom from
B&K uniform clearances without
hampering B&K operations elsewhere in the city. B&K at present
has no theatres in competition with
Minneapolis, Sept. 14.
JP, but protective clause was inserted
in what remains of the deA number of local neighborhood
and suburban houses are consider- cree'in case rezoning should force
(Continued on page 14)
ing restricting their operations
tial

during the coming winter to weekends because of the film supply
shortage. Under a proposed plan,
they'd operate only for Thursdays
or Fridays through Sundays, instead of seven days a week as at

Fayette Allport
Michael Benthall

present.

Joe E. Brown

These are theatres which require
two or more weekly changes and
which are now confronted with an

Edward Dmytryk

Europe

Betty

Box

Geraldine Fitzgerald
Paul Graetz
Olivia de Havilland
Lennie Hayton
Robert Helpmann
Stanley Holloway

Inasmuch as these houses do the!
bulk of their business during weekends they probably, wouldn’t be hit
financially by the limited operation, it’s pointed out.
At present
the hoxoffice take on most of the
nights which 'ould be .eliminated

Lena

Home

Sol Hurok
Edward R. Kingsley
Paul Kohne?
Robert J. Landry
David Lewis
Gipa Lollobngida

negligible and it decreases as
winter’s rigors increase, says S, D.
Kane,
executive counsel."
is

'

Dirio di

NCA

Luca

Obernkirchen Choir
William Ray
David E. Rose
Cesare Siepi
Moira Shearer

Europe

Gloria Swanson

Marilyn Taylor
Blanche Thebom
Hal B. Wallis
Jack L. Warner
Robert Young

Gass
Jack Gordean

Bill

Wanda Hale
Howard Keel

N. Y. to L. A*

Evelyn Keyes
Jock Lawrence

Laudy Lawrence
William Levy

Abe Bloomberg
Courtney Burr

Hernando Courtright

Moura Lympany
Andrew Marton
Richard Murdock

Nanette Fabray
Percy Faith
Bernice Kamber
J. H. Stodel
Jule Styne

Ned Washington

Pat Putcell
Lucille & Eddie Roberts

Elizabeth Taylor
Charlie Warren

Douglas Whitney

Spencer Tracy

Michael Wilding

James Stewart.
Maury Suess
Nita Talbqt
Lurene Tuttle

N. Y.

Sydney Box

insufficiency of pictures, according
to North Central Allied.

N. Y. to
Somer Alberg
George Cukor
Audrey Dalton

to

Rudolf Bing

Arthur Kennedy

will

cities

Balaban & Katz circuit yesterday (Mon.) obtained permanent legal freedom from what has been
a thorn in its side of eight years'
standing.
Federal District Cotlrt
Judge Michael Igoe scrapped three
major restrictions of the Jackson
Park decree that had handcuffed
B&K operations since 1947. Chain
now has complete relief frbm playing time restrictions both in, loop
and nabe houses, where heretofore
it has had-to request court pprmis*
sion for more than two weeks on
downtown firstruns and more than
one week in outlying situations.
Additionally, the Court lifted the
ban on B&K film clearances, ex*
dept Where the ‘plaintiff Jackson

Park theatre
Tabs were

:

AS LOCAL BENEFITS

was

moneymakers

of stout

amount of coin expected.

Kohner

said he
interest

(12)

with the hoxoffice action of the recent past.
in release continued to show
drawing power and the milder programs reeled in just about the
l.e„ consistent

The number

Sept. 20 at the Waldorf-

Asortia, N. Y„ American Broadcas/ingrParamount Theatres veepee
Robert M. Weitman this week accepted chairmanship of the entertainment and program committee
for the event. At the same time, he
disclosed that Eddie Fisher and
Washington, Sept. 14.
Grace Kelly will take part in the
August report of the Securities program.
Exchange Commission, issued last
Tribute to Balaban is sponsored
week, shows asquisitions by Harry,
by the Metropolitan Council of
Jack and Albert Warner of 19,000
recognition of his

,

will VIVI

Film theatre business around the country Sunday night

With the testimonial dinner for
Paramount prexy Barney Balaban
set for

September 15, 1954

*

,
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Wednesday, September IS, 1954

Are exhibitors entitled to a profAccording to Allied States
it?
Assn,, film companies sales chiefs
(20th-Fox), Charles M>
Lichtman
A1
Reagan (Metro), and Charles Boas-

Coast Concessionaire
~
Sues For 7G On Note

Los Angeles, Sept. 14.
are apparent*
Popcorn concessionaire
ly in the affirmative based on a
“reasonable interpretation" of their Goldberg filed suit for $7,168 in
Superior Court: against John Wolfremarks;
However; Abe Montague (Colum- berg, former lessee of the Imperial
berg (formerly

RKO)

Sam

.

Quality pix are accomplishing
what, the industry’s 1952 “Movies
Are Better Than Ever" campaign

To

failed to do.

Alfred
zooming in all parts
the country, and what’s more, the director

The
.

Assn,

of
will shift
month to

information program, MPAA president Eric A. Johnston announced
yesterday (Tues.).
Corwin will be associated with
Clarke H. Wales, secretary Of the
Studio Publicity Directors Committee of. the Assn, of Motiori Picture Producers and with the stu-

(Warner Theatre in Inglewood, which fold(Pari-, ed July 27.
After being granted concession
Kranze
Bernard
and
mount),
shows the papers intent on the uprights to the house, Goldberg
(United Artists) “mad$ no statebeat angle, singing Hollywood's
claims,
he loaned Wolf berg; $5,668
ment that could, be tortured into
praise apd observing wistfully that
on a promissory note and was left
recognition that an exhibitor is enprophets of gloom Were dead
* holding the bag; He also wants $1,- the
titled to a profit.".
wrong when they predicted the deAccording to Allied’s report on 500 for attorney fees.
mise of films.

Ben

bia),

Bros.).

Kalmenson

Alfred Schwalberg

.

.

,

a renaissance, or dios’ International Committee.
who said the moindustry was dying
were. Wrong," commented the New
Orleans Times-Picayune. “Whatever the explanation, New Orleans’
largest theatres have been doing
record business! at their boxoff ices
the past couple of weeks. Perhaps
this experience simply reaffirms
what many veterans of show business have insisted all along, ‘Give
’em good pictures arid you’ll draw

discussions with the film sales.,
managers, the exhib org’s commitgained the impression that
those taking the so-called “negative" would make adjustments only,

“Maybe
maybe the

its

tee

.

;

Hiding Out
Distribution outlet and
sales
Kranze is accused of hiding be- add merchandising plans for Walt
hind the circuinstance that UA Disney’s “20,000 Leagues Under
acts merely as a distributing agen- the Sea," reputedly the producer’s
cy. Allied lias this to say concern- costliest pic: to date, are to be blueing Kranze: “He will hear any ex- printed in a series pf Coast con..

who

will

come

forth with

(Continued on page 51)

Are there any starving exhiband

itors? If there are, Columbia
Warner Bros, sales chiefs,

Abe

Montague and Ben Kalmenson, respectively, would like to see them
and Montague would like to talk
to them personally.
The subject of indigent exhibs
came up in the recent talks between the special Allied States
Assri. committee and the film company sales managers. It is fully
recorded by Allied board chairman
Abram F. Myers in a voluminous
report on the proceedings.

“Montague and

Kalmenson

scoffed at the idea that any exhibitors are suffering," Myers says.
“Each expressed the wish to see
some of the ’starving’ exhibitors,
Montague ’adding that he would
like to talk to them firsthand and
not through us (the committee)."
.This aspect is only a small paTt
of' Myers’, detailed breakdown of
the talks with the exhibitor sales
managers. The Allied leader flatly

it’s

critics

picture

tion

in cases where the exhibitor, could
prove a loss. These sales managers, it is pointed out, used the
words “hurt" and “loss," “indicating that adjustments would not be
made in order to yield the exhibitor a profit on an unprofitable
deal."

hibitor

New

i]

b.o. is

of
Patiop’s editorial scribes are catching on and are giving films the
kind of support which millions of
dollars couldn’t buy.
Survey of editorial comment

Richard F. Walsh, prexy. of the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage. Employees, disclosed this
the I A has already apSpot week that Eric
Coast in
proached
Johnstbn, president
F. Corwin; information Of the Motion Picture Assn; of
of the Motion Picture America, about labor representaAmerica’s N. Y. office, tives taking part iri negotiations
to the Coast early next With foreign governments on film
work, on a new overseas agreements, Walsh said that the

MPA A Shifting Corwin

ferences this week.
Leo Samuels,; global sales topper, headed a homeoff ice contingent of execs who winged to the
studio, over the past weekend to
confab with Walt and Roy Disney.
Group, included Irving Ludwig, domestic sales chief; Ned Clarke,
foreign manager, and Mort Myerson, advertising exec.
Indications so far have been that
the Disney epic, which represents
a negative cost of over $5,000,000,
will be released, through RKO, thus
continuing the indie filmmaker’s
tieup with that company. However,
no deal has been set as yet.
Key RKO. h o. eXecs also are on
the Coast this week for confabs
Which could well have a beating on
Walter
a new pact with Disney.
Branson, worldwide general sales
domesmanager; Herb Greenblatt,
tic sales head, and Nat Levy, eastern-southern division sales manager, are conferring on the RKQ
lot in Hollywood with James R.
Grainger, president, and C. J. Tevlin, in charge of studio operations.

Schlesinger’s Stodel

And Bloomberg

in U. S.

H. (Jack) Stodel, director of
sundry Schlesinger organizations in South Africa (insurance,
states ‘that “no general sales manbanking, orange groves, etc., becontinued on page 6)
sides theatre interests) is in America for. the first time in his long
career. Accompanied, by. his wife,
FILM EXECS JOIN and
Mr. and Mrs; Abe Bloomberg,
J.

the

good croWds’"
And the Lexington (N. C.) Dispatch opined: “The motion picture

While Columbia has been one
prime targets of the Allied

of the

has a definite place in American
life arid recent developments in the
ipdustry indicate its importance.
But that place: carinot be properly

by ‘playing down’ to the intelligence of the people.
Fortunately, those who direct the great
motion picture industry from the
top now have found this out. and
are translating the knowledge into
action. Better motiori pictures are

Assn,

Dallas^ Sept. 14.
Midwestern. Security Life Insurance Co., of Texas, which will cater
to people in the film industry, has
beeh formed here, according to
John J. Houlihan, prez, He is local branch manager for Republic
Pictures. A site is being selected
for either purchase pr to build a
Temporary offices
local office.
Will be at the film distributing cenhere.
ter
Should Midwestern become a national company, as is expected, it
will continue to make its headquarters here.
It will engage in life,
health and accident, and hospitalization insurance coverage.
Stock will be offered primarily
to people in the motion pic biz,
and the first 50,000 shares will be
sold at $10 per share. William J.
Garrett Co,, local securities firm,
Will handle Stock sales.
Other members of the film industry on the board of directors
are Claude Ezell, prez of Claude;
Ezell
Associates; John Francom,
prez of Capitol Pictures; E, V.
Green, prez of Texas Theatres, and
C. V. Jones, veepee of 'Rowley
.

^
'

been getting the VIP welcome
from Spyros Skouras,: Murray Silverstone, George Weltner, Arnold
Picker, Danny Kaye, et al., absorbing American -atmosphere, tradewise and otherwise. They arrived
from Europe buffeted by Hurritwo weeks ago, but
hospitality has beert
antidote," says
Stodel, “that we have all but forcane

such

United Theatres.

a

,

terrific

gotten it."
Barrister Bloomberg

Was Mayor

of Capetown when British royalty,
visited South. Africa in ’47. It’s his

U.S. journey too. Danny Kaye
hosted them last week at the
“White Christmas" preview at
Radio City Music Hall, N.Y.
first

RKO UPS LAYMAN

&

.

Carol

“American

Dudley G. Layman, member of
board of

th

ing

ap

He
v.p.,

RKO

Theatres,

active role in

is talc-

management.

has been named financial
a newly-created post.

some

Walsh .said. While respecifically
to
Anglotalks, Walsh also feels

time,’’

ferring

American

that labor reps of Other countries
should participate in joint talks to
serve as advisors on “anything that
comes up affecting labor in both
couniri ." He pointed out that the
U. S. Government in talks with
foreign governments and in matters dealing, with the United Nations usually has a labor advisor
Walsh stressed labor's
present,
role as an advisor rather than as

actual participant in

art

negotia-

blasts

able to

him

in three situations in

,

With

and

British

Beaver Dam, Appleton and Menomonie, Wis., and he accepted deals
based on the 70-30 split for each
of them.

(Continued on page 16)

American show

biz

(Continued on page 51)

common practice for theamen to beef about the costs of

It’s

Distribs Sales Mgrs.

Pay

tre

pix but still buy them, of course.
Marcus’ position is not the usual
however, considering that
case,
Allied States Assn, feels that its numerous
Allied
national
and
recent meetings With distrib sales regional leaders have singled, out
managers is paying off to ;a degree. “Caine" fpr particularly unfavorAt the three companies where it able spotlighting; North Central
received a friendly reception— Allied picketed Col iiPMinneapolis
20th-Fox, Metro' and
the this week, protesting high terms
exhib org believes it has made (see separate story).
some progress relating to concesFormula in licensing “Caine"
sions on rental terms arid sales provides fOr 70%. of the gross to
practices.
The sales chiefs of the the distributor, 30% to the exhibthree companies listened sympa- itor and a guarantee that‘’the exthetically and gave assurances that hib’s net. prof it will be a minimum
every attempt would be made to of 10% of Jhe gross, Howebver,
work out satisfactory terms. The there’s a reverse guarantee to Col
result of these assurances, accord- which directs that the distributor
ing to an Allied leader, is already will receive a minimum of 50% of
manifesting
itself
via
“fairer” the gross. Thus, if business is slow
terms in certain situations.
this reverse guarantee could cut in
The fact that only 20th, Metro .on the theatreman’s 10% profit
(Continued on page 6)
guarantee.

Off; Cites ‘Fairer’

.

Terms

RKO—

I

Moscow

Via

Fest

Soviet courtship of the Indian
film industry is being intensified,
via an Indian film festival skedded
soon in Moscow arid several other
Russian cities. Reds are purchasing five Indian features and seven
Indian government documentaries
which are now being dubbed into
Various Russian dialects.
Festival was arranged by N. P.
Kulebiakin, Sovexportfilm rep in
India, who also arranged the purchase of the Indian exhibits at a
cost of 300,000 rupees ($63,000).
An Indian delegation will, visit
Russia coincidant with the festival.
Composition of the group hasri’t
been announced yet but is likely to

’

iriclude

personnel connected with

making

of the festival entries.;
the latest move in. the
offensive" in In“cultural
Soviets’
The Russians sent a large
dia.
delegation to the last Indian fib
festival, at which time they garnered plenty of newspaper space
with offers to aid the Indian industry,. Soviet- Indian coproduction is again on the agenda of the
Indian group, which is to go to
Russia for the forthcoming event.

the

This

M.P., who is legal, representative
for the Schlesinger show biz and
industrial interests, they head for

the Coast today (Wed), thence
Honolulu, and back to Hollywood
and New York before returning by
air to Capetown.
The Stodei-Bloomberg jSarty has

the idea of a labor seat at the conference table as expressed by Tom
O’Brien, British labor leader arid
MP, during his recent visit to the
U. S.
“That’s been: our idea for

;

TEXAS

NEW INSURANCE SETUP

topper thought it was a
gobd idei but that nothing had
been worked out yet.
In revealing this bid to Joh *
ston, Walsh vigorously endorsed

about film tions.
Commenting on the Visit of
rentals,
particularly < concerning
O’Brien, who Came with a mandate,
terms for “The Caine Mutiny,” it to speak for the four British enterwas disclosed this week that Ben tainment unions, particularly in
Marcus, president of Allied, has reference to the TA’s stand on soproduction,"
contracted for the film at Col’s called, “runaway
Walsh said that friendly relations
terms, “Caine" was made avail- had been Established and that the
States

filled

Allied Feels Talks

MPAA

iS

Columbia sales chief Abe Mon- mands in addition to 70% of the
tague, Allied States Assn.’s main gross, that the exhibitor give it a
target in its blast at distrib sales 50% minimum guarantee.
policies, is nevertheless kudosed
“This creates a precedent," says
by the exhib org for “his courage Allied, “to which the. exhibitors
in taking full responsibility for dare not accede/ or allow to spread.
whatever Columbia does in pricing If the picture does not measure up
Columbus, Sept. 14.
and selling pictures;’’ While Allied to Columbia’s exalted notions corinotes, in its comprehensive report cerning it, the exhibitor’s .10%
A series of five meetings in
on the recent talks with the film profit stands to be Wiped out by Ohio’s largest cities is being run
company sales, managers, that sev- the 50% minimum guarantee, and off this week by the Independent
eral “hid behind the circumstance" he will have played ‘Caine’ to the Theatre Owners of Ohio in a specithat the; terms were being fixed by glory and enrichment Of Columbia fic effort to acquaint its members
an outside producer, it points out and the impoverishment of him- about ways and means of overcoming high film prices and equipinent
that Montague “declared firmly self."
that he wbuld not handle a picture
The report., compiled by board problems;
iTO President Horace Adams
for another producer unless he was chairman Abram F. Myers, notes
exhibitors, yesterday
With
given a free hand and could sell that a recent complaint has beep met
upon any terms he. deemed advis- the raising of the floors and lower- (Mon.) in Cleveland, today (Tues.)
Columbus
and will meet with
in
revision
ing
ceilings
in
of
of
the
a
able.”
The popular them tomorrow (Wed;) in Dayton,
Montague's courage, however, percentage scales.
and Friday
Cincinnati
in
Thursday
claimed,
it’s
scales
of
to
stop:
Allied
from
terming
40%,
did not
25%
his “Caine Mutiny" policy “as the are being raised to 30% and 35%, in Toledo l The meetings are open
owners
Theatre
exhibitors.
Only
to
it’s
pointed
minimums.
addition,
In
most appalling terms ever demanded" and one which “ -ill stand out that the scales are becoming who do not buy their own films
buyers
their
have
were
warned
to.
increase
sudden
useless
the
monwith
history
as a
in motion picture
iri
attendance as Well as themof 40%.. 50% and 70% pictures.
ument to that, co m pa ny’s greed
the
understand
to
order
selves,
“in
of
in
favor
argument
70-30
for
The
distrib
split
Col is asking a
“Caine" wjMi an indicated 10% raising the floors is based on the reason for your buyer’s subsequent
action."
14)
page
on
(Continued
profit to the exhibitor, but de- j

ON HIGH FILM PRICES
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FILM REVIEWS
The Hmpan
bo

which can

“Hello Elephant!,’’ Italian
Import which .opened at 'the
Fifth Avenue Cmema. N. Y„

police etory
exploited for

Hard-hitting,

Thursday (9), was reviewed by
Variety Aug. 20. 1952 at the
Locarno film festival under its

itrooK grosses.
11.

Hollywood, Sept.

Gore
Allied Artists, release of Hayes
}%
Gary Wen ill, Jan
Stars
u-oduction.
Regis
Sterling; features Paula Raymond,
©mile Meyer, Chuck Cortnors.

Toomey,

original title of “Buonogiorno,
Elefante!.” Arlan Pictures is
distributing the Vittorio DeSica starrer in the U. S.
Hawk, in appraising the Riz-

.

Asso

Directed by Joseph M. Newman..screen-:
ciate producer, Marvin Minsch; Fuchs,
play, Willinm Sackhelni, Daniel barter,
Story, Sackhelm; camera, Elba
Fteids,
editors, Lester Sansorn. Samuel
10,
music, Hana Salter. Previewed Sept.
*54;

.

zoli-DeSica production, opined
that “under the DeSica banner, and with word-of-mouth
aid, it should fiet a run in the
special spots in America.” Picconcerns, an impoverture
ished schoolteacher who tries
to keep his family going in
face of economic adversity.
“DeSica is fine as the teacher,”
“but thereviewer opined,
film’s value lies in its story
and the warm; optimistic humor it produces.”

Running time, 82 MIN5.

Geddcs
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;

O-Neil
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Toomey

.

George Wallace
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Lamont Johnson

Lannigan
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Regis

-
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v

Dc® vie»ry
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Captain. Harrison'.
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Claude

.....
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.

Akins

Hugh Rosweu
James Westerfield

Allied Artists can very .legitimately give the same type of heavy
exploitational campaign to this,
film to back saturation bookings,
already announced, as it accorded
11” earlier
its “Riot in Cell Block
Picture is a sock bigthis year.
with sex
packed
city police story
as well as violence and excitement
for
grosser
hefty
be
a
should
and
the studio, particularly in situations leaning toward strong melo-

ness generally will be spotty.
Filmed In Mexico, the W. B.
Frank production has the benefit
of vast numbers of Mexicans playing Indians and U.S. cavalrymen,
but static direction by Sidney /Sal.kow, who co-scripted with Jack
DeWitt, fails to make any Spectacular use of such possibilities,
the effect being so much useless
movement. Narrative is further
liberal liberties taken
with history.
Plottage deals with the efforts
of Dale Robertson, a cavalry major

weakened by

Who

believes in fair treatment of

the Indians, trying to keep peace
between the redskins and whites.
On the Indians’ side, there is also
Sitting Bull, who has the same idea,
even after many of his people have
been killed by the whites. For refusing to fire on some Sioux escaping from an Indian agency, Robertson. nearly is drummed out of the
service, but is saved by the intervention of President U. S. Grant,
with whom he served in the Civil

War.
presentation his some sexy angles
Assigned by the President to
that offer an exploitation twist.
arrange a meeting with Sitting
Peggie Castle and Lita Baron, acRobertson returns west and
Bull,
to
pleasant
corded star billing, are
makes the contact, but while awaitlook at in a flock of lowcut gowns

1,85-1)

(Aspect ratio

Vedncaday, September 15 , 1954

Hello Elephut!

Jungle

|

that point up their visual assets.
Mississippi terrain, where the film
was lensed, plus the accents of
most of the supporting players, add
up to sales appeal in the south,
But for the general market,
“James’ Woiiien” will best fit as a
companion feature to stronger
product. The. ,D. D. Beauchamp
:

ing the arrival of the President,

War breaks out when Custer disregards orders and moves in on the
Robertson

Indians.

courtraar-

is

tialed and sentenced- to death by. a
traitor when he prevents further

bloodshed by leadihg the Indians
away from the cavalry,, bqt is again
saved by Grant when Bitting Bull

arrives at the fort to explain the
screenplay is a contrived yarn
by minus
produced
mountain young officer’s actions.
majestic
Authoritatively
the
Robertson is okay and J. Carrol
honest
it
gives
scenery found in most oaters.
Hayes Goetz, who
Naish well-cast in the title ,role,
treatment straight through, film is Moreover, a chase through.* Misbut Mary Murphy is lost in femme
current
the
frOm
glamor
switch
the
lacks
cornfield
welcome
sissippi
la
lead. Iron Eyes Cody makes a
trend Of bad-cOp pix. The politics and excitement that’s conjured up
favorable Impression
Chief
of a metropolitan police depart- when hard ridin’ hombres head the
Crazy, Horse, the Sioux war leader.
documenalmost
an
stage Off at Eagle Pass.
ment' backdrop
the Balance of cast are. stock. Charles
Story has Donald Barry
tary narrative which has been imVan Enger and Victor Herrera
aginatively directed by. Joseph M. title role on the lam in a small
Newman with punchy overtones. Mississippi town, along With handled the cameras.
William Sackheim and Daniel brother Frank (Jack Beutel) plus
screenplay, a number of other cohorts. In rapid
hard-hitting
Fuchs*
based on former’s original, also succession Barry is enamoured of
carries femme appeal via Jan. Ster- saloonkeeper Miss Castle,: songOkay Wayne Morris entry for
stress Miss Baron, banker’s daughling!.
the outer market..
Feature is marked by standout ter Joyce Rhed and cattle owner
cast
folhis
Taunted
hand-picked
Brueck.
by
Betty
portrayals .of a
Hollywood, Sept, 9.
Allied Artists release of Vincent M.
who Insert forceful realism into na- lowers, he asserts he’s merely using
production. Stars Wayne Mortural characterizations. Gary Mer- the femmes as a means of stealing Fennelly
ris;
features
Morris
Ankrum, Beverly
a police captain who had enough coin to make the trek back Garland, Roy Barcroft,' William Phipps.
rill,
passed his bar exams and is west. The footage becomes rather Directed by Lewis D: Collins. Screenplay,
Ullman;
Dan
precamera,
boys
Joseph
James
M. Novae;
is
the
before
force,
tedious
about to leave the
editor, Sam Fields; music, Raoul Kraiivailed- upon to head -the; notorious finally hit the homeward trail.
shear. Previewed Sept. 8, '54. Running
where
diBarry’s
under
city,
Performances
the
time,
of
88
MINS.
district
Heights
Wayne Morris
conditions have reached^ the point rection are hardly credible and the Jim Blake
Sheriff Jackson ......... Morris Ankrum
that no one is. safe. In his revital- film takes on the aura of a satire, Gail Sterling
...Beverly Garland
at- although the cast was probably
Bill SterUng ......... . .... Roy Barcroft
ization of his department; and
Dick Grant
William Phipps
tempts to solve a murder he meets playing It straight. Barry portrays Wilson
Damian O'Flynn
with opposition both from some of James much too broadly. Beutel, Allen ....
Stanford Jolley
him, however, is believable as Barry’s Moore ...........
Robert Wilke
his own men and those above
Moore ............ Chuck Courtney
but finally cracks the case and first lieutenant. Miss Castle de- Val
John Pickard
serves better material than she was Sharkey , ..... ..
whips the district into shape.
to
handed here. Her knock-down and
Merrill gives true, meaning
This
Wayne Morris western
belts drag-out brawl with Miss Brueck,
his part and Miss Sterling
stacks up as standard fare for the
over the role of a tough blonde for example, is more ludicrous than giddyap trade, its catchy title offerwho is used as an alibi by Chuck dramatic.
ing exploitation potential. While
characterdecfrom
her
Baron,
aside
his
Miss
in
excellent,
Connors,
Actress orative values, warbles a brace of long on dialog, in its action scenes
izing of the murderer.
there’s plenty of punch.
stages a clever striptease which so-so romantic ballads “Careless
In a case of mistaken identity,
can be used for potent promotion. Lover” bp George Antheil and “In Morris rides into the outlaw-ridRegis Toomey as Merrill’s second- the Shadows of My Heart” by Stan den town of Outpost and is imme-r
in-command, Lamont Johnson as Jones. Other players, most of diately made, a deputy sheriff. It's
antagonistic whom utilize the Southern vera vet detective at first
believed he’s -the gunman the
as nacular, are fair.
to his new captain. Pat Waltz
who acciUnited Artists release was pro- sheriff has summoned to rid the
plainclothesman
a new
byduced by Mississippi theatreowner town of its vicious element and
dentally shoots an. innocent
clean up rustlipg activity which
stander, to bring city wrath down Lloyd Royal and T. V. Garraway, has been depleting ranchers’ stock.
Meyer,
Emile
a businessman from the same state.
and
upon the captain,
Although
his true identity is re_So, Camerawork of Ken Peach is inthe police chief, score heavily,
Mer- clined to be fuzzy at times and not vealed, hero stays to accomplish
too, do Paula Raymond as
the
/job
and
is kept on a? sheriff.
Ames,
Eastman
Florenz
up to the quality of some
rill’s patient wife,
Morris delivers rather woodenly,
James color in which this was lensed.
as underworld leader, and
but gets by in role with the able
captain
Technicolor.
police
is
by
however,
Print,
aging
Westerfield,
Editing of Burton E. Hayes could support of Morris Ankrum, as the
succeeded by Merrill.
sheriff; Roy Barcroft, a wealthy
Technical credits match up, Ellis have been tighter, while Walter rancher under suspicion
of heading
acfast
the
Greene’s score often is much too
Carter’s cameras aiding
the rustler operations, and Beverly
Sam- fortissimo,
Gilb.
tion and Lester Sansorn and
Garland, who provides the rotight.
being
editing
uel Fields’
mantic interest as latter’s daughter.
Sitting Bull
Music by Hans. Salter catches the
William Phipps is okay as the real
pace and David Milton’s art direct(C’SCOPE—COLOR)
.outlaw leader and Robert Wilke
backing^
tion gives, story fine
scores as his aide.
Overlong cavalry-Indians yarn,
Vincent M. Fennelly provides
for dual situations.
film with suitable values and Lewis

drama.

.

;

-

Two Guns and t Badge

,

,

.

.;

,

.

.

.

.

. . .
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•
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Ugetiu

CofamlMBS Kitdeekl

“Ugetsu,” Japanese production currently at th« Plaza
Theatre; N. Y., was reviewed’

(Columbufl Dbeovera jKraehwinliel)

&

Variety Sept.

.

.

qualities should make this of
curio appeal for arty houses
in the U. $•”

kindly spirits, and there is insufficient novel treatment in this one
to create much of a stir, It is han•dled with a light touch, with pleas-

Jesse Janies’ Women
(COLOR—SONGS)
Exhib-made western with

fair

returns indicated in program

market
Artists release of Panorama
Pictures (Lloyd Royal, T. V. Garraway)
production. Stars Peggie. Castle, -Donald
Barry/ -Jack Beutel. Lit?. Baron. Directed,
by Barry. Screenplay, D. D, Beauchamp;
camera (Eastman Color), Ken Peach; ediHayes; songs, George
E.
tor, Burton
Walter
music,
Jones;
Stan
Antheil,
Greene, review^' N.Y. Sept. 8, 54. Running time, 83 MINS.
Don Barry
Jesse James
Jack Beutel
Frank James
Peggie Castle
Waco Cans
Lita Baron
Delta
;. ... .Joyce Rhed
Caprice Claik
Cattle Kate Kennedy. ,. .. .Betty Brueck
Lauva Lee
Angel Botts .... V
Sam. Keller
Cole Younger
(Aspect ratio: 1.75-1)

United

.

.

story,

and

Bromly

is

direction

by

1

.

.....

•

,

.

.

.

MINS.
Parrish

Dale Robertson

,

Mary Murphy.
.........
....... J. Carrol Naish

Kathy
Sitting BuU.

,

Crazy Horse ...
General Howell

Wentworth

, . .

©‘Connor

5am

....

.....

..

Iron Eyes Cody
••

i

...........

;

Colonel Custer

....

.
.

.

. .

John Lite!
Hopper

Bill

Douglas Kennedy

. .

...

.

.

Bill

Tannen

Joel Fluellen
President Grant .......... John Hamilton
;

Webber
Young Buffalo
.

Swain.

.

.

Tom Brown

...

(Aspect ratio:

Henry

/ Felix Gonzalez

Al Wyatt

2.554

This confused cavalry-Indians
outlaw Jesse James.
Front!
Whose six-gun feats have provided yarn based On the Sioux chief and
material for a half-dozen films in his troubles with the whites is
the past quarter century, receives a sorely in need of wholesale cutfree translation in “Jesse James’ ting and , has been badly photoWomen.” For this modest entry, graphed in color. Feature’s extreme
which represents the initial pro- length will make it difficult to slot
duction attempt of a group of in the western market, where it’s
Mississippi exhibitors, minimizes suitable only for double bills.
his outlaw traits and. depicts him Smart exploitation on the strength
of its subject and fact it's the first
as a ladies’ man.
Overlong at 83 minutes, never- indie CinemaScope production may
theless
this
Panorama Picture draw in certain quarters, but busi.

,

ager was willing to define his com-,
pany’s selling, policies. Bojled down,
their statements amount to this:
They try to get all they can for
each picture in every situation.”

^

s

Montague, who bears the brunt
of the Allied attack, is charged
With stating that Columbia is entitled to a share of the profits of
the. theatres’ concession business.
“These profits,” says MyCrs, “have
served to keep many theatres open
that would otherwise have failed
due to decli ing theatre attendance
and increasing film costs. While
repudiating any partnership with
the theatres when it comes to sharing losses (as Witness the 50% minimum guarantee on ‘Caine’), Montague professes to regard the
profits from concessions as the
fruits of the distributor-exhibitor
‘partnership!’

’’

Continued from page 5

RKO

.

WB

.

.

.

WB

. .

.

.

: .
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.
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.

.

.

,

.

.

..

.

.
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«

>
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, ...

«...

...

Charlie Chaplin Jr.
.... Sidney Chaplin
.Paul Westermeier

......... .Carl

Wagner

Wery

Paul Henckels
.Ursula llerking.
.Harald Mkresch
...... Rudolf. Platte
...

Frau Wagnpr

,

. .

...

.

. .

Toni Wagner
Luettgen
Wiebel

,

. .

.

Alexander

......

...Josef

Egger

“Columbus

Paal’s

German

two American
by the Chaplin boys (Charlie Jr. and Sidney).
Although both remain sympatheti
this

pic’s

.

characters, portrayed

through,

portrayals of
a thing
of stupidity than genuineness. It’s
hard, to believe that modern Americans Would operate
silly
displayed in “Columbus.”
.Despite
being
substantial
a
money-maker here, pic’s chances
in the U. S. appear limited. Th
Chaplin names may lur
curious customers to the boXoffice.
Story sees two ex-GIs return to
Kraehvvinkel where both have a
fraulei
Their idea, is to turn this
cozy little town into a modern
place, strictly after the American
pattern. In less than no time they
opep a drugstore, but they soon
have to realize that the people here
just can’t take a fancy to. anything
that bears the U. S. label (which,
in this instance,
includes jukeslot,
boxes,
machines,
obscene
neckties, boogie, jazz, etc.).
So
they finally -give up their venture.
One of the boys gets his German
gal while the other one has to face
a total defeat: the fraulein he
loves prefers a- young German
Who, just recently returned from
"those United; States,” has become
Kraehwiiikers buergermeister.
It’s actually very hard to say
their

Amis are more
'

.

‘

.

.

v

ied Feels

Her Harp

.

•

. . .

:

were cited as the “cooperative” distribs in Allied’s recent “declaration of emergency”
does not condemn Universal, Para(BRITISH)
mount or United Artists, it’s pointed out.
Latter trio, it’s noted,
Simple fantasy of angel on
have
had good relationships in i*egoodwill mission to earth. For
cerit dealings with exhibitors.
Supporting situations.
Allied is bitter at Columbia, and
Warner Bros, and its recent -declaLondon, Sept. 2.
nrttlsh Lion release of Sidney Cble ration sharply blasted sales chiefs
production. Stars Felix Aylmer,
iane
Cilento; features Jerry Desmonde. Di- Abe Montague and Ben Kalmenrected by Alan Bromly, Screenplay, by sori.
While denying any intention
Charles Terrot and Sidney Cole; camera,
Arthur Grant; editor, John Merritt; of a fullscale boycott of Col or
music, Anthony Hopkins. At Rialto, Lon- pix, Allied nevertheless will caudon. Sept. 1, '54. Running time, 74 .MINS,
tion its member units to follow a
Joshua Webjnah ........... Felix Aylmer
Angel
...
Diane Cilento “selective” policy in the buying
Voice ......... ... .... Robert Eddison and booking of Col and
picParker
... ...... Jerry Desmonde
A full report of the talks
Ned Sullivan
Joe Llnnane tures.
Jehny Lane .... ... ....
Sheila Sweet with Montague and Kalmenson as
Len Burrows
......
Philip Guard
Mrs. Burrows
.... .
Genitha Halsey well as with 20th’s Al Lichtman,
Sgt. Lane ,, .............
Edward Evans M-G’s Charles Reagan and RKO’s
Mrs. Lane
Elaine Wodson
LennoX
..............
;
Alfie Bass Charles Boasberg is currently be-^
ing readied by Abram F. Myers,
There have been numerous fan- Allied’s board chairman qnd gentasies with the flight to earth of eral counsel.
.

/.

.

“typical”

5

Anger Who Pawned

.

'Merzheim

all

and

.

. .

./,.;

Alan

simple and well defined.
Clem.

from page

.

Tlie

Alaier

.

1

-

Eva Kerbler

• • • v iit

Clark Hunter

.

D. Collins’ direction is as good as
Hollywood, Sept. 10!
the Dan Ullman script will allow,
United Artists release of W. R. Frank
Joseph
M, Novae’s lensing is up to
Mary
production. Stars Dale Robertson,
Murphy, :J; Carrol Naish; features John the requirements of piece and balLite!, Iron Eyes Cody, Douglas Kennedy.
of
technical credits also rate.
ance
Directed by Sidney Salkow; associate
Whit.
Screenplay,
producer, Alfred. StrauSs.
Jack DeWitt, Salkow; camera (Eastmancolor), Charles Van Enger, Victor Harrcra; editor, Richard Van Enger. Pre*
viewed Sept, 7> J 54, Running time; .105

Filmbuehne Wien, Berlin. Running time,
93 MINS,
Susl Merzheim
........ Paula Loew

Eva Wagner
•Timmy Hmiter

"

.

(

by

Alexander' Faal and Ulrich -firfurth.
Screenplay; Axel von. Ambe’sser after an
idea iby Alexander Paal; camera, ©rich
iClaunlgk; music. Allchael Jary; sets, .Herbert Kirchhoff and Albrecht (Becker. At

Discovers Kraehwihkel”— a tale of
two px-GIs who, Without success,
try io Americanize a '“gemuetliche''
ing human background, but lacks Teutonic shiall town—turns out- to
r
suspense interest or element of be rather disappointing film fare.
surprise. Good camerawork, plus Admittedly, it has a basically origa compact script, makes this a inal story which might have furpleasing second, feature for local nished the basis for a witty film.
houses.
But this one has completely been
In a drab area of London a be- overdone. That primarily concerns
nign old man runs a pawnshop
with a multiplicity of oddments’
and a rare collection of old musical
(.This
the
is
picture
upon
boxes and figures. He is confronted which Americans in Germany look
by a ravishing blonde in floating askance as not being designed pardraperies who wants to hock her ticularly to cement German-Amerharp. It had been revealed through i can
relations.
Variety^ Berlin
cloud shots and vocal commentary mugg, Hans Hoehn, footnotes: “ ’Cothat an angel had been granted lumbus’ is frankly just a poor film.
permission to visit mortals, on a In the first place, it is overdone
good will trip, and her first need is all through. In many instances it
cash. She goes to a dogtrack, where merely reveals the filmmakers' bad
She makes enough to live on, and taste. It’s so bad it almost doesn’t
proceeds to exert her benevolent deserve -any fuss being made over
influence a.nd smooth out troubled its misguided ^attempts, at humor
paths in the “Passing of the Third or satire or phatever. Alexander
Floor Back” tradition.
Paul & Co. were trying to prove.
Diane Cilento, who won a film Local press reaction was only socontract with Sir Alexander Korda so: Crix didn’t join in any arguafter "her performance in "The Big ments. As to the lay public, I fcel
Knife” last year, has no .great most of the locals don’t take this
strain put on her acting abilities in film with .any degree of seriousness.
this, her first screen role. She The. audiences I’ve surveyed conlooks ethereal and attractive as the sisted more of yawning than laughheavenly messenger; tempering her ing people, despite the fact the picbeatific demeanor with an occa- ture is doing business. In short, it’s
sional impish twinkle. Felix Aylmef one of those pix which once seen
is superb as the old pawnbroker is- quickly forgotten.”
and Jerry Desmonde brings a sparThis is in contradiction to news
kle of worldly trickery as a live- reports from Frankfurt that Amerwire salesman, Sheila Sweet and icans in Germany look askance at
Philip Guard give a good account “Columbus”; and that the indigof themselves as the lovers, and inously “Yankee ideologies” (which
Phyllis Morris contributes an ex- Hoehri’s review details herewith)
cellent character study of a veno- are not likely to hold Americans up
mous busybody. Supporting; cast to favorable reaction.—Ed.).
makes a realistic framework to fhe

,

-

Berlin, Sept. a.
„

Davidson.

Reviewer Mosk opined “Re-,
cent Japanese participation in
film fetes has made them
aware of Occidental film tastes,
and their big films are now
being made with a more direct
story and greater movement.
This, plus the brilliant thesping, direction and technical

.

.

(GERMAN)

S, 1953. The
Daiei production is being re^
leased in the U. S. by Harrison

in

.

—

Kraekvitkel

anything positive about this

film,

classify it. As a
intended, it merely reveals
the filmmakers’ *bad taste. As
comedy, .gags are rather lifeless

and even hard to
satire, if

and seldom

click.

It’s

practically

neither fish nor fowl. Moreover;
the direction by. Paal and Ulrich
Erfurth is often very dragging.
Number of dull moments almost
makes patrons long for the pic’s
fadeout.
It’s

said

Germany
this

film,

that

U. S. circles in

are raising eyebrows over
calling

it

picture of America.

a

degrading

To

a certain

extent, this may be true. However,
this
will
only affect a. small
group of Very provincial-minded
picture-goers. In all, “Columbus”
is just too silly, in plot and treatment to hurt the German-Arnerican
relationship.
Of course! it won’t
make any friends for the U. S.
Hans.
either.

PICTURES

Wednesday, September IS, 1954
Adler’s

By MIKE

4

for 20th

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Buddy Adler has four pictures
on his'production schedule at 20thFox, starting with “Soldier of For-,
tube,” the Clark Gable starrer
which goes before the cameras

WEAR

Oct.

20.

..

.

Monthly ‘A’ Production

New AA

,

.

;

•

in N. Y.

Loew’s wound up at 18%c, selling
ex-divvy, and unchanged on week.
National Theatres pushed up to a
new high of 9%, and even at. its

Production Code.

closing quotation for last

week

MPAA

Washington, Sept.

14;,

.

intensive effort to line

is

companies.
The angle here

sixmonth

up

*

,

.

(13);

Apart from screening available
foreign product for Reade’s arties,
Gunsberg will also supervise operation of the Baronet Theatre, N. Y.,
.and other of Reade’s specialized

.

is

UA

that

Would

announced January to
September slate, the company' Will

have a total of 29 pictures in dis‘‘Julius
of
tribution,
exclusive
Caesar”
are

.

and

“Brigadoon,” which

receiving

“special, handling,”

For the calendar year of 1954,
Meta released a total of 46 pic-

including the general
NoW, and for as long, as the lease of “Quo Vadis.”
Twenty of the current year’s
( Continued on page 14)
films are in color as compared to
19 for the previous year. Four of
the 1954 pix are. in CfnemaScope as
compared to two 3-D films in 1953.

tures,

situations, and he’ll concern him"
self with their ad-pub activities.
Appointment of a N. Y, rep Was
made necessary in part by the
Reade chain’s move to Deal, N. J.
At U, Gunsberg specialized in adpub activities for the J., Arthur

m

Antitrust Suit Vs.

Majors

Albany, Sept;

An

$825,000 treble
suit was
at Utica

trust

Court

the Central

and

filed

damage
in

14.
anti-

Federal

Wednesday

(8)

by

Amusement Company

Inc.'

J.

account of Vista Vision requiring
the Music Hall screen. But I never
expected such ap all-inclusive show
business turnout.”
Among attendees were prominent figures in the various entertainment fields, including members
of current legit shows, music, radio-tv and the agencies/ Irving
Berlin, who did the “Christmas”

To

Special

Ad-Pub Post

Si Co. has been
ad-pub consultant
for Walt Disney Productions. Margolies has worked with the Disney
office before, but on a people assignment basis,

Albert Margolies

named

special

In addition to participating in
future film campaigns, he’ll also be
available to the company’s character merchandising division.
.

Mark

Strand Corp. and RKO-Keith OrAt U, Gunsberg iSr succeeded hy pheum. Iii all, 18 companies were
Maurice Segal, who recently re- named defendants.
signed as account exec with the
Jacob M. Olshansky, Albany atNorton & Condon public relations torney and
an officer
the
agency. ;He’ll work "With Living- amusement
company, filed the
.

.

Rank

He

suit.

for

nial

operated
a

York lawyer,

Consent Decree Quirk
14.

decree against a majpr picture producer can be related to a local

MisS Harrison contended the
lower courts should have allowed
evidence the Paramount con
sent decrees. The distribs, in Op
posing review. Said the Paramount
case had been fully explained to
the District Court jury and evidence had shown that the distributors

acted

independently.

The

Court of Appeals, Third Circuit
upheld the District Court.

is

Holt, a

Colo-

New

president of the

tre located

Supreme Court was asked last
week to decide whether a consent
situation in a private antitrust: case.
Question was posed in a petition
filed by Miss F. E. Harrison, owner
of a theatre in the Philadelphia
Main Line suburb of Bryn Mawr,
for review of lower court decisions
against her in a suit charging eight
major, distributors, Warner Bros.
Circuit Management Corp.
and
Stanley Co. of America With conspiracy in giving the Warner theatre in the area firstrun preference

time..

the

corporation.
The Colonial, a three-floor theaon uptown Central Ave.,
had a variety of policies in its 40
years of operations, vaudeville,
stock and motion pictures. In recent years, it had chiefly played
pictures, although the last Opera-

on
Washington, Sept.

.

Others To Follow?
Reagan, assistant sales manager;
M. Saundeus, eastern sales
chief;, John. P. Byrne, and advertising manager Si Seadler returned this week from Coast confabs
relating to Metro’s upcoming re,

E.

lease slate.
(

The

divisional

manag-

Continued on page 14)

inn.

Exhib

Maps C’Scope

‘

Stephen Holt, owners
of the now-closed Colonial Theatre,
against, the eight major distribuRank pix released through U, work- tors, Fabian* Theatres, Fast Thea- score, and Danny Kaye, who coing With Jeff Livingston. Prior to tres
and Copia Realty Co. (Fabian stars with Bing Crosby, also were
that, he Spent three years, with
subsidiaries), Warner Bros: Circuit present:
United Artists, working on "Henry Management Corp.,- Stanley

ston as a publicist for the
product.

.

BOW

far,

;

V."

calendar year. Adding six new picand four reissues to its pre-

required of other viously

want to disaffiliate pronto if unsurmountable. differences over the
Code develop in the, future, as they
have cropped Up in past. The company released Otto Preminger’s
production of “The Moon Is Blue”
last year despite the pic’s Code
nix.

tion of Metro’s slate for the 1954

notice'! tures

The new pix added to the sked
MIDNITE ‘XMAS’ N.Y.
are “Rogue Cop!’ and .“Bead BrumAlthough the curtain time was
no Washington theatre midnight, over 3,000 persons tu.rri- mell” for October, “Athena” and
“The Last Time I Saw Paris” for
eqiiipped with largescreen televi- ed, out. for the private
N.Y, unveilNovember. and “Crest of the
sion has taken the closed-circuit ing
of Paramount’s “White Christtelecast of the New York Philhar- mas” at Radio City Music Hall last Wave” arid “Deep in My Heart” for
monic
Orchestra
next
month. Wednesday (8). No formal invita- December.
Loew’s has turned it down; the tions were sent out, Par reps havThe two reissues for October
Warner Theatre, converted, to ing .tipped off some reporters and will be “A Woman’s Face” and
“Cinerama,” could not fit in the columnists via telephone calls.
“Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,” while
event. This leaves Keith’s Theatre
Barney Balaban, film company the pair for November will be “Taras the only equipped, midtown theprez, surprised by hefty patronage, zan and the Ape Man” and “Tarzan
atre which is still a- possible buyer.
commented; “What were we giv- Escapes.”
ing away? I said okay to Jerry
( ad-pub
v.p.) Pickman when he
suggested a midnight preyiew on Disney Names Margolies
Thus

cued by the
product
Walter Reade circuit via the appointment of Sheldon Gunsberg as
.managing 'director of specialized
theatre operations. Gunsperg, formerly on the ad-pub. staff of Universal, started on the job this week

•

A

company release
UP by the comple-

in film

slates is pointed
•

pionship fight.

Drive for Foreign Prod.
More

atre:

Network Television

a share of the .proceeds.
The Capitol is also carrying the
closed circuit telecast of tomorrow
night’s (Wed.) heavyweight cham-

Seen Cued to Intensive

foreign

company wants

three riibnths.
of resignation

CutdoWn

In the event the

to bow
it will be called upon
to serve an advance notice of only

distribution
out of

Loew’s 3,400-seat Capitol Thehere has signed with Theatre
to carry the
closed circuit telecast of the opening of New York’s Metropolitan
Opgra on Nov. 8. The house is to
be scaled from $3 to. $5 for the
event/
Telecast here will be sponsored
on declaration of the usual divvy. jointly by the Metropolitan Opera
The Advance of National Thea- Guild of New York and the Natres .Was unusual and persistent, tional Opera Guild of Washington,
with each Organization to receive
(Continued on page 16)

Reade’s Gunsberg Appt.

(13).

Only departure, from the standmembership
commitments
made by. IfA stemmed from the

ard

of

9%, it was up lM. WB hit a new.
1954 peak of 20, closing with a 50c
gain on the week.
Universal common advanced to
29%, new high ground for the year,
while the preferred’s new peak
was 78. Latter price was an advance of one point. Dricc a held
steady near the old' high of 1414

:

Monday

Boosting of
register new highs.
the Loew’s stock divvy to $1 anbeen
80c.) was
nual basis (it had
the signal to lift the ^shares to 19%.
.

Revising its entire policy bf
tradeshowings; Metro reportedly IS
weighing a return to exhibitor
forums .^s meons of. contacting
theatre men both on sales policy
and the exploitation of upcoming
M-G Mims, While formal trade
showings, which have been costly
and poorly attended, will be
dropped; the him company is
nevertheless considering Ways to
best present its product to exhibs.:
Success of the/ special showings
of srich pictures as “Seven Brides
for Seven Brothers” and “ICiss Me
Kate” has given the company an
idea that perhaps this technique is
the best for introducing product to
theatremen as Well as' to the vast
number > of opinion nioldefs, as
represented by. the press, radio-tv,
civic Officials, and club men and
Women. In the case' of “Brides;”
the .invitation to the employees of
rival film companies not only paid
off jri goodwill but also provided a
potent word-of-mouth force,
Revival of the forum, policy
M-G discontinued two or three
years ago. perhaps sterns from the
recent talks between sales chief
Charles M., Reagan arid a committee from Allied States Assn. Reagan -was commended for the manner in which he received the group,
and this give-and-take session may
have given the sales topper the
idea that closer Contact between
exhibs and distribs, via a thorough
thrashing out of the problem of
both buyer and seller, rhay lead to
better relations and bring to An
end the bitterness that now exists.
.

Second is “The Left Hand of
Gpd,” starting Nov.. 20 with Greg- Metropolitan’s 9096
'theatres registered .new stock
ory Peck starring. Third is .“Viohighs for the year in trading'
yesterday (Tues.) as well as
Policy lent Saturday” and fourth is an
Antitrust Suit Opens
Set as
untitled original to be scripted by
Monday. Gain by the former
Los Angeles, Sept 14.
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Harry Kleiner;
at one time Monday ran better
policy of Allied Artists
New
Trial of the $909,000" antitrust
than one point. 20th-Fox had
calls for the release of one “A”
suit
by
filed
Metropolitan Theatres
been tipped as likely; to have
production every month, it was anagainst seven
major .companies
a record earnings statement
by Walter Mirisch, execunounced
in
opened
Federal Court with
for the first three quarters.
tive producer, who recently reJudge Harry C. Westover on the
In a week which saw few stocks turned from England where the
bench.
moving up substantially higher, company’s first $1,000,000 producPlaintiff
claims its Orpheum
'film shares^ and pic theatre; issues tion, ‘'The Black Prince;” .is nearTheatre was the victim of discrimicontinued to whet the interest of ing completion.
nation in obtaining firstrun films.
New release schedule starts this
‘Wall Street traders. Net result Was
Named as defendants were Columthat five stocks in these two cate- month with “The Human Jungle.”
bia,
Loew’sj
Paramount, RKO,
gories
moved into new high Others are “Tonight’s the Night,”
20th-Fox and U riiversal-Inter naground for the year, while the Danger Point” and “T a r g e t
tional.
others did. much better than the Earth,” in October; “The Bob
United Artists; which had been
rank-and-file shares in last week’s Mathias Story,” November; “The
‘.stock market: Many radio-tv issues Big Combo/’ January; “Shotgun,” outside the fold since 1947; has reFebruary; “The Annapolis Story,” turned to the membership ranks of
also peeked up noticeably.
Loew’s, National Theatres, Uni- March, and “The Black Prince,” the Motion Picture Assn, of AmerCor Many’s return was for-,
ica.
versal common and preferred and April.
malized at a MPAA /board meeting
Warner Bros, were the five to

BotV 20th-Fox and National

.

tor,

Malcolm Atterbury, presented
He leased the house, for one

stock.

“The glorification of youth by Hollywood not only reflects current
attitudes in Society but does a great deal towards intensifying them.
If we can motivate picture makers to examine this problem themselves, progress Will be made,” This was the reply made Thursday (9)
by A1 Abrams, research specialist and executive assistant to N.Y. State
Sen. Thomas C. Desmond, chairman of the Joint Legislative Committee
on Problems of the Aging, whose recent ‘report, “Growing With the
Years,” criticized Hollywood’s approach to senior citizens. The Motion

ter-

among

Included

th

Ruben

drive-ins will be three new ones
at Devils Lake, N. D., and at Monte-

video and New Ulm, Minn. ^
By the end 'of this summer’s outdoor theatre seAsori, within the
next four to six weeks, there will
be only four of the territory’s 86
ozoners that have converted to onetrack optical sound C’Scope.
Despite Indications that unless
they qualify for C’Scope, the driveins' may be faced with a product
shortage next year, and that Such
a condition is likely to become increasingly worseMuring near-term
subsequent seasons, many operators
still are insisting they’ll remain Off
bandwagon until
the
C’Scope
‘

there’s a

change

in sales policy.

—

.

il

ment by Abrams:
He wrote: “The only psychological method

of altering attitudes

is

Fisher

Named

to

2 Odeon

riot

attitudes

.

Posts; Stern Toronto Mgk.
Toronto, Sept.

*

.

tan-

ritory ozoners against one-track op*
ticai sound C’Scope because of inability to/buy pictures flat or what
they consider a reasonable percentage, Eddie Ruben has announced,
that he’ll Install the equipment in
all. of his 13 outdoor theatres before next season’s start.

These operators claim they can’t
play pictures profitably at the percentage terms being demanded for
even the C’Scope offerings later
runs:
Picture Assn, of America was one of those making a quick response
With 19 more installations nine
to arid a sharp denial of the committee’s complaifit. A letter to Senator of them in Minnesota— C’Scope. toDesmond at Newburgh, asking how he would suggest that motion
Continued on page 14)
picture producers change; their slant, on the aging, brought the Com-

by speeches or statements, but by having the individual’s whose
are sought to be changed motivated toward, studying the
problem themselves. Through the use of self examination and research
toire at his; downtown Playhouse have come
changes in attitude.”
(now the site of a parking lot) for
five seasons.
Marilyn Monroe arrived in N.Y. for “Seven Year Itch” locatioriing
last week and bowled over the N.Y. press. Greeted by some 500 people
on her arrival, including, about 60 scribes and photogs, the 20th-Fox
of Pix Exhibited
star landed on Page. 1 with pix arid stories in every afternoon daily,
In Spain Are U.S.-Made reviving memories of another day when such attention to Hollywood
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
players Was more, commonplace. It was La Monroe’s first visit, east
More than 80% of the motion in three years. Novel touch Was added by the coverage of her arrival
pictures seen in Spain are made by tv cameras sent to do a remote for The Dave Garroway “Today”
in Hollywood, according to editor show on NBC. Since Miss Monroe’s contractual obligations limit her
Horatio Saens Guerrero arid radio tv appearances, the tv boys kept at a respectful distance;
•executive Alfonso Banda, visiting
here as part of the U. S. State
National Council of Womfcn of the United States, with a memberDept.’s foreign program.
ship of 5,000,000, has become the 12th national organization to join
In addition to U. S. films, Span- the Green Sheet, which previews and rates pix. Council's decision to
ish radio offers American orches- join brings to over 45,000,000 the aggregate membership repped by
tras and news, while the Voice of the organizations participating in the reviewing service. Mrs. Dean
America still services that coun- Gray Edwards will, serve on the Greeri Sheet committee as national
try.
motion picture chairman for the Council.
season, lowering the, curtain in the
spring of 1953, after staging reper-

'in
Minneapolis, Sept. 14.

While there has been what's
tamount to a “strike” by this

80%

;

‘

.

.

14.

Frank H. Fisher, Canadian film
industry vet arid general manager
of J. Arthur Rank Film Distributors (Canada) Ltd., last week was
named a director of Odeon Theatres (Canada) Ltd. and OdCori
Theatres

Was

Ltd.

His

appointment

by Leonard W.
Who heads both com-

announced

Brockington,
panies.

At the same, time Fisher disclosed that as of last week (Mon.)
became Toronto
Stern
Irving
branch manager for J. Arthur
Rank Film Distributors. Associated with the JARO company since
its inception in Canada some 10
years ago, Stern replaces J. S. McPherson, resigned,
.

.
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PICTURE CROSSES
B.0. Blues on

'ARIETY
‘Francis’

B way As Edna Blew;

—

———
Wednesday, September 15, 1954

Fancy $7,000!,

L’ville; ‘Brides’

11G, 2d

Louisville, Sept. 14.

Cooler temperatures are made to
order for first-runs this week. Only
new entry is “Francis Joins Wacs”
and “Monsters” at the Kentucky,
with favey total. Mary Anderson;
is okay holdover with “Dragnet.”!
“Egyptian” and State’s
Rialto’s
and “Seven Brides” both are brisk in
aam second rounds. Loew’s State has

‘Betrayed’ Hot 42G, ‘Passage’-Vaude
Click

%

the usual “Southwest
Already suffering ifrom
i
n
r\
J
J
U a*
.

i 4

,

attendance.

into

Brisk,

<

Estimates Are Net

-

—

The

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

New vaude. topped by
Harvest Moon Ball wjnniera -aiid
looks to hit fl
loos
Pflssflfic
Southwest Passage
“Southwest

were hit by
the hurricane, the storm was particularly harsh with the Music
Hall which depends so much on
Seven Brides
out-of-town trade.
with stageshow was hurt Friday
and especially on Saturday, usually
the prize day of the week. Despite
all first-runs

|

wK

J a ve amassed $1,352,000 or Ylose
ag against anytime money high of

combo will finish the $1,391,000 registered by “Great
eighth week at $117,000 pr near £
(M . G) in 10 wee ks. “Briga”
AM M of,
•••...•a
MA A
AAM A M AMI M
At
San Francisco, Sept. 14.
length
good
considering
very
(M _ G) op e ns tomorrow
d
Downtown sector is loaded with
run. This figure means “Brides’ (i> burs
)
holdovers this stanza, hut biz connd
BOX, (Nafl. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40) tinues brisk. “Rear Window shapes,
r“LX'‘
„„
$1,352,000, not far from the record
ntian” (20th) (4th wk) Third
standout of holdovers with fancy
money high held by “Great Ca’

-

,,

Latter was
of $1,391,000.
made in the summer of 1951.
Third week of “The Egyptian”
finished with a solid $63,000 at the.
Roxy, which also was very hard
hit by. the storm. Second round;
'Of “Private Hell 36” looks to be
off to fair $27,000 at the Paramount. “Duel in Sun” likely will
finish its second stanza with a
good $14,000 at the Majffair, also
.

1

down

sharply from first week.,
“High and Dry” managed to hold,,
at a great $15,'800 in second round
at the arty Sutton.
It’s

much~the same story

at every'
to

Top longrun continues

theatre.

be "On Waterfront,” with ^a socko.
$41,000 in the seventh frame at the
Astor. “Vanishing Prairie” still was
terrific with $13,500
$13;500 in fourth

week
week

1

at the arty Fine Arts.
(‘Dann
VinlllaJ
4-Wa
“Rear Window”
battled
the
•storm as well as any pic with a
great $39,000 in prospect for the
sixth
i x t h
's
session -at
Rivoli.
Rivoli/
the
“Dragnet” still was in the ’chips
with around $19,000 probable for
fourth week at the Victoria.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; .50-$1.75):
•'On Waterfront” (Col) (8th wk).
••On
Severtth session ended last night
(Tues.) slid a little but
but still socko
*t $41,000. Sixth week was $49,000.
Stays on until sometime
October

m

or later.
•or
(Reade)
—Baronet
Man Between”

Opened
week of

(430;

90-$l:55)

(UA) (reissue),
Friday (10). Third

&

last

niLht (Tues

™™| d

Gd
second
;^°

for

week. Stays indef. Best

first

SE?«
*20th). Woman

^

open Sept

“Th* Rob?’
E.-Mm
t
World

(20th) set

28.

78-$1.75)
wk). In-

(3,450;

(2d

night (Tues.)
last
frame ended
---,
smash $42,000. In ahead, Mag-

itial

-

,

hit

*

-

^d

—
-

—

-(Rosener)
$1)—
(400;
“
wk)
“The
The Red Inn” <(Indie)
Indi e) (2d
wk).
< 2d
$3 100
Medium $2,400. Last week,c $3,100.

Larkin

^;c

P

i)

Bridge (Schwartz-Rekde)
$1.20)— “Hulot’s Holiday”

Wow

First

—

70-'$1.50)

(Col) (2d

wk).
Down to slow $5,000 after
•tlD Ann Ar\on
in rf iiiaoIt
$10,000
opening
week.
Guild (Guild) (450; .$1-$1.80)—
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (5th
wk). Fourth round ended Sunday
(12) was fancy $9,000 after $10,500
for third week.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 79-$1.80)
“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (2d wk).
Initial holdover session ending today iWed.) looks to get stout $14,AAA *n
L
AAA AAA
000. First week was $26,000.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80)
“Congaceiro” (Col) (2d wk).
Second week ending today (Wed.)
is heading for fine $5,500 after $7,500 opener.

/

Indiana

(C-D)

(3,200;

50-80)—

“Rear Window” (Par) (2d wk).
Socko $12,500 after $16,000 first

*

round.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-80)
"Valley of Kings” (M-G) and “Scarlet Spear” (UA). Slow $8;000. Last
week, “Betrayed” (M-G) and “Chal1
- TITM -lM /TT i
AA A/iA
lenge
of the Wild” (UA), $9,000.
X, I.

—

50-$1.60)

;

$8,500.

^

(1,700;

(GBD).

looks -like fine $4,500.
St0ry ” tUA!

,

>

aaa

xt*

Lyric

(C-D)

V

(1,600;

50/$l)

—

“Karamoja”
Hell”

(Hall) and “Halfway to
(Indie). Huge $12,000. Last

week, “Yellow Tomahawk” (UA)
and "Stranger On Prowl” (Indie),
I

$5,000 at 70c top.

-

.

,

week.

—“Dragnet’

65(2,89
(2,890;

(M
(2d

(WBi
(WB)

—

wk).
«a/.

T aal week,
nianlr $1’6,000.
t1<£
•from opener. Last

^

(Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)

Lance” (20th) (3d wk).
Spearing big $27,500 after last
week’s $44;000.
palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
(Indie) (o»cn
(inaie;
(59th wk;.
wk!).
^“Cinerama”
’(jmerama
SOCkO $^0,000. LaSt WCCk, $45)00(1.
RooseVeli (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
“Bounty Hunter” (WB) and “Dawn

I

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1;600; 50-75)—
“Tanganyika” (U) and “Monte CapOkay $15,000.
at Socorr-o” (U).
lo Baby.” Light $4,000. Last week,
Jungle” iwjs;
(vS)
Duel
i n jungie
L
a st we_eK,
week “D
uel in
^ast
chUM TToix.rAi-m’»
ctti
(2d
Falworth” (U)
“Blaok Shield
(Rep)
(2d wk),
•’Outcast”
and

wk), $5,000 at $1 top.
(Par)
State
(2,300;

85-$l)—
“Seven Brides” (M-G) (5th wk).
Strong $ 85000 Last week, $12,000.
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)—
“Her w 12 Men” (M-G). Moderate
About Mrs.
Last week, “About
3 0 0
$3,000,
f
^
(Par (2d
LesIie
Leslie” (Par)
2d wk), $2,90Q.

$16;000.

«

wk).

.

-

;,

)

(

a.

I.

,

RU
TiHTAIliA B.D.
0 Picks
PlplfS
Iln
B.0.
r,CK* U
Upj
D
Up;
Toronto
P
-

,9
ajr
,
£
'WaIamFmamI’
’

17

lO
loll,
WSltCri FODt f
Watertront
r.ast
‘Waterfront’
ftSl 18G,
East
Toronto, Sept 14.
14
With the annual Canadian Nais
b
Uonal Exhibition over, film biz
Sith
h
beginning to .boom again, with
liSRSl
pftv ’in
rp
leading city
in re‘Waterfront
“Waterfront’
c
f
,l“
Here is okay
Susan Slept Here”
turns.
urns “Susan
J
to pace newcomers. Still in lead,
however, on
° n holdovers,
h
r5 is second
a of
nf “Seven Brides”
Brid e
and
sock stanza
“Magnificent Obses?h??d frame of “MagnifSent
Obses^
third
“ihrtnjf'"
Sabnna
C G d hound of “Sabrina”
sion.” Second
l
p
13 rated nice.
is
•Estimates
Estimates for This Week
Scarboro,
Downtown, Glendale,
GfenMe. "oxrboro,
State
gs5 698; 694;
( 1 059
g tate (Taylor) (1,059;
955;
'40-70)
40-70)
“Black Horse Canyon” (U)
“‘Black
•and “Return from Sea” (A A). Light
Last
week,
“Crossed
$12,000.
Swords” (UA) and “Gog” (UA),
-

“Con

iTS,

S

m

S ^
SJ

;

:

Dow^n

—

,

;.

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)-—
“Daughters of Destiny” (Indie) (2d
Moderate $3,000. Last week,
$
United Artists (B&K) ( 1 700 98$1.25)— “Gone With Wind” (M-G)
;

Torrid $35,000.

(reissue) (2d Wk).

Same

^Shield’
'Susan'
4VU> ‘Shield’
‘Susan’ 10G,

wk).
Good
$22,000.

,

inp

.

—

State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 98“Caine .Mutiny” (Col) (llth
Last w«eek,
$18,500.

$1.80)

woods ^(Lsaness)

—

(RKO)
Last

World (Indie) (697; 98)— “La
Ronde” (Indie) (6th wk).
Nice
$450Q
Last week, ^
$5;000.
*
1

’

<

’

_

,

FEYPTIAN
HHCF 491'fl
Al/ili flUUli
AU,
EU*I

DDAU

.

<TID

1

C/1

lJU

IllUY., 1/jlAumVl

Providence, 0a
Sept. 14.
Hurricane Edna cut into the
generally busy Saturday first-run
-r!

.

,

.

.

;

biz as threats of high tide floods

JN1C6 $o,UUU,

p

(

,

:

98-

u.igs;

$1.25)
“Susan Slept Here”
( 5 th
wk).
Brisk $23,000.
week, $30,000.

saw the police keeping everybody
out of downtown district. Late arrival of storm caught city at low
tide which wiped out the flood
$13,000.
Hyland (Rank) (1,354; 60-80)— threat. Hence, most houses did
Majestic is terrific with
“Doctor in House” (Rank) (2d wk). well.
“The Egyptian.”
RKO Albee’s
Still at near-capacity $10,000.
“Dragnet”
also is a mighty lure.
Imperial
60*r$l)
(3,373;
“Waterfront” (Col). Very big $18,- Loew’s looks happy with “Seven
aaa Last
t
Unrips.” The
Tnp Strand
Rtrflnri is closed for
000.
week, “High and Mighty” Brides.”
repairs.
(WB) (3d wk), $13,500,
first
Lrst week.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,090; 65-80)
Estimates for This Week
Pntt This
1?c4inrt
(PV 10 UTaaIp
Estimates
for
Brides” (M-G) (2d wk).
Week
wk) Sock
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-70)—
Capitol .(Loew’s) (3,434; 70r95)— $18,000. Last week, $24,000
“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Started
“Seven Brides” (M-G) (4th wk).
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 775-$l)— Monday (13). First week was nifty
Slipped to good $13,000 after $19,- “Magnificent Obsession
Obsession” (U) (3d $ 15 000 *
000 in third. May hold another
wk). Holding at big $13,000. Last
?nn* 70-90)
7 n-Qni
(Fay) 0
(2,200;
Majestic fEVnvi
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80) week, $17,000.
wk).
50-85)— “The Egyptian” (20th) (2d
-“Gambler from Natchez” (20th).
Shea’s
(FF
(2,386;
session
First
(13).
Very brisk $8,000. Last week, “Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk). Nice $11,- Began Monday
tremendous
$21,000.
was
"Valley -of Kings” (M-G) (3d wk), 000. Last .week, $14,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,200; 50-70)
University (FP) (1,558; 50-80)—
$ 6 000
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)
“Susan Slept Here” (RKO). Okay 'Seven Brides for Seven Brothers
(M-G).
Very solid $19,000. Last
“Vanishing Prairie”
"Vanishing
(Disney).
i y).
$10,000. Last Week, “About
About Mrs.
week, house was dark because of
Bright $7,000 after $8,000 last Leslie” (Par) (2d wk), $6,000.
>6 000
Hurricane
Carol,
week. Stays.
Uptown (Loew) (2,745;
15; 60-$l)
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)
.25) “Black Shield of Falworth”
rth” (U) (2d - Strand (Silverman) (2.200)—Un“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (10th wk).
wk). wlc).
Nice $10,000. Last week, der repairs as a result of previous
hurricane 10 days ago.
(Continued *>n page 16)
$15,000.
iNalCiiez

000. Last week, “Duel in Jungle”
on/1 “CooiiwHir
Dtrlr^ (AA),
K A \
<WB) and
“Seci
Security Risk”

—

(RKO))

(399; $1-

big play.
“Dragnet” is
"n
‘Window’
*>A
™-inuOW tip
lllx, LQ.
leading the city with a sock week
Washington Sept. 14.
at Circle. “Karamoja” at Lyric also
16. Atrfro
efniif
ic
Pirfif-PUTIC
PPTTI91TI
cfOQlflv
Hocnif
First-runs
remain
steady
is
extra stout.
despite.
"Rear Window
solid in second stanza at Indiana, virtually a total holdover situation.
“Valley of Kings” shapes slow at Lone new entry, “Gambler from
Natchez,” is surprisingly nice at
Loew’s.
Loew’s Columbia. Still smash is
Estimates for This Week
-PixelRear Window” in first
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) <2,800; -50- "Ro«
holdover
ession at Playhouse, after record
80 j— “D ragnet” (WB). Smash $14,- session

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
“Vanishing
Prairie”
(Disney)
/^fVv wk).
iiflrl
Vi
(5th
frame un/ln/1
Fourth
ended Cnn_
Sunday (12) held with terrific $13,500
after $14,700 for third. Gives pic
biggest four weeks ever at this
house. Continues indef.

Palace

week
,

ting the

(21).

1 _

*

e ’
MaKa
( 3 dwky
(aa
wk;,
^,zou.
^
k; |
ou.
» 2 200

12G, ‘Window’ $12,500, 2d
000 or near after $23,000 for sevIndianapolis, Sept. 14.
Indiapaiipolis,
enth. “Sabrina” (Part follows with
Biz is spotty at first-.runs here
formal preem next Tuesday night this stanza, with off-beat pix .get-

•

—"Tp
“Le

.

.

Karamoja

n

f

Dragnet uyunviyu
Sockeroo 14G,

Fit
A? opens Sept.
QpaT
(UA)

$11
$1)

(400;

Plaisir”
(Indie)
Mild
(2d
wk). mhh
,0 fwmp
$2,000 after -$3,100
frame.
$3,100 opening
Vocue
Thpatrp<?)
77
Vogue (S P
F.Theatres)(377;$l)—
'“Madame De . .” (Indie) (3d wk).
okay $2,800. Last week, $2,300.
Okay

i Aft

1

(Rosener)

,

a.,A nlr

A

(-»-

V

.

’

I

iV

Clay

^

RKO-Orpheum (RKO)

^

*

.

(reissues), $4,
(indie) ireissues,
“Dead End” (Indie)
"500 at 75c top.
85Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)
»
wk Fat
T b e Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk).
The

85)
001

—

(Indie)

.

t^.OOO.
L.ast week, $24,000.
12,000. L«ast

^nu

—

— “Cinerama”

.

— —Oriental
“Broken

,

enripri
The 66th round ended
(11) off to $38,000 after
$48,000 for 65th week, Stays on.
storm naturally hurt.

(1,500;

I

m

—

.

.Jf

—

S’

•

_

1

I *

~

.

,
,

’

Saturday

(Brandt)
— Globe
“Three Hours To Kill”

L

.

»_ *

,

.

—

second week at Paranmunt. Dragnet ” stiU is good in ”Htia hold"
Seven
Gaf e “Seven
G°)de n. Gate.
oyer
yer frame at Golden
S.
Brides” continues big in fourth
Hrides’’
roun(j at Warfield. ^Pushover, one
fair at
is only _fahrrt
of few newcomers, is
St. Francis. “Mr. Hulot’s Holiday”
is heading for a fine session a.t the
Million”
A7*****v«*
a WA
mull With
WXAiXW “Man
Bridge while
JLM.AU6C
at the Stagedoor is. getting hefty

Obsession
(U) (5th wk), crowds.
AAA
_ 1_
J
_ V 1 _,1. 1
$25,000 Which wound up a highly
Estimates for This Week
here.
successful run here
( n okq. on tu
Sutton
®*"
ton (R&B) (561;
90-$1.50)—
50
. i?
'“T
Pond
44T
„ L T «V* r?^r
wk). Good
^agn®t (WB)
C3d wk). Second
“High and Dry” fU) (3d
deal from
great
a
down
but
$17,000
stanza ended Monday (13) held at
smash $15,800 after $18,600 open9 S-Ci
^l.OUl
^l.ZO
uOX (r VV.G} ?vi
(4,001, °«i
in£f
one nf
outstanding ining wpaIt
week, nn#»
of mitstnnriinP
in‘Th**
(2ftth) (?H wk) Soitial weeks at this house. In for
so
o $17,000. Last week, $27,000.
longrun.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
“cwin^Brides^
^M^G^^th^^wkV
S V
$1-$1.’50)
$K$1.’50)
“Little
Kidnapers”
c |i |oo^ 0 Last week $16 000
(TTA
(UA)1 (3d iv1r(
wk). Second COCClAn
session on
ended B Paramount (Par)
90-$ 1)—
(P?r) (2;646;
(2 64fi- 90-$l)
last night (Tues.) held at big $8,500 «*p
par Window”
window” (Par) (2d ’wk)
wk). Fast
“Rear
after $11,000 opening week.
cm
non Last
I act week,
wpek $26,500.
i26 *500
$18,000.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540; ^
fl ^ n 4 fin- 90-$1.25)
(Par)
St. Francis Jp
(1,400; Qn-!fti 2^)
“Little
$1-$1.50)
Kidnapers”
(Col). Fair $10,000
The '79th week ended Monday (13) or "Pushover”
less,
was 'sturdy
’sturdy $6,100 after^e^OO
aftei/$6.200 for
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
/
78th
<om round.
ruuna.
'
r Q Uf (1.458:
n iko. $1.75-$2.65)—
ci
“CineCalif.)
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50S 1 “ ***’
$1.75)—
$1.75)
“Dragnet” (WB) (4th wk). no!?
Current stanza ending tomorrow
United Artists (No Coast) (1,207(Thurs.) looks to reach big $19,000 7 0-$l)
“Duel in Sun*’ (SRO)
bo] (reafter $30,000 for third week.
week Stays ™Je) (2d ^). Okay $7 700. Lart
until end of this month at least, wee k $9 000
with “ Star Is Born” (WB) due in
.sta’iredoor'(A-R)
(400: :$1-$1,25)
.Stagedoor (A-R) (400;
-$i,25 )next and to play day-date with “Man With a Million” (UA). Smash
nearby Astor.
Last
week,
“Hobson's
Hobson's
$5,800.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600; Choice” (UA) (6th wk), $2,400.
nificent

ta

fnof
foot

s

(Loew’s)
—State
“Betrayed” (M-G)

Fallen Idol” (Indie) (3d $i.20-$3.30)
Wk), fair $2,800.
wk).
(67th wk)
n a «slS
non n R to om

non
Contessa

hit

)

aft^^lOOGOO

Grand.
Grand,

riding high, wide and handsome! at the Palace,
Estimates for This Week
are “Seven Brides” in fifth week
while “The Egyptian” and “DragChicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
net” in their second rounds con- __-R e ar Window” (Par) with deetinue well. “Apache” and reissued jay Howard Miller topping vaude
“Duel in Sun” loom nicely among (2 d wk). Wow $70,000. Last week,
newcomers, “Cinerama
$80,500 over hopes.
•longrun champ with another smash
Grand (Nomikos) <1,200; 98total in 22d week at Century.
$1,25)—“Black Shield of Falworth”
Estimates for This Week
Tidy $9,000. Last
(U) (5th wk).
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75-$2.65) week, $10,000.
wk).
“Cinerama” (Indie) (22d wk>.
Loop (Telem’t) (600; 90-$1.25)—
week, ‘‘Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (4th
Last
$25,000.
Gigantic
$27,000.
Last week,
,wk).
Fine $9,500.
*
-85)— $14,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)
“Apache” (UA). Tall $8,000. Last
(JL&S)
McVickers
(2,200; €5x) (2d
week, “Valley of Kings (M^G)
$1.25)— “7 Brides for 7 Brothers”
wk), $3,200.
Fast $22,000.
^
wk).
(M-G)) (7th wk)
65-85)— t(M-G
(Par)
Lyric
(1,000;
as f week * $31 000
“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue).
of widescreen presen- 44T ®*° nr®*
made WJL
_
.an ,,
Much
IUUC1I UIOUV
/AJ
ii
1 \
(M-G) (2d wk).
H«r 12 Men
tation. Hitting socko $9,000. Last
“Westerner” (Indie) and Light at* $6,500 after $15,000 last
week

,

ruso”

f)/1

XlOil

Minneapolis, Sept. 14.

bl|t

1

J

Another
ther terrific total looms for
Anoj
Newcomers and holdovers are
Brothers’’ in sev7 Brides for 7 Brothers
showing downtown biz currently, “7
but latter continues to command enth and final week at .McVickers.
“Cinerama”
is mighty in 59th week
Still
attention.
of
share
major
the

wa y off from last week’s
*105 qqo. The eight-week run will

run

1
Anophd
AUdUlC

•

lTlDlS..

,

—

big $26,000 at the Palace.

4

the
Oriental.
at
session
of
“Vanishing
week
Prairie” at the Loop also shapes
sturdy.
“Susan Slept Here” is
rounding out a plump fifth week at
Woods while “Black Shield of Fal„
buoyant at the
worth” is stm
worth
still

Fourth

’

4

shooting for a .good

third

—

^

new

“Bounty

Socorro” at

“Rear Window” shapes smash in
the second round at the Chicago,
with Howard Miller heading stageshow.
At United Artists, “Gone
With Wind” again is tapping a
hotsy take. “Her Twelve Men” is
-brisk at Monroe.
"“Broken Lance” looks stout in

(

K,!

is

at

of

$16,000.

.

or nothing to the Broadway boxoffice biz running almost the same
as the Sunday of a week ago which
iust prior to Labor Day.
was just
r ___
“Betrayed, ”
newcomer,
Lone
wound up Its initial weck last mght
a smas
Wlt
A

jJ

Hunter” and “Dawn
Roosevelt,

Holdover
Sole

combo

entry this round,

admission

parenthetic

Both 2d

35G,'

doing staunch biz.
is mainly sturdy.

still

fare

come.

f

•

While

-

Hot

Chicago, “Sept. 14.
Normal post-Labor Day slack
has put the brakes on accelerating
grosses.
However, first-runs are

Film .gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,.
without usual tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

Streets’

<w

.

clear

the State.

3

.

weather on Sunday (12) meant ’an
unusually big uplift at the boxbut further inroads were
office
suffered Monday-Tuesday (yesterof schools.
the reopening
with
with
day)
»
'*
a
—
1.1 aLaunching of two prize tele
shows Sunday night meant little

.

Dark

i\/l

drens’ concerts this winter. Since;
(UA> and vaude $28 000
Memorial Auditorium is now un-;
,
(3,664; dergoing alterations this is rated;
Paramount (ABC-Par)
h
-&r«n 36” (FM)
t
Hell
70-$1.75>-“Private
gesture.
a civic-minded
»
frltSM
/n J
a1
TmHiaI
nAl/iAimr
«
holdover
Initial
wk).
(2d-final
Estimates for This Week
round winding tomorrow (Thurs.)
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-75)
First
(U) and
air
f
$27,000.
for
Wacs”
heading
Joins
is
“Francis
Rogue “Bowery Boys Meet Monsters
week was okay $40,000.
Cop” (M-G), first Metro film to (AA)< Only fresh product on mam-:
play house in many years, opens stem> Fancy $7,000 or near. Last
Friday (17).
week, “Magnificent Obsession” (U)
UAWlA (Pathe
D #1
990" ((6th
Cinema) (568;
(568, 990Paris
Pans
0 £b wk), $6,500.
(UA)
Choice
(1,000:;
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
$ 1 80 )—^“Hobson’s
The 13th frame 75 -$i)_“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk).
(14th-final
14th-final wk).
okay
was
$5,500
Sunday
U2)
ended
Good $8,000 but down considerably
after $5,700 fbr l^th. Bread, Love from $ 12,000 of opening week,
Sept
(Indie) preems c>epi<.
and Dreams unaiej
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
20.
“Egyptian” (20th) (2d
__
$i-$l,25)
$1-$1«25)
«*
85-$2)
mATl (2,092;
85-$2)—(2 092*
?
Rivoli * (UAT)
^, k)
gtil | profitable at $12,000.
wk).
(6 th
(Par ) <6th
Rearr Window” (Par)
44R
Last week) $i9;ooo.
Present
’resent round ending today (Wed.)
state (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-75)
after <>g
ooks to reach sock $39|)00 after.
even Brides” (M-G) (2d wk).
last we ek’s $47,000.. Stays on indef. Neat
following
$15,000!
vv
w
$11,000
6
dmj
1iA
Mucin Hall
Wall (Rocke(RaaItp- ~
City Music
Radio
first week.
“7 Brides
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.7.5)
For 7 Brothers” (M-G) and stageshow (gth-final wk). Present session
conc iu din g today (Wed.) looks to
reach $117 0 00 okay for length of

i __

•

“Down

Last week,

Saturday
night and
ai) Heavy rainfall, high windsradio
Icimuuc ‘ by
constant reminder
and’ conium
ana
V"
about the storm i kept
and tvv w
thousands home and cut deeply
particularly

.

Uomropf

Uwr

I

.

OJA)

Passage’*

I

o'

Wow 76G, 'Wind'

‘Brides’ $1352,000 in 8

.

,

.

,

.
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—

—
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UfcRIETY
‘Lance’ Fast $16,000 in

Denver, ‘Brides’ Hep
Denver, Sept.. 14.
continuing strong with,
out of seven bills being held

OK $7,500, 'Window’ Smash 12G, 2d

Biz Is
five
this

Same, "Shield’ 14G Plus Ozoners, 2d
Los Angeles,

Sef>t.

14.

One

-

While the post-holiday lag and
school reopening are having some
effect on first-run grosses, the biz
level still is. encouraging here,
even with only .-one newcomer this

shaping
is
"Brjgadoon”
week.
smart $18,000, showcasing at the
Warner Beverly, being the lone

new

entry.

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
$539,700
This Week
(Based on 21 theatres.)
.$679,800
Last Year
(Based: on 23 theatres
.

.

.

Topping second-week films; is
“Egyptian” with sock $27,000 /at
Chinese on showcase date. Same
figure: is likely for second round
of "Dragnet,” playing in three
.

plus additional
ozoner play dates.
spots

coin

from

Lance” in
third v Week at the Centre leads
the city, and stays again. "Seven
Brides” is running second and
holds a third round at Orpheum.
stanza.

"Broken

of best showings, is being

made

by "Rear Window” which still is
smash in third round at Denham.
"Dragnet” is showing enough to
win. a, third week at. Paramount,
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—
"Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (4th
Good. $3,800. Holds, Last
\vk).
week, $4,000.
Centre" (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)—
"Broken Lance” (20th) (3d wk).
Fine $16,000. Stays. Last week,

Cincinnati,
s

Estimated Total Gross
... $2,830,400
This Week
(Based on 24 cities, and 224
theatres, chiefly first runs , in.

.

cluding Ni y,
Total Gross Same Week
...
$2,867,000
Last Year
(Based on 24 cities and 215
.

.

.

theatres.)

.

'Obsession Lush

$17,000.

.

(Cockrill)
—Deqham
"Rear Window” (Par)

(1,750; 50-85)

Big $12J 000.
.

Other second-weekers are taper-

Holds.

(3d

wk).

Last week,

$13,000.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)— “On
ing although "Black Shield of Falworth”. looms okay $14,000 In three
Waterfront” (Col) (2d wk); Fair
houses plus drive-in coin. Nudist
Last Week, $15,000.
Baltimore, Sept. 14.
$8,000.
14.
Philadelphia, Sept.
50-85)—
"Garden of Eden” also is good
Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
Bettor grosses sparked by fresh
Biz eased this week, the first "Gog” (UA) and "Challenge Wild”
$8,500 in single site.
product, opened last week, are conStill reaping substantial takes al- one after Labor Day, but. Strong (UA). Poor $2,000. Last week, “Vic- tinuing to
be felt here this round.
though in fifth week are "Gone holdovers: are helping to maintain I'tory at Sea” (UA), $1,500.
"Apache” hit socko total in first
With. Wind’.’ with $20,000 in two
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)— week at Century; Second week of
even pace. Smash opener is
spots, and “Rear Window,” with an
wk).
Brides”
(M-G)
(2d
"Dragnet” continues pace set by
"Human Desire” to a rous- "Seven
hefty $15,000 at Hollywood Para- helping
Fine $13,000. Holding. Last week, the rousing opener at the Stanley.
ing stanza at the Midtown. "Weak
mount. ^
"Seven Brides” remains brisk in
paired with "Return $18,000.
WickedV.
and.
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50- second round at the Town. Third
From Sea” is doing nicely at the
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90- Stanton, cashing in on bally via 85)— "Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Fine week of "The Egyptian” is pleas$1.50)— "Brigadoori” (M-G). Smart the sex angle! "Rear Window” con-. $14,000. Holds over. Last week, ing at the New.
$18,000. Last week,. "Magnificent tinUCs sturdy in fourth round at $33,000.
Estimates for This Week
Obsession” (U) (7th wk), $6,400.
Arcadia.
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25Chinese (FWC) (1,905;. $1-$1.80)
60-90)— "Apache” (UA) (2d wk).
Estimates for. This Week
—"The Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk)..
This round began Monday (3) after
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80-$1.35)—
Sock $27,000. Last week, $40;200
opener racked up a smash $17,000.
"Rear Window” (Par) (4th Wk).
plus $4,800 on preem.
Cinema (SchWaber) (466; 50-$l)
Last
better.
or
$14,000
Sturdy
Warner
Downtown,
Wiltern,
"La Ronde” (Indie) (3d wk).
Vogue (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344; week, $18,000.
Okay $3,800. after $4,400 in second.
$1.25-$2.60)—
Boyd (SW) (1,430;
885; 70-$!)— "Dragnet” (WB) (2d
Film Centre (Rappaport) (960;
(49th
wk).
(Indie)
wk).
Fast $27,000.
Last week, "Cinerama”
50-$l)—"Vanishing Prairie” (DisSteady $14,000. Last week, $14,500,
$57,000.
ney) (4th wk). potent $4,000. Last
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 90St. Louis, Sept. 14,
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.80)—
week, $5,500.
$1.50)— "Man With
Holdovers are in the spotlight
Million” (UA) "Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk). Stout
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
(2d wk).
F air $6,500. Last week, $24,000. Last week, $35,000.
currently, with the only new films 50-$1.25)—"Caine
Mutiny”! (Col)
$ 12 000
(Goldman) (1,200; 65 t spotted in the smaller houses. Biz (9th wk). Dipping to $5,000 after
Goldman
Los Angelbs Paramount, Hawaii
1.35)— "Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk): continues good after fine grosses nice $7,500 for holiday week.
$
(ABPT-G&S) (3.200; 1,106; 60"Dragnet,”
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 30Last week, $30,000. grabbed last session.
$1.50)—"Betrayed”. (M-G) (2d wk). Hefty $18,000.
‘‘Egyptian'” "Cinerama” and "SevMastbaum (SW) (4,360;. 75-$1.30) en Brides” still are nice draws. 46-80)— "Prisoner of War” (M-G).
Slow $14,500. Last week, $23,700.
tomorrow.- (Wed,)
after
Opens
"Duel iri Sun” (SRO) (reissue)
Orpheum, Riiz, New Fox (Metro"Weak And Wicked” (AA) did thin
Estimates for This Week
politan-FWC) (2,213; 1,363; 965; 70- (2d wk). Mild $11,500. Last week,
$5,500.
Ambassador
$1.20(Indie)
(1,400;
$1,10)— "Black Shield Falworth” $ 20 000
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-44-70)—
$2.40)
"Cinerama” (Indie) (33d
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74r. wk). Sturdy $18,000 after $17,000 "A Bullet IS Waiting” (U). Starts
(U) and "Dawn Socorro” (U) (2d
Desire”
(Col).
wk). Okay $14,000. Last week, $26,- $1.30)—"Human
tomorrow (Wed.). Last week, "Dawn
for 32d week.
Lusty $12,000. Last week, "Gam000 plus $61,000 in sik ozoners.
50-75)— At Socorro” (U) was meek $3,000.
Fox (F&M)
(5,000;
United Artists (UATC) (2,100; bler from Natchez” (20th), $7,000.
New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 50"Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Fine. $16,70-$1.10) -“Garden of Eden” (In$1.25)— "The Egyptian” (20th) (3d
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74- 000 after $27,000 initial session.
die) (2d wk). Good $8,500. Last $1.49)
"Magnificent.
Obsession”
Loew’s (Loew-s) (3,172; 50-7.5)— wk). Pleasing $11,500 after $17,000
week, $14,000.
(U) (2d wk). Big $21,000. Last week, "Seven Brides” (M-G) (4th ;wk). for second week..
.El Rey (FWC) (861; 70-$L10)
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50$32,000.
Neat $14,000 following $22,000
"Lady Vanishes” (Indie) and "39
$1 )— “Hobson’s Choice” (UA), Good
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.30j— second stanza.
Steps” (Indie) (reissues) (2d wk). "Waterfront” (Col) (6th wk). Sock
$4,500.'
Last week, "Man With Mil„ Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,400; 50-75)
Slim $1,800.
Last week, okay $15,000, with fight night out. Last —"Crossed
Swords” (UA) and lion” (UA) (7th wk), $3,000.
$3' 100
Stanley,
(WB) (3,200; 30-65-$!)—
"Challenge of Wild” (UA) (2d wk).
week, $22,000.
Globe (FWC) (782; 70-$1.10)^"Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk).
Socko
Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)— Good $4,500 after $8,000 first
“The Thing” (RKO) and "Day
$18,000 following: $24,000 opener.
stanza.
Earth Stood Still” (20th) (reissues) “Weak and Wicked” (AA) and "ReTown (Rappaport) (1,600: 35-$l)
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
turn
from
Sea”
(A
Tidy
A).
$11,500.
(2d wk), Mild $2,500. Last week,
—"Seven Brides” (M-G) (2d wk).
Last week, "Outcast” (Rep) and 82)— "Seven Deadly Sins” (Indie). Lofty $16,000 after
$4,500,
$22,000 preem
Nice $3,500; Last week, "Mrs. LesLos Angeles, Iris* Loyala, Up- "Fighter Attack” (AA), $10,500.
week.
lie” (Par) (3d wk),
.

,

.

.

—

.

Decided

trade
turns

this
ori

Sept.

14.

tumble In downtown
stanza.
Moderate renew bills with "About

Mrs.. Leslie” at Palace only so-so.
"Duel in Jungle” at the Grand

"Dragnet” dipped
lookjs okay.
sharply in second stanza at big Albee but is still a hefty secondstanza. lure,
Keith’s outlook continues plenty clear on third session of “Read Window,” smash.
"Cinerama” is regaining hotsy pace
after school bells brought rriatihee
letdown,
Esstimate for This Week
Albce ((RKO) (3,i00; 75-$1.10)—
"Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Pleasing $14,000 despite comedown from
$30,000 preem, partially blamed on
return of kids to school.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (1,376; $1.20-$2,65)— "Cinerama” (InRebounding to
die) (13th wk).
hotsy $29,000 following last week’s
dip to $26,500 when juve trade
lightened at matinees.

(RKO) (1,400; 50-84)—
in Jungle” (WB) arid “BlackOkay $7,500. Last
(Indie).
week, "Caine Mutiny” (Col) (m.o.)
(2d wk), $7,000 at 75c-$1.25 sc21e,
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—

Grand

•

"Duel
out”

Window” (Par) (3d wk).
Smash $12,000 after $15,000 second
viewing. Holds a fourth frame.
Palace (RKO). (2,600; 50-84)—
"About Mrs. Leslie” Par). So-so
"Rear

(

"Seven
week,
Last
$10,000.
Brides” (M-G) (3d wk), $13,500 at
90c top.

H.0.S Perking

Up

‘Brides’* Lofty

Pitt;

$13,000,

,

‘Obsession’ Big 10G,

A

.

,

—

—

.

,

’

—

—

•»'''•

.

..

.

$3,000.

(2,097;
814; 1,248;
1,715;
75-$l. 25)— "Apache”
(UA)
(2d wk). Okay $19,000. Last week,

(T-L) (500; 80-$1.50)
L. Amus.) (400; 82)
—Trans-Lux
"Mrs. Leslie” (Par) (5th wk). —Richmond
Trim
"Rome 11 O’clock”
Winding at fair $3,000. Last week,

$32,000.

$4,400.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50)
"Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (4th
wk).
Good $6,000: Last’ week,
$ 8 000
Four Star (UATC) (900; 90-$1.50)
—"Companions of Night” (Indie)
4th wk). So-so $2,500. Last week,

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)^
"Betrayed” (M-G) (2d wk). Trim
$13,000. Last week, $20,000.

town

(FWC)
.

,

(St.

:

(Indie).

$2,500. Last week, "Malta Story”
(UA); $2,000.
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
50.75)— "The Egyptian” (20th) (2d
wk). Loud $19,000 after $22,000 for

‘12 Men’

Lame $10,000,

Det.; ‘Obsession’

Fancy

16G, ‘Dragnet’ 19G, 3d

.

Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99- fipct fraiYip
Detroit, Sept. 14.
$1.50)— "Malta Story” (UA). Fair
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus,) (800‘,
.•Biz is on the slow side with only
Last week, “Adventures 82)—"Rove 11 O’clock” (Indie).
$4,500.
one
newcomer
downtown
currently.
Robinson Crusoe” (UA), $3,500 in Swell $4,000. Last week, "Malta
$3,700.
"Her Twelve Men” is just fair at
Story” (UA), $3,500.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC) fifth stanza.
the Adams, “Dragnet” in its third
$1-$1,50)— "Gone
(2.404;
1,536;
week at the Palms and "This Is
With Wind*' (M-G) (reissue) (5th
Cinerama” at Music Hall for its
WkK Neat $20,000. Last week,
78th week are best of the hold$28,600.
overs. "Gone With Wind” is kickHollywood Paramount (F&M)
ing up a breeze, too, in its ninth
(1,430; $1-$1,50)— "Rear Window”
round at the United Artists.
(Par) (5th wk); Hefty $20,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
week- $20,200, over hopies.
Fox (FoxtDetroit) (5,000; $1Hollywood (FWC) (756; 75-$1.25)
$1.25)— "Bfoken Lance” (20th) (4th
—"On Waterfront” (Col) (6th wk),
Boston, Sept. 14.
come Queen” (Indie)* nice $4,000. wk). Down to fair $16,000. Last
Nice. $3, 800. Last week, $7,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-$D— week, $22,000.
Hillstreei, Pantages (RKO) (2,Hurricane "Edna” bopped biz
(WB)
and
"Jungle
752;
95-$1.75)
"Caine over the. weekend, with, downtown "Dragnet”
2,812;
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
Mutiny” (Col) (9th wk).
Oke streets practically deserted Friday Gents”. (AA) (2d wk). Oke $5,000 80-$l)
"Magnificent .Obsession”
after
in
first
$10,000
stanza.
Last
week,
$16,000,
and Saturday. However, “Valley of
$19,600.
(U) (3d wk). Good $16;000: Last
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)— week, $18,000.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364; Kings” at Orpheum and State,
$1.20-$2.65)
"Cinerama” (Indie) opened fairly strong Thursday and "The Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk).
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—
(72d wk). Into 72d week Sunday is doing fairly well. Considering Still stout at $24,000 following ".Dragnet”
(WB;)
and "Thunder
(12) after Socko $37,300 last week. the storm "The Egyptian” in sec- $43,000 for first.
Pass” (Lip) (3d wk). Hot $19,000
Metropolitan
50-90)
(NET)
(4.367;
ond week at the Memorial, and
week,
Last
$24,500.
"Rear
Window.”
(Par)
and
“Dragnet,” also in second at ParaMadison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50)
"Roogie’s Bump” (Rep) (3d wk).
mount and Fenway, shape okay.
"Caine Mutiny", (Col) (11th wk).
Big. $18,000 lddms. Second week,
Estimates for This Week
Slipping *o $8,000.
Last week,
$24,500.
Astor (B&Q) (1.500; 85-$1.25)—
10 000
Orpheum
$
(Loew’s)
50^90)
(3,000;
‘VALLEY’ 16G "Caine Mutiny” (Col) 1 1th wk).
—•"Valley of Kings” (M-G) and
Broadway-Capitcil (UD) (3,000; 80Cleveland, Sept. 14.
Off to oke $9,000 following $10,300 “Challenge the Wild” (UA). Good $1)— "Naked- Alibi” (U) and "JunOpening of* schools currently !is in 10th.
$25,000. Last week, "Seven Brides” gle Gents” (AA) (2d wk). Mild $8,clipping firstrrun takes here as is
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (1,700; (M-G). (3d wk), $15,000.
000. Last week, $16,000.
the crucial ball series between the 50-$i)— “Malta Story” <UA). ,and
Paramount. (NET) (1,700; 50-$ 1)
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1
Indians and N. Y. Yankees. In ad- "Viva Zapata” (20th) (reissue) (3d —“Dragnet” (WB) and "Jungle $1.25)—r"Gone. With Wind” (M-G)
dition, city is loaded with hold- wk), jDull $3,500 in final week. Gents” (AA) (2d wk). Big
$11,000 (reissue) (9th wk). Breezy $16,000
overs.
"Valley of Kings” at State Last week, $4,500,
following $21,000 for first.
Last week, $14,000.
looms best new pic, but' only okay.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95)—
Boston (Cinerama Productions)
Adams (Balaban) (.1,700; 80-$l)—
"Dragnet” still is socko in second (L354;
$1.20-$2.85) .— "Cinerama” “Human Desire” (Col) and “The "Her 12 Men” (M-G) and "Denning
round at the Allen while "Egyp- (Ihdie) (37th wk). Good $i8,000 Black Dakotas” (Col) (2d wk). Fair Drives North” (M-G). So-so $10,000
tian” continues smash in first but off sharply from $22,000 done $7,000. Last week, $12,500,
Last week, "Suson Slept Hese
holdover session at the Hipp.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)— (RKO) (3d wk), $5,600.
in 36th week.
Estimates for This Week
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)
"Valley of Kings”. (M-tl) arid "ChalMusic Hall (Cinerama Produc(SrW)
60-90)— “Mr, Huiot’s, Holiday”
Allen
(3,000;
(GBD). lenge the Wild” (UA). Neat $12,000. tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)
“Cine“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Socko Opened Sunday (12), Last week, Bast week, "Seven Brides” (M-G) rama” (78th wk). Strong $19,500
(Continued on page 16)
“Holly and Ivy” (Indie) and "Wel- (3d wk), $7,000.
Last week, same

—

;

—

—

.

First time

when

ber

new

pic

anybody can remembeen a single

there! hasn’t

in

the Golden Triangle.

Holdovers everywhere and they’re
doing fine, with the possibility
that two or three may stay on
again. "Seven Brides” still is trim

all

in thiid week at the Penii and
may stay on. It’s virtually certain that both "Broken. Lance” at

"Magnificent ObsesHarris will get fourth
is down considerably at Stanley after a big
opening- while "Robinson Crusoe”
holding up at Squirrel Hill. "Cirierama” is still knocking out fine
money in riine months at Warrier:
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1*700; 65-$1.10)—
“Broken Lance” (20th) (3d Wk):
Holding up well at fine $8,000 or
over. That’s more than enough to
hold. Last week, $9,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 65-$l,10)
—“Magnificent Obsession” <U) (3d
Not too much letup and
wk).
heading for big $10,000, with
fourth week practically in the toag.
Last week, $13,000.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-$l)
"Seven Brides” (M-G) (3d wk).
Trim $13,000 or more. May hold..
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65.-85)

and

Fulton
sion”

at

"Dragnet”

weeks.

— “Robinson
wk).

Crusoe” (UA) (2d
Should be close to solid $3,.-

000 this week on top of $3,500 last
round. * Stays again. Recent "Hobson’s Choice” (U) broke all-time
record at this art naber, doing
over •$20,000 in six weeks.
Stanley XSWY (3,800; 65-$l)—
"Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Sliding
with good $11,000
off sharply,
likely. Last week, terrific $22,000,

best at house since

Warner (SW)
—"Cinerama”

—

.

•

,

.

.

(

-

—

to

(1,365; $1.25-$2.65)

(indie) (40th wk).
Dipped
Sturdy $17,000 or over.
slightly urider last week.

‘EGYPTIAN’

.

WHAM 20G,

OMAHA; ‘BRIDES’ 5G, 2D
Omaha,

.

'

"Here

Eternity” (Col) exactly a year ago.

.

—

3d

Pittsburgh, Sept. 14.

Sept, 14.

"Egyptian” is causing the big stir
here this week, heading for

smash

session

at

the

Orpheum,

Strong holdovers are also furnishing potent grosses, with "Dragnet”
socko at the Omaha and "Seveij
Brides” nice at the State, both. in
second rounds.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 50-75)—
"Black Dakotas” (Col) and "River
Beat” (Indie), Slow $3,200. Last
week, "Human Desire” (Col) and
“Ghost Ship” (Indie), $3,700.

Omaha

(Tristates) (2,000 60-80)$7,-

"Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Fast
000 after $11,500 opener.

—Orpheum
“Egyptian”

(Trista'tes (2,890; 75-$l)
(20th).
Smash $20,-

000. Last week, "Knock on
(Par), $10,000 at 80c top.

Wood”

(Goldberg) (875; 65-90)—
"Seven Brides” (M-G) (2d wk).
Nice $5,000. Last week, $6,500.
State

year
CinemaScop£

young
The sunshine of hope and

f

Annual

Number of CinemaScope
theatres, United States

and Canada

8,100

;

Number of CinemaScope
theatres, worldwide

. . .

11,100

Estimated theatre investment
in CinemaScope equipment

confidence,

...
has dispelled the fear and gloom that
.

first

r

hung
'V

over the motion picture industry before

l

v

V.

Domestic ...... $66,875,000
Foreign

16,500,000

Number

of CinemaScope
pictures

Now in release^ in production

Have you looked at your boxoffice

receipts lately ?.

or preparation ....... .84
\

To

be produced abroad.

..

.10

.

Already produced abroad.

TOTAL.

.

3

~97
.

PICTURE GROSSES

10

USniETr
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‘Lance’ Fast $16,000 in

Denver; ‘Brides’ Hep 13G
Denver, Sept. 14.
Biz is continuing strong with
out of seven bills being held

five
this

“Broken

stanza.

Lance”

’

14G Plus Ozoners, 2d

'Shield’

Los Angeles, Sept. 14.
While the post-holiday lag and
school reopening are having some
effect oh first-run grosses, the biz

Broadway Grosses

encouraging here,
level still
even with only one newcomer this
shaping
is
“Brigadoon”
week.
smart $18,000, showcasing at the
Warner Beverly, being the lone
is

new

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$539,700
(Based on 21 theatres. )
Last Year
.. $679,800
( Based on 23 theatres. )
.

.

.

entry.

.

.

.

Topping second-week films is
“Egyptian” with sock $27,000 at
Chinese on showcase date. Same
figure is likely for second round
playing

“Dragnet,”

c,

Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.80)
Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk).
$27,000. Last week, $40,200
plus $4,800 on. preem.

Sock

Last week.

$57,000,
(2,296;

90-

A Million” (UA)
Fair $6,500. Last week,

$1:50)— "Man With
.

,

Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii

(ABPT-G&S)

(3.200;

1,106;

60-

$1.50)— "Betrayed” (M-G) (2d wkj:
Slow $14,500. Last week, $23,700.

Orpheum,

Ritz,

New Fox

(Metro-

—

politan-FWC) (2,213; 1,363; 965; 70$1.10)
“Black Shield Falworth”
(U) and “Dawn Socorro” (U) (2d
wk). Okay $14,000. Last week, $26,000 plus $61,000 in six ozoners.
United Artists (UATC) (2,100;
70-$1.10)
“Garden of Eden” (Indie) (2d wk). Good $8,500. Last
week, $14,000.
El Rey (FWC) (861; 70-$ 1.10)—
“Lady Vanishes” (Indie) and “39
Steps” (Indie) (reissues) (2d wk).
Slim $1,800.
Last week, okay

—

;

'

$3 100

>

(FWC) (782; 70-$1.10)—
Thing” (RKO) and “Day
Earth Stood Still” (20th) (reissues)
(2d wk).. Mild $2,500. Last week,
(Globe

“The

$4,500.

Los Angeles, Iris, Loyala, Uptown (FWC) (2,097; 814; 1,248;
1.715;
7541.25)— “Apache” (UA)
(2d wk). Okay $19,000. Last week,
$32,000.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50)
“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (4th
\yk).
Good $6,000. Last week,
$ 8 000
,

.

Four Star (UATC)

(900; 90-$1.50)
—“Companions of Night” (Indie)
4th wk). So-so $2,500. Last week.
$3,700.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)
(2.404;
$1-$1.50)— “Gone
1,536;
With Wind” (M-G) (reissue) (5th

wk).

Neat

$20,000:

Last

week,

$28,600.

Hollywood

Paramount (F&M)
(L430; $1-$1.50)— “Hear Window”

(Fox).

(1,247;

and 215

60-$ 1)—
(3d wk).

.

(20th)
Last week,
Stays.
,

Albee ((RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.10)—
"Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk).. Pleas-

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)
—“Rear Window” (Par) (3d wk).
Big $12,000.
$13,006.

Denver

Holds.

Last week,

—

(Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
“On
Waterfront” (Col) (2d wk). Fair
$8,000. Last week, $15,000.
50-85)—
(Fox)
Esquire
(742;

$17,000 in Balto

ing $14,000 despite comedown from
$30,000 preem, partially blamed on
return of kids to school.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (1,376; $1.20-$2.65)--“Cinerama” (InRebounding to
die) (13th wk),
hotsy $29,000 following last week’s
dip to $26,500 when juve trade
lightened at matinees:
1

1

•

,

'

.

'

Up

$1.20-$2:65)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
(72d wk). Into 72d week Sunday
(12) after socko $37,300 last week.
:

CLEVE.; ‘VALLEY’ 16G
Cleveland, Sept. 14.
Opening of* schools currently is
clipping first- run takes here as is
the crucial ball series between the
Indians and N. Y. Yankees. In addition, city is loaded with holdovers. “Valley of Kings’’ at State
looms best new pic,, but’ only okay.
“Dragnet” still is socko in second
round at the Allen while “Egyptian” continues smash in first
holdover session at the Hipp.
Estimates for This Week
60-90)—
Allen
(S-W)
(3,000;
“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Socko
(Continued on page 16)

1

—

—

•

,

.

.

.

’

—

.

.

—

Lame

—

(Par) (5th wk). Hefty $20,000. Last
week, $20,200, over hopes,
Hollywood (FWC) (756; 75-$l,25)
—“On Waterfront” (Col) (6th wk).
Nice $3,800. Last week, $7,000.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2 752;
2,812;
95-$1.75) .— “Caine
Mutiny” (Col) (9th wk).
Oke
$16,000. Last week, $19,600.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1;364; Kings”

—

cities

H.0^

Warner
Downtown,
Wiltern,
Vogue (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344;
885; 70-$D— “Dragnet” (WB) (2d

(2d wk).
$ 12 000

$2,867,000

.

(Based on 24

•

‘

'

—“The

$27,000.

Same Week

Baltimore, Sept. 14.
Better grosses sparked by fresh
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50*84)—
“Gog” (UA) and “Challenge Wild” product, opened last week, are con(UA). Poor $2,000. Last Week, “Vic- tinuing to be felt here this round. "Duel in Jungly” (WB). and “Blacktory at Sea” (UA), $1,500.
“Apache” hit socko total in first out” (Indie). Okay $7,500. Last
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)— week at Century. Second week of week, “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (m.o.)
“Seven Brides” (M-G) (2d wk). “Dragnet” continues pace set by (2d wk), $7,000 at 75c-$1.25 sc31e.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$ 1.25)—
Fine' $13,000. Holding. Last week, the rousing opener at the Stanley.
$18,000;
“Seven Brides” remains brisk in “Rear Window” (Par) (3d wk).
Paramount; (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50- second round at the Town. Third Smash $12,000 after $15,000 second
85)—“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Fine week of “The Egyptian” is pleas- viewing. Holds a fourth frame.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-84)-^
Holds over. Last week, ing at the New.
$14,000.
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par). So-so
$33,000.
Estimates for This Week,
“Seven.
week,
Last
$10,000.
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25- Brides” (M-G) ($d wk), $13,500 at
60-90)— “Apache” (UA) (2d wk). 90c top.
Estimates for This Week
This round began Monday (3) after
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80*$1.35>—
opener racked up a smash* $17,000.
“Rear Window” (Par) (4th wk).
Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$l)
Last
Sturdy $14,000 or better.
Pitt;
Perking
—.“La Ronde” (Indie) (3d wk).
week, $18,000.
Okay
$3,800 after $4,400 in second.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
Flint Centre (Rappaport) (960;
‘Brides’* Lofty $13,000,
wk).
(49th
“Cinerama” (Indie)
50-$l)— “Vanishing Prairie” (DisSteady. $14,000’ Last week, $14,500,
ney) (4th wk). Potent $4,000. Last
‘Obsession’ Big 10G, 3d
Sept.
Louis,
St.
14,
99-$1.80)—
Fox (20th) (2,250;
week, $5,500.
Holdovers, are in the spotlight
Pittsburgh, Sept. 14.
“Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk). Stout
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
currently, with the only new films 50-$1.25)—“Caine
First
time anybody can remem$24,000. Last week, $35,000.
Mutiny”- (COl)
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65- spotted in the smaller houses. Biz (9th wk). Dipping to $5,000 after ber when there hasn’t been a single
new pic in the Golden Triangle.
$1.35)—“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Continues good after fine grosses nice $7,500 for holiday, week.
“Dragnet,"
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 30- Holdovers everywhere and they’re
Hefty $18,000. Last week, $30,000. grabbed last session.
“Egyptian,” “Cinerama” and “Sev- 46-80): “Prisoner of War” (M-G). all doing fine, with the possibility
Mastbaum (SW) (4,360; 75-$l,30) en Brides” still are ice draws.
Opens tomorrow. (Wed.) after that two or three may stay on
•—r“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue)
“Weak And Wicked” (AA) did thin again. “Seven Brides” still is trim
Estimates for This Week
(2d wk). Mild $11,500. Last week,
in third week at the Penn and
$5,500.
$1:20Ambassador (Indie) (1,400;
$20 000
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20*44-70)— may stay on. It’s virtually cer(Indie)
(33 d
“Cinerama”
$2.40)
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-. wk). Sturdy $18*000 after $17,000 “A Bullet Is Waiting” (U). Starts tain that both "Broken Lance” at
$1.30)—“Human
(Col).
Desire”
tomorrow (Wed.).: Last week, “Dawn Fulton and “Magnificent Obsesfor 32d week.
Lusty $12,000. Last w'eek, “Gam50-75)— At Socorro” (D) was meek $3,000. sion” at Harris will get fourth
Fox (F&M) (5,000;
down conbler from Natchez” (20th), $7,000.
New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 50- weeks. “Dragnet”
“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Fine $16,$1.25)— “The Egyptian” (20th) (3d siderably at Stanley after a big
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74- 000 after $27,000 initial session.
Crusoe”
Obsession”
“Magnificent
$1 .49)
wk). Pleasing $1 1,500 after. $17,000 opening while “Robinson
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75)holding up at Squirrel Hill. “Cin(U) (2d wk). Big $21,000. Last week, “Seven Brides” (MtG) (4th wk). for second week.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50- erama” is still knocking out fine
$32,000.
Neat $14,000 following $22,000
$1)—"Hobson’s Choice” (UA). Good money in nine months at Warner.
Stanley (SW.) (2,900; 74-$l. 30)— second stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,400; .50-75) $4,500.' Last week, “Man With Mil“Waterfront” (Col) (6th wlc). Sock
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$1.10)—
Swords” .(UA) and lion” '(DAM 7th wk), $3,000.
$15,000, with fight night out. Last —"Crossed
Lance” (20th) (3d Wk).
“Broken
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-65-$!)—
“Challenge of Wild” (UA) (2d wk).
week, $22,000.
or
“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk).
Socko Holding up well at fine $8,000 to
Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)— Good $4,500 after $8,000 first
more than enough
That’s
over.
$18,000
following
opener.
$24,000
“Weak and Wicked” (AA) and “Re- stanza
week,
$9,500.
Last
hold.
Town (Rappaport) (1,600: 35-$l)
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
turn from Sea” (A A), Tidy $11,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 65-$1.10)
—“Seven Brides” (M-G) (2d wk).
Last week; “Outcast” (Rep) and 82)—“Seven Deadly Sirts” (Indie). Lofty
Obsession” <U) (3d
$16,000 after $22,000 preem —“Magnificent
Nice $3, 500. Last week, “Mrs. Les“Fighter Attack” (AA), $10,500.
Not too much letup and
wk).
week.
heading for big $10,000, with
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$l,50) lie” (Par) (3d wk), $3,000.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; 82)
fourth week practically in the bag.
"Mrs. v Leslie” (Par) (5th Wk).
Last week, $13,000.
Winding at fair $3,000. Last week, —“ROme 11 O’clock” (Indie). Trim ‘12 Men’
$10,000,
$2,500. Last week, “Malta Story”
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-$ 1)—
$4,400.
(UA); $2,000.
“Seven Brides” (M-G) (3d wkh
viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)
Del.; ‘Obsession’ Fancy
St. Louis (St. L; Amus.) (4,000;
Trim $13,000 or more. May hold.
“Betrayed” (M-G) (2d wk). Trim 50-75)— “The Egyptian” (20th) (2d
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65: 85)
$13,000. Last week, $20,000.
Wk), Loud $19,000 after $22,000 for
Crusoe” (UA) (2d
^“Robinsoh
16G, ‘Dragnet’ 19G, 3d
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99- firct. fpiiTiiA
wk). Should be close to solid $3,Detroit, Sept. 14.
$1.50)— “Malta Story” (DA). Fair
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
000 this week on top of $3,500 last
Last week, “Adventures 82)— "Ro'*e 11 O’clock” (Indie). \ «Biz is on the slow side with only round. • Stays again. Recent “Hob$4,500^
Robinson Crusoe” (UA), $3,500. in Swell $4,000. Last week, “Malta one' newcomer downtown currently. son’s Choice” (U) broke allrtime
“Her Twelve Men” is just fair at record at this art naber, doing
fifth stanza.
Story” (UA), $3,500.
the Adams. “Dragnet” in its third over $20,000 in six weeks.
week at the Palms and “This Is
Stanley (SW)' (3,800; 65-$D—
Cinerama” at Music Hall for its “Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Sliding
78th week are best of the hold- off sharply, with good $11,000
overs. “Gone With Wind” is kick- likely. Last week, terrific $22,ing up a breeze, too, in its ninth
000, best at house since. “Here to
round, at the United Artists:
Eternity” (Col) exactly a year ago.
Estimates for This Week
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25.-$2.65)
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1- —“Cinerama” (Indie) (40th wk).
Dipped
$1:25)—^“Bfoken Lance” (20th) (4th Sturdy $17,000 or over.
come Queen” (indie), nice $4,000. wk). Down to fair $16,000. Last slightly under last week.
Boston, Sept. 14,
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-$l)— week, $22,000.
Hurricarte “Edna” hopped biz
(WB)
and
“Jungle
over the weekend^ with downtown "Dragnet”
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
20G,
streets practically deserted Friday Gents” (AA) (2d wk). Oke $5,000 80 t$ 1)
"Magnificent Obsession” ‘EGYPTIAN’
and Saturday.- However, “Valley of after $10,000 in first stanza.
(U) (3d wk). Good $16,000. Last
.

Fast

.

Total Gross
Last Year

Last

Holds.

,

.

$17,000.

plus additional coin from
ozoner play dates.
Other secortd-weekers are tapering although “Black Shield Of Falworth” looms okay $14,000 in three
houses plus drive-in coin. Nudist
Philadelphia,. Sept. ,14.
“Garden of Eden” also is good
Biz eased this week, the. first
$8,500 in single site.
Still reaping substantial takes al- one after Labor Day, but. strong
though in fifth week are "Gone holdovers are heiping to maintain
With Wind” with $20,000 in. tWo
pace. Smash opener is.
spots, and “Rear Window,” with an
“Human Desire” to a roushefty $15,000 at Hollywood Para- helping
stanza, at the* Midtown. “Weak
ing
mount.
7
and Wicked” paired with “Return
Estimates for This Week
From Sea” is doing nicely' at the
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,(§I2; 90- Stanton, cashing in on bally via
$1.50)— "Brigadoon” (M-G). Smart the sex angle. “Rear Window” con$18,000. Last week s “Magnificent tinues sturdy In fourth round at
Obsession” .(U) (7th wk)* $6,400.
Arcadia,

Fox WilShire (FWC)

.

theatres, chiefly first runs, including N; Y.)

theatres.)

“Broken Lance”

spots

wk).

$3,800.

Fine $16,000.

three,

'

Good

week, $4,000;

Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
$2,830,400
This Week
(Based on 24 cities, and 224

.

Centre’'

.

of..

itv

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—
‘Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (4th.
wk).

Sept. 14,
tumble in downtown
trade this stanza.
Moderate returns on new bills with “About
Mrs. Leslie” at Palace only so-so.
“Duel in Jungje” at the Grand
"Dragnet” dipped
looks okay.
sharply in second stanza at big Albee but is still a hefty secondstanza; lure.
Keith’s outlook conti
plenty clear on third session of “Read Window,” smash.
“Cinerama” is regaining hotsy pace
after school bells brought matinee
letdown.
Esstimate for This Week

v Decided

Brides” is running; second and
holds a third round at Orpheum.
One of best showings is being made

by “Rear. Window” which still is.
smash in third round at Denham.
“Dragnet” is showing enough to
win a third week at Paramount.

,

12G, 2d

Cincinnati,

*

.

Same,

Smash

in

third week at the Centre leads
the city, and stays again. “Seven

—

.

WHAM

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)
at Orpheum and
week, $18,000.
opened fairly strong Thursday and “The Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk).
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—
Still
stout at $24,000 following
is doing fairly well. Considering
“Dragnet” (WB) and “Thunder
for
first.
$43,000
the Storm “The Egyptian” in sec(Lip) (3d wk). Hot $19,000.
Pass”
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 50-90)
ond week at the Memorial, and
Last Week, $24,500.
"Rear
Window”
(Par)
and
“Dragnet,” also in second at' ParaMadison
(UD) (1;900;.$1,25-$1.50>
"Roogie’s Bump” (Rep) (3d wk).
mount and Fenway., shape okay.
Big $18,000 looms. Second Week, —"Caine Mutiny”. (Col) (11th wk).
Estimates for This Week
Slipping <0 $8,000.
Last week,
$24,500.
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.25)—
Orpheum (Loew’s) ($000;. 50*90) $ 10 000
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (11th wk).. —“Valley of Kings” (M-G) and
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,000; 80Off to Oke $9,000 following $10,300 “Challenge the Wild” (UA). Good $1)— “Naked* Alibi” (U) and “Junin 10th.
$25,000. Last week, “Seven Brides” gle Gents" (AA) (2d Wk). Mild $8,Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (1,700; (M-G) (3d wk), $15,000.
000. Last week, $16,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-$l)
United Artists (U A) (1,938; $1
50-$l)— “Malta Story” (UA) and
“Viva Zapata” (20th) (reissue) (3d —“Dragnet” (WB) and “Jungle $1.25)—r"Gone With Wind” (M-G)
wk). Dull $3,500 in final week. Gents” (AA) (2d wk); Big $11,000 (reissue) (9th wk). Breezy $16,000.
following $21,000 for first.
Last week, $4,500.
Last week, $14,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95)—
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80-$i)—
Boston (Cinerama Productions)
$1.20-$2.85)
“Cinerama” "Human Desire” (Col) and “The "Her 12 Men” (M-G) and “Denning
(1,354;
(Indie) (37th wk). Good $18,000 Black Dakotas” (Col) (2d wk). Fair Drives North” (M-G). So-so $10,000.
Last week, “Suson Slept Here”
but off sharply from $22,000 done $7,000. Last week, $12,500.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)— (RKO) (3d wk)> $5,600.
in 36th week.
Music Hall (Cinerama ProducExeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)— “Valley of Kings” (M-G) and “Chal“Mr.
Holiday”
(GBDb lenge the Wild” (UA). Neat $12,000. tions) (1,194; $1.4Q-$2.65)
“CineHulot’s,
Opened Sunday (12). Last week, Bast week, "Seven Brides” (M-G) rama” (78th wk). Strong $19,500.
“Holly and Ivy” (Indie) and “Wei- (3d wk)> $7,000.
Last week, same

OMAHA; ‘BRIDES’

State,

.

—

,

.

—

:

—

5G,

2D

Omaha,

Sept. 14.
“Egyptian” is causing the big stir
here this week, heading for a
smash session at the Orpheum.
Strong holdovers are also furnishing potent grosses, with “Dragnet”
socko at the Omaha and “Seven
Brides” ice at the State, both i

.

;

second rounds.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 50-75)
“Black Dakotas” (Col) and “River
Beat” (Indie). Slow $3,200. Last
week, “Human Desire” (Col) and
“Ghost Ship” (Indie); $3,700.
.

Omaha

.

(Tristates) (2,000 60-80)

“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk). Fast
000 after $11,500 opener.

Orpheum

—

$7,-

(Trista'tes (2,890; 75-$l)

—'“Egyptian” (20th). Smash $20.000. Last week, ‘‘Knock on Wood
(Par), $10,000 at 80c top.
State (Goldberg) (875;

“Seven Brides” (M-G)
Nice $5,000. Last week,

,

65-90)^(2d

w.k).

$6,5.00.

Wednesday, September

15,;
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j

Number of CinemaScope
theatres. United States

and Canada .......... 8,100

Number of CinemaScope
theatres, worldwide

I

The sunshine of hope and confidence
has dispelled the feat:

in

CinemaScope equipment
...

Foreign

rw

t

ii

»i

i

li

$66,875,000

\>m

over the motion picture industry before
•

1 1,100

Estimated theatre investment

Domestic

and gloom that hung

. . .

W

M
m

16,500,000

Number

of CinemaScope
pictures

Now in release, in production

you looked

at your boxoffice receipts lately?.

'I

or preparation

.

.84

. •

.

10

Already produced abroad.

.

3

.

.

,

fir

To be produced

abroad.

TOTAL.

.

.^97

H

INTERNATIONAL
Ex

iS

“

Pa,

s

e

London, Sept.

By

14.

•

«VARI|TY'r LONDON OPPICB
*».

IMex Pix Chain

Martin's Pl»e», Trafalgar Square

in $1,440,000 Theatre

British exhibitors paid a total of.
$7,695,600 into the Eady pool in
the year ended last July 31, an increase of $44,800 over the previous
year, when the income was $7,590,-.

HAROLD MYERS

800
Distribution of this income is
based on rentals earned by British
pix ip the same period, which
soared to $18,380,900 compared
with the previous year’s result lof
$17,689,300. The payout to prodUr
cer is equivalent to 34% of the
.

London, $ept.

14:

Vienna 49ers Tee Early;

This should be about the final
episode in the long serial concerning the futur of the Eady Fund.
Last week the exhibiting industry
indorsed the terms of the provisional settlement, and the new. levy
will come into operation towards
the end of next- month.
The agreement, however, was not
reached without a last-minute bid
by two major independent theatre
circuits to secure a postponement.
Both the Granada arid Essoldo
groups protested the terms of the
agreement, claiming they had not
been ^adequately consulted, and
that they would have to bear an
unfair burden of the increased conThey particularly gibed
tribution.
at the fact that- terms of the settlement had been the subject of
prior discussion with the major
theatre < .oups, who would eventually get. some of the money back
-via the production programs of
their associate companies.

Under the agreement reached
week

earlier,

the difference

be-

few
West End. cabarets with a fullscale
The Society, however,
floor show.

The other nitery to reopen is
Club which closed a. few
months back. No date has .been

Series of merit

key

appointments

romotions and
within

United.

Artists’ worldwide sales organization were announced in New York
last week by foreign chief Arnold
in AusM. Picker. John Neil, -'-U

A

tralia for the past .10 years and
more recently branch manager in
Adelaide, was named manager in
Thailand; He replaces Harry Wil-

Succeeding Neal

in;

Adelaide

Hong Kong

in a similar capacity.

Post previously was held by Arthur
Solmson, resigned! William Korehbrot, onetime sales rep with Warners, Metro, and Film Classics in.
Panama, moves into Rysfeld's old

all cinemas Teatros is putting up
be second run. They aver it’s
n ext to impossible to make a business of a firstrun here at the ceilinged 32c admission price. They
admit, though, that thanks to

Will

Kaufman

Winds

Will Continue

Production in Aussie;

Anglo-Am. Pact

RANK VARIABLE LENS
LAUNCHED IN LONDON

A

London, Sept, 14.
agreement have been made by
J. Arthur. Rank Organization has
George H. Elvin, general secretary entered the field with a variable
of the Assn, of Cine Technicians. lens,
the launching of the GauIn a letter to the Times, he argues mont-Kalee Varamorph, developed
that such a step might lead to a
by its subsidiary, Taylor, Taylor &
cessation of American-sponsored
being
Hobson,
announced last
British pix which would result in
week. New lefts is
prism-type,
j

I

a

further decline in production fa-

variable anamorph which will enable exhibitors to project squeeze
prints in any squeeze ratio which

and employment.

Recalling that the statutory provision for the distributors' quota

may

producers

was dropped from the 1948 Film?

I. 3-1

Act, Ely!

'and

2-1..

between

adopt
It

covers

picture

ratio from the C’Scope standard of
2.55-1 and Vista- Vision’s 2-1.
The Rank group said that tests
had been in progress for more than

American

i

l

18 months but now their entire production of fixed anamorphs was
being, switched to the new flexible

The

iens.

hew

lefts’

will

cost

Sydney, Sept.

7.

j

Joe Kaufman, topper of Treasure. Island Productions with Byron

I

.

Haskin and Martin Raskin, plans
to

continue

film,

production

at

Pagewood Studios here throughTrio recently put Tech-

out 1955.

,

nicolor “Long. John Silver,” starring Robert Newton, in the cans
after several months in this zone,
“Silver” Will be distributed in the

Aussie and South Pacific zone by
20th-Fox,
PiC, biggest of its kind yet pro-

preem

duced here, is
around Yuletide

over the Hoyts

pic

distribution will

loop.
U.
be via D.C.A.

“Silver”
Versions

has

S.

due

to

.

under Fred Schwartz.
been made in two

—CinemaScope

four-track

and ordinary widescreen.
Kaufman said that he would
plane to Hollywood Sept. 17 to set

.

further production plans covering
next year and later would go on to ‘PET
New York and London before returning to his Pagewood base.
He added that he had just comLondon, Sept. 14.
pleted a deal with Aussie author
“The Pet Shop,” presented by
Colin
Simpson for his novel,
P. Sherwood at the St. Mar“Come Away, Pearler,” an adven- James
tin’s Theatre last Tuesday (7), is a
ture yarn of the South Seas.
A new
play r by* .Warren Chethamdeal. also, had been set <or “SingaStrode which deals superficially
pore,”
another adventure yarn.
with the problem of illegitimacy
Talent would be imported from
and adoption. The piece is full of
both U.. S. and Britain,, supported
talk but has little action.
by local talent.. Yarns would be
It rarely succeeds in making its
Scripted by Martin Raskin, with
point and has limited, prospects of
Byron Haskin directing. Kaufman survival. Pre^ss
reaction was genwent on to add that work was cur- erally unfavorable.
Principal part?
rently going ahead with 26 fea- are
played by Adrianne Allen, Contures In color on the adventures stance Wake
and Peter Myers.
of Long Jfihn Silver.
Each would, Norman Marshall directed.
run about 60 minutes and would
Henry Sherek presented a ne\v
be set in regular theatres before farce, “All for Mary,” at
the Duke;
going over to ty loops:.
of York’s last Thursday (9),.
It is
Kaufman said there was “tre- an amusing trifle by Harold. Brooke
mendous” opportunity her
for arid Kay Banri.ermari of a frivolous
film production. His company had
French girl coping with two husbeen given every assistance by the bands, past and present.
Robert Menzies Liberal Party govWell acted by Betty Paul, David
ernment and key government offi- Tomlinson and Michael Shepley,
cials, Kaufman said.
play is directed by Jack' Williams.
Kathleen -Harrison steals the honors as a ruthless old nursemaid.

SHOP’ TOO TALKY;

UNLIKELY FOR LONDON

J

;

j

-

:

1

$1,092.
j
.

Baja Cal. Struts

.

Mexico

Baja

California,

City; Sept. 7.

due

south

$57,000

.

Sees Rig Film Future

'
j

respectively.

London, Sept. 14.
plea to the British negotiators
to resist free convertibility during
the upcm ing negotiations for renewal of the Anglo-American film

lice receipts*

its flagship here, the swank firstrun. Cine Chapultepec.
Trade points out, however, that

Yet

Ron Jessup, who

ACT

output by the Hollywood companies. Also, on the grounds of costs,
it is unlikely there will be many
British productions in those systems.
Therefore, while th
total
number of films will be reduced,
he contends that American pix will
take a larger proportion of boxof-

for,

is

be^th in Trinidad.
Leon Feldun, formerly manager
it was running at over 40%, but
ince then there has been a decline in Puerto Ricor has been assigned
temporarily
to! the homeoffice forin revenue because of a drop in
eign sales staff. His replacement in
ticket sales.
Puerto Rico is Siam Jones, once
with Warners: in Indonesia. Picker
also disclosed that Morton Raven,
Exec Pleads Vs.
and John Stephens, two homeoffice
"trainees,” .have been sent to SydFree Conversion Clause
ney, Australia, and Santiago, Chile,

Britai
Elvin also points out "that the
new methods of production, such as
Cinemascope and Vista Vision, are
resulting in a reduction of total

iri progress for sorrie months
the club prema. takeover of
ises as a warehouse for Bermans,
the theatrical costumers. This deal
has apparently fallen through,

been

hoit, resigned.

tion earmarked for special purposes, the income is distributed
among British producers, on a percentage basis according to the distributors’ gross. The average distribution during the past year has.
been 34%. A couple of years back

m

for reopening, but if present
negotiations succeed it may resume
activity within the next two to
Negotiations had
three months.

Set

,

produce

The other two, not yet named, will
open in February; Besides, Teatros
is spending $25,000 Cinemascoping

greater volume at 24^ the second
runs’ price, cinemas less than first
break can run in the black. However, they declare that starting a
Paris, Sept. 7.
This week Mitchell Leisen start- cinema now is much of a gamble.
ed the first big studio film to be Nevertheless,, the latest here, the
made entirely in France since the swank Cine Paris, has made every
Avar.
This is “The Pari? Story” post a winning one since it opened
(M-G), to be made with blocked in June. It plays French p ix only.
fuftds and benefit frbm Paris lo^.
cale in a CinemaScope dress. Even
scenes supposedly taking placb at Best Edinburgh Fest
an American airport were made at
a masked Orly Field here to make
Deficit;
to
this a pic completely “made in
Paris.” Even the film will be de‘Dream’
Big B.O.
Sadler’s,
veloped by French labs in EastEdinburgh, -Sept, 14.
mahcolor, and 40" Gallic technicians have joined the nucleus of.
The 1954 International Festival
10 U. S, technicians.
of Drama arid Music; Which ended
Pic is a comedy-drama about a here Saturday (11), has been one
visiting American clergyman who of the most successful of the eight
almost gets tempted by a comely so far held. But deficit for the
French singer, but avoids it to be Festival is likely, to reach about
true to his cloth.
Steve Forest $57,000. Highest debit figure was
plays the troubled priest and Anne notched up during Festival of BritBaxter is the curvaceous chan- ain year, 1951, about $117,000,
toosy.
Miss Baxter’s Gallic lingo when booking of the N. Y. Philharknow-how will help in this. French moriic called for unusually heavy
thesps in the film are Simone expenditure.
Renant, Claude Dauphin, Victor
International
Festival
Fund,
Francen and Georges Galley. All drawn upon for deficits, stands curspeak English well. Film has an rently at $224,400, and toppers of
eight-week
shooting
sked.
and the. Festival- treasury expect it will
lenser Walter Wottiz hopes to get soon reach $300,000. Contribution
in
the voluminous
background from Scot Coriimittee of the Arts.
footage i
spite of bad weather.
Council of Great Britain was upped
Also swelling the ranks of Yanks last year from $15,000 to $22,500,
shooting abroad is Richard Sale in and a similar sum is promised this
exteriors
here for “Gentlemen fall. Edinburgh corporation grant
.Marry Brunettes” (UA), with Jane remains at $45,000, and private doRussell and Jeanne Crain, and the nors have sent $30,000.
recent Alfred Hitchcock lensing of
Festival toppers shy from raising
exteriors for “To Catch a Thief” ticket prices, already high. They
(Par),
feel fewer tickets would be sold.

acts.

Giro's

first joined UA’s
Australian organization in 1935.
H. F. Gribble, formerly branch,
its of a voluntary scheme must
undoubtedly commend themselves, manager in Auckland, N.Z., and
with the company for some .16
they said.
The new Eady agreement, which years, becomes acting manager in
has now been indorsed by the four New Zealand, replacing Harry S.
major trade associations, like its Withers, resigned.
Ted Rysfeld, formerly manager
predecessor, will run for three,
been shifted to
years. Apart from a small propor- in Trinidad,, has

.

have only single

will

contribution would qualify for criticism, the officers, of the association reported to the general council that rejection would have meant
a statutory scheme, with no certainty that ariyone would be. better off.
Under such circumstances the mer-

s

Cinieiriascoped, and Cine Juarez,
3,000-seater, are skedded to open
Dec.. 20.
Both will be second run.

nitery in Piccadilly, one of the

.

s

:

:

a

avers that the Anglofilm
agreement
has
broadly had the sarnie effect as the
earlier legislation, and that U. S.
interests have continued to produce in the United KingdOi
An amendment to the AngloU. S. monetary pact permitting
free withdrawal of earnings would,
he contends, rio longer offer any
inducement for Yank Companies to

Gero

Brit. Giro’s,

Mexico City, Sept. 7.
At least „one cinema -chain
Teatros Nacionales, Andres Santos
Martinez prexy, doesn’t hold with
the beef of certain local exhibitors
about too many houses for a cinema public which the local trade
estimates at 190,000.
Teatros is
spending
this
$1,440,000
year
building cinemas here and. in the
provinces. Four of them are here
and! five in the stix—.one each in
Tampico, Monterrey, Guadalajara,
Puebla City and Torreon. All the
rural houses will be Cinemascoped.
Two local houses, the Cine
Sonora, 4,000-seater and $40,000...

.

mission prices. Cecil G. Bernstein

cilities

30 With $15 Top

.

?
Contended that this placed an
fair burden on his group of theaSol
circuit).
Granada
(the
tres
Scheckman, the Essoldo topper,
joined in the protest but the Ci ematograph Exhibitors Assn, general council finally endorsed the
recommendation of its own negotiating committee.
Recognizing that any settlement
which called for a bigger exhib

New

Sept.

London, Sept, 14.
Vienna, Sept. 7.
Cinerama makes its London bo\y
so called, here, beat the Casino Theatre Sept. 30 with
cause seating capacity in these thegross.
a’ charity preem sponsored by the
atres is 49 (state license needed
London tent of the Variety club.
only from 50 seats on), opened be-:
Opening night admission will be
fore the regular theatrical season
$15 top, with the cheapest seats,
They are also called
started.
Subsequently, the theatre
cellar-theatres, but this does -not
$4.25^
will charge normal West End legit
necessarily indicate that they are,
prices With a ceiling around $2.20.
In general,
located underground.
The Cinerama equipment arrived
they are considered by the regular
'from New York a fortnight ago imtheatres as. “appetizers,” since peomediately after the Board pf Trade
in
disinterested
otherwise
ple
import permit was received. For.
drama and coipedy might get an
London, Sept. 14.
Some weeks, however, engineers
impulse to attend regular shows;
Two London nightspots, which have been cohverting the theatre
'
These 49ers are run on an alhave, been shuttered for some time,
most strictly amateur basis. Best are to reopen. The Society in Jer- for Cinerama exhibition. It is esknown of them are Esterhazy, myn Street, Piccadilly, which has timated that the Casino will lose
several hundred- seats to set the
Little
Secession
and
Tribune,
been dark for more than a year,
house for the new installation.
Stage, all producing more or less turns on the lights Oct.
6, continuavant-garde plays,
ing its former, policy of name bands
Profits, if any, are divided, but
and cabaret,
the city of Vienna handed out conThe Society will continue under
siderable sums to help them get the management of Dr. William
started this year.
Gero who also operates the Pigalle

The “49ers,”

tween the exhibitors’ original offer
of $6,450,000 annually and the compromise .offer of $8,500,000 .will
mainly come from increased contributions payable on cpstlier ad-

In

Cinerama London Preem

21st 'Town’ Anni Due
of

Orchestral concerts
regarded
here as a luxury.
Bookings for the 1954 Festival
were high for Sadler’s Wells
Ballet and

Night’s
coin, too,

the Military Tattoo. Festival
Club, social centre of the junket,
has also pulled in good biz for food
and drink.
Gross 1954 commitments ran to
$480,000 even before a single ticket
was Sold for this year's Festival.

The impetus
actors in the
tiori

has

There

is

to

way

do more for the
of accotrimoda-

very much alive.
talk of taking the 2.000-

been

seater New Victoria Cinema, a
Arthur Rank, house; and turning

j.
it

into a modern live theatre next
year. Arid there, are. growing pleas
for the building of an Elizabethanstyle Pl’ay house.
Estimated that there were 350,000 visitors to the Scottish capital
for the fest. Percentage of oversea?
visitors was higher this year, with
an approximate 15,000 from other
countries. The U.S. had the highest

representation and Canada the secorid.

Sherelc Acquires

Wood*

London, Sept. 14.
Henry Sherek has acquired legit
Dated Excuse
to
“Under
Milk Wood,” the
rights
Vienna, Sept. 7.
Because the Turks
besieged -radio- play by Dylan Thomas, the
Welsh
died
last year:
poet;
who
Vienna unsuccessfuly in 1683, reTwo readings of the play were
pair work on the badly-damaged
Burg Theatre is being delayed.
given at the Old Vic. First broadWriile working underground, dif- cast at the start of this year, the
ficulties arose due to a discovered .play,, which describes- a day in *
fortress system, tnaking new ex- small Welsh seaport, probably will
cavations necessary and Changing be staged at next year’s Edinburgh

London, Sept. 7,
Califor ia, is going places cirieBritain’s
only simulcast,
“In
matographicaiiy as well as politi- Town Tonight,” returns to the air
cally. It recently became Mexico's
Sept; 18 after a seasonal shutdown..
newest state, upped from a terri- Peter Duncan continues as producer of this feature, which interIt
how has two more swank views visiting celebrities and has
cinemas— the Anza, 2,000-seater in, ’spotlighted most of the big names
Ensenada, and the Cali, 1,200- to come to Britain from the U.S.
seater, in Mexicali, the state capiTh program will celebrate' its
tal.
21st anni in November.
architectural; plans.

‘

.

“A Midsummer

Dream.” There was heavy
for.

Festival

Wednesday, Septentkr 13, 1954
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• • • ONE OF THOSE PUBLICITY ''BREAKS"
a windfall for a movie is hitting M-G-M's new
"Beau Brummell" a month before release date.

that seldom

come as

color pf eduction of

At the moment,
snowballing around the country.
A "feud" between cities
as to which has the most well-dressed and chivalrous men has developed, resulting in "Beau Brummell" publicity that already has
piled up some 600 clippirigs on Howard Dietz' desk.
The’ spontaneous stunt started in Boston when the head of the Chamber of
Commerce there wrote to Dietz asking that the pic's world-premiere
be staged in the Hub because Boston has "more well dressed men
and more chivalrous men" than any other city.
No sooner had
this been printed in Boston newspapers, than the Houston Press took
up the defense of Houston, Texas, to the tune of a four column story*
.

it is still

RIGHT:

this gold

statuette will be used
a 9 an Award in 200
cities

by "The Amer*

ican society ofBEAU

.

BRBMMELLS.”

T

*

GET

page

with front

stories,

sions in other colleges.

threw

in its

T

HAVEN, Chamber of Commerce chimed in,
declaring, among other things, that Yale has

the best dressed campus.

READY
FOR

T

NEW

• • THEN THE

gauntlet and

This not unnaturally started repercusNext, the Washington Board of Trade
pointed to the nation's leading Beau Brum-

the White House (Eisenhower and Nixon). That resulted in a
400-word wire story by the Associated Press.
Some 500 papers
rriells in

.

printed the story.

got into the
in

M-G-M’s

baseball;

Association
carried the

.

.

Milwaukee's Association of Commerce quickly

act, deriding Boston's claims.

"We

put Boston to

it

Industry roared

its

pride^for

of well-dressed men.
four column head and

BRUMMELL'
THE NEXT

shame

we can do in the Beau Brummell field, aJso," said the
head— in the newspapers.
The New York Mirror
AP story and the New York Association of Commerce

New York as* the one and only city
The Chicago American gave the yarn a
named local Beau Brummells.
Springfield,
Mass, papers are giving page one space to the debate.
The story
is still rolling, and bids fair to make "Beau Brummell" one of the
most-read-about movies in years.
And M-G-M may Wind up with
a simultaneous 10-cityworld premiere just to keep the Beau Brummell
feud from becoming a United Nations problem.
and

BEAU

.

.

.

.

STEP!

Meanwhile a Charter Committee of prominent people has formed "The American Society
of Beau Brummells.- Watch this group go into action with local chapters in 200 cities.
*

GET READY FOR '"BEAU BRUMMELL”!
A

sensational attraction launched by an unprecedented advance campaign!

M-G-M

will

have a giant advertising and promotion campaign to climax (lie terrific advance
publicity. The picture has tremendous merchandising tie-ups, including an entirely new
field

of promotion with the Men's

known

title

of the year

Wear

industry.

!

•——

'

"Beau Brumme!!”

will be the best

—

——

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
Jlf-G-M presents “BEAU BRUMMELL” starring STEWART GRANGER
PETER USTINOV with ROBERT M0RLEY Screen Play by Karl Tunberg Based on the play written
*

•

Print by Technicolor
for Richard Mansfield by Clyde Fitch • Photographed in Eastman Color
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt • Produced by Sam Zimbalist
%
*

(Available in Persepcta Stereophonic or One-Channel Sound)

—

—

-

—
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membership status endures,
would be subject to an MPA A

in N. Y. for Talks

of $25,000

joining .4'
Metro
of
ANICA, the Italian producer-distrib org, are very slight as the
company is determined to preserve
its freedom of action in the Italo

Chances

if it

deemed

that’s

UA

.

fine
new pic
in violation of the

I

of the Holiday Theatre,
Sq., N.Y., firstrun abruptly
decided to shutter last Thursday
(

An

RKO,

aside to this involves

,

-

9 ).

The indie Holiday had used oldies;
with two dualed on each bill, for
about six months with one Or two
interruptions, when the house managed to snag a couple of minor jpix
from major distributors. The oper-

which has continued to ignore such
a fine imposed upon release of
Vs. Schines
market, it’s understood. Metro is
“The French Line.” MPA A isn't
that,
14.
Buffalo,. Sept,
the only major U. S. outfit
pressing
for collection of this, howisn’t a member of ANICA.
Settlement of a $450,000 damage
ever, it being apparent that the asby
-Court
Question of Metro .coming into suit brought in Federal
sociation
prefers to await future
the ANICA fold will be raised Carl B. Moore, exhibitor of Van
when an Italian delegation headed Wert, Q., against Schine Theatri- turns: of events at that film company,
including
the possibility that
by Eitel Monaco, ANICA prexy* cal Co., Inc. and four other Schine
Howard Hughes will sell out.
arrives in N. Y., Sept. 27, on the corporations was reported here
‘Vigorous* Member
He’ll be accom- last week;
Andrea Doria.
Although the parties
panied by Franco Penotti, head of and their counsel declined to disActually, the. tenor of the MPA A
ANICA’s distributor section. Re- ctiss the amount, it was reported; board meeting made it clear that
iiato Gualino, Italo producers’ top-- that $35,000 had been paid in set- UA has every intention of backing
per, precedes Monaco to N. Y
tlement by the defendants;
the Code. Robert S. Benjamin, UA
coming by air on Sept. 20. Also
Moore's action* which was disr board chairman, stated; “We have
arriving is Renzo Rufini, manager continued by an order of Federal always made it clear that vye are
of IFE’S Rome office.
judge John Knight, was brought in/favor of self-regulation by volMotion Picture Export Assn.’s under the antitrust law alleging untary agreement as the best methconsisting
committee,
of
ANICA
that the defendants conspired to od to produce good taste in poWeltne'r, deprive his theatre in Van Wert tion pictures.
George
Paramount’s.
At the same time,
Warner Bros.’ Y.rolfe Cohen and of first and second-run features we are interested in the constant
Metro’s George Muchnic, has held in favor of two Schine theatres,
growth of the motion picture as, a
meetings in preparation for the
Other defendants named were medium of entertainment.
Warner
20th - Fox,
Italians and to hammer but the Paramount,
“We believe this can be accomconnection Bros., RKO and United Artists,
MPEA’s position
plished within the framework of
^
with the overall ANICA question;
the Code and we intend to bend
Suit
Chain’s
30G
Cincy
/U/S. Members Unhappy
every effort to ensure this. If we
Cincinnati, Sept. 14.
The Americans aren’t happy with
find it cannot be done', we are free
Inc., area cham
Mid-Ci
their Voice on the ANICA board,
to resign from the association,
and they are complaining, .that offices here, brought suit in U. S. which is the privilege Of all of its
against
week
last
District
Court
they are inadequately consulted
members.”
on ANICA actions bearing on their Universal Film; Exchanges Inc^ for
A statement by MPAA president
discrimination.
alleging
.$$0,000,
interests, as- distribs.
hinged bn the Colonial, Erie A. Johnston, who spearheaded
Distrito section of ANICA com- Action
the move to lure U A into the ranks,
O.
Middletown,
Theatre,
bines a total of 10,455 votes, of
Petition; charges- that the d ls ' paid tribute to the distrib’s
which 3,465. are held by the major.
“vicorpus and vital management.”
American outfits, excluding United tributor licensed films ,to other
UA was under the Gradwell
and Columbia.
Voting exhibitors under_ more favorable
Artists
Sears management regime when it
figure
is
terms.
The
$30,000
strength is arrived at by multiplypulled
out of MPAA seven years
ing the number of pix handled by threes tunes the amount of damA permanent m- ago. The company has been a
eacli distrib and the regions in ages^. claimed.
member of Motion Picture Export
which they are released. Distrib junction, also was sought,
Exhibitor firm s members in* Assn., which is MPAA’s foreign
section is divided into three parts.
Group A; including the U. S. elude Rdbo Shor, \vho has brought trading affiliate, since the time of
its formation.distribs, takes in outfits with their several similar suits against major
own offices; group B includes com- distribs before.
-panies With offices but handling r—
r-r.
pix bought outright, and C takes in
•
n
I
i
Mulls

Row

satisfied apparently with a
strictly reissue fare, Mike Rose,

Times

Code..

Awaited as Ohio

Not

boss

handles any

Examiner s Decision

Columbus, Sept. 14.
Trucking
Lines* which has been, involved in
a running battle for months over
Huntington-Ciricinnati

film hauling rates with the. Inde-

pendent Theatre. Owners of Ohio,
appeared before an examiner of
the Public Utilities Commission of
Ohio only a week ago to justify

had been most successful its request for a minimum rate Of
with Warner Bros, reissues but 25c a package. Some months ago
admittedly could not exist on such when Huntington-Ciricinnati tried
to put this rate in effect, the rate
fare.
Because situated in the same was suspended by the Commission
block with the Globe, and natural- until Dec. 4 at the request, of the
ly having to compete With it for ITO,
firstrun product, the Holiday has
Burden of proof for the new
had a constant battle to obtain rate was upon the trucking comproduct with bbxoffice draw. Pres- pany. The only reason attorney D.
ent plan is not to reopen until Hi Armstrong; offered for his trucksuitable screen fare is offered the ing client was that parcel post, exhouse.
press arid bus rates are higher
than those of the truck company.
Robert A, Wile, ITO exec secreAltec,
Engineers In
tary* asked that examiner James
L. Fullen take judicial note, thereBoost, Hours Cut fore, of rates charged by the WalSound service engineers .em- ker Film Service, an H-C competiover almost the same territory
ployed by Altec and RCA will re- tor
arid Fullen agreed to compare the
ceive a wage boost and shorter
two tariffs.
hours as a: result of a riew pact
Aft examiner’s recommendation
signed this week by the companies
and the International Alliance -of on the case is, expected within a
few
weeks.
Theatrical Stage Employees.
atiori

,

;

i

;,

.

.

.

RCA

.

'

,

.

Wage

;

1

.

—

;

.

,

New

agreement,

retroactive to
Aug. 22, date old contract expired*
provides for a
wage: increase,
Allied
bringing the basic weekly scale of
soundmen up to $136.50, while the 55=5=5 Continued from page 5 55555=3
salary of those covering more than
one geogrphical area is hiked to claim that eXhibs are padding their
operating expenses. Montague said,
$159.43. Pact also stipulates that
work week .will be cut from 48 to plainly that he resorted to the
44 hours for a two-year stanza, af- minimum guarantee because of
“exhibitors’ dishonesty in reporting
ter which it will be reduced to 40.
Pact runs through 1958,' with a their operating expenses.”
Allied’s answer to this charge is
reopening for, renegotiation of
wages provided at the beginning of “we again point to' the remarkable
the last two -years. New deal calls fact that so many methods and defor the company to furnish auto- vices for increasing film reritals bemobiles when they are needed. came operative in such a short
However, in an emergency, not to period of time and that period
exceed 30 days, a soundman will be happened so fortuitously (for the
===55 Continued from page 7 555^5 paid 7c a mile for the use of his distributors) to coincide in, point of
time with the tax relief measure.”
car.
ets, who. also attended the Coast
In a report on the print shortage,

,

.

5%

Kudoses

,

•

—

sTgieTyr‘S

—

,

—

M-G

0?eratin6 in a

-

.

Briefs

From the

Lots

.

f

Another point to be taken up fof |
.'••••
discussion between
and. the
_
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
session, have returned to their
Italians is the promise in the last
_
Grace Kelly, currently on va- home bases, and are; currently
film agreement that MPEA would
make available to Italo distribs
a
2£?.'
with divisional
l.i, t
montii* to cost&r with jK<OD©rt Tiiy* holding
T 7 w%
Tab and exchange managers discussing
I6r in “The- Long Day”
der the last pact, each U. S. com|| un t er checked in at Warners for sales policy plans arid the
advisapany had to agree to make avail- his ro i e
“The Sea Chase”
...
able two films for that purpose. Peggy Brooks drew a folk-dancing bility of the exhib forums.
However, this compulsory element role in “Untamed” at 20th-Fox
Decision to drop formal trade
was eliminated under the last deal. Curtis Bernhardt bought Arthur showings makes Metro the first to
Italo visitors aim are expected Schnitzler’s “Claire” for produce do so, and it’s expected that the
to. huddle with IFE execs for dis- tion in Europe when he completes other major distribs will' soon folcussions
the status of the or- ‘'Interrupted Melody” at Metro
low- suit. The new policy was reganization and a review of its Charles \ Wagenheim joined the vealed in a letter to branch mancast of “The Prodigal” at Metro agers from
activies.
Reagan, with “Rogue,
William' Roberts drew a role in
.
being the first picture in 13
War of Major Ben ' Cop”
years
not
to
receive the tradeKrim. Picker
Off
showing treatment. Reagan, howFar East Tret
ever, notes in his letter that the
5
Arthur B. Krim, president of Laramie” at Columbia
Jack new policy does riot necessarily
..
United Artists, provided the per- Balance will play the title, role in mean a complete drop of the
sonalized touch in hosting a cock- “The Norman,” story of William screenings) since special ones will
tailery for the press last week, the Conqueror, to be produced by be set up by the branch managers
staging it at his residence; a four- Charles Marquis Warren’s indie when it’s Considered advisable.
story home on E. 61st Street, N. Y., company, Commander Films ,. .
Previously, under the Governwhich he has on sub-lease,
de- UI upped Virgil Vogel from film ment consent decree, there was a
partment heads, reporters, editors editor to assistant to Ernest Nims, legal requirement that trade showDunand publishers—about 100 in all— editorial executive . Paul
ings be held, but this stipulation
lap conducts the score for Leonard
were present
was dropped. Citing the reasons
Krim "and' Arnold M. Picker, Goldstein's "Black Tuesday’^ . . ; for dropping the formal showings,
Honol 1
s
r
VA's foreign department v.p., left A1 ?" tHa, «
V
Reagm: said:* “Despite our very
l°?
VS
part
Gotham Saturday ill) for a month- S *“£££?„
'\7!.%™ Kr
sincere efforts oyer the years to
0
t<
r
a
a
?n
and
Ttarfdn
called off interest theatre owners in our
d
itton to calling on th^
cnm a
dition
the company
s their
deal {or Tiomkin t0 write trade shows; attendance has been
branch offices abroad the prez will and direct the music for "Not As so poor that the screenings
have
investigate, coproduction deals .in a stranger" .
, . Frederick Brisson rarely ever been more than a matJapan, India, Malaya and Egypt.
borrowed Mai Bert from Warners ter of form. Hence we cannot iri
as art director on “The Girl Rush,” good conscience continue them,
AB-PT 25c DIVVIES
Columbia has rearranged the since neither the very considerAmerican Broadcasting - Para- shooting schedule for its musical able expense of advertising and
of “My Sister Eileen” so screening, nor the cost in time
version
mount Theatres’ board last week
and.
declared dividends of 25c per share that Jack Lemmon, on loanout to effort ;on the part of our personrarne
r
“Mister Roberts,” will nel cari any longer
s
on both common and *preferred ?
be justified. We
Ka
MfAi
nn
a
an
n I A Afn w
star.
be available as male
stock.
believe that our customers will
.British thesp Roger Moore will
Divvies are payable Oct. 20 to
agree that this makes sense.”
play Eleanor Parker’s brother in
|
holders of record on Sept. 24.
Metro’s; “interrupted
.
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Melody”

First role for

"mm •

mm

V

.

.

Mara Corday under

her new UI contract will be femme
ad opPosite^Lex barker in “Jus-

.

Rlinili tXhlB)

!?

tice Comes to Tomahawk” .
55=5=5 National Legion of Decency handed
a “B” rating to Panoramic’s “Gamof
600 bier From Natchez” because it
t/i
rt ./Iai m
“tends to
condone wrong-doing”
.
circuit
ac- J° se Ph Hayes finished adapting his
.

Continued from pace
tals in the territory

more
'a

'

than
i‘‘

255

I

.

out

.

potential.

==5555= Continued

from page

7

have risen to

.

United Paramount
counted for three of the latest in- novel, “The Desperate Hours,” for
at Em^amount and went
stallatioris at its St. Paul downtown
lay version
Rivoli, its Minneapolis neighboruGy
Roth
formed his
own company
hnnri Kiaito
Rialtn and us StatP
Martiriooa
state at ,Madito produce «A i r strike,” a Navy
Denning
tale,
with
Richard
stara’ii
cf Paul loop firstrun
All
seven St.
rin g
Paul Gregory signed
houses now boast the C Scope cheryi Calloway for a part in
equipment. In Minneapolis, how- “Night of the Hunter”
Machael
ever, two, the independent World Pate joined the cast Of “The Sea
and Gopher, are still holding off, al- chase” at Warners
Paramount
though both have wide screens, handed. Mildred Diinnock a feaFive have it with stereophonic tiired -role in Alfred Hitchcock’s
sound.
i “The
Trouble with Harry.”
•

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

•

•

S

5^^^

of the Assn, of Motion Picture Producers, is the titular head of the

Coast

operation but is removed
from its day-to-day activities: Y.

Frank Freeman, Paramount studio
V.p., is

chairman of

AMPP

but the

Par job obviously takes up his
major time.
A second post which has bben
linked

MPAA’s

Dewey

concerns the
troublesome and costly

to

legalistics.

Member companies

of
the organization, are continually
plagued with private antitrust suits
filed by theatremen. It’s said that
Dewey might be called in to seek
to curb these.

at

:

.

.

.

Myers saysr “The

sales executives
denied that there is an artificial
print shortage or that prints are
being manipulated to enlarge clearQmaha.
Ralph Blank arid Bill Miskell ance or delay availabilities. Softie
have opened' the new Sky view of them claimed they were supplyDrive-In, one of nation’s largest,! ing as many prints as in the past;
in the Benson (north) area of others put the blame on the laboraOmaha. It is the seventh ozoner in tories for failure or inability to fill
the Omaha-Council Bluffs district. their requirements.” Metro’s sales
Blank, Who also owns the Admiral chief Charles Reagan said, accordand Chief nabe houses here, arid ing to Allied, that Metro’s own lab,
ana S®r with due to problems created by CineMiskell, a former
Nebraska* mascope and stereo sound, had
chaf
in
Tri-States
He
joined forces early this summer to fallen behind iri its work.
erect the. new 1, 122-auto, 500-seat added, however, that the lab was
capacity ozoner* Jimmy Schlatter rapidly Catching up, and that by
this month M-G would be able to
will riianage.
Heavy rainy season brought on supply the usual number of prints
per picture.
a
have
Spot
will
opening.
earty
Myers notes that Allied would
first-run policy, with “Long Wait”
take
legal steps to restrain the film
opened
also
day“Wait”
first in.
companies if it. could prove they
date at the Admiral arid Chief.
“are engaged in a conspiracy to
raise and maintain film reritals,
.
either to confiscate the tax benefit
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
or merely to make more money.”
Motion Picture Industry Con- However* he points out that the extrollers Assn, elected Mike Simon, hib
org has been advised “that wo
of Consolidated Film Industries, could not prove such a charge.”
for a one-year term as president.
.Other new officers Are Axel Nisson, first veepee; John Wagner,

Autos

1

^

Room For
Omaha Ozoner

500 Seats Plus

,

I

.

Simon Head*

MPICA

Kohner

second veepee; Paul Atkinson, secretary, arid
urer.

Howard

Barriick, treas-

5555

B&K Gets
5—,

Continued from page 4

=5=3'

ing these names more potent on
foreign markets.
Kohner expects to begin; operation sometime this winter and has
already been negotiating for such

sSmSSS Continued fropn page 4
competition, between the indie arid tbesps as Pedro Armendarlz,
Yvonne De Carlo and Paulette
•,
the chain*
Certain broad provisions of the Goddard for pix abroad. He
original decree are retained. Modi- also planning for foreign Work Ofr
for Continental thesps in U. S. pix
fied version still enjoins
conspiracy, still: forbids moyeoyer abroad, such as Maria Schell and
practices with firstrun pix* and O. W. Fischer, top German thesps.
holds chain liable for any further Now that Maurice Chevalier has
his way to the U. &. cleared, there
encroachments on Jackson Park.
at- is a strong possibility he will play
Last December, when;
torneys appealed for modification, in the proposed film biog of himthe cottrit granted temporary relief self. Kohner also felt, that film
in two areas* for what amounted to fests are a necessary cementer in
trial suspension. Clearances and the, growth of the international
loop runs have' been free since status and exchange of show busithen, but this is the first time in ness today.
nabes are
eight years that
Kohner said he was still trying
permitted moi-e than one week to get Hollywood producers interplaying time.
ested in remakes of "European proDave Wallerstein, v.p. of B&K, ductions. and that there were quit®
told Variety he was “delighted, a few European pix, around that
naturally” by the altered decree, merited attention along that line.
which eriables
to meet chang- One of the films he has brought
ing conditions in the film Industry with him is the German “As Long
at a time when pix are made: for As You Are With Me,’’ starring
longer runs.
Maria Schell and O. W. Fischer.
.

B&K

B&K

.

B&K

.

B&K

.
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Americari life, when hot rerequired by the plot or for proper
characterization,
will
not
be

iii

Port;

WASHINGTON

H.0js Help K.C.; ‘Window’

Big

‘Shield’

Court Test

10iG

:

Continued from page I

Portland, Ore., Sept. 14.
Biz continues in high gear after
several months of landoffice take.
"Dragnet” and "Susan Slept Here”
are holding big in second frames.

the reply be negative, "we’ll fight
this thing up to the highest court*”

shown.”
In one instance of tightening,
the Code how has a firm tabu On.
the showing of any notorious criminal of current or recent times. Before this, a noted outlaw could be

"Mom and Dad” was submitted
1949 and was
"The Egyptian” is the sockeroo to the N. Y. cerisor in
rejected then. According to Lon- written into a script if it were
"Living
Fox.
the
at
newcomer
tive week.' Holds.
is exposed shown that he was punished. for his
a.
body
don,
no
part
of
Of
Shield
It
Up” and "Black
Metropolitan <SW) (1,200; 60-80)
Fat 14G, ‘Living’ Big 106 Fal worth” both are newcomers in the birth scene. Flick’s group crimes.
—‘•Dragnet!’ (WB) (2d Wk). Solid
question
over the
Now eliminated from, the Code is
raised
a
recently
week.
alsoKansas City, Sept. 14.
$13,500 after $21,300 last
.
.
birth of a buffalo calf in Walt Dis- this injunction: "Methods of smugEstimates for This Week
Holds.
Opening of school slowed mid^
90(Parker)
(L890;
Howgling
65-95)
Broadway
should not be presented.” IlPrairie,”
"Vanishing
noticeable
ney’s
take
(Loew’s)
(2,370;
to
Palace
week biz enough
(Continued from page 8)
Trim, $11,000 for second consecu-

v

"Broken Lance” (20th) (2d wk). edge off trade in several situations;
Big $19,000 after $28,000 opener. Otherwise general Row of biz is
Stays on.
good to big, With flock of holdBig money conPlayhouse (Lopert). (435; 55-$l) overs in town.
—‘‘Bear Window” (Par) (2d wk). tinues on "Living It Up,” held
Great $11,000 after record-break- after a record first week in- the
ing $14,000 last week. Both whop^ Roxy. "Egyptian” is still strong at
ping figures for this bandbox house. Orpheum, while "Rear Window”
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.60) also is nifty at the Missouri for
—"Cinerama” (Iridie) (45th wk). second weeks. Four Fox Midwest
Fine $20,000 after $21,000 last first-runs are lightweight with
week, Continues.
"The Outcast.” "Dragnet” is fairly
x
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$!)^— good on second round at the Mis“Man With Million” (UA) (9th- souri.
Estimates for This Week
final Wk). Okay $3,500. Last week,
same.
Glen (Dickinson) (740; 85-$l)
"Hobson’s Choice” (UA). This forme n suburban-run changed toarty
Medium
firstrrun.
and
policy
Gasty $22,000,
Holds. Last week, subse$2,000.
'

.

.

•

>

.

W

Seattle; ’Dragnet’
Seattle,

Sept.

126
14.

City is loaded with holdovers
currently but. they are doing okay.

quent-pun.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)—
"Little Fugitive” (Indie) (2d wk).
Good $2,000. Last week, $2,700,
Midland. (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-90)
—"Seven. Brides” (M-G) (2d wk),
Oke $8,500. Last week, $15,000.
Missouri (RKO). (2,650; 65-85):

"Gone. With
Orpheum.
at
Wind,” -smash
"Dragnet” at Coiiseiim and "Knock
on Wood” at Paramount, both] are "Dragnet”

Top

newcomer

is

1

$1.25)— "Black Shield of Falworth” ever, the scene was eventually
(AA). okayed,
(U) and "Jungle Gents”
Stout $10,500. Last week, "Seven
N. Y, censor’s action recalls the
Brides” (M-G) (5th wk), $7,800.
banning of the film, "Birth of a
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) Baby,” many years ago. Action
Wham
(20th).
"The Egyptian”
quite a controversy.
Last week, “Broken then created
$24,000.
Censor statute in N, Y. still alLance” (20th) (4th wk), $U,0QO.
of pix on the
banning
lows
the
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)— "Hobson’s Choice” (UA). Oke $3,000. “grounds that they are immoral (as
this
year by the
earlier
(Indie)
re-defined
Tulip”
Last week, "Fan-Fan

—

j

N. Y. State Legislature), obscene,
indecent or tend to incite to crime.
Re-submission of "Mom and
"Paris Express” (Indie) (2d wk). Dad,’! a sex-education film, follows
Nifty $8,000. Last week, $15,000., a pattern set following the U. S.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $1- Supreme Court ruling in the case
$1.50) —1 "Broken Lance” (20th) of ’"La Ronde,” which forced the
(m.o.). Modest $2,000. Last Week,
(3d wk), $1»900.

:

;

(1,875; 65-90)

(Hamrick)
—Liberty
"Susan Slept Here”

"Garden Qf Evil”

(RKO) and

(2Qth) (5th wk),

$2,500.

Orpheum
90)

—

(Evergreen) (1,600; 65-

"Dragnet” (WB) and "Son

wk). Hot
$9,000. Last week, $17,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65"Living It Up” (Par) and
$1) .
"The Cowboy” (Indie). Big $14,000.

Belle Star”

(Indie). (2d

.

Legislature to redefine the meaning of "immoral;” General Impression has been gained since the
court’s ruling that the various censor boards have leaned backwards
Jto‘ avoid another, legal clash.
"number of pix previously banned
have, thus been passed both in N. Y.
and in other states.

A

.

—

"Gone With Wind”
and- "Jungle Last week,
(WB)
Sturdy (M-G) (reissue) (3d wk), $7,900.
(A A) (2d wk).
Last week, $16,000.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;
75-$ 1)
"The Egyptian” (20th) (2d
Blue Mouse (800; $1)— "Kara- wk). Fat $14,000. Stays on; Last
moja” (Hall) (m.o.). Swell $4,000 weak, $17,000.
Continued from page 7
Last
for* fifth week downtown.
Paramount (1,900; 70-90) “Rear
week, "Francis Joins Wacs” CU) Window” (Par) (2d wk).
Great. reaching new highs on several days
earnings exr
(3d wk); $2,500.
$15,000 or over. May. hold. Last in succession. Higher
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65pected by many in the know are
90)— ‘Dragnet” (WB). and "Pride week, $20,000.
although
for
the
showing,
credited
Roxy (Durwdod) (879; 65-85)—
Blue Grass” (A A) (2d wk). Big
far voted this year in
‘•Living It Up” (Par) (2d wk). Rac- the 35c. thus
$12,000. Last week, $20,000.
.figured
in the
naturally
dividends
and
money
Fifth Avenue. (Hamrick) (2,500; ing to $10,000, big
week, $15,000, rise.
$1-$1.50—^“Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk). holds again- Last
‘Xmas’ As Hypo
for house.
record
new
Swell $14,000. Last week, $23,000.
ABC-Paramount continued near
Tower; Uptown, Fairway, GranLiberty (Hamrick) (1,650; $1)
’54 quotation although
House dark. Last week, "Karama jo” ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; the best
700; 1,217; 65-85)--"The Outcast” only the regular 25c. quarterly was
(Hall) 4th wk), swell $5,300.
Large”
Paramount
at
Week.
"Gorilla
last.
declared
and
(Rep)
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—"Susan Slept Here” (RKO). (?0th). Mbdest $12,000. Last week, Pix firmed up to 35 in Friday’s
(U) and "Egg session, where it Was less than a
(5th wk). Great $5,000. Last week, "Dawn at Socorrb”
and I” (U) (reissue), $10,000, with point away, from the highest price
*
$6,300.
inPreview of "White
of the year.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90- Esquire (820 seats) in hookup
of Tower.
stead
Christmas,” initial Vista Vision
$1.25)
"Magnificent Obsession”
Vo«?ue (Golden) (550); 75-$
(U) and "Paris Express” (Indie)
pic, after the regular show last
(3d wk). Big $7,000 in 5 days. Last "La Ronde” (Indie). Fancy $2,500. Wednesday (8) night on the huge
Holds; Last week, "Angel Street”
Week, $11,000.
Music Hall, N. Y;, screen, was
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- (Indie), $1,500.
factor in this bullishviewed as
$1.25)— "Gone With Wind” (M-G).
This production does not
ness.
Solid $22,000. Last Week, house
preem at the Hall until sometime
‘Wind’ Mighty 22G, 4th
was dark.
in October.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
hovered
Pictures
In Mont’I; ‘Living’ 20G
Columbia
$1-$1.25)— "Knock On Wood” (Par)
around 31% on Friday, as com14.
Montreal,
Sept.
and "Paid To Kill” (Indie) (2d wk).
Holdovers are. dominating local pared with the year’s old high of
Big $10,000. Last Week, $14,800.
Great earnings for both
scene currently, with biggest coin 31%.
going to "Gone With Wind,” with "Caine Mutiny” and "Waterfront”
solid takings in fourth week at provided the readiest explanation
Robinson of the move. But the fight to gain"Adventures
Loew’s.
(Continued from page 10)
Crusoe” still is fine in second a foothold in the company and
"Living. It 'force a more liberal dividend pol$16,000
following
last session at Orpreum.
$30,000
week.
Up” shapes big in second Capitol icy perhaps figured importantly in
Hipp (Telem’f) (3,700; 70-$1.25) round.
sustained interest in these shares.
—‘‘Egyptian”
(20th),
Estimates for This Week
wk).
(2d
General Precision Equipment,
Smash $29,000 after $45,000 openPalace (C.T.) (2,625; 60-$l).
is cashing in on demand for
er, second biggest since "Robe” "River No Return” (20th) (3d wk). which
(20th).
Okay $16,000 following $17,000 more widescreen, tele equipment,,
from
the film industry, also
etc.,
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 60-90)
last week.
drew attention because of the com"Betrayed” (M-G) (mo).
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 45-75)
Good
$9,000.
Last Week, "Man With "Living It Up” (Par) (2d wk). Big pany’s diversified interests in the.
Million” (UA) (m.o.), $5,000.
airplane antkmilitary supply fields.
$20,000 after $23,000 opener.
Lower Mall (Community) (585;
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 40-65)
It held at 45%>not far from the.
60-90)
"La Rohde” (Indie) (2d "Gambler from Natchez” (20th), best 195ft price.
RKO Theatres
wk).
Thin $1,800.
Last week, Fair $12,000. Last week, "Francis can up to 8%, where it was an
’

big in second sessions. "Egyptian”
shapes very, strong iii second
frame at Fifth Avenue.
Estimates for This lyeek

New

Gents”.
$9,000.

—

'

—

—

'I

D—

•

CLEVELAND

—

*

—

Ohio Censor.

—

.

Wacs”

Loew’s

(If),

(C,T.)

advice of the Code administration.”

R. M,
assistant director of. the
Dept, of Education, will step up to
the post of education director,
which carries with it the job as
titular herd of the censor board.
Eyman succeeds Dr, Clyde Hissong,
who has held the, top education
spot nine years. It was during this
period that anti-censorship forces
got in some of their most telling
blows against the state’s 41-year-

Bullish Dailies

the Film CensorshiD Board.

Eyman,

.

old film scissoring law. and lately
Hissong has been kept busy in the
courts with suits, iniunctions and

mandamus

actions either aimed at
lifting
censorship altogether or
shaking loose an Individual picture.

Eyman’s views, on film censorship
are unknown hut he can; hardly do
less than take Hissong’s view of the
rather plaguey post— that of upholding the law as long as it is on
the books. Evman. was appointed
by Gov. Frank J. Lausche to fill
out Hissong’s term, which runs until. August, 1957.
However, a new
.

constitutional

amendment approved

by voters

at the last election sets
state board of education,
which: will name the director to
serve at its pleasure. It is now up
to
the
next Ohio Legislature,
which meets in January, 1955, to
determine how the board will be
set up and. whether its members
will be elected or appointed.
All
this will, in effect, have some bear-;
uri a

new

It added that,
whereas Hollywood had met faie tv

being turned out.”

competition at first by retrenching
in quality and expense, it was now
providing pictures of higher dramatic quality.

Upbeat to Continue
In Stockton, Cal., the Record
observed that "movies are still a

We

great lure to the public.
lieve they will continue to

Unusual also is the papers’ tendency to single out specific films for
praise. Often mentioned is Metro’s

"Gone With the Wind” reissue and
the fascination it still holds for the
customers.
The Sioux City (la.) JournalTribune, after noting the; increase
in attendance and improvement i
film quality, opined that the upswing in business might be connected with, the Wide screens and
the fact that, in many areas, they
have tended to elmininate double
Other editorials 'comin the volof pix put out, arid the improvement in quality stemming
from this concentration on content
features.

3

ment on the reduction

ume

—

rather than numbers.

—

What’s Hughes
;

—

Hazen

wvmkmmT

so.

their pix.

“Gone With Wind” (M-G)

“BRIGADOON"

be-

the industry itself has become
fully awake to the public’s cry for
better pictures." The paper thought
tv had strengthened’ rather than
hurt Hollywood.
Interesting aspect of many of the
editorial comments is that, quite
frequently; they quote the Editor &.
Publisher ads placed by the Council of Motion picture Organizations
as the source of their information.
And frequently, too, they’re using
as a takeoff a conversation with local exhibs, indicating that the theatremen are
there plugging for

have been interpreted as meaning

HUl_

be

And

Revise Pix Code

Hecht

Continued from page 5

i

ing on Eymari’s tenure.

Continual from, page

board wrote in one

used without moderation, will be
considered
offensive
by many
members of the audience. Their
use, therefore, should be governed
by the discretion and the prudent

$10,000.
50-85)
(4th wk).

(2,847;

MPAA

The

qualifying paragraph noting that
"the Words ‘hell’ and ‘damn,’ if

Columbus, Sept. 14.
Effective Thursday (16), the state
of Ohio will have a hew chief of

concessions to the Codes’ critics.
eighth from the year’s peak.
Newly added to the list of subThe fact that "The Egyptian" is
shaping as a worthy successor of ject material now permitted is the
$8,500.
Last week, "On Water- Solid $22,000 after $25,000 in third.
use
of "hell” and "damn.”
Both
albeit
Robe,”
not
the
same
"The
front” (Col), $11,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,789; 43-68)
sort of grosser, was words came into prominence WithState (Lo-w’s) (3,500; 60-90)— "Knights Round Table” (M-G) and sensational
in the framework of the code in a
current
in
the
rated
the
factor
as
"Valley of v'ngs” (M-G).
Okay "Her Twelve Men” (M-G). Okay
It relatively recent period. Hal Wal$16,000.
Last week, "Betrayed” $9,000.
Last week, "Knock On marked strength by 20th-Fox.
"Cease Fire” was given Code
(M-G), same.
Wood” (Par) and "Men of Fighting wound at 26%, even ex-dividend, lis’
for a gain on the week: Fact that approval only oh condition that
Stillman (Loew’s) ,(2,700; 60-90) Lady” (M-G), $8,000.
they
be deleted from the dialog
more
instailla-:
are
C’Scope
"Mrs. Leslie” (Par); Fair $5,000.
there
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 40-65)—
Last week, "Seven Brides” (M-G), "Adventures
Robinson
Crusoe” tions being made daily by exhibs spoken by American GI’s in Ko$9,000.
(UA). -(2d wk); Fine $9,000. Last \Dho would not. come in for Cine- rean combat. This cued anti-Code
week, $13,000.;
mascope at the former costly out- brickbats in some quarters, Where
argued that "hell” and
lay,: also is rated a big plus item it was
"damn” were mild and inoffensive,
for 20th^Fox.
Republic Pix issues held around and were heard Only a few tirhesi
the best ’54 level much of the Week. uttered by soldiers under stress.
Technicolor did not get far on the Not lbng following this, Columbia’s
; Continued from page 4
upside.
Trans-Dux edged up to "On the Waterfront” was given the
RADIO CITY MUSIC
on “Scarface,” for Which he netted 3% for a 50c. gain on the Week.
Code seal despite, the fact that one
Rockefeller’ Gcitucr'
$20,000, and Samuel Goldwyn reCBS “A” shares climbed 2% of the film’s characters, in addressceived $1,5.00,000 from “Wuthering points to 64%, while the "B” stock ing a Catholic priest, says, "Go to
in Color and Cinemascope slarring
Heights” aind Hecht’s compensa- advanced two points to the same Hell, Father.” The line is mutGENE KELLY . VAN JOHNSON
tion was $50,000, The writer there- level, RCA edged up to 32% for a tered twice by Marlon Brando,, a&
CYD CHARISSE with ELAINE STEWART
upon asked, “Who is grateful to minor gain on the week, while a dockhand violently upset by the
An M-G-M PiclOre
whom?” He made the statements Zenith was in like category, fin- murder of his brother,
and SPECTACULAR STACE PRESENTATION'
in answer to a question by Garro- ishing at 70%.
Modifications
way, who had noted that Hecht
The Code, as* revised by the
had made "a hunk of fortune and
directorate at its Monday
got a good bit of change” from his
Walli$,
in N- Y.
meeting, now provides' that misservices in Hollywood,
Hal Wallis is due. in N. Y. today cegenation, liquor and drinking are
Ida LDPINO
Hecht also added some by-now (Wed.) on the Independence after okay subjects if presented in
btetb COCHRAN
familiar raps; such as the alleged a tour of Europe.
"good taste.” Heretofore, the Code
^
HOWARD DUFF
inferiority of Hollywood pix in
Joseph Hazen, partner in Wallis- spelled out these restrictions: "Misdeah J AGGER
DOROTdy MALONE
comparison with foreign entries Hazen Productions, who hps been cegenation (sex relationship be8wau
ti
and the "low intellect” element in on the Coast, also is. due in Gotham tween the white and, black races) is
43 rfSl
the Hollywood product.
today.
forbidden” and "The use of liquor
Joins

Palace (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
"Bullet Is Waiting” (Col).
Dull

.

—

—

$2,300.

legal traffic, in drugs is; still forbidden.
Stricken from the Code are tabus
on "branding of people or animals”
aiid "apparent cruelty to children
or animals." These are now termed
"brutality” and are. among the
items permissible on, condition
they’re "treated withih the careful
limits of good taste.”
Along With "hell” and “damn
the Code -has approved "good
taste” use. of the following expressions Which heretofore were
banned oiltright: "fanny,” "hold
your hat” or "hats,” "nerts,” "tom
cat” (applied to a man), and jokes
mentioning a traveling salesman
and a farmer’s daughter.

Continued, from page 3

;

merit of the, Lollobrigida contract
and that he was certain the
chief would be “reasonable” in his

RKO

and would allow an arrangement under which the Italo

attitude,,

star could work in the U. S. withput violating her contract.
There’s a possibility that Miss
Lollobrigida may do some pix for
Hughes in Hollywood, She Was
interested in starring in "Vera
Cruz!’
for Hecht-Lancaster, but
.then changed her mind. Now she’s
again talking to the production
team oil the possibility on starring
in their projected “The Killing
Frost;" Hughes doesn’t enter into
,

picture here since "Frost”
would be made in Europe,
While Hughes signed her, Miss
the

MPAA

.

Lollobrigida,

Europe’s

top

b.o.

never did make a film for
His contract with her covers
only her U. S. activities.
Italian Films export is throwing
star,

him.;

a

cocktail shindig for the

Italian

actress tomorrow (Thurs.J ...at the
Savoy Plaza Hotel in N. Y.

Wednesday, September 15,1 954

A

<5^

When Dad

gives the

word

that this is

know what’s

the night to go out, do they

playing at your theatre?

If the family lines

boxoffice,

it

up

means you’ve done a lot of

that shouting called

of posting

in front of your

all

Showmanship

over town

in your lobby

. » *

.

,

.

, • •

Standees

Displayaways and

Heralds away from theatre

•

and

•

?I\V

trailers selling

every feature on your

screen!

They
ing

can’t help

knowing what’s

when you use

manship

, • ,

that kind of

play-

Show?

and your boxoffice

know it, tool

/

will
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PtfijaiEffir

(Sept. 15-25)

WED., SEPT, 15
Arthur Godfrey, & His Friends. Variety, CBS, 8 to 9 p.m., Pillsbury via Leo Burnett, Frigidaire via Foote, Cone & Beldirig (co.

Washington, Sept.

With

the. resignation

of the

from

announced

unveils its new 21-inch picture
tube, the competitive CBSHytron organization, having

launched the Co(19-inch), is already
spreading the word that it’s
ready to go RCA one better.
As the. “my-tube-is-bigger- tube” controversy
than continues apace, CBS-Hytron,
With Corning
in association
Glass, already has sampled individual manufacturers on the
wisdom of bringing out a 22inch rectangular color tube,
contending that the rectangular shape, rather than the circular tube, will permit for a
considerably larger* viewing
previously

his

lumbia 205

Portland, Me.,
has been on vacation,
where
that he has resigned because of
poor health. He chose to leave a'
this time, he said, to enable the
President to fill the Office mime-,
diately. As a result of his 3.1 years
of Government service, he is eligpension
tirement at
ible for
of approximately $7,500 a year.
lie-

chair-

man

of the Ohio; Public Service
Coriimission for six years and has
been president of the National
Assn, of Railroad and- Utilities
Commissions, told Variety he has
had no official information that
he is being considered for the FCC
post. His

Hepburn

Kathari

Queen”

“African

pic.

scorecard found
RCA initially bringing out the
.15-inch tube (actually a 12inch picture). It later withdrew
plans for a 16-inch color tube

and meanwhile Hytron jumped
the gun With its 19-incher.
Now comes RCA’s 21-inch job
being demonstrated today.

hisi qualifications for
in a federal regulatory

it is believed that the Adparticularly disministration
posed toward' ah Ohio man. at this
time to help win. the Senatorial
race in the state for Rep. George
H. Bender IR-Oi), who is battling
Sen. Thomas A. Burke (D-O.).
Since the fight for control of the
Senate is expected to be close, a
victory in any one state, and par1
ticularly Ohio, may be determining.

agency,

CBS, 8
Rubicam.

Situation comedy,

to .8:30 p.m.

General Electric, via Maxon and Young &
You Bet Your Life (film) (Groucho Marx). Quiz, NBC, 8 to 8:30
DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers, via BBD&O.

p.m.*

FRI., SEPT. 17
Life of Riley (film) (William Bendix). Situation comedy, NBC,
8 to 8:30 p.m., Gulf Oil, via Young & Rubicam.
Ray Bolger Show (film). Situation comedy, ABC, 8:30 to 9 p.m.,
Lehn & Fink, Dorothy Gray (alt. weeks), both via LenriOn ’8c Newell.
SAT.* SEPT, 18
Football.
ABC, 4:45 p.m. to conclusions, starting time
varies with game origination), Carnation via Erwin, -Wasey (West
Coast), Humble Oil via McCann-Erickson (Texas).
Let’s Dance. Danceband, remotes, ABC, 8 to £ p.m., sustaining.
Willy (film) (June Havoc). Situation comedy, CBS, 10:30 to
11 p.m., General Mills, via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
SUN., SEPT. 19
American Inventory. Documentary, NBC, 2 to 2:30 p.m.,
-

'

Chicago, Sept. 17.
Radio-Television Directors Guild
last week filed unfair labor charges
with the National Labor Relations
Board against WGN-TV where for
the past two months it- has been
attempting to negotiate an initial
contract with the station covering

Adventure. Natural history, CBS, 3:30 to 4 p.m., sustaining.
People Are Funny. Comedy-quiz* NBC, 7 to 7:30 p.rn., Toni*
Leo Burnett.
Mr. Peepers. Situation comedy, NBC, 7:30 to 8 p.m., Reynolds
Metals, via Buchanan & Co. and Clinton E; Frank.
'

.

Colgate Comedy Hour.
Palmolive, via Ted Bates.

Variety,

NBC,

8. to

9 p.m.,

Colgate-

M0N., SEPT. 20

Come

Closer (Jimmy Nelson). Panel-quiz:,,

ABC,

8

to-

8:30 p.in.,

sustaining-

Robert Montgomery Presents. Drarna, NBC, 9:30 to 10:30 p.m.,
Lucky Strike via BBD&O, Johnson’s Wax via Needham, Louis &
Brorby (alt. weeks).
Westinghouse,
Studio One. Drama, CBS, 10 to 11 p i
McCann-Erickson.
TUBS,, SEPT. 21
!
Milton Berle Show. Comedy, NBC, 8 to 9 p.m. (alt. weeks), Buick,
via Kudner.
Red Skelton Show. Comedy, CBS, 8 to 8:30 p.m., sustaining.
Studio 57 v (film)' Drama, DuMont, 9 to 9:30 p.m.; H. J. Heinz
.

;

Atlanta, Sept. 14.

Georgia’s

television

mills’ visions

and radio

of extra coin via a

resignation

as

(film).

:

situation at this time, it’s understood that it’s taking the position
that the tele directors are supervisory employees and as such, not
subject to union jurisdiction. As
of last week, negotiations were continuing oii a pact covering the
floor men.
claims that “an overwhelming majority” of the station’s
tv directors have been signed up.
Petition filed with the NLRB by

RTDG

was not runoff election two weeks hence
was known he went glimmering when Lt. Gov.
was considering taking advantage Marvin Griffin spreadeagled his
of his retirement privileges when eight gubernatorial opponents and attorney Stanford
(Bud) Wolff
he became eligible this autumn. picked up all the marbles in the states that “on Aug. 5, in a meeting
The retiring commissioner, now 61, first primary held Wednesday (8). with several employees involved
has not been in the best of health
Governor-nominate Griffin pulled called by Frank P. Schrieber
and has been urged by his family something of a coup to win. Gov
WGN-TV general manager), he
to resign.
Herman E. Talmadge, publicly dis- declared he would seperate them
avowing that he was backing any from their assignments if they did
of the nine horses (one of them a not abandon their union affiliations
filly) Mrs. Grace Thomas) in the and desires.”
Directors discharged, allegedly
race, got the word out on the quiet
to his machine that Griffin was his for their union activities, are Barry
man. M. E; Thompson, a former McKinley, Ernie Lucas and Chris
Georgia governor, was supposed to Erskine: Involved in the dispute
have the inside track and predic- are a dozen directors and seven
tions were that a runoff primary floor directors. RTDG currently
has contracts with the three other
Paul T. ipp lias the inside track would be heeded to settle the issue
Chi tele stations.
as of this week to pinchhit. for Boh That’s where the tv and radio staSmith on the NBC-TV “Howdy tions were supposed to reap anBut,
QrifDoody” show, with Smith out of other golden harvest.
Sterling’s

Ray Miiland Show

taining.

Although the station jinanagement
statements oil the
is making no

‘

unexpected

Electric,

BBD&O.

'

directors and floor directors. Union charges that three veteran directors were “discharged for attempting to exercise their legal
rights to unionize.”

m

THURS., SEPT. 16
jane Froman Show. Music, CBS, 7:45 to 8 p.m. General
via

NCAA

Previous

name, however, has been

membershi

RCA’s unveiling of its 21-inch
color tube in Princeton, N.J., today
(Wed;) will be accompanied by an
NBC tv’er running about 20 minutes and originating at the web’s
Colonial Theatre ;in N Y. It will be.
partly a classical display featuring
Andre Eglevsky, Diane Adams and
the toe corps (12) of ,the N.Y. City
Ballet Co, The. pop stuff will be
headed up by singer Connie Russell and the Bob Berget Dancers
and there’ll also be a five-minute
the Humpjhrey Bogartclip froi

surface./

in the forefront of speculation for.
some lime, in view of the apparent
impasse on the part of the. administration in selecting, a chairman
of the Commission since Comr.
Rosel Hyde’s one-year designation,
chairman expired in April.
./as
Since then, Hyde has been Acting

Chairman.
Aside fr

J;,

ter of interest today (Wed.) in
the color tv sweepstakes as it

summer home near

McConnaughey, who was

RCA

Princeton,
the
laboratories as the cen-

With
N.

FCC.

Sterling

—

Hytrdn’s 22 Skidoo

14.

yesterday

(Mori. ) of Comr. George E, Sterling, President Eisenhower is expected to name George C. McConnaughcy of Ohio, Chairman of the
Renegotiation Board, as Chairman

sponsors)'
7
Best of Broadway' (color) Royal Family (Helen Hayes, Fredric
March, Claudette Colbert, Charles Coburn, Nancy -Olsen, Kent
Smith). Drama, CBS, 10 to 11 p.m. (once every four weeks), West-’
inghouse, via McCann-Erickson.
Down You Go. Panel-quiz, DuMont, 10:30 to 11 p.m., sustaining.

it

.

Co., via

Maxon.

One Minute Please.
via Edward Kletter.

FRI.,
Panel,

SEPT. 24
DuMont, 9

,

to

9:30 p.m.

Serutart,

SAT., SEPT. 25

Gene Autry Show (film). Western, CBS, 7 to 7:30 p.m.,. Wrigley,
via Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Jackie Gleason Show. Comedy, CBS, 8 to 9 p.m,, Schick via
Kudner, Nestle via'Bryan Houston, Sheaffer via Russell M. Seeds.
Max Liebmari Saturday Night Spectaculars (color)—Lady in the
Dark (Ann Sbthern). NBC, 9 to 10:30 p.m. (every fourth week),
Oldsmobile via D. P. Brother.

(

fin’s

lineup following ai heart attack. Tripp hasn’t been on a regular web ride since his CBS-TV “Mr.
Magiriation” which expired a
I.
couple of years ago. However, the
the

landslide

victory

Fownes’

spoiled al

New Status

that.

Miss America Finals
It

But

ABC-TV's Way,

Do

Dailies Care?

In one of those now-it-can-be-told
Washington, Sept. 14.
a pain of ABC-TV execs
How best to streamline the 1958
were responsible for effecting a Democratic
National Convention
change of procedure in the Miss
for the benefit of improving teleAmerica finals in Atlantic City Satvision coverage will .be one of the
urday (11) so that tele vison scored
topics to be discussed in Indianapoa beat on the Convention Hall audilis this Saturday (18).
A Special
ence. itself in learning the identity
Advisory
Committee on Rules for
of the winner minutes before she
the 1956 Convention will huddle
was announced on stage. Not only
there in conjunction with a twothat, but the home viewers had a
day (17-48) dinner and conferSock human iriterest picture on
ence ofDemmy leaders.
their screens wheri Lee Ann MeriStephen A. Mitchell, chairman of
wether threw herself back in disbelief and broke into tears on be- the National Committee,, was authorized to appoint the committee
ing told she had won.
efforts,

Henry G: Fownes has been appointed veepee and general manager of the New York office of
candidate needs down here in this MacManus, John & Adams agency.
He’ll .continue to supervise radio
actor-emcee-composer-writer has one-party Democratic state) used
been clicking in New York with video and radio liberally; Although and tv accounts serving, among
“On the Carousel” Saturday morn- candidates are supposed to hold others, Cadillac, Dow Chemical and
their campaign expenses to $25,000 Pontiac. He succeeds Reginald A.
ings on WCBS-TV,
Brewer, recently retired.
Meantime, with Smith expected
(Continued on page 34)
Under normal procedure, the
to be put of circulation for some
five finalists wait in the wings and
time. NBC on M°bday (13) posted
are called on stage one by one, with
the Betty White shew to replace
the winner last. Thus, it’s not unhim on his second tv’er, the noon
til the fourth gal is called that
to 12:30 strip. It’s the third shuf.they and the audience know who
fle for Miss White, who was shifted
ABC-TV news &
the winner is.
from 12:30 to 4:30, with latter pespecial events;.veep J ohn Daly, who
riod eari
iked for Charles Rugnarrated the telecast with Bess
gles in his “World of Mr. SweeMyerson, and eastern program
ney.” For the interim space, the
Under the general heading chief Bob Lewine, handling the
tising.
Boston, Sept. 14.
web slots a variety stanza at 4:30.
Pageant
talked
end,
Although the annual meeting, of of “Political Broadcast Regula- technical
changing the routine so
District, 1, NARTB at Hub’s Hotel tions,” it was urged/ that radio and execs into
‘
finalists were stationed in
Somerset
last week broke up earli- tv be allowed the same freedom of that the
’s
(Continued on page 24)
than anticipated (Friday after- access for microphones and camnoon) due to the~Warnirigs of Hur- eras at public hearings of governTo
Playhouse’ ricane Edna which sent the mem- mental agencies and committees
Calling into, play a technique bers scurrying back to their home that is granted to other rib ws gath- Cornel Wilde Deal
born in Hollywood, CBS-TV is giv- bases, several, important resolu- ering organizations.
ing the “loanout” treatment to one lions were okayed.
On the subject of the recording
of its directors floored by the fixing
No. I on the list read, “that the companies current trend towards
Hollywood, Sept. 14..
of “Suspense.” Robert Mulligan general stability of the broadcast- the 45 r.p.m. disks rather than the
Cornel
to
sign
Negotiations
lias been granted a leave of abing industry, together with the con- 78’s, the group is strongly opposed
sence under his longterm Colum- fidence of all who have relation- to the change and feels that any Wilde to host the new Chrysler
bia pact to operate for the packag- ship with the Federal licensing au- such drastic action, which results hour-tong series on CBS-TV h&Ve
ing Talent Associates in "a rotation thority would be greatly enhanced in added expense, sacrifice in effollowing actor’s incollapsed,
assignment for NBC’s “Television by the prompt action of President ficiency and inconvenience at the
Playhouse.” He’ll stage the Philco- Eisenhower in resolving the matter stations should have beeri discussed sistence blurbs he’d spiel be limthat
he be allowed to film
Goodyear dramas once in each of the Chairmanship of the FCC.”
with reps of the industry before ited, and
some int«os and commercials, in
three-week cluster. v“Playhouse”
Another warned that “the group making the changeover.
feature
film work.
directing
regulars
Final resolution rapped the inde- order to do
are
Vincent views with alarm the recent federal
Wilde reportedly was offered “in
Donehite and Delbert Mann. The and state legislative attempts to pendent and uncoordinated action
the 44-week
$125,000”
for
former is currently engaged in impose arbitrary and discrimina- by various states in extending day- excess of
money apparently
but
Staging “Traveling Lady,” upcom- tory restrictions pn radio and tv light saving time, and urged pub- session,
ing Broadway legiter, and Mann is advertising.” The resolution in- lic officials to take prompt action wasri’t the reason for the differenon the Coast attending to the cluded the' statement that broad-- in attempting to work out an ences. Previously Chrysler sought
“Marty” film originally presented - casters recognize and practice good equitable and workable solution of Kirk Doriglas for the job, and he
nixed it.
on “Playhouse.”
taste and propriety in all adver- the problem.
All nine candidates for governorship (victory in primary is all a
'

j

.

.

to “study, review and make appro-*
priate recommendations” for the
convention including “the more expeditious handling of convention
business.” This, it was explained,
will include recommendations “for
adapting the convention to television coverage.” These recomiriend at tons will go to the Democratic
National Committee, for action.

j

Among the beefs about the 1952
conventions in Chicago was that the
tv screens showed the nation long,
dull periods- of speechmaking dur-

!

ing which most of the delegates
were absent frorii the floor. Requests have been made to tighten
up the show by eliminating the
windbags and waste, motion;

.

.
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Don Herbert

!

'

Don

!

;
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|

.
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Chicago, Sept. 14.
Herbert, who conducts the

“Mr. Wizard” scientifico shows
NBC-TV, has been signed by General Electric to handle the institutional blurbs on its. new series
of Sunday night drairiatic shows
which debuts Sept. 26 on CBS-TV.
It’s a year’s pact with options up
to five years. -Red Barber previously did the commercials.
Herbert will continue with his
Saturday afternoon “Wizard” shows
for the Cereal Institute, commuting between Chicago and New York
for trie

GE

assignment.
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Indicative of those $3OO,0OO-per-show tabs pertaining to some
NBC-TV specs, as: in the case, for example, of last Sunday's
Max Liebman-Betty Hutton. “Satins and Spurs," initial pro*
duction, are the stratospheric salaries and auxiliary coin deals in
order to latch on to top marquee names. Miss Hutton’s reported
$50,000 for her videbut under the Liebman spec banner is one off
the alltime high figures for a tv one-shot.

19

TV

of the

(12)

:

the over-the-above commitments beyond strictly
salary figures to which the networks are bound that has cued the
“howJiigh-is-up" eyebrow raising. In the pacting of Ginger Rogers
for the upcoming “Tonight at 8:30" spec, it was not just a case
of shelling out $40,000 for the star, but with it went a binder: obligating the network to a $10,000 wardrobe fee for Miss Rogers
and permitting her to select her own producer (Otto Preminger)
at $12,500 for the onetime production.
Similarly, in the caSe of signing Ann Sothern for the 10-dayshence “Lady In the Dark" spec presentation, the necessity of NBC
buying up a previous contract to which Miss Sothern was committed hiked the overall tab for her one-shot services to a reported $60,000.

However,

it’s

&

Young

Rubicam’s $67,000,000

in tv billings for the
undisputed
gives
it

hew

season
leadership

with a stake in bigtime
video.; That’s enough billings to
practically choke a minor network,
certainly enough to keep it in b usiness for a whole year. And be-

houses

hind the “no - other - agency - can make - this - statement" swelling of
the

Y&R coffers

ter of shows

—

programming
work. in

a diversified ros21 in all—capable of
a coast-to-coast netis

itself.

\)nthe

personality front, for example, the agency boasts such
names (evert though some are only
on a participating basis) as Arthur
Godfrey, Bob Hope, Imogene Coca,
Joan Davis, Celeste Holm, Eve Arden, Ray. Miliand, Robert Young
-

Today On Fix
And Use of Names

'There Is a Difference
.

4

Availabilities and William Bendix. For
i

:

:

—

—

i

;

Generally speaking, trade hepTint Conflict
sters (and a good segment of the lay
tv’s
It was bound to happen
e
press cRical fraternity) are of the
color conflict. Max Liebmajor
first
opi ion that “the ol'd gray mare man’s second specola for NBC will
ain’t what she used to be" in paral- be this Saturday 9 to 10:30 “Lady
leling the new hour version of West- In the Dark" starring' Ann; Sothern

—

.

on Sept. 25.
Coast-berthed “Lux Video TheThat night, at 9”: 30 CBS will
atre" to its 20-year-old “Lux Radio
Theatre" counterpart as one of the up “My Favorite Husband."
more vital, talked-about programming entities.
It has sparked considerable pro

tint

4-

among Madison Ave. commission

dramatic show c a s e
pledged to the Elgin

s,

full

hour

Y&R

is

“TV Hour"

and the Goodyear "Television PlayIt’s all over the lot on
house."
situation comedies (“Father Knows
Best,’’ “I Married Joan," “My Favorite
Husband," “Our Miss
Brooks," “Jamie," “Honestly Celeste," “Life of Riley," etc.).

And

2 Days of Reckoning
NBC’s entire Thursday night
8-10 block of “Groucho,” “Justice,
“Dragnet’* and “Ford
“Theatre" landed in Trendex’s
10 for September. So did
CBS’ Monday 8:30-10 block of
“Talent Scouts," “Public Defender" and “Masquerade Party.” Webs split evenly, each
getting five shows in the top

Top

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

!

Montgomery Pre-

“Studio One," “Kraft

TV

For 'Omnibus’

Y&R

specs. When NBC finally decided weeks) (CBS-TV), $1,750,000.
on the release of Hayward, along
General Foods’ Tuesday night
with his associates, Richard Whorf series of shows (alternating with
and business manager Herman Milton Berle and Martha Raye

Bernstein, and instead install Coe
and an entire hew unit in the slot,
and Ford chimed in with an

(NBC-TV), $2,500,000.
Goodyear “Television Playhouse"
K&E
for Goodyear Rubber (alternate
assent.
weeks) (NBC-TV), $1,750,000.
“Honestly Celeste," new Celeste
Actually the Hayward pattern of
for
Bristol-Myers
series
assigning individual producers to Holrn
each of the specs will prevail, (CBS-TV), $3,250,000.
“I Married Joan,", for General
along with some Of the personaliFloor,
ties already designated. Thus Otto Electric (NBC-TY), $3,250;000.
Duffy.-Mott
fof
Preminger produces the initial one;
“Jamie,"
for
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse (ABC-TV), $2,000,000.
“The Duke," NBC-TV comedy the second, with Alfred Hitchcock
“Justice," for Borden Co. (NBCseries starring Paul Gilbert, went
(Continued on page 24)
( Continued on page 34 >
down for the count when Toni
chose “Place The Face" to fill the
interim period for eight weeks
while the agency shops for another
show to replace the series about a
reformed fighter.;
Perrin-Eaus, agency on the Sun- wishing he could Seclude himself in
Network renewed Gilbert, developing another type of comedy for beam account, which has a $4,000,- some quiet, non-tv nook:
A one-minute frying pan bit exnil
“Face" did summer duty on 000 stake in NBC.rTV programming,
tolling the virtues of Sunbeam
both NBC and CBS the past two
including the Sunday night one-a- kitchen utensils in color required
years.
It gives Ralph Edwards
month series of Max Liebman rehearsals which used up 12 dozen
productions \ three tv shows oh
NBC.. Others^ are “Truth or Con- specs, has been having nightmares eggs, 80 pork chops, 20 pounds of
i

,

Duke’ Down

sequences"

and

“This

Is

Your

Life,"

Block’s Mutual

Buy

in. color yet.
It all
stems from the frantic circumstances attending the production of
tint commercials, such as the four
and a half minutes of Sunbeam
plugs which footed the bill for the
first half
of last Sunday’s (12)
Betty Hutton “Satins and Spurs"

of late^-ahd

Block Drugs has picked up full
sponsorship of Mutual’s five-minUte
Arlene Francis-Bill Cullen show.
strip, “it Happens Every Day." SeSohie of the vital statistics bn the
ries will be aired in the cross-bd
“S and S" show which now finds
8:55 a.m. slot, starting Oct. 11.
Elliott Saunders, radio-tv director
Emil Mogul Co. agented.
in charge of Sunbeam commercials,

Con-Edna
ConEd

(

Consolidated Edison
its capsule seg-

Co.) expanded

ments on

WNBT,

N.Y., starting

Friday on the eve Of
“Hurricane Edna” to alert
viewers on the what’s what of
the gargantuan gale.
Utility outfit scheduled seven of the five-minuters.
last

advance is the necessity to adjust the spec schedules to fit the
in

stars, producers, directors

K&E

Theatre," “Philco-Goodyear Playhouse," etc.

“crisis" when NBC-TV, accompanied by prodding from the sponsor,
Ford Motor Co., discovered that
time was running out on committing the November and December
Hayward specs to paper, recognizing that by mid-September even,
the January attractions require attention. Hence the decision to disband the Hayward unit and install
Fred Coe as exec producer.
Major factor in planning so far

,

’

sents,"

tv" and scrapping of
tech“show-biz-in-a-hurry"
pointed
Up only last
nique was
week in the Leland Hayward

.

&

such as “Robert

The “new

the

.

.

$8,000,000 of the $67,000,000 representing spot buying, is now moving more and more into syndicated
and con discussion as to the value
film buying, as for example on beof pix properties for adaptation to
half of White Owl).
tv (in this instance Par product)
Oddly enough, despite the fact
without recourse to. the big name
shows are sprinkled all
that
stars who appeared in the original
over the ABC, NBC and ABC video
film versions.
Also, in ah era
spectrum, the agency is almost toMarlon Brando may make his
when practically most of the Hollytally bereft of any single show that dramatic teledebut bn CBS-TV’s
wood film names have had at least
can be called “agency created and
“Omnibus" this season. Appearone guestar exposure on the multiproduced." This, too, is the Nat
ance of the legit and film star on
ple half-hour vidpix shows, the Lux
Wplf concept of agency program- the Sunday stanza of the
TV-Radio
film
decision, to clamp a $3,000 ceiling
the
if
and
ming—
the
networks
Behind the decision of NBC-TV
Workshop of the Ford Foundation
on pix stars, thus restricting the lastr week to dissolve the Leland boys are better equipped to turn
is being primed as a followup to
roster of availabilities, is Seen as a Hayward tv unit on the forthcom- ’em out, that’s okay with Y&R, so
last season’s “spectacular” of “King
mitigating factor.
ing Monday night spectaculars and long as they rack up the ratings, Lear" fronting Orson Welles (who,
Whereas, too, only Par is in for install Fred Coe as executive pro- move the goods off the shelves and incidentally, may have a second go
the Lux ride on the tv version, the ducer of the series was; the report- keep the clients happy.
at the homescreens via “Omnibus”).
radio show, whose top-rated status ed pressure from. Foret Motor Co.,
Breakdown of Shows
It’s not yet determined what vethrough the years has outlived* via the Kenyon
Eckhardt agency.
Time and talent, here’s the esti- hicle would be pitched at Bando to
enmost of the stars it showcased,
program- lure him to the 90-minute kultur
mated breakdown of
For<J, along with RCA (also a
joyed the benefits of major prop- account) is sponsoring the costly ming on an annual basis:
klatch, but one title being kicked
erties from virtually all the' studios, one-a-month color specs and was
Godfrey “Talent Scouts" for around is “Oedipus Rex," ^which
v
including its stars.
concerned over Hayward’s illness Lipton Tea (CBS-TV), $3,000,000.
would also recruit other legit
But considered of even more and inability (at least for the time
Elgin
“TV Hour" (alternate names.
vital consequence is the sentiment being) to devote any time to the
Tuesdays
for Elgin Watch on ABCAnother “Omni" possibility rethat, with feature films inundating series. It’s understood that Ford
portedly in the blueprint stage is
TV) $2,600,000.
laid it on the line to NBC
the tv stations of the country, this and
the
premiere telecast of an operatic
Best!"
for
Kent
“Father
Knows
is an era when greater importance
to do something pronto in resolving
version of “Casey At the Bat."
is
attached to original tv prop- the “Crisis," in view of the fact Cigarets (QBS-TV), $3,000,000.
for
erties, as abound on the array of .that Ford was predicating a major
“Tour Star Playhouse,"
Set Venice Prize Film
New York-Originatiiig hour stanzas car sale campaign on the upcoming Singer Sewing Machine (alternate

K&E

producer-directorprinted,
with
cast-writer credits assigned.

.35.3
Dragnet (NBC)
Public Defender (CBS ) .34.0
(CBS)
28.4
Talent Scouts
Ford Theatre (NBC) ..... 27.3
Best of Groucho (NBC). .26.5
This Is Your Life (NBC), .26.1
I’ve Got a Secret (CBS) .25.5
Toast of the Town (CBS) 25.4
Masquerade Party (CBS) .24:7
.24.2’
Justice (NBC)
....

under the Nat Wolf tv managerial
aegis, the agency today has a bigger stake in filmed network programming than any other ad house
(just Y&R, with an approximate

Y&R

shows scheduled into December,
January and February, for exalready have been blue-

ample,

“group.
Ratings, covering the. Sept.
1-7 period, are as follows:
...

In contrast to the “old tv" where
a producer could get a show on
the air in a week’s time, or at the
most two, the era of the spectaculars has brought in its wake a situation paralleling legit and the motion picture studios, with some of
the upcoming video attractions requiring planning months in advance. Some of the NBC and CBS

The ford Foundation has secured television rights to National
Film Board’s one-reel film, “Corral," winner of first documentary

and even

the writers, since so many of them
are involved in film commitments
on the Coast.
With such pix personalities as
Ginger Rogers, Betty Hutton, Ann
Sothern, Frederic March, Claudette Colbert, Ethel Merman, Judy
Holliday* Alfred Hitchcock, Otto
Preminger, Billy Wilder, F. Hugh
Herbert to mention but a few of
the Hollywood luminaries involved
in the NBC-CBS major showcases
it's now a case where the network must resolve its own schedule months in advance to avoid
conflict with pix studio commitments. This, aside from, the fact
’that the very nature of the specs
themselves require detailed, longrange planning, since it’s now a
case where the Vehicles themSelvei
must be built around the stars.
One producer with a Broadway

—

‘legit

background now engaged on

the tv spec front put it tersely:
“Believe me, it was easier bringing
in a legit show."

M

Although axed by General Foods,
CBS Radio’s “Wendy Warren & The
Venice, for use on its CBS-TV
News" will ride along on the web
show, “Omnibus." “Corral" stars
without missing a farthing. GF’s
Canadian cowboy Wallace Jensen, cancellation of the daytime
soaperw.k. in Canada and United States
news capsule strip is effective Frirodeo circles.
There’s no comday (17), and on Monday (20)
mentary, film using only guitar brace
of clients jumps on the show,
music arrar/jed by Eldon Rathburn Procter & Gamble and Armour goand played by Stan Wilson and Al ing. for a co-sponsorship deal. An*
Harris.
other GF daytime casualty, “SecProduced by Colin Low, “Cor- ond lyrrs. Burton” (now: owned by
ral" was lensed in the Alberta foot- CBS after its surrender by Young
hills by Wolf Koenig.
& Rubicam fpr GF) will also get
the benefit of Armour coin;
P&G; it’s recalled, checked out a
couple of weeks ago on NBC Radio’s “Welcome Travelers,” so it’s
assumed the soap company had
bacon and 10 pounds of cake mix. “Wendy Wai'ren" on the rival web
in
view at cancellation time.
Plus eight hours labor.
A three-second tint shot of a
Sunbeam coffeemaster and perco’s’
lator required five hours of toil in
preparing an enclosure.
Steve Allen's upcoming “ToIt necessitated testing 25 male night" on NBC-TV has lured four
models to find two skin tones that sponsors so far. First aboard some
matched for the Sunbeam electric weeks back was Polaroid, Others
razor commercial.
pacted are Westclox, Cadillac and
Total cost of the four and a half- Chevrolet.
Meantime* with local cut-ins
minute commercials exceeded $10,000 (exclusive of: “hidden costs" available, the opening gun was
such as fees exacted by. NBC for shot via WNBT. N. Y„ by Max Facuse of studio facilities, camera use, tor (Creme Puff ) and National Airlines, the former for two a week
etc.).
Overall it took 18 hours of re- over seven frames and NA also
Six
hearsal to bring in the commercials twice weekly for 26 weeks.
—longer than it usually takes for a local inserts per night are available
on the crossboarder.
full bne-hqur dramatic show.
place, in the recent film festival in

Weilnesday,
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& The Half

addenda to the “even-our-ulcers-haye-ulcers” turmoil,
confusions and backbreaking application attending the premiere of
the new tv season, particularly one that is generating more than
the usual excitement, the mounting casualty list at the peak of
“premiere time” is causing no little anxiety in the trade.
Aside from the Leland Hayward “crisis” at NBC, With the impresario’s illness and enforced layoff cueing his release from his;
multi-million dollar “spec unit,” a whole array of NBC personalities are down for the count. These include Bob Smith, who
suffered a heart, attack last week, necessitating a revamp of the
daytime ty schedule; Jerry Lewis, who was obliged to cancel out
as the curtain-raiser of the ’54-’55 “Colgate Comedy Hour” series;
Martha Raye, whose. collapse has raised some question whether
she’ll be ready for the teeoff of her Hazel Bishop-sponsored Tuesday night series..
On the executive front: Sam Fuller, NBC-T V national program
an.

———

•
•

With the two major webs engaged in a struggle for supremacy
that, is reaching out more and
more tp the public as well as the
tr.ade^-as

witness the: heated ex-

Chicago, Sept. 14.
Less than a week before the
kickoff whistle, ABC-TV shared a
trio of midwest bankrolled for
its
football package; Zehith

Maxwell Anderson’s

NCAA

‘Carol’ for Chrysler TV Radio and Amana
Refrigeration
Upcoming Chrysler series Yule- signed ori over the weekend to

changes between RCA-NBC board
chairman David SarnOff and CBS. time stanza on CBS-TV Will be
corporation prexy Frank Stanton Charles Dickens’ “A Christmas
and the “Look, Ma” jousts of each Carpi,”
Maxwell Anderson is doing the
camp in connection with their col-

drama

arid public affairs

not mere

NBC

The Maytag washing ma-

buys.

adaptation in his initial full-length chi
company .yesterday (Mon.)
for the medium with Bernard decided to join Zenith and Amana
agendas, et al.—it’s
composing the music.
Herrmann
i
a three-way sponsorship split.
cidence that each of the networks
Last minute wrapup eases th
is. undergoing
a reshuffle of its
network out from under a $2,500,press relations at the top level.
burden it Would have had to
000
of
course,
bona
There have been,
tote had the series got off sustainfide resignations^-always standard
ing;
That the ABC-TV Special
a
procedure
in
hectic
operating
football task force spearheaded .by
business; but there have been ax*
proxy Robert E. Kiritner has overings as well. With the “resignation”
looked ho possible bets is seen in.
tag riding on situations under
the fact that Zeriith emerged as
which given, positions have been
One of the sporisors. This marks
made untenable, in addition, at
Zenith’s network tv baptism and
least twp new top levels have been
ranks in itself as a major accomestablished to ride herd on the
plishment in view of Comdr. Eudepartments for greater efficiency
based on confronting the competiHurricane Edna provided lotsa gene F. McDonald’s traditional
tion with “surefire!’ public rela- wind for broadcasting’s sails. Al- “show me” stance on. the effectivetions Weapons in the much-vaunted though the highly touted “Big ness of national radio-tv advertis“Electronic Era” that’s defined as Gale” laid an egg in metropolitan ing.
“if it isn’t bigger than big, we can’t New York,; everyone in that sector
Carnation’s earlier purchase emhandle it.”
got in on the act in a switch pitch braces 18 stations along the Coast
Apparent precursor of “Opera- occasioned by the fact that vir- and Humble takes over the Texas
tion Revolving Door” occurred in tually everyone was caught with- outlets, with Zenith, Amana and
July when in one of those “sud- out tickets the Week before when Maytag buying the rest of the nadenly it happened” deals the N. Y. Hurricane Carol burst upon the tion. Zenith deal was agented by
Rribicam and Amana by
Times’ Jack Gould was brought in stage in the opening flash act. Sta- Young
by CBS for the newly-created role tions and networks. Were deter- Maury, Lee & Marshall.
Series bows Saturday (18) with
of information adviser under the mined to latch on this time in a
parent eanopy (broadcasting, tv sometimes bloodthirsty, boastful ap- the California - Oklahoma contest.
and phono equipment, laboratory, proach to a .manifestation of nature Jack Drees and Tommy Harmon
records, etc.), If any apprehension iri one of her angriest moods. It will share mike duties, while Bill
was felt by any of the press hands was a case of making hay while Stern will, handle the .10-minute
at the company—radio and tv sepa- the sun didn’t shine. There was fore and aft segments plus color
rately under the divorcement, but more hamming^going on than one commentary during the games.
aural combined with video under would find in a scoreful of vintage
the recent regrouping of public stock companies.
The scorecard read about like
affairs with Sig Mickelson at the
head with yicepresidential chev- this;
CBS newsmen and announcers in
rons to boot it was mostly below
the amount of 32 count ’em—32
the surface.
Nevertheless, the climax was —became boswells for the big
reached last week when David J. blow, teeing off .at "noon Friday
Jacobson removed his CBS-TV (10) and continuing until next
public relations shirigle (to start, night at 6:15, Edward R. Murrpw
With Maxon ad agency divorced
grabbed himself an exclusive adhis own Public Relations Internavance interview with Lady Edna, from the Packard account as of
tional). Jacobson’s title was diflying over the Atlantic into the eye mid-December, Ruthrauff & Ryan
rector of public relations, with the
of the hurricane on Thursday and
Say-so over CBS-TV press informatake over the automaker’
will
promptly reported his findings on business. Packard, which has
tion, but nevertheless the web anbeen
nounced that Charles Qppenheim his Friday stanza. Murrow took off moving fast of late to spread its
from Bermuda Thursday morn in models before
has been appointed “Director of
the public (and
company of an* Air Force B-29 crew which recently
Press information” for CBS-TV to
merged with Studewhich aided in charting the warnbaker as the last surviving pair of
succeed Jacobson, The press info
ings
independent carmakers), will de*
title has been identified with Mike
WCBS-TV remained on all night liver an estimated $6,000,000 to
Foster, with Hank Warner as his
(Friday-Saturday) to handle Edna
No. 1 aide, and the network then like> a political convention with $8,000,000 in billings to R&R,
though only a small chunk of that
resolved that nomenclature upon
the familiar Walter Cronkite and
rides in television via the Martha
the return from vacation of Foster.
.Douglas Edwards tilting with the.
Whether
Latter was given the title of windmill. The CBS flagship fol- Wright show on ABC.
publicity manager with Warner lowed its “Late’’ and “Late Late” there’ll be a tv expansion is not
yet determined.
named manager of
with three additional
oracular,.

director, is still doing Wheelchair duty as result of his recent
auto accident. And
prexy Pat Weaver goes into the hospital
*
this week for an operation on his jaw.

share the 13-game schedule in ail
areas except the previously Set
Cara nation Milk, and Humble Oil

coin-

work

(PI

Decision last week by WNEW, +
the New York indie that set the
original music-and-news format* to
Taps Hoagland
take deejay Art Ford off his “MilkJim Hoagland has been tapped
man’s Matinee” all-nighter after 12
years and slot him in daytime and to head the program arid talent
early evening slots with an accom- buying operation of BBD&O’s rapanying upbeat, in live music pro-, dio-tv department. Don Rowe,
gramming is no mere routine pro- business manager of the departgram-personality shuffle at the sta- ment, will take on the additional
duties of head of production, with
tion. Actually it comes as an extension of the station’s pioneering George Polk slated to function as
as an indication that liaison between the department
outlook
[

BBD&O

and

new management under and the media department.

the indie’s

Richard Buckley 'won’t be satisfied
with the retention of a years-old,
albeit highly successful, status quo.

All

three

report

will

Foreman, v.p. in charge
and tv at the agency.

to Bob
of radio

Shuffle comes as a move to spur
new interest in the station and its
personalities, despite their wellsold Status. It’s a move to throw off
the wraps of a rigid sameness-, and
to reinstill in the public a sense
of the outlet’s individuality. It’s
especially significant in that it’s the
first major policy declaration by
the Buckley management Since it

took over from the longtime Bernice Judisrlra Herbert combo last
April. According to Buckley, he
had the choice of continuing to dp
what most other stations now are
doing “although we do it better,”
or to make drastic changes that he
believes will project the station
into greater eminence.
Form of these changes is a turnabout in the face of traditions and
trends, many of which the Station
itself is responsible for inaugurating. Outlet, long recognized for its.
lack of respect for the customary,
this time is moving in an opposite
direction to all trends in local radio
by stressing live music. In addition,
it’s back to a live talent jpoiicy,
looking for capable but as yet un(Continued on page 24)
.

&

—

producer Of the
series, has negotiated a deal with Myrna Loy for
the latter to do a Weekly Situation
comedy series on film, to be shot
in the east, with Miss Loy portraying a Woman lecturer. Scripts are
being prepared.
Parade of the ex-bigtime femme
pix stars into video will probably
reach its peak in the upcoming season, With several others already
joi ing such stars as Loretta Young
Carol

Irwi

,

CBS-TV “Mama”

in establishing a permanent stake
in tv programming. Claudette Colbert some months ago finished a
pilot for Rockhill Productions, al-

though her

deal'

with

.

NBC-TV

to*

move

into the Saturday night 8:30
time for Toni has hit a stalemate.

Joan Bennett

is

another eyeing

the video horizons.

A new CBS-TV

—

.

,

.

operations.

Arthur Perles, once assistant press
info director, before the radio-tv
spiitup, and of recent years administrative director of merchandising

daytime Soap opera series, “Haven
House,” is being prepped for her.

(Continued on page 35)

filmeries
tures, interrupting

fea-

them

for hurri-

cane news. Displayed were “Wings
of Danger” (Zachary Scott), “GI
Ward Brides” (Arina Lee) and
(Continued, on page 24)

;

R&R also annexed the account
the U.S. Air Force formerly
handled by Dancer-Fitzgerald-SamAs per usual, some of the
ple.
placement is on a. ciiffo basis.

of

‘Medic’s’
Station clearance on ABC-TV’s
upcoming “Disneyland” is progress-

ing at a faster rate than anticipated, with the web having set 112
outlets out of the. 120 ordered and
achieving .95% video homes coverage already. Web has. Signed 52
stations for live pickups, 60 for
delayed broadcast, with the premiere of the show still more than
a month away' (Oct. 27).
What's made the network especially happy is the bullish situation ifi the two-station “captive
markets.”
Execs, for example,
could hardly believe it When in,

formed that

WHBQ-TV

in

Memphis

has preempted; its live pickup of
CBS' “TOast of the Town” on Sumdays at 7 (local time) in order to
carry a DB of “Disneyland” at that
time.

m-

CANADA
TO

WO’ BISHOP —

Ottawa,* Sept. 14.
Cued by recent upsurge of opinion in favor of bringing Admiral’s,
television
J.

Sheen

show with Bishop Fulton
to

Canadian video, Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corp. has, offered;
to carry the Bishop Shfeert program
on its tv Web without charge. The.
offer carries the condition that no

commercials be. used at any time,
but CBC Will allow a Credit line
to Admiral, In view of the nationwide campaign by Roman Catholics
to have the Bishop Sheen stanza
telecast here, even a credit line
would give Admiral an assured audience of considerable size.
CBC’s chairman, A. D. Dunton,
said CBC was following recom-

...

Hayden’s Spec Spot
Max Liebman

mendations by

its

national relig-

advisory council which, he
“took cognizance of other television programs favored by the
spec starring Ann Sothern.
church groups which the CBC is
It’s likely that Hayden will stay
carrying or Which may be available
on for future Liebman assignments.. in the future.”

has appointed Jeff

ious

book director for his
forthcoming “Lady In The Dark”

said,

Hayden

as

Trendex

NBC-T.V’s. “Medic,”

WILLING

.

**

hot touted,

series, launched Monday
(13), rated 19.6 from Trendex. Fig-

telefilm

New York scribes getting an overdose’ of screenings, junkets
-apd preem hooplas from the tv networks and agencies in a week’s
span, NBC pulled two screenings last week (8-9) of Henry Salomon’s “Three, Two, One Zero’’ atomic energy documentary which
was an. hour’s one-shot Monday (13). Less than three hours after
the second screening (9) the fourth estaters were piled into chartered busses for the kingkor.g haul to Brooklyn (and back) to
looksee the web’s sprawling color studios (ne Warner), with Mayor
Wagner doing, the ribbon-cutting honors some 90 minutes late
(apparently held up by the controversy
“to bingo or not. to

ure

web

—

bingo” in Gotham).
NBC put in its licks again Sunday (12) at the 65th floor Rainbow
Grill of the RCA Bldg, with a combo color viewing and buffet
for Max Liebmah’s “spectacular” premiere marking videbut of
Betty Hutton in the “Satins and Spurs” cowpoke stanza,
RCA had figured on having the last word today (Wed.) in a
traincade to the David Sarnoff Research Center at Princeton to
unveil its new 21-inch color, tube and simplified tint receiver, but
relief for the. weary scribblers Was short-lived as CBS chimes in
tonight with a bash at the Stork* Club following the premiere of
Westinghouse’s one-in-four Series with star-filled “The Royal
Family” (also happens to be Marciano-Charles fight night, shut,
out of Pabst tv but radio holding the torch for the fisticuffery,
with Westinghouse preempting Pabst). Columbia is on the agenda
again tomorrow (Thurs.) with a late afternoon press reception for
Robert Young and Jane Wyatt at 21 as a gala for their new vi.dpix
series, “Father Knows Best,” which kicks off Oct, 3. But the tab
for that one Will be picked by Kent Cigarets via Young & Rubicai
They’re now calling the newshounds the “Shoeless Wonders.”

is

the highest attained by the

Monday-at-9

in the

slot.

CBS-TV’s “Public Defender” opdrew 33.2, up from

posite “Medic”
its

July-August, average of 27. “I.

Love Lucy” is the regular CBS
show at 9. Share-of-audience for
“Medic” was 34.7, with 58.7 for
“Defender.”
NBC’s previous high

in the

time

was the 18.2 pulled, by “Lights
Out” in September, 1952.
Another special Trendex over the
weekend was a survey on the first
half-hour

Saturday

••

(10:30-11)

of

ABC-TV’S

night one-shot “Miss
from Atlantic
City.
ABC-TV drew a 21.2 rating
and a 45.3% share iri the sevencity survey, with NBC-TV’s “Hit
Parade” in its first show of the season pulling a 15.9 arid a 34.0%
share. CBS, with local shows, got

America”

,

(11)

pickup

a 5.4 and 11.5% audience share.
Period beyond 11 p,m; wasn’t covered, because of Trendex policy of

not making phone calls; after that
hour.

.

)
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IT’S

A GREAT LIFE

Janies Dunn,
With Joan Caulfield, Barry Nelson, With Sherman Billingsley, Eddie With Michael O’Shea,
William Bishop, Frances Bavier,
Fisher, Nanette Fabray, Robert
Bob Sweeney, Alix Talton, Steve
music,
others;
Logan,
CarKomack,
Barbara
Jimmie
Cummings,
Dunne, Lud Gluskin orch
David Rose
rie Munn, 'Shermane Billingsley;
Writer: Sol Saks
Singer,
- Writers:
Ray
Producers
Tokar
others
Norman
Producer-director:

30 Mins.;

Sat., 9:30

Diqk Chevillat
Producer: Sherman Billingsley
Director: Marshall .Diskin (Shelley Director: Christian Nyby
show
Mins., Tues. 10:30 p.m.
30
premiere
Hull directed

p.m.

INTL. SILVER, SIMMONS (alt.)
CBS-TV, from Hollywood
CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH DEALonly)
Young & Rubicam
ERS
30 Mins., Sat.; 10 p.m.
“My Favorite Husband,” an out- ABC-TV, from New York
NBC-TV, from H’wood
standing new situation comedy last'
are
names
( McCann-Erickson)
that
tradition
In the
season, returned for its second newsworthy, “Stork Club” half“It’s a Great Life,” taking coldwith*
(11)
semester Saturday night
hour, in a new time slot over a new blooded aim at the visual values
Series, starring Joan network, is assured of audience ap- with contributions to the slapstick
a dull thud.
Caulfield and Barry Nelson, won peal if only on the manpower pro- larder, brings filmster Michael
While obviously O’Shea to the homescreens via the
its popularity in large part through jected
weekly.
sonic very fine writing, but this specially cast for the ABC-TV net- telepix route. He shows up as an upSherman
boniface
premiere,
work
the
on
missing
was
quality
and-at'em deliverer of lines someBillingsley’s posh bistro isn’t exInitialer.
the wJiammo style of
actly a Kiwanis haunt, so the su- times akin to
While the basic idea was good percharged roster of “guests” at Danny Thomas as he is spoke.
enough—kidding the Dior craze— Saturday night’s (11) preem must,
Joined with O’Shea in sundry
the material failed to live up to at least, be called “representative.”
behind-closedpremise, and consequently And if they’re not there in person, shenanigans, with
the
had
as mam
“Husband”
Dior was a bore.
the emcee-host shows a photo- doors mistaken identity
some laughs, but the quota was far graphic galaxy of personalities, springboard for the initialer, are
Scribcourse.
this
for
Sen.
par
Rockefeller,
below
such as Bobo
•James Dunn in what is for him
blers appeared to be reaching into James Duff, Jack Dempsey and
clown’s role and Willeft-field and their work was singu- Gene Tunney side by side, Dorothy an offbeat
Saks,
Sol
larly undistinguished.
Kilgallen and Walter Winchell dit- liam Bishop as a sort of love motif
who is also associate producer, to, Bert Lahr, Lloyd Nolan, John straight, though also skilled at the,
turned out the script, along with Hodiak, Morton Downey, et al. ripostes. (The other side of the
Shirley Gordon and William M. Just for the convincer Downey,
Cowley III, but they’ll have to do whom he called his “partner” romantic shuffle is Barbara Logan,
much better than this in ’future (without identification of the Sor- a long-gammed looker seen on the
frames.
tilege perfume business) was also preemer but who'll be succeeded
- When
the Coopers’ neighbors there in person along with James by Barbara Bates on the subsereturn from Paris, the distaffer A. Farley and other Stork Club quents, this being due, apparently,
brings along some of the Pans regulars.
The show, per se, is in the same to Miss Bates not having been
gowns, and this springboards the
situation to a controversy over plush parade of personalities from available at shooting time).
Liz
show biz and the social pages, a
male - ys. - femme fashions.
Ray Singer and Dick Chevillat,
Cooper (Joan Caulfield) rebels at potent array of names. The off- doubling as scripters and probut
regisseur identifies them
styles,
screen
new
Dior’s dictating the
ducers, have come through with
surrenders when she is able to dining tete-a-tete, either in the re- funnybone material that depends
wangle a chic gown for herself. created CUb Room or dancing-din- on some stock but laff-yaising sitThere’s some amusing kidding of ing in the actual cocktail lounge uations for its effect. However,
men’s fashions, but on the whole and the main dining rooms. This the playing and timing thrust the
the half-hour is sadly deficient in is the show’s new technique the opener into a position to command
roving cameras will pick up celebs
Vitamin Wit.
future attention.
making their entrances off East
O’Shea and Bishop are postMiss Caulfield and Nelson, as
53d St., or navigating through the Korea GFs intent on settling down
the George Coopers, do what they
sundry public rooms.
in. Southern California. They wind
can, but the material they're given
appeal
person”
“person-to
The
up grabbing a furnished room in
doesn’t offer much opportunity for
They are good come- thus is undeniable. Whether it’s a the home of Frances Bavier, a
distinction.
Ted Steele afternoon show for straitlaced widow strait jacketed
dians. and better than the lines.
terpteenagers
showing
economically by out-of-work Dunn,
Bob Sweeney and Alix Talton, as Pepsi-Cola,
ing in al fresco juvenile convivial- who’s intent on protecting his
the neighbors, and Steve Dunne,
ity, or the lush atmosphere of a
cushy shelter from outside ontheir bachelor friend, aro also
worldfamed top bistro like Billings- slaughts. Miss Logan is the widow’s
competent in the other regular
ley’s Stork, the revealing image
daughter who catches Bishop’s
roles.
orthiconh pickup is arresting audiProducer-director Norman Tokar ence stuff. In the case of the Stork, roving eye and vice versa. Exhelms at a slow tempo, something the Saturday night looker-inner, tended complications set in When
unusual for the “Husband” series. let’s say in Duluth or Stroudsburg, the only available room (except for
for
Since this was the opener and the Pa., must get a vicarious kick from the attic, which is earmarked
producer presumably had far more being privy to such fancy - dan Dunn) is rented to another couple
daughter. Thus
unknowing
the
by
it’s
prepa're
to
week
usual
the
than
shenanigans by the formally attired
occuSurprising he couldn’t come up clientele that is attracted to the a quartet readies to become
pant' of the same bedroom, prewith a better show.
Storki It’s a closeup on how the cipitating a revolving door series
Musical backing by Lud Gluskin other half lives.
of entrances and exits as each of
As for the show proper, it's al- the principals grapples with the
and his orch is good. International
Silver and Simmons share the tab most surefire in its unspooling, double entendre situation, incluon ’Husband,” and their filmed what with an Eddie Fisher not sive of bathroom and clothes closet
the sales
(

,

—

—

commercials delivered
message satisfactorily.

forgetting that plug for Coca-Cola

DaJcu.

—balladeering

“If I

Ever Needed

to Shermane Billingsley She.
is the host’s teenage daughter, a
regular vis-a-vis to her father in

You”

FOOTBALL

’54

processionals.

Dunn

is

centered in the byplay

since he feigns half-wittedness in
an effort to drive the two sets of
boarders away. While doing so he’s
called upon to wear outlandish

With Ted Husing, Bill Stern, Fran- some of the "interview” stuff. Their
cis Wallace, Bob Hope, Albie penchant for pet dogs (which are
habiliments and comport himself
Booth, Winged Victory chorus, prize giveaways also) is reprised.
as the dizzy guy alive' to the intenAlta Ray, Harry Sosnik Orch,
Nanette Fabray did two numbers, tions of his pretense. On the bathothers
“On 'Behalf of the Visiting People room side, O’Shea is caused to
Producer: Jerry Danzig
From Any City” (an improved par- drape himself with a girdle handed
Directory Cort Steen
aphrase of Johnny Mercer’s origi- .to him by the husband who be
Writer: Stanley Silverman
nal “Visiting Fireman” lyric) and lieves his wife to be dressing in
p.m.
60 Mins., Sat. 8
“Louisiana Hayride,” Latter was the cubicle. It’s a funny bit only
Sustaining
the finale, leading into a seasonal, in the sense that pie-in-the-face
WABC-TV, from New York
autumnal touch with a camouflaged usually is and, forthwith forProblem of selling its own shows pooch in the haystack, excepting gotten.
that the propertyman goofed by
With all hands pitching for all
is a difficult item for a network at
not having the puppy properly they are worth; the future of “Life”
times, especially when the web alcrated although it made for an un- in the rating sweepstakes depends
lots a full hour of its cream time to expected laugh, as Billingsley ad
on how producers-scribes Ray
extol the forthcoming National Col- libbed for the signoff.
Singer and Dick Chevillat and diIn between, fashion
designer rector Christian Nyby will, along
legiate Athletic Assn, games which
Carrie Munn was interviewed and with rest of the cast, be able to
Saturday
start over the chain on
showcased her latest samples of sustain the interest in a theme
(18).
haut couture, and a light touch was that can wear pretty thin in its
The web and its producer for added by Jimmie Komack with re- one-joke jacket. On the other hand,
the show Jerry Danzig had to work prise of his current Coral disk the central idea of GI’s returning
within a very narrow confine, and novelty, “The Nick Name Song.” to. the homefront with “unreal”
within its limitations, Danzig did There was also a “human interest” behavioristics can be a flexible one.
However the basic
creditably.
Trau.
(Continued on page 30).
premise of the show seemed off
base. The bulk of the time was
devoted to film clips of games
-

—

'

NCAA

NCAA
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Somewhere towards the end qf the “Darryl E. Zanuck” story;
Which Ed Sullivan presented on his “Toast of the Town” over
CBS-TV Sunday (12), Zanuck observed that his success was actually
a tribute to the work of the many who have been associated with
him through the years, It was this modest thought which Sullivan
and co-producer Mario Lewis adopted, as the theme for their hourlong tribute to the head of the 20th-Fox studios.
The result, even though it told little about Zanuck the man
or his personal formula for success, nevertheless provided tv with
a bright, fast-moying, often hilarious and mostly nostalgic hour
of top entertainment. Many words might have been spoken both
by Zanuck and about him. Instead, “Toast” made the man emerge
through his work. And for added frills, there were the familiar
faces o£ a host of Hollywood stars, both on the screen and in
person, in the audience.

Much great artistry was crowded into this all-too-brief hour,
by “live” performers, such as Tony Martin and Dan Dailey, here
making his tv debut; Gloria De Haven and Jack Benny, and via
bits from the film landmarks in the Zanuck career.
The excerpts,, some of them undoubtedly not pleasing to the
vanity of the older performers in the audience, were unusually
well’ chosen and must have, thrilled the audience. Few things
are more fun than watching .the old classics, or parts from them,
and “Toast” proved this beyond the shadow of a doubt Sunday.
There were clips from “42nd Street,” “Capt. January,” with a
long and delightful dance sequence starring five-year-old Shirley
Temple; “Thin Ice,” starring Sonja Henie whom the camera also
picked up in the audience; “Charley’s Aunt,” which introed a
very funny Jack Benny bit with Sullivan; “Girls Dormitory,”
“Lloyds of London,” which launched Tyrone Power on the road
to stardom; “Gentlemen’s Agreement,” with a powerful scene
involving Gregory Peck; “Snake Pit,” “I Was a Fugitive from a
Chain Gang,” “Grapes of Wrath” and “Sitting Pretty.”
Marilyn Monroe came in for proper attention via screen test
footage and a more uprto-date bit from “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes.” After seeing the test, with Richard Conte, one must
give due credit to Zanuck for seeing Miss Monroe’s potential, since
it was certainly hidden at that moment, with but a few curves
showing. The “Blondes” sequence confirmed his good judgment.
While Cinemascope was mentioned on the show, it didn’t get
too much of a play. Only excerpts from- a CinemaScope film
shown were from “The Egyptian,” Zanuck’s personal production.
f

Zanuck

also

commented

in his brief conversation

Life With Father

(CBS)

Under the CBS policy this season
the end of each clip, commentators of exposing every tv show on the
Ted Husing, Bill Stern and Francis network to compatible color, it was
Wallace pontificated, and the most "Life With Father’s” turn last
they dared say on the outcome of week (Tues. 10 p.m.) to be subthe game was that it would be an jected to rainbow analysis. And
interesting contest.
if anything came out of it, it was
However, some imagination was the reaffirmation that all the reds,
rhown in getting referee Albie blues, purples and golds in their
Booth, onetime Yale football great, brightest and mightiest array can’t
and now a referee, discussing the help a bad show. Which is precisenew rules. Insertion of a clip by ly what “Father” was, whether
Bob Hope plugging the games also*| viewed from the script or the
was a good departure. Otherwise, acting.
the show represented a difficult
There was nothing wrong with
job that left much to be desired.
CBS color, as such. In fact, ini view
There was some between-quar- of “Father’s” West Coast origins,
ters entertainment with a sprightly it
quite
stride
represented
a
production line, the ideas of which forward in the network’s attainseemed to be taken from the ’20s. ment of a coast-to-coast tint emanaCollege styles have changed con-, tions. While it was far from perfect
siderably since then.
(particularly
Jose.
background scenes

with Sullivan

it took two years to make a C’Seope film and that, by the
time it came out, the studio was taking the risk of changed audience tastes. “It’s an expensive guessing game,” Zanuck quipped.
Nice personal touch was introduced when Zanuck kudosed his
wife, Virginia, and the camera picked her up in the audience.
Sullivan lost no time launching into his subject even though

that

he first introed some of the celebs in the audience, among them
June Allyson, Dick Powell (RKO got a plug for “The Conqueror”),
Michael Rennie, Ruby Keeler, Clifton Webb, Henry King, Robert
Stacks Herbert Marshall, etc.
Montage of musical highlights

from such Zanuck hits as “State
“The Dolly Sisters,” “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” “Three
Coins in the Fountai
etc. was dominated, by the vocalizing of
Tony Martin, a gent with a mighty pleasant voice. Dailey’s softshoe routine was competent but unexciting and Miss DeHaven’s
“You’ll Never Know” number was a sentimental salute to Virginia
and Darryl Zanuck.
Benny almost stole the show. His timing as perfect as ever,
he brought down the house, and even had a little scoop for the
trades. His “Horn Blows at Midnight,” generally considered a flop,
did make money, he confided. Ask the director, he told Sullivan,
he now works here as an usher. Finale, which no, Hollywood show
with stars in it can resist, had all the stars lining up stiffly and
uncomfortably on the stage for quick camera perusal while Martin
crooned “There’s No Business Like Show Business.” It’s probably
figured that the fans demand this kind of closeup. Actually, it’s

Fair,”

inevitably disappointing.
“Toast” did itself proud by Zanuck, winner of three Irving
Thalberg Awards and one of the most dynamic top execs in the
history of Hollywood. It told his story in terms of his taste and
his conscience, and he emerged as one of the great creative
personalities-of the century, a man directly responsible for more
and better entertainment than almost any other.
And Zanuck, in turn, gave “Toast” one of its best shows in
years. On camera, he w’as modest and pleasant, a man ‘conscious
of the value of his work, and yet humbly grateful for the good
fortune of having capable associates. He paid tribute to Spyros
P, Skouras, Jack Warner, Al Lichtinan and other of his earlier
and present associates. He did it simply and effectively and the
audience must have liked him for it. "Toast’s” toast to Zartuck
was really a toast to the industry as a whole.
HifU
-

MARTHA WRIGHT SHOW

PRIVATE SECRETARY

With Bobby Hackett Orch, Nor- With Ann Sothern; Don Porter,
Ann Tyrrell, Joan Banks, Mary
man Paris, chorus
Ellen
Producer-director: Matt Harlib
Kay, Christian Drake,
Joseph Martorano
15 Mins.; Sun., 9:15 p.m.
Producer: Jack Chertok
PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.
Director: Oscar Rudolph
ABC-TV, from New York
(

Maxon

Martha Wright’s back in her
Sunday at 9:15 post-Walter Wihchell ABC-TV slot with a few
changes in her Packard musical
stanza. Producer Fred Heider and
director Cort Steen have gone on
to turn oift the Firestone simulcast

played last season by the various

colleges that will play the
series on this web. In the few instances where there was no game
last season between two schools
that were meeting, action shots of
concontests in which the
testant figured were shown.
At
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PtSUHETT

THE STORK CLUB

MY FAVORITE HUSBAND

)

on the web and they’ve been replaced by .Matt Harlib; Bobby
Hackett’s combo has been expandand the refusal of two cameras at ed to a fullsize orch, and a chorus
times to see eye-to-eye on color has been added.
graduations), there was a qualitaBasically, though, it’s still the
tive technical aspect, to suggest same
a pleasant and simple quarthat CBS can hold its head high
ter-hour of good music, unemeumin the tinted tv sweepstakes. And
particularly since “Father" as a bered by a lot of production trap"period piece” lends itself in pings and concentrating strictly on
design to the pastels and shadings the music. Miss Wright’s a thorof that era, everything was in favor oughly professional performer who
of making “Father” compatible. can turn out any type of tune; the
But even had the tints beep per- chorus is good and the band a litfection themselves, "Father” as it tle lusher. Miss Wright turned out
was written, conceived and ex- three songs with equal facility,
ecuted last Tuesday, was licked “Great, Wide Wonderful World,”
from the start. There’s not even a “Hey There” and “Boy Next
pretense any more of trying to Door,’ r while Hackett excelled on
achieve anything bordering on trumpet and Norhian Paris on
in a rendition of “Coin’
subtlety.
It’s played strictly for piano
the elusive belly laughs, them no Home.” Glenn Osser’s arrangeobject. And Leon Ames as Father ments Were good, and John Brodworked
camera
team
unfortunately is hamming up those erick’s
Packard pitches were
inevitable blustery attitudes to the smoothly.
Chan.
easy to take.
point of absurdity.
Rose

—

30 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m.

LUCKIES
CBS-TV, from Hollywood
(

BBDfSiO

)

“Private Secretary,” which came

back to the air Sunday
third

season,

(12) for its

now

will

alternate

weekly with the "Jack Benny
Show,” and on the basis of Sunday’s opener, will hold its
nicely.
Comedy series

own very
is

built

around natural situations, and some
of them can be pretty funny. The
situations can sometimes be corny,
too, but they’re never hoked up
too much, to reach the burlesque

And if some of the gags are
usually enough amusing dialog to offset.
Sunday’s segment was a good
case in point. Sequence concerned
itself with Ann Sothern, as a goodhearted neighbor, acting as an enforced babysitter when the couple
next door had a spat over their unstage.

trite, there’s

employed situation and

fled their

Miss Sothern’s
separate ways.
boss (Don Porter) got helplessly
involved, to find himself playing
assistant nursemaid while engrossed In an important business
deal.
Crisis
worked itself out
alright under Miss Sothern’s wise,
assured ministrations, for a satisfactory finale and a satisfying halfhour.
Performances of various castmembers was above-par. Bron.
.

-

'

.
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P'ahiety

l

Ray Bolger joins

ABC

at

hep

new

.

big Friday night line-up
.

.

with

format,

new

new

time,

sponsors!

Lehn & Fink and Dorothy Gray, pioneers in television programming,
know a good thing when they spot one. They took one look at the
blueprints of

Rdy

Bolger ’s second season program plans for television and

for ABC’s Friday night spot following
and Harriet. Tying up Ray Bolger, of course, means letting

immediately tied him up
qzzie

“million dollar legs”’ dance their

step

musi-comedy program

most exciting

You

way

those

through the most lavish half-hour

in television. It’s a star-spangled vehicle for the

talent in the business.

smart company on

re in

ABC-TV

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
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Miss America
the temporary studio and so that
the winner would be informed minutes before it was her turn to go
out on stage. Results were more
than either Daly or Lewiiie hoped

U. OKAYS
200GTV STUDIOS

Continued from page 21

19

,

execs were hopping
week, however, at the
fact that their exclusive photos
weren't getting ABC credits from
the newspapers using them, and at
the fact that the dailies were even
airbrushing out the ABC cameras
'*

this

Columbus, Sept.

.

13.

Construction. of a $200,000 studi
building for WOSU-TV was ap-

k

for.

NetWork

OHIO STATE
‘Edna’

How- “Secrets of Underground" (Virtaken in the ABC studio.
ever, when they appeared in the
In the pictures. Web got exclusive
ginia Grey), With another picture
Y. dailies, there was no referN
pictures of Miss Meriwether being ence at all to ABC.
Which had held in reserve. Its “Late" date
told the result by the simple ex- Bernstein, Daly, Le wine et al. boil- with Edna was joined at 6:52 a.m.,
pedient of stationing its own pho- ing mad.
but the news alerts continued until
tographer in the studio and pre11, and thereafter on a bulletin
venting entry for all others. Since
basis. Remotes were from Grand
Hemmerle's Frisco Post
Miss Meriwether had overcome her
Central Station, Aqueduct Raceemotional binge pretty Well by the
San Francisco, Sept. 14.
track and Coney- Island,
time she was announced on stage,
George Hemmerle, formerly with
WPIX’s Alert Job
when the press photogs could get KSFO and KJBS sales departWPIX, owned by the Daily News,
to her, the wirephoto services ments, has been made account exec
all over the place and copped
was
wanted the ABC shots taken just in -San Francisco for the new YHF
considerable newspaper attention
When she* was told.
tv station KOVR, Stockton.
a number of fronts. It clocked
ABC flack Phil Bernstein hand- It’s making a strong bid for San on
some 2,000 phone calls following
ed the quickly-developed prints Francisco biz.
tour de force coverage anent the
fate of a small motor launch, christened Con Edna, caught Saturday
in the storm at Rockaway Park.

3 Continued from page

mad

AP

Wirephoto and International News Photos and was informed that INP was crediting the
pix as “ABC Pool Photos" and
that AP was captioning them as

over to

proved last week by Ohio State; U,
board Of trustees at their annual
meeting at Put-in-Bay, O, The 555loot transmitter tower for the educational station (Ch. 34) has been
completed for some months,
Contracts for the studio are to be
in November, thus ending

awarded

optimistic speculation that the noncommercial station would be on the
air by Jan. 1, 1955.

,

Continued from page 21

knowii vocalists for

shows.

its live

At a time when the music-and-news

Chairbome and mccoy boatswain’s pattern it helped to fashion is bemates among the 2,000 offered sug- coming more and more “mechagestions on how to maneuver the nized."
as Buckley puts it, WNEW
craft to safety with John Tillman
reverse the trend by the

hopes to
hands informed on the application of its^known personalstaff
wgs
ities and fresh talent Working largeFriday and
ly without disks.
Operated on an emergency basis
Shuffle has Ford coming off hi
throughput. Cameras trained on dawn patrol and going into a 4-5
Rockaway Park, on weatherman pirn, disk segment (featuring his
Joe Bolton at "Hurricane Center" offbeat Selections rather than the
Jack McCarthy at 'the News* customary straight pop stuff )• and
weather bureau and Grand Central into a live-and-disk nightly stanza
area atop the newspaper’s East from 7:35 to 9, with the Roy Ross
42d St. building. Tillman’s appoint- house erch and new talent (there’s
ment with Edna was a climax to
"one-week stand” segment in
his milady menu in which he interWhich a new vocalist or,' vocal
viewed Zsa Zsa Gabor (Tuesday) group tries out On the show first*
(Thursday),
Monroe
and Marilyn
set for this week, is Arlene James ).
and thus he was able to meet Edna Also in the live vein is Bill Kemp,
without blushing since lie admit- Who’ll follow Ford at 5 p.m. with
tedly was too dazed to observe
a half-hour extension of his early
Edna’s tantrum. Also all over the morning show with the Ross complace was Consolidated Edison bo.
Al (Jazzbo) Collins takes over
(ConEdna, that is) with special the midnight shift While retaining
WPIX his 9-10 p.m. “Collins on the Moon’*
“flirt alert" programs
and other stations.
segment.
WNBC alng with WQXR, WCBS, Program topper Bill Kaland says
WOR, WMCA and WINS stayed that while there’s an element, of
with it through the night. WNBC
calculated risk" in the shuffle, the
preemed a line at the U.S. Weather live programming pitch is based on
keeping

ail

Station's
operation.
alerted midaftemoon

j

—

TELE Q CORPORATION

'

Announces

THE FIRST

(it sez here) and was on
the air over a 29-hour spaif, with
its aggie expert, Phil Alampi, providing Long Islanders, Connecticutites, et al.. With tips on how to
meet the onslaught from an agricultural view. Show was put on by

Bureau

•

station

sister

WNBT

at

Hayden

Planetarium on the character of
hurricanes and there were numerous cut-ins on NBC web shows.

THE GERARD EYELINE MONITOR* ONE OP
THE MOST REVOLUTIONARY INVENTIONS
IN THE HISTORY OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING.

TODAY

the

TELE

Q CORPORATION

an-

V

an announcer

WOR

sisters (Mutual) operated along the

flounces availability for the

that enables

WABD, the DuMont flagship,
showcased a special called "Operations Hurricane." NBC (radio and
tv) Were pitching at various points
[on the Eastern Seaboard as part of
and
the remote processional

first

time of a monitor

to read; his lines

NOT ABOVE
NOT BELOW
NOT TO THE SIDE

coast from Cape Hatteras to Portland to feed in reports as Edna
galloped* northward,. WOR-TV featured gigantic weather maps, which
were first displayed on Ted Steele’s
show. ABC-TV placed leasers at
Strategic points, with the web’s
radio side in N.Y. and elsewhere
also on the qui vive.
WQXR, in addition to all-night
weather reports spliced by music,
•had a public service booking via
the New Haven Railroad’s alerts, to
its commuters aiid general passenger travellers. Sponsoring began Friday and spilled over into
Sunday (12). It kept listeners up to
date on RR service on the New

Haven and Hartford
Another

was

in Albany. Said Lee Rosen,
general manager, after a graplyc

B.

GERARD EYELINE MONITOR* was invented by Edmund

Gerard,

New

York cinematographer and

use has been thoroughly proven on live

its

practical

TV and motion

picture performances.

description of his station’s hurricane service: “I tell you without
had
fear of contradiction that

WPTR

the most comprehensive coverage
of any station outside the actual
hurricane area and, conceivably,
better coverage than some of those
in

WNEW

Recorded announcements feature
two switchboard operators, one of

whom

is completely upset over the
m^dnight-to-afternoon switch, voicing such comments as “it comes, as
a shock,” “I’m all confused" and
reference to Ford as “that guy I
got bags under the eyes from staying up late to listen to.”
.

Hayward
and

Continued from page 19
Billy Wilder also slated

Hayward-assigned

fulfill

to

commit-

ments.
Coe’s

new “spec" status will not
his previous commitments,
He’ll continue his N. Y.-to-Hollywood assignment as consultant to
affect

line.

round-tije-dialer

WPTR

The

the fact that over the past several
months, the outlet’s existing livemusic shows (Kemp in the morning and the Bill Harrington stanza
at noon) have shown a steady rating increase. He feels that the public tends to identify itself with and
stay with a recognizable live stanza
as opposed to straight disk jockeying. And 'he points out that
previous time-and-format shuffles
haven’t hurt the station’s ratings,
as in the case of Jerry Marshall,
who moved into Martin Block’s old
“Make Relieve Ballroom" time.
Station, incidentally, is doing onthe-air promotion on the Ford
fashion.
switch in typical

"Lux Video Theatre" and

will pro-

duce six of the “TV Playhouse"
dramatics in addition to his supervisory chore for “Mr. Peepers.”
(Gordon Duff is the new regular
producer of "Playhouse," with Coe
divesting himself of the overall job
to take on the Lux road.)

it.”

in Boston today (Wed.), Max
getting in the final licks
in a hurricane statement of more
humorous content that managed to
supply welcome relief from the
tense situation of four days before.

Up

Buck was

For information
Tele

Q Corporation,

and demonstration

1227

Sixth

Avenue,

cqlT or write

New York

JUdson 6-5766
*Pat«nts Fending

19, N.Y*

The

director of merchandising of

the

NBC

o&o’s
before

(WNBC-WNBT),

supermarket
chain, said that “all women behave
like hurricanes When they shop in
a store which shortchanges them
on courtesy."speaking

a,

,

Tidewater’s Coast Grid
San Francisco, Sept.

^EVELINE

MONITOR

14,

Tidewater Associated- Oil Go,
has bought eight major Pacific
COast college football games for
broadcast over KNBC this fall, lh
eluding the annual Big Game between the U. of California and
Stanford U.
Schedule begins Oct. 9 and- continues weekly until Nov. 27.

ZOOMING

UP!

WORLD'S TALLEST

MAN-MADE STRUCTURE

KWTV
TOWER

1572

ft.

Sc-cn T o Be
~
-

e
-

V"

c)

j

Completed

r * r

y

r-:-AbcJ

s

Most
Dwer

T

CBS Channel 9
OKLAHOMA CITY

.
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$4.00 for a 1-minute
advertiser,

TV spot in the Number 1U.S. market! That was what our first

Bulova Watch Company, paid, based oh the very first television rate card in America

— issued by WNBT, NBC's key station in New York. The year was 1941.
Today — in 1954 — a 20-second station break costs $350 and is a better buy! Here's why
Thirteen years ago there were 3,000 TV homes in the New York area. A 5.0 rating meant a
:

44.00 spot gave a cost-per-thousand-homes of $26.67.

Today, with 4,327,000

TV homes in the WNBT area, the same rating of, 5.0 means a

cost-per-thousand of only $l!62.

For collecting customers, todays WNBT rate card is really the precious collector's item.
But economy isn't the whole story. WNBT is first by many standards.

FIRST IN NET BILLINGS
During the. month of August, WNBT sold $2 1/&-million in
more than any other New York TV station.

television advertising

—

FIRST IN ADVERTISER-SERVICE

WNBT made a clean sweep in the 1954 Billboard Competition for excellence in
merchandising, promotion, and advertising. 3 out of 3

first prizes!

NEWS
The 11th HOUR NEWS, with- John K. M. McCaffrey, is by far New York’s highest-rated,

FIRST IN
daily local

TV news program.

COLOR
WNBT schedules more color television programs than any other New York television station.

FIRST IN

No doubt about it, in the 13 years since WNBT's historic Rate Card
WNBT.

#1, almost everything

about television has changed except the basic superiority of
If

you'd like a souvenir copy of

useful conversation piece

WNBT

television's first rate

— editor write WNBT

Channel

4

N[B|C[

,

card— a fascinating

collector's iterri

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 201

in -New

York

•

a

service of

wQs

and

New York.

Represented by

NBC Spot Sales

EDGAR BERGEN SHOW
KRAFT
CBS, from Washington, D.

C.
Walter Thomps n)
a few. years ago, this prothe
probably
was
slot
It
choicest time on the airlanes.
(J.

Only
gram

—

—

ditch

battle

to

last-

.

in

against top

humor.

Aided

dummy

characters,

by

'

his
familiar
Charlie Mc-

Carthy-and Mortimer Snerd, Bergen works in his comedy routines

On the
Btance, Lt. Geri.

deftly.

preem

(13), for in-

Hubert Harmon of

S. Air Force made a
service' volunteers that

the U.
for

made doubly
gen-McCarthy
general.

pitch
,

was

by the Ber-

effective

repartee

with the
laugh-get-

The gags were

to drown the
main point of the general’s appearance.
In a similar' vein, although
more hoked up, was the chat with
a Dept, of Agriculture rep who
tried to explain some of the deFact that
partment’s functions.
ters, but hot

enough

Bergen is originating from the
Shoreham Hotel in Washington,
D C,, is giving the show an almost
Least sucwas with

semi-official character.
cessful interview bit

RCA

Victor

Sunny

songstress

with Amos,

Andy

et

between

al

Morgan’s “Baseball” side, turntablings of late platter releases
the Bulawayo Sweet Rhythm Boys’ of Frank Sinatra, Kay. Starr and
rendition of “In the Mood,” and
Rosemary Clooney. While there
SaUter-Firiegari’s “Midnight Sleighmay have been some listener anBergen’s comments about
ride.”
ticipation in regard to Benny and
the music is mostly of the gag vaLiberace, the contribution of these
riety and far removed from the
guestars was singularly unexciting.
Usual deejay chatter.
Bergen also has a brief segment After light banter with his hosts,
Benny duly noted that his radio
for a rundown of news bulletins.
Tone of show was Bergen’s finale show returns to the air Sept. 26
shows per
inspirational thought for the day: and he’ll also do two tv
“when breathing, always try to use month.'
Not to be outdone Liberace
In 'short, it’s a
your lungs.”
breezy, "tongue-in-cheek stanza not puffed an album of brother George
designed to bring radio back but and spotlighted the fact that he
one that will give Kraft a good run himself will start a 10-city p.a. tour
oh Oct. 17 which will wind up in
Herm.
money.
for its
Boston. While it’s obvioUs if A. &
A. expect:, to snare top guestars
AMOS ’N’ ANDY MUSIC HALL
With Freeman Gosden, Charles for upcoming shows they’ll have to
along with some free plugs, at
go
Liberace,
Correll; Jack Benny,
guests; announcer,- Harlow Wil- the same Aime it would help if
the talent self-advertising were
cox
abridged in favor of more enterProducer: Sam Pierce.
tainment from the visitors.
Director: Cliff Howell
Of course, there’
certain
a
25 Mins,, Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:30 p.m.
novelty in A. 3c A. doing a^ Martin
Participating
Block but one can’t help wonderCBS, from Hollywood
“Amos ’n’ Andy Music Hall,” ing just what has this disk jockey
nighttimer
on trend got that Gbsden and Correll
Cross - the - board
full CBS Radio net, kicked off couldn’t resist it? Opening show
sedately Mon. (13) despite guest had Amos handling the plug for
General
sponsor
appearances of Jack Benny and participating

their foot- Jane

retain

the Sunday night picture
competition from tv.
With the Edgar Bergen show,
radio may not turn back the tidebut CBS at least is counterpunching as hard as it can.
Bergen is heading an excellent
Stanza made up of a smattering of
music, chatter; and news and all
blended with unpretentious good

hold

;

now

but for video and
is
the radio boys have to fight a

Wednesday, September 15, 1954

Gale. This was routine stuff with scribed program, which Freeman
Gosden and Charles Correll refer,
a straight plug payoff.
Bexgen also showcases pop rec- to as their “first real departure
ords on this stanza but it’s far from the old ‘AmOs ’n’ Andy’ in
from a disk jockey stanza. Only a the 26 years we’ve been on the
few disks are used per session and air,” adds up to a conventional disk
they are obviously designed as jockey stanza.
breathers for Bergen. The reperSetting is the “Mystic Knights
toire, moreover, has none of that
of the Sea Music Hall” where
“hit parade” flavor, the initialer Kingfish
exchanged pleasantries
covering such offbeat items as

Producer-director: George Dryslin
60 Mins.; Sun,, 9 p.m.

still

P%RtEfr

AM

.

'

Liberace. For this 25-riiinute tran-

>

i

.

REVIEWS

ttAPIO

26

Foods.

Gilb.

CAMPAIGN

'54

While admittedly there are a host
Morgan, Robert of local and national problems
facing the Texas voter, “Campaign
’54” appeared to have hit upon an
Producer: CBS News
25 Mins.; Sun., 12:05 p.m.
efficient, format which scraped the
Sustaining
political texture and exposed ? a
CBS, from New York
clearer surface for the listener.
With fall elections two months Withal, this series represents fine

With Edward

P;'

Skedgell, Blaine Littell

CBS News rolled a series of
eight programs Sun. (12) designed
to inform listeners as to which wav
the political winds are blowing.
Tersely titled "Campaign *54,” the
a\Vay,

series has taken a “man-in-thestreet” approach to scrutinize the

country’s political complexion.
Trio of CBS newsmen Edward
P. Morgan, director of news; Robert Skedgell; executive producer
of radio news, and reporter Blaine
Littell—who prepared the series
largely rely upon tape recorded
interviews with both politicians and
average voters to brief dialers on
national and local trends. Staffers’
own commentary supplements the
taRings.
On the theory that “regional

—

public service material.

With Maynard Speece, Jim

Hill,

others.

Producer: Jack Huston
*

Director: Jim Bormann
Writers: Don Potter, Dick Compton
30 Mins.: Fri. (10), 8 p.m.

MIDLAND COOPERATIVES,

INC.
Minneapolis
Continuing to occupy its high
place in the local airway sun from
which it stubbornly refuses to
allow tv to preempt it, WCCO
radio comes across again with
another of its own skilfully produced, timely and important public
service contributions.
This time
as air awakener it dramatically

WCCO,

,

reconstructed the past summer’s
problems in Congressional cam- terrific battle against the army
paigns often have greater political worm.
weight than broad national and
The insect descended upon this
foreign policies,” ^’Campaign ’54” and adjacent states like a plague
is probing states and areas, where
arid, feasting at night, destroyed
key House and Senate battles are an estimated $12,000,000 of small
likely to
develop, Initial airer grains* corn and alfalfas in Minnebrought the listener to the Texas sota alone, despite the heroic and
pdlitical scene, where Gov. Allen partly successful efforts to combat
Shivers just triumphed in the the invasion and lessen the damDemocratic primary over Ralph age. It was one of farmers’ worst
Yarborough,
calamities of its kind in 44 years,
In attempting to find what conA tribute in large part to the"
clusions and issues, could emerge county agerits,
who are federal,
from the Texas situation, CBS’ state arid county
assigned
Morgan sagely observed: “politics one to a countyemployes,
to assist agriculis
a jumble of complications.”
ture; and to volunteer fliers and
others for their valiant part in meeting the emergency, the transcribed
.,

.

..

.

show

Model

Gilb,

WORM

OPERATION ARMY

was a

also

call

to

arms

to

prevent a repetition of the disaster.
Constructed
in
the station’s
usual masterly fashion that spells
ace scripting and direction, it was
fashioned into an engrossing and
gripping recital. And in an area
where agriculture’s welfare is
paramount it needs must have commanded and held a large audience.
Its dramatic impact and the fact
that farm well-being is of vital
concern to all gave it an appeal
to the general public as well as
:

with

ruralites.

Through tapes of interviews by
highly capable news staff-

WCCO’s

with county agents, farmers
and plane pilots and through reports from them to the station during the battle and through narrative, vivid description and observations, the show clearly revealed
the difficulties and handicaps encountered in Waging war against
the worms with chemical sprays
ers

1

how you doii’t even benc!

dropped from low flying planes.
There were the shortage of the
chemicals, bad flying weather, the
bogging down of trucks carrying

over to click the
••dick'* brings

dial. And every
you TV’s

the chemicals, etc:

Brought out, too, were farmers’
dismay and how the county
labored day and night, as

sharpest picture automatically*

tragic

agerits

many

as 20 out of 24 hours, when
the plague was at its worst. Hu?
man interest touches were pitiful
pleas for speedier aid and the
pathetic resignation of a farmer’s
wife who told that two years ago
a flood destroyed their crops, last

year
it’s

Picture

for nearly twice

the brightness
Inside

mirror

power of

all

concentrates

20,000

volts

it

the

was a

hail

storm and now

army worm.

the

on the

for television’s

Rees.

sharpest picture
for Cine be am,

screens out room

light-,

intensifies

Y

full

Model X* Full 21* Cin6beam television with Cin6Lens, 2 0,000- volt Royal “R” chassis, Phonojack for playing LP
records. In Mahogany $379.95*. In Blonde as shown, $389.95*.
Top Tuning starts at $299.95*.
Zenith’s

contrast without glare*

Component

seems we

may be combatted more effectiverly henceforth, the show closed with
an appeal for adaption of a plan
that contemplates sufficient stockpiles
of chemicals
at
strategic
poirits and speedier mobilization of
planes and fighters.
Sponsoring, the show, the Midland Cooperatives, a farm service,
organization, merits an orchid, too,

picture.

The plus factor

“It

just can’t win,” she said.
It all tended to illustrate farming’s unusual hazards and uncertainties and it took occasion to emphasize
agriculture’s
purchasing
power’s importance to city residents,
In order that such a disaster

Tube

WPIX IN $1,000,000
BIZ PACTS FOR FALL
WPlx,

the

Daily

News-owned

New York, has set
in sales for the; fall
and winter season, chalking up
Over $1,000, 000 in contracts over
the past two months, according to
v.p.-general
manager Fred M.
telestation
a

i

new high

Thrower.

Sound
dual speakers withi
woofer and tweeter and push-pull
amplifier add new “you are there’’
Zenith-built

.

Backed by 36 Years of Experience

reality to TV.

in Radionics Exclusively

ALSO MAKERS OF FINE HEARING AIDS
Zenith Radjo Corporation, Chicago 39,

^Manufacturer’s suggested

retail price. Slightly Higher in

Key to the bullish outlook at the
station has been ah increase in national advertising, with most of the
coin coming in as a result of the
afternoon revamp, its
station’s
upped film budget and its 100event sports Schedule.' Thrower
said the Bob Kennedy-Alien LUdden - Kathy Godfrey --Shari Lewis

Illinoi

Far West and South. Prices and specifications subject to change without

notice.

daytime combine has drawn

in

the

national sponsors as well as Such
film shows as “Florian Zabach,”
“Liberace” and its block of Sunday night mystery films:.

are the sponsors of network television

programs. Like

they

know

all successful

showmen,^

For the most

viewing,

an audience.

effective

that

audience 'promo-

that

TV
TV GUIDE

who

with

list of

TV

sponsors

advertising in

information for

who do the most

are most interested in
.

And

TV GUIDE,

know

they
there

is

waste circulation. Every reader

no

is

a

television viewer;

*Publisher's Interim Statement,

The

TV

all

entertainment;

fine

network sponsors advertise in

GUIDE. They know

the source of

the 2,000,000* families

that advance promotion is

essential in building

tion,

is

who have thus

TV GUIDE

ABC,

First Quarter 1954: 2,209,218

far scheduled

for this fall includes;

MjJ

//a

American Tobacco Company
Chrysler Corporation

Lanolin Plus
Liebmann Breweries, Inc.
Miles LA^bRATQRii^,lNC^

Dow Chemical Company

ParkerPen £q

Florida Citrus Commission
Qeneral Electric Company
General Mills
General Motors Corporation
Green Giant Company
Household-Finance Corp.

Philco Corporation Radio Corporation of America
Singer Sewing Machine Company
Standard Oil of New Jersey
Texas Oiu Company
United States Steel Corporation

Borden Company

Whitehall Pharmacal Company
To

provide this same low-cost audience insurance for your program, contact your nearest

TV GUIDE

Advertisi

w

New York

Philadelphi

Detroit

481 Madison Avenue
Plaza 9-7770

302 N. 13th Street
Lombard 3-5588

76 W. Adams Avenue
Woodward 2-5115

f

TV GUIDE Office.

Offices

Chicago
6 N. Michigan Avenue
Wabash 2-0366
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1540 N. Vermont Avenue
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YORK CITY

.

4

.

announcer

WNEW,

at

joined

IN

.

.

deejay,

irt

...

the Needham, Louis & Brorby
research staff
George Anderson scripting a 15-minute radio series
being taped at Universal Recording for use next year by Rotary International to celebrate its 50th anni.
Milton Golin, assistant day
city editor at the City News Bureau, named, radio news editor for
the bureau's new radio-tv service
Charles. Dresser, sales director
at the Chi NBC o&o's’ on an auto trip through New England and
Canada
Jack BrickhOuse to spiel the commercials for Thor which
bought the Mutual Notre Dame football broadcasts on
Chi
.
NBC news director Bill Ray back at his desk after a three-months tour
of Europe during which time Cliff Utley filled in as acting news chief
.
newsman Fahey Flynn addressed the Advertising Executive Club’s dinner meeting last night (Tues.)
Nancy Terry, Chi
to

.

.

.

,

.

.

WGN

.

.

.

.

WBBM
1

,

.

’

.

'

;

'i

*

ii.

,

.

.

East Paterson, N.J.
Todd Russell takes Over for vacationing Jack Sterling as moderator
on Art Henley’s “Make, Up Your Mind,” CBStrip, next week. Guests
include Life photog Philippe Halsman, Harper’s Bazaar editor Carmel.
Snow, atom expert Gen. Leslie Groves, silent screen ;star Nita Naldi
and author Jerome Weidman.

..

.

,

*

.

.

.

.

.

IN

CLEVELAND

.

.

.

,

WNBK

.

;

.

WEWS

Prior
is still to be resolved.
the decision to go ahead with
the Steve Allen late-nighter, the
Windy City outlet peddled the
Tuesday and Friday night li p.m,
hour to the De Met POritiac agency
for a repeat this season of its bo\vling show that Caught on last year.

o&o,

to

Per contract, twice a week howling telecasts got under way last
week, which means, there'll have to
be some juggling, some place when
“Tonight” kicks off. Sept. 27. The
Tuesday and Friday ight Conflict
with the network display has

,

.

chief Jules

Herbuveaux

iri

a bit of a quandry. With the network boys busy lining up cleararices from the affiliates on an all
or nothing basis* it's hardly politic
for a member of the family to raise
a beef, Ori the other, hand, Herbuveaux figures he has a responsibility to the local barikroller Who has

beep a heavy year-around spender
on the station.
Probably what will happen will
be a quiet within-the-family compromise with thb Chi station eitffer
bypassing “Tonight” in favor of th
bowling series for the two nights
or a deal will be worked out with
the advertiser to drop the. local
show down a half-hour into the
half-hour of “TonlghF’ at 11:30.

.

Tom Armstrong replaced Bill Mayer as WGAR’s early-morning disk
Jockey, taking over sponsored series in the 6-to-10 a.m. slot. Mayer
recently moved to WTAM, NBC outlet here, to handle new show tentatively, tagged “Your Show” ^froiri 5:30 to. 7:30 p.rii.
Pat Patterson
back oil air after one season’s absence, launching Sunday* 10 a.m.
program for sportsmen on
last week. Dubbed “All Outdoors,”
it’s on 15 minutes
Dan Snow became WEWS’ new planet-jumping
specialist, doing scientific gabfest bn subject of space travel, starting
Saturday (18) at 4:30 p.m. He’s director of the planetarium at. Cleveland Natural History Museum
Betty Cope pew tv-executive program manager at
Don Perris came back to same station
.
.
as promotion and publicity chief, after taking flyer in advertising biz.
.

NBC-TV’s “Tonight” is less than
two weeks away, the clearance
problem with WNBQ, web’s. Chi

WNBQ

go four more technicians, Earl Lockremn^ Leo NashDon Flagg opening new.
anian, Dick Holmes and Phil Chalmers
KGO-TV shifting all program operations to
tv film studios here
Dave Williams
their new Golden Gate Avenue studios this week ,
from Fresno started a new variety show on KSAN-TV UHFer
Budd Heyde began a new daily, a. m. platter show on KNBC featuring
Edith Green, who formerly did a KRON-TV.
hits of the 30s and 40s
cooking show, is planning a half hour syndicated show to be filmed
Gross of $202,462.^7 for the controversial fund-raising telehere
thon conducted last June over KGO-TV by the Cerebral Palsy Assn,
has been reported, However, the Sari Francisco chapter, which conducted the telethon, will receive only a net of $47,209 from that total
and other Bay Area city and County organizations will receive lesser
amounts for a total of $100,879.34 to be kept in the area..
Bill Exline, account exec with KRON-TV, has joined the San Francisco office of Free Peters, KRON.’s station reps and has been replaced
by A1 Breen, formerly with KU.FD and KQTV, Ft: Dodge, Iowa
Lex Boyd starting a midnight to 2 a.m. disk jockey-show from Milani’s
Glenn
Restaurant in Oakland, Tues., ThurS. arid Sat. over KWBR
Hulburt dropped his afternoon KSFO disk show to .tal^f. a cocktail
pi
ist job. in the Fairmont Cirque Lounge.. Bob ColVig replaces him.
let

.

George Hamilton Combs adding a “What’s Going On Ip New York”
segment, highlighting entertainment news, in his nightly yW ABC “SpotMel Allen set for, play-by-play on NBC’s
light,--New York" Show
“Game of the Week” for Crosley. Allen also gets award Sept. 25 at
Yankee Stadium from Jewish War Veterans Queens chapter for pro-

.

SAN FRANCISCO

KSAN-TV

yesterday (TUes,).

CHICAGO

resigned

WGMS,

.

W ABC

who

Security and Trust Co., sponsoring,

.

:

programs, replacing H. Thomas Tausig,
.

.

Dean Cameron,

.

,..

“Beautiful yPotomac,” WNBW-NBC’s
after three years «in post .
public service series on river pollution, wound up its series of.' six
shows to tune of critical kudos and a citation of merit from D.C.
P. McElwee has joined sales
chapter of American Legion
. Eugene
National Symphony
department: of WTOP-TV as account exec , .
maestro Howard Mitchell teed off a new four-times-a-week longhair
with American
d.j. show past week over “Good Music” station

John Raby into title role on “Lorenzo ^Jones.”
went ahead with the skedded “New England Travelcade”
weekend supplement against the cohipetiliori. of “Hurricane Edna’’
WNBC
NfiC o&o publicist Boh Blake teaching radio-tv bally at N.Ylj
Mexico' and will join
director Cal Darnell left for two-weeker
sister, Linda Darnell in L.A. at windup, while another station director,
Jtollin Smith is sohgsmithing and staging fall musical of Greenwich
(Conn.) Piaymakers
Lois Winston has resigned as pub-prornotion
director of Fuller & Smith & Ross’ radio-tv dept, to do tv and ad
chores in Mexico City. Before FSR she put in eight years with Biow
Manager- Ernest de la Ossa of WNBCagency as publicity director
TV attended Human Relations in Business Conference at City College

.

.

.

to director of tv

.

(T?)

.

:

:

WNBC-T

.

WNBW,

capital debut

for ah appearance with the Indianapolis Symphony.
Alastair Duncan has joined the cast of “Our Gal Sunday” in lead
Harold Bromley new to “Helen
role of Lord Henry Brinthrop

moting “American Way of Life”
makes personal appearance Friday

Chicago, Sept. 14.

Although the starting date for

sportscaster Joe Hasel, vet of 18 years in every field of sports,

New York office to its Washington stations WRC
and partied by NBC. v.p. Carleton Smith to make his
Badio station WWDC broadcasting this year’s World
Mutual femmecaster Hazel
Series oh an exclusive basis in area
Market received an autograph from British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill, fulfillment of a promise made, during a Washington luncheon
Thomas Bowie Jones upped from producer-director for WTQP-CBS
and

.

Gene Seehafer, ex-CBS, added

.

switched from web’s

.

.

IJV

.

WMAQ

.

NBC

Dorothea Beckman
in Newark in a similar capacity
>
has rejoined the N.Y. radio-tv desk of CARE after stints with WQXR,
Jan Bart, Geprgie Kaye and Dave
WLIB and the Voice of America
Tarras set for WMGM’s “American-Jewish Caravan of Stars” Sunday
Ethel Smith set. for an appearance on WOR-Mutual's “Lunch(17)
eon at Sardi's” Sept, 20 before making her annual trek to Indianapolis

.

.

IN WASHINGTON
staff

WAAT-WATV

.

.

.

»4

9

<1

.

Fairfax Cone,
20 years with the Chi NBC operation
Foote, Cone & Belding prez, interviewed Saturday (11) by Frayn Utley
Daily News sports editor John Carmichael
on her WNBQ airer ,
has taken oyer WCFL’s 7:30 sports show for Old Golds vice Bob Elson
director John Keown vacationing in Michigan.

the Production Centres

.

.

staff after

jack Lazare, former deejay and

Trertt”

Wednesday, September 15 , 1954

NBC’s only femme staff, announcer, deserting fadio-^y biz for matri
Marge Nelss is retiring from the WNBQ-WMAQ ad-promotion
mony

t

.

»»

From
»»

P^RIE^tY

»

'

McKenna Joins BAB
Carroll McKenna is resigning his
post as director ,o*f sales promotion
and research for KABC in Los Angeles and ABC's Western division
to join the national promotion staff
of. Broadcast Advertising Bureau,

He joins BAB next Monday (20).
McKenna has been with ABC for
the past fiye years, starting With

ABC-KABC

as a sales promotion
later becoming director
of research and last December assuming his sales promotion-reassistant,

search post.

i.

CHICAGO
Raymond Haqai
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FRankUn 2-1824-
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D. C.
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I
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tearful attitudes and parental" sym- (the hit lists for sometimes as long,
pathy.
as six months.
Rettig, who though a moppet has
On the new season’s kickoff (11),
probably more vidpix
1

=—

CLU
a p0£rjx

Television Reviews

work under

Continued from pare 22

closeup oh one of the Stork Club However, all the viewers will go Off
with the memory of the mother of
band’s musicians.
Robert Cummings was in for a the. new beauty queen telling the
to stop
brief interview with Billingsley, centre of all the adulation
'
Jose .
and a good trailer for his own up- sniveling.
.

tv package “which our mujust sold” he told
tual agent
Russell Nype did a
Billingsley;
walkthrough, as did Yvonne Adair

coming

MCA

SUPER CIRCUS

With Mary Hartline* Claude Kirchner, Cliff Soubier, Nicky Francis, Sandy Dobritch; Bruce Chase
and Myron McCormick; Eloise Mc.Orch
Elhone was identified as one of :the
main-room diners, along with Paul Producer: Phil Patton

Warwick, her. husband, among a Director: Ed Skotch
string of socialite and show biz Writer; Bill Adams
personalities scattered throughput 60 Mins*; Sun., 4 p.m;
the sundry rooms that comprise the KELLOGG
ABC-TV, from Chicago
eight-story establishment.
( Burnett )
“Stork Club” is easily the biggest
For nearly seven years now,
namedropping half-hour show in i'Super -Circus” has been the kingSince most of these
television.
of ABC-TV’s Sunday afternoon
names have automatic identifica- pin
dominance of the moppet clientele.
tion, the audience appeal is in like
The tanbark display opened its fall
ratio, This is no surreptitious Alseason Sunday (12) with a few new
fred- Hitchcock “Rear Window.’’
wrinkles, such as an expanded parsneaker-upper on some asserted
.segment for the kids in
Greenwich Village characters; the ticipation
the studio audience. But it’s still
four ABC-TV cameras give a genessentially the tried and true forerous, fullsized, frontal closeup on
mat built around “bandleader”
life and the pursuit of nocturnal
Mary Hartline, ringmaster Claude
happiness as paraded in what is
Kirchner, the trio of clowns, plus
perhaps the most famed nitery in
a bundle of sawdust angled vaude
the world today.
acts.

Mis

l»fe

story fold

>y hi*s son,

l

:

Arthur, with hilarious

‘footnotes

by groucho himself
Wav

.ftwMi. /.tvMmvsf#.

-

It’s the next best, thing to being
part of th0 parade; in some respects it’s better—-the. price is
right from the home lobker’s vantage point. From “The Stork Club’’
show’s point, the late-evening Saturday night is the most natural
slotting, not only as a means to insure a better cross-the-board timetabling, but certainly an improvement over the 7:30 p.m., as heretowere
fore; when adult lookers
probably; still wrestling with Junior
whether some western varmint or
Billingsley would have to bite the
Abel.
Nielsenrating dust.

'

MISS AMERICA PAGEANT
With John Daly, Bess Myerson,
Bob Russell, Jay Jackson, others
Producer; Fred Heider
Director: Sonny Diskin
Fond of

disguise*, he once jisted his occu-

pation on a customs blank as,”sffluggler.

w

90 Mins., Sat. 10:30 p.m.

PHILCO
ABC-TV from
(

Atlantic City

Hutchens )

Aliy attempt to televise a function in an outsized showshop such
as Atlantic City’s Convention Hall
presents a lot of problems* It’s
especially trub when the event is
something of the calibre of the
Miss America contest in which the

most

rewarding

moments

come

with the facial closeups.
There
were a lot of problems in capturing
a -close view of the contestants;
many of them indicated only an
inkling of the beauty of these
pigeons. Much of it was left to the
imagination.
Generally, ABC-TV did a creditable job in televising this summer’s
end feature of the resort, and one
Of the most publicized gimmicks
this toiyn has. The most rewarding moments came at the end as
the time to choose the winner approached. But perhaps the top bit
of drama was contained at the
backstage moment when the pageant's directress Lenora Slaughter
informed Miss California that she
was the winner by pinning the. Miss
America ribbon on her. For a long
While the winner was pretty much
of a mixed up kid and didn’t regain her composure until a longtime afterward.
.

Three Marxes on a breadstick. BUI Groucho
much prefers a pumpernickel for one.

Hi* daughter, Melinda, once topped him by
Inquiring, "Daddy, are you dead?”

You’ve laughed at his movies,

howled at-his TV shows. Now
meet the real Groucho t- and
roar Here are all the fun and
!

the facts — in a soh’s-eye
view that makes Grquchq
emerge as far more than just
ah eyebrow-wiggling clown. So
all

1

get on. your

Marx, get

set,

to your newsstand today !

go-

And

’em Groucho sent you. (He
sends everybody!)

tell

The description by John Daly
and Bess Myerson, latter a Miss
America of several years ago, constituted a well-constructed gab session that carried a lot of enlightenment, Miss. Myerson, knowing the

spoke with authority and
seemed to know what to look for.
Another good item in the show
was the emceeing of Bob Russell,
who has been conferenciering ;this
pageant as well as the Miss Universe show for many years.
The teleshow moved in on, Con-

ropes,

vention Hall as. the talent, eliminations were; tinder way. It seems
that beauty contests have

changed
considerably during the past two
decades when the general run of
gentry looked down ori girls who
went in for these things. These
days, the cameras and various
speakers impressed, the girls must

have more than looks. The finalists. were all college girls, they all
had to have talent in some direction,
and all had to be able to speak ex-

Ian

by

temporaneously. The major award
college scholarships.
During the talent exhibits, Daly
and Miss Myerson trotted out film
clips pf the other events in the
week-long pageaiit including the
float parade in the rain. The finale
is

ARTHUR MARX
l

lir

SaUir<)a\ K\ <‘nin<*

POST
Soptrmbrr 18,
V
A CUITI5 MAGAZINE
.....

•

w.

/><

with interviews was well conducted.
The initial try resulted in a ’fairly good show. Philco, sponsoring
the tele pickup, got good display
space in several directions not only
with Jay Jackson’s commercials,
but with the presentation of a teleset to the new Miss America.
,

Per
was a

tradition, fall curtainraiser
lively action-packed 60 min-

utes whipped along smartly by
major domo Kirchner. Miss Hart-

with seemingly one- of the
snap jobs in tv, batoned the Bruce
Chase ABC band through a couple

line,

of fast tunes for a bit of cheesecake window dressing that’s be“Circus”
trademark.
come
a
Clowns Cliff Soubier, Nicky Francis

and Sandy Dobritch threw in

the comic high jinks with plenty of
gusty slapstick.
^
Visiting acts had lpts of kid appeal.
Beebe’s Hollywood Bears,
featuring a singing animal, th^t
played to big laughs, had the studio youngsters in a tizzy.
Los
Robertos, juggling duo, opened the
proceedings in flashy style. Middlespot was filled by the Great
Conrad, escape artist, for okay impact and the roller skating Roulettes closed with a .hangup set of
spins and tosses.
Breakfast food sales messages
are handled by the regular cast
and woven directly into, the format foij potent impressions. Mars
candy climbs on Sept. 26 to round,
out the vet package’s full sponsor-

his belt than most Hollywood stars, the stanza opened with a bright
handles his role with poise and intro of the performers on this
naturalness. He’s an appealing lit- series and then followed through

chap and

big help with sketches framed around the
minimum seven top tunes along with a couple
acme. Jan of standards. Some of the numClayton is attractive and sympa- bers were done with complete simthetic
as his
widowed mother plicity, the camera only focussing
and George Cleveland pleasantly on the singer, while others were
hearty as his grandfather, And- of given rich production and ballet
course the dog is a beauty that backgrounds.
goes through its on-camera paces
Best bit on the opener was “Herwithout a hitch. Leslie Goodwin’s
direction failed to speed up the nando’s Hideway,” which naturally
slow script, but camerawork and lends itself to cute ideas. Gisele
other
production
details
were MacKenzie handled the vocals ably
while the ballet troupe provided
good.
Chan,
some apache and Latin touches*
The ballet sequence fqr “High and
THE BIG STORY
With Norma Rose, narrator; Wes- The Mighty,” done only instruley Addy, Paul Huber, Vince mentally, was likewise excellent
Kellogg, Ray Bramley, Jeffrey as was Snooky Lanson’s takeoff on
Bryant, Jack Davis* Gene. Leon- "Sh-Boom,” with an Indian set?
ard, Robert Hull; music, Vladi- ting. Polly Bergan, who is pinchhitting for regular Dorothy Collins
mir Selinsky
until
the latter’s
return
next
Producer: Everett Rosenthal
month,
registered strongly with her
Director; David Rich
Writers: Norman Lessing, Alan versions of “Little Things Mean
Sloane, Mel Goldberg, Gail In- A Lot” and “A Chapel .In The
Moonlight,” while Russell Arms
gram
handled. “The Little Shoemaker’*
30 Mins., Fri., 9 p.m.
ably in a story-telling episode with
PALL MALL, SIMONIZ (alt.)
a juve actor*
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
Raymond Scott, as usual, keeps
(SSC&B)
Bernard Prockter's lineup of net- that up-tempo beat swinging i
work packages is one of me most furnishing the background orchimpressive in the business, in estrations. Plugs for Lucky Strike
terms of number of shows, length cigs, which alternates with Warnerbankroller for this
of time on the air and; an always Hudriut as
solid sponsorship picture. “The Big series, were* pitched up in slick
Story” is as good an indication of fashion by. Andre Baruch, a standby with this show.
Herm.
why this is true than' arjy other
it’s commercial from the ground
up and it’s produced in a thorough- THEY STAND ACCUSED
ly professional manner, and that’s With Jim KodI, Patte Preble, R* E,
Smith, Charles Johnston, An*
all a sponsor or network can ask.
thony B. Ebafi, Richard G. Finn,
And proof of the pudding lies in
tle

that’s a
action’s at a

when the

and mawkishness at

its

.

.

"

.

.

the fact that it’s consistently pulled
down, strong ratings in its Friday
at 9 spot.
Series, based on stories or campaigns by newspapers and newspapermen, starts in an aura of
realism right off the bat via that
“true happening” appellation. And
a solid production technique that
freely interpolates film clips into
a live show, a topnotch writing
staff and all the other production
trimmings give it that sense of
the real and the immediate that
makes for forceful drama.
Opening show of the season
more than lived up to the standard. Story concerned a Denver Post
.

others
Producer: Richard

Von Albrecht

Director: Lee Tredaiiari
Writer: William C. Wines
60 Mins.; Thurs*, 8 p.m.

CONSOLIDATED COSMETICS

DuMont, from Chicago
Duggan
DuMont, faced with a dearth of
network programming this year,
went back a couple of seasons and
dug up its old Chi-originated
courtroom series, “They Stand Accused.” Even more to their credit,
(

)

they found a sponsor for it, Consolidated* Cosmetics, arid installed
(Continued on page 31)

newspaperman’s campaign to rid
Colorado of slot machines and the
criminal element that was running
Despite its age in terms of tv them. Wesley Addy, playing the
time, “Circus” has the stuff to newsman, digs up information that
keep rolling merrily along, espe- the apparently respectable brothers
cially since each year another big running the slots
(and holding
batch of moppets grows into its membership -in the best Denver
fandom.
Dave.
clUbs and recognized as sturdy
citizens) are really\gangsters from
way back, 'with long records and
LASSIE
a penchant for expanding’, their
With Tommy Rettigy Jan Clayton, horizons from just slots to other
George Cleveland, others
rackets. Bucking public and offiProducer: Robert Maxwell
cial apathy, he succeeds in a camDirectors: Leslie Goodwins, Shel- paign that eventually rids the state
don Leonard
of the slots and winds the brothers
Writer: Claire Kennedy
up in jail in income tax and jury
30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.
tampering raps.
ship.

;

CAMPBELL SOUPS
CBS-TV, from N. Y. (film)
BBD&O

Addy played

hardy

filmdom canine,
“Lassie,” or at least one of her
descendants, is back on film agaih,
only of course this time its telefilm.
Which is just an indication
of what to expect in the future,
with more and more oldtime film
favorites being revived as telefilm
series (another of the motion picture doggies, Rin Tin Tin, is also
back in a vidpixer on ABC).
With Campbell’s on a pitch for

the moppet trade (also with its Abbott
Costello kidpix), has slotted
this series in the Sunday at 7 pe-

&

riod on

CBS-TV.

work’s

researchers

Since the netlast
season

came up with the conclusion

that

the then resident “Life With
Father” wasn’t doing too Vtell because Sunday at 7 has a large juve
audience Which didn’t sufficiently
appreciate the adult qualities of
“Father,” it’s fair to assume that
the “Lassie” slotting is a good one.
It’s the kind, of series that should
appeal to the kiddies.
But producer Robert Maxwell
will have to do better than his first
/episode to keep those kiddies by
their sets, or at any rate tuned to
“Lassie.”
The juves these days
prefer action to sentiment, and
that first episode, though serving
as something of an introduction to
the series, lacked it except for a
brief moment in the windup.
Young Tommy Rettig is the
farm boy who 'inherits Lassie from,
a neighbor who’s just died, and
he's got a tough job getting the
dog, who misses his old master, to
stay with him. He finally succeeds
when they capture the neighbor's
hired hand, who’s run off with
some money hidden by the deceased. That’s where the action
came in, but otherwise, the program consisted of the customary
'

;

,

the newspaperman

and Paul Huber and
Kellogg
were
properly

forcefully,

(

That

Vince

menacing as the hoods. -Ray Bramley, Jeffrey Bryant, Jack Davis,
Gene Leonard and Robert Hull
rounded out a good cast.
Key element in the Everett Rosenthal production is that live-andand an effective
filni technique,
Prockter crew shoots
one it is.
lots of outdoor footage, and it’s
smoothly and realistically interpolated into the live scenes. Footage
good, and the transposition
is
the
live program goes
into
without a hitch and lends lots of
dimension to the show. Another
plus is Vladimir Selinsky’s music.
All told, a thoroughly professional

A

Chan

job.

.

YOUR HIT PARADE
With PollyBergen, Snooky

Laiison,

Gisele MacKenzie, Russell Arms,
Raymond Scott Orch; Andre

Baruch, announcer
Producer: Don Lounsberry
Director; William Colleran
30 Mins.; Sat., 10:30- p.m,

AMERICAN TOBACCO, WARNERHUDNUT
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
(BBD&O), K&E)
“Your Hit Paca.de,” which

that’s the
is. still

the most important plug in the
music biz because it is the most
t

publicized,

if

not necessarily, the

most accurate, barometer of pop
tunes, has by now established itself as one of the key musical
shows on video. .JEteturning after
its usual summer hiatus, this show
.

once again is showcasing the current hit tunes with solid production numbers in which, as it should
be,

the 'music

is

foremost.

And

from week to week in previous
years, this show has come up With
clever variations on a theme or
a. tune that’s stayed high. pp„ on

nwiwwuMWtiwwWy
I

WLW
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WLWC
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WLWT
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ing excellent English, told how the
EDC question had poisoned French
political life. He came out in favor
of

Continued from page 30

prime time. This tatter move
downfall, for
faces the toughest competition
in that Thursday night 8 p.m; slot,
against Groucho Marx and later
and
Chrysler’s full-hour series
it

in

may prove the show’s

it

|

viewer because of bad audio control.
This and at times some sloppy camerawork (especially the absence of fades Or even dissolves, in

Franco-German

reconciliation,

and expressed the hope that; by
the end of the year, the French
would, get a chance^ to vote on a
new treaty formula,"" this one embodying provisions acceptable to
By BOB CHANDLER
them. Mendes-France related how
Following through on the intrahe had Warned France’s western
Allies of the pending vote, and trade debate on network, radio’s futhat they had not believed him.
ture that was sparked two weeks
He explained that 20% of the ago by the comments of RCA board
French population vote Communist chairman Gen. David Sarnoff an d
because of the poverty in the coun- CBS prexy Frank Stanton, Mutu-

switching to the commercials), will
probably be overcome with time,
It's but they were deterrents to finicky
“Treasury Men in Action.”
Another bit which it’s
questionable whether it can sur- viewers.
jjjoped will be eliminated was the
vive that type, of competition.
judge’s closing flag waving speech
It’s too bad, too; because “They
try/ arid how economic rehabilitaStand Accused” makes for inter- On “only in America could this tion
was of prime importance to
esting and sometimes unexpected- happen.” It’s neither germane nor
keep France a safe link in the
true.
Chan.
ly entertaining viewing. There’s a
security of western Europe. Did
certain fascination in watching
favor a neutralization of Ger»
f t 444 -4
»{
<> he
professional
actors and profes- * *
many? It would create a vacuum
sional legalites ad libbing their
in Europe, Mendes replied.
Lots
prepared
courtroom
way through a
Tele Followu*)
!:
of damage would be done. To close,
It gives the actors a «
situati on
»4 4 4 44 44
4 » 4 4 4 > 4 he said the vast majority of the
chance to perform in an offbeat
%
French people favor the Atlantic
manner, and. at least on the first
After what is best described as
William McClure did his
show this freedom gave Way to a “preliminary skirmish,” Edward pact!
usual top-notch lensing job in
gratifying
results.
highly
R. Murrow’s “See It .Now” on CBS- portraying the
French statement.
First case, written by Illinois as- TV kicked off in earnest last week
Richard C. Hottelet interviewed
sistant attorney general William C. (7) by pulling the kind of journalin BadenChancellor
Adenauer
Wines, was a murder rap faced by istic tv coup that might be expected Baden, at
a spot overlooking the
Latter and the key Wit- from him. With the cooperation of Rhine.
a hobo.
German
The
spoke
in his
ness were played by professionals, Premier Pierre Mendes-France and
own tongue, with Murrow deliverJim Kodl and Patte Preble. Re- German Chancellor Konrad Ade- ing the translation. The. French
nauer,
offered
Murtrow
Concise
,.a
mainder of the cast were nonEDC vote was a blow, but it was
acting lawyers, with Charles R. and in its conclusions’ hopeful—
not fatal, the Chancellor said, takJohnston as the judge, R.. E, Smith, presentation of both the French ing
on the whole a tone much
a real police chief, acting as a po- and the German points of view on
more conciliatory than the one he
lice chief, ahd Anthony B. Ebari the EDC debacle.
adopted a few days earlier when,
This
the
kindwasn’t,
of
show
and Richard. G. Finn playing the
in a German radio broadcasting,
prosecution and defense .lawyers that needed interlacing with exbitterly
castigated
Mendesplanatory footage showing soldiers he
respectively.
France for his leadership on the
The legalites did surprisingly readying frontier posts or jets EDC question. The French
AsThe sembly vote
well on their busmen’s holiday, streaking across the sky.
Was decided by exstumbling Occasionally but getting whole tense story was written in
treme.
nationalists
the
Commutheir, points across With poise and the faces of two key statesmen of
nists,. Adenauer
held.
He also
directness. But the pros, Kodl and the West, end the “See It Now”
disavowed any intention of isolatMiss Preble, walked off with the cameras told it, in closeup, objec- ing
France even though, he said,
show, especially Kodl as the hobo. tively, arid yet tensely.. Neither Germany
is now turning to the
Adenauer
nor
His was one of the most natural Mendes - France.
U. S. and Britain to discuss rearmaand most believable performances made any earthshaking pronounce- ment. He feared, he said, that if
Been on /video for a long time, a ments, buCthey were the German
the Germans' became convinced
socko portrayal; that had him at arid the Frenchman, trying to
that the French don’t warit themtimes silent, at times most volu- analyze What was happening; seekas partners, they might turn 'to'
ble, alternating from humility to ing a common ground across a wide
Eastv
the
anger, but always in perfect char- gulf of bitterness.
Adenauer defined his meaning
It’s to MurroVv’s credit that, In
acter.
Miss Preble’s job as a
of
sovereignity
for western Gerpickup
no
way,
did
the
program
flighty
was thoroughly compresume
petent throughout.
to be an argument. It accomplished, many.. It doesn’t mean the Germans
Equally effective were those lit- vi individual interviews, what tv want unlimited rearmament, he
is
supposed ta do, maintained. He said the German
tle touches of realism— objections, journalism
sometimes irrelevant, by the law- adding to the spoken Word the in- people no longer embraced a
yers, demands for witnesses to. valuable element, of visual, personal “neutralist” attitude and that German membership in NATO was
speak louder, etc.
In fact, that impact.
latter touch Was carried to exMendes-France was first, inter- important. He also didn’t see much
point
in a Big Four conference at
tremes, for not only couldn’t the viewed by David Schoenbrun at his
attorney hear the -witnesses, but at place
at
Marly-Le-Roi, outside this time,
times neitper could the home Paris. The French premier, -speakQuestions j>ut by the “See It
‘
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under a setup where network pro-

gramming would be confined

to

thoSe feeds.

Faced by a trio of trade, renorters topped by the N. Y. Daily News*
Ben Gross, O’Neil said that. Mutual

.

prexy-board chairman Tom
O’Neal took the issue into the pub-

planning fresh program-sales approaches as soon as it completes a
$10Q,000. study of listening and
lic domain this Week via a
(Tires.).
Sneaking" On Mutual’s buying habits of the American audience.
It’s an out-of-home on’y
airing of the matter last night
“State of the Nation,” O’Neil was survey, which may pinnomt the direct’
on
of
Mutual's thinking for
bullish on network radio's future,
expressing his belief that four the future, O'Neil added that networks
will
'.survive,
even if on an
radio networks could and would
ii profitable basis, in
order to prosurvive.
vide program and sales services for
But O’Neil’s comments, optimise
is

al’s

network new

o&o
tic as they were, fell far short of
O’Neil expressed a somewhat
providing, any solution for the
multiplicity of. problems hitting downbeat attitude toward musicnetwork radio today. His bullish- al-news programming by local
ness was based on his belief that stations.' Asked .by Gross Why a
radio networks are desirable and station. when it can program comnecessary, but he failed to provide munity shows, recorded music and
concrete answers as to how the transcribed syndicated shows with
problems Of declining billings, too names, should belong 16 a netfewer advertisers^ lower ratings work. O’Neil answered that new
arid falling rate cards could be and. records weren’t radio's exclusive nroperti
and therefore
Countered.
not ah audience must, arid that netinstead he took a negative apwork. programming Was more ecoproach in declaring that networks
nomical to the stations than tranare the most economic program
sc ,,i h />d shows.
service opposed to. transcriptions,
O’Neil said “we Would be paving
,
that a purely program, service network setup working on a co-op the ostrich” jf broadcasters didn’t
re^o^nize tv inroads on listening
basis wouldn’t work because, of the
haH’l.s, but he pointed out that
high costs and complicated operaWhile average per-bome per-day
tions involved, and that networks
listening has
declined
tli
in
are necessary because the , cost of
lost 10 years by 35%. the number
maintaining lines for occasional of
radio homes have increased by
special event and national emerAnd auto sets have in.50%.
created since .1943 from 9.000,000
{low” correspondents were concise to 28.000.000 sets. The “character
and to the poirit; giving both of listening has changed.” he said,
Mendes-France and Adenauer “and so must the character of proample opportunity to answer. gramming.” But he failed to speciThere is no question that .more fy -just what changes should be
shows like this, serving to air out
made..
national attitudes on international
Newsmen failed to "ask O’Neil
problems, could and would go a
lorig Way to help solve them. That about decli ing network revenues
Murrow also manages to shape and about /rate card cuts. Panel
them into outstanding tv fare is comprised Gross, Broadcastinganother feather in his already Telecasting’s Rufus Crater and Ad
Hi/fc.
A^e’s John. Crichton.
crowded cap.
their profitable

stations.

.
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“Scrabbling

off

score

TV

in

mm

Successful television shows don't just happen. They're the result of

M

Bard work plus experience plus ideas

.

.

.

literally

thousands of ideas that

are sifted, weighed and often discarded before the one winning

combination

"M

is finally

achieved.

For example, take top-rated packages

[w,| A, ('Ll

fTy

like “Strike

It

Rich" and “The

Big Payoff." These famous Walt Framer productions remained for many

mbnths lathe “test tube"
detail

was

until

letter-perfect. Then,

every angle, every aspect, every

and only then, wfere they ready to

appear on the nation's television screens and climb

“

to their

current level of success.

;

S'#irl b

Right now,

aneven dozen new shows are “growing up"

Frames Productions

.

,

.

shows whose

at Walt

profit potential is

even greater

than our present properties. For complete information, give us
a

call. It'll

be well worth your while!

SCRABBLE * Reproduced by courtesy

It

of Production

and Marketing Company

framer productions
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To an advertiser
and

this

must surely seem the

n&ost rewarding

exciting season in television’s history.

This year for the

time Publishers Information Bureau

first

reports a television network rolling

seven-month

total of advertising

up the

largest

revenue of any network,

magazine or newspaper— over $77 million.
This year television

riis

on

to

make

it

is

exploiting all of

an even greater catapult to

its

complex

sales.

This year, for example, every television network
:its

skills,

is

exerting

all-out effort to bring the richest possible variety of

entertainment to

Take tonight.

new

brilliant

its

audience.

On CBS

Television you find the

series entitled

originating from

its

“The Best

of

first

of a

Broadway”

new modern Color Studio 72.

Tonight’s broadcast stars Helen Hayes, Claudette Colbert,
fredric

March and Charles Cobum

in

“The Royal Family”

\

— four

Academy Award winners

in a single play.

You

also find

Arthur Godfrey, one of the cornerstones

that

form the

solid foundation of the

CBS

program Schedule— a schedule designed

Television

to provide lasting

entertainment value and lowest cost-per-thousand.
It is this

basic design which gives the real clufe to

advertisers today are committing
to

CBS

more

why

of their investment

Television than to any other single

medium.

CBS TELEVISI®N

.

It AIHO-TEI.E
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Fifth Aye. Drive-In at Bayshore, Bong Island. Ozoner is ad*
vertising the event in -the New
York City papers and is selling
tickets at the Rivoli Theatre, N. Y.

the

Spec’s Play, CBS’ Ratings

NBC

Continued, frpm page

dustry as a whole.
There are a couple of interesting sidelights to the -300G budgeted (talent and production) Hutton hurrah spanning. 90 minutes as
pitted against Sullivan’s modest
65G outlay (and a half-hour less).
After a series of postmortem huddles among NBC higher echelonists on the following day in which
they engaged in “Monday morning
quarterbacking,” one of the re-,
portedly rueful findings was that
Miss Hutton, while a “great performer” Who was a personal big
click and brought the major excitement to. the show outside of

NBC

color spread.
share-of-audience was
63 against 30.4. (The riooperating
tabulation in three cities gave the
CBS’er 38 in New York to 16 for
“Satin ,” 36 to 17 in Chicago and
30 to 20 in Philly.) NBC looked
to make a better showing when the
Nielsens are tallied, since. Trendex’s “limited coverage” generally
favors Columbia and Nielsen’s returns''- ‘give the baton to National.
Even 20th-Fox Brags
In unprecedented tv bally, 20thFox, with a natural “vested interest” in the CBSalute to the film
studio’s production chief Darryl
Zanuck, r.eprised the Trendex figres prortto; “Toast” lured 75% of
and the filmmaker
sets-inclaimed a strong national trailer
for itself for such of its product
“The Egyptian," “Woman’s
as
Berlin’s
Irving
and
World”
“There ’.s No Business Dike Show
Business,’’ plus showcasing of 29

“Toast”

1

and that* anyway; “she needed a better show,
especially by 8 o’clock time when

television audience;

.

resented.
“

CBS

Will broadcast the fight, the;

Except for sound effects and a voiced punchline, Vick Chemical
Co.’s spot commercial will be in the sphinx class in which the story of
the product (VapoRub) is told entirely in cartoon pantomime. Chemical
outfit launches it today (Wed.) on WCBS-TV, N. *.Y. and later in 39
other; markets. Sound effects include such old reliables as' (1) gentle
snoring by a father who’s awakened by his child’s (2) coughing; then
the old boy’s. (3) footsteps on the bare floor; his (4). yawning; (5) a side
whistle sound as product zooms into th picture,, and (6), the little gii;l
sniffing vapor, with resultant (7) easier breathing^ Twenty-second fill
was produced by Television- Graphic of N. Y.
t

.

Hallmark “Hall of Fame” show on NBC-TV went puristic Sunday
in a dramatization, of trie life of Stephen Foster. The teleplay,
written by Eileen and Robert Mason Pollock, was “Do Not Cry for
Me.” Foster lyric in “Oh, Susanna!” is, of course, “don’t, you cry

}(12)

for. me.’’

NBC’s color kinescope of its “Combat TV” show (done at. Fort Meade,
Md., a few weeks ago) will be showcased Sunday (19) at 5:30 p.m.
This is a postponement from last Sunday (12) caused by an 11th hour
color conflict when Max Liebman carded the tinted dress rehearsal
of the Betty Hutton-starring spectacular. “COmbat" wiH be the first
kine in tint on tv.
Substituted last Sunday, was a repeat of harpsichordist Wanda Landowska’s film first shown last season as. part of NBC’s .“wise men”

,

series;

second time a radio account has
competed with the closed-circuit
It was bound to happen. WNBQ, NBC-TV’s Chi anchor, recently
Sullivan and Zanuck were coming
However, the June meet- ran a trade ad blurbing its contributions
teiecaist.
to the ‘‘Chicago school of
in to invite attention from disconing between Marciano and Charles television” and referring to its local talent stable as “a remarkable
tented dialers,”
proved that radio did not harm the
NBC came in for a dual head- theatre wicket take, and, as a result, faculty.”
Station last week got a query from a Florida lady asking for mor
ache-on the simulcast gimmick de- exhibitors have shown no opposition
enrollment info about the “school.”
cided upon at the last minute. to the continuation of -tile radio
umber of irate broadcasts; On CBS-TV, at the
There were
WABC, the ABC Radio flagship in New York, will return to an allphoner-inners inquiring, why “Sun- time usually reserved for the
night schedule next week after being dark Since the Birdland remote
day With Garroway” in the 8 to 10 Pabst-sponsored
boxing show switched to
weekly
WINS. Station has slotted dee jay Gene Stuart
p.m. radio slot was not on (show bout, the first of Westinghouse’s
770” format.
goes 6 to 8, incidentally, starting once-every-foui-weeks specials will a midnight-to-5:45 a.m. “Club
Show will feature pops, lusher music, a segment on a particular
Sept. 26) as they had figured from be unveiled, with a star cast apperformer,
segment
on
a
performers
playing around N.Y. and a final,
consult
habit without bothering to
pearing in “The Royal' Family.”
segment with disks chosen by various performers. He’ll be followed
the daily logs (although obviously
in nab- on the station by Marion Colby in a 5:45-6:30 a.m. segment. Stuart
accomplishment
TNT’s
the
the correction matter covering
theatres is something of a starts Tuesday (21) *ayem.
simulcast factor was in some cases bing 70
Halpern, since
time by news- coup for prexy Nate
not received
over
Broadcast Music Inc. will schedule 47 radio program clinics
Also missing frpm the he ran into stiff 'opposition
papers).
start of negotiations. 1955, beginning Feb. 21. At that date, according to BMI station relathe
at
terms
“Conversation,”
NBC air ;was-.
original
his
revised
tions v.p. Glenn Dolberg, two teams will begin traveling: simultanewhich drew additional “dear sir, However, he
50% of the gross demand and insti- ously to Separate parts of the Country so that 39 clinics will be
you cur’’ telephones.
Ann Sothern undoubtedly did tuted a Sliding scale policy wliic « completed by April 22. .Remaining eight will be held in June.
Schedule was completed earlier than usual so that state broadmet a better reception from exhibicompetsuccessfully
not figure on
opera- casters associations can plan their annual meetings around the program
ing With the. spectacular though tors, particularly the chain
clinics. Schedule kicks off Feb. 21 with meetings at Vancouver and
between
shelled
but
Halpern.
tors.
points
Trendex
than
7
she was less
On Saturday Sept. 25, $100,000 and $125,000 as a guaran- in Arkansas, closing April. 22 in Amherst, N.B. June meets will open
behind.
6 in Winnipeg and close June 17 in Minnesota.
however, she’ll get her turn in re- tee against a percentage for the June
'""**
re.
g
verse on NBC’s second Liebman closed-circuit rights. The IBC
specola as the front runner for portedly gets $1 for each seat sold.
“Lady in the. park.” Some trade
Georgia Radio-TV
OPEN
Standees for Philly Area
observers give her a rating nod
Continued from page. 18
since, she’s not only a film name
Philadelphia, Sept. 14.
but a tv figure via her “Secretary”
Three Stanley theatres in Phila- there is no telling how much actutelefilm series.
delphia, Chester and Camden, rep- ally was spent arid, a liberal amount
resenting a total of 7*445 seats, are of it went to the radio and tv boys.
addition
tb
the
governor’s
sold out for the Marciano-Charles In
(Wed.), campaign, local races boosted the
telecast tomorrow
fight
.

Viewership estimate for the Sullivan show was 40,000,000. Trendex
count showed that 54.6% of all tv
sets were in use at the start of
both programs, with “Toast” pulling 60.3% .as its kingkong' share.
with the use
Half-hour, later,
count at 57.5%, the Zanuck “in
upped its mar.(et
al.)
personnel’”
whammo
gin of the total to
71.5%. With these figures established, 20th-Fox immediately, put
out a release stating tfcat the 2 to 1
rating, superiority “is attributed to
HollywoQd’s entertainment know-

'

i

.

.

its

and personalities,” thus

pictures

ins.

‘

film stars.

how and showmanship through

putting up bleacher seats for walk-

Hefty Chain Support
Reports from various sections of
the country indicate a brisk demand for tickets. In Los Angeles,
National Theatres, which originally
nixed carrying the fight in its
houses because of TNT's 50% cut
demand, leased the Fox Wilshire to
TNT for the one night, occasioned
reportedly by the heavy demand
for ducats. Deal brings to five the
theatres in Greater L. A. which
will carry the fight. Five houses in
Chicago are also set for the telecast. Except for National Theatres,
trie bout is getting hefty chain sup“after
some dazzling tint values,
port, with Stanley Warner, United
all, basically a movie name” that Paramount, Lpew’s and RKO repdoesn’t add up to too much to the

show getting underway, “Toast”
reversed the picture ior the ensuing half-hour with 28.1 versus 18
and floored the opposition in the
final 30 minutes with 41.1 to 14:9
for the

in-

shrewdly 24-sheeting the film

over to the “Hit Parade” time on
At
•the SarnofL-Weavei* network.
8 o’clock, with the Ed Sullivan

of the ozoners parrying the
fight are boosting their capacity by

Most

I,

'

.

.

==%-=

"

‘

.

Prop Shop

TV

Theatre

Continued from page

with several hundred standees cer- take.
Georgia, for the first time, was
tain for each house.
Philadelphia Stanley got the big- introduced to the Talkathon in
gest mail order; remainder of 2,900 politics. Charlie Gowen, a Brunsseats went clean morning the pox- wick lawyer and practically unPhiladelphia Stan- known to statewide politics, emoffice opened.
ley also sold 1,00.0 tickets for the ployed the Talkathon in five straChester Stanley and 600 for Cam- tegic spots in the state, utilizing
den first day of sale. Philadelphia both tv and radio. As a result he
top. is $3.95, other two $3 60. Price got plenty of votes and observers
Theatres could say that his strength cut into that
was no object.
of Thompson's and more than likeeasily ask $5.

2

the 11th
IBC championship fight to. be presented by TNT and, all told, is the

Tonight’s event

card.

70th,

ment,

NALLE
I

MAMA

atres.

• Radio Raftstry •

York

SUPER
fsu

L’ville

summer.
House

is

scaled at $3.60 top for
reserved., $2.50 for unreserved.
is

Y&R’s $67,000,000
Continued from page

19

TV), $2,500,000.

“Masquerade Party,” for .Remington Rand (ABC-TV), $2,000,000.
“My Favorite Husband;” for
Simmons Co. and International
Silver. (CBS-TV), $3,250,000.
“Our Miss Brooks,” for General
Foods (CBS-TV), $3,250,000.
“Halls of Ivy,” for international Harvester alternate weeks
vCBS-TV), $2,000,000:
“Lite of Riley” for Gulf Oil Co.
(NBC-TV), $3,500,000.
“Ray Milland Show,” for General Electric (CBS-TV), $3,250,000;
“What’s My Line” for Remington Rand (alternate weeks) (CBSTV), $1,700,000.
“Imogene Coca Show.” for Johnson & Johnson (participation every
other week) (NBC-TV), $1,500,000.

/ANIA
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

ATTSj
316,000 WATTS

.

prosperous

— a rich target for

your advertising dollar
Stati

$3,000,000.
Represented b,

NEW rORK

CH:'C

E
a &

C

R
L

C

V

T
S

A N G

E

l

E

S

,

iAN

n

B
i

1)

A N

c
C

'

in

6-0023,

station available

South Georgia, Gowen sought to

buy time on the Jacksonville,

Fla.,

to blanket that area, but
they refused to sell, giving as their
reason that majority of their viewers wouldn’t be interested in a
Georgia political campaign.
Three Atlanta television stations,

station

STARTING. OCT. 2

WSB-TV, WAGA-TV and WLW-A,

TEXACO STAR THEATRE

went all-out in election coverage
and each did a fine job. WSB-TV,
owned and operated, by Atlanta
Newspapers, Inc., which also o&o’s
Atlanta Journal (p.m;) and morning Constitution, set up its cameras
in newsroom of Constitution and
gave returns from there. In addition to being close to hews fountainhead, their telecast also had
the

authentic

hurly-burly

SATURDAY NIGHT— N.B.C.
Mot.! William Morris

Agancy

SPECIAL WEEKLY

FROM

back-

i

C

ground of a newspaper editorial
department in the act of producing
a paper; WSB-TV went on the air
at 8 p;m.. electibn night and stayedon until 1:30 a^m, Thursday (9) un-

519.00

til

the result of

was no longer

trie

TRANSIENT ROOMS ALSO AVAILA8L

HOTEL
Madisoii Ave.A 55th

governor’s race

in doubt,

Ralph Hamrick, Mgr.

Through-

out the long session they put candidates and other personalities on,
the air and aired telephone hookup
interviews with
winners
and aspirants for office..

Chewy’s

St.

Loo

ON

.

O

1
1

KMOX,

local

CBS

New

St.

York City

EVERY DAY
EVERY CHANNEL

COSTUMES

St. Louis, Sept. 14.

j

93 ST.

Outlet,

It will be the first time, in five
“Portia Faces Life,” daytime
serial for General Foods (CBS-TV), years that this station has carried
the gridiron tussles of the state
$3,000,000.
“Golden
daytime school. The 10-game sked tees off
Windows,”
serial for Procter &. Gamble (NBC- Oct. 2 with Missouri tangling with
Kansas State at. Manhattan, Kans.
TV), $3,000,000.

•

BROOKS

Grid!

Chevrolet Dealers of Greater St.
Lotiis will bankroll all of the 1954
gridiron, battles Of the U; .of Miss“Brighter Day,” daytime serial
over
originate
will
ouri
that
for Procter & Gamble (CBS-TV),

Clair McCollough, President

MEEK

21,- N. Y.

:

.

Steinman

With no video

14.

expecting
a capacity house for the MarcianoCharles closed circuit telecast tomorroV (Wed.). Will mean a $10,000 gross on the onetime shot. As
of Sunday (12), house had $7,000
advance sale, double that of the
Marciano-Charles setto last
first
Rialto, 3,000 seater,

POWER

territory

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ly kept that worthy from getting
into a runoff, with winner Griffin.

Sees 10G Take

Louisville, Sept.

The closest situation to. New
to carry the telecast will be

vast,,

1171

'

WGALTV
Covets a

TELEVISION AND
THEATRICAL RENTALS

-

with closed-circuit installations, the
current TNT lineup of 70 was bolstered by 14 mobile projection
units which are going to the eight
drive-ins and six conventional the-

Tear

REMEMBER

including, sports, entertainor business closed-circuit

presented by TNT.
Although there are approximately 100 theatres in the country

Piano • Organ • Celeste
6th

is

telecast,

at the

v

.

NOW

.

si..

N.Y.c;-.r«r>.i

.'

m

AT CENTRAL PARK

Newly furnd rooms
also furnd

suitable 1-2

dpt* suitable 2-3

girls;

girl*, or

couples.

j

MICHAEL M. BARANY

j

SU 7-4305

|

•*>
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‘BestV Sundae Punch
Television
and Broadway
(N, Y.) are in a natural tie as
of today (Wed.). This being
the night that Westinghouse
preems the first of its “Best
once-everyof
Broadway”
four-weeks color series on
CBScreens (with a load of
names in “The Royal Family”),
One of the first to get in bn
the act is Lindy’s with a “Best
of Broadway” sandwich.

NBC-CBS Press

,

New York
"Junior Journal of the Air” the
youth package being licensed
1

live

by Harry K. McWilliams
Screen Gems)
gets a two-page spread in this
Evelyni
month's Seventeen

locally

(ex-ad-pub. topper at

tonight’s

on “Best

Broadway” and then

of

,

...

.

.

Ellis set for a role i
(Wed;) “Royal Family”

to

flies

conducting job. on the program's
Janet Blair-starring musical, “Beautiful Wife” . . , Dickie Olsen into
cast of tonight’s “Kraft Theatre”
Jane Pickens set as toastmistressof the annual awards dinner
Of the N.Y. Philanthropic League
at the Waldorf-Astoria Nov. 14 .
Sammy Kaye’s upcoming tour will
nclude a national contest among
college, girls, with the winner getting a free trip to N.Y, and an
appearance on his ABC-TV “So

Coast next Wednesday (22) for
in a Metro picture
Moppet Barbara Karen into the You Want to Lead a Band” show
ABC-TV ad-promotion chief
Dave Garroway show Friday (17).
DeGroot and public relaWCBS-TV’s “UN In Action” re- Mitch
ions director Jack Pacey leave tosumes next week (20), but as half- day (Wed.) on two-week tour of 13
quarter
a
and
days
three
hour for
Jack LaBelle made key affiliates to help the outlets
for twd .
kick off advertising-publicity camseven-inch trumpet on
with
paigns on the network’s fall schedWNBT’s Steve Allen show Monday ule. Pair will fly first to Coast for
NBC’s N. Y. o&o farm di- KABC-TV
(13)
(Los Angeles) visits,
meet of Nat’l

the

part

a

.

.

.

.

.

sports

O’Clock Report”, is a six-a-week
while Margaret Aflen’s
sellout,
"Morning Melho” capsule is ditto
via Kimberley-Clark Corp.’s coated

paper

shelf

.

.

.

Mary Regan

aide:

WNBT

program

Bedford Vil-

to

lage, N. Y., and Culpepper, Va.,
for 10 days, and another vacationer
is

John O’Keefe, in WashingD, Cm and Long Island . .

flack

ton,
Ella

.

The public relations post,
vacant under the one roof for:
years,
is turned over: to Kenfew
neth W. Bilby, out of the Carl

becomes Oppenheim’s
No. 1 man (just as Perles was
Jacobson’s chief aide and worked
in an adjoi ing office at 485 Madi-

volved.

son headquarters (whereas rest of
publicity staff operates out of
“leftfield” 57th Street),
In status
quo are Jack. Goldstein (exploita-

breaks out in

tion)

and Dorothy Leffler (maga-

zines).

Flack Background
Oppenheim’s appointment
.

has

Byoir’s

office’s consultancy, who
v.p. stripes and be-

comes physically
web’s

"grand

.

.

.

Cameron

Constance

.

.

tual Affiliates Advisory Board,

New

licity

capacity,

WOR

.

.

.

Rehay Granville doing
commercial on “Brighter Day”
“Search for Tomorrow”
Winston Burdett batting for vacationing newscaster Charles Collingwood on CBS -TV’s
“Morning
Show.” Collingwood left for three
weeks
Europe and North
Lilt

wt

.

America.
Jack Lazare, ex-deejay and announcer- at WNEW, named staff
gabber at WAAT-WATV, Newark
WCBS-TV sportcaster Bill
Hickey readying for his play-byplay of “ivy League Game of

»

,r.

K , „„

Z

„.

1*2323

,

.

.

.

.

WCBS

Week” on

(radio)

starting

25
Bud Palmer pacted
by Elgin Watch via Young
Rubicam for the picommercials on ABCTV “Elgin Hour” as an additional
Sept..

.

...

.

chore to all Madison Sq; Garden
events
on WPIX starting next
month
Mort Lewis, one of the
..
creators of “Public Defender”, (and
brother of packager Lester Lewis)
has had his first book—-“Freddie,
,.

Delighted Firefly”—published
by. Richard Rosen & Co. Issued
next week, it’s the story of a fire-

who

his

find

can’t

and

light

know what he

doesn’t

is..

N.J.

bear Ed:

it

some

in

there’s

tv

interest

the tome, as a one-shot with
thy Jarnac in name role.

U ht

?oK f

Wu8oay

W ero credi
t is due
fc

&Xxmt&*am9tj£r

Doro-

Eve Starr, tv editor of General
Features, in from the Coast to

make the Gotham rounds . . .
John Crosby not delaying reviews
as much as in the past for the
Herald Trib . .
While. commuting
daily to Philly for one of the leads
on NBC-TV’s “The Greatest Gift,”
Marian Russell managing to work
in
an appearance on DuMont’s
“Rocky King” Sunday (19) .
.
Geraldine Rebrig has quit her
teaching job at the Fairbanks
School to devote herself entirely
.

m

can.

.

thesping.
Patsy Campbell on NBC’s “Ethel
& Albert”. (18) . . American Theatre Wing’s tv performing course
under "'Ezra,. Stone switches to
Fielder Cooke of JWT ad agency
and Garry Simpson, repped oh
Various web shows, with Stone
currently on the Coast' with the
Joan- Davis. “I Married Joan” show.
'..
Australian and, British; radio
ti g hi t s Of
‘Grandma Travels,”
radio-tv soaper scripted by Aline
Ballard and packaged by. her and
Ronald Dawson, sold to Aussie
B- Casting via Fremantle Overseas.
Series will be recorded there for
sale to Empire countries . .
With
Karl Swenson’s, teledebut on
TV’s Kraft “TV Theatre”, tomorrow
(ThiifSi) he surrenders .10 radio

to

like^to

Alec

Wilder has written a secure for
and

Newark

.

the

fly

16,

Mr, Edvard
Cossman

;

&

.

««
,B ^ enner
.and at a i wp.«
0 oo 5 t|
Cordially yours,
MANN-ELLIS'j INC

tv

...

.•

d

»ard ffl5af)iro
f
Aooount

.

Exeoutive*

.

‘

fW

<&/}

,

:

w&'t, *

ABO

Performances weekly bn “Lorenzo
Jones” (NBC) and “din* Gal Sun-,
day’’ (CBS), but it’s/ his aim to go
Video exclusively since his
assignments prevented him from
making major hay via the home-

AM

screens.

Fog Lynch and. Alan Dunce celebrate their 10th anni as the “Ethel
t

«

Albert” team next Wednesday
Richard Widmark preceded
Bynce
Last week’s review of
Armstrong Circle Theatre” inadvertently omitted credit to Harry
Sosnik for. topnotch arranging and

A"

$2),

.

.

some intriguing overtones. For
more than two years he’s been administrative manager of advertisof weeks before Bilby
Name 7 to Board ihg and sales promotion for the wasA couple
commandeered, the network
Mutual affiliates, last week elect- radio web, so the hew berth finds received the resignation of Dick
ed seven new members to the Mu- him switching to tv and in a pub- Connelly,, publicity director subor-

“Telltale

and

part of the
operations.

public affairs.) Departments reporting, to Bilby are press-publicity
(v.p. Syd Eiges), national advertising and promotion (Jacob A. Evans)
and research and planning (Hugh
M. Beville Jr.)

set for: school-

CBS’

rdle

teacher
Clue”

a

plan”

also matched Columbia in
one particular by handing a vicepresidency to Davidson Taylor of

Raines back in town for charity appearances in connection with
her “Janet Dean” vidpixer
John Beal on CBS’ “Studio One”
(20), Adele Newton heads KraftNBC “TV Theatre” tonight (Wed.)
with Dickie Olsen featured
.

,

(NBC

although he goes dinate to Eiges, with Connelly gomembers, all from non-metropoli- back about 15 years as a flack, ing back to Young & Rubicam.
tan markets, are Harold P, Kane having headed up that department Connelly is succeeded by Ellis
in N. Y. (He Moore, erstwhile head of trade
of WJOC, Jamestown, N. Y,; Rob- for WINS and
ert M. Wallace of WOHS, Shelby, joined CBS in 1948 and a year press. Latter post has gone to Joe
pearance on Robert
after
that
was
tapped
as director Derby; originally recommended as
C.; J. W. Betts of WFTM, Maysclosed-circuit preview of upcom- N.
of program promotion.) The trade
an NBC staffer by Moore, with
ing series for Johnson Wax deal- ville, Ky.; Ray Butterfield of
of
press
end
press
info
tv remains whom he worked on, the Memphis
WLOX, Biloxi, Miss.; George T.
ers.
.
Frechette of WFHR, Wisconsin status quo via the veteran Jim Commercial-Appeal. Derby came
Rapids, Wise.; Jack Hawkins of Kane, and the radio side is ditto up last March from; Memphis after
Rock fcland—Beverly Vincent, KCMR, McCamey, Tex."} and Ken with George Crandall the PI chief four years as a reporter there, as a
and Harry Feeney the No. 1 trade- general Writer specializing in color
formerly a Waterloo, IoWa, school- Nybo of KBMY, Billings, Mont.
marm, is the new music librarian at
New. members, assume office on ster.
tv: under Mike Horton, with latter
NBC’s press shift is perhaps less doubling in a house-ordained inforWHBF. Another new WHBF staffer the 14-man MAAC group immedrastic, Two main points are in- mation director capacity.
diately.
is Jim Koch, news writer.

rector Phil Alampi at
Chemical Assn, at then work their way back east , , .
Agricultural
Newest source of reyenue for tv
Spring Lake, N. J., to transcribe aetbrs:
Closed-circuit terformances
interviews V, . With a Saturday
for Clients, a la John Thomas’ apbundle, from Anahist, Jim McKay’s
Montgomery’s

segment on WCBS-TV’s “6

stem), with a “B of B” sundae;
Astor
ditto
cocktail;
Bar,
Childs, eateries,
ditto
dish;
et al.

.

.

.

“Me, too,” say Walgreen’s'
stores .(eight along, the main-

.

Continued from page 21
exploitation,
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VARIETY’S
on a monthly

City-By-City Syndicated

veekly chart of cily-by-city rating* of syndicated and

t

basis*

40 to 60

mil be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

Cities

ARB

ratings are furnished by

VARIETY

based on the

,

shown

opposite*

All.

latest reports*

chart represents, a gathering of all pertinent informa*

lion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors , agencies,
stations

show

and

an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
Attention should be paid to time-— day and

clients as

in the specific market*

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for

DAY AND

10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

STATION

PITTSBURGH

SHARE
f%)

JULY
RATING

TIME

DISTRlI.

and National Spot Film

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i*e*, a Saturday afternoon children’s show, itiith a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor*
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market* Abbre*
viations and symbols ate ds follows: (Adv), adventure; ( Ch ), children’s j
(Co), comedy ; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus ), musical;
(Myst),. mystery; (Q), quia; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta
lion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UtiF. Those ad agencies listed as

m*

reported by American. Research Bureau

cities

film sjiows listed in each case, and their competition

This

•

. ,.
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ARB

tional spot film covers
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TOP

—

. .

.

I

USE

I

—-WDTV

Stations

Approx* Set Count--825,000

SETS IN

whom the

film

is

aired*

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

PROGRAM

RATING

SJA.

(2), Pitl»biUf|Ki

WJAC

(6), Johnstown;

WENS

(16), IMttshurgli
1

WDTV

5.

Liberate (Mus)
Inner Sanctum (Myst) ...
Colonel March (Mysi); ...
Ethel Barrymore (Dr).
Favorite Story (Dr) ....

6.

1

7.

Waterfront (Dr) v v ,
Janet Dean R:N. (Dr).
Superman (Adv)
Mr. District Attorney (Adv)

I.
Z.

3.
4.

8.

9.

10.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Led Three Lives (Dr)
;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC

:

.

Thurs. 9:30-10:00

.

.

Wed,

......

.

9:00-9: 30

.

.

.

.

,

.

UTP
rMPTV

.

.

Flamingo

.

Ziv,

.

.

,

.

..

.

.

.

...

.

.

,

.

.

;

Thurs; 8:00-8:30

.

,

.

.

.

.

.23.8

.

Approx* Set Count--585,000

79,

75..,.
74;.

.

47.3

83

.

.

.

98,

.

75.

.

Stations-

Badge 714 (Myst)

Z.

Foreign Intrigue (Dr)

3.

Led Three Lives (Dr)
Superman (Adv).
Backet Squad (Myst) ....
Front Page Detective (Myst),

WNBW
WNBW

Mr. District Attorney (Adv).
liopalong Cassidy (W).
Liberace (Mus)
Amos ’n' Andy (Com)...

WMAL
WNBW

.

Wed. 7:00-7:30.
Wed. 10:3041:00

.NBC.
.Sheldon Reynolds

.

A

.

41.3

Married Joan ...
Summer Playhouse

39:8

The Web

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

.

.

.

.

.

70.

31.4

Mark Evans

17.1

46,

37.2

Blue

I

.

LOUIS

....

.

KSD.

.

Range Rider
Favorite Story

30.1

It’s

9.6,

;

44.

.

22.0

9.5

;

35.

.

27.0

Fri. 7:00.-7:30

9,1

41-

•

.

3.

Ramar of the Jungle (W)
Cowboy G-Men (W)

.

KSD

.

.

.

..KSD

.

.

.

6.

Mr. District Attorney (Ady)

7.

Superman (Adv)

.KSD..

Bill

Hickock (W)

.

.

.

.

Kit Carson (W) ...

,

,

,

.

KSD,
.KSD v
KSD.

Wild
5.

.

,

.

:

.

-

.

.

.

.

.32.8.

,v . Sun. 2:30-3 :00

Flamingo ....
Flamingo ..

.'

..MCA,
..Flamingo

,

.

Ziv.

WTOP
WTOP
WTOP

8,

Annie Oakley (W)
LiberaCe (Mus)

.Sat.

.

.

10. Duffy’s

Tavern (Com)

DALLAS-FT.
1.

2.

.

.

,

.

.

Sat.

12:30-1:00

.

..Sat,

100

27 0

100

,27,0

100

.

12:00

WORTH

Cisco Kid <W).
Badge 714 (Myst)

.

5:30-6:00

22.6

.

WBAP
WBAP

.

.

.

.

.

Wed.

Ziv

NBC...

.

UTP

WFAA,

5.

WFAA.

Ziv

6.

Superman

WBAP
WFAA
WBAP
WBAP
WFAA

Flamingo.

4.

(Adv).

Boston Blackje (Myst)

9.

Annie Oakley (W)
Racket Squad (Adv)
Mr. Wistrict Attorney (Adv)

10.

.

KRLD

.

7.

Sat. 10:3041:00..
Sun. 9:3040:00
5:30-6:00
Su

MPT V-

Waterfront (Dr)
Cowboy G-Men (W)
1 Led Three Lives (Dr)

.

,

.

Flamingo.

CBS
.

.

.

.

.

.

SEATTLE-TACOMA

.

.

.

.,

.

ABC.,..

Approx* Set

19,6

.

27.0

27.0

.15.1
4.1

79
.

14.4

.

9:i

4.9

9.6

WTVl

.

.

.

...

.

.

,

.

(4), Dallas;

^BAP

(5),

:

.

.

42.0

Duffy’s Tavern

77.

38.5

Wed, ,9:30-10:00
Su
1 30-2 00

.23.0

32.0

Rocky King
Mad. Sq. Garden Highlights

23.8

Christian Questions

.21.8.

:

92

.

.-.20,8.

19.8

Wed. 8:30-9:00
Wed. 8:00-8: 30
Mon. 8:30-9:00

.

,

.

... .19.5.

..

.

.

,

:

.

54,

38.4

Movie Marquee

27.3

Juvenile Jury

450

Justice

43.

;

,

.

35.

.

:

32

.

.

39.

.

Count—320,000

,

73.,-.

17, 5

.16,0.

..

.

.

,19.5
.

0.4

.

....

.

Stations-

...

Married Joan

55.0

I

54.3

This Is

41.0

Summer Theatre

-KOMO

(4)\

Your

KING

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

,..

.24.6

WTVI

0.4

(8), Da1la§

WFAA
WFAA
WBAP
WBAP
WBAP
KRLD
WBAP
WFAA
WFAA,

Life,

(5),

KWK

WFAA

Worth;

Ft..

.

67
72

0.4

..

.

.27.8
.

.12.0

WTVI
WTVI

.28.3.

9:00-9:30

2.2

KWK

.

None.
47.1 Feature Film
15.2 Meet Your Congress.

ioo:.

—-KRLD

6.9

21.7

.

.

(54)

WTVI
WTVI

Feature Film
Senate Report

36.1
22.2'

42.

.

15.2..

.Tues. 6:30-7:00

.,,

100

Stations

.Thurs. 9:00-9:30
....

,

.12.5

.

None
None
None
None

24.3

100.

...... .21.7

Sun; 9; 00-9:30

.

..

.WNBW

,

Sat. 9:00-9:30

:

...... Ziv

•

.

WNBW

.

Bill Fields

31.3

.

.

62.,

..

.

,22.2,

...

Approx. Set Count -—350,000

.

.

.

36.1

100.

,24.3

Men. 7:00-7:30

;

.Guild..,,*..
.

.

.16.1

WTOP
WTOP

—KWK, (4), KSD (5)

91..,.

......

.31*3,

.,

.

.Sat.- 2: 30-3 ;00

CBS

..KSD.
.KSD.
.KSD,

.

,

5.2
.

.WTOP

....

.

Washington Spotlight
9.

7.7'

*•

Musical Knowledge ......
.....
22.0 Hopalong Cassidy

Stations

.Wed. 10:1540:45

TP A.

.

5.6

WJAC

.

Movie Showcase
Z.

5.1

4.2

News to Me ........... .WTOP
WNBW
Mr. & Mrs. North.
WTOP
Amos ’n’ Andy

37.4

29.

,.10.7

.

30
Sun. 7:00-7:30’

—-580,000

Ziv

,

21.5
30.2

12.7

7: 00-7;

5.3

’V

Approx. Set Count

Led Three Lives (Dr)

Summer Theatre

42.

....

‘

.

39.1

44,,

Fri.

CBS.
-

.

10:3041:00
Tues. 10:3041:00

Guild... .......

WTOP.

64.

.13.7

.

4.9

0.4

Ribbon Bouts

Thurs. 10:30-11:00 .... .13.4...

.NBC

.

.

.Fri.

.Ziv
,

.

1.

.ABC.

,

'38,.
.

12.4

—WNBW (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)

.

Tues. 7:00-7:30

....Consolidated...,

WTOP

.

Mon. 10:3041:00

-

Flamingo

.

.

,

:

ST.

.

.

WMAL,
WMAL,

-

.

.Ziv

12,7

.

.WJAC

Other.
32.9 Best of Graucho .........

Bouts; Sports Spot.
I

5.3
.

.26:9

.22.0,
.

.

I

.

WNBW
WNBW

1.

WJAC
WJAC
WJAC
WENS
WJAC
WJAC
WJAC

.

...

'

.

t

WASHINGTON

57.6

5r4 Kraft TV Theatre
47.3 Name’s The Same,
48.4 The Marriage

'.71.....

.

.

.

.

.

70.
.

.

.

Big Town
Kraft TV Theatre.

56.0

78;

.43.6

;.,.40.0
.39.6,
.Wed. 9:30-10:00
.Tues. 10:30-11:00
., 37.1
.Thurs, 10:00-10:30 ..... 36.5
Sat. 9:00-9:30
..,,:34.7
Tues. 9:00-9:30 t .,.
, 34.0
.28.4.
Sun. 10:00-10:30
.26.5.
Sat, 5:00-5:30
.

WDTV
WDTV
WDTV
WDTV

.

..

.

Guild

WDTV.
.WDTV
WDTV.
WDTV,
WDTV.

.

.

6.3.

5.8

.

.

;

.

.

(11),

.

.11.8

,...21.8

fgun

•.

:

.

KRLD:

......

KTNT

9.0

>; .16.8

KMO

C13)

.«j

1.

2.
3.

Badge 714 (Myst)
Death Valley Days (VV)
Andy (Com)
.

Amos

.

V

•;

.

KING.
KING.

NBC..

koMo

CBS.

Fri.
.

.

.

.

A

..

.

.

9:30-10:00

.

Sun. 9:00-9:30
Tues. 7:30-8:00

..’.

-

.

.

.

.,

..

.

......

.

28.9

,28.7

59.
r

55...
69

.

27.3.

.

;

48.7

Four Star Films.

62,9

Second.
Martha Wright. , .........
Industry, on Parade.
The Marriage
Sports; Die Gardner
Evening News.
Stage 5
.
........

40.8

.

Dollar

a!

.

5.

Racket Squad (Adv) .......
Annie Oakley (W).

6.

I

4.

7.
8.

Led Three Lives (Dr) .....
Cisco Kid (W)
Waterfront (Dr) ...........
Kit Carsort (%).

.

.

'

:

.

.

.

.

.

It

.

a

i

U*

.ABC...
.

.

.,

;'CBS

KOMO
KOMO

Thurs. 9:00:9:30
Thurs, 6:00-6:30

.25.7,,

22.9

..Thurs. 9:3040:00

Thurs. 7:00-7:30

.Ziv
.

...

UTP...,.,...,;..

MCA-

,

KING:
-VI

.

.

KTNT

.KING.

l0..Mr. District Attroney (Adv)
"

KING
KING

.

.

.

lVjivhiK

"

...

.

,

.

.

Fri. 7:30-8:00

Tues. 6:00-6:30
Sat. 0:00-9:30

n.

.

.

47..

54.4

74,..

31.6

48
61

.22.T

.

.

.

.

47,0

.

......

36.6

.

.22.4

.

.

.21.7

40....

54.6

,

.

,21,.7

85...

25.7

.

,

.20.7.’.
.:-.o

l>

;

*1

.

.

.

46.3
JI'J/I

.

Abbott
Topper

Sc.

j 1 1

..11.8

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

KING
KING

7.6
.6.9

KOMO
KOMO
KOMO

.

.

.

11-8
3.6
3.3

.16.6

KTNT

12.0

.

.

.

,

.

.16.7

...KOMO

2;5

KOMO
KOMO

2.2

:

.’.

.

KING

.

.

,

.

'

'

,15.7

.KOMO

..KING

’Costello

Sports; pic Gardner
Evening NewsSaturday Night R£vt»e.
q.

..KOMO
,

.

.

.

.

•(•asi >n«;

.

.

.

Sn

.

f

10iS
•

Change of cast in Gross-Krasne’s "Big Town" vidpixers f or Lever
with Mark Stevens and Trudy Wroe replacing Pat McVey
and Jane Nigh when the series moves over to NBC-TV this fall,
interesting angles in the syndication field. Switch comes
its
has
as a welcome pne to execs of United Television Programs, the
Gross-Krasne distribution outfit which among many other properties handles the "Big Town” reruns under the title of “Heart of

Tremendous expansion in the
distribution of telepix over the
past year is giving rise to fears by
already
established
syndicators
that the entire industry is hitting
a pace of over-expansion far exceeding the n^eds of stations arid
sponsors. That the industry is in
a pricecutting dogfight that’s not
even approached in severity by
anything in telecasting history is
no secret, arid th® distribs themselves agree that the cause is a simple case of supply far exceeding

the City.”

Cast change eliminates one of the biggest deterrents to sales
on the series that's faced the UTP hucksters—namely, selling
against their own show; When pitching the reruns to stations arid
sponsors,, they always faced the comment that the same show was
playing on CBS (although the reruns came about six months after
the network run). Now, sirice no deal has been set for rerunning
the Stevens-Miss Wroe starrers and even when one is the films
won’t hit the market for. at least a year, the UTP’ boys have clear
sailing ahead. They “can pitch the reruns on the basis that a completely different “Big Town” is playing the net, ad so far as the
station and public are concerned, it -s like two different series.

the demand.

'

MCA’. ‘Annex’
When

Hal Hackett

left

MCA

become president of Official
Films, he started a string of
personnel shifts from the agenW
cy to Official. He was followed
by talent topper Bobby Sanford, sales; v.p. Herb Jaffe (by
way of Motion Pictures for
Television), Boston rep Dave
Abbott, and advertising-promotion chief Bobby Conn.
to

move over, Wally
who'll join the sales
reports that personnel at
are beginning to refer
to Official as “the annex.”
Latest to

Jnglis,

Yet the industry continues to
add new giant distribution outfits
ancLrthe flow of syndicated product
Latest
of
string of strongly-financed

staff,

MCA

Is gaining in acceleration.

newcomers

Affiliated

is

Artists,

the Eliot Hyman outfit which set
up shop three weeks ago. Preced.

ing, them

of -V:
areas
unlimited
and the long stayseries
vidpix
some
ing-power of
are pointed up in the recent sale
by Alan FUnt of his “Candid Camera” series to Eliot Hymaft’s Associated Artists vidpix distribution
outfit. Deal was an outright sale

was another outgrowth of
the old Motion Pictures for Television combine, Flamingo Films,
which also reactivated itself. An-

Virtually

residual values

of 89 films* on
Funt relinquishing all
with
rights to the name and series

BBC-Soviet Exchange
London, Sept, 14.
A telepix exchange between
Britain and; Soviet Russia was
.

negotiated

Adams,.' assistant to tv!
troller Cecil. McGivern,

a capital gains basis,

enjoined
unless
basis

be

on

a

conwho""

last week from
a
short stay in Moscow.
The Russians are to make a
20-minute film of next month’s
football match between th
English team, Arsenal, and the

co-production

Hyman, „

'

though, that together
Fact
with the sale to Hyman, Funt has
grossed over $2,225,000 on the
and associated properties
films
over the past five years. That in
spite of the widespread exposure
of the films over this period, Associated Artists should buy them at
,

this

Mary

returned

tv;

and

from future production

it

with

by

Mrs.

Russian team and in exchange
the BBC will give Moscow
film of the British vs. Russian
athletics

meet on

Oct. 12.

time in an outright deal for
an indication

future, syndication is
of

the lengths to

can be

which residuals

employed.

Actually, while the films have
received multiple exposure, this
has been confined to only twothirds of the country. Series started on tele in 1949, with a 13-week
run on ABC-TV, thereafter moving
over to NBC for another 13 weeks.
It was during 1950 and 1951; when
Philip Morris sponsored the series
on CBS-TV for 65 weeks, that most
of the films ware made. Subsequent
io that, Funt himself sold the series regionally, with Pfeiffer Breweries taking 11 markets in the midwest and Ruppert; Breweries picking up five (including. N. Y.) in the
east. Regionals, which ran for some
.

‘

(Continued on page 38)

Vitapix’s plan for a film network initiated via a national deal
on Hal Roach Jr.’s Pat O’Brien
starrer, “Parole Chief,” may have
to wait till the first of the year for
fruition. .Stationrdwried. distrib out-

while, having secured prime
clearances from its key member

fit,

:

.

NBC. Film Division upped t\yo
key execs in a move to integrate
the vidpix subsid’s internal operations. Film Division v.p. Carl M.

Stanton upped John W. Kiermaier
the new post of adrhi istrative
coordinator, and at the sairie time
named John M. Burns Jr. as administrative sales supervisor.

to

Kiermaier,

administrative sales
of the division since May,
in 1949, first serving
as assistant to Robert W. Sarnoff,
now exec. y.p. of the network. He
later coordinated the. 1951 ,jNCAA
gridcasts and'in 1952 was associate
production supervisor of the sum-

manager
joined

NBC

“All Star Revue.” He joined
the 'Film Division in November of
1952 as assistant production manager. He’ll report directly to division director Ted Sisson in his new
post, and will coordinate all the.
division’s departmental operations,
including production, sales, advertising-promotion, kinescopes arid
NBC Film Library and the film
cxchcin£c

mer

Snagged on Preem

other was National Telefilm Associates. which at the beginning of
the year took over the Prockter
Syndication International catalog
and added product of its own.
Guild Films' “Liberace’.’ series
Others which have forihed over
the past year include Television has set itself another “first,” last
Programs of America, the Edward week passing the 200-station mark,
Small-Milton Gordon-Michael Sill- the first syndicated telepix series
erman combine which this week is
Guild; has signed the
to do
celebrating its first anni. Vitapix
Corp, was organized on a station- series for a total of 217' statioris,
of
any competitor, and
stockholder basis about this time far ahead
last year, and so /was ABC Syndic far beyond that achieved by any
cation with George Shupert at its
network hookup with the exception
head! MPTV, long a feature film
operation, set up its syndication of the Ford and General Foods
last
spectaculars
of
arm last fall. Hollywood Television One-shot
Service, the Republic Pictures sub- season.
sid, started its syndication operaSeries, which costs Guild^ less
tion after a couple of years in the
roduce
than $15,000 a week to
feature business. Charles Amory
(with the pianist in on a special:
tied in with a couple of theatrical
participation deal) is now grossing
commercial sales groups to peddle
about $45,000 weekly, also a high
his new Minot TY catalog.
for a syndicated series. Of the 217
Nor has the supply of product Aveekly airings some 140 are sponbeen drained by the expansion of sored! with the others riding on
distributor outlets. Flamingo not stations on a participating basis.
only took over the “Cowboy G- Biggest regional sponsor is Robin
Men” series -from the folded Uni- Hood Flour in Canada, set for 25
ted Artists Television, but added stations (not all on the air yet).
the distribiitqjr-less “International Biggest in the li. S', is one of the
Police.” picked up “Beulah” ,and' series oldest sporisors,
Bowman
“Jewelers’ Showcase” reruns .and Biscuit, with 13 stations.
released a new, quarter-hour series.
Series is also in Cuba and Vene-;
Associated Artists picked up the
zuela, with of all thirigs a brewery
“Candid Camera” series and riext
sponsoring in Caracas. It’s Heineyear’s “Douglas Fairbanks Preken’s Beer, which has distribution
sents” in additiori to a lot of fearthere.
ture. product. Example of how a
Series, for a couple of years live
new disiributiqn setup can actually increase the amount of product on the then KLAC-TV in Los Angeles,
went to film over 18 months
is furnished by NTA, which when
ago, with the first film airdate Feb.
it built a sales force started to. pedSome 70 episodes are
dle several shows produced previ- 18, 1953.
ously by prexy Ely Landau but un- already in the can, with 74 more
under Guild’s origishot
be
still to
til then confined to% a few situations. This, of course, is to say nal deal with Liberace and Don
the statistics of
Fedderson.,
All
nothing of the sharp upbeat in new
course are of relatively minor, sigproduct.
to the
contrasted
when
These factors, combined with an nificance.
'
of
personal
phenomenal
iricrease in network time to the
series
is
telepix
but
the
Liberace,
exclusion of local programming,
generally credited with sparking
have combined to cause the pricepopularity.
his rise to
cutting war; That stream of product continues with little chance of
abatement, and there’s no immediate prospect of an. increase in Will Rogers Jr. Set
demand by. stations. The only hope
of distribs, of whom very few are
As Scattergood Baines
operating in the black, is that the
Will Rogers Jr. has signed to
UHF problem will be licked and a.
good number qf independent sta- play Scattergood, Baines in a new
tions will go into operation in the telepix series on the Clarence Budkey markets/ These, without net- dington Kelland character which
work affiliations, would provide an John L. Loveton will produce. It’s
ample market for all of vidpix’ Rogers' telepix debut, although
product. But some distribs say this he’s guested ori several tv shows
will have to happen soon, before and has been active in radio.
Baines stories have been the
they’re out of business.

Burns, formerly with. WSYR-TV
other outlets, still has in Syracuse, joined the division in
after a one-year stint with
1952
sponsorship deal, and
the network. "He started as a N. Y.
is now discussing a January start
staffer,
subsequently moving
sales
ith some bankroliers.
Chicago as a central division
Possibility of a fall preem hasn’t to
staffer. He’ll report to sales
sales
been ruled out, according to Vita••/
Pix national sales v.p. Ned Koenig. director John B. Cron..
But the firm has a tough deadline
to meet, in that only a pilot has
been filmed and it would take up- Canadian Sponsor For
wards of four weeks after a deal
'Star Showcase’
Was signed to get the show on the
*ir. In view of this, Koenig, while
Television Programs of America
still dickering a fall deal, has behas set its “YoUr Star Showcase”
gun talks with sponsors interested in 10 of Canada’s 12 markets via a
in a January; start.
regional deal with Maple Leaf
One reason for the holdup was Milling Co, Sponsor has also taken
the rush of summertime activity on an option on other Canadian marthe Roach lot, with the result that kets as they open. Deal, was set
the pilot print, scheduled to reach through Cockfleld, Brown, agency.
N.Y. on June 15, didn’t arrive until
Lloyd Burns, general manager of
Aug, 5. Since that time, Koenig Telepix Movies Ltd., who helped
has been screening it, but with no set the deal, Is in New York this
success ..to date. Under Vitapix’s weelc for a. series of talks on. fuProjected deal, the. vidpix outfit ture Canadian distribution -plans,
would supply a lineup of prime with- TPA prexy Milton Gordon,
stations with 'time already cleared exec v.p. .Michael Sillerman and
mr the sponsor.
assistant v.p, KurtBlumberg.

./stations and
not firmed a

TPA

!

RKO

Steve Dunne Gets Nod

..

.

On ‘Professional

Father’

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Steve Dunne, a regular on “My
Favorite Husband,” stars In a new
CBS-TV .project, “Professional
Father,”
with
the
pilot
being
lerised by McCadden Productions.
Dunne essays role.of a child psychiatrist.
Barbara Billingsley has
.the femme lead, and John Clear is
the director.

pictures produced
basis of six
in the early ’40’s and of a radio
Feature pix, incidentally,
series!
have been making the tv rounds
Pilot
for a couple of yea ,, now.
on the series has already been
filmed, and Loyetdh is due to arrive In N. Y. Monday (20) with
the pilot for a tour of the agencies.
He'll be accompanied by Maurie
Gresham, v.p. of Loveton's new
outfit.
Advertisers’
distribution
Television Program Service. Love-,
ton’s tha-producer of “Mr. and Mrs,

Hollywood, Sept! 14.
and Allen’s McCadden

Burns

Productions has boomeranged its
gross biz from $1,250,000 last year
to approximately $5,000,000 this
semester, in a vivid illustration of
the spectacular growth now taking
place in the telefilny industry.

iHvvovucn iifiu, uuuu uus seasun,
confined itself to the teiefilniirig ox
the Burns. and Allen series, but
Burns decided to branch out, and
the company is riow tensing “That’s
My .Boy” for CBS-TV; shooting
arid bankrolling the Robert Cummings show;, gunning four Jack

Benny films, a pilot on CBS’ “Pro-;
fessional Father,” has an upcoming “Craig Rice” series, and is continually shooting numerous taleblurbs.
Burns explained that with tv pi
becoming so competitive, it brings
the production cost factor down to
shoot multiple series.
He added,
“with prices going through the
roof, the only way you pari cut
down ori price and give the sponsor a break is to have more than
one show. This cuts office and production expense, a must with the
business
so
cornpetitive.
It’s
tough to keep a crew if you only
have one scries unless you pay

them way overscale;
B&A shown <cost $4,500 more
week this year due to upped production costs, but Burns is putting
the coin in, figuring it will pay off
eventually on reruns.
“I don’t
think residuals will be as great
as everyone thinks, because .there
be. so
will
much merchandise
around in two or three years,”
added Burns, starting his third
'

year under the sponsorship of Carnation Milk and B; F. Goodrich.
B&A have a five-year pact with
their Co-sponsors,

Because he feels

it’s

important

to continually improve the B&A
format, Burns now uses 15 sets inside plus outside sets whereas the
show had only, four sets when it
went to film. Where they would
use only four supporting players,
the figure now ranges up to 20 per.
show.
Burns and Allen have been a
team for 30 years, and the male
half of the team opines tv is a far
.

(Continued on page 38)

Interstate TV, the Allied Artists
telepix subsid, has landed its first
major deal on its new package of
Monogram and Allied Artists features, landing them on WPIX, the
N. Y. Daily News station, in a twoyear, 10-run deal.
Station paid
well over six figures for the 49picture package, with major firstrun items including sUch familiars
as “It Happened on Fifth Avenue”
and “16 Fathoms Deep.”
Station will run the films first on
its nightly-repeated “First Show,”
later transferririg them to other
feature segments, with the group
to kick off Sept. 22,
Pix were
made under the Monogram and Allied Artists banner in the period
from 1947 to 1952, with 12 of therri

having been produced

iri 1951.
Pi
star many actors who have either
risen in popularity or have made

comebacks,
among them Gale
Storm, Rod Cairieron, Broderick
Crawford; Barry Sullivan, Lloyd
Nolan,
Eddie
Albert*
Michael
O'Shea, Audie Murphy, Gilbert
Roland and Jane Wyatt.
Titles iri the package include
“Southside 1-1000” (Don Defore,;
Andrea King), “The Gangster”
(Sullivari), “Smart Woman” (Constance
Bennett, Brian Aherne),
“Gypsy FUry” (Vlveca Lindfofs),
,

.

“Bad Men of Tombstone” (Sulli“Stampede” (Cam-

van, Crawford),

eron),* “Dude Goes West” (Albert).
“I Was An Americiri Spy,” “Bad

Boy” (Nolan, Murphy, Jane Wyatt),
“Sierra Passage” and “Song in My
Heart,”
Of the 49 films, 20 are
1949-50 westerns starring Jimmy
North” and co-producer with Ber- Wakely.- These won't ‘be used on
the “First Show.”
nard Schubert ©f “Topper.”

,

tv-nuis
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Wednesday, September 15, 1954'
Freed,

WINS

Use

Can’t

Bnmsjt

‘Moon-Dog House’ Tag,
It

So Good-Even

Hollywood, Sept.

’46

Peak

at

Studio owner Jim Nasser said
he anticipates biz will far exceed
the best years of pix production;
and consequentlythree more stages
are being blueprinted to bring the
total up to 11, There will be no
easing up of the current space
squeeze at the Las Palmas lot until

“In vaudeville we, could

vaude.

Alan Freed’s howling ^ to - the. r Use the same 17-minute, skit for
will have to find a new eight to 10 years. In tv, my writer^
house 'title, WJW officials warned
will say ‘you can’t use that joke;
him and WINS in New York, which
”
recently signed the former Cleve- you used it last year.’
Burns combines what he feels is
land deejay for a reputed $75,000
yearly.
the best of live and film techniques
Local station threatens to go to in lensing his show, and utilizes a
court for an injunction restraining
WINS and Freed, who spun disks at two-camera technique in shooting.
WJW three-and-a-half years, from He does not want a live audience,
of however,
theorizing
without it
title
using, the copyrighted
WJW still “you get better photography, and
“Moon-Dog House.”

moon dog

SDG 3d Run Payments
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Screen Directors Guild received
$7,150 from Revue Productions for
distribution

among

11 of its

mem-

Coin represents payments to
directors for third runs of telebers.

films.

Am

a* Payments went to Rodney
teau, Herschel Daugherty, John W;
English,. Robert S. Finkel, Akel

owns; property rights to that tradeGruenberg, Francis D. Lyons, Les- mark name, declared William LemMartinson, Kingman T. Moore, mon, its general manager, and it’s,
daily < comDecember, when Donald O'Connor Sherry Shourds and Robert G. being carried on in
Walker.
mercial program by this station.
will' have filmed all his tv shows,,
Vergil Brinnon, ‘who replaced
and the “Lone Ranger” will. wind.
Freed here, is now handling the
Because of the tight space situa-r
platter-rolling series 'known as the
tion. studio owners are increasingly
original “Moon-Dog House” Monhesitant about .taking deals with
days through Saturdays, 11:15 p.m.
anyone unless they have a firm
to 2 a.m, Plans are in the making
production contract for at least 39
to
have program syndicated tp
.shows, Nasser commented.
other stations throughout country,
At the General Service lot are
says Lemmon, who doesn’t want
O’Cortnor, Jack Chertok Productions, Mickey Rooney Enterprises,
Official Films has come up with any future legal conflicts to unMcCadden Productions, Joan Davis a unique and low-cost method of hinge it.
Lemmon contends he had negoEnterprises. Volcano Productions,
and the Ozzie & Harriet Nelson making film presentations on its tiated with Freed and WINS for a
and
the
Star
“The
syndicated
reciprocal deal, in which he hoped
series.
While audition prints of to have deejay’s show relayed to
Story.”
»+
4
syndicated pix have had taglines WJW in exchange for permission
•
• i
from the stars making a direct to use. copyrighted title. Both
pitch to sponsors, there have been parties, at first seemed amenable
to plan, he claims, but later went
> 4 44 4 4 4 44 .4 444444 4 4444 f ew cases, owing largely to expense,
where an entirely separate pres- cold on it. Irked because they also
ignored his; previous warnings to
for
a
made
been
film
has
entation
York
stop using the “M.D.H.” tag, LemTelevision
Programs series.
United
Official's, a four, and one-half mon has advised his attorney to
added three new salesmen, with
file an injunction against Freed
Hal Golden (ex-Armand S. Weill minute trailer, comprises some and WINS, in New York courts.
each
agency in Buffalo) covering N. Y. dozen stars from the series
their story and tellihg a
state, Martin Williams (ex-KMBC, introing
Kansas City), set in Chicago and. little about it. Among the stars in
ina On a Bike
Vernon Christian (formerly with the film are David Niven, Brian
Ballerina Maria Tallchief will
Con- Aherne, Edmund GwCnn, Teresa
RKO) operating in Texas
current with its eighth anniversary, Wright, Angela Lansbury, Edmond work the Colgate “Comedy. Hour”
Film Counselor^ Inc, is tripling its O’Brien, Thomas Mitchell, Judith next Sunday (19) paired with FredN. Y. office space, With a hew the- Anderson;
Frank Lovejoy and eric Franklin in a four-minute pas
atre planned for its Fifth Ave. Alexis Smith. Reason Official was de deux from “Gaite Parisienne.”
quarters
CBS Television Films able to bring the trailer out at Duo is planing from New York to
v.p.-general manager Leslie Harris such low cost- is the fact that on appear on the NBC.-TV stanza origoh the Coast for start Of filming the show itself the .stats intro the inating at the Hollywood Bowl on
of -‘The Whistler’’ by Lirijlsley stories for their particular episode.
the Coast as a substitute for the
Parsons on the Paramount lot
Official had Four Star Productions Martin & Lewis preemer (with
Sy Weintraub, Flamingo Films
splice together each of the Lewis ailing).
merely
The terpers will
topper, back from a Coast quickie
introductory clips from individual leave
after the
for.
lie

s

.

»»»+*

.

New

.

.

.

3t

.

duction of 1946, all its stages occupied with telefilm companies.

.

pan

more, rigorous presentation, than
Cleveland, Sept. 15,

14.

General Service studios is operating at .100% capacity for the
first time since the peak pix pro-

»

Alton

•5555s; Coatiaiieil from

.

.'5555 Continued from page

.
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on NBC-TV,
Result has been two runs in the
and part of the midwest, one
run in another part of the country,
arid a third of the nation still unexposed to the series. Yet, at a
production cost of well under $500,000. and in limited areas, it’s already brought back that $2,225,000
in gross revenue. This figure, be-

sides the coin from the Associated
deal, includes revenues from the
28 theatrical shorts made for Columbia; Pictures, three, record albums, a book, the eight industrial
films made and revenue from the

he bought them.

SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE
at Fort Bess)
Western frontier tale taking
place in 1868, “Some Delay at Fort
Bess” has all the components of
good telefare, but misses because
one of the ingredients doesn’t mix
Sterling Hayden,
with the Test.
making his Videbut, stars as the
commander of a frontier fort and
the lanky actor’s n.s.g. .thesping iri
the teleplay’s key role. is. What

A

starring

Hugh Marlowe
appeal

drags the whole thing down.
Hayden is the vet Army man
who' refuses to give into ah Indian

Which made Ellery Queen
one of the outstanding
best-sellers of our time,
and the top-quality pro-

chief’s ultimatum
return for
in

duction:
which.
distinguishes this new series
are already reflected

we’ll

'

current ratings.

one
QueeJn
Videodex.

Ellery
18.6

example,
telecast,

won

an

outestablished,
It

rated many
successful mystery
grams.

pro-

For the full story— and
maining availabilities .

features in number;

Ottawa, Sept. 14.
Shelly Films Ltd,, one of Canalarger industrial film firms
which rifoved there from Vancouver, plans a $400,000 tv-film production plant at Long Branch,
Toronto suburb.
Rumors that a Holly /bod firm
is also looking over, the location
with an eye to production has
caused Reeve Marie Curtis to pre-v
da’s

.

Long Branch would

diet that

soon

be Canada’s tv-film centre!

A.T.V.’* L,
A.T.V.

York

Filiri

ducing

Studio

I.

Productions,,

New

commercial

pro-

telefilm

has leased a Long
Island City, N. Y., building fOf new
studio space. Building will be altered and equipped to make two
outfit,

ft. sound stages, according
prexy Mickey Schwartz.
In addition to handling telepi
commercials, firm Will also use the
new studios for the Gene Raymond-starririg “Fireside Theatre”
introductory inserts. Lease transac-

to A.T.V.

(Some Delay

for

arid Millions” (1944) and “A Sister
to Assi&t’er” (1941). Acquisition
brings the Governor catalog to 71

5,000 sq.

'Passport

In Detroit,
after only,

'

.

east

Texas

to

ABC Syndication’s newly-created
Dallas office kicked off the; vidpix

basic

i

tribute the pix ori a firstruri basis

20 months, provided for 25% new
material for the pix, so Furit made
several additional half-hours. Series played last about a year ago

7

same

,

]

,

Flint

adventures of

The

.

Arthur Kerman’s Governor Television Attractions, which will dis-

—

.

Show on the web from New York.

available for television on a spo.
radic basis. Latest package to hit
the video rounds is. a group of lfl
British films acquired last week by

throughout the country.
Films, ranging in age from- three
to 16 years, were acquired from
“It’s Timely Pictures on the Coast by
there is less distraction.”
very hard to lay an fegg when you Way of the Mo’e Kerman-Joe FeldMonarch Pictures combine.
don’t shoot it in front of an audi- er
ence. As it is, if there are any bad. They’ve never been shown in the
U. S. on television. Two best-known
jokes, we can take them out.”
Despite his preferepce for film, pix in the group are the 1940 EdBurris feels comedians such as Mil- mund. Gwen-Gordoh Harker startori Eerie arid Jackie Gleason are rer, “Condemned to Death,” arid
best on live tv because their pres- the J. B. Priestley 1945 screenplay,
entation is that of a vaude show, “Let the People Sing,” with Aliand they wouldn’t gai via film; stair Sim and Patricia Roc.
Others in the group include “It
“On shows like theirs it doesn’t
matter too much if an actor blows Happened in Soho” (1949), “Street
Singer” with Arthur Tracey (1940),
it gives you that feeling
his lines
of live tv. BUt ori a situation come- “Death Is a Humber” (1951),”Accidy show like ours, it would be. derital Spy” (1946), “Beauty and
murderous. It’s a luxury to. be the Barge” (1940), “Laugh It Off”
able to slice a couple' of minutes (194.4), “Second Best Bed” (1944),
Your Father?” (1938),
of bad jokes, as you can ori film; “Who’s
“Honeymoon Merry - Go - Round”
if tbc same thing- happens ori live,
(1944), “Meet Mr. Penny” (1946),
you’re dead,” he said,
“The Second Mr. Bush” (1947),
“Room For Two” (1944), “Music

right
show
Gotham to resume their rehearsals
episodes.
Film serves as a teaser, and Of- for Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo.
Heading up the Colgater will be radio “Candid Microphone,” which
ficial sales veep Herb Jaffe! who
it preceded the telepix
came up with the idea, is mailing Eddie Fisher as emcee, Patti Page, although
didn’t go commercial until after
prints of the trailer to - station Louis Armstrong, Mischa Elman
vidpix were on the air. Arid
the
execs,
agencies and clients in and the Four Vagabonds. Fisher
Hyman; one of the vidpix vetmajor markets, asking them to take will also be in a bicycle stint since that
erans, believes that the films will
“only four and one-half minUtes.” he’ll have to fly to Holly wood. of ter
continue to sell as syndicated propof their time to get an idea of the concluding his Friday (17) Coke
erties, is obvious from thefaict that

show.

That flow of feature film product
Isn’t completely stopped, not with
English pictures still being made

for ammunition
kidnaped white
Hayden, holding the
femmes.
chief's, son captive, says by golly

—

outfox him- we won’t give
him the ammo, and he’ll send the
women back in return for his son.
His men, some of whom have wives
in the; Indian-held group, resent
this, and a small rebellion flares,
but Hayden snuffs this. Out just in
time to get word he's right The

women have been

side of law and order. The character change is not accomplished

subsid’s sales
“Passport to
starrer

mero

campaign on its new
Danger” Cesar Ro- tion wa$ handled by Cushman &
by clinching a four- Wakefield and Ritter-Swensqn bro-

market deal this week with the
San Antonio Brewers.. Assn. Brewery picked up Sari Antonio, DallasFt. Worth, Houstori-Galvestori and
Amarillo, with the intention of adding more markets in a few weeks.
of which he is an inspector, may
Deal was set via Pitluk Advertisnot like this display of ungallantry. ing of San Antonio.
Despite that host Henry Fonda
extolled the “fine performances,”
casting of the leads exposed as
Burlington, Vt. Stuart T. Marmany flaws as the phony painting tin, former Boston electronics enthat was substituted for the mas- gineer, has been named as v.p, and
terpiece,, from which this hunk of general manager of the
drama gets its title. Lorre, so used Broadcasting Corp., owner of Verto sinister stealth, was clumsy in mont’s
television
station,
first
his movements and at times indis- WMTV, which will go. ori the air
tinguishable in his mutterings. soon, arid
Radio, it was anHillary Brooke ..photographed too nounced this week by C. P. Hassweet and pretty as a killer arid brook, president of both organizaeven for the purposes of the tions.
switch climax it seemed incongruous. She played the part well but
it was difficut to accept her as a
bad woman posing as an insurarice
gracefully and he seemed uncomfortable in the transition, lighting
one cigaret after another and often
allowing a pill to dangle from his
lips while conversing With femmes,
good and bad. The French Surete,

.

—

,

Television

Programs of
America," Inc.

St.
Louis—Nat Steinberg, vet
motion picture salesman and film
exchange manager in the St. Louis
territory has joined radio station
WIL as an account exec. He, last
served as branch manager, of Re«

public Pictures in St. Louis from
1948-53.

WCAX

.

WCAX

.

returned safely. investigator,
Hayden’s acting* is consistent-—
Story is old hat but having to do
Last-minute with the masters, of briush and
bad.
consistently
scene trying to show he’s been palette
it
might... even satisfy
humanized had the right dialog, Stephen Longstreet, tv’s severest
but he delivered With all the pas- critic of things not arty. Painting
sion of a guy ordering a case of is stolen arid Lorre is put on the
Schlitz.
Bob Nash,. Barbara Bill- trail to track down the thief,
ingsley, James Seay, James Brown, which takes him through art gal-

Have Passport— Will

Travel

Young woman. nttraotlvg.poleed, pood person*
•Illy— fluent French, writing ability, typing—
$eeki
Advertising and ehpwbli background.
•toady job with TV ar matlon plotura comahow-blz In Europe.
pany or any branch
.Available. Immediately.
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46th

Boa V

New Yi rk

91354,. Variety.

36,

N.

Y.

.

To

,

re-

kerage houses.

Walter Coy, Gayles Kellogg and leries arid homes of collectors,
Lorna Thayer, in support, gave Miss Brooke is finally turned up
Such good performances Hayden’s as the mistress criminal, who Has
lack of thesping was unfortunately killed one man and has bid Betsy
conspicuous.
cocked to do. in a few more.
Roy Kellino did a generally
Francis Lyon got what he could
good piece of meggirig, but appar- of the miscast leads and good perently couldn’t remedy Hayden’s formances from John Hubbard and
gawkiness. Dick Stenger's script Walter Klngsford.
Henry Fonda
Daku.
turned up a theatrical note In the
Was a good one.
old west commercial for the amber
fluid by revealing that “La BoSTAR AND THE STORY
heme” was first performed in ibis
(The Blue Landscape)
Peter Lorre apparently h’as got- country right here in L.A. 51 years
ten too heavy to be a heavy so he’s ago. Lorre disclosed that he’s no
turned honest and is now on the king size smoker*
Helm.

TOP PRODUCTION MANAGER
for

TV

Films, Features
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Book-of-the-Mpnth Club has, launched an Interesting and what may
a profitable sideline with its hew adjunct: Music Apprecia*
tion Records, Following its successful method of hook distribution
the firm is sending out to subscribers an LP every month, of twq
types— a 12-inch disk, at $3.60* with a performance on one side and
an analysis on the other, and a 10-inch platter, at $2.40, giving the
analysis only. Monthly, announcements will be written by Deems
Taylor. Original plan for music education shapes up as a smart one.

become

By HEEM SCHOENFEL
Les Paul-Mary Ford: “Whither

Ritta Robbins, a .new ad-

(Victor).

Thou Goest” - “Mandolino” (Capi- dition to Victor’s
“Whither Thou Goest” is a comes up with 'a
on her

simple, country ballad with a. sincere message that’s perfectly suited for Mary Ford’s unaffected vocalizing style. This is one of the
best of this team's more recent re“Mandolino” is a lively
leases.
number which Paul gives one of.
his multiple guitar renditions with
rich effect.
Eileen Barton: “And Then’ -“I
Have To Tell You” (Coral), Eileen
Barton, who has been more frequently associated with rhythm and
novelty items, changes pace effectively on “And Then,” a fine balled
lilting tempo and pretty
with

roster,

likely

initial release.

bins projects forcefully with a driving guitar and piano background.
Solid juke fare. Flip is a more
conventional folk number.
Connie Russell. “Please Love
Me”-“Poppa’s Putting The Pressure On” (Capitol). Connie Russell
is going straight rhythm & blues
on “Please Love Me,” a number
that Wouldn’t be more typical of
the genre; It’s okay for the special
maz’ket but has no pop angles. Reverse side is a rhythm tune with a
snappy beat, but the lyric is only

MAR

Society, uses the
sections, while

whole

orch to play the. work, in

.

and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Aragon

158th Consecutive Week,
Ballroom,. Santa M.ohi

Calif.

Berlioz:
Damnation of Faust
(RCA Victor, 3 LP; $17.85). Rarelydone choral-symph work is a prodigious, graphic musical narrative.
25th
Here it gets highgrade fullscale
treatment from the. Boston Symph
tiy”-“Old Devil Moon” (Venus). under Charles Munch, with soloCarmen McRae is an excellent styl- ists and choruses in support. David
ist who rates. Attention from the Poleri, sometimes too metallic, is
jocks. On “Tip Toe Gently,” she otherwise fine as Faust.
swings with a fine .phrasing with
Beethoven: Symphony No. 3
Mat Matthews laying down a high- (Decca; $5.85). Brisk, forthright,
ly listenable jazz background. On reading of the “Eroica” by Leonthe oldie, “Old Devil Moon,” Miss ard Bernstein and Stadium ConMcRae displays equally effecting certs Orch, that exudes vitality
pipes.
and strength.
Brahms: Quintet in' F Minor
Reviews 7(Capitol; $ 5 70 ). Choice, melodious
Les Brown: “Concert At The Pal- chamber work, in a graceful perOut o~f a Les formance by a facile, smooth enladium” (Coral).
Brown stand at the Hollywood Pal- semble, the Hollywood String
ladium last year, Coral Records
has packaged a firstrate set of two
Mitchell, So. Dakota
Sept. 19th through Sept.,

Mandolino

(Capitol)

EILEEN BARTON
(Coral)

AND THEN

.

...........

....

.

.

I

Have To

Tell

You

upcoming musi- Among the current bands, Ted
cal, “Fanny,” is another standout Heath’s British band has to rank
ballad and Miss Barton pitches it among the best. This crew turns

Rome

score for the

out consistently

potently.

interesting

sides

Chorus: with a modern swing flavor that
“Wooden Shoes And Happy never gets too far from a dance”
(Columbia). able beat. These two sides are
“S&bri
Hearts”
“Wooden Shoes” is a> bright typical examples, “Bernie’s Tune”
importation from Holland with being a progressive number that’s
marching format along the been toned down, while “Stomp
a
lines of “Happy Wanderer.” Mitch And Whistle” is a cute .swing piece
Miller’s orch and chorus give it a with a ensemble chorus by the
light-handed treatment. sidemen.
suitable

Mitch

Miller

OrcK

&

.

“Sabrina,”' from the Paramount pic
Rusty Draper: “Muskrat. Ramof the same title, is a romantic bal- ble”-"The Magic Circle” (Mercury).
lad lushly interpreted.
That old dixieland standard,
Sammy Davis Jr.: “Because of “Muskrat Ramble,” is given a rousYou” (Decca). After being launched ing vocal workover by Rusty Draon the ballad, “Hey. There,” with per and this could make a lot of
fair sales results, Sammy Davis Jr. noise in the jukeboxes.
“Magic
is reverting td his nitery routine Circle” is another up-tempo numof impressions for his second disk ber which Draper belts over with
for Decca; In this two-pairt work- enthusiasm.
over of “Because of You,” the tal^
Leo Diamond: “Littie One You’re
ented performer makes like Cole,
Bill
Bennett,
Kenny, Eckstine, Too Much”-" Waterfall” (Victor).
Vaughan Monroe and Frankie Leo Diamond is one of the best
the
in
Laine on one side, and on the harmonica practitioners
and on these sides he
other, a Hollywood roster that business,
fine mouth organ
some
showcases
includes Cagney*, Jimmy Stewart,
Cary Grant, Lionel Barry- effects, “Little One” is a swinging
more and Edward G. Robinson. number composed by Diamond
They’re all expertly carboned and while “Waterfall” is a more atmosgives a sentithis should make an okay novelty pheric piece which. he
«
entry, although disk impressions mental reading,
The Cheers: “I Need Your Lovhave rarely gone over big.
The
(Capitol).
’’-“Arivederci”
in’
The Four Jokers: “Tell Me Now”vocal
“Caring” (MGM).. Four Jokers, new Cheers is another new male
male quartet, register nicely on group entering the wax sweep”
Lovin’
Your
Need
“I
stakes.
this coupling. "Tell Me Now”' is. a
strong ballad and this combo beats could be a caricature of the current
this
but
tunes,
rhythm
of
flock
it out with a commercial sound,
and
not too nolished but not raucous group isn’t playing for laughs
the flip,
either. Flip is a similarly tailored it doesn’t come off. On
t

Album

(CRL

Victor

Obernkirchen

Children’s

.

next week. Appealing, beautifully*
trained and blended young

SH-BOOM

to fine advantage in assorted
selections, such as folksongs, some
classics (like the expressively-sung

Schubert

“Lindenbaum”),

Varied collection of,
(Continued on page 44)

$5.95).

Director, alphabetically listed.

Survey Week of Sept. 3-9, 1954
Best Things Happen f “White Christmas” ...... * Berlin
Count Your Blessings t “White Christmas” ...... Berlin
Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight
*7 ....... Arc

—
—

Green

Years:

Harms

...

Happy Days And Lonely Nights
Heaven Was Never Like This

.

Advanced

...

.......

...

.....

.

Hernando’s Hideaway— “Pajama Game”
Hey There *“Pajama Game”
High And The Mighty—f “High And The Mighty”

—

. .
.

.

Now

3.

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY

Cloorie

•

•

•

Davis, Jr.

.

.

Me

Little
Little

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

I’m A Fool To Care ..............
In The Chapel In The Moonlight

Shoemaker

.Peer
.Shapiro-B

.

.......

Things Mean A Lot
Love, You Didn’t Do Right

.

.

.

Bourne

.

Feist
.Berlin

.

— t“White

Magic Tango
.....
Make Her Mine ..
Man That Got Away
Muskrat Ramble
Sh-Boom

Christmas”

...

.

.

..... Chappell

•.

BVC
.............

,

.

.

.

Harwin
Simon

.

.

H & R
Shapiro-B

Some Day
Sway ....
That’s What

Chords
Johnny Desmond
Victor

(5)

Young

.

.7...

.

SKOKIAAN (»

.

.

Cara Mia

.

.

5.

IF

I

GIVE

MY HEART TO YOU

.

,

6.

LITTLE SHOEMAKER

Gaylords

(11)

IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT
THIS OLE HOUSE (3)

9.

I

10.

NEED YOU NOW

LITTLE THINGS

.

....

.

.

.

Victor

.

.Mercury

.

.

Eddie Fisher
Kitty Kailen

(20)

.

.

.

.......
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A FOOL TO CARE
THEY WERE DOING THE MAMBO
WHAT A DREAM
GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART. GOODNIGHT
FORTUNE IN DREAMS

I

Les Paul-Mary Ford

{

(

CRIED

Vaughn Monroe
Patti Page
...
McGuire Sisters
Sunny Gale
Kay Starr

.

.

.

..

.

.

,

.

.

It’s

Shoemaker

Make

“Her Mirte

DREAM
I UNDERSTAND JU$T HOW YOU FEEL
SMILE

(
.

;

Siinny Gale
weeks g&no has been in the

Capitol
Victor

number a f

7;

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

Feist

Arc

,

.

.

.

.

.

..

Coral

........

.

Things Mean

Sh-Boom

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7.

,

.

.

.

71

.

.

A

;

.

. ,

.

Lot .....
.

..

.

My

In

.

.

7.

.

.

..

.

.

...

,

.

.......

.

.

7

.

Feist

.7

.

.

.

—

.

;

*

Arpege

7.

<

...

....

.......................

^mile
7.
Stranger In Paradise- -* “Kismet”

7

;

.

7

>

1

Sway
That’s

1

...

«

What

.

I

*

«

.

.

.

Shapiro-B
Crestview
Lowell

Bourne

.

.

.

ChappellMilter

............. BVC
......
7
.'.Harwin
Pocket t “Living It Up”. Chappell;
7 ................ Hollis
...
.... Shapiro-B
.......
.

.

-

10]

.

.

.

....

v

.

.....

Like— t'Xiving

It

.

*

.....

Up”

,

.

....
.

.7

...

.

»,«'»'

.7 7.

.

.

.

H&R

Bourne
Frank
Peer
Chappell

There Never Was A Night So Beautiful
Broadcast
They Were Doing The Mambo
.Mayfair
..... Hamblen
This Ole House
Three Coins la Fountain- t“Three Coins In Fountai
Robbins
.

.

.

.

.

Victor

Top

.

.

Papa Loves Mambo
Powder MjT Back

.Victor

|

in parentheses indicate

,-<

Money Burns A Hole
Non Dimenticar

.

.

.

Man That Got Away

Mercury

Page
Mercury
Four Aces .............. Decca
Four Aces
............ Decca
Four Tunes ........... .Jubilee
Nat (King ) Cole ....... Capitol

7
.

7 ....

Little
Little

Capitol

,
.

Crazy

.Decca

,

^

.

,

To You ............
In The Chapel In The Moonlight ^

Joey

Patti

THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN

tFlaure

.

.

.

.

.

Second Group
I’M

.

.

My

.Victor

.

.

.’

If I Didn’t Care. .
If I Give
Heart

Columbia
,

.

.

. . .

Victor

.Decca

Rosemary Clooney

•

.

.

.

Kitty Kailen

(9)

(2)

MEAN A LOT

.

...

Hugo Winterhalter

8.

7.

.

.

Famous
Peer
Chappell

.

.

Dinah Shore

.

.

.

,

.

Up”

Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight

i

.

.

.

.

;

(1)

...

.

Happy Days And Lonely Nights
7
7
..... Advanced
Hernando’s Hideawaiy—*“Pajama Game”
Frank
Hey There—“Pajamai: Game” .7
........ Frank
High Arid The Mighty— t “High And the Mighty”
Witmark
Honey Jump
Rene
Huckle Buck ...
...United
I Need You Now .....
... .Miller
....
.

Capitol
Ray Anthony .......
.Columbia
Doris Day
..
Decca
Connee Boswell
Denise Lor ...... .-.7 ... Major
.

,

.

*

(More In Case of Ties) _

.

.
.

7

.......... ;7
I Like— t“Livifig It

.M-G-M

.

Capitol
.......
Les Baxter
London
Bulawayo Band .....
........ .Columbia
Four Lad's
.Merbury
Ralph Marterie
.

......

Decca

...... ...

LeRoy Holmes

.

4.

Cat
Coral

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

There Never Was A Night So Beautiful
.-.Broadcast
They Were Doing The Mambo
-Mayfair
This Ole House
Hamblen
Three Coins In Fountain- t“Threfe Coins ln Fountain”. Robbins

.

,

Frank:

How

M^

Columbia
Decca
Mercury

.

Famous
Frank
Witmark

.

I Need You
........
.... . .v
Miller
I Understand Just
You Feel
.....Jubilee
If I Give
Heart To You ....... ...
.
.Miller
...
If You Love
(Really Love Me) ............. ... Duchess

and lands, from “Mary Had A Little Lamb” and “Farmer in. the
Dell” to “Alouette” and “Peter aind
the Wolf.” Kids from six to 60- will
go for the nostalgic, tuneful and

Crew Cuts

............

old

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,

The Beguine,” “Laura,” “Jersey
Bounce;” “Flying Home,” “From
This Moment On,” “One O’clock
Jump,” “Cherokee,” “Sentimental
Journey,” “Caravan,” “Speak Low,”
“I Let A Song Go Out Of My
Heart” and “Back In YoUr Own
Backyard,” among others. In each
tune, ample room is allowed for
solo' licks by the various sidesmen.
George Feyer: Echoes of Childhood (Vox). In a change of pace
from the popular “Echoes of Paris
(Vienna, Broadway, Lat in-America,
etc.),” pianist George Feyer, aided
by a rhythm group,, copies up with
an intriguing arrangement of 42
faye juve tunes of all languages

Sammy

(8)

and

three rhythmic, catchy pieces by
co-founder F.
W. Mdller. His
“Happy Wanderer,” hiking song
which started the group to prominence, leads off the album.
Ballads of Long Ago (Columbia;

57000-1) that

of the most disciplined outfits in
the band biz and, on these sides,
they display that precise, hardhitting style which. has. been its trademark. The two platters are a compendium of swing classics, includstandards as “Begin
ing such

Rosemary

(9)

voices

show

swings for almost twd hours;
Brown’s crew has always been one

.

HEY THERE

as

Choir
covers

(Angel;
Release
$3.95).
eight numbers by the German
mixed children’s chorus which
makes its U. S. and N. Y.. debut

Skokiaan

1.

Alters

sensitive piano “fifth.”

.

12-inch platters

with

Quartet,

.

.

the combo, tries out on an. Italiantune handled okay.
Rita Robbins: “The Hook”-“If styled ballad with fair results;
You Don’t Somebody Else Will”
Carmen McRae: “Tip Toe Gen- bountiful bouquet.

2.

Bfon.

'

LAWRENCE WELK

CORN PALACE

WHITHER THOU GOEST

its

etc.

.

Exposition is simple^ clear and interesting, as well as valuable
andv educational. This is a valuable project, for adults as well as
young, and an excellent promoter of the cause of good\music.

Will Appear

LES PAUL-MARY FORD

themes,

bits,

he discourses on the work, explaining

the v themes, the developments,

significances',

fair.

Ted Heath: “Bernie’s Tune”You” from the Harold “Stomp And. Whistle” (Londoji),

Tell

demonstration issue, last weekend, comprised Beethoven’s

Initial

Symphony, played briskly and surely on one side by the
London Symphony Orchestra under baton of Norman Del Mar. On
the reverse, is an analysis of the same work, with Thomas Scherman
(MAR’s musical director) as narrator. Scherman, son of the BOMC
founder and a conductor in his own right with the Little Orchestra
Fifth

.

This number is
melodic line.
grooved for the pop market and
could. step out as a big one. “I Have

To

hillbilly

pop item
“The Hook”
is a fast-moving rhythm number
with a clever lyric that Miss Rob-

tol).

t Filmusical.

Legit musical

i

.

.
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New design by RCA "Victor jto4>
give (longer life to disks is igetting
Spotlit©
favorable reaction from most of N.Y. Daily
the other major diskers and will
Lead editorial in the N. Y.

News’

probably

be

adopted

.toy*

them

Was

,

the

“Gruve Gdrd.” Columbia Rec-

ords* execs said they were “carefully studying” the design but ex-

enthusiasm about

pressed. no

it.

Victor, meantime, is making it
available to indie labels, for which
it presses through its custom records division, at no extra manufac-

turing cosT.

John A.

Griffin, exec secretary «of

Record Industry Assn, of
America, stated; “The management
RCA Victor should certainly be
congratulated; On the accomplishments of (its engineering department in developing a practical
the

,

of

means for protecting the delicate
playing surfaces of longplaying records. Of equal and most significant
importance is the decision of RCA
Victor to rftake this engineering advance available for use by all other
record manufacturers on* a royaltyThis fair and farfree basis
sighted decision on the_part of RCA
Victor is- a most conspicuous example of effective cooperation on the
part of a leading member of our
.

organization.”

Victor demonstrated the “Gruve
Gard” to execs to the other disk
companies at the RCA Exhibition
Hall in N. Y.’s Radio City last Week.

in

Nieuw Amster-

dam (now New

damage

industrywide move.
Engineers of Decca, Capitol and
have already contacted Victor for the details and engineering
specifications, and will likely adopt

“itoqp

continent,

'

MGM

(11)

Jewish

Tercentenary,” spotlighting the celebration of the first 23 Jews to
settle on the North American

'

to sensitive, grooves when
disks are removed from envelopes,
Manie Sacks, RCA veepee over the
disk division., 'offered the design to
the other 'Companies to make it an ]

News on Saturday

Daily

"Gruve
called
Design,
Gard,” calls for a raised label surface and outer rim to prevent contact between the playing, surfaces
of disks while playing on automatic phonograph and to prevent

Shortly.

York), refugees
from Dutch Brazil. The third
paragraph of the short editorial reads:
‘‘Distinguished Jewish names
dot uur colonial and national
.

.

history—Joseph Bueno, Sampson Simson, Haym Solomon,
Benjamin Seixas, Commodore
Uriah. Levy, .Col. Alfred Mordecai Jr., Emma Lazarus, Benjamin N. Cardozo, Bernard M.

By LES

BROWN

Chicago, Sept. 14.
While steady work Is only a
sometimes: thing for the majority
of pop bands today, there’s sa segment of the Orch industry that
hasn’t known tough times since
1939 arid, what’s more, is finding
its sphere growing. Where polkas,
schottiches, waltzes and the circle
two-step still flourish, mostly in
Germanic or Slavic farm towns,
the Polka or Oldtime Bands thrive.
A seven-day per week itinerary is
nothing unusual, nor is a yearly
skein of 350 one-nighters for some
of the bigger bass-horn bands. In
fact, they lay off the Other 15 days
voluntarily, because they’re tired.

MGM

RPM

Records

is

unique in the

industry in not believing that T8
rpm albums are dead. Diskery is
putting out the soundtrack album
“We are not doing this with the from the Metro pic, “Brigadodn,”
idea of boycotting any label or any in 78 rpm form, along with longartist,” Hansen says. “We are point- play 33 and extended-play sets, being out what, we feel is generally cause it finds that many himterlandbad industry practice. It’s a ques- ers are still using oldstyle ma(Continued on page 44)
chines.
t.

.

MGM
lease
erick

;of

is currently rushing rethe Alan Jay Lerner-Ered-

Loewe score to tie up. with
its preem at the Music Hall, N. Y„
(Thitrs.).
tomorrow
Set for Col
:

.

Hollywood, Sept.

mambo album

Jambo”

“Mambo

for Decca.

a reciprocal pact bethe
British
Performing
Rights Society and Broadcast Music Inc. is expected to be inked in
the next couple of weeks,
BMI
vice-prexy Robert J. Burton is. due
here for wrap-up talks during the
next few days( and he’ll be joined
gotiations,

tween

by Jean Geiringer, head of BMI’s
foreign relations

lish tunes, placed with U. S. pubs
affiliated

14.

European Sales-Talent
Tour by Kanaga & Carlton
Larry Kanaga, RCA Victor sales

Glaser

Named

Gen. Mgr.

Under ABCAP’s

distribution sys-

30%.

with BMI, can collect permoney throoh BMI.

Likewise,: BMI affiliates, in the U;S.
can collect from PRS under the reciprocal arranement. BMl already
has deals with most of the other
European licensing groups.

At one time, the American Society

Composers,

of

Authors

&

Publishers had exclusive deals with

European

antitrust
such pacts.

societies,

blut

consent decrees banned
Currently, ASCAP has only nonexclusive short-term deals with
overseas licensing societies.

On

’Fanny’; Preps Big

Drive on Cast Albnm

RCA

Victor, which has the oast

album rights to the upcoming
Broadway musical, “Fanny,” is
going all out in its promotion of
the Harold Rome score. Diskery
is rushing an Eddie Fisher slice of
the title tun$, “Fanny,” with the
aim of getting another “Wish You
"Were Here” hit, also by Fisher
on a Rome title showtune. In ad.

Dinah Shoife -and Tony Marti
have been scheduled to cht
singles "from the Ezio Pinza- Walter

dition,

Slezak starrer.. Reason why Victor
got the cast set (is that Pinza is
pacted to the diskery.
Flay, based on the Marcel Pagnol
trilogy,

loealed

is

in

Marseilles.

Because of this, Home had to give
an international quality to the music and avoid any American slang
or cliches in the lyrics. Rome* said
he was more concerned about writ-

generally ing a Wt score, namely one that
in accord with the present payoff blended with the book, rather than
plan and there have been few beefs a hit -song. “A hit song,” he said,
in the 'last couple of years.
The “is so much gravy, but it’s a misonly irritant iras been the seniori- take if you focus on it while doing
ty mechanism and it’s expected a musical.”

ASCAP membership

is

•

that the current talks will ultimately lead to a solution.

PAUL SIEGEL TO REP
Paul Siegel, indie publisher, has
swung a deal to represent one of
the most important publishing syndicates in Italy, the Orgariizzazione
Musicale Nazionalmusic in Milan.
Latter outfit includes seven publishing firms and is the largest film

Rome underlined the differences
in the songwriters and legit producers’ status Joday as contrasted
to 1943 when Jack Kapp inaugurated original cast albums for
Decca with his waxing of “Oklahoma.” At that time, the producers
were sold on the album’s advertising value and so gave the albums
rights away for nothing. Fact that
the set subsequently sold over
1,000,000 copies means that the
the
Theatre
Guild,
producers,
dropped about $500,000 at the
present 10% royalty rate.
Rome hailed Kapp as being a
genius for seeing the value of the
original cast, album idea, but the
songwriter regretted that it wasn’t
thought of many years before. The
performances of 'the 1920s and ’30s,
if
they had been preserved on
disks, would have made an invalu-

Abe Glaser, with the Walt Disney
firm fqr the pqst four years, has
been Upped to post of general pro- music company iii Itaily.
Under the deal, •Siegel will .get
fessional manager of Disney Music;
publishing subsid of the film com- the rights to Italo film tunes and
pany. He’ll work under Jimmy will rep the Italian combine in buyJohnson, exec viceprexy of the ing U. S. tunes. He has already neDisney organization, who has been gotiated for “One God,”, theme of
heading up the music division Dave Kapp's album, for Italian
publication.
since the exit of Fred Raphael,
able addition to the show
Giaser will work on tunes from
library,. Rome stated.
four Disney releases skedded for
general release in the next seven Gary Crosby’s First
monthSi Lineup includes “The VanTour on Decca Initiator
ishing: Prairie,” “The Little OutMeeting
Decca Records is going all-out H’wood
law,” “20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea” and “The Lady and the to put over Gary Crosby’s first solo

biz

DJ

ASCAP

Weston, Columbia Records' Coast
Tramp.”
recording director. First few at- chief and" Joe Carlton, pop artists
tempts in. this direction were when & repertoire head, take off jointly
Weston was with Capitol Records. for Europe Oct. 7 for a quick lbokThe.
The 14 already released have sold see around the Continent; Carlton
Dick Hayman, bandleaderin excess of 1,000,000 copies.
plans to o o, song material in Engharmonicist with Mercury RecHowever, Weston recalled today, land and Europe in view Of the reords, has come up with the ulin 1944, after the initial, album, he cent hits originating there recently!
timate in multiple recordings.
and Cap execs had' a lengthy hudKanaga will try to improve VicHe’s cutting a symphonic ardle in an effort to determine tor’s distribution network in Eurangement of Debussy’s “Clair
whether the market would stand a rope and will huddle with the comDe Lune,” using 75 harmonisecond such package— and it was pany’s affiliates. The duo will hit
All of them will be his
cas.
decided to take a chance.
London, Paris, Rome and Milan.
own, via the dubbing technique,
;

7&—

.

figure.

tem, seniority accounts for 20% of
the payoff, current performances
for another 20%, si sustained, performance average over five years
for 30%, and an availability category, also linked to sustained performances, accounts for the final

staff.

The pact would mean that Eng-

formance

;

MGM TO

Upcoming “Music for a Rainy
album is the 15th mood
music package put out by Paul

hit

*

AFM

,

.Night”

disk given general
in the U.S. was
Perez Prado's “Jose!” backed
by “Macomc” in 1048.
Shortly afterwards, Sonny
Burke came up with the first

•

.

Mood Music

Victor’s records,, the

mambo

circulation

London, Sept. 14.
Concluding a long series of ne-

A

.

Paul Weston Cuts 15th

RCA

first

'Harold Loeffelmacher and his

RUG PATTERN

How

market and when. According
to

Six: Fat Dutchmen, one of the
larger units, 'visited Chi last month
to cut 10 sides in a! session for
RCA V ictor. Group etches an average of 16 sides per year, more by
far than the average pops orchestra, and has a virtually automatic
sales run of 15,000 per disk. Of
the othe'y major oldtime bands.
Whoopee John Wilfahrt slices for
Writer-members of the AmeriDecca* Frank Yarikovic for Columbia, and Lawrence Duchow for his can Society of Composers, Authors
own label. Bob Wagner, who used & Publishers are split Oh the questo have a Columbia pact, now is
on a smaller indie label as are most tion of revising the' payoff for seniority.
At meetings of the writers
of the other polka bands.
Stanley Kramer’s upcoming proHeadquarters for the oldtime classification committee in N. Y.
duction of “Not As
Stranger” is bands is New Ulm, Mirin., -a pre- the last, couple of days, Mack!
German community David, Johnny. Redmond and Hans'
sparking;, an unusual race in the dominately
whose
local lists -21 bands Lengsfelder led the fight for a repop field with a flock of tunes enter- currently, 15 of which
will and do vision of the seniority rating, while
ing the market, all with the same travel. The ever-widening circle in Harry
Warren and Mack Gordon
title.
Ben Bloom’s music firm has Which the bands tour includes Min- headed the .group favoring, the
a tune with that title written by nesota, id wa, North Dakota, South status quo.
Abner Silver and -John Schroeder Dakota, Montana, Nebraska, KanAt the present time, the senioriarid is Tiding with a Tony Bennett sas, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois ty Payoff for writers can vary up
version for Colombia Records.
and
an
Offbeat
path
that
extends
Or
down, depending on longterm
•
Dorinda Morgan has also written clear down to Texas. In the East, performance factors. The .propoa tune with that title that Guild Pennsylvania ranks as the strong nents of a revision want to establish a floor below which the seniMusic is publishing, while the Ma- territory.
Audiences generally are of Ger- ority payoff cannot fall. Also proguire Bisters have cut- still another
r posed is a celling that would limit
tune with that tag for Decco. Lat- man, Bohemian, (Scandinavian,
the seniority rating to a maximum
ter number was written by Linda
(Continued on page 43)

Name

station wants to plug the
records of an artist who plugs another station and KSFO is keeping
track *of the most flagrant cases.

ing claims are cropping up
about who introduced that
Latin rhythm into the U.S.

—to men-

Roberts and Lawrence Elow. SylPindyck, representing the
estate of the late Mort Thompson,
author of the book, “Not as a ‘COINS’
Tracks Stranger,” 4s planning to block
Over Disk
further exploitation of the tunes
on. the grounds that it’s damaging
Hollywood, Sept, 14.
an important property right.
In a move patterned after the sucSan Francisco, Sept. 14.
In the meantime, Dimitri Tiom- cessful musib campaign on “Three
Letters to .all ma jor record .com-. kin arid Ned Washmton have been
Coins in the Fountain” via its title
panics drawing their attention to assigned to write the official song
tune, 20th>Century-Fox is shipping,
the fact that record artists are mak- for the pic by Kramer. Same team
recordings of the .title' tune from
ing taped voice tracks plugging one won the Academy Award for their
“Woman’s World’’ to theatres
Bay Area station, have been sent “High Noon” theme, Unusual as- around the^ country to exploit the
by Bob Hansen, program director pect of the title tangle is that the film. Tune
was written by Cyril
of indie station KSFO, which is Kramer pic won’t be ready for reMockridge with lyrics by Sammy
heavily programmed with recorded lease for another six to eight Cahn,
music. IGROW, Oakland indie has months. It's only going into proFilin is not a musical but, as in
been featuring a series Of voice duction next week.
the case of “Fountai ,” had the
tracks taped while record artists
tune specially written. Ditty was
are in the Bay Area, plugging
introduced Sunday (12) on the Ed
KROW.
Sullivavn “Toast of the Town” teleHansen pointed out this was
ISSUE 78
cast saluting Darryl Zanuck.
“bad industry practice” and might
spread to other areas, It also, Han-

much a

Now that the mairibo kick is
In full awing, various conflict-,

Baruch, Irving Berlin
tion only a few.”

vester

sen says, raises the point of

Who Marabo’d First

41

Hard

Way

effort for the company, “Mambo. In The Moonlight” and “I’ve

wax

Sept. 28,

N.Y. 2 Wks. Later

ASCAP will hold its semi-annual
You.” For the membership meeting on the Coast
next two weeks,. Bing’s son will be Sept. 28. Top execs of the Society,
touring disk jockeys in such key headed by prexy Stanley Adams,
cities as Boston, Philadelphia, Pitts- will .make the, trek westwards to
burgh and Cleveland, and will be report on ASCAP earnings and
assigned to plugging his disk until problems.
lie lias to report back to Stanford
Meeting for the N. Y. memberUniv. at ttye end of this month.
ship will be held a couple of weeks
Mike Conner, Decca publicity later. ASCAP conclaves are held
chief, is taking Crosby on the dee- In the fall and spring on both
coasts.
jay rounds this week.
Got

My

Eyes

On

—

M

««

.
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work out percentage

are able to

They maintain a tradition of
independence, and in quarrels with
operators, often win their cases by
threatening not to come back.
.^^^5555555|j55S' Continued from pact 41 —
Smaller bands range in pay from
$75 to $200 per night, Admission
polish descent and are ready-made plays more pop dates than' the
at the country-folk dances normal-;
for this kind of instrumentalizing other oldtime orchs and It is not ly is $1. to $1.50, and several old*
which includes such tricky dance of the New Ulm school.
me bands have been known to
pleasures as the quadrille, rye
Most of the bands have seven take out $1,000 per evening On
Dutchman* Herr or eight pieces, though the Six Fat.
flying
waltz,
percentage.
Schmidt, square dance, and. fox Dutchmen, which- is ope Of the
It’s not uncommon for the bands
trot, along with a generally lengthy largest. Carries eleven men despite
to rent halls and promote their
oldaudiences,
These
library,
pops
their tag, Wilfahrt, Duchow, Yarn,
dances at various times in the
own
time band leaders point out, have kovic, and the FezZ Fritsche Gooseyear, especially when it’s a matter
a way of perpetuating themselves town Hand are also" of larger digetting
the gall of an, unfriendly
of
generation after generation as lo- mension.
Smaller. Units number competitor who is playing the sarnie
cal cultures are kept intact despite among them Schell’s Hobo Band,
bands still resort to
Oldtime
town,
changing times. A good indication Clem Brail & His Jolly Lumbergreased pig chases,
fact that the dances are jacks, Cousin Fuzzy, Elmer Larson gimmicks like
Is the
dances, and
hard^irne
free
arid
mostly family affairs, where young & His Northern Knights, jBob Wagfestivals as competitive measures;
know
the
steps.
alike
old
all
and
ner, Jolly Brewers, Don Frank A
They’re also promotion conscious
Since the bands play many ball- the Skinny: Dutchmen, Slim Kalz,
Accordion
Band,
Eddie arid travel with more than ample
rooms that are showcases for nanie Ann’s
amounts of window cards, onebands in the modern field; the mu* Skeet’s. Band, and the Jerry Dostal
sheets, banners, photos, and news
sic dosage offtimes is four pops' to Band.
mats; Many employ advance pubAlmost all have a big bass tuba licity men to saturate all available
one pldtime tune. Gf necessity the
groups especially keep in their instrumentation and most
larger
media before the band reaches
themselves flexible.
have accordions or concertinas. town.
In most cases, the bandleader Clarinets and saxes predominate,
does all his own booking which* and some units like the Dutchmen
more often thau not, is accom- carry along a Hammond organ. The
Decca’* Usual \l l/zc
plished merely by answering re- Dutchmen have been on tv in
Decca Records’ board of direcquests that come in the mail. This Omaha, Cedar Rapids, and Milwaukee and get regular cross-the^ tors declared its regular quarteris painfully ironic today alongside
the feverish toutings of one-night board 15-minute disk airings on ly dividend of 17%c per share at
bookers for pop bands. An excep- radio station KFAB in Omaha.
its meeting last, week.
among oldtime units, the
Bands like the Dutchmen get
tion
Melon is payable Seht. 30 to
Frank Yankovic group is an lyiCA $500 or slightly less per night in stockholders
of
record as
of
property* but this laand probably hometown locations arid frequently Sept. 20.
deals.

Polka Biz Jumps Like Ifambo
1

By JIM WAI.SI1

,

nor
Neither wind, nor rai
can stop asongplugappointed
his
making
from
ger
rounds. Songwriter Pinky Herman, who’s working on his
newest tune, ’’Where Can You
Be,” made his date with tlje
Boston disk jockeys Saturday
(11) by auto despite the Edna
hurricane warnings.
Herman, wrote the. tune together with Milt Gabler, Decca
,

fog, etc.,

‘

.

6

,

,

& 'repertoire

artists

'

tunes.

title

a rule, the Alley cleffers
.

of a

popular comic.

still

The comics, as we know them today, got under way in the late -90s
with the late R. F. Outcault’s long,

and

chief,

As

;

were “inspired” to write a ditty
Commenting on the antics of sonie
funny page character. But in at
least one instance the name, df an
antique waltz song suggested the

Johnny Anthony.

,

defunct “Yellow Kid” and Rudolph
still active ‘‘Captain and the
They were followed by F.
Opper’s “Hauuy Hooligan”; Frank
Schulte’s “Foxy Grapdpa,” and
James Swinnerton’s still current
among many
“Little
Jimmy,!’
Dirks’
Kids.”

Col’s Hillbilly Thrush

And Dutch Harmonicist
Bonnie

Songstress.

Sloan,

who

.

others still remembered. Fisher’s
saga of Augustus Mutt didn’t get.

formerly cut for the indie* BlackUnder way until 1907,. and Little
mountain label, has joined Colum- Jeff came along a couple of years
bia Records’ hillbilly roster,
later, resulting in the title being
Jean (Toots) Thieleman, Belgian- changed to “Mutt & Jeff.”
Without extensive research, it
been
born harmonicaist who has
can be said that songs for descripdoubling on guitar with George
tive instrumental numbers were
Shearing’s combo,* has also been
written about most of the early
inked for Col’s jazz catalog.
comic riharadters.
There was a
Happy Hooligan Two-Step”, in the
eariy 1900s and similar tribute was
paid to Happy’s saturnine brother
Gus. ‘‘Foxy Grandpa’s” mischievous achievements also were recog*
riized, arid more than one opus,

.

.

.

.

.

Death of Harry C. (Bud) Fisher
oh Septi' 7 recalls the affinity, i
the heyday of the topical song, between the comic strips and pop

just Another Plug
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'People
Success of

Who

RCA

Hate Jazz’

Victor’s “Classi-

Music for People who Hate
Classical Music” album has encouraged the label to bring out a
similar package in the jazz field.
The resultant album, due. but shortly, is one of the greatest collection of jazz names issued in one
cal

package.

Album, tagged “Jazz for People
jazz,” consists of some
unreleased sides and
some sides which are out of cata-

Who Hate
previously
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Jazz talent involved in th
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Lama

PAJAMA OAME
Broadway Ca«t

MUSIC,

MARTINIS

AND MEMORIES
Jackio CltaaoN

Victor

LM

1837

Columbia

ML

4840

Capitol

W

509

SEVEN BRIDES FOR
SEVEN BROTHERS
ilm

Soundtrack

M-G-M
E 244

4

4

4

17

6

15

9

13

•

12

5
MUSIC FOR
LOVERS ONLY
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7

,

4

3

8

10

~

Mori*

ALBUMS

Victor’s Jazzy Set For

23

*

6

(Cat)

There”-.-

SIX TOP

& Jeff made one of their
musical appearances in 1912
Earl. C. Jones and Wallie
Herzer wrote ‘‘Everybody ,Twofirst

25

ARCHIE BLEYER

23

“Felix the Cat;”

(Continued on page 47)
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(Mercury)

"Oop-Shoop”
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"Sh-Boom”
SAMMY DAVIS, JR. (Decca)
‘‘Hey

4

•

4

(Columbia)

....

19B

13

7

•

(X)

19C 15
22

2

*
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*
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LE ROY HOLMES (M-G-M)
"High and the Mighty”

CHORDS

McKay’s Sunday color
the. Land of Wonderful
Dreams.” This, perhaps, was the
ambitious
musical production
most
so far based on a comic page, with
the exception of John Aid en Carpenter’s “Krazy Kat” ballet, which
of course was inspired by George
Herriman’s Whimsical drawings of
Krazy, Igriatz, the Mouse and Of“Krazy Kat” has also
ficer Pup.
been used, as the title of Compositions by Chauncey Morehouse &
Frank Trumbauer and by Emil
VeTazcb,
Max Kbrtlander, Pete
Wendling and Alfred' Bryan wrote

0

«

,.,..

Care”

and Roll”.

CREW CUTS
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•

.

.

19A 10

9

4

.7

(CapiCbl).

BILL HALEY

FOUR LADS

6

10

.

‘‘Shake, Rattle

"Skokiaan”

Winsor

when

"Mood Indigo” ......

.

20

,

Mutt

.

5

NORMAN PETTY TRIO
18

1

-

(Col.)

Heart to You”

"If I

17

Incidentally, Wasn’t the
guess.
musical comedy, “The Newlyweds,”
based on the strip?
/ ‘Little Nemo/ ‘Abe Kabibble*
Victor Herbert’s light opqra,
“Little Nemo,” took its title froi
the principal character in the late

(Capitol)

24

•

• '-4

(Majar)

13B

•

suc-
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DENISE LOR

15B
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“Highland the Mighty”.

Give My
PAUL-FORD
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(Decca)

Ole House”

LES BAXTER
13A
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Hand”.....

Things Mean a Lot”
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
"If I Give My Heart to You”
"Little

"This.,

»

10

(Coral)

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
12

•

.

KITTY KALLEN
‘

5

4

10

9

Sweetheart” ....

DON CORNELL
10

.,

•

*•

(Victor)

Need You Now”.....,....
Mc’GUIRE SISTERS (Coral)

"I

"Goodnight,

comedy

Irving Berlin’s 1913

“Snooky Ookums,” may have
had its name suggested by “Snookums,” the Newlywed’s baby in anbther MacManus comic, “Their
Only Child,” but that is merely a
cess,

page. “In

(Mercury)

Shoemaker”

George Do It,” was taken
from a strip which George MacManus drew in the days before
Jiggs and Maggie,
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Ellington,

Benny Goodman,

Dorsey, Artie Shaw* Lionel

Hampton, Charlie Barnet, John
Kirby, Wingy Mannone and Bunny
Berrigan.

BEN DAVIS ANKLES ASCAP
Ben Davis, a member of ASGAP’a
department, resigned
the Society last week.

legal

6

^

He
SWING EASY

ha«?

been with

from

ASCAP

for

the last 22 years.

<>

rank

Si

Jackie Glaaaen

Capitol
352

12

Duke

Tommy

Capitol

H

528

Lionel Hampton’s orch will go
overseas for four months on a concert tour following its current twoweek stand at Basin Street, N.Y.
nitery.

Wednesday, (September 15, 1954

leader at, the Midway Lounge and
York
Bobby Cardillo has replaced Reid
Al Morgan, singing pianist, back Jaynes on the piano there
to work at the Preview in Chicago Ariiie Taylor combo has had its
following auto accident in that city option picked up at the Four Mile
Inn th rough t January
last nronth. He’s still taped up
, Al Morell
Elliot Lawrence taking over baton- unit held over again at the Blue
ing chores for Ray Bloch on CBS Room. Ditto Herman Middleman’s
Harry
radio and tv while latter is on at the Colonial Manor
Belafonle opens week’s engage,10-day vacation in Florida
Chico O’FarreU’s Latin band starts ment at Vogue Terrace Monday
Lisa Morrow was .a lasta two-week run at the Birdland. (20)
replacement for Anita
on Broadway tomorrow .(Thitrs.) ... minute
George Shearing, jazz combo lead- O’Day’s 10-day engagement at the
Lounge ...
Orchs of
er, is rehearsing a new “ad lib” Midway
routine which he'll introduce at Morry Allen, Baron Elliott and Al
his Hollywood debut at Giro's next Marsico will divide 14 weeks among
He and Ronnie Graham, them at the Vogue Terrace between
month.
from “New Faces,” are collaborat- now and first, of the year.
Violinist
on
the.
script
ing
Ludy Van Love, of Cape May, N. J..,
San Francisco
and his wife, Marge,, elected to
ASCAP membership. They wrote
Charley Stern’s orch signed for
“Hot Cakes And Sausage,” new the University of California Sept.
Kpvacks side for .Decca,
Russ Mqrgan playing oneEr
17

New

.

.

,

.

.

Survey of retail sheet music
on reports
best, sellers based
obtained from ledding stores in
12 cities and shoioing coni-.
parative sales * rating for this
and last week.
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ASCAP

1

BMI
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National
Rating
This Last
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wk.
wk.
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tSh-Boom

.

Henry
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L.

jazz as a hypo for film theatres
will be tested on a once-a-week
basis by the Hicksville Theatre in
Hicksville,
L.
I.,
starting next
month with a series of. jazz names
already lined tip for the one-hour
jam sessions each Thursday, night.

.

Pittsburgh.

Dorsey Bros, booking at Vogue
Terrace has been postponed again
until week of Dec. 6
Mickey, First combo will be headed by
Carroll, ex-Harry James vocalist,
Biily Butterfield, with Slim Gailnow. singing with Buddy Laine’s
band
Johnny Costa, WDTV lard, Coleman Hawkins. Kai Wind.

.

.

checked in at

staff pianist, has

ing and John LaPorta booked for

My

subsequent weeks.

Brother's Place eatery, formerly
Jackie Heller’s Carousel, for a run
Vic Powell’s the new band
.

House

is

part of the Prudential

Theatres circuit.

.
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8B
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.
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(Hill

&
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Little Things Mean a Lot (Feist)
tThis Ole House (Hamblen)/.

Hernando’s Hideaway (Frank).

10

8

11

14

1

..

*1 .Need-

.

Goodnight, Sweetheart (Arc).

You Now

..

(Miller)

5-

14 A

13

Doing the; Mambo (Morris)
ITm a Fool to Care (Peer)

14B

10

Coins

12B 11

L Indie ^Picture Houses

One-Niter Ja^ziqUe Hypo

.

J8A

12A

.

pegged for Sioux Falls, Auto Show
Big Jay McNeely
Nov. 23-28
repeating at Vic’s Supper Club,
Minneapolis, for seven weeks beginning Oct. 21

.

...

.

....

.

.

Skdkiaan (Shapiro-B) ...........

Busse setting up-- one-nighters in
Northern Californi
Orrin
Tucker playing the Mare island
Celebration Friday and Saturday
17-18
Jack Sheedy dixieland
orch at the DeLuxe Club, Eureka,
until Saturday (18).

Nat (King) Cole starting monthlong tour of ballrooms this week in
one-night stands with Buddy Johnson oreh
Dick Jurgens set for
three weeks at Hollywood Palladium
Billy Ward A
beginning Oct. 19
Dominoes and Jimmy Palmer orch

Mighty (Witmark)
.......

Range)
Chapel in Moonlight (Shapiro-B)
Give
Heart
(Miller);
If I
My

‘

.

the;

Little Shoemaker (Bourne).

,

riighters in the territory

and Publisher

’"Hey There; (Frank)

,

Chicago

Title

6
10

9
6

.

.

.

;

,

,

.

in the Fountain (Robbins)
to the stations claim to superiority

aa„;
folk

-

10

/SANTA
BABY

Montgomery, Ala., Sept. 14.
The late Hank Williams, hillbilly

Reviews

Continued from page 40

feelingly
Miranda, assisted

ballads,

Marais

A

.sung

by
by
Not

Pardo Ancient Instruments;
all selections hold complete interest,

however.

A

Delibes: Coppelia

Sylvia Bal-

let Suites (London; $5.95). Graceful rendition of two charming and
w.k, ballet scores by the Paris

Conservatoire under Roger Desormiere.
Wagner Arias (Epic; $5.95).
Some choice selections by Otto
Edelmann, an impressive bass distinguished by clarity, with no
harshness, and by power, with no
straining.
Five “Meistersinger”
selections, two from "Tannhauser,”
and one each from “Parsifal" and
“Dutchman ,’’ with Vienna Symph
,

in support.

.

\

COME 4 WAYS
THIS

singer-composer who died almost
two years ago will be saluted in a
special tribute here in his hometown in a two-day affair, Sept. 20with top draw entertainers
21,
flockipg here from all over the

YEAR

I

I

l

South.

Roy

Acuff,

Hank Snow and Ern-

est Tubb, will be on hand with
their full bands.
Others skedded
to appear are Jimmie Davis, former Gov, of Louisiana; Red Foley:

WATCH FOR

THE

GREATEST RECORD
by TOMMY
EDWARDS

Garter -Family, Minnie Pearl, Pee
King,. Grandpa Jones, Ray
Price anfi Marty Robbins who will
emcee the tribute .to Williams.
Records is issuing a sper
rial Williams’ Album for the oc-

Wee

^

MGM

casion..

iAve

.

Strauss: Eln Heldenleben (RCA
Victor; $5.95). Fullbodied reading
of the lush, sometimes overblown

Coral’s Jazz For GI’s
new angle on jazz

Coral has a

ll}** ;

.

MGM

#1 1«l

\I/H

to

/RELEASE DATE SEPT.J!

tonepoem by the Chi! Symph un- exploit in its November release
der
Fritz
Reiner,
with
John schedule.
Decca
subsidiary
is
Weicher an accomplished violin bringing out an album of “Jazz for

play

V

8

STATE HANDLING

Get Hometown Salute

And His Orchestra

9

CORAL
in music, although some artists
have adlibbed a more enthusiastic
procommercial
than
the
station’s
IN C1NCY TERRITORY
In Tape Recordings
motion department wrote.
Coral Records, Decca subsid, is
Paralleling the recent developActually, KSFO had attempted to
giving
tip its. wholly-owned branch
ment of longplay platters, a new do something of the s£me thing last,
in Cincinnati for a tieup with
type of long-playing tape is being year by. writing to record comState Records which will' handle
introduced by Minnesota Mining & panies for tapes from their artists the label’s distribution in that area.
but got nowhere. The station is now
Norm Weinstroer, Coral sales
Manufacturing 'Co. New tape is taping voice
tracks from visiting
called “extra-play” and provides an artists to be used on the Don Sher- chief, left the N. Y. homeoffice
Monday
(13) for a 10-day field trip.
increase in recording time with- wood shoW as part of Sherwooci’s
out reduced; tape speed or fidelity gimmick in introducing records.
Earl Bostic set for Basin; Street
This has caused, another Station
or larger reef size.
The longplay tapes have been exec to suggest that possibly the on Broadway Sept. 28 for a twomade possible by a new manufac- American Federation of Musicians week stand.
turing process which permits a will eventually have to put a stop
thinner layer of the magnetic oxide to the taping of voice tracks enmaterial and a thinner cellulose dorsing stations or, interviews in
backing. New tapes will be pitched order to protect the artists caught
for commercial background users between station rivalries.
where eight-hour reels are being
used. Tapes can also be used for
WATCH
the continuous; recording of a long
>
Late Hank Williams To
symphonic work.
Longhair

JOE LIPMAN

10

7

.:

:

soloist.

Mozart:

(Proceed With

TO SEE
11798
K 11798

78
45

No.

35

A

The Haydn “Mourning"
$5.85).
one of the lesser-performed but
no less lovely, lyric work, and the
gay, warming Mozart “Haffner;”
both brightly played by the RIAS
Symph under Ferenc Frlcsay, for

MAMBO

MGM

Symphony

Haydn: Symphony No. 44 (Decca;

C<

RPM
RPM

a fine classic coupling.
Echoes of Spain (Capitol; $5.70).

MANHATTAN SERENADE
JOE LIPMAN AND

HIS

It

was recorded

E

GREA
7

0

1

r

EST

ORCHESTRA

X238 Extended Play

Al Galder To Porgie

SEVENTH AVE

N

NEW

v

ENTERTAINMENT
ORK

3

6

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG
Sfync

N

Y

and Cahn'i

“THE THINGS

WE

DID

LAST SUMMER'
Sty ite

and Cahn Music Co.,

Inc.

Continued from page. 41 SSSSmS.
tion

of terminology.

‘Thanks’ is
but when an artist goes on an
other stations air and says, in ef;
feet, this Is the best station for
music, that’s a comparative statefine,

NAME

A

readings of light; familiar concert
He fills the spot vacated by Johnpieces by fie Falla, Chabrier, Grany Farrow who moved over to Joy
nados, Lecuona and oth
Music
as
general
professional
Bron

M G M RECORDS
hi

artists

Al Calder, vet songplugger and
more recently In personal manage-

manager.

T

by

repertoire chief Bob Thiele at Fort
Monmouth, N.J.

ment handling Tommy
Carmen Dragon and the Holly- joined Porgie Music as Pristo, has
promotion
wood Bowl Symph in persuasive chief.

NEW ALBUM

E238 (33 1/3 RPM)

GIs."

ment and you wondor how- much
you would

feel like helping that
artist with his next record."

Others do not refer so specifically

America's Fastest
^Selling-:Records!

rca Victor

.

.

MUSIC
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Songwriters’
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Play’s Title

Suit

Scoreboard

Use Of

‘The Anniversary Waltz’

First Time in 20 Years
Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 14.
The Claridge Hotel, one of the

OF

Songwriter Dave Franklin and
Mrs. Helen Dubin, widow of A1
Dubin, are seeking $100,000 in
damages from the producers of
Anniversary
“The
play,
legit
Waltz,’’ for using the song, title
Filed in
without, authorization.
N. Y. Federal Court yesterday
(Tiies.), the suit named Bernard
Hart apd Joseph M. Hyman, producers of the play, as defendants
along with Mayfair Music, publishthe .tune, “Anniversary
esr
of
Waltz.’' 'Mayfair was named debecause
of its alleged failfendant
ure to demand a license from the

top spots here, has shuttered its
policy for playing name bands for
the first time in more than 20
years.
Scott
Stewart,
Claridge
Hotel skipper, said that Tommy
Reed’s orch would ring down the
curtain on the Magnolia Robf for
the summer season and that no top
bands have been" booked for fall
and winter seasons in the swank
Balinese Room.
“We are discontinuing our dinner-and-dance policy for the time
being at any rate,” Scott said, “and

TOP TALENT AND

.

.

Folds Dinner-Dance Sets

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassingthe Three Major Outlets
Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

Coin . Machines

Music

as Published in the Current Issue

producers.

Although

song

titles

I don’t

mot

are

copyrightable, the plaintiffs charge
that use of the title for the play is
unfair competition and infringes

NOTE:' The

,

song

the event the play

title in

On

Coast

CREW-CUTS

5

5

6

6

7

10

Jazz.”

fSh-Boom
Oop-Sho6p

\

(Mercury)

its

10

western chief.

Week Week

.

inked

Gene Weiss'

Epic Shift
J, Weiss, formerly Counwestern sales manager for
Capitol Records, has switched to
Epic Records as sales chief of the
midwestern area. Epic is a subsid
of Columbia.
He works under Epic sales head
William S. Nielsen.

&

1

1

HEY

2

2

fSH-BOOM

3

3

4

4

to

You

Goodnight, Sweetheart
.......

I’m a Fool to Care

Vox Preps 2d Feyer Set
Of ‘Echoes’ for Xmas Mart

...........

SKOKIAAN

5

5

6

7

7

9

IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT.
IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU:

8’

8

fTHIS OLE

9

6

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
I NEED YOU NOW

10

,

HOUSE

....

Miller

and

Entertainers

currently

BASIN STREET,

NEW YORK
starring

ago.

devote as

........ Feist
....

and

Miller

will

much time as possible
new jazz musicians, who

plattery.
“This step toward a separate jazz
label is typical of Capitol’s progress since its development.
I’ve
maintained for some time that jazz
is achieving its
own position in;
our daiily 'life and people are recognizing that it is our only native
culture,.
hope to help develop

month.

Coral Inks Dreamers

Amfker

THE VOICES THREE

J

MG

BMI

‘Pin

We

OCt. 18

arid popularize it.”
Jazz Festival treks northward after the San Diego date and one
here the following night, for Stands

it

Decca-Victor-MGM-Clef

RECORDINGS

San Francisco and Portland and
then starts east. Kenton will emcee as well as conduct his own 20piece crew. In addition, he’ll present such top jazz artists as ArtTatum, Shorty Rogers and his
Giants featuring Shelley Marine,
the Charlie Ventura Combo, vocalist
Mary Aria McCall, guitarist
Johnny Smith and bongo player
Candido,

RECORDS

N

in

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER,
Nt*

v,

York

Pres.

Chicago

I

Hollywood
|

p:

^-4600

?03

No

Wabash

I

9619 Suns of Blvd

Up'

Hit

THe WFTERS,. 4,
*

*

BUNNY PAUL

•

•

'Ll.*

M

LOVE

the CARLISLES

^

its

Vox, on the longhair side, i$ iilso
introducing a young, highly-touted
Israeli violinist, Ivry Gitlis, to the
U. S. public late this month. First
issue will include the Alban Berg
Concerto, with classic works (including the Mendelssohn) next

.Hamblen

festival

issuing

month with Vol, II of the pianist’s
“Echoes of Paris,” first and still a
hot seller in the series. Plans are
to put Feyer’s last three pop tune
issues, “Echoes of Latin America,”
“Echoes of Broadway” and the new
“Paris,” into one overall album;
for the Xmas trdde, similar to the
first “Paris,” “Echoes of Vienna”
and “Echoes of Italy” of a year

Shapiro-B

.....

..

Productions,

George Feyer “Echoes of Childhood” this month, Wilf follow next

Shapiro-B

Coral Records has signed The
For His Capitol Subsid
Dreamers, gal trio owned by Jimcan be presented on the “Stan
my Wakely, to an exclusive recordLabel While Concerting Kenton Presents” label, a subsidi- ing contract. Trio was known as
ary of Capitol.
the<Sunshine Girls until disbandHollywood, Sept. 14.
Capitol branch managers around ing a few years ago when one of
Second annual “Festival of Modthe country will work with Kenton, its members, Colleen Summers,
ern Jazz,” which kicks off Thursday
changed her„name to Mary Ford
in locating newcomers Who might and
paired with Les Paul both
(16) at Balboa Park Ballroom in
fit into the plans to develop “SKP”
musically and matrimonially.
San Diego, will give Stan Kenton
Taking her place in the trio is.
as a jazz label completely apart
a chance to put into operation his
her sister, Eve Summers. Other
from the pop field.
plans for a talent hunt around the
gals, June Ray and Vivian Roberts,
Kenton emphasized that the were in the original group.
country for new jazz possibilities.
MeanKenton Will be on the road for 10 “SKP” label Will operate separ- while, Miss Summers was loaned
ately from Capitol’s pop division
by Coral J;o the parent label, Decca,
and Will concentrate solely on de- to blend with
Rex Allen on two
veloping jazz and jazz musicians. sides
only.
Its operation could be compared to
that of the classical wing of the

His .Famous Orchestra

Vox

PUBLISHER
Frank
Hill & Range
Witmark
Bourne

.

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY.
LITTLE SHOEMAKER

-

HAMPTON

EUROPEAN TOUR

IL L Give

THERE........

to locating

And

Now
My Heart

Need You

(ASCAP. +BMI)

Kenton to Prowl Talent

LIONEL

I

TUNE

weeks with the

sound on record”

capacity was increased from 450 to
handle about 1,000 seating cusThe Peabody’s Skyway
tomers.
and Plantation Roof plan new
changes and are currently playing
Chuck Foster and his crew.

High and the Mighty

,

Last

This

Eugene

finest

names since. Oddly enough, earlier
this season the Balinese room went
through a facelifting operation to
the tune- of about $75,000 and its

TUNES
POSITIONS

the Foggy
River Boys, a Springfield, Missouri,
quartet specializing in religious
and hillbilly music, and The Thunderbirds, a new California group
formed by Don Ralke.

“The

Shoemaker

(Chapel in the Moonlight
Little Things Mean a Lot
j
Skokiaan

(Decca)

.

with the signing of
Mitchell Torok, a singer-composer,
and singer Phil Gulley.
Both were inked in Nashville by
Paul Cohen, the diskery country &

hillbilly .roster

Little

RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral) ....
LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

7

9

RECORDS

tax has hurt that kind of business
terribly for several years,” Scott
stated. He also pointed out that
hotels such as, Kansas City’s Muehlbach, New Orleans’ Jung and others have put the clampers on their
dinner bands.
Claridge’s Balinese opened here
in the early ’30s with Frankie Masters orch arid has played the top

Olenouse

(Mercury).

KITTY KALLEN

8

try

(Columbia)

[Crazy ’Bout

GAYLORDS

.

also,

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

Decca’s Added. Billies

Cohen

we might even be willing
some to keep our Balinese
room opened. The Federal cabaret

ferent,
to lose

Last

Week Week

Lewis, of the label’s jazz division,
planed out from New York to handle the sessions.
Lewis will cut more, than 30 sides
during, the current week, most Of
them, for albums to maintain a
supply for the scheduled release
of four or five jazz albums a month;
He’ll also cut some singles with
such talent as Shorty .Rogers for
release coincident with Rogers’
trek around the country with the
second annual Start Kenton “Fes-

Decca Records has enlarged

If

POSITIONS
This

we could just break even or
other circumstances were dif-

“If

TALENT

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
In its mushrooming expansion of
the jazz department, RCA Victor
has scheduled a hefty week of recording activity on the Coast. Jack

Modern

de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent (disks qoin machines)
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks coin machines sheet music).

Cuts 30 Sides

tival of

OVERALL IMPACT

with VARIETY; The positions resulting from these findings denote the

isysold to Hollywood.

know what Our permanent

policy will be. This summer the
hotel had a fair success on the
roof (Magnolia), but we had been
taking a financial beating during
the winter months arid it’s been
rough making ends meet with playing these top bands on two-week
engagements: The hotel exec took
a whack at the Federal tax, a factor
in closing the dance-dinner policy.

is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets
merated above. These findings are correlated wiht data from wider sources, which are exclusive

upon property right Defendants
also want to protect the value of
the,

current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder

•

copitol

Mercury

m

.... ..... .Essex

Published by*
Bll
progressive music,
publishing CO.

n

.

..
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Best British Sheet Sellers

Inside Stuff-Music

( Week ending Sept. 4)
London, Sept. 7.
Things Mean a Lot
Robbins
Coins in Fountain ...... Feist
Cara Mia
...... Robbins

Cycle of Comic Strip Songs

.

My

Hand,” is currently breaking
latest release, “Hold
away as the fastest hit in Coral Records’ history. Time was originally
released two months ago but has taken off as a result of its showcasing
pic, "Susan Slept Here.” Sales of the. time have been
in the
hypoed strongly by the film’s playdates. Cornell is currently touring

Don Cornell’s

-

.

.

.

...

.

.

Happy Wanderer

Bosworth
Story of Tina.
Macmelodies
Little Shoemaker
.Bourne

RKO

-

•

,

package show with The Gaylords and Jerry Fielding’s orch Which
being booked through the Associated Booking Corp. (not General
Artists Corp„ as erratumed last week.)

.

Gilly

Osserifeffer

Never Land.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in a

...

.Spier

.

Keith Prowse
Wanted
Harms-Connelly
.Chappell
...
My Friend
Smile ............. .Bourne
Idle Gossip
.Bron

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

An anonymous but apparently Constant Reader calls Variety’s attenthe Decca double-truck ad i the special Sept. 1 section com-

tion to

.

.

,

.

.

memorating that company’s 20th anniversary. Signing him(her)self as
“a loyal Garland fan,” the letter wants to know, “Where is Miss Judy
Garland's picture? Who could have slipped up On not having One
of the greatest stars in show biz represented in their ad?”
Obvious trade answer i$ that Miss Garland has since Shifted to Columbia which is bringing out "A Star Is Bom” (WB) in album form.

Second 12
Heart Of My Heart
F.D.&H.
Secret Love. Harms-Connelly
Young at Heart
Victoria
I Get So Lonely.
...
Morris
:

.

.

.

.

.

.

West of Zanzibar.
Friends, Neighbors

.Bluebird

.

.

Reine
Sky Blue Shirt.
Wright
Black Hills. .Harms-Connelly
Don’t Laugh At Me.
Toff
Wait for Me.; ...... Lefleiir

Ad agency St. Georges & Keyes spotlights the coincidence of Edwin
Morris & Co.’s “Give Music For Xmas” campaign with their client’s
upcoming, slick mag ad campaign* "Give Them Muzak For Christmas*”
Muzak’s veep Ed HochhauSer had approved the campaign two months
Georges & Keyes’ account executive, J, C. Lawton, has
ago, and St
slotted a page ad in November Fortune, featuring the similarly phrased

.

H.

.

.

.

Sway
Sh-Boom
.

,

.

;

Lati

American
Aberbach

marking his 25th anni
George Hoffman, ASCfAP’s comptroller,
performing rights society this month. Hoffman joined ASCAP Ralph Siejo Exits Tico
1929 as a field rep and has since worked in every phase of Hie
Fpr Ed Heller’s Rainbow
Society’s operation. He, together with sales manager Jules N. Collins,
general attorney Herman Finkelsteiri and foreign manager Richard F.
Ralph Siejo, formerly of Tico
Murray, comprise the permanent management which runs ASCAP in Records, has moved over to Rainconjunction with the president and bpard of directors.
bow Records to head up a new
Latin-American unit for Ed HelColumbia Records’ press info department, under Debbie Ishlon, in- ler’s diskery.
augurated a series of bulletins onMts upcoming longhair releases. NewsSiejo will handle the Latin arletter wi^l cover, ad vance. releases with repertory arid personality angles,
tists and repertoire assignments as
well as cut with his own mambo
Coiunibia Records is extending its pitch for the hi-fi market with

With the
in

a

made

unit.

Step.” The comedy duo’s part in
the number was only incidental,
but it was represented as “a song
from the pen of Mutt & Jeff.” After the dry laws went intri effect,
two veteran comedians who had begun, making records in the ’90s,
Frank Kennedy and Steve Porter,
did an Okeh platter of "Mutt &
Jeff in Prohibition,” backed with
"Bringing Up Father in the League
of Nations. ^ "Harking back tb 1912,
Fred Duproz's vaude and platter
skit,
"Desperate Desmond*” was
based on a comic character originated by the late T, A. Dororiginated by the late T. A. Dor-

.

.

slogan.

disk titled "This Is High Fidelity.” Platter will use
specially
original material to illustrate various aspects of Quality records. Morton
Gould was commissioned last year to write a new work, "Showpiece For

Continued from page. 43

.

g'an,

better

Orchestra,” which will be included in the album to demonstrate how.
mikes can reproduce and' enhance orchestral sound.

A

number; "Bemie’s Tune,” is causing a bit of confusion. Author
on the RCA Victor mambo slice by Tony Martinez’s Quintet
Bernie Miller, but latter is no relation to Victor’s pop promotion
manager who spells his name the same way. At the. same time, London
Records has released "Bernie’s Tune” with the -British Ted Heath
band. That tune was cleffed by Gerry Mulligan, jazz combo leader
who just finished a rim at Basin Street, N.Y.
listed

Is

as

.

v

Louis Braille Institute For The Biirid is issuing specially-made disks
with spoken commentaries. Dr. Sigmund Spaeth will do the spoken
"liner notes” for- the longhair releases. Remington Records is handling the project for the institute.
Disks will, be distributed cuffo
when funds are available. Otherwise, they will cost about $2.50 each
for a 12-inch platter.

OBERNKIRCHEN CHOIR

DUE FOR 1ST

TOUR

U.S.

The

Children’s
Obernkirchen
Choir, from West Germany,, Will
leave Hanover tomorrow (Thurs.)
via BOAC, arriving next day in,
N. Y. for its first U. S. tour. Chorus
of 30 girls and six hoys, Unde'r
Columbia Artists, Mgt. aegis and
personal direction of Kurt Weinhold, will open Us tour next Tuesday (21) in Washington and wind
its trek Nay. 1 in Hartford. It will
give three N. Y. concerts, in Town
Hall, Sept. 23, 25 and 26.
Co-founder Edith Moller Is conductor.
Other co-founder, her
brother Friedrich Wilhelm, is ac1

18 Laughton Readings
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
series of Charles Laughton reading records will be placed
on sale in time for Christmas business under a deal completed here
by Marc Frederic’s TeeVee Company. Disks will be issued under
the Tempo label.

A new
.

Frederic purchased a total of 18
soundtracks from Laughton vidpix
arid has edited them down for album purposes. Soundtracks, none

which came from telepix sold
around the country, ran about

of

.

They feature
12V6 rninutes each.
Laughton in a variety of readings
from the classics and from the
Bible. Understood Frederic paid a
flat $12,000 to Paul Gregory Assocompanist (guitar). He composed ciates which produced the original
several songs in the choir’s rep- telefilms.
TMtle will be determined this
ertory, including their hit disk,
“The
Happy Wanderer.” Erna week, but the disks probably will
Pielsticker is the troupe's perma- be released under the tag "This Is
Charles Laughton.”
nent manager.

A Solid Ballad Hit!

Hunter Replaces Shaw
As Chorale Director
Ralph Hunter, director of the
male glee club at Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., has been named
director of the Collegiate Chorale,
a 185-voice amateur enseirible that

has performed with Arturo Tos-.
canini arid other top maestros in its
15-year history.
Hunter replaces

Robert Shaw,
and concommitments with a professional group
caused him to bow out.
the. Chorale’s, founder
ductor, whose
touring

BMI

FMer

JOE

operator of an FM station here,
was named defendant in a Suit to
recover coin due on music performance rights. Action, asking an ac-

RICARDEL

counting to determine the amount
due, was filed by N. Compton, assignee of the claim of Broadcasts

COIUMBIA-VICTOK-DECCA

His Violin

and Orchestra

NOW AVAILABLE TO RECORD
CurrMtly

SHERATON-CARLTON
4

Suet Coast

Los Angeles; Sept 14.
Pan American Broadcasting, Inc.,

ATTENTION

HOtEL

Washington, D. C.
Contact: WM, IURNHAM
430 Fifth Avenue. N. Y.

Music

Inc.

Contract between BMI and the
defendant, according to the complaint, called for 1% of the gross
music charge for all entertainment

programming and
for
firms.

one-half- of that-

music furnished industrial
Pact was signed in 1953.

known

as

"Tad.”

In

1919, Harry Hershfield recorded a
couple of "Abe Kabibble” dialect,
numbers, one of which described
Abe’s adventures at
-baseball
game.
It was inevitable that somebody
would hit on the obvious idea of
writing a song, about a ball In
which the funny paper characters
cavorated.
The somebodies were
Jack Frost and Robert Speroy, who
obliged during the grim war days
of 1918 with "At the Funny Page
Bail.” The cast included Old Doc
Yak,
Happy Hooligan, Buster
Brown, Polly and Her Pals, who
were ‘'swaying right and left; Pa
was playing checkers there with
Mutt & Jeff; Mama's Angel Child.

DARTMOUTH MUSIC

Andy Gump, Min, Krazy

Kat, Ig-

Hans & Fritz, Abe KaBaron Bean, Petey Dink,
That Son-In-Law of Pa’s, The Newlyweds and Rosie & Her Beau.
Fisher Is mentioned in the line,
natz Mouse,
bibble,

"Just

then

Bud

Fisher

called

around for Mr. Mutt and. Jeff.”
‘Barney Google’ Tops
The foregoing contrived composition got nowhere. The first really
big comic section, song hit was
"Barney Google,” which Billy Rose
and Con Conrad dashed off in 1923.
Undoubtedly the biggest hit
song ever suggested by a comic section character or turn of phrase
also cariae out in 1923. It was th
impiortal "Yes, We Have No Bananas,” by Irving Cohn and Frank
Silver.
Tad had pictured various
odd looking animals and birds say.’’
for many months
ing "Yes, we
before Cohn arid Silver latched on
.

to

it.

In more recent years Walt Discreations, "Mickey Mouse”
and "Donald Duck,” have received
musical tributes, and certain effects in dance music are known as
"mickey mouse.” And, of course,
the "comic” continuity about which
there is. nothing funny, "Little
Annie Rooney,” by J. Brandon
Walsh and Darrell McClure, owes
its name to Michaei Nolan’s waltz

ney’s

tune of the

’80s.

:
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VAUDEVILLE
No Union Trouble

Los Angeles, Sept.

14.

of the deal under
which Bill Miller, steps in as entertainment executive of the Cocoanut .Grove of the Ambassador
Hotel, the western outpost of the
Schirie Hotel circuit, gives Miller,
Who is also entertainment exec of
Las Vegas; a
the Sahara Hotel /

Stipulations

;

powerful double booking wedge in
the west.
One of the terms of the deal, it
that the
was learned today,
Cocoanut Grove be completely rebuilt and, three Los Angeles architects have already been invited to

submit plans for the new room.
Contract signed by Miller, J.
Meyer Schine, the hotel circuit
prexy, and Joseph Koenig, yeepee
arid general manager of the Ambassador, provides that the room
will not merely be refurbished but
completely reconstructed from an
The
standpoint.
entertainment
stage will, remain in its; present
locatiori along the west Wall, but
it Will be enlarged and complete

Guy Brion Wants Out
From 30% Mgfc Deal

‘

.

rooms.
Present 900-seat capacity of the
Cocoanut Grove will be slightly
lessened by the rebuilding which
will get underway after the first of
the year. Hotel plans to get the

necessary construction time completed as quickly as possible but
the actual work may be stalled until around the usually slow Len1
ten period.
Miller, Schine and Hoenig will
make the final decision on the reIt’s figured that
building plans.
the cost will be in the neighborhood of $400,000. Miller, former
operator of the Riviera in Fort Lee,
N. J., will serve as consultant on'
the rebuilding in addition to handling all entertainment chores.
New facilities at the Cocoanut
Grove will enable Miller to produce full shows patterned after
those he will continue to produce
This will probably
at the Sahara.
include a line of girls, an innovation of the Ambassador.

As part

of the

Larry Sloan

new arrangement,

will serve as account

executive
for
the
Hebert-Rose
flackery and supervise promotion
and; publicity as he now does for
the agency at the Sahara:
However, Ambassador Hotel’s present
publicity setup will remain un-

changed:

Carl.

week

at

Sands orch opened last
the Empire Room of the
,

Rice Hotel in Houston, following

Joe Reichman into the spot. Also
opening on the same bill is dancing
team, Landre & Verria.

Toronto,. Sept. 14.

Cross

Hoilyood, Sept. 14;
The vet song team of Cross &
Dunn resumes its career Friday
(17), opening a two week stand at
the Colony Club in Omaha, Sam
Rosey will be at the piano for the
duo, They’ll get $1,200 per week.

&

Biz in Portuguese

Can. Labor Board Puts

Shows Back

Into Casino,

Alan Cross, and Henry Dunn
were reunited several weeks ago
after some four years during which
Cross had been living in San Francisco: and Dunn, after a stretch as
an AGVA exec, had been Coast
Lisbon,.:" Sept’. 7.
head of the Lew and Leslie Grade
Traditionally the “summer” seaAgency; office.
son for Portuguese niteries goes
from mid-August until mid-October, wheri the weather- is most
pleasant for outdoor shows and the Sheraton Chain Angling

summer resorts are crowded. As
usual, the best show in the country
Toronto, Sept. 14.
is at the Estoril Casino where the
The American Federation of Mu-? restaurant, tne Wonder Bar and
si’cians, after hearings by the; Cana- the Yacht Club are open.
Four
dian Labor Relations Board yester- orchestras Mario Simoes; Helder
day, okayed bands playing, for acts Reis and his Blue. Stars; Almeida
As a Cruz and Jazz Estoril, plus Fausto
at the Casino Theatre, here.
result, a show to be topped by Caleira and Andrade Santos at the
Di.osa Costello arid Canny Crystal ivories—keep the music going in
Was bought late this afternoon the three spots from teatime until
from General Artists Corp. in New five in the morning, providirig'.for
York. Booker Roy Cooper is. setting dancers and acts.
up the rest of the. show.
Floor shows are presented two
Decision had been made to close
or three times, once at teatime and
the house to -Stageshows because of
twice during the night. Heading
the
AFM squabble With the the
large cast is French ChantoOsie
American- Guild of Variety Artists
Noelle Normann. also on the same
in Which the musicians wouldn’t
bill are the French Teneef Ballet
play for AGVA acts; Murray Lit(12); Leila & Invenius, aero danctle, house manager, subsequently
ers; Frank, and Maisie, marionettes;
appealed to the Board.
Tony
Fernandez, magician; comeFormer Casino contracts with
dian Verdaguer, arid singer Bobby
AFM ended Labor Day, with alt Damase,
plus various local acts
new AFM contracts thericeforth which are often changed.
stipulating that musicians would
has
Jose" Miguel
impresario
riot be required to play for AGVA
Praia
acts, but permittirig the Casino pit taken over the Casino' of
band to play for Casino acts under jtocha, the most sbuthern summer
the former contract expiring Labor resort of Portugal that caters to
Day. Under the present AFM ar- Spaniards and foreign tourists visrangement, this would permit the iting South of Spain. Jose Miguel
Casino to play Canadian Vaude has refurbished the place and is
acts .only; but Little insists that presenting good shows. There are
two bands, Caravana and Joao Vasthese Wouldn’t carry his house
fortnight. Previously, the Casino concellos; comedian Carlos Rocha
had paid $10,000 a week for John- is m.c;, the Ballet Bentyber (10) is
nie Ray arid Billy Daniels; mean- providing the dancing background
while, Archie Stone’s pit barid and to such acts as siriger Mario Vega,
the stage hands are off the payroll. t?nor Morgado Mauricio,. dancers
RoCio & Lara and aero dancers
Hermanas Cabelio, that are preGuitarist
sented in revue style.
Alaskan Clubs
Carlos Ramos is at hand to provide
tunes.
sentimental
Cold,
Spots Fold
Casinos at Espiriho, Figueira Foz
artd.Povoa Varzim, all in the north
Sari Francisco, Aug. 14.
Two out of three of the clubs of the country, are reporting good
in Fairbanks, Alaska, have closed biz. Floor shows there consist of a
in the last six months, Brent Wil- line ofi"Portuguese and/or Spanish
son of the local Music Corp. of chorines plus, two or three acts
America office reports, thus melt- that have previously appeared in
ing the thriving arctic road that Estoril. Vaudeville agents in Por
.tugal generally give foreign artists
has been operating recently.
Curley Bell’s Aleutian Gardens a two-month contract with proviand Jimmy Sompter’s Last Charice sion for booking in one after anhave both gone dark, Wilson re- other of the five casinos of the
ports, leaving the Club Rendezvous country, where gambling is allowed, and for this reason can afas the survivor.
ford to pay high fees to vaude acts.

Toronto;

AFM

*

.

—

;

.

Grow

Two

Astor Buy; Christenberry

strutter

named

ture.

In a fast turnover, following the
lease of Hotel Astor,
N. Y* landmark, over a month ago,
it is expected that the Sheraton
Hotel chain will take it over from
Webb & Knapp. The chain already
has- the Park-Sherdton tnee ParkCentral) in what might be considered broadly as the Time Square
sector. Sheraton Hotels is also redicker for the McAlported In
pin Hotel, another landmark, on
N. Y.’s 34th street.

and measurements.

girls

wearing far less than she, in
some cases nothing what-

fact in
ever.

“I’m art amateur artist myself,”
paint landscapes,
she added, “bull
"
never nudes!”
Ironically, the penny arcade alReported that Robert K. Chris- most opposite the girl show, had
enberry was planning to lea ve the dime “movies” far' m° re revealing
(Webb & rind sexy than anything iri it, which
William Zeckendorf
Knapp) operation, everi before the were Crowded with viewers—-as for
Sheraton takeover of the Astor. that matter was “French VaniChristenberry has been president tease,” despite an announced clean*
and g. m, of the Astor for many up, for the rest of the CNE’s 14years, under its original Frederick day run.
Muchenheim operation.
Reportedly he got a percentage of the net
4 Overdid It, Fined $50
profit, and the Zeckendorf firm allOmaha, Sept. 14;
egedly balked at continuing it..
The Omaha gendarmes last week
moved in on the “girlie show” of
the 20th Century Carnival here
arid rirrested the four strippers for
J
“completely disrobing.” Males in
the aud mostly teenagers gathContinued from page 1
ered around the cruiser cars after
production of 12 to 15 hours of the raid and serenaded the gals
live color programs weekly, He put with “Good Night, Ladies.”
County Judge Edward G. GarRCA-NBC’s total investment in the vey made the gals
shuck $50 and
.

Folsom

—

—

,

development of color

RCA’s new

000.

tv at $50,000,-

the indusbe unveiled today (Wed.) at the David
Sarnoff Research Centre, Princeton, N. J.
Folsom, breaking down anticipated color set sales for the next five
years, said the balance of this year
and all of 1955 should see a total
of 350,000 color sets sold; set sales
iri 1956 should total 1,780,000; in
1957, 3,000,000; in 1958, about 5,000,000. Thus by 1959 there will be
10,000,000 tint sets in use^ according to his estimatiori.
try’s

costs each.

tube,:

Band Repeqts

21-incher, will

first

San Francisco, Sept. 14.
In a twist on the usual reluctance of nitery operators to bring
back an act too soon, the Downbeat Club has already worked
Perez Prado twice this year, and
are currently dickering for a re-

1

turn engagement this fall.
In addition, Duke Ellington has
played the spot twice so far this
season and will return in November. Count Basie, who did a w.eek
there this summer, will repeat in
January.

Just returned from successful 28 week Tour of the
Continent . , . Opening September 1 7th, Chateau.
Rochester, N. Y.

trio
will

BAR OF MUSIC

LONDON

names

Hollywood

PARIS

PARK PLAZA

ROM!

HOTEL,

COPACABANA
NEW YORK

New

TEXAS

PALACE THEA.
NEW YORK

Quintet

San Francisco; Sept.

14.

riow working a fiveshow group, featuring ga'
drummer Jan Stewart,, and clarinetist arid Vocalist Sparky Berg,
Currently in Denver, Rey opens
Sept. 17 at the Red Barrel in Ar-

Alvino Rey

BILLY SHEPARD

is

piece

tesla,

Columbia Records
Ixcjuilvo

1560 Broadway.

Management:

Now

FIALKOFF

Agency
JUdtori 2-4037-8-9

THEATRES

CLUBS
•

In

Show

N

Business"

GARY

FRANKIE

Personal Management:

Crnedon

HERMAN

York 36, N. Y.

Calif.

The Most; Versatile Comedy Team

Billy

Louis

8

U. I, A,

Al vino's Rey'*

St.

WEEKS
CHEZ PARES

DUBLIN

slated for Dec, 7,

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
CORAL RECORDS

sheaf

ronto Star, largest daily in Cariada,
ran a clevet page one interview
with Miss Lee, by vet., feature
writer. James Y. Nicol. He # quoted
her as saying she’d paid a morning
Visit to the CNE art gallery and
been shocked to find paintings of

$5,000;0b0

skedded for one-nighters here at
the Plantation, They are due here
on Sept. 30.
Ralph Marterie will be in on
NoV. 11 with Bill May and his orch

Direction:

Lee a

Dallas, Sept. 14.

Nat (King) Cole and his
and Ruddy Johnson’s band
start the first of a series of

rently

Jenriy

of front-page publicity, the two
days after the Canadian National
Exhibition opened here with her
as topper of the midway’s “French
Vanitease.”
Controller Roy Rejyea and Alder*
man Herbert Orliffe paid the show
a visit the opening afternoon and
let out a howl that hit the front
pages of both p.m-'s next day,
grabbing the Streamer in the Telegram. They claimed that some of
(he showgirls “took off practically
everything”-— a wistful exaggeration—-but didn’t mention the one
act which wasn’t mild for a midway, the two-headed, man-woman,
dance-and-seduction scene dorie by
one very sexy anonymous girl, who
never crashed the hews stories at
all: Miss Lee, “the Bazoom Girl,"
got all the play, iricluding her pic-

Following day, after a brainAlso Seen Ankling Setup wave
on someone’s part, the To-

Nat Cole to Launch
Texas Spots Name Sked

EILEEN

A cbuple of bluenoses brought
an unknown Dagmaresque runway

& Dunn Resume
Act in Omaha Nitery

a large screen.
14.
Star of the performance is a
“Felipe,
the
artist,
singer
krioWn
European
Shigeta,
James S.
’’
Jones has guaranprofessionally 3s Guy Brion, filed Spanish Flea
scratch.
of
lot,
in
relief
Suact
a
tbe
declarator^
teed
suit for
perior Court against the manageSpencer.
ment firm of Blackwell
Plaintiff, claims the defendants
operate
to
license
did not have a
when he signed the management
wants
He
January.
contract last
the court to dissolve the pact, unof his
pay
30%
to
was
der which he
gross earnings:

Los Angeles, Sept,

:

new stage and lighting facilities
will be added to give the tiocoanut
theatreGrove the latest
restaurant equipment.
Architects working on the room
have already studied facilities in
the hotel theatre-restaurants in Las
Vegas and plan to incorporate
many of the features of these

Holly wodd, Sept. 14.
Spike Jones will add a “flea circus” to his troupe for the winter
tour arid the new performers make
their bow in Phoenix, Sept. 20.
Zany batoneer is using a projection device similar to; those employed in bowling alleys to magnify the antics of the Creatures or

165 West 46th St.
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La Vie May Not Preem
Nov. 15, So Acts Switch

& Rose Marie have
switched their contracts from the
La Vie en Rose to La Martinique.
Switch was made by the William
Morris Agency, handling the. turn,
When it was felt that La Vie might
not be ready in time for. the Nov.
15 opening which was the target
date set by La Vie op Monte
Lenny Kent

York's Summer Festival has
paid off in the form of increased
Nevir

for

business

niteries,

restaurants,,

hotels,

Fisher,

theatres,

department

Operators of Various
enterprises in the Times Square
area claim that there has been <an
Upbeat of about 10% during, the
6ummer, They say that there is no
other factor that they can attribute
this increase to other than the
Summer Festival promotion.
Heavy promotion of New York
as a summer resort has reportedly
stores,

LaRosa Click

At Indiana State Fair

etc:

Indianapolis, Sept. 14.

Three records fell at the 1954
Indiana State Fair, although total
attendance for the 8-day run,
570,000, was 22,000 below the 1953
The Coliseum show, with
ipark.
Julius LaRosa and Eddie Fisher
heading the bill in two perform-,
ances each, beat Bob Hope's 1950
record by $10,000. Gross for the
paid off.. Even enterprises that
performances was estimated
four
didn’t increase business say that
at more thain $70,000. Hope* howthey benefited inasmuch as the toever,
did it all by himself,
tal business during the hot months
Fisher’s two performances outwas. either on par with last year at
drew LaRosa’s, 20,549 attendance
a time when most sections of the
country were reporting less busi- to 9,670. Fisher had the advantage
of a whopping. 205,398 SaturdayOf course, the generally cool Suriday crowd. LaRosa drew from
attendance
weather that /prevailed in "New a total Thursday-Friday
York helped the total trade con- of 56,663.
siderably. It’s seen that much of
.

:

,

La Martinique, to be opened by
Mike Rainey, who also fronts Cafe
Society Downtown, has also signed
Alan Dale, Chandra Kaly Dancers
and the Pupi Campo Orch for the
preem bill.

not as badly as the Borscht Belt.

are hitting the niteries to contribute to the general increase in
business.

However, the Times Square area
men feel that the Festival promo-

to

was

ting

New

ypped takes into

it,

York.

.

Toronto, Sept, 14.
Smashing all previous records at
the 24,090-seater grandstand show
at the annual Canadian National
Exhibition,
Roy Rogers troupe
grossed close to $500,000 for the
tenure,
despite
two
fortnight’s
nights of rain-outs. Last night's
(Mon.) extra show for raincheck
holders was again rained out and
cancelled for grandstand refunds
or Rogers would have topped the
$500,000 gross.'
Rogers Will be back at the CNE
next year and in 1956, according
to Jack Arthur, grandstand show
producer, wh.o routined the Rogers
setup and supervised the lighting.
The next Rogers appearance will'
have all the production values,
these snafued this season by dhe
AFM-APGVA squabble.
Grandstand attendance records
for every afternoon and evening
performance were broken over
previous years,: plus overall CNE
record grounds attendance of 2,820,000 for the two Weeks. This
Was attributed to Rogers on the
premise that, this year, the youngsters brought the family. Matinees
were at a $1.50 top and evenings

ATLANTA JUDGfrOPENS

WAR

VS.

DRINK SPOTS

Atlanta,. Sept. 14.
couple of months ago Fulton

A

Superior. Court.

Whitman teed

Judge George P.
ma-

off against slot

chines in his charge to the JulyAugust grand jury. Net result was
that every one-armed bandit in Atlanta and Fulton County went out
of business. Same jurist last week,
in
September-October
charging
grand jury, took dead aim at Atdining and night spots
lanta’s
which serve mixed drinks under
city’s $1,000
pouring license for
alcoholic beverages.
Judge Whitf

man

said the license 'cannot
tified by law.

be

jus-

grand jury heeds Judge
Whitman's instructions like the
previous one did about the slot
machines, mixed drinks will soon
become a thing of the past in Atlanta and dine-dance spots are gothis

If

at $2.50.
fit's likely that next year’s
ing will be set back a week.

LEE, ECKSTINE

HEAD

is negotiating
The Atlantic and
'BIGGEST
building sold for
Newest edition of the “biggest
$216,999.
The Three Dolls and a Show’’ series will open Oct. 15 in
package liquor store: are in the
Norfolk and will tour for four-apdbuilding adjoining the Atlantic. It
a-half weeks. In the lineup will be
is reported
that, the price of the
Peggy Lee, Billy Eckstine, Driftthree-story Empress Theatre builders,
George Kirby, Slate Bros.,
ing is $150,000.
Owners are the Three Arnauts, Pete Rugolo’s .orNew Jersey Theatre Co., with local
chestra, with one act to fill. As
Henry, Alfred and August Xjihleiri
usual, layout is packaged by the
interests, the primary stockholders.
Gale Agency.
Charles J. Fox, operator of the
This tour will mark the first
Empress, stated the house would be time in several years that Eckstine
functioning, until razed. The Freu- Vis forsaking His own jaunt in order
ler interests in. Chiacgo own the to travel with this package.
GenEmpress.
erally, Eckstine formed his own
unit,,usually with George Shearing,
and went on a series of ohemiters.
This* junket will also mark the first
Dyer’s 25tH
sustained tour by Peggy Lee since
Chicago, Sept. 14!
Sammy Dyer’s 25th anni in Chi- she vocalled with the Benny Goodcago show business will be crowned man "band.
With a testimonial bash next Tuesday (21) to benefit the Robert S.
Whiting tp Frisco
Abbott Theatre Arts Society! Celebration will be" held at Club De
San Francisco, Sept. 14.
^isa, Negro nitery on Chi’s southMargaret Whiting has been inked
of which Dyer has been pro- for the Italian Village to open on
ducer for the past 15 years.
Sept. 29 for two weeks with a
Dyer had introduced Cab Cal- star as yet unnamed.
.
(°w.ay into show biz and of late' had
The Vagabonds play six days at
sponsored the careers of Jeni the club, starting September 22,
^eCJon, Little Miss Coriishucks, and other fall acts include Ted
^nd
fhe
Dyerettes,
dancing Lewis, Nelson Eddy and Sammy
a

SHOW’ UNIT

the purchase.

adjacent

.

.

i-

Anni

|

^

Quintet.
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Sounds

in

M-G

echo, of

among

Davis Jr,

Portland, Ore., Sept. 13.
Helene Hughes’ variety show at phone company in Philadelphia
the Oregon State Fair grossed a and Baltimore that it will no.
record breaking $40,000 for eight longer be responsible for bills inevening performances. The 5,600 curred py those who had been in
seat racetrack bleacher and grand- charge bf the office.
stand seats were scaled at $1.50
Charles Garve, branch head in
top.
Philly and Vincent Iannone, branch
Layout included Ted Mack as head in Baltimore, have been, fired
emcee, Wiete Bros, with Mildred by national administrator Jack
Seymour, Francis Brunn, Stuart frying on charges of aiding and
Morgan Dancers, Harris & Shore, abetting an insurrection within the
Bonito Pat Moreno, Mason-Kahn union. Both bad come to New York
Dancers and Jack Seltenridge or.ch. with Jones, last week in a delegation meant to be a Show of the
power that Jones wields in these
two bailiwicks. The delegation,
numbering around 20, attended a
meeting of the. N.Y. branch.
That meeting passed, a resolution calling for the formation of a
committee to seek' 500 signatures
to a. petition asking for the elimination of national- voting of national board members and delegates and. installation of a systeip
permitting branches to Vote on
their own representatives, After
Joey Bishop was let out of the
passage of that resolution, Jones
Latin Quarter, N, Y., show Monmade a speech lasting just under
day (13) for appearing on a tele- two hours in which he denounced
show Without permission Irving, AGVA president Jackie
vision
from cafeman Lou Walters. Bishop Bright, the Associated Actors and
appeared on the Arthur Murray Artists of America, which several
show without notifying the boni- weeks ago he asked to take over
face, and consequently was reAGVA affairs, trade papers, trade
leased a week ahead Of his nqrmal paper reporters, Jhe weather, etc,
expiration time.
Irving alleged that Garve, IanWalters in dismissing Bishop, re- none (who is Jones’ brother-in-law)
stated his position, declaring:, that and Jones had been telephoning
he is not shelling put for perform- all over the country at AGVA's exers who give their material away pense to enlist aid in their, insur.for free on video. Nitery owner rection.
He felt that AGVA
said he knows he can’t stop prog- shouldn’t pay for that activity,
ress or even slow it up; but video Irving also said that he's taking
will get no help from him.
steps to. prevent the formation of
He’s long been opposed to per- an independent union in those
formers doubling in television cities. Just what he’ll do isn’t
from his nightclub and in Order to being told at this point, It’s rediscourage them from making si** called that some years ago after
multaneous appearances has often Jones was out of the organization,
charged them a portion of their he formed a parallel union in
tele fee for permission. Walters in Philadelphia. Aim of the adminisgranting permission often demands tration this time is to prevent simcredit to the LQ on the show.
ilar steps in the Quaker City and
According to Walters, it’s diffi- in. Baltimore.
Little credence is given the
cult to pin the blame for this

Comic’s TV Date

.

mixup bn any agepey. Music Corp. rumor by many board members
America booked Bishop into that James C, Petrillo, head of the
Latin Quarter, but in the middle American Federation of Musicians,
of the run he switched to the Wil- which is fighting with AGVA on
so that both the jurisdiction of musical acts, is
can fingerpoint to the other for the behind the Jones’ rebellion. It’s
(Continued ori page 50)
blame.
Walters attempts to use television in a manner that Will benefit his nitery, The Latin Quarter
Revue has been signed? as one of
the features on the Colgate ComIN
edy Hour oh NBC-TV Sept. 26.

Splitup liam Morris Agency,

Albany, Sept.

An
when

.

of

Echo of Vaude’s Past
14.

the. past sounded
certificates
for
in the number of directors

The yellowing

certificate of incorporation, on .file, in the N. Y. Secretary of State's office,* shows that
it was Jan. 24, 1910, by Elek John
Ludvigh, N. Y. attorney. The stockholders were Clifford G. Ludvigh
and Harry Harris, each holding two
shares, and Henry G, Wiley owning one share.

to

SHOW

AFM HASSLE

[Philadelphia, Sept. 14,

The

Carman

Theatre,

.north

dropped its
film-vauder,
combination variety-burley stage
shows last week following a dispute with Local 7.7, American Federation of Musicians, over the size
philly

ON U. S.-CANAD1AN HOP
Prestwick, Scotland, Sept. 14.
largest group of Scot vaude

The

Canada

artists to fly to

an<^ America

of pit crew.

Ben

Zimmerman,

v.p.

of

Car

4
planed out from here for a 20,000- Amusement Co.,: which operates
mile trek through leading Cana- Carman, said they will black out
Company footlights and play straight film
dian and U. S. towns.
was headed by singer Robert Wil- policy until union agrees to reduce
executed the certificate, attested son and comedian Jack Anthony, orchestra from 10 to eight men.
by Nicholas M. Schenck. The In- others being Bertha Ricardo, Mar- Local 77 added two tooters and a
ternational Vaudeville Co. and Or- garet Mitchell, Will Starr, Ken $15 pay hike in contract of Labor
pheum-86th St. Corp. were among Swann and Tammas Fisher,
Day 1953. Zimmerman said fall off
others for whom Loew's attorney
After opening dates in Nova Sco- in biz made it Unprofitable for v
Leopold Friedman filed changes bf tia and Montreal, group are sked- fibuse to carry both wage increase
directors a couple of 'weeks ago.
ded for a coast-to-coast itinerary. and extra men.
Three meetings with union exec
Group will .fly to Los Angeles, ChiWashington, board failed to reach settlement
Philadelphia,
cago,
Pitt $itery Bopped
and Orange, N: J, New York date, and Zijnmerman cancelled shows.
on Nov. 5, is at the Manhattan Cen- Carman has featured .vaude almost
Wincheti’s Illness ter.
-Group will wind its trek at continuously siribe 1928. Previous
Pittsburgh, Sept. 14,
owner, Sam Stiefel, was playing
Montreal, Nov. 13,
Twin Coaches got a tough break
Robert Wilson is pacted. to top straight pic policy when he lost
last week, When
Paul Winchell winter vaude layout at the Tivoli, house in Oct., 1951. Car Amusecame down with the Virus and had Aberdeen, opening Dec. 21.
ment opened as film operation in
to cancel out after playing only
1952, but added vaude Oiri October
two days of a scheduled 10-day
of same year. Last fall, house
engagement.
Ventriloquist
had Pro Ball Teams Set
switched to a modified burlesque,
been the teeoff star in big
featuring line and strips in addinitery’s new fall season and his
For Vegas Stopover tion to a couple acts.
illness left management high and
Las Vegas will be getting a difdry with a flock of advance reser- ferent kind of a name show that
vations, which were promptly can- will, be played in a spot where
Reichman In Dallas
celled out when word got around. gambling doesn’t provide the bulk
Dallas; Sept. 14;
Whether Winchell will be able to of the revenue. Pitcher Eddie
Joe Reichman, who recently replay out the date in the immediate Lopat is lining up a baseball team
after getting
band
organized
his
future in view of his tv commit- which will tout with a team formed
manager out of the music business for a
ments wasn’t known, but it’s ex- by
former -Brooklyn
opened
a stand
years,
has
couple
of
tremely doubtful. Irony of it all Chuck Dressen from players on the
at the Baker Hotel here.
was fact that Originally Winchell Pacific Coast.
Em?
at’
the
last
week
closed
He
had been booked for June, but
Las Vegas will be an early stop
Twin Coaches figured, he’d be a and team will go for a tour of pire Room of the Rice Hotel in
date
comeback
first
the
Houston,
the
better bet getting it off on the Hawaii and other stops in

and performers for
amusement and other theatrical
enterprises, began business with
$500. Marcus Loew, as president,
engage

parking lot. _
The Posner estate

Sammy

.

The corporation, authorized

and The Three Dolls,
will be razed and replaced

by a

ah

the other hand, Saturday’.:
hurricane didn’t diminish nitery
grosses appreciably, Pattern of
business of the first show was similar to that of a normal Saturday
despite the upheaval. By the time
of the midnight show on Saturday,
attendance, was increased considerably over the Sabbath norm.
The bonifaces are taking advantage of what they believe to be a
better than average October by
pushing names during the month,
The Copacabaiia, with Joe E. Lewis
and Nat 'Cole to follow, expects to
go over normal October levels,, and
the Latin Quartet which has Mae
West starting Oct. 10, is booking
sufficient early reservations to indicate rope’s-up biz.

changes

.

Milwaukee, Sept. 14.
In a $500,000 real estate deal,
The Empress, the town’s sole
burlesque;house; the Atlantic, film

for

:

On

open- on 19/Loew subsidiaries was one
Open- for Marcus Loew Booking Agency.

er traditionally has been second
Friday before Labor Day but new
date would catch the kids before
school opening, with, second week
heretofore showing an attendance
drop-off* Advancing the opening
date would enable the CNE to run
15 days, with final closing on Labor
Day.

500G Milw. Deal Turns

Jiitery,

the beginning of the week right
after Edna passed through.
at.

,

ing to, suffer a pevere body blow.
Especially those, that offer entertainment along with The food and
drink they serve.
Food, itself,
won’t pay the 'freight.

theatre;

1

The fight crowds are expected
remain around New York for a
day or so after the fracas and so
an increase in nocturnal takes is
seen. Fight fans started coming in

the' telling factor in get-

more tourism, and with

in Ore. Fair

.

N.Y. Cafe fife

With Labor Day and. Edna out
of the way, nitery business in New
York is oh an Upbeat. Takes are
being aided considerably by a vanguard of visitors who have come
to New York for the MarcianoCharles fight tonight (Wed.) at the

40G

The administration of the Aiperican Guild of Variety Artists; b» s
started pruning the organization
of recalcitrants. Followers of Dick
Jones, who rebelled against the.
union toppers are being lopped off
and the union has notified the tele-

.

.

Adirondack and Pocono Mounwere also hit, although

tion

Fulls

Yankee Stadium. Hotels have started filling up and a lot of visitors

tain spots;

.

Proser.

-

'

Hughes’ Variety Show

-

.

the business that might have gone
to resorts, went into. New York.
The Catskill mountain, area had a
fairly bad season this year, and
the

-V

artists

By

,

.

1

..’

.

,

.right foot in the fall.

Pacific islands.

for the vet maestro.:

VAUDEVILLE
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revenue agents countered that his
profits were $125,519.32 for the

A

:

In the early lCCOs Alexander was
a Coast phenomenon. He drew. ca-

Alexander’s billing, “The Man Who
Knows,” Mystic Clayton used it

pacity business with his thicks and
butattract;' on;' v using
telepathy
three girls and one lavish. Oriental
setting,, and to quote the. late O. M.
Samuel in Variety,. “getting- a
maximum of result considering the
outlay and selling the old razz like

did
too and so, for a while,
Blackstone, the magician. Madame
Ellis, hot to be outdone, called her.

“The Woman Who Knows.”
The see-all, tell-all troupers were

self

of silk arid offered sliowirianly presentations of the rising cards; spirit
bell and clock combination and the
borrowed rings in nested boxes. He
topped oft the trick section with a
fast-ifnoying version of the David
Abbott-Dr, Wilmar spirit paintings,
illusionist,
English
the
which
Selbit, had oured as a two^a-day
••

feature.

In N;Y., Switching its Ops;

.49

Alexander was living in a .known that Jones had attempted to
handsome mansion on Oxford St. arrange a settlejneht with Petrillo
in Los Angeles and said he had re- but had gotten nowhere. Attitude
the theatre tired from the business some? time of AFM reps on the
Central Labor

The death, of Claude Alexander you desire,, bring to
Conklin in Seattle last month’ and you will be answered directly
wrote finis to the era of vaudeville and comprehensively.”
crystal givzers of headline calibre.
Ads like this drew the curious,
Billed as “Ala:' nder, The Man, the worried and the bewildered, to
Who Knows,” Ccriklin got up to his performances. He repeated his
$3,000 a week with H.'s variety act/ Coast triumphs across the cou and much more v/'th h:s full, even- try, even in less-credulous New
ing show of v/orders and the sale York.
of crystal balls, books and private:
Hep Billing
readings to his audi
There was boxoffice magic in

j

Continued from page

that

B V MILBOURNE CHRISTOPHER

one has before him.”
In the first half the mystic performed standard hokus-ppkus. He
vanished' a. vi'a.kng stick, caught
gold fish in thin air, produced yards

Retired Circa 193$
magic journal noted in 1933

surefire attractions in those days.
Anna Eva Fay, her daughter-in-law,
Mrs." Eva Fay, Leona LaMarr aqd
Alla Axiom (who left the Clayton
show to go on his own) shared in
the bonanza, but none reaped a
richer harvest than Alexander.
Alexander’s magnificent Oriental
robes were rivaled only by those of
Mystic Clayton. In 1923 Clayton
paid the Russell Uniform Co. more
than $800 for an outfit that included a silk coat of mulberry silk,

embroidered with, gold’ braid; mulberry velvet trousers and cape, the
cape lined with yellow satin; a gold
waistband
over buckram
cloth
decorated with a wild boar’s tooth;

Hardey Yens Video Idea
After 24 years under Bill Hardey’s perional direction, the New
York landmark off East 54th St.
known as Bill’s Gay 90s passes

before.

Council in Philadelphia may proFortunately for those interested vide the onljt clue whether the
mentaiists and their methods AFM hierarchy endorses Jones’
Alexander wrote extensively on the rebellion'.
Hi “The Life and Myssubject.
‘Q’”
teries of the Celebrated Dr.
ActOn International Union
was published in 1021. It went into
Philadelphia, Sept. 14.
1946.
Floyd
a third printing
Secession struck the American
.Thayer man, old friend of the. mysGuild
of
Variety
Artists when 500
tic’s, listed many Alexander creations in his catalogs of 'Conjuring. members of the AGVA’s Philadelphia
branch
walked
out of the unSeveral years ago Bob Nelson, of
Nelson Enterprises, Columbus, O., ion to form a new organization
of
their
They
own.
were
promptly
purchased Alexander’, stage elfollowed by 200 members of the
ects, paper and the rights to his
branch
Baltimore
and
the
movepublications. Nelson estimates that
Alexander accumulated more than ment, w$s expected to launch ai
wave
resignations
and
walkouts
of
$1,000,000 during his career as
in at least a half dozen other cities.
“The Man Who Know.
Dick .Jones, eastern regional diFor. a time in the ’30s, questionand-answer keers cleaned up on ra- rector of. AGVA and leader of the
dio. Koran and Rajah Raboid were long-smoldering revolt, said simi.among those who prospered until lar moves would be .taken by
Federal Communication Commis- branches in Washington, D. C., Tosion authorities cracked down.
A ronto, Montreal and Boston.
few carried on with broadcasts
The new organization will be
from below the border in Mexico known as the Actors International
beamed to the States.
Union. “We don’t want, any moire
Today the most successful men- of that Guild stuff,” Jones declared;
taiists have abandoned the East InEventually they will seek American
dian robes, incense and G.rierital Federation of Labor affiliation, but
trappings. They avoid the foi'turie- not until the new union is in “worktelling stigma by offering their
in order.”
seances as “telepathic” demonstraOnly a few still claim the
tions.
ability to predict the future and
Vaude, Cafe Dates
answer- any and all questions in the
in

new hands shortly. The new
owners, who operate The Three
Crowns, class 'Danish restaurant,
also oil East 54th St., but- nearer
Fifth Ave. are Eric Larsen,. Bob
Epstein and Walter O’Houlihan.

into

;

'

Hardey and Henry Tannen

.

siege, and while markedly
convalescent he wants to take it
easy for a protracted period, either
in California, Florida or in Europe.

gical

.

Hardey started

.

.

-

DYNAMITE!

Bill’s

Gay

90s 24

years ago with Pete Kriendler of
the “21” clan, until the latter
turned over his share to Tannen,
Mrs. Tannen is a sister of the
Kriendlers.
They are not forfended from
utilizing the Bill’s Gay 90s tag for
tv, or even for a restaurant or
nitery outside of New York City
proper—and that could include a
Westchester or near-Connecticut
.

;

.

spot.

Hardey yens the video idea, but
be returns to hosting it would
be in the form of “an old English
or Dickensonlan or ‘Pickwick Pa*
pers’ type of a tavern or

if

.

.

are

understood to have gotten almost
$200,000 for the business, and they
continue as landlords of the physi*.
cal property. The same policy \yill
continue, and for a- time Hardey
will assist the new ops.
Prime purpose of the sale is the
vet bonif ace’s desire to “r.egai
my health.” He had a tough sur-

.

Lillian
by
dances
Oriental
Marion (Mrs. Alexander) and the V white' brocaded silk vest; a flowNartell twins i executed in cos- ered, Georgette turban embellished Alexander tradition.
tumes which aln Indianapolis critic with rhinestones and gold turnedsaid “left little mystery,” were a up-toes shoes.
Saranac Lake
prelude to the second section and
Though Clayton advertised that
Alexander’s dynamic question-anBy Happy Benway
he located stolen automobiles and
swering. period.
Saranac
Lake, N. Y., Sept. 14.
missing: firelatives, he shied away
“Ask Alexander about anything from Alexander’s after-show priWilliam Morris Memorial Playthat may be troubling you; ques- vate readings and other lucrative, grounds shuttered for season with
tions concerning your wife, lover, though
sometimes questionable, the crowning- of the King and,
Queen of 1954, keynote of occasion
husband, sweetheart; who is true sidelines.
being presence of the
actors’
to you and who is false; whom you
and the strain of colony kiddies. A big carnation
Overwork
will marry, and when. What is the
- the - clock activities caught
round
the
goes
Shamus
to
Club
for
best business for you to engage hi?
up with Alexander in late 1919. His furnishing milk and chokies to the
Should you buy, sell or mortgage? physicians ordered him to his home
gratis..
Benny
(The
Gent)
kids
The whereabouts of missing rela- in Los Angeles for a rest, but he Ressler and Irving Altman merit
tives or friends? What are your fithe road again with a kudos for their untiring efforts
you are was soon on
If
nancial prospects?
new wonders he had in keeping the Shamus Fund a
of
raft
lucky? In fact, Alexander will anworthy, one.
in his “rest" period.
up
dreamed
swer any question. Just write the
Muriel (four Eddy.. Sisters) Danzi
Big Draw
in for major operation which she
same at home, seal iii any manner
Atlanin
During his engagement
mastered like a real veteran; now
ta in 1930, his question-and-answer back at the Will Rogers for top
SHE'S
column in a local paper drew 25,- attention and recuperating care.
Will Rogers hospital flooded with
000 queries. On stage / at the Atlanta Theatre he created a sensa- Anderson’s; Beatrice came in from
tion when one of the fathers in a- Washington, D. C., Helen and John,
Patricia, Robert and Mary
“ mixed baby” incident at the Grady Jr..
Ellen in from N. Y. Gotham to
Hospital asked if his child had

Cay 90s, Landmark

Bill’s

AGVA Battle

year.

Man Who Knew

The

Opening date for Cafe Society, rant,” says he.
Grade
N. Y., set for Oct. 11
Fields may come to the U. S. this
Goldie's
Branch
-.
Jose Greco
winter for a tour
Goldie’s of Fire Island, N. Y,, is
booked for another stand at the slated to open an eastside branch
Waldorf-Astori , N. Y., Dec. 16 ... tonight (Wed.) on the site of the
former Q ClubJoe E, Lewis down for the Balinese

New

.

Entertainment will be by oper*
Goldie Hawkins and Bob
both of whom will spell
turned from a European tour, re- each other at the ivories.
sumes in the U: S. at the Chateau,
Singer Jerry, Cooper and comeRochester, starting Friday (17).
dian Danny Rogers have combined

Room/ Galveston, Nov. 23
Shepard, who

Billy

ator

recently

re-

Printz,

into a

new

Duo

partnership.

have

appeared on several cafe dates.

Chicago

Nellie Lutcher current in four
9
weejc stand at. Forest Park Hotel,
Julius LaRosa goes
St. Louis
to Chase Hotel, St. Louis, Oct. 6
Sophie Tucker
for single week .
slated for two weeks at Balinese,
Room, Galveston, starting Qct. 4,
celebrate the progress of John following with week at Baker Hotel
(IATSE) Anderson, head of that in Dallas, and with engagements at
family.
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, arid ElmAmong holiday visitors at the wood, Windsor, through December
Will Rogers hospital were Anthony
i . Jean Carroll and Robert Max(IATSE) Osowski, projectionist of well due for four weeks at Palmer
Capitol
Theatre, New
London, House, Chi, beginning Oct. 21.
Conn; The Allie Hansens, from
Chris Connors next at Cloister
Chicago, Cora Kruse, who" planed Inn, opening Sept. 30 for foiifc
in
from. Cincinnati,
Jacqueline weeks
. Gene Sheldon helming
'

,

;

.

.

.

.

.

•

died, or if the other infant was his
offspring. Alexander answered immediately that there had been no
switching of infants and that the

Currently

RAINBOW

baby which had died had been the
man’s child.. There was much- local

GRILL
Yor

Pann.

>

conjecture as to the scientific basis

“The Man Who Knows” answer
and it was rumored that Alexander
would be hauled into court to testi- Roberts ex-alumnis class of 1933
also come in. Alice Farley, nitery
fy when the ease was tried.
Frank (RKO) Sheedel,
A year later Alexander, at least entertainer,
Joe Kelleher, boniface and musimomentarily, lost contact with his cian, and Rev. Canon T. H. Cashr
secret sources of advance informa- more of Vakefield, England, also
tion. He was not on hand to save were here.
his settings arid equipment when
William Hartnetts, business agent
the Burtis Theatre burned in Da- of Ottawa, Canada, IATSE Local
His loss was esti- No, 257, in for week’s vacation in
venport,. Iowa.
downtown colony and to bedside
mated at $20,000.
Again He returned to L.A. to re- his son, William, Jr., Canadian
staffer,
whose
build his attraction, then embark Famous ^Players
for

Direction

MERCURY ARTISTS

COMEDY MATERIAL
All

i

Branches of ThOalrieah

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ
First

GAG

FILE

(The Service of the STARS)
13 File* $6.00-AII 35 issues $25
Singly; S1.0S per script,

e 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book
O MINSTREL BUDGET
o 4 BLACKOUT. BKS., Oi. bk..
e BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags)
.

$10 •
$25 •
$25 •
$50 •

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth Over a thousand
No C.O.D.'s

.

on another tour.
In 1925 the Internal

Revenue

of Los ’Angeles sued
Alexander in an effort to collect
to be due in taxes
alleged
$150,000
for the previous five years. In 1928
the Federal Grand Jury indicted

Collector

.

.

Palmer House bill last week and
this, vice George Gobel who had
Mcto leave two weeks early
Guire Sisters set for Chicago Theatre tworweeker on Sept. 24
.

Duke

.

MISS

.

of Iron headlining next Blue

Angel calypso show on Oct. 11
Ish Kabbible currently on

NAOMI

fair

dates in South through Oct. 23 ..
Dr. Arthur. Ellen to Towne Hotel,
Milwaukee, yesterday (Tues.) for
two weeks, following with equal
stint at Brown Hotel, Louisville,
.

.

progress is of special mention.
and topping with two months ,at
Local papers from nearby terri- Chase Hotel, St. Louis, starting
tory, radio station WNBZ, Civic
Oct. 15.
and Fraternal organizations and
town fathers all saluted and

kudoed Eddie (&<Hurst) Vogt on
Atlanta
his birthday. His daily column in
BILLY GLASON
the Adirondack Daily Enterprise
Joe Cotton’s Steak Ranch is fea200. W 54th St. New York It— Dept. V
him.
Alexander claimed that, he has brought him many admirers.; turing
Circle 7-1130
Julie
Three
Suns
had lost $10,123.87 in 1924, but the
Write to those who are ill.
Mitchum, sister of screen actor
Robert Mitchum, will open" Wednesday (15) at Howell House’s
Zebra Lounge. She’s a pianothuniping chanteuse and comes
here from the Allison ‘Club in
Bernie Cummins orch
Houston
spotlighting new show at Henry
Juggling Star
Comedian
Grady Hotel’s paradise RoomIce or Floor
Ice or Floor
Heading bill are Sylvia & Christian, dance team, backed up by
THE DALLAS TIMES HERALD
comedy-impressionist Hank Cowan,
By Bob Brock
yoyo champion Ollie Alegario and
Dear
-co:
A» a Viennese Juggler, Trixie, star *f many a major
attraction,
a skating team, The Olympics
br ngi her Juggling genius 1o the Adolphus rink. There is nothing
amazing Juggling of Trixie and -your unique comedy and wft
Continental Room, downtown spot,
this, miss can’t do. with bouncing rubber balls, hoops and plates—
have been the highlights of my rdcfcnt show, ‘'Star* In Texas.”and all on lea, romohibtr.
eonsider your
perform >nre, outstanding in the eleven years of
is featuring comedian Jimmie Cos*
the Dorothy Frajiey Ice Show* at .The Adolphus. Your enfhuelasflo
tello, radio and night spot perreception pt every performance by a ellente’e vycll versed in out.

“Chant* With a Chuckle”
Currently

SHERAfON-CARLTON HOTEL
Wathi
(Thankt

ton,

P.

C.

Ji

ichola anti AI Bankt)

JIMMIE

HUSSAN

119 W. 57th St^

Now

AGENCY
York
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TRIXIE

ESCO LaRUE

*"«

,

.

r

LEW

BLACK

*

and PAT

DUNDEE
(Biaufy and
tho Loo$t)

A now

ttofg

tn

Glamor Comedy

.

I.qe

...

T.Iib

I

ilnrtl

Standing Ice entertainment over the years at The Adolphus speaks a
great

compliment

to

both

Dorothy

NOW

By Tony Zoppl

IN

OUR

6th

WEEK

VOCAL QUARTETTE

E. 54.

NEW YORK

Direction,
I

1

I

I

New Yark

VAUGHN MONROE SHOW
NBC
TUES, * THURS., 7:30 P.M.
CHEVROLET “ON STAGE" WBZ-TV, BOSTON, MONDAYS, 11:00 P.M.
.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY OR ESCOLARUE, 405
I

1576 Brgadway

THE SATISFIERS

The .unpredictable LaRue' startled the audience Tiy shouting wisecracks, at the performers from « ringside seat. He ah.d Bandleader
Herman Waldman traded a few. verbal punehei and. it wasn’t until
caRue waddled up on- the lee that the.' crowd saw through the
argument. LaRue was rewarded with -a fine hand. He had the
entire house fooled, completely.

.Fr
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Act Charges

Hamid Stranded ’Em

In
W>

Consul Investigates
U.
George A. Hamid has become the
S.,

ROBERT

By

LANDRY

J.

Rome,

Rome and paid up

7,

Cugat

Xavier

loved

They

Sept.

in

3,125 lire
(about $5) for down-front seats in
the Teatro Palazzo Sistina. Which
to

of money in Italy.
Curiously enough the near-capacity

is

but a

a lot,

lot,

was almost 100% Italian,
very few American tourists being
town was
jn evidence, though the
house

A

possible exthat the attraction was

jumping with them.
planation

is

promoted mostly by three-sheets
and not in the .tourist media. Thus
the Cugat unit stood entirely on
.

international-appeal talent, solid
underpinning. It was a melange of
Mexican, Cuban, Filipino, general
and whirlwind Harlem
Latino
items. The show Was fast, exciting
and vastly likeable. The Romans

its

were

all

Everything

thumbs-up.

scene in a stunning gown arid the
Italians, gave every audible testimony a she-entertainer could wish
that they were with, her, in the
order of Italian importance, as (1)
a lovely bundle, arid (2) an entertainer with lots of animation. Tippy
Cobina, the amazing and amusing mbnkeys, were beautifully put
over for a next-to-closing supernovelty. The delight of the Romans
was unreserved,
Juan- Mendel, who sings with a.
Latin schmaltz, even included an
Italian aria without hazard, (although it might be riskier in operatic Milano). He was an authentic
whammov So, too, was the Mexican
virtuoso of the trumipef, Rafael
Mendez.
The Italian audience
greeted with anticipatory gleefulness the four Step Bros. Negro talent. is very popular in Europe and
this act has all the vitality, bounce,
humor and hoofing needed to clean
up. Especially beguiling to the Romans was the Harlem use of the
Italian idiom;
Cugat uses several turns to keep
the pace whipped up. The Quinteto
Facundo Rivera -serves this end.
They pour out energy and have

&

:

While the Cugat brand of showmanship is familiar in the States,
“
it is arresting to view it as an
jport” commodity.. Cugat is trouping some 45 people, a considerable:
feat in foreign currency to start been
disciplined to an unusual
with. Playing the class Sistina (all demonstration
of hot-and-QOol singseats foamrubber) for five nights, ing
interspersed with zowie mambo
Cugat was dishing Spanish lingo, stuff, D’Abilto & Candido
and Los
in an Italian city (and getting gigBarraricos are others who never let
gles with his effortless ingratiathe performance lag. Ditto the hot
.

.

in the end was
an awareness of the hardconstantly upbeat performance of the Cugat performers with
their roof-f aising “drive” (and re-,
hearsed-to-every - smallest - detail);,
but; the American show biz observer came away with a new respect
for sheer live vaudeville as a package with a world market. Language
is no barrier here.. Cugat can literally play anywhere.
All of the individual specialists
generate so much light arid Warmth
that the performance which began
at 9:45 and ended at midnight (you
don’t have to worry about stagehands in Rome) was literally.a succession of wows. These are cleverly
dovetailed for maximum impact.
Abbe Lane arrives late on the
tion);

What emerged

flute,

not only

of Mechita,

spotlight

one point for a fiddle display
and rates a personal hit. Cugat
gets quite a few chuckles now and
again with his studied underplaying. Very diverting is his husbandly deadpan while Abbe Lane is
cavorting in her sexiest heatwave
at

This was distinctly superior
pantomime with Latin innuendo
that the Romans appreciated.
style)

The

report,

iri

brief,;

is

.

that

Xavier Cugat and his wandering
mambo caravan give out with inflammatory diversion.

Indication

of.

the desperate situ-

atiori facing all elements of the
Canadian amusement Industry because of the hassle between the
American Federation of Musicians
and the American Guild of Variety
Artists is seen by the fact that
Georgie Jessel has cancelled out of
the Elmwood Casino, Windsor,
he’s
heavy to
march. Because the hefty tooter Ont., and Sophie Tucker has postdoesn’t get around much any more, poned her date there until it’s safe
when it comes to parades, band- to play the area.
AFM mwnbera in Canada, will
master DomeriicO Moro gave him
his walking papers. So Kane has not play for AGVA acts during the
appealed to Civil Service bigwigs. current strife between both unions
The. musician, meantime, has; until AGVA renews its 1951 agreedieted .his way down from 320 ment with the AFM, which defines

How

;

tive action is taken,

VAF members

would be forbidden to work for
Hamid,
Act. claimed it had been strand-,
ed by Hamid, who reportedly had
given them a. contract for 10 weeks
work, to be played. out in 12 weeks.
After three weeks the turn was
given walking papers at a time pounds.
When it claimed it had no money
return to the mother-country.
The Jerry Builders appealed to the
American Guild of Variety Artists,
but since the act hadn’t joined

jurisdiction of musical acts and
Until AGVA drops its court cases it
has pending in Montreal, Toronto

.

to

arid .Pittsburgh.

Continued from pace

It is conceded, however, that
neither side is gaining in the present situation. For example, the
Casino Theatre, Toronto, went off
ent situation. For example, if the
the stageshow standard as may
occur an orchestra as well as several acts weekly may be deprived
At the present
of employment,
time the cafe operators are trying
to get along with musical acts; but
majority aren’t paying off at the
boxoffice, The moneymakers lie in
booking Miss Tucker, Ritz Bros.,
Jessel, Joe E. Lewis,
At the same time, the independent union movement is rising iri
Canada. It’s belihved that a new
indie outfit, which would, embrace
both musicians and acts, is in process of formation. Thus both antagonists will lose a Strong foothold
if the new union takes hold.

5

that union when working here,
case was referred to the British unions had come to an understandconsulate which advanced them ing “on how to handle the problem
passage back to England. Act com- if it comes up agai .”
prised of two men who came from
“Instead of issuing statements
England and another performer, back and forth, we’ll have, meetHarry Santos, who combined with ings with O’Brien arid other Britthem in the U.S. at the request, ish labor leaders, We’ll talk about
of the, Hamid- office.
the problems before they become
According to correspondence, the aggravated;” Walsh said.
Walsh
act hadn’t come up to expectations emphasized that the I A hadn’t
and Hamid; kept them On for three changed its idea on the subject of
weeks in an effort to permit them foreign production and was still
to improve the act. Hamid acted opposed to producers who Went
as producer of the show on which, abroad simply to make “cheap”
the Jerry Builders Were touring, pictures. “We realize that the film
with Solti
Grand agenting on business is
international one
behalf of Hamid.
and that some foreign production
Act claims it’s owed $4,550 rep- is necessary,” he said. However,
resenting the uriworked balance of he made a point in castigating prothe contract.
ducers of vidpix commercials who
employed foreign-made films to
sell
American products to the
Dallas Hotel Dickers for Lewis
Miss America Pageant
American public. “We’ll continue
Dallas, Sept. 14.
to fight this type of production vigComedian Joe E. Lewis is being
orously,” he declared;
dickered for a return date at the.
Finales A. C.
Walsh leaves for the Coast. Sun- 'Hotel Adolphus Century Room
Atlantic City,. Sept. 14.
day (14) for confabs with the AFL here.
This resort’s Centennial Sum- Film
Lewis was last here at the Cen“to clear up. some
mer season officially closed. Satur- things”Council
.pertaining to O’Brien’s tury Room last spring and smashed
day night (11) with the Miss visit.
He’ll remain bn the Coast every boxoffice record in the long
America Pageant, Which drew over to
attend the AFL coriventiOn historjMoMhe^JocaljiR
35,000 during^ its four day stand,
which starts Sept. 20.
v
climaxing
better-than-average
British Strength
season.
While friendly relations have
For the first time in the long
been established with the British
history of the Pageant the firstunits, Walsh noted that no specific
night parade $as washed out as
details had
'

&

from Manila.

The maestro take; the

hitting,

centre of an international incident.
The British cohsiil in New Y0ork
haS been investigating the. status of
High the Scales
the contract between the Hamid
Honolulu, Sept, 14.
office and the Jerry Builders, a
Peter Kane, 300-pound saxoBritish act* and the Variety Artists phonist
city-financed
the
with
Federation is expected to act on Royal Hawaiian Band, doesn’t think
the baSis of the report handed, he should be dismissed because
them by the consulate. If negatoo
climb stairs or

.

Summer

,

WATCH OUT

Exhib Profit?

•

Continued from page

been worked out. He
reached Convention Hall also
emphasized that foreign proWhere the Judges were seated. A duction
did not only involve Engheavy downpour drenched the
land but also other countries. “We
girls w^o at first tried to stick it
have surveyed other countries,” he
but, and drove everybody off the,
said, “and have ./been wondering
suffered a loss, he will recommend walk.
how we can work things out. If
to the producer that an adjustment
The new Miss America, Lee Ann
be made which will spare the ex- Meriwether, of Sari Francisco, Was unions in other foreign countries
hibitor such loss; Implicit in thit crowned (11) before 18,000 in. the were in the same strong position
statement is the view that an ex- city’s big auditorium, plus a coast-' as the British unions; we might be
If not,
hibitor is not entitled to a profit to-coast television audience which able to work with them.
no matter what the terms of the watched, for a first time, when a we may have to go to a GovernContract may be; that United Art- Philco-sponsored show which took ment agency.”
Suppose, Walsh was asked, the
ists will aid an exhibitor when i
in. the final 90 minutes of the
foreign unions were dominated by
picture does not live up to United Pageant.
Although the telecast Communists?
“If they’re domiArtists’ representations drily wher was not blacked out in this area,
he has suffered an actual, provable it failed to cut irito the paid at- nated by Communists, we won’t
get into it,” he stressed. “We don’t
loss, arid then only to the extent ol
tendance much the final night.
have any truck with them here,
such loss.’*
Pageant title is reported to be
The report notes that the com- worth approximately $100,000 plus and we don’t want to get involved
with them abroad:” He admitted
mittee gained the same impressioii a $5,000 scholarship and numerous
that the IA faded many difficulties
from Kalmenson and Schwalberj gifts including a Nash car, Philco
in dealing with foreign unions and
on this subject: “that is, that thej television, etc., to the new' Miss
would adjust only in cases where America, Chance to capitalize on that no conclusions had been
reached on just how things could
the exhibitor could show a loss.’ title better than ever this year bebe worked out. “Their union rates
Schwalberg, it’s indicated, showed cause of the Philco television,
might be cheap by our standards,”
a willingness to consider sucl broadcast.
he said, “and they might resent us
cases and offered to appoint a memBob Russell, brought back by telling
them not to handle the picber of his staff to handle such ad Pageant officials following disap5

POIt

ifs floats

honest figures and prove that he
has ‘suffered a loss’ on a United
Artists deal; and if he (Krarize) is
convinced that the exhibitor has

HARPER
Harmoiiica Virtuoso
Currently—Return Engagement

PALACE, New York
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I

Currently

LAKE CLUB
IpringfUld,

Dir

t

and

Paul)

JIMMIE HUSSAN AGENCY

119 W. 07th

WHEN

St.,

York

tho

Justments.
On the other hand, it’s reported
that Lichtman and Reagan riotee
that their welfare was bound uj
with theatres and that, there wa:
no profit for them in closed theatres.
“There stateihents,” the re
port says, “were coupled with dec
larations that film rentals should
be just and equitable to the distributor and exhibitor alike,’’ Boas;
berg, it's noted, put a similar expression in writing.
The report stresses that Reagar
stated that “Metro’s door was. al-

ways open’’ when asked about

Tho

Home

Avery

ft

of

Show

Washington

Folk

Sts.

PATSY AllOTT
THIRD TIME A|
NAUTILUS HOTEL
MIAMI REACH

1

th<
arid th<

high minimum guarantees
chance that an exhib’s 10% profi
riiight be wiped out in a 70-30-H
deal;

CAB CALLOWAY
HELD OVER—THIRD WEEK

HOTEL SMI ARE
LAS VEGAS
M«t. (ILL MITTLER, til* Broadway,

Haw

York

THANK YOU
IRWIN SCHUMANN
FOR 5 WONDERFUL WEEKS
AT

THE CHI CHI
FALM SPRINGS.

tures of U. S. producers,”
The
pointments in other years, did a
jdb, he said, would be to convince
good job of keeping the event the
Airierican producers not to go
moving during the four days.
abroad when absolutely unnec-

How
1^—1

to

Win

Continued front page 3

on the board of directors could well

BOBBY EARLE

Walsh said that there had been
some communication between the
Hollywood AFL film council and
the AFL rep in Rome and the Italian labor .unions.

He

1823 VINE

A. GUY VlSjf
Writing Enterprises

the .dominant position, the aritiOn in
Red group was growing stronger
trading of 14,000 shares Monday
and
“ma$ be able to swing the
(13), it reached a new high of $10,

compared

iVith

$6.12 1/i. In

on the climb.

the year’s low of.
instances it has

HOLLYWOOD

All
5 different neti.' CrVIm umR. anywhere.
An Introduction to the matt helpful
for $5.
writing Service In the (told of entertainment,

has.

arid

ST..

COMEDY ACTS

said there

were two factions in the. Italian labor movement and although e the
For the past several mouths the
NT common stock
been well, Communist faction wa§ currently

follow.

supported
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efits, it’s felt.
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Troy,

Street

"Creators of Special

balance,”

Been among the leaders in volume
sales of all securities listed on the
big board,
The stock dealers say they
haven’t heard any complaints concerning the Skouras management.
However, they add, possibly open
to investor criticism is the theatre
corporation’s restrictions: on dividends. A condition of bank-loan
agreements is that the circuit can
pay out in orie year divvies of only
up to 50% of the previous year’s
earnings. NT is sufficiently wellheeled to set up now financing that
wouldn’t curb: the stockholder ben-

Calif,

Personal Management!

essary.
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.as. halt

been dong in

the, pictures

mentioned.”
Pitch for Boycott
Carton appealed to theatres “to
reject the exhibition of these pictures
which discredit the profession of" police officer unjustly
and without; reason.” The PBA
chief, in continuing his pitch for
a- boycott of these, pix, declared:
“I understand that theatres do not.
have to accept pictures of this type
for public exhibition, and therefore the owners of theatres have
a real opportunity to make a worthwhile contribution to the public
good in these days of. juvenile der
linquency and general lawlessness
by refusing to show them.”
While the. industry's Production
Code, does riot specifically nix the
depiction of cops as criminals, it
states as one of its general principles that “law, natural or human,
shall not be ridiculed, rior shall
'sympathy be created for its violation.” The only other reference to
law-eriforcing officers is
clause
.

Holiday on Ice

Astor Roof, a couple of
years ago, only to find that upper
crust spenders don't, hanker for
cornfed entertainment. The Same
principle still applies. Rustic revelry is not for the legit houses in
staging,. Chester Hale; costumes,.
Robert Mackintosh ; sets,TedMeza; the form that -‘Hayride” assumed
in its stand at. the 48th Street Thelighting, Doug Morris; special, muatre, N. Y.,
sic, Carmen Coppola, Ben Stabler.
Like the
crowd, “Hayride”
Cast: Jinx Clark, Rudy Richards,
Kay Servatius, Bill Blocker, Jean has its genesis also in a radio staCheadle, Bob Saccente, Paul/Lndre, tion, WRVA, Richmond, Va. It’s
“Old Dominion Barn Dance,”
Flip & Flop, Calvin Cook & Mary th
Bohland, Genevieve Norris, Arnold which has had a long and profitable
Shoda, Les Percellys (2 ) Phil Hiser run, on that outlet. It’s also done
touring.
Apparently, they
Sc Gina. Rubacki, Line (24), Squires some
Hotel

Kahsas City; Sept. 10.
Produced and directed by George
and Ruth Tyson; associate producer,
Dolores Pallet; choreography and

WSM

assumed that

Ice” company is
‘Holiday.
opening: its new show, here after
a summer of rehearsals, and breakin date in Sioux City. Current production marks the 10th anniversary
of the company, and even for such,
occasion, it would be difficult to
outstrip previous productions, but
this show rivals in. plush costuming
and lavish settings anything that
has gone before.
Most of the established ingre^
dients of the big ice shows are

a fifth column of country folk in
sufficient numbers to support this

present—eye-filling

York.
Presumably
reports of recordings indicated that in this metropolis was
7

|

venture.

found

night

and
of

colorful

NEW YORK

a*

this

parts.

Cousin

Gene Jenkins

Joe

Maphis

handsomely decked

out in a wealth of costumes and
effects and intricate choreography.
“The Merry Widow,” in a vocally calicoed Coon Creek
Girls With
pantomimed tab version, is the their, country tunes, Fiddlin'
Irving,
piece de resistance, with Jinx Mary Klick,
Sonny Day and. Eddy
Hiser,
Phil
Richards,
Clark.. Rudy
Smith contributed a variety of
Genevieve Norris and Kenny Brent songs arid on
musical instruments.
in the ‘‘speaking” parts. Number
The closest approach to soiriemakes much of the Lehar tunes,
highlighted by the period ballroom thing different was by Zag the
Ozark Mountain Boy, who is a
setting.
In between the production num- lumbering singer with movements
bers is an acro-rhythm duo by Jean that are a cross between those of
Cheadle & Bbb Saccente; puppet- Johnnie Ray arid Frankie Laine. His
teering by Jimmy Shaw; comic tunes carried a great deal of unskating by Paul Andre; solo work intentional comedy.
Otherwise,
by Kay Servatius., Bill Blocker &
“Hayride”
is
no
Arnold- 'Shoda; an aero trio with different that the barnyard baqGal Cook, Mary Bohland -arid Gen- phanales heard on radio since its
evieve Norris as the highlight of inception, It's trite and naturally
the mid-act production number; —corny.
Jose.
and some shenanigans, by Flip &

;.

M

Second stanza peps up the pace
for improved effect throughout,
N. Y. Police
opening with ‘‘Storybook Village”
Continued from page 1
and again employing the vocal. pantomime technique and runriirig out United
Artists’ “Shield for Murall the “Mother Goose” and favor;

36”
characters. There’s der.” Filmakers- “Private Hell
precision pair work in second and Metro’s “Rogue Cop.” Col has
another
one
coming
up
in
“Dead
&
Jiriz
Clark
act, with hentries by
Bill Blocker, Shoda & Servatius, Pidgeon,” currently in the producand the inevitable memory lane tion stages:
Sharpest blast at these pictures
duo, this time by Phil Hiser & Gina
Rubacki. Rudy Richards has a light cariie this week from John E. Carsession of straight tap dancing ton, president of the Patrolmen’s
without skates as :a novel entry; Benevolent Assn, of the City of
Cook Carries on aero work on Stilts, New York,’ an org that reps the
tossing Miss Bohland to extra 20,000 members of the N. Y. Police
heights; Saccente has a Latin spe- Dept. “The police of this
city,”
cialty and Andre has a second ensaid Carton, a working cop, “are
try at comedy.
Midway of the second act, East appalled, as undoubtedly every
Indian Rhythms” proves to be the right thinking citizen must be, by
acme of gilded costurriing and cho^ the rash of motion pictures depictreography, and closing production ing policemen in the roles of vilnumber is a salute to the pigskin lains and criminals while, at the
season, with flag waving by the en- same .time, pretending to be sertire company. Standout in the act vyants of the public;”
Les Percellys; imported, aero
is
‘No Healthy Purpose*
duo, whose five minutes is excelCiting
“Pushover.”
“Shield,”
lently filled, with one partner, hold- “Rogue.” and “Hell,” Carton said
ing, other atop his head in. various these
pictures
“can
serve
no
attitudes while he climbs up and healthy purpose and, today, can
down a 12-foot ladder. Draws a only add to disrespect of law arid
Quin,
solid hand.
order that has .infected so many
of our teenagers.”
Hayrid^p
Commenting on the “inappropri(48th St. Theatre, N. Y.)
ateness” of these pictures, especialBarron Howard
Jack Stone ly at this time, the PBA topper
presentation in two acts with -Sun- said “the theme is a disservice to
shine Sue, CguSin J6e
aphis
the men and women of this counRose, Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs
try’s police departments, who have
Foggy Mountain. Bays ( Paul War- dedicated themselves to the great
ren, Jake Tulloch, Curly Sechlet), work of protecting the lives and
Cook Creek Girls (Lilly May, Rosie, property of Our citizens,”
Black Eyed -Susan), Trail Blazers
“These dedicated servants,” Car(Ray Smith Ray Horton, Johnny ton continued, “who almost withNewton),, Eddy (Texas) Smith, out exception maintain the highest
Quincy Snodgrass, Mary Klick, Zeb standards of personal integrity and
Robinson, Soriny Day, Fiddlin’ Irv- morality, are not only unheralded
ing, Zag the Ozark Mountain Boy, and unsung but most inadequately
Gene Jenkins, Jody Carver. Sets, compensated for. their work and
Art Guild,. Jack Woodson,. Jack sacrifice,: Should one of their so
Derrenberger.
Opened Sept.. 13 Vast number violate the high code
ai 48 St. Theatre, N. Y.,. $2.95 top. of conduct maintained by police
officers, there are those who seek
An earnest band of hillbillies, to profit by its coiririiercialization
from WSM, Nashville invaded the in the form of entertainment, such
childhood
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Rosenbloom Co

B

Ore

Raul

Sc

Cabaret

GuUi

Royal

NEW YORK

ROTORUA

Basin

.

(T)

Ciel

13

Co
Warren Latona
Sparks

Dagenham

Kerry Vaughn
Margaret BrownJulian Somers

Go

Girl''

2 Maxwells

O'Hagan

Stead

St

Ron Parry

Rae
Geo Lafaye

Lee Goodman.
June Erlcson
Terry St Macs.

Monk
Norman Paris- 3

Martha Dayis
Calvin Ponder
Bart Howard

Brox. Sc Myrna
Johnnie
“Rubberface" Craig

Two

Chateau Madrid
Clro Riinac Oro
Buddy- Victor
Maya Ore

Dancing Boys
BaUet Girls

Fay DeWitt

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome

Dunn

(M). 13

Grant

Sc

Tony Brent

4 Tube Tellers
Jacqueline. McVee
3 G Lawrence Girls

EDINBURGH

1

George Martin

Empire

Kenny Baker

Rex

Brian Ahdro
.Roger Came’
Olga Varona.

Opera House

13

(I)

fINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 13
Max Bygraves
Nitwits

-,

Ted Streeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Pk Sheraton

Lorraine
Peter Cavangh

Pan Yuo Jen Tp
St

Canfield*

Smith

Empire.

G H

Knies R Horses
2 Cherks
Harold Gautier Co
Fattini

4

Ramses

Douglas

Kossmayer.

3 Petroffs

George Ruzsa

P

Jimmy

Jimmy- Scott

W

G

Pavilllon

Freddie Frinton
3 Najas
Cycling Brockways
'

F Langford Co
Herbart Walton

BOSCOMBE

13

(I)

Musical Elliotts

Mary Harkhess
Eric Williams
Earl Daeney

Dickie Valentine

Ladd

Keppel & B
N Mongadors &
Lee Youngsters

A

rc

Bend Box
BiUy Gray
Leo Diamond

.

Empire (M) 13.
Deep River. Boys

Gene

Ore

Giro's

Nat Cole

NEWCASTLE.

Empire; <M) 13

Clever Club
Sherry Britton

.

,

distribution

of

French

Hippodrome

Chas Camereri

films

Spillahes

abroad; arid Robert Cravenne, Uni- Bunty St Clair
P Sc P Page

france' exec secretary, Would come
tp N. Y. in the fall to establish an

BRfXTON

Empress

Lourau expressed that
thought on his last visit to N. Y,
in June.
However, it had become
obvious everi then that the French
wouldn’t, touch the $350,000 for
promotional purposes,
F or a while, reports were cur-

13

(l)

Billy Dainty
Peter Ross
Pat Ward

office.

L

Woods
Flying

Cyril

.

Rhoda

13

Roger's

,

Mitchell 4

L Gordon Girls
Dorothy Duval

Grand (I) 13
ReveUers

L Gordon

,

many

and

Britain,

also

thoughts along the IFE line.

3

(I)

13

have Hatch'
Ron Psrrlaih’.
Johnnie Mason

Girls

Peter Rhynor

B1U Giles

Mooney

Sc

.

King

3 -Cinzanos

J Jeff

Si

June

SUNDERLAND

,

Empire (M) 13

Lita Roaa

Stubby Kayo
Dargie 5
Arthur Hayner
It Lingana Sc D
BUI Wareham St B
P Hatton A) Peggy

R

Sc

J

Penn

SWANSEA

Empire (M> 13

.

De Haven

Gloria

Chiquita

Johnson

ft

Rudy Cardenas
De Castro Sis (3)

B Mlnevitch

H R

Tony Gentry Circun
Barbettes (5)
Gina Genardl
Fluff Charlton

>

Bob Snyder Ore
Hotel

Ore

3in> toucl Hotel
Marion Murray
Sacasas Ore
Ann Herman Dcra
-

Anne Barnett

Saxony Hotel
BUI Hayes
Maurice Rocco
Garcias

Belle Barth

Dick Hall

Tano

DOh Ostro Ore

Nirva

La Vie En Rosn
Jayne Manners
.

-

Tommy '$>MUer'Oro
Leon

Do

Lois

Eddle'e
'Fee

Lynn Star
Rose Anit
Rita Marlow

St

Dee

Mandy Campo Ore
Johnny SUvers Ore
Roney Flaze
Johnny Pineapple
Hawaian Rev

The

Patle

Sammy Walsh
Harry Rogers

Charlotte Watem.
Nautilus Hotel
Patsy Abbott
Eddies Snyder

NeUda
Bombay Hotel
iPatty Lynn

Antone

Peter

&

Inn

Sid- Stanley

Ore

.

Link Andrews;

Mack

Dorothy Vincent

IAS VEGAS, NEVADA

SOUTHAMPTON

Radio

’

Raises

Pauls-

Jimmy, Derry
Freddie Dexter:

G

Dbwler

Flying Reiioes
Wayne St Brett
Colson St Glidwyn
10 Roulettes

CHISWICK
However, McCarthy is associated
Empire (S) 13,
with Lourau and reps him in the Al Martino
•U. S. and, even if an office were Hylda Baker
Medlock St Marlows
to be established, it’s not likely Sirdani
Buddy Bolly
that McCarthy would head It up.
The French are, of course, Con- Valettos
Beryl M Bobo
EAST HAM
tinually impressed by the publicity
Grenada
job done on Italian pix and stars Denise Vane(I) 13
by Italian Films Export in N. Y. (’Dick MontagusGeorgians
Several other countries, like Ger-

De

Anne Hart
Harry Moreny

CHELSEA
(I)

Jarrett

Si

Puppets

Salici

Inter Beauties

that Lourau would name John
G. McCarthy, former v.p. of the
Motion Picture Export Assn., as
the head of a French office in N.Y.

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 13
Tommy Trlhder

Syd Raymond

Roy Earl

rerit

Reggie Dennis
Alan Alan
Tom Jacobson Co
5 Speedmacs'
Henri Vadden

4 Riegels

Palace

13

'

T Kee

Sc

(I)

Fov's

Paul Hebert -Ore
Moulin Rouge

Statler
m
.ted Lewis

-

Ted Lawrie

King

Charley
Skylarks

MIAMI-M1AMI BEACH

13
he said. Max Miller
Australian Air Aces Marilyn Hightower
In past months, it had been re- Tessa Simalpage
Tony Lopez Ore
Jose Moreno Co
Selma Marlowe Lina
St
Stuthard
Pharos
Marins
ported that George Lourau, head
Woody Woodbury
Laceys
Billy Baxter
of Unifrance, which promotes the Crochet
NORWICH
Five O'clock

in the U. S.,

(

Bobby Ramos Ore

Mocambe

Moore Sc Lessy
Walton Sc O'Rourke
Mary Raye Sc Naldi
Hal Derwln Oro.
x

P Darben Sc Wendy
Rio Ron Sc Rita

•Devine. St

'Garf

Dick Stabile Ore

.

Btltmore Hotel
13

Stan Stennett
Albert Burdon

BRISTOL

Farrell

Sc

Crompton
Brunh

J Black Ore

Dorothy. Claire
Clayton Sc Ward
Nicco Sc Barba
Bruce Forsyth
Larry Greed Trio
Valento Sc Dorothy,
Bar of Music
Myles Bell
Rose Murphy
Rex Ramer Sc E
Allen & DeWood

Alan Rowe
Yolandas
Harry Sc Betty

Nixon St Dixon
3 Rayros

-

.

MANCHESTER

BRIGHTON

Hippodrome

Rex Koury

N Brandwynne

Hippodrome (S)
Lee Lawrence.

Hippodrome (M) 13

Nanci
Francis

Dorothy Hild Dcrs
Bob Kirk Ore
Palmer House.
Brian, Farnon Ore
Gene 'Sheldon
Double Datere
Three Houcs
Charlie Fisk Ore
'

Ambassador Hotel
Harry Belafonte

Alan St Steve
Keefe Bros Sc A

LIVERPOOL

(5)

Marshall
:

iOS ANGELES

Plummer
Bobbie Kimber

Eddie Hart
5 Fisher Girls

Sc

Louis Naylor
Al d'Lacy- Quartet
Blue Note
Errol Garner Trio
Chez Paree
Dick Shawn
Betty ReUly

Margie Lee

13

(S)

Sid

Patricia Soleil
Leslie DOwscy

W

LEICESTER
Bonn
Fayne St Evans
Joe Church
Copa Cousins
DCs O'Connor

Ray McIntosh
B DOars Sc Dons
Frankie Masters Ore
Edgewater Beach

Lord Templar
Lady Eva

Brian Farnon Ore

R

Jack Haig

Perky Twins'

Jimmy Caesar
Eileen CarroU

Gigi

Kramer Dcrs

Sc Blair

Shirley Linde*
Weidenianns

Conrad Hilton
‘Skating Stars'

Ricolettes

Sonnie- Willis
12 Holidaymakers

Hippodrome

Polo

Issy

Moray

Lowe

Bnmdon & Hilliard
LEEDS

Palace

Cathy

Dr Arthur EUen
R Kerpays Duo
Blue Angal

Empire (M) 13
Jewel & Warriss
SaUy Barnes

13

(1)

Black Orchid
Burl. Ives
June CarroU-

The Charmer

.

Susie St T Russell
3 Reeds
Leslie Lewis

Eric Tinsley
Harmony 8

.

Terry Thomas.
David Whitfiel
Stella

Elliott

David Berglas
Jack Anton

'

2 Rassos
10 Beer k Barrel
Little

Decker

Audrey Maim
G Grossetto Co
George Hamilton

Eagles

7

13

(S)

.

Waldorf-Astoria
Betty Clooney
Andrea Trio

CHICAGO

Daye

HACKNEY

Diarcia

Joe Furst
Piute Pete
Rachel EUen

Statler

Pearl Carr
13

(I)

Regis

Constance Moore

Dorsey Bros
Hotel Taft
H King Ore
Vincent Lopez Ore. Mischa Borr Ore
catln Quarter
Village Vanguar
Szonys
Robert Clary
Jane .Morgan.
C Williams Trio

13

Conway St Day
Teddy Johnson

Downey

Village Barn
Vickie Barry
Joel Shaw Ore
Dale* Sr Mulled

Hotel Roosevelt

Hotel

GLASGOW

Empire (M)

Ernest Schoen
Paul Mann
Charles Albert

Joan Bishop
Eddie Layton
Hbta| St

Dolores Perrys

'Bela Bizony

Irving Fields

Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari

Vivian St Tassi

expected earnings of

JuUe Wilson
.

Virginia
Shirley

Donald Clive

Panchito Ore

Viennese Lantern
Helene Aimed

Tux
Vernon
Hepburn

Paula Stewart
Carol OhmartSalvatore- Gioe Ore

Plaza

Kathryn Moore
MontO Norman
Corps de Ballet

.Cairoli Sc Paul
Knies Animals
August Natsch
3 Craddocks

Continued from page 3

Hbtel

Eliane Sc Rodolpne

C

Coin Preblem

Margy Dnncan

Durso Ore

Lenny Herman Ore

:3

Reg Varney
Leslie Welch
Towor Circus

.

M

Frank Marti Ore
No. ) Fifth Aye
Bob Downey

Joyce Golding
Katherine Feather
Nelson Bros

Bassl

of large Chunks of coin accrued
over a long period of time.
Credited for the strong b.o. performance of U. S. pix abroad is the
quality of the productions, which,
execs hold, has improved a great
deal, as well as gradually diminishing restrictions. Furthermore, native pix, while popular; haven’t
developed the kind of b.o. strength
originally ascribed to them.
Continued, foreign market upbeat
is notable .in the light of
predictions; from a number of industry
leaders, including the Motion Picture Export Assn.’s Eric Johnston,
earlier in the year that 1954 would
fall slightly short of 1953
totals.

Ramona Lang

Harold Fonvlllo
Hazel Webster

-

Jimmy Edwards
Tony Hancock
Joan' Turner

1

(M): 13.

.

BLACKPOOL

4

Williams

'

Bessie

Sc

BUI JohnsOq.
J Palner Sc Doreen
Bonar Colleano
Edmond Bros
C Warren St Jean
Les Spanglers

Ruby Murray
De Vere Debs

Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard

Eileen Barton
Billy

Guitars

Don Liberto

Copacauano

E Lewis

Joe

BRITAIN

.

Kostya Poliansky
Misha Usdahoff
Marusla Sava
Versanias
'Nico To See You'

Jimmy Lyons Trio

DaWn

Gloria

te-Ruban Bleu

Julius

Jimmy Komack

G

Max Blake
David Edie
John Bluthal
Tivoli Choir
Dancing Boys
Adorables

B HarTowe Ore

Daniel!

Three Flames
Blue Angol
Charlotte

Pipers

Chadella
Botina

Piroska
Art Wancfr. Ore

.

.

Jimmy

.

.

Edith Crocker

Golden Mermal
Ralph Young

Sc Eddie
Cabot

Thelma Carpenter
Norene Tate

Buck- Warren
.

Jacobs

CITY

Dehonairs
Nejla Ates

Boh Soir

'

Tony

SYDNEY

Tivoli

St

L Hamptpn Ore

Regent (T) 13
Vienna ..Boys Choir

13

(T)

Bills

Haymer*

Johnnie

AUSTRALIA

,

French pix

Estrellita

ADELAIDE

Consequently,
they’re
confident
that remittances will surpass the
1953 record of around $170,000,000
arid may climb this year as high as
$180,000,000 or $185,000,000.
It’
pointed put parenthetically
that,
even were the remittance
level to remain constant at $170,000,000, this would still be an excellent showing since, in 1953, the
total was boosted by the thawing

against the

13

(P)

Castel

Raul- Martel

Little Jack little
6 to fill

‘

M

NeUe

Remittance
Basirig their opinion on the per- 20 Tiller Girls
formance of the yeair to date, forPalace (i) 13
eign department execs say the in- B Sc A Pearson
Esterella
dustry today is in its strongest and 2 Pirates
most favorable position abroad, Tibor Alexander
Jackson Bow Sc D
with no real trouble, spots looming. Sickl

.

MIAMI
Olympia
Leouona C

Sym Ore

$180,000,000

.

Howie Miller

.

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Glee Club
(ft)

.

Mambo Aces

George SawteUe
Johnson St Madill

Palace

.

Jerry Vale
4 Times

Erio Hutson

compensation deal there has just Lucienpe
Bob Sc Astor

.

L

Joy Nichols..
_ YORK
Gardew Robinson.
„ Empire (I) is
Authors Sc Swlnson Jimmy Mac
Ragaldi Bros
Marguerite A
Jan Harding.
Charles
Miss Blandish
Gold Sc CordeU
Jean Raymond Co
Revel St Fields
Burke St Kovac
Jimmy Edmundson Accordionaires
Curzon 3
At Shaw

17

)

(

JuneVaUi
Leo De Lyon

Marilyn Murphy

come through.

.

Flop.

Continued from page

CHICAGO
Chicago

DeU

Don Farnworth
Anthony Makas

Pix Abroad

and

are excellent on the

electric guitar with the former
doing a stint, of fancy fiddlin’ that,
got over. Sunshine Sue poured on
the charrii in the emcee spot and;
contributed a spot of singing. The

act has a trio of production

&

CITY

Music Hall (1)14
Marltsne

,

Starting with a mild pace, the

ite

Mow

'

belt.

all

success

10

bslow indicate opening

full

I

greenery, some honest folk music,
are absolutely necesary to
new ballads arid material with scenes
more depth and maturity than that the development of the plot; This
includes
private detectives' and
which as presented here, it would
be difficult to find that kind of guards for banks, motor trucks,
etc.”
music these days. The riiountain
Almost simultarieous With the isfastnesses, where Elizabethean folk
shut themselves up for centuries suance of. Carton’s blast at crooked
have long been infiltrated by radio cop pfct, members of the New York
and other emissaries of civilization. States. Assn, of Police Chiefs were
It would be difficult to find enough lending their support to Warner,
unadulterated country ballads and Bros. “Dragnet” At the invitation
entertainers to make up a con- of Warners, members -of the group,
tingent of the size of the “Hayride” headed by John 0- Hergenhan,
company.
Police Chief of Armonk, N, Y., atThe; hillbilly doings presented tended a performance of “Dragsome stuff of merit. For example, net” at the Victoria Theatre, N. Y.,
the .musicians are excellent in Monday (13 ) .
their, particular line of endeavor.
One ban joist, Earl Scruggs,, is
about the best picker seen in these

elaborate settings, the
bevy of skating chorines, a long
roster of talent and special acts,
large production staff and a generous supply of knowhow; With,
these in proper arrangement it is
hard to miss, and this one rates
well on most counts.
The brand newness sticks out in
many instances, with a misstep
here and there, a trick that doesn’t
come off and some spotty pacing.
In a couple of spots there is noticeable lagging by experienced performers, but. largely these are
kinks that should come out with a
few more performances under the

numbers,

whistlin’

a’

the

btilr

(fay of allow
or split, wsek
Lettsr in parentheses Indleitu circuit, d) Independent; (LI
Loewi CM)
<P> Paramount)
>
RKO; <S> Stoll) <T> Tivoli; <W> Warner

which says: “There must be no Jose. Iturbl
MELBOURNB
However; for a country venture, scenes, at any times, showing lawTivoli (T) 13
to succeed in New York, there has enforcing
officers dying
at the Allan Jones
tp
be
a
breath
Of
mountain hands of criminals', unless such Roy Barbour
Harry

costumes,

first

opening

Indeed;

many

hollerin’ for
invasion.;

.

and

New

try
sales

.

.

there’s a lot of coun-

with

In connection

whether

.

,

(12), In two acts presented at Municipal Auditorium, Kansas City,
Sept, 10-15, 1954.

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
Numerals

Flaming#
Pearl

BaUey

RUss Morgan
silver slipper

SaUy Rand
Hank Henry
The- Appleton#
Eve Merley.

Sparky Kaye
BUI Willard
Jimmie Cavanaugh

Lancers
W1U Jordan
El Certeg
Cooper Sister#
Golden Nugget

.

Gas- Lights ft Pink;

Tights

Sends
Red Buttons

Fran Warren
El -Rancho Vegsi

K

Lewis

HUdegard* ft Johnny Johnston

Joe

Sahara
Helen Traubel

Minsky's Grilles of
1935

Jose Greco.
Lett. Frontier

ThunderWrd
Kyle MacDonnell.

MaxweU

Henny Youugman

.

..

Desert IniL

Marilyn

i

Gloria

1

De Haven

Showboat
.

e

^

.
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That back-andrforth discussion between some of the New York
drama critics on the subject of early opening night curtains has
gotten a little edgy. Ip a recent column on the subject/ John Chapman* of the N. Y. Daily News, was. a trifle acid in referring to

i

I

another aislesitter as a '‘bon-viyaht’’ and explaining that his own
stand in favor of an 8:30 or 8:40 ring-up opening night was not
behalf of the generar playfor personal reasons, but merely i
going public.

Richard Watts Jr., of the N. Y*. Post, apparently the “bon-vivant”
referred to, took a sarcastic dig at Chapman (without mentioning
his name) in a reply last Thursday (9), as follows:
“When I recently expressed surprise that one of my distinguished colleagues objected to the early first-might curtains, I
seem to have done him an injustice. I was astonished by his attitude because premieres at 8 o’clock make things so much easier
Where I was unfair to him was in not realizing
for the reviewer.
that he was guided solely by idealistic motives; that he is, in fact,
To favor the later curtains entirely
a splendid do-gooder at heart.
out of an unselfish concern for the comforts of that neglected and
underprivileged class the carriage-trade first-nighters, is so touch”
to
for
ing that
:

I

am

my

embarrassment

reduced

selfishness.

Ward Morehouse, drama columnist of the N, Y. World-Telegram
Sun, also commented again on the opening night curtain* issue
last Saturday (11). He Wrote, ‘Tve made a personal 'poll of first-

&

nighters and have found that not one iri 50 desire a return to the
old-time 8:40 opening night curtains,' which are favored by one
critic. He seems to be able to write faster than all the others and
he doesn’t seem to mind scrambling, for an 11:30 taxi on a. rainy
;

night;” He added that he had received “two dozen letters’- favoring
the early premiere/ curtain and quoted one Broadway producer as
saying, “We have found that we can get playgoers into the theatre
and into their seats much easier for the early first-night curtain
than we could when we started the shows at 8:40; and 8:50. In
those days late diners were still drifting in at 9 o’clock.

;

season in 1954. That, was true in
both quantity and quality.
There were 84 shows given
initial tests on the barn circuit, believed to be the biggest season's
crop on record.. The figure does
not include two more break-ins
listed for October.
Two of the tryouts are definite
Broadway entries for the early fall.
“Dear Charles,” with Tallulah
Bankhead dittoing her star stint
from the silo' trail, opens tonight
(Wed.) at the Morosco, N. Y., and
“Home Is the Hero,” with Walter
Macke n in the author-actor parlay
he had recently in the test stand
at thb Westport (Conn.) Playhouse,
arrives next Wednesday (22) at the
Booth, N. Y.
There are 10 other citronella
tryouts rating as prospective ahd
in some cases probable Broadway
productions. They: include William
McCleery’s “The Lady Chooses,”
Justin
Sturm’s
“Reunion ’54,”
John O’Hara’s “Farmer’s Hotel,”
John Cecil Holm’s “Southwest
Corner,” Leslie Stevens’ “Cham-

pagne

Complex,"

Hy

Kraft’s
dramatization of F. Scott Fitzger-

Dispute
Theatrical

ald’s “Last Tycoon,” John F. Matthews’ “Michael and Lavinia,”, the
Louis Pelletier-Jack Finke “Other
Devil,” Mary Chase’s “Lolita” and
John 'Hess’ ’’Facts of Life.”
Two other tryouts, Frederic
MOrton’s. “Millicent’s Castle” and
Phoebe
Henry
and
Ephron’s
“‘Shoemaker’s
Children/'
are
scheduled for October at the
Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hope, Pa.,
at least potential Broadway candidates.
Various other shows, listed in Variety’s

between the Assn; of*
Press Agents & Man-

management of the
Westport (Conn,) Playhouse is in.
process of settlement. Meanwhile,
Ralph Lycett, who was pulled off
the job as pressagent ahd subscription manager of the strawhat dur r
ing the summer, when the union
“unthe
theatre
on its
put
fair” list, Was back at work for
the last few weeks of the season.
Barn had refused to hire an
agers arid the

;

Nouveau Monde, Mont’i,

.

'

j

Does French ’Hussars’
Montreal, Sept. 14.
Ue The-

French-Canadian group,
atre

du Nouveau Monde,

will

open

fourth season Oct. 7 with P. A.
“The Hussars,” Parisian
comedy-drama success. It will be
the play's first Western Hemis.ATPAM member as manager.
phere production.
Settlement of the ATPAM-WestJose Ferrer has acquired the
port dispute may involve a general English rights to the piece and reagreement between the union and portedly plans a production on
the Stock Managers Assn., repre- Broadway or the Coast.
senting most of the barn managements,
Attorneys for the union
and Westport have been confabbing and a full meeting to include
the stock producers .is expected to
its

weekly Strawhat Tryouts tabulation during the summer, were
tested from previous, year, and
thus do not qualify as new break-

Breal’s

As steps toward an agreement,
was permitted by ATPAM
to resume his Westport duties, and
the barn put Peter Davis and Nat
(Continued on page 57)

.

y
Some

Not Due for N.Y.
Among the. notable 1954 tryouts
apparently not due for ultimate
Broadway production .(although
•

some may

D. C.

Post-Times-Herald

Has ‘Problems’; Too Fat
For Next-Day Reviews
.

atization

of

siderably more advertising. Result
that part of the paper is printed
on the old Tiriies-Hercfld presses
several blocks from the Post buildls

ing.

Post plans a new printing annex
be erected next door to its preset plant. Until that is completed,
however, the mechanical difficulties have caused the
paper’s top
brass to rule that opening night
legit reviews will not appear until
two days. later.
Post-Times-Herald
legit
critic
Richard L. Coe will continue to
•

to

>mte

bis reviews opening nights,
immediately after the final curtain,
the Star and News, 1 h other two
tamtai dailies, are ijj the evening
held and will publishlegit review's
the day after openings, as before.
:

of

own

his

-‘Moulin

“Pajama Rouge”

novel, Jerome Chodorov’s
“Brother Cain,” Anita Loos' “Darling, Darling" adaptation from the
French of Pierre Barilet and JeanPierre Gredy, and the Albert Halper and Joseph Sqhrank “My Aiirit

go into rehearsal early
in January arid open a tour with
a week’s stand in Pittsburgh in late
January or early February. Casting
will be started by stager George
Abbott in late October, after the
opening of his revival of “On
Your Toes.”
Meanwhile. Jules
Munshin, Helen Gallagher and
will

Daisy.”
Also, the Reginald

Denham-Con-

rad Sutton Smith “Dash of Bit-

Washington, Sept. 14.
There’ll
be no morning-after Byron Palmer are mentioned as
legit reviews in Washington until
possible leads.
the Post and Times Herald licks
.Touring
edition
of
“Pajama
the mechanical problems in conGame” is being financed from
nection with printing the greatly
profits. from the original, currently
enlarged paper; That will likely be
in its 19th sellout week at the St.
» matter of months and will hurt
James, N. Y., with John Raitt,
at the boxoffices, since WashingJanice Paige and Eddie Foy Jr. as
tonians generally like to read the
costars.
The musical version of
reviews before buying legit tickets.
Richard Bissell’s “7V£ Cents” novel,
.Sale of the Times-Herald to the
with book by Bissell and Abbott,
Washington Post ‘some months ago
and songs by Richard Adler and
added about. 75% to the circulation
Jerry Ross, was produced by Fred°f .the Post, mow the town’s sole
erick Brisson, Robert Griffith and
morning paper, and has resulted
Harold Prince.
n much fatter editions, with con]

or even films
adaptation) were

etc.,

television

Calder Willingham’s “The Automobile Man,” Pierre La Mure’s dram-

Tees Off in Jan.
company

likely bets for stock,

fee

off-Broadway*

and

Game”

efforts

cluded.

Tajama’ Co.

Second

number of other

were In the semi-pro or frankly
amateur category and are also ex-

be held soon.
Lycett.

A

ins.

.

2d

Shirley Booth -has decided npt to
go, on the road with “By. the Beau-',
tiful Sea,” so the projected tour

By HOBE MORRISON
Strawhat tryouts had a bumper Thomson-Alien to Tour

'

.

John

Rodell’s “Brothers,”
George Batson's “Miss Private
Eye,” A. B. Shiffriri’s “Burst of

ters,”

.

(Continued bn paige 57)

%

“My

‘

apparently off.
Star was willing to take the musical out if two new songs were
written for her, but composer Arthur Schwartz and lyricist Dorothy
Fields have current assignments on
the Coast, so Miss Booth has notified producers Robert Fryer and
Lawrence Carr that she won’t be
available for the road. A replacement is figured out of the question.
Although “Sea” has picked up at
the boxoffice recently, there's a
question how long it will continue
on Broadway. With the S. N. Behr-

3 Angels’ With Jory

is being sent on
tour this fall by Archie Thomson
and Rita Allen, who were associated with Saint Subber in the

3 Angels”

original Broadway production in
1952-53. Victor Jory is starring and
Herbert Evers is featured in the

Sam- and Bella Spewack adaptation
of Albert Husson's farce, “La Cuisine des Anges.”
Charles Harrow, who is operating the subway circuit in Brooklyn
and Jamaica (N.Y.) this season, is
associated in the presentation of
the show at those two spots this

week and

man-Joshua

LoganJIarold

Rome

musical, “Fanny,” due Nov., 4 at
the Majestic, the Fryer-Carr offering must Vacate the house Oct. 30.

next.

Since no other desirable musical
is available for an extended
run, it may not be a good financial
bet to pay the cost of moving for a
limited stay, particularly with the
pre-Christmas decline due to start
immediately after Thanksgiving.

house

So unless the Shuberts will underwrite the move to another house,
“Sea”

may have

to fold.

Carol Charming, currently starWhen the musical winds up,
“Wonderful Town” in Chi- Miss Booth plans to go to Chatham,
cago, will probably decide within, on Cape Cod, where she bought a.
three weeks home last summer, for * an exthe next two
whether she will remain with the tended vacation. She has not yet
had a chance to occupy the cottage,
musical or leave it to star in a hew and wants to furnish it and familiLatter show is arize herself with the place.
tuner, “Delilah/’
by John Latoiiche, Sani Locke and
Actress has no immediate legit
James Mundy, who jwill, submit a or film plans. Her contract with
first draft to the starJn a few days. Hal Wallis calls for two more picMiss Channing's contract with tures, of which she and the proproducer Robert Fryer permits hqr ducer can each select one. Howto leave “Town” on six weeks’ ever, she doesn’t have to take any
notice.
But although she’d like to assignments under the deal until
da a new show on Broadway, she’s she gives notice that she’s ready.
getting $3,500 a week (plus a percentage over $30,000) in “Town/’
Its
and her performance; in the show Playwrights Co.
has drawn unusual praise from the
Chi critics and, she feels, has got-, Adds Brit., French Scribes
ten her out of the one-role (“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”) category.
2d Night Press List
Fryer would like to persuade the
Correspondents of a number of
star to remain with “Town” for a English and French newspapers
full season’s tour, including the por
have been added to the Playtentialy lucrative Coast engager
wrights Co, secondnight press list
ments.
She has done excellent and will get seats to the firm’s first
business in Chicago, considering
-show of the season, Robert Anderthe fact that the show had to start son's “All Summer Long/’ due
from scratch there, with virtually Sept. 23 at the Coronet, N.Y.
no advance sale, at the start of the
Fields has added the reps of thd
summer lull. Also, she was taking British publications to. the secondover a role with which her prede- night list on his own. They never,
cessor, Rosalind Russell, was idencampaigned for it, remaining out
ring, in

.

Own

On

To

tified.

of the

.

hubbub

French

last

scribes

season

when the

squawked

about

generally getting brushoffs when
Gov’t Appeals Shubert
they requested press seats for
Broadway shows. British correspondents presumably were able to
Suit to Supreme Court;
get in to see the productions they
Applies wanted, though in many cases not
Sez Trust
for some time after the openings.
Washington, Sept. 14.
Those added to the Playwrights:
Appeal was taken to the Su- list include Newell Rogers, London
preme Court last week by the Daily Express; Alex Faulkner, LonDepartment of Justice in the Gov- don Daily Telegraph; Don Iddon,
London Daily Mail; Robert Cooper,
ernment’s anti-trust suit against
‘

Law

London Times; Ralph Champion,
Lee (deceased) and Jacob J. Shu- London Daily Mirror; Evelyn Irons,
and Marcus Heiman. The London Evening Standard Stanley
FOR OFF-B’WAY
Department asked for review of Burch, New Chronicle, and E. Maw“The Snow Was Black/* by the ruling of the U.S. District by Green, London Theatre World.
Also, Louis Foy, France-Presse,
Georges Simenon, will be given an Court for the Southern District of
off-Broadway production this fall at New York which held that the and Pierre Crenesse, France-Soir,
the Theatre de Lys, N.Y., by John theatrical business is excluded Paris.
Griffin arid Gerip Frankel.
The from the anti-trust laws.
drama, adapted from his
Case results from an actionwn
novel, had a two-year run in Paris brought by the Department in ‘Complex’ Too Scrambled;
and was recently tested at the 1950 charging the Shuberts and
White Barn Theatre, WestpOrt, Heiman with conspiring to restrain
With plans for his production of
Mayer, Mowery Ready 65G Conn., under the direction of: competition in production, booking
Frankel, who will also stage the and. presentation of legit shows “Champagne Complex” indefinitely
off-Broadway edition.
throughout the U.S. in violation of delayed, Alexander H. Cohen this
‘Kilgo Run’ For Broadway
Griffin has directed and pro- the Sherman Act: The suit was week returned to the backers the
“Kilgo Run,” Arnold Sundgaard duced in London and has worked dismissed by a N.Y. District Court $32,000 he had raised toward the
comedy being tried out week of in legit and" television in Canada. on the basis of a 1922 Supreme show’s $50,000 budget. Producer
Oct. 4 at the Bucks County Play- Frankel has •directed in stock and Court opinion that professional now hopes to do the play next
house, New Hope, Pa., will be films.
baseball
not interstate com- spring/ provided Leslie Stevens’
brought to Broadway the last week
merce.
script revisions are satisfactory.
in November by Jerome Mayer,
“Coriiplex” recently played a
Department’s appeal brief
To Produce ‘Empire’
who will direct, and Trl. Mowery.
tends the lower court erred in ap- two-week tryout at the Bucks
Cast will include Eileen Heckart,
JO. J. Bloomgarden, Be^hills at- plying. the baseball decision to County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.
Conrad Janis and Betty Lou Hol- torney and coast financial rep theatres, that the Supreme Court It was scheduled .for further tuneland.
for Broadway producer Kermit has never held that the theatre, up engagements in Hartford and
Production is being financed at Bloomgarden, has optioned Max business should be exempt from Boston, with a Broadway opening
$65,000. “Kilgo Run” was original- Adler’s new play. “The Glass Em- the anti-trust laws and that it Oct. 27. Gayle Stine was to have
ly tried out at the Arena Theatre, pire,” for fall production.
ruled otherwise in a case involving been associated with Cohen in th^
Rochester, and reviewed in VariHe is dickering with Michael the Keith vaudeville theatres in' production of the three-character
comedy.
ety, Dec. 2/ ’53.
Pate for the key role.
1923.

SKED SIMENON ’SNOW’
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‘Dear Charles Costumer

Gene Coffin Bankrupt
Gene F. Coffi
for the Tallulah

costume designed

,

Although he describes himself as “being totally humorless so far
as Washington’s good name as a theatre town is concerned,” Richard
Times Herald, resents
L. Coe, drama critic of the Washington. Post
Federal Court, listing $6,213 in what he considers the “provincialism of Broadway.” He was Sufficiently
account
last week to write a column attacking Brooks
on
that
steamed
liabilities and $700 assets.
Atkinson, critic of the N. Y. TimCs. Irritated at a recent Sunday I
Coffin’s debts were distributed
column in which Atkinson noted that “Room. Service” had been mbr$ 1
among some 15 unsecured credi- successful than “Cretan Woman4 at Washington's Arena Stage,
the
Largest was $2,0?9 to Unitors..
D. C' aislesitter topk a couple of long paragraphs to rap some of the
versal Studio Credit Union, Other
“feeble efforts” current on Broadway and added a ndt-entirely-clear
creditors include Johnnie Rennick,
snapper aboutr “our much-maligned city” being “the butt of his (At$738, jand Joseph Kenny, $689, co- kinson’s) little joke.” Odd angle on the piece is that bn the basis
makers on the Universal note. his reviewing, Atkinson is perhaps the least provincial of critics, of
not
Brooks Costume is. down, for $250,. only in New York but in the U. S. and perhaps abroad. In the laist. f
e\y 1
“Charles” opens tonight (Wed.) seasons he has covered more of f-Broad way shows than any other
New
at the Morosco, N. Y.
York reviewer and has gone to such spots as Washington, Cleveland,
Philadelphia, Dallas, Houston, Seattle, Pasadena, Stratford (Ont,>,
Stratford (England) and London to cover local theatre.

Bankhead

starrer,

“Dear Charles,” filed a petition in
bankruptcy last, week in N. Y.

that the two Chl-area strawhatters
Philadelphia, Sept. 14.
The Playhouse in the Park, grossed $243,000 for the season.
,
which
Philly’s municipally operated tent Salt. Greek, Hinsdale, 111:,
four years,
theatre in West Fairmount Park, Migatz has operated for
14its
during
$138,000
grossed
completed its third, summer season
the Playhouse, St.
last Saturday night (IT) with a week run and
for 10
hit
..$105,000
111.,
Charles,
bang-up closing week gross of almost $13,000; Pinal offering was weeks.
Both houses featured a two-week
Noel Coward's “Tonight at 8:30."
producer says
with Beatrice Straight and John policy, which the
continue next year, Top draw
he'll
were
Bara grey starred. The critics
“Bittersweet,”
was
house
for either
enthusiastic.:
MacDonald,
Jeannette
starring
Third season of the Playhouse which closed last Sunday (12) at
showed a marked gain over last Fox Valley with a rousing $42,000,
season, which was well ahead of for the two weeks. Miss MacDonald
the initial 11-week Season in 1052. reportedly took out $12,000 as her
Figures given by John B. Kelly in percentage. Despite the big wind-!
his report to the Fairmount Park. up, Migatz said the St, Charles,

’

.

.

.

:

it

j

1

Commission, of which he is vice- theatre, failed
president, did hot include the final year.

tp

pay

1

.

curtain, Rathbone mixed with the
and
audience,
shaking
hands
with film star Grace thanking everyone for venturing
Kelly, daughter of the Park Com- out in the weather.
missioner and Playhouse sponsor,
at $12,573.
‘Animal* $3,600, Winds Oiney
Washington, Sept; 14.
Bennett’s 5-Refcord Tour
Oiney Theatre ivound up its 15New Hope, Pa., Sept. 14.
week
season last Saturday night
Constance Bennett, starring in
with $3,600 gross for the sec“Sabrina Fair/’ broke the gross (11).
record of the Bucks County Play- ond and final stanza of “Male Anihouse last week; drawing $7,807 mal,” starring John Dali. It was
for nine performances,, including the second year that the Maryland
an extra matinee Thursday. (9), strawhatter has been under the
Gate for the regular eight perform- operation of Players, inci, profesances was nearly $7,200, bettered sional graduate stock company of
only by the recent tryout of Calder Catholic U. School of Speech and
Willingham’s
Automobile Drama;
“The
Man.”
Players, Inc., has already conWith last week’s local stand, Miss tracted. for the theatre for next
Bennett concluded a seven-week summer. The 1954 season ended
strawhat tour, during which she
slightly in the red, but drew conset five b.o. marks, She opened the
siderably better at the gate than
trek, week of July 5-10 at the Lakewood Theatre, Bamesville, Pa., in 1953, House operates with name
grossing $5,000,
The- following leads and the resident Company
stanza at the Triple Cities Play- filling the supporting roles. Strong
house, Binghamton; N. Y., drew est draw, this year as last, was
Phillips,
Brian
about $5,600. Next week at Lakes Margaret
with
Region Playhouse, Gilford-Laconia, Donlevy also pulling well.
N. H., she set a straight-play record
'

Blue,*'

:

Proem Lusty

‘Western’
The

'

Is

Season to Strong B.Q.,

off this first

Biggest grosser at Salt Creek
week’s figure. Kelly told the. Commission .that the Playhouse, which was Wally Cox, starring in “The
haS been specially sponsored by Vegetable,” which fetched $24,000,
him from its inception, grossed Next was “Country Girl,” with
$149, 634,, for the 12-week season Maria Riva, which drew $23,000
for an operating profit of $34,000,
‘Carousel' 20 J/iG, Wallingford
less preliminary costs and pro*^
ducer’s salary.
Wallingford, Conn., Sept. 14.
Oakdale Musical Theatre polled
He added that' although total
week to date last week
its
biggest
than
in
higher
gross was $23,000
1953, the net profit for the 12 despite an approximate $1,500 setnight. (10) due to hurFriday
the
back
to
less,
due
was
$4,000
weeks
mid-season troubles with: the tent, ricane warnings.
which necessitated the buying of
Playing ‘'Carousel” to a virtual
an entirely new canvas structure. SRO advance,, the Friday night
Another limiting factor was. that show was cancelled when the tent,
Margaret Truman’s contract called was lowered to prevent possible
for a percentage of the. gate dur- storm damage.
Although a- Moning the capacity week of Aug, 23 day make-good show was worked
and 30.
in, a numb§f"of refunds held the
Two of this season's 12 shows week’s gross to $20,500.
They were
grossed over $14,000.
They're beginning to gag-label
“Sabrina Fair” and Miss Truman’s Oakdale as the country’s, only con“Autumn Crocus’’ (the latter for vertible tent show,, as the canvas
both of her two weeks), while the has been up and down four times
Shaiv revival, ‘Too True- to Be in this first season of operation.
Good,” was very close to that figure.
Rathbone O.K. 6G, Hub
Four offerings grossed around
Boston, Sept. 14.
the $13,000 mark. They were “AfAlthough the week-long storm
fairs of State,” “Front Page.” -‘Lit- warnings were no help at the b.o.,
Hut” and “Time of the Basil Rathbone in “Winslow Boy”
tle
Three, others, “Happy wound the Boston Summer TheCUckoo.”
Birthday,” “Boy Meets Girl!'*~and atre’s best season to date with a
“Golden Boy,” grossed approxL fairly good $6,000.
mately $12,000 each, and only one
The Saturday matinee drew
show* Eugene O'Neill’s “Ah Wil- about 50 and following the final
derness,” fell below that figure.
Top grosser in 1953 was “Moon

&

Y. City Ballet, launching
its fall season at City, Center, N. Y.,
at an unusually early date with its
N..

.

Aug. 31 teeoff, has surprised both
the trade and itself by the business
done.
First week, despite a big opening-night press list (160. seats),
grossed a lusty $41,000, with a Sunday night SRO. Last week, the
second stanza, with another press
list for last Tuesday’s (7) “Western

Symphony”

premiere,

was even better with a

the

take

boff. $44,800,

gross..

Company has had

the field to
itself, with no other fresh theatre
attractions competing for a hungry
N. Y. public, interest in the troupe
has been heightened this fall by a
new alignment of lead roles, occasioned by the departure: of Maria
Tallchief, Nora Kaye and. others.
Also, the fact that members have
appearing in recent films
(Jacques
d’Amboise
“Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers,” “Hugh
Laing
“Brigadoon.”
in
Diana;
Adams in “Knock On Wood”) has
hypoed appeal of the troupe; Two
new George Balanchine works
skedded for the four- week -run are
another factor.

been

;

“Operation Midsummer Night’s Dream”; was completed very rapidly at 'Prestwick, Scotland, as impresario Sol Hurok tied up final ends
over the weekend in whisking the c^st and scenery of the Shakespeare
Comedy to N.- Y. for its Metropolitan Opera House opening. “Dre?im,'’
Wound up its run in Edinburgh Saturday (il); sets and costumes w
in N. Y. Mohday (l3), and the cast cameinyssterday (Tues ).
Entire show, led by Moira Shearer, Robert Helpmann and Stanley
Holloway, was airlifted frofti the Empire Theatre, Edinburgh, direct
A speCiaily-ehartered freight plane carried sets and
to New York,
costumes, while the company of 55 actors and .1.0 staffers followed in
;

,

-

BO AC

a

Stratocruiser.

Scenery for the Shakespeare oldie was built with the: airlift in mind.
weighs a minimum, and, even the grassy mounds of the. forest were
designed In sections so that they packed away like children’s building
“Dream” has its; N. Y. bow next Tuesday (21). Tour of
blocks.
America and Canada will involve over 20,000 miles of travelling. Cast
is skedded to be home in England Dec. 22.
It

;

Pending a turndown by the Actors Equity council, producer Cheryl
Crawford is going On the assumption that her. contract with Betsy voq
Furstenberg as featured femme lead in “Oh Men, Oh Women” is
cancelled. Because of the actress’ repeated absences '"from the cast
without explanation or even word vyhere she could be reached, Sam
Schwartz, the producer’s general, manager, went, to Equity for permission to get out of the contract. He did not bring formal charges
against Miss von Furstenberg, but merely explained the. situation and
reported that Miss Crawford is. going on the assumption that since
the actress has breached the contract, the deal is no longer in effect,
unless the council rules otherwise. Miss von Furstenberg has reportedly said she has been out. of the Edward Chodorov comedy because of illness, but it could not be learned whether she has appealed
to Equity on the matter. Meanwhile, Joan Gray has been upped from
the. role of secretary to take over regularly for Miss von Furstenberg.
The part of the secretary has been played by Lilyan Wilder, but she
goes back to her .regular understudy-assistant stage manager stint
and. Julie McMillan has been engaged to play the secretary.
.

,

’

,

“Fanny/' upcoming musical by S. N. Behrman, Joshua Logan and
First
work,
“Western
Sym- Harold Rome, based on three Marcel Pagnol stories, has already been
phony,” to the music of Hershy done as two different straight plays on the Paris stage, as three French
Kay, had a tumultuous audience re- films ‘costarring Raimu; and Pierre Fresnay, and as a Metro picture
titled “Port of Seven Seas” in 1938 with Wallace Beery, Frank. Morception; last Tuesday night, and
gan, Maureen O’Sullivan, John Beal, Jessie Ralph and Cora Withershould prove; a b.o. draw. It's an
spoon. That screen .treatment was Written by Preston Sturges, directed
active, entertaining work that emby James Whale and produced by Henry Henigson. French picture?
ploys the full company, and has
some fine Balanchine choreographic took the titles of the original Pagnol stories, “Marius,” “CeSare” and
“Fanny.” Latter yarn provided the plot Of the Metro picture. Screen,
invention,
with American folkrights were leased to the studio by. Pagnol, who received the print
tunes creating a basis for the rhythwhen the deal expired: Author stiff has the picture, as well as the
mic tangy Kay score.
three French films. Merrick and Logan acquired the screen rights
Artistically, it’s another matter;
The Kay music, practically all before going ahead with the musical adaptation.
derivative, distracts tdb often by
“Open House,” by Victor Clement and Francis Swann, opening last
its Very flavor from the onstage
doings;
But more importahtly, night (Tues.) for a four- week tryout at Nina Vance’s. Alley Theatre,
Houston,
is not to be Confused with several other pliays of the same
Balanchine's classic choreography
title, One of the latter, by Samuel R. Golding, was produced on Broad *
constantly clashes With the prairie
way
the
author in December, 1925: Another, by Harry Young, was
by
folktiinish nature of the music.
on Broadway in June, 1947, by Rex Carlton. Still another,
Passages oil points, a classic pas produced
by
Jo
Barrett and Daniel Durning; was tried Out last July 27-31 byV
de deux and other formal ballet
movements seem unsuited to cow- Ross Vaughn, with Durning as staiger, at the Town Hall, Brandon, Vt.
boy strains and banjo rhythms. The ClementrSwarin script, formerly titled “The Three Thieves,” was
And not only is the music deriva- tried out in December, 1952, at Albany.
.

1

:

of $8,370..

For the week pf Aug. 2-7 at the
Clinton (Conn.) Playhouse, Miss
Bennett registered the season’s best
Of Comedie-Francaise
gate for the spot, $6,928. For the
Aug. 23-28 semester at the SacanSol Hurok Will arrive in N.Y. todaga (N.Y.) Playhouse, she got the morrow (Thurs.) on the He de
barn's third-best gross. and the best France after a three-month stay' in

tive,

with

but so

is

the choreography,

suggestions

“Symphony

in

of
C,”

Balanchine's
of

“A1
.

ways, and very few can be reached conveniently from, trains, only i
handful have arranged adequate bus service. According' to the Broadway visitor, the only practical way of reaching, most barn theatres
is fay car.
Even then,, he has noted, few spots have adequate free
parking. Significantly,. Oakdale bias had *a successful summer season,
will

available this Season. It
be Interesting to see what effect
they will have on the ballet next
year.
Bron.

isn’t

k

Brown
Only Tallulah Europe lining up attractions for
Joe E. Brown, who toured the
Charles” and the States.
an “Oklahoma” package, both,;. at
Winding up his European look- silo circuit this summer in “The
higher scale, bettered her take. see in Paris last
week/ the Gotham Shbw-Off,” may be sent on a reguAt. the Sea Cliff (L I.) Playhouse,
impresario
announced there, that lar tour this fall by indie booker
the star grossed $10,079, an alltime
jacobsdn,
Finaricing?]
his confabs With Beaux Arts offi- Clarence
record there.
would be supplied by various keyBecause she demanded verifica- cials and Pierre Descayes, director city theatre managers.
Show
would
tion, of the contractual breakeven of the Comedie-Francaise, ere near
point for her various engagements, a successful conclusion, and that play on two-for-ones.
Principal
question
whether
is'
Miss Bennett has requested Actors he will be bringing a ComedieEquity, to hold up return of' the Francaise troupe to the U S. for a the 1923-24 comedy by George
borids
to the managements, of tour this season or next, similar to Kelly retains enough strength for
Triple
Cities,
Lakes Region that of Madeleine Renaud-Jean- regular tour.
Clinton and. Sea Cliff.
Louis Barrault Co. he managed in
This week’s bill at the Buck America two seasons ago.
County; Playhouse here is a tryout
’s Sked
Hurok’s main European presenta-r
of John D. Hess' comedy, “The tions
in :the U.S. this season are.
Vicksburg, Sept. 14.
Facts of Life,” for which Albert
the Old Vic production of “MidEntertainments
Inc., which books
Seiden and Morton Gottlieb hold
summer Night's Dream,” with the Municipal Auditorium here, has
^. option for Broadway. Producer Moira Shearer and Robert Help- set the following shows for the
Michael Ellis is continuing the
season:
Eddie Bracken in
local strawhat season through Nov, mann, which opens at the N.Y. fall
27, with four tryouts: scheduled Met Opera House Sept. 21; first “Seven Year Itch,” Yma Sumac in
American tour of London Festival concert, Marge' and Gower Chamduring October.
Ballet, opening in Quebec, Oct. 10, pion in “Three for Tonight,” and
going on to the U.S. later; U.S.- Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey and
Chi's Season Gross 243G
Canadian tour of Scotch Band, Steve Brodie in “Caine Mutiny
n/r
„ . Chicago, Sept. 14/
Marshall Migatz, producer-oper- company of 108 performers includ- Court Martial/'
itof of Salt Creek Theatre and ing pipers
and dancers, and the
Frank H. Andrews Jr, heads the
r
w
the Fox Valley Playhouse, reports Santa Cecilia Choir from Rome.
booking agency*
at the scale, $8,032Bankhead in “Dear

Vacationing Broadwayite, a recent patron at the Oakdale Musical

Wallingford, Conn., was impressed by the way manager Ben
La Theatre,
Simon had arranged, bus transportation for showgoers from New
Haven. Although, many strawhats are off the bus lines and maiii high-

Francaix” (in the Adagio movement of Janet Reed and Nicholas
Magallanes), etc.Ballet was mounted “bare,” with
femme dancers in practice costumes- because coin for costumes

Tour for

‘Showoff’

Cast of “Wonderful Town,” currently in Chicago., have had Virtually
a strawhat theatre setup during the summer. Most of them have been
staying at lake-front hotels and have been spending much of the time

on the Lake Michigan beach during the hot weather. Carol Ghanning,
star of the musical, has her 18-month-old son with her and; featured
actor Dort Clark has his wife, ex-actress- Marilyn Sable, and their
four children there for the Chi engagement.

.

Operating Statements

SEVEN YEAR ITCH

1

.

I

(As Of Aug. 28, ’54)
Gross last four weeks,

London, Sept. 7.
in
Cromwell,
starring
quitting and the

John
B’way,

the Palace,

'

.

$68,840.
Profit
$3,438.

last

Emile Littler's ‘’Sabrina Fair” at
four weeks, B’way, producer is dickering with Allan

Gross

last

four weeks,

last

foiir

:

;

.

$102,143.
Profit
$18,980.

weeks,

Jeyes to replace; Littler also has
new musical by Eric Maschwit*
adapted from Arnold Ridley’s whoFrisco, dunit oldie; “The Ghost Train,” to
” about Christmas
replace “Sabri

Frisco,

Total net profit to date $563,606. time.
1
Distributed last week, $20,000.
Thornton Wilder’s “The MatchTotal distributed profit to date,
maker,” a hit at the Edinburgh
$509,006.
Festival, comes at the Piccadiliy
Cash" balance available, $9,124.
Theatre in the West End next
‘week* replacing Cecil. Landeau s

by The beautiful sea
(As

of,

Aug.

.

“Cockles & Champagne.” Latte:* *s
being dickered for fortnight’s stcy
at St. James’s theatre as stop^P
last four weeks, prior to Terrence Rattig.an’s “The..
Table
the Window,” starring
2.8,

'54).

Gross, last four weeks, $109,970.

Operating

profit,

&

$5,117.

Total

operating profit

to-

date,

$96,134.

Eric Portman.
E. P. Clift

has new play by
Michael Pertwee and M* Danischewski to star Naunton Wayne.
Available for distribution, $9,196. It's titled “It's Different for Men.

Unrecouped

344.

cost

to-

date, $238,-

—

'

,

LEGITIMATE

Wednesday, September 15, 1954
‘King’

57

46£G, Omaha
Omaha,

Sept; 14.

L

OK

whiph has been
‘LIFE’
A.
$5,200,
towns on its naLos Angeles, Sept. 14.
tional tour, Tan into a heatwave
Two regular theatres continue
last week and grossed a relatively in business this week following the
modest $46;500.
windup over the weekend of the
pro,”
Co.
Playwrights
musical, ozone Greek Theatre season. BusiRodgers-Hammerst' ein
i'Ondi
par with ..the
Auction of -the Jean Giraudoux starring Yul Brynner and Patricia ness remained on
KRNT The- last few weeks.
fantasy, adapted by Maurice Val- Morison, is playing the
on
its .atre, Ties Moines, this week;
profit
$37;648
earned
for
Estimates
Last
Week
ley,
^performance run tended last
Mikado, Greek Theatre (2d Wk)
of the .standJuly 3. On the basis
(4,407; $3 60), Good $8,500 on the
between manage- G. Mafllard Kesslere
ard 50-50 split
final two nights; house did another
ment and backers, that gives the
$12,0Q0 on two nights of the Alicia
their
$102,latter a 31% profit on
Markova danfce program,
‘Patterson’ Tryout Next
Peter Pari, Philharmonic Aud,
000 investment.
Detroit, Sept. 14.
For Theatre Collection (4th wk) (2;670; $5.50). Another
The Audrey Hepburn-Mel FerSecond and final stanza of "Pichuge $56,400.
Lunt,
rer starrer, Staged by Alfred
Theatrical photographer G. MaiiRalph
Meeker; drew
nic,”
starring
That’s Life, Las Palmas (12th
cost $116,370 to open on Broadway. lard Kesslere, who has made: for
a good $20,700 at the 1,482-seat
$158,801 operating- profit and presented to the N.Y. Public wk) (400; $3.30). Okay $5,200 again. Gass last week. Top was $3.85.
It earned
«n its New York run, less $3,947 Library’s main branch at 42d St,
Theatre is dark until next Monclosing expenses: and $835 New /& :5th Ave. an elaborate collection
day (19), when it will relight for a
York State unincorporated busi-. of show biz personality portraits,
special preview benefit of "Mrs.
the
addition
$85,000
In
tax.
to
ness
Patterson,” starring Eartha Kitt.
.is SOS’ing TUany of bis subjects for
previously returned to the backers, .additional biographical material.
Performances next two nights will
also be benefit previews. The: genthe $17,000 balance on the invest-,
fire at Kesslere’s town houseA
eral public will be admitted for
ment was returned last week, and studio, 131 East 62d St., destroyed
profit
the official opening Sept. 22.
was distributed'. between 1;500 and 2/000 biogs. The
$34,000

"King and

I,”

steamrollering

JO, Ebb ‘Sea’

,

;

v

.

available for fu*
contingencies or distribution.
There was talk of the .production
going on tour this fall, either with
Miss Hepburn and Ferrer or with
replacement stars. There, has also
been mention of a London production with the :HepbUrn-Ferrer starring combo, 'However, liquidation
Playwrights-Ondine Co.
the
of
partnership presumably means that
oil such prospects .are cold.
That left $3,648

ture

.

Barn Tryouts
Continued, from page 05

Summer,” Franz Spencer's "Happy
Ant Hill,” the John Latouche-Lee
Falk "Happy Dollar" musical, a revue titled "Walk Tall*" the Arnold

portraits .are intact, but now await
the necessary bio material before
Washington, Sept. 14.
George Freedley, curator of the
First stanza of "All. Summer
Theatrical Collection at the N.Y.
at the National Theatre drew
Library, can exhibit them anew. $13,200 last week, with the Theatre
There was a limited’ exhibition Guild subscription helping to pull
thereof in ApHl 1952, when Kess- patronage but involving a percentlere presented the first, major seg- age
deduction.
Broadway-bound
ment. He has been abroad for some Robert Anderson drama is. cur18 months, during which time the rently in its second and final sesfire loss occurred. Kesslere re- sion here. It will be followed by
quests anybody and everybody who two weeks of Shaw’s "Saint Joan,”
has beeri ‘‘done" in camera por- starring Jean Arthur.
traiture by him to communicate - National has! 10 weeks of bookwith him at the East 62d St. ings subsequent to "Saint Joan.”
phone
address,
or
Templeton Included are RaUet Russe; Ballet
"Wedding Breakfast,”
8-2365, as a means, to expedite the Espagnol,
"Tea and Sympathy/* N.Y. City
completion of “the collection.
Coincidentally, Kesslere is now Ballet” and ’‘Seven Year Itch.”
making duplicate cdpies of these
collections for donation to other
galleries and libraries in the U.S.,
.

.

Sundgaard-Alec Wilder "Kittiwake and-^a few similar institutions
Island”
musical,
and Virginia abroad, which have requested them.
It is one of the most complete
Card’s new English-language versions of "Carmen” and "Barber of anthologies of camera portraits of

show

Seville;"

Few strawhat seasons unearth walks

personalities from all
the theatre thesps, diauthors, critics, impre-

biz
-of

—

rectors,
more than, one or perhaps two
sarios, and the like.
shows that ultimately, reach Broadway, so the 1954 semester is it
least up to par on "Dear Charles"
and "Home Is .the Hero," If, as
teems likely, several of the probContinued f rom .page 55
m
able bets also make the grade, this
Dorfman on the pay-roili as respecsummer wilt have hit a new peak tive
company manager and p.a. of
in that regard as well as in total
"Home Is the Hero,” Walter
number
of tryouts.
(13)
Macken drama which tried out
(14)
As it happens, 1954 was also a there last week as the season(15)
bbomr summer for barn /business, closer.
Show is being brought to
with many spots setting new week- Broadway two weeks hence by the
ly gross records (in ^ome instances
Theatre Guild as its first subscripdoing so several times) and a num- tion offering, of the season.
ber piling up their biggest season
Angle to this arrangement is that
totals on record; The biz upbeat the Guild and the Westport Playand the bumper tryout crop were house
are
closely allied, with
probably not directly related, how- Lawrence Langner arid Armiria
ever.
Marshall (Mrs, Langner) in key executive positions in both.
Also,.
Davis is busiriess manager of the
Current
Guild, frequently serving as company manager of Guild producCaine
Mutiny Court Martial tions, -and Dorfman is the Guild’s
general
press rep..
(Paul
Douglas, Wendell Corey,
Steve Brodie)—-Paramount, Omaha
Other prospective steps toward
H.S. -Aud., Sioux Falls, S.D, an- agreement ‘between ATP
on
H.S. Aud., Grand Forks, N.D. one hand and Westport and
Munic. Aud.,. Winnipeg (16); on the other -are that James Awe
Concordia Field House Moorhead, and John Crowley are in line for
Minn. (17); Aud., St. Paul (18-24);
-admission to the union. -'Awe,
H.S. Aud., Virginia, Minn. (251.
whose position, as house manager
Fanny (Ezio Pinza, Walter Sle- of Westport this summer was a key
tak) (tryout)
Shubert, Boston (20- factor in ATPAM’s blacklisting of
25).
the barn, has beeri sponsored by
Fragile Fox (Don Taylor, Dane Victor Samrock and Morton GottClark) (tryout)
Parsons, Hartford lieb for local meriibership in the
(16-18); Locust St., Phila. (20-Z5).
Connecticut chapter of the union.
«i

Road Shows

Portland, Ore., Sept, 14.

;

;

1

,

—

—

Gentlemen

.

•fiixon,
.

Prefer Blondes)

Pitt (20-25).

Getting Gertie's darter

.

-

Court

Square, Springfield, Mass. (16-18);
Majestic,' Boston (20-25).

King .and I (Yul Brynner, PatMorison).
KRNT Theatre,
Moines (13-18); Kiel Aud., St.

ricia

~

bes

L, 120-25).;

/ Moon

—

will stay three weeks. Top
$3.85, with a $4.40 high for Sat-

urday evenings.

-of

Tacoma; got -$15,700 more Wed(8-9) at the
arid
-added
Friday-Saturday
shows at the Municipal Auditorium

Orpheum,

Seattle,

on.

the

Day

.and
receipts

Labor Day matinees, but sagged
Widely publicized threat that
hurricane Edna might hit New
York head-on hurt attendance Friday night (10) and the torrential
rairi through Saturday noon (11)
reduced matinee trade, although
clearing: weather Saturday night
helped.

There were no closings last
week, but the parade of new-seaopenings starts toriight (Wed.)
with
the
premiere
of
"Dear
,

sori

Charles,” detailed below.
Estimates for Last Week

Keys:

CD

MC

C ( Comedy) D
R
,

(Comedy-Drama),
(Musical-Comedy )

cal-Drama),

O

,

(Drama),
(Revue),

MD

(Opera);

(Musi-,

OP

(Op-

eretta)'.

Other

parenthetic

designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, capacity gross and stars.

includes 10% Federal find.
5%City tax, but grosses are net:
Chicago, Sept. 14.
Biz at the two current Loop i.e., exclusive of tax.
Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
shbws continued to toil off last
week, with midweek traffic espe- (C) (23d wk; 179; $4.60; 1,160; $28,^
cially slow. "Picnic" opened at the 000X (Macdonald Carey, Kitty CarAbout $17,600 (previous
Erlanger last night (Mon.) for an lisle).
indefinite stay as the first of the week; $16,600).
season’s Theatre Guild- American
By the. Beautiful Sea, Majestic
Theatre Society subscriptiori offer- (MC) (23d wk; 180; $6.90; 1,510;
ing^
$58,000) (Shirley Booth).
About
Estimates for Last Week
$28,900 (previvous week, $30,300).
Time Out for Ginger, Harris
Caine Mutiny Court Martial#
(35th wk) ($4/15; 1,000) (Albert Plymouth (D) (34th wk; 268; $5.75Dekker). Nearly $7,500 (Previous $4.60; $33,331)' (Lloyd Nolan, John
week, $8,300.) (Melvyn Douglas re- Hodiak, Barry Sullivan). Another
turned as star last Sunday (12) sellout; about $33,300.
after o three-week layoff).
Can-Can# Shubert (MC) (71st
Wonderful Town, Shubert. (10th wk; 564; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160).

Price

•

$32,000).

nesday-Thursday nights
$8,700

Labor'

crimped

that night.

Paul Gregory’s touring producof
"Caine Mutiny Court
Martial" grossed over $29,400 in
a
three-way,
five-performance
split --last week. Herman
Wouk
drama drew $4,000 for -a one- wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Channirig). About $49;200
(previous
week, $50,400)./
$30,500
nighter Tuesday (7) at the Temple, Over
tion

‘0KLA.’ ‘AIDA’

NET 22G

U. OF UTAH FEST
Salt Lake City, Sept. 14.

FOR

here.

For the previous week, the Paul

(previous

weelc,

Fifth Season, Cort (C) (76th wk;
603; $4.60; 1,056; $25,227) (Chester
Morris,
Joseph Buloff).
About
$10,800 on the first week of the

resumed engagement;
King of Hearts, Lyceum

(C)

(24th wk; 186; $5.75-$4.60; 995;
With cost figures filially in, the $23,389) (Donald Cook, Jackie
die starrer totalled '$22,500 in six U. of Utah has made a $22,000 profit Cooper). About $12,700 (previous
performances, getting $2;400, Aug. on the festival -it ran this summer, week, $12,300).
80 rat the Highschool Auditorium, first -time the fest has made a profit
Kismet# Ziegfeld (OP) (41st wk;
Pocatello, Id.; $3;500# Aug. 31 -at in the -eight years of its existence.
324; $6.9$; 1,528; $57,908) (Alfred
the
Civic
Center Auditorium, Management, in setting a $60,000 Drake).
Over $56,200 (previous
Helena, Mont.; $7,500, :Sept. 1-2 at budget for the event, had expected week,
$57,900).
the Fox, Spokane,. and $8,100, Sept. at best just to break even.
Men,
Oh Women, Miller (C)
Oh
3-4 at the Georgian Auditorium,
Fest, under guidance of Maurice (39th wk; 318; $5.75-$4.60; 920;
Vancouver.
Abravanel, conductor of the Utah. :$23,248) (Lloyd Bridges). About
Symphony and onetime' Broadway $10,800 (previous Week, $11,200).
£ f! >
'Pajama Game# St. James (MC)
maestro, offered "Oklahoma” for
seven performances July 10-17 and (18th wk; 140; $6.90; 1,571; $51,"Aida’’ for four showings between 717) (John Raitt; Janice Paige,
2d Week in Montreal July 26 arid 31. New York arid Eddie Foy, Jr.). Sellout again, over

Driuglas-W endell Corey-Steve Bro-

Coast professional singers took the

.

;

Show

is

Combination
poor weather

slightly last week on Broadway. As
usual, business, was lively for the

$51,700.

Montreal, Sept. 14.
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C)
leads in each. Event was held out"South Pacific" picked up nicely doors in the U. of Utah Stadium, (95th wk; 757; $5.75-$4.60; 1,063;
on
its
second
week following the utilizing the 5,000-seat curve for $24;000) (Elliott Nugent); About
AM
$18,600 (previous week), 18,900).
SMA long holiday weekend arid grossed .the events.
almost *$42,000 at' Her Majesty’s,
Solid Gold Cadillac# Music Box
with the 1,700-seater scaled to
(45th wk;
(C)
357; $5.75-$4;60;
$4.50.
About/ $20,800
$27,811).
1,077;
‘Itch’ Eases to$l 9,300
"Porgy and Bess" is current and
(previous week, $21,800).
pulling solidly.
Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
For 6th Week, Frisco (D) (50th Wk; 397; $5.75-$4.60;
(Joan Fontaine).
$28,300)
1,060;
San Francisco, Sept. 14.
Current London Shows
Dropping a little but still hold- About $22,700 (previous week),
ing strong, the only legit show in $23,600).
Teahouse of the August Morin#
town, "Seven Year Itch’’, survived
London, Sept, 14.
Labor Day weekend and the re- Beck (C) (48th wk; 388; $6.22-$4.60;
Crowley, who has been house
(Figures denote premiere dates)
sultant short week and will hold 1,214; $33,608) (David Wayne, John
After the Beil, Globe <6-10-04).
manager for several years at the: Airs
Forsythe). Another sellout, nearly
for another couple of weeks.
Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-63).
Bucks County Playhouse, Hew;
$34,100).
All For Mary* Duke York (9-9-54).
Estimate for Last Week
Both ends Meet/. Apollo (6-9-54).
Opening This Week
Hope, Pa., has been sponsored by
Boy Friend, Wyndnam’s (12-1-53).
Seven Year Itch, Geary (6th. wk)
Dear Charles, Morosco (C) $6.90Phyllis Perlman arid Sol Jacobson
Cockles A Champagne, Pic’dilly (5-28-54).
A $5:75r$4,60; 935; $30,000) (Tallulah
($3.85; 1,550) (Eddie Bracken).
Conscience A' 'Desire,. Lindsey (9-2-54).
for local membership. Both appli(previous
$21,week,
good $19,300
Dark Light Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).
BankheadK Comedy adapted by
cations are due for consideration.'
Day By. The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53). 500).
Alan Melville from "Les Enfants
Diary of a Nobody,. Arts (9-l-*S4).
soon by the ATPAM board of govd’Edouard,” by Marc-Gilbert SauD^Oyfy Cart# Opera, Savoy (9-13-54).
ernors.
Dry Rot, WhitehaU (8-31-54).
vajon, based on "Slightly ScandalDuenna, Westminster (7-28-54).
ice Cycdes’ 105G for 18,
ous/’ by Frederick Jackson, prodFolles Bergere,. Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
uced by Richard Aldrich & Richard
Guys end Dolls, Colliseum (5-28-53).
At Carter Barron,
.

,

'

1

.

.

Is Blue
Royal Alexandra,
Toronto (13-25).
v
Mrs. Patterson (Eartha Kitt) (try«ut)— Cass, Detroit (22-25).
Picnic (Ralph Meeker)—Erlanfier, Chi
(13-25).
.Reclining
Figure
(tryout)
Shubert, New. Haven (15-1.8); Wal’

'

‘Moon’ 14|G, Rochester

Rochester, Sept; -14.
Blue/’ uncorked the
season at The Audi-j
wey:, grossing a nice
$14,500 for eight performances.
Top was $3,50, but the town was
ut St., Phila. (20-25).
flooded with two-for-ones.
.. Saint Joan
(Jean Arthur)—PlayDate was the first stop on a
house, Wilmington (16-18); Nation- cross-country
tour by the new road
al
Wash. (20-?5).
company;
Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
'^Geary, S. F„ (13-25).
‘Guest’ $1,200, Reading, Pa.
South Pacific (Iva Withers, Webb
"Guest in the House,” the Hagar
A ' “on )-—Bushnell Aud., Hartford Wilde-Dale
Eunsori
melodrama,
18);
Metropolitan, Provi- drew 'only '858 payees rind under
dence (20-25).
$1,200 gross in five performances
(Robert Preston, last week at the Green Hills TheaRonny Graham) (try- tre near here,
nl n
°ut)-wilbur,
Boston: (25).
Berks Players end their strawhat
,M e
Ginger.
f°r
(Melvyn
season
at
the
spot
With "Angel
? x
Douglas)^Harris, Chi (13-25),
Street/* opening tonight (Tues.)
nd “- ful T °wn (Carol Chan- and playing through next Saturday
rZ?
ning)—Shubert* Chi (13-25).

"Moon

Is
local; legit
tbrium last

-

'

.

1

.

Hippo Dancing, Lyric
Am i Camera, New

I

(4-7r54).
(3-12-54).

..

Intimacy At. 6:30/ Criterion (4-29-54),
Joyce Grenfell, Fortune (6r2-54).
Keep In Cool Place, SaviUe (8-16-54).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8t53).
Love Match, Viet Palace (11-10-53).
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4-28-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Never Too Late, Strand (6-3-54),
Old Vic Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54).
Pal Joey, Princes (3-31-54).
Pet Shop, St. Martin’s (9-7-54).
Relations A part, Garrick (8-3-54).
Sabrina Fair, Palace (8-4-54).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54),
Teahouse Aug. Moon; Her Maj. (4-22 54),
.

.

.

Vienna Operetta,

Stoll

(8-16-54).
(4-3-54).
Witness Prosecution,, w. Gard. (10-28-53),
You’ll Be Lucky, Adelphl (2-25-54).

Wedding

in Paris,

Hlpp.

Washington; Sept, 14.
Amphitheatre
ended its highly successful season
last Sunday (12) with a fat $105,000 for 18 performances of ‘ice
Cycles/’ One of the few instances
that a large ice show has played
outdoors in the summer.
The al fresco spot, under the
management of the Feld Bros., was
solidly in the black on the season.
That was in contrast to 1953, when
Carter

Separate Tables,

St.

James's

(9-22-54).

CLOSED LAST WEEK
Angels In Love, Savoy (2-11-54y.
Murder Story, Cambridge (7-22-54),
WsKMten Dish#

PbemlK

47>2T’M).

Myers,, in association with Julius
Fleischmann; capitalized at $75,000, production cost about $80,000,

including original tryout

loss,

and

will break even at around $18,000
gross; opens tonight (Wed.).

FOR 2D WEEK, TORONTO

Toronto, Sept. 14.
Ending of the Canadian National
Exhibition, plus, the return of sumDespite its handsome gross, "Ice mer vacationers helped "Porgy
Cycles” had some bad breaks and Bess” to nearly $18,200 (inwhich kept business from climbipg cluding tax) last week. That was
still higher. The American Legion better than the previous week's
convention brought a boxoffice de- $13,500, but still far from good.
cline for several days, while the Royal Alexandra, lj525-seater, was
tail lash of two hurricanes brought scaled* ait $5 top.
t
House has "Moon Is Blue" tip
rain and threats of rain to the outweek on two-for-ones.
door bowl.

summer

of operettas
$150,000 in the red.
a

.

SCHEDULED OPENINGS

No Nows Father, Cambridge (9-15-54).
Anna Russell, New Watergate (9-21-54).

Barron

:

Wound up

•

1

LEGITIMATE
Off-B’way Shows

The Seven Year
(FULTON, N.

Itcli

Y.)

also sent general audiences out of
the theatre in happy mood.
But the recast, badly directed
and ill-rehearsed roughhouse that

96tb week).
-producer with
Elliott Nugent,
Courtney Burr, has now. taken over
as star while Tom Ewell recreates
his role of the constantly jammedup summer bachelor in tlie 20thFox film version of the play. It’s
an effective coniedy performance,
credible despite the. age discrep(it’s

currently in

its

ancy (the anxiety, conscience-ridden hero is supposed to be 39,
while Nugent’s age is listed as 54)
and skillfully varied, though thus
far lacking the full dimension of
pacing that Ewell gave the part.
veteran and expert
N uge nt
hand at. underplaying for laughs,
however, and he gets them all.
Film ingenue Sally Forrest, who
took over some time ago for Vanessa Brown as the loquaciously eager
girl from upstairs, has modified
her tendency toward breathlessly
rushing her lines, (an old and com-

mon

failing of actresses trying to

suggest girlishness), but she still
works too hard and seems.' oyer-im
tense.

Flies
(CHERRY LANE, N.

Y.)

An ambitious group of youngTheatre 12
are offering “The Flies" Jean-Paul
Sartre’s re-working of the Orestes
legend at the Cherry Lane Theatre,
N. Y. Penned in German-occupied
sters calling themselves

France during World' War II, the
if it is redearing qualities, that made Skul- play remains potent,
to that framework for
hik a delight in the all-important ferred back
role of woebegone but shrewd clarity.
In Theatre 12’s studied revival
tailor-partner. His ponderous mugging gets only a fraction of the there is. little emotional’ impact,
comedy and not even a suggestion although Orestes’ murder of Aegisof the sincerity, gentleness and theus and subsequent matricide are
guile that skulnik had in the role. sanguinary episodes. Director Dennot. been afraid
Chester Morris overacts accilte- is Vaughaii has
modern
self-indul- of novelty, keeping his
dynariiic,
the
as
ly
simple
and frank, and
chorus
dress
gent but essentially likable SalesHis drunk scene, handling the Furies with satiric
man-partner.

;

!

.

“House

of Flowers.”.

Broadway
of Andre

;

Obey’s

be presented

“Noah,” to

for 10 Sunday vesper performances
starting
Oct.
10 at Broadway

Tabernacle

Church,

N.Y.

role of the bland psychiatrist

and Neva Patterson remains, such
a gem in the attractive, straight
part of the vvife that it’s difficult
to figure why her husband is even
briefly itchy for the summer neighbor. George Keane remains convincing as the novelist, but could
perhaps restrain his final scene a
trifle.

.

,

(CORT, N.

Y/>

“The Fifth Season” has. become
a sort of old grey mare of legit.
Back for a brief Broadway* ruri before going on the road, it’s a sorry
substitute for the hokey but funny
arid
ingratiating
comedy that
crossed up the critics and delighted audiences and backers last season.
The: Sylvia Regan antic about
the frerizied finance, and romance
of New York’s garment industry is
unquestionably not Nobel Prize
drama. But as originally played by
the hilarious, disarming Menasha
Skulnik,
the
bustling,
staccato
Richard Whprf and the decorative,
skillful Phyllis Hill, it provided
bullseye entertainment not merely
for the denizens of N.Y.’s Seventh
Ave. and their visiting buyers, but
.

consulting

with their fellow-playwrights Co

.

,

Broadway, production
tp
diately afterward.

imme-

Strawhat Review

The Fact*

j

.

.

.

.

.

i

1

The Early Primrose

;

'

ol Life

New Hope, Pa., Sept. 13.
Michael Ellis production (by arrange,
ment with Albert Selden A Morton GqI 1>
:

lleb) of comedy in two acts (six scenes,
by John D.' Hess. Features Gaby Rodgers,
Herbert.. Nelson, Jonathon Harris. Staged
:

by Aaron Frankel; scenery and lighting,
W. Broderick iHackett. At Bucks County
.

Playhouse. New Hope, Pa.. Sept. 13-18, *54.
Morris -Dakin .. ... .. .... Jonathon Harrli
Terry. Klngsbaker
Gaby Rodgeri
Charlie Klngsbaker
Herbert Nelson
Kate Morley
Shirley Grayaon
Rev. Prof. Logan
Dwight Marfteld

When John D. Hess wrote “The
Grey-Eyed People” a couple of
seasons
ago,
it
was generally
agreed that he was a playwright
with' something on: the ball. In
“The
Facts
of
Life.”
whlcfi
preemed toriight at the Bucks
County Playhouse here, the au.

.

thor,

shifting

his

mood

further,

comedy, again makes

towards

a

bid "for respectful attention.
Hess Again displays unusually
keen theatrical sense, ability at interesting
characterizations, a nd
most of all, striking command of
dialog. Even when the play’s situations may verge on the trite, the
lines are.fresh and agreeably spontaneous,
“Facts of Life, " as it stands now,
may be classed as an ambitious if
uncertain candidate for commercial success. But it offers:.further
promise that Hess will sooner or
later fuse talents into something
assistant
outstanding.

.

&

‘

:

.

Stock Tryouts
(Sept.

13-26)

.

—

Facts of Life, by John Hess
Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hope, Pa.. (13-18). (Reviewed in
Variety this week.)

Granny's Millions,

,

by.

Anne Arm-

strong—Barter Theatre, Abingdon,
Va. (15-17).
Open House, by Victor Clement
and Francis Swann—Alley Thea-

Houston (14-25). (Originally
Albany under the title
“The Three Thieves,” and reviewed
in Variety, Dec. 31, ’52.)
Walls Rise Up, musical comedy—
Playhouse Theatre, Houston (IStre,

tried out at

IS),

.

needed balance from her troubled Peter Turgeoh will be
performance, particularly because stage manager
for “Tender Trap.”
Jerrold Brody, as the son, tends to
Legit-tv actor Harold Gary
be maudlin.
back from a ,vidpic stint in BerFrank MacDonald is acceptable muda
Margaret Hartigan joined
as the young man tp whom the boy Muriel Francis publicity Staff in
turns for solace when he feels his N.Y.
mother is casting hiiri adrift. Jean
Rosalind Russell will be chairSharkey plays the cousin, who first man of the Theatre Committee of.
perceives the youth's trend, with the forthcoming ball, Oct. 6, at the
jocose pugnacity.. Loye Shelley is Starlight Roof, Waldorf-Astoria,
satisfactory as her mother and Jay N. Y., for the benefit of the' Ballet
Turner is frustrated as the boy’s Theatre Foundation.
father.
Ilona Massey is set to star in
Haas’ episodip play has the qual- Herbert Cobey’s “The Journey,’’
ity of a case history, showing in which is aimed for Broadway proalmost too explicit detail the causes duction in February by Ben Boyar
and effects of its tragic situation. and Curtis Roberts, with Reginald
However, the play suffers from Gardiner featured ... Louis Cline
Geor.
is the house manager of the Colack of theme.
.

.

.

.

Boston,
succeeding
Sol
After many years at the
legit house, Kaplan has shifted, to
the Cinerama iri the Hub
.
Broadway Angels Inc.,’ the legit
financing syndicate, is now taking
radio spot announcements in the
.

New York

BOOK YOUR ROAD SHOW

.

area.

Ludovic Kennedy, playwrighthusband of Moira Shearer, in
Edinburgh for the Festival, is writing a new play to be titled “Cape
Farewell," with a futuristic setting
Rudolf Bing, former artistic director of the Festival, planed in to
Edinburgh to b.p. leading drama
arid music items.
Citizens’ Theatre, Glasgow, fixing. Oct. 4 as firstnight date for “Diana,” new Scots
comedy by Alexander Reid.
If she can. cast the male lead
.

Hh

SACRAMENTO

CIVIC

the

REPERTORY THEATER

booking since 1949

maintain a year-round, centrally located, commercial

satisfactorily, Gertrude Macy will
produce Wyriyard Browhe’s London melodrama, “A Question of
Fact,” on Broadway this season
with Gladys Cooper starring and
probably Frith Banbury repeating

his

to .handle

original

staging

.

.

.

Edwin

Levy, director of the Colorado U.
theatre, stopped off in New York
last week after visiting his family

Til

'

your

ticket sales

in Philadelphia;

Instead of going on tour this
previously planned, ‘‘By the
Beautiful Sea” will transfer to another house to continue its Broadway run when it' vacates the
Majestic to make room for the
fall as

For information, write to
Sacramento Civic Repertory Theater
1419 H Street, Sacramento 14, California
,

For the 4th year, presenting a 10 weeks summer season of musical
comedy produced by Lewis and Young.

Meantime, however, with

.

Kaplan.

*

week

niember Robert Anderson on hij
“All Summer Long” tryout.
Robert H. Harris and Gertrude
Berg, of the “Goldbergs” tv series
have formed a partnership for
Broadway production and are seek*
ing suitable Scripts
“The Shbemaker’s Children,” by Phoebe and
Henry Ephron, has been acquired
by Charles Bowden and Richard
Barr, who will test it the week of
Oct. 25 at the Bucks County Play,
house, New Hope, Pa., with a view

|

lonial,

We

this

Although

;

Tlie Fifth Season

.

Washington

touches,

..

Physical production, is still in excellent condition, but the playing
of the incidental song, “The Girl
Without a Name’’ (which sounds
too much like that “Third Mari”
tune, incidentally),’ over the house
p.a. system could be modulated
considerably at times.
Hobe.

,

with Reginald Owen this week in
“Open House,” at the Playhouse
Theatre, Houston
:
Robert E
Sherwood and Elmer Rice are id

.

.

jo’

„

.

'

Yvette Schumer, wife of theatrical
the young company
master the Jocelyn, costumer designer-wife of
doesn't consistently
actors producer Alexander H. Cohen, and
the
convolutions,
Sartre
compensate in passionate intention warehouse owner Buddy Hart have
what they lack in technique. Ed- opened the Variety Prop Shop,
ward Eastland is a youthfully un- N.Y., to supply properties, furniaffected Orestes arid Mary Miller ture, etc. for Broadway shows and
tv programs.
is vigorously tortured as Electra.
With the withdrawal of Leland
As the king who murdered Orestes’
Hayward
as producer of NBC’s
the
Ragazziho
is
Edward
father,
over as the lecherous buyer, now
own forthcoming tv “spectaculars,’’ 'begoes way overboard. Augusta Roe- most mature, accepting, his.
cause of illness, Herman Bernstein,
authority.
regal
violent
death
with
land, continuing her original porwho was to have been business
In White tie and tails, Hugh
trayal as the bigshot salesman’s
manager for the series, will be
two-timed wife, geeiris compara- Mosher is a suave Zeus, with a general manager for the Mary
tively expressionless, possibly iri clarity that should infuse the en- Martin revival of “Peter Pari”
Robert Anderson and Actor Clarence Derwent, president
an attempt to escape the gen- tire cast.
Eric. Brptherson Harriette Bigus are a personable
eral contagion.
of ANTA, bad a letter-to-the-ediflounces in what is presumably a chorus, Geprge Currier is Orestes' tor in last Sunday’s (12) N.Y.
recognizable caricature of a dress timid tutor, and Myra ^Greene the Times, suggesting that the new
Bert
Clytemnestra.
bejewelled
designer.
practice of giving femtne names to
sets are visually
Patricia Jenkins is agreeably di- Greene’s easy
hurricanes is “ungallant”
Bill
*
rect and lincontamiriated by the helpful,
Zinsser, drama editor of the N.Y;
Although this Sartre opus re- Herald Tribune, will be married in
although her
virus,
overacting
intense,
audience
Concentraquires
Continental accent lapses a bit ocCaroline
October to
Margaret
Fran Keegan is. suita- tion, Theatre 12’s revival is worth- Fraser, a Life mag reporter.
casionally.
Geor.
bly pretty and proportioned as the while.
Pressagents Arthur J. Levy and
..
—
on-the-make model, if not exactly
Maurice Turet leave Chicago this
a dramatic Duse. Andy Sanders is
week to advance “Time Out for
properly juvenile looking as the
Ginger” which, exits the Harris
(ROYAL PLAYHOUSE, N. Y.)
salesman’s rebellious son. Lucille
Paul Monta“The Early Primrose” tells of a Oct. 2 for the road
Patton is adequate as the. garrulous young man who succumbs to homo- gue slated for the Chicago p.a.
bookkeeper with a “delicate coridi- sexuality when, his mother cuts the job with Olson
Johnson’s new
.tian,” arid there are the requisite apron strings. At the Royal Play- revue, “Pardon Our Antenna,” due
assortment, of nifty phizzes and Ag- house, N. Y., David Haas’ dark tale to open a tryout Oct. 17 at the
gers For the modeling scenes.
just manages to avoid being sordid, Selwyn.
William Hammerstein and John
At least one aspect of .the show due to some quiet acting and GorThe don Ewen’s guarded direction. Forsythe have, dropped their option
is
as fresh' as originally.
girls’
costumes have apparently Arena staging is used to advantage, on “The Geep,” Vincent J. Longhi*s waterfront drama. Hammerbeen kept in excellent condition but the pace slow.
stein, the supervising director of
and in some instances the latest
Aline Hatch is the wretched
It’s
fashions have been added.
mother who realizes she must sever the N. Y; C. Center Light Opera
Co., is now figuring on a 10-week
Hobe.
little enough.
her son’s overaffectionate -regard
season of five musicals at the spot
for her. The production derives a next spring
arid early summer .
Buloff ’s, is an ossified orgy,
and unfortunately typical. Under
such circumstances, the secondary
and supporting players obviously
Also,
can’t be blamed too much.
perhaps, whoever staged this reopened show, must have been
watching rehearsals through the
wrong end of a telescope.
Anyway, John 'Griggs, a holdlike

Pacific

actor Charles Korvln is costariinv

.

Will Kuluva and Robinson Stone
will he the leads in a
Chapel Players revival

.

.

in the touring “South
succeeding Alan Baxter

I

tlie

.

Another
replacement,
NancyNugent, the producer-star’s daughter,, seems miscast as the seductively Gallic beach siren. But Robert
Emhardt still mops up in the juicy
bit

Janie Paige, costar of “Pajama
is due for a repeat date on
Ed Sullivan tele series this fall,
and the William Morris agency is
readying a new tv series to star
her. Comedienne-singer is the subject of a pull-out color spread jn
the December issue of Esquire, a
spread in the next issue of See
mag npd a Cosmopolitan cover
Betty Lee Hunt; formerly
story .
with pressagent Leo Freedman,, is
assistant to Dorothy Ross, who’s
moving her office Uptown to the
Alvin, N.Y., to bally the upcoming

Game,”

The

'

Nothing seems to affect- “The
Seven Year Itch" very much. It reopened last week is not worthy
has minor ailments occasionally of Broadway or the road. It is, in
when its principals got a bit stale fact; shocking and Inexcusable.
from the prolonged* run or as a
Without dwelling bn the emresult of cast changes. But the
note
George Axlerod comedy remains barrassing details, merely
Buloff is woefully
a funny show with ample vitality that Joseph
comic
or enthe
either
in
lacking
Broadvyay
for months’ more run on

incoming

“Fanny”

George
Schaefer, partnered with Maurice
Evans in the production of “Teahbuse of the August Moon,” is
back in town after staging the
v

.

.

summer musicals in Dallas. He
will direct the Evans television
edition Nov. 28 of “Macbeth.”
Robert De

Monday

(20)

careful

handling, the present opus can get
sothe where on its own. Hess hqs
created an interesting and provocative heroine and is fortunate

enough at Michael Ellis’ strawhat
have a young and attractive

to

lady.! who doesn’t miss .»
trick in her portrayal of the character,

leading

Her name

is

Gaby Rodgers

and

whether the show clicks or not,
she’s sure to cause hat-tossing. She
has the role of a romantic young
wife who, fearing she is going to
iose her husband to a former
flame, decides he may like her better if she becomes a sophisticated
•

;

woman. Being an artists model,
she naturally turns to her painterboss to give her the reputation for
worldliness she thinks hubby will
1

’

like.

This is familiar and finds it*
weakest moments when the heroine’s husband and father descend
on the artist’s studio together to
demand an explanation. To the
author’s credit, however; he brings
his play back to its original high
level in a charming final scene.
All

in

all,

the characters

and,

most of all. the sparkling dialog
are what carry the plot. That and
Miss Rodger^’ almost uncannily
well-contrived
interpretation of
the girl*
Cast, as a whole, is good, with
Jonathan
Harris
having sojn®
striking lines as the artist. Shirley
Grayson a neat foil as the other
woman, Dwight Marfield amusing*
ly different: as the heroine’s niln*
jster-fathef and Herbert Nelson as
the quite human husband.
Aaron Frankel, the director, and
author Hess are due for som®
huddling before the play is a ripe
Broadway candidate. But there A
a gay insouciance about the whole
thing that spells, riven now, -?®
With M) s j
agreeable evening,
Rodgers in the spotlight, that
.

might be enough.

Waters.

GUILD SURRENDERS CHARTER
The Theatre Guild, which

re*

vised, its organizational setup about
a year ago from a corporation to I
partnership, has officially surren*

dered its corporative chattel- Yj
“
Albany. Legal certificate was iU.c
*
Cost takes over next by Guild attorneys Fitelson
as Comdr. Harbison Mayers,

.

.

. .
..
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P'&B&E'fY
4

grace

in,

delicate graceful posing

and movement;
Miss Shearer’s pas de deux with
highly
successful
a
Oberon, in the second act, is one

Helpmann,

presenta-

rection by Wallace Douglas give
value, to every point.
Charles Cameron and Cicely

tion of farce in three acts (five scenes)

Paget-Bowman are worthy innkeep-

Dry Rot
London, Sept.
Productions

Rix' Theatrical

full,

1.

by John Chapman. Directed by Wallace
Douglas. At Whitehall Theatre, London,
AUg.

31,

$2.20 top.

'54;

ers,

Calderwood

Diana

With

ah

attractive addition as their daughter. The author has a modest role
as the secretary who falls for her
in a big way, and Hazel Douglas
offers an amusing characterization

of the more beautiful moments of
the piece. Slick mechanical touch
is offered in the last, scene When

Oberon and Titania are mechanically ^whisked upwards and off-

stage out of mortal ken.
Pagct-Bowman
From opehing scene, there is no
Hazel Douglas
doubt as to the success of actorJohn Chapman
... Brian Rix
dancer Helpmann as the Fairy
John Slater
....
Alfred Tubbe
King. Trailing a long green cloak,
Basil Lord of a hick maidservant The crooks
Flash Harry
lana Calderwood are in the capable hands of Brian he conveys throughout an aerial
Susan Wagstaff
NoblA
Larry
Albert Polignac
Slater and Basil Lord; quality as he’s hoisted from the
John
Rix,
Clark
..... Wynne
Sergeant Fire
their vogue-like appearance and ground by his retiiiue qf greensplit-second timing give polish to clad sprites. His performance is the
At whatever angle the theatrical
Larry Noble registers standout, of the show,.
barometer is set, there always the action.
English
Holloway,
character
brief role as a French jockey
seems to be a profitable market in his
Clark gets some real actor-corriediari, is a breezy smiling
Wynne
and
This
farce.
for at: least one broad
as a bounc- Bottom the weaver,, bringing to the
part
her
of
humor
out
one being no better and no worse
Clem.
role an almost coritempprary worldpolice sergeant.
than maiiy of its profitable prede- ing
ly air. He has the poised assurance
cessors, it is safe to assume it .wi.il
of a veteran trouper,, arid sings
Miilsiiiimier NigliCs
customary niche in the.
fill .the
Well beneath, the artistic ass’s head
the
in
playgoers’ diary, Presented
lRi*<*ani
mask, Which lie Works with deft
theatre that housed the phenomeEdinburgh, Sept. 7.
finger skill so as. to suggest selfpresentaSociety
Festival
nally lucrative service comedies,
•Edinburgh
shyness and lovesick
conscious
William
of
production
Vic.
Old.
“Worm’s Eye View” and “Reluctant tion of
Shakespeare comedy* in thi'ee acts, witn aWkwardriess. Rest of the rustic
Heroes,” and containing some of music by Mendelssohn, arranged by -Gor*
company
of riiechanics are adeRob:
Shearer,
the
on
off
Moira
starts
thO latter cast, it
don -Jacob. .Features
Holloway. Directed quately portrayed; especially by
right foot; The author wrote the ert Helpmanh,' Stanley Sets and costumes,
by Michael Benthall.
the chuckling Quince of Eliot
play when he was one of the. Robin, and Christopher Ironside: choreplay having recently ography by. Helpmann, with Nocturne Makeham, another vet English
heroes,” tli
by Frederick Ashton. At Empire thesper, and Philip Locke’s Flute.
folded after four years. It has the arranged Edinburgh.'
Theatre,
AM?- '31.
Play-acting, episode of Pyramus
stereotyped formula the. public Thesetis
Anthony Nicholls
Margaret Courtenay and Thisbe is a richly-contrived
seems to go for, and should prove Hlppolyta v,.
Peter Johnson episode of the colorful third act.
a strong attraction here: for the Phllostrate.
John Dearth
Egeuif
The young mixed-up lovers, vicAnn. Walfcrd
oncoming winter season,., though He'ermi
Patrick MacNee tims of the love-potion, adi misDemetri
unsuitable to U.S. taste.
Terence Lorigdon tered by
Lysander-'
an extremely active and
Joan Benham
...
Setting is an old country inn re- Helena
Puck (Philip Guard), have
Eliot Mskeham agile
cently taken oyer by a retired Quince
Stanley- Holloway been well cast. The two males,
Bottom
daughter
colonel, whose wife .and
Philip Locke
....
Flute
Daniel. Thorndike Derrietrius and Lysander, are parrun it with amateurish enthusiasni. Starveling
Norman. Rossington ticularly. ’well played, by Patrick
guests are an odd trio, Snout
Their
Charles Cameron

Colonel Wagslaff

Icely

Mrs. Wags.taff

.

Beth
John Danby
Fred Phipps

.
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.
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.

.
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Houston Playhouse Runs

New

Houston, Sept. 14.
“Walls Rise Up,” musical based
an original book by George Sessions Perry, with lyrics by Frank
Duane and score by Richard Shannon, is being presented currently
as a benefit at and for the Playhouse Theatre here. It opened last
Wednesday (8) and plays through
tomorrow night .(Wed.)..
Show is being given to raise
money for the arena-style stock
theatre, which is in process of being reorganized -and gotten back
into operation after shuttering be-,
cause of financial difficulties,..

:
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.
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flashy bookmaker.- posing as a
superior businessman, with a shiftylooking valet and an old school tie
secretary whom he has just engaged.. They plan to switch a horse
for the favorite at a nearby racetrack, keeping their nag half-doped
in a concealed ruin* The beast becomes too feeble even to walk and
they decide to substitute the valet
as jockey, keeping the real one in
hiding behind a secret panel they
have unearthed.
The progress of their plot is relayed over the radio, but although
the rider manages to stay up, he
is unable to control his mount,
which shoots past the winning post
but refuses to stop. There is a lot
of. hilarity occasioned through the
discovery and popping iri. and out
of the secret door, and the dry rot.
which
stairway
affecting
the
‘

causes: comic falls and situations.
All is in true traditional _ pattern
and acting by the players, and di•

Snug
Puck

:

Michael Redington
Philip

Titania
Peaseblossoi

Cobweb

.

.

Macnee
while

and

the

Selwyri here.
O&J are scripting
the book which will lampoon television,

.

Moth-

Mustardseed

;

Indian Boy
Court Attendants.

.

Musicians,
Ph.vlls .Harcourt,

will also star.

Twins and Joy Lane in the east
Show is tagged for Broadway following its; Chi debut.
.

Details of the production com-

pany are being ironed out
week..
limited

“If I Were Queen,” miuSic&l comedy to be produced by Polan
Banks, Thomas Kilpatrick and William Gaxton, is. being financed at
$250,000, with provision for 20%
overcall. The project is aimed for

It’s

Dublin’s ‘Juno* To Wind
LorteJ White Barn Season

,

Broadway

this

understood it’ll be a
partnership setup with
capitalization of about $100,000.

‘Queen/ Financed at 258G

Westport, Conn., Sept. 14.
Lucille Lortel’s White Barn Thea tre closes its season Friday-Saturday nights (17-18) with a revival by

this season.

Show is described as a fantasy
about a queen of the U. S. who
falls in love with a western Congressman trying to: abolish the
monarchy in favor of ai republic.
Book is by Banks arid Gaxton, with
lyrics by Ogden Nash and tunes by
J. Fred Coots.
It is to be staged
'

the

Dublin

Players

of

Sean

O’Casey’s “ J uno and the Paycock.’’
The strawhat has presented Week-

end performances of new plays
arid a few new versions of classics;
The Dublin Players, eoinposed of
actors from the Abbey and Gate

by Gaxtori.

Theatres

iri

Dublin, plus

several

from London, made their U; S. debut at the White Barn three years
ago. Ronald Ibbs is director of the

L. A. Opera Rents Film

Theatre as Aud* Sub

Terence Lorigdon,
physically - contrasted

troupe,

Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Los Angeles Opera Co. rented
Downtown Theatre from United
Artists, on a four-walls, basis for a
week; startirig Nov. 10. It is the
suitably regal first live show to seek the site in

.

Pages,

Duo

Rehearsals are Supposed to start
next week with Vince Barnett
Marty May, June Johnson, Nielson

Robert Helomann types of Hermia and Helena, the
Moira Shearer damsels of the piece, are soundly
Jocelyn Britton
Tania D'Avfay characterized by Ann Walford and
Sheila Wright Joan Benham. The Egeirs of John
Joan King.
Anne Brown Dearth is a rich, crusty job, while

Oberon
.

Guard

Jocelyri' Britton

First Fairy

setting

Gaxton-Nash Musicomedy,

•

first

Chicago, Sept. 14.
Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson are
up a production company
for a new musical, “Pardon Ouj
Antenna,” to open Oct v 16 at the

oil

.

A

READY ‘ANTENNA’
MUSICAL TO SPOOF TV

0.&J.

Musical As Benefit

\

Marj. Lawrence Guester
Memphis,

Sept.

14;

Marjorie Lawrence, former Met
soprano who lives at nearby Hot

Anthbny Nicholls is
and dignified as Theseus, Duke

wake of Temple .Baptist Springs, Ark., will headline the
of the
Church’s recent decision not to “Symphony of Fashion” for the
Athens.
permit
show biz in the Philhar- Sinfonietta at the Auditorium,
Color and lighting feffects have
Shale, Anhe Wilson,, Ivan Baptle,
Betty
monic Auditorium after the end of Oct. 19. The singer, the wife of a
David Hurst. Michael Hayes, Kenneth been carefully chosen, arid use of
physician is an infantile
David Rose, Sven van Zyl, transparent curtains are effective. the current Civic Light Opera sea- local
Melville,
Jeremy Geldt, David Harding, William Major attraction is the tuneful son.
paralysis victim arid performs fromMartin, David- Reynolds,. David Steyens.
Civic is still hunting a site for a wheelchair.
Corps de Ballet: Valerie Adams, Mary Mendelssohn music with the faBrookes, Tanlai ct’Avrav, -Juliet Ellice, rnous Wedding March, and in. this next year’s operation. It may get
Phyllis Harcourt. Joan King. Lana. Kassj- respect the Scottish National Orch
a place it can sublet in the offnova, Joanne Nisbet, Josephine Spaull.
Jocelyn Britton. Louise Carley, Nadia d e under Hugo Rignold does a com- season to concerts and others who
Mary Fenwick, Vivienne mendable stint. Robin and Chris- now use the Philharmonic.
Lichtenberg,
Rosemary
Knoesseii.
Margaret
Hetzel,
topher Ironside have devised glitMoore, Jane Shore, Sheila Wright, Ivan
f
Baptle, David Hurst, Kenneth Melville, tery sets, with a moonlit lake scene
HERE S YOUR
David Reynolds, David Harding, w llliam being especially memorable, and
Zyl.
van
Scheduled N.Y. Openings
Martin, Henry Nauughton. Sven
fairy
the
costumes
reveal
imaginaWade;
Singers: Gillian Neason. Elisabeth
CHANCE TO BACK
( Theatre
indicated if set)
tive use of wardrobe, as do the
Suzanne Steele, Anne Wilson.,
^
clothes worn by Theseus and his
ABROADWAY
London
of
players
Midsummer
courtiers.
Night's
Vic
Dream,
Old
The
Met
Play, penned by Shakespeare as
Opera House (9-21).
haye concocted some delicate fam
SHOW!
Home Is the Hero, Booth (9-22).
tasy for forthcoming Anierican a young man in the mid-1590s, has
All
Summer .Long, Coronet At last,
interest iri a colorful, costly arid much magic of language apart from
the Broadway theatre is an inalways exciting production of the its spectacular effect. It adds (9-23).
vestment within your reach. For only
Way of World, Cherry^ Lane 50c a share, you can buy atock in a cor
Shakespearean corriedy. It emerges up to romantic legit fodder that
is
regularly
poration
that
invests
as a lavivsh, fairy -like canvas of old should divert the; modern play- (10-6).
BroadWay shows, motion pictures, tel<‘
Boy Friend, Royale (9-30).
Athenian revels, touched off by goer for the best l>art of three
vision and radio.
InvestBard
the
World
of Sholom Aleichem, Bar- By "pooling" the capital ot many
colorful hours arid; with added b.o.
the oft-quoted poetry of
ors, BROADWAY ANGELS, INC., createi
and embellished by mainly dis- impetus of star names, should bizon-Plaza (9-30) (reoperiing).
a fund large enough to back entire show*
Clandestine Marriage, Provi
the lead
tinguished
the already high
Wedding- Guests, etc.:
Leigh-Hunt,- Gilllan- Neason.
Barbara
Suzanne Steele. Elisabeth Wade, Vivienne
Hetzel. Rosemary Moore, Jane Shore,
:

.

'

be an angel—

.

.

—

t

f.

.

.

justify,
from
U S. and
players, Robert Helpmann, Moira Canadian interest in its visit. At
performance
Shearer and Stanley Holloway.
caught,
and
past
Allowing for opening-night jit- principals took some dozen curtain
Gord.
ters (piece ..was performed iri the calls.

acting

and some

arid Princess Margaret),
noisy scene-shifting; this

production, imaginatively directed
by the Old Vic’s Michael Benthall,
looms as one of the most significant;
Shakespearean jobs iri years: If
the terpirig qualities of some of
the principals are more noteworthy
than their thesping prowess, it’s
no fault in a play where dancing
revels and spectacle are paramount oyer the diction.
Miss Shearer, top English ballerina, riiakes what has been widely

Interests in the

en»

-

.

Empire musichall before duchesses,
socialites

and to acquire broad

‘

tertainment field by diversifying not
town (10-2).
than 40% of its capital. A board
Reclining Figure, Lyceum ( 10-7). moreexperienced,
professional* advisers,
of
Tender Trap, Longaere (10-10).
many of them famous, all of them re*
spected names in the theatre, make the
On Your Toes, 46th St. (10-11).
selection of shows worthy of investment.
Fragile Fox, Belasco (10-12).
Few people realize the margin of profit
Sing No Lullaby, Phoenix (10-14). -returned on origlhal. investments In successful shows.* For example, "Voice ol
Traveling Lady (10-18).
the Turtle” showed a profit*. of 3 000 % on
Slightly Delihquent, Blackfriars the initial Investment;
"Mister Roberts

Shows

in

Rehearsal

,

Keys:

C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama) R

MC

,

(Revue),
(Musi(Op-

MD

(Musical Comedy),
O (Opera),

paid: oif 5 to 1; "Harvey” paid off $40 t«
$50. for, every $1 invested.
These are extremes, of course; the returns on the average successful show

(10-18).

Sands in Negev, President

(10-

19).

are hot that high and many shows are i
Peter Pan, W. Garden (10-20).
complete financial loss.
Dyhbuk. 4th St. 10- 11 ).
By spreading the initial investments. an4|
Stone for Danny Fisher, Down- by applying profit against loss, we be-1
lieve. that we are offering the safesu
town Nat’l (10-21).
PHOTOGRAPHER
PL. 7-1527
most down-to-earth theatre investment
Boy Friend (MC)- Cy Feuer &.
Traveling Lady (10-27).
yet devised — and the Investment with .tni
Ernest H. Marti
prods.; Vida
1619 B'way (a* 49th)
best assurance of bringing substantial re
Rainmaker, Cort (10-28).
Hope, dir.
'
turns.
Quadrille, Coronet (11-3).
BROADW/fV ANGELS, INC. is offerinl
BRILL BLDG., N. Y.
Fanny; (MC)
David MerrickFanny, Majestic (11-4).
at this time- 570,000 shares at 50c a share,
Joshua Logan, prods.; Logan, dir.;
If an established securities firm is enrfl
Festival
(11-10).
rumored as an exit from ballet to Ezio Pinza, Walter Slezak, stars.
ployed to distribute these secUritiesr
Tonight Samarcand, National
there is an allowance of $71,250 broKerlegit in the leiyd feminine role of
Getting
Gertie’s
Garter
(C)
(early Nov.).
age commissions and $12,000 for
Titania, the fairly queen. Her danc-. (Road) Max Gendel. John YPrke,
SALE
penses.
leaving $201,750 working capital.
Wedding
Breakfast,
48th
St.
ing is full of enchantment. But she Prods.
If
the entire issue' is sold direct, tnj
French poodle puppies, 3 months old
.
(11-16),
working capital is estimated at $ 5 6p.<XKJ;
less certain about her verse
is
Home Is the Herd (D) Theatre
brown miniatures. Biakeen-Plpersfcroft
Living
Room,
Miller
A
Letter
(11-17).
of Notification under Regulation
lines; gives Put with them too Guild, Worthington Miner, prods.;
breeding. A.K.G. Divine coats, excelA has been filed with the Securities
Hot Rock (11-22).
rapidly in the opening scenes, and Miner, dir;; Walter. Macken, Peggy
Exchange. Commission.
Tills does n?a
lent proportions. Home bred. Paper,
Sandhog,
Phoeriix
(il-23).
mean
the Commission has either apfl
that
lacks sufficient diction power. Al- Ann: Garner, stars.
and leash trained. Both charming.
proved or disapproved these securities orKilgo Run (week 11-29).
most pallid beneath her fiery red
Mrs. Patterson (D)
Leonard
Phone: Gilleh, CHelsea 2-1268.
or accur
passed
upon
completeness
theBlack-eyed Susan (late Nov.).
hair, she’s a creature of sheer Sillman; prod.; Guthrie McClintic.
acy of the statements Jn the Offering
Mrs. Patterson (12-1).
cular. issued in connection therewith.
Oklahoma (M) (Road)
Nick
On With the Show, Heilinger m « « «n w m wm mm km ^mm m m m m mm mm m « • — * —
Mayo, Phil Mathi
Jean Barrere;.
(12-2)'.
BROADWAY ANGELS, INC., DEPT; V7
prods.
Lunatics and Lovers, Broadhurst
29 West 65th St.
On Your Toes (MC)— George Ab- (12-7).
N. Y. 23, N. YTR 4:1815
bott, prod.; Abbott, dir.; Vera ZoPortrait Of A Lady, ANTA PlaySend Offering Circular without cost
rina, Bobby Van, stars.
obli
or
obligation.'
house (12-9).Rainmaker (D)
Ethel Linder
Between Friends (12-16):
NAME
Reiner, prod.; Joseph Anthony, dir.;
Thracian Horses (week of 12-20).
Geraldine Page, star..
What Every Women, City Center
Tender Trap (C)— Clinton Wilder, ( 12 - 22 ).
Unused sine® 1930 when show quit the road after 35 years
gONE.
prod ;. Mifihael Gordon, dir.; Robert
House of Flowers, Alvin (12-23).
continuous operati
Preston,
Kini
Hunter,
Ronny
Painted Days

MAURICE SEYMOUR

cal Drama),
eretta).
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Chas. H. RossKam's

|

•

CHIC AG O STO CK CO.

I

.

.

i

—

>

4

^ ..»

•

Graham,

(week

stars.

Traveling Lady (D)— Playwrights
Vincent Donehtie, dir,;

Co., prod.;

Kim

Stanley;

Lonny

12-27).
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-30).
Desperate Hours ( 1-26).

!.

..

—

. 1-

Chapman,

stars.

FOR SALE

E, P. Clift’s production of “It’s.

Can be
1

seen, .at

home

of late Chas. H. RossKam,

14 East Crocus Rd;, Wildwood-by-the-Sea, N,

J„

Reasonable- offers cqnyi tiered. Trunks need wire-brushing
locks broken; hut still offer plenty of trouning service— eves one-nlglit stands!
for summer slock operator to pick Up some serviceable material.
list

lie

sold

soon.

Chas;
RossKam or J. Harry Osborne, executors,
114. East Crocus Rd., Wildwood, N. J., for further infor n
Write:

Different for Men,” by Michael
Pertwee and Mon ja Daneschewsky,
in which Yolanda Donlan will
star with Naiinion Wayne, will to.iir
several weeks before coming to the
West End in November, Clift's
other show, “No Escape,” by Rhys
Davies,
currently
with.
touring
Flora Robson starred,, is to reach
the West End sometime in October,

Owner, Perfect Modern Summer Playhouse seating 500; and
full Licensed Hotel Accommodating 100 guests ..in cottages, cabins de luxe,
and rooms with baths,
imming pool and all .facilities. Ideal layout OP
in highway with aver 100,000 vacationists to clraw upon during Summer
Seaton,
79 miles from New York. Substantial portion of purchase, price'
can remai on first mortgage. Box V91054. Variety, 134 W. 46th St., New.
Due

to illness of

:

.

,

1

York 36, N. Y,
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Wednesday, September 15, 1954
.

upon

in putting

experiences

his

“Gaihe” together.
Simon & Schuster sold the British rights to "The Journal of Edwin Carp,” by Richard Haydn* to
Hamish .Hamilton Ltd. Magazine

Nude?

Actress In 3-D

>*»

"

^

m*

1

0n
g 0
D e™S a rouSa tt>e

SjffiiM * ia

Halifax, Eng., Sept. 14.
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——

,

of the operaKnow Mo re ” memoirs bf 1?onthe servicing
n imPW-tant^manufacturer
rJS.. Landis, ^ere' pub- H said
< to
stand ready
produce

-n

lished last
H. Alien,

.

.

A

week in London by W.
who also, handles Noel

to

the converter-decoders.

TV

The Skiatron

Coward and Gertrude Lawrence

.

I

M

w

.

petition, a 35-

page document, not only presented
the
uic Laoc
case for
toil-tv,
wu-tv, but
also iiuusubuut aisv
4.ui
milted a number of detailed surV eys to show the public’s willingtn nav for tmn^rinr tv pritprthmtf aTcp hnt* fthspenp.*
Trap. Pi*pccV wiii hp t.Hp first til
-i.'.T
tt ~ .... ness to .pay ipr superior tv enter
tainment in the home, Furthermore, it outlined the results of
several public demonstrations of
in N, y.
Y,
The ship, announced Dr. Alberto Gainza urday Review as* feature editor, has Subscnber-Visioii
Subsm_U.er.Vfs
against a local shopkeeper.
.j
magistrates \viU give a decision in paz, who published the Buenos resigned to join High Fidelity mag.
‘Scrambled’
Scrambled Technique
Aires paper, before its seizureby G
a month.
Gelatt.
incidentally* is winding up
ud
at
incidentally,
Vision
Subscriber
system in!?. >
KniSht?
e
0
fi
volves a “scrambled” image; and
Si oAfiSn Si e hoSIJ^n ‘'rpPrtanftinn^'Si*?
‘Life With Groucho*
biogs there,
wivu
magazine, connected With
Center inaBatinc,
N. Y. City Center and} edited by
Robert Hatch; begins, its! second
season with! its current (September/.
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comments
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firm has done previously with other
SEP biogs such as Bing Crosby and
Bob Hope.
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«ik oaaaa
aaa tInvestment
$15,-20,
000,000

A#

N Y has-been Estimated
1
at a oproximatelv $15 000 000 to S20 -

j

of the decoders and advances to
promoters and others wlio’il have
to provide the shows at the start.

There are two th^ limitations
7 a m f IV'
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competitors who’ll
necessarily be a part of any hear-
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SwssfandsOT’comics deemed: ev™tt to wS^’a yam abou?Jack
Undesirable by a Cincinnati comic Palance.
book evaluation group. Most of the
Wanda Hale, N; Y, Daily NewjS

their

cAAnr,H°iw«At
6 10
ctl0I1
h ‘jffLdate
^ if -t /
if
V* ^r
signed pledge cards agree- film critic, to Paris Saturday (11) gf which is to be set soon by Mayor
Scheuller.
ing to abide by the committee’s on the Liberte...
»
Dubuque, of course, has no tele'rules cohcerningjhe comics.
John Farrow’s hook, “The Story
l
of Thomas More,” will be published vision service. A closed-circuit sys4
five different
tem would bring
Oct. 22 by Sheed & Ward.
Beamish’s New Spot
Royd Beamish leaves a top p.r.
Lester Lee, is writing a book on stations whose programming inJob with Canadian National Rail- motion picture music, for Decern- eludes shows from all the networks,
i^s this month to become assist- her publication by the Hayward
"
~
»Ut to the president (Floyd Chal- Press,
/ttiers)
~
of
^
Maclean-Hunter Ltd.,
Tom; Fleming, actor with Gatea|
j/Toronto. Firm publishes Financial way Theatre; Edinburgh, published
GOdSI GlIIIKIC
Post (Canadian equivalent of Wall volume of poems, “So That Was
St.
*
Journal),
where
Beamish Spring!”
, sssssss 'Continued, from ".page
annual
forked a while; Maclean's magaCurro s fifth
Evelyn
line. (450, 000), Chatelaine, Mayfair,
“Americana Calendar,” featuring er it’s UA’s official policy to rewadian Homes and Gardens and famous old circus wagons, has lease pi regardless of ‘whether
;« trade mags, some of them cir- been issued by Viking.
thqy were made in other countries,
ihilated in the U. S.
James Galtori promoted to
“if the answer is yes, we’ll launch
..Beamish, onetime Toronto Globe holler oj Pines Publications, which a program against them,” Aller
1953. He; was formerly saW ;
he joined
as ?'
He further plans inviting
'S
*%££?* of ^ ortez Enl<?e acl bank feps to appear before the
[fe P R 0 Jn Naples tut
Council, “since they are active in
I"-.*
.
Reprint rights to Ben Hecht s
,
^
^?
h
‘Buzzing;*
Buzzing’ the
n Child of the riooi
autobiography,
v»»c Dick auaci»iij>
Josephs*
muiugtoi/t'o'i “A
am
,,,^****“‘6
-a.
ivWare fhAv'ii
nn where
thav’1? hA
be
le
Century” .(Simon & Schuster), have daal „t 0
travel
travel- editor -.Century-’^
D^L 5 .Esquirema
"
Aiier
to
make
an
ah
Aller^erfS
to’make
shot.
New American
been .spld to
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immeasureably, both

and pubwise. Next year
there will theoretically be only one
bi
big
fest with
ftsst,
W ith Cannes on
oh tap
tan and
Venice not anowpd
P v? any
allowed tn
to give
2
prizes? It can^ take place
Place but
SX
Ddt no
^.
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ie document mien
cited a
a oKiation
Skiatron
survey .inVolvmg. i, 000 questionnaires. It Showed that 93.6% of the
viewers would be willing to pay
f or events in the home ordinarily
unavailable on tv. The largest pertentage, 83.1%, indicated theV’d
pay to see a hit Broadwav show on
their t.v «srrppnin/iiAaiAH
thev’d nav to cap
^fpafnr^ aiv *
an
7
i„fi.A a +A/i mterest 1
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prove ^successful
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take place every year if they so
T
before .the VHF
.wouldn’t be
-- long
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wish.
wisn. xiuwcvci,
However, both
uuui are
aie still
sLiu fightngntinterests also would petition the ing this and next year will tell the
FCC to get in on the act. Queried s to,r y. “B” fests are being held
on that point, Fox would merely down to only local prizes but visitsay that the UHF situation l’e- ing scribes usually get ub' a prize
quired obvious attention, and that
these tnn will frv in h a Anntoll-tv was the answer he was sug- trolled bv IAP
gesting to rescue that broadcasting
k- in
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reasons, and that subscription tv
could bring this type of attraction
to the home*
Costs to the subscriber would be reasonable, it was
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P 1 esent are anogetner inaccessible
them « jvent on that, to mii/
top Broadwa y and other
evetits are out of the question for
economic as well as geographical
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Were pay-^s-you-see approved,/
viewer would be Offered prog^ras. and services which free tv
dofes not now and probably cannot
make available,” the petition
whether it 11 give its blessings to .g ta t e(j “But
subscrintion
B
lp °" lu will
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subseription-tv per se without gor
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skiatron-TV’s

when
ctandarri for toll-tv broadcastine
Fisher blew his lyrics (twice) ad the competing systems^ was best. f^fhateveL
ana
e ^e n though different syl
libbing “I must be in. love,” the Town reported Aug. 2 that the
au&ortaed in vauous
s may be autnomea
tem
timehonored voice-from-th e-gallery city’s best interests would be
was heard, “So marry the girl, served by adoption of the Jerrold
„
sing!”
system. City Council promptly re^ and
v K.O.ing Crime Comic Books
a11 se * s
jected the report, and that set off
Hundreds of comic books were
equipped with decoders.Cooks New Tour
put out of circulation at “Operation
a hassle that led to the election'.
Gene jCook has ankled Life efN- Y. Paradox
Book Swap” at the Sfark County
Milton J. Shapp, president, of
Fair at Canton, O., in a project fecfive Oct. 1 to go mto_
Jerrold, set up shop in Dubuque
Curious aspect of the Fox pelbra F.y VaP^Y
sponsored b y the , P ub ^ lc
arid Started three weeks of cam- tition is the situation in. N. Y.
i
J
an 11-year hitch with the mag,
and the mayors advisory, commitw ftB nft tthp trancmittAina i^ p1
n nf? hat pndpfi with vpctprpa
tee.
Children were offered the which included sucli diversified
"^ ^ el ® ct m n Shabn
SrSiLe
said Smg
a pp sald
33 been
HF ,.®r 9+lr^ nel mJ?hL
ys
chance to exchange 10 or more chores as L.A. and Chi bureau
u
t
] J ^
a
gI,an d
crime and horror comics for a chief and in recent years as tvJ®
chine
to win, but he ,ieceived stiong question
Subscriber-Vision
that
editor.
music-nitery-dance-radio
hard-bound volume of better readCook, who joined Life after leav- support from tim local newspaper, would be launched in N. Y. H .the
ing material. More than 950 reward
books were given out, with heavy ing the Chicago Sun as picture ed, the Telegraph-Herald, and from ICC approves toll-tv along the
demand for “Swiss Family Robin- just completed an assignment fqr several, appliance dealers. He also lines suggested by Fox, this would
-son” and V Alice in Wonderlaiid.” Vogue shooting “On Your Toes” in set up a demonstration unit for mean that Skiatron TV would have
The more than 12,000 comic books rehearsal. Cook’s one-manner of public viewing. Actually, the elec- to operate from a “fringe” UHF
turned in were: torn in/two by Boy photos opens at the N.Y. Camera tion was a preliminary to a final transmitter with enough power to
Scouts. Children had a selection Club next Wednesday (22).
referendum. Yesterday’s balloters penetrate the N. Y. metropolitan
of some 200 books in the exchange
“no,” area. New UHF transmitters with
bad to vote ‘either “yes”
^,77^.™
•P lan
Since the pending question was the 1,000,000
watt power, Will be
/
T ..
^
The committees work againstt
Julia TanSchaikcovering Edi - f ranchise ofthelocal group. Since brought out by General Electric in
Festival for Dutch news- Jerrold pBl i e a
c
art d
lcs
1
“no"
majority
of
»
the
the other hand, it’s
On
faU;
.ilifi**"
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v °tes, the local group is eliminated in the realm of possibility that one
i!?Jhard Hiihler aliened bv Sat
bed, not to disappoint, and

signs
are to be displayed
any of the racks. Price which
and Popular paid for the buyout was undisclosed.
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situation, the FCC is expect-, a common denominator „for the
ed to call hearings on subscrip- greatest mass of people.”
next three
the
tion-tv within
-Television,”
the- Commission
Considerable opposition was told, “has yet to evolve
months.
a systo thmr form, of broadcasting is ex- f eill for the distribution
of enterpCcted by the toll-tv interests from tainment competitive with the oldnetworks ana,
regular rv
and very er systems of distribution presently
tv neiworKs
the .regular
Dresentlv
lik#»1v also from film industry
industrv in- [n
r
likely
terests. There’s been no indication officb to^ SnDkmPrt?
n SUp "
wha f position will be taken by
»
those now in operation.'
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wmen
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N. Y. metropolitan area within 18
rfionths of the FCC okay. It’s understood that, certain extensions
,in«y
may be
uc enameu
uni
granted in view ui
of the
uie UHF
aspect of the Fox application.
The Pox licensing agreement.
which gives Skiatron Electronics &
TV 5% of the gross income from
Subscriber-Vision operations—that
figures to about 50% of the net—
also provided for the Fox group to
spend $300,000 on the processing
of the FCC application and the
hearings. ou
iicauiiBs,
So xcu,
far, uua
Fox iidd
has idiu
laid uut
out
approximately $160,000 on the pre-
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threeof its rights in tlie
the
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Way Dell-Popular-Avon racks. Deal
also includes Avon’s rights in the
two-way Popular and Avon racks
embracing floor, wall and counter
racks which previously were distributed
through the American
N e ws Co.
Under terms of. the transaction
Avon agreed that no additional
Avon or Eton books are to be

Inc. all
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important pictures.”
N. Y. News’ Slick Bally
N.Y. Daily News’ 20th annual
Madison
Harvest Moon ball at
Square Garden, sponsored by the
tab’s, welfare assbeiation (William
prez) again was
ar./prezi
H. r
n.
Fitzinger
uzinger Jr.,'
continued from page r v:
paced
and again Ed Sullivan
SRO,
1'
jp.il.I
1_
between the €orp„ which planned to install a
a tiptop, pro show
system manufactured by Spencersundry contestants,
Milton Berlq, Eddie Fisher, Min- Kennedy Labs of Cambridge, Mass.
dy Carson, Eartha Kitt, the Clark
Reason for the election was an
Bros,* Augie & Margo, latter an Iowa law which provides that any
unusual .surprise click considering franchise granted by a city couii.their' relative .unknown, rating m. c ii.hiust be submitted' to .a PbPWlar
such fasKdbmpany, participated, referendum. Hassle started when
Noro. Morales and Ray Bloch orDiibuaue Citv Council abchestras officiated for show and

Avon Publications sold to Dell
rqpuiar uorary
Library
and Pqpular
Publishing ana
PUDiisinng
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«ie_ conyerter end the decoder
Nelson Doubleday Inc, has been necessary for Subscriber-Vision
rmed. as a consolidation of the operation, will be marketed by
akistbn Co, Inc. and Nelson Skiatron TV at an approximate
Dubleday ihv.,
Inc., to
w«»uwu«or.
w conduct a pub- uuai
of $15 per unit.
cost ui
Fox’s
outfit
uiuu. l
ujt s uuuii
lishing, magazine subscription and has been talking with both Westr
Garden pity, ? rn Union and- the International
mail order business
® u !* ness ? c.hine °rg with a view
B go Prettv— But
end
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114 rtavs of slehtseeiS& foUowing the ^sum route by
and motor as
ttain
ihip,
plane,
a?toss
at home
He said it Was necessary to use occasion warrants. While
film script and
Writing
a
is
she
book,
the
with
supplied
spectacles,
in it. This Joseph is polishing another of his
to iook at the pictures
many travel books.
made them stand out. ^
-Are the pictures nude? he was
“
A
he .reLatin Kudos To J. S. Knight
asked. “Practically nude,
John S. Knight, president and
plied. A solicitor, J, Bastian, pointto the book, .told tpe magis- editor of the Akron.
ing
..r.r,.?(O.L Beaconr°,.
um'u
« „ rA n
j
/These P
° urnal an<* publisher of Knight
trates*.
fiim star scantily
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T
(Miami Herald,
Newspapers.Inc.
known British film
clad cannot, be ^regarded as any- (Chicago Daily News, and Detroit
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Fox’s Vidpix Setup
up the intramural ball playing and
consideration is background .dodges,
suil another ^consideration
dodges, and
a£f put the.
the
Si
Fox heads up Motion Pictures fest on as closely a merit level as
’’
a
v production
uforfucHon is,
i<?
He also wants that Television
away
Business
of svndi- Possible However there is no eainto learn if pix or vidpix are beC f |nnrS«iniTV reiv- sayingth
nl
!a e C n ciel aS fn
ing filmed abroad on “pretext” of
ff film
rfw peof^ l
^ ^ for
since these are the^stations open meeting
ground
legitimate basis, but are actually
pie from
from, all over the world, be a
Aniv evading an agreement not to that, have no network affiliation ple
fine showcase for ‘foreign distribs
and, in general, be a good reviewing stand of the general level of
world film production. Venice Fest
Cornbave much to say regarding the agreed to start operating Sub- will reinstitute its Selection
outstandpurchase 0 f telefilms by sponsors. scriber-Vision in N. Y. and 10 other mittee next year to^nvite
^
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nearby airport seemed to have eral tomes on espionage in the
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Wednesday, September 15, 1954
open a roof nitery there this year.
be on a membership basis.
Rudy Vallee, Scott Brady and
Jack Cole in to complete the casting of Richard Sale’s “Gentlemen

Broadway
vacation;

Merian C, Cooper in town on Marry Brqnettes" (UA), now shootCinerama business.
ing here.
\
Lena. Horne back from Paris last
When fall film season starts,
week on the Liberte; ditto Lennie
some new house tandems will be
Hayton.
set up with Madeleine again douRoger Murrell, longtime vaude bling on day-date With the Biarritz,
agent and producer, retiring to and
Marignan with the
the
.

Little Rock, Ark.

•;

its

'

.

Olivia de Havilland, in last Sat-

taine, star of the play, backstage
after the performance. She planed
to the Coast Sunday (12).

Hurricane Edna didn’t deter
some 40 of the literati set converging on Good Housekeeping editor
Herbert T. (and his’ Grace) Mayes'
menage in Stamford, Conn., on
Saturday (lib their annual. open.

in* -of-th e-fall-season get-together.
•Hurricane Edna got a big commercial
Marilyn
building
like

Monroe, and wound up as tame as
Elsie Dinsmore,” was one' disappointed observation in mid-Manhattan where the end-result was
iust a good solid rain and a mild
^

big blow.

Mrs, Conant (Timmie) Richards,
socialite p.a. of the St. Regis Hotel,

quietly married wealthy
Yorker Aldo R. Balsam in
Geneva, Switzerland, she, has been
succeeded by Dorothy Mattox, long
In the hostel’s accounting department. She looks, upon the publicity
berth as “something less arduous.”
William Zimmerman; film attorney and v.p. of the recently-organized
Goldman-Gregory Produc-

having

New

Andros Island in the
Bahamas with Bankers Trust v.p;
Floyd McKee and realtor Irwin S.
Wolf son on a real estate deal.
Metro eastern story chief Olin
H. Clark back from a New England
tions,

to

Vacation.

Jock

Mrs.
sailed

with

—

Lawrence,
(Mary)
Mrs. Laudy (Ping)

—

Lawrence no relation last week
and their respective husbands are
joining

them in Paris via later
Laudy Lawrences' are

airflignts.

permanent Paris residents, where
the
Metro former Continental
distribution chief, now breeds and
races horses. Publicist Jock Lawrence was delayed going over by
business.

;
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Broadway company

By Eric Gprrick:
Hoyts' pic loop Will have 39
-nabe houses geared for C’Scope
within a month.
Joyce Dpwling Smith, former
trade newspaper woman* joined
Metro’s publicity staff in Sydney.
RKO brought back the Bob Hope
oldie, “Princess and Pirate," for

“The Boy

producer,

ances.

Spain’s
is

only

'

.

eira

off to

Rome

after finishing

“Casa del Olvido” here with Lola
He may star in a film With

Fibres.

Marta Toren in
Rosario,

Italy.

femme

half of Rosario

and Antonio dance team* returns
to Spain in October, following triumphant South American tour with
recently-formed company.
Production plans for “Alexander
the Great” (UA) Well under way,
with arrival of producer Johnny
Johnson, director Robert Rosseni
and European general manager
George Qrnstein;
Xavier Cugat had a three-day
run at Madrid’s Plaza de Toros
last week, with the Step Bros.,
trumpeter Rafael Mendez, Facundo
Rivero Quintet, Los Barraricos;
drummer Jose Marrero, Mexican
singer Juan Manuel and Abbe

,

By Jack L. Hees
$20,000 each to the
West Germany’s tv-community
of Natural History and
the. Federation for Jewish Philan- increased to over 50,000.
Maria Valerite, French clownthropies, and $10,000 “to my good
friend,
Cardinal, Spellman,
for esse, big hit at downtown Hansa
~
Theatre,
Charitable purposes.”
Charlie Chaplin visited Hamburg to attend the premiere of the
German dubbing of “Limelight!”
Paris
Yvonne Carre, 22, of London,
By Gene Moskowitz
who sings in 10 and speaks seven
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44
languages, starring in Haus VaterNew Lido show, “Caprices,” will land variety show.
bow in November;
Hildegarde Neff* after completNew tv transmitter in Marseilles ing “Cnfession Under Four- Eyes”
set for Opening this month with here, left for New York to play
Paris relay in November.
“Ninotchka” -in new Feuer
MarJames Ryan in and out as part tin production on Broadway,
of his chore of unearthing a new
Douglas Sirk, Hollywood direcstar, actress for Universal’s “The tor who just completed a picture
Galilean.”
in Ireland,, dropped visit to. HamRene Dupuy takes over as di- burg, his pre-Nazi time hometown,
rector of the Gramont Theatre and to look around for a “Maria-Magbrings in a Left Bank hit of last dalena” type for his next film. No
season, “Les Hussards.”
success reported sofar.
Champs-Elysees roped off for a
John Spartacos, Greek pianist
big finale scene in Sacha Guitry’s living in New York, returned here
“Napoleon," in Which Napoleon from a Mediterranean trip aboard
rides down the big street.
Greek tycoon Aristotle Onassis’
Arthur ;Lude Klein, U.S. actor, brand-new German-built luxury
giving a one-man legit show at the yacht, Spartacos stays here until
Petit Marigny Theatre here with October, then leaves for Paris and
a series of skits and sketches.
London to accompany Edith Piaf
Claude Terrail, owner of La and Edmundo Ros in recording
Touv D’ Argent, a lush eatery, may work.

bequested

Museum

&

Manager

chai

which

bought man.

new
mu-

it, opening later this
month.
J. Harold Brown, music supervisor of Karamu Theatre, resigned
to handle Karamu Singing Quartet’s business and direct troupe
on concert tours.
Tony Sennes, who has been .managing Frank Sennes Talent Agency
here, moved to Hollywood to help
brother Frank in his Moulin Rouge
and booking interests. Merle Jacobs
to handle the Cleveland office for
the Sennes brothers. Dick Jacksoft,
formerly with it, formed his own

About 75% of listeners questioned by BIAS (U. S. sponsored
radio station in W-Berlin). expressed their desire to see a cultural film before every main feature, even if slightly increased admission is involved.
.

sical acts in

agency*

at

Jacobs returned to his
National Screen Service

Weeks

after seven

in the hospital.

Howard Keel
for

flying to England
four-week tour with the
act he introduced in Las

a

same
Vegas.;

Mohun Bhavnani, India governOfficial; will be guest speaker at next meeting of the Motion
Picture Industry Council..
Superior Court absolved Charles
-Pi. Skouras of a charge of conspiracy to take over, control of st.
SOphia Greek Orthodox Cathedral.
ment

I

liliWTiIi]

m

By Les Rees
James Moody and his band

.

.

Allerton,
installing
Hotel
Purple Tree Cafe and intimate

Jack

making the desk

“Duelo de Pasiones,” on location.
Rielya, near Toledo*
Argentine director Hugo FregoneSe here enroute to Italy where
he will film the life of painter
Vincent Van Gogh with Van Heflin.
Portuguese actor Virgilio Teix-

,

year

.

of

Friend," the British tuner set to
open near the end of the month,
Will be featured in the BBC. tele
program, “Liriielight.”
Carl Brisson will open at the
Cafe de Paris in London on Oct.
18 for a two-month engagement.
He Was supposed to have Opened
there last spring, but fell ill and
Marlene Dietrich substituted.

Morgan,

Silvia

woman
film*

*

under
1944
settlement, and Mr. Lerner ^also
a

•

After scoring in Danny Angel’s Lane.
Spanish producer Cesareo Gonand “Albert R.N.,” Anton Diffring has
school vacation playdates,
been given costarring role with zalez here on way to Paris to join
raked in terrific coin.
Donald Houston and Fay Compton Mexican actress Maria Felix on her
Jazz concerts with local talents
in “Queer Fish,” now being made way to the Venice Film Festival.
doing solid biz at Palladium, Sydby Group 3 at Cornwall. British They will return to Madrid, at the
ney, for Harry Wren after .unprofLiort will release.
finale of fete When she will be
itable vaude-revue try.
Jerome Whyte quits the London starred in a pic which he will pro20th-Fox readying the Joe KaufSept. 15 and is off to duce.
man Technicolor locally-made pic, Clinic
for week’s recupera“Long John Silver," starring Rob- Bournemouth
tion after whidh he. takes over at
ert Newton, .for Yuletide release.
rehearsals for the Coliseum proBerlin
It’s a C’Scoper.
duction of “Can-Can" for the last
(Phone: 76-02-64)
few Weeks. Shows Opens Oct. 14.
Hans
Hohn
By
Harry Alan Towers acquired
Paul Richter did his 80th pic
filming rights of Baroness Orcfcy's
role
in
“Schloss
Hubertus.”
Daily News
Tony classic, “The Scarlet Pimpernel,”
columnist
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) now
Weitzel suspending column while which he is adapting into series of
vacationing.
Marius Goring will star in 10th month at the ’Kurbel.
tv pix;
“Heideschulmeister Uwe KarJ. C. McCaffery, general agent in tele group with series to comin Outdoor show biz, hospitalized prise at least 104 half-hour epi- sten” is. Hans Deppe’s 50th directing
job.
and in critical Condition.
sodes
Paul Kohner is reported to have
Gene Allen in town for coupla
Peter Glenville, legit producer
days last week to cut a pair of Who will be making, his debut as a offered Maria Schell and O. W.
sides for De Saymont indie label.
film director with ‘‘Madam Will Fischer Hollywood contracts.
Orch leader Henry Brandon now You Walk?" planed to New York
Rebate Mannhardt will play oppitching five society bands* includ- last week with production man- posite Ingrid Bergman in “Fear,"
ing his own, in his indie booking ager Douglas Peirce -and art direc- which Rossellini is currently distable.
tor Johp HawkesWorth to plan the recting in Munich.
The IJ. S. 7th Army symph orch
Janet Brace, who recently re- action of the pic. Vivian Fox, the
signed with Decca, here for 13 producer, joined them last week- will return to Berlin. Sept. 19 for
one performance In conjunction
weeks to play Tom Duggan show end,
with the Berlin Cultural Festival.
on ABG-TV.
“Quo Vadis" (M-G) will at last
Arthur Godfrey’s Arabian horses
have its Berlin preem this month
entered
in
Cleveland
All-Arabian
Horse
at the pelphi.
Chaplin’s “LimeShow at International AmphitheBy Gleim C. Sullen
light" has also been scheduled for
atre Sept. 17-18.
Nick Pinardo rebuilding and re- September.
Hugo Giovagnoli, owner of Lake
The West German censor board
Ciub in Springfield, to the Coast modeling interior of his El Bolero
declared the new Erich Kaestner
for confabs On RKO contract re- Club, badly damaged by fire.
Eddie Sindelar sliced his Sky- film, “Das fliegende Klassenzimnewal of J oyce Taylor.
Shelly Schultz, publicity direc- Way Club’s budget for floor shows mer" (The Flying Classroom), partor for Chi MCA, leaving company drastically, after streak of bad ticularly. valuable.
Oscar Karlweis will play the
on Sept. 24. for the Army; will be luck during hot weather.
Fred Strauss, local booker, how title role in John Patrick's “Little
replaced by Jim Davis.
v
Playwrights Theatre Club bring- is not only Crew Cuts personal Tea House" at the Renaissance
ing back its all-time top grosser, business manager but also has part- Theatre during the forthcoming
fast-climbing
Berlin Cultural Festival. Karlweis
“The Tempest,” this Week only; nership rights in
team.
also translated this play into Gerfollows With “Peer Gynt."

Alan Jay Lerner,. librettist and
Ginny Scott, nitery chirper, in
screenwriter, shares equally with critical condition as result of. auto
his two Other brothers in the smashup in Wisconsin; her husresidue of a $3,500,000 estate*left band and driver of the other car.
by Joseph J. Lerner, founder of are also seriously injured.
the Lerner Stores. Their, mother,
now Mrs. Edith A. Lloyd, receives
$60,00.0
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urday (11) from Paris, attended
“Tea and Sympathy" that evening
and visited her sister, Joan Fon-

;

.
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‘Aged com whiskey from one
of the. finest stills in Richmond,
Va., was p.a. Bill Doll's shill to
the press, attendant to the “Hayride" preem at the 48th St. Thea-

town.

.,

Hill,

'

from Europe tomorrow (ThUrs.) on

Wedding slated for next month in
Cedar Rapids,. Ia., the bride’s home

Benny

;

the lie de France.

around Jan. 1.
William K. Zinsser, drama editor of the N.Y, Herald Tribune,
engaged to Caroline Margaret
Fraser, reporter on Life mag.

plays.

declaimed as a local
tv discovery, signed by Bernard
Delfont to star in a new revue
own ty transmitter in January. It next spring.
will beam three hours daily pf
Lucille and Eddie Roberts open
films, relays, and live bits. It will a cabaret season at the Colony
have the same screen definition as next Monday (20). Kay Thompson
the French.
returns to the Cafe de. Paris the
Jean-Louis Barrault will cele- same night.
brate his 20th armi in the theatre
F. Gordon Hill, who was with
this year by a repeat of his first the old Fox Film Co.
1929 and
directorial stint in a mime based who went to Columbia in 1933, has
on William Faulkner’s “While I been made 20th-Fox. assistant sec.»
Lay. Dying.”
retary and comptroller.
Maurice Chevalier does his 55.
Coachloads of fans are going to
one-man stints at the Theatre Des London airport Friday (1.7) to welChamps Ely sees in October,' then come -Frankie Laipe on his arrival
goes into Henri Diamaht-Berger’s for a vaude tour. A press recepremake of “Sans Famille” (No- tion is being held at the airport.
body’s Boy).
David E. Rose, David Lewis and
Indian Ballet, headed by Mrina- Edward
Dmytryk returned to
lint Sarabhai, opens the terp sea-, America
weekend, having
last
son at the Theatre Des Champs completed filming of “End of the
Elysees Sept. 22. Then comes the Affair,”
Van Johnson -Deborah
Polish Ballet, the Bulgarian Ballet Kerr co-starrer.
and the Cuevas Ballet.
Members of the cast of the

Tiny Luxembourg will have

.

Victor Gilbert, owner of Stonehenge, Ridgefield, Conn., has purchased a restaurant in Christiansted, St. Croix, Virgin islands* to
be known as The 'Henge, to open

Louis

Sterling sailing to
New York on the Queen Elizabeth.
Helen Cordet is starred at the
Cafe de Paris for the third time
this year..
Lew Sehreiber, eixec assistant to
’Darryl E^Zanuck, in town to o.o,
the situation and gander current
Sir

Fraricais,

Elizabeth Taylor and her husband, Michael Wilding, back from
London and to the Coast.
Director George Cukor stopped
over in Gotham en route to Bombay to start Metro's “Bhowani
Junction."
Rudolf Bing, genera! manager of
the Metropolitan Opera, due in

opener; “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes."
Hollywood
William Skelton, H. E. B. Lantz
Alan Young planed to Paris.
and William Glennon appointed
SonjaHenie airlined to El Paso,
reduction stage managers at PlayJoseph M, Schenck hospitalized
g oiise for new season.
for checkup.
Kitty Kallen booked for Vogue
Yul Brynner up arid around after
Terrace week of Oct. 4, followed nasal surgery,
by A1 Morgan, Billy Daniels,
Olivia De Havilland returned
Goofers,
Vagabonds and Ames after a year in Europe;
Bros.
Jerry Lewisdoctor
ordered
three more weeks in bed.
Eddie Albert and Margo lining
up a concert tour for early 1955.
Jack Mahoney and Dick- Jones
By Ramsay Ames
east for series of rodeo appear( Gastellana-Hilton; 37-22-00)
on’s

London

It will

Spencer Tracy off on a European

con-

tinuing at Vic’s,/

“Moon

Blue" and “School for
Brides" inked for Lyceum.
Frolics has exotic dancers Lana
Richards and Abita Gray plus SltyIs

lighters Trio.

Charles

Carts

and

Teddy &

Phyllis Rodriguez into Hotel Radis-

son Flame. Room;

Dorothy Lewis Ice Show and comedienne Marie Shaw in third
month at Starlight Club;
Raye Perkins back at helm of
Flame nitery here after having
managed the whale show.
.

Sam Donahue with Billy .May
orch into Prom Ballroom for a
speedy one-night return date.
Qld Log summer theatre opens
dramatic stock in-between-touringleglt-attractions season with “Time
.

Cuckoo" at Lyceum

of

this week,

Although its suburban Star Playhouse was destroyed by fire last
week, the stock company will
launch the scheduled fall-winter
season Sept. 29 with “Harvey,"
having found new quarters*: ail
abandoned local church which is
being converted into a 376-seat
.

theatre.
Blaze started several
hours after summer, season’s final
.

show, “Hny Fever.”

Sail Francisco
By Ralph J. Gleason
Georgia Jessel and Sophie Tucker in town for Guy Cherney opening at Bimbo’s.
Bobby Phillips,. Associated Booking chief in L. A., in town'setting
up dates, at the Downbeat and
other clubs.
Jerry Bundsen had Lisa Kirk,
Dagmar, Keith Braselle, Jack Fina
and Miss Hong Kong as guests on

KVSM Saturday show last
week.
Allan Ros?, formerly promotion
man with H. R. Basford, local Columbia distributor, now freelancing as record promotion and pub-

his

licity contact.

By Jerry Gaghan
Vincent Rizzo, former orch maeworking as solo violinst at
Claude, Cinelli’s, South Jersey res-?

stro,

taurant.

Norman

Granz’s

“Jazz

at

tha

Philharmonic” will reopen Academy of Music with three perform-

ances Sept. 17-18.
Jack Lynch, nitery impresario,
left to join managerial staff at
Beldoii
Katleman’s El Rancho
Buenos Vegas, Las Vegas, NeV.
;

Ava Gardner

f

.

aired to
Aires despite severe Cold.
Kiwanis Club of Olney sponsor*
Myron Kalin, Metro, rep in Ar- ing performance of “Oklahoma" at
gentina, heading for California Va- the LambertVille, N. J, Music Circation.
cus for benefit of its underprivilegCharles Scripps, head of Scripps- ed and crippled children’s fund.
Howard Newspapers board of diconAll-Philadelphia
lineup
rectors, here on inspection tour.
nected with new tune. “ABC
RCA Victor laying plans to in- Boogie*"
written by locals Max
stall radio vacuum. tube factory in
Spikol and A1 Russell, published
Chile to supply, most of tubes now by
Myers Music and recorded by
;

being imported*
By Hal V. Cohen
Eleanor Tetley, mother of ballet
dancer Glenn Tetley, okay again
Ottawa
after an operation.
Booker. George Claire, a former
Century Theatre shuttered but
hoofer, looks like a juvenile again; to reopen as Towrie Cinema, With
he shed 20 pounds.
semi-art policy,
Tele actress Helen Wayne Rauh
Gene Autry, shour on tour of
underwent minor surgery at the Canada, booked into the AuditorMontefiore Hospital.;
ium here Sept. 24-25.
Local magico Del Ray booked
Mazzoni & Abbott sharing Fairinto Chi’s Palmer House for a mount Club billing with Mac &
month beginning Sept. 23.
Mitzi and Charlotte Gray.
Playhouse actress Ricky Wertz
Clarence Nash* Donald Duck’s
and Tom Borden, tv director, back voice, touring schools and on Capifrom Bermuda honeymoon.
tol stage plugging new local bread
George Seibel, longtime local product,
drama critic, and his wife celeWilliam Hartnett, business manbrated their 60th wedding anni.
ager of Ottawa LATSE local, back
Wolfe Kaufman back in town in Regent Theatre booth after hosbeating the drums, for the Nix- pitalization at Saranac Lake.
:

'

Haley and his Comets*
combo* for Tlecca release.

Bill

local

Memphis
By Matty
Yma Sumac to

Brescia
the Auditorium
.

one nighter Nov. 27.
Ike Myers skedded Ballet de
Monte Carlo for a single matinee
at City Auditorium Dec. 12.
Adrienne (Vivian Clay), Chifor

,

cago singing pianist, now doing
a nightly stint at Joe Jaffee’s Part
Ave. restaurant here.
Sonja Henie afid'. her leeshow
here week of Nov. 11. "Holiday on
Ice” slides in for another “(ert

March. Both skedded under.
Charley McElravy banner.

in

—

!1

.
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MARRIAGES

in line with transfer of the
York to WashingVoice from
ton.
Sheppard, who started his radio
career in 1935 as an announcer and

WILFRED LYTELL

moved

Wilfred Lytell, 62, radio, stage
and silent screen star, died Sept,
ill10 in Salem, N. Y., after an
ness of several weeks. Brother of
Bert Lytell, he appeared With the
latter in productions of the LyteilVaughan stock company at the old
Harinanus Bleecker Hall in Albany
40 years ago; and also played in

Grace Stoops to Edgar J. Katifproducer for KGEI, San Francisco, mann, Pittsburgh, Sept. 4. Bride
formerly was in public relations;
joined the Voice in 1946.
Surviving are his wife, also a groom’s Pitt department store OwnVoice staffer; two sobs and his er; and founder of Civic Light
:

parents.

had

Lytell

pictures.

..

role’s

of Broadway produce
and was a supporting player

number

in a

turns

JAMES
James

S.

RETTER

WB

salesS. Better, 55,
for the West Virginia territory out of the Pittsburgh Office,
died suddenly Sept. 5 on a train
returning home from a Labor Day

radio’s. “Just Plain Bill.” Recently he had been doing television

man

in

commercials.
In addition to his brother, Lytell
holiday week-end visit with his soij,
is survived by' his wife, and a son.
James R. Retter, in Grand Rapids,

Mich.
Retter was a theatre owner in
California, Pa., before going into
distribution. In addition to. his sort,
he leaves his wife and two grand-

REIN1IOLD SCHUENZEL

.

Rcinhold Schuenzel, fi5> veteran
actor and director, died of a heart
ailment Sept. 11 in Munich. After
career in
launching his stage
Berlin in 1915 he became a silent sons.

ahd directed a number
films including “ForFool,”
1928 production

screen, star
tune's

.

and
and had roles ih.
“Dragohwyck” and

such pictures as ‘Tee Follies”

“Hangmen Also Die” among others.
Be also appeared in a string of
Broadway plays from 1.945 through
parts
1949:
His
ranged, from
“The Big

His actress-daughter,
Stewart, survives.

Marianne

Kniic.”

.

j

ductions are the crowning glory of
Vienna’s 10-month opera season.

fully picks up.
So sensitive
city fathers to tourism during
gust that they
;

=

.

.

•

:

j

1.
:

—

—

...

.

JIMMY

P.

DOYLE

(Jimmie)

P.

:

Doyle,

77,

,

property man for more than 50
who. traveled in that capacity
extensively throughout the U. S.
and Canada, died Aug. 29 in Ottawa.. lie was With Cohan
Harris
for a score of years and worked
with such stars as Raymond Hitch-

,

:

•years

I

&
.

BIRTHS

A1 Jolson and Fay Bainter.

cock,

who was a member of
Ottawa IATSE local for more

Doyle,
the

i

than a half century, handled props
for a
number of hits including
“Forty Five Minutes froiti Broad-

way,” “Little

Widow”

Red

Johnny Jones,” “The
and “Of Thee 1
1

'

Noted as an amateur ballplayer,
Doyle played first base for George
M. Cohan’s team in the theatrical
league in New York, nearly 50 years
ago. Surviving is a brother, H. W.

.

MARK

.

Doyle.

MSGR. LICINip REFICE
Msgr. Licinio Refice, 69, operatic
mposer. and conductor, died of
a heart
attack Sept. 11 while
batoning his opera, “San Cecilia,”

&

WGN

in the Municipal Theatre at Rib
de Janeiro.
native of Rome, he

A

GOWANS

was long a teacher of church music
and also directed a number of
choral groups’.

Msgr. Refice, whose “San Gecilia”
was presented in. Buenos Aires and
Rio de Janeiro in 1935, came to
the U. S. in 1947 with a Vatican
choral unit known as the Roman
Singers of Sacred Music.
They
toured
the
country _ after first
appearing at the Polo Grounds in

.

.

MARIKA COTOPOULI
Marika
Cotopouli,
noted
68,
waged ienne, di^d of a heart attack
Sept. 1 1 in Athens. Her forte was

.

Greek drama and Shake-

spearean parts. Member of a theamcal family, she. made her stage
debut as a child.

Mine. Cotopouli,

who was

thor-

oughly trained in all aspects of
theatre, headed her own conv-

,

hie

which she brought to

ey

New

WB

in 1930. In a stay of several
Months her group presented a
repertory of Sophocles, Euripides
j^d a modern Italian play, ‘‘The
Shadow.”
* 01’k

'

Branch

.

•

William

•

s.

thunder
:

William

Silvano Thunder, 78,
and accompanist for many
star S, died Sept. 8 in Philaa choral conductor and
instructor, he was organ

organist
ueipin

^hsic

accompanist for the Philadelphia
ui.chesfra

,i huncler

w

under Leopold $tokowalso

accompanied Mine.
Hans Ilindler,
Thaddeus Rich and

Heink,

^filiams,

1

}

acobinoff. He received his
^al education from his broth-

Sl

p ,!

^ndueio^
Ris wife

Q°td9n

€nry

&'****>.

and daughter survive.

RUSSELL W, SHEPPARD
Sheppard, 40, inter-.
e?R tor of the Voice of
? Special events branch,
he * Et attack Sept. 6 in Arinelnn
gton, \,
Va,, where he had recently

laiu
al
\hiv?w

*

.

WDTV

New York.

ancient

.

J

.Sing}”

|

.

are

Au-

clock visitors, autos
Each August they move to Salzand trucks in and out of Salzburg
burg to stage the same productions
with Geiger-counter accuracy.
before an international public, afid
Opera Association.
on th» way something gets lost.
Judy Shay to James George,
The trouble can’t be with SalzPittsburgh;
Aug. 2. Bride’s a
burg
alone. This is such a musical
Berlin
dancer.
Dr. Agnes J. Rovnanek to Dr city that housewives recently peContinued from page. 1-555
Peter A. Lindstrom, Pittsburgh, titioned the mayor to tune the fire 552SS
With then it would be smart ‘to plug the
Sept. 9: Groom’s the former hus- sirens to the correct pitch.
band of Ingrid Bergman.
is castles, palaces and public garsnngs in advance; get them on the
Emily Moran to Michael Em- dens it’s one of loveliest of all air; then maybe it won’t be the
manuels, New York, Sept. 12. Both" cities in which to listen to music. ‘sudden death’ to the score. The
are with Transfilm, the N. Y. in- This year patrons could even forsongs will have a chance to condustrial and tv commercial pro- get it’s an American-occupied city.
tinue.
As; I said/ songs must be
ducers.
Town
was off limits to the 13,000 heard over and over to be appreciMuriel Hutchison to John NicholU. S. troops at nearby Camp ated, and a one-time interpretatiori
son,- Sept. 10,. London. Bride is an
American legit actress; he’s an art Boeder for the duration of the fes- will never be the answer.
tival,
dealer.
“I don’t care vvho.it is—Rodgers
Nobody says it here, but much & Hammerstein, Friml, Kern,
Gene Sue Zigmond to Mitchell
Gamson, Hollywood, Sept. 5. He’s of -the trouble lies with Furtwang- Porter, Victor Herbert or Berlin
an assistant director at Columbia,
His Slow “Don Giovanni” was melodies take oh audience impact,
Shirley Garvey to Lieut. Ray- the favorite subject for debate
mond Cunneff Jr., Philadelphia, around the Festspielhaus and only with pleasant repetitiveness.”
j

.

:

James

of Salz-

the

:

“He

to

Who Gets Slapped”

that the city

same Vienna. State burg, which is brought much outOpera company whose Mozart pro- side business by the festival, grate-

tor, this is

.

1

appearances in a revival of

2

deficit

1

'Emil fanhings.
Following his airival in Hollywood in 1937, Schuenzel. directed

“Notorious,”.

and a conduc- 000

Prandi, 65,, theatre
critic and playwright, died of a
heart attack recently in Milan after
attending the opening performance Sept; ll. Bride is daughter of
Berlin recalls how the late Jack
A slow man with a stick, Kapp;
of Patrick Hamilton’s “Rope” at Charles Garvey, American Guild of cafes;
founder-president of Decca
Furtie takes 30 minutes longer
the Olympia Theatre.
Records, in the first flush of “OklaVariety Artists’ Philadelphia branch
do
than, regular clocked time to
Owner and editor: for the last 30 manager.
homa!”
albuf
big success, when
one.
Long before lie’s it
years of the showbiz monthly, “Le
Alexis Crombie to Patrick How- this
stalled selling into the hundreds
Scimmie” (The Monkeys), Praudi gill, London, Sept. 4. Bride is through, both audience and Mozart of thousands eventually topping
was more successful as a theatre former repertory actress in Scot- are dead.
1,300.000 sets at $5 per album enhistorian, lecturer and producer land; he’s Son of British BroadcastFestival guard.ians. admit pri- visioned Berlin, and Rodgers
than with his own plays.
ing Cbrp. music controller
vately there are far better stick- Hammerstin bpth writing original
Morgan Howard to Richard Jo- men for Mozart. But it’s Furtie scores directly for
the wax. Berlin
PAUL LIEBERENZ
seph, Sept, 5, Dayton, O,
Bride, who packs in that old international
says “We laughted at Kapp and
Paul Lieberenz, 61, German film is a model turned writer; Joseph
the dollar Dleasantly kidded him. out of the
sends
up
publicum,
and
pioneer who was khown for his is an author, lecturer and travel
grosses.
idea, because it would be suicide.
cultural pictures! died Aug. 31 in editor of Esquire.;
The Mel’s Cesare Siepi was the How could vvC tell what song rated
Berlin. Starting his career in 1910,
Yolande Donlan to Val Guest,
he headed UFA studios at Berlin- London, Sept! 11. Bride is an Don repeating from v last year; the values, yvithout first frying
TempelhoF after World War J.
actress; lie’s a British film director. With his figure and voice, Siepi them out ? Sorrte throwaway number
Marcia Gauger, to Howard. Ledig, shouldn’t miss in this role. Un- could Well turn out to be the hit,
Lieberenz later joined several
expeditions which toured remote Sept. 13, Tarrytown. N.Y. Bride is fortunately as an actor he’s un- and some tune we personally liked
corners of the globe. After 1953 research editor, of Time mag; he’s interesting, The dark side of the could be a bomb.”
Don’s character he misses altohe directed and produced a num- a legit actor.
Those ‘Unsuspected’ Hits
ber of cultural films.
When Don Giovanni is
gether.
Berlin cites a. number of
msummoned by the statue iri the. orable instances,
where throwaway
TARASOFF
IVAN
final scene, Siepi is clearly a boy
or unsuspected numbers emerge as
Ivan Tarasoff, 76, Russian ballet
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Caplah, trying to do a man’s job.
the wallop numbers.
He recalls
dancer-master, died Sept. 11 in son, Sept. 7, N.. Y.
Mother is
Festival’s Jewel
the pannings his. score for “As
Monrovia, Calif. He came to this Irene Jordan, ex-Met Opera soSeason’s other Mdzart offering, r Thousands Cheer” at the Music
country withr the first Diaghaleff prano now with Chicago Lyric
troupe headed by Pavlova and re- Opera Co.
“Cosi Fan Tutte,” was as brilliant Box got, and today he has two
tired 15 years ago as head Of a N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Harris, son, as “Don” was lustreless; As usual, standards, “Easter Parade” and
ballet school.
Sept. 8, N. Y. Father is company it was the jewel of the festival. “Heat Wave,” out of the show.
His wife. Margit Tarasoff, a bal- manager of “Can-Can:” Mother is But it was conducted by Vienna
“A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody”
let dancer, two daughters and four dancer Geraldine Delariey.
State Opera's chief, Karl Boehm, .'was written as a throwaway ‘paMr. and Mrs. Dick Erdirian, and cast by Vienna, ensemble of rade’ number for the'
grandchildrep survive.
Ziegfeld
Hollywood, Sept.. 10. lrmgard Seefried, Dagmaar Herdaughter.
beauts iri the 1917 ’Follies,’ and toMother, Sharon, is a singer; father man. Erich Kunz, Anton Dermotz,
S. LOVE
day
it’s a theme for every fashion
.?
Mark S. Love, 53, former opera an actor,
and Paul Schoeff ler. How; could a show and kindred display. In its
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rasor, son,
and radio singer, died Sept. 10 in
combination like that fail?
origi
it was only a casual ditty—
Chicago. A bass-baritone, he once San Francisco; Sept. 6. Father is
Central event of the festival was the major plug, songs of that edisang with the Chicago Opera CO. writer ort the KCBS “Jane Todd”
of
new
premiere
world
a
tion
of
the
the ^Follies’ were ‘Mandy’
show.
and the New York Metropolitan
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Vallee, son, opera. The composer of such an and ‘Tulip Time/
Opera Co.
New
York.
Father
Salzburg
Aug.
is direc- opera has his problems.
5,
“You just can’t tell unless it’s
Love also had been a soloist and
audiences are overdressed, Over- plugged three, four arid five times
vocal group director for radio sta-. tor of television at Benton
Bowles agency.
tanned, and overfed—not the. best ih the show. The critics can’t rection
in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Viv Peck, daughter, public to place a new mOsical work
Kansas City, Sept; 9. Father is a before. -On the other hand, a new ognize it, the public can’t recognize
BRAD
it, and certainly the man who first
Brad Gowans, 50, trombonist, sales staffer for Guild Films.
opera at Salzburg gets heaps of writes the tunes recognizes it least,
Mr. and Mrs. Ric Marorii; daughdied of cancer Sept. 8 in Hollyf
publicity— not a bad thing for a of all because he’s been so close to
wood. He was featured with many ter, Pittsburgh, Aug. 31. Father’s a composer.
it.”
small groups in the east before musician.
Mr. and Mrs. Hank Stohl, daughThe composer who wrestled with
Berlin’s prize illustration .of what
moving to California in 1946.
ter, Dayton. O., Aug. 25. Father’s this dilemma this year was Rolf may
be unsuspected “special maGowans Was associated With an: announcer at
in Pitts- Liebermann, musical director of terial”
emerging as walloping hits
such outfits as Bud Freeman, Eddie burgh.
Radio Zurich. As it turned out, is the “Annie Get Your Gun” score
Condon and Bob Crosby.
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Wilson, his “Penelope,” a two-act “opera
which
sold
1.250,000 sheet music
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
Aug. 28. semi-seria*’ (combining serious and
Morris Spiers, 70, owner of the Father’s with Brad Hunt band.
copies of “Doin’ What Conies
comic),
with text by Heinrich Naturally,” “Sun Ih the Morning,”
Lenox Theatre, West Philly nabe,
Mr. and Mrs. Caley Augustine,
jStrobl, musical director of Radio “They Say That Falling In Love Is
died Sept. 7 in Philadelphia. He daughter.
Pittsburgh.
Aug. 29.
started in film business in 1908 Father’s sales promotion head of Baden-Baden, Was more eagerly Wonderful” and “The Girl That I
with the Stanley Co. of America, WJAS.
awaited than received,
Marry.”
leaving it in 1938 when he bought
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Andree. daughLast year
It’s not the first time.
A throwaway, number, really in
the Lenox.
ter, Pittsburgh, Aug. 30., Father’s* *at Salzburg,' Gottfried von Einem’s
the catqgoiy of “special material”
His wife, son and daughter sur- a disk jock at WPIT.
“The Trial” got the same kind of says Berlin, “was ‘There’s No Bmpivive.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Goldstein, reception, and for same reasons.
iiess Like Show Business.’
Well*
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
Aug 25.
On the face of it, “Penelope” I’d give away the entire score, for
Charles Mandalari, 38, nitery op- Father’s promotion manager at
had. everything a modern opera just that one number which today
erator in Kent, O., died Sept. 5 of a WWSW.
Composer was a solid has become, the ‘theme song’ of all
heart ailment in that city.
He
Mr. and Mrs. A. Algier, daughter, wanted.
helped run the Moon night club, a Pittsburgh, Aug. 30. Mother’s the professional.' Text, with antiwar show biz.”
family business, until hb became ill daughter of Paul Kruraenacker, of theme, sounded contemporary. At
two years ago. His wife, two sons,
exchange.
Salzburg it was handsomely staged
mother, four brothers and five sisMr. and Mrs. Russ Zebra, daugh- by veterans Oskar Fritz Schuh
ters suryivei..
ter, Pittsburgh, Aug. 26.
Mother and Caspar Neher, faultlessly diCol.
and father are both formerly of rected by Clevelander George
55,5 Continued from page f sissss
Charles C. Carroll, 60, member Film Row.
Szell; and. magnificently sung by.
of. the UI sound department for
Mr. ahd Mrs. Emil Foryan, son, German soprano Chfisl Goltz in
Picketing is/ih protest, against
25 years, died of a heart attack Pittsburgh, Aug. 26.. Father’s with
All much more Ilian it allegedly excessive rental terms
title role.
Sept. 7 ip Exeter, Cal. He had been, 20th-Fox.
laid for “Caine Mutiny” and Columbia
Yet.it
-incidentally.
deserved,
in retirement for a year. His wife
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth- Davis,,
sales manager's alleged insolent
and son survive.
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
Aug, 29. a big egg.
Father’s the son of Roy JQavis, of
While “Benelope” was a bust, it treatment of a National Allied comJoseph F. Kaspar, 54» assistant UI exchange.
gave Salzburg another chapce to mittee seeking film rental relief,
sales director at WLS, Chicago,
Mr. and Mrs'. Larry Auerbach, hear Chfistl Goltz.
She last ap- according to Berger!
died recently of a heart attack son, New York, Aug.. 2.0! Father is peared here as Marie i
Berger has publicly expressed
“Wpzr
while at Work. He was- associated With the William Morris Agency.
zeck.” Since then she has greatly the hope that no independent exwith the station for 20 years. His
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Brown, son. developed. Many critics think her hibitor. will cross the picket line to
wife survives.
New York, Sept. 5. Mother is bal- Europe’s finest singing actress; buy or date Columbia pictures
let dancer joy Williams; father' is
Americans can make up own mind aid the company in any way.
Wife, 46, of actor Fred Astaire a writer-corn poser.
Hy Chapman, Columbia branch
died of cancer Sept. 13 in Beverly
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Reznick, when they hear her sing five
the
challenges
here,
Cal.
Hills,
Also surviving are a son, New York, Sept. 8. Father is “Salome” performances at the Met manager
picketing’s validity, but is awaitson, daughter and another son writer
on .CBS-TV’s “Morning next season.
before
instructions
by her first marriage,
homeoffiie
Show!”
irig
Richard
celebrates
Salzburg
Mr. -and Mrs. Ted Vanett, son, Strauss as well as Mozart.
S. Di Kane,
This taking any action.
Mrs. Katie Grubbs, 72, film in- Philadelphi
Sept. 6.
Father is year they did him proud with an NCA executive counsel, insists th
spector at the RKO exchange in press agent for William Goldman “Ariadne” that was very nearly organization is within its rights.
Dallas, died Sept. ;8 in that city,
Theatres.
perfect.
Back in 1937 local independent
Mr, and .Mrs. Dick Pitts, son,
Ann Marie O’Connor, one Of the Flushing. N. Y., Sept. 7 Father is ' Boxoffice take was highest yet at exhibitors, also picketed. Warner
O’.Cohnpr Sisters, harmony singers, public relations director of Theatre Salzburg, totalling the equivalent Bros, as a move to combat perThis leaves a $182,- centage demands.
of $263,000,
died Sept. 11 in Asbury Park, N.J, Owners of America

Francisco

with

“Balalaika”

soloists

j

FRANCISCO PRANDI

German

of

Continued from page

some new

,

,

silent

New

Susie Clark Turner to Robert K.
Weiss, New York, Sept. 11. Bride
is daughter of Terry Turner, General Teleradio exec.
Selma Rich to Martin L.: Roth,
Jersey City, N. J., Sept.. 12. Bride
was with Compton agency’s raidotv dept and is daughter of organistvocal coach Jimmy Rich.
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Oakland, Cal., Sept. 21. 4:
Three alleged song sharks, two
whom are already under indictment accused of bilking a Fresno

r

State College professor of $5,000
on a song promotion, were indicted here -by an. Alameda County

Grand jury

last

conspiracy

of

week on charges
commit grand

to

theft in a scheme to defraud amateur. songwriters.
The three men
‘indicted by the grand jury after
two days of hearings are: Keith W.
Erickson, and John H. Leoni, both
of Oakland, and. George Wald of
North Hollywood.
Superior Judge James A. Agee
set bail of $10,000 for Erickson
who,“ with Leoni, is awaiting trial
in Fresno for taking some $5,000
from Prof. E. B. Womack of Fresno
State College telling him his song,
;

'’Don’t

You Know,” was

By GEORGE ROSEN

Theme Song

-

.

of

Rebuffed at the ..rating “polls,”
major tV networks (notably
with approximately $25,000,000 In sponsor
coin and the whole future pattern

Ottawa, Sept. 21.
Donald Harron, who opens
on Broadway tomorrow night
(Wed.) in “Home is the Hero,”
writes friends here that he’s
considering a musical version
of “Oedipus Rex,” the Greek
tragedy about the youth who
blinds, himself as

when he

that

his

his
own
actually
wife
is
mother. He appeared in the
.drama this summer at the

Dear Old Dad.”

ried

!

for Dinah Shore.
Leoni* who did not testify at the
hearings, was released on his own
recognizance and Wald’s bail was
Wald, despite the
set at $3,000,
advice of his attorney, talked freeErickson was
ly. to the grand, jury.
not Present a t the hearing.. He has
a record of two such offenses in
past years.

Say Betsy von

In consequence,
closed in N.Y. this

Nonetheless, " t h e
networks,
bloody,, but unbowed, were doing
some fast and furious reappraising
over the past week in studying the
impact of the coast-to-coast audience repudiation which found ( 1
Max Liebman’s $30Q,000 “Satins
and Spurs” color production marking Betty Hutton’s yidebut going
down for the count in the 10-major-city Trendex returns; (2) CBSTV’s star-studded $200,000 tinted
“Best of Broadway” premiere with
“The Royal Family” barely squeaking through in topping Ralph Edwards' Lillian Roth story on "This
Is Your Life,” despite the fact that
it was the third go-round for the
Roth kinescope. This, too, in the
face
of
critical
plaudits
for.
Under the diversification sphere
the Westinghduse-sponsbred CBS of influence In many American
“Broadway” preem, which far out- industries, including show busiweighed the downbeat reaction. ness one may find such offshopt
(Trendex accorded the CBS story enterprises
Loew’s Theatres,
entry a 23.9 rating as opposed to under the new
Joe Vogel-Leopold
a 18.9 for the third reprise of the
Friedman management, going into
Roth episode.)
manufacturing, couturier, textiles,
The
networks
concede
that and the like. Such business projthey’re frankly perplexed and “just ects, removed from show biz, are
how do you Ripley an American not as bizarre as first meets the

F.

Doctored Actor s

-District Attorney Frank Coakley
charged that Erickson and Leoni
operated
an Oakland business
Betsy von Furstenberg, recently
known as 20th Century Music Co., dropped as femme lead "of “Oh
which advertised help for amateur Men, Oh Women,” appeared before
songwriters in the Oakland Trib- the Actors Equity council yester(Continued onrpage 48)
day (Tues.) to appeal for reinstatement. There was no word at presstime as to whether any decision
(Continued on page 32)
was reached.
The ^actress’ contract as featured
Theatre
of B’ way Hits
femme lead in the Edward Chodorov comedy was cancelled recently
Off; Effect
Still Long
by producer Cheryl Crawford on
the ground of repeated absences
Pic Release Studied from
the cast without leave or noti-.
The possibility of Broadway fication. Situation Was explained tO:
shows being piped to theatres via .Equity officials by Miss Crawford’sclosed-circuit tv, while progressing general, manager, Sam Schwartz,
via Box Office Television’s deal
( Continued on page 621
This stacks up as a bumper seawith Actor’s Equity, is still a long
son for revues, Whatever the qualWay' off. BOTV is nowhere near a
ity may be, indications are that a
deal with the producers of “Seven
big' lineup,
of plotless musical
Year Itch,” most mentioned choice
Shows may, buck the firstnight test
as the first play to hit the closedTelefilm Outfit on Broadway.
circuit airlanes, nor has it made
Silent screen star Marion Davies
At the moment at least eight
any arrangements With the IATSE
shows
have
Stagehands umon.
According to is back in show business on an sketch-song-hoofing
IA prexy Richard F. Walsh, there active basis as president of the been announced for the Main Stem,
were some preliminary discussions newly formed telepix production With an additional trio slated for
some moriths ago but no positive outfit, M-H Productions, in which off -Broadway presentation. That’s
she's partnered With actor Russell practically a season i
itself as
deal Is anywhere near settlement.
First project of the firm compared to a few years ago, when
A spokesman for Courtney Burr Hayden.
is
a half-hour situation comedy revues were seemingly a lost show
and Elliot Nugent, producers of
starring Arthur Lake, his wife Pat, form.
“Itch/' said no commitments, had
In more recent years Broadway
been made with BOTV except an and their two children. Series is
titled “Meet the Family,” and Hay- revues have been making someexpression of interest.
“We told den,
who’s
done
plenty
of
telepix
thing
of a comeback, There has
Box Office Television to go out and
make arrangements with the un- thesping via “Cowboy G-Men,” is been nothing like the old 1920s
of
Tollies,”
“Scandals,”
ions involved,” the spokesman said, acting as producer-director on the days
“Vanities,” “Music Box Revues,”
“and then come back and talk to series.
Hayden
is. in N. Y. with the pilot
“Little
Shows,” etc., but a few nonus.
film conferring with Screencraft book tuners have rekindled a.k.
Another factor, completely unre- Pictures v.p. Ed Berkson and
sales memories..
solved, is the reaction of the film
chief Peter Piech oil a possible netThe fact that the payoff ratio of
company, 20th-Fox in this case, work
deal. If that doesn’t come revues has been notably below that
which has the picture rights to the
through, the series Will be syndi- of book musicals, straight plays
play.
Film, is currently in. pro- cated via
Screencraft in the east and even revivals apparently isn’t
duction, with sequences featuring
and Jack Russell Associates of Chi- a deterrent to a few revue-minded
(Continued on page 62)
cago in the midwest and west.
(Continued on page 71

week
rival

TV

Way

On

New

--

1

[

A
tor,

(19)

dis-

that

which

out-Trendexed

color “spectacular” on

the

NBC

guns,
.Sullivan,

pleased with the suc-

cess of the “Zanuck” hour, said,
he was also considering the Harry
Cohn story and the Howard Hughes
story. However, he warned, these
shows rriust be properly spaced
since the Hollywood glitter-andglamor stuff can be overdone. He
pointed out that it was a year after
doing the Metro show that he
tackled the Zanuck story.

The “Toast” m.c. also expressed
doubt that the audience would go
a steady diet of Hollywood
( Continued on page 62
successful theatre chain operaespecially one as vast as the
for

cream-of-the-crop offshoot of the
divorced Loew’s Inc.-Metro pictures setup, has "bad wide experience in a -number of fields. Realty
values is a basic, of course, because from the very pioneer days
showmen quickly learned that a
,

Borges Phenom;

Hits 1st

Anni on B’way With 775G

Take and No End

in Sight

(Continued on page 62)

Victor Borge will celebrate his
anniversary on Broadway Oct.
2, to rate the tag of the year’s show
biz phenomenon. Although taking
Yell,
Does Rodgers
off for a rest the month of July
from his nightly chores at the
in His Spare Time? Golden Theatre in his one-man
Richard Rodgers must be time-, show, “Comedy In Music;” the
table-happy these days, He’s on a Danish-American pianist-comic will
commuter kick, with a film in pro- have racked up the amazing total
duction on the Coast, three legit: of about $775,000 (exclusive of tax)
shows in the works, and a concert- for the 11-month run.
There’s been no business like
conducting date coming up.
in this, or any commensurate length
Composer - conductor
was
Hartford last week to catch tho of run, for a one-person production
touring. “South Pacific” at
the in. N. Y., nearest approach being
Bushriell Auditorium. He was back Cornelia Otis Skinner’s “Paris ’90”
at his New York office the follow- of a couple Of seasons ago, which
ing day to attend rehearsals of “On ran 87 performances. By Oct. 2,
Your Toes,” the upcoming revival Borge will have given 384 showfirst

What

.

Do

.

.

<

Sullivan

week

and drew a Vast audience. The
next show also will be pitted
against one bf NBC’s big program

,

eye.

to sell

he’s all set to roll with “The Jack
Warner Story” in November
December. Arid, he’s getting enthusiastic support from all the
Studios for a gigantic star-packed
tribute to Hollywood in which
major studios would' participate.
Each would contribute a 10-minute
“package” to >‘Toast.”
Project is an outgrowth of Sullivan’s Darryl F. Zanuck opus last,

:

Just Like the Girl That Mar-

medium

touting pix, now are rooting for
Ed Sullivan and his “Toast of the
Town” on CBS-TV as a supersalesman for Hollywood.

...

Stratford. (Orit.) Shakespeare
Festival.
Harron’s; figures there’d be
a great spot in such a musical
for a song titled, “I Got a Girl

a natural

week

of tv programming at stake, are
“ih for the duration” in dedicating
themselves to a “fight to the finish” to blazen up the spectrum
with spectaculars;

punishment

discovers

After
announcement last,
that Gilbert Miller will
tour
heiress-actress
Gloria
Vanderbilt in a revival of
Molnar’s “The Swan,” one of.
his past hits, rgports were current in the Sardi set that the
producer is also planning other
similar retreads of his former
shows.
Suggested candidates were v
Barbara Hutton in “Her Cardboard Lover” arid Doris Duke
in
“The Late Christopher.
Bean;”

the

NBC-TV and CBS-TV),

Television as a

both pix and the people who make
’em is capturing the imagination
of Hollywood.
Studios, which have beeri leery
of tv and have been unable to get
together on their own video series

Society Cast ihg

ings, with the end nowhere .in
sight. Tickets are now selling for
Year’s Eve, arid comedian expects to play through the season,

i
which he’s silently partnered
with George Abbott.
After another day at “Toes” rehearsals, he was off to Bridgeport
for the opening of the bus-truck
touring edition of “Oklahoma” at
Klein Auditorium.
He then returned to New York, but goes to
New Haven today (Wed.) with the

(Continued on page 62)

New

Not only didn’t the July layoff
hurl the b.o. (as some of his managers feared), but on the contrary,
gave it a hypo. During June, Borge
was doing between *$13,000 and
1

(Continued on page 71)

.
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UARIETY
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Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Jack Benny’s threehour appear-

SAY THEATRE OWNER
For the first time since the preHitler days of the late twenties and
early thirties, American film companies are showing concern .over
Germany both as a- production cenmarket for U. S.
ter and as
product.

HIRED MURDERERS
Mexico
The murder of

SELF INTO

A

Germany

‘JOKEPOT’

who published

in 1954 will, Frederick Fell,

Comedy

deliver in excess of $13,000,000,
There are already indications
that, with Germany’s own rising
production. U, S. pix are facing a
serious challenge, not only in Germany itself, but in other areas, too.

It

is

the

book, “Laugh
has gone into

HORACE HEIDT
BoX

( 1 5,000

Vaii

A

:

472

uys, Californi

‘

to reArizona, "but is... now back
York, where he .first started
Still under government control, hacking.
“Laugh Yourself Well” is also
the rise of Ufa is considered a
dangerous threat to the American being packaged for ty; a syndicated
film position in Germany. Subject cartoon; and for greeting cards, to
Was taken uo at last week’s board sick people, and others; Davis is
reet of the Motion Picture Export also organizing a flexible, revuette,
Assn, when directors, heard a re- oi similar title, to play veteran
port on the situation from Eric hospital and kindred installations.
in- The gagman observes that, With
Johnston.. Latter has been
structed to transmit the board’s this book, he seems to “have hit
concern
the appropriate U. S. the jokepot.” Ben id a Records is
authorities in Germany where, in- also bringing out a comedy dialog
Continued on page 62)
version of the book done by Jackie

production-distribution field with a
projected total of 23 films..

fire
in

(

Gene Tierney

111,

Out of Ibsen TV’er
Gent Tierney isn’t going to make
her teledebut this, coming Sunday
(26) after all. Slated for the lead
role in the George Beliak adaptation of Ibsen’s ,“A Doll’s House”
“Nora,” after the main
(called

.

Miles.
Fell also, publishes Lillian Roth’s
bestseller autobiog, “I’ll Cry Tomorrow;” Which inspired Davis to
observe that it’s the only publisher
to be cashing in on literati tears
and laughter at one and the same
time.

On 100G

‘Tea’

M-G

Character), she was taken ill last
and Phyllis Thaxter was
rushed to N. Y. from the Coast to

Pay 3G0G More

to

week

:

Tierney’s appearance was
season’s preem of the
revised “GE Theatre” via CBS-TV
n Sundays at 9 p.m. Both women
are represented by MCA, and the

Miss

mark the
.

Danny Thomas
Due

said he's now preparing his opinion.
Plaintiff has waived claims
for damages, hut. retains right to
collect .attorneys’ fees.

1

“Gaslight,” which starred Ingrid Bergman and Charles Boyer *on screen,

Vegas

Interracial Spot

Tees Lincoln’s Birthday

j

(

j

1

is

|

Jean Hagen, Sherry Jackson and
Rusty Hamer;, same director, Sheldon Leonard, and the identical
ci‘ew.

Filin version would follow
real-life showbiz career

Thomas’
closely..

;

pathy.”

Levinson * Pilot Films
Leonard L. Levinson arrived in
from the Coast over the week-

N. Y,

Thomas

said he has nother film

end

to

begin writing a pair of tele-

project', “Qnly Sam,” but that it film pilots for the projected new
was more likely "Daddy” would be “Animal Panel” series which Masshot next spring. He and Michael terson, Reddy & Nelson will proCurtiz penned “Sam,” and they’ve duce.
Show was; done live on- the Coast
been talking about filming it for

for 13 weeks.

20th-Fox.

?

'
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telefilms will

be lerised by Filmcraft.
Miss Parsons will visit the studios, .interviewing stars and behindthe-scenes workers, arid much of
the lensing will take place on the

Moderately-budgeted vidfilms
be syndicated.
Production begins within 30 days.
Package is owned by Lindenbaum,
whose company lenses “You Bet
will

Life,”

Groucho Marx

Wynn Rocamero repped
York

34, N. Y.

I

my

life.”

—

.

.

H’WOOD’

Your
Inc.

]

much

difference in
‘No Future As Actor’
the appearance of the clientele at
Benny said he organized the
Goldie’s Ocean Beach caravansary
corporation for his protection, exarid the spot he opened on New
plaining, “I would like to say creYork’s eastside last week except
ating a corporation and being i
that
now wearing business is important.
everybody’s
It is irnshoes,
portant to an actor because an
practically a home away. actor, >no matter what his salary
It’s
from home for the Fire Islandnicks is, has no future by just being an
and Goldie (who’s known unprof es- actor.. You have to live as the
sionally as Lou Hawkins) should public expects you to live.
I was
be able to keep the majority of the looking forward to being in a busisun worshippers happy during the ness where I could produce all
He’s even trans- forms of entertainineht.
skiing seasonIn this
planted his beach bartender. Bo, way I. had a future. Let’s say I had
for those tipplers who like to see to retire because of illness or the
a familiar face on the. other side public didn’t. want me anymore. If
Of the drink.
1 had a company I was i
a real
Goldie’s Gotham beachhead is on business.” >
It’s
Partnered with Benny in til
the. site of the pld Q Club.
(Continued on page 71)
an. intimate setup, with a comfortable dining arrangement in both
downstairs and, upstairs rooms.
Stuck in each room (and here’s
so there’s not

FOR

lots'.

Regular Subscription Ratos
Year—$10.00
Two Years—*$18.00

Most of the Fire Island, N. Y.,
beachcombers still have, their tans,

I

sold it against my better judgment.. I think today it would be
worth more thari capital gains. I
was hesitant; I was reluctant to
sell, - I really didn’t want to sell,
it.
But I had a chance to make
some money for the first time i

;

baum whereby
(Pleas* Print Nanais)

for Goldie,

This Time With Shoes

Hotel will be ready for business
in mid-February, opening appro- where Goldie probably made his
priately enough on Feb., 12; Lin- only mistake) is a grand piano.
Hostelry* which Both rooms ai'e small and a spinet,
coln’s Birthday.
Will be operated on an interracial probably would have been a better
basis (this resort town’s first such idea. The keyboard sound gets a
project) is going up on a six-acre little too big arid intrusive, espeSpot will cially upstairs where there’s no bar
tract on Bonanza Road.
have 200 rooms, as well as gam- gabbing to buck.
bling casino and pool along with
The menu is primarily Italian
a nitery rooi
and the music virtually all vintage
Top Negro talent will, entertain sliowtune stuff. Both Goldie and
in the hotel’s theatre-restaruant. his ivory aide, Bob Prinz,. have a
Invitations
have been sent to good legit musical repertoire at
Marian Anderson, Walter White, their firigertips and there aren’t
Willie Mays, Jackie Robinson, and many nostalgia requests that they
other names, to take part in the. can’t fill,
Prinz has a pleasarit
grand opening:
soft keyboard touch. While Goldie
The
is of the barrelhouse school.
boys alternate in each room so a
tabler doesn’t get to miss anything
LOP’S ‘SEE
no matter Where he’s seated.
Spot is run on a no-cover-or-miniSYNDICATION mum
basis with food served beLouella 6. Parsons will star in
of half“See Hollywood,”
Gossip columnist
hour vidfilms.
has signed deal with. Filmcraft
Productions prexy Isidore Linden-

Enclosed find check for $

a big future in this corporation.

Move

.

With Top Negro Talent

.

i

To Gotham

burlesqued

i

'

Fire Islanders

.t

first

BBD&O:

TV

—

•'

Benny

Code Okays Script

agreed to forfeit the coin in the
eyent an adequate screenplay cannot be shaped that meets the approval of Hollywood's Production
Series
Code.
If there’s no Code okay,
for Theatre Version M-G will scrap the project.
the other hand, M-G will pay
On
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
1
A theatrical film based oii “Make an additional $300,000 for the
Room for Daddy” is being consid- J rights if Code reps find the scenario acceptable, or a total of $400,red by Danny Thomas, who would
produce such a pic next spring 000. Play is now in its 51st week
on Broadway with Joan Fontaine
after lie’s completed the 30 “Daddy” telepix now being lensed at starring as replacement for Deborah Kerr.
Motion Picture Centre studios.
Another provision of the pact diFilm, which would carry same rects that Robert Anderson, author
tag as the ABC-TV show, would be of
the legiter, is to be given posproduced by Martero Productions, session ol all treatments and full
which turns out the tv series, pic scripts if M-G, because of the
would have the same cast, Thomas. Code,
forced to abandon “Sym-

handled through

is

sli

find in favor of .Loew’s in the company’s suit against CBS, American
Tobacco and Jack Benny to keep
comedian
from
satirizing
the
Judge
Metro’s “Gaslight” on tv.

under submission;
Judge said in memo he’d issue
Metro is shelling out $100,000 requested injunction which makes
for purchase of what amounts to
permanent injunction both against
simply an Option On "Tea and Sym- proposed “Gaslight” satire or repathy” screen rights.
Deal is exhibition of 1952 version by
unique, for the film company has Benny.
If

start rehearsals for the role.

to

.

.

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Federal Judge James C. Carter
on Monday (20) indicated he would

He
earlier version in 1952.
planned to repeat with Barbara
whereupon
Stanwyck
1953.
Loew’s filed suit on June 10, 1953,
and asked injunction. Trial began
last Jan. 5 with judge taking case

Option;

against

.

in

j

revolt

'

to.

New

'

or arranged for switch

.

the

to the. American concern
re-emergence of the Ufa
trust which, with more than 40
theatres, Is. skedded to re-enter the bedded by asthma and had

Adding

CBS

ruled Beriny should pay personal
income taxes on his share of $2,260,000
which CBS paid for the stock
Widespread and intense public of
corporation
which Benny
interest stems from the identity of
owned
60% interest. And Benioy
other key people involved* includcontends
his portion of the money
ing circuit owner William O. Jencpnstituted longterm capital gains
kins, and the strange twists which
which requires him to pay 25%
the case has taken. Accused of the
rather than 75% on personal
crime is Gabriel Alarcon, millionAccord- come tax.
aire associate of Jeiiki
Approximately $1,000,000 is the
ing to police information, Alarcon
difference in amount of taxOs to
paid $2,000 to a couple of underbe paid' by Benny.. The Governworld characters to have Mascarua
ment claims most of the $2,260,000
killed.
was given Benny for transferring
Although Jenkins is not impli- his show from NBC to CBS.
cated, the local press has been
Judge Rice has taken the case
spotlighting his association with under
submission
pending
acAlarcon. The two reside, in Puebla, ceptance of depositions froiri two
where at one time Jenkins was other witnesses, MCA prexy Lew
U. S. vice consul; Jenkins is a U.' S. Wasserriian ahd Ralph Colin, CBS
citizen and his prominent role, in attorney in N, Y.
many Mexican industries is the apWhen the Judge asked Beriny
parent reason for his getting
what his motivating factor’ was in
spotlight in the Mascarua case.
selling the corporation.
Benny
Strangely, Alarcon's arrest has replied: “L didn’t want to sell.
I
only now been ordered after he al- would prefer to have 60% of stock
legedly lammed to the U. S. in a in the, corporation. My motive was
this
first, I was advised to sell.
private airplane.
It was first time in my life for me
to collect a hunk of money.
I saw

minor, short-lived
theatre owners.

copies)
within
month of publication. “The Gagman” is a direct
commission, as result of the first
book, which has become a hospital
other convalescents’
item.
and
Davis spawned it when he, too, was

printings ^
the first,

th ree

Inc., to

Slain man of networks for his show in 1949.
co’s major sensation.
Internal Revenue Bureau has
was Alfonso Mascarua, who led a

.writer’s first

Yourself Well.”

.

a film industry

union representative last
Aug. 10 has developed Into Mexi-.

a market,

remittances’;

Tax Court Friday (17) was highlighted by the comedian’s denial
that he personally negotiated for.
the sale of Amusernent Enterprises,

City, Sept. 21.

labor

ex-taxicab
the
Eddie
Davis,
Western Germany driver who became a gagman for
Jimmy
Jolson,
during the last few years has Eddie. Cantor, Al
grown like Topsy. It is today the Durante, Bob Hope, Danny ThomRaye,
Gleason,
Martha
second-most important foreign mar- as, Jackie
ket for Holly wood, ranking right Milton Berle, et al., Is working on
for
Gagman,”
autobiog
his
after Britain: In terms: of dollar “The

As

ance, on the witness' stapd at his
tax appeal hearing before Federal
Judge Stephen E. Rice of the U. S.

starrer.

Miss Persons in the negotiations, a.i.d will
act as coordinator on the show.

six and 10 p.m.
The Fire
Island action begins after that

tween

Grosi

LEGIT FOR J.

J.

SHUBERT

Paris, Sept. 21.

Maurice Chevalier’s U.

S. return
probably, be in a one-man
for J. J. Shubert, with whom
negotiation.
It
he has been i
would be akin to the legiter he
did shortly post-World War II under Arthur Lesser’s direction.
Chevalier’s U. S. vidpix debut
will probably be in a Bob Hope
film for tv* to be produced shortly
in London. Meantime Chevalier i
making a series of co-productions
for video witli Gaumont in Paris,
scripted for the international market with a minimum of French
dialog and with much latitude for
English-dubbing, if necessary.

will

show

Who

Gets the

A

TV

Set?

Divorce Court Poser

Muskegon, Mich., Sept.

21.

The family tv set has become
such an important item in divorce
COL’S $100,000
cases that “a judge has to provide
specifically for its disposal instead
STORY’ of lumping it with the rest of the
‘EDDY
Columbia has acquired the rights household goods,” according .to
for a film biog of Eddy Duchin, Circuit Judge Henry L. Beers.
the late bandleader; Film company
Unlike Solomon, however. Judge
shelled out $100,000 for “The Eddy Beers; has a pat solution: "WhoStory,” written by Leo. ever gets custody of the children
Duchi
Hatcher, in a deal set by N.Y. at- usually gets the tv set,” he extorney Sol A. Rosenblatt.
plained. “That way I save another
He represented Hatcher, as well major interruption iri their lives.”
The judge ‘predicted that “unless
as the guardians of Duchin’s son,
Peter, and thd late orchestra lead- they put tv sets on wheels and add
er’s widow, Mrs. Maria Duchin, a steering wheel,” tv will not su•now Mrs. Morgan Heap. According persede the automobile as a court
to Rosenblatt, deal involves right issue. However,- he adds, it already
of approval on casting and .han- has taken precedence over who

FOR

DUCHIN

,

dling of story.

rrAfo.ilvA
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GIVE US PLAYDATES BRITISH
Films on

TV Week After Release
For him television really

Pity the poor Russian film exhibitorl

“
,,
^
Harrison E. Salisbury, the N. Y. Times correspondent in Mosthe
cow,. says features go on tv one week after their release to

spells competition.'

,i

v

theatres.

Explanation: The theatres are state-operated; so it doesn't
matter whether or not they show a profit. What’s more, Russian
audiences don’t think much of their, domestic piXv

•

,

There is every indication that
any .concession granted by the
.

British, at next week’s negotiations
in Washington for a- new AngloAmerican film agreement will be
countered by a strong British expression of the need for some ^ort
of guarantee for expanded playing
time for British features in the

U.

as

By GENE ARNEEL

Lancaster, is expanding its opera-,
tion to include the fostering of production by ‘“outside” filmmakers.
Hollywood, Sept. 21. , H-L, States Hecht, will finance
Foe the. first time in years the other producers plus assisting in
of
material,
Story,
live prologue as on-stage accom- development
paniment to
motion picture is casting and all other phases of production.
being r e v i v e d for “Day of
Triumph,” religious film produced
Hecht, When in N. Y. last week,
by James K. Friedrich-Century pointed out that a large number of
Films. In the prologue will be .film people ate on the “fringes
Robert Wilson, who plays Jesus in of production;”
They’d like: to
the film, Lee J. Cobb, Joanne Dru launch' their own pic. projects but
and James Griffith.
are not recognized by banks, while
This form of presentation was other serious obstacles prevent
last utilized by the late Sid Grau-. them from getting started. They’ll
man for Cecil B. DeMille’s “King be able to move underway, with
of Kings” at the Chinese Theatre H-L’s backing, the producer said.
Religioso Release Apes Old Sid
Grauman Presentation Method

S.

Two

straws in the Wind are the

Arthur Rank statement in London last week that his returns from
the U, S. are unsatisfactory, and a
call by Tom O’Brien, general sec-

J.

London, Sept.
Jules Verne’s “Around the

80 Days,” td be

in

made

+

ill.

World

PAT O'BRIEN TAX TEST

in the

retary of the National Association

Government Disputes Legality of

widescreen process, is
slated to roll as the first picture
under the indie Michael Todd
Productions banner. Film follows
“Oklahoma” as the second production to be lensed in the Todd- AO
medium.
The Todd- AO unit has a franchise, from Magna Theatre Corp. to

Todd-AQ

(Collapsible Corporation*

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
ti
Appearing in role of a Govern,.

two T6dd-AO pix a year.
Arrangements for “Around the
World’’ were made with Sir Alexander Korda’s London Films which
owns the rights to the adventure
yarn. Pic will be shot on various

spent

argued that

Hecht is now inviting the nonseasoned filmsters to line up at his
door With scripts, full packages or
whatever they have in the way of
for
pic.
The extent to
H-L participates in the
financing and the development of

plans

Which

each property will determine H-L’s
percentage of ownership; The outside producers will be given production credit; th^ pix Will carry
the ;line, “Hecht-Lancaster pre-

London

on getting the

Shawnee,

a

distribution

between

mount Theatres, meeting

script ready. This is what Todd had
to pay Korda here as part of the
deal.

International
regional basis

talks

own

:

international locations, but production headquarters will be based at
Korda’s Shepperton studio. Shooting on the $2,500,000 production
6hould start in Jantiary, with $140,-

alone

5%

first time he
the Motion Picture Export AsshYs
boss the Govern- Eric Johnston and his group,
ment interceded. His Terneen joined by Ellis Arnall and James in 1927.
Corp. formed in 1943 to produce
Mulvey of the Society of Indethe film, (‘Secret Command,” was
pendent Motion Picture Producers;
picked by tax collectors as guineaand, Sir Frank Lee and his British
pig in test of legality of formation
delegation, are skedded to get unof “collapsible corporations”; by
der Way Monday (27), soon after
Hollywood stars as means of re(Continued on page 11)
ducing their income taxes.
Actor denied it was formed for
that purpose, saying it was done
Calling
because he wanted to be own boss,
Top^ execs of United Para-

Court,

tried to be

turn out

000

.

of Theatrical; and Kine -Employees
and also a member of Parliament,
that there be a voluntary arrangement under Which British films be
of the American
guaranteed

ment tax case guineapig, actor Pat market.
O’Brien on Monday in U. S. Tax
The Washington

Hecht - Lancaster Productions,
headed by Harold Hecht and Burt

PROLOG BACK

LIVE

being arranged
by Todd who left here yesterday
(Mon.) to return to the U. S. Setup
so far provides for Korda to handle
the film in the United Kingdom,
Germany, Switzerland and the
Saarland. In addition, he gets the
“print down” residuals, i.e. the VerPhil Reisman is exiting: the Josion cut down to more normal, but seph P. Kennedy organization to
take; over as production-distribustill Widescreen,'
In France, George Lourau has tion topper, of Michael Todd Progarnered the French rights. In ductions.
Italy, Robert Haggiag, currently on
At the same time, Ned E. Deplhis way to the U. S. where he’s due net, former RKO topper, is taking
over in a top exec position at
to arrive tomorrow (Wed.) has obtained the Italian rights. Lourau Magna Theatre Corp., the parent
will
also
release “Around the Company for the Todd-AO wideWorld” in Belgium and the Low-, screen process. He’ll probably also
lands.
go on the board of Todd-AO, the
equipment outfit.
Depinet’s job
International Cast
Casting on the pic has been par- will be the handling of the U, S.
market
for Todd-AO pix.
tially completed, with Richard Sale
(U. S.) reportedly pacted to direct.
Michael Todd, who returned yesStars signed up so far include Sir terday (Tues.) from London, was
Ralph Richardson, Robert Moriey huddling with George Skouras,
and the French comedian Fernan- Magna prexy, on the exact status
del.
Latter is under contract to of Depinet. Since leaving RKO,
latter has been acting as a consultLourau.
Todd, who’s been commuting reg- ant to the Hughes company.
ularly to Europe over the past couis

'***'"

Small-budget films still can turn
a profit but their onetime, but no
longer, salable elements, must be
replaced with “taste a
higher
quality level,” states Harold Hecht,
partner with Burt Lancaster in
Hecht-Laricaster Producti
He puts it this way: “The lowcost pictures of the past simply
cannot stand up in today’s market
for the reason that this type of
material can be seen on. television.
The only way they can be turned
out with commercial success is to
give them hew production integrity
instead of the usual accent on ac-

...

in

ier

this

year.

He

told

,

angles.
is

and

,

line

Leonard

.

Probably Via VA
Distribution could be through
United Artists under H-L’s present
pact with that company but this is
not definite because of the time

Key. point emphasized by Hecht
that his company is established
stands
obviously
better
Chances of landing name players,
writers and directors than a tyro
producer.
Further H-L has the
facilities for filmmaking; the organization has an annual overhead
of $300,000,. according to Hecht.
Thus, he added, the outsider
would have available to him the
services
of experienced personnel
tion.”
Asked
if
examples in all stages of production through
possible
(Continued on page 22)
might be such earlier Stanley
Kramer productions aS “The Men”

with UPT
Goldenson’s
assurances to foreign producers on his European tour earlThat’s

—

,

establishing, additional outlets,
for the foreign lingualers,

prexy

sents.”

iti

yesterday and'
(Wed.j, have before
today
them a plan* to push the expansion, of the foreign film on
a ‘“merit” basis.
Annual powwow is being
provided with a detailed
breakdown of foreign product
available from each distrib
and is discussing a scheme for
Pa.,

therh

then that the doOrs of U. S.
exhibition are open to good
product, and he urged them to
make films “suitable” for the
American market.

(Continued on page 59)

.;

,

ple of months making casting
o the r
arrangements,
said

and
he

planned to film a prolog to the
Jules Verne pic, telling audiences
all about Todd-AO, how it works,
and what it does. Similar device
was used by Lowell Thomas as a
lead-in into the first
ture,

Cinerama

pic-

.;

$2,500,000 Promotion For

Product, Plus Perspecta
Metro has set up. a special fund
of more than $2,500,000, in. addi-

Financing
for
“Around the tion to its regular advertising
World” is all set, according to budget, to promote its new seaTodd. There’s a possibility that, son’s. product and Perspecta stereowith Phil Reisman reported head- phonic sound in the international
ing up the Todd distribution out- market. According to Arthur M.
Loew, prexy of Loew’S Internationfit in the U. S., Joseph P. Kennedy
may enter the picture; Reisman al Corp., this merchandising plan is
has been, associated with the finan- without company precedent in the
cier since leaving as head of RKO’s international market.
international Setup. It’s stressed
Project will be known under the
thatAh ere ’s nothing definite about name of PEP, initials for Perspecta
.

the

Kennedy

backing.;

in

Pix Ups Trade; Egyptian’ No. 1 Two
Row, ‘Window' 2d* .Cinerama 3d
1

Better weather for the boxoffice took 10th. “Susan Slept Here”
and some new pix are spelling (RKO) and “Vanishing Prairie”
brighter trade generally this week
(Disney) rounded out the Top 12
in moat, key cities covered by
Variety. The midwest got. relief list in that order. “Gone With
from a late heat wave but Minne- Wind” (M-G) (reissue) and “Hobapolis complained that rain and son's Choice” (UA) are runner-up
cooler Weather was an adverse f ac- pix.
“Brigadoon” (M-G) Shapes as a
tor at the wickets.
“The Egyptian” (20th) again is standout newcomer. It hit a new
house
week
high: in Chi, was good in LA.
finishing in first place, this
by a wide margin. It is the second and sock in N. Y, at the Music Hall.
Alibi” (U) is rated trim in
“Naked
consecutive session in which it has
Toronto. .“Betrayed” (M-G), also
been No. 1 pic.
new,
looks:
sock in St. Louis and
“Rear Window” (Par), which,
gradually has been, pushing ahead N. Y., stout in Philly*and good-inLouisville;
for several weeks, surged to second
“Suddenly” (UA) also looms as a
position. Addition of new, strong
playdates. and ability of the James potentially big grosser based' .op
Stewart starrer to hold so big on two initial engagements. It is. very
extebded-runs has stamped it as a big in Cleveland and sockeroo in,
money picture. “Cinerama” (Indie) Milwaukee. “The Raid”, (20th)
proved solid in Philly and neat in
is climbing to third as- compared

terrific in N. Y., big in Pitt and
great in Denver. “Human Desire”
(Col), fine in Frisco, is rated mod-

sound

tracs.

ahead currently to fourth place,
spot it has hit; Marlon

highest

Brando starring vehicle was seventh last round. “Dragnet” (WB),

1292

Chicago

Sol

RKO

O Connor W est

A. Schwartz, president of
Theatres, and v.p.-treasuter

11

No Michigan Avo.
DElaware 7-4984
London WC2

8

St.

Martin’s

PI..

Trafalgar

Temple Bar

5041

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual..... 610
Single Copies «.

.

Foreign. ... til
25 Cents

...........

ABEL GREEN,

Editor

est in L.A.

“Apache” (UA), brisk
is

down further

ly in Louisville

last

to sixth* playing, in

fine, in Minneapolis.
(20th) is

From Natchez”

in

N Y

National Press Building
STerling 3-5445

612

“High and Dry” (U) continues

week, iskwinding fifth.
“Seven Brides” (M-G), which had
dipped to fourth last week, slid

second

Schwartz,

36.

2-2700

Hollywood 28
6311 Yucca Street
Hollywood 9-1141
Washington 4

,

Balto,

“Gambler
doing nicer

and Portland.;

“Francis Joins Wacs” (U) shapes
nine keys. “Broken Lance” (20th)
“Magnificent Obses- okay in Minneapolis and Louisville.
is
seventh.
36” (FM) looms good
sion” (U); ninth a Week ago, fin- “Private Hell
the chain’s houses in the midwest ished eighth, making the seventh in Boston,. “Mr. Hulot’s Holiday”
and on the. Coast.
week this film has been on (GBD), nice in Boston and great
in Frisco, is smash on moveover in
Trip Was timed so that Schwartz Variety’s high-grosser list.
Comparative figure last year was
$2,051,008 after $3,300,000 in taxes can attend the world preem of
“Duel in Sun” (SItO) (reissue) N. Y.
and $250,000 for contingencies. Net Warner’s “Star Is Born” at RKO’s also climbed to capture ninth spot. (Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)
equalled $1.87 per share.
Pantages Theatre in L.A.
“Black Shield of Falworth” (U)
.

JUdson

'

all M-G-M pictures in
international markets will be released with Perspecta stereophonic

A

New York

154 West 46th St.

,

<

St. Louis.

son in which

NET OF $2,635,415

New

Weeks

The new global
policy, Loew said, stems from the with fifth spot a week ago.
fact that this is the first full sea“On Waterfront” (Col) is roaring
Exhibitor Plan,

net of $2,636,415 for the halfyear period ended July 31, 1954,
Was reported last week by Universal. Earnings, which are after $3,400,000 in taxes and $250,000 for
contingent liabilities, are equivalent to $2,49 per share of common
stock after dividends on the preferred stock.

Weather,

‘

,

i
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Thomas O’Connor left N. Y, late
last week for an inspection tour of
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Him

Bid for

By FRED HIFT
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Competition between Reno and
Las Vegas gambling ^.interests is
$o, strong that they are bidding
against each other to provide locations for Hollywood film troupes.
a result, Sterling Siffiphant and
John Barnwell will shoot half their
picture; “Five Against the House,
in Las Vegas and half in Reno,
Filming was originally set for
Harold's Club; in Reno, the locale
of the novel. Later the Desert Spa:,
a new casino slated to Open this
week, offered to postpone the opem
ing to Oct. 1 and give the film
troupers free run of the establishment,. provided the players were
available for publicity purposes.
Deal amounted to 'a budget saving
of $50,000. Then Reno; came back
with a counter-deal. Filming starts
Sept. 28, in Las Vegas.

As

1

’

,

.

Most

missing an important bet in refusing to sell its features to the Russians, according
to Harrison E. Salisbury, the .NV Y. Times correspondent just returned from Moscow.
“People in Russia Vafe crazy ahout the feW old
American films they get to see. In fact, they prefer them to their own,” Salisbury told Variety last
week i N. Y: “It seems like pure nonsense not to
put our case before the Russian people. Here th
Kremlin is willing. to let us in in spite of itself.. We
have the key to the biggest captive audience in the
world, and we’re throwing it away;’’
American film companies, via the Motion Picture;
Export Assn., have had bids for pix from, the Russians.
However, both in the light Of past experiences and in view of a “guide line” from the .State
Dept., they are refusing to enter into negotiations
with the Red authorities.
is

.

.

.

,

Garbo ‘Chmille’ Current
Salisbury said the current hit in

Moscow was

Greta Garbo in “Camille” and. that a number of
new British, French and Italian productions also
Among them is a dubbed version
can be seen.
of “The Pickwick Papers,” a British film. (When it
was reported by Variety some months back that
“ Pickwick ” had been sold to the Soviets, this was
immediately and strenuously denied. Editor. );
Universal Into Strand,
The Times scribe, who’s travelled all over th
Soviet. Union, said .Russian audiences Were fasciShreveport, After 25-Yr. nated by the detail in American films, “Hollywood
pictures, almost irregardless of their quality
E. V. Richards ‘Curse’ Content, re big ads for the United States,’’ he
“The mere fact that We can make films
opined.
Shreveport, La., Sebt -21.
For the first time in almost 25. Without propaganda content is in bur favor and
always
matter
of comment. There is no question
a
years, the Strand, de luxe Paramount-Gulf Theatre here, will ex- that; in Russia, as everywhere else. American pictures
are
the
best
and most forceful medium for
hibit a Universal release when it
It’s a shame we’re not availing
plays U-I’s” Magnificent Obsession,” selling the U. S.
ourselves
of
that
opportunity.”
opening Thursday (23) for an inThe Don, opdefinite first-rim.
Not Used to ‘Freedom’
position first-run house Operated
Salisbury reported that Russian features tended
by Don George, J^as always' played
very
not
be
good or very popular, but. that the
to
Universal product.
government has now instituted a. new line which
In the 1930s when the Strand
the
content
of pix pitched more towards ensees
was owned by E. V._ Richards, Jr.,
tertainment and less towards propaganda.
Ironiche had a disagreement with Unially, he observed, Russia producers aren’t yet. quite
versal and vowed never to play ansure what to make of this new freedom:
houses.
other of its films in his
About One out of every four Soviet films is in
Another U-I release, “Francis
color. Salisbury, said prior to his departure he had
Joins the WACS,” also is booked
seen
a color feature, “Anna on His Neck,”, based
next month at the Strand.
on a Chekhov story.
Odd angle on the old “Tarzan” releases which
the U.SvS.R. would dearly like to. do away with
but Which remain such favorites with the populace

—

i

.

FOR EGYPT LOCATION
Cecil B., DeMille

is

due

in N. Y.

from the Coast today (Wed.), and
takes off Thursday for Egypt to

that there the Kremlin hesitates to. withdraw these
fantasies.
In Samarkand in Central Asia during .1944 Salisbury found the local theatre playing “North Star,”
which, according to Salisbury, was a comedy to the
Russians.
On Returning to Samarkand this year,
he found the, same house playing “Tarzan in the
:

begin three months, of location
shooting of his upcoming epic, West.”
“It was ten times more popular,” he said.
During
“Ten Commandments.’.’
Russian theatres in no way compare to their
the quickie Gotham stopover he’ll American counterparts. They’re not as comfortable.
huddle with Jerry Pickman, Paramount ad-pub v.p. and other promotion department heads ahd toight will be the dinner guest of
Barney Balaban and Adolph Zu‘SATISFACTION’
fcor, Par president and board chair,

buildings' are rectangular in shape and few
However, inevitably One finds a
have balconies.
large foyer which is used as ai second- hall for the
entertainment of waiting patrons.
Either there’s
a band, or else the audience is harangued by. a
party propagandist.. “No one really listens to him,”
‘•Salisbury observed.
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Hollywood, Sept.

.

Marshall, was at home.

20th Again Loans Players
For Allied Artists Pie

along with three to follow, in
the filming of “The Ten Com-

mandments.”

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Close connection between, Allied
Artists and 20th-Fpx. is emphasized
by the loanout of two players,. Jeff
Hunter and Debra Paget, for top
roles
,'AA’s
“John Brown’s

Mitchell Camera Corp. Representative declaied that the
“VV” represents the first completely new motion picture design since 1932, when cameras,
.

were rc-designed

for.

sound.

’

exec aide; Rufus Blair,
publicity rep on location, and Art
A rt hur who’ll handle tile unit cam-,
paign from the Coast. Arthur will
return west while the other staffers
mai with DeMille.
,

,

“Commandments,”

which

is

*.

.v

.

*

..

•.

.

On

director Bert Champion with the
job of sustaining the bally over an
exceptionally long period. Release
61 the film is anticipated late in
1955,. at the earliest.
DeMille will be joined near
Cairo' by Charlton Heston and
Yul Brynner. A second unit is
Working on the picture with Loyal
Griggs in command of the camera
.

1

crew.

Clark Gable’s ‘Calico’
Hollywood, Sept,

21.

Third freelance picture for Clark
rehearse for Gable will be “Captain
Calico,” a
Stanley. Kramer’s “Not As a Stran- William Goetz production for Coger” by day and appear in Paul lumbia release. Star will play ah
Gregory’s “Night of the. Hunter” at Army officer stationed at the
Presidio in San Francisco, where
night.
part of the film will be lensed.
Mitchum was expected to comOther pictures oh Gable’s proplete “Hunter” last Saturday, but gram are “Soldier, of Fortune,”
production was interrupted by the starting next month at 20th-Fox,
sudden. illness of his young co-star, and "The Tall Men” on the same
Billy Chapin.
lot.

calls for the star to

.

Rufus

Europe

:

Anne Francis

to N> Y.

William Goetz

Steve Broidy
Reg Connolly

James R. Grainger
Herb Greenblatt

Joanne Dru

Edmund Gwenn

Paul Graetz
Robert Haggiag
Oscar Homolka
.

Cecelia Harper
Joseph Harper
Fernando Lamas
Jesse L« Lasky
John La very
Paul LazatUs
Carolyn Leigh
Leonard _L. Levinson
Nat Levy
Arthur M. Loew
Frank Lovejoy
*J oseph L. Mankiewics
Andrew Marton

Rock Hudson
John Ireland
Tilly

Losch

Gene Martel
John G. McCarthy
Harold Mirisch
Jeff Morrow

Joan Rees
Norton V. Ritchey
Linda Roberts
Samuel Rosen
Joan Tetzel

N. Y. to Europe

Blair

Walter Branson
G. Ralph Branton
RCd Buttons
Dorothy Dandridge
Cecil B. DeMille
Walt Disney
Maurice Duke
Joey Forman

Ireland,
Gene Kelly,
Charles
Laughton,
Lupino,
Ida
James
Mason, Ozzie Nelson, Edmond
O’Brien, Dick Powell, *Red Skelton
and “Jack Webb.

;

:$75,Uc)0;

V

budgeted at nearly $4,500,000, will
be in production close to a year,
These are busy days for Robert
thus presenting Pickman,. ad chief Mitchum,
who is bicycling between
Sid
Blumenstock,
exploitation
tw
pictures.
New arrangement
head Herb Steinberg and publicity

Donald O’Connor is the 13th acbe admitted to membership
Screen Directors Guild. He
joined that group to direct himself
on his television show.
*
Other thesps .in the Guild are
Desi Arnez, Eddie Cantor, John

some ,o.ther spots.
“Doctor in the House” is in Technicolor, It had previously been offered to indie distribs against a

high advance guarantee, reportedly
v, While, terms
of the ReA A recently produced two fea- publie'deal couldn’t be ascertained,
tures, “The Adventures of Hajji observers in .-N, Y. felt sure that no
Baba”, and “The Black Pri
,” for such high advance guarantee, was
involved.
20th-Fox release, /
Republic’s p r o d u c t i 0 n has,
dropped sharply this year. Company so far has started three, comMitchum
a Bicycle
pared with. 11 during: the Same
period in 1953.
Hollywood, Sept. 2i.
Raidets.”
v

Wilcoxi

Indicative of a need to bolster
its release sked, Republic Pictures
has acquired the J. Arthur Rank
Org’s “Doctor in the House” along
with four other Rank pix.
Republic has also taken on Jules
Levey’s “The She-Wolf” for distribution in the U. S. Pic was. made
in Italy but has been dubbed by
Levey. It’s already had a run at
the World- Theatre, N, Y., and ih

Waxman

L. A. to N. Y.
Art Arthur
Richard Barstow
John. Bash
Harry Belafonte
John Bertero

in tfie

clinations.

.

Philip A.

21.

tor to

doing a reportorial about-face
concerning Holden’s romantic in-

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Delivery of “VV 1,” the first

Harry Wshren
Ned Washington

ACTORS CARRY
DIRECTOR’S CARD

of

amera designed expressly for
Vist.aVision, was marked by
ceremonies on the Paramount
lot. Camera was shipped to
Egypt, where it will be used,,

Pictures Corp. board of directors. at a N:. Y. meeting Monday
(20) voted to extend- from Sept., 30
to Dec. 91 the deadline by which
stockholders must Surrender their
stock in osder to collect the corporation’s offer of $6 per share.
.

.

BY MAG

Monthly’s current issue billed
the performer as a “ricochet Romeo” making a play for actress
Grace Kelly while his .wife, Brenda

Moscow

Until Dec. 31
RKO

Opposite the Hotel Metropole in Moscow there
The outfit is
“shell” company
is a. little house playing 3rD films without the need
for, glasses. The N; Y. Times men found the effects whose only asset is the $23,489,478.
quite good, as long as one sat on the side and not which Howard Hughes paid in buysmack in the center. A flat screen is being Used ing the RKO production-distribuwith a “curtai ” of a transparent material curving tion assets, less $5,700,000 paid out
in front of it.
Russian, studios turn out one 3-D via redemption of shares already
They now have tendered.
film a year and some cartoons.
Also put off, to Dec. 15, is the
six stereoscopic pix altogether, including a “Robi deadline by which Hughes^ is perSon Crusoe” in two parts.
mitted
to turn in his 1,262,120
Salisbury, who was one of 10 western newsmen
covering from the Soviet capital, considers the Voice shares at the. same $6 price;
Up-to-date
boxscore shows that,
of America broadcasts .to Russia virtually useless,
(Continued on page 22)
partly due to effective Russian jamming and partly
because in areas outside Moscow, where the American broadcasts do get through, the populace isn’t
much interested in any radio pitch from abroach Sol Siegel’s Travel Motive:
Salisbury said .the .radio short wave stery was vastly
different when it camp to the Red. satellites.
With
One of the American objections to carrying "on
a film trade With the Russians is fear, that the
European Film Interests
pictures might be distorted and edited to sqit ComSol C. Siegel,, who recently
munist propaganda purposes.
Salisbury hias him- shifted from
20th-Fox to a partnerself reported cuts in certain American films shown
ship producer’s berth at Parain Moscow; but is now inclined to think cuts were
mount, winged out of N. Y. Saturminor.
day (18) on a month’s tour of
Europe because, he states, “getting
‘War Booty’ Films'.,
/
there and talking to people in the
The Russians have shown a number of pre-war business has become a definite
American pix Without permission of their U. S. pro- must.”
Among them were “Mr. Smith Goes to
ducers.
Filmmaker said he wants to
Washington” and “Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,” which study conditions abroad in light of
the Soviets have claimed as “war booty” from the the importance of the foreign marGermans.
ket and confab in London with a
Salisbury said it was his understanding that the couple of writers. He declined to
Russians were primarily interested in obtaining identify them.
Siegel signed to produce 10 pi
from the U. *5- westerns, comedies, musicals and
( Continued on page 62 )
films with historical themes, i.e., “non-contfqversial”
productions;
“You can’t expect them to buy our
best, but in the end it all works in our favor;”
N. Y. to
A>
lie thought.
Stanley Adams
MPEA, acknowledging that it wouldn’t act. unSomer Alberg
less flashed the green light by the State Dept., says
Herman Finkelstein
that even if Washington should decide the time is
Elizabeth Foster
ripe to send films to the Russians, this Wouldn’t
Bill Gass
necessarily be done. One of the aspects of .dealing
L. Wolfe Gilbert
with Moscow is the possible unfavorable public reBernard Goodwin
action in this country.
Ralph Herbert
George Hoffman
Also, the Americans remember their experience
Arthur P. Jacobs
in 1948, when MPEA prexy Eric Johnston went to
A. Walter Kramer
Moscow and left, thinking he had a deal for some
Charles Lederer.
100 pix. Salisbury said last; week he thought that
Mitchell Lewis
this ,1948 arrangement was upset by Stalin perArnold Moss
sonally,
After that, the U. S. companies went
Thomas O’Connor
through a frustrating experience/ submitting titles
Hubbell Robinson
to the Russians who couldn't make up their minds
Robert W. Sarnoff
what to take.
Sol A; Schwartz
Michael, Todd

man, respectively.
“Confidential’’
mag settled a
Accompanying the producer are row with actor William Holden
Cecelia and Joseph Harper, his and his
with
the promise
attorney
daughter and son-in-law; Harry

DeMilie’s Vista Vision
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Now Open

Offer
Hollywood

22,

'

Edward Muhl
Mary Pickford
Otto Preminger

Robert Breen
Wilva Davis

Gene Raymond
Buddy Rogers

D; A. Doran
Leonard Field
Wentworth Fling

Mickey Rooney

Hal Hackett
Bill Hollander
Harry M, Kalmine
Jan Kiepura
Joan Lowenthal
Sig Mickelson
Gregor Piatigorsky
Rose Tobias
Max Weinberg

Rosalind Russell
William Selwyn
Charles P. Skouras.
Gloria Stokowski

Maria Tallchief
Phyllis Thaxter
Waiter Wanger
Sam Wiesenthal
Harry Wilcoxin
John Wolf berg
Er ward Zabel
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Hollywood not only has failed to
turn out a significant number of
truly “religious” films, but also is
overlooking the vast rarige of Protestant themes that could win the
support of Protestant churches and
their flocks.

-

Film industry’s new technical,
era, with its resultant switch to.
fewer and bigger pictures, has had

MIXED UP 'MAJOR & MINOR'

,

Now Ingenue
Brat
Jerry Lewis Now. Ginger Rogers

Original.

the result of bringing into the field
motion picture companies,
complete with distribution organizations. While the plans of the new
outfits are still mainly in 'the organizational stage, it nevertheless
marks a new attempt to challenge
the existing major film producer-

Hollywood, Sept. 21;
Diana Lynn, who got first break

Criticism was voiced in N. Y.
recently by Henry Endress, chairman of the administrative commitr
tee of Lutheran Church Productions and a Lutheran church Of-

in pix at Paramount 12 years ago
as brat cousin of Giriger Rogers in
“Major and Minor, returns to par
for femme lead in remake, of film.
Remake will be titled “You’re
Never Too Young” and will star

.

ficial.

He commented further on the
filmmakers* constant tendency to
show, all men of the cloth on the
screen as Catholic priests and the

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.

.

tion.

ing.

Hollywood
of blame, Endress said he understood its reasoning. “The Romari

While

not' absolving

;

Catholic Church; in my opinion,
has done a better job in encouraging writers and producers to handle religious themes and to use
stories in which Catholic priests
and nuns appear,” he said, “Apart
from that, it's easier to obtain competent technical advice from the
Catholic Church; and the color and
drama of Catholic ceremony is attractive to film men working with
visual medium. Then, too, there
are. the 30,000,000
to be considered.

Boman

ing a half-interest in the western
hemisphere rights for a group, of
four pix from Britain’s Renown
Pictures.
Deal was negotiated by
Harry Brandt for Trans-Lux- and

Catholics

“On

the other hand; the Protestant picture in the past has been
somewhat confusing toi producers.
Not as much story material was at
hand, and what there was available

Richard Gordon, U. S. rep for Re*
nown’s George Minter.

seemed

lar

Monaco

Visits

New

Reminded That

York;

Italians

Never Kept Audit Pledge
Arrival in N. Y. next

week

another Motion Picture Export
Assn: bid for an IFE accounting
of its expenditures.
“Trilby and Svengali,” also in
MPEA itself would much rather color. Latter is still in production
forget about the whole thing, par- and was acquired by Trans-Lux on
ticularly since the new Italian a pre-completion basis. -There’s no
agreement doesn’t include any sub- stipulation that all of the four must
sidy provisions. However, various go through the same distributor.
According to Gordon, the Transpressures are being brought on the
assn, to get a breakdown of ex- Lux deai, due for sighing in N. Y.
this w ee h, will serve to provide
penses from the Italians.
Minter with part of the necessary
Latter, under the original accord
financing for his next four, color
of three years ago, were supposed
pix.
Minter’s entire 1955 program
to supply MPEA with an accountwill be oriented towards comnier-.
ing. Repeated MPEA requests have
cial appeal in the U. S.
fallen on deaf ears, with the IFE
toppers declaring they weren’t in a
position to provide all the figures.
BRAZIL
Impression is given, too, that the
Italians now feel the subsidy issue
IS
has been dropped and their disposition of the American funds is
Brazilian government has acted
no longer anyone’s business.
to artificially raise the value of
MPEA pfexy Eric Johnston has the. cruseiro
connection with
estimated that, Over the three-year U. S. film coini remitted at the
period, the U. S. industry handed official rate of exchange.
The
to IFE in excess of $4,000,000. He penalty brings the exchange ratio
suggested that most of the money to 34c to- the: dollar, almost twice
has been used up, Film men in the actual controlled rate.
N./Y.; although cognizant of IFE’s
Motion Picture. Export Assn, in
considerable expenditures,
of N; Y. was informed this week that
the impression that spine of the the “Agio,” the special payment oh
coin still remains.- Exact financial U, S. dollar remittances, has been
status of the American IFE has raised from the former 7c to 15c.
never been disclosed, although it’s The official rate of exchange at the
understood. that TifE Releasing Org. moment is 15c to Jhe dollar.
has been running in the red.*
About one-half of the U. S. disIt’s considered likely that Mo*.' tribs’ N. Y, share is remitted at the
naco and Renato Gualino, the iFE official rate. Brazil rates as one
general manager Who arrived in of Hollywood’s most important, forN. Y. Monday (20), -will discuss the eign markets,
future of the outfit with IFE toppers here,
‘Shrike’
5 at
Theyhl also confer With MPEA
on questions concerning ANICA.
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
and. the availability of pix for indie
With the start of “The Shrike,”
Italian distribs, as provided in the co-starring June Allyson and Jose
last film agreement. ANICA top* Fer ?r, Universal-International has
pers would like Metro to come into a total of five features before the
the fold. At the same time, MPEA cameras,.
companies have their own beefs,
Others are “To Hell and Back,”
about their status in ANICA where, “The Looters,” “Lady Godiva of
among other things, they feel Coventry” and “Justice. Comes to
they’re, inadequately consulted.
Tomahawk.”

.

United Paramount’s competing local Radio City and the St. Paul
Paramount,
Thus, the two .Orpheums have
been put in the position of .having
plugged a picture for their tough-

.

tains; at United Artists, traditionally “the home of the independts.”
UA, in addition to taking distribution rights, has a. percentage of

ownership of nearly every picture
on its sked. Because of these Vary-

est opposition theatres.

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Production Code will be ob*
served in all the upcoming releases
by United Artists; which recently
rejoined the Motion Picture Asso.

[

.;

ciation of America, Robert Bliim-

UA

Coast veepee announced.
With the sole exception of “The
Moon Is Blue,” he explained, all
UA contracts with producers.; call
for films to fulfill the requirements
of the Breen Office. He added that
this policy will be followed in theofe,

ALTERED

’

*

‘

future,

managers, district managers, arid to
the homeoffice.
The salesmen are sending in reports on you, the; pitch goes, so Why
don’t you reverse the procedure,

Israel

Bond Quota For

Balaban Waldorf Event

pointed oUt that the film ped-.
$1 -Million; Cantor at
dlers file reports “on the why arid
of selling pictures;,”
It’s
Barney- Balaban, president of
suggested that the exhib file a re- Paramount; was singled out for a
port on the salesman “telling just special salute by President Itzhak
what happened, what was said, Ben-Evi in a cable to B’nai B’rith
prices quoted and names of pic- over the past weekend. The peopi
tures offered; his attitude, and any of Israel were “reassured as to fuother information necessary to the ture relations with the U, S„” ha
case.”
said, due to the efforts of such comIt’s further suggested that re- munity leaders as Balaban.
Meanwhile, Eddie Cantor is now
ports be filed on salesmen who. fail
to rriake personal calls on exhibs set to head the entertainment proOr who Consistently conduct busi- gram at the testimonial dinner for
ness only by telephone. “Many of Barney Balaban set for Sept. 26
your exhibitors,” says the bulletin at the Waldorf-Astoria under the
of the. Independent Theatre Own- sponsorship of the Metropolitan
ers of Ohio, “would be surprised to Council of. B’nai B’rith. Sale of
see how many times your name is $1,000,000 in State of Israel Develon a Salesman’s report When he opment Borids is aimed for, via the
hasn't been anywhere near you,”
Balaban salute.
Lineup, of other show business
it’s

Helm

whynots

names

being worked on. Already

is

also set to appear with Cantor are

Top Cargo Item

Eddie Fisher;. Grace Kelly and William Holden.

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Proof that business is booming
motion picture industry is
contained in the announcement

'

in the

FILE $9,372

that picture film is among the 10
top cargo items carried by United
Airlines during the first eight
months of this year,

Film was number eight in

JUDGMENT

AGAINST POLAN BANKS
Scripter Polan Banks was tagged
with a. $9,372 judgment, filed with
the N. Y. County Clerk’s office
last
week. It resulted from a
$10,000. loan made to the writer
by Nesta du Pont and Marjorie R.

total

weight.

.

Makes

re-

held sneak prevues of “Susan cent clash between exhibitor eleSlept Here” to plug what was ex- ments and Abe Montague, Columpected to be their coming attrac- bia
distribution
v.p.
Montague
tion.
Then the houses landed “A made it clear that he exercises
Star Is Born” on condition that it full control of the sale of Col pix,
be dated next month: Forced to including those made by “outside”
relinquish “Susari Slept Here,” the producers.
RKO picture has now gone to The lost control, particulary ob-

*

REMITTANCE

RATE

‘

:

—

(27)

of Eitel Monaco, head of ANICA,
the Italian producer-distributor organization,
and also pf Italian
Films Export, is expected to cue

Minneapolis; Sept. 21.
finding that full autonomy
few weeks ago: the Minne- thing of the past.
and St, Paul RKO. Orpheums
This was spotlighted in the
’

A

apolis

It’s the first in a number Of simiarrangements with British producers which Trans-LuX intends to
make. Possibility looms of a re- Lupino company, /has expanded
its
peat deal with Renown on a joint operation arid is now fully equipped
production basis for four films, With a distributiori organization
with Trans-Lux providing U. S. headed by Irying H. Levi
stars.
Other indie producers, for a
Three of the four pix. in the cur- U umber of reasons, are also bypass-'
rent deal; have already been de- ing the major distribs r.nd
are
livered in N; Y. Understanding is making other arrarigements
for the
that Trans-Lux will arrange for releasing of their product..
Prime
riiaj or distribution for the quartet. .example
is the Buena Vista DisNegotiations for one ‘‘Our Girl. tributing Corp. organized by
Walt
Friday” in Eastman ’Color—are al- Disney to handle so-called
.'specials
ready going on with 20th-Fox from his studio. Disney, lorigtime
Which is likely to take it.
associated with RKO as his distrib
Titles of the other three are agent quit RKO and
shifted his
“Grand National Night,’’ “Dance product to his own org. Louis de
Little Lady” (Eastman Color), and
(Continued on page 22)

denominational emphasis. The producers
(Continued on page 18)
to be ‘tainted* with

Orpheums; ‘Susan’
Plays Off for Par

^

New York is acquir-

in

Now

ing ^interests, arid its position in
obtaining bank money for the filmmakers, UA in many cases has a
major voice in production budget
approval. The producer often lias
become. “independent” only in that
he is working on a percentage.
Further, while Col always has refused, to give outside producers atiy
America, headed by Century Cirthe sale of their pix, the
say
cuit topper Fred Schwartz arid with
same condition at UA represents a
former RKO sales chief Charles.
switch. In past, UA’s filmmakers
Boasberg as production topper, and
had eastern reps with authority to
the Hal R. Makelim company, with
accept or reject exhibitor conformer exhib John Wolf berg as a
tracts. Distributor is now. discouryeepee. In addition to these comSeveral Allied States Assn. Units
this
right
of
approval;
panies, which will have both, pro* are urging their members to keep aging
duction and distribution setups, tabs on film company salesmen
(Continued on page 59)
by
Filriiakers, the Collier Young-Ida sending
reports on them to branch

Rights to Four

Trans-Lux

Independent film producers, with
such notable exceptions as Samuel
Goldwyn and Walt Disney, appear
less and less “independent,” With
the continually growing accent on
participation deals, the filmmakers
who. are identified as indies

by

Plugged

It’s conceded that the new companies are starting off with modest
programs, but it’s not beyond the
thinking of these new producerdistribs that they will some day
achieve the status of a. major Company.
The industry’s switch to
-‘bigness” has also served to hypo
such outfits as Republic and Allied
Artists, established producer-distribs of second feature ..arid programmer product, to enter the
“big” picture field and their product, backed by top star names arid
producers arid directors, could conceivably serve as hefty competition
for playing time.
While vAllied and Republic are
old hands at picture-rnaking arid
distribution, the coming year will
see new faces at the helm of newlyorganized film companies. These
include the Distributors Corp, of

the general: switch, Lewis, not Miss
Lynn, has. part created by Ginger
desirability for Hollywood to be- Rogers in first version.
come aware of the need for a more:
Remake rolls Oct. 18, Paul Jones
equitable and realistic representa- producing, Norman Taurog direct-

'+

;

SWITCH EROODIE

distributors.

In

—

!

new

Ingalls on a promissory note.

Banks paid $4,100. on the origl-.
But when he defaulted
rest; creditors du Pont and
Ingalls: brought suit in a. Hampton,
Vav, court.
The $9,372 judgment
Which, according to the N. Y. represents, the balance due on the
Growing tendency towards thorough field plugging of pix has homeoffices, isn’t saying that the. original loan plus interest and vabrought on a new, vigorous com- unusual doesn’t click with the out- rious costs.
petition for space in the papers of-town papers, The touring Vans
nal note.

on the

arid

on

for ‘‘The Egyptian,” for instance,

tv.

Companies

which

started

it,

such, as Universal, which toured
starlets for a long time for a boff
publicity payoff, are now finding
they’ve got plenty of imitators,
and of course the boys don’t like it.

U

The papers are being swamped

r

complete

with

models

arid,

tiger

20th Lot on the

cubs, grabbed a lot of space wherever they went. Arid United Artin
ists’
“Sitting Bull”

preem

Business

South Dakota also created plenty

Good

part of this.
say the
with requests for interviews With pluggers, that the combined acvisiting celebs, and the Other kind tivities of the distribs are keeping
And the
of gimmicks that make up a good alive interest in films.
promotion campaign. And the tv competition has helped to sharpen
caused
the
boys’
wits
has
stations are getting a lot more,
and
filmed and live material than they them to pitch their attention bid
to unusual angles;
can possibly use.
,

|

!

,

I

Fox lot this
mascope pictures in work and
three more in preparation. Before
the cameras are “The Seven Year
Itch,” “Untamed,” “Prince of Players” and “The Racers.”
In preparation are “Daddy Long
Legs,” "A Man Called Peter” and
1

of attention.

-

.

Hum

Hollywood, Sept, 21.
booming on the 20thweek with four Cine-

is

!

I

the Clark Gable starrer, “Soldier
of Fortune.”

.

.

.

.

.

. ..

:
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Gregory Peck scores "lit British-made drains set in wartime Burma; bright, b.o. prospects;

London; Sept,

14..

Film Distributor* release -of
Cities production. Stars Gregory
Peck; features Win Min Than> Brenda de
Banzie, Bernard Lee. Maurice Denham.
Lyndon Brook, Rem .Gopal Directed by
Robert Parrish. Screenplay by Eric Ambler from book by H. E. Bates; camera
(Technicolor), Geoffrey Uns worth; editor,
Clive Donner; music, John Veale. At
Odeori, Leicester Square. Running time,
General

Two
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mood

good

is

since

it

|

i

i

.Proceedings arid the acting are
both wooden. Marriot, although
appealing, brings little life to his
part.
Miss Warrick’s arid Miss
Blakeney ’s roles are cut-arid-dry,
but Simon does nicely by his con-

.

.

.

.

.

.......

Dorothy Alison

.

the combined writing talents of
novelist H, E. Bates and scripter
Eric Ambler have produced a fine
dramatic
vehicle
for
Gregory
Peck’s second British-made film
which is set in the Burmese jungle ini the last days of the war..
The star’s name will be a powerful
selling factor oh either side of the
Atlantic but the j)ic is strong
enough to stand on its own.
The well-knit yarn is given added dramatic qualities by the incisive direction of Robert Parrish
and by Clive Conner’s shrewd
editing. They have lifted it out of
the rut of ordinary war stories and
.

have concentrated on developing a
single character who, as the script
puts it, is “round the bend.” This
role is superbly filled by Gregory
Peck and his performance as the
pilot with a tortured mind ranks
with his best.
After vividly establishing the atmosphere and developing the prin-

action

the

characters,

cipal

switches from the airstrip to mountainous terrain held, by the Japs
into which Peck has crashed his
plane while on a routine flight with
his navigator, Lyndon Brook,: and
a fellow officer, Maurice Denham.
From that point the entire incident
concentrates on their attempts to
get out with Peck in an obstinate
mood and insisting they should not
wait by the wreckage for help but
should try and reach Water. After
tvyo or three days Denham shoots
himself but Peck carries his injured navigator to eventual safety.
An early flashback establishes
the cause of the pilot’s neurosis;
his wife was killed in a London air-

on their wedding night. Subsequently there are some very tenraid

der scenes played in a neighboring
community in Which Peck
begins a new romantic entanglement with Win. Min. Than, an exotic
village

Burmese

restrained

The backgrounds, filmed

beauty.

in Ceylon.,

,

*

Be

'

Bump

Republic Picture* release of John BashElizabeth
Dickenson production. Features Robert Marriot, Ruth Warrick,
Robert
Simon, Olive Blakeney. The
.

and

Ray

.

,

Gampa-

nella, Billy Loe*, Carl Ersklne, Russ
Meyer.
Directed by
Harold
Young.
Screenplay, Jack Hanley, Dan Totheroh,
from story, by Frank Warren, Joyce Selz*
nlck; camera, Burgl J. Contner; music,

Lehman
York,,

Engels.
Sept. 15,

MINS.
“Roogie" Rigsby

Tradeshown in New
Running time, 71

*54,

,

•

Robert Marriot

,

Mrs. Rigsby, his mother. ,. .Ruth Warrick
Mrs. Andrew* (Gr»ms). . . .Olive Blakeney

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

Boxl

Robert Simon
Red O’Malley
William Harrigan
Andy
...... David Winters
Beiijl
It has veteran
.... Michael Mann an ordinary film.
P. A.
............ Archie Robbins names of Arletty and Jean Gabin
Kate
Louise Troy
Danny Doowlnkle .......... Guy Rennie for local bookings, blit for the U:S.
it has only thesp monickers and a
Sport* Announcer, and Narrator
Tedd Lawrence possibly exploitable boxing milieu
_
Barney , Davi*
Michael Keene
Dog
Robbie for dualer chances.
...

THE BROOKLYN DODGERS

.

Roy Campa nella,

Billy Loes.
Carl Ersklne and Russ Meyer

If there's anything worse than a is prone to pick kids off the street
humorless fantasy, it’s a lifeless and trai -them for nothing. This
one; “Roogie’s Bump,” a baseball happens with a young, hungry
fantasy involving a small boy and railroad worker. He thinks that
the Brooklyn Dodgers, has both this is it and training starts in
characteristics, and the result is a earnest. However, flaw is fact that
plodding 71 minutes of awkward wife wants to retire to the South
maudlin muddling. Republic’s and doesn’t like the boy. He, rin
Four Guns to the Border^ and
b.o. prospects are exceedingly poor turn, gets tangled with a flashy:
(COLOR)
on this one; even if the Brooklyn ^beauty, who finally leaves him for
Dodgers prove an attraction, word- security while he goe$ back to
Western action feature with
of-mouth will kill that off. Bottom his loyal manager to try to batter
a. a.
overtones;
satisfactory
his way to the top.
rung of the twin-bills.
fare for the outdoor trade.
Director Carne has put the brurit
A small hoy, Robert Marriot,
comes to live in Brooklyn with his of this boxing pic on the shoulders
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
thesp Roland Lesaffre, who is
mother,
grandof
Ruth
Warrick;
his
Universal release of William A] land
production. Stars Rory Calhoun. Colleen mother, Olive Blakeney and his not ready for it, and result is a
Miller, George Nader, Walter Brennan. older sister, Louise Troy. The kids sagging, unreal affair with a neg-

Nina

Foch;
features
John Mclhtire,
Charles Drake; Jay Silverheels, Nestor
Paxva.
Directed
by .Richard Carlson.
Screenplay, George Van Marter, Franklin
Coen; based on the story by Louis
Sept.

14,

.

;

.

•

.

YSqui
Creasy

Mrs. Pritchard

-.

Smitty
Evans

Jay Silverheels
.......... Nestor Paiva
. .
.. ......
Mary Field
Robert. Hoy

.

.

Cashier

...

.

.

.

i

;

;

.

.

Town Loafer
Aspect
(

ratio:

.

Robert Herron

Reg Partori
Donald Kerr
2 to 1)

The western action
“Foui
Guns to the Border” is brought ofl
enough to assure the
picture an okay reception in the
regular market for Technicolorec
outdoor features. .As an extr*
fillip, the standard ingredients arc
spiced with some sagebrush se>
which even the pure action fir
will not find amiss.
Title of the William Allanc
production
comes from LOuii
L'Amour’s story about four cow
pokes, down on their luck, win
satisfactorily

turn to bank robbery and try foi
the border after their first success
ful job.
Had they stayed or

(GERMAN)
production.

marie

Duerlnger,

...

'

—

Holl

7.

Bernard ^Wicki.

.

wuii Kluge

Curd Juergens
Arinemarie Duerlnger
Bernard Wiclrt
Mady Rahl
....... Payl Esser
.

Maria
..
Franz Martens
.

.

Dr.

.

.

;

.... i.,

.........

Thoma*

Her Mother

..
.

Ludwig.

Brigitte Horncy
Claire Reigbert.

,

.

.

.

.

Christine

.

Di-

rected by Rudolf Jugert. Screenplay.
Walter Forster; camera, Bruno Mondi;
music. Werner Eisbrenner; sets; Erich
Kettelhut and Johannes Ott. At Gloria
Palast, Berlin. Running time. 105 MfNS.

Max

Veriice, Sept. 14.
Minerva. Filni release of a Pdnti-DeLaurentii^-Excelsa production. Stars Gina
Lollobrigida; features Daniel Gelin, Raymond Pelegrin, Pina Piovani, Xenia Valdieri,
Renato Tontini, * Franco Fabrizi.
Directed by Luigi Zampa. Screenplay,

Gabriele Strasser
.

;

.

Fritz

Benscher

This is a very good, human and
generally realistic film about a
woman returning from Siberian
prisonship and the new problems

Zampa, Alberto Moravia, Ennio Flajano posed on her arid her husband as
from novel by Alberto Moravia; camera,
Enzo Serafin; editor, Eraldo De Roma. At she brings a baby along. Pic’s
Venice Film Festival; Veriice, Running courageous plot has a remarkably
time, 110 MINS.
tight treatment of moving drama
Adriana ....
Mino .......
Gin6 ......

ina

.

..

.

..

Lollobrigida
Daniel Gelin

Franco Fabrizi

Raymond
.

.

.

.
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Pelegrin

Piha Piovani.
.

Xenia Vaildieri
Renato Tontini

value will have
to help this one on its way, Via exploitation
rather than prestige
handling. Pic has Giria Lollobrigida
as general marquee bait,
with
Daniel Gelin and Raymond Pelegrin .helping French dates. Story
provides many exploitable pegs.
Dullish handling can only parily.be
overcome by a careful trimming.
Pic should do business on Italian
runs without critical aid or Wordof-mouth. ^ Dubbing and recutting
suggested for U.S. release.
Adapted from the well-known
Alberto Moravia best-seller* story
is of a simple gal whose mother
prods her into a lucrative nude
modelling job, and later fails to
keep her from, seguing sis a high.

judicious editing has made the fight footage of Friday’s (17)
Rocky Marciano-Ezzard Charles championship go more exciting
than the actual fight. Although all eight rounds are presented,
each stanza has been neatly trimmed to present mainly the action
moments. The incessant clinches and. holding has been kept down
to a minimum. The 21-minute picture, produced by Leslie Winik
for the. International Boxing Club, is being distributed by United
Artists which also handled the fight pix of the first Marciano.Charles clash.
The three knockdowns-— one in the second round and the two
in the eighth are dramatically reprised via slow motion which
effectively points up Marciano’s powerful blows.
Jimmy Powers, N. Y. News sports columnist, does a good job
with the corrimentary, tipped the Viewers what to watch for rather
than attempting a blow-by-blow description. The warning of the
six blows in succession which brought Charles to the canvas for
the last time makes for exciting watching. Powers also calls attention to the fact that Charles’ glove was still on the canvas
when referee Al Berle reached the count of 10. This point ends
the argument advanced by some Charles followers that the challenger got up before the 10 count.
Picture opens with a ringside view of the celebrities and focuses
on Bernard Baruch, fight commissioner Bob Christenberry, IBC
prexy James Norris, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., Red Skelton, and
a trio of unidentified pipe-smoking femmes. The footage also includes the usual introduction of the champ and the challenger.

Berlin, Sept.

of Rhoiribus & Sued
Star* Curd Juergens, Anne-

Herzog release

which

packs emotional iinpact.
Despite it$ misleading title, film
should also. lure class audiences
here. In particular, however, it;
Will be a good item for the femme

Title

arid,

star

‘

,

trade;

.

Rory Calhoun
Colleen .Miller
Bronco
George Nader
Simon Bhumer
....... Walter Brennan
Maggie Flannery: ............ Nina Foch
Dutch.
.....
John Mclhtire
Jim Flannery
........ Charles Drake

Romana

of Rome)
(ITALIAN)

Sozogno

.

Cully
Lolly .Bhumer

(Prisoner of Love)

Ann! .........

(Woman

Gisella

Running, time; 12 MINS.
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Gefangene Dor Llcbe

more

th’eme song has certain haunting
appeal.
Hawk.

The mother

(Technicolor). .Russell
Gross. Previewed

Frank

editor,

Metl'y;..

finally earn her
consistent work in local pix.

Astarita

.

L Amour; camera

;

which should

The on-the-road atmosphere, the
slum area show biz aspects typical
of some parts of Italian life, are
realistically pictured by Fellini’s
It concerns an aging boxer Who
story and Otello Martelli’s camera,
dreams of training a champion. He in this intelligent film, Nino Rota’s
runs a little gym with his wife, and music is in style, arid the simple

.

are lensed in lush Technicolor. The
pic was made with the co-operation
of the Royal Air Force. The entire
cast helps to achieve the authentic
atmosphere. Apart from the star-,
ring performances, there are excellent portrayals by Bernard Lee,
Brenda de Banzie; Maurice Denham
and Ram Gopal.
Myf o.

.

.

.

awkward

Dodger*

. .

>

baseball
fantasy; poor b.o. prospects.

Brooklyn

Venice, Sept/ 14.

.

Walter Brennan, as Miss Miller’s
crusty father; John Mclntire, elder
member of the gang; George Nader
and Jay Silverheels, friendly brawlers
who complete the robber
quartet,
all .figure
importantly.
Nina. Foch,
an old friend of
Calhoun’s and now married to
Charles Drake, the sheriff, is okay.
Drake unwittingly aids the holdout
wherrCalhoUn baitS; him into a fight
to decoy attention from the bank
while the. robbery is being Carried
out. This is one of Several real
rugged physical clashes in the
footage. Other casters do capable
work.
The color lensirig by Russell
Metty is very good in handling the
scenic values and other technical
assists are expert, too.
Brog,

and

(ITALIAN)

,

they contribute a forthright tone
to the footage. The presence of
Miss Miller, in particular, quite
often pushes the scenery, horses
and males way into the back-;
ground,

Roogie’s

I

.

fare. In their respective characters

Dull

|

.

. . .

Nurse ..V

;

'

:

...

.

mosphere, but soon becomes overworked and hard to believe. Cliche
dialog doesn’t help nor does a
listless performance by Gelin as
are unimaginative and this does the suicide. Pelegrin is good as
not bear comparison to U. S. a lover and Renato Tontini is
counterparts, such as “Champion” properly sinister as a brute. Pina
arid “The Set-Up, V which had the Piovani, as the mother, .and the
"
rosirious smell arid feel of the others arc able.
milieu. Lensing is good and editing
The best job is done by Gina
is fair with production dress 6r- Lollobrigida,
who surmounts real
dinary. Gabin remains undefined odds to
turn in an interesting,
and Arletty also seems to be an often moving performance, DirecOnlooker in this Unbalanced drama. tion fails to overcome script
weakMosk.
nesses only partly .due fo censorial
trims. Erizo Serafin’s photography
Ln Strada
is fine, especially in nightime shots.
(The Road)
Hawk

Sesto Continente
Paramount release of a Ponti-DeLaurenscience-stricken
manager
role.
tiis
production. Stars Anthony Quinn,
(Sixth Continent)
Robbins’ .stint! as the ballyhooer is Richard Basehart, Giulietta
Masina; fea(ITALIAN-COLOR)
out of a stereotyped mold, but tures Aldo Silvani. Directed by Federico.
Venice, Sept. 14.
Fellini. From a story by Fellini and TulWilliam Harrigan as O’Malley de- lio Pinelli;
itanuS release of a Delphinus Producscreenplay, Fellini and Pinelli;
livers his bit in okay manner. The camera, Otello Martelliv music, Nino Roto; tion.
With Bruno Vailati, Raimondo
Jack Hanley-Dan Totheroh script At Venice Film Festival, Venice. Running Bucher, Enza Bucher, F. Bascrieri Salvator!, Folco. Quillci. Directed by Falco
holds neither charm nor humor, time, 115 MINS.
Qullicl.
Camera
QuUici,
............... Anthony Quinn Masino Manunza;. (Technicolor),
and Harold Young's direction does Zampano
commentary, Gian Gas-,
Gelsomina
Giulietta Masina pare Napolitanoi
music, Roberto Nicolosi;
nothing to speed up the plodding flmatto
Richard Basehart editor, Mario Serandrei.
At
Venice
FesAldq Silvani tival, Venice. Running time, 95 MINS.
action. As for the Dodgers, only ColombaloU
Roy Campanella delivers a Jittle
This interesting pic, daring from
bit of warmth to his screen atUneven cutting and a cojnmena present-day productive stand- tary unsuited to American
tempt.
temperProduction isn’t much better, point, is the arty type of product l^ament somewhat mar and lessen
with some of. those action shots of which prix arid :the elite cry for, the impact of this underwater
and
distribs
dislike
to
handle;
color (Technicolor.) documentary.
the Dodgers an insult to the intelligence of even the average More frequent in earlier post-war But it contains enough valuable,
baseball fan. Narration in one spot years; it is now practically a rarity. beautiful material for a trimmed
This
needs
strong
selling and word- U. S. release. With Walt Disney’s
tells how the Brooks are in throuFilm needs trimming “20,000 , Leagues” arid another
ble while the footage shows them of-mouth.
up at bat belting out hits, arid in before attempting a prestige re- Austro-British seadepther coming
the climax scene, Duke Snider is lease in the U. S., with the names up soon, release on this item
shown grounding out arid then of Anthony Quinn’ and Richard should be speeded for best results.
As is, it will do well on an Italian
coming to bat again. Editing here Basehart helpful.
Story by Federico Fellini, who swing.
was exceedingly bad. Title derives
from the fact that "Roogie” is the also directed this, picture, tells of
Material gathered on this Italonickname for Remington, which a blunt, brutal wandering carnie sponsored trip to the islands of
is Marridt’s name in the pic
but performer -Who “buys” a girl to Dahlach, off the coast of Ethiopia,
the title won’t help the b.o. chances serve as his assistant. She’s on the contains probably the consistently
nutty side, but falls fop him despite top nether-depth sequences
either.
Chan,
ever
his many affairs with; other women filmed.
Color quality throughout
and his poor treatment of her. Her is excellent. Pic avoids false exL’Afr
Paris
poetic conversations with a simi- citement raised by some"
previous
(FRENCH)
larly dim-witted clown-trapezist an- pix of similar
scope.
Many seVenice, Sept. 10.
ger the brute, who finally accident-, quences, such as the underwater
Corona release of Del Duca-Galatea pro- ally kills his rival in
a fist fight. harpooning of sharks and barracuduction. Stars Jean Gabin, Arletty; features Roland
Lesaffre,
Marie .Daems, The death completely unbalances das are unquestionably unstaged,
Folco Lulli. Jean Paredes, Simone Paris; gal’s mind, and the brute abandons authentic
and exciting.
On the
Directed by Marcel Carne. Screenplay, her.
Many years later, alone and luckier side, but just as striking, is
Jacques Sigurd, Carne; ‘camera. Roger
Hubert: editor, Henri Rust; music, Mau- broken, he hears someone whistle a sequence showing how a shark's
rice Thiriet. .At Venice Film Fest. Run- tune she- used to play on trumpet,
tiny pilot fish, disoriented by his.
ning time, 100 Mins.
and learns she is. dead. That night ex-boss’ death, finally in desperaVictor
......... .Jean Cabin*
after a violent drunk, alone on a tion takes up position in front of
Blanche
Arletty
Andre. ......
Roland Lesaffre deserted beach, he breaks down his one of the frogmen’s masks and
Corinne ......
Marie Daems lifelong, reserve, and his sorrow
“pilots” him on his way through
Angelo .......
Folco Lull!
Jean-MarC
....... Jean Paredes and never expressed' love for the the deep. And there is beauty too
Chantal ......
....... Simone Paris femme pours forth in conclusive in
the many unusual fish and
tears.
underwater creatures, colorfully
“L’Air De Paris” is riot very
Story reads badly, but is filled lensed in their natural habitat.
fresh,
and also, unfortunately, with pathetic arid poetic moments,
Members of the expedition' play
marks the waning of one of the often is both very touching and
themselves, with film story essentop authentic pre-war talents in extremely
amusing.
Acting by tially story of expedition. Music’by'
director Marcel Game. Familiar Quinn and Basehart is tops,
blit
boxing story lacks pacing and Giulietta Masina, one of Italy’s Roberto Nicolosi fits underwater
setting nicely.
Hawk
rouridness, with uneven thesping best performers, easily
steals show
and characterization, to make this with her clownish mimicry, a
job

..

:

.

Pic, especially at start, successfully attains a certain period at-

’

ejxploifatkm. mari on the other, to
kee'p^lnv from heijfgjexplpited.

.

.

]
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.
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boy and endows him with a hump
on the arm that enables him to
throw a ball “with the speed of
light.” Naturally, he lands with
the Dodgers, and from then on it’s
a battle between Miss Warrick and
Robert Simon as the Brook’s, manager on the one side, and Archie
Robbins as the Dodgers’ ambitious

doesn't

. . ...
..... ....
..................
.

lect of the powerful acting of
Gatlin and Arletty. Marie Daems
is untruie as the femme fatale and
supporting players lack the life and
clarity heeded to give this punch
arid interest. Few boxing scenes

.

Gregory Peck and the players acquit themselves
Win Min Than: quite well in moving the plot along
Bernard Lee its 82-minute course.
Dr. Harris
Maurice Denham
Blore
Rory Calhoun and Colleen Miller
Ram Gopal
Mr, Phang
renda de Banzie are the principal stars; he as the
Miss McNab
Lyndon Brook
Carrington .......... r
Aldridge ........... i. Anthony Bushel! leader of the foursome, and she.
... Jack McNaughtbn. as the girl. Between the planning
Sgt. Brown
Harold Siddons and the execution of the robbery
Navigator Williams ...
Peter Arne
Flight Lieutenant
..
Dorothy
Mye Mye Spencer they have met and paired off in a
Johephine Griffin rainstorm; a sequence of rather
Mrs. Forrester .....
Radio Operator
Lane Meddick high-voltage passion not usually
Burmese Jeweller
John T.inn
Old Woman
........
Soo Ah Song found in regulation western film...

him play

ball with .them,,
and* out of pity for him arid anunrequited love for his grandmother,
the ghost of Red O’Malley, a stair
Dodger of the past, appears to the
Wiralt let

always hew the western story line
in treating the usual oater cliches,

MINS.

Forrester

yet

,

.

everything would have
worked out as planned, but they
are diverted long enough to save
an old gunsel. and his daughter
from an Indian attack. Three are
killed and the fourth: goes tp jail,
there to pay his debt to society,
so he can win the girl.
The screenplay by George Van
Marter and Franklin Coen makes
good use of the plot framework and
the succession of: action events
have been well-staged by Richard;
Carlson’s direction, The. dramatic
schedule

(BRITISH-^COLOR)
V

Anna

.

.

,

The Purple Plain

.100

.

.

!

International prospects ap-

pear above average.

Sensitively directed by Rudolf
Jugert, “Prisoner” is handsomely
mounted arid avoids tear jerking
elements German pix of this type
often tend to. Though loaded with
dialog, film unreels without dull
moments, and above expert contributions by all concerned. For
the sake of a more satisfying
happy end, it slides into a conventional turn in the second half. Yet
this hardly reduces the impressive
Overall effect.
Film rates highest iriention for
the , acting. Annemarie Diieringer.
establishes herself as a firstrate
actress via her portrayal of the
woman who, after eight years of
terrible hardships in Soviet prison
class prostie. Many men fall for camps, has to face lack of underher while she falls for the only standing on the part of her husone who doesn’t want her—or won’t band. Latter is convincingly played
admit his love for her. Pic ends by Curd Juergens, while no less
are
performances
With most men killed or forgotten, impressive
and her only love a suicide. Gal turned in by Bernhard Wiclti as
is left with a child, with which, the other man in her life, and
the finale hints, she is to start life Brigitte Horriey, who as a rriedico
anew. Censorial shears have been Was of valuable help for the riiany
women in prison
skirted throughout, and some ma- unfortunate
Hans.
terial passed is surprisingly frank camps.

)
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Sharp drop in Hollywood/ production this year has put the
squeeze on Production Code finances with the result that the

Code budget is ih. for some streamlining.
Code fees are based ort negative casts, with pix split into seven
categories. Survey shows that the major lots so far this year
have put into work' 103 features Compared with 131 for the equivalent period last year. Indie production, too, is down from 1953.
The two studios showing the most prominent drop are Republic
and Metro, with each putting eight features less before the -.cameras
than last year. Columbia also cut down sharply, starting 20 pi
this year compared with 27 in 1953. 2Qth-Eox is short five from
last year.
While there has been a definite rise in the negative cost of
films generally due to CinemaScope and other factors, the difference isn’t enough to offset the financial loss: to the Code from
the general cutback in production.

Code services are charged for as follows: Class A, where negative cost exceeds $500,000, the fee is $1,150; B, negative between
$200,000 and $500,000, fee $1,000; C, negative $150,000 to $200,000, fee $600; D, negative $100,000 to $150, OO0, fee $300; E, negative $50,000 to $100,000, fee $50; F, negative anything less than
$50,000, fee $100. All shorts command $50. for the Code seal.
'

.

Nobody Sure How Many Film Theatres Actually
Operate in United States
+

-

'
:

End of the courtrimposed limi-.
of two weeks oh firstruri
downtown playing time in Chicago,
as
okayed by Federal Judge
.

tation

Michael Igoe

last

week, cued

By

many

Hollywood, Sept, 21.
Everybody is thinking of
taxes these days,; including the
aft director for*, Pine-Thoihas’
“Lucy Gallant” -at Paramount.
First sign he erected for the
Texas Oil town set was one
reading “Tax Collector.”

&

Igoe’s reversal of his own decision raised hopes among the distributors that the trade someday
may stop being a; lawyer’s paradise.
The jurist’s, hew decision
means an immediate end to the
necessity of a special .courtroom
session each; time a distrib wants

an exemption from the two-week
curb;
Over the past seven years
all companies sought, and often
won, longer runs for important
films but these meant the obvious
legalistic expense and uncertainty
concerning bookings in the Loop.
Industry lawyers in N. Y. believe
that JUdge Igoe’s hew order in ef-

week

wake

in. the

Into Film
Version of ‘Oklahoma*

of 20th-Fox’s

ganization, each of the 12 pictures
to be produced by Makelim wilL be

film accord is
Tentative agreethe works.
ment has been reached on! a compromise basis, but the deal remains
to be approved by the U. S. Motion Picture Export Assn.

•

Under its provisions, the. 40%
rental ceiling in Norway is contribution setup.
tinued/. However, each: American
Although the first picture was
distrib is allowed two films that,
originally scheduled for delivery in
are to be freely- negotiable.
In
September
or October, Makelim is
addition, the “supers” already in
now aiming for a December or
the country will be sold in accordJanuary
date. “We found out that
ance with the terms of the old
the United States was bigger than
agreement.
we thought,” said Wolf berg in exUnder the latter, five “supers”, planation of the delay. He said prea year were exempted from the liminary
production aetivitity had
.40% ceiling and could bring 45%;
(Continued on page 18)
This specific stipulation is now
eliminated, and it’ll be up to the
American distribs to get better
terms for their “specials.”
'

.

—-Why

,

According to spokesmen on
the Walt Disney side, reasons
for the producer’s switch to a
privately - owned
distribution
outfit, away from RKO, are
(1), it will give the filmmaking unit "full control” of its
own product and (2 ), economy
of operation is figured as a

14,000.

Yet he offered proof that quite
a few of his films had accumulated
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
15.000 and even 17,000 bookings in
Unless a producer has learned
the U. S. alone; “You couldn’t get the business of foreign production,
that many dates if there were Only making pictures in Europe is

20.000 theatres to play pictures,” dangerous even when story calls for
he argued.
“I think the 23,000 such backgrounding, according to
figure was quite Correct,”
N. Peter Rathvon, former RKO.
Other execs said they thought prexy who’s been producing in
the 20th-Fox survey was on the Europe for the last three years.
optimistic side; that whereas the First two years his company con4,285 drive-ins undoubtedly were centrated on documentaries, Rathright, the 16,079 four-wallers re- von explained on recent arrival
ported operating by 20th were for a short week stay, during which
wide of accuracy*- That would be he’ll cast two male stars for “Emargument bassy Baby,” Eva Bartok starrer,
in line with the
during the tax fight which said which, his company launches in
that several thousand houses had Wiesbaden next month.
(Continued on page 22)
Rathvon emphasized that his

COMPO
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The Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio reports an “epidemic”
of theatre holdups- and robberies in
.

the state, Exhib otg has warned
theatreowners to take extra precautions and to keep as little coin
as possible at the boxoffice or in
^
safes.

pitfalls

that

ducers.

who

American prointo European
During this time we

Preem

Proceeds

from the

.

;

of Variety Clubs

Gets $13,500 Judgeship
Dallas, Sept. 21.

William

G.

McCraw, executive

director of Variety Chibs’ international permanent office here, has
been appointed by Gov. /Allan
Shivers as judge of Dallas county’s
new crimiwal district court, and!
will assume his new bench duties

I

New

death from polio several years ago.
“Pan,” which stars Mary Martin,
is scheduled to open Oct. 20 at the
Winter Garden.
The marionette pic, produced by
Michael Myerberg, is due to open
Oct. 10 at the Broadway Theatre.

Burstyn Gets ‘A Nous’
U.S.

distrib

rights, to

the

old

9

rental ceiling raised, It’s currently
at 30%. Feeling is that the Danes
are taking their cue from the outcome pf the Norwegian talks.

Disney org reasons that the
major part of distribution
money Comes from key-run
dates and these can be serviced
by a small-scale selling force.

Further

indicative

of

the

big

money which Hollywood: producers

are shelling out for certain “epic”
films is Cecil B. De Mille’s upcomBread,
ing “Ten. Commandments.”
De
Films Export has ac- Mille, whip' is partnered
Italian
with Paraquired U S., Canadian and Fareast- mount in the project,
reportedly is
ern rights to “Bread, Love and planning on a negative
investment
Dreams,” Italo pic starring Giria of close to $4,500,000. It
could go
Lollobrigida and Vittorio De Sica. over, that figure.
Film was produced by Titanus
Producer is due in N. Y. from the
Films. It opened at the Paris Thea- Coast late this month, and after a
tre, N.Y. Monday (20),
brief stay will trek to Cairo to
work on preliminaries to the actual
shooting. Associate director Arthur
Rosson and six other members of
the “Commandments” unit winged
to Egypt over the past weekend.
Group included Loyal Griggs, head

Love and IFE

reps point to Para“Greatest Show on
Earth,” for example, which,
they say, drew one-third of its
total domestic income from
only 400 first-run engagements,
the next one-third from 4,000
dates and the balance from all
other subsequent runs.

Disriey

mount’s

'

.

j

|

trap

New. York
preems of. the legituner,. “Peter
Pari;” arid the puppet film, “Hansel
and Gretel,” will be. donated to the
Mary ..MacArthur Polio Fund as. a
that is done by forcible entry to tribute to Helen Hayes. Fund was
established in honor of Miss Hayes’
theatre premises.”
daughter following her uritimely

McCraw

likely result.
In line With the latter, the

rush,

‘Pan;’ ‘Hansel’ N. Y,

Suggestion is made that, police
escorts be requested when carry-,
ing large sums of money to and
from banks. “The loss: is important,” says ITOO, “but the danger
to you and your employees should
hot be overlooked or the damage

Meanwhile, in Denmark, too, attempts are under way by the
distribs
to
have the

American

during documentary producactivity,
"learned to avoid

production.
Were able to build a strong production
organization.”
He emphasized that even with this experience production was hazardous.
Rathvon intends making at least
one picture annually here, starting
next, year, put of a. program of
three or four pix, sayine “place to
make motion pictures is here.”

Ohio Holdups
Columbus, Sept.

firm,,

budgeted at $426,000 and will be
sold to the participating theatres
at flat rentals. Wolf berg, currently
in New York to wind up a number of circuit deals,' said the cur-,
rent aims of the company were (1)
to fill the quota (2) to start production and (3)! to complete the dis^

New Norwegian

in

.

lead in a dream ballet.
365 total,
A top distribution exec last week
cited his own company’s booking
(
records to prove that there must,
be more than 20,000 theatres in the
country. He said that on a total of
20,000 houses, the “possibilities”
for any one film would run around

;

According to John Wolf berg,
former exhib who recently became a veepee of the Makelim or-

corrected survey showing there
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
fect reflected his own conviction
are currently 20,365 theatres of
Bambi Linn is getting her sec- that such constant intervention in
both the indoor and; outdoor type
to appear in Rodgers- the affairs of the film industry is
ond
chance
operating in the U. S.
Some said the total was too low. Hammerstein’s “Oklahoma,” this
( Continued on page ,11
on film.
Others held it was too high. Com- time
In the original Broadway propany had first put the number, of
a
moppet.
In
duction
she
played
theatres at 23,330. Then, following
came up with the 20,- the screen version she dance the Economic Reason
a re-check,'

.

sights on 3,000 participants for his
exhib-guarantee plan of marketing
pictures. Makelim will then designate a cutoff date, at Which time
no "Inore charter members will be
accepted. The original signees will
participate in the Makelim arrangement as. partners, receiving a
slice of the profits once the production cost of each! picture is amortized.

,

Lively
last

Bambi Linn

developed

disagreement

HY HOLLINGER

With approximately 2.000 theatres already op the dotted line,
Hal R. Makelim
setting his

No. 1 Citizen

a crack in the trade about ‘‘getting
the picture business back in the
hands of picture people,” In a decree directed at Balaban
Katz,
entered as a result of ah antitrust
suit won by Chi’s Jackson Park
Theatre, Igoe ordered the restriction on pic engagements seven
years ago.

Ends

Association—Own Buena Vista Will
‘20,000 Leagues Under The Sea*

17- Year
Sell

Walt Disney Productions has Philadelphia, Jacksonville, Minbroken its distribution tie with neapolis and L\ A. The plan now
is to open additional offices in the
of 17

RKO

after

cameraman; Chico Day and Dan
McCauley, assistant dire c t o r s;
Harry Arnold, painter; Martin Pendleton, assistant set dresser, and
Robert Goodstein, prop techniciap.

Rooney, Duke

in

Team For

an association

southwest and, possibly, Cleveland.
progyeairs in a move that, as
This still will give Disney only'
cannot fal to have im- eight offices arid unusually limited
resses,
portant repercussions in the trade. personnel— as in contrast with the
Disney plans to, distribute upcom- major companies—for selling maing productions jqmudmg the .ultra; jor,, budgeted product. Key angle,
.‘nfcouf^
high Cost (oy§iS?$5i000)000)
selling
Leagues Under the Sea,” via Bu- is involved, instead of the quickena Vista, wholly-owned subsidiary, release operation demanded of the
large companies. Nonetheless, the
which was organized a year.ago.
immediate result, 6f course, is effectiveness of the Disney plan
removal froip the RKO schedule of will be closely .vvptched because of
two top-drawer releases “Lady all-meaningful economy which it is
and the Tramp, all cartoon fear based upon.
ture in CinemaScope, being the
British Setup
second. Importance of the loss to
On the foreign side, “Leagues”,
RKO is underlined by the slim list arid future Disney pix will be dis^
of the distrib’s overall roster of tributed by Walt Disriey British
pix. In. line with this, there’s still Filnis, Ltd;, also a. fully-owned subno indication of Samuel Goldwyn’s si d in England and through local
in
releasing plans for his upcoming distributors
other countries.
“Guy and Dolls;” Like Disney, RKO is out' of the Disney picture
Goldwyp has been selling his pro- entirely.
Buena Vista was established
duct through RKO for years.
(Company’s share of the Disney originally to handle the sales of.
domestic distributon revenue has “Living. Desert,” Disney’s first of
the so-cailed “True Life Advenbeen 2214%; of Goldwyn, 20%.).
it

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Mipjkey
Rooney
Enterprises
Closed a partnership deal for the
production
of
the
forthcoming

Sabu

starrer, “Jaguar.”
Picture, with a South

background;

is

due

American

to start late in

October' with Rooney and. Maurice
Duke co-producing.

..

—

.

:

;

'

..

Particularly

significant,

trade-

tures”: series.

Second

in this cate-

M-G

Testing 2 More
Reissue Packages

Metro, which is sending four reissues into general release during
October and November, will test
two more, packages, consisting of
two pix each. Reception on the
test engagements will determine
the future release policy on the
films, Loew theatres in five situations will test the packages on
'
Oct: 7-8.
First tandem consists of “Father
of. the Bride” and “Father's Little
Dividend,” set for day-and-date
showing in Akron, Reading, Harrisburg, S^ra^use and Hartford.
Sec* ?.d uuo, comprising “Battle-

Rene Clair film classic, “A Nous, wise, is Disney’s intention of sell- gory was “Vanishing Prairie,”
La Liberte,” has been acquired by ing “Leagues’- through its own now in release, and third is the
$13,500 annually.
Bu- upcoming “The African Lion,”
pint-sized sales organization.
McCraw, 58, is a former Dallas, Joseph Burstyn Inc;
Pic has been especially reedited ena Vista, beaded by Leo F, Samcounty district attorney, former
Physical handling of prints is ground” and “Asphalt Jungle,” is
attorney general of Texas arid in by Clair for the upcoming rere- uels,
worldwide sales farmed, out to National. Film Serv- down for simultaneous airings in
Disney’s
the middle 30s was a Texas lease, It Will get a New York un- head,
w lias reps only in six ice, which is a carrier outfit based Cleveland, Canton, Memphis, St.
gubernatorial candidate.
vailing shortly.
Louis and Evansville,
areas, namely,. N. Y.,
Chicago, in Philly.

this week.

judgeship will pay

.

——

—

))

PICTURE GROSSES

a

—

.

P^RiEfY
‘Valley’

Oke

Wednesday, September 22, 1954

$7,000 In

Seattle; “Wind’

Big 15G

Seattle, Sept. 21.

,

‘Brigadoon 12G, 2d

Los Angeles, Sept. 21.
is pacing, new
in current week with
entries
film
a sock $40,000 plus opening frame
in two theatres. Only other new
film on the good side is “Broken
Lance,” shaping to get $25,000 in
Slow $14,000 is
four situations;
seen for “Bullet Is Waiting” in

“Seven Brides”

$597,100
on 21 theatres
Last Year
...
$834,000
( Based on 23 theatres
.

.

(Based,

.

.

three houses.
“Humari Desire” shapes to land
modest $17,000 in two spots. Reissue of “Duel in. Sun” is rated
mild $20,000 in three first-run sites
but this oldie is gathering considerable additional coin in nine
ozpners and one nabe house* Light
$3,000 is: seen for “Devil in Flesh,
showcasing at El Rey.
Among the holdovers, “The
Egyptian” still is important as a
grosser with $20,000 in third frame.
,

Week

This

.

.

*

Philadelphia* Sept, 21.

.

in

different units.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .... $2,749,900
( Based on 24 cities and 220
.theatres, chiefly,

.

Pantages (RKO)

Hillstreet,

(2,-

752; 2,812; 6Q-$l.lO)U-“Human Desire” (Col) and “Black Dakotas”
(Col). Modest $17,000. Last week,
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (9th wk),
$15,200.
HollyOrpheum, Wiltern,

FWC

wood (Metropolitan-SW-FWC)

(2;-

756; 70-$l .10)—“Duel
In Sun” (SRO) (reissue) and.“Khyber Patrol” (UA). Mild $20*000.

213;

2,344;

Last week, Orpheum, with New
Fox, Ritz, “Black Shield Falworth”
(U) and “Dawn At Socorro” (U)
(2d wk); $13,600. Others in different
unit.

El Key (FWC) (861; 70-$1.10)—
Light
“Devil In Flesh” (Indie).
$3,000. Last week* “Lady Vanishes"
(Indie) and “39 Steps” (Indie) (reissues) (9 days), $2,000.

Warper Beverly (SW)
$1.50)

90—“Brigadoon” (M-G) (2d wk);
(1,612;.

Good

$12,000. Last week, $18,500.
Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.75)
wk).
(20th)
(3d
“Egyptian”
Smooth $20,000. Last week, $26,600.

—

(FWC)

Wilshire

(2,296;

—“Man

90-$L50)

With Million” (UA) (3d
wk). Thin $3,600,. Last Week, $6,300.
Downtown, Vogue, Four Star

(SW-FWC-UATC)

(1,757;

885; 900;

70-$1.10)— “Dragnet” (WB) (3d wk
Downtown, Vogue, 1st at Four
Star).
Fair $13,500,
Last week,
with Wiltern $27,700; Four Star,
“Companions of Night” (Indie) (4th

Wk-5 days), $2,000.
Hawaii (G&S) <1,106; 70-$1.10)—
“Betrayed” (M-G) (3d wk). Light

Window”

“Rear

.

j

(20th). Last week, “About Mrs.
$1-$125)— “Knock On Wood” (Par) $1.25)— “The Egyptian”
and “Paid in Full” (Indie) (3d wk). Huge $65,000. Last week, "Broken- (Par), $8,500.
Lance” (20th) (4th wk), $18,000.
Big $7,000. Last week, $9,700.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

60-$ 1)

Fox

(20 th)
(2,250;
99-$1.80)—
“Egyptian” (20th) (4th wk). Sturdy

Last week, $24,000.

Goldman (Goldman)
$1.35)— “Dragnet”

(1,200;

65-

(WB)

Cleveland, Sept. 21.

There are not iriany -big newcomers here this session but biz

(3d wk). still holds very firm, with holdovers
Last Week* and moVeovers driing nicely. “Sud$18,000.
denly” is standout new pic With
Mastbaum (SW) (4,360; 75-$1.30) socko week at the State in sight.
—“Black Shield Falworth” (U). Both “Dragnet” arid “Egyptian”
Staunch $18,000. Last week, “Duel are. doing excellent trade in third
in Sun” (SRO) (reissue) (2d wk), stanzas. “Betrayed” looms, trim in
moveover as does “Valley of
$11,500.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74- Kings.”
Estimates for This Week
$1.30)
“Crossed Swords” (UA).
Trim $9,500. Last week, “Human
60-90)—
Allen
(S-W)
(3,000;
Desife” (Col), $12,000.
“Dragnet” (WB) (3d wk). Holding
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74- to stout $13,000 after $17,500 last
“Magnificent Obsession” lap.
$1.49)
(U) (3d wk). Nice $15,000. Last
Hipp (Telem't) (3,700; $1-$1.25)
week, $21,000.
—“The Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk).
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.30)— Smash $19,000 following $25,500
“Waterfront” (Col) (7th wk). Still last week.
<
...
sturdy at $13,000. Last week, $15,Lower Mall (Coriimunity) (585;
000
60-90)—“Le Ronde” (Indie) (3d
Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)— wk). Oke $2:200, and staying. Last
“Raid” (20th) and “Jungle Gents” week, $2,400.
(AA) with fight pix. Solid $12,000.
Ohio (Loew’s; 1,200; 60-90)—
Last week, “Weak and Wicked” “Betrayed” (M-G) (m.o.). Neat $8,(A A) and “Return from Sea” (AA), 000 for third downtown week. Last
'
$11,500.
week, $10,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50)
“Hobson’s Choice” (UA). Very “Raid” (20th). Weak $6,000, Last
big $9,000 or close. Last week, week “Bullet is Waiting” (Col),
“Mrs Leslie” (Par) (5th wk), $3,000. $5,500.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-90)—
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)—
“Betrayed” (M-G) (3d wk). Stout “Suddenly” (UA). Socko $19,000 or
$12,000 or over. Last week, $13,- near. Last week, “Valley of Kings”
(M-G), $11,000.
000
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 60-90)
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99“Valley of Kings” (M-G) (m.o.).
$1.50)— “Malta Story” (UA) (2d
wk).„ Off to mild $2,700. Last week, Good $7,000. Last week, “Mrs. Les-

Off to good $12,000.

.

—

—

.

—

.

—

i

lie” (Par), $6,000,

$4,500.

21.
in the cutting rooms, film editors at Paralount are busier than at any previous time this, year.
Pictures in the cutting process
are “The Country' Girl,” “Eddie
Foy and the Seven Little Foys,”

Palms
(UD)
80-$l—
(2,961;
“Dragnet” (WB) and "Thunder
Pass” (Lip) (4th wk). Big $15,000.
Last week, $18,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 80-$D—
“Adventures;
Robinson
Crusoe”
(UA) and “Challerige the Wild”
(UA).
Last week,
Fair $9,000.
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (11th wk),
$ 8, 000
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
80-$l)— "Duel in Bun” (SRO) (reissue) and “Tabor the Great” (Rep).
Oke $14,000. Last week, "Naked
Alibi” (U) and "Jungle Gents”
(A A) (2d wk), $8,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1$1.25)—“Seven Brides” (M-G). Big
$29,000. Last week* "Gone With
Wind” (M-G) (reissue) (9th wk),
.

.

$11,900.

Adams

(Balaban) (1,700; 80-$l)

‘‘Her 12 Men” (M-G) and “Denning
Drives North” (M-G) (2d wk). Down
to $8,000.
Last week, $10,200.
Music Hall (Cinerama Productions) ( 1,194; $1.40-$2.65)— “Cinerama” (Indie) (79th Vi’k). Strong
$18,500. Last week, same.

Rain, Cold Clips Mpls.

But ‘Francis’ Okay 8G;

,

newer

the
holdovers. “Waterfront,” the Brando starrer,. is huge for tiny house.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 75-$i.l0)

—“The

‘Window’ 9G, 3d

“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney). Fine
$6,000 after $6,70.0 last week. Holds.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939;. 75-$i.25)-r
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) filth wk),
Steady $10,000 after $11,000 last
week. Stays again.

f

Toronto, Sept. 21.
hefty here for holdovers
with “Seven
Brides” stih leading the town in
third frame and showing little
dropoff.
“Magnificent Obsession?
is in second place here on fourth
frame, with “On Waterfront” in
second stanza also big. "Sabrina”
looks fine in third frairie.
Only
newcomer is "Naked Alibi” which
is rated neat at Uptowri.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698;

Biz

is

at. all

the; deluxers,

696; 40-70)—“Bigamist” (Col) and
"Outlaw Stallion” (Col). Poor $9,000. Last week, “Black Horse Canyon” (U) and "Return from Sea”

(AAV $12,000.
Hyland (Rank) (1,354; 60-80)—
"Doctor in House” (Rarik) (4th wk).
Still

Last

near-capacity at $9,000.

week, $10,000.
Imperial (FP) (3*373; 60-$l)—
“Waterfront” (Col) (2d wk). Hefty
$12,000. Last week, $15,500.
Loeiv’s (Loew’s) (2,090; 65-80)—
“Seven Brides’? (M-G) (3d Wk). Big
$15,000 or over. Last Week, $17,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 75-$l)—
“Magnificent Obsession” (U) (4th
wk).

Still

solid

at

Last

$13,000.

-

Omaha

$6,000, ‘Brides’ 4JG, 3d
Omaha,

Sun”

in sec-

Okay

Off; ‘Shield’

Football

Openings,

Sept. 21.
postseason

Western League baseball

playoffs,

Estimates for This Week
fight broadcast Friday (17) and
for
(S-W)
$1,75- chilly, weather
are. blamed
(1,140;
“Seven
$2.65) ‘r— “Cinerama” (Indie) (23d sharp b.o. dip this Week.
wk). Smash $25,000. Last week, Brides” is still hefty iri third week
$22,000.
at the State, but “Egyptian” sagged
Gopher .(Berger) (1 ,600; 65-85)— badly at the large Orpheum in its
“Apache” (UA) (2d wk). Nice second stanza. Top coin for a new$5,000. Last week, $7,100.
comer is going to “Black Shield of
Lyric. (Par) (1,000; 65-85)— "DUel Falworth” at Omaha, but it’s not
.

Century

;

in Sun”. (SRO) (reissuq) (2d wk).
(1,200;. 60-80)
Good $5,500. Last week, $8,200:
Fine
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)—
$7,500 after $12,500 last week.
“The Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk).
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 65-95)
Modest $8,000. Last Week, $11,500.
“Broken Lance” (20th) (3d wk).
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65Fairish at $8,000 after $14,500 in< 85)
“Francis Joins Wacs” (U)
second.
Okay $8,000. Last week, “Dragriet”
Ylayhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$i)— (WB) (2d Wk), $8,000.
“Rear Window” (Par) (3d wk). Big
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-86)—
$9,000 after $11,700 in second “Dragnet” (WB) (m.o.). Still stout
(3rd wk).

—

—

—

‘Obsession’ Sturdy 13G

.

Metropolitan (SW)

—“Dragnet” (WB)

Great
Egyptian” (2Qth).
$40,000. Last week, “Seven Brides”; W66k
(M-G) (5th wk), $13,500 for 8 days,
Warner (SW) (i, 300; $1.20-$2.60)
with final night turned over to tele“Cirierama” (Indie) (46th wk).
vised Marciano-Charles fight. Fig- Amazing $18,000 after $2i,000 last
for fight are not included.
week. Holds.
“Lucy Gallant,” “Run For Cover,” ures
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$P—
"Love Is a Weapon,” “We’re No
“Gambler from Natchez” (20th) “On Waterfront” (Col). Tremenr
Angels," “Two Captains West,” (2d wk). Oke $6,300 after $9,000 dous $20,000 for this bandbox
"Air Command,” “To Catch a initial week.
house. Last week, “Man With MilThief” and “Conquest of Space.”
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)
lion” (UA) (9th wk), $3,600.
.

Hep 9 £G, Toronto,

week, $14,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 50-85)— “Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk). Fine $10,000. Last week, $12,500:
Solid week of continuous rains
University (FP) (1,558; 50-80)—
and unseasonable cold has been Susan Slept Here” (RKO) (2d wk).
doing boxoffice damage, but a trio Hot $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
of fresh arrivals, led by “King
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-$P—
Richard and Crusaders," is coming “Naked Alibi” (U). Neat $9,500.
through respectably. “Francis Joins Last week, “Black Shield FalWacs” and “Malta Story” also are worth” (U) (2d Wk), $8,500.
benefiting because of the comparative scarcity of new: fare.. Hold-

ond. sessions.

pecially strong among the
“Waterfront,”
holdovers,..

‘Alibi’

”

‘Crusaders’ Good $9,000
Minneapolis, Sept. 2L

huge third stanza, “Duel i
and “Apaehe” are Winners

—

Hollywood* Sept,

Obsession”
Last

overs, still are much in evidence,
include “Cinerama” in its 23d
week, and still as stout as ever and
“The Egyptian” rounding put a

.

With 10 productions

— “Magnificent

Lesli

(U) (4th wk). Stout $14,000.
week, $16,000.

.

$25,000.

Grand (RKO) <1,400; 75-$1.10M
“Dragnet” (WB) (m.o.). Good $3,Last week, “Duel in Jungle’?
(WB) and “Blackout” (Indie), $7,-

000.

.

$14,-

000

Tall $20,-

(20th).

000.
Last week, “Dragnet” (WB)
(2d wk), $14,000 at 75-$1.10 scale.
CapitoF (Ohio Cirieriia Corp.)
(1,376;
$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama”
(Indie) (14th wk). Looks hefty $28,000, and a buildup after $25,200 in
post-vacation lull last session.

Last week, “Magnificent sock at the United Artists; “Duel 500 at 50c-84c
scale.
Obsession” (U) arid- “Paris Ex- in Sun” looks good at the BroadKeith's (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
press” (Indie) (3d wk-5 days), $5,- wayrCapitol.
“Dragnet" will hold “Rear. Window” (Par) (4th
wk)*
300.
: up
nicely in fourth round at the
Orpheum (Hamrick). (2,700; 90- palms as will ‘‘Magnificent Obses- Still plenty rosy at $.8,000 after
$11*500 third stanza* Holds, a fifth.
$1.25)— “Gone With Wind” (M-G) sion” in fourth at the Michigan.
Palace (RKO)‘ (2,600; 50-84)—
(2d wk). Smash $15,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
"Magnificent Obsession.” (U). Solid
$21,800.
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1- $16,000.
Stays a second round.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
$7,000,

(4th wk).
Bright $13,000. Last week, $14,000.

Washington, Sept, 21.
Paramount (F&M)
Biz 'generally is solid along the
$1-$1.50)— “Rear Window”
with even the holdhere;
mainstem
(Par) (6th wk). Neat $li,000 in 6
overs standing up well. Two riew
days. Last week, $15,400.
Warner Hollywood (SW). (1,364; films are in the sock class, "The
Water$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama” (Indie) Egyptian” and “On the grand(73d wk). Into current frame on front.” “Cinerama,” town’s
continues
to
pappy
attraction,
Sept. 19 after good $27,300 last
amaze at the boxoffice. “Caine MuWeek.
tiny” and “Rear Window” look es-

.

tol is

—

$5,500.

(Disney)

10 Cutting At Par

.

Detroit, Sept. 21.
"The Egyptian” is heading for a
huge first-week take at the Fox to
help accelerate the tempo of biz
in the downtowners. "Seven Brides
and Seven Brothers” also shapes

(Par)

Hollywood

.

a velvety moveover at the Grand
“Cinerama” in 14th week at Capiagain heading uphill with addition of special matinees for stu-

is

.

Estimates for This 'Week
(3,100;
75-$l)^

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90$1.25)— “Valley of Kings” (M-G)
and “Roogie’s Bump” (Rep). Oke

Nice $4,800.. Last week,

(1,430;

.

Albee (RfcO)
“Broken Lance”

Fine Arts (FWC). (631; 80-$1.50)
Prairie”

.

dents.

$8,400.

(5th.wk).
$5,300.

.

theatres.)

$2,400. Last week, with L.A. Paramount, $13,700.
United Artists (UATC) (2,100; 70$1,10)— “Garden of Eden” (Indie)
(3d wk). Okay $5,500. Last week,

—“Vanishing

.

,

runs, in-

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$2,889,600
Last Year
(Based oy 24 cities arid 219

Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60M
Los Angeles Paramount,. Iris, Up- “Cinerama” (Indie)
(50th wk). Still
town (ABPT-FWC) (3,200; 814; big with $12*500. Last
week,
1,715; 70-$ 1.25)—“Bullet Is Waiting” (Col) plus second-run support;
Slow $14*000. Last week, in different units.

first,

—

Heavyweight fight films kited
“Brigadoon” is laiiding a .-good $12,-.
000 in second while “Rear Win- '“The Raid” to rousing figure to
six
final
in
$11,000
dow” is hefty
give the Stanton one of its best
days of sixth week at Hollywood weeks in some time.
“Hobson’s
paramount.
Choice” drew rave, notices which
Estimate for This Week
helped
to overcome Quick switch in
State,. Egyptian (UATC) (2,404;
Brides” program at the Trans-Lux, with a
$1-$1. 50)—“Seven
1,536;
smash session in prospect, Biggest
(M-G); Socko $40,000. Last week, money for any newcomer
is going
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue) to “Black Shield of Falworth,”
$23,600.
(5th wk-9 days),
rated, staunch at Mastbaum. “EgypLos Angeles, Ritz, Loyola, NeW tian’' looms sturdy in fourth round
Fox (FWC) (2,097; 1,363; 1,248; 965; *at the Fox. “Rear Window” shapes
$1-$1.50)— “Broken Lance” (20th) unusually big in fourth stanza at
and “Roogie’s Bump” (Rep). Good fhe Arcadia.
$25,000. Last, week, “Apache” (UA)
Estimates for This Week
and “Challenge Wild” (UA). (2d
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80-$1.35)—
wk) at L. A., Loyola, with Iris, Up-

New Fox

Downtown biz is on the climb
with lots of help from two robust
new bills.
They are “Broken
Lance” at the Albee and “Magnificent Obsession,” keeping the Palace busy. Holdovers also continue
to show strength with the fading of
the. school bell blues.
“Rear Window” remains rosy at: Keith’s and
will hold a fifth week.
“Dragnet”

City Grosses

.

;

town* $19,300; Ritz,

Cincinnati, Sept. 21.

Key

—

Estimated Total Gross

.

Again holdovers are far outscoring newcomers, with city loaded
with extended-runs.
“Valley of
Kings” at Music Hall shapes just
okay. “Magnificent 'Obsession” on
moveover is rated good at Blue
Mouse, for fourth week downtwon.
All other houses have h.o.s, with
“Gone With Wind” a standout at
Orpheum with smash takings.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick): (800; 90“Magnificent Obsession”
$1.25)
(U) and “Paris Express” (Indie)
(m.o.).
Good, $4,000 for fourth
week downtown. Last week ($1)
“Karanioja” (Hall) (5th wk), $3,600,
at $1 top.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 6590)— “Dragnet” (WB) and “Pride
of Blue Grass? (AA) (3d wk). Nice
$8)500. Last week, $11,300.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
"Egyptian” (20th) (3d
$1-$1. 50)
wk). Great $11,000 or over. Last
week, $13,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1 .25)—“Susan Slept Here” (RKO)
(6th wk). Solid $5,000. Last week,

*

at $6,000. Last

(U)

and

week, "Tanganyika”

“Monte

Carlo

Baby

big.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 50^75)—

“3 Hours to Kill” (Col) and “Hollywood Thrillmakers” (Col). Fair _$3.-.
Last Week, “Black Dakotas’
500.
(Col) and
$3,200.

Omaha

“Rivet
(Tristates)

Boat”
(2,000;

(Indie),

55-80)

—‘(Black Shield of Falworth”

(U».

Fairish $6,000 or riear. Last week,
“Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk), $5,000.

Orpheum (Tristates)
$1)— “Egyptian” (20th)

(2,890;

75-

(2d wk).
will be shut off toRichard and Crusaders” , (WB) morrow (Wed.) after fairish $10,Good at $9,000. Last week, “Sev- 000. Initial session was $16*000;
State (Goldberg) (875; 65-90)—
en Brides” (M-G) (6th wk), biz
warranted continuance, but house “Seven Brides” (M-G) (3d wk). Still
has too many pix pressing dates, socko at $4,500 after $7,000 second
week;
$7,500.
(Indie), $4,000 at 75c top.
State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)—“King

Second round

—

—
PICTURE GROSSES
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'EGYPTIAN' BOFF 25G,
9

DENVER; 'BRIDES’ 8G, 3D

tn

Dertver, Sept. 21.

9

vvm

"The Egyptian” is packing the
Denver here this session and will
land a sock total. Holds on for several weeks at this rate. "Sitting
.

m

.

vwvui,

m

mm

v

n rf

ni

lr

Bull,” first United Artists C’Scope
production, started like a prairie

and hit a great total in first
Thousands of extra visitors,, in
"Broken
Lance” is getting a fifth stanza at •N, Y. .for the heayy W eight fight
the Centre while “Rear Window” (filially held last Friday night) and
still shapes fine' in fourth round at the ball games are giving BroadDenham. "High and Dry” is doing way first-run theatres a hypo this
remarkably well at bqndbox Vogue. session. Launching of several new,
strong bills and wet, cool weather
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)— also are helping. Saturday (18) was
“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (5th unusually big, especially when com-previous Saturday
wk). Fair $2;500. Last week, $3,700. pared: with the
when hurricarie weather was a
Broadway ( Wolf berg), (i, 200; 60- heavy handicap.
85)
"I’ll Always- Love You” (InTop newcomer is “Brigadoon”
die). Poor $4,500. Last week, on

fire

Chicago, Sept. 21.

four days at Paramount.

The Loop is loaded with holdovers in what traditionally is a' lagging back-to-schqol week. However,

Film gross estimates as reported herewith frpm the various key cities, are net; i. e.,

the customary dip is iiot as big as
expected. “Brigadoon,” sole new
entry this round, is setting a new
high at $45,000 at McVickers.
Second week of "Dawri at
,

4

Men” is slow in third. Third
frame of "Rear Window” at Chicago, with Howard Miller package on12

stage

still

is

,r

Gorie With

fancy.

United Artists

at

still

—

reissues.

tax.

is

Centre

Oriental looks stout with
‘‘Broken Larice” in fourth.
Woods shapes socko with "Susan
Slept Here” in sixth stanza. Sixth
frame of "Black Shield of Falworth” is stout at Grand.' The
12th and windup week of “Caine.
Mutiny” is very mild at State-Lake.
Palace, as usual, is rousing with
"Cinerama,” now in its 60th week.
Estimates for This Week
gusty.

(Fox)

(1,247;

60-$ 1)—

.

"Broken Lance”. (20th) (4th wk).
Fair $9,000. Holds on. Last week,
$14,000.

Fine $9,000. Last week, $12*000*
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 75-$1.25)—
“Egyptian” (20th). Sock $25,000.
Stays. Last week, "On Waterfront”
(Col) (2d wk), $8,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

—

(2,600; 50-85)--

"Seven

Brides” (M-G) (3d wk).
$8,000. Last week, $13,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 5085)— “Sitting Bull” (UA). Opened
Saturday (18) in smash fashion,
with better than' $10,000 in; 4 days.
Last week, "Dragnet” (WB) (2d
wk-10 days), big $18,500.
Vogue (Pike) (442; 74-90)— "High
and Dry” (U). Great $3,000. Last

Good

riiorrow (Wed.), cut In badly. Only
other new pix are "Valley of
Kings,” only so-so at Penri, and

and Dry,” away fast at
week, on reissues..
Squirrel Hill. Abbreviated fourth
weeks for "Broken Lance” at Fulton and "Magnificent Obsession”
at Harris shape okay.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l,10)
"Broken Larice” (20th) (4th wk5 days).
Okay $5,000 or over.
"Egyptian” (20th) conies in tomorOriental: (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) row (Wed.): Last week, $7,500.
—“Broken Lance” (20th) (4th wk).
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 65-$1.10)
Brisk $21,000. Last week, $27,500,
St; Louis, Sept, 21.
“Magnificent Obsession” (U) (4th
$1.25- vvk-5 days). Good $5,500, and for
Palace
(Eitel)
Biz is brisk here this session,
(1,484;
$3.40)— "Cinerama” (Indie) (60th this stage of run particularly nice with nice grosses in prospect. Heat
wk),
Hotsy $34,000. Last week, in view of fact that house lost one wave was broken by heavy rain
$40,000.
night to Marciano-Charles tele- and hail Suriday (19). "Betrayed”
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)— cast. Last week, $9,500.
is standout with sock session at
"Dawn at Socorro” (U) and "BounPenn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-85)— Loew’s. "The Raid” is rated good
ty Hunter” (WB) (2d wk). Okay “Valley of Kings'* (M-G). Compe- at the Fox. "Egyptian” continues
Last week, $16,000,
$12,000.
tition arid notices too much for its solid draw in third frame at
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98- this to overcome. Indifferent $10,- the St. Louis. "Seven Deadly Sins”
$1.80)— “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (12th 000.
standout
among the small
Last week, "Seven Brides” is
houses.
wk). Weakish $16,000. Last week, (M-G) (3d wk), $13,000.
$18,000..
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)—
Estimates for This Week
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)— "High and Dry” (U). Apparently
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20(Indie)
Hobson’s Choice”
(sub- another winner for this naber.
$2.40)
"Cinerama” (Indie) (34th.
rUn). One week fill-in should be Looks at least. $4,500, sturdy and
wk). Big $14,000 after $15,000 last
nice $3,000. Last week, "Daughfers in for run. Last week, "Robinson
week.
of Destiny” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,500. Crusoe” (U.A) (2d wk), $2,500,
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "The
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-$D—
$1.25)— “Gone With Wind” (M-G) "Rear Window” (Par). Best, here Raid” (20th) and “Pushover” (Col).
(reissue) (3d wk).
Gusty $30,000. since "Here to Eternity.” (Col) ai Neat $14,000. Last week, "DragLast week, $35,000.
year ago. Great $24,000 or near. net” (WB) (2d wk), $12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98-$l;25) Arid management figures it lost
Loew’s (Loew’s) (1,162;. 50-75)
—“Susan Slept Here” (RKO) (6th perhaps $2,000 by fight postpone- "Betrayed” (M-G) and “Overland
wk>.
Fancy $19,000. Last week, ment Thursday, day when "Win- Pacific” (UA). Sock $22,000. Last
$23 000
dow” opened, arid Friday night week, "Seven Brides” (M-G) (4th
World (Indie) (697; 98)— "La when picture closed down early at wk), $13,500.
Orpheum -(Loew’s) (1,400; 50-75)
Ronde” /Indie) (7th wk). Sturdy night for Marciano-Charles bout;
Swell
$4,000. Last week, $4,500.
Hitchkock thriller, however, got —"Seven Brides” (M-G).
good kickoff before when pre- $9,000. Last week, "C rossed
and "Challenge
viewed at special charity showing Swords” (UA)
for Post-Gazette Dapper Dan Club Wild” (UA) (2d wk), $4,500.
Hub,
‘Waterfront’
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
Celebrities Golf Tournament. Last
week, "Dragnet” (WB) (2d wk-6 82)— “Seven Deadly Sins” (Indie)
(2d wk). Solid $3,500 after $5,000
$48,000; ‘Prairie’ Socko days), $10,000.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.65) opener.
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (41st wk).
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
II 2 G, ‘Hell’ Hotsy
Off to $13,000, still fast after $13,- 82)— "Times
Gone By” (Indie).
Boston, Sept. 21.
500 last week,
Good $2,000. Last week, "Rome,
The big noise this frame is "On
11 O’clock” (Indie), $2,5Q0.
the Waterfront,” day-dating the
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
week.
McVickers (JL&S) ( 2,200; 65$1.25)—“Brigadoon” (M-G).
New
high, $45,000. "Last week, "Seven
Brides” (M-G) (7th wk), $22,000.
Moiiroe (Indie) (1,000; 65-87)—
"Her 12 Men” (M-G) (3d wk). Dull
$5,000 after $6,500 last Week.

"High

I

,

Paramount and Fenway, and "Bul-

50-75)—"The Egyptian”

(20th) (3d
wk). Fine $12,500 after $15,000 for

second round.

Big 12G

Shady Oak
"Times

Indianapolis, Sept. 21.
First-run biz generally is looking

82)

Waiting” at the Pilgrim, are
only fair. "The Egyptian” shapes up here this stanza. "Egyptian”
okay in third week at the Memor- at Indiana is torrid to lead city:
ial.
"Mr. .Hulot’s Holiday” in despite uncertainties caused by
second week at the Exeter looms twice-postponed Marciano-Charles
fine.
fight telecast, there. “Susan Slept
Here” at Circle: also is stout. "Man
Estimates For This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$l,25)— With Million” at Loew’s hasn’t
"Caine Mutiny” (Col) (12th-6 days). taught on. “Karamoja” still is big
in second week at the Lyric, where
Oke $8,000. Last week, $8,300.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800; pix seldom hold.
Estimates for This Week
74-$l)
"Vanishing Prairie” (DisCircle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50ney).
Sock $11,500. Last week,
"Susan Slept Here” (RKO)
"Malta Story” (UA) and "Viva Za- BO)
and "Roogie’s Bump” (Indie). Nice
pata” (20th)
(reissue)
(3d wk),
$12,000,
Last week, "Dragnet”
$3,500.
Boston (Cinerama Productions) (WB), $14,000.
let Is

—

’

-

near.

Last week, same.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)
.
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (2d
wkL Nice $9,000 following $10,500
first frame.

.

y

Stays on.

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers)

95-$2.75)

(6,200;

— “Briga-

doon” (M-G). and stageshow. Soaring to sock $168,000 in first week
ending today (Wed.). Holding, in
ahead, “Seven Brides” (M-G) with
stageshow (8th wk), finished at
$117,000 to rnake it a total of $!,352,000 for the eight weeks. This
compares with $1,391,000 garnered
by ‘‘Great Caruso” (M-G) iri 10
weeks in 1951, the top Coi mark
for the Hall.
Roxy (Natl. Th.), (5,717; 65-$2.40)

—

set

On Oct. 28; "Cinerama” will
all-time record for first-runs

—“Betrayed” (M-G) (3d wk).
holdover round ended last

by passing the 108-week mark of
“Red Shoes” made at the Bijoii,
bandbox legit house.

First
.night

held with .sock $30,000
after $41,500 opener. Continues.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$ 1.50)—
“High and Dry”. (U) (4th wk).

;(Tues.)

.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 50-$1.75) Third session; ended Moriday (20)
“On Waterfront” (Col) (9th wk). was huge $15,400 not far from secEighth round ended last night ond week’s $15,800. Stays on indef.
(Tues.)
was smash $43,000 as
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
against $40,500 for seventh week. $1-$1.50)— “Little Kidnapers” (UA)
Continues on indef, with end of (4th wkl. Third frame ended last
run far from in sight. “Star Is night (Tues.) was pushed up to
Born” (WB), originally booked for sock $10,000 after $8,200 for sechouse, to play day-date with Vic- ond week.
toria, has been shifted to the ParaTrans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
mount.
$1-$1.50)— “Lili” (M-G) .foist wk)..
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55)— The 80th week ended Monday (20)
“Odd Man Out” (Indie). Opened held with fancy $.6,800 as comMonday (20). In ahead, “Man pared with $6,300 for 79th week.
Between” (UA) and “Outcast of
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50islands” (Indie) (reissues), played $1:75)— “Dragnet” (WB) (5th. wk).
split week and got only modest Present stanza ending tomorrow
$2,500.
“Haml-t” (U) (reissue) (Thurs.) is heading for nice $18,0.00
opens Oct. I.
or near after $20,500 in fourth
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20) week. Stays until “Star Is Born”
—“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (13th wk). (WB) opens, day-date with Para"'Current 5. -Session
ending.,
today mount, Oct. 11.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
(Wecl;).:4s?ifeatHli^i %o‘bdf $18,000
“Cinerama” (Indie)
or hear; The i2th *w<?ek*\Vas $23,- $1.20-$3.30)
000. Goes a 14th week of 6 days, (68th wk).
The 67th round ended
with
“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) Saturday (18) edged up to great
opening
with
special
preem $39,000 after $38,000 for 66th
.•*;
Wednesday (29).
week, being hit hard by storm.

—

.

;

—

.

;

.

—

•

is

—

Indiana. (C-D) (3,200; 60-95)
(20th). Sock $21,000, with Friday night out because
of fight telecast. Last week, "Rear
Window” (Pair) (2d wk), $10,000.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.85)

"Sabrina” (Par). Regular run
‘Living’ Big 7G, Both 3d starts today (Wed.) after a formal
preem last night (Tues.). In ahead,
Kansas City, Sept. 21.
Recent heavy holdover situation “Living It Up” (Par) (9th wk-4
repeated in current session with days), hit okay $9,000 after $18,deluxers with; third week

500

bills.

.

(1,373;

—

—

1

'

'

‘Prisoner’

Tame $6,000,

Balto, ‘Apache’ 10G,

2d

Baltimore, Sept. 21.
MartinWith holdovers predominating,
Only newcomer is "Gambler from Lewis comedy enjoyed ah unweek:
Natchez,” day-date ini four Fox usually big longrun here and one grosses slipped here this
from pleasing totals registered reMidwest first runs, and looking Of best at house in many months.
Among few newcomers,
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) cently.
"Rear Window”, at
fairly good.
Paramount shapes siriooth in third. —- “Vanishing. Prairie” (Disney) "Prisoner Of War” at Keith’s and
"Dragnet” at the Missouri and (6th wk). Fifth stanza ended Sun- “A Bullet Is Waiting" at the May"Seven Brides” at Midland are day (19) continued in smash fashion fair, both are rated mild grbssers.
okay, also in third weeks. "Egyp- with $12,300 after $13,500 for "Dragnet” is still firm in third
tian” at Orpheum and "Living It fourth. Looks set for many weeks round at the Stanley* “Apache”
wotind up its second week in boff
Up” at Roxy continue strong like- to cdrne.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) style after a healthy ppener at the
wise in third rounds, and both hold
“Khyber Patrol” (UA). First Century.’ "Seven Brides” remairis
for fourth weeks. "Little Fugitive”
at the Kimo still is nice in third week ending next Friday (24) looks big at the ToWn.
Estimates for This Week
to hit okay $8,000.
ahead,
In
stanza.
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25“Three: Hours To Kill” (Col) (2d
Estimates for This Week
60-90)— “Apache” (UA) (3d wk).
Wk), $6,000. :
Gleri (Dickinson) (750; 85-$ UThird sesh began Monday (20) after
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80)
"Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (2d wk).
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued rid page 20)
"Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (6th
five

"The Egyptian”

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-80)-—
"Men With Million” (UA). arid
"Capt. John Smith, Pocahontas”
50-90)— (Col), Slim $7,000. Last week,
“Private Hell 36’? (FM) and "Thun- "Valley of Kings”
(M-G) and
der Pass” (Lip). Fair $4,500. Last "Scarlet
Spear” (UA), $8,000.
week, "Dragnet” (WB) and "Jungle
Lyric
(CD) (1,600; 50-$l)—
Gents” (AA) (2d wk), $5,500.
"Karamoja” (Hall) and "Halfway
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)— to Hell” (Indie) (2d wk). Sharp
“The Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk). Nif- $9,000 after surprise
$12,500 in
(Continued on page 20)
first stanza.

Fenway (NET)

'.

‘Window’ Sturdy $9,000,

'

—

V

‘Gambler’ Good 15G, K.C.;

—

(1,354;
$i;20-$2.85)
"Cinerama”
(Indie) (38th wk).' Firm $19,000 or

1

tres.

/

—

.

Amus,) (800;
By”* '(Indie).
"Rome,

$3,500. Last week,.
11 O’clock’ (Indie) , $$,000.

,

.

(St;?L‘.
Gorife' '

Okay

.

“The Egyptian” (20th) (5th-final
wk). The fourth stanza ended last
150 mayors from cities arid towns night (Tues.) held at big $60,000
within a 100-mile radius of N; Y. after $63,000 for third week. Fifth
as special guests. Officials will be week goes only six days' in order
guests, of S: H. (Si) Fabian, prexy of to operi “Woman’s World” (20th)
Stanley Warner, which holds the on; Sept. 23.
rights to the process and its theaState (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)

—

Wow $21,000,

Rivoli
(UAT) (2,092; 85-$2)—
“Rear Window” (Par) (7th wk).
Current session winding today
(Wed.) looks to climb to socko $41,.000 after. $39,000 in sixth week.

.

.

Indpls.; 'Susan’

;

(Indi?)* Opened Monday (20). In
ahead, "Hobson’s Choice” (UA)
(14th wk), oke $4,8.00 after $5,500
for 13th round,

for third session at the Mayfair.
"Vanishing Prairie” ran neck-’n-.
neck with a week ago to land a
smash $12,300 for fifth frame at
the Fine Arts.
“Dragnet” likewise continued in
the chips with $18,000 probable for
fifth week at the Victoria. "Sabrina” preemed last night (Tues,).
at
the
Criterion,
with regular
run starting today (Wed.).
"Cinerama” will celebrate its
second anni Sept; 30. Showing at
the Warner, which launches its
third year ori Broadway, will have

.

'Egyptian’

.

Trans-LUx 60th St.
"Betrayed” held well at the
State, getting a socko $30,000 iri
second round, "The Egyptian” held
almost even with preceding week
to .finish its fourth stanza with
$60,000 at the Roxy.
“Duel in Sun” performed, in
similar manner, with $13,000 likely

;

17G

(reissue)

—

at the

—

.

Sun” (SRQ)

iii

>

doing a big $10,000 in third week

;

Orpheum and State. "Vanishing
Prairie” at the small Beacon Hill
also is in the chips.
Other newcomers, “Private Hell 36” at the

‘-‘Duel

(3d.. wk),
Current session ending
today (Wed, is holding solid $13,000 after $15,000 for second week.
Stays ori, naturally,

.

.

Wows

moveover

1

—

,

this

Normandie (Trans-Lux). (592; 95,
$1.80)
“Congaceiro” (Col) (3d
wk).
Third round ending today
with stageshow, with a sock $168,- (Wed;) looks like mild $3,800 after
000 likely on first stanza ending $5,500 last week. “Africa Adventoday (Wed.) at the Music Hall. ture” (RKO) opens Sept. 28.
“Rogue COp” is, giving the ParaPalace (RKO) ( 1 ,700; 50-$1.60)—
mount its best opening week in "White Fire” (Lip) and .. vaude
some time, with a sturdy $50,000 headed by Maxie Rosenbloom.
or better probable opening round. Week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
"White Fire” and vaude looks to looks to reach big $27,000 or near
land a big $27,000 at the Palace. Last week,. “Southwest .Passage”
Fourth new pic, “Khyber Patrol,” (UA) arid 8. acts of vaude including
is heading for sluggish $8,000 at Harvest Moon Ball daricers, $26,500.
the Globe.
.Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 70"Rear Window" is climbing to
$1.75)—“Rogue Cop” (M-G). First
great $41,000 iri seventh frame at
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is
the Rivoli, or $3,000 ahead of the
heading for; solid $50,000. Holds.
sixth week. "High arid Dry” was
Last week, “Private Hell 36” (FM)
almost even with the preceding
(2d wk), $27,000. “Star Is Born”
round, with $15,400 in third weefc
(WB) opens Oct. 11, according to
at the arty Sutton.
present plans, but another pic, riot
"On Waterfront,” too, is pushing
selected, riiay. be used prior to
ahead to get great $43,000 in eighth yet
its launching.
stanza at the Astor. This is $2,500.
Paris
(Pathe Cinema) (568; 90better than the seventh week.
“Little Kidnapers” climbed also, $1.80)—-“Bread, Love and Dreams”

last

.

round of

j

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)
—"Rear Window” (Par) (4th wk).

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25) town wide open at the Stanley arid
•Rear Window” (Par) with How- should give house its best session
ard Miller dee jay package onstage since “Here to Eternity” a year
(3d wk). Loud $55,000. Last week, ago. Likely to hang on for three
$61,000.
weeks at least unless "Egyptian”
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$1.25) at Fulton and “On Waterfront,”
—‘‘Black Shield Fal worth” (U) (6th both opening simultaneously to-

Wk). Stout $8,000 after $9,300 last
W60lc
Loop (Tblem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
"Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (5th
wk).: Rousing $7,500 after $9,500

—

.

1

Fifth

run here ended Sunday (19) was
great $10,000 after $9,000 for
fourth.
Mayfair. (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$l;80)

,

without usual, tax. Distributors, share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income,
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the tr, S. amusement

'Bounty Hunter”
Socorro” and
shapes oke at Roosevelt but "Her

Wind”

wk).

/

Estimates Are Net

^

for*

eighth full week.

,
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Fad

Soviet Kids

Biggest star in the Soviet
Union: today is Johnriy Weismuller, the original Tarzan,
reports Harrison E. Salisbury,:
the N.Y. Times correspondent
just back

from Moscow.

Russian youngsters frequept-

for pictures at the

Negotiate

European

ly let their hair grow to indicate they’re fans of Tarzan.
And they’re calling their girl
friends Jane after Tarzan’s

film

festivals,

particu-

female screen companion.
doesn’t
government
The

CATHOLIC SLANT

larly at Venice and Cannes, have
deteriorated, into a harmless sport, Violence and Sex Should Not Be
Booked Weekends
with both the. potential buyer and
seller fencing on terms which both
Easton, Pa., Sept. 21.

That’s
neither will accept.
the' view of foreign film importer

to

a

symbol” and edi-

written
being
are
against it, but there isn’t much
anyone can do about it. And
the Tarzan haircut is proof q£
torials

area, have
in
this
Catholics
opened a drive against ‘‘indecent”

know

devotion

for this

care

‘‘capitalistic

it,

was
Impetus
motion
pictures*:
Edward Kingsley who returned last given by the Rt. Rev: Msgr. John
week from the Venice Fest.
A. McKenna, of Philadelphia, at a
-It makes up the entertainment meeting of over 500 members of
;

program

for. ..the

and dison the terrace of

tributors gather

Excelsior. Hotel

the

beach
'

arid

engage

.

on the Lido

in a sparring ses-

Not a single deal

is

final-

ized.”

Kingsley echoed the view., of
other American importers of foreign product that the producershave an inflated idea of the value
of their product; According to
Kingsley, who heads Kingsley International Films, the foreign producers ;are Still setting their prices
on the basis of the success of the
early post-war films; and haven’t
relaized to what extent the Ameri-

LANDRY

J.

Rome, Sept.
.

.

f

NEW CONTRACT, MORE

can market has changed.
“It takes; them about a .year to
me dow in their terms,” said
Kingsley, “and at the time much
of the value of the festival awards
Films shown at
has diminished,.
the 1953 festivals are. only now in
If the foreign pronegotiati
ducers would, accept sensible terms
at the beginning, they would have
the advantage of the timeliness and

1

PAY FOR JOHNSTON

.

.

—

,•

the publicity valife .of the festivals.
picture decreases
by constant screenings for Various
importers.”

The value of the

Charged Atmosphere

.

Kingsley repeated another com-

.

plaint frequently voiced by Aineripixites who attend the Euro‘‘The atmosphere is
pean fests.
Charged with native politics. and nacountry in which
The
tionalism;
the festiyal is held is almost certain to receive an award although
frequently everyone, agrees, its entry does not merit accolade. The
the
Venice,
dominate
Italians
French control Cannes, and the
Russians rule the Iron Country
(See adjoining column
festivals^”
for Rome dateline story on same

‘

:

.

.

.

theme.)

With assurance of an award for
the host country, there, is also a
tendency to spread the awards
around, to throw, a bone here and
there to eliminate any hard feelBest
ings, according to Kingsley.
example of this, he said, was the
best acting award to Jean Gabin
which constituted France’s laurel
“nromised for 1954.” The audience,
Kingsley reports, was almost unanimous in its opinion that Marlon
Brando should have \von for ‘‘On
the Waterfront” and Vocally demonstrated its displeasure. Kingsley
feels that the holding of a festival
in a neutral country, one that is
not a prime producer of films,
tight help to eliminate the frequent charges of ‘‘fix” and the bitterness that .prevails at the con.

clusion.

Practical Aspects
While pointing out the negative
aspects of the fests, Kingsley says
they Serye a purpose. ‘‘It’s a good
place
meet; the production
people arid the press' of various
countries.
And it
wes as a
clearing house where some of the
illusions about the American market may be cleared up.”

He noted that the festivals are
of more value to the European distribs than. to the Americans.
‘‘In
Europe a festival award means
something in buying. the film at the
boxoffice.
In the tj. S. its value

MPAA

•

Population of Saratoga said they
w
and Were willing to. change
their
community’s name.
Two
is limited.”
girls from Scotland are being flown
Festivals, too, Kingsley- pointed to the Maryland, village about 50
out, are social affairs and tourist miles from Washington/ for the afattractions and must be considered fair.

Julian Roffmaii's Spot
Julian Hoffman, whb directed
“Tlidmas Alva Edison” for Jules
Levey, has joined Communications
of Canada, Ralph Foster’s arid Art
Wells’ new p.r.. firm in Toronto,
as film production chief. They had
in that light
evaluating .the
(vorked together at the National
overall effect.
WILSCHKE JOINS FINE
Film Board of Canada, where Rbffman.
directed the widely-shown
Elmef O. Wilschke has resigned
operating manager of Altec cancer documentary; “The WarnFriedman Vice Handel as
ing
Shadow.”
Service Corp,. to join Fine Sound
Samuel Frjedman. formei\ legit Inc, as v:p. ip charge of operations.
His “Edison” film will be shown
press agent, has joined the pubFine, outfit, headed by C. Robert on Dayid O. Selznick’s October tv
licity department of United Artists. Fi
developed, the
Perspecta show celebrating the 75th anni of
He succeeds Charles Handel, who stereophonic sound method of film the development of the electric
'

,

.

.

,

company

last vyeejk,

i

,

,,

,.

the press.
.

That

is

one more way of

just

suggesting that there

is

much

too

much investment
Film Festiyal

in the Venice
to allow it to stay,

moment it surely is, besmirched: by its own performance.
When the time arrives that hardbitten veteran journalists covering
the Festival cannot predict the results: days' and weeks iri advance,
then and then only the Festival*
may be immune to wisecracks.
as at the

SCREEN ACTORS’ SLATE

HEADED BY PIDGEON
Hollywood, Sept.
Walter pidgeon heads the

21.
official slate for re-election as presi;

,

the Screen Actors ’Guild,

dent

of.

with:

Leon Ames running for first
John Lund for, second

veepee;

Holden, third
veepee;. William
veepee; Paul HarvdV, recording
secretary, and George Chandler,
treasurer.

Candidates for the executive
board are Hillary Brooke, Chick
Chandler, Nancy D^vis, Rosemary
DeCamp, Ann Doran, Frank Faylen, Robert. Keith, Frank Marlowe,
Juanita Me/>re, Gil Perkins, John
Russell, Philip Ober, Irving Bacon,
Ted DOCorsia and Regis Toomey.

McCollough

Philo

Dorothy

and

Phillips are candidates
Class A'^ board.

PAR

for

the.

N. Y; GETS *STAR'

—

Holding 'Waterfront’ Victoria Will Day-Date Garland

Astor

Warner Bros,’ “A Star Is Born,”
originally scheduled to open simultaneously at the Astor and Victoria on Broadway, is now set for
a
day-and-date booking at the
Paramount and the Victoria. Judy
Garland starrer is. scheduled to

opening on Oct.
for the

11.

preem night

and mezzanine

Admission tab

is

$5.75 for orch

arid $3,45 for bal-

Top admission price for the
run at. both theatres is exoected to
be $2.30 for weekend nights.
Switch, in booking. jarra ngement
was amicably arranged late last
week. Lopert Films, which operates and books the Astor and Victoria for City Investing Co., agreed
to the change because Columbia’s
“On the Waterfront” was holding
up so well at the Astor. For the
eighth week ending last night
(Tues.), for example, it looks to
cony.

get

a

smash

$43,000,

indication

;

.

xited the

used only one month every year,
to house the Festival And provide
handout and lounge facilities for

14.

Society members,
Joseph Reilly, of Philadelphia,
on the Philadelphia Archdiocese,
th e-family film industry, bleat was
committee for clean films, said
taken up by the stream of AmerK
that ‘‘the main object is to work
can tourists whose dollars and
with the motion picture manager
goodwill mean so much to Italy.
rather than against him.” He stated
(For instance, hotelmen in Florthat the Legion of Decency, which
ence are seriously urging Governhe represents, vVairits to have good
ment action to mute noisy motorpUblic relations with theatres. He
Selznick Releasing Organization cycles because these annoy tourUrged
involving
Violent
films
crime and sex be shown during the has; decided to try to make the best ists trying to sleep in swank howeek, rather than Saturdays and of a- disagreeable situation, the cen- tels.)
Sundays, when children chiefly sorship riix of ‘‘Duel in the Sun” iri
Whether tourist yelps bn top of
Memphis, rather than fight censor
attend.
Latter, in effect, Holly wood yelps will sway Italian
A parish committee was prgan- Lloyd Binford,
of course, moot.
authorities
is,
the ban first imposed on
ized to campaign fbr better films, continued
reali‘‘Duel” in its original playoff de- Americans conditioned to the
comics arid tv shows.
and “the
opinion”
“public
of
ties
spite SRO’s insistence that numerous changes had been made in the engineering of good will” are of
the Italian film infilm.
It was first distributed in the opinion that
dustry,. ditto the Italian Govern1947.
ment, ditto the officials of the
Selznick plan, now is to use the
Venice Festival, cannot remain inBinford tab as a peg for sales in
different and Cannot refrain from
Motion Picture Assn, of America drive-ins surrounding Memphis and “reform” gestures in the light of
across
the
^Mississippi
River
in
board, at its session last week in
the near-universal ill-repute the
NY Y., handed to MPAA prexy Eric West Memphis, Ark. It’s reasoned 1954 actions- engendered.
Johnston a surprise ‘‘present” Via: that a court contest with Binford
‘Principle’ Vague
a riew^seven-year contract— it runs likely would be involved and costAdmittedly, Americans have, diffigure
Distributors usually
to Oct. 15, 1961
and a raise in ly.
the Latin
understanding
Memphis as yielding about $12,000 ficulty
salary.
politicking and the Latin
Move didn’t come at .the board’s in gross revenue on an average ‘‘A” brand of’ to
by ear
everything
play
tendency
regular meet but was hatched at a pic. Thus, taking, on Binford in a
rather than in respect to abstract
private powwow, during the session/ legalistic duel over any one film
know
who
Those
“principle.”
It extended Johnston’s contract, to would not have sufficient monetary
Italian psychology feel it is naive
1962, four years beyond its current inspiration.
ever
Venice
would
However, this theory doesn’t take to expect that
termination date. Extent of Johnsysston’s raise is unknown.
He now note of the important precedent adopt any democraticin voting
Hollywood
operates
as
tem such
gets $100,000 and $50,000,
ex- which could be set via ari ultimate
awards.
Oscar
the
annual
on
decision,
it’s
pointed
court
but.
penses.
Theoretically, the Venice jury
There have been reports, of an
‘Blood-Tinted Screen’
system (with the Italians having
MPAA offer to Gov. Thomas E.
Memphis,. Sept. 21.
the majority ) is not unlike the comDewey to join the organization iri
When Mayor Frank Tobey of mittee systems employed by such
a top spot, possibly on the Coast.
MPAA. has since denied any talks Memphis requested the Memphis American awards as the Pulitzer
censor,
Hoyd T Binford, to take Prizes, the Peabody Radio-TV
with Dewey who’s stepping down
another peek at ‘‘Duel in The Medals. The Sylvania Clocks arid
as N. Y, governor:
he
was acting for an attor- others. The difference is entirely
Sun,”
at
least
one
ocJohnston, on
casion, has stated he thought he ney friend. of his, Blanchard Tual, iri terms of carefully-nurtured repwas getting too much money from who is representative, for Lippert utation for scrupulous impartiality.
There is every indi- Pictures, Inc: This request drew The Venice Film Festival, by
the MPAA.
cation that the contract extension a roar from Binford; the town’s American reckoning, ought to be,
and the added salary coin were a unique 88-year-old guardian of mo- like Caesar’s wife, above suspicion,
but is anything but.
spontaneous gesture of confidence rality.
‘‘We do not plan to preview the
in Johnston on the part of the
No realistic: American film perboard and that the MPAA-MPEA picture again. It was the vilest sonage would advocate Yankee
thing I ever saw
the screen, withdrawal from, or boycott of,
topper hadn’t asked for it.
board's which is why we banned it in the Venice. That would be, to quote
Reporting on the
M. first place. It is dirty and filthy, comment heard, at Doney’s Cafe
Loew’s
.Nicholas
action,
Schenck said Johnston’s services so that they couldn’t clean up.” here, “biting off our noses to spite
had been exceptional and that the Binford told Variety “we’re riot our faces. After all, we do get our
board’s vote on the new contract going to look at it and what’s more share of European and world pubhad been unanimous. “His (John- we don’t deal with lawyers on mat- licity and there are some bonuses
Anyhow, I’m satis- in that Venice film entries play the
ston’s) talent, and leadership have ters like this.
guided the industry toward many fied we’d reject this dirty picture Italian market outside the quota,”
important policies and decisions,” again if we did preview it.”
(Nearly 500 European journalists
Binford
revealed
that
when get free room and board at the.
the statement read.
“Duel in. the Sun” was originally Lido.)
banned he penned the following
But while the Hollywood indus-.
HAPPY IS AS HAPPY DOES ' note to producer David O. Selztry will undoubtedly string along
nick in Hollywood:
the Venice event, despite all
with
“This production Contains all the.
Village Renames Self ‘Brigadoon’
become a
impurities of the foulest human criticisms, it has now
To Oblige Metro Publicity
fixed idea that no American feaIt is sadispl at its deepest
dross.
ture will ever be allowed to walk
Washington, Sept. 21.
level.
It is the fieshpots of PharMetro publicity for “Brigadoon” aoh, modernized arid filled to over- away with the Golden Lion of St.
lions (second prizes)
reaches a high; tomorrow (22) flowing. It is a barbaric symphony Mark. Silver
when Saratoga Village, just out- of passion and hatred spilling from may go to the Yanks, but it’s doubtful, after 1954,, if any illusions reside of Frederick, Md., officially a blood tinted screen. It is mental
main about the Grand Prix.
changes its name to Brigadoon. arid physical putrefaction.”
Maybe the Italians basically don’t
Queried on Binford, Mayor ToImmediately foliowing the ceremony, which will feature a b arbe- bey told Variety “I have never care, that such an impression is
widespread. On the other hand, ari
que, the townspeople will make a seen the picture arid I know nothbus trip to Washington for a: pri- ing whatsoever about it. Certain- American observer, with a trained
vate showing of the filmed musi- ly if in the judgment of Mr. Bin- sensitivity to public opinion, would,
ford the picture does not. warrant expect a serious attempt by the
cal.
Stunt got under way when a re-review that is final as far as Italian auspices to create a reputation for concern with unbiased
Metro touched off a search for the I’m concerned.”
picking. The Italian festival, at
‘‘happiest village in the U.S.A.”

afternoon,” said Holy

‘‘Producers,

Kingsley;.

<

Name

By ROBERT

Lqts of questions were being
asked here following the 1954
Venice Film Festival, generally, regarded as pretty “shameless” in
its cynical bestowal of awards according to national bias rather
than artistic impartiality.
While complaints against tlie
Venice cineiria rodeo have been,
heard in previous years,, grievance
was never so shrill of obvious. And
one factor seems entirely new, in
1954: the cry of “we wuz robbed!”
Heretofore pretty much an in-

Recording,

...

,

/

t

JlighJtMb.

,n.

,/•»<

it will run well pari any midOctober date.

that

Warners was

anxious

the

for

mid-October date and did not ivant
to stall opening “Star” any longer,
just because ''“Waterfront” was do-,
ing so well.

At the same time,

Lopert felt it would be ready to
open “Star” at the Victoria on the
WB’s “Dragnet,”
October date.
in its fifth week at the Vie,
did not appear likely to show a
profit after two or three more
weeks, making the Oct. 1 1 date
ideal for this situation. The Paramount had room for “Star” on its
schedule arid jumped at the opportunity to book the picture;

now

1

Atlanta Houses Sold
Atlanta, Sept.

21.,

The newly organized Independ-

ent Theatres of Georgia, Inc., has
purchased the 1,000-seat downtown
Rialto Theatre for approximately
•$250,000. Included in the deal was
this writing, almost totally lacks, the 500-seat Central Theatre.
prestige
as
regards
impartial
Deal was by Rialto owner Charles
choice; The conviction is pretty Mion, head of Mion Corislruetion
general that prizes go where the Co., Robert Moscow, manager of
Italians, either for sentiment., or theatre since 1950, arid Jay Soloself-interest, want them to g°*
mon, representative of IndependThe Venice Film Festival, pur- ent Theatres, Inc.,’ of Chattanooga.
posely staged at the, end of, and Moscow will become treasurer and
tending to extend the season of, general manager of the new comthe Lido Beach: across the lagoon pany and will, be a partner in the
from Venice proper, was originally business.
sheer “promotion” like the HeadMion, now 74, is one of Atliners Awards in Atlantic City. lanta’s most unobstrusiVe millionThat the Festival is vital to the aires. A native of Italy, he made
Lido is very clear by the 18-day his fortune in the construction
sellout state of the hotels (at high- business and years ago purchased
way-robbery tariffs), and .by the the Rialto for $15,000. He plans to
existence of ;an. elaborate building,-, travel.' Y-i
j

—

»
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RANK WINS ‘ROMEO’ TAG
WITH SELZNICK

IN FIGHT

A

hassle has been going on in
the picture business over who has
present priority right to the title,
“Romeo and Juliet.” It's now resolved: J. Arthur Rank is the Winner and David O, Selznick the
.

loser..

.

Metro relinquished the title
j; Arthur Rank plan to acquire which John Davis, Rank’s top exec, some time, ago And Rank and his
about in American distributor, United .Arta string of U. So theatres to show- specifically complained
case his product was received by London, U got 4,400 dates and ists, filed claiirt to it for the pro,

the trade in N. Y. with a mixture
of surprise and satisfaction. General reaction was that such a venture, would be a good thing since
it would serve to point up to Rank
and his associates the realities of

took in gross rentals Of over $600,QOO, according to reliable sources
in N. Y. If this Was; disappointing
to Rank, it. Was explained at the
time that the Coronation subject
had been well covered by the
time the Rank color film version

ducer's

appeal from this and was voted
the MPA A board of directors at; a N. Y. meeting last
week.
M-G had the ownership via its
“R&J” production of 1936 which
had Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard
and John Barrymore in the leads.
A reissue of this was tried a few
plied unwillingness to give Brit- years ago with discouraging reish, i.e., Rank’s pix a break, Davis sults
in its initial round of dates;
wasn’t exactly, creating friends for
There were, no indications re
his organization and when Selznick intended to picturhimself
that his attitude was hardly good ize the Shakespeare play.
public
relations.
Furthermore,
said one important exhib in N. Y.

American market,
The Rank Organization at one arrived, 20th-Fox’s CinemaScoped
point ran both the Winter Garden screen report of the Queen’s and
Theatre and the Park Avenue The- the Duke’s world tour this year
atre in N. Y. and lost money on also fell flat.
American trade comment last
both.
week was that, in repeatedly atAt a press; conference in Lon- tacking U. S. exhibs for their im-

the

don

last

week, Rank expressed

dis-

satisfaction with the returns of his
pix in the U, S. where, he held,

they hadn't reached the mass pubThis, he said. Was in sharp
contrast to the rest of the world
where British films are doing
well and can even compete With
lic!

country,

it

Was suggested.

American
.

,

observers,

another way.

it

“It's

however,
time that

Mr. Rank started making a distinction

between ‘good' pictures and

‘commercial’ pictures,” commented
one exhibitor. “It’s all very well
,

to talk about artistic quality; but
to us it’s the boxoffice appeal that

counts.”

In the same vein, another exhibitor observed that it was time
for Rank to stop demanding and to
“Let him give
start delivering.
us films that *look like money-

makers, and we’ll be happy to
“It’s just
play them,” he said.
nonsense to charge that there is
any kind of exhibitor resistance to
the showing of British pictures.”
At Universal, Alfred E. Daff,
exec v.p,, saw the development as
He said U,
“a very good thing.”
which handles many of the Rank
pix in the XT. S;., was making every

optimum results,
and that he welcomed anything
that would point the way to even
effort

to

gain,

greater returns.

The Rank argument, that his pix
should do well in the U. S. because
.

elsewh

ere
they’re
successful
abroad, is seen by American industryites as a dangerous fallacy.
“Yoiu can’t compare the two,” ‘was

one comment. “Abroad, they need

home

•

Elimination of Article 4
which authorizes a country to
reserve quotas on its screens for
domestic motion pictures.
This
restriction, in England, France and.
many other foreign nations, protects playing time for home produced product and limits the available playing time for imported
(1.)

work.

Chide Herb Alter For
Unauthorized’ Attack

films.

Upon Gregory Peck

(2!) Elimination of motion pictures from coverage under Article
Hollywood AFL Film Council in- 12 of the treaty. Under this section
foreign
countries
tra-mural fight oyer methods of inahy
place
“runaway” quotas on the number of American
so-called
combatting
production broke, out in the open pictures which may be imported
When the council last week repudi- into those countries.
Johnston letter is the official
ated an attack on Gregory Peck;
to a comby Herb Alter, chairman of its presentation of
committee. mittee headed -by .Secretary Waugh.
production
foreign
Aller had proposed an “investiga- The committee is now hearing complaints from American business,
tion” of the actor.
Film Council subsequently de- and is considering amendments to
GATT, signed,
1947,
clared our “only authoried spokes- GATT.
men are Carl Cooper, president, hasn’t been changed since; An. international
meeting
will
in
be
held
relations
Harris,
press
and Buck
Geneva this November to consider
representative.”
modifications. The Waugh commitOf the council’s disavowal. of his tee will represent the United
attack onPeck, Aller commented: “I
States there.
will be waiting at the council meetWriting about Article 4, Johnston
ing in two weeks to see what the said: “While
this provision was
Screen Actors Guild has to propose reluctantly,
agreed to in 1947 as
in connection with this matter. This
representing the leapt Objectionis not a dispute between SAG and
able type of. quantitative restricray local, 659, oyer Peck. It’s a mattion, we believe that its present
ter of principle affecting thousands
application in some cases has gone
of workers in the industry and mer-:.
beyond the. bounds of necessity of
chants in our community. I expect of original intent.
Screen quotas
the committees and council to de- under Article
4 should be permisliver results for the people of Hol- sible
only in accordance with, the
lywood and I will insist on an ag- ‘infant industry’ principle, and
gressive and determined campaign. shpuld
no longer be permissible
As chairman of the foreign produc- when a local film producing intion committees I intend to get ac- dustry
has in one way or another
tion and not become ensnarled in attained a viable status.”
rep tape.”
Johnston said foreign countries
resenting claim they heed Article 12 as a
Council,
obviously
Aller’s releasing statements with- protection against American picout its official sanction, declared: tures in order to prevent excessive
“All the unions in the film council drain of dollars. But, points out
are active in fighting unnecessary, the
prexy, dollar earnings,
runaway foreign production by can be frozen in foreign countries
American producers, which takes irrespective of how many Amerijobs away from Hollywood. There can pictures are permitted to be
are many complicated factors in- screened there.
volved in the issue of American"
He further points out: “The relaproduction abroad, including the tionship between quantity of films
large amount of money which imported and the. balance of payAmerican films earn in foreign ments position of any country is
countries, and vve know by experi- at best extremely tenuous and
ence that this problem cannot be indirect. ‘There is no close correlastate- tion between the number of films
solved
by irresponsible
ments.” At the same meeting the. imported and their earnings, since
council contradicted British labor boxoffice receipts are. primarily
leader Tom O’Brien’s recent asser- responsive to the quality rather
tion, that the council is backing than to the quantity of films; and
down on its opposition. to U. S. pro- the importation of a motion picture,
ducers who make pix abroad to does not involve an immediate
take advantage of foreign subsi- dollar payment since film rentals
dies, lower costs or other “unfair” are paid in the local currency.”
inducements. Council said it will
continue to watch arid police the

Hollywood,

Sept:. 21.

:

us

playing his pictures.”

There was speculation' that the
Rank suggestion to buy theatres
was not to be taken tOo serious and
that he may have had political motives in voicing

International
treaty
of
this nation is a signatory.

In a letter to Samuel C. Waugh,
assistant secretary of state,. Eric
Johnston pledged the suport of
MPEA to GATT, but strongly
urged these changes to benefit our
exporters of motion pictures:

attempt as she walked
late one
night from

MPEA

it.

By

HAROLD MYERS

!

‘

Playdate Plea
Continued from page

3

London, Sept.

—

Having

the arrival of the British in the
capital;

apart from an exchange of views, the Washington
talks will be smooth and will probably result in an extension of current arrangements.
It’s felt that,

generally
expected that,
since free convertibility is unlikely
until and unless it is decreed by
the British Government as an overall policy, the Americans may make
some effort to raise the basic annual dollar, remittance, from Britain: to around $20,000,000 from the
current $17,000,000. With the various bonuses^ this Would raise dollar
transfers to around $23;000,000.
It’s

The American companies' money
situation in Britain is excellent. In
fact, for many months, .now there

has been barely enough money left
in Britain to cover the regular dollar remittance. 1954 dollar, remittances run to around $20,000,000,
approximately half of the Americans’ N. Y. share.. Half of the
unremittabies is available for production in Britain.
The British, among other things,are concerned over the possibility
that, as the trend Continues towards full convertibility the Americans may lose their incentive for
producing in Britain. O’Brien, on
his recent visit to the U. S„ opined
that
the
American
companies,
should enter into a voluntary

21.

make

the necessary impact on the American market by their films alone, the J
Arthur Rank Organization is. contemplating buying, into the U. S.
exhibition
industry.
They are
awaiting a government greenlight
on convertibility to make this possible and hope that in that way
they. Will, eventually succeed in
making the U. S. .picture-going
public conscious of the entertainment value of British films!
Tpe failure of British pix to conquer the American market is covered in a single short sentence in
the J. Arthur Rank balance sheet
published last Wed!. (15); “I am
sorry to report that the overall results Which w.e obtain continue to
failed to

.

.

be unsatisfactory.”
Insisting that

pix were

British

not grossing one percent of the total revenue in the American territories, British exec declared that

they

were

able

to

compete

in

every other country against American-made product, but. in,__the
United States they had failed to
reach the mass cinema-goer. Citing
as an example their Technicolor
coronation production
of “The

Queen

is

Crowned,” John Davis,

Rank’s deputy chairman, revealed
that they had sent 150 prints to the
United States! Only 87 were put

.

!

.

,

.

MPAA

,

.

into circulation and the total gross
was below $600,000. Another example quoted was the reception to
“Genevieve,” one of the top grpssers in the home territory last year.
agreement to. make
minimum of This had earned less than $500,000
10 feature pix in Britai
come in the United States market.
British topper himself explained
what may.
In
N.
Y, yesterday (Tues.), that on his first visit to AmeriFayette W. Allport, the MPEA’s ca with Davis he was told that
London rep; opined that full con- what was acceptable in Canada
Opinion is frequently expressed vertibility Would not necessarily would be acceptable in the U.S.
that the British film at the moment benefit the U. S. companies since They were lavishly wined and
situation, and will continue its disis
reaching, virtually the entire it might bring with it a drop in dined in America but irrespective
of the fact. ,, that their product cussions on such problems with
audience that wants to see it, and the value of the sterling.
O’Brien commented last week earned high praise and, big grosses union reps in other countries,.
that no additional theatres will
Council last July 14 asked State
Of the. in the Canadian market -they ihadi)
push it much, past this saturation that a guarantee of
American market would free the failed to r make the requisite, Department and Federal Trade
point.
inroads
into
the
U,
market.
In
British
S.
industry
Commission ift a resolution to inof the necessity
“I don’t see how Rank can say his
pictures aren’t being shown wide-* for the Eady tax, the National Film the Canadian, dominion they com. vestigate subsidy provisions of -fortrolled
more
than
theatres
.and
Finance
200
Corp.
and other economic
eignvpix: agreements, arid reported
ly enough,” said one ‘circuit exec.
“He ought to recognize his limita- crutches for 'production. Further- had just had. their most-successful; yesterday! that the State Depart*
ever..
year
more,
he
thought,
ment has replied Vthe effect Of
such a guarantee
tions.
Right now, any of his pic-;
Rank went one stage further and these film agreements is udder conlures that are of merit get a show- would eliminate the need for an
suggested
Davis’
major
that
next
Anglo-American
film
stant examination by various ofagreement all
ing in' the art houses. And there
ate enough of those So that prac- together. He said discussions should mission to the U. S. would be to fices of the department.” FTC has
a. modest chain of theatres.
acquire
be
started
the councibit is also invesnotified
between
the Motion Pictically anyone interested in seeing:
The number involved would be tigating the istuation, it was rea Rank picture has access to it. So ture AsSm of America and U. S.
exhibs.
(Continued
on
page
ported.
59)
where would it help him to take on
At his London press confab last
his own theatres? You can’t push
people into seeing something they week, Rank said that whereas he
Was getting Some 50% of his. revedon't particularly Want to see.”
He added that, in his opinion, nue from the foreign market, less
Rank would be far better off try- than .1% of the American market
ing for long runs in the smaller was going to British films.
comment on. both the
situations. Example cited is “GeneSubject of “A Queen Is Crowned,” which J. Arthur Rank claims
vieve” Which had excellent reviews. Rank and the O’Brien utterances is
got inadequate distribution iri the U. S., still rankles Universal
Film didn’t play the major cir- reserved, with execs pointing out
in New York. Outfit has held its fire so far, but blew up over
cuits, but in the N. Y. area alone the apparent inability of foreign
the- statement by John Davis, Rank topper, that 150 prints Of
played
houses. It's argued that, producers to grasp the realities of
the Techni film were shipped to the U. S. but Only 87 were used
considering the expense of color the U. S. market. “Even if we
by U.
prints in any major circuit en- guaranteed so and so many British
exec v.p. said
“That’s completely incorrect,” Alfred E. Daff,
gagement,
took in more money films their distribution here-*— and
this week (20). “A total of 165 prints were used on ‘A Queen Is

pictures. And particularly where
films are dubbed, audiences don’t
distinguish
too
much between
whether it’s a British or an American film. But in the U; S. that
situation doesn’t hold true. American exhibitors can do without
foreign imports, and if they play
them it’s very often in the face of
definite audience resistance.”

Trade),

which

Situation came to light when
the girl was the victim of a

rape

.;

ness.

see

j

.

.

Check in N. Y. reveals that the
U. S. earnings of the Rank pix this
year are approximately 15%. behind last year, which would in
part explain the Rank -unhappi-

1

.

.

:

this,

Anthony Tork, manager of
the Booth Theatre, a nabe
house, Was fined .$1.00 for employing a, i 5-year-old girl as
cashier in violation of State
child labor laws.

down by

who frequently, shows British irhAmerican exports on an equal ports, “If
decides to go into
A U. S. circuit of about 50 competitionRank
basis.
with us, let him. But
houses, to be built up when the
Surely lie can’t expect
to keep
government grants conBritish
Would
earnings,
of
vertibility
solve the Rank problem via the
wider introduction of his pix in

Detroit, Sept. 21.

release. Selznick also asked for it and! was
turned down by the Title Registration Bureau of the; Motion Picture
Assn, of America. Selznick took an

j

Hollywood' film exporters want
two major changes in GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and

$100 Labor Rap

new “R& J”

,

;

5%

-

,

-

.

.

.

Courtroom Rule
Continued from page

7

over-burdensome on both the court:
and the industry and was not
necessary to achieve free competition,
The legalises opine they now
have a precedent that could well
influence any jurist in the future
who happens to be entertaining
ideas about holding reins .on film

.

.

.

MPEA

U

U

from these 61 dates than had it obviously we can’t—it would by no
been -able to get a circuit break means mean that their take would
for the film.

On “A Queen

satisfy

Is

Crowned,”)

British

MPBAi spokesman.

producers,”
stated.

y,

i

an

frowned’ and our booking records prove it.”
There is a discrepancy also between the gross rental figures
for “Queen” given out by Davis arid by U. Former says they’re
under $600,000. Latter reports them in excess of that total.*
*

,

presentation.

But on the overall, distributor attorneys; are plenty conservative in
their estimates on the end of the
era of legalistics that started with
the Justice Department’s kingsize
antitrust action against the eight
principal companies in 1938. They
say, natch, that the distribs are
living within the law in its specific,
application to them via the vari,

ous decrees..
But still there’s no letup in the private cases instituted by exhibitors
anent alleged trading grievances.
The legalites’ major hope is that
the fed tribunals around the country will take a more stringent attitude toward the litigation-minded
exhibs to the extent that the boys
with “nuisance value” suits will be
discouraged.

:
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Brit to Hire Idle Actors

West End Lusty; 'Sabrina Sockeroo

London, Sept.

21.

Unemployed actors are to be
given the opportunity of doing
factory work in between engagements by a new non-profit
making company now
process

Smash

11G, ‘High' Mighty

London, Sept..

U^G,

2d

4

14.

at.

Targets 100G for Year

situa-

Aiming

$12,500 in

heading for a socko

is

initial

its

round-

14.

target of $100,000
in the current year, the Variety
Cluh of Great Britain has a number of important charity functions
set to run until the end of the
The climax to the 'season’s
year;
activity will be the royal circus at
Olympia, to be attended by the

week was Paramount’s “Sabrina
which

20th

“Demetrius and Gladiators’’ which

at

a

looks set for hefty $14,000.
Queen.
“On the Waterfront,”
Coliimbi
Recently the tent sponsored the
Which Opened with a royal charity London preem of Columbia’s “On
preem shapes very big $11,000 or the Waterfront” at the Gaumont,
more in the first, frame. Marlon and the new playing fields at
Brando starrCr did $5,600 on Open- Hurlingham, financed by a Variety
ing weekend.
were
matinee,
Club
midnight
Holdovers are topped by; “Caine opened by Dr, Roger Bannister. At
Mutiny” which still is great in its the end of the month they are
fifth week with $13,000, Also fine handling the European opening of
is “Three Coins in Fountain” with Cinerama and a week later, are
a fourth stanza at $10,500 or near. staging their annual dinner and
“High and the Mighty," WB’s dance at the Dorchester. Towards
C’Scope entry is heading for a the end of October they are taking
great $11,500 in second round. The over the opening night of Jack
British-made “The Young Lovers” Hylton’s presentation of “Joan of
starring Ingrid Bergman.
in third week looks sturdy $7,500. Arc,"
“Rose Marie’' looks solid $12,000 in The club's annual election night
second session;
dinner is set for Dec... 2. and the
nomination, lunch has" been arEstimates for Last Week
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 55-$l,70)— ranged a month ahead.
1

Fountain” (20th)

“Three Coins
(4th wk). Fine $10,500 after $12,000
in

Empire '(M-G) (3,099: -55-$. 1.70.)
“Rose Marie” (M-G) (2d wk). Pleasing $12,000 or near after $14,300
opening week. Stays third with
“Her 12 Men” (M-G) and “Men of
Fighting. Navy” (M-G) preeming
'

Glasgow, Sept. 14.
(1,500: 50-$1.70)
“Little Glass Clock,” new play
(Col). Helped
by Hugh. Mills, starring Kay Hamby; unanimous press raves and
ic
looks mond and John Clements, is set
royal charity preem,
for world preem at King’s Theasockeroo 11.000 or over in the first,
tri, Edinburgh, Oct. 12. Mills is
frame; Holds.
Leicester Square Theatre: (CMA) author of the successful comedy
.

.

Sept. 17.

(5th wk). Biggest grosses in

and has kept above $14,000
.

during each Of first four weeks.
Current found looks “fine $13,000.
Odeon, Marble Arch (20th) (2,200;
50-$1.70)
“Demetrius and the
Gladiators”. Hefty $14,000 shapes

—

sesh.
Plaza (Par) (1,092; 70-$1.70) -“Sabrina Fair” (Par). Smash $12,500 or more looms. Stays,, natch!
Ritz (M-G)
(432; 50-$1.70)
“Flame and Flesh” (M-G) (3d wk).
Heading for neat $3,000 or close.
Previous frame finished at $3,600.
Studio 1 (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)—
“Living Desert” (Disney) (17th wk).
Fine $3,300. Continues at least aninitial

—

other month.

portions Of neo-realistic films are
presented,; Among the speakers

Edinburgh, Sept.

Also being readied for the road
are Andre Roussin’s “Helen of
Troy”; the Alexandre Dumas-JeanPaul Sartre “Kean,” with Pierre
Thierry: Maulnier’s
Brasseur;
“Escape,” with Danielle Delorme;
Patrick Hamilton’s “Rope”; Jan de
Hartog's “Fourposter,” with Francois Perrer and Marie
Daems,
Jean
Mercure’s
double-hill, of
Pirandello’s “Pleasure of Honesty”
and
Dumas’ “Wedding Visit”;
Francois de Croisset’s “Vineyards
of the Lord”; Henri Bernstein’s
“Promise'^;
“Tidings
Claudel’s
Brought to Mary’’; Paul Armont’s
“School for Cocottes” and Armand
Salacrou’s “A Man Like the Rest

gusto Genina, Alberto Lattuada, F.

14.

Trend towards monopoly in the De Robertis, from Italy; Jean CromEnglish arid Scot theatre was con- melink from Belgium, Fernandez
demned here by speakers at a Cuenca, from Spain; and many
meeting of the Scot section of Brit- padres from Rome,- Paris, and Gerish

many,,

Actors Equity.

Duncan Macrae, chairman of the
Scottish group, said it Was “rather
frightening” when one realized
that there were only three openings for Work. Howard
Wyndham controlled all the No. 1 theatres in Scotland, and most of the
No. 2 theatres were controlled by
William. Galt. “If you put a foot
wrong in one of their theatres, you
would hardly walk into the others
for work,” said Macrae.*

The

neW

play,

“The

.

of

Berli

,

Puces”

U. S; films are still playing first
in
the Kurfuerstendamm
(preem cinema) area. Five out of
11 firstrun houses are currently
showing Hollywood features as
against three Teutonic, two French
pix and one Austrian.

That only left the few stock theatres supported by the. Arts Council of Britain, and if a thesper criticised that Council, the same thing
Was liable to happen.

play, “Le Marche aujc
(Flea Market), by Andre

Gillois, is to open in Lille in October. Then it will tour France and

Belgium before coming

to

Paris

early in 1955,

Now

Latest U. S. preems include
“Miss Sadie Thompson” (Col) at

of Equity,

Them;”

A new

Sept. 14.

fiddle

Overtures .To

Rank By CEA

to Get
the Astor, “April in Paris” (WB)
at the Studio, “Hell & High Water"
(20th) at the Capitol, “Moganibo”
Into Fold
Group
(M-G) at the Delphi, while “Gone
London, Sept. 14.
With "Wind” (M-G) is diie to enter
New
overtures are being made
the 10th month at the Kurbel.
by the Cinematograph Exhibitors
All
American films received Assn, to persuade the Arthur Rank
Above-average press appraisal. That group to return into the fold. The
particularly concerns the Rita Hay- Odeon and GaUmont-British theaWorth film, “Miss Sadie Thomp- tre groups walked out earlier in
son,” Which possibly drew the best the summer as a protest against
reviews ever given to a Hayworth the exhibitor' policy on the* Eady
pic.
The C’Seoper “Hell & High negotiations.
Water” was found “breathtaking’'
Withdrawal of the two circuits
by a number of scribes.
Latter will cost the CEA more than $30,also praised Ava. Gardner’s per- 000 a year in membership dues.
formance in “Mogambo” and Ray The association’s finance commitBolger’s tap-dancing in “April in tee is already contemplating econParis.”
“Wind” is still a terrific omies in case the new representadraw at the Kurbel. lt seems as tions produce no results.
though this film— acclaimed here
Trade opinion in London does
as “the most beautiful film ever” not anticipate an early return by
by many patrons is going to the Rank Organization to CEA
make a full year’s running time, a membership. The withdrawal, as
Unique record in this city.
John Davis has repeatedly stated,
Overall
popularity,
however, was on a question of principle, and
- the action of the CEA toppers in
sees still German pix on top,

Back

’

,

Spider’s

Web,” with British film actress
Margaret Lockwood, is skedded for
King’s, Edinburgh, Oct. i8. Also
lined Up is a Laurier Lister revue,

*

giani;

were David Lean, from England;
Sorana Gurian, Gabriel Marcel,
Eduard Lallier from France; Au-

nified butler.

.

j

As

Brit. Union,

Shorts

—

.

“Pap the Piper,” With Eliabeth
Welch, Desmond Walter-EUis. Ian
Wallace and the vaude comedy,
team of Elsie and Doris Waters.
Glasgow Citizens’ Theatre has
teed
off
its
fall,
season
with
Bridie’s comedy, “Marriage is No

Warner (WB) (1,735; ,50-$1.70)— Joke.”
“High and the Mighty” (WB)) (2d
wk). Current. framfe. heading for excellent $11,500 after $12,800 open- Brit.

Army

Plans C’Scope

Prods. Also Sign Pact
London

Sept. 21;

Two

labor disputes affecting the plained by their constant Wins in
exhibition and production sections, second-run cinemas. Biggest grossof the British film industry were er in July was “Weg ohne Umkehr”
settled last week. Both involve (“No WayjBack”),’ while the next
wage hikes as. well as variation of four grossers. also were of German
Other working conditions.
origi
Most successful Hollywood
New wage pact for theatre work- pix in July were again “From Here
ers, negotiated by the National to
Eternity”
(Col)
arid
“Lili”
Assn, of Theatrical and Kinema- (M-G).
Big wins were registered
tograph Employees, gives projec- by French films.
They captured
tionists a weekly pay rise of ap- 12.9% of playdates. in July, as
proximately $1.70. There are also against lo;3% in the month, before
improved rates of pay for other and 7.6% orie year back. In forgrades.
mer years. Gall ic films cable selSettlement of the other dispute dom beyond 7%.
between the Assn, of Cine Technicians and the Assn, of Short Film
Producers has resulted in the. with‘No News’ Not Good
drawal of the overtime ban clapped
on by the Union some weeks back.
London Legit Entry
Agreed pay increases are to be retrospective to Aug. 9 and, at the
London. Sept. 21.
suggestion of a Ministry of Labor
Only new play of the week is
arbitration panel, negotiations are “No News From Father”, a farcical
to start immediately for a compre- comedy
by Leonhard Huizinga,
hensive agreement covering the adapted from the Dutch original by
entire short, specialized and docu- himself “and Donald Bull. It
mentary field.
presented last Wednesday (15) at
the Cambridge. Theatre by Hans
Keuls
in association with Hubert
/Hunters’ Set For
Woodward. Play stars Bernard
London^Sept. 21.
Braden, Canadian radio And stage
“Hunters of the Deep,” which star with Eleanor. Summerfield and
was awarded a diploma during the Robin Bailey in hackneyed story of
Edinburgh Festival, has been ac- husband returning from 10 years
quired for Britai
by Monarch. of oblivion. Despite the star’s popuFilm Corp., and opens at the: Lei- larity and warm reception, its
cester Square Theatre Oct. 7. Deal- chances of lengthy run are' slim.
Director is Warren Jqiylyp*.,
was closed here; ]a£f jwe^k* j
1

recommending

a lower Eady contribution has been indorsed by th#
general council.

,

Continues.

For Houses

SCOT RADIO SERIES, SET
Glasgow,

S.ept-r 14.

Largescale radio project, most
ambitious, to be launched here for
years, tees off Sept, 19 in a new
documentary series under the general title of “Heritage.” Forty programs will deal With the rediscovery of Scotland’s hjstorv and relevance of that history to the nation's
current situation.
Series will run Sept. 19 to
spring, 19.55, To bring the series
up to date, the last section will
consist of three; features about
20th-century Scotland, in particular about the revival of Scottish
during
“national
consciousness”
the past 30 years.
Scripters include local authors
Neil M. Gunn, Naomi Mitchisort,

Robert Kemp, Agnes Mure MacKenzie, A. Dewar Gibb and Jbseph
MacLeod. Radio editors are Robin
Richardson, John Wilson and Roderick

engagements.

.

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70)— “Caine Mutiny”

er..

M

up stage

Alex McCrindle, Scot organizer
hit out at Galt, main
Scot tenpercenter, and his Scottish
Theatre Productions Assn. Equity
had been trying for some time to
meet Galt to discuss financial and
pther conditions for artists appearing in his theatres, but Galt would
not agree to one meeting, McCrindle alleged. Now there was a
“growing conspiracy of silence,’’
Browne, Roland
Dora and between Equity and Galt there
Culver,
Bryan,. Ian Carmichael and Ernest existed a feeling of .“deep and bitThesiger. It is story of a famous ter hostility.”
Wages paid to. chorines were also
stage husband and wife who embark on a tv series about a hap- attacked by McCrindle, who said
pily-married couple at a. moment $15 weekly was too low. On this
when their private life is not all they were supposed to eat, pay for
that it appears to be in front of lodgings, dress smartly and keep
the cameras. Thesiger, plays a dig- their hair neat.

5p-$1.70)— “Young Lovers” “Angels in Love.” currently on
(GFD) (3d final wk). Shapes sturdy tour of England vvith Barbara Kelly
featured. “Glass Clock” is a com7,500 after 8,200 for second week.
“Purple Plain” (GFD) opens Sept. edy set in a chateau of France in
the 18th Century. Other featured
16.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217: 50- players are Basil Sydney, George
,70)—
“Apache” (UA) (3d final Relph and George Curzon.
$1
“Simon and Laura,” comedy by
wk). Likely will wind up at oke
Alan Melville, has opened at the
$6,500 after $7,800 in previous
King’s,
Glasgow,
with
Coral
round. “Suddenly” (UA) tees off
<1,753;

in

short notice to take

.

(CMA)
—Gaumont
"On Waterfront"

(Col)
city

has the
support of the Ministry of
Labor. Under the scheme, actors would earn around $22
time off for auditions, etc.
Weekly, but would be allowed
They also would be entitled
to ankle their factory jobs on

manager,

in

&

in previous week.

Sept. 23.

the provinces,; North Africa, Belgium and Switzerland, is looking
forward 'to big business this season.
There will be 26 legit productions
Varese, Sept. 14.
in motion by the end of the year.
American, director Robert Wise Mahy of these will be played op tour
and Boris Ingster and Leo Moguy by original Paris casts because few
are here in this summer resort Gallic star or film stars scorn onetown, 30 miles north of Milan, for night stands and the inconveniences
the Congress of Neo-Realism, or- of travel.
ganized by the International ComShows to go but soph are ‘'Dial
mittee of Cultural Cinema, Rome.
for Murder,” Frederic Knott
Discussions on “neo-realism in the suspense play adapted by Roger
light of Christianity” are being Feral;. Marcel
Alme’s comedy,
held hot Only by reps of various "Four Truths”;
Julien
Green's
religious denominations, but also
drama,: “South,” with Dominique
international producers and direc- Blanchar; “Dazzling Hour,” longtors and film Stars. Gina Lollobrirun Italian comedy, Adapted by
gida, Lea Padovani, producer Carlo
Henri Jeanson, in which Pierre
Ponti, directors Federico Fellini
‘.Blanchar and Helena Bessis will
and Guilietta Masina (Mrs. Fellini) star on tour; Anita Loos’ dramahave attended the meetings.
tization of Colette’s “Gigi,” with
Gala is held nightly at 2,000-seat Arletty and Eveline Ker, and “To
Cinema Impero where the-principal Dorothy a Son,” with Serge Reg-

For Pix Beets

.

London, Sept.

level of biz applies
equally to new entrties and holdovers in past session.
One of the major new pix last
Fair’'

Neo-Realism Congress

radio parts as. well as packaging goods for overseas.
The pro j ect, sponsored by
David Shenstone, a former
theatrical

High

tions.

The French road, which; includes

;

.

as throughout the entire
summer, hefty to smash grosses
stanza,

have been recorded

Paris, Sept. 14.

They

‘

.

There is no letup in the boom at.
West End first-runs. In the last,

most

y

in the

formation.

of

would be engaged on assembling speedometers and spare'

Map^ifc

l

,

)i

in

Germany

London, Sept. -.21.
The British army is launching a
major
Cinemascope
conversion
program fpr its theatre operations
iniGfli;many,

The Army Kinema Corp. anlast W0ek plans to equip
36 theatres with anamorphic equipment, They are already operating
four C'Scope theatres in the zone,
a further 20 are to be retooled and
12. new theatres are to be built.
nounced

Cinerama Sets Up Two
Companies in Britain
London, Sept, 14.
Cinerama has formed, two Britcompanies to conduct local
operations.
Each has a nominal
share capital of $280. David Wilson and Patrick J. Gaynor are on
ish

the board of both.
First company is. known as Cinerai
Distributors (Great Britain)
Ltd., With the object of carrying
on the busihess of film producers.

The second company

is

Cinerama

Exhibitor* (London) Ltd. <t

-,

,

r

[

News

As

was

London

jj.

,

Paris, Sept. 21,
.

Henri Deutschmeister announc-

ing a big seven film schedule for
his Franco-London Film Co. here;
it was
pointed out all the films
are of Franco-Italian backing. Two
pix have extremely high budgets
and others are being planned to
also get in on the spec trend her

Claude Autant Lara has finished his three-hour “Le Rouge Et
( The Black and the Red)
with Gerard Philipe; Danielle Darrieux and Antonella Lualdi which,

Le Noir”
will

preem

here

in

November.

Also ready is a murder drama*
“Obsession," with Michele Morgan
and Raf Valione. “Scenes De Menage” (Household Scenes) hits thq
screen this Week.
Deutschmeister also has the Roberto Rossellini Version of Paul
Claudel’s
“Jeanne Au Bucher”
(Joan At. The Stake) with Ingrid
’

Bergman, which will have a gala
opening at the Opera and possibly
at Notre Dame in November. Two
top budgeted pix are also on the
agenda -in Jean; Renoir’s “French
Cancan” and “Tam-Tam” of Geffredo Napoletfipqj.
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Bob Newton Named For
Ankling ’Trilby’ Lead

A

Mexico

The

City, Sept. 14.

likely prospect of

4

:

r

r

receiving order has been issued against Robert Newton, the
British film actor, according to
an announcement in the London
Gazette, ah official government
publication. Newton is currently in
Australia playing the title role in
“Long John Silver” for 20th-Fox.
An action’ lor breach of contract
against Newton is being taken by
the Amerifean associates of Renown Pictures. The star had been
signed for the lead in “Trilby” but
ankled the cast' .before the pic was
finished. According to George Min-ter, the Renown topper; Newton
had been paid $50,000 advance

'

1

-

j

Hollywood

and Europe corraling the Central Kabuki Group Set For
and South American pic market
European Bow in 1955
because playdates of Mexican films
Edinburgh, Sept. 14.
down there have slumped to a
The Kabuki dancers and musishocking, new low has prompted
cians of Japan will make their Euthe four organizations, which fi- ropean bow at the 1955: Edinburgh
nance production of most Mexican international .Festival. They are
pix (also do most, distributing of the oldest traditional performing
them abroad) to name a committee theatre in the world. This group,
which visited the U. S. last year,
of top producers in an effort to will fly
in from Tokyo.
regain this market. These producIan: Hunter, artistic
of
.

These four are Cihex, which the
government recently formed to
control

pic

distribution

''

outside

Mexico, the trade's bank, Banco
Nacional Cinema tografico, Peliculas Mexicanas and Peliculas Nacionales, oldline and biggie indie
home-export distributors; These all
admit that the trouble Mexicali pix
are having south of the Guate-

malan border is that they are
under par in quality; a fact that is
becoming more and more apparent.
The committee named consists of
Gregorio Wailerstein, Mario Zacarias, Juan Banders, Pedro Galindo,
Bias Lopez Fandps and Eduardo
Garduno.
Underscoring that Unless Mexico acts quickly to remedy the situation down, south, the U;S. and
Europe will take over perhaps
100%
the committee: is mustering top producers for quality film
.

making. As class will dominate new
productions, the committee, thinks
that only 70 pix must be made
annually.
When markets get
stronger, production will be upped,

—

the big four promises.
Picture
Production
Workers
Uriibn (STPC) is being approached
by the committee for adjustment
.

because much fewer workers will
be needed for the reduced pic
which compares with a yearly production total of 100 or more. Committee hopes that STPC will see
eye-to-eye
on proposition that
fewer but better pix are needed
to hypo Mexican pic trade, which
is for the good of both employer
and worker;
Big four's action is a death blow
.

to

the

quickies

some pro-

plan

ducers

enthusiastically
grabbed
early this summer. Committee let
it be known that it won’t finance
any pic turned out in a fortnight
because convinced no really good
film can be made in that time.

Quickie producers had been get-,
ting $27 ,200 in production coin per
pic. As making a quickie costs
$25,600,. that
anticipatory
gave
producers $1,600 pocket money
right at the start. But the trade
doesn’t expect anybody to make a
quickie with their own coin.

Mex

Film Production

"May Reach

New Low

In

1954, Sagging to 86
Mexico

City, Sept. 14.

Film
reach a
With 95
by next

production this year will
new low for recent years,
and possibly 86 the total
Dec. 31. Hector Fernandez,
*ec of the Mexican Film Producers
Assn., revealed this estimate which
is based upon the fact that until
Aug. 31, production totalled 66 pix.
Fernandez, doesn’t see
20,
films being made between now arid
the end of the year. However, some
producers think production may
reach 30 in the final four months.
Fernandez frankly pointed out
that the way things are in Mexico
antt in countries Which are the
best markets for Mexican films, it
would be imprudent to turn put
more than this small number this
year. He figures that 95 will amply
take care of home and export requirements.

Milestone Working In

1

-

ers, who also are experts in distribution, will reorganize production via stressing quality..

Sydney, Sept. ,14.

N, Italy on ‘Widow’

New deal means that the Columbia fare will now first-release i

Venturini Filins of Rome.
Milestone agreed to do this picture, it’s reported here, on the condition: that he be allowed to make
it from an artistic point of view
without concern for the boxoffice.
He also adapted the story for the

salary.

director
announced that the

Auckland,

Christchurch, Wellington and Dunedi
Product covering the new Col deal includes
“Caine Mutiny,” due for day-date
release Get. 23 at the St. James,
Auckland; Majestic, Wellington,
and Regent, Christchurch; “On
Waterfront,” ‘.'Bullet is Waiting,”
“Miami Story,” “Black Knight,”
“Prize of Gold” arid "Hell Belo\
Zero.”
Charles Chauvel’s Aussie-made
film,
“Jedda,” will be handled
separately by Robert Kerridge on
the Col deal.

the festival,
Berlin Philharmonic s Orch will return to the Edinburgh junket next
August. British orchestras will be
led. by the British Broadcasting
screen.
Corp. Symphony. Orch under Sir
Some of the scenes are. being
Malcolm Sargent.
shot in the Villa Primo Sole where
Glyndehourne Opera again has
Lana Turner and: Lex Baxter spent
been invited to return in a repertheir honeymoon a couple of years
Venice, Sept. 14.
tory of Verdi and Rossini.. And
German film Interests have un- ago.
negotiations are nearing compleveiled a hew organization here,
tion for visit of the Royal Danish
Export-Union, set up to hypo the
Ballet for. a two-week stint;
film abroad! It is now unThe Old Vic Theatre Co. also is German
derwritten by production donapacted to present- another Shaketions, but will soon become
.govspearean play, this time at the Lybody similar to Uniceum Theatre. Piece to. be staged ernmental
france and Uriitalia. Run by GunYank Distribs in Arg.
will be better suited to a proscether Schwarz arid Dieter Fritko,
nium stage than to. the apron stage
Buenos Aires, Sept. 21.
object is to publicize current proof the Assembly Hall where- this
Delay i issuing release permits
duction abroad, and make suggesyear's “Macbeth” was presented.
tions to producers on subjects and for American product is annoying,
treatments for the foreign mar- to Argentine cinema patron^, Who,
kets, It is supported by a 19o take in some instances, are just catch’54-’55 Swiss Legit Sked
ing up with pix! released in some
on export earnings now.
countries several years ago, Last
Headquarters; are in Frankfurt
launching
nominated by British,
and the better German documenta- week, the long-delayed
of Par’s “SarnSon and Delilah” was
tion and stand at the Venice Fest
at the Gran Rex. Almost on
held
already denote the increased, acthe same day, “Third Man” (Indie
tivity of this branch. Org has also
/
Zurich, Sept. 14.
opened day-date at the Florida,
aroused the keen interest of many
Legit- schedules for the UpcomGaumont and Capitol.
U. S. foreign distribs who feel that,!
ing .season of practically, all imThe. Entertainment Board insists
in the near future, Germany, will
portant Swiss theatres are domithat release permits for Yank pix
become
an important part of the
nated to -an unusual extent by
are not. suspended but merely defilm fare for arty, sureseater and
British, American or French aulayed because, of the current bookspecialized U S. bookings;
The ing
Interesting
thors, plus revivals.
scramble. Apparently part of
need for films
the U. S,, and the
new plays by German or Swiss slick technical inaspects
the delay stems from the native
of German
considerably
are
still
writers
producers' insistence on priority
pix may help begin to. let the Gerscarce arid few are really worth
their releases. But because a
man film into U. S. markets aigain. for
while exporting to foreign counThey have their eyes! on South majority of recent pix failed ,16
tries.
America and feel that their foreign draw at the boxoffice or meet the
The Stadttheatre Basle will open future lies in untapped markets advantageous holdover terms guarArgentine-made product,
its legit season at the end of this rather than in trying to Crash the anteed
U.S. films may get their release
month with Arthur Miller’s “The closed Continental markets.
certificates sooner than expected.
Crucible.” It will be followed later
Only* drawback is that so. far Even the zany comedies made
by Fry’s “Venus Observed,” Jean German
films have lacked the cali- here, top moneymakers in former
Anouilh’s “The Lark,” "Teahouse
bre arid subject matter for undue years, have lost their, appeal.
of August Moon,” "Dialogues of
stateside interest, and of the GerAmong the several Vital, matters
the Carmelites” and “Electra.” In
man pix to play the U. S. since the taken up by Robert Corkery,.
addition to these regular performwar, most have flopped arid shown MPEA rep in Latin America, on
ances, the French touring company
Export- his visit here, was the matter of
general, interest.
little
of Galas Karsenty will present in
Union feel they have Some pix for expediting release permits. ThawBasle as well as other SWiss cities
Lark,
“Four U. S. chances now in Hat-old ing of frozen coin via complicated
“The
“South,”
Braun's “Zo Lang Du Da Hist” exchange deals was another
-.
Truths,” Dumas-Sartre’s “Kean,’’
(“As Long as You Are There”), a portant subject.
starring Pierre BrasseUr, and “Dial
slick film on filmmaking with stars
time
for
the
Incidentally,
first
M.For Murder.” Elisabeth Bergher
O. W. Fischer and Maria Schell; since Vaudeville acts became obliwill star in a road production of
Victor Vicas’ “No Way Back” on gatory, the Gran Rex has tied up.
“Deep Blue Sea.”
the love affair between a German advance bally on “Samson” with
Stadttheatre Berne will present
“Teahouse,” “Affairs of State,” girl and a Russo diplomat, and blurbs about the accompanying
other more commercial pix for show. The Ekatherina Galantha
“Gigi,” “Leocadia,” Noel Coward’s
dubbing or for dualer Ballet has been set to play With
“Quadrille” and Vincent Lopez’ possible
special situations.
this pic, and being given a break
musical, “Torero.’* The same city’s fare in

.
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.
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The Kerrldge-Qdeon

drai

is

powerful setup playing opposition
to the Moodabe Amalgamated loop.
The J. Arthur Rank organization
has a 50% say so in K-O. 20th-Fox

i

holds the major
Amalgamated.

!

,

In

/stock

interest i

Col key

Australia,

releases

through Greater Union Theatres,
in Which Rank also has a 50%

j

The Columbia switch Will
give Kerridge the new product in New Zealand instead of
prize Metro fare, which Moodabe
has signatured.
stake.

now

Restrictive Policies in

!

British Film Biz

.

Eyed

By Monopolies Commish

.

London, Sept. 14.
Evidence of restrictive practices
which, it is alleged are carried on
in the British motion picture inbeing sent to th
dustry,. are
Monopolies Commission by the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn,
In formation already has been
supplied to the commission on th
practice whereby exhibitors ai’
barred from getting certain films
and on the use of .stop lists. Another point to be raised
the

:

'

.

distributors’s policy which compels
the’ purchaser of a picture theatre
to take over existing bookings and
to pay rentals, at the same rate as

the previous owner.

!

At last week’s meeting of the
general council, it; was also
Suggested that representations
might be made on the position

’

in all advertising.
“The Robe” (20th) is

smallseater Atelier Theatre announces
Terence Rattigan’s
“Browning Version,” “Of Mice and
Men” and “Little Foxes!”

Of the three leading Zurich
houses, deluxe smallseater Theatre am Central Opened its fourth
season last week with “An Inspector Calls.” Its upcoming schedule consists entirely of Anglo-U. S>
French hits such as “Little Hut,”
“Ninotchka,”
“Jupiter
Laughs,”
“Gigi,” “Lady Windermere’s Fan”
and “Arsenic and Old. Lace.’’ The
Zurich opera and operetta house,
Stadttheatre, plans to do Vincent
Lopez’ Paris hit, “La Belle de
Cadiz” for the first time in German
and “Belero” as a ballet.
The Anglo-U.' S. -French trend is
particularly conspicuous here at
the city’s top legit: outlet, Schauspielhaus. Its ’54-’55 lineup, actually looks like a miniature edition
of Broadway, London and Paris
marquees rolled into one, consisting of not less than 50%. of transla-

GEO. (‘DOLLS’) MARGO’S

NEW BBC-TV PANEL
London, Sept.

21.

George Margo, who has taken
over the role of Harry the Horse
in the London production of “Guys
and Dolls” for the final three Weeks
of its Coliseum season, devised the
new BBC-TV panel i-;ga hie; “Tall
Story Club", *’ which got the No. 1
rating on an audience suryby pbll.
starts
(Tues;).

It

a series
"
'

tonight

try otit

played

.it

independent

before

make

exhibs could

Own

contract With regard
exhibition before independent exhibs could make a
similar plan.
Other items Which they suggested might be referred to the commission were in relation to break
figures, currently the subject of
arbitration between the CEA and
the Kinematograph Renters Soto

in its

its

date

of

Red

Okay

on a big'seaie/

1

Tokyo, Sept.

'

since its inception.

’

had

Yanks Show

Interest

In Giant Scot

Revue

Edinburgh, Sept.

To

Pedi

now

21..

Tty Legit
Keep Out of

.

.

.

,

Red

Buenos Aires, Sept. 14.
Harassed by rising costs and the
government’s reluctance to authorize higher prices, exhibitors are
casting around for means of keeping out of the red. The Central
Cinematografica Circuit is eyeing

tions

.

*

-

.

•

-

1

-

•

i

'

whereby the producer-distrib-exhibitor could make its own contract
with regard to date of exhibition

24th week at the Broadway, with
an estimated take of $876,000 in
the first 20 weeks. Special upped
scale of $2 makes this money possible here. Latest exhib to equip
his house with C’Scope is Pablo
Cavallo at his Florida. This ex- ciety, and to the concerted control,
hibitor also obtained CinemaScope of film rentals in an area where
for installation at the Gran Rex in one exhib owns all the pic theatres.
Cordoba, getting it from Italy under 20th-Fox license. Until foreign
China, Soviet Pix
exriipjrvg^is available, exhibs canfor Japan Dates
not nope, to buy these installations

D” Arg. Exhibs

vacationing in Devon and
plans to Teturn to New York Oct, 9.
is

now

CEA

,14.

.Motion pictures from Red China
and Soviet Russia will be admissable to Japan on a strictly commercial basis tinder recOrit revisions to the Finance. Ministry’s
regulations governing irnport of
foreign films. This marks first off icial recognition of commercial film
imports from Red China.. Previous
pix frorii Mao-land shown here

:

Margo took over* the “G!
role from Tom Pedi, who

.

*

be released on the Robert Kerlidge-Odeon circuit instead of Mike.
Moodabe’s Amalgamated loop in:
the future. Moodabe’s New. Zealand chain set deal to handle Metro
product last month.

Turin, Sept. 14.

Roc,
Lewis Milestone, Patrici
Aklni Taipiroff and Massimo Seri’ato are on location in the hills
surrounding this north Italian town
working on. “The Widow;” taken
from the novel by Susan York, for

from English and French,
Theatrical interests in the U.S. conversion to legit, arid lias been
adding up to 13 out of a skedded have cabled, for details of “Hail mulling offers from agents for an
number of 24 or 25 plays. This, Caledonia,” big-scale Scot revue American musical at that house
The- 1,200-seat
of course, includes a few classics of song and. dance staged at the early next. year.
arid revivals! But the main con- Assembly Hall here, according to Rose Marie, a moveover house, is
tingent reads like a list of last Normari. Marshall, who produced also reverting to legit for a brief
Mexican film production has year’s N. Y. and Paris hits: “Tea- it. Show, has cast of 170, and was period this month, housing a ballet
*“
averaged 100 pig or more annually house of August Moon,,’ “Caine surprise hit of the final week ot company.
during the past several years. Too Mutiny,”
Exhibitor discussions with the
'‘Confidential
Clerk,” the International Festival here..
qften, however, the big production ’Christopher
Fry's
latest
opus,
Possibility of “Hail Caledonia” Entertainment Board on the price
total yielded too many, boxoffice “Dark Is Light Enough:’; Giriidoux’ being switched south to a theatre boost continue on an upped scale
duds, at home, and abroad.' Trend posthumous “For Lucretia,” Thorn- like the Drury Lane in London is behind the scenes. Theatre staffs
is to stress quality over quantity. tori Wilder’s “Matchmaker” (origi- a -matter Of experise. ’said Marshall. are vitally interested in the parTrade has higher hd^es for the nally done -bn Broadway in 1938 Cast was three tinies as big as leys, because their “29% wage in1954 lineup both here and in ex- as “The Merchant of 'Yonkers”); "Oklahoma,’? he stressed; and no creases were made contingent oh
port countries, principally the U.S. Julieif Green's "The Enemy" and management' could put it on With- *a higher admission price at ‘ the
'*>
>>*»•*
*
*•” cinemas. ^’ a
-mwi U
and South Amer-SW'* *! i‘
‘‘LeRjt’ahcHStP
out a larigff v Sifbaidyt» T
1

Leroy Brauer, Columbia’s Aussie
managing director, revealed last
Week after his return from New
Zealand that Col product would

r

-i

•

j

came in under cultural agreements
and were supposedly exhibited,
.without charge although collections were always made.
Alterations have been made to
the clause which specified that a
reserve Of 10 film import permits
would be given to importer's of
product from ceftain countries
which had bought Japanese films,
With resulting favorable balance
of trade, accruing to this country.
Previously Russia, Red Chipa, the
U.S., England, France,, Italy and
West Germany had been excluded
from the list of qualifying' countries. Now Russia and Red China
.

have been made

efilftbl#

“ *'J

*

:
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Wednesday, September 22, 1954
Allied. Praises Distrib!

TV BOUT BAGS 5006
1

-

Wednesday

(15)

and Thursday

(16)

hurt the attendance riore at the
Stadium; than it did at many of

and
theatres
Closed-circuit
drive-ins.
The June meeting of
Marciano and Charles brought in
$500,000 at the Stadium and an estimated $450,000: from theatres.
the.

Despite the two postponements
and the scheduling of the fight for
Friday (17) night, a lush time for
picture business, Nate Halpern’s
Theatre Network Television succeeded in keeping the hookup
'

tact.
out..

Not

that a
essary,

and failed to repeat them on the
day of the fight. In no case, was
there any technical difficulty from
the network source.

The overall
light

of

the

$50.0,000

gross,

in

two postponements,

surprised many Observers. The Friday night date resulted in conipeti?
tion from Other sources. For example, the opening of the college
football season, on the west coast,
night baseball, and an bn-the-scene
fight in Washington, D. C.
In appraising the overall result,
some exhibs are not quite sure
whether or not they came out With
a profit. Although they admit hefty
b.o. returns, they .fear they might,
have lost sOme Wednesday and:
Thursday night business from regular picture patrons who. might
have stayed aWay because they
thought the fight was going On.
Iri' some areas, Pittsburgh especial-,
ly, demand for fight tix was so
brisk that specs moved in.
Key City Reactions
Key city roundup on the fight’s
theatre telecast:
Los Angeles: Five Ideal theatres
chalked up gross of $32,000, or
about 12% urider the dune 17
eyent. Television tube blew at 45
seconds of eighth round so the.
knockout Was not seen at Stanley
Warner’s Huntington Park house.
Theatre was playing to capacity

$10,000.

came

Picture^

NCA

applauds Lichtman as
progressive and enlightened:
executive who
taking an i iri p o r t a nl t step
toward fair dealings With ex*‘a

distributor

hibitors.”

In Philly

Pushing hard to get the grassroots to convert to Cinemascope,
20th-Fox has; decided that a group
of between 4,000 and 5,000 theatres falls into the category which
justifies flat rental terms for its

C’Scope pix.
Recent, statement by A1
man, 20th director Of sales,
effect

Minneapolis, Sept. 21.

North /Central Allied’s picketing
of the Columbia exchange here
ended abruptly on the fourth day

when the

through,

film

company

legal proceedings to halt

clearly.

Rowdyism

21.

.

However, the company,
irig

it.

Lichtto the

willing to sell
and in fact prefers to do so in
is

the smaller situations,
with considerable arid
exhib response.

instituted

‘When the matter came before

and Albany

flat,

that 20th,

that,

houses

wkile

it’ll

has

met

favorable
is stress?

sell

flat

Complications

Was the first time
postponement has been necthis

it

raised

many complica-

There Was Considerable confusion at .first and much behindthe-scenes maneuvering as all interested parlies sought a date and
time that Would be most advari:

tions.

tageous to their interests. In the.
long run the theatre tv commitout, although there was
considerable pre-fight bickering*

ment won

The decision to stage the bout
at 11 p.m. Friday night came after
detailed confabs and the granting
©f concessions to the many differTheatres,.
ent interests involved.
With picture commit.n 1 6 n t s worked
out their, programs With the distribs, some delaying the opening
of new product while others stuck
to their original picture, schedule.
The 11 p.m. starting time, an Unusual hour, was selected for the
following reasons:
The necessity to clear the re!

*

quired long lines.
The International Boxing Club
arrangement with the Gillette
Razor Co, which stages the Friday
night bouts on home tv at 10 p.m;
The deal stipulates that the IBC
cannot stage a rival event at the

same time.
The deal with the N. Y. ballparks
which does

riot permit a fight In
competition with, a baseball game.
at the

The Giants were playing

Polo Grounds that night. As it
turned out, the diamond contest
ended at about 10:30 p.m. and some
fans hurried to the Stadium in time
to catch the main event.
The 11 p.m. time Was ideal for
situations in the eastern time zone

but cut into prime picture playing
time iri other territories. However,
TNT had to agree to the 11 p.m.
arrangement in light of the concessions made by the other partici-

A1 Weil, Marciano’s manager, inon a Saturday date, arguing
it would bring down a crowd

sisted

that

from Marciano’s home territory of
New England Which, incidentally,
was blacked out from theatre tv
was New York City. Theatremen, however, were reluctant to
accept a Saturday night date and
there was some talk of scheduling
the bout at .5 p.m. Hoping that,
theatres would step out as a result
of the postponements, PabSt, the
beer company that sponsors the
IBC Wednesday night bouts on
home tv, stood by with an offer to
take oyer the event for home video.
Insurance on Refunds
Technical difficulties were experienced in three spots— Chester,
Pa.; Albariy, N. Y., and Huntington
Park, Cal. The picture tube failed
and refunds were mads to the audience. The trouble,, however, was
Ideal and all three situations paid
TNT under terms of the original

dea^ Tfiq

Jhpatjrgs

invoked

to

growing generally under

$1,000 a week, it still expects a
“fair” deal for both itself and the
exhibitor;
“Fair,” in the view of
company sales toppers, means a
rental that’s larger than that" a
theatre operator may have paid
before on the standard pix.

Federal Judge G. H. Nordbye, S, D.
Philadelphia: Some 2,500 patrons
Stanley, Chester, Pa., became Kane, NCA executive counsel, inbrawling throng that ripped Up formed the court that the pickets
seats and brought police when pic- had been withdrawn the day before
ture blacked out after second voluntarily arid
would not. be reround. Refunds given. Trouble of
turned at least pending the court’s
William C. Gehring, exec assistlocal, origin since event went off
ant sales chief at 20th,. is currently
Without mishap at chain’s houses decision.
engaged
in holding regional meets
Kane,
however,
said
he
Would
in Philly and Camden, N. J,
Albany, N. Y.:
Picture failed argiie the allegation of David with his sales staff to explain to
his
own.,
men the. 20th policy of
Shearer,
Columbia’s
counsel,
that
during most of fight at Grand.
About 500 Of .1,400 in theatre the picketing Was an illegal act “live and let live,” as he put it.
He
said
in
N. Y. last week that freafter
Judge
Nordbye
acts
on.
the
milled around, b.o. demanding refunds. Police called and crowd dis- latter’s motion for a temporary in- qiiently the. field is guided by a
rather
rigid
junction,
precedent; and that it’s
He
he
not
will
assents
persed when announced refunds
allow a permanent restraining or- his intention to advise hisr sales-.,
would be made.
men on overall policy and individder. to issue by default.
Two pickets employed by NCA ual problems as they arise in concarried banders accusing Columbia nection with CinemaScope selling/
Polling Locals
Asked how 20th might arrive at
of being unfair to independent exhibitors. The reaspn, it was ex- the determination of a “fair” flat
Solo Vs. Overall
Gehring suggested this
plained, Was because of the al- rental,
legedly.
“exorbitant”
terms for might be done simply by letting a
Setup at Pact Talks “The Caine Mutiny” and the Co- theatre book four or five of. 20th's
Exchange Unions; both, back and lumbia sales manager’s alleged C’Scope pix and then sitting down
and manager announced refunds frontroom, throughout the country, “arrogant” treatment of the Na- With the exhib and o o. the take as
for those who wanted them. Pic- are being polled by the Interna- tional Allied committee that called a means Of arriving at an equitable
ture quality at. other theatres ex- tional Alliance, of Theatrical Stage on him and other such distributor figure.
cellent.
Employees to determine if the lo- executives for promises of film
20th also is taking a flexible
Chicago: Five theatres and one cals want to handle upcoming pact rental relief and alleviation of the
policy on the question of preferred
drive-in brought iri total of. $62,000 negotiations on an individual basis harm being done exhibitors by the
playing time. Where the situation
in, admissions. Five four-wallers or have the international office, print shortage.
warrants, and the product has
Went capacity and only ozoner Conduct the talks for all of them at
NCA president Bennie Berger backed .up on a theatre; the dispulled under expectations.
once. All exchange, pacts with the had hoped that exhibitors Wouldn’t trib may agree to a midweek bookDenver: Late rush for tickets re- film, companies expire oq Nov; 30.
cross the picket line to buy or ing, Gehririg said* stressing all the
quired two boxoffices. Theatre
Last year, for the first time, the date Columbia pictures.
while that it was a matter of degrossed $5,000, slightly tinder ca- locals voted to conduct the negoticiding each case individually. He
..If the court holds that the pickpacity. Concession biz Very good ations on their own. For many of
Said
the problem of preferred
eting Was illegal Columbia may
arid picture quality tops.
them, it was their first experience
playing time and exhib opposition
Washington: Two postponements with the film companies reps face bring a damage suit against Berger to it Was
a matter of constant disleft theatres wondering whether to face. Some of the locals, par- and NCA.
cussion and would be solved only
they lost or made money on deal, ticularly those With strong leaderby a distrib determination to unsi
regular
Wednesday and ship; felt they came out as good,
derstand and appreciate the- exon Alert; Gets Ready
Thursday night picture biz was off. if not better, than via the prehibitor’s predicament.
Loew’s Capitol, .3,400-seater, sold vious blanket agreements arranged
Gehring said that, while the flat
little under 3,000 tickets, mostly through, the I A office. Other loFor Coming Big Films By rentals
from many theatres may be
at $3.50, and some loges at $4. cals, inexperienced in bargaining
very
small, “cumulatively they add
Lincoln, Which caters to Negro cli- table talks, reportedly favor
reUpping Sales, Pubs Staff up, and that’s where our profit is.”
entele, sold 1,400 tickets at $3.50. turn to the old method.
Top product from John Huston, He also commented on the exhibs*
House has capacity of 1,517.
At the moment, it’s said to fie a
Minneapolis: Radio City, 4,100- toss between the individual and William Wyler and Biily Wilder assumption that the distributor
seat house, scaled at $2.77 plus all-encompassing talks. The east- won’t be moving through Allied should make concessions due the
theatre’s outlay fdr C’Scope equiptax, was completely sold out and. ern locals reportedly want to go
many turned away. Gross hit prof- it solo While the western exchanges Artists’ distribution channels for ment. “We do it,” he said, “but
itable $9,100. Fight fans' did not favor the overall talks. A majority at least another six months. But al- actually I don’t see why we should.
stay for ’’The Egyptian,” which vote Of the locals will determine though the first film from; this pro- The exhibitor didn’t install the
equipriient and the new screen to
followed,
house the' method..
two-thirds
of
ducing-directing trio is yet to roll
do 20th-Fox a fayor. He did ft befor AA under terms of recentlycause he needed something new to
inked deals, the company is losing
survive. And that something new
no time in expanding its sales and'
was CinemaScope.
Back in the
publicity staffs in preparation for
days When, sound first came in I
the big pix to come.
don’t remember anyone being conOne. or more men, it's under- cerned about What the theatre
stood; may be added to the home- spent for it.
After all, he either
in.
Event Not Sufficient Reason for Invoking office flack department within had
sound br he closed shop. In
three or four, weeks, They’ll work the long run/ it worked but to hi
Federal Interference
Distribution System
under Harry Goldstein/ eastern di- advantage.”
rector of publicity and exploitaquit (Interstate Theatres) operator, nifieferit
Obsession
^Waterfront,’
tion. Selection of new personnel
refuses to join the chorus re short- ‘Sabrina’ and ‘Rear Window’,” he
will be made by national ad-pub Indiana Seeks High Court
age oT pictures. /He admits, of reported. He has “Star Is Born’’ chief John
C. Flinn, who is excourse, there are fewer/ pix but, set for. two towns Sept. 30 and two
pected to return to New York
adds “there can be no. question that others Oct; i and “can’t visualize around Oct.
to
Filins
He held explora?
1.
the quality of the product is result- less than two or three or more
tOry talks With several individuals
ing in longer runs which compen- weeks with this.”
Out-of-State Exchanges
on a recent visit to Gotham.
sate for any numerical decline.”
O’Donnell continued: “This is
Washington, Sept. 21.
In the wake of AA s acquisition
Further, while he, too, is doing only September and already I’ve,
William
F.
of
Rodgers,
former
Question of Whether motion pica burp over distrib rental demands, had five companies looking to book
O’Donnell thinks "it’s suicidal to pictures for the Christmas and Metro distribution chief, as a sales tures transinitted: from out-of-state
talk in terms of having the Depart- New Year’s weeks. We might feel adviser arid consultant* the com- points for exhibition in Indiana
ment of Commerce or any other a shortage in November in smaller pany .has retained still another should be immune from state, taxes
branch of the Federal Government situations where we’re op multiple sales vet. to act as homeoffice spe- on film rental income has been
corile in to run our business.” Such changes.
But I’ve never had as' cial sales riep. Named to the post posted in a petition filed with the.
intervention has been projected by Comfortable feeling about the qual- was Arthur Greenblatt, onetime Supreme Court. Petition, filed by
Allied States Assn, officials as a ity.
The ty cable opened in our general sales manager for Lippert the State of Iridiana, seeks review
possible mean$ of curbing the film area a year ago last July and this Productions, who will supervise of a decision by the Indiana Sucompanies; It will be taken up at had a severe effect while it was the Boston, New Haven, Albany preme Court which held that a Warner Bros, picture received from its
Allied’s board meeting and general new. I3ut with the kind Of pictures and Buffalo branches.
membership Convention in Mil- we have now I know we’re 'not goAt the same time, AA sales chief Chicago exchange for exhibition in
waukee next month.
ing to get bumped.”
Morey R, Goldstein disclosed that northern Indiana constituted interRe the new product, O’Donnell
O’Donnell comments were in- Nat Nathanson, manager of the state commerce arid was therefore
related that in Dallas he had three vited while he was visiting N. Y. Chicago exchange who joined the .not subject to state tax,
films holding over for a combined over the past weekend.
He’s now company two years ago, has been
The case does not involve films
total of seven Weeks, which is plen- in Shawnee, Pa;, for the meeting upped to midwest district managen exhibited in other parts of Indiana
ty unusual. “High and the Mighty.” of United Paramount execs and Besides retaining charge of the which are provided by Warner ’splayed two, “Caine. Mutiny” two hopes to return to Gotham to catch Chi branch, he’ll also oversee In- exchange in Indianapolis and on.
and “Gone With the Wind” three, a couple of the. World Series dianapolis, Des Moines, Omaha which the company pays the state
*
*
:>
“And nowvwe’jre lgettiqg into ‘Mag** games.
and Milwaukee.
tax.
at

.

.

.

.
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Many
Si.

dropped

a single theatre,

arid that the entire show. waS successful. Theory behind the technical difficulty is that the theatres
ran test patterns on Wednesday

Sept.

$1,000 a week.

Pittsburgh: All three local theatres— Stanley, Penn and Harris—
were completely soldout at least
Week' before first postponement.
Scalpers who managed, to get hands
Ori blocks Of tickets cleaned up.
Demand for tickets so great that
some fans journeyed to Stanley
Warner’s Erie, miles away.
Detroit:
Four
houses
here
There
brought in fiood $25,000.
were 3,000 at the. 4,000-seat Michigan, 2,000 at the 9,961-se.at Palms,
2,000 at the 3, 400-seat Hollywood,
and 1,500 at the 2,500-seat Eastowri.
Louisville: Rialto Theatre sold
out at $3.60 for reserved seats and
$2.50 general admission. House
turned away 1,000 patrons and 400
stood in rear of theatre. Gross over

:

,

North Central Allied praise
is going to A1 Lichtman, 20thFox sales manager, for the
latter’s
announcement that
percentage will be eliminated
for theatres, grossing less than

emptying after fight. Telecast came
through here at 9 p.m.

all carried insurance and /expect
to. be reinbursed for the loss of the
take.
Some momentarily
Wicket
championship
Charles heavyweight
bout surmounted two postpone- fadeouts— not serious, however—
from. New Orleans
in
reported
Were
difficulties
ments and technical;
several situations to rack up^a new arid San. Francisco. Except for these
situations,
reports from
estiisolated
An
record for the medium;
mated, gross of $500, 00ft on approx- around the country indicated that
quality
excellent
was
picture
was
admissions
the
imately 175,000

The closed-circuit theatre telecast of the Rocky Marciano-Ezzard

achieved. Business in the 70 theatres in 50 cities ranged f_om good
to socko. In general, the boxoffice
activity matched:' that of the previous Marciano-Charles setto, which
went to 6i theatres in 45 cities,,
the. record revenue stemming from
the addition of the nine situations.
For the first time since, the
champ bouts have been offered via
theatre tv,, the theatre b.o. take
surpassed the gate at the Y ankee
Stadium, N. Y., Where the turnstiles clicked to $350,000. Thus the
overall take from- admissions was:
$850,000, short of the anticipated
$1,000,000 gate. It’s apparent that
the two delays; because of rain

Minneapolis,

70 THEATRES

IN

IATSE

On
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ACTION BEFORE JUDGE

Hollywood, Sept. 21;
claimed to be the world’s largest drive-in, with a capacity
of 2,100 cars, will be erected by Pacific Drive-In Theatres, curCompany .bought 33
rently operating 25 ozoners in this area.
acres of the new Holiypark development, and the total cost of land
and building will be around $750,000.
New structure will be equipped with a screen 60 feet high and
130 feet wide, capable of accommodating any of th neW aspect

What

Miami, Sept.

is

An

21.

antitrust suit seeking $9,450,-

000 in treble damages against six
major film companies went
to trial here in Federal Court last
week. It is one of the biggest cases

•

of the

ratios.

ever tried in this area and is exChicago, Sept. 21.
doing
Chicago
exhibs
pected to last about three months.
aren't
E. N. and Lilliah Claughton, their Christmas shopping quite this
operators of a string of indie the- early- but there’s already a general
atres in this territory, are suing air of confidence that the Yule
Paramount, Warner Bros., 20th- promises exceptional tidings; With
Fox,
Universal,
Columbia, and studios hatching one big pic after
United Artists, claiming the six another, there’ll be goodies for
distribs “conspired” to keep the everyone, and lots and lots to
Claughton theatres from Obtaining choose from.
first-run
product.
Damage is
Rut from another viewpoint, the
sought by the Claughtons for three distributors’, there’s going to be
theatres-—Royal, Variety and Emtop much good product, too many
bassy- for the period extending
pix to find, placement for at once
from 1941 to 1951.
and too few theatres to put them
Originally included as defend- in; Result may be that more houses
ants were Loew’s, RKQ, and the would join the firstru
sweepWometco circuit, operator of a stakes, for the end-of-y ear holiday
large chain of theatres in South period at least, and many of them
Florida. Loew’s was dropped soon would have to be situations
outafter the filing of the suit in 1951 side the Loop;
and the. case against RKQ and
The scramble to sell pix that
Wometco was dismissed two weeks need 1954 release dates has alago by Federal Judge W. Whiteready begun. Each company has a
hurst, who will preside at the cursheaf to unload and, coincidentally,
rent trial;
nearly every theatre has a fine supply already on the hook. Majority
of these films are holdover calibre
and many are such as need healthy
long, runs to earn their keep for
the studios.
Oriental is stocked for the rest
of the year with 20th-Fox product,
“Woman’s World” set for October,
“Desiree” to open for Thanksgiving,- and “N6 Business Like Shpty
Business” due to follow for the
Yule. Need for a strong newie at
holiday time may cut short the
Theatre equipment and new film normal playing time of some of
processes will again play a leading these pix by a couple weeks.
role at the combined trade show
McVickers likewise is booked
and convention of Theatre Owners solid for the rest of the year, with
of America at the Conrad Hiltbn
“Brigadoon” opening This week
Hotel, Chicago, Oct. 31-Nov. 4.
for an indefinite run, “Betrayed”
Speakers panel members for the
following, and “Broken. Wing” on
forum, expected to draw some
tap after that. Woods looks to run

the backlog by joining the .firstrun
ranks.

Films like “White
“Barefoot Contessa,”

;

In a N. Y. office filled with pack-

Robert Rubin, Who
retires, from Loew’s after 30 years,
gazed out of the window and
looked down Broadway. “This is a
wonderful sight,” he said; “I don’t
know how it’ll feel not being here.
I’ve been too busy getting ready
to move.” Rubin has occupied the
same- office in the LOew's Bldg,
ing cases,

J.

Lipton’s Promotion Briefing
Immediate and lohgrange pro’

motional plans for a number of upcoming Universal releases will be
discussed on the Coast next week
by U homeoff ice and studio ad-pub
toppers.
Huddling with v.p. David A. Lipton wilt be a.N. Y. delegation consisting of Charles Sinionelli, U’s
for 30 years.
eastern ad-pub chief; Philip GerAlthough he’ll retain his post as
ard, publicity manager, Jeff Liva director of the company, Rubin
advertising manager; Heringston,
giving up his posts as a veepee
Kass, exploitation topper;
man
going
to
“I'm
counsel.
and general
Horton,
Washington rep; Ben
John
take care of my health,” he said,
Katz, midwest field exploitation
“and diversify my interests. I'll act rep,
Gillham of Cunand
Robert
as an adviser to people who want
ningham
Walsh, U’s ad agency.
but I’m not going out to look
Among the films to be discussed
for clients. I don't want to take
is “Sign of the Pagan,” U’s second
on any unnecessary burdens.”
CinemaScoper, and the J. Arthur
An industry pioneer who helped Rank
pic,
“West of Zanzibar,”
form the old Metro company in
Which U execs feel has a strong
1915 and who participated in the
potential in the commercial houses.
merger arrangements with Loew’s,
.

'

>

&

m

Rubin

opening

is

an

office- at
where he’ll

Rockefeller Center,
“be available for those

me.” He
longtime

who

lias

is

who want
Taking with him his

Mary Ritter,
been with him since his
secretary,

of a
result of

capital gains deal a$ a
his decision to exit the company
at this time! Under terms of the
Metro retirement plan, he elected
to receive his retirement fund in

one lump sum. He reportedly exited with a sum which also included his, cut of a residual rights
deal similar to that of former production chief Louis B, Mayer. Mayer, in a negotiated settlement of
residual rights arrangement,
later received $2,750,000. There is
a possibility that Loew’s may attempt to negotiate a similar settle-

the

ment with Rubin. In addition to
Rubin, the estate of the late Irving
Thaiberg also receives certain residual rights.
Although there have been many
changes in the industry since he
entered it 40 years ago, Rubin
notes little changes in distrib-exhib
relationships. “There has always
been arguing about the price of
Rubin
pictures,” he commented*
recalled the days when the film
Companies were turning out one
picture a week at the cost of $15,000 each,
Although he has. spent nearly a
lifetime in the picture business, he
likes to reminisce of the days he
served as an assistant district attorney (1910-1914) and Deputy Police Commissioner
(1914).

of

Jack Arthur, 27 Years At
Toronto Hippodrome, Gets
Canadian Banquet Honor

law firm days.
Rubi
is the beneficiary

New York

Toronto, Sept. 21.
Jack Arthur, producer of the
Canadian National Exhibition 24,000-seater grandstand show, has
“Pioneer of the
been chosen *
Year,” the annual honor accorded
by The Canadian Pioneers to an
individual Who has contributed to
the advancement of the film industry ini Canada. He will be tendered a banquet at the Royal York
Hotel here in November, this attended by film and theatre biggies
from the U. S. and all parts of
Canada..
In
when films, had
1916,
neither sound nor color, Arthur
introduced symphonic accompaniments, via pit band, at the old
Regent Theatre, Toronto, when
this was acquired by the late N. L.
Nathanson as the deluxe cinema
flagship
the
newly-formed
of
Famous Players (Canadian) Corp.,
now operating 620 film houses
across Canada. Earlier, Glasgow-

born Jack Arthur had Come here as
a boy-prodigy violinist in kneepants with Sir Harry Lauder’s
troupe; stayed over to join The
Primrose Minstrels and the showboats of the early 1900’s,
With the then competition between Vaude houses and the film
palaces, Arthur made mood music
and the film a major entertainment
attraction. He was musical director
for 27 years of the Toronto Hippodrome and 70 other Famous Players houses across Canada, including stage iinit productions produced in Toronto. With the. death
of vaude, he took a desk job at
FPC head office here as regional
supervisor; resigned three years,
ago to become stage producer of
the ^Canadian National Exhibition,
1

.

FOR ‘CONTESSA’ SELL
United Artists
putting the accent on dialog; in its campaign for
“The Barefoot Contessa;” which

is currently “Mr, Show Business”
Mankiewicz produced, on a radio revue reminiscnt Series
directed and scripted.
carried for four seasons over the
Distributor inserted a fullpage national network of the Canadian
of Sun- Broadcasting Corp;. and will be
ad in. the drama sect!
day’s (19) N. Y. Times, which fear shortly
a similar teevee

Joseph

L.

tures head, shots of six “Contessa”
performers with quotes from the
script as captions. The film producer character, for example, com-

series*

.

Hell

,

“Romeo and
36,” “Naked

Brummel,”

Christmas,”

“Human De“White
“Beau

Juliet,”
Alibi,”

and

“Sign of
available between

.the

Pagan,” all
how
and Christmas, may create some
kind of panic in the distribution
bureaus for lack of outlets. Other
pictures; that may be ready for
Christmas release are “Three for
the Shpw,” “So This Is. Paris,”
"Vera. Cruz;” “The; Conqueror,”
“Violent Man,” “East of Eden,”
'

j
l

j

“20,000 Leagues Under
Sea,” “Bridges of Toko Ri,”
Outlaw,” “Bengal Brigade,” and “This Is My Love.”
Obviously these and other unbooked pix mentioned earlier are too
many to find placement
Chi’s
13 firstrun houses (less two arties
and Palace. Theatre with “Cinerama”).
“Pffft,”

.

the

"Littlest

.

.

Carroll Co. in Expansion

More With Kupferman

In Foreground

In line with the appoininent of

Theodore R. Kupferman as chairman of the board of Carroll Pic*

tures,

the indie

distrib

outfit

embarking on an expansion program. Kupferman, v.p. and general counsel of Cinerama. Productions Corp., has acquired a stock
interest in Carroll and is also down
for a percentage deal for his services as board chairman and consultaht to Carroll L. Puciato, prexy
of the distrib company.
,

;

Puciato is currently in Europe to
1,000 exhibitors
arid
equipment at least through November with.
line up English and Italian films
manufacturers and dealers, were
“On the Waterfront,” which opens for distribution in the U. S. He is
Sept. 28.
seeking to make a longterm arForUm will be held Wednesday,
Drops Stage Show
rangement With a number of proNoy. 3, from 2 to 5 p.m., with Alex
is that of ducers in both countries.
booking
unique
Most
Harrison, of 20th-Fox, as modKupferman’s appointment to the
erator. Speakers and their topics “Star Is Born” into the Chicago
Theatre beginning Oct. 15, follow- board stems from a relationship on
will be:
ing, a two-Week runoff of “Sabri- the. distribution of Lowell Thomas’
Loren Ryder, Paramount, Vistana.” House is suspending: stage- “Out of This World,” which KupVision.
shows for the first time since 1943 fermah has been handling as
Earl I. Sponable, 20th, Cinema- for the occasion owing to the pic’s Thomas’ representative.
In addiScope and magnetic producers, length, and the film likely will run tion to “World,” Carroll Pictures
with particular emphasis on maim well into December, possibly to is. currently distributing Jean Coctenance, anticipated life, and de- Christmas, “Egyptian” which bows teau’s “Intimate
Relations”; “The
magnetization,
this, week at the State-Lake looks
Fighting
Pimpernel,”
starring
M. H, Stevens, Bausch & L6mb to tie the house up until winter David Niven, and. a number of forOptical Co., lenses, prime and too,
mer Eagle-Lion reissues.
anamorphic, and both the variable
Kupferman, former member of
“Gone With: the Wind” still
and fixed types.
shows no sign of quitting at United the legal department of Warner
J. F. O’Brien, RCA, new devel- Artists, and house has “Carmen Bros, and NBC, has just been nomiopments in widescreen, projection, Jones” slatbd to follow, promising nated for the presidency of the
sound, and theatre tv.
to
be a four-weeker at least. Federal Bar Assn, of New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.
A. J. Hatch, Strong Electric Roosevelt is already tight through
the.
first week of December with
Corp., projection lamps, screen
double feaitures. Selznick reissue of
brightness, etc.
coupled With LipLeonard Satz, Raytone Screen "Duel In Sun,”
pert's “The Cowboy,” opens this
Co., screens, indoor and outdoor.
week, with Allied Artists' “Human
Other panel members will be Jungle”
SEEK
CAPITAL
that
After
following.
Nash Weil, Theatre Equipment comes two weeks each of “King
Buffalo, Sept. 21.
Dealers Assn.; A. E. Mieyer, Inter- Richard and Crusaders,” “Bengal
Glowmeter Corp. of N. Tonawannational Projector Corp.; L, E. Brigade,” and “Suddenly.”
da, N. Y., manufacturer of. motion
Pope, Fox Mid-West Corp,; Edwin
brings in “Bullet picture screens, this week filed a
Grand
Theatre
Gage, Walter Reade Theatres; JoIs Waiting” and “Pushover” dual- petition for reorganization in U S.
seph J. Zaro, Bijou Amuse. Corp.;
er for three frames next week, and District Court here alleging that it
E. J. Nelson, Ballantyne Co.; John
on Oct. 13 unVqils United Artists’ lacked working capital to continue
R. Miles, Projection Optics Corp.;
operations.
Debts are listed as
first CinemaScoper, “Sitting Bull,”
F C. Dickely, Altec Service Corp.,
De- $973,000 with assets of $408,000
and W. A. Gedris, Ideal Seating Co. which should run well into
and cash on hand of $19.09. Manfy
cember.
agement of the company has been
Small Firstruns Coy
taken over by Harold Tracy, a
Only the smaller firstrun outlets Norwich businessman,, who rehave 6pgrt ‘tiihA bp their charts be- places Agis Mihalakis, founder of
Return of the school season has tween now and Christmas, and the five-year-old company,
as presMetro dusting off “Julius Caesar” they can afford to be fairly coy ident.
One! indie exfor another round of playdates in about, their bookings.
Glowmeter has been manufachib opined that the logjam of films
tieups with educational groups.
was a good thing’ and hoped “may- turing various: types of large
The Shakespeare picture was be now the distributors will bring screens for theatres throughout the
country and at one time was replaced in moth halls for most of prices down on some of their picported to have received $250,000
the summer season, M-G feelipjg it tures.”
advance from 20th Century-Fox for
could achieve the, best b.oi results
“Rogue Cop” is on card next at screen installations; New capital;
•

set this^week,

;

1

'
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SEG APPEALS LIBEL
.

,

-

,

sire,”

—

with mass student audiences,
Oscar Doob, who handles special
picture exploitation for Metro, has
sent out letters to the heads of
English Departments of 250 public
Los Angeles, ’Sept. 21.
Contending they were not given and parochial high schools in the
a fair trial, the defendants in the 29 chart cities "Caesar” has not
libel suit recently won by Mike been sold, advising them that the
Jeffers applied for a new trial in picture is available once again for
Superior Court; Among their rea- runs in theatres in their cities.
sons were “irregularities in the
are
Letters
accompanied by
proceedings of the jury” and questionnaires asking if the teach“abuse of the discretion of the ers were interested in arranging
court.”
for- students to attend a showing at
which gives the insertion billing
The jury decided that Jeffers a special student price, if they preas “indicative of the kind Of cam- had been libeled to the extent of fer a group party or individual atpaign enterprising motion picture $35,000 by the Screen Extras tendance and if a group, what day
producers and distributors put be- Guild, Buck Harris and H; O’Neil of the week and time would be
hind their pictures,”
Shanks,
best.
fij

ments: “Why do I want to produce
movies? The answer is more simple than anyone thinks. Recause I
want girls.” As Variety pointed
out last week, incidentally, “Contessa” contains a number of cracks
about; the picture business.
DA’S fullpager is being used as
peg for a pitch by the Times promotion department. The paper sent
out advance copies of the drama
section along with a mimeo note

15

t

Loop Theatre,

a 600 sea ter,
1,000-seater Monroe bepitching “Malta Story” this
v
week. Neither house as yet is
booked beyond those’ features.

the

and the
gins

Arties

too

will

find

plenty

!

and
announced that the plant will
resume operations shortly but on a
“very much reduced scale.”

will be put into the business

,

it is
j

of

product available, with
Plot Panhandle Dinner
“Little- Kidnapers,” “Mr, Hulot’s
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Holiday,” ‘‘High and Dry,” and a
Nat James, head of the Publislew of foreign language pix up cists Guild, has appointed a comfor grabs. These will either have mittee of 10 members to handle deto find berths at the Main Stem’s tails of that organization’s annual
World. Playhouse, Ziegfeld, Surf, Panhandle Dinner* Date will be
or ^Carnegie Theatres or be satis- set later.
fied with a bow at outlying art
Committee consists of Walter
houses like the Coronet in Evan- Compton, Dan Thomas, Ken Carston or the Hyde Park on the ter, A 1 Jermy, Lou Friedman. Barsouthside. If good, offbeat theatres bara Best, Linn Unkefeiy Rick In^
like the lEsqUire.anay.; hel/poalleviate 'gersoll, Milt •Stein and Al Hi
firstrate

.

.

j

.

*
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of Twentieth Century-Fox this

month

celebrate the

first

anni

versary of CinemaScope

We

do so in a

spirit

of gratitude for CinemaScope has proven to be an

instrument for the restoration of the supremacy of motion pictures as popular
entertainment

We

and vision of an

are grateful that the courage

entire industry

helped to make CinemaScope one of the greatest and most invigorating events
in motion picture history since the advent of sound.

Just a year ago, anxiety pervaded this industry because of declining
theatre attendance

due largely

to the initial

home. More than 6,000 theatres had
pened

impact of free television

closed. People

m

the

wondered what had hap-

one of the ingrained Ameri-

to a habit established through the decades as

can ways of life— going to the movies.

But here

at

Twentieth Century -Fox we resolved that the same showman-

ship that had created a three billion dollar industry out of a back-street

nickelodeon could save the day.

We

were certain that with .a fresh form of

motion picture entertainment the world would find

its

way back

to the theatre

So, out of a compelling necessity, which is the mother of all invention,
'

.

•

1

•

CinemaScope came on the scene September 16* 1953 with the realism, impact
and story-telling range afforded by CinemaScope’s combination of revolutionary lenses, screens and 4- track magnetic Stereophonic Sound.

Something had come to the screen that enabled audiences to

feel,

breathe and live the spirit of whatever romance, adventure, history or great

endeavor was portrayed in glowing CinemaScope.

Today, CinemaScope has earned world-wide acceptance and acclaim.

Today attendance

at motion picture theatres has shot upward.

&
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THE WALL STREET JOURNAL , September

Reprinted from

IJL year ago only one CinemaScope motion
Scope pictures are in release, in production

1

6

954

1

,

had been produced, and today 97 Cinema*

picture

or preparation in the United States and in foreign

countries.

After one year, the total
and

Canada

number

of theatres equipped for

8,100 and the world-wide

is

total

is

CinemaScope

11,100 which represents

in the United States

75%

of opr income

being an achievement far beyond our fondest expectations*

possibilities, this

After one year the estimated domestic theatre investment in CinemaScope equipment

is

$66,875,000; and that in foreign countries, $16,500,000

This
of

is

why we extend our

who backed

gratitude to the thousands of exhibitors

the judgment

Twentieth Century-Fox with their own foresight, matching their courage with their diminishing

dollars.

They re-equipped

Scope a reality

their theatres to

fit

our dreams and the public

s desires,

making Cinema-

and a by-word.

In the record of CinemaScope’s success, which

is still

being written, we must include our
;l

acknowledgment of the cooperation of'other producing companies
joining in the

We
Pictures,

include in

Warner

this

re-tooled

We
its

Inc.,

medium and

Walt Disney Productions, Columbia

R.K.O. and United

Artists,

and many independent

and abroad.

manner we express our thanks
and accelerated

are grateful, above

to

equipment manufacturers throughout the

their production in the

tremendous transition period.

the public for recognizing instantaneously our effort to satisfy

all, to

advancing tastes in entertainment.

VJ inemaScope
This
its

acknowledgment: Loew’s,

Bros., Universal-International,

In the same

who

adopting the new

production of CinemaScope pictures.

producers in the United States

world

m

is

has revived the movie-going habit of the American public.

a fact of enormous importance because the American Motion Picture Industry since

inception has striven not only to inspire and entertain, but to be a world-wide evangel of the Ameri-

can

way

of

life,

spreading knowledge everywhere of this country’s achievements.

CinemaScope has thus helped

And we
exhibitors

rejoice in the

to

many

throughout the world on

make our

the

am important

this,

the

first

Century-Fox pledge

we have

new

life.

‘received

birthday of CinemaScope, which has

made

from

history

ideas in motion picture making.

to you, the public

and the exhibitors and producers of

world, all our energies and resources in developing each year

even finer

factor in our national

congratulatory letters and telegrams

and triggered a veritable explosion of vigorous

We of Twentieth

industry

CinemaScope productions and techniques

new

technical advancements

in order to create greater satisfaction

all

and

on the

part of greater audiences.

In gratitude for your cooperation, encouragement and support,

we

dedicate ourselves to the

one unceasing endeavor of serving the theatres of the world with such matchless motion picture enter-

tainment for the public that no present or future competition will challenge

its

popular supremacy.

.

,

.
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,

.

.
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PICTURES

600 PRINTS OF FIGHT

UA

Foresees
States

In

Situations

5,000

and .Dominion'

flV.Y. Stock

United Artists is giving its 21minute film, of the MarcianoGharles heavyweight championship
bout a big whirl. Distrib has already shipped 600 prints .of the

Net

move in
subscription-ty came

opposition of
last

week when,

.

20 7/'

;

Chicago, Allied atid
conclave i
German Spots Day-Date
"Theatre Owners of America leadFrankfurt, Sept. 21.
surveyed the situation and.
“Limelight’* (UA) opens Sept. 24
mapped out preliminary plans.
in
Germany, with 50 day-date
As- they met, Matthew Fox’s Ski- showings, biggest lineup of houses
.atron-TV .ubmitted to the Fed- cyer given any American pic here.
For. the first time for any film, it
eral Communications Commissi
plays both the Gloria and Astor
in Washington a petition to authorKurfuerstendamm
Berlin’s
on
of
application
commercial
ize
four theatres in
first-run.)- and
The petition suggested re- Stuttgart,, also day-date.
tolluhf
stricting pay-as-you-see tv to
United Artists' gave the film top
stations only, for the first three bal ly including serialization of the

69 lit
3314

Company did a speedy: job ip
rhoving -the picture into theatres;
On Saturday (18), day after the
fight, the footage \yas being shown
not only in Broadway houses, but
reached many outlying nabes as

.,

•

;

.1

seems

Sales Boss

Wolf berg

Due

wants to buy them.” The profits
from tliesC. accounts as well as
from foreign rentals, Wolfberg incheated, will' be shared on a 50-50
basis by the producer and the participating theatres. Wolfberg said
a formula had been worked out by
which each theatre would receive
its profit slice based on the amount
paid for each picture.
The Makeliril org, Wolfberg said,
set up its own distribution setup
in two or three .months and vvill
have a rep in each exchange cen-,
ter. He said it would be a new type
of distrib outfit, which he termed;
“interesting and economic.” Foreign .distribution, he said, “would
of necessity be handled by established. distributing companies.”
Makelini’s Own Resources

j

since, if pay-as-you-see is
successful, it’s thought unlikely
that the rest of the vhf broadcasters Wouldn’t junip on the bandwagon.

after

mission to modify existing rules
and regulations to permit telecasting on “a commercial subscription
basis.” Thus, Skiatron asked for a
ruling on the broad principle rather than a specific system or any

!

j

all
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35/

Allied Artists

.143/

91/
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1414
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20V
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514
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5

131/
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13%
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31/
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Technicolor
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Trans-Lux

.

%

+

.69
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Over-the-Colijiler Securities
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Allied Artists, pfd.
Capitol Records
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%
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11V
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1114

13

+

14%
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Chesapeake industries
Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod.

the

suit in

!

programmer type

became $1,200,000 pictures because

of the. distribution overhead. “We
don’t have the expenses of an elaborate distribution setup,” he
pointed out. “These will be ‘A’ pictures and will, do a. lot to fill the
desperate need for product.”
As an example of the interest in
the plan, iie .noted the Cooperation
from the circuits, particularly United Paramount) Theatre^ Makelim

j

'

!

,

'

-

exist

all

.

!

,

-

order its introduction along
setting the necessary staiidards) In the. light of certain opposition, it’s 1‘elt that a hearing is
inevitable,

.

[

just

with

Subscription-tv proponents feel
that opposition from exhibs, however violent; wouldnlt deter the
FCC from an affirmative ruling if
it’s so inclined. Theatres* pressure
could have an effect when it comes
to the supply of film for toll-tv,

Walt Disney.
Actual. Volume.

,

new peak of 1014, for a gain';
of 62%c.-at the close, which was
10%. Stanley-Warner also edged
to a

to a

new high ground

RKO

i

at

18%.

Theatres was another cin-

successful in disposing of cer-

j

r

,

'

highest point for the. year, for a
75c advance, on the \yeek. Column
Pictures) was
the
seventh

bia

amusement

issue to hit a new poak
3312. It boasted a gain of one
point at the closing quotation of
32 14

—

*

.

General Precision Equipment,
now on a $2 annual divvy basis,
held around recent levels to finish
at 44%* virtually unchanged. Stock
continues to be' closely" held, with
the present high price, reflecting
:

unusually strong future
prospects,

.

One

of

its

i

earnings

41';

&

-

Go.)

Continued from pa«e 5
liturgical

and have beautiful cere-

monies. At the sahie time, their
pastoi’s work, among their people
as they ate, in civilian dress, with
a special responsibility in being
guide and teacher, just as the peo-

•

ple have the. Special responsibility
of being priest of the. faith, wherever they are and in whatever they
"
do.”
Concerning the portrayal of Protestant clergymen on the screen,
'

'

.

which he found surprisingly rare
considering there are more than

The. film industry, too) had discovered that religion is b.o., he said.
“Unfortunately,” Endress commented, “too many film; producers
don’t understand what makes a ‘re-

50,000,000 Protestants in the U. S),

Endress

-

urged

they

played

be

straight for whatever denomination

.

ligious’ film actually religious.

involved rather than in an attempt to amalgamate various denomination points of view and
is

A

practices.
“If the film is about

an Episcothe clergyman should be
portrayed as an Episcopalian. This
same is true if the portrayal involves Lutherans, Baptists, Methodists or Presbyterians, Other denominations will not be offended.
The audience Will respect the pastor and will believe the story, if. it
is accurate and real.”
Endress stressed that, while he
pi
strongly
favored
religious
themes, the emphasis would primarily have to be on quality, “We
had wonderful success with ‘Maytin Luther’,” he said, “but only
because it alsa happened to be a
good picture.” Endress commented
that more pix of this type alsa
Would serve tb. bring out the audiertce that noririaHy didn’t attend
palian),

alize that the use of a Bible story,
through which God is saying something to man, is taken by a film
producer and turned into a five-,
ring circus that becomes irreligious
with its gaudy spectacle, its preoccupation with sex, and insistence
upon turning deep religious experience into adolescent sentimentality. Churches simply can’t
endorse such films, even though
there may be much good in them,
because on the whole such films
misinterpret religion, cheapen it;
and tend to destroy in the minds
of many persons the deep Spiritual

.

'

lessons of Scripture;” -

theatres.
]

METRO 'iACKS D

Need Point of View

C.

REP

is

sufficient

least two will be in color.
xn a deal with MCA, the pecentery
is lining dp complete packages for
the entire program of 12 pictures.
Wolfberg stressed that top stars,
directors and producers were ..available because of the cut in produc- year, of 1414.
Paramount Pix firmed up near
lion by the major film Companies,
Following confabs with New the end of the week to close at
York circuit toppers, Wolfberg 3514 as, compared with the year’s
heads for Chicago for talks with high of 357/8..
Both CBS issues were higher;
ni id west chain, operators. He then
returns to the. Coast, The former The CBS “A” stock closed at 67%)
exhib has disposed of his Los for a gain of nearly three points
Angeles theatre holdings to edn- on the week. The Class B shares
centrate on his new assignment, hit 6.71 at the bell for an advance
also pushed higher
hut the Wolfberg Theatre Circuit of three.
of Denver remains a family hold- to 33 '"a at the close where it was
ing.
Up nearly, a point for. the week.
.

;

2%

Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

feared -members of other denoj
nations wouldn’t, be interested)
Endress, who heads the Lutheran
group responsible for the production of the very successful “Martin
Luther” pic, observed that this was-,
the right time for religious films.
"More people than ever are searching out the basic questions of life,
philosophy and their relationship
to God. Pastors and lay church
workers know this well. So do book
publishers who are bringing out
more, and more religious, books.”

subsidiaries

reported showing earnings
to- virtually ‘cover the
present dividend;
Universal and Decca both held
near their old highs, U closed at
2814, for a minor gain on the week.
This price compared with a 1954
peak of 29%. The 39-week report
on earnings indicated that the company may show close to $3 per
share on the common in the present
fiscal year, Decca followed a like
pattern,
finishing
at
as
1314
against the best quotation of the
alone

4

2%:

sent that stock' to 2014,

for ’54, and an advance
of 75c On the week. Loew’s held
firm at 18 V unchanged, for the
week. This price, represented only
a slight differential from, the year’speak of 19 ]/ which was made in
the preceding week. .Showing was
rated excellent ih View of fact that
the stock only went ex-dividend
the week before.
The shares of 20th-Fox made a
new. high at 28%, and then' backed
away ‘a little. However, the shares
wound up at 28, for a gain of
more than a point on the five-day
session. National Theatres, which
recently has been in the habit of
moving up with 20th-Fox, pushed

if

.

really necessary, and
Commission couldn’t

ABC-Par
new ground

The $400,000 per picture budget, tain theatre properties,
Wolfberg maintained, will not re*
Warner Bros, climbed to 201'

questions
the basic

systems employed.
Legalites in N. Y. have raifeed
the fine point whether, under the
powers granted the FCC, a hearing

it

became

3%
4V

Polaroid
U; A. Theatres

into; film, stocks

years,
Street.

.

i

remain.
patents
involved in subscription-tV, with and */tJPT rep went "to WashihgZenith already hinting, that it has torf for .a. long confabs- with the;
the patent field sewn up, Another Dept, oif Justice and received' the
"•question, and that’s; a poser for the
greenlight for UPT, which comes
FCC,
whether
there’ll be any
under the Goverhinent consent de....
,
„
limiting the number of. cities
creev tO. go into a franchise deal,
which any one-system hiay .be al-|.
Pictures. Wolfberg said, Will be
lo.w.ed to^ operate .and the degree of.
m a(j e for projection on widescreen

is

13%

10V2

3534
345 ^
34^4
634

.

.

—

Limited Cities?

/the.

21%7714

330
76
122
458

The original 3,000 exhibitor sig- ema stock to register a new peak clergyman appearing in one or two
9%. Even at the close it was up scenes does not make a film a renatures, Wolfberg said,. would not
be Used to obtain bank money for. a full point on the week’s trading. ligious. film. Nor do the brotherly
production. “Fortunately,” he said, No doubt but that the continued deeds or the moralizing of certain
“Makelim has his own financing. strength in part stems from reports characters make' a film a religious
He’s putting up the' money for the that this company will show $2,-4 one.
000,000 this year and possibly more
“It’s especially important to refirst three pictures,”

specific, area.

toll-tv

1814.

18%

One. group
in the
has been accumulating ABC-Paramount shares for a number of
weeks while still another big house
only last week began picking up
Loew’s stock. Persistent, purchases
in

|

:

(

.

several,

known

pictures.
Fox’s application didn’t restrict ) He pointed to the many pix at that
winch
the
major
distribs had
itself to Skiatron’s Subscriber- Vi-.} P'^ee
sion system, but asked the Com- picked up from indies and which

wh ether

10%
11%
6334

Two important investment houses

.

wedge

oij.

41/

80

.

resumed buying

.

.

must

3

:

29%

.the

more amazing.

.

and
Zenith
(Phonevision)
Paramount. Fox said this week that
he hadn’t been contacted, by either
of the .two outfits, and so a common front before the FCC appears
unlikely at the moment. Voluntary
restriction to uhf. by Skiatron isn’t)
'considered more than an opening

that

""‘'s

127/8

cinema stock .group

arid

currently

j

tion,

compatibility

W

2?/'

mv

.

—%
V4
—%
V4
+ Vk
—
%
—
%
+'

American Slock Exchange

J

Zenith and Par?

among

RCA

28V

,

St ill; a (luestionmark, too, is the
attitude of the Skiatron competi-

.

Philco

|

it

.

Paramount

28

18^

serving as sales topper in lining
up exhib accounts, he said that the.;
company would shortly name a
sales, manager who would oversee
the selling beyond the 3,000 original accounts. “That's where the
profit will come in for both us and
the theatres,” Wolf berg explained.
"After we service our charter,
members; the pictures will be sold
picture by picture to anybody who

...

.

26%

!

While

,

:

,

18%

'22%

ing Club.

making

.

Number of
One concerns

18

35?8
37V5
35

\

the Chicago discussions.
Position of the tv nets re the.
toll-tv question is still unknown although it s certain that, under normal circumstances, they’d oppose
it.
However; it’s hinted that now
there arc certain facljors which
ipay influence' the., nets’ arguments
pro and con, and that they won’t
go all out in. protesting pay-as-yousee.

5914

13V

|

be rolling, also cued

to

60%

31
14
60

Nat; Thea.

.

i

.

3034

116

Decca
..... 376
Eastman Kdk. 135
Loew’s
284

61/8

Film was produced by Leslie.
Winik for the international Box-

am

66%

131/

Makelim

Exhib spokesmen on frequent oc-

ball

,

6634.

.66%

;

1

plain that
a
pay-as-yoii-se
consider
they
potent threat to their business.
Tllat reaction, now that the toll-tv

463/4

Street
felt, that the “play” had gone out
of amusement shares, seven newContinued from page f
,1954 highs were racked up in last
week’s stock market. 0f the seven;
been completed bn three ..pix and
film, theatre issues accounted for
that he expected actual. shooting to
four of the new. peaks; The stock
get underway in six weeks. “We’ll
market as a whole was; marked by
have three pictures' virtually, coi - ah upsurge of blue; chip, issues
pie ted before we release our first
while others;, lagged somewhat;
one,” he said.
showing in the film

;t

made

Welt

.6614

•671/
331/
141/

19%

By MIKE WEAR
Just when many in Wall.

.

casions ..have

Die.

‘

207/
68.

9

per.

that the
Impression given
climate in. Washington is very favorable iof toll-tv, particularly in
view of.fhe economic .distress .in.
which (he uhf broadcasters find
are- that
Indicati
themselves.
the Commission Will call a ..heaiv
ing withi 00. days.
F,ilm industry reaction to the
From
Ski.a Iron filing, was mixed.
the very s' art, producing- companinconsiderable
shown
a
ies- have
lie. potential of tolL.lv.
terest in
TV
&
Electronics
Skiatron
Prior to
Corp. licensing the Subscriber-Vision rights to Skiatron TV, the Fox:
company, both Warner Bros, andSkia20th-Fo'x .had approached
tron Elect ronics on the. possibility
Similar
system.
the
bit-yin
r.to.
of
g
attempt was made by S. H. Fabian.
Paramount, of course, is deep in
pay-as-you-see' via Telemeter.'

6314

well.

Sonnabend,
Germany’s biggest weekly newspa-

.

635
34

Col. Pix.
-

Change
week

for

20%

19%

A”

,4

.1015

.

pic

years of on 'ation. It stressed:. that
it would- be a supplementary serv-

914

Tues.
Close

CBS,“B"

CBS)

1914.

:i4i/4

7

.

Am Br-Par Th

14%
41%
41%

71

.

m

a hush-hush

in

High Low

Bookings so. far are matching the.
pace established by first Marcianowhich played in some
Charles pi
the United
situations
5,000
States and Canada',

First concrete theatre

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly
in 100s
High
Low

1954

..

picture.

Exchange)

For Week Ending Tuesday (21)

RCA

Endress urged producers not to
be afraid of real religious themes
and said they needn’t be dull arid
heavy. “They can have depth and
he
yet be * Very entertaining,”
opined. “But most, important, they
must have a point of view. It
needn’t be one with, which everyone agrees; It can be something
against which the audience will
test

own

its

faith

Orville

Theatres

Divorce.

Metro’s
Washington.
ficials
contact in p. C. had been Orvilla
Crouch, district ipanager on tho
theatre end who stepped up to this
post as well as that of studio rep
a few), years ago upon. the. death of
Carter Barron.

We, in America, certainly
should not be afraid of ideas, even
those different from our own. We
must not be afraid of taking them
view)

.

Undei*

a result of the Loew’s-Metrd
divorcement, the M-G studio, after
years-of representaation, no longer
hag a liaison with Government of?

As

and point of

into the market place, of public
opinion.
must maintain our
spirit of the free exchange and
the free competition of ideas.’
Exciting. Material
There waS much in the, evangelical church that, could make exciting arid dramatic film material,
Endress suggested. “We, for examthat all men are
believe
ple,
priests. Many of our churches are

Crouch Aligned With Loeir

With the split of theatres from
production-distribution, Crouch is
remaining on the theatre side, the
district post having been his key

We

position. But the studio, representation, officially, now is lacking.
it’s
However,
Crouch would

presumed
still

that

make himself

available, to the Hollywood lot if
a problem should crop up as a
i

matter

-of

courtesy.
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FIRST

4 DAYS AT MUSIC HALL

ALMOST EQUAL TO THE 21 Vi -YEAR
RECORD-HOLDER "SEVEN BRIDES"!
CHICAGO’S BIGGEST IN 17-YEAR HISTORY
OF McVICKERS (Previous record-holder "Seven Brides'’!)
I

IN LOS ANGELES

IT’S

TERRIFIC!

M-G-M, PRODUCER OF THE SCREEN’S
GREATEST MUSICALS DOES IT AGAIN
(And will do

it.

again with "Deep In

My Heart-/)

M-G-M presents **BRIGADOON” in CinemaScope • Starring Gene Kelly • Van Johnson
Cyd Charisse x with Blaine Stewart * Barry Jones
Albert Sharpe
Screen Play}
Book andJLyrics by Alan Jay Lerner

Music by Frederick Loewe

Directed by Vincente Minnelli

*

*

Color by Ansco

Produced by Arthur Freed,

(AVAILABLE IN PERSPECTA STEREOPHONIC

OR ONE* CHANNEL SOUND)

Wednesday, September 22

,

21

1954

.

.

Kecent

nation-wide trade demonstrations have so convincingly established

based on four-track magnetic

the superiority of stereophonic sound
that exhibitors in ever-increasing
their theatres with the

new

film

numbers are resolving to equip

specially designed

sound reproducing' systems.

Such whole-hearted support of the industry's new techniques reaffirms

RCA’s own unbounded confidence

the continual growth

in

and

progress of motion picture exhibiti

To give concrete expression to

RCA

confidence

in

the future of the industry,

announces a wholly new plan conceived on the principle that

theatres

of the new stereophonic sound systems. The heart of the plan

a revolutionary payment schedule

already moderately priced

RCA

— so liberal in

*

—

even average-size operators

bigger grosses

scope that the

its

stereoscope sound systems

acquired from daily box-o ffice takes. Thus, the

owners

now being rung up

all

RCA

contribution to industry progress

investigating

full details.

Mail

and

may how be

plan enables theatre

— to reap immediately the
over the nation by wider screen

stereophonic sound features. You, as an exhibitor, can

by

alt

— small as well as large— should have an opportunity for easy

acquisition
is

its

to your

own

make your

best interests

.

.

«

RCA's novel plan. The coupon brings you
it

today.

r *_.
I

Theatre Equipment, Dept 1-734

I

RADIO CORPORATION

I
I
•

of

AMERICA

Engineering- Products Division,

Camden, N,

NAME

J.

TITLE

j
|

ADDRESS.

I

JTY—

ZONE

-STATE-

|

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION
In

Canada: RCA VICTOR Company

Limited, .Montreal

CAMDEN, N.j.

,

'
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Pixiecrat
Hollywood,' Sept, 21.
Shivers,
Allan
it’s
screen actor. The governor of
Texas has agreed to play the
familiar role of the governor
of Texas
the Pine-Thornas
production, ‘‘Lucy Gallant.”
Shivers is due iri Hollywood next Monday to appear
sqenes depicting the dedication of a huge Texas department store, Jane Wyman plays
the owner of the store.

i

Now

Tie In With Either (1 ) Local Exchanges
(2) Regional Conventions

Or

-k-

A series of !. exhibitor forums,
designated as ‘iticket-sellirl work*by
will
shops,”
be conducted
Metro shortly, the film company
confirmed Ibis week. Meetings will
be held in exchange cities and
whenever possible in conjunction
With regional conventions of exhib

RKO

FIELD

MEN

associati
in:

to
invited
roundtable sessions. Sole topic of
discussion at the confabs will be

manager

to

midwest

district

to sell tickets, according to
sales topper Charles M. Rearid
pub-ad chief Howard

the

IB

‘Cinerama’ Exhibit; Tix

Scalpers Ply Hot Trade
Washington, Sept.

business-building

I

New Trial in

an increasing number, of
important new pictures coming

Columbus;

Columbus, Sept,

We

21.

The Bexley Theatre, the only

believe

double

auditorium house in the
world, is slated to reopen Oct. 1 as
an art house.. The theatre has been
dark since June, 1952.

We

Originally opened Oct. 22, 1935,
the Bexley gained much attention
in the trade arid lay press, as a
unique cinema parlor. It Was de T
regardless of what pictures the ex- sighed
and built by the late Theohibitor plays.” Dietz pointed out
dore Lindenberg and his son, Thethat the meetings will be of prime odore, Jr.
The house is arranged
Importance .‘‘to a Whole generation in twiri, parallel
auditoriums, with
of. young exhibitors,”
..
seating from the sides only. Each
..
_
,
Each meeting, it was indicated, auditorium has its own screen and
will be tailored^ to meet the needs
is serviced by a single projector
of the particular territory, with equipped with
a lens device for
large,
ticket-selling
ideas
for
throwirig two perfect images of a
smalltown, drive-in
and conven- single film on the screens
at the
tional theatres.
same time. It is the only theatre
anywhere with this device and its
sound system, Which anticipated
‘CURTAIN’ SERIES hi-fi by a good many years, is not
,

.

.

,

.]

;

.

READS

obsolete.

$5.50 ‘STAR’

PREEM
.

RKO Pantages Theatre, borne of
the Oscar Derby, is getting; a remodeling job for the world preem
of Warners’ “A Star Is Born” on
Sept. 29. Job includes a new Cinemascope screen, a stereophonic
sound system with 21 speakers,
new foyer lights, carpeting arid

seat covers.

Projection booth is being equip“Cinerama” is the hottest item
the
Damascus International ped with the latest technical installations for Cinemascope proTrade Fair, “dwarfing all other ex- jection
and stereophonic sound;
hibits” arid causing the Russians: to General public will be admitted
at

.

at $5.50 per seat,
charge “unfair competitiori.”
Enthusiastic reports reach Washington from the U. S. Information

Agency
the. big

[
1

Damascus where

offices in

problem

how to
keep up with

get
enough tickets to
the
demand. . The outdoor theatre holds
2,000, with this, country distributing free tickets to officials and the
Syrian public. Ducats are reported
being scalped there at prices with
a dollar value as high as Americari
theatres charge for “Cinerama.”
The fair Opened on Sept. 2 and
will continue to Oct. 1.
“Success of -Cinerama greatly
beyond
original
expectations,”
reads a. cable to USIA offices here,
is

.

Reopening As Art Outlet

all sources,” said Regari, “we
believe a lot of goodwill Will be

from

a lot *of good will will be
accomplished for exhibitors at all
levels, with the smalltown operator
standing the best chance to beneWill
fit. if he wili •participate.
have nothing to sell. Our guest experts will give away, free, ideas
that will sell tickets to the public

21.

,

“With

customers merchandise them.

FOR
:

.

ticipate iri
leetings.

Ottawa, Sept,

“The demand of government offiand private organizations

cials

has maderit diffeult to hold even
750 tickets out of each daily 4,000
for public distribution'^ Crowds of
2,000 or more line up at each
ticket booth in the hopes of obtaining one of the 100 tickets
available there.” Reference is: to
the fact that the ducats are being distributed via commercial
theatres in Damascus to break, up
overcrowding at USIA headquar,

.

21.

Commercial distribution of

\

man-

ager, latter post being the one
formerly held by Greenblatt.
M-G
Ray Nolan is the new Chi
gan
branch manager, shifting from the
Dietz.
correspoding post in St, Louis.
Mike Simons, Metro’s director of Tom Williamson is upped from
customer relations, will direct each salesman to branch manager in
of the meetings and will bring to St. Lopis. Frank E. Belles has
the session a panel of experts iri been advanced from salesman to
various fields of film publicity, ad- branch manager in Cleveland. He
Sev- replaces Jack Bernstein, who revertising and exploitation.
eral organizations, according to cently resigned.
Metro, have already asked to cosponsor the events to give their
members an opportunity to par- Siamese-Twin Theatres Get

ways

*

Hollywood, Sept. 21.

Chain of field promotions hasbeen set at RKQ in .tlie^yvake of
Herbert H. Greenblalt’j .recent apTheatreowners and pointment as domestic sales inanSam. Gorelick has been
each territory will be ager.
attend the one-day moved up from Chicago branch

:

managers

SHIFTS

Can Reach Up to 900,000 Vieweri
At No Handling Cost Beyond Prints

Industrial Films

Oct 20th With

N.Y. Season

Cinema

busi-

ness-sponsored filjns in Canada "ij
frequently considered unnecessary’.*
because of “the wealth of free
plans, " according to the newsletter
sent to advertisers by Crawley
Films, Ltd., here, largest producer
of industrial films in Canada.
Biggest distribution outlet is the
government-owned National Film
Board of Canada, and it’s free. But
films “nust have national significance, be interesting and informative and usually not longer than
20 minutes.” Filin Board may give
a film 4,000 showings in, ;15 months,
mostly in. rural communities and
small towns; After that the prints
go to 350 commuriity film libraries
in larger cities.
Imperial Oil’s
prize-winning “The Loon’s Necklace,”
made; by Crawley,, has
reached an audience of 900,000—
one out of every 17 Canadians—
and three other sponsored films
have passed the half million viewers mark.

Additionally some 19 provincial

membership: film libraries, 387 community libthe exhibition raries and depots, 410 film councils
of documentary with 10«528 member organizations,
and experimental films, opens its and the Canadian Film Institute,
eighth N. Y. season Oct. 20 with a which charges for bookings to sup16, private

group engaging
and distribution

new

iri

series of screenings of offbeat

port

its

nonprofit

activities,

are

product. Showings take place at other outlets fori business films.
Gotham’s Central Needle Trades And, of course, there are company
Auditorium arid the Beckman The- film libraries and film showings
atre.
Membership of 5,000 is through branch offices, salesmen
claimed.
and dealers, “completely personalOutfit, run on a non-profit basis, ized and, in some cases, by far
the
shows pix which are withheld from most effective.”.. Using this system,
public viewing because of legal re- Moslem's Breweries, Montreal, restrictions, profit considerations arid cently showed its new film
“Panocensorship regulations; Included in rames du Quebec” to more than
the new season’s program, for ex- 10,000 persons the first day of rearriple, is “Have You Nothing to lease.
Declare?”, French entry starring
Raimu, which was nixed by the
N Y. State Board of Censorship,
-

New

The
private-membership
angle
Distribs
makes the screenings; permissible.
Continued from page S
Talks by Hollywood figures, inAgency claim widespread rumors
in
Damascus that Communists cluding Stanley Kramer, Fred Zin- Rpchemont, who orgariized his own
would try to sabotage “Cinerama” nemanri, arid King Vidor, also are distrib setup for “Martin Luther,”
"16.”
may continue the setup for his upas the only way to Stop its compe- on the shed, according to
coming “Animal Farm.” David 0,
tition with the elaborate Russian
ters.

trade exhibit at the

fair.

WOMEN

The pic was donated to USIA by
OF INDUSTY
The Lindenbergs operated the
house until 1943, when it. Was Cinerama Corp., which also lent
Walter Reade circuit’s success- taken over
three technicians who accompanNAT’L GROUP
by the J. Real Neth
ied the print arid equipment and
ful ‘‘Curtain at 8:40”. series, which, chain,
which closed it in 1952,
Dallas, Sept, 21.
serves as a showcase for foreign
A
new lease was signed with W. supervised the installation. A local
first
The
“natiorial
convention”
films, has added the Mayfair TheJ.
Fitz-Henry by Maurice and crew of 53 worked on the project, of Women of the Motion Picture
atre in Asbury Park, N.J., and. now Louis
K. Sher, Columbus restau- which requires more electricity Industry was held here opening
daily than is used by the entire
is slated to get Under ,way in nine
rateurs, and Ed Shulman, of the
city of Damascus. Arabic sound- last week; It marked the official
theatres on Oct. 13.
Studio Theatre in Detroit. Plans
Series, which offers the foreign
track was made at Cinerama studio launching of WOMPI.
are to open the house Oct.
re-

FORM

’

•

f.

.

1,
Participants in the confab inimports on a subscription basis, taining
by. Amwar Hadid, USIA press rep
its unique, projection syscluded representatives of the four
runs for six. successive Wednesdays
tem and its unusual sound system. for Syria,’
existing
WOMPI chapters with
and is sponsored in each instance Policy will
be art film, revivals and
each chapter sending, in three ofby an organization such as the unusual Hollywood, or
European
ficial delegates. These chapters, inAmerican Legion, League of Wo- features.
new managers even
clude Memphis, Atlanta arid New
men Voters, United World Feder- Will makeThe
new use of the two audiOrleans, with Dallas as the hosting
alists, etc,
toriums, closing off one after the
At
Edison
Foundation chapter.
Reade’s Morristown, N.J., house
show begins and filtering lateMabel Guinan was corivention
has been so successful in peddling
A replica of the “black maria,” chairman,
comers into the second. The halls
the "Curtain” stanzas that the theare separated by a wall and very first motion picture* studio in the
atre is already sold out for eight
world, will be unveiled at the
Wednesdays instead of the six or- little I und leaks through from Thomas Alva Edison Foundation
one to the other.
iginally planned. While films are
in
West Orange, N; J., today Ralph Goldberg Assembles
picked front all countries, British
(Wed,).
Theatre Project
pix predominate.
Dedication ceremony will be. cou-,
Omaha, Sept. 21.
Circuit feels that the series, apart Price Sues Flynn Go.
pled
showing
the
of "The
with
Ralph D. Goldberg, owner of a
fr m being a. moneymaker, also
15G Salary Claim Story of Thomas Alva Edison,”. 25- chain
of six theatres here, has purserves a good overall purpose in
LoS Angeles, Sept. 14.
minute documentary dealing with chased two houses adjoining a
that it acquaints audiences with
A suit for $15,000 in unpaid the life of .the famed inventor. garage, stores and parking lot he
foreign productions and paves the
salary was filed by Vincent Price Prior to a press luncheon, there already owns at 36th and Farriam
way for thriir increased acceptance.
in Superior Court recently against will be an inspection of the Edison Streets and will build a theatrethe William Marshall-Erroi Flynn Museum,
particularly
to
view [’•apartment-mercantile-garage projCo; and the two owners individu- Edijon’s, l$99t/ '^trlp kinetograph, ect there;
ally,
Action
involves
camera.
“The.
tnbtiori
'picture
Bar“For 40 years I’ve dreamed of
Hecht-Lancaster
gain;” a film produced jfe£Frahce
documentary
well as building the finest theatre in town,”
Continued, from page 3
in 1950*
“v..
some early Edison films were shown Goldberg told Variety. “Buying
Price declares 'hi$ contract call- in the “black maria.” Dedication the two houses gives me space fbr
to the promotion 4)f the finished
ed for $35,000 for his Work on the ceremonies included addresses by parking, which is essential to any
product.'
First deal under the new opera- film,, with a $15,000 deferment to Herbert Barnett, prexy of the So- operation today.”
However, Goldberg added, Teases
tion already is set.
Property in- be paid either one yohr after its ciety of Motion Picture & Televivolved is "Kitty Hawk,” focusing Americari release or 18 months af? sion Engineers, and Paramount On the houses may withhold buildon Orville and Wilbur Wright. It’s ter the picture was completed. He board chairman Adolph. Zukor. ing until 1956. Purchase price of
to be scripted, directed and pro- claims the defendants have refused On the lighter side, a Miss Cinema- the houses was set at $100,000.
duced by Mel Shavelsori and Jack to pay. To date, the film has not scope and a Miss Kinetograph
were crowned.
Rose, both of whom originally were been released in the U.S.
Writer? on the Warner lot and are
Date
Extend
now .moving into indie production.
Shooting is. pencilled in for next
Continued from page 4
May or June.
Idea of an indeperident outfit
in addition to Hughes’’ holdings,
bringing in "outside” filmmakers
the outstanding, shares include
not entirely new,, of course.
884,900 owried by Floyd Odium’s
It’s fine when the boss likes a picture; But, as Universal points
Samuel Gold Wyn organizatiori has
Atlas Corp. and 1,856,083 held by
out, it’s even better if he likes it so much he sends his employees
had it under consideration on arid
the public.
to the theatre and pays their way to boot.
off for years. Recently, Edward
Meanwhile, the possibility still
That’s what happeried iri Raleigh, N. C., with “Magnificent
\SmalI pacted Russell Rouse and
continues that Odium might swing
Obsession.” Arthur A. Gould, president of Electrical Wholesalers,
Clarence Greene, as a team, to
Inc., went to see the film. It moved him so much, he sent a memo
a deal by which he would take
produce a number of pix under the
:
over the RKO film company from
to his entire staff.
Small aegis. H-L’s plan, though,
"Obsession,” he said, “is a ‘must* If you will attend this movie,
Hughes, in addition to the latter’s
appears at this time the most amElectrical Wholesalers Will be glad “to pay your admittance. The
interest in the “shell.” Talks have
bitious and far-reaching i
admittance for a companion will also be paid for by the company.
been on and off for the past several
that it
could involve a
umber of pro“I hope you will allow the company to pay youf way to see this
months but so far nothing has been
ducers over a long period.
marvelous picture,”
concluded.

Omaha
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Seiznick re-established his Selznick
Releasing Organization to handle
his reissues

and

it’s

figured he will

continue the arrangement for any

new product he turns out. Samuel
Gold wyn bypassed RKQ fpr his reissues arid made separate deals
'

with states rights distribs. Italian
Films Export, set up to release the
product~of Italp producers, is anxious to take on the films of other
outside producers.
Shift

in

distribution

arrange-

ments was prompted mainly by

dis-

satisfaction with the cut received

from the major

distribs.

The prod-

uct shortage, however, served as
the spark for the organization of
the new production-distri b firms.
Toppers of these hew companies
felt the time was ripe for new
outfits. which could help theatres
fill up their playing time. As an
example of the production cutdown
by the majors, Metro’s complete
1954 slate shows a total of <2.9 pi
plus two specials, as compared to
a total of 46 for 1953. Hearing the
elamor of exhibs for product and
after surveying the market, Makelirti and Schwartz, for example, felt
that new companies could get rolling at this time. This is the first
time in many years that pixites
have undertaken to crash the highly competitive production-distribution market.

’.

\

:

Basie Statistic
Continued from page

'

.

$6

‘
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—a

shuttered arid others were perilously close to doing so unless the
admissions tax were dropped;
If the number Of 16,079 indoortheatre were accepted, it would
mean that, there are only 2,000
fewer regular houses in the country than in 1947 when the Motion
Picture Assn, of America made its
survey.
General/ comment was. that the
confusion merely highlighted the

need for some reliable statistical
The
service for the industry.
had Robert Chambers doing that kind of work but dropped
him some years back.

MPAA

.

So next time you wanna know

how many

theatres there are, just
Whatever the aftswer,
probably be right.

toss a coin.
yoii’ll
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'LL
UNITED-PARAMOUNT THEATRES

RKO THEATRES
STANLEY-WARNER THEATRES
WALTER READE CIRCUIT
$

'V :

FABIAN THEATRES
FLORIDA STATES THEATRES
WILBEY KINCEY CIRCUIT
MARTIN THEATRES
NEW ENGLAND THEATRES
AMERICAN THEATRES
E. M. LOEW CIRCUIT

;

•{*

PfF-BEA

«»wr With
PJhamic
impact?

'<K

&

Daily

JAMESTOWN AMUSEMENT CORP.
BALABAN A KATZ THEATRES CORP.
PUBLIX-GREAT STATES THEATRES
INTERSTATE THEATRES

‘CWSP

COOPER FOUNDATION

jitw,

FOX-INTERMOUNTAIN THEATRES
TRI-STATE THEATRES

UNITED DETROIT THEATRES
FOX MID-WEST THEATRES
ARIZONA-PARAMOUNT CORP.
FOX WEST COAST THEATRES
ROBERT L. LIPPERT THEATRES
MINNESOTA AMUSEMENTS CORP.
PARAMOUNT GULF THEATRES
CENTURY THEATRES
RAND FORCE AMUSEMENT CO.
CO-OP THEATRE SERVICE, PITTSBURGH
L.A. DRIVE-IN THEATRES
REDWOOD THEATRES CORP.
EVERGREEN THEATRES CORP.
JOY HOUCK THEATRES
NORTHIO THEATRES
TEXAS CONSOLIDATED THEATRES
ALLADIN DRIVE-IN THEATRES CORP.
NEVADA THEATRE CORP.
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FRANK LOVEJOY
KEEFE &RA$SELLS

-

?

]

LUTHER ADLER

I

GENE EVANS

CATHY O'DONNELL
KAREN SHARPE

.:\

,

!

WILLIAM BENDIX

I

•

»

and

co-starring

ARTHUR KENNEDY
• WILLIAM TALMAN
MARSHALL THOMPSON
•

BEVERLY MICHAELS
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Co.,

named manager

of

Houston branch, succeeding Alex
McKinzie, who was made secretary
and general sales manager, a new
Vernon; Collins replaces.
post.
Vincent in the jocalr branch,
Marvin Bell has announced opening of new Deluxe Drive-In at

The 300-car ozoner

Risirig Star,

P'akie’ty

"

44

4

Southwestern Theater

of

Equipment

&

Co. has been
engaged to do special publicity oil
Alfred Hitchcock’s "The Trouble
"With Harry,” which will be shot
on location in Northern Vermont.
Joseph Brenner Associates booked its German import, "Angelika,”
into Leo Brecher’s 68th St./ Play*,
house for September preem. Starring Maria Schell, film formerly
was titled "The Affairs of Dr.
Holl.”
Appointment of Sam Seplowirt
as manager of the Chicago office
for Republic and Morris Dudelson
as Detroit, branch manager was re-

Albert Margolies

4

»

is

Wednesday, September 22, 1954
i

a

•

Replaces

Theatres,

him

1.

Annual one-day convention of
Independent Exhibitors Inc;, New
England unit of National Allied,
slated for Dec. 7 at Hotel Bradford. Melvin Safher, Rhode Island
exhib, and Herbert Brown, Greenfield,

Mass.,

exhib,

chairmen of event,
Adeline Garter

named

co-

;

(Struzzieri)

re-

signed as secretary at Independent
Exhibitors headquarters; replaced
by Anita Linski.

William

Madden,

salesman, moved to
as branch manager*

Metro

city

Philadelphia

equipped for C’Scope.
Partner
with Bell in its operation is H. Ford
Taylor of San Angelo.
Dick Murphy succeeded Larry
H. Ford Taylor is installing Cinemascope in his three houses, the Cowen as manager of Proctor’s in
Taylor at Big Lake, Ford Theatre, Troy, latter taking leave of absence
Rankin and Ford Drive-In at because of illness. Cowen directed.
Pfoctor’s from .1046 after he was
McCamey.
discharged with the rank of lieutenant commander in the U. S.
Navy. Also a veteran of World
Alex Halperiri, midwest, zone War I, he managed the Grand in
manager of Stanley Warner Thea- Albany for Fabian before the sectres, announced awards for Fabian; ond World War, and also previFabulous Forty contest for this ter-, ously worked for Fabian and RKO.
ritory as Pete. Pisano of Avalon ‘in New York City.
Theatre, Chi, first place; Joseph
A Paramount contingent, surReal of Midwest Theatre, *Okla- veyed, the Palace and Strand, for
homa City, second; Ralph Krause, VistaVision, Leading » theatres in
Milwaukee Theatre, third; artd exchange cities are being checked
William Bindle of Rialto Theatre, for adaptability to Vista.
Racine, Wis.', fourth.
A1 La Flamme, Strand manager,
Nat Nathanson upped from exnamed industry chairman for comchange manager of Allied Artists
ing Community Chest Drive.

ALBANY

vealed last week by Richard W.
Altschuler, worldwide sales direc-

:

CHICAGO

Seplowin moves
from Detroit; where he had been
branch manager, to the Chi post.
He replaces. Herbert Kaufman, resigned. Dudelson was formerly district manager for United Artists.
Roxy has set product to carry it
through December into the new

tor for company:

:

.

year.

The. Capitol installing a StewartTraris-Lux Luxmatte white screen
for Sept. 29 4*reem of '•Barefoot
Contessa.” It's said to be one of
largest completely seamless white
screens in any theatre.
Plans for a ‘‘Golden Reel Film
Festival” and. the American Film
Assembly,, both of Which are. scheduled to be. held next April at the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, wdll be discussed today (Wed.) at monthly
luncheon meet of the N.Y. Film
Council,
George Margolin, prez of Continental Motion Pictures Corp:, back
Euthree-month' Stay
from

to

:

midwest

district

manager.

indie

exhibitor,

in

'

cago.

.

l

,

—

.

1

Pallas

;

l

OMAHA

.

BURLINGTON, VT.

present Palace. He also Operates
the Royal Drive-In and the Strand
This area’s first showing of "The
Theatre.
Raid,” at the Mt. View Drive-In
The
St.
Thomas,
Episcopal
church here, wili use the facilities in Winooski, had a special appeal
Vermpht folk, ’since some scenes
of the Inwood Theatre, a riabe tp
wdre actually ‘taken in St. Albans.
house, for services, temporarily
The film is based on the burning
Tom Vincent, forinerly of Dallas •and
looting of the historic Vermont
dity during the Civil War.
Cyril
E.
O’Brien,
Burlington
theatre musician, appointed to the
faculty of the Vermont Conservatory of Mtysi'c, where he will teach
the brass instruments.

in

Color

Md Cinemascope

slurmc

GENE KELLY > VAN JOHNSON
CYD CHARISSE witb ELAINE STEWART
An M*G»M
and SPfCTACUUII

PictureSTACC PBUINTATMN

Janet

George

T4VL0R* LEIGH •RAFT

rogue cop
WP&M MOiiHT

V

who surrendered

to him-—Erich Elster

—

buried.

is

,

B&K publicity department tossed

PITTSBURGH

«*

“

Seldom has Hollywood been pulled sentimentally behind a property
like the Robert Hardy Andrews-USAF Col. Barney Oldfield story,
“Tiger By The Tail; the Story of Sam Magill.” Tale is of the exploit
rif an Ashtabula, O., lieutenant who talked a German
general into
surrendering himself and 20,000 men to Him in World War II; Event
was filmed by the Army Signal Corps at the time by an element of
producer-director George Stevens’. SHAEF camera crew* the unit
headed by Hollywood cameraman Joseph Biroc. In Hearst’s American
Weekly recently, its annual film issue, with a 21,000,000 reader
reach, Oldfield’s byliner was featured on the riOth anniversary of the
kamerad with text reference to its film possibilities. Meantime, Magill,
how back ini Germany, Is watching progress on the project from a small
Bavarian village of Boblingen, in whose cemetery the German general

LOS ANGELES

LOUIS

Rockefeller Center-

beef that few importers service them with useful salejs hints and:
showmanship ideas in keeping with material found in most pressbooks supplied by Ihe majors. Indie distribs for the most part confine
their “campaign books” to a small folded sheet containing a few ad
reproductions and blowups of New York newspaper reviews. Possible
exception to the rule, however, are pressbooks prepared by importer
Arthur. Davis in behalf of his product. For example on the Frenchmade “Pit ^of Loneliness’? he whipped up an eight-page “showmanship
manual” replete with sales suggestions plus background stuff on the
cast for plantirig with local papers.

,

Nate. 'Slott,

Michael Reese, hospital recovering
from major surgery.
Jack Manley, resident manager
for 'Cinerama here, left organization last week to be harbor master
and port manager of city of Chi-

‘

“BRIGADOON

*

Thirty inembers of the film industry have been given Awards of
Merit by the National United Jewish Appeal. They were cited “for
outstanding service arid devotion in 1954, to the work of saving lives,
building Israel and strengthening the free way of life, through th
Producer Reginald LeBorg signed medium of entertainment.” Receiving the award for the first
time
Skip Weslirier as sales rep for were Frank Bracht, Bernard Cooper, Douglas Denis,
John Derek, Mai
"‘White Orchid,” William LuridiEpstein, Eduard Franz, Y. Frank Freeman, Samuel Goldwyn, Ben
be
co-starrer,to
gan-Peggy Castle
Hersh, Herbert Hoffman, Nathat Juran, Otto Lang, Gene Lockhart,
released through United Artists in
Arthur Lubi
Thomas Mitchell, Robert Mitchum, Robert Newman,
November.
Donna Reed, Budd Small, Sidney Solow, Forrest Tucker and Robei-t
Filmakers Releasing OrganizaYoung. Receiving it for the second time, were William Gordon, Jack
Midas
Safer
Jack
tion appointed
Karp, Ray Klune, Noel Madison, William Meikeljohn, Sidney Peck,
Central States sales rep.
Irvin Talbot and Morrie Weiner.

luncheon last week for chief flack
Bill Hollander, who departs with
rope.
spouse Sept. 24 for eight-week tour
SRO booked ‘‘Duel in the Sun”
Flock, of publicity reaped by of Europe; columnist Herb Graffis
to open day-date in 33 first-runs,
Marilyn Monroe in her recent lo- Was guest speaker.
including 14 ozoners, in southern
cal visit prompted RKO Theatres
California.
to book two Monroe reissues in
ST.
Greater N. Y. and Westchester
Russell A. Bovim, midwestern
babes Sept. 27-28. Pix are “Ni-.
agara.”
and ‘'Don’t Bother to division manager for Loew's, Inc,,
Folly Theatre in Erie, closed for
moved his headquarters from film more
Knock,” both 20th-Fox subjects.
than a year, reopened under
C. J. Bachman, with Stanley row to the Orpheum Theatre since management of Leon Monroe, who
Warner Theatres, for some 20 years the divorcement became effective. has signed a long-term lease with
W. J. Rodell relighted his Alvi
as chief engineer, joined Fairchild
B. G. Neyland, the owner,
Recording Equipment Co. as the- Athens, 111.
Henry Burger, ad-pub head for
R.
L.
Adkins, DeSoto, Mo.,
atre equipment products manager
Stanley- Warner Theatres in this
leased
Canton
in
Canton,
Mo.,
the
in charge of Fairchild Perspecta
appointed motion picture,
zone,'
from William Collins. Deal gives
stereophonic sound equipment.
chairman for annual celebration of
Russell V. Downing, managing him an option to buy the house.
Week next month.
Pennsylvania.
Roy
Hess
C.
shuttered
his
Girard
director of Radio City Music. Hall,
Leon Reichblum, an exhib here
is in California on a combined in Girard, 111. for indefinite period,
than
more
25 years, and his
for
The
Vogue,
Palestine,
shut111.,
business pleasure junket. He will
spend a couple of weeks vacation- tered since Roy Hanley failed to wife, departed for Miami Beach,
their future
ing near San Diego and then will renew the lease. The owner, Bar- where they’ll make
go to Hollywood to view product ney Tamborius, Breese, ill., may home.
from
Frank Arena came
arid make new bookings for the operate the house agai
Mrs. John Rees, whose husband Cleveland to manage Loew’s Penn
Hall. He’ll be back in N. Y. Oct. 8.
owns and operates the Regal, with recent transfer of Bill Elder
Wellsville, Mo., discharged from to the .circuit’s Warfield in San
a Mexico, Mo., hospital.
Francisco,
Hal Cheatham of Alexandria,.
Thomas A. Gilbert, active in the
La., has taken over duties as pubtheatre and film business for 50
licity director for the Dallas thehas retired. The SW circuit
years,
Ralph D. Goldberg purchased
atres of the Interstate Theatre Cirrecently returned its lease on his
cuit.
He replaces Francis Barr, $100,000 worth of land On Farnam Oakland Theatre to him, and he
Street
here,
some
blocks
20
from
Who was promoted to assistant pubhas remodeled the property into
licity and advertising director of downtown area, and plans to build
a GinemaScope house on the site. two storerooms.
the circuit.
John L. John, Metro exploitation
Henry Sorenson, of Modern Goldberg, who already owns downTheatre Equipment here, has an- town State and four nabe houses, man in this territory* reported
said
back
on job after being laid up for
it
will
be
a
1,550-seater.
nounced that he has completed inRay Watkins installed Cinema- three months with a coronary.
stallation of stereophonic sound
Scope
at
his
Crest
Theatre,
SuOutley, relief, manager for.
Joe
equipment and anamorphic lens
SW, has been appointed Charlie
attachments in the 16 theatres perior, Neb.
Fuller
Bros.
Circus
playing Eagle’s assistant at downtown Stancomprising the Hall Industries Cirley; replaces Dewey Moore, procuit, w'ith headquarters at Beeville. drive-ins in western Nebraska.
Ray David, manager of Pace moted to assistant of the Etna and
The TCU Theatre at Fort Worth
has been sold by C. O. Hagen of Theatre in Chadron, Neb., an- Rowland.
nounced
he
will bring in C'Scope
Bob Clark, West Virginia area
Yoakum to W. S. McLemore of
pix several times each month after rep for Metro and member of the
Waco.
J. C. Chatmas has rourided out successful bow with “The Robe.”
local sales organization for several
“Karamjoja” drawing capacity years, transferred to San Fran42 years as an exhibitor at Marlin.
He started, in 1912 When he pur-, houses at 76 West. Dodg§ and cisco; successor not named yet.
chased ari interest in the Majestic Council Bluffs: ozoners.
Ken Winograd, returned from
there.
It now is the site of the
Korea after two years, in army,

RADIO CITY MUSIC RAIL

While foreign film distributors obviously aim at maximum returns
Qn everiy import some art house operators Complain that the distribs
often fail to develop the full potential of their product because of
indifference in marketing it:
Exhibs specializing in overseas films

will succeed, his brother,

Approximately 2,600 motion pictures and filmstrips are described in
a catalog being distributed abroad by the U.S. Information Agency
to aid" educatrirs, scientists and other film users in selecting American
audio-visual materials. Issuance of the list, said USIA Director Theodore C. Streibert, and the “many excellent American films” it contains*
will make the U S. and its works “more thoroughly understood and
appreciated abroad.” Publication, entitled “1954 Supplement: U.S.
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Motion Pictures and Filmstrips
Suitable and Available for Use Abroad,” was compiled with guidance
and approval of an advisory board Of professional visual education
specialists. Pictures listed are available abroad on a sale, rental or
loan basis.
,

1

Continuing. its policy of touring offbeat personalities to bally pictures, Metro rhas imported a genuine Scotsman and a pair of Scot
lassies to blow the bagpipes for “Brigadoen.” Commander K.D. Ian
Murray, R.N.,
in the Highland village of Tullibardine, Perthshire,
;

bom

Scotland, acted as technical adviser on the film and has been engaged
make one of the tours. The other will be made by Pat Gow and
Olive Henderson, lassies who are hostesses for Scandinavian Air Lines.
Commander Murray will wear kilts on the tour and discuss Scottish
legends, customs, etc. The gals will also appear in native dress of
tartan and kilts.

to

Thomas L. Robinson, publisher of the Charlotte (N. C.) News, who
has been travelling this summer in Europe doing a series of political
commentaries (he had an exclusive interview with the Prime Minister
of Portugal) is the same Robinson. who about 20 years ago did a stint
with the 20th Century-Fox publicity department in N. Y. Long since
a rrioted Carolinian with a wife and three children, Robinson has
been resusitating the News against the riirire powerful and sold-out
Robinson has 30% of the News stock.
Charlotte Observer.
jerry Wald assumes the role of a modest violet
in the filming of "The Eddy Duchin Story” at Columof the defunct N. Y. Graphic, Wald was one of
Duchin’s strongest boosters and helped materially iri his rise to prom*
inence as a pianist. As executive producer at Columbia, he has eliminated himself from the story and ordered that only one N. Y. columnist
be mentioned in the script—-the late Mark Bellinger.
It isn’t often that
.

but he
bia.

is

doing

It

As radio editor

While cominercial exhibition of “Salt of the Earth,” controversial
labor pic, is still at a standstill in Chicago because of a boycott by
the motion pibture operators union, the. film continues to be a conversation piece in certain organizational circles: “Salt” was shown
last week at the. Third Unitarian Church in Chi on 16m projector
and. was followed by an informal discussion of the picture’s merits.

Leonard

A closed-circuit hookup of 23 cities, arranged by Box Office Tele*
Wiriograd, as manager of Oriental
Theatre in Rochester, Pa., Oct. 1. visioh, will be employed for a medical session tomorrow (ThursJ.
Some
to
5,000 physicians will gather in hotels from 6 to .7 p.i
Takes / place when latter enters
HebreW Union College in Cincin- observe and participate in a symposium op the management oi uyptxTelecast,
College
terision.
sponsored
by
American
of
Physicians
the
nati to study for the rabbinate.
Bob Gorden, new proprietor of and Wyeth Laboratories, .will originate
in New York from CBS
*~
in
Smithton, Studio. 60.
Shepp
Theatre
changed its name to the Linda.
House long has beene.dark and is
Recap on the publicity “breaks” garnered for Walt Disney’s "20,000
being modernized for a reopening Leagues Under the Sea” shows the pic has been covered via extensiv
soon.
features in just about every national mag plus the Sunday rotos and
Shea Theatres took over manage- wire services.
Spectacular nature of the film and,.the underwater,
ment arid operation of the three iensing in Nassau helped in copping the attention.
film houses in Bradford, Pa.—the
For
McKean
and
Bradford.
Shea,
Leading industryites attended the ground-breaking cereriionies held
the last several years, Dipson cirO.
Friday
for the new, $300,000 Screen Directors Guild building and
The Wilson, riabe house in cuit has been operating the prop- theatre (17)
in Hollywood. Prexy George Sidney, terming it a dream come
Youngstown, O.y has reopened erties under pooling deal with
,

.

TOLEDO,

true f Or SDG, disclosed the home torn down to make room for the new
new Shea’s.
Sam Mills, formerly, with Stan- quarters was Originally that of the French director, Maurice Tournier,
of
Ben Algahmee,
ley-Warner in Youngstown, Q., later lived in by his director son, Jacques.
with a dual policy,
Peter Wellman, Girard, O., cir- brought here to manage the Strand
Warner Bros;, going all out in its. proinotion of the Judy Garland
cuit operator, underwent surgery in Greensburg.
Ernest P. Gorris, ex-airman who starrer, “A Star Is Born,” has. issued a comprehensive 28-page pressat
the
Sewickley (Pa.) Valley
snuffed out a bomb in‘a B-29 river book which contains a 12-page inserted advertising section. Special deHospital.
North Korea late in 1952, saving luxe copies of the book for distribution to leading exhibs. and circuits
12 lives, licensed by the state as a
heads have been prepared with a spider-weave glassine dust jacket.
projectionist. He’ll operate at the
Ernest Corullo, booker at Affili- Star in Glassport, which Gorris
One of the novelties at the world premiere of “A Star Is Born’
ated Theatres, resigned to enter and his mother own.
another biz. He bought a part inStariley-Warner reopening the at the Pantages theatre in Hollywood on Sept. 29 Will be a press room,
Typewriters* desks and
terest in Bar-Ba’s Market, Hing- Melrose, a nabe house here which provided for reporters covering the event.
ham. Arthur Rowe, formerly dis- has been shuttered several months. extra telephone lines will be Set up in a special room off the main.,
trict
manager and booker for Dewey Moore appointed manager. lobby*

following remodelling, under

management

BOSTON
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1
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Claudette Colbert's performance In last week's. CBS-TV color
production of “Royal Family'' for .Westinghouse, which generally
critical: plaudits* is expected to cue a fresh outburst of
activity for her tv-film series- which was originally intended for
Toni in the 8:30 to 9 p.m. Saturday slot on NBC-TV* Guaranteed
in excess of $1,000,000 ($10,000 a week for 54 weeks) in a noncancellable contract, plus an ownership stake in the residuals,
Hiss Colbert flatly rejected the NBC overtures because of her
refusal to do the commercials. As result, the series now lies dormant, with Toni bypassing the show. But Miss Colbert is ^standing
pat: anybody who buys her does so sans commercials.
Situation parallels the recent dropout of Kate Smith from the
NBC-TV afternoon schedule, despite the fact that the web still
had a year to go on .it3 contract, because of .Miss Smith’s refusal
to pitch the client's wares.
With but these two and possibly a few other exceptions, however, virtually all the major talent in the tv programming sweepstakes today have been “indoctrinated” into the commercials, for
better or for worse. NBC, for one, is averse to pacting any star
who refuses to identify himself (or herself ) with the advertiser.
Few in tv today enjoy the privilege of "playing the show” ex
clusively without doubling into a client pitch.
In fact, next season will witness some personalities skipping the
programs and throwing in their lot with, commercials only, as witness the pacting of Leopold Stokowski, who has been signed by
RCA for. the color tv commercials on the upcoming “Tonight At
8:30” color spec.

won her

‘There's Nothing Like a

Dame’ Accents Specs,

Tele-

pix Castings

Two vicepresidents and a number of topranking execs were cut
loose by ABC yesterday tTues.) in
a far-reaching personnel realignment.

Reshuffling
every phase

vir-

affects

“departmental

„

Of

consolidations,”

Viewed as one of the alarming,
aspects of the competitive. NBC. vs.
CBS battle for top pix-legit names,
notably for the rash of high-budgeted tv spectaculars, is the acquiescence on the part of the networks
in permitting the stars to call all
the turns. Strictly aside from the
unprecedented coin being lavished
on these personalities, the top talent has been throwing the book at
the webs in terms of dictating who
shall produce, costar, etc. The networks, in their anxiety to snare the
major names, have been offering
little or no resistance to the de-

Saudek’s ‘So What!*

network
in
Operations
radio
and television, and while officially it was
called “executive promotions” and
tually

With all the shouting and
drumbeating of the NBC-TV
90-minute specs, the TV-Radio
Workshop of the Ford Foundation has been growing slightly
annoyed over the “wfe were

it

meant the first drastic moVe by the
United Paramount Theatres hierarchy in moving out the Web’s “old

first” claims.

guard” contingent.
Top exec forced out was Alexander (Sandy) Stronach, veepee of
the tv network. No indication was
given of a replacement. Also out
are program v.p; Charles Underhill,
production
chief
Charles
(Chuck) Holden, publicity topper
Jack Pacey and advertising director Mitch De Groot. Pacey was on
the Coast 6n a publicity tour
when the news broke in a memo
circulated yesterday under prexy
Robert %. Kintner’s signature.
There’s, been no replacement for
Stronach named yet, but since
Slocum (Buzz) Chapin is a v.p. and
director of the tv web, it’s assumed
he’ll take command. Robert F. Le-

Chiming
“looka

and

its
own
Workshop

in -with

here,”

the

director, Robert Saudek, point to the fact that fbr

.

its

full
seasons (and now
going into the third) the CBSSunday afternoon “Omnibus” series of ,90-minute shows
even more fully rate the appellation “spectacular” in terms
of innovating new concepts

two

mands.

TV

When, for example, Betty Hut>:
ton insisted that none other than
Charles O’Curran (who incidentally
is her ex-husband) be pacted to direct the musical numbers for her
videbut in Max Liebman’s production of “Satins and Spurs”, even

in
and
bffrthe-beatenrtrack
program content.

.

though Rod Alexander* Liebman’s
longtime associate, has been given
the nod in the series of NBC-TV
specs, Miss Hutton was given her
way rather than risk losing her

Trying to Unload

services.

now eastern tv program
chief under Underhill, takes over
as director of the program department. Gene Accas, until now director of radio advertising and promotion, becomes director of the newly
created department of advertising,
promotion and publicity for radio

wine, until
All of the tv spectaculars in the
early stages of th e 1954-55 season
;

and several upcoming and “being
negotiated” telepix series have that
“cheesecake” look -— though not
necessarily, in the traditional sexiomatic sense (thus the quotes). Ditto
some of the opening shows that
don’t fall into the specola category;
Dorothy McGuire, for,' instance

launched “Lux Video Theatre” in
“To Each His Own.” Armstrong’s
“Circle Theatre” got going seasonally— and -under the new production auspices of Talent Associates
with Janet Blair as the mccoy
cheesecake in the “Mrs. Universe”
play. General Electric’s choice for
its preemer .was Gene Tierney, vidtbuting in “Nora,” adapted from
Henrik Ibsen’s “A Doll’s House,”
Of new series with permanent
stars, they’re virtually all-femme.
Celeste Holm is heading up “Hon-

Traitor
“Our

Goodly
Heritage,”
8:15 a.m. Sunday inspirational
stanza on WCBS-TV, N. Y.,‘
will

mark

its

100 th telecast

Oct. 10:

In celebration of the event.
William B. Baer, dean of New
York U.’s College of Arts and
Sciences, who conducts the
show, is having a little shindig
at the Harvard Club.

—

—

(

CBS’ desire

to dear the decks in
quest for five wholly-owned tv
by disposing of its 45%
minority interest in WTQP, Washington, and WCCO, Minneapolis,
apparently isn’t coming off too
easy.
At least not in terms of
shedding its D. C. holdings (where
the Washington Post holds the majority stock of 55%), As result,
there’s every indication now that

and

tv, replacing both Pacey and
Groot.
Radio and tv news and special
events have also been consolidated
under the wing of John Daly as
v.p. in charge, but there have been
no casualties from the radio side,
with Tommy Velotta remaining as
v.p, and administrative officer of
the new department under Daly.
News, and special events will also
take over religious and educational,
programming, formerly in Pacey’s

stations

(Understood that NBC was contemplating using Ralph Bellamy in
view of the click performance he
gave in the legit version). NonetheColumbia will first divest itself of less Miss Sullavan got her way, reits
45% in WCCO, although it sulting in the, deal, for Joseph Cothad hoped to get Washington out of ten to costa r with her.
the way first.
The networks,
turn,
say
CBS’ interest in WTOP is estimated to be worth about $4,000,000. they’re not entirely to blame, and
point the finger, at the talent
There are least two hot bidders
agents (notably William Morris,
for it, one of them being Leon
and MCA) who, by virtue of their
Levy, who has had a longtime
hold on the stars, are being idenidentity with Columbia as a stocktified as. the “behind the scenes
holder-board member (which he
villains” in grabbing off the auxiwould obviously have to relinquish). liary contracts.
.

.

.

.

.

.

to cast

about for a new method of

representing network billings this
fall. Reason is that for the first
time in years, for at least one net•work’s rate cuts will take the form
of a reduced gross hourly rate instead of an increased discount.
That happens next week when ABC
installs its single rate system,, with
the hour rate becoming a flat $16,300 instead of varying gross rates
like, a dame” for Max Liebman, that went as high as $30,000 in
who opened On Sept. 12 with evening time.
Betty Hutton and will follow on
While CBS and presumably NBC
Sept. 25 with Ann Sothern in
will reduce nighttime rates in the
“Lady in the Dark.” The [Monday form of higher
discounts, ABC’s
night specials, ablaze with the Lereduction in. evening rates Will put
land Hayward pennant before his
it in a Jar lower category so far
illness* will be launched with Ginas gross billings are concerned.
ger Rogers in “Tonight at 8:30,’
Networks up to now, along with
(Continued on page 42)
PIB and others, have reported sales
and billings, in gross figures, not
counting in the discounts. So that
while in the past an hour nightime
sale would have credited ABC with
$30,000, although it would have
come to
net; of about $16,000,
starting next month the network
will be credited with only $16,300..
At the same time, CBS and NBC
If NBC can come up with the
(Continued on page 32)
right vehicle for her, Shirley Booth
wouldn’t be averse to joining the
star brigade in tv for one of the
‘BABES IN
Max Liebman 90-minute specs.
Liebman, it’s reported, is hot for
the Booth entry, with possibility of
a deal heightened' by the star’s de“Babes in Arms” will be the seccision not to tour in her current ond in the series of shows to star
legiter,. “By the Beautiful Se5.” Ethel
Merman on the CBS-TV
Factor, too, is the price, but ap- Wednesday
Westinghouse
night
parently this would be no major series. Miss Merman has already
stumbling block in view of the been signed to open with “Panafancy .coin being tossed around to ma Hattie.”
pact major personalities.
She’s engaged, for four programs
Miss Booth has let it be known, in the series, with the third show
however, that she won’t do an likely to be “Call Me Madam;”
original preferring a time-tested Rights for this layout are still to
Broadway vehicle (such as “Tree be cleared by composer Irving
Grows In Brooklyn” or possibly, a Berlin. Title of the fourth show
dramatic .show,).
isn’t known as yet.
.

.

ARMS’ AS

MERMAN’S 2D TV ER

.

,

.

But stalemating negotiations is the
fact that Paul Graham, publisher
55%-owning Washington
of* the
Post, reserves the right to meet
any outside figure within 60 days,
which automatically holds a bidder

Sweep leaves among the ABC
“old guard” only Kmtner, Chapin,
radio veep Charles Ayres and v.p.assistant to the prez Ernest Lee
Jahncke as topleyel execs at the
web. Officers installed by United
Paramount include Bob Weitman
and Bob O’Brien among the top operating execs'.
Understood there
has been friction at the web since
they moved over, and there have
been repeated rumblings of a sweep
since the merger. This is the. first
manpower cut since that time,
;

dangling midair despite the fact
that he’s got hard cash on the line.
CBS is shooting for St. Louis
and Boston to round out its o&o tv
possessions.
It figures it has a
NBC-TV’s “Medic” managed a
strong chance of getting the St. 19-point turnover—after one exLouis channel. But Boston is some- posure oh Monday (20), with a
thing else again, with the chances Trendex score of 25.3 against 19.9.
at best slim. If it misses out there, for CBS-TV’s “Public Defender."
week,
with
Columbia will settle for a flourish- Previous
“Medic"
ing. V in any of the major 15 mar- preeming, it rated 19.6, highest
kets. Nor has it ruled out the pos- that NBC had until then achieved
sibility of eventually taking over in the Monday at 9 slot, but “DeWTOP. in Washington as a wholly- fender” was still, way. ahead last
owned operation to complete its week with 33.2. Rarely in tv rating
sweepstakes has a 19-point change.five-station complement.
over, accompanied by upbeat froi
second, to first position,
been
achieved.
What “Medic”, will do versus the
SERIES returning “I Love Lucy” is moot,
IN
Rosemary Clooney has been set •but last Monday’s scorecard in the
former’s favor is credited, to a. dual
at
a
Thursday
Radio
for
CBS
by
reason: the; 8 to 9 “Operation En9 p. rh. quarter starting Oct. 7.
tertainment” precede with solid
Perry Como is on Monday-Wedneslineup, of names (that is the Sid
day-Friday in same slot for ChesCaesar upcoming slot), and the imwith a sponsor being
terfield,
pact created by the “Medic” presought for Miss Clooney.
miere with its birth.-of-a-babyBacking Miss Clooney will be
death-of-a-motiier theme.
the Buddy Cole orch, with Bill
Brennan producing and Glenn

—

however.
Others

reportedly getting the
gate were William (Bud) Materne,
assistant national sales manager in
tv, and Jerry Harrison, eastern tv

Jahncke remains in
sales chief.
the station relations; domain, with
A1 Beckman 'being upped to. direc.

.

.

tor of station relations of the tv
Web arid Charles Godwin; who recently moved over from Mutual,
getting the nod on the radio side.
-

CBS RADIO

!

Seem’

)

...

Not to be outdone, Margaret’ Sullavan pacted as star of the second
of the Monday night series* “State
of the Union,” which Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse, will produce, chimed in with: “If you take
me you gotta take Joe Gotten."

its

De

domai
Other consolidation takes place
in sales development and research,,
with tv sales development director
Don Durgin taking over as director
of sales development, and research
estly Celeste,” June Havoc will
for radio and tv. Don Coyle, forfront “Willy” and Claudette ColPublishers Information Bureau merly in charge of tv research, and.
bert may still do “Leave It To Liz,”
and. other publications reporting Jay Eliasberg, of radio researchalthough the NBC deal has conked
gross radio time billings may have remain with the 'network;
out.

“December Bride,” taking Red
Buttons CBSp.ot, stars veteran actress Spring Byington and Ronald
Col man’s private and pro vis-a-vis
in “Halls of Ivy” is Benita Hume.
Latest of the Hollywood staples
pencilled in for a go at a tv film
package is Myrna Loy.
As far as the NBC color aculars
are, concerned, it’s “there’s nothing

Similarly; Ginger Rogers, pjeted
for the first of the Monday night
ex-Leland Hayward spec series
for. “Tonight
At 8:30”, insisted
that Qtto Preminger be brought i
to produce; Again the web nodded
an assent.

•

Is

Belie vin’

Richard

manager

Berlin,
general
of the Hearst Corp.,

did some,

powwowing with CBS

prexy Frank Stanton last week
in what presumably was a bid
to patch Up the. Jack O’BrianFor many
CBS situation,

months O’Brian’s -“how-canyou - say-anything-good-aboutthat-network” tempo of his
N. Y. Journal American radiotv-column has been a source of
disturbance to the CBS com-

.

Wheaton

scripting.
-

Pharmaco’s

•

-

r

>"

Color Courtesy
Since the Jules Montehier outfit
is the older. and original

‘Hilltop’

(Stopette)

the “Royal Family" performance,, but because of its CBS

Pharmaco, Iiic. (Feen-a-Mint),
taking
CBS Radio’s “Hilltop client, the alternating Remington
House” day timer for, a Tuesday Shavers agreed to skip its turn
and Thursday ride beginning next Sunday (19) for the first colorcast
week (28).. Other three days are, of .“What’s My Line” on CBS.
sustaining thus far. Miles Labs has
Apparently it was thought that
been picking up the check but
the odor scrammer would look betbows out this week.
Biz booked via Doherty, Clifford, ter oh a tint show than a geezer

origin.

Steers

mand.

Eyebrow raiser last week
was O’Brian’s rave notice for
the

new CBS-TV

“Best
not

Broadway” premiere

—

of
so

much because O’Brian enjoyed

&

Sheffield.

.

having his whiskers removed.

*

,

»
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Wednesday, September 22, 1954

(Sept. 22-Oct. 2)'

Washington,

FCC’s

inquiry

Oops,

Commie

charges against Edward Lamb, Toprobroadcaster-publisher,
ledo
duced more heat than light during,
three days of hearings last, week,
but did unearth some evidence
supporting the agency’s case.

Wrong

Nitery

.

Revue” slated
for “Colgate' Comedy Hour” Sun“Latin

day

(26)

E. Lewis,

Quarter
wll

feature

cojnic

—

Joe

who has never played the

Lou Walters

New

spot in

:

;

York, but

Lamb’s counsel, Russell has been a staple at the competand J. Howard McGrath ing Copacabana si
the latter
(former attorney general), and cafe opened in 1940.
Commission attorney Walter PoSituation was brought about by
well engaging in continuous wranthe inability of the. Bernard Bros.,

Kudner (one-quarter

national sponsorship), plus regional sponsors.
Professional Football. DuMont, 2:05 p.m. to conclusion, Schick via
co-op sponsors.
Now. and Then (Dr. Frank Baxtef). Literature, CBS, 3 to 3:30

.

gling over the admissibility of testimony,- Examiner Herbert Sharfman has', had to display the patience of Job and the wisdom of
Solomon in filling .his assignment.
Observers generally agreed he has
succeeded
meeting the challenge.
So far the hearings have developed plenty of dramatics, if not
testimony, and. might well draw a
'

,

.

With

originally pacted for that date to
get out. of the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, for the night of the
showing. It had been planned to
Bernard ' Bros, to New
fly. in the
York, and have, them plane back to
Los Angeles immediately after the
show, therefore losing only one
night at that spot. .However the

m., sustaining.
General Electric Theatre (Ronald Reagan) (13 film). Drama,
to 9:30 p.m., General Electric, via BBD&O.
Life Begins at 80. Panel, DuMont, 9:30 to 10 p.m,, Serutan,
Edward Kletter.

p

NATALIE CORE

CBS. 9

1

“The A
Saturdays,
Tuesdays,

•

.

Hostess
& P Playhouse”
P.M.,
P.M.,

7.

8

WNBT-TV.

W ABC -TV

LExington 2-ilOO

*

Personal Representative

management
Grove
Cocoariut
ALBERT RQSS
wouldn’t let the Bernards, but;
good tv audience
if Sharfman
132 West 43d St., New York 86
Thus Lewis was rushed into the
CHickering 4-37.41
would; allow them to be televised,
breach.
which he almost certainly would
Colgate is also dickering for a
not;. Outstanding actor is Brown,
/on the Friars Club.
who can always be depended on onenighter
The vet theatrical Organization is ‘See It Now* to Ride
to liven up the proceedings should
working out a deal. It’s posnow
they show a tendency to become
sible that Milton Berle may head
With Maine’s Sen. Smith
(lull.
will be done
Brown frequently comes up with that show. If So, it
Oct. 17.
Her Global Air Tour
earthy ad libs, Oh one occasion,
A
When Powell insisted, that .names
Details of Edward, R. Murrow’s
must be mentioned to bring out
upcoming global show to end
facts and can late; he stricken if
global shows was to be made pubunsubstantiated, Brown* ‘protested:
lic last night (Tries.) on his CBS“This is more than a matter of
TV “See It Now” through an aplegal, procedure. The reputation of
pearance by Sen. Margaret Chase
Lamb’s family is involved. You can
When. Murrow
Smith of Maine.
Friendly
throw, a 'skunk in a jury box; and
and co-producer Fred
then throw it out but the smell still
learned that Sen. Smith was planasked if
stays.”
they
tour,
ning. a World
On another occasion Brown
she Would agree to have a small
charged Powell with putting On ai
accameramen
It”
crew of “See
Broadway show because of the latcompany her to make a film-anddisplayed
ter’s use of ‘‘a prepared script”
be
to
soiind recording
Chicago, Sept. 21.
(Continued on page 36)
Twenty additional stations have on the show. The senator, accepted
applied for membership in the the invitation to have her roundQuality Radio Group, newly-formed the-worlder picturized for a simuloutlets hooked taneous national audience.
roster qf key
up in joint, nighttime sales and
The Maine legislator’s itinerary
taped programming package. QRG is so extensive that it may result
board held its first formal session in “See It” expanding to an hour
here yesterday (Mon.) and set up or even 90 minutes, or possibly a
screening procedures for unidenti- larger spread elsewhere on the
fied new applicants to be added to: CBS schedule, if not a short-run
the original 24 announced at the series, based on the travelog.
Lotsa changes at CBS radio. Stan Outfit’s, incorporation three, weeks
With Congress not in session and
Freberg’s “That’s Rich” and the

—

On

W

.

MON,, SEPT. 27
Morgan Beatty and the News. DuMont, 7:15 to 7:30 p.m., Monday-thru-Friday, Miles Labs, via Geoffrey Wade.
Jamie (Brandon de Wilde). Situation comedy, ABC, 7:30 to 8
p.m., Duffy-Mott, via Young & Rubicam (alt. weeks)..
Sid Caesar Show. Cornedy, NBC, 8 to 9 p.m. (three out. of four
weeks); American Chicle via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sariiple, RCA via
Kepyon & Eckhardt, Speidel via SSC&B (co-sponsors).
Tonight (Steve Alleri); Variety, NBC, 11:30 p.m, to 1 a.m;, Monday-thru-Friday, participating.
TUES., SEPT. 28
Calvacade of America (film). Historical drama, ABC, 7:30 to 8
p.m., E.

AM

ago.

sound, version of “Meet Millie,”
A five-man executive committee
with Elena Verdugo, are. being was named to work out details of
dropped by the web after this, the. addition of the new stations to
week, with the Thursday 8 to 9 the. QRG string and also to hunt
p.m. pairings going to “Suspense” for a paid topper for the organizaand “Night Watch." Latter are also tion which hopes to be formally
sustainers.
^ signing national advertisers by
Also axed is the Friday night Oct. 15.
8-8:25 “Mr. Keen” series, but. the
Ward Quail, of the Crosley stacrossboard “Keen” is retained, tions, was confirmed as prexy;
“Crime Photog” goes into the Fri- William
WHO, Des
Wagner,
day vacancy Oct. 8. Another strip Moines, secretary; and W. H. Sumis on the way i
“Mr. and Mrs. merville,
WHL, New Orleans,
North,” which has been a once-a- treasurer,
veeker since its debut. Whodunit
Frank P. Schretber, WGN, Chiwill take the 9:15 p.m. quarter cago, was elected exec committee
starting Oct. 4, with Barbara Brit- chairman.
Other members are:
ton, and Richard Denning continu- John
DeWitt, WSM, Nashville;
ing in their roles.
Donald Thornburg, WCAU, Phila.;
“Stop the Music,’' Tuesday 8:30- Charles T; Lucy, WRVA, Rich9:30 p.m., moves up a half-hour mond, and Ralph Evans, WHO,
to 8 o’clock and adds 15 minutes Des Moines.
:

the

du

I.

Print; via

BBD&0.

Raye Show* Comedy, NBC, 8 to. 9 p.m. (price every four
Martha
weeks), Hazel Bishop, via Raymond Spectpr.
Make Room for Daddy (Danny Thomas). Situation comedy, ABC,
.9 to 9:30 p.m., Pall Mall via SSC&B, Dodge via Giant (alt; weeks).
WED., SEPT. 29
Masquerade Party^ Panel-quiz, ABC, 9 to 9:30 p.m., Remington
,

Rand

Young

via
Weeks).

&

Rubicam, Knomark Mfg. via Emil Mogul

.

Bros, via

J.

Walter Thompson.

THURS., SEPT. 30
CBS,

Shower

of Stars (color). Musicals,

every four weeks), Chrysler, vi
Ford Theatre (film). Drama,
J.

Waiter Thompson,
Four-Star Playhouse

(film).

Sewing Machine via Young

Thompson

&

Drama, CBS; 9:30 to 10 p.ni„ Singer
Rubicam, Parker Peris via J. Walter

31.

Erickson (co-sponsors).

Maine campaign successfully

Concluded, Sen. Smith will take off
from New York Oct. 12 for Lori-:

don and

government

will talk to

toppers in such
Rome,
Madrid,

spots

Paris,

as

Frankfurt

and

Bonn, Istanbul, Beirut, Pakistan,
Delhi, Bangkok; Hongkong, Manila,

&

:

.

Formosa,

.

In a brief talk last night (and as
a tipoff on the type of material
to be made available to the show),
Senator Smith,, according to a
rough draft of a text made avail-

“This
world trip is an important event
in my life and I want to say ex-

was

to

What

I

able;

actly

my

service

say

mean
in

in

part:

to say.

During

Congress,

I^llave

(Continued on page 32)

Texaco Show Starring Jintmy Durante. Comedy, NBC, 9:30 to
(alt. weeks on a three-week-out-of-four schedule), Texaco,

10 p.m.

via Kudner.

George Gobel Show. Comedy, NBC, 10
out of four), Pet Milk via Gardrier,
Belding (alt. Weeks).

&

,

CROSLEY CINCY EXIT
Cincinnati,

G«ts Paid,

Sept. 21.

WLW

and
C. Barth,
general program director,
and Neal Van Ellis, program, director of the tv station, have submitted their resignations to Robert E. Dunville, president of the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
Barth leaves Oct. 15 to become
v.p. and general manager of the
U. of Notre Dame commercial UHF
His appointment was anstation.
nounced by the Rev. Theodore M.
Hasburg, university official.
Van Ellis plans to continue his
tv. career in New York, where his
wife, Phyllis, is one of the McGuire.. Sisters on Arthur Godfrey’s
staff.
He exits from the Crosley

See Justice Done
Talent

Associates

has

pacted

:

Columbus, Sept. 21.
Following WTVN-TV’s severance of basic affiliation with ABC,
network-station identification has become so scrambled that it is
doubtful if the average viewer is certain about any studio’s affiliation here. Besides that; newspaper tv log caretakers are grinding
their teeth over the impossibility of linirig up any network’s schedule with! any particular station iri Columbus.
WTVN-TV, the Taft station here, cut bait With ABC on Aug. 24
after a five-year-plus basic affiliation, and reoriented its schedules
to DuMont, which it has always carried in tandem with ABC, and
a flock of film packages. A few days later, WLW-C, the Crosley
tv outlet iri Columbus and a five-arid-a-half year basic affiliate
of NBC,, signed a primary affiliation contract with ABC,, retaining*
*

To Person’
after

the

Stint

Sept.

27

opening of his new 60-minute show

on NBC-TV, Sid Caesar

will cross
over to CBS to “for free” it on Ed
Murrow’s “Person to Person’’ program Oct. 1 ). Murrow has had personalities from the rival web before (including RCA-NBC board
chairman David Sarnoff, to name
only the topper). Originally slated
for that Friday date with the CBS
interviewer Were Lucille Ball
(

&

Pesi Arnaz, but this plan was jetti-.
soned in favor of Ed Sullivan’s
“Toast of the Town” (same web)
which has. blueprinted an “I Love

Lucy” cavalcade.
“P to P,” incidentally, has. ex
panded its editorial associate staff,
with Art Settel tapped for the
chore that joins, him with John
Horn and David Moore, Settel
.

worked out

of CBS-TV press info
as a publicity specialist with Jack
Paar’s “Morning Show ” he’ll dou
ble on publicity with the Murrow
stanza. The web, has been interviewing candidates to replace Set

on ”Mof

to 10:30 p.m. (three weeks
via Foote, Cone

Armour

BARTH, VAN ELLIS IN

Bernard

tel

(once
^

(alt.

WLW-T

Four days

.

9:30 to. 10 p.m., Ford,

Tokyo and Honolulu,
bringing her flight string to Oct.

her.

process in a new slotting
9:15 that kicks off Oct. 5.

’Person

8:30 to 9:30 pa

McCann-Erickson.

NBC,

weeks).
Greatest Pro Football Plays of the Week (film), DuMont, 9:30
to 10 p.m., regional sponsors.
FRI., OCT, 1
Red Buttons Show. Comedy; NBC, 8 to 8:30 p.m. (three but of
four weeks), Pontiac, via MacManus, John
Adams.
Dollar a Second (Jan Murray), Audierice participation, ABC, 9
to 9:30 p.m., Mogen David, via Weiss & Geller.
Our Miss Brooks (Eve Arden) (film). Situation comedy, CBS,
9:30 to 10. p.m., General Foods, via Young & Rubicam,
The Vise (film). Drama, ABC, 9:30 to 10 p.ril., Sterling Drug,
via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
The Lineup (film). Mystery, CBS, 10 to. 10:30 p.m., Brown Si
Williamson, Via Ted Bales.
SAT., OCT. 2
Imogene Coca Show. Situation pomedy, NBC, 9 to 9:30 p.m.
(three weeks out of four); Lewis Howe (Tunis) via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Griffin Mfg. via Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
Johnson & Johnson via Young & Rubicam, S.O.S. via McCann-

8. to

On NBC He

(alt.

•.

This Is Your Life (Ralph Edwards). Personalities, NBC, 10 to
10:30 p.m., Hazel Bishop; via Raymond Spector,
Big Town (Mark Stevens). Mystery, NBC, 10:30 to 11 p.m., Lever

1

in

to 9:30 p.m., Serutan,

SAT., SEPT, 25
Gene Autry Show (film). Western, CBS, 7 to 7:30 p.m., Wrigley
via Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Jackie Gleason Show. Comedy, CBS, 8 to 9 p.m., Schick, via
Kudner, Nestle via Bryan Houston, Sheaffer via Russell M. Seeds,.
Max Liebman Saturday Night Spectaculars (color) Lady in the
Dark (Ann Sothern). NBC, 9 to 10:30 p.m. (every fourth week),
Oldsmobile via D. P. Brother.
SUN., SEPT. 26
General Sports Time (film). Football, DuMont, 1:50 to 2:05 p.m.,
General Tire & Rubber, via N. W. Ayer.
Professional Football. DuMont, 2:05 to conclusion, Schick via

Brow

from

Pariel,

via

Sept. 21.

into

FRL. SEPT. 24
DuMont, 9

One Minute Please.
Edward Kletter.

By JACK LEVY

irig.”

of course, its basic NBC.
It was at this point that network shows started popping up^ i
has first
strange locations. This is the way things are:
shows, but Since the station only can take certain
refusal on
listings, the rest of the
shows that won’t interfere with its
shows are
shows are up for grabs. That means some
turning, up on the schedule of the CBS affiliate, WBNS-TV, thus
neither
of
which is
shoWs,
one
making two stations carrying
a basic, although one is a. primary.
Firestone”
(NBC) is airirig “Super Circus,” “Voice of
So,
shows but hasn’t been carryFootball, all
and will air
ing ABC’s -‘Game of the Week.” That’s being telecast by WBNS(CBS), which has several other
shows pencilled in for the
Winter.
For the final fillip; WTVN-TV (DuMont), which has been carrying CBS afternoon serials since last spring, even while the station
was carrying a basic ABC-TV contract, is now showing Edward R.
Murrow’s “Person to Person” (CBS), which WBNS-TV (CBS) has
never carried; last year due to regional contracts on the show,
this year due to local' commitments,-

fold Sept. 30.

WLW-C

ABC

NBC

ABC

ABC

ABC

WLW-C
NCAA

TV

.

ABC

ABC

-

Dial

Back To Radio
Chicago, Sept. 21.

Gary Merrill to serve as actor-host
on NBC-TV’s “Justice” and will
on the chore Sept. 30. That
date will incept a number of other
changes for the Borden’s-backed
8:30 p.m. drama series based on
Legal Aid Society files. Brought
start

,

with Dari! Petrie on
direction is Robert Stevens;,
who’s done “Suspense” and the old
Ben Hecht series, among other
shows. Petrie stays with “Justice’*
after all, having formerly been pencilled in as co-director (with William Brpwn) of the upcoming
Coast-based “Climax” series for
Chrysler
CBS-TV,. With Allen
Reisner signed to fill the Petrie
gap. Reisner’s first effort. Will be
in to alternate

the

"

.

“The 13th Chair,” Oct.

14,

*'Jystice” has Used A couple ol
Armour’s soap division, whose
Dial soap and shampoo haven’t name ringmasters-thesps in the
been represented on the AM air- last fortrright—Robert Curiimings
lanes since the departure from and Dennis O’Keefe, who appeared
NBC’s “Dial Dave* Garraway” a in the plays as lawyers for Legal
couple of seasons back, is return- Aid. Merrill is permanent, howing to the network in November; ever, in his previous tv series the
Firm has ordered three insertions Hollywood player was a private eye
weekly in the “Fibber McGee & on ABC’s “The Mask.” With thb
Mollie” evening strjp and the Fri- Sept. 30 stanza the music direction
day segment of the “It Pays to Be will be taken over by Ralph NorGreen
relieving Bernard
Married,” Jay Stewart-emceed and man,
who’s headed for California.
aud^pai’tierpation Strip.'
,

'

RADIO-TELEVISION

WedneflcUy, September 22, 1954

27

'The quid pro quo, tit-for-tat season Is on for sure, with virtually
all major “live” performers dating each other on the cross-plug
Hot and heavy
route as the tv season gets under: full steam.
als6 are the ‘’trailers,” with last week’s skeins dominated by
Sid. Caesar exchanging courtesies on their
Inaugurals as a segue from NBC’s “Three-T\yo-OneZero!” atomic energy oneshotter (and past Monday’s (20) starstacked “soldiers in greasepaint’* gala at 8 to 9 p,m. aimed, in
minute part, at least, as the “week before” targeting of the time
slot as being the “rendered Unto Caesar” spot.)
Martha Raye Will be the initial guest on next week’s (27)
preemer of Steve Allen’s ‘‘Tonight” show, on the network, with
Allen pencilled in to repay the courtesy on the comedienne’s upBerle, Hope,
coming Tuesday nighter (in the Berle-Hope time)
Jimmy Durante, Donald O’Connor, George Gpbel, Imogene Coca,
et al., will be “dropping in” on sundry shows in return for future
favors along the same assembly lines.
It oushta be quite a “you-buy-from-me-ITl-buy-from-you” kick at
the season’s start.

Robert Montgomery and

Negotiations were reported un-

Butova and the Blow

respestive

.

calling

TV

Aspiring

the

lations,

Scripters

from theme:
Don Anton did the

something of a bombshell to the
Madison Ave. ad fraternity, since
Buiova and Biow have practically
been synonymous in the 33-year
association between agency boss
Milton Biow and Arde Buiova,
owner of the watch company.
Just what precipitated the sudden blowup, which came on Monday (20), is being kept pretty much
under wraps, but it’s understood
that Terry Clyne, veepee in charge
of radio-tv and a key man on the

-

script for

He’s a member of the ABCtechnical crew working
the Kraft show.

TV

ates and the letter wound up on
the desk of David Susskind, partner in the packaging outfit Who DECISION
happens to be a native of the Hub.
Susskind replied in the usual vein
‘GOLDBERGS’
“always looking for writers, of
Decision whether Vitamin Corp.
course, but although nothing doing
now, why not send in some sample of America continues with “The
DuMont after exMiller did forthwith, Goldbergs”
scripts?”
applying his energies to “Jamie,” piration of contract next month
one of TA’s five shows, all of them will be made Friday (24). VCA
dramatic. Susskind read the model exec veep Larry Paskow said that
and before you could say “boom his company is satisfied with the
situation coniedy, but is Waiting to
rhike” Mike himself was flown
Result, he’s now pacted as part see if. the network can clear the
top 40 video markets in a hew
Of TA’s writing stable and already
has moved bag, baggage .and fam- time period.
Stanza has .167 stations—39 of
Meantime,
ily
into New- York.
Miller wrote four “Jamie” half- them What Paskow considered major markets—-but Bishop Fulton J.
hours, first of which Will be showcased next month, and will supply Sheen’s “Life Is Worth Livrtg” retwo additional scripts for a six-total turns to DuMont next month after
a summer hiatus, thus preempting
in his baptismal season as a tele“The Goldbergs” Tuesday at 8
writer.
p.m. time. The network, therefore,
has to clear the needed 40, plus
whatever other stations they can,
in another hour for VCA (Rybutol)
within the,. next couple of days;

ON DuM

.

for Free

New York.
Editor, Variety:

...

never seen
purple
cow?
Then, I can safely bet

You’ve

You

haven’t yet. invested
In a color tv set.
Bob Colwell
(S;S,C.&B.)

involves upwards of $5,000,000
most of it siphoned
In
radio-tv station breaks.
fact, the Buiova station-break franchises (for ..many years in radio,
and now in tv) with the networks
and stations has been the envy of
the entire agency-client commercial roster, with Biow’s ability to
Wrap up all the cream availabilities giving him a “wonder boy”
status as far as Buiova was concerned.
i

'..S

Thus the breakup, reportedly due
to agency-client conflict on. future
policy, comes as the “surprise of
the year” in agency circles. Mean-

while

.

reports

Biow would

fall

were current that
heir to the Benrus

account.

KFSD (AM-TV) ON

BLOCK FOR $2,227,500
Washington, Sept.
Application was filed
yesterday (Mon.) to

FCC

f

21,

ith

the

sell sta-

KFSD

and KFSD-TV in San
Diego to a company headed by
ames G. Fox of the New York in-

tions

vestment firm of Fox, Wells & Co.
Price of the stations is quoted at

th?

week

last

Orpheum

to lease or sell

Theatre,

to a television

Brooklyn,

network or

station.

With practically all available space
in Manhattan mostly legit
long

—

—

since converted to tv uses (preceded, of course, by acquisition of
such properties by the radio webs),
Brooklyn is still virgin territory.
NBC acquired the huge, property
jat 1268 E. 14th St. in Brooklyn, but
that was formerly a Warner Bros,
soundstage, not a “house,” with the
1

web having converted

it

to a color-

preemed with the

Max Liebman-Betty Hutton

spec-

The network also has the
Century Theatre in Manhattan for
color and monochrome shows (having, lost both the Center and Intertacular.

national to the wreckers).

The Orph was for some years a
house, and latterly a.
Straight cinema in the
KeithOrpheum Theatres chain, which
has sold out to a syndicate headed
by Max Hofmann, of Hofmann
Katz, attorneys. Property is assessed at $380,000 and the deal was
a cash transaction over a mortgage
of $130,000. House is a ,1,715-seater
with a three-story building on Flatbush Aye., and parcel consists of
16,500, square feet fronting
on

yaudfilm

RKO

NBC-TV sales factotums were
caught in the act of doing a series
of nipUps last week aiient next
week’s (27) inaugural of its “Tonight” show starring Steve Allen
in his major nighttime' webbery
comer-outer. With some $450,000
in the participation till representing gross sales, the Web figured on
a coup d’coin hovering around halfa-million by preem time.
In the
counting house as of late last Week
Was a total of 113 participations

&

three streets.

CBS-TV’s

last acquisition in

hattan was the

RKO

ManW.

theatre at

and Broadway, currently
stemming from Chevrolet (10 used for tintcasting. Both NBC and
shares of stock);. Cadillac (three); CBS afe acutely in need of other
Polaroid (9); Westclox. (with 13 outside facilities, with ABC and
plugs and earmarked as an optional DuMont also in line for expansion
charter client), Broil Quick (39) as local and, network programming
and Helene Curtis (39 and also a mushrooms.
“charter oaker ”)
At the current pace, some of the
“figger
filberts”
including Joe
Culligan predict a cool $1,000,000
for Allen’s baptismal cycle, based
on a starting skein of 3i stations
(largely the basic outlets).
Along with the “Tenting ‘Tonight’ Story.” Was the web’s handsprings for its T-H-T triumvirate
on the sales graph—^meaning the
triple participation daisy-chain embracing the going-on-three. “Today,” the sixmonth baby “Home”
and the show not yet ready to be

separated from its umbie-chord,
The generally slow
“Tonight.”
Controlling interest in the sta- month of August produced sponof $927,000 for the
bookings
sorial
tions is presently held by Thomas
E. Sharpe. Fox, Wells & Co. owns trio of “mag concept” stanzas, with
“Today”
accounting
for $297,000
in
26% of the stock .of WWOR-TV
Worcester, Mass.
( Continued on page 36)
$2,227,500.

81st St.

—

—

.

.

billings,

derway

cast studio that

also leaving the agency.
the, Buiova biz

into

’

'

is

It

where-

ming

AWAITED

,

Is

.

comment.

tomorrow’s
(Thurs.)
Kraft
“TV Theatre” on ABC-TV,
titled “Professor Jones and th
Missing Link.”

—

comes as

with him, as reported, could not be
confirmed, with all parties concerned preferring to bypass any

Variation on the
aRe-the-new-writersrC o

—

revelation

This

Whether he takes

Real Technique

Budding tv writers who’ve never
been represented in the medium
can take heart. It doesn’t happen
often, but it happened to Mike
Miller in his 30s, married, couple
Miller never did a teleof kids.
script in his life, but has been a
diligent parlor critic while serving
as copy chief for a Boston ad agency, Herbert W. Frank.
A couple of months ago Miller
wrote hopefully to Talent Associ-

ire

year. In terms of agency-client re-

account,

Saga of Mike Miller Gives Heart To

jkgetiby

quits after the first of the

it

'

ABC

Radio

continued

its

late

drive last week, signing on
bankrollers and renewing five others, four of which sponsor half-hopf religious shows. New
business came largely in the Tield
of news,
ith Oidsmobile latching
sales
five

new

new 12-a-week nighttime

on to

a.

news

package

stay and

A.

for

C.

a

three-week

Gilbert,

the toy-

makers, inking for three pre-Christmas weeks on the web’s weekend
news package.
Oldsmobile’s buy is on a newly-:
created four-nigh ts-weekly, thrice
nightly buy of five-minute newscasts at 8:25, ’9:25

NBC-TV

(and CBS) can keep
Washington, Sept. 21.
their spectaculars NBC Radio has
Hopeful that networks and other
its own version of the biggies.
large
operators
now limited by the
They’re “auraculars” (“hit ’em in
the ears"*). One of the sight hip- five-station tv ceiling can give “sub60podromes occurs Oct. 4 as a
stantial impetus” tb ultra high, the
minute gala at 8 p.m. kudosing FCC last week amended
its multiParamount Pictures and its “White ple ownership rules to allow liChristmas;” with Irving Berlin,
censees two UHF
Danny Kaye, Bing Crosby, and tion to five VHF. interests in addiRosemary Clponey booked for the
The Commission
stanza.

the

—

Benrus Watches

bills.

said

is

But sooner than that--(although
sustaining) is a two-hour NBC
salute to Bing Crosby on his Decca
Records 20th anni, slotted 6 to 8
o’clock next Sunday (26). Appearing Will be Paul Whiteman, Mary
Martin, Judy Garland and Bob
Hope, with Gary Crosby emceeing.
In the blueprint stage evolved
under Ted Cott, web’s program
v;p., are platter-and-talent tributes
to Arturo Toscartini, Enrico Caruso
and Louis Armstrong, plus a oneshotter on the Metopera. The Armstrong show will be
“Satchmo
Special” based partly on his upcoming Prentice-Hall book, “Saitchmd My Life in New Orleans.”
:

that' in

paying view
of the serious plight of ultrahigh, particularly in areas “where
the prestige, capital and know-how
of the networks and other multiple
owners would be most effective in
aiding- UHF,” it was persuaded that
the entry of the big operators into
such key markets would give
strong boost.

UHF

The

agency

emphasized, however, that it is not departing from
its policy of limiting concentration
of control of the media. “The multiple ownership Of broadcast stations,” it said, “does play an important. role in our nationwide
broadcast system. The ownership
of broadcast stations in major. markets by the networks, for example,
is an important element of network broadcasting.
GOBEL'S TALENT LINEUP
“Our nationwide system of broadcasting as we know it today
Chicago, Sept, 21.
quires
Fred
that some multiple ownerMacMurray has
been
igned as headline guest for the ship be permitted. We have always
premier of George Gobel’s NBC- recognised these needs and have
TV Saturday ight show Which by rule permitted multiple ownerStarts Oct. 2.
ship of broadcast stations in the
.Inked as musical director is John light of such (other and competing)
Scott Trotter and Peggy King as considerations. Here too it is our
regular .yo^t, .
view that the,, greater ,gpp4j Whiqtv

—

.

wili flow from the proposed rule
offsets the disadvantage resulting

tainly true,” she added, “that the

independent
UHF broadcasters
permitting
individual li- urgently need help and that the
censees to own a larger number of development of a truly nationwide,
stations.”
competitive television system depends on their survival. I have
Hennick’s Dissent
strongly urged the adoption of a
The relaxation was voted over a
series of measures aimed at the
vigorous dissent by Comr.. Frieda
real problem of equalizing their
Hennock, who doubted it would
competitive opportunity as relative
substantially/ contribute, to the sonewcomers in a field ail but prelution of ultra, high prolilems^^he
empted by a number of powerful
Commission’s aefibn, ‘she. said, ^illVHF interests. .The solution surely
give “small comfort” to the' indedoes not lie ;ih enlarging the. scope
pendent UHF! stations “who will ibf
multiple ownership;!’
see local channels granted tb netComr. John C... DoeEfer,; while
works or other groups whose intervoting for the. relaxation, issued a
ests are much less less closely ..reconcurring.; statement in. which he
lated to a particular community"
agreed with Miss Hennock at to
It will be no benefit at all to
using a numerical limitation on staindependent UHF
broadcasters,
-as the basis for controlling
who are in a critical condition be- tions
monopoly. ‘The number of stations
cause of lack of network programa licensee may own and operate,”
ming, to see the networks acquire
said, “is perhaps one of the most
UHF stations in the largest, most he
important policy matters this Comprofitable markets.”
mission is called Upon to decide.
Miss Hennock also objected to
“I have grave doubts as to the
putting an arbitrary limit on sta- wisdom of picking a ‘number’ withtions without reference to their out more reliable arid persuasive,
size or the markets in which they evidence that the number chosen
operate. “There is scant justifica- will in all cases mark the upper,
tion,” she said, “for giving equal limits of what will safeguard the
treatment to seven widely scattered public interest. A number related
small stations and on the other to population, or areas, or capacity
hand to seven lairge powerful sta- to program in the public interst,
tions serving major markets in is a more realistic guide Of standmetropolitan
centers
like
New ard than a bare numerical evaluaYork.”
tion. There is not much more than
Instead Of relaxing the restric- intuition as the basis for the prestions on multiple' ownership, Miss ent rule.”
The relaxation was generally
Hennock asserted, the Commission
should strengthen them. “It is cer->|. supported by the, UHF, industry.

from

Tues-

TALENT ASSOCIATES
IN SIXTH

.

TV ENTRY

Talent Associates brings its sixth
tv'er into the arena, its first local
show and also its first non-dramatic
stanza in “Finders Keepers.” It’s

.

,

10:25,

(Continued on page 42)

‘

:

and

day-thru-Friday.
Purchase gives
the web six fiveiminute sponsored
newscasts nightly for the TuesdayFriday period, with Aero-Mayflower picking up the tab on 7:55,
8:55 and 9:55 airings. The A. C.
Gilbert buy brings the weekend
package of 22 fiVe-minute Saturday-Suriday newscasts to one week

WABD,

a quizzer starting on
N-. Y.,.
flagship of DuMont, Oct. 7 in the
7 30 p. m. slot With Coca-Cola Bottlers sponsoring. Fred Robbins will,
:

be the emcee.
TA is represented on the webs
properties,
“Jamie”
with
five
“Circle
(ABC), “TV Playhouse,
Theatre,” “Justice” and “Mr. Peep.

ers” (NBC).

Stan

Bridgeport, Sept. 21.
dee jay,
veteran
after stay of less

Shaw,

exited from

WICC

than two months. Tur -.fabler announced he was leaving for other
Commitments,
WICC sales department had
made some sales but understood
progress wasn’t as anticipated.

j

.
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(Sept. 22-Oct. 2)'

By JACK LEVY

Howard McGrath

J.

to .9:30 p.m., Serutan,

SAT., SEPT. 25

Washington, Sept. 21.
FCC’s inquiry into Commie
charges against Edward Lamb, Toledo broadcaster-publisher, produced more heat than light during
three days of hearings last week,"
but did uneairth some evidence
supporting the agency’s case.
With Lamb’s counsel; Russell

Brown and

SEPT. 24
DuMont, 9

FRI.,
Panel,

One Minute Please.
Edward Kietter.

via

(former attorney general), and
Commission attorney Walter Por
well engaging in continuous wrangling over the admissibility of testimony, : Examiner Herbert Sharflan has had to display the patience of Job and the wisdom of
Solomon in filling his assignment,
Observers generally agreed he has
succeeded
meeting the chal,

lenge.

So far the hearings have developed plenty of dramatics, if not
testimony, and might well draw a
if Sharfmari
good tv audience
would allow them to be televised,
which he. almost certainly would
not. Outstanding actor is Brown,
who. can always be depended on
to liven up the proceedings should,
they show a tendency to become
.

—

dull.

Brown frequently comes up with
earthy ad libs. On one occasion,
when Powell insisted that names
must be mentioned to bring out
facts and can latex- be stricken if
unsubstantiated, Brown- protested:
“This is more than a' matter of
legal procedure. The reputation of
Lamb’s family is involved. You can
throw a "Skimk in a jury box and
then throw it out but the smell still
,

.

stays/’

Oh another occasion Brown
charged Powell with putting on a
Broadway show because of the latprepared script”
ter’s u$e of “
(Continued on page 36)
.

Wrong

Oops,

Gene Autry Show

Nitery

via Ruthrauff

Revue” Slated
for “Colgate’ Comedy Hour” SunQuarter

“Latin

wll

(26)

feature

comic

Who has never played

ing Copacabana since
cafe opened in 1940.

the

Professional Football. DuMont, 2:05 to conclusion* Schick via
(oh e-quarter national sponsorship), plus regional sponsors.
Professional Football. DuMont, 2:05. p.m; to conclusion, Schick via
-op sponsors.

:

Kudner

1

fly

in

the

Now and Then (Dr. Frank Baxter). Literature, CBS, 3 to 3:30
p.m., sustaining.
General Electric Theatre (Ronald Reagan) (13 film). Drama,
CBS, 9 to .9:30 p.m., General Electric, via BBD&O.
Life Begins at 80. Panel, DuMont, 9:30 to 10 pirn;, Serutan,
Edward Kietter.

NATALIE CORE

had been planned to
Bernard 'Bros, to New

It

York, and have them plane back to
Los Angeles immediately after the
show, therefore losing only one
However the
night at that spot.
m anagement
Grove
Coco abut
wouldn’t let the Bernards Out.
Thus Lewis was rushed into the

“The A

Hostess
i P Playhouse

Saturdays, 7 P.M.
Tuesdays, 8 P.M.,

WNBT-TV
WABCrTV

MON., SEPT. 27
Morgan Beatty and the News. DuMont, 7:15 to 7:30 p.m., Monday-thru-Friday, Miles Labs, via Geoffrey Wade.
Jamie (Brandon de Wilde), Situation comedy, ABC, 7:30 to 8
p.m., Duffy-Mott, via Young & Rubicam (alt; weeks)..
Sid Caesar Show. Comedy, NBC, 8 to 9 p.m. (three out of four
weeks); American Chicle via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, RCA vi
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Speidel via SSG&B (co-sponsors).
Tonight (Steve Allen).- Variety, NBC, 11:30 p.m. to 1 a.m., Moft-

LExington 2-1100
Personal Representative

ALBERT ROSS

132

43d St, New. Tor
CHickering 4-3741

West

breach.
Colgate

is also dickering for a
on the Friars Club.
theatrical organization is
now Working out a deal. It’s possible that Milton Berle may head
If so, it Will be done
that show.
Oct. 17.

onenighter

Western,' CBS, 7 to 7:30 p.m,, Wrigtey

SUN., SEPT. 26
General Sports Time (film). Football, DuMont, 1:50 to 2:05 p.m:,
General Tire & Rubber, via N. W. Ayer.

latter

Situation was brought about by
the inability of the Bernard Bros.,
originally pacted for that, date to
get out of the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, for the night of the

showing.

(film).

Ryan.

—

Joe
the
York,
but
New
Lou Walters spot in
competthe
at
staple
been
a
has

day

E. Lewis,

&

Jackie Gleason Show. Comedy, CBS, 8 to 9 p.m., Schick via
Kudner, Nestle via Bryan Houston, Sheaffer via Russell M. Seeds.
Max Liebmait Saturday Night Spectaculars (color) Lady in the
Dark (Ann Sothern). NBC, 9 to 10:30 p.m. (every fourth week),
Oldsmobile via D. P. Brother.

.

‘See

The vet

It

Now’

to

day-.thru-Friday, participating.

TUES., SEPT. 28

With Maine’s Sen.

'

Calvacade of America

(film).

Historical dramas

du Pont, via BBD&O.
Martha Raye Show. Comedy, NBC, 8

p.m., E.

ABC,

7:30 to 8

I.

to 9 p.m. (once every four

weeks). Hazel Bishop, via Raymond Spector.
R. Murrow’s
Make Room for Daddy (Danny Thomas). Situation comedy, AfeC,
end
to
9 to 9:30 p.m., Pall Mall via SSC&B, Dodge via Grant (alt. weeks).
be made pubCBSWED., SEPT. 29
lic last night (Tues.) on his
TV “See It Now” through an ap- _ Masquerade Party. Panel-quiz, ABC, 9 to 9:30 p.i Reinington
via
Chase
Rand
Young
Rubicam,
Kriomark Mfg. via Emil Mogul (alt.
&
pearance by Sen; Margaret
weeks).
When Murrow
Smith of Maine.
This
Is.
Your
Life
Friendly
(Ralph
Edwards)*
Personalities, NBC, 10 to
and co-producer Fred W.
10:30 p.m., Hazel Bishop, via Raymond Spector.
learned that Sen. Smith was planif
Big
Town
(Mark
Stevens).
Mystery,
NBC,
asked
10:30 to 11 p.m., Lever
ning a world tour, they
Bros, via J* Walter Thompson.
she would agree, to. have a small
acTHURS,,
SEPT.
30
crew of “See It” cameramen
Shower of Stars (color). Musicals, CBS, 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
company her to make. a‘ filin-andevery four weeks), Chrysler, via McCann-Erickson.
sound recording to be displayed
Chicago, Sept. 21.
Ford Theatre (film). Drama* NBC, 9:30 to 10 p m. Ford, vi
Twenty additional stations have on the show. The senator accepted
J. Walter Thompson:
applied for membership in the the invitation to have her roundFour-Star Playhouse (film). Drama, CBS, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Singer
Quality Radio Group, newly-formed the-worlder picturized for a simulSewing Machine via Young & Rubicam, Parker Pens via J. Walter
roster of key AM outlets hooked taneous national audience.
Thompson (alt! weeks).
up in joint nighttime sales and
The Maine legislator’s itinerary
Greatest Pro Football Plays of the Week (film).- DuMont, 9:30
taped programming package. QRG is so extensive that it may result
to 10 p.m., regional sponsors.
board held its first formal session in “See It” expanding to an hour
FRI., OCT. I
here yesterday (Mon.) and set up or. even 90 minutes, or possibly a
Red Buttons: Show. Comedy, NBC, 8 to 8:30 p.m. (three out of
screening procedures for unidenti- larger spread elsewhere on the
four
weeks),
Pontiac,.
via
MacManus,
John & Adams.
fied hew applicants to be added to CBS schedule, if not a short-run
Dollar a Second (Jan Murray). Audience participation, ABC, 9
the original 24. announced at the series, based on the travelog.
to
p.m:,
Mogeri
Dayid,
via
Weiss
& Geller.
9:30
outfit’s incorporation three weeks
With Congress not in session and.
Our Miss Brooks (Eve Arden) (film). Situation comedy, CBS,
ago.
her Mairie campaign successfully
to
p.m.,. General Foods, via Young & Rubicam.
9:30
10
A fiVe-man executive committee concluded, Sen. Smith will take off
The Vise (film). Drama, ABC, 9:30 to 10 p.m;, Sterling Drug,
was named to work out details of -from New York Oct. 12 for Lonvia Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
the addition of the new stations to
don; and will talk to government
The Lineup (film). Mystery, CBS, 10 to 10:30 p.m., Brown &
the QRG string and also to hunt
toppers in such spots as Paris,
Williamson, via Ted Bates.
for a paid topper for the OrganizaRome, Frankfurt and
Madrid,
SAT., OCT. 2
be formally Bonn, Istanbul, Beirut, Pakistan,
tion which hopes
Imogene Coca Show. Situation comedy, NBC, 9 to 9:30 p.m.
advertisers by
signing national
Delhi, Bangkok, Hongkong* Manila,
(three weeks out of four); Lewis Howe (Turns) via Dancer-FitzOct. 15.
Formosa, Tokyo and Honolulu,
gerald-Sample, Griffin Mfg. via Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
Ward Quail, of the Crosley sta- bringing her flight string to Oct.
Johnson & Johnson via Young & Rubicam, S.O.S. via McCanntions,
was confirmed as prexy; 31.
Erickson (co-sponsors).
WHO, Des
William
Wagner,
Texaco Show Starring Jimmy Durante. Comedy, NBC, 9:30 to
In a brief talk last night (and as
Moines, secretary, and W. H. Sumof material
type
the
on
tipoff
a
10 p.m. (alt. weeks on a three-week-out-of-four schedule), Texaco,
WHL, New Orleans,
merville,
via Kudner.
to be made available to the show),
treasurer.
a
George Gobel Show. Comedy, NBC, 10 to 10:30 p.m. (three week*
Frank P, Schreiber, WGN, Chi- Senator Smith, according to
text made availout of fourJ, Pet Milk via Gardner, Armour via Foote, Cone &>
cago, was elected exec committee rough draft of a
“This
part:
in
Belding
say
(alt, weeks).
to
able,
was
chairman. Other members are:
John DeWitt, WSM, Nashville; world trip is an important event
I want to say exlife
and
my
in
Donald Thornburg, WCAU, Phila.;
ELLIS IN
Charles T. Lucy, WRVA, Rich- actly what' I mean to say. During BARTH,
mond, arid Ralph Evans, WHO, my service in Congress, I have
(Continued on page 32)
Des Moines.
CINCY EXIT
Details of

Edward

upcoming global
global shows was

show

to

.

,

j

j

,

.

Lotsa. changes at CBS radio. Stan
“That’s Rich” and the
sound version of “Meet Millie,”,
with Elena Verdugo, are being
dropped by the web after this,,
week, with the Thursday 8 to 9
p.m. pairings going to “Suspense”
and “Night Watch.” Latter are also
F.re berg’s

sustainers,

^

Also axed
8-8:25 “Mr,

crossboard

is

the Friday night

Keen” series, but the
"Keen” is retained;

“Crime Photog” goes into the Friday vacancy Oct. 8. Another strip
is on the way ih “Mr. and Mrs.
North,” which has been a once-aweeker since its debut. Whodunit
will take the 9:15 p.m. quarter
starting Oct. 4, with Barbara Brit-

ton and Richard Denning Continuing in their roles.
“S.top the Music,” Tuesday 8:309:30 p.m., moves up a half-hour
to 8 o’clock and adds 15 minutes
in the process in a new slotting
from 8 to 9:15 that kicks off Oct. 5.

VAN

CROSLEY

Cincinnati,

Sept. 21.

C. Barth, yVLW and
general program director,

Bernard

WLW-T

On NBC He Gds

and Neal Van

Paid,
..

‘Person To Person

Stint

Four days after the Sept. 27
opening of his new 60-minute show
on NBC-TV, Sid ..Caesar will, cross;
over to CBS to “for free” it on Ed
jJurrow’s "Person to Person” program (Oct. 1). Muri’ow; has had personalities from the rival web before (including RCA-NBC board
chairman David Sarnoff, to name
only the topper). Originally slated
for that Friday date With the CBS
interviewer were Lucille Ball &
Desi Arnaz, but this plan was jettisoned in favor o.f Ed Sullivan’s
“Toast of the Town” (same web)
which has blueprinted an “I Love
Lucy” cavalcade.
“P to P,” incidentally, has ex.

panded

its

editorial associate staff,

with Art Settel tapped for the
chore that joins him with John
Hor
and David Moore. Settel

Worked out of CBS-TV press info
as a publicity specialist with Jack
Pa«urs “Morning Show.” he’ll double on publicity with the Murrow
stanza. The web has been interviewing candidates to replace Settel

on “Morning.”

Columbus, Sept.

21.

Following WTVN-TV’s severance of basic affiliation with ABC,
network-station identification has become so scrambled that it is
doubtful if the average viewer is certain about any studio’s affiliation here.. Besides that, newspaper tv log caretakers are grinding
their teeth over the impossibility of lining up any network’s schedule with any particular station in Columbus.
WTVN-TV, the Taft station here, cut bait with AfiC on Aug. 24
after a five-year-plus basic affiliation, and reoriented its schedules,
to DuMont; which it. has always carried in tandem with ABC, and
a flock of film packages. A few days later, WLW-C, the Crosley
tv outlet in Columbus and a five-and-a-half year basic affiliate
of NBC, signed a primary affiliation contract with ABC, retaining,
of course, its basic

NBC.

,

It was at this point that network shows started popping up 4ri
strange locations. This is the way things are: WLW-C has first
refusal on ABC shows, but since the station only can take certain
shows that won’t interfere with its NBC listings, the rest of the
ABC shows are up for grabs. That means somp ABC shows are
turning up on .the schedule of the CBS affiliate, WBNS-TV, thus
making two stations carrying ABC shows* neither one of which is,
a basic, although one is a primary.
So, WLW-C (NBC) is airing “Super .Circus,’.’ “Voice of Firestone”
and will air NCAA Football;. ail ABC shows but hasn’t been carrying ABC’. “Game of the Week.” That’s being telecast by WBNSTV (CBS), which has. several other ABC shows pencilled in for the
winter.
For the final fillip, WTVN-TV (DuMont), which has been carrying CBS afternoon serials since last spring, even while the station
was carrying a basic ABC-TV contract, is now showing Edward R.
Murrow’s “Person to Person” (CBS), which WBNS-TV (CBS), has
never carried; last year due to regional contracts on the show,
this year due to local commitments*
1

Ellis;

program

di-

rector of the tv station, have submitted their resignations to Robert E. Dunviile, president of the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.

Talent

Associates

Gary Merrill

has

pacted

to serve as actor-host

on NBC-TV’s “Justice” and will
start on the chore Sept. 30.
That
date will incept a number of other
Barth leaves Oct. 15 to become
changes for the Borden’s-backed
v.p. and general manager of the
8:30 p.m. drama series based on
U. of Notre Dame commercial UHF
Society, files.
Brought
His appointment was an- Legal Aid
station.
nounced by the Rev. Theodore M- in to alternate with Dan Petrie on
the direction is Robert Stevens,
Hasbiirg, university official.
who’s done “Suspense” and the old
Van Ellis plans to continue his Ben Hecht series, among other
tv career in New York, where his shows. Petrie stays with “Justice*
wife, Phyllis, is one of the Mc- after all, having formerly been penGuire Sisters on Arthur Godfrey’s cilled in as co-director (with WilHe exits front the Crosley liam Brown) of the upcoming
staff.
fold Sept. 30.
Coast-based “Climax” series for.
Chrysler on CBS-TV, with Allen
Reisner sighed to fill the Petrie
Reisrier’s first effort \vill be
gap.
Dial Back To Radio
:

“The 13th Chair,” Oct. 14.
Chicago, Sept, 21.
“Jystice” has used A. couple of
Armour’s .soap division, whose
Dial soap and shampoo haven’t name ringmasters-thesps in the
fortnight Robert Cummings
last
airthe
AM
been represented on
lanes since the departure from and Dennis O’Keefe, who appeared
in
plays as lawyers for Legal
the
a
Garroway”
NBC’s “Dial Dave*
couple of seasons hack, is return- Aid. Merrill is permanent; how•ever.
In
his previous tv series the
in.
November.
network
ing to the
Firm has ordered three insertions Hollywood player was a private eye
“The Mask.” With thd
on
ABC’s
&
“Fibber
McGee
the
weekly in
Mollie” evening strip and the Fri- Sept. 30 stanza the music direction
taken
over by Ralph Norwill
be
“It
to
Be
the
Pays
of
day segment
Married,” Jay Stewart-emceed and man, relieving Bernard- Green
California.
for
headed
who’s
strip.'
aud-participation

—

-

.

)

j
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The quid pro quo, tlt-for-tat season is on for sure, with virtually
all major “live” performers dating each other on the cross-plug
Hot and heavy
route as the tv season gets under full steam.
also are the “trailers,” with last week’s skeins dominated by
Robert Montgomery and Sid Caesar exchanging courtesies on their
respestive inaugurals as a segue from NBC’s “Three-Two-One^
Zero!-' atomic energy oneshotter (and past Monday’s (20) starstacked “soldiers in greasepaint” gala at 8 to 9 p.m. aimed, In
minute part, at least, as the “week before” targeting of the time
slot as being the “rendered Unto Caesar” spot.)
Martha Raye will be the initial guest on next week's (27)
preemer of Steve Allen’s “Tonight” show on the network, with
Allen pencilled in to repay the courtesy on the comedienne’s upcoming Tuesday nighter (in the Berle-Hope time). Berle, Hope,
Jimmy Durante, Donald O’Connor, George Gobel, Imogene Coca,
et al., will be “dropping in'* on sundry shows in return for future
favors along the same assembly lines.
It oughta be quite a “you-buyrfrom-me-ITl-buy-from-you” kick at
the season’s start.
;

Bulova and fhe Biow‘ igency ire
calling it quits after the first of the
year. In terms of agency-client relations,: the

revelation

conies

This

New

as

been, synonymous,

York.

TV

Scripters

With practically
in

never seen a purple

In a color tv set.

Bob Colwell

the

:

been represented in the. medium
can take heart. It doesn’t happen
often, but it happened to Mike
Miller—in his 30s, married, couple
Miller never did a teleof kids.
script in his life, but has been a
diligent parlor critic while serving
as copy chief for a Boston ad agency, Herbert W. Frank.
A couple of months ago Miller
wrote hopefully to Talent Associ•

ates. and the letter wound Up on
the desk of David Susskind, partner in .the packaging outfit who
happens to be a native of the Hub.
Susskind replied in the usual vein

—

‘‘always looking for writers, of
course, but although nothing doing

now, why not send in some sample
Miller did forthwith,
applying his energies to “Jamie,”
One of TA’s five shows, all of them
dramatic. Susskind read the model
and before you could say “boom
mike” Mike himself was flow in.
Result, he’s now; pacted as part
of TA’s Writing stable and already
has moved bag, baggage £nd famMeantime,
ily.
into New York:
Miller wrote four “Jamie” halfhours, first of which will be showcased next month, and Will Supply
two additional scripts for a six-total
in his baptismal season as a telescripts?”

,

writer:

Variation on the
ake-the-new-writers-c o

from theme;
Don, Anton did the

wherei n g -

m

script for

DECISION AWAITED

ON DuM ‘GOLDBERGS’
Decision Whether Vitamin Corp.
of America continues With “The
Goldbergs” on DuMont after expiration of contract next month
will be made Friday (24). VCA
exec veep Larry Paskow said that
his company is satisfied, with the
situation comedy, but is waitirig to
see if the network can clear the
top 40 video markets in a new
time period,
Stanza has 167 stations 39 of
them What Paskow considered mar
jor markets— but Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen’s “Life Is Worth Livng” returns to DuMont next month after
a summer hiatus, thus preempting
“The Goldbergs” Tuesday at 8

—

:

NBC-TV

CBS)

(and

cart

keep

(S.S.C.&B.

its

.

'

the

blueprint stage evolved,

Under Ted

Cott, web’s program
v.p., are platter-and-talent tributes
to Arturo Toscanini, Enrico Caruso
.

and Louis Armstrong, plus a oneshotter on the Metopera. The Armstrong show will be a “Satchmo
Special” based partly on his upcoming Prentice-Hall book, “Satchmo -My Life in New Orleans,”

—

GOBEL'S TALENT LINEUP
Chicago, Sept. 21.
has
been
signed as headline guest for the
premier of George Gobel’s NBCTV Saturday night show which
starts Oct. 2.
Inked as musical director is John
Scott Trotter and Peggy King as
regular ,v.6p$ljtat; j

Fred

MacMurray

:

.

The Orph Was for some years a
house; and latterly

vaudfilm

cinema in the RKO KeithOrpheum Theatres chain, Which
factotums
has
sold
oUt to a syndicate headed
caught in the act of doing a series
by Max Hofmann, of! Hofmann
of nipups last week anent next
Katz, attorneys. Property is asr
week's (27) inaugural of its “To- sessed at $380,000 and the deal was
night” show starring Steve Allen a cash transaction over a mortgage
his major nighttime webbery of $130,000; House is a l;715-seater
iri
,

!

NBC-TV

sales

It

involves upwards of $5,000,600

The

agency

straight

[

in billings, most Of
into radio-tv station

&

|

siphoned

it

In
breaks!
fact, the Bulova station-break franchises (for many years in radio
and now in tv) with the networks
and stations has been the envy of
the entire agency-client Commer.

!

1

with a three-story building on Flatbush Ave., and parcel consists of
16,500 square feet fronting on
three streets.

corner-outer.
With some $450,000
iii the participation till representing gross sales, the web figured on
a coup d’eoin hovering around half-million by preem time,
in the
counting house as of late last week
was a total of, 113 participations

cial roster! with BiOw’s ability to
.wrap up all the cream availabilities giving him a “wonder boy”
status as far as Bulova was concerned.

CBS-TV’s

the year” in agency circles. Meanwhile reports were current that
Biow would tall heir to the Benrus
account.

from Chevrolet
(10
shares of stock); Cadillac, (three);
Polaroid (9); Westclox (with 13 !
plugs and earmarked as an optional
charter client). Broil Quick (39)
and Helene Curtis (39 and also, a
“charter oaker.”)
At the current pace, some of the
“figger.
filberts”
including Joe
Culligan—^predict a cool $1,000,000
for Allen’s baptismal cycle, based
on a starting skein of 31 stations
(largely the basic outlets).
Along with the “Tenting ‘Tonight’ Story” was. the web's, handsprings for its T-H-T triumvirate
on the sales graph— meaning the
triple participation daisy-chain embracing the going-on-three “Today,” the sixmonth baby “Home”
and the show hot yet ready to be.
separated from its umbie-chord,
“Tonight.”
The generally slow
month of August produced:, sponsoriar bookings of $927,000 for the
trio of “mag concept” stanzas, with
“Today” accounting for $297,000
I

1

emphasized! however, that it is not departing from
its policy of .limiting concentration
of control of the media; “The multiple ownership of broadcast stations,” it said, “does play an important role in our nationwide
broadcast system* ..The ownership
of broadcast stations in ma jor markets by the networks, for example,
is
an important element of network broadcasting.
”Our nationwide system of broadcasting as We know it today requires that some multiple Owner-,
ship be permitted. We have always
recognized, these needs and have
by rule permitted multiple ownership of broadcast stations in the
light of such (other and competing)
considerations. Here too it is our
view that the,, greater gppdj yvhiqh

RKO

theatre at

and Broadway, currently
used for tintcasting. Both NBC and
CBS are acutely in need of other
Outside facilities, .with ABC and
DuMont, also in line for expansion
as local and network programming
mushrooms.
81st

stemming

Thus the breakup, reportedly due
to agency-client conflict on future
policy, comes, as the “surprise of

ManW.

last acquisition in

hattan was the
St.

—

j

1

KFSD (AM-TV) ON

1

BLOCK FOR $2,227,500
Washington, Sept, 21.
Application Was filed with the
FCC yesterday (Mon.) to sell sta-

j

J

KFSD and KFSD-TV in San
Diego to a company headed by
tions

ames G. Fox

of the

New York

in-

vestment firm--of Fox. Wells & Co.
Price of the stations is quoted at

.

$2,227,500.

Controlling interest In the stations is presently held by Thomas
E. Sharpe. Fox, Wells
Co. oW
26% of the stock ,of
in

&
WWOR-TV

]

[

’

Worcester, Mass.

(

Continued on page 36)

i

.

Hennick’s Dissent
The relaxation was voted over a
vigorous dissent by Comr. Frieda
Hennock, who doubted it would
c-

,

substantially, contribute to the solution of ultra, fi$h problems' ,The
Commission’s, aefibn; ‘.she said, w/ll
give “small COrtifort” to the' independent.
stations “who will.
See local channels granted to. networks or other groups whose interests are much less less closely. .related to a particular community!
It will be no benefit at all to
.
;

UHF

.

j

competitive television system de-

Stations.”

.

independent

UHF

broadcasters,
who are, in a critical condition because of lack of network programr
riling, to see the networks acquire
UHF stations in the largest, most
profitable markets.”

Miss Hennock also objected to
putting an arbitrary limit on statibns without reference to their
size or the markets in Which they
operate. “There is scant justification,” she said, “for giving equal
treatment to seven widely scattered
small stations and on the other
hand to seven large powerful stations serving major markets in
metropolitan
centers
like
New
York.”

pends on. their survival. I have
strongly urged the adoption, of a
series of measures aimed at the
real problem of equalizing their
competitive Opportunity as relative
newcomers in a field all but preempted by a number of powerful
VHF -interests. The solution surely
does riot lie in enlarging the. scope
of riiultiple ownership,”
Comr. John C.. Doenfer, while
voting for the relaxation, issued a
concurring, statement in which, he

ABC

Radio

Continued

its

late

drive last week, signing on
bankrollers and renewing five others, four of which sponsor half-houF religious shows. New
business Came largely in the Reid
of news, with Oldsmobile latching
sales

new

five

on to a new 12-a-week nighttime
news package for. a three-week,

and A, C. Gilbert; the toy-

stay

makers, inking for three pre-Christmas weeks on the web’s weekend
news package.
Oldsmobile’s buy is on a newlycreated four-nights-weekly, thrice

newsTues-

day-thru-Friday.
Purchase gives
the web six five-minute sponsored
newscasts nightly for the Tuesday-,
Friday period, with Aero-Mayflower picking up the tab on 7:65,
8:55 and 9:55 airings. The A. C.
Gilbert buy brings the weekend
package pit 22 five-minute Saturday-Sunday newscasts to one week

(Continued on page 42)

IN SIXTH

TV ENTRY

Talent Associates brings

agreed with Miss Hennock as to
using a numerical limitation on stabasis for controlling
monopoly; “The number of stations
a licensbe may own and operate,”
he said, “is perhaps one of the most
important policy matters this Commission is called Upon to decide,
“I have grave doubts as to the
wisdom of. picking a ‘number’ without more reliable and persuasive
evidence that the number chosen
will in all cases mark the upper
limits of what will safeguard the
public interest. A number related
to population, or areas, or capacity,
to program in the public interst,
is a more realistic, guide or standard than a bare numerical evalua-

Olds, Other Clients

nightly buy of five-minute
casts at 8:25, 9:25 and 10:25,

,

multiParamount Pictures and its “White ple ownership rules to allow liChristmas,” with Irving Berlin, censees two UHF
interests in addiDanny. Kaye; Bing Crosby, and tion,
to five VHF.
Rosemary Clooney booked for the
The Commission’ said that in
stanza. Benrus Watches is paying
view of the serious plight of ultrathe bills.
high, particularly in areas “where
But sooner than thafertalthough the
prestige, capital and know-how
sustaining) is a two-hour NBC
of the networks and other multiple
salute to Bing Crosby on his DeCca
owners would be most effective in
Records 20th anrii, slotted 6 to 8
aiding UHF,” it was persuaded that
o’clock next Sunday (26). Appearthe entry of the big operators into
ing will be Paul Whiteman, Mary
such key markets would give UHF
Marti
Judy Garland and Bob
a strong, boost.

In

The network also has the
Century Theatre in Manhattan for

Washington, Sept; 21.
will flow from the proposed rule tainly true.” she added, “that the
UHF broadcasters
Hopeful that networks and other offsets the disadvantage resulting independent
from
permitting
urgently need help and that the
individual
lilarge operators now limited by the
censees to own a larger number of development of a truly nationwide,

They’re “auraculars” (“hit ’em in
the ears7’). One of the sight hip- five-station tv ceiling can give “subpodromes occurs Oct. 4 as a 60- stantial impetus” to ultra high, the
rri finite
gala at 8 p.m. kudosing FCC
last week

Hope, with Gary Crosby emceeing.

— long

tacular;

Plus 2’ Equals *tT Mebbe?
amended

legit

color and monochrome shows (having lost both the Center and International to the Wreckers).

..

p.m. time. The network,, therefore,
has to clear the needed 40, plus
Whatever other stations they can,
in another hour for VCA (Rybutol)
within the. next couple of days,

their spectaculars—NBC Radio has
its own version of the biggies.

station.

available Space

j

tomorrow’s
(Thurs.)
Kraft
‘‘TV Theatre” on ABC-TV,
titled “Professor Jones and th
Missing Link.”
He’s a member of the ABCTV technical
working
the Kraft show:

‘5

all

Manhattan—-mostly

since converted to tv uses (preceded, of course, by acquisition of
such properties by the radio webs),
Brooklyn is still virgin territory.
NBC acquired the huge property
at 1268 E. 14th St. in Brooklyn, but
that was formerly a Warner Bros,
soundstage, not a “house,” With the
web having converted it to a colorcast studio that preeihed with the
Max Liebman-Betty Hutton spec-

.

Comment.

Real Technique

Budding tv writers who’ve never

network or

You've

Then I can safely bet
You haven't yet invested

that Terry Clyne, veepee'in charge
of raidio-tv and a key man on the
account, is also leaving the agency.
Whether he takes the' Bulova biz
with him, as reported, could: not fee
confirmed, with all parties concerned preferring to bypass any

Mike Miller Gives Heart

Aspiring

'

to a television

Editor, Variety:

33-year
association between agency boss
Milton Biow arid Arde Bulova,
owner of the watch company.
JUst what precipitated the, sudin

Negotiations were reported unlast week to lease or sell
Orpheum Theatre, Brooklyn,

the

cow?

something of a bombshell to the
Madison Ave! ad fraternity, since
Bulova and Biow have practically

27

derway

for Free

It

den blowup, which came on Monday (20), is being kept pretty much
under wraps, but it’s understood

of

.

.

its sixth,

tv’er into the arena, its first iocal
show and also its first noil-dramatic
stanza in “Finders Keepers.”
It’s
a quizzer starting on
N. Y.,
flagship of DuMont, Get, 7 in the
7:30 p, m. slot with Coca-Cola Bottiers sponsoring, Fred Robbins will.

WABD,

|

tions as the

j

(

i

'

,

be the emcee.
TA is represented on the webs
“Jai ie”
with
properties,
five
“TV' Playhouse,” “Circle
< ABC).,Theatre,” “Justice” and “Mr;- Peep.

.

:

‘

'

,

ers” (NBC).

..

Bridgeport, Sept. 21.

deejay,
veteran
Shaw,
exited from WICC after stay of less
than two months. Turn-tabler anhe was leaving for other
tion. There is not much riiore than nounced
Commitments.
Instead of relaxing the restric- intuition as the basis for the presWICC sales department had
tions on multiple' ownership, Miss ent rule.”
The relaxation was generally made some sales but understood
Hennock asserted, the Commission
progress wasn’t as anticipated.
should strengthen them. “It is cetv .supported by the UHF, industry.

Stan

;

|
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SALAAMS & SALAMIS

I

WOR-TV Beneficiary as Steve Allen
DUhes Out Free

Publicity

A television pioneer and a professor of humanities were conlast week with the negative and positive aspects of enter-*
tainment. Dr. V. K. Zworkin, world honored Russian-born electronic geni
who at. 65 was dinnered by RCA in. Princeton upon
his retirement as vicepresident and technical .director of RCA
Labs (and named first honorary v.p. in RCA history) said that
“television as entertainment I don’t like. I looked upon it as dri.
extension of human sight and Still thiiik. this is its most important
function.” But, looking Into the future, he had a few other ob-'
servations, such as:
There will be several small tv cameras attached to the receiver
and the viewer will be able to watch a cake baking in the oven
and the kids upstairs— merely, by changing the channel band. Cost
of such a camera is too high now, about $90, but under mass production the price, would be brought to the level of the average income family. Dr. Zworkin also saw tremehdous possibilities in educational video, including classroom activities.
Dr. Harold Burrls-Meyer, who is on leave from Stevens. Institute
of Technology, was granted a patent in Washington for a device,
that registers the emotions of a person seated, say, in a theatre.
This is arrived at partly by changes in posture, fidgeting and
other actions brdught about by. exposing the squatter to “a variety
of fchosen stimuli.” Indicative of the response are changes in what
the N. Y. Times Patent Office expert calls “fore-and-aft distribution of the subject's weight.” A pen on a moving chart records
the. reactions.. Even blushes are registered sans the subject’s
knowledge, It’s assumed that the apparatus can be extended to
television sitters, but i
this cajse they would be aware of its
presence.
cerned

Not only does Steve Allen get
but he gives his
appears at 11:15
in N. Y„
WNBT, and last- Thursday night
(16) he was placed in the unenviable position of. haying to supply
free publicity to/ rival ',W OR-TV
A scheme engineered by WOR’s
publicity chief Dick. Jackson sent

lots of publicity,
share too. Alien

LEONARD TRAUBE

By

.

It

last

p,m. On the

The Man

Princeton, Sept. 21.

was “Operation Come of Age”

week

as Radio Corp. of

(15)

*

Mad!

San Francisco; Sept. 21.
Enrico Bariducci, owner of
the North Beach bohemian
,

Anterica unveiled its 21-inch salute
Sarto colorcastihg at the David
noir Research Center in Princeton,
color
21-inch
Company’s
N. J,
tube with its 250 square inches qi
.viewing area 22% more than any
other tin tube yet produced— wr 5
one of three major, pronouncements at a press demonstration
which, mating “colortronic” engineering with performance, offered
In climax a 20-minute microwave
show originating at NBC's, Colonial
Theatre in N Y. This was a dazzler
in its great splashes of vivid hues
with matching • production
that,

is
club the Hungry
sponsoring Mort Sahl, comic
from the club, in a five night
weekly half-hour show on
KGO but he wants the new
kept quiet.' The KGO sales department has been asked to
soft pedal the sppnsbr’s name

night

—

,

that, station’s
v.

.

couldn’t ‘even mention
the ABC house organ.

arid

even mention the Hungry
Benducci instructed Sahl.~

i,”

magnetic

a

field

a

tv’er,

minute change of mind by
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., leaves Diu
Mont's “One Minute Please” still
unsponsored. The -strategy also
last

.

»

.

.

j

Pharmaceuticals, working through
the Ed Kletter agency, had planned
to move the panel Stanza from its
current Tuesday night slot into
9 p.m. this Friday (24). This would
have preempted “The Stranger”
for the same sponsor, but now the
latter show stays— blit for how long
only the barikroller knows at present.
If the “Minute” shift had.
taken place, DuMont would have
had the sponsor iced for 13 weeks.
DuMont is definitely assured the
return this Sunday (26) of “Life
Begins at 80” at 9:30 p. m. for Geritol,
a
Pharmaceuticals product.
(“Life” last spring was
“The:
Stranger” Friday time.)
There was never a contract inked
for the sponsorship of “Minute,”
but the network was fairly certain
of the biz until the newest decision
was announced last week. Orie report had., it that the panel show,
numbering;
Hermione
Gingold
.

'

j

felt obliged to skirt the particulars
as to oiuintity. and board chairman
David Sarnoff, \vho was sitting di-

front of Anderson, made
no move to become involved in the
production statistics, nor did RCA

Allen and Miss West;
Allen never lost his sense of
humor. He handed the WOR-TV
femme a fiverpound salami before
.

i

;

deliver

'.p.

subsid,
.

personal

Weaver on

the Coast several weeks
back, with an eye to spotting Jessel, his. client;

with

NBC

in a tnulr

spot as showman ( producerdirector-author-perforrner ) and as

pulled the curtain down
football sponsorship
fashion last week
quick
drive iri
by pacting R. J. Reynolds arid Colgate-Palmolive to bankroll the fore
arid aft stanzas of its Saturday
ganize a mammoth telecast salute gridcasts and
at the same time
to Winston Churchill on the Prime
cleared a record number of staMinister’s 80th birthday
No- tions, 156, to carry the games.
vember. Idea is to corral as many
Succession of events iri the goal,
American performers who have line stand went something like
clicked in England to participate
this;
Web tied UP Zenith and
in
this
tribute t0 the
British Am ana as sponsors over the weekPrime Minister.
a y ta 2
end (11-12), then sigiied
as the third sponsor on Monday
(13), On Thursday (16), it inked
John Lee’s Det. Post
Rey holds ip sponsor the pre-game
Detroit, Sept. 21.
session and half of the post-game
John Lee has been appointed
stanza, with ^Colgate latching on
studio manager of WXYZ-TV, and
the other naif of the aft session.
Jack Hurford has. been named op- to
It also inked Carnation to sponsor
erations
manager,
it
was an- the fore and aft segments on the
nounced by James G„ Riddell,
Coast in addition to its full-game

a roving
for

NBC

ABC-JV

on

’

last

December

.

that

it

planned to market colorsets this
(Continued on page, 36

MARY MARGARET

M

shortly, instead of “T.lie. Stronger.”

prexy.

sponsorship.

Meanwhile, its station relations
crew got on the phone starting
Tuesday (14) and by game time
Saturday (18) had lined., up 156
Outlets, starting with the bare miri-

“Good rise of tv is the closest
thing there is to a personal chat
If you are not
with the voter.
well known you may find tv especially worth while even if the cost
seems high.”
Most of the chapter is devoted to
bread and butter advice on how to
use the medium.
A shorter chapter is devoted to
It is excampaign use of radi
plained that tv is no substitute for
radio because one can listen to the
latter while doing other things
where as television requires the
full attention of the audience. Candidates are urged to retain an advertising agency or retain an ex-,
pert full time to advise oh the
use of the. media.
.

i

imum

of 28 that had been pacted
under the Carnation and Humble

regional deals. Drive repreINTO
sented a clearance of 126 outlets
in a four-day period.
Incidental to the NCAA football
schedule, the network also signed
Couple of major public service
the 'line: “MBS nails down Amer- Falstaff Beer to sponsor the Sun- tv one-shotters coming up in Satica,” stressing that the outfit’s 572. day afternoon: Chicago Bears and urday-Sunday succession.
Ori the
regular arid bonus affiliates blanket Cardinals pro grid contests on a 25th, 3:30‘to 4:30 p. m., it’s “Dedinearly all of the U. S. The web is seven-station
California
lineup. cation of U-505” with Arthur God.
goirig to make (much of the mem- That deal marks the .web’s third frey :at the emcee helm in dedicaorabilia angle. also, with press chief regional
on pro football, with tion of the captured subrnarine at.
Frank Zuzulo preparing special Standard Oil of Indiana sponsor- the Museum of Science Industry
photographic and* printed matter ing the Chicago games in the mid- in Chicago, with CBS carrying it.
for all papers anent web person- west and American Oil the ’Wash- Among bigwigs skedded as p 0 rt of
alities as they appeared a score ington Redskin horne games in the the ceremonies are Admirals’ Halof years ago.
southeast.. Games are co-oped else- sey and. Gallery, U. S. Senator
A one-hour “cavalcade” stariza is where.
Dirksen and Chi Mayor Ken nelly.
the lakeplanned for the celebration week,
Sub is being placed
starting Oct. 3, giving a rundown
front museum through efforts of
with
co-op
of the
of the web’s “services to America.”
businessmen
Chi
‘
Andorn Ankles
Also a series of special annouriceU. S. Navy.
be
will
stanza
pubsery
Other
ments; are being readied for that
21.
Cleveland, Sept.
around the Community
week. Galled; “There’s a Familiar
quitting pegged
is
Andorn.
Sidney
Sound,” each will repeat some ele- WXEL, after nearly 20 years of Chest drive on the 26th, slotted
ment of past prografriming via Mu. radio and tv work as. commentator 2 to 2:30 p. m. Major elements of
tual.
and special events director, to re- show will stem from regular, members of “Masquerade Party,” with
It was Oct. 5, 1934, that Mutual turn to newspaper field.
Broadcasting System became the
Joining staff of Cleveland News, messages from Harvey Firestone
official name; Alfred J, McCosker he will do a front-paged daily per- Jr., of the rubber company, nationbecame first board chairman and sonality and human interest. col- al chairman of the drive, and ViceW. E. MacFarlane the prexy, To- umn, a la Billy. Rose for the eve- President Nixon. Stanza is a netwojrjc, pqprt
beginning Sept. 27.
(holds i*^th posts*. ning,
day Tqm
Oil

i

Mutual Broadcasting

radio

web

is

the only one without

a video counterpart,

and

it’s

using

the two-decade marker as the occasion. td .intensify the audio-is-stillalive-and-kicking-strpng formula,
Unlike the other three, networks,

Mutual has heavy affiliation in nontv areas. With this in mind the
upcoming network bally Will, em-

TV GOES

;*

niaking collected a gross Of’ ‘nearly $26,V'
\ ”
plans to celebrate its 20th anni-. ooo.oop;
Theme for the anni canters about
versary- in October. The youngest
is.

ACTION

ON PUBSERVICE FRONT

;

,

[

1

BACK TO NBC RADIO

dous harm.

:

Avco Mfg., ex-

announced simul-

NCAA

’

concerned.”
Cramer, applianceof

its

Calls.

“TV offers an unknown candidate the quickest route to becoming a live flesh-and-blOOd personality iri the minds of the voters. You
can
dramatize, issues,
buttress’
words with pictures and charts,
reach the mind through the eye
and "ear at* the same time. Good:
use of tv can give your campaign
a tremendous lift— arid to remind
you of the obvious— mediocre use
of tv cari do a candidate tremen-

tiple

is

pressed his belief then that the
screen size of. most early colorsets
wijl be relatively small, but Cros-

Chicago, Sept. 21,
helping underwrite

is

,

;

Leonard F.

Radio

;

commercially practical fcolor televi- This news complicates discovering
uipment and programs in the underlying reasons for the
sion
any appreciable quantity for sev. “Minute” reversal.
era! years:” At the same time, he
declared that his company would
devote itself to “bigsereen” video
because the public will demand it
and “our policy with respect to
large screens shall not change in-

taneously

CBS

Nosecbunter’s check on AM’s dium, more than to any other submobile listenership will take the ject. There are also frequent ref.
form
of 24 reports with, the first erences to television elsewhere i
Having settled the second year
The audi- the handbook.
next year.
of his two-year play-or-pay, $2,000- due early
composition
surveys will be
ence
“Television,
the
newest carhcontract
with
a-week
ABC-TV,
year.
a
times
three
paign medium, is a spectacular poGeorge Jessel is now a free issued
litical weapon,” says the Demoagent, and he huddled with Gencratic National Committee.
“On
eral David Sarnoff last Friday
tv you can visit iriore, families i
(17) in New York. Abe Lastfogel
their Hying rooms in 15 minutes
(William Morris agency) had inthan you could see in a month of
cepted talks with NBC prexy Pat

j
'

:

;

“good will ambassador”
and RCA.
Jessel returned to the Coast
over the weekend, for previous
was commitments. He is trying to or-

.

j

its

Washington, Sept. 21;
Television
described as a
“spectacular political weapon” by
the Democratic National Committee In its campaign handbook just
issued for political candidates this

Radio’s 1st Car Count

Nielsen’s first national survey of year.
car radio dialing and its new audiIn a deep bpw to tv; the Nationence makeup reports.
Web has al Committee leads the pamphlet
signed for the new reports for a. with the chapter on use of video
mi imum of two years.
and devotes 22 pages to the me-

prexy Frank Folsom.
its
participants,
Manufacturing gait aside, RCA’s among
“now 21” premiere coincides with dropped as a Pharmaceuticals’ adthe thinking pattern laid, down by carrier because of a hassle over
some pf its competitors' last De- format between bankroller and netcember after the ECC had given work. Walter Craig, ad manager
the nod: to compatible colorcasting, for the manufacturer, says, howbut with the striking difference ever, that “The Stranger,” which
that RCA was well along in the tint is in about 20 markets, had doubled
laboratory before the Dec. 17 go- its national rating in the 13 weeks
ahead and in the nine months since it’s, been airwise. The N. Y. Trenthen in a “trying it on for size” dex in August saw the mystery
show jump from its original 1,7
blueprint.
Last December, Dr. Allen. B. to 3.9.
Kletter is reported mulling anDuMont, head of DuMont Labs,
said the FCC decision “is ahead of other show for Fridays, to begin

ley,

upcoming network

instead, the Look camerafuriously snapping pix of

man was

leaves the netvyork unsure as to sheleift.
just, how much of that sponsor’s
biz ,it can expect this winter.

j

electronic

is

ilty for Allen’s

A

however. Annot
derson said the company’s timesampling
industry
table calls for
of the 21-incher starting Nov, 1,,!
hf
a “21”
appearance
initial market
set before the end of the year and
early
quantity
by
“production in.
1955 ;"
At a quiz session following these
statements the commercial topper

sofar as color

,.Y-

WNBT

reportedly had
that.
gotten a photographer from Look
'to 'put in an appearance that night,
presuming to provide some public-

equalizer,

to

Was to be shown, plus
channel number.
coup for WOR-TV, howit

WOR

Real

between $800

ability

.

She even
show via WOR-TVmanaged to squeeze in every day.

ever,

quite as specific,

the industry’s

said, “You’ll

you.” He insisted he wouldn't, so
she told him. She was promoting
new
“Million Dollar Movie,”

the

To Market By New Year End
The speed in manufacturing was

rectly

queried Miss West good
what the deal was.
be mad if I tell

Allen

She

and hour,

yclept “Color Equalizer,” which enhances cplorset performance at a
reduction in manufacturing costs
nd (2) a new and simpliflied color
receiver tlr t reduces circuitry by
one-third and also makes possible
a decrease in production costs. On
the price factor. Ev: C. Anderson,
executive veepe.e. of RCA’s commercial department, said that while
a suggested retail tag_has not yet
been established, “I can tell you,
today,, that it will, be
and ‘$900.”

’

Norma

.

The two other developments are
(1)

girl,

natiiredly as to

negate all other tubes of less than
“senicy" size. If that was the intention. this phase alone was
Click public relations operation.

weather

West, attired in a strapless bathing
suit, parading into the Allen studio.
As the WNBT cameras panned the
audience, she had to be noticed.
Across her front she wore a sash
saying “Million Dollat* Baby.”

it

Sahl's plugs for his boss are
given iii the most offhand manner possibly and not. too often
“Sometimes don’t
at that.

and talent components whipped UP
by Barry Wood and NBC’s color
corps,, was apparently, intended to

,

NBC-TV key

j

j

MAry Margaret McBride

returns: phasize that its share of all netand to the familiar NBC work radio billings has climbed
to radio
grounds— on Monday (27) in an steadily over the past five years
capsule
at
3 from B.S C/ to 14.9% (for the first
across-the-board
o’clock. Other 25 minutes >to the six months of ’54)-— times When the.
3:30 mark will be occupied by the three other webs have been. showweb’s new soaper, “Women In ing signs of decline, in 1950 sales
Love.” Halfhour slot was vacated ended at $16,091,977 (gross); at
by P & G’s “Welcome Travelers.’'' 1953 s conclusion they were up to
Miss McBride’s imprint was $23,158,000, and as for the first
made over the web’s N. Y. flagship eight months of ’54. they already
(WNBC and before that WEAF) in total $13,998,880. Mutual's total 20.
a generation’s span, although for. year gross billings are $268,592,the last couple of years until sev- 645, arid there has been only one
eral months ago she had been a year that ever exceeded the 1953
figure on WABC, N. Yi key of iriark, it being the post-war heavy
spending year, 1946, when the web
ABC.

—

!

j

1

WXEL

:

1

1

^

)

'

*

.

.

'
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RAY BOLGER SHOW
With

MR. PEEPERS

Er^an, With Wally

Richiri

Bolder,

Marjie

Heriniiif
Director: John Rich
Writers: Shapiro, Henninr,
rice Richlin, Fred Fox,

Ruth

AMERICAN TOBACCO THEATRE COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Marion Lome,

McDeviett,

Jenny

Jack Warden
Mau- Supervisor: 'Fred Coe
Don Writers: Jim Jritlell,

.

Egan,

Greeitbaum
Director: Hal Keith
30. Mins.; Sun., 7:30. p.m/.

LEIIN & FINK
ABC-TV, from Hollywood
(Lennen

Sc

Newell

REYNOLDS ALUMINUM
NBC-TV, from New York

.)

Ray Bolger 'marked his Second
year in video last Friday (17) not
Show’s format
too >auspiciously.
has been altered to emphasize a
continuing story line, with singing
and flancy integrated into the
plot, and the programs were filmed
in Hollywood before Studio guests]
to get a warmer reaction (and some
needed laughs and applause). Trouble is, nobody felt it necessary to

!

away from stock situation comedy and trite routines, to lift the
opener out of the rut.
Plot was lifted right put of Hollywood musicals of a generation
ago, with Bolger a Broadway star
who swaps identities with a lackadaisical Greenwich Village friend,
to prove that some girl will love
him for himself, not his fame. So
have the familiar setup of
\ve
naive girl next door (just in from
the sticks), her wise and wisecracking roommate, and the inevitable, corny situations and. windup.
Bolger. did a few seconds of
dancing at the start, of the halfhour, and a terp number ‘for a. few
moments at the dose, but that was
all. And that dance, done with a
femme’s dress taken off a clothesline, came off less socko than the
producers imagined.
BOlger, however, has an amiable
get

.

.

.

(Buchanan, Clinton E. Frank, Inc,):
If the brash extrovert is a standard stereotype of American humor,
so, too, is its contrary value, the
hushedrVoiced male mouse. Oldtimeys will recall A1 Pearce’s lowpressure Salesman, of radio fame
and other examples of the Caspar
Milquetoast school. What distinguishes “Mr; Peepers” as a series
and as a formula for family diversion is the circumstance that n 9 t
an apologetic
only the hero
Whisperer but practically all the
character? in the script are of obsessive understated sweetness.
Until now the Peepers formula
has paid off handsomely in ratings

(20)

spec ring last Wednesday (15) with
the premiere of its orie-a-month
"Best of Broadway” legit adapta-

.

gested

playwright

the

that

tions for Westinghouse.

George

hour.

has

Of course, Colgate couldn’t get
the sendoff.it had planned because
of the illness ’of. Jerry Lewis which
made, it impossible for the highNBC
drawing team of Martin & Lewis
to appear. Eddie Fisher was enlisted as replacement and he Was
the production team exhibiting celled out of the. Sherwood ninesurrounded with a show that could
practiced ease and skill in fash- play contract pacted a couple seabe termed a “safe” cehture. Emaioning the now firmly established sons back (with eight still to go).
nating from the Holly wood Bowl,
"Diary”
Not
that
genuine,
was
pattern.
Fisher, emceed what was virtually,
The official description for the grade-A Sherwood that character- a straight variety show populated

Come

way

a long

in adjusting his

high..

Toward the end of talents to the newer medium. In
publicity.
the last telecast season his nuptials fact, it was suCh an improvement
rated: much newspaper space. The'
that, one could hope
has only
show, resumes on the air at the
heighth of its popularity and with taken a rain check rather than can-

No

into psychological studies).

Yet the fact remains that Sherthis time successfully hur'

wood

He

turns

Out

to.

be

Not that

if

spite all this activity, didn’t overstay.

There were

,

olive).

Camerawork was especially good,
following every play closely and
accurately; Clicko camera team
eveh caught one Oklahoma touchdown play that included a handoff,
the beginning of an end run, a forward; pass and the receiver’s 87-

a

'

mounted it hand- was repped by Mischa Elman and
Sc
Frederick
somely with numerous sets and a •Maria' Tallchief
Franklin.
smooth running production.
Armstrong
is probably one of tli’e
It’s unfortunate, that Sherwood’s

Montgomery

A

yard touchdown 'run. Camera followed the passes and kicks perfectly. Production crew wis equally
good in catching the crowd scenes;
Couple of added touches included
Harmon’s blackboard diagramming
of all touchdown, plays and the
voice pickup of the referee’s pregalhae instructions to the
tains.

team

•

As

for the commercials,

Cavendish manse. The

‘

.

’

.

care given
occasion. The fact that the perby Messrs. Gee and Keith. A tech- switched to NBC-TV this fall after formers at times squinted because
nician Would certainly also take a long radio-tv stand on CBS, still of
sunlight made the combo almost
notice of James Russell’s subdued- registers as a zany audience partici- ludicrous.
Jose.
pation show with enough comedy
but-right scenic values.
it pay off. There’s
angles
to
make
Summing up,. ''Peepers” remains
l.

1

tially, endangered by the growing
tendency to mugg it up. Plainly
the auspices ought to guard against
a slide from humor to hokum,
from real people to comic cartoon

cutouts.

Land

in. a

If anything, “Royal Family” as
CBS-TV’s initial “baby spec” generated the feeling that here were
real pros taking over the medium;
as reflected in practically all departriierits in the transformation of
what basically is 9 museum piece
into a live, living thing. Despite
the necessary pruning to bring it
within the 53-miriute framework* it
succeeded
in
maintaining
heightened tempo (despite a rather
slow start) and sharpening the
more brittle moments of the saga
of what presumably is the Barrymore clan. That Miss Hayes as the
matriarchal. Fanny Caveridish was
quite wonderful and dominated the
show, even when the action projected others into the front-Center
position, wasn’t too surprising. And
just as much can be said for
Fredric
March, who romped
through the. frolic with ia gusto that
belied some well concealed protruMiss
sions around the middle.
Colbert, as Julie Cavendish, Was
beautiful and. charming. It's unr
fortunate perhaps that, in “playing to” the top marquee names,
there was a tendency to stuff off
the Nancy Olson role. There were
moments when she deserved more
concentrated
camera
attention.

attempt

at subtlety on this menagerie. /This took place off
evidenced by one par- stage but at the windUp, the gal
haying to slide into a arid the landlady wound
the
barrel of baking flour in order to studio theatre.
cop his prize-r-a television set.
Show’s idea of fun \Vas stretched
As emcee, Art Linkletter sup- somewhat in its award of $1,000
plies the necessary ebullience and to a 60-year-old Hollywood garage
sharp repartee to keep the show attendant to finance, his return- to
lulling. Although the stunts oh bis old hometown in Wisconsin as
this show, could only have been a “big shot.” There was some
dreamed up by juveniles, Linklet- pathos here .and to Linkletter’s
ter maintains a kind Of parlor-game credit,, he didn’t turn this into a
atmosphere which' adults Can.pc- cruel gag;
Casionally indulge in. The big givePlugs for the shampoo product
away,. a mink stole, on the preem were deftly handled by Linkletter.
(19) was won by a young girl who .Trademarks of' the giveaway items
had to rent 3 rodm from a land- also were prominently underlined.
oHkrm.lady 'although saddledi’with » eirciisi
-

Obviously

preemption

‘

i

5

.

'

“Royal

Family”

of

,

iI

!!

ii

critical .fraternity

in

ah original book for

'

gambling
tv.^

on'

Certainly

this instance CBS, in settling
for a time^-tested vehicle with the
most fahey tv trappings that money
can buy, got much the better of it.
Rose..
in

.

»

a

come

cheap,
(Including
the hour
Pabst
ti
it’s estimated it cost Westinghouse somewhere between $150,000
and $200,000 for the one-shot
presentation.) That’s still way undcr the $300i000 90-minute Max
Liebman "Satins and Spurs” spectacular on NBC-TV which got prettreatment among the
ty rough
doesn’t

is

ticipant’s

CBS com-

patible hues and shades were in
their best Sunday clothes and for
the most part behaved properly.

>

quickie /deal signed Laraine
Day for its freezer pitches, Which
she handled capably, while zenith
and Maytag stayed with regular announcers in the persons of Terry
cap- Q’Sullivan and Bob Williams, who
al£o Handle their chores capably.

Amana>

extent of Jenkins’ contribution as
designer, so rich and full-bodied
were the plush and .colorful surroundings Of the Fanny

;

no

billing.

in texture

;

poten- series as

and

that

However, it took the additional
dimension to ‘fully appreciate: and comprehend the full

'

plertty Of

lines

prismatic

v

but

are

Hay es-March-Colbert

,

vitamins,

timeworn

are as rich
and rewarding today as they were
in ’27), it didn’t .much matter here.
The combined talents of all concerned, over arid, above the dream
cast, helped spark the hour-long
presentation. That goes for producer Martin Manulis, director
Paul Nickell (who long since
earned his chevrons for his length
and qualitative list of "Studio Orie”
entries); and particularly .producGeorge Jenkins.
tion
designer
Here, indeed, was One facet of the
tv-converted “Royal Family” that
rates equal recognition with the

;

an astute formula with

somewhat

it’s

there

Unfortunately,
they
apropos. The Reynolds Aluminum With Art Linkletter; Pat McQee- straights;
weren’t heavy enough to carry in
commercials are clearly stated arid
han, annoqncer
;t'hi's .cteper.tm;ent'...Ot'lT'er' appearance
Sufficiently
emphasized
without Producer: John GuedCl
was by Still the.; heavyweight
the intrusive sell so common to tv. Director: George Foxe
Jacksoh Stanley, Lou champ Rocky Maycian.9 who was,
Notice should be taken of the Writers:
joined by his manager A1 Weill. So
Shor, Guedel
importance given to original score
\vhat can you do With them?
music by this program. Bernie 30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.
Gordon Jenkins showbacked exGreen is credited for the mood set- TONI CO.
cellently, riri the Bowl. The comting, something that is fairly rare NBC-TV, from Hollywood
bination
of daylight and
vening
(Leo. Burnett Co.)
in current tv and a mark of the
wear seemed incongruous on this
"People Are Funny,” which
production
meticulous

popularity

was any great sur-

it

creaky around the edges (although,

a lot of excellent co-

headliners, nearly anyone of whom
could top a variety show. Actually,
the show could more accurately be
labeled a concert varieties, since
toppers in the crewcut arid longhair
fields
predominated.
Pop
realm was represented by Peggy
Lee, Louis Armstrong and The
Vagabonds while the other end

revealed via a succession of
flashbacks
through
her
diary.

ABEiFJJNNY

not only endowed
with an extensive knowledge of the
game itself but is a sharp and voluble reporter. Drees is a Sportcasting vet who is no stranger to top
events and who does a fine job -"bn
the grid action. And Stern, to use
tlie proverbial phrase, needs no introduction.
incidentally,
(Web,
even latched on to sponsors for
Stern’s pre- and post-game segments, R. j. Reynolds picking up
the pr.e-game show and sharing the
aft segment With Colgate-Palm-

.

prise.

1

-

CBS

the
black-

’

and-white, too.

top men in the jazz field.
master
dialog could not have maintained
musician for many years, he’s now
the play’s dramatic impact, for as
one of the more: personable entera story of suspense it packed a
tainers around. His trumpeting and.
wallop and as a love story it had
charm and understanding. But n guttural singing are landmarks in
work avaided at the last minute motorcycle sidecar, she loaded the last act everything' became stiff the jazz field; The Satch’s spot
by signing up three national sport-; down with much luggage including and stereotyped, with action and constituted a delightful session
a
rewritten
after months
“Whiffenpoof
of fruitless a portable radio that repeatedly movement disappearing as Sher- with
sors
search. The package is indisputably came alive with disk jockey stuff. wood factually explained the dou- Song” and with Fisher on "Birth
a prestige presentation for the net- This sequence was mildly divert- ble killing and -practically forgot of the Blues/’
work, but there were many who for ing, with, the best touches visually the people involved.
Peggy Lee, a vet o'n the Colgate
a time wondered whether it was the pattern of Peepers sunburn,
shows, repeated a good singing
Janice Rule was utterly belieyprestige worth $2,000,000, which is including great White hollows at
spot with a pair of tunes. The dewhat the network would have to the eyes. The "suspense” factor able as the sweet and. idealistic girl livery of the commercial doesn’t
but was inadequate when it came
lay. out had it not found the bank- is
the concern of the bridal couple to any deep or emotional feeling. help' her stature any.
rollers.
Mischa Elman, on his second tele
at not bringing their friends any The /understanding she displayed
But having such a highly-priced gifts. The foreseeable twist 'is that in her diary was never translated appearance, brought, out the folk
ackage under its belt, the network they are showered with gifts, all dramatically /The killer role by flavor of the Dvorak-Krie.sler comas been careful to protect its own of which prove identical.
End of John Cassavetes was a bit skimpily pilation of Slavonic pieces. The
and its sponsors’ investment by plot;
delineated by the author but was vet classicist put a lot of feeling
surrounding the. package with top^
into this 'opus. Miss Tallchief and
These proceedings are adroitly portrayed convincingly.
hoteliers in the way of talent and managed
Franklin cavorted through selecwere
although
there
Had Sherwood written less of a tions from "Gaite Parisienne” in
technicians. Network assigned ex- hints of last-minute cuts and of
case history and more of a human an applause winning manner. Their
Ali American Tom Harmon and bits that were
supposed to have,
Jack Dress to the play-by-play and but didn't have, a payoff. It re- drama, "Diary” could have emerged pas-de-deux were excellently Conas a more distinguished effort. But
Bill Stern to the color and fore and
mains evident that the whole even so it brought to tv a different structed arid danced exceedingly
aft segments, with Charles Russwell.
"Peepers” braintrust has a genuhon of its N. Y. news Sc special ine sense of telegenic values. style and tempo to make it a reThe Vagabonds did their familRose.
events and sports department head- Peepers talking directly to the warding hour.
iar hula number. This turn proing an able camerd crew. Result viewing audience does not destroy
vided a touch of low comedy on a
was fine coverage in every sense of the illusion but seems, entirely PEOPLE
show
otherwise
consisting
of

NCAA

success

.

Weakling and a killer and in two
weeks they’re both dead. The story
is

their

.

legit-to-tv
transition,
into ’54 video with a con-

the.

jumping
temporary problem presented with
suspense and drama;
Sherwood dealt with a smalltown
dreamer, a young highschoo! girl,"
who goes to New York to find a
job as a writer. She meets a
smoothie who talks her into marriage.

of

fruits

Parlay the talents of Such
genuinely gifted stars as Helen
Hayes, Fredfic March, Claudette
provided a more rapid gate to the Colbert, Charles Coburn, Nancy
proceedings.
Olson and Kent Smith, and even
Fisher showed himself to be. an a less rewarding vehicle than the
appealing lad who. gives the im- Kauiman-Ferber script could light
pression that, he likes to sing, likes up the sky. Perhaps not in a quaiv
people, and is an excellent per- ter -century arid more of multiple
former. He did an ingratiating job reincarriatitans since; its original
during his own turns and in emcee- Broadway ^production has “Royal
ing, the show. Fisher chimed in Family” been played to the hilt
with a couple of the acts but de- With such bounce and gusto. And

third act. There were apparent
weaknesses in evolving his characters (for at the start he had real
people; warm, interesting and exCiting] but as the play progressed
these same people were converted

,

enjoyed

Westinghouse

and

series is “heartwarming” and that ized many Of his legit creations. It •by excellent turns. In the matter
is close enough for average show- still betrayed a crudity in its. writ- of construction,
occasional, puncmanship classification purposes. ing as a. tv vehicle, to the point tuation by a faster turh and a
The danger-ahead lies in equating where it nearly fell, apart in the strong talking comic would have

dled

did,

it

best traditions of the theatre.

.

AM

is

what color

for

se,

that

.

.

Harmon

much

so

although there’s no denying
enhanced" the values and
made the viewing more pleasurable
and editing, but primarily because
the CBS boys carried it off. in the

per

.

:

the word.

With th

Kaufman-Edna Ferber

S.

“Royal Family” as the i itial presentation, and with a star-studded
cast the likes of which tv has seldoni, if evei'i seen within the conr
fines of a single dramatic ^production,. Columbia came out of it head

and

charm with fuzzy-mindedjiess and
having too incredible a population
There is
of adorable eccentrics.
plenty of camera - mugging, of
site, was very attractive, and sang
Christine Nelson, as the which Marion Loriie’s Mrs/ Gurney
nicely.
sharp femme roommate, had H few was most conspicuous on the getgood lines, and shower a nice voice away program. Whether writers,
herself
in 'her brief song bit. Richard Erd- directors or the actress
way, never was there
irian played Bblger’s stock ne'er- plays it that
do-well. friend, asvwell as the script such a colorful biddy- outside the
Production val u es Abbey. Players of Dublin. She mutpermitted.
otherwise (especially for a filmed ters to herself, she fusses, she
sentimentalizes, she forgets What
series) were just routine. Broil
she is trying to say and in short is
(1) both a clever character, actress
arid (2) within a hair’s-breadth of
FOOTBALL
being a caricature of a character
(Oklahoma vs. California)
With Tom Harmon, Jack Dress, actress.
Bill Stern; Larajne Day, Terry
is
worth mentioning that
It.
O’Sullivan, Bob Williams
“Peepers” is one long spoof of the
Producer-directonCharles Russhon public schoolteacher. Affectionate,
Supervisor: Les Arries
yes. And the students are all fans,
195 Mins., Sat., 4;45 p.m.
given to cheering their mentors..
AN A Still what emerges is a gallery of
CO., ZENITH,
ABC-TV, from San Francisco
wacky instructors, long on emo(McCann Erickson, Young Sir Rubi- tion and personality but not overcam; Maury, Lee fit Marshall
paid in the light of their, fumbling
Acquisition lay ABC-TV this year around.
package of restricted,
of the
The
opening
program
had
network college gridcasts has had "Peepers” returning firom his sumthe effect Of a double-edged sWord, mer teaching assignment' in the
the back blade of which the net- country; bearing his bride in a

MAYTAG

on NBC-TV, returned bility, for this series as was, even
new fall season on Monday evident on the summer series). One
under somewhat impressive of the most expensive weekly
shows in video, "Comedy Hour”
auspices, premiering with a Robert
has; to fight against the instituE.
called tional draw of Ed Sullivan, who
Sherwood
original
"Diary.” It was Sherwood’s second last week, proved that his stature
in the video Community is consideffort as a tv dramatist Arid, in
able when he more than doubled
contrast to his previous endeavor, the ratirig of the NBC "Satins and
"The Backbone of America,” sug- Spins” spec during the last halfdramatics

for the

‘

personality, to make a likeable
heto. Mar jie Millar, playing oppo-

NCAA

Montgomery! Rost;
Rule, John Cassavetes,

Robert

.

Everett

j

p.m.

Fri., 8:30

THE ROYAL FAMILY

With Eddie .Fisher, Peggy Lee, With Helen Hayes; Claudette CelMischa Elman, Maria Tallchief,
bert, Fredric March, Charles
Janice
Frederick Franklin, Louis ArmCoburn, .Nancy Olson, Kent
Wallace Rooney, -William Langstrong, Vagabonds, Rocky MarSmith, others
ford, William Smithers, others
ciano,. A1 Weill, Gordon Jenkins Producer: Martin Manulis
Writer; Robert E. Sherwood
Orch, others
Director: Paul Nickell
Executive Producer: Robert Mont- Producer-Director: Jim Jordon Jr. Music: David Brockman.
gomery
60 Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m.
Written: George S. Kaufman and
Production Supervisor: Joseph W. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
Edna Ferber (adaptation by RonBailey
NBC-TX, from Hollywood
ald Alexander)
Director: Norman Felton
Production Designer: George ..Jen(Ted Ba,tesr)
60 Mliis.; M6h., 9:30 p.m.
kins
Colgate’s
"Comedy
Hour,”
which
American Tobacco co.
60 Mins.; Wed., 10 p.m. (one-ateed off its fall series Sunday (19)
NBC-TV, from New York
month)
on NBC-TV, is the first major ef- WESTINGHOUSE
TBBD&O) ”
fort by the Ted Bates agency,
CBS-TV,
from New York
Robert Montgomery’s "American, which hiss taken over, virtually all
(McCann-Erickson)
Tobacco .Theatre,” which alternates of the production from the network. Bates is faced with a terrific
CBS-TV tossed its rainbow-plu triweekly with Johnson’s Wax hour problem
as it assumes responsi- aged h£t into the compatible color
(Diary).

With

i

Johnson
30 Mins.,

Cox,

Patricia Benoit, Tony Randall,
.Georgiarin Johnson, Ernest
Triiex, Sylvia Field, Cage Clark,

Miliar, Christhie Nelson,
Charles Cantor/ Sylvia Lewis
Producers: Stanley Shapiro, Paul

•

29

*
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

30

JANE FROMAN SHOW

YOU BET YOUR LIFE

Wednesday, September 22, 1954

t

THE AMERICAN WEEK

FIRESIDE THEATRE

LIFE OF RILEY

With Groucho Marx; Gen, Omar With Peter Birch Singers & Danc- With William Bendix, Marjorie
Reynolds, Lugene Sanders, Wesers, Hank Sylvern Orch, Allyn
Bradley, Arthur Marx, guests;
Morgan, Tom D’Andrea,
ley
Edwards, announcer
George Feimeman, announcer;
Gloria Blondell, Emory Parnell,
Paul
Byron
Producer-Director:
orch
Jack Meakin
Sterling Holloway, Gregory MarWriters: Ervin Drake, Irvin GraProducer: John Guedel
shall
ham, Jimmy Shirl
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith
Producer; Tom McKnight
15 Mins,; Thurs., 7:45 p.m.
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.'

With Walter
ferty,

Coy,.

Ross

Elliott,

Frances Raf- Wjth Erie Sevareid
Tom Powers, Producer-Editor: Erpest Leiser
Director: Vern Diamond'
Script editor: Alice Wheel
30 Mins., Sun., 6 p.m.

others

Producer-Director:Frank Wisfaar

.

DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS GENERAL ELECTRIC
NBC-TV, from H’wood
say

(BBD&O)

Marx’s
in one

Groucho

that

•'You Bet Your Life” is,
reviewer’s book* the best bet in
telequizzers, doesn’t say too much
considering that a good many of
a sessions scale the heights
the q
about as far up as Mt. Nadir. Since
.

—

fifth

semester

and seventh in radio (NBC
the quiz element
secondary and mUcho subordinate,
it’s more proper to judge the show
on its general entertainment val-

in tv

Wed.)—makes

:

.

ues irrespective of program’s officlassification.

cial

On

basis,

this

“Bet Your Life” is from video’s
top shelf and one of the more engaging comedies in the sound and
sight depts.
It takes just about fiye seconds
for a looker-inner on the Marx
romp to become Oblivious to fact
that this is oh film and edited to
;

accommodate both time and
the

est;

latter

is

inter-,

uridiminishing;

and the blue pencil handling is the
envy of the business. So also is the
headman’s maneuvering of the contestants into double-pronged positions-—first, to let ’em say their

say in the pre-question portions
where the back-and-forth stuff is
laden with guffaw power, and second for the quiz tries which are
in the middlebrow groove and
without compromise or pandering
when it conies to making the cushy
awards; Too, there’s always an expectancy in the air re a‘ contestant
inadvertently spilling the “secret”
common word to grab $100 as a.
bonus. It’s an all-around winner,
with great credit to produceroriginator John Guedel, stagers
Bob Dwan and Bernie Smith," an-

nouncer
batoriist

George Fenneman
Jack Meakin:

and

Opener had

a couple of offbeat
principal of these being

guests,
retired

Gen. Omar Bradley, who
submitted wonderfully to the Marx
menu and got himself a series of
Worthy plugs for the United Defense Fund (USO, etc ), he heads
a graceful switch Gen.
ii#.’ in
Bradley was permitted to leave the
quiz arena in favor of a sailor. On
a

.for

fillip

quickie,

was Arthur

Marx who fenced with his father
on “My Old Man Groucho,” runas an eight-parter in the
Satevepost. After a rather acidulous exchange during which -the
elder refused, to get out of character, The Grouch had the last word,
saying, “glad to have met you” as
his offspring exited. This was a
fine opportunity for the bid man to.
quip, “Oh, yoUr father’s mustache,”
but when Marx takes the joemiller
route, he gives it a new face. You
Trau.
can bet on that.

ning

WE LOVE DOGS
With Marvis Mims, Mike Muzzola;
John McKnight, announcer
Director: Ed O'Brien
30 Mins., Sun., 5:30 p.m.

KASCO MILLS

Clark & Bobertz)
Canine capers made pretty good
viewing for a Sabbath afternoon
(

when “We Love Dogs” started its
^season (19) on WABD, the DuMont
O&o in N. Y. If sponsor Kasco Mills
has national merchandise coverage,
it’d be. a natural for them to put
the .half-hour, doggie-in-the-videowindow stanza on a network basis.
It didn’t look to cost much, yet it
moved along at a pace of interest
toiboth ardent dog fanciers and
just plain mongrel owners.
Marvis .Mims, fempee, started
things off with an awkwardly brief
interview with a, lady basset hound
owner. Things picked up when the
two backstopped a film of the basset and other mutts in action at a
recent dog show, at the Westchester
Country Club, Dialog was relaxed,
informative, and offbeat enough to
be of interest to some of the dogless. The film was followed by
Short routines, with trainer Mike
Muzzola. in a playful romp with his
police dog; then introduction of a
thrush who made a pleasant interviewee and who later lip' synced
the theme song Of, National Dog
Week,. “I

Wapt

Camera

offered

a

Puppy for Xmas.”
enough

varying

angles and subjects in each scene
for a stanza plus, with a closeup of
a cocker in the thrush’s; lap taking
the cake. Muzzola took a fourmonth old pup in tow during the
show, showing admirable skill in
handling the untrained animal.

The topper though, was the amicable, intelligent way he advised
animals be raised.

“We LOve Dogs” had a self-conscious opening, but it started rolling along comfortably within very
few moments. If the diversity and
casualness of preem. can be sustained
and sponsor have a

WABD

:

Returning after a summer
30 Mins., Fri., 8:30 p.m.
for her third Video season on CBS- GULF OIL CORP.
TV, Jane Froman is a firstrate ad- CBS-TV, from Hollywood (film)
(Youn& & Rubicarrt)
dition to the roster of musical
shows on video during the postGulf Oil returned last; Friday
prandial evening hours. This, show,
with, another year of the
(17)
like the. others, dishes up straight
musical menus of standards and filmed “Life, of Riley” series. The
pops with an effective minimum ’54-’55 launcher was a tired story,
of production frills.
using the near-moronic hero in
As the topline personality of this stuff that reeked of age. It seems
to a question of just,
series, Miss Froman again registers to break down
devising
with her warm soprano pipes and how far can a writer go in
the redignified deportment. On this fall’s entertaining things within
such as
show
of
a
format
strictive
debut stanza: (16), she opened with
“I. Feel A Song Coming On” (a this.
Story was devoid of clever astune which has become r practically
a “must” in kicking off a new mu- pects. The scribblers, who (judgsical show), ‘‘Hey There,” “The ing by screen credits) alternate the
Man Who Got Away” ahd “From weekly chore among one or. two at
This Moment On.” Another cur- a time, tried the Viewer’s patience
rent number, “They Were Doing by giving Riley; played by William
The Mambo,” was done by ballet Bendix, a host of flimsy things
troupe, which also backgrounded to do.
several of Miss Froman’s vocals,
In the story* Riley mistook his
Hank SylVern’s. orch cuts the show son Junior’s desire for a boat
in lively style.
named “Judy” as a desire instead
Plugs fori General Electric are to get married. TO sustain the thin
kept down to two spots and are plot; both father and son made re-"
pleasantly delivered by Allyn Ed- marks with a double entendre flaBerm.
wards.
vor to keep the misunderstanding

&

an

.

,

the

preem

was the acting by the cast

in 'gen-

alive.

Consolation

in

innocuous

falls in with the reds and does the
bidding for a party leader who befriended him in. his orphan youth.
On trial for murder is a commy
and. the pressure is put on the
judge to. sway the jury for acquittal. The wedge is that the judge’s
two nephews will be the pawn and
if the killer hangs the young -uns
will be used as hostages for propaganda purposes.
The wayward brother finally
sees the light and when he turns
against the* party the commy boss
drops Jiim with a slug; A manuscript revealing the party plans
falls into the judge’s hands so the

.

AMERICAN INVENTORY

and

unexciting

that steered comfortably
clear of any soiled contact with
the commy li ..
Story deals with a young judge
and his misguided brother, who

drama

vareid to his Sunday-dinner-at-9
slot Is an event that enriches CBS’
public affairs department; There’s

nothing of the spectacular about
Web’s goodlooking, poised
chief. Though he is an
on-the-air essayist of considerable
dimension, he cannot hope to Snag
the headlines of the competitive
“Meet the Press” on NBC with

this

Washington

its

hot topical guests. But

in hi$

quiet way—with that sometimes
wry,
sometimes sly, sometimes
sardonic, always intelligent, pitch
of his, sans flamboyance, forensics
or ©ration— hie is one ©f the wisest,
of commentators, with the kind of
objectivity that does hot shut out
an awarCrieSs of his responsibilities
to the public,
In “The American Week,” with
its feature page blueprint, Sevareid the news conferencier is encased in an ideal setting. He Will
put in a few choice words as a
prelude to the newsfilm subjects
and follow with a well turned
phrase as the afterpiece. He will
not try to impinge his own personality on the main show—the
story. Thus* last Sunday (19), Sevareid toyed lightly with the election destiny of the Republican
Party nationally as reflected in the
returns from Maine; where the
voters installed a Democratic governor for the first time in 20 years,
Producer-Editor Ernest Leiser,
along With director Vern Diamond/
allowed the body of the story to
center around films in interview
of Down Easterners themselves,
with their engaging dialect, and
their weathered,, open faces, Some
of the lensing here was remarkable in quickly reflecting the attitudes of just plain people.
The cameras then swung to another side of the world, the Soviet
Russia of Moscow and. Leningrad,
and of the peasant interior regions
of Tashkent in Uzbek, Tiflis in
Georgia, and the storied Samarkand—the last three merely names
on a map to most Americans. The
films were shot by nonpros/ four
students of Columbia U.’s Russian
Institute who recently returned
from their 30-day, 6,000-mile tour
of the USSR, The narrative was
picked up by One of the four,
articulate Miss Gae Humphrey, of
Pelham, N. Y., whd delivered a
stimulating account of the places
and people covered by the action.
The students' were never followed
as far as they knew, nor were
they spied upon. They were restricted, of course, as to the photographing of given buildings and
such* arid were taken into “custody” 18 times during the month,
but apparently the Russian cops
were having a bit of fun with the
scholars in this: connection.
What the films showed Within a
few minutes waS the equal of many
a lofty book on the subject. With
Sevareid closing this chapter by
having Miss Humphrey in for a
quickie interview in the studio.
Here she enlarged upon the events
depicted without making the conventional mistake of blasting the
Russian system as per custom* except to say that she prefers our
way of life* giving it meaning and

Bendix. Marjorie
With Colby College Orchestra &
Wife Peg; LuChoir; Haverford College Choir, Reynolds as Riley’s;
daughter Babs, brother’s supreme sacrifice wins
as
Sanders
gene
students, faculty; Raymond P.
Junior,
et. al.,
as
Morgan
Wesley
him martyrdom of a sort.
Sloan, narrator
handled their limited roles well.
Walter Coy as the judge, Frances
Producer: Robert Wald
Art.
Rafferty, the girl friend, Ross ElDirectors: Various
liott, the ne’er do well, and Tom
Writers: Various
Powers, the commy leader, all per30 Mins.; Sun., 2 p.m.
A SALUTE TO KPIX
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
With Philip Lasky, Walter J. May- form with complete adequacy. Wisdirection of the Wells Root,
First launched in the Summer of
Leo
J.
bar’s
Witting,
tham, Chris J.
yarn was handicapped by the stud1951, “American Inventory” reHalley.
turned to NBC’s Sunday afternoon Director: Forrester Mashblr
ied avoidance of violence and the
Helm.
schedule for its fourth term after Producer; Charlotte Morris
delicate implications.
a. hot weather hiatus.
As per its 15 Mins., Mon. (13)
overall title and continuing under KPIX, San Francisco
TONIGHT
CONCERT
the financing of the Alfred P.
Opening the Week -long cere- With New York Concert Orchestra,
Sloan
Foundation,
“Inventory”
Margaret Hi 11 is conducting;
monies that announced the formal
sizes up significant segments of
Mitch Miller, commentator
American life, with Sunday’s (19) takeover of KPIX by Westinghouse, Producer: Roger Gerry
subject being “The Small College.” general manager Phil Lasky hosted Director: Frank Bunetta
School under review in an all-film
an informal explanation and intro- 60 Mins;, Wed., 9 p.m.
job (though some shows will be
Sustaining
viewers.
live
combination) was Colby duction to the station’s
DuMont, from New York
Maytham, Pacific
J.
Walter
College in Waterville, Me.
DuMont fates some plaudits for
It’s a bit painful— since this is a Coast v.p. of Westinghouse Elec- this
hoUr session, invading the
pUblic service series- to report tric, Chris J. Witting, president precints of the longhair which:
that the premiere, show took in too Of WestihghOuse Broadcasting Co. today gets an almost total brushoff
much, was somewhat condescend- and Leo J. Halley, member of the from the other webs. For this
ing and, by turns, curiously awe- San Francisco Board of Supervisors alone it’s to be commended. “Construck in its approach to higher representing Mayor Elmer Robin- cert Tonight,” in its own mild,
learning and the personal com- son, discussed the station’s role in unpretentious
way/ makes for
ponents thereof, and lacked a posi- the city life and the meaning of pleasurable chamber music listentive point of view.
It seemed to Westinghouse’s new rple as owner. ing. True, it’s not the most inspired
be more concerned with nostalgic Lasky reviewed the history of music, but thoroughly enjoyable it
reflections by an alumnus than KUIX, first local tv station to go it as conductor Margaret Hillis
With the special factors that make on the air, Maytham Outlined West- does a competent, job in helming
the campus tick and! come alivei In inghouse’s. extensive commercial the orchestra which she founded.
fact, the view via the “personal” interests in the Bay Area and noted
Watching it is something else
narrative was from that of a grad- that the company has been a mem- again. The cameras, not content
uate, with voicing of a cliche-laden ber of the community for over 60
to let the music speak for itself,
composition by Raymond P. Sloan years, while Witting explained that go on a chair-hopping spree (they
(which name may be a Coincidence Westinghouse, largest independent aren’t still for more than 30 secunder the Sloan Foundation label); operator of stations, was not a onds at a time) to a point of
“Inventory” has had more pro- member of a network and had no distraction. And .since it s a small
fessional programs and it’s certain desire to start one, but wanted
orchestra,' everybody gets camera
that; the opening stanza will be each station to be part of the combilling a hundred times over.
looked back upon by program- par- munity. Halley read a communique
Mitch Miller of Columbia Rectisans as a premature start. Trau.
from the Mayor which was neatly ords does the background and insuperimposed over his face on the troductory commentary. What little
screen.
WHAT DO YOU
TO BE
he has to contribute at least is
•
With Dinny Bruce
As an Informal meeting between devoid of the usual stuffiness of the
Producer: Harry Coon
industry execs and the public, the cliched annotators. His information
Director: Dick Liesendahl
program Was a complete success, is interesting and a departure from
Writer: Tony Weinrott
being deftly staged to achieve a the trite, and scholastic. It also sincerity.
30 Mins.; Sat., 9. a.m.
maximum of casualness, Lasky, brings up the question: “What’s a
For the end fillip, there was the
Sustaining
completely a,t ease before the Columbia man doing ort DuMont?” human interest story,
it began
WBBM-TV, Chicago
Rose.
camera, except for an occasional
with a kinnie of that part, of the
In terms of tele time devoted to reference to listeners instead of
Garry
Moore
Show
last Week in
them, Windy City tots loom as viewers, handled the majority of FIRST PERSON
Which he made a pitch for nickels
probably
the
most
pampered the conversation introducing the With Elaine Grande guests
—“just for nothing”—in behalf of
bunch in the nation. This early other guests; and drawing from Producer: Desmond Smith
one of his guests from Point PleasSaturday morning WBBM-TV proj- them the information needed to 30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.
ant, Mich.. This immediately segued
ect is another entry in the long explain
the new setup. He might Sustaining
into a picturization of the dizzy
list of moppet angled local shows;
make a good tv performer any CBC-TV, from Toronto
doings-on in that town, complete
And if it accomplishes- nothing else time
“First Person” is a Well-built, With the “little
he Wishes to retire from oppicture” of the
*
smooth-running documentary show leading characters involved, that
(Continued on page 32
erating the station,
Rafe.
of the interview type designed to wound up
with an avalanche of
reveal standout; facts about a per* nearly
$7,000 in nickels. Obviously,
son or subject. Show caught (14) the horn
of plenty more than
had Marilyn Bell, the 16-year-old hinted at the pull exerted
by Moore
Loretto Abbey student Who swam of the CBS
camp.
Trau.
42 miles across Lake Ontario in 21
hours during Canadian National
Exhibition When three others, in- “First Person;” which was only one
“don’t rewrite a hit”-r-but video cluding Florence Chadwick, failed of a stream of events featuring and
Put a few more Gina Lollobrigsame aquatic trip honoring her, youngster was oridas on color tv and that’s all the is such a fast familiarizing medium to make the
spectaculars the medium heeds, that a variation of any theme is to from Youngstown, N. Y„ to To- dered by her physician to take it
judging by her telegenic impact Ort be encouraged. Conforming to the ronto; Elaine Grand, w.k. Canadian easy, but following rest, compleCBS’ “What’s My Line?” on Sun- tinted idea, a fashion parade Was tv femme, interviewed Miss Bell, tion of her studies and other swim
day night (18), Maybe it won’t help part of the ‘‘pouf” deodorant’s her parents and young sister; her dates, she should be a socko bet
John Charles Daly, Bennett Cerf sales pitch, Oh yes, the two femmes trainer, Gus Ryder; Joan Cook, pal for films. She’s a natural looker,
and Steve Allen (or Robert Young, on the regular panel—Dorothy Kil- Who jumped in to. swim With Mari- proven; by newsreel arid video
the other “mystery guest”) to look gallen and Arlene Frances—looked lyn, arid Toronto Star reporter news shots of her without makeup.
Elaine Grand, who has other
prettier despite their pale blue purty too in their gayly hued George Bryant.
Stanza included films of the regular video chores on CBC-TV’s
shirts—but the jUst-atrived Roman coutour for the spectrum occasion.
Loliapalooza is made-to-order for Being innately good shoWWoman, swim with live commentary by "Living” end “Tabloid” sessions,
spectrumcasting. This is the second they knew hoW to dress prop-, Miss Bell Who, in this and other kept the show bristling and draweek in a r©w that the Goodson & erly for the; occasion. On the men, video appearances since her phe- matic with Well-placed questions
Todman package has double-fea- for some reason, the camera nomenal swim, showed up as a designed tb\ build to tension and
This show was okay
tured its celebrity guests, a good seemed to bring out their shaved standout television type.
Young interest.
change of pace. Perhaps another mustaches in a curious bas-relief, girl is never flustered or nervous, coverup for CBC’s sad fumbling
change of pace that might be under, the color tv .treatment, but always ready with ari interesting when it completely missed tv covessayed is reshuffling the sequenc- not noticeable when Switched to answer delivered in click© voice erage of the Bell swim itself, exing of the panel. True, there’s the. compatible black-and-white.
arid lucid manner, and with mod- cept for inadequate film shots used
Abel.
esty and frankness,; following, in jiews shown*.. nutr t iiCjorm.
?1JW ithaJ.,Yhr ,^P.W tyz hurdle \
eral,

including
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WABD, New York

all

(Compton)

.

&

Marxmanship

the

CBS-TV, from Washington
The seasonal return of Eric Se-

(film)

It is to be presumed that this
story about pinkos, second entry in
the new season’s series, must have
carried a stronger wallop in its.
original concept than that which
passed through the tubes. The
script must have shuttled, between
the local Compton office and Proc-.
ter
Gamble in Cincinnati many
times before it was acceptable in
this watered-down version. Soapmaker has always avoided controversial issues and apparently only
the shell was left after they got
through with it. End results was

Long, Howard Harris

layoff

Sustaining

PROCTER & GAMBLE

NBC-TV, from Hollywood

Abby Berlin

Roland
Dick, Conway,
MacLane, Harry Clork, Sumner

CBS-TV, from N, Y.

(film)

(BBD&O)
To

Director:
Writers:

Writer: Wells Root
30 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m.
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Wednesday) September 22, 1954

Sunday-Monday

(19-20)
teledrama season off and

came forth with

Witli Phyllis Avery,

I

Hans Conried, With Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway,
George Meany, Tyrone Power,

Lloyd Corrigan, Maty Field,
Mark Andrews, Nancy Hale

Ronald Reagan, Eddie Fisher,
William Holden, Danny Kaye,

Bob Hope; Ray

Bolger, Danny
Pat O’Brien, Dinah
Shore, Audrey Totter, Jack Car-

Thomas,

(film)

;

average

couldn’t possibly accept.

ONE

members

..

PILLSBURY

Weeks),

CBS-TV,

(alt.

TONI
front N.Y.

&

•

phenomenal attraction for the
“
American viewing public.
Two factors this Season combine
minimize that attraction. One is
Godfrey himself, who last spring
piled up a slew of unfavorable publicity via the Julius La Rosa incident, his airplane buzzing and
his general attitude toward the.
to

(

McCann'Erijcfcsdn )

“Studio One”
its

is

Th

numbers.

.

characterizations.
stock
Judging by the initial installment
of this Desilii production, any similarity of Miss Havoc’s role to a

tributed

fortunate with

Westinghouse

show kicked off the previous season bonafide femrhe lawyer is strictly
with George Orwell’S acclaimed accidental.
“1984,” On Monday (20) it led off
Having their gal lawyer hanging
small New
with up her shingle in
the “Lucky Seventh”
Hampshire town was a curious
“Twelve Angry Men,” by the same move on the part of the, writers.
Reginald Rose “who gave you.” After- all, the cases and situations
such other Westinghouse works as that could develop in a whistlestOp
“Remarkable Incident At Carson are obviously limited. It would
seem that there'd be a lot more
Corners,” “Thunder On Sycamore room to play around in if the scene
Street” and “The Death and Life were shifted to a busy metrooolis.
Plugs for GM’s Gold Medal flour,
of Larry Benson.”
“Twelve Angry Men” was & Cheerios and O-Cel-O sponges

handled innocuously by aniEnd of the season saw. his wallop on all riiai counts script were
mated spots, among other methods.
Wednesday night ratings start to and performances; direction (by
Gilb.
nosedive, to the point where NBC’s

—

press.

filmed combination of “I Married

Joan”

and

“My

Margie”

Little

“Friends” for the first
time. The second factor relates directly to the competition this year
in the form of ABC-TV’s “Disneyland.” For the latter, formidable in
itself, has the added advantage of
starting, a half-hour earlier, at 7:30.
With these factors in mind, Godfrey is going to have to corile up
With a better show than the kickoffer provided in order to stay on
top. The Godfrey shows have never

overtook

Franklin Schaffner, who’s rotating
on the series with Paul Nickell)
and in Felix Jackson’s correct conception of the production as an
eloquent suspense vehicle. For the j
viewer at large who’s not much
concerned
nor should he be
with the technical niceties, the
impact Was in the playing, meshed
strikingly with a masterly example

—

—

:

TOM DUGGAN SHOW

Korean

showcase seen yet, with
son has beeri modified so that the
laughs roll at the right time, and such tv regulars as Bob Hope &
never with a raucous hilarity bn a friends, Danny. Thomas, Ray Bolstraightline. Technically, the pro- ger, Eddie Fisher, Dinah
Shore
gram. shows improvement, with
and Jack Carson, and such tv hold?
better overall production.
outs
(so
far)
as Danny Kaye, TyLocale of the series has been
switched from a girls’ school to a rone Power, William Holden and
coed institution, where 'Mill arid's Debbie Reynolds. They
came, out
the dramatics prof. In the initialer,
not for a television show but for
a wealthy widow plans to make a
a
tribute
to such of their colhefty donation to the school, on
condition the
dramatic section leagues as the late A1 Jolson arid
present a legiter she once saw with Joe E. Bfowri, .Fred
Astaire, Edgar
her late hubby. Milland spots it as
a turkey, and brings the author Bergen, Gary Cooper; Frances
Langford
and Jack Benny, who for
pronto when he notifies him he’s
going to produce his worst play.
a variety of reasons couldn’t be
Idea of getting the author to re- present
but were represented on
write stumbles when the writer
goes for the widow, especially her film.
lrioola.
With such a lineup, it was too
Eventually Milland con?
virices the author he should rewrite, much, to expect some entertainthe play, but then the irate widow ment too, but they managed to
withdraws her; endowment, saying squeeze some in. But largely it
this ain’t what she and Wilbur saw. was a switching affair, from familIn a rather touching scene, Milland iar film of overseas wartime shows
and his wife tell the widow she’s to live presentations of some of the
got to stop living in the past, and same performers in the studios.
look for a new life with the Writer. The four emcees, Power,- Roriald
Happy ending sees fhe turkey re- Reagan, Fisher and Holden, prewritten, and the widow and author sented “Operation Entertaininent”
in love.
awards to those present arid those
Hans Corireid, as the eccentric en absentia, to which all concerned
writer, gives an excellent perform- voiced modest and sincere accepance, thefting many a scene. Mil- tances. Out of the entertaininent
land, much more natural in his mill was a quickie dance by Bolnew Suit of clothes, is always be- ger, a one-sentence duet with Kaye
lievable. Miss Avery is competent & Fisher on “Oh, My Papa,” an
as his ever-loving wife, while Mary equally short trio comprising Pat.
Field, as the widow, Lloyd Corri- O’Brien, Edward G. Robinson and
,

WBKB,

Chicago
Here’s an attempt to cash in
always brash and
of television lensing, and in the daytimes on the
superior staging.
Here was a sometimes crass personality of
been especially distinguished for
WBKB lateDuggan
whose
Tom
Frank troupe of six names and as many
the talent they carry
Parker; Marion Marlowe, Janette featured thesps (no bakers’s dozen nighter gabbos continue to log in
Davis, Haleloke are nice enough but sum total of cast) brought highly respectable ratings.. This
people, but don’t Often rise out of together
merely
for. the time the slant is toward the gals
not
the class of the merely competent. marquee values but as picked at home, figuring that the Duggan
McGuire Sisters and the Mariners emoters alive to their special
gan, Mark. Andrews and Nancy Keenan Wynn, a short Tokyo Rose
have had their moments, but characterizations as members of a sugar and spice could well be their Hale round out the cast with, good sketch with Thomas and Audrey
they’re by no means star attrac- jury deliberating in a murder case. midday tv dish.
Totter, Dinah’s versions of “Senthesping;
tions. Godfrey is the draw, and
Jules Bricken’s direction keeps timental Journey” and “I’ll Walk
The guy has built his rep on his
Seldom in tv history has a story
when he has an off riight> as he did been
able to achieve so many high ability to mount the soapbox at to an even tempo, and he displays Alone,” Hope together with Jerry
on the opener, the result is an hour points with such frequency and
a fine perceptivity. Slick teleplay Colonna and Tony Romano on “If
the drop of a cue, with, his free is by Rik Vollaerts, based on a Lee I Had My Way,” the Bell Sisters on
of unrelieved boredom.
maintain the absorbing, tense pace.
About the only thing that made Limited to
iending
swinging
verbal
larrups
Loeb yarn. John MacBurnie’s lens- “My Heart Belongs to Daddy,” and
the jury room (except
the opener of interest was an ap- for the opening
Jiirimy Wakely and Carolina Cotwith a brief flash plenty of “what’ll he say next” ex- ing is topgrade.
parent restraint between Godfrey of
GE blurbs, filmed, are presented ton on “You Are My. Sunshine.”
bench
panel),
charging the
citements, and when the occasion
and the cast. It was most notice- thethewith efficiency and brevity.
Producers Robert Welch and
playout scored impact after
on
the
charm
he
can
turn
warrants
able with the Mariners, to whom
Daku.
William Kayden ran the ceremoimpact as the plain and not so plain that apparently hits' the gals with
Godfrey said when informed that joes struggled
nies and entertainment off without
with their con- a 100 proof belt. But on this asthey had a date at the York (Pa.) sciences
a hitch, and director William Benand with each other to signment, he’s cast pretty much as LET’S DANCE
State Fair the following day that
With Art Mooney Orch, Ralph nington kept them going at a clockarrive at a just verdict.
a variety show emcee— a role that
they might just as well hot sing
Flanagan Orch, -guests
work pace, also handling the diffiAtmosphere
of
tension
and
the
tends to dilute the Duggan flavor. Producer: Alan Dinehart
their song because he didn’t want
cult film-and-live integration flawto put them into the upper income vagaries of the human mind were
There Were some good moments 60 Mins., Sat. 8 p.m.
lessly. Glenn Wheaton’s continuity
almost
immediately arid some strictly hohum ones on ABC-TV, from N.Y. and Chicago
brackets. He did it half-jokingly, established
was concise and to the point. Gen.
but one couldn’t be sure. And the,| with a vote of 1 1-1 :for guilty
It seems that ABC-TV has
a Matthew B. Ridgway appeared to
viewed (17). Duggan Was
Cummings casting the segment
rest of the banter With others in Robert
at his besj with a. running, bypiay never-say-die attitude about band thank the thesps via a filmed in“not.”
From
here
in
playwright
the cast seemed to be ’Strained.
with a youngster from the studio remotes. During the past couple of sert frbm Washington, while AFL
Godfrey also had a tendency to be Rose developed the reasons why audience end .‘In the. soap opera years, ..,thq; pet has whipped up prexy George Meany dittoed in
suggestive, via some very frank “12 good men arid true” are caused lampooning s^equ^hce. that was' so= stanzas in .whicjvthe cameras were -person* Show was timed for the
to
alter
their
opinions,
building
leers at the girls and the device of
Irwin centered on the; name bands toot- AFL annual convention now holdhorrible it was hilarious;
seating them all in the front row of point-by-poiHt on the available and Berke,
erstwhile
Randolph St. ing at Frank Dailey’s Meadow- ing forth on the Coast, and was ina section of seats reserved for the post-charge evidence and testi- songplugger and apprentice comic, brook; Cedar Grove, N.J. The band cepted by AFL consultant Mbrri
cast. Otherwise, he lacked his' cus- mony. Each man had his series of
remote idea didn’t work out -too No.vik and AFTRA topper George
says, Franchot Tone arid Edward was on hand to deliver a lecture, well
tomary spark.
then and it doesn’t quite come Heller, with the detail work hanon ballet that produced lots of
Entertainment, as per usual, was Arnold as the last of the holdouts laughs.
off on this new series despite its dled by the Hollywood Coordinatdepartment
was.
Musical
dynamic performances; Paul
all musical, but Without any par- in
pleasantly
handled
by singers larger scale. Format for this hour? ing Committee under Irvipg Lande,.
ticular theme or integral thread. Hartmari, with a deft light charac- Janet Brace and Janie Johnson long remote calls for 30 minute
Chan.
Parker did “Hey There,” the Mari- terization <if a joeblow typical of with Dim Jacoby and staff combo pickups, from the Hotel New Yorkners delivered “This Old House” many a juryman; John Beal, the in support.
er, N.Y., where the Ralph Flanaquiet
one;
Walter
Abel,
the
natty
Chicago
maestro
arid
emcee.
as
in strong fashion, Godfrey himself
gan orch is now playing, and ChiOri the debit side was the. fact
f he former
did “They Were Doing the Mambo” articulate logician; Cummings,; the
cago’s Aragon Ballroom, currently He’s more at home
time
given
too
much
was
over
that
fair-minded
sole
dissenter
department.
the
As;
an
emcee,
he’s
in
in
characteristic fashion.
Miss
headlining Art Mooney’s orch.
Marlowe sang her recording of jjbeginnirig whose points and tactics to interviews among the sparse
Having the remotes come from over-exuberant arid his enthusiasm
“Whither Thou Goest” and teamed are the final persuader in acquittal; studio assembly that failed to gen- two cities 1,000 miles apart is an for the celebrities, the customers
with Parker for a fadeout duet on and interesting studies of men grop- erate much interest except for the imaginative gimmick but on preem and the ballroom became tiresome.
“Some. Day.” Miss Davis chirped ing to do the right thing in the aforemeritioned lad who had been show caught Saturday (18), it ap- Cameras concentrated^ on the terpAlso Dug- peared that the producers gave up sters during the Mooney instru“If I Give My Heart to You” and exceptionally skilled performances obviously schooled.
the McGuire Sisters piped “Good- of George Voscovec, Lee Philips, gan’s sarcastic asides to announcer after ..that bright stroke; Show also mentals and none of it added up.
night Sweetheart” and their cur- Joseph Sweeney, 'Will West, Bart Tom Casey and the two singers, preemed under * another handicap. to good viewing. Guestaf June
while tongue-in-cheek, lacked the According to ABC procedure, the Valli did okay warbling “Hey
rent “Muskrat Ramble*’* with God- Burns and Norman Feld.
frey on the piano for the latter.
If a number of faults could be saving grace of being clever.
televised NCAA games can cut into There’^ and “Tell Me, Tell Me”
Haleloke did one of her standard found, one was in the remarkable
If this daytime vehicle during a network su$tainer so— in New and the Los Gatos aero team, gave
Hawaiian numbers, and Lu Ann fact that, considering some of the its first few weeks shakes down York, anyway, the “Let’s Dance” a solid account of themselves. For
Simms,” though listed for the donscionable' struggles of the panel, rather than breaks down, Duggan show got a late start with only the a time it looked like the whole
preem, didn’t show. New conductor the defense attorriey must have and “friends” could well make a Chicago end coming up for ap- thing was turning into just anvice Archie Bleyer is Neal Hefti, been asleep in not citing the salient dent against the competing net- praisal.
It’s
expected that the other vaudeo show.
who did a good job. All told, show points brought out within the work shows. But it’s going to take NCAA games will keep cutting
Timetable for the series calls for
Was very routine, as were Larry private confines of the jury room. some work and more, thought to into the hour for about another Flanagan to be picked up for the
Puck’
next 13 weeks, and Mooney to reign
production
and Robert But this is carping. The play was tighten up the loose joints.
four weeks.
J )
1
sBleyer’s direction.
“ Art Mooney held the ' fort for for the first four weeks. Gros.
Chari*
whammot
VFrmi.
Dave.
.

—

“

the

1

Tom

Casey, Janet Brace,
Janie Johnson, Irwin Berke, Don
Jacoby, Seven Cotton Pickers
Producer: Grover J. Allen
Director: Richey Victor
55 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1:30 p.m.
Participating

With

and

II

The result—for this show came
It’s not only on the format itself
that Tugerid’s applied his inge- from the hearts of the performers
nuity. The laughtrack so obnoxious —Was about the most star-studded
because it was obstrusive last seatelevision

.

This shapes up as the critical
season for the controversial Arthur
Godfrey, and in none of his inul-.
tiple CBS exposures is he mote
vulnerable than in the Wednesday
night “Friends.” Latter is merely
a glorified copy, of the morning
segments; it’s a daytime-type variety segment, with ho outer nighttime raison d’etre than Godfrey’s

y\far

on NBC.

:

CBS-TV, from N. Y.

)

.

:

biz fraternity

gav6. their services and their
time to th
USO overseas
its
during the late and
ri lamented

a sizable audierice even against the
formidable opposition pf Groucho World
Marx, who has the same time slot action.

Havoc, .Who didn’t help
by her overacting, rattled
off her lines at a rapid clip and
frequently punctuated them with
Supporting
gesticulations.
wild
players for the most part con-

Miss

thirigs

WESTINGHOUSE

Belding; Leo
(Foote, Cone
Geller
Burn'ett; Weiss

&

Producer: Felix Jackson
Director: Franklin Schaffner
Writer: Reginald Rose
60 MinS., Mon., 10 p.m;

show

of the

who

.

,

60 Mins.t Wed., 8 p.m.

its

AFTRA

..

(12 Angry Men)
FRIENDS
With Janette Davis, Marion Mar- With Robert Cummings, Franchot
Tone, Edward Arnold, Paul Hartlowe, Haleloke, McGuire Sisters
man, John Beal, Walter Abel,
Frank Parker, The Mariners
Norman Feld, Lee Philips, Bart
Tony Marvin, Neal Hefti
(4)
Burns, Joseph Sweeney, George irate dog catcher, an excited dairy- hired new Writers, directors and
Orch
Voskovec, Will West; anriouncer, man, a couple of small boys and hi$ completely different approach
Producer: Larry Puck
gives this series a chance to draw
Betty Furness
Director: Robert Bleyer
several talkative relatives.
.

Screen

Actors Guild?
lembership,
together
with. th
U.S. Armed Forces and
with the cooperation of NBC-TV,
which furnished the time and facilities gratis, got together for this
long-overdue tribute to the “soldiers
greasepaint,” the mariy
arid;

viewers screen wife, Phyllis Avery,
Harry Tugerid, new producer on
Louis the series, is the surgeon brought
to
credited
Script, which is
in to perform the major operation
producer William on a show badly in need of a comPelletier’ and
Portia, plete overhaul. Tugend has done
Spier,
bpilt around
dog a remarkable piece of work, giving
whose first .client
With the series a new polish and sophiscow.
charged with scaring a
and Milland consequently
the
yam tication,
smalltown locale,
a
comes over much better. Tugend
brought in such characters as'an

which

tions

'

FRIGIDAIRE,
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soil,
Edward
G,
Robinson,
CBS-TV, from Hollywood (film)
Keenari Wynn, Jerry Cojo'nna,
(Young & Rubicam)
Jack Haley,
Jimmy. Wakely,
J hnny Grant, Tony Romano,
(DancerrFitzgerald'Sample; Esty)
improvement in the Ray Milland
Patty Thomas, Bell Sisters, Con“Willy,” new comedy series with show which begins its second sean’.e Ilaines, Terry Moore, Caro*
June Havoc portraying the title son, is sq vast the series is scarcely
lina Cotton, Debbie Reynolds,
role, bowed iriapspiciqusly Sat. (18) recognizable. Last year the comedy
others; Robert Arinbruster and
Von Dexter, music
on CBS-TV under the General show met with mediocre reaction,
Producers: Robert Welch, William
Mills banner. For this half-hour chiefly because the situations, were
Kayderi
entry on film about- the “merry contrived, the humor too broad, Director: William Bennington
Milland
himself Writer:' Glenn Wheaton
adventures of a young lady lawyer” and "because
was seldom amusing. Its failure seemed ill at ease in the midst of 60 Mins., Mon; (20V, 8 p.m.
NBC-TVy from Hollywood
to register on the laugh meter, was slapstick. This semester the only
American Federation of Labor
due primarily to exaggerated situa- ones to return are Milland and his

CBS-TV, from Hollywood

—

,

REVIEWS

OPERATION ENTERTAINMENT

GENERAL MILLS

legit.

HIS STUDIO

With June Havoc, Danny Richards
Jr., Mary Treeri* Wheaton Chambers, Whitfield Connor

Louis Pelletier, William Producer: Harry Tugend
Director: Jules Bricken
Spier
Writers: Lee Lobb, Rik Vollacrts
Producer: Spier
30 Mins., Thurs., 8 p.ni.
Director: William Asher
GENERAL ELECTRIC
30 Mins.; Sat., 10:30 p.m.

What struck many observers as particularly sighificantf-outside
of the bright factors 1
the made-strictly-for-tv plays was that
all three, seemed to contain the ingredients for Hollywood films.
But on the other side Of the fence were the boys with the crying
towels who, repeating a plaint often voiced, considered it unfortunate that, per usual, the Montgomery (9:30 to 10:30) and
Westinghouse (10 to 11) shows overlapped. It’s an old gag that
an overwhelniing number of viewers see the first half-hour of
“Robert Montgomery Presents” arid, if it isn’t up to par, tune in
(3)
on “Studio Qne.” In the case of Monday’s dual deal of top shows,
jnebbe more of ’em saw the final 30 minutes of “Studio One”
stead, but the. latter was considered the better overall.

ARTHUR GODFREY AND

RAY MILLAND SHOW

Writers:

a triumvirate to get

running at an unusual clip. Rarely if
ever has the medium encased such a clicko threesome in such a
brief span, with Philco-N6C “TV Playhouse” on. Sunday (Paddy
Chayef sky’s “Middle of the Night-’) parlayed with NBC Monday’s
Robert Moritgomery-Anierican Tobacco Theatre (Robert E. Sherwood’s ‘’Diary” ) and the CBS-Westinghouse ‘‘Studio One” (Reginald Rose’s *'12 Angry Men”) creating an excitement in dramaturgy and performance comparable to a a “big preem*’ week in

Broadway

WILLY
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room

for unpoputhat there
lar opinions in our country.
My
cameraman will be Charlie Mack,
is still

Television Reviews

my sound man,

Bobbie

GiDette’s Spanish

Hex on Spies

HuttenContinued from page

loch.”

1

Continued from, page 30

has uncovered another potential
tricycle set celeb in Dinny Bruce.
The peg on this one is along
"what I want to be when I grow
up’ lilies and seemingly designed
of
for a slightly older batch
youngsters than was on' hand for
it

1

Miss Bruce
stanza watched (18).
neatly handled a couple of freezeups with a minimum of embarrassment for the obviously frightened
kidlets and had the ehtire gang on
her side when the half-hour ended.
It’s actually a rather tough assignment for the tiny ones with their
career routines set in advance.
After they describe what they

want to be they’re popped into a
"magic chair” and a grownup
counterpart comes on for some
chin chin. Best of the lot in terms of
interest for the contemporaries at
home was a lad who said he wanted to be a motorboat racer. Presto,
on came a real life racer, complete
with an actual boat. Kid’s reaction
to the boat and the short film clip
of a race was good fare.
Session benefited from some
lush production trappings and evidenced plenty of planning. While
the guest tots ended up having a
big time, question is how much of
the fun was transmitted to the
Dave.
kids at home.

BEN SWEETLAND SHOW
Director: Michael Stephens

Producers: Ben. Edel Sweetland
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri. (noon)
Participating

KGO-TV, San

Francisco
veteran mail order expert and
a familiar voice to. Bay Area audiences (he’s been on the air here
for over 15 years pitching various
booklets and hints to happiness)
Ben Sweetland has shifted his

A

to

television

and come

up with

a daily quarter-hour show
that is going to be the same kind
of audience grabber that a Miss
Lonely Hearts or a Psychology for
the Layman column is in a newspaper.

Format

the

show

remains
•static throughout the week. The
Sweetlands are seated in a combination

of

living

room-office

with

Edel (Mrs.) Sweetland sitting on
a sofa reading the mail from the
listeners and Beni behind a desk
answering the questions. Each
letter— there are usually three is
the lead-in for a short talk, by
Sweetland on how to be happy,
replete with lush kudos to the
audience for "being such wonderful people” and aimed to solidly
at the housewife that “you ladies
out there” is used throughout.
Mrs.
Sweetland
occasionally
reads" poetry, and always ends the
show with the "Thought for Today,” a folksy little line or two
that ends the show on a sicken-

—

ing note of sweetness.
Topics for the week’s shows
Were: "How to Be Successful”

"The

(Mon.),
Clinic”

Happy

"How

Marriage

Grow
(Wed.), "You Can Be
Magnetic”
(Thurs.),
"Tips
On
(Tues.),

to

Younger”

Travel”

(Fri.).

Whirl on Series
is about to make a pitch
for the Puerto Rican market via

Gillette

Spanish-language coverage in New
of the upcoming World SeTo be aired over radio outlet
WLiB, the roundabout deal .constitutes the first time in tne his*
tory of the sports classic that it
was ever broadcast in N. Y. in a
foreign tongue.
The Gillette angle is unique
While it has a fairly solid hold on
most of the Latin and South American countries, it is reportedly way
behind single-edged blade sales by
Gem in P.R. So in order to get
Puerto Ricans to buy double-edged
Gillette blades, the Series broad-

CKLW-TV

See

York
ries.

Now’

casts will offer any of the islanders
if a friend or relative listening in N. Y. will simply
supply his name and address. Sponsor figures that, with a flood of
two-edged razors into P.R. it will
considerably increase blade sales
there. Agency McCann-Erickson is

a razor gratis

—

—

.

.

banking for a payoff on the fact
that much better than. half, of
N. Y.'s approximately 800,000 Latinos are from P.R.
Spanish play-by-play will be
done by Buck Canel, and will be
beamed to South and Central
America, although ' it’s Gillette’s
primary aim to hit N. Y. First

,

.

With Edel Sweetland

activities

The trio, plus Senator Smith's public that turns its back on a
go the whole way sincere, courageous effort to inject
his realization of the problems, it secretary, will
could cause was sensitive and deft. by air.
a freshness, newness and bigness
Anne Shoemaker as his sympainto a medium oversurfeited with
thetic sister, Peg Hillias as Miss
mediocrity?” Even granting that
Saint's nagging mother and Steven
the Hutton-Liebman competition
In
Canada’s
Hill as the ex-husband who can’t
from CBS, with Ed Sullivan's starunderstand her were all mighty in
spangled "Zanuck Story” emergsupport.
Preem, Gives Detroit
ing as one of the most potent of
Gordon Duff seems to have
the "Toast of the Town” installslipped into Fred Coe’s, producer
Area Its 4th Station ments; or granting that there’s a
slot without losing any of the
continuing inherent drama in the
Windsor, Oht., Sept. 21.
values
which
Coe has made
standard for this Sunday night
CKLW-TV was dedicated amid 'Lillian Roth saga even on its third
showcase. Delbert Mann's direc- pomp and circumstance on an in- go-round, the disappointing audience pull on both the NBC and
tion was a letter-perfect translation
of the script into a rich and mean- ternational scale Thursday (16) as CBS top-budgeted entries registers
as the "stunner” of the tv year,
ingful television drama.
Chan.
it became the fourth television outwith the bafflement of the netlet in the Detroit-Windsor area.
works matched only by their subseCanadian station had begun its quent determination to “stay with
regular broadcasting schedule six it and prove that we’re right,”
‘
It
(Since the specs are designed
hours before the ceremonies were
Continued from page 27
telecast at 8 p.m. First shots were primarily to achieve a spectacular
made trips abroad every three or
rating and practically decimate all
of a fireworks display on the front
competition in order to justify the
four years.
I have done this So
lawn which faces the Detroit kind of coin lavished on them, the
that I could see first-hand world
River across from the Motor City’s plight of the webs becomes all the
conditions that present problems downtown section of the $1,500,- more understandable.)
of world leadership that has been 000 station, most powerfulltv outlet
Alarming Precedents
thrust upon us whether we like in North America with 325,000
The trade generally will applaud
it or not
leadership that can- Watts. Large helium-filled balloons
the decision of the networks to play
not be abdicated without abdicat- carrying illuminated figure 9s
it the spec way, come what may,
ing our own freedom and safety. station operates on Channel 9
some trepidations over
My responsibility as one of the 96 were released amid the flare of despite
members of the greatest delibera- skyrockets and bursting of aerial "evil precedents” established in
bringing them to fruition; namely
tive body in the World
.is per- bombs.
the sky’s-the-limit fees commanded
haps evefi more specific since I
came dedicatory speeches by. talent ($50,000 for Betty Hutam a member of the Senate Armed byThen
Mayors Arthur J. Reaume and ton’s one-shot), or permitting the
Services Committee and a member
Albert E. Cobo, of Windsor and stars to call the turns on desigof the Senate Appropriations SubLouis 0. nating producers, costafs, etc. But
Detroit, respectively.
committee on Foreign Belations.
Detroit’s overall, it’s the determintion of
president of
Miriano,
You Are There
presented the webs to break with established,
Council,
"In making their request, Mr. CKLW’s prexy and manager, J. E. cliche pattern^ and to whet the apMurrow and Mr. Friendly pointed (Ted) Campeau, with a resolution petite of the public for something
out that this would give millions praising the station for its "good new and more ambitious that rates
of Americans an opportunity to neighbor” policy in 20 years of plaudits in striving for a more
share my seeing and hearing, my radio and wishing it success in its spectacular era in tv and show biz.
eyes and ears, if you please, as new venture. Many other political
As one network exec put it:
recorded through ’See It Now’ on and civic leaders from bojth sides "We're gonna get flops along With
this important trip
and thus, to of the river also participated.
the hits; but basically it’s somethat
extent,
provide Americans
The entertainment part of the thing we gotta stay with to eduwith a better insight and ‘feel’ of program was highlighted by inter- cate the public in wanting someWorld affairs and conditions.
I views with Marguerite Piazza, now thing new.
It’s our job to create
have agreed to do so because I be- appearing at the Statler’s Terrace the thirst, Which doesn’t come overlieve that you, like myself, would Room in Detroit, and Gary Crosby. night, but if we don’t create that
like to go to Paris and find out
Station lost its audio a few min- thirst the public won’t drink,”
why EDC was killed that you, like
Major task facing NBC, for one,
utes before program got under way
myself, would like to find out why
but recaptured it in time. It was is to convince the clients already
Britain was never wililng to join
in for the plunge that it’s longrecalled WXYZ-TV, Detroit, had a
the European Army.
I want to
similar failure during its opening range rather than an overnight trifind out what the British and
umph. Hazel Bishop, for one, has
French and our other allies think day festivities several years ago.
been howling. With approximately
Viewers will notice that CKLW- $150,000 time and
we are doing wrong. I want to talk
talent riding on
with farmers in Italy, and France TV is lacking something common the Hutton initial show alone as
on
the three Detroit stations—^beer sponsor of
and Southeast Asia Who have been
the closing half of
attracted to Communism and find commercials which are prohibited "Satins” (Sunbeam picked up the
out why.
I even want to argue by Canadian law.
other 150G tab for the first 45 minwith a Communist member of the
utes), agency boss and Hazel BishFrench or Italian Assembly and
op factotum Raymond Spector left
with a German Fascist (if I can
no doubts about his anxieties, as
Tiffany’s
Buy;
findL one).
I want to renew my
those dwindling ratings while the
acquaintance with India’s Nehru
show progressed left him holding
Time
in
Radio
First
and I want to meet German Chanthe bag on probably one of the
cellor Adenauer and Generalissimo
Plush Tiffany & Co., N. Y. jewel- highest cost-per-thousand items in
Chiang Kai-shek .
and perhaps ers, is about to bankroll its first tv annals,
(Fact, too, that Speceven get into Russia behind the broadcast The store with .the big tor scored a missout in
trying to
Iron Curtain.
price-tag starts Sept. 30 as spon- persuade Miss Hutton to plug
the
"As a former newspaper woman, sor of WQXR’s "Symphony Hall.” client’s product, while not gerI shall attempt to do what all good
inking constitutes a ma- mane to the spec "crisis” itself,
reporters do just hold up the mir- jor move for Tiffany, since the didn’t particularly contribute toror to what I see (there will be company for years wouldn't permit ward salving his wounds.)
no curves in the mirror). I expect a sign over its entrance. The stanza
Meanwhile, NBC's mastermindthat much of what I see and hear possesses the proper decor, how- ers have plunged into the task of
will not be popular back here, but ever, since the 8:05-9 p.m. time will devising the supplementary facets
one of the things I shall tell the minimize commercials and will air to implement the spec idea notapeople in these foreign lands is classics.
bly in the realm of a more thorough
promotion-exploitation-publicity campaign both on the air
and via use of the dailies and mags.
It's felt that the "Satins” buildup,
and trailers lacked the necessary
impact.
Henceforth, for example,
NBC will do a triphammered onVirginia Beach, Va. r Sept. 21.
the-air pre-buildup job' for each
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee today (Tues.) declared his
of the specs; not only in terms of
belief that legislation to govern the networks "is not required”
the stars but in dramatizing the
but at the same time defended the motives and the personnel of
vehicles and familiarizing the authe. Bricker Committee investigating regulation of the networks.
diences in. advance with a musical
He aired his views in a speech to delegates of the District IV
show’s score so that “we’ll have
meeting of the National Assn, of Radio & Television Broadcasters
them whistling the songs before
here.
the show hits the air.”
Lee said that there is "unwarranted uneasiness” in some parts
of the industry regarding the inquiry.
Effective legislation or a
demonstration of the lack of need for it can only be determined by
"searching investigation,” Lee, formerly in charge of surveys for
a House committee,, said.
"In this case,” he declared, -however, "I believe that this inContinued from page 25
quiry will, clearly demonstrate that legislation is not required and
will be credited with their full
at the same time may bring to light and correct some practices
hour rate, even though their net
inconsistent with the public interest. I want to state my complete
will approximate NBC’s and CBS.’
confidence in not only the Senate (Interstate Commerce) ComRadio execs have been concerned
mittee but in the excellent staff recruited for this investigation.”
about reporting billings for some
Reviewing network regulation of the FCC, Lee stated that in
time, since the varying discount
his opinion "there is no form of network dominance in the inplans in effect at the different netdustry today.”
He said that FCC rules are not static and may be
works make a gross billings figure
Changed whenever circumstances require.
"The foundation of
a misleading one for purposes of
our system of regulaton,” Lee said, "has been to fix respsonsibility
comparison. Mutual, for example,
directly on the Station licensee.
In my opinion, any change in
grants an immediate 50% cut in
regulations which would tend to reduce the responsibility of inevening rates for all markets which
dividual stations would not be in the public interest, nor would it
have television, plus a multiplicity
improve the economic welfare of any segment of the industry.”
of other discounts. These aren't r*.
Pointing out that radio and tv together accounted for less than
fleeted in the gross figure reported
20% of national advertising last year, Lee said he does not see how
to the industry, and therefore a
legislation controlling the networks could be feasible without including advertising agencies, talent agencies, motion picture proflat comparison of Mutual’s billings
with CBS’, for example, is imposducers, program packagers and others.
"Any other course,” he
sible.
said, "would be inequitable and unfair.”

With the exception

of the travel show, there was no
attempt to do other than hit at
the basic fears of humanity is
your marriage successful?, you too

—

can be happy, etc.—and for each
major fear Sweetland has a booklet. It’s as commercial as Dorothy
Dix and on about the same level.
Rafe.

Tele Followue
The consistently perceptive Pad
cy Chayefsky turned in anothe:
©f his warmly human dramas oi
NBC-TV’s "Philco Playhouse” las
Sunday (19). In "Middle of th<
Night,” he took up the problem o
marriage between a middle-agei
man and a young girl, lending ti
.

a competent dramatic vehicle th<
more important elements of
dignified treatment, a sure sensi
of his characters and a sensitivit;
that’s so often lacking in tv drama
Acting on this occasion more
than matched the story, with Eva
Marie Saint excelling in the role
of a confused youngster who’s
divorced her musician husband and
sees happiness in a life with E. G.
Marshall, a widower who’s incidentally her boss. Miss Saint has
been around the video dramas
since their inception, but she’s just
now beginning to emerge as a
;

gifted actress instead of a merely
beautiful girl (which she’s always
been).

Marshall’s interpretation of the
kindly and understanding widower
who falls in love with her despite

series

game

is

slated for Sept. 29.

WFIL PREPS CLIENTS

Common

FOR TINT TV ERA
Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
inaugurated color side
transmission throughout its entire
daily schedule yesterday (29) and
will launch color film transmission
on an all-schedule basis starting in

WFIL-TV

—

mid-December.

Announcement

of the addition

of color facilities was made by
Roger W. Clipp, general manager,

who

said all station identification
slides and all prorhotional spots
will be telecast in full color. Audio
mention of this fact will be made
in each case for the benefit ©f the

—

black and white viewers, marking
the first time black and white viewers will be so consistently reminded of the ready availability
of color tv.
WFIL-TV has offered color
transmission to advertisers at no
increase in cost over black and
white transmission of commercial
slides.
Only requirements is that
the advertiser supply his own color

WQXR

art work,

and/or

slides.

Gould’s 1 00G Suit Vs.

.

G&T On

WQXR

—

‘2

For Money’

Limited examination of officers
of the Goodson-Todman packaging
outfit was granted attorneys for
writer A. Edward Gould, who
claims piracy on the title "Two for
the Money” to the tune of $100,000,
N. Y.
Supreme Court Justice
Joseph A. Gavagan ruled that pretrial examination would be con-

—

.

fined to Goodson-Todman to the exclusion of other defendants in, the
case, CBS; P. Lorillard and Leiinen
Newell, and ruled that Good-

&

i

Lee: ‘No Network Dominance

son-Todman need
books and records.

produce

acquired a secondary meaning. He
claims the defendants wrongfully
appropriated the title for the tv
show, which stars Herb Shriner.
Defendants have entered a general
denial of

all allegations.

WPIX Goes To

Computing Radio

.

not

Gould claims he wrote a book
called "Two for the Money”, in
1941, and that the title has since

College

WPIX,

the N. Y. Daily Newsowned tele operation j has assumed
a cap-and-gown flavor for fall. Not
only is the return of. the Columbia
U. School of Journalism "News-ORama” set for Get. 18, but a
Hofstra College inspired and conducted half-hour makes its entry
on that day also. Moreover, there’s
going to be the return of the much;

"Living
Blackboard”
three-time-a-weeker, done by the
in cooperation with the
N. Y. Board of Education, on

heralded
station

Oct.

5.

Another new show in the

WPIX

lineup is "I Made the' News,” a
panel show which includes Johnny
and
McElhone
Eloise
Olsen,
Allen Ludden, which debuted last
Sunday (19). The Hofstra College
program has not been named yet.
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Kraft Foods adds audience by adding
Kraft Television Theatre to
This

little

cameraman' is so

Familiar

we hardly have

to

ABC

tell

you which

I
famous progrant
last^year’s
their

Exposure

significant

TV audience by

Thursday
this

most

it

stands for!

line-up.

moves

. . ,

one of

when Kraft Foods widened

adding these weekly dramas to ABC's

The

outstanding show

It's also symbolic of

commercial's, too, are a popular feature of

. . .

one of the

many

distinguished

programs now making “dramatic” news on ABC,

You're in smart company on

ABC-TV

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

*>
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*

Meriwether, Miss America, made her tv debut earlier this summer
on Jerry Bundseri’s KGO-TV “Look Who’s Here” show since off the
screen and on KVSM
ABC staff members held their annual picnic
Sept. 16 at the Peninsula Country Club
. Eve Dybwad, formerly with
NBC in New York, has joined the office Staff of KGO sales.

Ann

.

,

IN

NEW YORK

.

.

publishers and song pluggers think of Perry Como (as if
could be bad) is in the theme of Paul Denis opus in TV Star Parade
Albert Perkins, managing editor of American Magazine
for Oct,
will lecture on radio-ty writing at Prait Institute, Brooklyn, in addition
NUY chores. Kimball Flaccus organized the Pratt course.
regular
his
to
Manhattan brethren got silver dollars as commemorative tokens of
Actress Betty O'Leary
being 25 years old
L. B. Wilson's
has sold her Long Island home and moved to a Manhattan apartment.
Harry Wismer, Mutual sports gabber, being kudosed by the Professional Golfers’ Assn, of America on Sunday (26). He gets a citation
for being “one af the major factors in the tremendous increase iri inAlma Dettinger returns from 30-day vacation
terest toward golf'
and starts her 14th year as f emcee of WQXR’s “Other People’s BusiHal Gold, editor of Mutual’s press information department,
ness’^
was again named p.r. biss for the Knights of Pythias of New Jersey
WINS last SunEddie Fisher guested on the Marylin Cantor airer
Mike Jablons, WL1B bally boss, on jury duty in N. Y.
day (19) ..
Les Keiter has American Kitchen division of WINS’
Supreme Court
“Game of the Week.”
David B. Graham has resigned as mgr; of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample’s
radiortv operations dept, and intends to move back to program and
His last ..legit link was as co-producer of
commercial production.
Paul Green’s "Salvation On a String” last July at Theatre ,de Lys in
\s-public affairs veep Sig Mickelson
CBS
Greenwich Village
planed to Europe to. visit principal overseas bureaus of the Web, reJohn Henry Faulk to launch drive of United Cereturning Oct, 13
bral Fund in New Brunswick, N. J., Oct. 4 (at Rutgers U. Commons) and
fortnight later (19) goes to Ossining, N. Y., to open the fair there
WNBC-TV’s John Hurlbut speeched on “TV—the Electronic Salesman”
Norman Frank,
at N. 'J. Insurance Agents Assni; in Atlantic City
Gene
CBS program supervisor, to Europe for a month’s vacation
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parade saluting the nation’s dairy industry Oct. 9
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football coach, started a Series of Friday night
.Westingat 6:15 p.m.
prevues of California grid games over
house will reriegotiate contracts in the coming month with the National
FedAmerican
the
and
Technicians
Employees
and
Assn, of Broadcast
Les Arries, ABC-TV direceration of Television and Radio Artists .
the
for
in
town
assistant,
Chosley,
his
Castleman
D.
tor of sports, and
Okiahoma-California game which ABC televised. Mori Sahl’s midnight
Thursday
to
.
weekly,
Sunday
times
to
five
expanding
show is
Price Shoes, signed to sponsor a weekly 15-minute newscast immediately preceding the' regular Saturday Pacific Coast Conference footBill Laws starting a new half-hour sports show
ball game on
.
Lee
on KLX, Saturdays at 5:30 p.m. recapirig; the football scores

Pappy Waldorf, U:C>

KLX
.

.

.

.

KGO

.

KGO

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

OMAHA

KHOL-TV, Hpldrege, Neb., Charinel 13, has switched affiliation from
CBS to ABC, manager Duane L. Watts announced last week.
Don
.

.

.

NOrman, star of KFAB’s “Later Show,” back from vacation
The
Northern Nebraska District Lutheran Church, .Missouri Synod, last
week at its 21st convention in Seward, Neb., voted to establish a radio
and tv commission to work in coordination with the district’s public
relations department
Lambert Bartak Trio featured on RosenNovak U- Auto-Buy program on KMTV Tuesday nights
,

?

,

and children’s features,

riientaries

the fall season will include the.
screening of a series of 15 telepix
dealing with air warfare, title
music for which has been composed, by Sir Arthur Bliss. These
.

airings will start

—

—

on Nov.

-

8.

-

.
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Pittsburgh, Sept. 21.

All WQED, local educational
channel 13, could raise last week
in a 52-hour telethon for funds
to operate the station was less than
$25,000. Most of the contributions
came in one and two-dollar dribs
and drabs and there were no big
givers. Marathon show was augmented by a houserto-house canvass by hundreds of volunteer*
workers, which added something
more although not much to the
total.

While sum was

WQED

officials

disappointing,
figured the tel-

ethon more than paid for itself i
finally focusing concentrated attention on Channel 13. It’s been sort
Of a stepchild in. local tv circles
since first going on the air earlier
in the year and management thinks
wide publicity and good viewer interest in the telethon may have
been just the shot in the arm the
station has needed.

.

Don Campbell Prexies

KXXL

Cisler-Owned

.

.

’

i
MoiseWltc h anq Menuhin,
In addition to an extensive lineUP
outside broadcasts, docu-

.

.

JIM

In the longhair field there will
be a series of recitals by top instrumentalists including Claudio Arrau,
Piatigorsky,
Gioconda da Vito,
e*s
8 30
Stern »
.^-‘ a
?

.

..

.

in

same week.

•

.

^‘to'n Sortey'tprod^cJion
M peer

Gyht” which •will be
two parts within the
Another major production will be an adaptation by
Nigel Kneale of George Orwell’s
“1984.”
Specially commissioned
plays include a thriller by Francis
Durbridge and a Christmas feature
by Iain MacCormick.

educational director at
Deejay
Daddy-O-Daylie bows next neek with a midnight cross-the-boarder on
Mutual sales veep Ade Hult checked in at the Chi office last
week. Ditto sports director Paul Jona? .
WCFL piping a Saturday
night remote from the Pump Room with John McCormick hostirig .
Manhattan Motors has renewed Bob Elson’s 6 p.m. sports roundup,
simulcasted Oh WBBM-TV and. WCFL
Ric Lambert, Chi NBC radio
network salesman, off next month on a Naval Reserve hitch
Eileen
Mack’s weekly interview show at Chi’s Veteran’s Research hospital
now riding into some 200 hospitals via the- VA network.
assistant

outlet, celebrates its 30th anni on Sept. 29 with.
plenty of special events and hoopla skedded
Raytheon Manufacturing Co. has donated an invisible electronic link to WGBH-TV for
use betwe en its Cambridge, studios and its transmitter iocaited on Great
Blu'e Hill, about 10 miles away ,
will air the Harvard football
games this season with Leo Eagen arid Lindy Miller handling the deserpitions
Pete Johnson, who recently joined the
announcing staff has ankled that station to join WXBR, Manchester, N: H:,
Autry originated his Sunday (1.9) show from CFRB-CBS, Toronto
replacing Donn Tibbetts
Deejay John Scott, formerly of
named
trip,
biz
in
Chi
on
NBC o&o merchandising chief Max Buck, now
and WVDA, has joined the WEEI announcing staff and will specialize
head of radio-tv credentials panel of Natl. Assn, of Food Chains
iri musical shows
CBS-TV actor Ronald Reagan slated to be guest
WCBS’ Herman Hickman participates in Georgetown Forum of Air of honor at Advertising Club’s kickoff luncheon at the Hotel Statler,''
Galen Drake okay now after recent Sept. 28
Sept. 26 discussing football
Frank Bell: and his WEEI house band dished out the
on
scalp.
growing
back
hair
auto accident, with 12 stitches removed arid
rhythms at the Ad. Clubs third annual “Get Acquainted” night last
Bill Leonard will have Italian film star Gina Lollabrigida on the week
Red Sox arinouncer Curt Gowdy has been chosen to broadWCBS “This Is N. Y;” this week, but even the pressagents are doing a cast the NBC college football games each Saturday this season,
personal ga-ga over Gina because one official source billed her for
her
communique
had
mouth”
"horse’s
tomorrow (Thurs.) and another
CBS’
spotted for Friday (24). Better watch the logs for Lolla
It’s
Ernie Roth Is WCAE’s new publicity man. He was a promotion man
“UN— On the Record” returns Friday for. sixth, year on air
back-to-school for WNBC’s “Music Through Night” lost H^rry Fleet- for the Gaylords-Don Cornell nitery package this summer
Chuck
to Reichblum, WJAS sportscaster, teaching radio writing and announcing
U.
Columbia
at
this
week
wood who renews collitch acquaintances
Henry Uritermeyer, sales mgr. of WCBS, at Duquesne U.
try for Ph.D. in French ,
Carmen Conderato, of KQV, engaged to PFC
named chairman of American Legion Ad Post’s “Just One Break Com- Waiter Walker, who is stationed at Fort Sam Houston, Tex. .
Bettie
mittee” which helps place disabled vets in ad, Sales; p.r., etc., jobs. McLaughlin, of
secretariat, won women’s second division golf
Station’s Joan Campbell, secr’t to g.m. Carl Ward (latter a .returnee championship at Stanton Heights CC with a 98
R. E. Pusey, auditor
from, NARTB meet in Lake Placid), returned after, undergoing surgery. at KDKA, transferred to KPIX in San Francisco
Frank Forsythe,
Publicity director Milton Rich, back after Peekskill quickie with his formerly of Point of Purchase Advertising, added to
sales staff..
Connie Bulr, hello girl at Channel 2, and John Bartolotta will be
family in which he personally participated in Hurricane Edna, reports
that, new^ director Dave Driscoll, rushed into the “Operation' Big Gale” married Oct. 31
Pritchard, WJAS salesman, back' oil the job
. Bob
right after vacation and then beelined it to Soiithhold, L. I„ to pick after being out more than a week with an eye infection
Ray Scott,
Guitarist signed by Gulf to do play-by-plays of Pitt football games over KDKA,.
up the pieces after a bad beating taken by his home there
Mundell Lowe now providing solos, background arid lead-ins for Jim heads for Los Angeles this week-end to call the Panthers’ opener with
deejay show with today’s (Wed.) guest Irving Berlin
McCoy’s
Southern Cal.
George Benson, 10-year-old singer, set for a weekly
CBS spot sales (radio-tv) named national spot reps for KOIN and Saturday morning program on WILY
Walter McCoy just chalked
Jim Brown, director of Lanny Ross’ off 29 years on the WJAS engineering staff
Portland,
KOIN-TV,
Ore. ...
Harry Foster has re“Showtime” and Herman Hickman show on WCBS, back after briefie signed from WCAE sales staff to become -assistant manager of WFPG
in Atlantic City.
in Hollis.
.
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Edward „
Rosenheim has succeeded George Probst
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London, Sept, 21.
„ launch
.
„ its final years as
To
a
monopoly, BBC-TV has prepped a
of the U. of Chicago’s radio office and will supervise “The University major schedule of legit, longhair
of Chicago Round Table” aired by NBC. probst is new assistant general ahd POP telecasts to start with the
mwiger at TOGH. Boston .
JacMfeei, earing his fourth year at
the helm of WMAQ’s nightly remote from the Che? Paree
.Dan vision network is planning a numFostcr ankled his Henri, Hurst & McDonald directorship, to join Russel ber of new and classic productions
M, Seeds as> veep and account exec
WAAF manager Tom Davis in * n addition to a series of plays
New York this week. on. a selling junket
WGN farm director'- s’P^®^y; commissioned by' then).,

CHICAGO

fJV

CITY

Am

.

.

,
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Monterey, Sept.

V

21.

Don

IN PHILADELPHIA

D. Campbell, formerly v.p.
and general manager of WILD,
Birmingham, has been named president and general manager of the

.

Local RCA sales outlets remained open Sunday evening (12) for
color demonstration of the Betty Hutton spectacular. An estimated
new Monterey station
now
12,000 customers visited 60 stores, with 12 sales of color receivers
under construction by Stephen A.
Employes of WIP gave a joint reception at the Benjamin Franklin Cisler, owner.
Hotel for Ed Wallis, who resigned, as publicity and promotiori director
expects to open, in Noof WIP to take the same post at WPTZ, and Paul Martin, who moved
into Wallis’ job at the radio station
Steve Allison, late-eyeriing vember operating with 1,000 watts
fulltime
On
630 k.c. Campbell is
commentator for WPEN, has moved- into a midtown penthouse atop
BirmingChancellor Hall
St. John Terrell’s Music Circus production of a veteran of 20 years in
ham
He becomes a major
radio.
“Oklahoma!” will give a special matinee Oct. 2 for the benefit of the
following
“Mary Jones Hearth/’ public service project of WFIL’s director of stockholder in
women’s programs
Mary Door, former staff writer for NBC and approval by the FCC.
West coast broadcaster, has launched a new women’s program “At
Home,” on WFIL-TV (Mon.-Fri. 2:30 to 3 p.m.) starting Monday (20).

KXXL
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KXXL

.
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IN MINNEAPOLIS
New

U. of Minnesota football coach Murray
hour Sunday night shows Sept. 19.

WCCO-TV

will include films of preceding days’
of daylight savings Sept. 26, there’ll
tv programs here where, there’s no

Gopher

Warmouth

started jus

Subsequent programs
With end

contests

.

.

YOU CAN ARRANGE

.

be considerable rescheduling of
TO PAY AFTER
d.l.s. and where time is central
RESULTS
standard
Former U. of Minnesota football Coach Wes Fesler nixed
offer of U. of Indiana athletic directorship in order to remain here
Skeptical? Qthers Failed?
WIIATEYlCIt TOI'
with radio station WDGY where he’s sports director and a vice presi- MAX Oil WOMAN
rJlOBOKM, Mr. .Toscplt n. MoKHlna'. iner
dent
WCCO-TV concluded 33 telecasts of Minneapolis arid St. Paul JIAUl
years of swgiuulatod ktiowloilue «f your Hervlre.
American Association baseball games, four of American Legion tourna- for Crny Uolr, MulilncfB itiul otl'cr luilr. mill; whip
Kven
e bscb of over 10 years’ baUliKSI'
ment contests and an exhibition game between the local millers and problems^
IIAUI, not fuzz Ins been ttrnwn,
yoiir halt
parent club New York Giants
WCCO-TV including “Best of Broad- After tho first personal visit to study
not. rmulrea.
;

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.')0

'

lui

.

.

way” and “Lassie”

in

its

.

.

are
problem,
You can easily apply tlie fo'hnula yourself, following tbe simple tHrectlona In tbe privacy, of your
frecpicnt .office

fail-winter lineup

Visits

home.

MONTHLY COST AS LOW AS $J0

Goelpt’s Po/st

s 5th Anni

'

Los Angeles, Sept.

21.
of film-

Dallas, Sept. 21.

JOSEPH
•

R.

MESSINA

^Trlcheletfat**

—ESTABLISHED: SINCE 1924—
Peter Goelet, member
7-3051-8IH Floor
WFAA-TV celebrated its fifth an- doin’S National Board of Review, 140 W. 57lli., N.Y.C. Cl Sat.
1-4 and by appt.
Tuea. 1-7. Thur«.
to 6.
niversary on Friday (17) with spe- has been nariled national advisor to
“Families
pubrservice
the
show,
cial telecasts throughout the day.
Are First.” Show is currently on
The outlet began here as KBTV, the U. of Southern Cal.’s KTHE,
the first local tv station operated by which goes Off the air end of this
month.
the Potter Television Co.
Goelet appointment is seen as
The Dallas Mornirig News purmove to help sell the show on one
chased the station in March, 1950,
of the commercial outlets. Show is
and. in May of that year the call a pubservice panel program, tying
I

'

letters

were changed to WFAA-TV.

up various consumer groups.

;

)
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— ADAPTER

i

1

(—/or in-the-lens prompting
is proud to add the
"TELLENS" adapter to our complete prompting service.
"TELLENS" is the most functional and successful in-the-lens
prompting device on the market— a useful addition to our com"TELLENS'' lets your anplete line of prompting equipment.
nouncer read

After 4 years of research, TelePrompTer

.

.

.

DIRECTLY INTO THE LENS!

—Now

let us tell
1.

“TELLENS” Adapter
an

2.

you why “TELLENS”

E

backwards

(Try writing

minute change).

does not require a special mount.

your regular TelePrompTer unit

3.

best

doesn't need reverse-image typing.

for a rush, last

“TELLENS” Adapter

«

in

It is

attached to

a matter of seconds.

“TELLENS” Adapter features a special magnifying element that enlarges
(Our exclusive "Eisenhower type" without magnialready the largest in the field).

copy more than 2 times.
fication,

is

4.

“TELLENS” Adapter

5.

“TELLENS” Adapter

flare to

is

designed and engineered to reduce reflection and

a minimum.
doesn't interfere with lens changes or lens turret

rotation.

6.

“TELLENS” Adapter
etc.,

“TELLENS” Adapter

exclusively lets

you signal timings,

cuts, stretches,

while on air

Is Available

For Both

and demonstration,

TV and FILMS

contact

86

RADIO-TELEVISION

-

Britain s

J^AKIETY
‘Ben Gross Story’ Set

Comm’l TV Blueprint

As Toast’

Taking Shape; Set Operating Head
London, Sept.

21.

.

tion.

details were revealed last
Sir Kenneth Clarke, I. T.
A. chairman, who also reported
the appointment of Sir Robert
Fraser as director-general of the
new network. He is the head of

These

week by

the Central Office of Information
and during the past 10 years his
job has necessitated close contact
with advertising and the press. His
practical experience in tv is limited to the production of government sponsored telepix made
through the COI.
The next major decision will be
the appointment of program contractors.
Sir Kenneth intimated
that these would be named by Oct.
10, and five days later he was leaving for the United States. This is
a two-fold mission to gander the
U. S. commercial video systems
and to receive an honorary degree

Gets a Future

Past

A local

tv program has made
the grade as a lecture series.
New York Univ. is offering a
course in archeology under Dr.
Casper Kraemer called "Here
Is the Past.”

"Past” recently concluded
"limited engagement” on
its
WCBS-TV with Dr. Kraemer
masterminding the
"underground” show in behalf of
NYU. It’s all a switch on Prof.
Frank Baxter’s "Shakespeare

on TV” originally showcased
on the Coast (the prof is a
lit’ry hand at U. of S. C.) and
based on his lecture series.
Kinnies were shown on WCBSTV and a number of other stations on the CBS loop, as ‘was
"Past” for 13 weeks.

DuM Labs Profit
In 24-Week Dip
While
showed

sales
a

DuMont Labs

at

slight

increase for the

24 weeks of 1954 over a like
period in ’53, net profits for the
company took a dip. DuMont laid
first

Columbia U.
the fall in profits to the price War
To date, 20 applications from in the cathode-ray tube and tv rewould-be program contractors had ceiver markets as Well as to the
been received in response to ad- initial costs of tint video manufacat

vertisements in the national press, turingl
but Sir Kenneth anticipated that
Despite the falloff in returns to
many more would flow in once
more definite information was stockholders, DuMont expected the
profit-to-sales ratio for the remainavailable. Of the 20 applications,
der of the year to be "at a confive came from major concerns
who wpuld be able to take on a siderably higher level,” Sales
through June 20 Of this year
substantial slice of the programming. Seven were received from reached $41,590,000 as against last
year’s $41,395;000 for the same
local applicants in the Midlands,
time, but the net profit showed
Scotland, Northern Ireland and
$479,000 for ’54 and $913,000 for
East Anglia who would mainly conthe previous session.
Profit per
centrate on packaging programs for
share, on 2,361,054 shares outstandlocal transmitters.

The
that

ITA
orders

chairman confirmed
had already been

placed for six vision transmitters.
Three would be made by Marconi
and the other three by Pye. The
first London station would operate
from Crystal Palace and arrange-,
ments were peing worked out
Whereby the commercial web could
share the BBC masts. As the new
BBC mast at ‘Crystal Palace will
not be ready until the new year
the ITA intends to tee off with a
temporary mast.

ing, is

down

to 18c.

from

36c.

An important cost to DuMont,
according to the financial report,
was in development, research and
tooling for tint.

Taylor To Helm

WTTW

Chicago, Sept. 21.
educational station which hopes to get on the air
next spring, has named its exec director.
He’s John W. Taylor, ex-

WTTW,

Chi.’s

UNESCO

director general, whose
task will be to round up a
and
select a site for studios.
joined the staff
Non-commercial station is being
cational tv outlet of the U. of Houston as a producer-director. He is sponsored by the Chicago Educaon a year’s leave of absence from tion Television Assn., which has
the U. of Florida where he is direc- collected nearly $900,000 towards

Houston

tor of

—Dr.

Tom Battin
of KUHT-TV

first

has
edu-

tv.

staff

goal of $1,100,000.

its

NANCY
KENYON
On TOUR for 6 WEEKS
Beginning October 2nd

Romberg

Festival

Currently
Concluding

(12 Weeks)

,

(15 Weeks)

"MELODY TOUR"

JORIE'S

ABC-TV

PLAYGOERS
i

(Coast to Coast)

New

York

TV

Ed’s

Tome

Gross, raido-tv editor of the
Daily News, will go on a
busman’s holiday next month to
carry the broadcasting torch for
his upcoming Random' House book,
Latter
"I Looked and Listened.”
tome,, to be issused Oct. 8, preceded Oct. 5 by a party for him
at Toots Shor’s in Gotham, represents 30 years of Gross time in.
plying his trade on the Daily News.
His "big booking” among some 80
anticipated appearances on both
coasts (with five radio-tv webs,
Y.

.

lotsa indies,

and Newark’s

WATV

the latest to hop the “30” bandwagon in picking up the tab for
the tribute at Shor’s cuisine) already is in the bag via Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV "Toast of. the Town.”
It's slated as a "Ben Gross Story”
for mid-November, with exact date
contingent on availability for persons in the trade who fit into such
( Sullivan figures this
a cavalcade.
is “nonpartisan” unrelated to his
own News, affiliation).
There are two other definite
Ted Granik’s
far,
datings
so
"American Forum of the Air”
simulcast on NBC for late October,
and H. V. Kaltenborn’s WNBT
(N.,Y.) "It Seems
in mid-October.

Like Yesterday”

Gross will leave for his vacation
right after the testimonial to him
but. will take the five weeks to pro.

With
"Looked-Listened.”
80 p.a.’s slated, he’ll be working
the four-a-day circuits.

mote

To

later.

RCA’s ‘Now We’re 21’

'=

Continued from page 28

While the Eurovision exchange
continues, BBC and Paris television technical execs are working
on the establishment of a perma-

models
introducing
with
screens ranging up to 21 inches.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker of General
Electric, chairman of the NTSC
panel which saw the compatible
color controversy through to a successful conclusion and head of thetv panel of the manufacturers association, observed nine months
ago that "it may be years before
can be
quantity
production

nent

screens giving a 12V£-inch picture
costing about $1,000).
Immediately following the FCC
red-blue-and-greenlight last year.

wunderbar had lured pacts from
Chevrolet, Crowell-Collier, Curtis
Publishing, Diamond Salt, Family
Circle mag, General Electric, Swift,
Washington State Apple and J. A.
Wright, while “Home,” already on
the books for 31 clients, drew Curtis Pub,, Parker Games, Corning
Glass, Srivyer and Cameo Curtains
in the 30-day period.
The NBC sales boys, never at a
loss for words and blurbs, were
nevertheless doing a series .of "canthis-be-true?”
doubletakes when
one report on "Home’s” fire came
in from Pepperell Mfg. Co. via
Benton & Bowles ad agency. B&B
had offered a set of bedsheets for
a mail-pull est. When, at deadline
time, the pull showed an "astounds
ing” 46,000 postcards, B&B’s Dave

fall,

two-way exchange between
two countries. This is being
planned
independently
of
the
eight-nation hookup.
the

SS—

Continued from page 27

"Home”

and

for $180,000 along
reached” on color receivers, tubes, with last week’s $450,000 on "Toetc., and figured that early sets night.”
The Dave Garroway 7 to 9 a.m.
would be expensive (with small

CBS

corporate prexy Frank Stan-

ton, speaking for subsidiaries

CBS-

Columbia (sets) and’ CBS-Hytron
(tubes), spoke of a color tube which
was to go into mass production last
March and of t5-inch size, but to
j be followed "quickly” by a 21’er.
. Continued from page 26
and the mechanical manner in The receiver end was to be in mass
which the Commission’s witness, production by mid-year ’54.
‘22’ Rectangular Next?
William Cummings, answered PoSince then, a 19-incher has
"These people
well's questions.
know their lines like actors in a loomed large in the Columbia picture. and a couple of weeks ago,
play,” he complained.
when RCA plans for^jt "21” had
Also McGrath
become known, CBS set its sights
McGrath also has been getting on what tfte industry reasoned
in some licks. Incensed at Thurs- would cut across its big rival’s
day’s hearings because of Powell's "senior” size by producing a 22reliance on the "offer of proof” inch rectangular tube with a glass
device to get restricted testimony envelopment against RCA’s cir(for appeal purposes) into the reccular metallic tube. Apparently
ord, he warned Powell: "If you
Hytron was aiming at an industry
can’t substantiate these offers the
sampling target of Nov. 1 to dayCommission will be held strictly and-date RCA’s.
accountable.”
RCA has been producing all
"No threats are going to deter along. Its first commercial color
me from attempting to get to the tube was of 15-inch‘ size as to viewtruth of this case,” Powell shot
ing area. This was scrapped after
back.
a short run (the ^figure has been
“If you have to run a publicity
reported at maximum 5*000) and
show, why don’t you get yourself the lab went into action on a 19an advertising agent?” McGrath inch tube while engaged in develasked,
oping the "21.” Anderson said last
"Why don’t you loan us one?” week that the progress made with
Powell replied.
the bigger, tube "was So good, that
"We’ll be glad to,” said McGrath.
we determined not to go ahead
Except for a photostat of a news,with pur 19-inch tube. We concenpaper story in the Toledo Blade in
trated our efforts (on "21”) with1944 that Lamb would address a
out introducing any intermediate
meeting to dedicate a new Commusmaller sizes,”
nist Party headquarters, no docuThe microwave menu was shown
mentary evidence had been proon consoles of which a pair of reduced by the Commission last week ceivers contained the 19-inch chasto prove its charges. But Cumsis modified to work with the 21mings gave support to the story by inch tube. The simplified circuit
his testimony that he heard Lamb
set uses 28 tubes, the modified respeak at the ceremony and heard ceiver 39 tubes, but, said Anderhim introduced as a "very good son, "their performance is the
friend” of the Party.
same.” These and other developBecause of rulings by the Ex- ments were proclaimed at the Saraminer against hearsay evidence,
noff Research Center by statemost of the Commission’s case ments of Dr. E. W. Engstrom (exec
against Lamb so far has been put
v,p. over research and engineerin through the "offer of proof”
ing), Stuart William Seeley (indusroute. An example of such an "oftry service lab director), D. Y.
fer of proof” was a Statement by
Smith (v.p.-g.im, tube division),
Powell that "if the witness were Anderson, and for programming,
permitted to testify he wpuld say he
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC exec v.p.
was told by Joe Friedman (a party
What emerged in the span from
officer) that Lamb taised hell with
the pre-FCC go-ahead "embryo” to
Johnson (another party officer) be- last Wednesday’s 21-inch "spectaccause he put Lamb on the spot by
ular” was "embro” the meshing of
asking him to speak.”
manufacturing and
engineering,
After protests by Brown and Mcbroadcasting, and, the latter was
Grath that the “offers of proof”
with lush tint
winner
a bigsereen
Were damaging their client, Sharf- and talent values. Opening splash
man acceded to a request to insti- was a ballet sequences featuring
tute a novel procedure by which
Andre Eglevsky, Diane Adams and

Lamb

—

Donovan and Pepperell ad factotum Charles Bell were convinced
"Operation

that

Percale”

"Home” had paid off in
On the local insert

on.
24-sheets.
side,

"To-

night” got additional ammunition
On WNBT, the N. Y. o&o, with Colgate, Maybelline Eye Beauty and
Victor joining Max Factor
and National Airlines on the client
bandwagon. Colgate is down for
five-a-week during the first cycle
(via Ted Bates), Maybelline 1-aweek as a year-rounder (via Gordon
Best Co), and RCA Victor became
another crossboarder through the
year as of next Monday’s opener

RCA

&

Eckhardt).
(via Kenyon
Earrly
week,' another coattail came
through, Superanahist (via Ted
Bates) for two-a-^week over 26
semesters. 'Total of local spots is
17, of 30 available per week.
this

BARTON
COPACABANA

Eileen

Currently

NEW YORK
CORAL RECORDS
Pir.i

William Morris Agency

"offers.” are made "sottO voce”
toe troupe of N. Y. City Ballet.
(softly) beyond the hearings of the
This was followed by a poshy pentreporters at the press table. The
house number fronting singer Conprocedure does not keep the press
nie Russell whp also centralized in
from ascertaining the nature of the
stanza.
production
Trinidad
a
"offers” from the -transcript when
Closer was an excerpt, from the
it becomes available the following
starring
Queen,”
"African
film,
day. But Sharfman said he thought
Humphrey Bogart arid Katharine
it worth trying out.
Hepburn in a prime example of
Lamb has been present at all the Hollywood-to-tv Technicolor crosshearings.
He manages a laugh over.

such

(NCAC)
•

Radio

munist Party membership card for
the Toledo broadcaster-publisher.
Under questioning by Russell
Brown, counsel for Lamb, William
Cummings, former FBI, informant
who joined the C. P. in Toledo in
1943, denied he told Victor Ullman, a freelance writer, that he
"didn’t know anything ahout Lamb
London, Sept. 21.
being a Communist.” What he told
The international tv hookup
Ullman, he testified, was that he which linked eight European counhad never seen a membership card tries under the overall title of
for Lamb.
Eurovision during the earlier part
Ullman’s name was brought into of the summer is to be resumed in
the hearing by Brown in question- the fall. The new series will start
ings Cummings regarding a book on Oct, 3 and will continue until
he plans to write on his FBI ex- the end of. the year.
periences. Commings said he wants
In the new three-month test peto "educate” southern Negroes on riod
all
the programs will be
the dangers of Communism. Cum- screened on Sunday afternoon.
mings is a South Carolina Negro First will be a program from Paris,
Who migrated to Toledo.
followed by a telecast of a football
match from Hanover a fortnight

Eurovision Set

Bally For

Ben

N.

<

The blueprint jfor Britain’s commercial television system is now
taking shape. The first three stations will be in operation by the
fall of 1955 in London, Birmingham and Manchester and thus covering at least 50% of the country.
Thereafter the timetable drawn
up by the Independent Television
Authority calls for an additional
three stations each year, following
the BBC pattern of strategically
placed transmitters which, already
cover almost 85% of the popula-
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sometimes but

little

of

it is

tb him.

funny

Lakeland, Fla.—WLAK, the NBC
Radio affiliate here, increased its
on the power to 5,000 watts. Station incharges against Lamb admitted stalled a new RCA transmitter and
under cross-examination yesterday completed other remodeling at a
(Mon.) he had never seen a Com- cost of $50,000.
'Never

FCC’s

first

Saw Card'
witness

STARTING OCT. 2

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.B.C.
Mgt.i William Morris

Agency

.

'
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PAVtlETY

Du Pont is

sold

ABC

on

. .

renews Cavalcade of America
for ’54 -’55 season
Prestige-conscious

Du

chosen the opening

BBDO

Pont and Nielsen-wise

slot

have again

on ABC’s great Tuesday night line-up
>

for

>

Cavalcade of America’s 54- 55 bow on September 28. One of TV’s most
honored dramatic shows, winner of the Freedoms Foundation Award
.

for five straight years,

Cavalcade features great actors

in great

moments

from American history, recreated by some of TV’s most gifted writers

and producers.
shows

that'"

Du

Pont’s Cavalcade

makes Tuesday night

You re

in

the opening gun of the battery of

is

ABC

night on the nation’s

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
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MYSTERY BEFORE MIDNIGHT
(Trail to New York)
Producers: Various

*3r-Y,

Director: Bob Tormey
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:15 p.m. 30 Mins., Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m.
WABC, New York (transcription) Participating
WABC, N.Y., has purchased sev- WCAU, Philadelphia
New “Hi Neighbor” half-hour
radio
mysteries
eral
half-hour
from various producers to fill a follows the well-tested gettogether
for matinee hausfrau sesformula
time of night in New York where
currently the chief competition is sions: A few songs, a quiz, a guest

45 Mins., Mon.-thru-Sat., 10:15

.

drama

in

(17)

last

the cross-boarder’s

week, “Trail to

first

The

and

Something

Emcee Ralph

Collier

WMPS; Memphis ABC

affiliate,
the initial

has bowed in here with
late night remote from a local
restaurant and lourtge spotlighting
a dee jay on the spot and entertainer; Tys Terwey, WMPS’ newsspieler, handles the chores for the. station as a combined emcee-platterturner. And what’s more Terwey
turns in a sock job in both stints.
The 45-minute cross-the-board
stanza which is piped direct from
the swank Park Ave. Restaurant
in the heart of downtown Memphis, has proved a boomerang for
attracting dinner guests at this
smart eating lounge.. Biz, heretofore was in the lukewarm stages,
but host Joe Jaffe attributes the
“shot in the arm" in his nightly

home.

haul

to

pleasant

is

York,", enough, opens with a well chosen

New

was ;a mediocre whodunit based on anecdote,

and
introduces
the
a true cloak-and-dagger yarn that Tommy Ferguson Trio, a combo
took place around 1938.
that has been on most sessions in
Scfipt was unwieldy and the recent years, at WCAU (both tv
acting
(there
were no credits and radio) and really rates the
given) in this opus was undistin- accolade of “needs, no introducguished, with most of the thesps tions." Practice alone would make
having difficulty conquering an Tommy and his associates one of
English accent. Beginning on a the better threesomes on the air.
ship, the story presented a beauWith “What’s the Score?" four
teous femme making a pass at a
contestants get in front of mike
dull British colonel. There was a
quick jump to England, where a for musical quiz. Orchids, a cafe
spy was rounded up. Then events dinner aind movie ducats constitute
lead up to the dissolution of the the loot. The gals also have their
spy ring through the last minute moment with a personal quiz by
capture of the pretty ringleader in Collier for some little revelation
New York and the dismissal (told about themselves.
Collier does a good interview
by an anti-climactic piece of narration) of the colohel who was ir- session, but was. some what stymied
.

,

—

crets.
love.

military sefor' some clandestine

trading

away
The author was unsuccessful

in trying to combine the elements
of a documentary drama with those
of a mystery show. There was no
suspense in “Trail." Though it was
tried, the villain’s identity was not
kept hidden. Her tieup as a spy
was fairly evident after only a few
and
the
subsequent
moments,
story was devious and dull.
Each night the station presents
an entirely hew mystery show, and
While there is probably a decent
sized audience willing to listen to
drama rather than music, or perwill need stuff
haps news,
of higher calibre ihan “Trail" to
Art.
hold listeners.
.

WABC

.

.

FOOTBALL

With Fred Hessler, Frankie Albert
90 Mins;; Sun,, 2 p.m.

BURGERMEISTER BEER
KFRC, San

Francisco

<

New announcing team

of

Mem-

:

by his giggly guest on. this occasion,
Patricia Smith, an actress from
the Bucks Coynty Playhouse. The
Ferguson Trio besides furnishing
a pair of musical interludes, backs
up Pat Kirby, in a brace of songs.
Gagh.

49ER

WMPS

Terwey’ chatty interviews with
dinner guests, also draw beaucoup
raves.
His
dowri-to-earth
style
coupled with, his unique intro of
commercials are better than par
for the 45-minute-course. Dee jay’s
free-easy style with that added
touch of topflight ad-lib acquired
from several ye<ars on the boards
score aplenty for him.
In addition interviews and 'guests
and doing a double with Adrienne,
snazzy vocalist-pianist for the Park,
Terwey also racks ’em up with a
variety of oldie platters that prove
“music to the ears" for late Midsouthern listeners.
Adrienne (Vivian Clay) has already cemented herself with Memphis’ dinner guests at the swank
Park. She turns in terrif stint ail
evening entertaining SRO customers and then spiels and plays several numbers pve% WMPS. The gal
has a winsome bfUes voice. And
what’s more she knows what to
do with it both for the visual and
unseen audience over the airlanes.
Boniface Joe Jaffee has scored
with this nightly stint and he deserves applause for breaking the
Matt.
ice down here.

.

:

AM

till to
the
show via
airlanes which is a first for
phis and the Midsouth.

.

responsibly

p.ni.

WMPS, Memphis

.

from platter spinners.
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HI NEIGHBOR
MUSIC FROM THE PARK AVE.
With Ralph Collier, Tommy FerRESTAURANT
guson Trio, Pat Kirby
With Adrienne, Tys Terwey
Producer-Director: Fred Karch
Producer-Director: Tys Terwey

Fred

and Frankie Albert replaces a longtime favorite, Bud
Foster, now managing KLX, Oakland.
Hessler is a solid football
spieler with a good voice, a knowing manner and never at a loss for
Hessler

words.
His partner, the ex-49er quarterAlbert,
back. Frankie
provided
Tint Expansion
color and general relief as well as
doing half-time interviews. Albert
New Orleans, Sept. 21.
Purchase of a building adjoining contributes a great deal to the
Its present, studios in the French shbw by being able to talk of opQuarter for conversion to a color posing player from personal exvideo studio was announced Sat. perience and by virtue of the fact
that when he says there's a pass
(18) by Edgar B. Stern, Jr., presicoming he should know what he's
dent of WDSU-TV.
talking about and he generally
Stern said it would be the first does.
studio in the south built excluOn first two games of the seasively for color. Equipment for the son, Albert suffered a little from
new studio has already been purmedichased.
Word will start

WDSU’s

tendency to run out of words on
frequent lulls at time outs,
but the net result of the
whole broadcast was satisfactory.
The double barrelled combination
of a solid sports announcer, with
an articulate ex-pro football play-

a

the

.

etc.,

.

er

Rafe.

is firstrate.

?

“villai
.

presents

INSIDE
TV
is

all

the lunacy, ex-

humor and

sus-

pense behind The scenes of
TV— brought to you by Alfred
Bester, a writer long identified with the medium I
I PAGES'

11

COLORFUL PHOTOS!

Her* it a revealing, candid portrait
of the television medium at you tea
it— and know it.
n for a cloto-up of the people
each Week lay their reputation*,
career* and hope* on the, line*. Their
gambli
i*
deadji
than Ru*«ian
Roulette: you can compute the odds
in the lunacy, but you can't, figure
v
anything in TV*
Dally,

Larry Romer,

,

i

who

,

NBC-TV

di-

Hood”
Fernando Lamas signed
for the lead in “Hold Back the
Dawn" for -Lux TV. Bob Convia WABC-TV’s Joe sidiHe, syndicated
columnist and
Franklin airer to bally his books commentator, authored
a new tele
“Ma and Me” and “Deep Currents" film show dealing with
sports
... Newark, N.J., station
got theatrical and political
personal!
art award from New York’s Queens ities.
Taps Agency representing
County Chamber of Commerce, be- him.
cause the Jersey Outlet recently
carried a series devoted to Queens’
Guy LeBow, who
public affairs
Chicago
until '51 was the longtime blow-byJack Schneider new Chi topper
Ridgewood Grove's
blower
of
for CBS-TV Spot Sales, succeeding
wrestling matches, returns to that
Ed Larkin shifted: to New Yofk as
job via same channel, WPIX, as of
ABC-TV
Bud C o 11 y e r eastern sales manager
Thursday (30).
chief
named chairman of the “Once in a veep Red Quinlan and
Lifetime” building program drive engineer Bill Kusack to Florida on
a Nayy junket last week
After
of the First Presbyteriain Church
a
test
ride
Umbaugh
Chemical has
of Greenwich (Conn;) .. Bradford
off Ev Mitchell’s 6:45 a.m.
Dillman into Kraft Theatre tonight grabbed
r
.

.

.

;

rector, off on Rome?Paris holiday
?; Bill Ornstein made appearance

Monday

” role in tv.
<

Tripp will get right back to his “nice" groove, however, on Oct. 9
via an appearance at Town Hall, N. Y,. with the N, Y. Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra as narrator of his own musical tales, “Adventures of the Zoo.”

Luther Adler is on the way to becoming ohe of the chief interpreters of Henrik Ibsem the w.k. Norweigian playwright. Adler had
a featured role last season in the Tallulah Bankhead-starring “Hedda
Gabler” on ABC-TV’s “U. S. Steel Hour.”
Next Sunday (26), he and Patric Knowles join teledebutting Qene
Tierney in “Nora.” to open the “General Electric Theatre” season
on CBS. “Nora” is based on Ibsen’s “A Doll’s’ House.”

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

New radio-tv display advertising service
New York Post; which will run boxed ads

is being planned by the
within the columns of its.
regular radio and tv logs. Boxes will be placed in the listings at the
spot where the name of the show would regularly occur and permits
any amount of copy and cuts physically capable of being fitted and
read. Special rate card lists the one-time
rate per line, at $1.75, with
'
a 52-time rate at $1.25 per line,

Here it a thorough, provocative report you'll enjoy. So, don't ju*t..
there li
unplugged table lamp
.
get your copy of the October'
. go
Holiday, today!
.

Television

sales v.p* Wynn Nathan, his assistant, Dale Sheets, and Chi v.p. John
Rohrs due in N.Y. next weekend
for sales huddles with Gotham

of the

Town"

ries. ...Cine-Tel Productions,

flight

WBBM-TV

from

dee jay
11 p.m,

.

.

mond

follows with a half-hour disk
session under the auspices of Recordland fan mag.
Dell Publications has released its second Super

se-

.

com-

mercial motion picture and video
packaging firm headed by John F.
Ward,, has changed its name to
John F. Ward Associate ProducGeorge Blake Enterprises
tions.
sending a film crew to Washington
to shoot a tv spot at the Smithsonian Institute for General Electric
QBS Television Film Sales veep
Leslie Harris back from Coast.
Hamilton Shea, g.im of the NBCN.Y. o.&o’s, 4>ack from Lake Placid
.

Monday

a

midnight
Kenny Bowers
helming WBKB’s Saturday mofning “Pep Rally’- and Johnny Desto.

veep Aaron Beckwith on the up-

coming “Mayor

host

to

Programs show on

.

Circus comic book patterned after
the ABC-TV show of the same
name
Howard Miller's two-hour
dee jay Friday night roundelay now
SRO on WBBM-TV with Chicago’s
Last Department Store taking over
the last hour.

.

!

KPFA’s 2G Reprieve
San Francisco, Sept,

meets of NARTH, Gen.
mgr. Ernest de la Ossa elected to
standing committee of Columbia
College Assn ... Jan Miner featured as a “heavy” on “Man Behind the Badge” Sunday (26) with
Robert Middleton, Larry Haines
and Caren Lenay.. John Peyser diMilPreerri:
rects .. .Pachyderm
ler’s baby elephants, under Col.
Woodcock- training, on CBS-TV
WNBT
“Big /Top” Saturday (25)
producer Harry Olesker off to Atlantic City for 10-day respite from

21.

A temporary scare that the
Berkeley FM non-commercial station KPFA would have to go off the
air for lack of funds -was quieted
by a $2,000 check from the F6rd
Foundation Which wiir enable the
station to operate until the end of
October.

Then,
fied

if

that;-

the Foundation is satisthe station, which has

been torn with internal

.

.

.

.

.

Tackaberry (12th season), and Hal
Goldman and A1 Gordon (fifth). ..
WTVH-TV, 'Peoria, 111., pacted as
primary interconnected affiliate of

CBS-TV.
Bud Palmer inked

,

NALLE

.

.

;

REMEMBER MAMA
WINKY DINK AND
YOU

I

r

• Radio Raglftry •

N. Y.'s Criterion Theatre. Some pf
interviews were taped for use 6n
“Sardi’s”

stanza.

at th«

Piano • Organ • Celest*

“Merry Mailman” of WOR-TV and.j
“Luncheon at
emcee of WOR'
Sardi’s,” was official host last night
at the “Sabrina Pair” preem at

NOW

,

OPEN

Miriam Goldina appearing on
NBC’s “Three Steps to Heaven”
today (Wed,), tomorrow and next
Just one hour
Monday (27
after doing role of Sgt. Billings
on the CBS “Telltale Clue,” Jay
Barney took off from Idlewild Airport for the Coast to check in at
U-I studio to play Dr. Kramer in
Josie Ferrer’s “The Shrike,” Joseph
Kraflim’s Pulitzer Prizewinner as a
legiter. Bprney had been pencilled
in for additional “Sarges” but
“Telltale” producer Charles Martin
,

.

.

.

Brody’s

casting

director

slot

Prop Shop
TELEVISION ND
THEATRICAL RENTALS
.

.

PROPRIETORS:

JOCELYN
BUDDY HART
YVETTE SCHUMER
.

.

H O LI D AY

starring.

and

a struggle for control during the
last year, is sufficiently stabilized,
additional funds will be forthcoming guaranteeing at least another
~
six months operation..

.

.

Ann Sothern

strife

.

H. V. Kaltenborn’s “It Seems Like
expert
Cookery
Yesterday.”
Josie McCarthy returned from trip
to the “Shell Islands” off Florida’s
Hildegarde ^vill make
west coast
her videbut as an entertainer on
the reprieved CBS “Blue Angel”
show hosted by Orson Bean, next
Tuesday (28), in her Pierre HotelCotillion Room act with Jack Whiting. She was* last tv’d on “Person
to Person,’’ but interview style,, in
Scripter “renewals” by
May
Jack Benny: Sam Perrin, George
Balzer, Milt Josefsberg and John

—

with

.

.

United

Steve Gethers inadvertently (?) put two members of the normally
harmonious Daniel Hollywood Associates in competition. Gethers, acting regular on CBS-TV’s “Love of Life,” is scripter of “Baseball Blues,”
headed for “U. S. Steel Hour" on ABC-TV next Tuesday (28). So now
Bret Adams, of H’wood Associates casting dept., ^nd Marion
Searchinger, of the script sector, are racing to beat each other on graciously let him out for the.
OUT TODAY t ON all
booked-last-minute film date
Gethers’ next assignment as an actor or as a writer.
NEWSSTANDS t
Cardinal Spellman announced appointment
‘of the. Rev. Timothy J.
Bll Berns, news and special events director of WNBT, N. Y., took
Flynn as director of radio-tv
the classified ad route in a quest, for the original members of the
activities of the Catholic Archio1941-42 Broadway cast of “Lady in the Dark" which starred Gertrude dese of New York. Rev. Flynn,
Lawrence and brought Danny Kaye to attention. He wanted them executive vice-president of National
for appearances on the station’s -‘Sentimental You." Responding so Federation
Newman Clubs
of
—the magctzi
of People,
far were Ann Bracken and Louise Pearl, who played children in the Chaplains, succeeds the Rev. Edwin
dream sequence of “Lady.” They’ll be showcased, on “Sentimental B. Broderick, Who becomes the
places and Pleasure!
You" the latter part pf this week, serving as a bally gimmick for Cardinal’s secretary;
Gladys Rave taking over Dallas.
A Curtis Magatine Max Liebman’s second NBC-TV spectacular, "which “just happens"
(25)

.

farm show across-theJanies Mishler W NBQ
(Wed.) oh NBC.
and Barbara Cook into cast of board. .Don Ward named Chi
office manager for the Hoag-Blair
tomor“Golden Windows” soaper
tv station rep firm
.Ray Rayner
row (Thurs.).

A

MP

activities in Korea.
The son, in
to some downbeat mention of
crisp military fashion/ responded with a carbori copy of a citation
received by one Of the cocps for meritorious service in cnnnectiofl with
military operations “against an armed enemy” in Korea from Aug.
Accompanying the citation was the bronze
14, 1953, to May 5, 1954.
The award went to Major William G. Worden.
star medal.

dated this week also

.

.

WATV

to be

.

WBKB

to do play-byplay for WPIX’s upcoming 69event sports sked ... Ed Cooperdirector, begins his
Clarence -Worden, public affairs chief of WCBS-TV, N. Y., who has stein,
seen Service in both World Wars (No. 2 as a lieutenant colonel), with second season as lecturer at Queens
broadcasting ...
covering
College,
typical fatherly affection likes to rib his son. Latter is Major William
presiG. Worden, stationed in Korea with the military police corps a£ a Walter O’Malley, the Dodger
(Thurs.) guest
tomorrow’s
dent,
is
few weeks ago
member of the military advisory group to ROK.
Assn,
Broadcasters
Worden pere sent a newspaper clipping to Worden fils relating at the Sports
Ray Heatherton, the
luncheon

.

.

‘(20)

WATV

the
.

.

,

Paul Tripp was on the premiere of CBS-TV’s “Man. Behind the
will be in on the Oct. 3 deathknell show since “Badge”
Tripp,
Will give way to Celeste Holm’s “Honestly Celeste" series.
currently producer-host of WCBS-TV s (N!Y.) “On the Carousel”
aimed at Saturday’s children, played a. law enforcement officer on the
first “Badge” and^ill be in at the kill as escaped convict for his first

Badge” and

MAGAZINE

citement,

Toni

.

.

ately.

Here

.

.

r

‘

HOLIDAY

Bernard Prockter outfit. She waa
formerly asst, casting director.
Carleton Carpenter has^ been
signed for the role in the televersion pf “Lady; in the. Dark" originally played by Danny Kaye
Vet film producer: Sol Lesser to do
series on “Adventures of Robin

district

;

OCTOBER

New York
Albert Sher up from Washington
as new unit supervisor for NBCTV Bill Cullen back on that
transcontinental bicycle now that
“Place The Face” is. doing Saturday night duty.
NBC-TV for

for

1871

BROADWAY,

93
Right; at

ithed

.

St. f

23 W.

Central Park,

V/i

Room

Cl 6-0023,

newly

fur-

apt. With kitchen

and bath. Suitable 2 g»H* or couple.
SU 7-4305
Michael M, Barany

8

-
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LUNCHEQN AT

J,UX RADIO THEATRE
producer-Host: Irvine Cummings
Director: Fred Maqkaye
Writer- Adapter: S. EL Barnett
60 Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.

SHEILAH GRAHAM SHOW

SARDI’R

With Ray

tteatherton, others
45 Mins., Mon-Fri., 12:45 p.m.

5 Mins;; 2;30 p.m. t Tues.

Participating

ABC, from Hollywood

SEEMAN

WOR, N.Y.
“Luncheon

LEVER BROS.

at Sardi's”

.

.

'

warmth or

listeners. On the theory that the
hausfraus are vitally interested in
the lives and loves of filmdom’s
notables, she dispensed generous
helpings of boudoir chitchat.
For example on Thursday’s (16)
installment Miss Graham dealt
briefly with the. marital problems
of Jean Peters, touched on settler
ment arrangements, that the Gregory Pecks are said to be making
and had a hot flash in tersely announcing “Judy Garland aha Sid
Luft are* expecting their second
baby in April.”
Typical fan mag
stuff, but of course there’s a big
market for it and “The Sheilah
Graham Show” handily pars the

With Rosemary Clooney,
Durante, guests;

12 noon

Jimmy

.

.

.

.

course.
.

Miss Graham, whose delivery has

an,

authoritative

bver-tjie-transoiri

also discourses on a household product* on behalf of sponsor
Seeman Bros: It’s* Air- Wick, kitchen deodorizer.
Gilb:
ring,

THE GREATEST .STORY EVER
TOLD

conviccially after all the free plugging. 30 Mins.; Sim., 5:30 p.m.
sounded for the
“Luncheon at Sardi’s” continues Goodyear
better part of the show as if she
in its usual groove on WOR. Com- ABC, from N, Y.
were literally reading- her li
( Kudner )
ing from Vincent Sardi’s theatrical
not bothering to imbue them with
“The Greatest Story Ever Told”
rendezvous giyes the show a headanything more than a scant Acstart. However, it would be an ex- returned to the air Sunday (19) af-.
knowledgement to their dramatic ceedingly capable emcee to be able ter a summer layoff. It’s being
requirements.
to capture the full flavor of the sponsored, as it has been since its
Virtually the same must be said
spot. Heatherton hasn’t been able radi bow in .1947; by the Goodyear
of Cameron Mitchell who played
Tire and Rubber Co.
Jose.
to do this as. yet.
the difficult part of Heathcliff. His
Preem show followed the usual
idea
of portraying the twisted,
pattern of this series in pitching
moody and cruelly revengeful man, MARION’S
Biblical dramatizations designed to
smouldering with a love he can With Marion Colby
cultivate better human relationnot give or receive. Was; mostly to Director; Tom Shea
ships.
There was no attempt at
sound gruff, which is of course one Writer: Arlene Wood
subtlety in relating the story of
way of painting a word, picture of 15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri„ 5:45 a.m.
“The Prodigal Son,” based on a
not given to long utterances. WABC, New York (transcribed)
a
parable from the Gospel according
His Heathcliff lacked both depth
The N. Y. key of ABC radio. to St. Luke. Mood of the show was
and shape, and both should, have Could have stuck Marion Colby in
in keeping with its religious charbeen there, and could have been the lonely 5:45 ayem local strip for
Familiarity of yarn, howacter.
there.
one of two reasons or for a comThe give-and-take of the Oberon- bination of both: either program- ever, minimized its effectiveness.,.
Story
was executed simply and
Mitchell dialog at times bordered mers are mulling her use at anCast did a competent
the amateurish in the flatness of its other more-listened-to time and with taste.
delivery. The sharper, therefore, that if this, her test, is bad. it will job. Program carries rio producer,
the contrast with Miss Banks who, make the least blight before dawn; director or thesping credits Jess.
in a
comparatively minor role, second, they figure that she might
Came across With a performance prove; the proper bridge for an
that rated very high. It also proved otherwise
incompatible duo—ari
that, even though radio must forego allnight disk session, for sleepless
the visual impact, it can still create, urbanites and. a. dawn news stanza
a personality that is definite and for sleepy-eyed farmers* However,
real. In .the role of Isabelle, Heath- session caught in the preem week
cliff’s unhappy, long-suffering wife.
(last week), was nothing special
Miss Banks offered a fine, sensitive in any direction, just air filler.
voice portrayal that was .moving
Miss Colby, appearing in the
in its urgency arid its appeal.
Broadway “Pajama Game,” had
,

MEMO

man

.

Writers: Irving Taylor, Allan

ments of the vidpix series, save for
the actual power to see. However,
fpr the Liberace video fan, it didn’t
seei
though it would be too
bard to conjure up a private image
of the star as he spoke arid sang
or even played the piano,

Dennis Day, out of the’ video
ranks this season, is back in radi
and with one of those current rariin network broadcasting,
weekly half-hour sponsor. Bankties

AM

.

'

.

WMGM

k

HOMES OPENED

DU MONT FOOTBALL SEASON

another capable perform- nothing to do with her sweet, sexy
and untrained voice, aside from of-

ance came from Jeanette Nolan in
the part of the* old maid who told
the “Wuthering Heights” story.

fering senseless tidbits scribbled
for her by. Arlene Wood.. Idea was
C%mmings ’ production
seemed to surround platter spinnings with
hardly flexible, and curiously uhr
some novel chatter. According to
imaginative in its vocal texture the
bally department, she
and in the handling of the musical
Was supposed to gab about show
backgrounds. This was an unnecesbiz, dining spots, fashion hints, etc.
sarily straight forward telling of
Little of this was evident when
a well-known story that could have
heard. She did talk about having to
been made more intriguing partly
walk her dog, and that’s why she
through the more varied use of
was up at 5:45 in the morning. If
adio production methods.
Best she's going to continue making like
part of the show came towards
a Veal stayer-upper, it would be
tahthe end; but by then the comber
advisable that she mumble; the anmystery had pretty much lost its nouncement
that the show is trangrip, and the personalities could
scribed.
no longer emerge as in the novel.
need a great
readings
Femme’s
Part of the long success of the
Lux Radio Theatre has been it$ deal more practice, and the choice
although
of
music
could
be
better,
attractive choice of subject matter.
Art,
But it is largely wasted unless it it was okay in spots.
is
matched by quality perform-

WABC

.

Samuel Goldwyn wound up MAMBO DANCING PARTY
the show with a few rather selfWith Art Raymond
conscious words about “Wuthering
60 Mins., Mon.-Fri. 10 p.m,
Heights”
ances.

and
his
forthcoming Participating
"Guys and Dolls.” It wasn’t exact- WPEN, Philadelphia
ly an inspiring guest spot, and the
“Mambo Dancing Party” seems

questions put to the vet showman
a natural setup for the free-wheeldeserved the drab answers they
ing Latin dance fans. Staged in
got. Ken Carpenter’s spieling for
Room, a combinaLux had its Usual zest, with the WPEN’s Ranch restaurant set up
tion studio and

opening
commercial
seemingly by the' station’s chain drugstore
running to unusual length. Hi/t.
owners; a crowd; of 300 can. listen,
snack arid sway as the mood hits
MUSIC

WITH JIM HEALEY

55 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.; 4:05 p.m.
Participating

WOKO, Albany
^Program,- on

part of WPEN’s
late night personality' parade and
is followed by the. popular Steve
Allison three-hour gab and guest
therii.

Program

General

James

;

anks to the Miller^ Brewing Co. and The
Atlantic Refining Go., the

DuMont

Television

Network opened its annual football season, Friday
August

night,

13,

whopping 39.0

on 148

live stations

with a

rating*.

among all television shows
month of August— is only an indication
of the audience response to come to the great NaThis rating— third

for the

tional Professional Football

uled

for this Fall

League games sched-

on the Du Mont Television

Network!
One-quarter sponsorship of these big

is

WOKO’s marathon.
Manager * Commentator
Billed as “Pancho, the Man in
Healey does the commentary, features standard music in a the Black Sombrero” Art Raymond
format that emphasizes .the inti-, is the emcee of the session, delate, neighborly approach' and that voted largely to recorded marnbos.
probably holds chief appeal to One hour would seem to cover the
older listener^.
An area radio entire field In this genre; with Tito
pioneer in the. “just folks” field— Puento, Joe Loco, Noro Morales,
on the philosophy and. poetry, seg- A1 Romero, Tito Rodriguez, Mament of. his Sun Oil Co. evening chito and Perez^ Prado among the
news programs over WGY, Schen- Afro-Cuban specialists offered.
ectady, years ago, the onetime AlThe emcee wears a black sombany newsman has ho peer in it brero, but What comes out from
hereabouts.
under the hat is strictly gringo,
the elementary “muchar
This; is believed to be; the first even i
lime he has applied to a straight cho” and “amigo” lingo. The conmusical show. Healey also has a trast is even more marked by the
skill with words that is unmatched strictly
south-of -Havana chirping
on the air in the Capital District: on the platters, Pancho talks fahis apparently ad lib introduction miliarly to the studio regulars for
to a Victor Herbert number, with the benefit of the home listeners.
its brief sketch of the late com- Arthur
picks up
Murray studi
'
Gagh,
poser; was a gem.
part of the tab.,
Jdco.
which

games

is still

phone your

available. Write, wire or

Du Mont

Representative

most

effective selling

for a share in the

T.

*

Wood

roller is Nutrilite, the food suppler
ment; and this alone points up the.
The radio stanza was a careful changes that have taken place;
froi
the time when a big-;
reproduction of the tv show. Liberace, accompanied by his brother name variety segment in prime
Sunday
time
would have no other
George's orch, Started with “The
Girl I Love” in a smooth, however bankroller than one of the top 10
food, soap or tobacco spenders.
nasal, fasiiion. After each number
Another change is. the fact that
Guild dubbed in applause! Among
Day is formatted in a show that
his;, other; solid selections was
a
five years ago would have been
piano-harp
with
duet
Marylin rated a good one, but today shapes
Hecht and a rendition of “Belle of as no more than satisfactory. It’s
the Ball.” The pace fell off sharply a straight comedy-variety segment,
leaning heavily on guest stars,
when he made a pass at “Qh Prom- along with
Day’s impressions and
ise Me.” Song, having a religiose
singing and the traditional byplay
flavor, was out of his realm. Some
among the comedian, announcer
more of the typical Liberace corn- Jimmy Wallihgton
and bandleader
ball
that evidently holds such
Robert Armbruster. All of which
appeal for the women was his taladds up to pleasant though unentless recitation of a Beethoven
exciting entertainment which prolove letter with the composer’s vides little incentive for redialing.
“Moonlight Sonata” as saccharine
Guests on the opener were
background.
Jimmy Durante arid Rosemary
has scheduled the series, Clooney, the latter soloing “All the
which contains only 39 half-hours Pretty Little Horses”, and dueting
at present, on a 13-week strip. This with Day on “Light of the Silvery
way, the program designed by Moon” and the former running
Guild as a one-a-weeker, would through his familiar paces with
normally have run its course the band on “Inka Dinka Dob.”
within the first eight weeks. So Day joined him on the latter with
rather than start playing the entire a carbon of Durante’s voice, and
sequence of half-hours over again this combined with some evident
with the number 40 airing, the sta- adlibbing by Durante made the
tion has for the present decided it turn a funny one.
Day soloed
would be best to scatter repeats “From. This Moment On” and
arbitrarily throughout .13 weeks so “September Song” and reprised
as to be able to complete 65 shows. “Moon” as the Ronald Colman’s
Guild reported this week that would, sound.
about 170 other radio stations has
How long the show will remai
bought the' Liberace series besides a fixture on NBC is hard to say,
WMGM. Judging by the. one re- wliat with the shaky state of halfviewed they made a good commer- hour sponsorships in network racial buy, if not always an artistic dio.
Program itself does little to
Art,
insure its own longevity. Chan.
one.

11,583/000*

Still

Jimmy
Walllnf-

Robert Armbruster Orch
Producer-director; Fred R. Levings
ton,

,

to rouse either
tion. In fact, she

.

orch, others

Producer; Guild Films
.30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.,

Graham, whose beat is Hollywood,
The audio version of the Lib- 30 Mins.; Sun,, 5:30 p.m.
last week launched a twice-weekly erate" series, which had its N.Y. MYTINGER & CASSELBERRY
series of five-minute airers of film
NBC, from Hollywood (transcribed)
news and gossip aimed at femme premiere over WMGM last Monday
(Dan B. Miner)
(20), had everyone of the slick ele-

,

.

Than, With. George Liberate

BROS., INC.

39

DENNIS DAY SHOW

Participating
\ (William H. Weintraub)
Syndicated columnist Sheilah WMGM, N.Y, (transcribed)

one of the

vet programs covering the theatriNEC, from Hollywood
(J, Walter Thompson)
cal circuit, has returned with its
been quite a while since
It’s
Usual format, this time with Ray
Merle Oberon starred in Samuel
“Wuthering Heights” Heatherton in the interviewing
Goldwyri’s
film classic and perhaps jit would slot. The format is virtually the
have been wise to leave the memory same. The important item is havo£ that accomplishment alone. Uning- a lot of names to drop and to
fortunately -for Miss Oberon, and
the
Emily Bronte story, keep the gab flowing. This Heathfor
"Wuthering Heights” w!a$ revived erton seems able tp do handily, and
again as the: leadoff presentation at the same time dispenses a fair
on the “Lux Radio Theatre” over
NBC-Radlb last Tuesday (14) in an amount of entertainment.
Heatherton, on show caught, had
hour-long version that hardly did
justice to this sensitive and darkly corralled- the topliners from * “Pamysterious tale,.
jama Came,” and was able to come
This is the Lux Radio Theatre’s
through with some interesting in21st year on radio (and its first
terviews. John Raitt arid. Janis
NBC),
in
the
switchover
of
on
Paige provided some good fan as
Lever billings from CBS which
well as trade, material. Heatherton
also gave NBC a full hour version
has an ingratiating manner which
of "Lux Video Theatre.”
at times he carried too far.; His freThe odd part of “Wuthering quent mentions of the: fact that he
Heights,” produced by Irving Cumhadn’t seen this show as yet,
mings and directed by Fred Mack- seemed like he was fishing for a
aye, was that a secondary character, pair of ducats. Of course, it proplayed by Joan Banks, ran away
vided a good ad for the show, but
with the show. And the unpleasant
on the other hand, a listener had
truth is that Miss Oberon in the the feeling that the producer would
part of the willful, unpredictable
indeed be churlish if he didn’t
arid tortured Kathy seemed unable
send over a pair immediately, espe-

&

LIBERACE

vehicle of the year.

*2nd reportfet August National

Nielsen

TV Ratings,

DECIDE

ON THE

oiiMokt

TELEVISION

NETWORK

515 Maditari Avanua, Naw York 22, N, Y. • MUrrqy Hill 1-2500
-MOhawk 4-6242
435 N. Michigan Avanua, Chicago 11, III.
A DivJiion of The Allen B. Du Mbnt laboratories, Inc.
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TV-FILMS

VARIETY’S weekly
on a monthly

to

60

cities

Cities will

basis.

film shows listed

and

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and, an audience composed largely of children, with cor.
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children's market. A bbre.

no*

reported by Americah Research Bureau

be rotated each Week, with the 10 top-rated

each case, and their competition shown opposite.

ARB, based on

ratings are furnished by

\

.

and National Spot Film Chart

City-By-City Syndicated

chart of cily-hy-city ratings of syndicated

40

.

Wednesday, September 22, 1954

ARB

tional spot film covers

. ...

..

All

and symbols are as follows : (Adv.), adventure; (Ch), children'if
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical
(Myst), mystery; (Q)> quixj; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women's. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sis,
viations

the latest reports.

.

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa.
lion about film in each rnarkel, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to: time -4- day and
;

.

AND TYPE

STATION

CHICAGO

.

—1,600,

Bostpn Blackie (Adv)

2.

Superman (Adv) ...
Life With Elizabeth (Com)
Racket Squad (Myst),.
Badge 714 (Adv)
Wild Bill Hickok (WL ,
Racket Squad (Myst)

5.
6.

7.

.

Death Valley Days

WCAU.
WCAU.
WFIL
WFIL.

.

.

.

WCAU.

.

.

.

WCAU

Foreign Intrigue (Adv)
10. Annie Oakley (W)
9.

-

.

.'

Guild

.

.

NBC.

.

.

.

...

.

..

.

WFIL

.

61. ........

15*0

47 ....
34
64 ........
47..;......

23.0

57., .......
27:,..;; ...

38.8

69.

13.6

70 ........

13.2

*

Fri. 7:00-7:30

.Thurs, 10:30-11:00

Sheldon Reynolds

.Sat. 7:00-7:30

,

CBS

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

Approx. Set Count-?—450,

DAYTON

Approx. Set Count——300,

2.

WLW-D
WHIG

City Detective (Myst)
Lite With Elizabeth .(C~~n)

,

.

...

.Guild.

..Fri. 8:30-9:00
..

.

.10.8.

10.6

.10.6

’»

4

•

•

•.

•'

*'
» -i

,

9:2

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

...

.Fri.

,

.

.....

.

.

(5) V WBKB (7),

(3),

WFIL

News

—WCCO

(4),

.

.

.

•

9:30-10:00

*

»

•

V .5

*

•

•

12

*

i

•

24>3 «<««<«.«

•

42.6

65

37.2

.

.

4.

Boston Blackie (Myst)
Mr. District Attorney (

5.

Kit Carson (W)

*

WLW-D
WLW-D

?7v)

Ziv

.Ziv

,

.Tues. 9:30-10:00,

.

.Wed. 9:30-10:00

.

*

< •

•

*

#

22.6 .*»*«•••

*

,

KPIX

...

6. I

7.
8.

9.

M.

Led Three Lives

(Dr)

Waterfront (Dr)
Superman (Adv)
Badge 714 (Myst)
Death Valley Days (W)

WLW-D

WHIG.
.WHIO
.

MCA....
.

WLW-D
WLW-D

.WHIO;..

........

.

.

,

.UTP

.

«.

.

.

Sun. 5:00-5:30
.Tues,

*'

8:00-8:30

.

Sat. 9:30-10:00

.

Mon. 6:00-6:30

*

Sun. 6:00-6:30

.

Mon. 10:15-10:45

**' »

•

• .»

pi 8.6
.

16.1

/

*

i

<

i

.

.

«.

*

•

.15.6

«

..

*

i.

...

.

11.2

i

4

1

<

4

9

1

9 1

(2) ,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

76....

244 Press Conference

49.

.

;

.

33.1

41.

..

.

38.7

Private Secretary

59

.

19.4

Western Theatre ........

51. ...

22.1

Ozzie 8c Harriet ...... ......

42 ....

24.1 Family Playhouse

40.6

.

.

.

.

,11

.

.15

A

.

(5),

46....

.

..

..... .10
5
.19

3
2

.

KGO

(7)

WHIG

\VHIO
Our Miss Brooks ......
Moments in Sports. ....... WLW-D

Bouts; Sporte Spot:
,

,

Blue Angel
....
43.0 Blue Ribbon Bouts

56.

.WCAU

.

Yesterday’s Newsreel
3.

>

KSTP (5), WMIN

65...
.

.

1

WLW-D

•

6

.

Stations—
...

7

WFIL

.

Me.

WCAU (10)

It’s

to

(9)

.‘.WFIL

Saturday Night Revue
WPTZ
.WFIL
Captured
....... ....WCAU
Early Show
....WCAU
Big Idea
....WPTZ
Mystery Hour
....WPTZ
Story Theatre
Datelines of the World- ... WPTZ

18.5

RATING

WGN

31.7
18.0

listed ai

aired*

38.7

Stations

Stations

(6),

29:3

.

is

STf.

—KRON (4)

Count—320,000

MCA.

...

9.4.

Sun. 6:00-6:30

Approx. Set

.,.

9

JVicCan'n-a.ii'vck'-on.

SAN FRANCISCO

1.

y.

.

.

.11.5

Tues. 6:30-7;00
Tues. 7:00-7:30

.

the film

Hopalong Cassidy
26.7 Dangerous Assignment

,17.7

7:00-7:30

.

Those ad agencies

whom

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

—WPTZ

Mon.

.13.1.

ABC

.

VHF.

PROGRAM

WNBQ

62

10:30-11:00

.Flamingo;

..

.

Stations

10:00-10:30

,

are

|
|

.18.1-

.Fri.

!; .......

USE

Thurs: 7:00-7:30

.7. ...... .Sat.

....

.....ABC.

WPTZ...,
WFIL*.

.

...

.

...

.WCAU.

(17)

Ziv

SETS IN

Stations—WBBM (2),

-1,

Approx. Set Count

1.

3.

SHARE
(%l

RATING

—

Approx Set Count’

PHILADELPHIA

4.

AUGUST

TIME

D1STRIB.

lit

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for

DAY AND

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

above

lion's channel;: all channels

Summer Playhouse

.'.

.WHIO
.

...

.

......

.

.......
.

.

.

.

. ... .

WHIO

!

.

.

.

.

•

1<

...

li

.

.....

-

WHIO
.WLW-D

WLW-D

.

.

.2'
!

.WHIO

,

.

.

,

WLW-D

;

..

.

.WHIO
.WHIO
;

WLW-D

L
!

.... -L
:

.
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•
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The little bit. that remains of the
never very large DuMont film syndication

department

is

at

.

‘Blondie’

stake.

Leads Set

Future of Motion pictures for

Television, for

Get

months the indus-

Those rerun

try’s hottest speculative conversaHollywood, Sept. 21.
tion piece, may be resolved within
Pamela Eritton and Hal LeRoy
seem to indicate that the network's
the week, it’s been learned. What
have the leads in the "Blondie”
direction the Matty Fox combine
su preme commander, Allen B. Du- telefilm
series planned by Hal
fact
Will take is not known—i
Mont, is showing less and less in- Roach Jr.
Everythere are two contradictory reportsterest in celluloid sales.
Berlin directs the comedy
Abby
has
it
-but
thing has fallen into the lap of Bob vidfilms which go into production about the firm’s future—
Woolf, manager of the teletran- this week. Teleplay on initialer, been ascertained that Fox and his
have
Madden,
chief henchman, Ed
scription (kine) department.
“One. Gun Bumstead,” was penned
DuMont supplied virtually no by Frank Gill and George Carle- been in the middle of serious nego-,
tiations which would affect a dras/staff or coin to implement a syn- ton Brown.
*
tic change in the outfit’s modus
dication. program under Merriman

And events

Example

of "All Star Theatre.”
Television Programs of America
sells another package (with Ed^
ward Arnold hosting) as "Your
Star Playhouse.” ABC Syndication sells its “Schlitz Playhouse” reruns as "The Playhouse.” Recent Variety- ARB
chart listed the distrib of Detroit’s “All Star Playhouse” as

,

Woolf, and then it gave the syndication job to Woolf, who takes it
only as part of his other duties!
Actually, Woolf had indirect control over syndication all along anyway, since Holtz was under his
The one maneuver by the
aegis.
network braintrusters that might
indicate, 'ever so slightly, that renewed and more vigorous, attention will be paid syndication is that
co-op sales has clearly been re-:
moved now from Woolf's hands,
and placed within the framework
kinescope sales. This could
of
mean that Woolf will be afforded
more, time for development of film
.

ter of

Since

rhoving into the syndication field
less than a year ago, MPTV has hit
several stumbling blocks that have

made changes mandatory. One

lies

Another

is

MPTV’s heavy

Detroit

invest-

Woolf’s one-man department now
packages.
three
film
the. chief one, called the
“Illustrious Package,” containing
6 British-made features, most of
them out of Ealing Studios.
There’s

Advantages of filmed programto sponsors and agencies as
emphasized by the recent premiere
of the network "spectaculars” two
W’eeks ago were pitched last week of some type is imminent,
by Television Programs of AmerIt's known that. Fox has been neica exec v.p. Michael M. Sillerman gotiating, or. at least talking, about
product and movin a letter to advertisers and agen- unloading all his
Stating that»advertisers should

from the

of-

MPTV

camp

Italian

plan for frequency and
Continuity in as many markets as
your budget allows.” Sillerman
Dow Chemical’s buy of.
cited
“Medic,” Campbell Soups' purchase of his own “Lassie” and the
Harvester- Nabisco
International
sponsorship of TPA’s "Halls of
Ivy” as instances where the adver-

where

itself,

Official Films prexy

Hal Hackett

Europe last Friday (17) to
deals
distribution
possible
talk
with five indie telepix producers.
Upon his return, he’ll fly to the
Coast for talks with three Coast
producers, returning in time for
the Official stockholders meeting
at the end of October.
Out of the conferences, though,

left for

will

come no more than two or

three

Hackett said that
‘

deals.

Official won’t take on more than
two or three new firstrun proper-

‘52

films

new

producers

features avail-

because of health.
Statement doesri’t show Official’s
business, but -it’s estimated
by Hackett at $2,500,000. Hackett
added that on the basis, of current
billings,
the firm should groSs.
$3,000,000 next year. What the
statement does is show sales on
its
own product, listing that at
$656,401, and distribution commissions from its syndication Of independently-owned product, with
the commissions, totalling. $352,098.
Notes and accounts receivable total
$1,007,305.
Operating
expenses

(cost of salies, promotion, etc.) ran
to $651,532.

Biggest

chunk

of

the

profits

came

j

next year, expressing his belief
that three is the top amount of new
IFE says Weill
properties a salesman can handle Weill's stockpile.
while still selling other properties is in the black already with the
dating back a year or two in the first 30 films he got through its
These too were only acfirm’s catalog. European talks will offices.
dramas, quired a relatively short time ago.
about costume
center
ties

Hackett

but
because

said,

eeiaborate
aren’t

he

wouldn’t

the

'projects

far

.

English-language dubbing is taking place in a complicated process.

,

...

.

Now

Segal to Ziy
Millard Segal ^ has joined the
rapidly-expanding staff of Ziv International as sales manager. Most
recently with the Canadian Broadeasting Corp., Segal earlier had
been with WLW, Cincinnati, and
had owned a radio outlet in North
Carolina.
The two-year-old ZiV subsid how
numbers 65 staffers and has offices
in Mexico City (where its dubbing
plant is located), San Juan, Bogota
additional
with
and
Caracas,
branches planned for Brazil and
Argentina.
1

Emmanuel Rosenberg, topper

of

Vista Films, is off to Italy to Set
final plans for the start of shooting
on the next two series of 39 halfhour vidpix through the Thetis
filmery. While there he’ll also finalize the delivery schedule ori both
the "Three Musketeers” vidpix
skein as well as the feature bearing the same title.
The Rosenberg-Bob Goldstein
team once threatened to drop out
of the deal with Thetis, but have
since reaffirmed their financial
status in the deal. The Hollywood
outfit is shelling Out all above-theline costs on production (those that
"Smilin' Ed's Gang” becomes cover all facets
coming from the
“Andy’s Gang” next month when U. S., including lead thesps).
The next 39, plus accompanying
Andy Devine takes over as successor to the late Ed McConnell and- feature film, Will be shot in Africa.
It’s to be a single-adventure series.
a new biock of 52 half-hour pro“Captain Hornblo.wer” looks to be
grams goes before the cameras. the. third series, according to ItalFrank Ferrin, who has been pro-? ian Films Export, which was goducing the “Gang” films for the between on the Thetis-Vista conlast five years, will continue with tract, After that there are three
the same format and Buster Brown more series to be shot, but there
shoes continues the sponsorship on has been no decision as to what
they will concern.
the ABC-TV series.
Six -half-hours in the “MusketDevine was chosen because of
his kid following in the tv series. eers” arid- the feature have already
,”
finished. First of these will
been
and his long
“Wild Bill Hickok
be in N, Y. in October.
service in pix as a comic.,
,

Pictures.

of-

from sale of the firm’s
“Music Hall Varieties” and cartoon
ket through Jples B. Weill’s For- shorts in library deals. Reason they
contributed to the profit is that
tune Features, Inc., arid there aretheir cost tq the company of some
guarantees that by this time next $750,000 has already been
comyear there’ll be Over 100 Italo pix pletely written off the books. Anbeing distributed by' Weill.
De- other heavy contributor to the
livery, of the films, dubbed into black side of the ledger was the
English, starts this week, accord- “My Hero” series; reruns of which
ing to a spokesman for Italian Official has sold in over 100 marFilms Export, which negotiated the kets. Firm did over $1,000,000 in
gross business on the package of
deal.
New batch of Italo product lifts Robert L. Lippert features it’s disthe number in Weill’s hands from tribbirig in most of the country.
Overall expansiori during the
30 to 82.
This foreign-film-for-tv
deal is one of the biggest bn rec- past fiscal year has been Official
ord. Included are features starring step deeper into syndication, pickGina Lollobrigida, Milly Vitale, ing up “Hero” and “Terry and the
Mariria Berti, Sylvania Pampanini, Pirates” for rerun sales, pacting
RossanO Brazzi, Vittorio GOssman; for the' overseas-produced "ColoAmadeo Nazzari (now doing the nel March” and "Secret- File”
Mel Ferrer production of ‘‘The series and grabbing distribution
Mother” in Sardinia), et all. The rights on "Star and the Story” in
oldest of the pix is from 1951, With non-Rheingold markets. Upcoming
a- few from last year's production next September, are rerun rights
°n “Four Star Playhouse,” which
roster.
All of the dubbed films are ex- Official- repped in its network sale
pected in the U. S. by next April. to Singer and Parser Pens.
Orice this happens, Ralph Serpe, tv
topper at IFE expects to get another 20 or 30 pix from Italy for

enough advanced to IFE is receiving 16m prints in
‘name names.” Official won’t pro- N, Y., where pix are edited and the
vide financing, Hackett said, but English script is ironed out. Mawill work only on straight distribu- terial is then sent back to Rome
tion deals on a 35% off^the-top for the actual dubbing process by
English-speaking American artists.
basis.
While in Europe, Hackett said, IFE has found this mot only less
but when dubbing is
he’ll visit England to explore the expensive
commercial video done in Italy it gives the original
potential
of
New Orleans, Sept. 21.
will producer a sayso in the matter.
there. Hackett said Britai
Production crew with many top
furnish a rich market for American
movie and video credits is here telepix, and future production
to begin filming new telefilm series
must be planned with a “dual martentatively titled “Key to AdvenIt’s
‘Andy’s Gang’
ket” in mind, he said.
ture.”
Robert Keys, pix actor, is
Hollywood, Sept. 21.

4

jump

18 in nine branches, all
joining the outfit since last. January, It also' m^
year of
Hal Hackett’s tenure as president,
with Hackett, who joined Official
in April of 1953, coming in after
the firm had been operating without, the services of its then president Billy Goodheart who retired
to

able for the American Video mar-

(Continued on page 59)

’

flagship.

TV Market;

feature

have made

mental” and “commercial” teleand pointed out that filmed
product, which he placed in the

the agencies what was tantamount producer-star.
to two free pilots of their own.
As title implies, half-hour series
Agencies, if they then chose, Could will be in actiomadventure field.
go into a production deal with Fla- Keys will be central character.
mingo on a series based on the free
Coming from Hollywood to play
pilots.
other principal roles will be John
Close, the Lt. Jamison in "Big
Town ” telefilm series; Dub "Can‘Sherlock’ Vice ‘Duffy’
nonball” Taylor, vet pix-tv charac"Sherlock Holmes,” Motion Pic- ter comedian; actress Sheila Ryan
ture for Television’s series, has and chacacter player James Seay.
been bought by Chase National
The pilot scripts are by Maurice
Bank in New York for a ride on Tombraugel and Melvin Ward. DiWNBT in the Monday at 7 slot. recting series is Robert Walker,
Famed British sleuth displaces vet film and tv producer, with Les
MPTV’s "Duffy’s Tavern” which White as director of photography.
was axed by Arnold Bread on the Both are on leave from Columbia

NBC

Flood

Weills Biz Upbeat

ment,” Sillerman stated there’s a
considerable gap between “experi-

,

off.

detergent,

seen the firm’s sales force

from four working out of one
fice

total

U. S.

A

Terming the specs an "experi-

tiser knows it has a "tremendous
vehicle” for its commercial message because he can see the probeen produced by Ed Gruskin and grams in advance.
Martin Poll’s Monte Carlo ProducSillerman said that he ? s "long
tion ig association with the British admired
off-beat
un-traditional,
Tony Bartley group, Pinnatel Pro- program thinking. I agree that
ductions.
there must be an area in television
Financing of the films had been Where the experimental can be
arranged via Lloyd’s Bank at the tried outr— on as an extravagant a
beginning of the. summer, and pre- scale as the experiments demand.
production activity had started And I’m sure the network will be
when British Lion Films went into the first to claim that they are the
Thereupon, Lloyd’s people to conduct these ventures
receivership.
withdrew all its motion picture in exploration of the television art.
and television loans, and the two But I strongly doubt whether the
groups were left without produc- advertiser should be required to
tion coin.
Project was finally underwrite these adventures.”

Flamingo’s plan had been to

.

"All Star Play-

ing out of the active distribution

A

money.”

series ever started shooting. Group
of: 26 half-hour .films was to have

called

“All”

title

Italo Pix

You can

fer top agencies a chance to submit script ideas of their own, ideas
which they would have liked to See
in the form of pilot films for their
clients.
Flamingo and the two
groups would then have picked out
13 such scripts and shot two films
on each of them, syndicating the
entire package as an anthology,
series but at the same time offering

how-

,

latter class, enables the advertiser
to “know what you’re going to get.
You know what it’s going to cost.

Series of "pre-produced pilots”
which a British-Ameriean producgroup was to have shot in England for distribution by Flamingo
Films has been scuttled before thp

•

house.”

vision,

tion

is

hence the

in new syndicated product
that so far has shown little in the
way of return. In the face of this
plus, the fact that Fox has a reputation for never letting the grass
grow dry Under his feet, a move

number of distribs
business.
Originally, the DuMont film syn- not be required to pay for these have confirmed the report that
dication Setup was Holtz's only con- “adventures” and adding that any-, they’ve, been approached by Fox
cern, but recently when it was real- one who wants to be a theatrical, with an eye toward outright sale
ized that the job wasn’t enough for angel can do so out of his private or licensing for distribution of his
even one man; he. had the more ac- funds, Sillerman said that When it properties, and a couple of these
tive co-op sales heaped upon his comes to investing company dol- distribs indicated that negotiations
lars the "customer should be able are still open.
shoulders.
to see what he is getting for his
contradictory report conies
controls

Seems,

library, musical and cartoori
packages outright.
Big earnirigs total comes in the
face of a rapid expansiori that has
its

ever, that it’s ABC.
Sponsor
of “The Playhouse’’ series in

ment

ming

Gems.

Screen

MPTV

feature
library has reached the near-saturation point in sales and bookings.
in the fact that the

cies.

syndication.

of orie kind or ancoming has been a mat-

common

the case of “All

is

Detroit.
Playhouse” *"
Screen Gems sells its “Ford
Theatre” reruns under the title

Star

move

knowledge.

on syn-

series

fits.

operandi.

That a
other was

titles

anthology
dramatic
are beginning to
give ulcers to the promotion
Chiefs of the syndication outfilm

.

Holtz, who in eariy September quit
his double, role as film syndication
and co-op sales manager, to go to
Late last week DuMont
Europe.
handed the co-op sales reins to Bill
Muldoon, previously an assistant to

Clue to the rapid expansion of
the syndication field lies in the
stockholders’ report of Official
Films, which reveals a net profit
of $317,172 for the fiscal year
ended June 30, four times the
firm’s, earnings the year before.
Official did a total business of
about $2,500,000, and the high
earnings percentage largely is a
reflection of the fact that it owns

It?

dicated

of the last fprtriight

41

•

TV-FILMS
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Wednesday, September 22, 1954

TPA’s
Taystee Bread, which has been
sponsoring "Cowboy G-Men” in up
markets over the past year,
has dropped the series. Baking outfit, via Young & RUbicam of Chicago, let its sponsorship run out in
all its markets and is reportedly
shopping around for a new .prop-

to 33

Pittsburgh, Sept. 21,

Hopes

>

of developing a standard
film contract' for ty stations wei-e
expressed here last week by Tiiad

,

,

.

erty.

^
Flamingo Films, which distribiMuch in the manner of the major
motion picture distribution compa- utes the Mutual-Telemount Pro-

Bv'own, veepee of **the \ National
Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters

'

NARTB

a meeting of

at

1

ductions

nies, Unity Television is staging a
sales drive named after one of its
Reviewing the "Arab rug mar- sales execs in commemoration of
ket" conditions surrounding filin its 10th anni; Drive, which will
run during the last quarter of this
purchases, Brown said he Was hopeyear, is the “Len Firestone Drive,”
oi.^nization’s.

that when the
Television Film Cornm nee meets
in Chicago, Oct. 4' a)‘ i 5-, it Will
provide the basis fo? an arrangelent by which leading producers
and distributors can "sit' down with,
us in the finalizing of a standard
film contract form,"
ful

is

particularly

;

’

’

it

isn’t

perturbed about the cancellation,
however. It’s already sold the series in seven of the markets held
by Taystee, including Chicago, and
points out that single-market sales'
in the' Taystee markets will gross
named after the. firm*s national
sales manager, and. it’s believed to it far more than under the Taystee
be the first for the vidfilm industry* deal, which it inherited from the
Arche Mayers, Unity prexy, said now-defunct United Artists Tele-

District 3 broadcasters.

Brown said
"to anticipate

.oater,

vision.

that cash prizes in excess of $1,000

be awarded Unity field salesmen who bring in the largest dollar volume, the largest number of
will

NARTB’S aim

and the

contracts

single

largest

all the normal probcontract. He said that special packlems and misunderstandings which ages with
"incentive
payment
could arise and to effect coverage terms” have been prepared for staof them to the degre e that the. pur- tions, With an expanded film lichase of film may be expedited, brary plan! also being offered. Fireand the film delivered, returned stone, incidentally, joined Unity in
and. paid .for, by considered meth- 1 950 and became sales topper in
ods conducive to the best interests June of 1953.

and; the

of the. stations

:

Television Programs of America

.

j

>t will be for the voluntary and independent usage of any
j

and all stations and distributors,
and another step in the laying ol'
stable and
the foundation for
mature industry.’'

celebrated

ducer groups with which to meet.”

its

iversafy

first

week and along with

it

what’s

probably, been the fastest growth
of any. firm in the telepix industry.
Inside of the year since

its

found-

The national sponsor’s interest in ing, TPA has launched two new
football via video is on the -wane.: network series,, produced an addibut the local and regional under- tional half-hour series for syndicawriters are hot after all things tion and acquired two other Syndigridiron. Knowing this, the vidpix cated series plus a top feature
celluloid.

Indications of the sucicess of foot?
ball vidpix Can be reap in the 73

On

markets chalked up by

MCA.

TV’s

Total of the business on its netentries, "Lassie” and "Halls
of Ivy,” its syndicated "Your Star
Playhouse,” “Ramar of the Jungle”
and "Ellery Queen” and its pack-

work

73 markets in a month and a half
for the half-hour "Touchdown” se- age of 28 Edward Small features
ries.
And as of a month ago and will give the. firm a 1954 gross of
with no indication: of ending there $9,000,000, according to TPA prexy
Sportsvision, the San Francisco Milton Gordon. Upcoming for the
distrib-production outfit, had. prom- fall are the Bernard Prockter soap
ises. of 115 markets for its three serial, "Family Next Door,” and
half-hour skeins. The three Sports- Harry Salzman’s Buster Crabbe advision series and the
package venture starrer, “Captain Gallant
are all built ground brief rundowns of the Foreign Legion.”
on the big games of the Saturday
Production expansion through
before.
next year is scheduled, and alIn another way, Vitapix less though TPA wouldn’t talk product,
than a month ago threw its hat into it’s understood that on the slate
the ring. Firm, came up with 26 are Charlotte Greenwood in "TugQuarter-hours via the "Classics” boat Annie,”
"Count of Monte
route.
Each in series concerns Cristo” l series,
‘Robin Hood”
clips of the great plays and play- series and several other projected
ers in football and doesn’t neces- properties.
,
sarily include up-to-the-week covOn the distribution and sales
erage on the games themselves.
side, staff has been "built to 40
.

—

—

.

Princess Pictures, producer Gene
Martel flew in from London last
week for a week of homeoffiCe huddles with prexy Burt Balaban, v.p.
Bernard Donnenberg and story editor Irve Tunlck on upcoming production for the remainder of the
26 features Princess is shooting for
television via Vitapix release.

Martel returns to London this
weekend for pre-production activities there, and Balaban; who's been
acting as exec producer on the seand has spent most of the past
year overseas, will follow him over
shortly.
Last two films
the
series, "Immediate Disaster” with
Patricia Neal and Helmut Dantine,
’

and "Diplomatic Passport” with
Marsha Hunt and Paul Carpenter,
were shot at Metro’s British studios during June and July.
Although not completely

finalized, it’s

likely

that Princess will continue
producing there. Balaban and Martel, incidentally, have signed Roy
Rich as their associate producer in
London.

MCA

—

•

games, meaning that each live college, game will be preceded by
canned coverage on college games
of the previous week. So, regard-

Newman will be
MCA-TV by Gordon

of

CKLW-IV SPONSOR’S
GRIND PIX POLICY

Make Our Own

Rose Jewelers

have signed to
sponsor a six-hpur-per-week film
program, running until January,
1957, on CKLW-TV, the Windsor,

FULLY EQUIPPED SOUND
and LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
DRIVE IN FACILITIES

Ont., station
River, which

Taking a

\INC.

»

1

'

(

1

11

across

the

Detroit

bowed last week.
page from riabe movie

exhibitors’ practices, each of the
feature movies will be shown three
times during the week. Each will
be shown Thursday and Sunday
from 9 to 11 p.m. and Monday,
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Prexy Emil Rose said the cost Of

EASTEN FILMS

—

prexy

replaced

at

Crowe, who'll
where the various vidpix head the overall publicity-promopackages are scheduled, there is tion operation while continuing his
ample interest to justify there be- sales, activities. Heyward Erlich,
less

PERSONALIZED SERVICE
50' x 75' SHOOTING SPACE

••

MCA

to become Official
in April of 1953.

left

which

it

collects

5%

a

royalty.

Jerry Capp, TPA's merchandising
chief, who set the deal with Lit's
Rudy Schwartz, said
toy buyer.
similar displays will be set up next
spring in such stores as NiemanMarcus in Dallas and Marshall
Field's in Chicago.

»»

I

»»

44-»»4 »4-»++>
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>

j

programming on
in excess

Disney Crew to N. Car.

On

‘Frontierland’ Segs

ABC

For

.

this scale will

$LOP0;0OQ»

> i

i

be

C., Sept. 21,

A 35-man crew moved into the
Great Smoky Mountains last week
to prepare for shooting On the
three Davy Crockett films

being

produced by Walt Disney for his
"Disneyland” series,
which preems on the web Oct. 27.
WCBS-TV, with M. & A. Alex- Shooting on the first of the trilogy,
ander distributing, gets couple of
films
in which Will be presented under the
exploitable
"first-run”
segment of the
20th-Fox’s 1946 "Black Beauty" “Frontierland”
(Mona Freeman, Richard Denhing) show starting Dec. 8, begins next
and 1947 "The Tender Y ears” (Joe week and will Wind Oct. 18 in
E. Brown, Josephine- Hutchinson); Nashville. Trio of pix is being
Theyjl run first on station’s "Early budgeted at a total of $500,000.
Martin EisShow” in November
First in the trilogy, "Davy Crockenberg, Guild Films’ Coast produc- ett and the Creek War,” will be
tion comptroller, flew in from the filmed in the
Great Smoky MounCoast for horaeoffice huddles with tains National Park of
western N.
Guild comptroller John Mahon on
Carolina and Tennessee and will
upcoming production, budgets
employ
several
hundred
Cherokee
Fremantle Overseas Radio & Television prexy Paul Talbot back in Indians, some of whom were prinin
cipals
the
cast
of
the
recent
N.Y. after a three-month roundvidpix outdoor drama, "Unto These Hills.”
setting
jaunt
the-world
.

.

.

product in overseas markets.

Among,

the

Thompson,

Cheesecake

ABC

Radio Pacts

Continued from pace 26

shbjrt of a 52-week $RO. Package,
assistant, at the agency, was originally started as a summer
concentrate on publicity as- deal for Chevrolet in 1953, but now,
pect of the syndicated operation. has year-round commercial expoNewman’s an
vet, having op- sure via Admiral, Texaco, Musterated in the band and acts de- erole, Olds and Gilbert.
partment of the agency, later in
Other new business was the orradio-tv and finally moving into dering of the full basic Canadian
tlie syndication arm a few months
web for "When a Giij Marries,”
back.
the morning soaper, by Carnation
and General Foods, who’ll split
the CBS tab (Carnation sponsors
LIEBESKIND'S DISTRIB ROLE
couple of
solo in the U. S.),
Nat Liebeskind last week joined closing, spots on "Silver Eagle” by
Times Television Corp.; which is Rexall Drugs arid O. L. Jaggers’
the exclusive distributor for tele- haif-hour "World Church for Sunvision of all films produced by the day exposures at 6:30 p.m. starting
National Film Board of Canada, as Oct. 10 for a 52-week run.
general manager,
Renewals were by Beltone HearLiebeskind is a vet of the motion ing Aids for "Paul Harvey and the
picture industry, having operated News,” Free Methodist Church for
on the distribution end in the U. S. "Light and Life Hour,” Billy Graas well as Europe, Asia and Latin ham’s "Hour of Decision,” Healing
America, where he set up offices Waters for Dr. Oral Roberts and
for some of th
Radio Church of God for "The
lajor film com
»
paniesj
U'
World Loraoyi'owi”
.

latter

his

son

Arsen*

are

Jeff,

and Rich-

ard Crowe. After some three weeks
of shooting, the Unit moves to
Chattanooga for "Davy Crockett at
the Alamo,” last of the three is
filmed. Second pic will be shot in
Nashville and
will
be tabbed
"Davy Crockett Goes to Congress.”
Series, which stars Fess Parker
.

==

vidpixer—-"Lassie.”

will

»

Video Trilogy

Greensboro, N.

ABC - TV

New York

NeWman’s

MCA

TRafalgar 9-4830

outfit.

and features Mike Maziirki, Buddy
Ebsen, William Bakeweil and Basil
Rysdale, is being produced by Bill
Walsh and directed by Norman
Foster. Creek war battle scenes ar
to be filmed at Floyd Bottoms near
the park ranger station at the edge
of the Cherokee reservation.

’Actors Theatre’ Telepix

As Canadian

MCA

ing three distribs out for the sponsor dollar through football.

Shirley lernifelH, Mgr, Dir.
134 East 74th Street, Hew York

BOyd

'

FOR

MCA

35' CEILING
•

strength of -program’s popularity,

was taken over several months
ago for possible sale in other markets by the Bill (Hopalong Cassidy)
it

1

JOHN NEWMAN

Detroit, Sept. 21.

•

hour

the syndication series.
the series, will
6,
Guild wants to film the show in
make personal appearances at the
store and at Lit’s two Philadelphia Hollywood, which would force Miss
Firth to fly west on weekends afand one Trenton annex.
TPA estimates that some 150,000 ter doing her five programs weekly
youngsters will attend the exhibit, here, but Chambers and Beal are
which runs from Oct. 31 through •trying to persuade Guild to. shoot
jail. 1.
In addition, it’s got to guar- "Fun to Reduce” locally at Modewholesale Art Pictures studio. No decision
antees for $50i000
items, on yet, however.
sales on the "Ram

MCA

MAKE YOUR FILMS
Don’t

-

star; of

SS

WE HELP

•

toy de-

Nevertheless, that. Vitapix stepped
salesmen under TPA exec v.p. MiContinued from pace 25
into the running: is an indication
chael M. Sillerman, who predicts
that there’s room at least for one
The second specola on Nov: 15 has
it will total 100 by the end of 1955.
more distrib to score via grid.
TPA claims to have sold an aggre- Margaret Sulla van (costarring with
Stations are scheduling the variin "State of, the
gate.. of 70,000 half-hours of pro- Joseph Cotten).
ous packages on football in sevgramming to an aggregate total of Union.”
eral places.
The grid-crazy mid- 880 markets.
Among Liebman’s other selecwest seems to be rife with these
tions for later playouts are Judy
pix.
has noticed that a goodHolliday, Nanette Fabray, British
ly percentage of its sales there
comedienne Jean Carson, Eileen
were made for the Tuesday or
EXITS
Barton, et al., and there’s still a
Wednesday night following the
chance that Judy Garland will be
iensings.
Elsewhere— in the East,
to the ty lanes for a' Tuesday
lured
OFFICIAL
-TV
for example
programmers ‘figure
header-upper in the Berle-Hoper
John Newman resigned as pub- Raye time.
that placement around any one of
the NCAA games on Saturday via licity chief of MCA-TV this week
David 0. Selznick’s first major
ABC-TV or the Saturday night or to move over to Official Films in booking for the two-hour "Light’s
Sunday pro games via DuMont is the new post of director of pub- Diamond Jubilee” coming up next
licity, advertising and promotion.
good biz.
WABC-TV, N. Y., has
month is Helen Hayes.
staffer to
bought the
series for slotting He’s the seventh
And then, of course, there’s the
right before each of the collegiate join the firm since Hal Hackett

1

We

up some

Quarter

aimed at ladies looklng-to shed excess poundage has been sponsored
here by G. C. Murphy Co. and on

partment, will include models of
However, when Boyd’s people
jungle huts and "Ramar's” labora- couldn’t
come up with anything
tory from the film series, along
concrete and their option lapsed,
with counters featuring 30 "RaGuild picked it; up immediately.
mar’* retail items like a game,
Show’s owned by several people,
T-shirts, jungle helmets, etc. Kidamong them W. Craig Chambers,
dies will pay 25c admission, for
Pitt ad agency man, and Bill Beal,
Good
’n*
some
theyjl
get
which
local, indie
producer.
Margaret.
Plenty candy (program’s Philly
Firth, who heads "Fun to Reduce”
sponsor) plus a chance to partici- here,,
will also be at the helm
On Nov.
pate in prize drawings.

package.

MCA

Martel in U.S.

will take
store’s

the

of

WDTV.

.

this

syndicators are strong for gridiron

Brown said the Chicago meeting
of the Film Committee, of which
Harold See of KRON-TV, Sain
Francisco, is chairman, is the fifth
“and probably last’’ intra-industry
conference of the eight-members
group. It purpose,, he said, is twofold; expedition and “for lack of
any immediate and appropriate organization in the distributor-pro-

which

two-thirds

;

Mont’S

i

Brown, gave assurance that “not
one is. trying to put anything over
on the other guy in this development. It is just too big and important, both .’in"' the present and
looking into the future, for any
if.
When,
and
shenanigans.
crystallized,

spring.
Display,

Pittsburgh, Sept, 21.
Guild Films has bought the syndication rights to "Fqn to Reduce,”
local daily tv show that has been
a big hit here for. some time on Dii-

.

distribu-

"

Big Dept. Store Push
Television Programs of America
novel merhas. consummated
chandising tiein with Lit’s Dept.
Store of Philadelphia which will
see most of the store’s toy department taken over for two months
by a "Jungle Safari Toyland” centered about TPA’s "Ramar of the
Jungle” series. TPA will use the
display as the springboard for similar setups in some 12 department
stores throughout the country next

Jon Hall;

.

tors.”

Philly Display

As Springboard For

By Taystee Bread

Entry

Vancouver, Sept. 21.
Vanguard Productions, newly
formed telepix production firm
which will sell bn a national basis
via New York and Toronto, has
slated two Pilots for a new
called "Actors Theatre.”
It will
be produced locally starting Satu rday (25), using local talent and
technicians.
Films will be produced with an eye toward both the
American and Canadian markets.
Arnold Houghlahd wiil produce
and Homer Powell direct the auditions, which feature Lillian Carlson, Walter Marsh and Birri Jack:

first, "The Illusion,”. and
Slater, Stan Jones and Mary
in the second; "Dark
Portrait.” Films are scheduled for

son in the

Bud

Matthfews

completion by Oct.

4.

Films' Memphis Office
Television Film Sales ha*
office, with Jim
McCormick in charge. He’ll cover
five southern States put of the new
branch.
Prior to joining Film Sales,
McCormick waS southeast sales rep
for Warner Bros: and Columbia

CBS

CBS

opened a Memphis

Pictures.

n

i.». /

* >

i
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The current cycle
up with

of pop. songs is
doubletalk
a
click of “Sha flock of tunes have hit

4

Chicago, Sept. 21.

‘

The Tuba

.

the

Since

flavor;

Boom,”

the .market with nonsense titles,
such as “OOp Shoop’’ arid “I Need
You Now,’’ with the subtitle of
“Bazbom.” All of these tunes have
originated from the rhythm
blues field and the titles are based
on vocal .phrases used by singing
.

.

&

combos.

The bop movement had

its “ool-

ya-koo” password a few years ago
and before that, there was Bing
Crosby’s “baa-baa-baa-bee” phrasing which was akin to Helen Kane’s
“boop-boop-be-doop” And Cab Calloway’s “hi-de-ho.” What’s Unique
about the current songs is that the
doubletalk titles have become the
hit feature..

Current trend also spotlights
once again the strength of the
tunes in the general pop mar-

.

Is Out!
Hollywood, Sept. 21.

An album of original compositions pegged to the baseball

arid tagged “World
being prepared by

theme

Series'.’ is

jazz trumpeter Shorty Rogers^
He’ll cut the sides on his return frOrii his current tour
with Stan Kenton’s Festival of
Modern' Jazz.
Sides, to be done under the'
W.k... Shorty Rogers and his
;

Giants tag, include such numbers as ‘‘Batteries for Today,”
“Safe at Home,” “Hot Runs

and
Never

Errors,”

‘‘Homer Was
"You’re
This,”

Like
Out!” “I Got to First Base,”
“Left on Second Blues” and
“Kill the 'Umpire-'’ Rogers will
add a tuba for umpire-razzirig.

r&b

was

“Sh-Boom”

ket.

and was turned into a pop

hit

The

currerit fall sales pattern is

underscoring the importance of
the disk package business. While
turnover Of pop singles have not
made the sharp recovery expected
in September, the packaged goods
have been moving at a solid clip.
.

The

increase in this sector of the
market will prove to be -the most,
extensive, once the industry's annual sales returns' are in.
On the consumer level, the price
tags for the LP arid EP albums,
with and without discounts, are
proving to be the top customercatchers,
One diskery sales exec
opiped on the basis of the present
sales picture that the industry’s
future is now hinged on packaged
Up to rioW, the single
gOods.
sales have been mqst important,
accounting for well over 60% of
the total industry sales.
.

Still Sizable
But just as the 78s gave way to
the 33s arid 45s, it’s anticipated
that the dominance of the singles
Will give way to the longplay and

originally

written and sliced by. an r&b outfit, The Chords, for the Cat label
the CrewCuts for Mercury.

by

Same

Remember Mambo

I

Songwriters A1 Hoffman and
Dick Manriirig are making hay
out of the various dance steps.
They Came up with “Papa.
Loves Mambo” recently with
Perry Como on RCA Victor
and now the same team is riding with “I Can’t Tell a Waltz
From a Tango,” which Patti
Page sliced for Mercury.
Incidentally, it's still Father’s.
at ShapirO-Bernstein Mu-

Day

Firm, which publishes
“Papa Loves Mammbo,” had a
smash .early this year with “O
sic;

Mein

'

will

RCA

Victor execs hit the road,

Vol. Two, as well as the fall longhair line. Exec contingent is holding a series of regional meetings
•from coast to coast with distribs
and field personnel.
Victor is aiming to duplicate the
.

promotion on

click

its

vol-

ume

of the Glenn Miller Limited
was priced at
Latter
Edition.
$24.95, as is the current set, and
sold around 100,000 albums for a
$2,500,000 gr.oss at the retail level.
New edition consists of 60 Miller
numbers taken from radio broadcast tapes during the late 1930s
arid early ’40s. The albums consist
of five 12-inch longplay platters or
15 of the 45 rpm records.
The sales of the Miller band
have been greater during the past
year than when the bandleader
was alive. Victor put out several
other Miller albums and it’s estimated that dealers racked up retail Sales of more than $4,000,000

on the band.
Victor exeC
In

roster,

which headed

directions
starting
different
(20), includes George R.

Monday
Marek,

Larry

Kanaga,

Howard

Frank
Alexander,
Bill
Amaru, Bill Bullock, Jack Burgess,
Alan Kayes, Berriie Miller, -Jtform
Tarr arid Bob
Racusin, IrWi
Letts,

Yorke.

MGM MARKING

OCT. AS

MGM

Records will kick off a
David Rose Festival month Oct. 1
with- the release of three 12-inch

The Rose sets*
which will also be issued, on extended play disks, include “Nostalgia,” “Love Walked In” and
longplay packages,

“Riddlin’ for Fun.”

it

spotlights a definite up-

beat in dancery biz
years. Morale among
bers

over recent

NBOA mem-

probably the highest ever,
and the convention is having one
of its healthiest turnouts in its sixyear history, with some 200 attending.
Threeday meet, which
began yesterday (Mon.), has Orch
is

leaders participating for the first
time along with BMI, with which
Ops recently consummated a- licensing agreement.
1

,

.

Other signals of a lush dancery
semester is the announcement of
several "new ballrooms go. rig into
construction,
notably,
one
by
NBOA prexy Tom Archer. At present. meet, too, there’s an encouraging lack pf wailing over biz conditions, which confirms the open
remark made by orch leader Les
Brown that name bands have had
After 18 years as lead voice in one. of most prosperous years i
the ink Spots, Bill Kenny has dis- recent times.
banded the group to go out as a sinWoody Herman submitted that
gle.
According to Kenny; the college dates are multiplying,, inmove was made to dispel the con- dicating greater interest in dancfusion arising, from the flock of ing among youth. Other orch leadnew Ink Spots groups that have ers participating were Eddy. Howsprung up during the past few ard, Dan Belloc, Leo Peepers,
years.
ShoOpee John, Larry Faith and
Kenny claims that these new Harold Loeffelmacher.
Bands of
groups using the Ink Spots tag Ray Anthony, Ralph Flanagan,
have made him the brunt of
(Continued ori page 52)
'

:

&

Toscy’s Old

NBC Orch

In

1st Disking, at Midnight,

Without Any Conductor
Symphony

of the Air, formerly

Arturo

Toscanini-conducted

the

America and currently is negotiat-. NBC Symphony Orchestra, made
itinerary.
Resurgence of interest in jazz, ing to- ankle Decca Records for an- its first recording last night (Tues ),
During the extended tour, Warwhich
is making it a major part of other
major label.
Kenny has when it took over Carnegie Hall,
ing will originate three of his tv
the music business on and off rec- been With Decca for the past .18 N. Y., .at .11:30 p.m. for a two or
shows while ori the road.
ords, apd the leading role played years, duririg Which time he hit the three hour disk session. Press Was
invited; Four works were recorded
by San Francisco musicians is be- {tgolderi.
disk seller

.

first

.

that

is

:

Men

week to kick off the diskery’s.
new Glenn Miller Limited Edition,

Most significant aspect of the
current conclave here of the National Ballroom Operators. Assn,

Pripa.”

extended-play sets. Singles, Which
be manufactured on the 45
speed after the demise Of 78s, will
always be
sizable factor, for
Fred Waririg is warbling up for a selling the pdp hits, blit even pop
personal appearance* tour which customers are becoming increaswill take his Pennsylvanians on a ingly conscious of the bargain
5,0d0 mile trek for about 200 dates values in the EP and LP sets.
in seven months.
The currerit accent on deluxe
The touring season will be di- sets, at faricy prices, ranging anywhere
from $12 to $50, is individed into two parts. The fall section will kick off Oct. 12 in Allen- cative that the packaged business squawks from the public as well, as
the promoters. The groups, he says,
(Continued on page 52)
ly, driven the hillbilly numbers out. town, Pa., and Will keep them on
“are launched by men who’ve apthe road until their Christmas tv
of the pop field.
peared
with me at one time or anshow on CBS, which will originate
other, but they’ve taken liberties
The winter section
in New York.
Frisco
Emerging
As
in
billing*
such as using ‘Original
of the tour will tee off in the south
Ink Spots,’ rind have eveii gone so
Victor Execs Hit Road
Jan. 5 and will carry the group to
far
as
to
use
Modern Cradle For
my picture in. their
the southwest, Coast: and northrids,”
west’,
They’re due back in New
To Plug 2d Volume Of
In
switching
to a single, Kenny
York about mid-May, About 20
Jazz
Styles
has pacted With Music Corp. of
Glenn Miller Edition college dates are included iri the
San Francisco, Sept. 21.

doing it with “Oop
grpup
Shoop,” as is Helen Grayco for
Label X, another pop. songstress
gone bluesy.
Patti Page, also on Mercury, followed Ruth Bfrown’s “O What A
Dream” side for Atlantic and the
McGuire Sisters picked up an r&b
number, “Goodnight, Sweetheart,
Goodnight,” arid turned it into a
pop hit. * Tp a large extent the invasion of the r&b. tunes has virtual-

this

4S

LEAD?

SINGLE BIZ

IS

showing

MUSIC

PSsaBff

Wednesday, September 22, 1954

L. A.

MEMBERSHIP MEET

ing pointed out here as evidence
that the Bay Area, Onetime key
show business center, is a vital
factor in the business again.

Columbia
Dave Brubeck,
ASCAp, prexy Stanley Adams, and Fantasy LPs whose
are the hottest
accompanied by general counsel
selling packages in the jazz record
Herman Finkelstein, comptroller field,
originated in the San FranGeorge Hoffman and board mem- cisco area,
bers Bernard Goodwin, L. Wolfe
Gerry Mulligan, whose quartet
Gilbert and A, Walter Krariier,
has beeri a close second to Bruare flying out to the Coast this beck’s on records and in person all
week foF-the Society’s semi-annual year, got his first steady job with
membership meeting in Hollywood. the group in San Francisco at the
Conclave will; be held next Wed- same spot that started Brubeck,
nesday (29) and will be followed the Black Hawk.
by a similar meeting for the New
Heading the dixieland jazz ranks
York iriembership in mid-October. are two Bay Area products, Turk
Harry Warren, who was in N. Y. Murphy and Bob Scobey, both of
for ASCAP meetings; will return whom are making their first Eastto Hollywood also with Ned Washern tours this fall. Murphy, now
ington.
a Columbia recording artist, and
.

.

On Monday

(20),

the exec staff Scobey, still exclusive with the
indie Good Time Jazz, Were the

and the ASCAP board marked
Hoffman’s 25th anni with the. Society With a cocktail party at the
Madison Hotel, N. Y. Hoffman

trombonist and second trumpeter
with the Lew Watters Yerba Buena
Jazz Band which flourished here in
joined ASCAP in 1929 as a field the ’40s arid is credited with being
rep and has since worked in every one of the major factors in the reASCAP department;
vival Of dixieland.
Back in the early days Of pop
music as big business, the Bay
Area originated such leaders as Art
This One
Easy; No
Hickman and Paul Ash. In later
Pact Quirks With 'Paris’ years Horace Heidt and Del Courtney got their start here and in re21
Hollywood, Sept.
cent years Guy Mitchell, Joyce
Arrangements for the Decca re- Bryant, Rusty Draper and Merv
lease of an original soundtrack Griffin sprang to success from, the
album Of Uriiversal-Interriational’s Bay Area.
“So This Is Paris” caused less difIn the rhythm & blues "field, the
ficulty than the vast majority of Bay Area has produced a number
The of top artists, including Jimmy Nelfilmusical packages on Wax.
reason was that none of the prin- son, Jimmy Wilson, Lowell Fulsom,
cipals
had exclusive recording Pee Wee Crayton, Redd Lyte, Johnpacts that had to be bypassed in ny Otis and Saunders King.
order to clear the Decca release
,

Was

of the track.

Diskery will push Rose on the
Coral Buys Savoy Side
Film topliries Tony Curtis, who
dealer and consumer level with en
Coral Records has bought the
velOpe stuffers, streamers arid spe- has just gone to work for Decca,
Gilbert, master of the Savoy Records’ slice
and
DeHaven,
Paul
Gloria
cial order forms for its sales per“Where Can You Be” by singer
of
Gene Nelson rind Corinne Calvet,
sonnel arourid the country.
none of whom hris recording deals. JJerry Martin.. Pinky Herman,
Writer
of the tune, originally paid
Eddie Fisher signed fOr a p.a. Score is by POny Sherrell and Phil
for .the date and assigned the maswith the Kansas City Philharmonic Moody and contains one standard,
which turned it over
Savoy*
ter
to
Orchestra in Kansas City Nov, 13 “I Can't Give You Anything But
at the annual free concert paid for Love,” by Jimmy McHugh and to Coral.
Coral artists & repThiele,
Bob
It’s Warbled in
by the Katz Drug Company in Mu- Dorothy Fields.
ertoire chief, made the deak<
French by Miss JDeH&verii
i
nicipal Auditorium.
.

j

i

*

1,000,000

mark

nine times.
He expects to
“Mr. Ink Spot” as his sub-tag.

use

for ope

Without

LP, music being played
conductor— to drama-

a

tize the position* Of the
Toscy left it and

orch since
dropped,

NBC

Works
were ‘'Roman Carnival Overture,”
that

it,

MORE

WHITEMAN
PREPPED BY CORAL
‘NEW’

Encouraged by the success fit the
release of Paul Whiteman
and the “new” Ambassador Orchestra, Coral has completed a total of
16 sides which will be iricorporated
into a pair of albums for release
next month and in November.
First album to be released will
initial

Whiteplayed by a 10piece orchestra, Eight sides will be
available both on LP arid as an
EP album; Second Coral packaging
will include some more current

consist exclusively pf old

man arrangements

material.

Kaye Ballard Cuts Song
Saga of Billy Bruckner
Kaye Ballard hris cut for Decca
“The Triumph of Love,” based on
Mrs. Leona S. Bruckner’S book

it’s

still

alive.

"Meistersinger,” “Prelude*” “Nutcracker” selections and “After-,

noon of a Fauri.”
Recording will not be sold, but
will be issued rion-commercially to
those Who make ^oritributions to
the orch; to keep it going. After
the NBC-Toscy vamp, the musicians made determined efforts to
keep intact and afloat.
Outfit

formed itself under name of Symphony Foundation of America,
with Don GilliS, who used to produce the NBC orch airers, as prez.
Orch is reported 85% intact, with
Daniel Guilet
concertmaster.

He

filled that post the last two
years of the Toscy regime. First
concert of the orch is tentatively
set for Oct. 27 in New York, with
a conductor, of course.

STARR TO VICTOR ON
10-YEAR, 600G PACT

v Deal
for Kay Starr's moveover
from Capitol Records to RCA Vicwas born without arms. Simon & tor was filially consummated early
Schuster published it, and it was this week* Thrush inked a 10-year
a
smash circulation-getter for. pact With: Victor (five-year initial
Ladies HOme Journal, which serial- term With a five-year option) call-

detailing the human interest saga
of their 4^.-year-old.son, Billy, who

.

;

early in 1954.
did the music to
Mrs. Bruckner’s lyric which, of
course, is a broadly defined faith
song, for pop song purposes.
The Billy Bruckner saga, how-

ing for a guarantee, of over $60,000
a year.

ever, has been widely recognized
by the President of the United
States, clergy of all faiths, the
press, on numerous radio-tv shows,

deal,

ized

it

Norman Monath

and the
lywood

Pact goes into effect the first

Miss Starr has been
waxing under the Cap banner for
close to nine years.. Miss Starr's
of .the year.

with RCA is strictly fpr records arid there is rip TV guarantee
in the pact.

like.
There, is strong Holat Col
Munvies
interest, not only in the
R! Peter Munvies has been upped
property, but in young Billy’s
merchandising
Masterworks
services to play himself since tv tp;
audiences have long recognized manager for Columbia Records.
He was formerly assistant manathe youngster’s remarkably laughWorld’s Work ger and fills the spot vacated seving personality.
Ltd., of Londori, will bring it Out eral months ago by the resigna-/>
. . . .... t
in the British 'Empire^
1

Upped

S&S

1

AW.

.

.

.

,

.

—

‘

‘

&
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with one of the best treatments of
with slim spinning chances.;
Patti Page: “I Can’t Tell A Waltz (that old dixieland fave, “Muskrat
From A Tango”-“The Mama Doll Ramble.” Working with a jazz
Song” (Mercury). This is a two- group, Armstrong beats it out to a
A definite noisesided moneymaker for Patti Page fare-thee-well.
with the slight edge going to the maker on all spinning levels.
wry and rhythmic “I Can't Tell A Woody Herman takes the “MuskWaltz From A Tango.” Tune’s rat Ramble” for a modernistic ride
Herman’s
bright lilt and neat lyric get an on the Capitol label.
ingratiating reading. “The Mama confusing arrangement limits its
e d a y
Doll Song” belongs in the “Doggie commercial appeal. “S o

“New

World,” lusty and lush,
along bold lines, though with senapproach, by the Philharmo- Philly Orchr Extends
nia under Alceo Galliera.
School for Stickwavers
Rimsky -Korsakov: SymphonyNo.
Philadelphia, Sept. 21,
2 & Russian Easter (Westminster;
Philadelphia
Orchestra’s third,
$5.95). “Antar” symphony is a lush,
languorous but lovely work; played conductors’ symposium will draw
with tonal splash. "Russian Easter” 30 batoneers from community and
has the same rich quality, more college orchestras to the Academy
refined. Excellent performances by of Music for five-day workshop

LAWRENCE WELK
and

sitive

hi*

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

m

..

Appearing

CORN PALACE
Mitchell, So.

Dak

Returning

to

Aragon; Ballroom
Santa Monica, Calif., Sept. 27

FOUR ACES

'

.

.

.

.

The Cockoo Bird

...

The

Mama

EDDIE FISHER
Coiint

'(Victor)

In The Window” schOob-rSo anything can happen.
Eddie Fisher: “Fanny”-“Count
Your Blessings”: (Victor). The past
couple of Eddie Fisher releases
have automatically jumped into the
big-seller bracket and this coupling
of a legit musical tune, “Fanny,”
and a motion pic tune, “Count
Your Blessings,” won't change the
pace. “Fanny,” title song from the
Harold Rome legituner, is a pleasant ballad entry with a couple of
ingratiating musical phrases that’ll

’j

!

You’ll Be Sorry” features Armstrong’s growling vocal" and little
else.

|

I

The Chordettes: “I Don’t Want
See You Crying”-“Mr, Sandman” (Cadence)... Archie Bleyer
to

help keep

Percy Faith Orch: “The Bandit”“Rairifall” (Columbia). Percy Faith
Has put a lot of instrumental excitement together for this coupling,
Both “The Bandit” and “Rainfall”
mbve at a fast and furious pace'
and both have the Faith trademark
of richness and color. A two-sided
bet for jock and juke spins.
Betty Johnson: “I Want. Eddie
Fisher, for Christmas”-“Show Me”

payoff

a

|

I

Album Review

j

.

!

;

-

1.

HEY THERE

'0 Best Sellers
.

.

S1I-BOOM

(ID) ... ...

"

SKOKIAAN

(4)

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY

(6)
l
:

5.

IF

I

GIVE

MY HEART TO YOU

(2).

8.

HOUSE (4)
NEED YOU NOW (3)
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE M0ONLIGHT

9.

LITTLE SHOEMAKER

6.

THIS OLE

7.

I

10,

an

the numbers, and in the comedy
tune, ‘‘Leon,” a rumba, she let’s
herself go giddily, with falsettos,
yodels and gimmicks, like a Gallic
Grade Fields. Sexy quality to her
singing is also pronounced and an
asset.

4*4 + »4 + 4 »»»»»»44

...

LITTLE THINGS

MEAN A LOT

(21)

Columbia ~
Decca
Mercury +

.

< *

.

.

.Cat.

Chords
Ralph Marten
Four Lads
Bulawayo Band

....

Ray Anthony
Victor Young
LeRoy Holmes
Johnny Desmond

.

\

CRIED

HOLD MY HAND

Doris Day
Denise Lot

of

weeks sona

—

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hernando’s Hideaway— ’•‘“Pajama Game”

Hey There—*“Pajama Game”

.

.

.

.

,

..

.

.

.Columbia

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Do Right —'(“White Christmas” .Berlin
Make Her Mine
...... BVC
Man That Got Away
Harwin
Sh-Boom
......... H 8c R
.

,

Love, You Didn’t,

.

Skokiaan
Smile

...

Sway

.

.

.

.

Shapiro-B

....
....

Bourne
Peer

.

What

That’s

Like— t“Living

I

Up n

It

...Chappell
Mayfair

They Were Doing The Mambo

This Ole House, ....
....
.......
Hamblen
Three Coins In Fountain- “Three Coins In Fountain”.Robbins
Wedding Bells (Are Breaking Up That Old Gang). .Mills
When You’re In Love ...
Rohbi
,

.

.

.

l

.

.

.

.

.

Horse Play
.1

Victor

.

been in the Top lOl

,

.

7

.

.

.

,

..

,

.

;

.

.

.

...

.

7

.

In

.

.

.

7

My Heart To You .....
The Chapel In The Moonlight
A Woman’s World.
.

.

..

.

.

.

.<

.

......

.

.

Secret

Coral
Victor

Sli-Boom
Skokiattn

Mercury
.Coral-

.Capitol
Victor

Decca"
Jubilee
Victor.
.

’•

«

•

f

•• •

.Zephyr

.

.

.

.

Miller
Miller

Shapiro-B
Robbins

.

.

.

.

.•

.Feist

.

.

Witmark
Bourne

•

f

.

.

Feist

f

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

BVC

7

.

...

.

7

.

.

.

No Return— “River Of No Return”
Love— (“Calamity, Jane”

River Of

Victor

.

Witmark
.

Harwi

. .

.

.

Frank
Frank

. .

Me

Shoemaker

Harms

Game”
.

.....

If I Give.
It’s

Muskfat Ramble
Papa .Loves Mambo

Capitol.

.

.

Frank
Arc

.

.....

,

.

Things Mean A Lot
Make Her Mine
Mari That Got: Away

M

.

.....

.

OnCe.
Let’s Try Agai .......

Capitol
ercury

Cornell ......

.

Need You Now

Kiss

.Decca

...

.

Green Years

—

Decca t
.Mercury f
.

of ties)

Baubles, Bangles And Beads— ’•‘“Kismet”
Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight

Hey There— ’•‘“Pajama Game”
High And The Mighty 1 “High And The Mighty"

Victor

Vaughn Monroe
McGuire Sisters
Sunny Gale]
Patti Page

has.

.

.

—

Hernando’s Hideaway-^-*“Pajama

Victor.

...

.

.

...
.Frank
High And The Mighty (“High And The Mighty”
Witmafk
L CoUld Have Told You
.United
I Need You Now
......
Miller
If I Give My Heart To You
.........
Miller
If You Love Me (Really Love Me),.
..Duchess
I’m A Fool To Care
Peer
In The Chapel In The Moonlight
...... .Shapiro-B
Little Shoemaker
......Bourne
Little Things Mean A Lot
Feist
Lonesome Polecat.
...Robbins

(More In Case

.

Dinah Shore
Rosemary Clooney

i

,

.'.Frank

.

.

.

Top 30 Songs on TV

.Columbia
7 Majar
Decca

I

M4+4

.

.

Coral
Capitol

...

\Nat (King) Cole......
} Sunny Gale
Pour Aces
[ Four Tunes
June Valli

number

.

.

7

,

.

Les Baxter

Don

,

.

Survey Week of September 10-16, 1954
Mia
Feist
......
Cinnamon Sinner
...
Raleigh
Count Your Blessings: i “White Christmas”
.Berlin
Goodnight, Sweetheart, ^Goodnight
...... Arc
Green Years ..
Harms
Happy Wanderer
Fox
Heaven Was Never Like This
Famous
Cara

Decca.

.

Kay. Starr

)

in parentheses indicate

Director; alphabetically listed
J

.M-G-M

.

.

.v :

.

i

Chpitol

.

..

Les Paul-Mary Ford
, ........
Patti Page

SMILE—
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL

the top 30 Songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr, John Gray Peatman,

London

.

Second Croup
A FOOL TO CARE
WHAT A DREAM

I

j

Little
Little

I’M

FORTUNE IN DREAMS
THEY WERE DOING THE MAMBO
GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT

(

i

Mercury

..Columbia

.

.

(12)

.

Davis, Jr .

Publishers under

.

.

Eddie Fisher
Kitty Kallen
l Gaylords
1 Hugo Winterhalter
Kitty Kallen

(10).

voice,

style

'Connee. Boswell
.

and clear

uninhibited, bold, open
of song. Gay approach fits
the gusty, swingy beat of most of

and

.

.

4.

nasal, but pleasant,

Sammy

'/

3.

come switch from the heartache,
heartbreak, sombre school of GalChanteuse has a strong,
lic song.

Crew Cuts

(

le$

First U. S. disk
of the Beige-born French nitery,
pix and revue singer is a very enEight
gaging, appealing album.
tunes, most of then! of strongly
rhythmic, swingy style, are a wel(Angel).

Rosemary Clooney

.

]

2*

Hommes”

on Coin-Ma^nes
(

(9)

Annie Cordy: “Moi, J’aime

&

Schubert,
Schumann
Recital participants will conduct full Phila(London; $2,95).
Flavorsome re- delphia ensemble twice, under the
pressed set of lieder by the re- guidance of Ormandy. Guest maescently, untimely deceased Kathleen tros. will lead a standard work and
Ferrier. British contralto shows an American Composition of their
power, vibrancy and musical taste choice.

.

I

'

.

posers, Authors.

the supervision of Eugene Ormandy.
the persuasive baton of Jonel PerDuring study sessions each of
lea.

.

The McGuire Sisters: “Muskrat
Ramble”-“Not As A Stranger” (Coral). Most Of the major labels- are tion.
hopping, on the “Muskrat' Ramble”
Jackie Miles: “I’m a Rollin’ ”and Coral has a solid contender “Honeysuckle Rose” (doral). » The
with the McGuire Sisters work- comedy-on-wax kick continues with
over. Their rousing delivery makes Jackie Miles’ monolog of a Gene
it a coinbox natural. They handle
Autry sagebrushef tagged “I’m a
“Not As A Stranger.” with okay Rollin’ ”
While one of Miles’
harmony techniques and the jocks standards in person, it does, not
should give it some spins.
come off in the abstract on \yaxv
Arthur Godfrey: “Count Your Same goes for “Honeysuckle Rose”
Blessings”-“Lazy Bones” (Colum- which he chirps straight.
bia). Arthur Godfrey has. a lot of
Gordon MacRae: “Count, Your
tough competition on “Count Your Blessings.”-“Cafa Mia’’ (Capitol).
Blessings” and liis laconic Work- It seems that Gordon MacRae is
over puts him 4n the also-ran. class. looking for the overflow trade on
The -Godfrey" fans, however, may this coupling, He’s adding nothdrive it into the payoff bracket. ing new to either side, which is
That old standard, “Lazy Bones,” tantamount to giving previous vergets a yawning Godfrey treatment. sions the right of way. On “Count
Three
Suns:
“The
Touch”- Your Blessings,” the style is simi“Southern Star” (Victor). “The lar to Bine: Crosby and “Cara Mia”
Touch” is an intriguing mood in- sounds like a. carbon of David
strumental with a fetching Three Whitfield. It’s a mistake for Mac-

Oct.

starting

will again be
a cooperative project

Vienna State Philharmonia under

'

i

4.
Sympresented as
by the American Symphony Orchestra League,
the Philadelphia Orchestra Assn,
and the American Society of Com-

sessions,

posium

.

.

formula with a (New Disc). Marriage and engage“Hernando’s ments have spoiled a lot of things
oastanet sound
Hideaway,” so now he's experi- for a lot of people and now it’s
menting with new sound gimmicks spoiling a pretty saccharine song
on this Chordettes’ coupling. On idea. If Eddie Fisher goes through
“I Don’t Want to. See You Crying” with his nuptial plans With Debbie
he has interpolated a percussion Reynolds, there won’t be any teensound via spoons played by John age femmes requesting or buying
Valente, and oh “Mr. Sandman” “I Want Eddie Fisher for ChristBleyer himself is credited with mas.” Perhaps they’re better off.
“playing knees.” Gals, incidentally, “Show Me” makes more sense and
manage to come through okay on Betty Johnson gives a good acboth
sides.
“Sandman” is a. count of herself on the- brisk
breezy item, even without the knee, rhythm item.
sound, and should attract attenfound

:

it bn the deejay tables.
“Count Your Blessings/’ out of
Irving Berlin’s “White Christmas,”
is a warm ballad that'll nab a good
share of the spins.

Doll Song
'..FANNY
Your Blessings

London Symph under Hermann

Scherchen.
Mozart: Symphonies No. 25, 29
& 33) (Vox; $5.95). Fine Mozart
selection, the pensive, restless No.
25 (G Minor); gay, joyous No. 29
in A, and. amiable, choice No. 33
(B Flat), all deftly played by the

to come through with a
different, interpretation.

Rae not

FROM A TANGO

CAN'T TELL A WALTZ

.(Mercury)

the

A WOMAN’S WORLD

IT S
.
.

.(S527L

1954

brisk, deft/version of the famed (“Finlandia/’
V a 1 s e Triste,’*
opera. Choruses and ensembles are “Pomp
Circumstance,” etc),
lively and well-schooled, and orch played lushly but sensitively by
is topgrade. Guiseppe Valdengo is Hollywood.
Bowl Symph under
a sturdy, resonant Falstaff, Herva Carmen Dragon,
Nelli, a lovely though Sometimes
Show Pieces For Orch Vol. 2
a little unsteady Mistress Ford, and (Decca; $5.85). More familiar; ap.
Nan Merriman a dependable Mis- pealing pieces by .Chabrier, Smetress Page. The maestro is the tana. and Berlioz (“Espana,” “Mob
guiding genius.
dau,” etc.), engagingly, played by
Dvorak: Symphony No. 5 (Angel; the L. A: Philharmonic under Al.
Bron.
$4.95). Fine performance of the fred Wallenstein.

;

I

22,'

Verdi: Falstaff (RCA Victor, 3 in a variety, of Schubert and two
LP; $17.85). Toscahini-NBC Symph poignant Schumann songs. Choice
celebrated 1950 broadcast of the disk/
witty music-work, just released on
Starlight
Concert
(Capitol*
disks, is a honey
'a boisterous, $5.70). Eight light classical faves

:

(Decca.)

. . .....,

MIKE GROSS

By

PATTI PAGE

.

.

Wednesday, September

Four Aces:. ?‘It’s A Woman’s Suns interpretation.. It's commerWorld” -‘‘The Cuckoo Bird In The cial chances are doubtful but it
Pickle Tree” (Decca). The Four, rates deejay ggin&andcoqld Serve
Aces continue- their ^iscliqk stride as a good pdbeicttihgeiHn pratter
"with “It’s A WomaiVs World,” from programming. Combo "gets a dethe upcoijning 2DtprF6x, pic, “Wom- lightfuT/chile .beat in&f' “Southern
an’s World.” It’s a slick pop item Star.” A good bet for the juke
both melodically and lyrically and trade.
Louis Armstrong: “Muskrat Ramthe boys belt it with their familiar
harmonious shuffle , beat. Headed ble”-“Someday You'll Be Sorry”
only fitting, that
(Decca).
It's
fori' a big payoff on all levels. Reverse side is ai trite little novelty Louis Armstrong should come up

I

.

MUSIC

44

44

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sijpon

Shapiro-B

Simon House
Remick

-

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

/

.Some Day
Stranger In Paradise-^- “Kismet”

.

.

.

.

.

Famous
Frank

,|!

Sway ..
They Were Doing The Mambo
This Ole House

.

.

Three Coins In Fountain- ‘(“Three Coins In Fountai
Whither Thpu Goest .....
,

t

FVmusical.

7

Legit musical.

.

Peer

.

.Mayfair

.

4

H&R

Shapiro-B

..
’*
.

Hamblen
Robbins

..H&R

.

.

.

^

.
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Forget

It

Everybody in the music busiapparently .just

ness

has

to

have a slogan.

Even the CorUniversity Records- division of Cornell
University
Press, which has a flock of albums out that can beetle described as “esoteric.”
University lists one of these
packages as “Voices nf the
Night; The Calls of ,34 frogs
and toads of the United ^States
nell

4Tlie biennial light for control
York’s Acal 802, biggest
of New
of
Federation
American
unit, of the

Theme

'

Latest pic

made

Philharmonic-Sym-

in a statement issued, yes-

terday

(Tues.)j

had

infl

The

Canada.”

that

this

“Music

is

MGM

'lisUhg.fiidds

to

operating
.

Records already has its
eye on the Christmas sales season. 168.93 and income .from investexpects
to hit the market ments of $35)540.20, left a final net
Diskery
shortly with a group of six special deficit of $124,205.42. Increased
costs also leads .management to
Yule buying.
for
kidisks pegged
Kidisks, slated for Oct. 8 release expect another operating deficit
’54-’55 of over 300G, and
for
Jerry”
“Tom
&
new
five
include
platters and a single extended play final net loss of 2Q0G to 225G,
series.
Jet”
“Johnny
the
Total
ticket receipts last season,
disk in
increased from $579,693.65 to $600,*

Re-

member.”

theme acquisition was
week by Chappell Music

-an’

deficit for 1953-54- of $251,914.55,
as against a deficit in ’52-53 of
$235,845.41, or a hike of $16,069.14.
Deducting contributions of $92,-

For Xmas Season

.

on “The Barefoot Contessa,”, upcoming United Artists release.
Col, Apollo Settle Tiff
Tune, which was penned by Italian composer Mario Nascimbene,
Over Mahalia; Singer
currently is being shown to .the
diskeries under "Thte Song of the
Set for 50G, 5-Yr. Pact
Barefoot Contessa” tag.. It’s being
427.94; although, subscription sales
peddled as a strictly instrumental Hassle between Columbia Records
for
concerts in N.Y. declined
item now but it’s understood that and the indie Apollo label over
slightly. Management cited a steady
Chappell is prepping.it: lyric ver- jvho has Mahalia Jackson wRl be
increase in maintenance costs since
Pic, which stars Humphrey ironed out this week, with the
sion.
World War II; Total orch- salaries,
Bogart and Ava Gardner, preems thrush moving over to Col for a
Now that recording sessions in including extra, payments when
five^yeaf term.
Dispute flared up Nashville for country artists have Sunday broadcasts were commerin New York next week.
a couple of months ago when Col become a standardized procedure cially sponsored, rose from $338,began dickering for the spiritual- for all diskers, RCA Victor is 779.50 to $569,931.80. Minimum
ist, thrush against Apollo’s claim prepping an early opening for its weekly salary went up. from
$90 to
DECCA EXPANDS EPs
that she was still under its wing. studios in that hillbilly- capital. $145. Minimum payment for a twoHowever, after several weeks of It’ll be the first major company hour recording session went from
WITH CATALOG FAYES bickering both Col and Bess Bor- to operate its own studio in. Nasli-.. $28 to $38.50, add extra salaries for
Decca Records is coming up with man, Apollo prexy, came to a mu/ ville.
recording jumped from $16,633 to
a major EP program, this fall by tual agreement on the moveover.
Steve Sholes, Victor's country & $89,136. Tour per diem allowances
packaging 50 of its requested alJackson’s pact with Col western chief, is. heading to Nash- jumped from $7.50 to $12,
IVtiss
bums on the 45 rpm speed. It’ll be calls for a minimum $10,000 a year, ville this week to ready the studio.
To meet the 1953-’54 net defthe. first time that the diskery has guarantee for the next five years. Ann Fulchino, who handles pop icit
of $124,205.42, some .3,642
dipped into its catalog for EP sets/ She’ll be etched by diskery’s pop publicity for Victor, Will also head, “Friends of the Philharmonic” conCompany is making available artists & repertoire head Mitch south and will help Sholes plan for tributed $121,182:93, leaving a balSpecial metal display racks to Miller.' Thursh also begins a new promotion around Eddy Arnold's ance
of
which was
$3,022.49,
dealers on quantity .purchases.
radio series /over CBS next week. 10th anni with the company.
charged against a “Friends of the.
Philharmonic Special Gifts Re-

1952;

Manuti’s ticket is expected to be
strengthened by several important
defections from the Blue group.
Among these will, be Max Arons,
member of the local’s exec board
and reputed to be the top voteSam Suber,
getter in the union.
whom Manuti deposed as proxy two
yeai-s ago, will run on the lucci
slate, as member of the exec board.
The situation may be complicated this year by the appearance
Both factions
of a' third ticket.
have b ee n apprised that another
ticket will come into the field although no spokesman for such a
group has as yet made an appear^

last

N.Yv

plioriy,

'

with over 20,00.0 membroke out last week as the
Ta ‘Contessa'
major factional groups began takTin Pan Alley is still hot. .for
Elections for top ofing shape.
ficers have been set for the first tieups with pic background themes.
ueek in December.
At the present time/ incumbent'
Local 802 prexy A1 Manuti will
ticket,
while
Unity
the
head
Charles Iucci* the local’s secretary,
him as head of the
will oppose
Latter group had a
Blue; ticket.
supremacy in the
longstanding
upset them in
until
Manuti
union

The

•

Musicians,
bers,

In ’53-’54; More, Bigger Losses Seen

|

.

'

:

,

I

ance.

I

Another Sellout Tour

A

Looms for Liberace
10-Show

In

fZT&Wi

Trek

Fall

serve.”
year ago 3,426 contributed $110,678.19.

Wanna Top Accompanist

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
With the first date one month
away, advance ticket sales already
indicate another sellout tour for
Liberace. Fall concert tour of 10
performances in nine cities starts

For a Song?

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

22 at the 8,000-seat Memorial
House i Huntington, W. Ya.
Liberace and his group leave
here Oct. 15 and will appear on
Ed Sullivan “Toast of the
the
Town” teleshow in New, York before starting the trek. After Huntington, pianist plays the 10,000-

Montgomery

seat

Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 25;
Marion Arena in

5,800-seat..

Oct:

lanta

27;

7,200-seat

aimed for professional singer
as well as voice teachers and students, is being eyed with interest
in* the longhair trade.
This is a
series of five 12-inch LP hi-fi plat-

fall,

Compiled front Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

ter.
tagged Proficiency Records,
issued by the Murlyri Recording
Go., N. Y. (Outfit has Chase Na,

Coin Machines

in

Retail Disks

Sheet Music

Retail

tional

the
At-

as Published in the Current Issue

.

NOTE: The

current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder

merated above. These findings are correlated Wiht data from wider sources, which are

and

,

um. Providence, Nov. 10, and winds
Nov. 12 at the 14,000-seat
Boston Garden.
As usual, in addition to his
brother George, who conducts, Liberate Will be accompanied by. asso-

veloped from the

ratio,

ways

of points scored two^

in the case of talent

(disks, coin,

tions,

exclusive,

OVERALL IMPACT

with Variety. The positions resulting from, these findings denote the

de-

machines )

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks coin machines sheet music ),

iate conductor Gordon Robinson;
concertmaster Waiter Borsella and
sidemen. Truman Boardman, Allen
Beuss, John Graas, Bob Manners,
Bob Sande, M.errlyn Hdcht and
Norbert (Knobby) Liederbach, who
form the: basis of the. big orchestras which back the pianist. Other
sidemen are recruited i
the in-

TALENT
POSITIONS
This

Last

Week Week

CREW CUTS

GAYLORDS

(Mercury)

‘

'

'

of Si ,000.

Reason for the clarification is
the law states the primary
condition for exemption from .the
admissions tax is that all proceeds
that

8o

to

the

"The term

exempt, organization.
the proceeds means
r

‘all

the net proceeds of the regular
or
excess
*dmission
charges
charges, as the Case may be, after
Payment of actual and reasonable
expenses incurred in presenting
the event,” reads the new ruling,
*11

Revenue Service did not
the name of the
the band.

.disclose

organization nor
;

Now
My Heart

Give

If I

(
)

You

to

—

Goodnight, Sweetheart
Lonesome Polecat

Met

stars in recitals.
sell at $8,95 each...

(ASCAP, tBMI)

Last

Week Week

TUNE

HEY

THERE
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY
fSH-BOOM
.

.

........

PUBLISHER
Frank
Witmark
Hill & Range

SKOKIAAN
LITTLE SHOEMAKER

Shapiro-B

Bourne

MY HEART

TO YOU, .,
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT.

IF

I

GIVE

I NEED YOU NOW
fTHIS OLE

avail-

and Chi Opera and musical comedy soprano Evelyn Herbert
each singing six songs on separate
disks.
These include opera arias,
lieder and folksongs; ;in several
tongues. Accompanist on all disks
is Sally Lef.f, vocal coach and composer, who has accompanied many

TUNES
POSITIONS
This

is

Series presents Met Opera baritone Herbert Janssen, Met tenors
Giulio Gari and Sydney Rayner,
Met soprano Laura Castellano

Need You

High and the Mighty
Hold My Hand

(Coral)

ternal

The contract .called for the
band to receive 60% of the pro-,
ceieds with a minimum guarantee

I

(Coral)

McGUIRE SISTERS

Shoemaker

Little

In-

dance.

no qualified accompanist
able.

DON CORNELL

affair, so. long as

Revenue Service:, has just,
handed /down this ruling in a case
Where a tax exempt organization
hired a big name band to play a

*

.

not lose its exemption when it pays
talent on a percentage basis for:

reasonable.

Skokiaan
(Chapel in the Moonlight
Little Things Mean a Lot
)

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
DORIS DAY (Columbia) ........
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)

Washington, Sept. 21.
tax : exempt organization does

is

.

.

•

HIRE BANDS ON

an

..............

...

,

.

(Crazy ’Bout You, Baby

International Artists Ltd.

percentage

(Mercury)

artist/
Young singers who can’t
afford firstrate accompanists, or
for longer than limited periods,
Selling
can especially benefit.
points to schools are that the disks
enable a teacher to simplify his
teaching procedure; give a student
opportunity to make progress between lessons, and save time when

fSh-Boom
Oop-Shoop

.

Tour manager Seymour N. Heller accompanies the group to rep

the

(Hey There
1 This Ole House

(Columbia)

RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)
KITTY K ALLEN (Decca) ...... v

dividual cities.

entertaining, at

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

with Muriel
prez and spark-

it,

Disks offer a half-dozen longhair
semirciassicaf concert selecsung by top talent with piano
accompaniment.; Original gimmick
is that, following each, number, the
accompaniment is replayed; without the singer’s rendition, so that
the pro or student of voice may
sing the selection himself, along
with the music.
Project’s appeal is that a singer
can familiarize himself with a song,
a top artist’s style and, interpretation of it, then use an experienced,
expensive
accompanist’s
services to study and emulate the

is

arrived at under a Statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

the tour

A

Bank and American Express

Co. coin behind
Wiggiri Selden
plug).

Varider-.

biit U. Auditorium, Nashville,. Oct.
6,500-seat Grand Rapids
30; and
Stadium in Grand Rapids, Nov. 2.
Pianist plays two. nights, Nov..
5-6.
at the 3,700-seat Symphony
Hail in Cincinnati, and follows that
with
the Memorial Auditorium,
1 1.000 seats, in Buffalo, Nov. 8; the
12,000Tseat Rhode island Auditori-

Platter

Disk project being launched, this

Oct.

Field

Coliseum

New

Series Set for Singers

HOUSE

-«

i

.

.

.

.

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT

*

•

»

i

i

*

•

••

•

*

Miller
*'****
v^

•

-

Shapiro-B
.

.

*.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Miller

.

Hamblen
,

.

.

.Feist

Disks will

AUDIVOX’S 1ST OUTSIDE
PACT, WITH HURRICANES
In the first step of its expansion program, the indie Audivox
label has picked up four masters
cut by a new male quartet. The
Hurricanes. This marks the first
time that the label has inked outside talent. Heretofore, all Audivox
releases featured Dorothy Collins
and Raymond Scott exclusively,

Scott operates the Audivox label,;
independently.
The Hurricanes’ initial Audivox
release will be a, coupling of “I
Keep Crying” and "Teardrops.”

°

«
1

:

:

.
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Special Edition of

V

Celebrating the

40th Anniversary of

The American Society of

&

Composers, Authors

be published next month

will

Through the
of the

title-pages, ideas

ASCAP membership,

in 1914, there

and

since

belled

"Yankee

founding

makes

friends globally.

Name

byjiners from

its

has been reflected a panorama

the treasury of American popular music, which

unique

in its individual

and

collective import

and impact.
Like films

of writers

trained

jazz."

the

and publishers

show

ASCAP membership

—

biz observers

special 40th Anniversary

along with other

— will

Number

of

make this
ASCAP an

unusual special issue for readership— and pres-

from Hollywood, automobiles from

Detroit, tractors

American music has and

publications

of the American scene, as interpreted through

is

Publishers

from the midwest, aviation pro-

ervation.

Society

Its

circulation will

itself into

be extended by the

offbeat channels, as well as

amusement

industry.

will reach

an

duction from the west coast, along with such

within the

indigenously American trademarks as chewing-

important echelon of opinion-makers and news

gum, Coca-Cola and baseball, nothing
nothing— better

reflects the

American

than American popular music.

It

—

but

tradition

sets the

world

It

interpreters, as well as the utilizers of the vast

fountainhead

of

music

that

performing rights organization

constitutes

known as

the
the

to whistling,

American Society of Composers, Authors & Pub-

is

lishers.

humming and dancing to what
affectionately, if somewhat inaccurately, la-

:

. .

«"

,

.
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Inside

Best British Sheet Sellers
Week ending Sept. 11)

StafMIusic
,

.

•

.

Little

‘

,

limited.., Edition.”

Shoemaker

then explains 'that Victor asked him for a rough, indicative
They told him
draft, which he dashed off- in an hour and submitted.
he was on the right track and they’d send him the record to hear
arrived;
and
now he hears
before starting the. job. The records never
As
his rough draft “is being published as part of a $24.95 alburn.
for. the RCA-Victor employee who allowed this to happen, he has left
the company to accept an appointment on the Dartmouth faculty.
Daniel Webster may have been right, when he said, ‘Dartmouth is a
small college, but there are those who love her,’ but the poor s.o.b.
whose byline appears over what he wrote essentially as a memorandum
I say that without fear of contradiction. I, you
is not among them.
see, am the poor s.o.b.”
-

it was written by a
Straightening out that “Benue's Tune” situati
Washington, D. C. jazz musician named Berni'e Miller, who’s now
deceased. It has been played by jazz groups for some time, but was
first recorded by Gerry Mulligan for Pacific Jazz and credited to
Miller.' It was recorded as a mambo first, by Cal Tjader for Fantasy
on an album issued this summer. The recording was made in Hollywood last spring, using Eddie Canos, the pianist from the TOny Martinez
band. Martinez also cut for RCA Victor. Tune is published by Sky view
Music. Billing on the Ted Ileath slice for London Records is incor,

;

,

.

Bourne

.

.Bourne
Smile ,
Chappell
My. Friend’.
f
Never Land! ....Keith Prowse
Wanted ..... Harms-Connelly
Wright
Sky Blue Shirt.
.

.

.

.

.

;.

\

.

He

.

.

.

Glenn Miller

.

.

.

Second 12
.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Black Hills

Harms-Connelly
Reason Connelly
Kassner
.

.

Must Be
The Book

a

Wait For

Me

.

.

.

.

,i

...

.

.

.

Darling

rectly atti’ibuted to Mulligan.

Trail

.

:

,

Lafleur

With an Avalanche

Of Varied

New Waxings

The

Decca wax biog of Bing Crosby, “Bing,” will get an unusual twohour showcasing on NBC Radio next Sunday.. Major portions of the
album will be played on the program, which will also have taped greetings from show biz personalities who figured in Crosby’s career; Among
these will be Paul Whiteman, in whose band Crosby started as a singer;
Irving Berlin, Johnny Mercer, Conriee Boeswell, Bob Burns and his
son, Gary, who recently debuted as a solo wax performer for Decca.
Rival diskeries don’t, often work hand in hand, but this: time the
cooperation of Coral Records cleared the way for RCA Victor release
Of the original soundtrack album of Otto Preminger’s film version Of
Coral permitted the use of Pearl Bailey’s voice
“Carmen Jones”
although she is under exclusive to that company. Of the other stars
in the film, Harry Belafonte is a Victor contractee and Dorothy Dand ridge is not tied to any waxery.

Pointing up the importance of a disclick, the Crew Cuts, who are
riding on the crest of ai 1,000,000 disk seller, “Sh-Boom” (Mercury),
recently broke three straight records in three one-night stands last
week. Dates were at the Riverside, Spring Lake, 111..; The Riviera,
Lake Geneva, Wis., and the Les-Buzz Ballroom, Green Bay, Wis.
Quartet is slated to make its New York nitery debut next month at

Boulevard, Queens.

28-year-old Dixieland fave,
is hitting the
revival trail via a record company
There are currently
avalanche.
eight new waxings of ;the tune oh
the market and a steady string
of diskeries is hopping on the

“Muskrat Ramble,”

“Ramble” bandwagon.
Tune Was pushed into the comeback picture a couple of months
ago when the Matys Bros, cut it for
the indie 20th Century label. When
it began to stir up deejay attention
in P h i 1 a d e l p h i a, Dave Miller
bought it for his Essex label to give
Rival
it nationwide distribution.
diskeries were then tipped off to
the “Ramble” excitement and began to rush through their own instrumental, vocal and. mambo verAlready on the market are
sions.
Rusty Draper (Mercury); McGuire
Sisters (Coral); Louis. Armstrong
(Decca);

Although Johnny Mercer is still on Capitol Records’ roster, he’s doing a one-shot vocal with Les Brown’s orch on Coral Records,; Mercer
will sing "Doodle-Dee-Doo,” a new tune which he wrote. Capitol okayed
the assignment.

Joe Bonnemere

Woody Herman

(Roost);
John
(Capitol);

Gorty and Al Romero

(Victor).'

The “Ramble” m e 1 o d y was
penned by Kid Ory and Ray Gilbert added lyrics to the tune about
four years ago. It’s published by
George Simon.

Move

Averts
Loo Orchestra Fold

Hizzoner’s
St.

.

Louis, Sept. 21.
Worst financial crisis in the
history of the St.. Louis symph orchestra has been met by a committee named by Mayor Raymond R,
Tucket,
Group not only raised
$60,000 to assure a full 1954-55 seaSt.

continuing its work to
put the organization on a sound

son, but

Continued from page 1 sssss

sta- action was threatened, Erickson
KRE.
made it good.
The prosecution contended that
In another aspect of the case,
the trio encouraged Bay Area several local disk jockies were

une and over Berkeley radio

tion

amateur

invest
songwriters
to
thousands of dollars in the promotion of their songs through 20th
Century Music or through two
firms in Hollywood operated by

—

Wald MriSic and Sherwynne
Wald' maintained he had
merely boen hired by Ericksori and

Wald

Secret Love. .Harms-Connelly
.Bluebird
of Zanzibar.
Young at Heart ...... Victoria
Bron
......
Idle Gossip
Heart of My Heart. .F.D.&H.
.Reine
Friends & Neighbors
.Morris
I Get So Lonely;.
Sway ...... Latin American

West

'

the.

Song Shark Ring

(

London, Sept. 14.
Things Mean a Lot, .Robbins
Coins in Fountain, ..... .Feist
Cara Mia
.Robbins
Gilly Ossenfeffer. .... Spier
.Bosworth
Happy Wanderer
Story of Tina ..... Macmelodies

After taking cracks at the pop album liners on Capitol. Vanguard
and Norgran (and praising those of. George Avakian for Col and
George Frazier, writing in
Victor’s on “Inside Sauter-Finnegan” )
Saturday Nighty Toronto weekly concludes, “In all the literature of
album lines; nothing is quite so •appalling a& the mess of misinfarmation accompanying the forthcoming second volume of -the 'io-cMled

Music;
co.

in .an advisory capacity to re-

view songs professionally and was
paid $5 per song by them.
Bilked Songwriters
A list of 18 amateur songwriters
who allegedly were taken by the
trio was presented by the D.A.’s
office with amounts they lost ranging from $302 to $7,700.
Major record companies entered
the case when Joseph Zerga, administrative head Of the Capitol
Artists' & Repertoire department,
in Hollywood testified that songs
promoted from here had never
been considered by. his firm. Rainbow Records was also mentioned
in the case, one victim, Mrs. Betty
Champlin of Brookdale, Calif., testifying that Wald and Erickson
told her her song, “Willie Boy,”
had been recorded by Rainbow, but
it
was claimed Rainbow never
heard-of the tune.
Erickson was characterized by
.

the D.A.’s office “as a fast talking
salesman,” and was the hustler for
the .firm, talking the amateurs into
investing more and more money.
Wald’s firiris were represented, as
being American Society of Com-

&

posers, Authors
Publishers afand he. as a legitimate song
publisher. Disdayed prominently
on the wall of the 20th Century

filiates

Music office in Oakland was a letter from Wald making 20th an ac-

ASCAP

credited

questioned because Erickson alleged money had been paid them
to publicize the recordings of some
of 20th Century's songs which were
made on Horizon Records, an independent label with only random
distribution, which the trio operated. A number of tunes by the
victims were recorded on Horizon,
all by union musicians and all paid
for legally, and a certain amount of
prornotional work for the records
was done by Kenny Burt, leader
of an instrumental trio, which accompanied singers on the disks.
The songwriters paid the expenses
for these recording sessions and
sometimes four separate songwriters would pay the full expenses of
the same session.
Publicity
releases
concerning
the songs' acceptance by Wald’s
companies and their recording on;
Horizon would be sent to' local
columnists adding to the shill material

used to Impress

new

victims.

The investigation has been underway for over a year, headed by
Attorney
Inspectors
Charles Yourig and Lloyd Jester

District

.

who found it very difficult to
many of the victims to talk

get
be-

cause of embarrassment.
Miriam Stern, executive director
of
the
Songwriters
Protective
Assn., on the Coast to set up a'
branch in Hollywood, flew to San
Francisco to aid in the case, providing background information on
the sorig publishing business for
the D. A.
None of the disk jockies, record
dealers or distributors involved in
the handling or manufacture of
Horizon records are implicated in
the proceedings, the D. A.’s office
says.

firm.

The trio will be taken into
Also displayed on the office wall
custody in the next week and arwere signed photographs of singraigned with a trial date set at that
ers and bandleaders, all recording
time.
artists, autographed with personal
messages to Wald, Leoni and Erickson.
The D.A.’s office introduced
A Solid Hit!
Sherwood Merrill, handwriting exX
pert of the State Criminal Identification and Investigation Board of
Sacramento, who showed that in
is:
I
at least five cases the autographs
and messages were written by Wald

Give
Heart;

If

himself.

‘Confidence* Props
These props were used by Erickson and Leoni to instill confidence

JMy

in the amateur songwriters.
One
of the victims testified that when
he spotted Better Business Bureau

To You

and Chamber of Commerce signs
on the wall, he thought the business was legitimate.
The way the swindle worked, ac-

miller music corporation

«/

.

cording to the District Attorney’s
office, was this: ,20th Century, acting
as agents for the novice writers,
orch
the
would
Danger
have to disband in mid-season was contracted to work on tunes, imaverted after Hizzoner stepped prove them where necessary, play
into the picture. Committee head- them over station KRE, Berkeley,
ed by Edwin J. Spiegel made no and ultimately try and place them
general solicitation for the emerg- in the hands of reputable pubency fund, but civic biggies and lishers. Fees for this ran from
wealthy patrons of the arts kicked $58 to $150. These promises were
carried out arid are not designated
in the necessary coin.
as criminal .activities, the D. A.’s
financial basis,

that

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG
Sryne

and

Cahn's

“THE THINGS

WE

DID

office says.

Lester Lee s Scores
Lester Lee is in New York from
Hollywood to arrange for publication in book form of the score and
libretto which he wrote for Warner
Bros. “Jack and the Beanstalk,”
with
Abbott
& Costello and,

Then the writers were told that
Wald or Sherwynn companies
had accepted the songs. The next
step was to tell the songwriters

the

that they couldn’t say when anything was to be realized on the
song and a recording session would
Charles Laiighton. Book will be have to be setup with Wald. This
distributed to educational institu- involved the payment of up to $304
tions throughout the. world,. includ- a song for Wald to hire musicians
ing schools and colleges. Warner and pay other expenses. Some of
Bros. Music Co. and its subsidi- the amateurs had several songs.
aries now control the rights in- definite release date was given for
the records, five or six months in
volved.
the future, but, the D. A. says,
Lee’s score and libretto for
“Captain Kidd” is now being dis- “there never was a release and no
song was ever placed on the market
tributed to educational
instituby a publisher or record cornpany.”
tions by E. H. Morris
Co.
In- soirie instances* the sOrig
writers Were given checks for $304
Weln Course at Boston U;
postdated to the release date Of
Boston, Sept. 21.
the song and, In 'one instance, the
George Wein, local jazz pianist check was made good and, in anand operator of Mahogany Hall other, it bounced and after legal

LAST SUMMER’'
Styne and Cahn Music Co.,

Inc.

.

THE VOICES THREE

A

sing
jDoes Your Heart

Devil Lips

Me

Beat For
MGM

11793
K 11793

78
45

RPM
RPM

has been named
lecturer on the history and evolution of jazz at Boston University’s

and

M G M RECORDS
THE G»E

A

-

NAME

Ei'

N

E

\

’

&

E R

'

A

'

\

/V E

N

Storyville,

school of fine and applied arts.

Wein, a graduate of BU, directed
the Jazz Symposium at the 1954
Festival arid produced the
Newport Jazz Festival last July.

Arts
T

—

S E

.

E

\

T

h

Av

E

NEW YORK

?

\

Jasper, Irid. Edward J. Lorey,
mayor of Jasper, has sold his Calumet Lake and dance pavilion to

Eddie

Rees, 22-year-old
orchestra leader.

Jasper

“The

finest

sound on record

3IUSIC
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49

has not been- recorded in
Variety’s Band Review file.
In these days of top footer
salaries, nitery bonifaces and hotel
room impresarios are continually
prowling small orchs in an effort
to keep the nut down. .If there

fore

TURK MURPHY BAND

were more orchs. like Graham’s
Rose around, it
would be easy hunting
for the band buyers.
He's got a big and varied book
Graham makes no pretentions
that can keep the tablers and terpsters interested for hours. All the about his assignment. He’s on the
arrangements are inventive, and podium to lay down a beat for the
when he or his sidemen take off on terpsters and that’s just what he
Without any; frills, he sets a
a solo lick, the numbers really does.
move. During the sets caught, pleasant potpourri Of tempbs that
Murphy belted “Birth of the run the gamut from, sweet to mamBlues/’ “Ragtime Dance,” “If You bo with a Sprinkling of dixieland
Could Shimmy Like My Sister thrown in for good measure. His
Kate ” “I Wish I Was In Peoria,”. 20-minute sets keep the floor
“When My Sugar Walks Down The jammed and that’s what he’s up
Street” and “Silver Dollar,” among there for.
The orch is made up of a pKanist,
others. All were delivered with a
free-wheeling beat that was hard who doubles on organ and solovox;
to resist. Murphy also does a fair a saxophonist, who doubles on clarinet; a drummer, a bass and the
job on a couple of vocal stints.
Orch stepped into the bigtime maestro, who splits 'his licks on
via the Goodtime Jazz label and is -trumpet, mellophone, flute, vibes
now waxing for Columbia Records, and piano. This instrumental V€h>
with a strong sales rackup on its satility helps give the orch a rich,
colorful sound on the slow-tempo
album releases.
Gros.
dance numbers and lots of volume
his sidemen, especially Farey,

(6)

and Helm;

Childs Paramount, N.'Y.
For the past couple of years the
Coast has been the most fertile
spot in the country for blooming
jazz groups, cool, progressive and
.

even dixieland. The indie labels
there have Helped most of the
groups blossom into nationwide
names and opened new booking
vistas. In the past year such. Coast
names as Gerry Mulligan and Dave
touring
begun
Brubeck
have
around the country for solid
scores.

Latest Coast group to hit Gotis Turk Murphy's San Francisco Jazz Band* At Childs Para-

ham

.

to

show the

jazz buffs

what

all

Tony Curtis on Disks
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Next Universal-International film
star to debut as a platter personality will be Tony Curtis, who cut
his initial sides for Decca last
week.
Disking will be released
around mid-November.
Curtis was backed by the Page
Cavanaugh Trio on the two sides,
one pop tune and one standard.

the

shouting has been about. His. is a
driving dixieland outfit with some
modern interpolations that bring a
new gusto to the originals. Ar- HAL
ORCH (5)
rangements are pegged for listen- Village Barn, N.Y,
For a five-piece band, the Hal
ing and dancing and Murphy wins
strong aud approval in both de- Graham crew lays down a lot of
partments.
danceable sound. Graham, a comInstrumentation
consists
of parative youngster in the band biz,
Murphy, trombone; Everett Farey, has played intermittently at this
trumpet; Wally Rose, piano; Bob Greenwich Village barn and has
Helm, .clarinet; Bob Short, bass, become
practically
synonymous
and A1 Lyon,: banjo. Murphy sparks with. the Tarleton chain (Lake Tarthe group with his solid trombone leton Club, N. H., and the Lord
licks and gets a hefty assist from Tarleton, Miami Beach) but hereto-

auspicious kickoff of the jazz concert sea$on in this sometimes longhair auditorium. For two .performances at 8:30 p.m. and midnight,
at a $4.75 top, Granz grosses $23,000, a high for JATP in this spot.

Athough the type of music presented in these concerts is more
or less standardized, this current
troupe is among the most exciting
put together by JATP. The old
standbys, such as Ella Fitzgerald,
Flip Phillips, Roy Eldridge, Oscar
Peterson Trio, Ben Webster and
Harris, have been supplemented by Buddy DeFranco, Dizzy
Gillespie, Louis Bellson and Buddy
Rich, who returns to this troupe
after a year’s absence. They add
lip to a well-rounded group of jazzmen With a big dash of showman-

.

mount, Murphy gets a good chance

As usual, Norman Granz’ “Jazz
The Philharmonic” troupe blew
up a storm at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.
last Saturday night (18) for an

At.

v

Bill

Turk Murphy wound up his first
week at Childs Paramount, N. Y.,
Sunday
(19), outdrawing any atwhen it switches to the mambo Or
traction since the room converted
dixieland groove.
to a jazz policy more than a year
Orch’s a good bet for big hotel
ago.
According to Childs’ execs, ship.
room bookings in key cities.
Murphy and his San Francisco
Gros.
One of the high spots of the
Jazz Band hit a clip that topped
Carnegie Hall date Was the oriethe previous week, when a straight
shot
appearance of Lionel HampMilch Miller, Columbia Records dance band policy was being run,
ton, who's currently playing at the
pop artists ft repertoire chief, by more than 100%.
Basin Street nitery: Hampton joined
Murphy's Childs stand runs for

,

GRAHAM

.

headed for the Coast Friday (17)
for a series of recording sessions.
He’ll be gone about 10 days.

with DeFranco, Rich and the Peterson trio for a couple of numbers

another three weeks.
He’ll then
take off on a tour of campus dates.

.

on the vibes and thenjoroke it up
with “Flyinig Home,” with
chair
lenge stint on. the di*ums with

showed off his incredon the skins with a
solo before the fihale jam
session on “Perdido.”

Rich. Latter
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Survey of

retail disk best
sellers based on reports obtained front leading stores in
21 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

and

last
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keyboard style, also registering
With a couple of solid vocals,
Bellson, another fave with the
kfds, obliged with some fancy drum
solo work in addition to backing
up the main group of sidemen. In
group, Gillespie, playing his

newly-designed trumpet, Harris on
trombone and Webster on sax,
were excellent. DeFranco, playing
with a small combo, also scored
with some intricate, doubie-time
clarinet, figures.

Granz handled the emcee assignment in straightforward effective style, letting the music speak
for

iferm.

Itself.

Kenton $12,600 for 2 In

35;
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also

sets them off most consistently.
Peterson, with Roy BroWn on bass
and Herb Ellis on guitar, also gets
them stomping with his driving

this

4

4

8A

DORIS DAY

3

•

«

“This Ole House”
hi the

*

“Hey There” and “The

Man That Got Away” She

did “That Old Black Magic” and
a Couple of her trademarked scat
numbers to keep the gallery happy.
Traditional in these concerts is
the Whistling and stomping from
the kids, who Seem to go off into
their act at the signal of a repeated
riff.
Phillips
apparently knows
what buttons to push best and he
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Miss Fitzgerald also was in exform and, for a departure,
she mixed up some current pops
with the oldies. She clicked on a
hoked-up version of “Hernando’s
Hideaway” and straight ballad ren-
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w
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ible

long
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San Francisco, Sept. 21.
The Stan Kenton Festival of
Modern American Jazz grossed
$12,600 net after taxes in two
shows at the RKO Golden Gate
.

DENISE LOR

My
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Theatre Saturday night (18). Ticket
sale was slow during the week
and a heavy last-minute rush sold
out the 8:30 p.m. show and came
within a couple of hundred tickets
of selling out the 11:30 p.m. show
in the 2,859-seat house.
This Was the third performance
It broke
of the Kenton concert.
in Sept. 16 in San Diego and
.played Los Angeles the night before San Francisco.
Sunday night (19) at the Oakland Auditorium Arena across the
San Francisco Bay, the show netted
the 6,406
$6,400 after, taxes'.
seat hall where the advance had
been: heavy, on Friday and Saturday.
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McGrane’s 8-Week Stand
In Mpls. Now 2 Yrs. Old
Minneapolis, Sept, 21.

Back in September, 1952 Don
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Soundtrack
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MUSIC FOR
LOVERS ONLY
Jackia Glaason

Capitol
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McGrane

came to this town’s
swankiest supper cliib, the Hotel
Radisson Flame Room, booked by
Music Gotp* of America for an
eight-week engagement.
McGrane arid his musicians are
still

there.

They

started their third

year this month, the longest holdover of. any traveling band in local
amusement history. No end of the

engagement

is in

prospect.
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NOW! RCA VICTOR CREATES
n
A

The key to your in-store promotion 19 this
smart, compact merchandiser.

You must

have at

least

times

your “Hearing Is Believing”

if

promotion

is

one on your counter at

to

all

be a success. Constructed

of sturdy cardboard. Holds 12

and 12 “45 EP” records.

Long Play

Fits easily

on any

counter. Order this outstanding, self-service

56

^

unit through your

RCA Victor Record

Distributor today.
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X
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NASS MARKET FOR HIGH FIDELITY
INTO YOUR STORE!

IT

Cash in on the

brilliant,

On one side, it’s a dramatic demonstration of the difference between old
sound and “New Orthophonic” High Fidelity. On the other, selections from

new

99

ft

•

9

•

“New Orthophonic” albums. The amazing price? Only $1
Long Play version ( 5.95 value) ; and 35 f. for the “45 EP” version

just-released

lor the

($1. 58 value).

the promotion that o rings

It can’t

masses f

to

miss making thousands of new customers for High Fidelity.

to make doubly certain,

tion ever prepared for a Single record.

aU America will soon be talking
about. “Hearing Is Believing”— the exciting record that demonstrates High
Fidelity in terms the common man can understand and builds a profitable

Here it is

. . .

the new, profit-building record

new mass market for you.

Here are the smart* hard-hitting ads that

will bring customers Into

your store in

tie-in

Read

the details here. Get -set to

with our tremendous, traffic-building national ads

your own local campaign

.

.

.

Cardens.

cation with high-coat, high-powered national ads.

An

expert salesman for only a mere fraction of the Cost

available

now

order mats for

. . .

*.

get caught

a colorful pennant set
positions where

up several in your store in heavy traffic
they can*t be missed. Order through your RCA Victor distributor
that will really -sell. String

RCA

.

Order these mats through yourTtCA Victor distributor today. Schedule them to run
newspapers at the same time factory-placed ads are appearing in bigcirculation magazines. This way you get double the impact—and valuable identifi-

In local

through your

.

Above all, order plenty of “Hearing Is Believing” albums. Don’t
short on this sure-fire, mass-market high fidelity campaign.

some of the nation's biggest
magazines: The Saturday Evening Post, Esquire, Look and Better Homes and

*

.

get in-store aids through your distributor*

droves. Two-color, eye-catching, double-page spreads in

PLUS these powerful selling aids.

And

RCA Victor has readied the most powerful promo-

right

now!

Victor distributor

WALL HANGER, lust what you need to do a bang-up selling job In
/f
.

Windows, on wails and in listening booths. Two colors, 12" x 36

COUNTER CARD.

Mounted, easel-backed reprint of the two-color
“Hearing Is Believing” national ad. Use on counter^ in windows,

^

oh aisle units.

^

RCA ^flCTOR

,

^

»

PRINTED TARES.
store

. .

t

C

O

f

D

r

D

^

c

•;

Put these bard-selling tapes up all over your
‘'wsutiirsw

. theyTl stick on any surface. Use them and watch your sales go up!

LAPEL PINS. Make sure every one of your sales clerks wears one
of these eye-catching pins. Poh’t wait

IMPORTANT: "Heating

• •*.

order a good supply of ptostbday.

I* Believing”

wu ptoduced tot

RCA Vicin’* "An Advent mein High Fidclity” (UA-1802).

Prices suggested

list,

ind Fed

Excite tax.

Add local tax

—

.

MUSIC
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New

'AttlETY
Survey of

six-week
in. a
Joni
stand beginning Oct. -8 .
James into the Boulevard, Queens,
Abbey
Sept. 24 for three days
Albert’s orch winds up a two- week
stand at Buffalo's Hotel Statler,
Oct. 3 and planes to Washington
to open at the Statler there the
following night
The Filly May
orch, headed up by Sam Donahue,
began a week’s stand at the Jersey
City Garden, Jersey City, last night
(Tues.)
Kitty Kallen guests on
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS-TV's “Strike

Rich” today

It

(Wed.).

the Bali-itea
“JTazz at the
Philharmonic” will open the jazz
concert season at Syria Mosque
Billy Catizone returns
Oct. 1
to the Nixon this year as conductor
of the legit house’s pit orch
.
The Three Suns are booked for a
return engagement at the Horizon
.

.

.

.

November
Roy Hamilweek of Nov.
Dodo Marmarosa, pianist,
was tapped by Unele Sam last week
in

.

.

upnomojd

joj

1

ipseg ^ppnjj
Kathryn King.

*

's/fefoap'

n.ia

and went into the army.

6
7

Bob Scobcy orch
Blue Note on OojL 13
.

the diskery’s

at

debuting at
two weeks

for.

Dan Belloc set for school date
St. Ambrose College, Central

Missouri College, and Fort Hayes
State College after playing Homecomings at Illinois, Notre Dame

and
Purdue Universities; new
band is getting exposure this way
Spike Jones on midwestern
concert dates in October and No.

.

vember
niters

Commanders, playing
midwest for first time
.

in

last month, made 15 stops in this
area, nine of which have bought

terpery Sept.

.

.

1

14

12
2

*Doing the

15

4
14

tl’m a Fool to Care (Peer)

Up

Sets

Mambo

(Morris)

Separate

Radio-Phono

.

.

.

.

Park Schcnley restaurant converting its downstairs banquet hall into
the Club Room for weekend dancing and has engaged Whitey Scarbo
orch. Outfit includes

Tommy Mand-

rus on drums, Francis Hill on bass,
Tom Valerio at piano and Scharbo
1

on trumpet

.

.

.

Herb Conrad,

WkTCH for

or-

the

GREATEST RECORD

.

.

.

a

.

R. Booth, southwestern; Raymond
Schmit, William R. Tucker,
J.
southern; Donald C. Goins, John

Carnegie

H. Guy, western, and G. Lee Smith,

New York

jazz

west central.

spot,

Dance

urday

—

(18).

Opening day (Mon.) sessions
The Birdland concert will fea- centered on general domestic ballture the top stars who have head- room problems and betterment of

—

lined at th'e„ club during the past
year.
Among the performers will

operation
danceband relations.
Warnihg went out that ASCAP,
which is due to issue n£w con-

be Sarah Vaughan, Count Basie,
Lester Young, Charlie Parker and
Only ringer in
Bill Davis Trio.
the show will be Billie Holiday,
Birdland
gig.
who never had a

tracts Jan. 1/ may hike its rates
owing to a sharp decline in the
licensing
company’s take since
1946. This may lead to a hot tiff,
but NBOA’s controversial name
band reporting service shapes as
the top topic. Confidential reports
circulated by dancery ops on how
name bands service them have
been a sore spot among bookers,
who feel they’re often unfair. On
slate for remainder of the conclave are sessions on the new Federal tax revenue law and customary
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IVY BENSON’S PITCH
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New Ones With

Bond

TO BATON

Mills

Henry Tobias, songwriter and
show producer for the Totem
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ROOSEVELT HOTEL, NEW YORK
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WEEKS,

coming

in the pop
cently,

chestras or the possibility of her
leading an American crew here.
Femme batoneer returns to London at the end of this month when
she will take her femme band to
Germany to entertain British
troops there.

Martin's Dixieland Beat

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
has plans for a new
beat for Dean Martin.
Documentary Film dixieland
Singing half of the Martin and
Coast
music
publisher
Fred
(Jerry)
Lewis
team will cut an alRaphael arrived over the weekend
to dicker a major record album for bum of the two-beat stuff withi
his.
projected
kidisk
package, the next few weeks.
“Mrs. Hazard's House.” Album
Final decision on material will
will be based on the documentary be made this week at a huddle befilm of that title produced last tween Martin and Capitol prospring by Prudential Life Insur- ducer Lee Gillette.
ance as a public service and which
has been seen by more than 2,000,000 persons since it was shown at
the Cleveland Film Festival.
Raphael secured title rights
!
after lengthy negotiations and has
already signed writing talent to

Raphael Dickers Album

Capitol

On

^

AT

f

clef a score.

MGM

Does

\m Heart

Buys 4 Masters

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
over four
recorded independently by
Esther Williams and her husband,
Ben Gage, and market them in conjunction with the forthcoming nationwide nitery tour pair has set.
Deal is strictly a one-shot and
does not involve any further recording contracts.
Miss Williams warbles on two
sides and Gage, a former radio
baritone, on the others.

MGM Records will take

sides

nitery
“Jupiter’s

Darling,”

MUSIC

MILLS

WILL OSBORNE
AND

MGM

completed Metro

from page

into its own.

New

her recently

HIS .ORCH.

Now 27th Week
Golden Hotel, Reno

Mgt.

MILTON DEUTSCH

film.
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The Benny

I

and

RCA

jazz field.

Victor’s

More

LA.

Glenn Miller

come with the elimination
78 rpm machines and the wide^

ket to
of

spread
circulation
of
phonos
equipped to play the slower speeds.
The 45 and 33 speeds lend themselves
naturally to
the
album
format, both in the planning stage
and in the display racks for cus-

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE & LASER,

New
745

5 Hi

Ave

York
PL.

9.4600

Chicago

I

I

Pres.

203

No.

Wabash

Hollywood
861 9 Sunset Blvd.
,

tomer perusal.

Another

BMI

"Pin

Up"

Hit

lid

re-

Limited Edition, at $25 per set,
sold over $100,000 while Decc'a’s
wax biog of Bing Crosby, at $27.50,
is expected to top that mark.
Diskery execs see the full flowering of .the packaged goods mar-

Sept. 27

WARWICK HOTEL, PH

to con-

James C. Petrillo, American Federation of Musicians topper, concerning an exchange of or-

fer with

will tie the disks and the
tour to the campaign on

1938 Carnegie Hall Concert, packaged by Columbia Records a few years ago at an $11 tag,
grossed well over $1,000,000 and
set the format for future packages

LENNY HERMAN I
|

a

U. S.

who

has her own allgirl band in England, has arrived
Ivy Benson,

Goodman

I
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campaign

Single Biz

•

The Mightiest

w

.

moves into Carnegie Hall Saturday
Biz
night (25) as sponsor of the Hall’s
second jazz concert of the season. SlzZiSi Continued from page 43
Norman Granz kicked off the jazz Tommy and Jimipy Dorsey, Buddy
package season with his “Jazz At Morrow and Jimmy Palmer were
the Philharmonic” bash last Sat- repped by their managers.

a

yd

T

.

Cadence Records has added
Swedish crooner Chris Dane to its
Dane, who was an Arthur
roster.
Godfrey Talent Scout Show winner, returned to Sweden recently.
•His first release, which will hit
the market this week, is a coupling promotional programs.
of “Stella by Starlight” and “Love
You Didn’t Do Right by Me.”
a

6

.

.
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•

.
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Birdland,

Frank Blandi’s

.
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Tobias Renews

N.J., Sept. 21.
Organization of a field sales force
devoted exclusively to radio and

With Headliner Bash

.
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Goodnight, Sweetheart (Arc;.

111

RCA
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A1 DiLernia Trio back into the
William Penn Hotel again after a

V

3
2
g
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53..

8
10

8

Frankie Laine now set to top phonograph merchandise to opervaude at Glasgow Empire Oct. 25, ate out of eight regional districts Lodge, upstate N. Y. resort spot,
additional to his dates at Edin- for nationwide coverage, was an- placed a dozen new songs with
burgh Empire (Sept. 27) and one- nounced by Louis J. Collins, sales Mills Music a couple of weeks ago
in addition to renewing some old
nighter in Caird Hall, Dundee (Oct.
manager of the RCA Victor radio copyrights. Sidney Mills, general
Kitty Kallen’s “Little Things
8)
and
phonograph
division.
professional manager of the pubMean A Lot” (Brunswick) still topField sales force initially con- lishing firm, handled the deal while
ping Scot bestsellers, with second
slotting held by Frank Sinatra’s sists of 14 reps. Previously product at the resort and collaborated on a
“Three Coins in the Fountain” had been handled in conjunction tune, “You Know What," with
Diana Coupland, ex- with tv receiver line. The. appoint- Tobias.
(Capitol)
Geraldo chirper, set for week's ments include William j. CumTobias headed for the Coast last
cabaret at Piccadilly Club. Glasand Thomas J. Grady, north- week on family business. While
Ken Mackintosh mins
gow, Nov. 1
eastern region; Bruce W. Bragg, there, he’ll talk with Eddie Cantor
orch clicked at Eldorado, Leith
about joining the latter’s Ziv
Buddy Logan, brother of Ameri- George O’Brien, eastern; J. Wil- project.
can-educated jazz chirper Annie liam Costello, central; Edward M.
Ross, mulling disk sessions in Lon- Keating, William G. Frick, east
central; Bernard C. Tucker, James
don.

Pittsburgh
summer

10

6

.

.
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Scotland

band back for October dates
Crew Cuts, playing Casa Loma
ballroom in St. Louis with local
band; broke all time record at Birdland Into
.

1

.

sales

Chicago
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e
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Need You Now (Miller j. ...
Hold My Hand ((Raphael).

.
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S
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P
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Marvin Levy and Gordon Morris town Omaha
Eddy Haddad and
penned the special material for Eddie Sosby orchs played CentenDouglas’ new nitery nial
Costume Ball here.
act
Norman Goodwin, of Ray
Thomas Co., Columbia Records’

.

8

9

thrush Didi

performance contest and was
feted by Col in Gotham for a week.
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10A 100
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Manne; Johnny Smith and Candido
Don Glasser orch weekended at Peony Park (18-19)
.
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Society maestro Joe Ricardel in Twenty-three
bands will partici20th week at the Sheraton- pate in Ak-Sar-Ben Electric PaCarlton
Hotel,
Washington
rade tonight (Wed.) through down-

.
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co

b

ft
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MX

and Publisher

*Little Shoemaker (Bourne)
*ChapeI in Moonlight" (S-B)
ISh-Boom (Hill & Range).
*If I Give My Heart (Miller)
*Skokiaan (Shapiro-B)
tThis Ole House (Hamblen)
‘"Things Mean a Lot (Feist)
*Hernando’s Hideaway (Frank)
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"High and Mighty (Witmark)
*Hey There (Frank)..
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Records,
became a grandfather last week
Len Smith,
Stan Kenton’s “Festival of ModAlbany distrib for
Records, ern
American Jazz”
for two
in town last week
Mike Hall shows at Paramount slated
Theatre here
handling press for Sarah Vaughan
night
Karen Chandler, Coral Records with of Sept. 28. Sharing billing
maestro are Art Tatum Trio,
thrush, set for a weekend stand
with Slam Stewart and Everett
(Sept. 24) at the White E .ephant
Barksdale; Charlie Ventura QuinClub, Syracuse, N. Y.
thrush
with Mary Aiin McCall; Shorty
Verna Leeds hitting the midwest- tet,
Rogers and his Giants, with Shelllasin,
distribution chief,

sales

*

showing

and

cities

w

parative

.

.

MGM

Charles

13.

who has renamed it
Norman Granz’s
.

music

sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in

.

Monroe

retail sheet

best

.

.

.
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RETAIL SHEET BEST

ganist, has returned to Devonshire
York
following
Oakland
warmin
Tunesmith Frank ]Perkin$ pen- weather engagement at Gorley’s
ning a column, for deejays 'tagged Lake near Uniontown
Tommy
„
“Notes .About. Manhattan”
Carlyn; the bandleader, has sold
Richard II aynun’s orch will be fea- his club in Brentwood, and the
tured at the Statler Hotel with new manager is Cass Caatrodale,

.

.
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les Paul and
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weeker

at

Towne Room, Milwau-

Jesseis Package

kee, beginning Sept. 27 . . . Peggy
Taylor to Raalsson Hotel, Minneapolis, Sept. 30 for two frames
,
folJune Carroll signed -with

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Hollywood, Sept, 21*

.

George Jessel will headline some
GAC
of the dates for Lee Soble’s “Interlowing recent Black Orchid stint
national
Parade of Stars” package,
Shecky Greene playing Park
Fair
Lane, Denver, Oct. 7 for. two Weeks opening Friday (24) at the Long
Beach
Municipal
Auditorium, Unit
and
Dinah Kaye to Town
Louisville, Sept. 21.
Country Club, Brooklyn, Oct. 3 for has been set for a total of 39 dates
The 1954 Kentucky State. Fair
couple weeks, her first date since in California, Arizona and Oregon
thus far.
closed Saturday (18), setting a new
her release from the hospital.
Jessel will play San Diego in ad- attendance record of 345,237 going
dition to the Long Beach date' and through the pay gates (60c) admish
.

Mark

,

, Dorothy .Shay goes in there
Dec. 6 ... Rosita Serrano, currentLo« Mindling, of the Chi office ly filling dates .in Madrid, being
of the William Morris Agency, in brought back to the U. S. by the
New York for a two-day quickie Kenneth Later Agency in January.
D’Arco & Gee are added start....
ers at the Latin Quarter, N. Y.

New York

.

Chicago

(Seven Ashtons resumed at that
spot after several weeks filling

.

Omaha

Vagabonds play Chez Paree Oct.
Dick Shawn 4-30
other commitments
Joanne, and Stanley Kayhe folFrank Fontaine and Fransigned for the Celebrity Glubi cis
Brunn opening Edgewater lowed the Harmonicats into the
Joyce Beach' Hotel Oct. 1 for two weeks Offutt Air Force Base's Non-ComPhiladelphia, Nov. 5
Bryant will play a date at the Sans
Juanita llall set to headline missioned Officers Club here MonSouci, Miami Beach, in January Black Orchid for fortnight, begin- day (20)...... Johnny Savage Quintet
Four Joes and held over at the Legion Club
Vivian Blaine pacted for the ning Sept. 28
Last Frontier, Las Vegas,' Oct. 4* Jerri Winters pegged for three- through Oct, 9.
.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

at Ky.

.

negotiations are now going *pn for during the nine days of the Fair,
other appearances with the pack- This was 6,467 above the previous
age. Appearing with him on the record of 338,770 set at last year’s
Long Beach .date Will be Patricia Fair. This year also had the highest
Lynn, Igor Dega* & Mimi and the single-day attendance in the 5-year
Black Bros.
history of the Fair, when 62,619
went through the gates Sunday

.

(12).

;

Paul Olson, owner and manager
of the

Amusement

Co. of America,

which had the midway, said the
gross take from shows and rides

Mich. State Fair
Detroit; Sept. 21.

Although
attendance
at
the
Michigan State Fair Coliseum
.

his firm operated along the midwell over $100,7)00.
Previous high was about $80,000

way would be
in 1951.

A

hangup promotion and pub-

licity^ campaign

to sell the Fair,
stage show was down this year, plus outstanding special events, are
the net take was slightly greater credited with the record attendbecause of the 10% reduction in ance and excellent financial record.
admission taxes,
However; the Policy of free grandstand proved
Grandstand gate and gross were up popular.
Barnes and Carruthers'
sharply.
provided the sports and outdoor
Coliseum headliners were Patti show, with Hank Hanseri, ski jumpPage, the first four days; Bill Dar- er;. Bill McClellan, Florida alligator
nell, on the eighth day, and Nat wrestler; Belouquin
Log Rollers
(King) Cole the closing two days. -and canoe, tilters; The Gauchos,
Qn the fifth, sixth and seventh sharpshooting act; HaUshalter’s
days of the fair, the 7,500-seat Coli- Golden Retrievers, dbg act, making
seum was turned over to livestock up the grandstand show. Special
judging.
Featured during the events drawing capacity houses to
seven days of stageshows were the the Coliseum were the KentuckyFour Lads, Three Suns, Billy Indiana All-Star basketball game;
Ward’s Dominoes, Clark Bros., wrestling, headlining Lou Thesz;
Georgie Shaw and Salt City Five, horse Show, climaxed by the
fiveBunny Paul, Goofers, Treniers and gaited stakes Saturday (18), fidi

AND HER DANCERS
JIMMY KIRBY

.

Terry Gibbs Combo;
Total gross this year was $79,-

Currently Appearing

and HELD OVER

CHEZ PAREE
• Opening OCTOBER 7th

LATIN CASINO
Philadelphia

891.40, compared to $87%581.30 in
1953. The net was $72,875.78, compared to $72,852.36 last year, Ad-

mission both years was $1.20 for
adults and 60c for children. There
Were three shows daily. The first
four days with Patti Page drew
36,672 admissions for a gross of
$43,553.30 ($39,730.46 net).
In the 12, 000-seat Grandstand,
the Cisco Kid and Pancho, with
Col. Selby's Rodeo, rode to a $38,014.80 gross ($34,390.56 net) on
32,602 admissions, Scale was $1.80
and $1.20 for adults, 60c for children.
Last year; with variety cir-.
cUs acts, Grandstand grossed only
$28,718.10 ($24,031.25 net) on 25,585 admissions.

Atlantic City
(Opened and Closed SEASON)

LATIN QUARTER, Boston

GAY* HAVEN,

Detroit

CHAUD1ERE, Ottawa
FROLICS, Salisbury Beach

CHEZ PAREE, Montreal
HOLLENDEN HOTEL,
Cleveland

FOR PHILLY EMBASSY
Philadelphia, Sept. 2l.

The Embassy Club, which has
operated almost continuously with
a floorshow and line for the last
18 years, has bowed to the current mambo trend and launches
two-band policy at the fall opener
.

tomorrow night.
Sharing the bandstand are Co-

in

At Raid

fit:

Hilde Simhions plays the piano

interludes.

Just Concluded

500 CLUB,

2-BAND MAMBO SETUP

lumbus Cortez and his orchestra
and Chi Chi and his mambo out-

Lynch Hauled

•

dler’s, gospel singers, and numerous other contests sponsored by
various farm organizations:. Jan
Garber’s orch appeared two nights
in the Coliseum.

On PhiUy

Private Club

Philadelphia, Sept. 2i.
raiding party of five
crecked-down on a midtown cafe
and a private club late Friday
night (17) and arrested 58 persons,
including Jack Lynch, nitery impresario who had just returned
that day from Las Vegas.
Lynch was One Of 44 men and
women patrons at the swank
Poquessing Country Club, afterhours spot in the Rittenhouse Sq.
sector, who were arrested as disorderly frequenters.
They were
later discharged at a magistrate’s
hearing. Harry Bass, 47, acting
manager of the Poquessing, and
Police

Donn Arden

to Direct

2d Moulin Rouge

Show

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
will produce and
direct “Ca C'est Paris,” which will
open Oct. 7 as the second revue at
Frank Sennes’ Moulin Rouge. Arden also produced and directed
“Void Paris,” the initial floorshow
revue for the theatre-restaurant
which opened last Christmas.
“Voici Paris’* will run through
the end of this month. After completing the second revue, Arden
planes to Paris to begin rehearsals
for a new show he'll put together
two bartenders were held in $400 there for the. Lido nitery.
bail for court charged With sales

to nonmembers and sales after
closing time.
Police interrupted the dance of
Jacqueline Duval, 30, at the Holiday Minor,, just as she reached the
peak of her performance. Miss
Duval was allegedly giving an, in-

performance.
decent
Proprietor
'Paul Hildebrand; 54, was charged
with running
disorderly place
and a bartender, Jack Webster, 44|
was held for Sales to visibly intoxicated pei-sons. All were placed
Under $400 bond for action of the
Grand Jury.

Donn Arden

PADDY

UING
Currently

CHI-CHI CLUB
Palm

,

Cal,

.

.:

25-Year-Old Community
Circus to Sell Out

Spri

(Thank* Dave Branower)

JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY.

119 W. 57th

Si.,

New

York

)

Fort Worth, Sept. 21.

The

r

£

Gainesville

Community

here by fire
and mishaps that sent two of its
Circus,

threatened

performers to ,the hospital, presented what may be its final performance here last Wednesday (15).
‘The show will fold after this, its
'2$th year, according to Morton
The
program director.
Smith,
show's $80,000 worth of equipment
will be 'leased to a professional
circus.

Given as reasons for disbanding
are increasing corhpetition from
the big indoor circuses and rising
costs.

NAOMI
"Chant* With a Chuckle"
Held Over

SHERATON-CARLTON HOTEL
Wathington,

t>.

C.

(Thank* Jimmy Nicholt and At Bank*)
Pir,:

JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY

1)9 W. 57th

St.,

New

York

a

)
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Proser’s

New La

Vie

Set for Nor. 1

Se
Preem

Monte Proser is set to open his
new La Vie en Rose in the ShelHollywood, Sept. 21

f

.

attractions will

One-night

develop their

to

have

own brands

Portland Latin Qtr.

of

.

Has to Change Its Name

showmariship to maintain steadybusiness in a tightening entertainment economy. Spike Jones, believes.

As

a result, his

Phoenix Monday

(20),

its

has

new

.to

Insanities” doesn’t get
verlooked around the country.
feel, we; have a particular
“I
roblem,” Jones explains, “since in
many cities and towns- we are in on
ora one-night promotion for some
ganization or service club. Frequently, the chairman of the entertainment committee looks- over the
books, finds we did good business
for the club last year, and. decides
that all he has to do is mention to
the papers that we are coming and

Mt back and

collect

.

money.”

will feature

Ralph

Washington, Sept. 21,
tougher to beat: the
Federal gambling laws.
Consider the guy who figured a
Slated for Facelifting,
gimmick to get, exemption from the
$250-a-year U. S. tax on slot maShift in Show Policy
chi
Since the law specifically
Chicago, Sept. 21.
stated “coin-operated devices,” his
Marine Dining Room of the
.angle was to have the sucker pay
Edgewater Beach Hotel is heading
•j'an
attendant, who then set the
for a complete facelifting in midwheels spinning without, insertion
November, according to present of any coip.
plans, and may subsequently uninternal Revenue Service has
dergo a radical shift in entertainIt’s

Chi’s

,

getting,

Edgewater Beach

.

North wing of the just officially ruled the gimmick is
being walled dff cur- okay and does eliminate payment;
rently for -the construction of an of the $250 license tax per maadjoining restaurant and cocktail chine, but ..
The “but,” says the Revenue
bar, and when that is ready for operation the Marine pi ing Room Service, is this:, another section of
the law provides' that those who
will shut down for refurbishing.
Management is mulling two or receive wagers must pay an occuthree schemes for a new approach pational tax of $50 a year, each.
to show-practices.’ In- past years, In this instance, the attendant who
house has spotlighted family enter- accepts the money is subject to the.
What’s more, still another
tainment with name attractions. bite.
section of the Revenue Code imIt’s understood, however, that busian
excise, tax of 10% on any
poses
ness has not. been exceptional arid
that the house, budget has neces- wager placed in a lottery conducted
for
profit.
sitated a search for- names at moderate pric
Hence, says Uncle Sam, any slot
In the hopper, at present, are machine owner who ducks the $250
plans to install a permanent Ha- tax, must pay an occupational tax
waiian show to go with proposed of $50, plus 10% of the grpss
Cantonese cuisine. But this is no wagered on how the bells, lemons
more definite at. present than the and oranges in the machine turn
proposal that the room become up. Coin-operated devices are exempt by law from the 10% excise.
merely an orchestra showcase.

ment

Continued, oh page. 56

,

...

Atlantic City

End

Season At

in Steel Pier Close
Atlantic City, Sept. 21.

last big spot of the
summer season, closed all attractions excepting its boardwalk picture
house after Sunday’s (19)
shows. George Hamid, pier operator,
brought in Esther Williams
and husbpnd Ben Gage for a shot
at -the mid-September convention
and late vacation crowds, and did
belter than anticipated, despite not

Steel Pi

too

good weather.

seasonal
spots
are.
boarded up until next July.
All

now

;

It’s believed vthey are joining Dick
Jones,
AGVA’s former eastern
regional director, in his new organization,
Actors .international
Union.
Step came as a complete surprise
to the N.Y. office, inasmuch as
Jack Irving, AGVA’s national admi istrative secretary, had queried
Marion about a month ago regarding ruinprs that he would resign

,

earnings

of $500,000 has
been filed against the Taylor
Maids, femme singing and recording act, by Sain Rosey, San Francisco agent who claims he originated the name for them in 1950.
Rosey said he mariaged the’; girls
for a while but they asked for a
release arid lie gave it to them.
The Taylor Maids have made
numerous radio and tv appearf
ances in the past four years and
have, recorded several sides. Suit
was filed iri Superior Court in San
Francisco with Martin. Field representing Rosey, The suit was filed
in the girls original names of Pat

Stirnus,

Patti

Taylor;

Virgi

.;

and form an indie setup. Marion
on Aug. 23 wired that he was not
resigning, regardless of any rumors
in circulation. He followed up with
another wire that he. was completely loyal to AGVA. Irving was:
reported bitter about this turn of
events, saying that while being

ia

.

under pay to AGVA Marion had
been negotiating with "enemies of

Long, and Beverly Tobiason.

:the union.”

Disk-Book Promotion

For Champions Set

The. new turn puls a serious
crimp iri AGVA’S plans, since it
indicates that the Jones-Marion
group will riovv attempt to make
peace, -with the: American Federa1 Continued on page 58)
.

In Coast-to-Coast

is

;

(

suit

policy.

showcase

Artiste this week received a serious. setback with, the .resignation of
Arrnand Mariop,,d organizer, of the
Montreal branch, .together with
members of, the staff in that city.

San Francisco, Sept. 21.
-demanding 1% of esti-

;

A

Granado's amateurs.

“Musical.

has never been that easy, the
batoneer points out; And it
tougher each year. Current

Room and

The American Guild of Variety
*

Agent Sues Quartet
For Only \% of Gross
mated

.

Latin

steam up excitement
for the Spike Jones troupe.
trek.
is part of a scheme
Colvig’s
to niake' sure that the advent of

gets

eatery.

.

show

It

straight

Jerry Pingeree and Paul Blanchard got
notice from LQ owner, Lou Walters, in N,Y. to change its name.
Spot has been renamed to the

and

exploitation

then

who

by building's owner,
converted the > jritery to a

policy. Recently, bosses

type of advance
Vance
publicity.
known
as “Nutsy
otherwise
Colvig,
ahead of
tlie Clown,” is on the road
inaugurated a

tlie

occupancy

opened in the Nortonia Hotel- several weeks ago With a floor show

“Musical In-

sanities of 1954,” which teed off

tour in

Portland, Ore., Sept. 21.

The Latin Quarter nitery here

ton Hotel, N. Y., around Nov., 1.
Proser, who has been operating
the Bucks County (Pa.) playhouse
during the summer, had to get out
of his previous location because of

Tour

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
The dancing Champions, Marge
and Gower, blossoi out as book
and disk personalities Nov. 1 in a
rpusic-literary promotion keyed to
their two forthcoming films and.
projected

coast-to-coast

tour

legit

in “Three for Tonight” under
Paul Gregory banner, “Tonight”
tlie

trek

of

.

77

cities

gets

underway

and field men repping
will begin to receive material next Week for tieins on the
Oct.

28

Gregory

promotional campaign.
Highlighting the drive are a
book, “Let’s Dance with Marge
and Gower Champion
similarly
titled Columbia Records album;
sheet music publication of a new
tune, “The Champion Strut,” and
introduction of the dance of that
(Continued on page 56)

Count Bismarck’s Decor
For Hotel Ambassador
The

Ambassador

...

Hotel,

-

private functions.

New

Serge
Obolensky, inn’s
took over the hotel
formerly
headed the nearby Sherry-Netherland, had Count Edward Bismarck,
Col.

prexy,

who

some time ago and wh
.

of tlie German chancellor,
design the Embassy- room.

nephew

riKayn

NIGHT CLUB OWNERS HAVE

Ajfatt-'''

‘

>

*>*,.

fcNEZ PARES, Chicago r

Ho ywo°d
CAL-VADA LODGE, Laka Tahoa BAR ® F
UtT FRONTICR, Lao V«|M • CHASE MOTEL, St. Lout#
ITALIAN VILLAGE, San Francisco • CLOVEN CLUB, Portland • TOPLIan DI*io
GODEN HOTEL, Rano
•

•

tprlnfa
PALM HOUSE, Palm Springs
(Rapaat)

r xa
-

**

*

(Rapaat)

(IVapaat)

(Rapaat)

room. Will

open with a magyar orchestra
batoned by Jani Sarkozi working,
until. 11 p.m., and after that hour
a darice crew headed by Chauncey
Gray takes over.

W£$3§h

THE DRAGNET OUT FOR

N.Y.,

Open a neW. nitery room, the
Embassy, some time in October as
"
a replacement for. the Trianon
which will now be reserved for
will

,|

(IVapaat)

\Avmvn,tE
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HOLZFEIND SOLE

OWNER

OF CHICAGO BLUE NOTE
Chicago, Sept. 21.

Only a sampling of the vaude

made

time that can be
ith name talent

available

seen in the
route lined up by Esther Williams
Wirtz’s Blade Revue
and her husband; Ben Gage. At
Chicago, Sept. 21.
10
this point the turn has about
Andra McLaughlin will rejoin
Weeks, with more in the offing the Arthur Wirtz ’’Hollywood Ice
ghould they, care to remain, out a Revue,’’, which goes on tour shortly.
Miss McLaughlin was with Wirtz
hit longer.
two seasons ago, but quit the show
Houses that haven’t, had any.
in the middle of the Madison
stage activity in years have been Square Garden, N.Y., run because
lighting again because of the avail- of a billing dispute. Miss McLaughlin
had charged that contract
ability of a headliner package.
called for billing on the marquee.
Talent agencies are using the
When Wirtz didn't, change the
case of Miss Williams as an ex- canopy lettering, Miss McLaughample to other names; They are lin, after consultation with Amerscanning the -lists of Hollywood ican Guild of Variety Artists offitoppers who have played. Las Vegas cials, walked out.
is

:

:

spots

Mae West, for example, after
making the initial outlay, has gone
in for niteries and is getting some
fancy coin. Most of Miss Williams’
dates are on a guarantee and percentage basis, and it appears that
she’ll be able tp hit some tall takes.
Another factor that makes the
agencies feel that they have a
chance on getting some of the filmlies

in

the fact that

many

theatres will change running times,
number of shows and other longestablished customs in an effort
to lure the names. For example,
the Capitol,. Washington, for two

shows instituted a twice-daily polIn other towris they’ll be able
to. get lucrative weekends, and lay
off the rest of the time. In other
wordg, operators can virtually he
guaranteed to be accommodating.
The agencies are now heavily
engaged in making pitches and
hope for results within a short
icy.

time.

will

Probers Get After hip

.

•

,

Come

to sell them
of going out as the

.

Chicago Theatre, Chicago, sole

major vaude

outlet in Chicago,
drop stageshows for 'duration
of the run of the Judy Garland
starrer, “A Star Is- Born.”
,The
In Ohio Fair Grosses dropping of stagers will leave the
dcfliimbus, Sept, 21.
feetorid city in the country withknown that friction was,
It’s
Investigations loom after atten- out a stageshow outlet. The theatre
growing between Holzfeind and dartce at the Ohio State Fair drop- recently obtained relief from the
Wessel ever since the showcase ped 14% below laist year’s.
Jackson Park decree, which limitrbopened in new quarters last
ed Chi firstruns to two weeks. ConFinal tabulation of the gross arid
January. The pair had originated
sequently, it’s expected that the'
attendance figures has not
the Blue Note, now the jazzmost exact
run may even go into the Yule seabeen made but. fair manager
spot in Chicago, in November, 1947.: yet
Sam Cashman said at the close of son/
Chicago Theatre, booked by
the eight-day exposition that paid
Paramount
Theatre’s
attendance totaled 237,658, as com- United

and are trying

on the idea
head of a package. Right now the
percenters are sticking to the Las
Vegas vets nearly exclusively, because of the fact that these have
.already invested in an act and
have already been sold on the idea
of making appearances.

sters

Frank Holzfeind, manager and
booker for the Blue Note since its
beginning, is. buying the jazz headoutright from Harold
quarters
Wessel for an undisclosed sum.
Holzfeind will take over the reins
on about Oct. 1. He’d previously
owned a small stake in the room,
estimated at about $5,000.

Terms

to

Chicago, Sept. 21.

Weeper Wows ’Em

Longstanding enmity between
two Windy City vaude organizations ended abruptly last week, as
American Guild of Variety Artists
chapter here and the rebel Entertainment Managers Assn, came to
“fair and equitable” terms. Matter
Sydney, Sept. 14.
Johnnie Ray hit the boxoffice and was settled in a showdown powEMA. withdrew its $3;000,000
wow.
popularity jackjots oh his debut

Harry Levine from New York, is
probably the most consistent, user
of vaude acts in the country. It’s
the only hbuse that still goes i
for names on a yeair-round, basis

pared with 277,681 in 1953. Gate
receipts amounted to about $199,000, as: against $235,000 last year.
Last week seven members of the
Ohio Legislature’s 11 member

.

.

arid is regarded as the iriost imporStudy Commission
tant stageshow stop in the counvoted unanimously * to request a try.
At this point, vaude is expectstudy to be made of the failing
ed tp resume when “Star’s” run is
Ohio State Fair. Rep. Eltbn Kile over.
(R., Madison County) directed the
Last time house relinquished
heaviest fire at the fair claiming
vaude was in 1943 for “This Is the
the agricultural-minded exposition
another lengthy pic, but
Army,”
is being made into a “gigantic midat the time several other houses
way festival,” relegating Ohio in- .maintained
stageshows.
dustry and agriculture to a secondOnly other vaudfilmery in the
ary role.
city is the Regal Theatre in southside Negro district which, only on
rare occasions, hypos biz with
None, howstage presentations.

County

Fair

against AGVA from
here Sept. 11, pulling a mob of damages suit
around 16,000 on two shows at the Federal District Court, and its
deleted from the
were
members
Sydney Stadium under the Lee
AGVA Unfair list, where they had
Gordon management.
Prince of Wails worked for about been affixed these past, two years.
As result of the settlement, EMA
45 minutes on each show and had
’em yelling for more. Hit the top members will work Under same
spot with “Walking My Baby Back terms and conditions as other prinHollywood, Sept; 21,
Home,” “Somebody Stole My Gal,” cipal agents throughout the coun"Taking a Chance of Love,” “Jubi- try. Impasse had been the AGVA
Gypsy Rose Lee will be the next
welfare and insurance fund, which top American performer to make
lee” and “Cry.”
Ray, following his Sydney shows, tapped midwestern agents for $1 the trek DoWn Under for a vauwowed the payees in Melbourne, per performer per club date and date, teeing off a new surge of
with police escorts necessary to only 40c from eastern agents of live entertainment activity in Ausprotect him from teenage ad- the Artists Representative Assn. tralia.
She leaves this week, to
mirers, Singer, will pull down for It’s Understood that this fee was open a two-week stand at the Pallahis own about $23,000 on this swift better standardized in last week’s dium in. Sydney Oct. 1.
negotiations, ..Which brought Chibut profitable date.
Harry O. Wren, theatre’s exec,
Associate artists Peggy Ryan, cago indie agents back to the has been conducting trans-Pacific
Ray McDonald and Dave Barry, to- AGVA rolls. Henceforth, bookers telephone discussions with local
gether with Wally Norman’s local are committed to using only per- agencies seeking acts to follow in
band combo, all went over solidly formers who are in good standing what apparently Will be a steady
with the payees. Ray is timed to do with AGVA or some other duly stream of .talent. Miss Lee may be
recognized unidn.
(Continued on page 58)
followed by the Ink Spots.

is in the offing during the
Chicago's vaiide layoff, making the

ever,

absence of onstage talent in town
complete for the period.

Dance

Poli

Belmont’s Glass Hat
The Glass Hat of the Belmont
Plaza Hotel, N.Y., is reopening to-

morrow (Thurs.) on a dance policy.
Spot had been a straight eatery
for the past two years With sporadic
attempts at trade with various
disk jockeys.
Some years ago, the Glass Hat
had been a fullscale nitery that
frequently had name entertainment. Reopening will have the A1
Castellanos Orch, and a. champagne
hour on Wednesdays,

.

WALLY GRIFFIN
The Singing Humorist
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NORMAN PAYNE

1

a bright new line in comedy,
is extended and he

brilliant

boy

strong personal

* shrewd knack of
smart and punchy
—Myro, Variety
.

a West End show/"

MU

VVx/

,

.

a likeable young man With a refreshingly
has a slick act and is a natural for the
—Arthur Helliwell, The People.

engagement

that his

.

•

is

performer

sensational

is

such a hit

is wanted for
—David Lewin, Daily Express.

.

.

.

.

.

/"—The Musical Express.
funniest lyrics I have eyer
--Record-Mirror.

and JOCK JACOBSEN and of

course,

HARRY MORRIS.

j
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FOUR JOES

Mercury Records, are

a goodlooking combo with a zestful delivery.
The team hasn’t: much vocal polish,
but that doesn’t seem to hurt these
days in the pop market. So even’,
if. these girls are inclined to have

Rhythmic
15 Mins.

Copacabana,

New York

Male vocal-rhythmic quartet are
in the modern idiom of eccentric
stylizations of sounds, vocal and
instrumental: In this instance the
latter are an accordion arid guitar,
’

HILDEGARDE & JACK WHITING

songs from earlier on the program;
Jloward Choice of Whiting as her equalbilling partner is an excellent one with the four; grouped around the
and malces for a neatly wrapped i ike for their slapdash splurge of
songaloglrig, that opens with "Lady,
Eck.
piece of merchandise.
60. Mins.
Be Good," "Ain't Got A Barrel of
Hotel Staler, Hartford
Money," "Perfidia,” “I Get. So
Hildegarde- & Jack Whiting’s EILEEN BARTON /
Lonely," "Oh, How I Miss You
Comedienne
0
‘‘New- Act" break-in at the Hot !
Tonight" and "Tiger Rag." /
Mins.
Statler marks three firsts. It’s the 29
All are done in the same idiom,
New,
York
Copocabana,
given,
has
first time the chanteuse
whether fundamentally a ballad, a
Eileen Barton is one of those
equal billing to anyone else; first
Latin serenade or a rhythmic
time on the nitevy circuit for. second-generation performers who, novelty, All fall with the same
Whiting, a star of the musicoinedy in all sympathy, must make their impact on the ear. All four seem
field, and also the debut of the parents look hasbeens in spase. to have been scared by any of the
Terrace .Room of the new Statler Such' has been the progression of diskery freaks who have 'suddenly
show biz standards, Gloria. DeHotel. Latter room seats 300.
come into fleeting prominence, if
two-day break-in preceded the Haven, Donald O’Connor, Nancy not. durable fame, on the strength
and of.
eight-week booking for- the duo at Walker come to mind,
of one or another platter,, and who
there
are
others. Should
course
commencing
Pierre,
Hotel
the
sen- 'variously; might be billed as the
Tuesday (21).- Terrace .date was to their forebears* be needlessly that 4 Lads, the 4 Aces,: the 4 Coins,
sitized it might be observed
iron out rough spots and improve
4 Tunes, the Crew Cuts, the
almost any chorus linester today the
pacing* etc. Sandpapering need
Gaylords or kindred professionally
dances better than Marilyn Miller
as in evidence at the act’s getidentifying tags.
and she, too, would have trouble in
way..

With Gene Rone
Fenton
Songs, Dances

and

r

.

PAN YUE JEN TROUPE

:

.

biz circles, if trying
to peddle whate.was hot stuff 20 or
30 years ago.

Hildegarde intersperses, her new
material with the old. as she; continues to project her standard
Back to Miss Barton, fille of
socko showcasing. An, easy seller'
Elsie & Ben Barton, the, latter now
of songs and personality,; chirper,
head of the music pubsplits 'her time with vocals, patter operating
in
and 88 playing. Her selling is both bery bearing his name;, .which

As cafe

a.

Groupings

der.

balance work.
high

in

Gord

the interpreta-

-

some softshoe

style

routines. His
his flashing smile
in
getting across his material. His 12
minutes solo on the boards is solid

of

projection,

and warm personality, aid him
'

'

entertainment.

One
Town"

offering, "Mayor of Your.
vocal
scores a bullseye.

A

these, are

other manifestations of

a current "Sponsor identification”
with songs and singers Which, like
the lack of product identification
too often in radio and tv, finds the
listener/looker ignorant of
the
true identity of who and what

makes
It’s

it all

this

possible.

surprise

impact, in

a

"Cousin From Milwaukee" brings measure/ that' figures; largely in
back Hildegarde for more chirping making Miss Barton’s salute to
and patter with Whiting. Both Arlen pay off so rousingly;
waltz and softshoe together.
And to cap it, with the tradiWindup has Hildegarde reprising tional makeup suitcase, adorned
by Elsie & Ben Barton & Co.— “I
was the company," she observes
the young, comedienne dons the
cork and whams ’em with two
blackface impressions qf Jolson
doing "Swanee" and "Tootsie" that

—

gives the impression, that the new
Copa show really didn’t start
moving until Miss Barton’s act.
(This despite a pretty good average hors d’ouvres of an entertain-

—Tour

,

planned for the Orient, starting
sometime in October* Itinerary

TEDDY JOHNSON

Would include Australia, Hawaii,
Songs
Japan arid the Philippines, thence
25 Mins;
back to the U. S.
Empire, Glasgow
already
Mitchell, currently in Euiope.
singer,
male
Youngish
through his disk-spinning expected back; in the U. "S, somew;k.
chories, seems an attractive propo- time this month.
sition for vaude arid, on basis of
.

'

:

;

act offered, would qualify ..to rival
at least some American counter-

Renault’s Carnegie Date
•Francis Renault has scheduled
another recital at Carnegie Recital
Hall, N. Y., Oct., 10,
It’ll mark
his 11th season of concerts at this
.

He

adopts an easy, friendly style
Opens with
at the microphone.
“Lady of Spai ," then into "Story
the curthrough
so
arid
Tina/’
of
Singer
rent pops and ballads.

spot.

quist, for this

to her, arid

A

.

Serious Setback

0.

'SSS

Atlantic City, Sept; 21.
Ownership of Hotel Claridge,
swank 400-room hostelry on the
beachfront in midcity, last week
passed to the family of Anthony
P. Miller Sr., resort .contractor,
suburban banker and former principal stockholder.
The Miller family took over from
the Claridge Hotel, Inc.. Matthew
B; McClbskey, Philadelphia contractor; Thomas H. Munyan, local
attorney, and William Meyer, with
McCloskey being the largest stockholder with 235,170 shares.

the U. S. The audience generally
feels that the singer can parlez
English without an accent. The
Frenchified talk seems quite phoney
and, in her case, the Continental

tiori

With

Continued front page 55

of Musicians, which

AGV A

AFM

.

AFM

&

j

KUMAR

j

'

Of India

she

October 2-7

FRESNb DISTRICT FAIR
Fresno, Calif*
Management: ROBBINS BROS.
47 West 44th Street
^

New

Ybrki N. Y.

.

1619 B'way

NEW

CAB CALLOWAY
AGAIN—

WEEK

*

LAS VEGAS

,.

tj'

*

y

i

HOTEL SAHARA

;

s.

tiffing

that agreement
with the
would also lessen the
.likelihood that the Airierican Fedirianners seem to belong to some-,
eration of Labor would take action
one else. Songwise, Miss Dallas
against the insurgent group. Howhas makings, but a purer essence
ever, the
would hesitate conof: her awri self would give the
siderably before making any tieup
customers a better chance to pass
with the rump group, because the
on her merits.
Jose.
union could be accused of sabotaging a sister AFL Union.
NlCOLl KNIGHT PUPPETS (2)
The new alliance also means that
11 Mins;
the October national board meetApollo, N. Y.
ing
Will have its hands full and it
Nicpli Knight Puppets, comprisMcCloskey last month sold his may vote
to ask the Associated
the Atlantic .Cit}'
ing a man and woman in the manip- interests
in
Actors
Artists of America to
ulation spots, have a well-worked Transportation Co, to John M.
step in. If this happens, it could
out turn. There are s.ome imagi- McShain.
Philadelphia
another
native moments by the ofay turn contractor. Munyan at the same conceivably mean that all those
on
otherwise all-Negro bill;- time resigned as counsel for the aligned With the new outfit would
be relegated to continual playing
There’s a good horse bit,, and a closcompany.
of small time, since the other 4
ing dog arid fireplug sequence that
affiliates control the jobs in telehas a surprise ending. The manipvision, films, legit as well as th
ulations are frequently in genious;
better niteries in the U.S.
with the femme doing the majority
of the work, while the lad provides
an offstage voice arid gives his
Continued from pace 57 sssss
partner all-around assistance.
One piece, in which a sexy three additional shows here Sept,
femme comes out of a coffin and 17 and 18 prior to planing back to
a. devil
follows her in, has some the States.

MAURICE SEYMOUR
BRILL BLDG.,

is,

in Canada.

It’s also believed'

.

PHOTOGRAPHER

show.

Gord.

questionable moments. The song
With the success here of Artie
heard during this bit has long ago Shaw,; Gene Krupa and Ray, i as entr’acte to the star- Joe E. lost its freshness having been on:,
dications point to a major lipbeai
juvenile catalogs for many '-years,
Lewis').
Garr.
in bigtime importations.
Miss Barton is
undeniable arid some business at the end
click of large proportions at the should be eliminated for family
Sky-lVay Up With Ray
Copa. a stature she has never audience. These bits are not rnerely
Cleveland, Sept. 21.
heretofore attained. In her public suggestive, but dirty.
Jose
tributes
to
pianist-accompanist
Eddie Sindelar’s Sky-Way Club,
Bobby Kroll and. ‘‘Milton Berle PEARL CARR
summer Of low-priced
a
after
who made it all possible," she has Songs
shows, is hiking its entertainment
established a new milestone in her 14 Miris.
inking
in
budget, considerably
persdnal career. She’s set to scale Empire, Glasgow
Johnnie Ray for four days comRadio chirper is a slender but mencing Oct; 20, It will be one of
PLC 7*-1527 those Las Vegas heights now, unquestionably
and unequivocally. virile thrush with top song poten- singer’s first mid-western ni.tery
There’s a solid chunk of stardust tial and a modestly warm person- dates
(at 49th')
after his return from AustraChooses current pops for
flaked around her current 29- ality.
lia.
YORK
repertoire, arid strings the tunes
minute stint at the Copa. Abel.
Sky-Way got into its pre-winter
together with right amount to gabbing, which she keeps to a mini- stride last week with Lou Monte,
mum.
followed by' A1 Morgan topping
Her best tunee is a topical current lineup, Harry Belafonte
comedy piece, "Let’s Fall in Love," comes next Sept. 27 for six days,
in which she stresses that even with Alan Dean and Four Escorts
headline-hitting names happen to due Oct, 6 for four days. Mindy
fall in love like lessCr-publicized Carson is committed to a three-day
HELP OVER
FOURTH
mortals.
Gord,
Visit starting Oct. .14, with Frankie
house
as
continuing
Strasek
LAURIE SISTERS fa
maestro.
Songs
erected
in
1930 at
Claridge
was
10 Mins.
a cost of nearly $5,000*000 and was
Palace, N Y.
Laurie Sisters, a genuine sister purchased in 1944 by the McMgt. BILL MltTLEB, 161 9 Broadway, Now York
trio who have cut several sides for Clos^y, Miller groiij^
5
Jet a«> j i i t,- i, Ilf/;*
iVi /

ment building up

,

Femme impersonator has signed
former filmactress Nita Naldi and
Robert Verbeck, dancer-ventrilo-

a particular hit in a let’sswitching
routine,
be-kids-again
dignified evening dress for a bonnet and comfortable old trousers.

makes

.

it’s

fairly

Mitchell 6 Orient Tour
for Guy Mitchell is being

finish, is of a

standard.

—

then

'

(27) for four additional
performances before moving on to
Cleveland Friday (1) to launch
tionwide tour which will wind up
i
Hollywood next MaV;

tall

With which they

-

—

isn’t that,

advance

Monday

ladder, throwing
away one side-buttress of the ladder steps, and having the male
partner balance on three sections
of his stomach at top of the lad-

climbing

.

.well

and

(26)

Capades" comes back to Pittsburgh

rouspirallirig-the-ribbon
Final wind to act has novelr
ty appeal, With the talented femrhe

,

is

day
(4)

ti

’,

appearance,

far, indications point to a
heavier gross during the second
pafnt of the run. Show closes Sun-

tional

1

nitfery

So

'

;

first

production took in a very stroni

$250,000;

'

and auditory. She even does actuality is an. outlet for Frank when an abscessed throat condiTin Pan Alley activities tion kayoed the previously booked
fake softshoe routine with Whit- Sinatra’s
as publisher. Her Harold Arlen Billy Williams and his quartet..
ing. She’s; on for a major portion
tribute, save for the occasionally Eddie Fisher had them audition in
of the hour-long stanza.
over-accented lyrical flights as to
As usual, her manager and long- the A SOAP prowess of that justi- the early a. mi and they were
time associate, Anna Sosenko, is fiably famed songsmith, is a tour- booked pronto. Group Ore ex-GIs
who Were with Fisher in the servresponsible; for production and di- de-force, almost in the Judy Garice, and he has been mentoring
rection of the, divertissement. The
land tradition;
them
since; in fact at the premiere
aided
strikingly gowned chanteuse,
Coming on to mixed impression dinner show he was present to inand abetted by her trademark upiff
troduce them, and: participate in
that new brunet
—somehow
and
easily
Works
hairdo,
weep
one ensemble number.
Abel.
warms the mitt palmers effort- seems to have "aged her beyond
—
-i
her years, for she’s still very. much
lessly; Gets away her varied repershe
is natleague
ingenue
the
in
OTHELtA
DALLAS
aeLife,’’
toire with •‘Say Yes to
comped by her arranging team of urally fanfared by "Bake a Cake," Songs
and 10 Mins.
Gene Bone & Howard Fenton. One her yesterseason disclick
Works the* piano while the other thence into "Moment On" and Apollo, N. Y.
Othella Dallas, an American perHildegarde follows with "Hey There."
chirps;
However, not. until the Arlen former Who has worked on the
"All This Is Mine," a spiritual bit
fhd t. reaches homeplate with the tribute does she wham ’em, and Continent for several years, is makpew purchasers; Accomps self at from every moment On—not the ing a return on her. home heath
song of the same name two laps with her appearance at the Apollo.
the 88’s on this offering.
is an arresting person- Negro songstress is a young and
Following this she seques. into a ago— sh
well-built, With a sheath-like tightnovelty bit, "Take It All In Your ality.
For one thing, even show bizites fitting gown that, permits her only
Stride," after Which she leaves the
black-and-whites for the floor and must have been impressed by a mincing step. Her tunes show
warm patter with aud; A comic Arlen ’s succession of clicks; Even considerable Continental influences
trade there are ten- with a repertoire that includes
number, "Vodka, Don’t Give Me within th
Vodka,", and ah oldie arrangement, dencies to forget identification; Gallic chansons, Latin lilts and a
"Merrily, Merrily," lead her into sometimes it's a case of one col- pop tune.
All this should make.. for a welltable hopping and customer ad lib- laborator eclipsing another, so that
bing and the bowoff intro to Jack many a sohg has been mentally; rounded repertoire, but somehow
Miss
Dallas misses .for- the spots
Mercer"
Johnny
as
"a
earmarked
Whiting.
south of 125th Street. Miss Dallas
Latter, a star of "Golden Apple” tune, when actually he did the works in the pattern of other exit
melody;
If
wofdage
to
Arlen’s
and: "Hazel Flagg,” making his
patriate performers who return .to
composed, and gets off to a selling tion. Ethel Waters and "Stormy
sendoff in top hat and cane. Whit- Weather," Billy Daniels and "bid
ing reprises a brace of songs with Black Magic,” Judy Garland "Over
which he was musicomedy asso- the Rainbovy,” Sinatra and "World
ciated. Included are "All Alone," bn a String," Lena Horne and
"Everything I’ve' Got Belongs to "Blues In the Night," Tony Martin
You." "Cream In My Coffee:" and "Let’s Fall In Love,” Harry
numbers with Richman and "I; Love a parade’’—
his.
Intersperses

ris

.

th ings. ,
In justice to the quartet, this is
their first big; league booking;. They
were pressed, into the occasion

-

Pitt Stand at 165G
"Ice Capades/’ which opened at
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., last
Wednesday! 15),
running far
ahead of last season’s take there,
Ror the first week which ended
last night (Tues.) the John H. Har-

.

the so-called
“modern" idiom; the 4 Joes are
little different from the 4 Toms,
Dicks or Harrys, or the 4 Anyacts, .in

visual

—

at N.Y. Garden;

‘

,

show

250G

Acro-balancing
8 Mins.
Record In Pitt
Empire, Glasgow
Pittsburgh, Sept. 2l.
Quartet of one male and three
Premiere engagement here at
femme Orientals offers an entertaining stanza of aero and balanc- The Gardens of John H. Harris’
ing chores, and seeiris okay for 1955 "Ice Capades" was biggest in
most visual media.
history for the show locally.
In
One femme is the pivot of act, 11 shows played
ine days,
getting an ovation for a backberid skating
extravaganza played to
while balancing three plates arid SRO, arid grossed upwards
of
one glass on body arid bearing $165,000.
weight of the male balanced atop
Booking had to be abbreviated
’herself.
Then two of’ the femmes
rotate Jap yoyos on pieces of on account of N.. Y. date at MadiSquare Garden, but "ice
string, and mate does the conven- son

.

tbday’s

Capades’ Hits Hot

‘Ice

a metallic sound, they still could
go far if they come up with a
lucky disk hit.
;
Opening special material number by this group should be
dropped. It’s too long an intro
about themselves, especially since
they can do only two more songs,
"Three Coins in the Fountain” arid
"When You’re Smiling.” Trio also
has to learn more choreographic
tricks with which: to frame their
tunes on a rostrum.
Herm.
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Management

HESS MAYER
MADISON AVE.
New York PL S-4544
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audience raised considerable noise
finger-snapping gyrations in Latin
Apollo*
Y.
Hall, IV. Y.
as buildup to easing on of
will Mastin Trio, featuring Sam- for Canfield Smith,. U.S. vent, who
“Autumn Album/' <with Gil tempo
makes a lifelike character out of
brunet
Costello,
shapely
a
Diosa
^ny Davis Jr,; Dyerettes (5) OthelEssential
Johnston it Mike Mo dill, Don
looker in white, for Latin warbles, Ia Davis, Nicoli might Puppets his dummy Snodgrass.. Perky doll
Farnworth, Marlene Dell, Eric
talks back to its master in droll
Continued from page 3
husky
shoutchiefly
for
noted
(%), Rusty Bryant, Band (5), Leon- witty styled their “Road to MandaHutson, Matvlin Murphy, William
n
Q
Orch; “The ay” routine being particularly and “Home of the Brave,” Hecht
ty^ dancing-the
Upshaw, George Sawtelle, Rock- their
« !?? Miss
ivrfl5 ard Reed, Earl Warren
as background.
i
mv-er”
tiucn niKer
said yes. These were lensed at recites {dances by Russell Markert),
slick.
Costello, with her bouncy hipGleS Club .{Raymond Paige, direcchirper, atively little expense,, won critical
Pearl Carr, English
Ralph Hunter, associate),
tor;
....Frank Schiffman, ApbUo’s operapplause and came out Iri thfe black
in
showjs
benefit
of
experience
.flll
scor
in
after refurbishing the house
Corps de Ballet (Margaret Sande, GTyf h&s no trouble st
d° n * has Seen fit to invest in more pro- show' biz since she was a kid, in her financially. He also mentioned.
Symphony Orchestra
director),
“The Well”; arid “The, Thief/’ made
Distaffer
well-rehearsed
songalog.
lyrics.
the
understand
Latin
(Paige, conductor; Leon Zawisza,
duction and greater name value in
has a sizable radiQ .reputa- by the team of /Riissell Rouse and
Don Rey Holds, handsome young an effort to maker Harlem more already
John Dosso, associate conductors )
tion, and proves she’s, -jikejy to Clarence
Greene, indicating the
Joseph Tekulai Anthony Makes; baritone, trails for a songlog in conscious of this emporium. Artis- gain one of equal dimensions ‘ype of “quality” pix that can pay
produced by Marker t, settings by English of “I Got Rhythm,” a bal- tically, the Apollo’s shows are hrough a stage turn, Teddy John- off
when
the
budget is less than
costumes
Morcom,
“Together”
and;
a
been
lad switch to
James Stewart
probably the best they have
son, former Radio Luxembourg
designed by Frank Spencer and ex- new arrangement of “All or Noth- in a long. time. Unfortunately, the deejay and now a w.k. recording kingsizei
Hecht himself is erigaging
ecuted by Louisa Bayer, lighting trig at All,” With the set over nice- boxoffice hasn’t reflected .to any singer in- Britain, adopts a friendly,
by Eugene Braun; stage manager, ly on delivery and volume. Miss great, degree, the upped expends almost informal style in his tune’s both low and high money proJohn Jackson; production assistant, Costello is back in native costume tures and the greater' effort* that presentation, and scores Well. duction. He has “Vera Cruz” alNicholas Daks; assistant to the for her singing of “The Peanut goes into the shows. However, each Usual competent job of show-hack- ready in the can, arid figures on
Rockette director, Emilia Sherman; Vendor” and then into gypsy danc- bill seems to have building power, ing from .the Bebby Dowds orch. rolling next spring With “Way
performances ing, with The Caballeros back with and name bookings seem to be
Orch
West,” both at important budgets.
Symphony
Gord.
cumulative
a
atter could reach as high as
staged by Leon Leonidoff; organ,: her in some swift jitter/bugging building towards
Ashley Miller, Raymond Bohr, and a hilarious Charleston finish,
effect.
$4,000,000 if all concerned, includCecil Bents; “Brigadoon ” ( M-G)
ing the players, were given straight
Rotiertb
Alicia;
colorfully
also
reviewed in Variety; Aug. 11, ’54.
salary, Some will be in on a parcostumed, vfollow for flaroenci
lies in we tact
ticipation iristead..
worlc nine thp Caetanpte and
nd arpe ; Part of the reason
that colored performers seem to
Continued from page 1
Short and snappy are the words
Jr
*,!n ctn^!nbA ni?m
More Discriminating.
have a sense of responsibility to
for the Music Hail's autumn revue; hLrl
dependent
on
local
conditions
but
In a minor league, coin wise, is
this lar e Negro community. For
Wrind^^aS^rnip
role from
South exam pje8
It’s a colorful, sharply-spaced menu Bloody^ Mary
Marty,” picturization of the Faddy
the current headline Rank felt that they could achieve
0T
1
*e
heir objective with a modest thea- Chayefsky television play, which
?a
act, Sammy Davis Jr/ tells that he
that, though neither as well-stocked
m ® and then into
*u sailors
a
pffch to -the
Schiffman to have him play tre holding.
Hecht figures will be brought in at
and as super-sensational in effects fine B9li-Hi” that draws an ovaIn this case, it’s a sense
house.
this
In all its essentials, the Rank around $400,000. The producer conas most of the theatre's shows, is fion, heightened When she dons
0 f responsibility, and the vanity of group report and accounts repre- ceded this entry has hone of what
the wig and wipes off the grotesque a hometown boy coming to his nafrothy all the way through.
be termed boxoffice
to
sents a success Story. Tlie trading used
There's no dominant theme to makeup.
live heath after he has made good
plusses, that is, rio. stars, no sweep,
The comedy in this otherwise un- in the bigtime. In some cases, it’s profit, at $21,571,400, is a new high no color.
this one, Unless it be the Symphony
iri
the annals of corporation and
Orch’s opening, “Koj Nidrei,” com-' usual package is provided by Dani still a week's playing time. WhatHow can it be sold? What’s the
memorating the Jewish High: Holy Crystal; who also acts as amiable ever the reason, the Apollo's enter- has encouraged the company to anDays. It’s faithfully rendered mu- emcee. throughout. In his patter, tainment values are considerably nounce a 15% gross distribution sales peg? “If it’s good, that will be
on
ordinary
stock.
Increased
taxathe
peg,” says Hecht. He reasons
Glee
upbeat.
Music
on
the
the
Hall
sically, with
burlesqued imitations of musical
The Will Mastin Trio ^with the tion and other factors, however, that the public, more discriminaClub doing a fine choral job, instruments and some impersonal
Joseph Tekula playing a warm and tioris of pop singers. Crystal has a Davises Sr, and Jr., and Mastin, have sliced the annual net profit to ting than ever, will buy quality
moving cello and- the Raymond lot Of fun kidding himself, a form are making their first appearance a total of $2,887,000 against $3,333,- even if it doesn’t bear a huge price
Paige-directed orchestra providing of sincerity that cleverly communi- h ere since they hit the upper 500 in the previous year.
tag.
“It may not make a lot of
a rich background. Leon Leonidoff cates itself to the audience. He is strata. Indeed, this show has the.
it
but
should
make
Despite their failure to reach the money,
staged the number with taste and also a very funny comedian arid aura of a homecoming, as the trio American market, Rank
he commented, adding:
enough,”
intimated
dignity. Other onstage overture is gains the top applause honors of played this theatre some years ago
I
was strorigly advised not to
that
their
overseas
revenue
on
In
an
act;
when they were merely
a lush version of the “Bacchanale” the evening.
McStay.
productions
equalled
50% of spend more than $150,000 for the
from “Samson and Delilah/’ at the
this atmosphere, the junior Davis,
picture but I felt at this price it
the mainstay of the turn, gives their total earnings. And their loconclusion- of which the orch is
cal
program,
With the encourage- couldn’t be done with taste.’’
moved down to its customary, pit
what is probably the most relaxed
Palace,
ment of the Eady revenue, was to Marty,” Which Delbert Mann is
performance of his career.
position.
Two Kanazawas, Laurie Sisters
He is at home and at ease, and be maintained at 15 pix a year directirig, has Ernest Borgnine arid
Opening number is a beautifully
Ware; George Kir- seems to be enjoying his work. His from Pinewood plus ari additional Betsy Blair in the leads.
staged and costumed choreographic (3), Oldfield
frequently have the quality of six films Annually from Ealing
by,.
lines
Helene
Little
Howard,
Jack
Hecht hasn’t done any formal
rendition of Rachmaninoff's Second
casting for “West” yet but has big
Piano Concerto, featuring solo Little, Maxie Rosenbloom with ad libs which give the entire Studios.
his
After
fresh
turn.
a
proceedings
Bobbie
There
LaFlotte
is
Martin,
Jo
direct
ideas.
Duo,
no
reference
in
He would like to have four
dancers Don Farnworth and Marthe report to the Rank breach with of the following for the key male
lene Dell, the Corps de Ballet and Lombardi House Orch; “White rendition of This Is My Beloved,
Anthony Makas at the piano. Fire ” (Lippert), reviewed, in Va- there were actually cheers at the 20th-Fox in relation to Cinema- roles Spencer Tracy, Gary Cooper,
show caught. Rapport between Scope, but there is an indirect Com- Kirk Douglas, Lancaster, Gregory
Number is staged on two long RIETY, Feb. 10, 1954.
Davis and the audience is further ment
ramps, with, the soloists pretty
to the effect that the pic- Peck and John Wayne. He adds
continued with his musical work.
much confined to moving up and
Current lineup of Palace acts He plays the drums arid trumpet ture-going public has “not taken he’d favor Cary Grant, too, but this,
down the ramps. This is the ballet
kindly”
to stereophonic sound in is not too likely since “Grant won’t
corps' number; made spectacular makes for one of the most solid in a creditable manner. The audi- its present operation.
Davis in- ride a horse.”
to let Davis go
via a costuming arrangement in packages to be presented in this ence seems loathe
timated
that they were spending
Producer has another property
varying shades of gray with cho- Broadway vaudery for some time. and he doesn’t like the idea of
upwards
of $4,000,000 on exhibi- in mind for next year but said he
a
after
either.
But
away
breaking
reography mixing them up for top
Top turns, most of which have ap- half-hour or so, the trailers come tion techniques and had already in- couldn’t identify it at this time. He.
effects.
together on the closer of one of curred art expenditure of approxi- has some thoughts about eastirig
Glee Club and singers Eric Hut-, peared here before, are spotted “j^best
seen ra th.s fla* mately $1 ,800,000. The Rank group this, too, and dropped LaUrence
son as the professor, Maryliri throughout the bill, Which plays
policy is to equip their theatres for Olivier and Marlon Brando
Murphy as a model and William through its 75-minute running
There are other contributing fac- all types of exhibition technique, the names he’d like to nab,
Upshaw and George Sawtelle as time at a fast, varied clip,
tofs to the all-around excellence of particularly for YistaVision. which
Hecht-Lancaster has a distribustudents, whip up some pleasant
In the topline next-to-closing this show. A major
is to form a basic part of their tion
nonsense in a “School for LoVe”
deal, with United Artists. First
of a five-girl line, The Dyer- future production, program.
number that includes pleasing slot, Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom work
to
go out was the now current
ettes, who dress up the show conThe consolidated balance sheet “Apache,”
renditions by the soloists of such returns for another click comedy siderably, besides offering a lot of
starring
Lancaster.
bout
with,
his
femme partner, Bobindicates, that the total freehold “Cruz,” to be next, teams Lanstandards as “Blue, Moon/' ““ParaSince his* initial ap- entertainment on their own. The and leasehold assets of the group
dise” and “Our Love,” along with bie Martin.
caster and Cooper; Second iri the
girls are young, fresh and talented,
pearance
here
a
couple
of
years
exceed $112,000,000 after deduct- current-shooting stage is
some nonsense lyrics executed in
“The
ago, the ex-pug has played most of They dance well und in a second ing approximately
Marty n Green style by Hutson.
$4,000,000 for Kerituckian,” which Lancaster is
the top nightspots around the number, have a choice assortment
Their consolidated now directirig on location in the
Gil Johnson and Mike Madill fol- country and his
^get a depredation.
They
routines.
acrobatic
of
act
balance sheet shows a net gain for blue grass country with himself
low with the only feature act on the additional experience. bespeaks the
..
_ .
The timing
bill, a fast-moving combination of
The .Rusty Bryant Band, a small production of over $2,250,000 starred.
is sharper and material has been
dancing and aero Work. Johnson pruned,
at the against a loss of more than $400,Bryant
comprising
group
for this stand at least, into
is tops with a “music box” soft
a succession, of boffs.
With Miss tenor sax, piano, drum, guitar and 000 iri 1953 and a profit of approxishoe executed atop a piano; and Martin
working in the boxes as a bass, has a good brand of music, mately $1,000*000 year. Exhibition
both score in a “Drum Boogie’ heckler,
Rosenbloom battles his Then- stuff is easy to dig, having a profits at around $8,900,000 net are
rendition: that has them playing a way
through several funny stories, style that is carefully restrained more than. $800,000 up on the precouple of big drums in time with adroitly told,
Continued from page 41
and also scores on a and on the literate side. Three vious, year although slightly down
the music as they spin around the special material
on i952.
song in addition numbers net them a big mitt,
drums.
is
hat and cane number to handling the repartee
Madden stated that he knows of no
with his _ Emceeing the proceedings^
and some sharp aero work round partner.
good
does
a
who
•pappard
Reed,
Miss Martin delivers
effort to unload the MPT V product,
out their pleasing turn.
“Take Me Out to the Ball Game” J°b* He gives the acts a graceful
but on the contrary, that negotiaRockettes are on “for the Windup, in okay style and. the team, winds entrance and on his own does a
Truly
‘Indie’
Earl Warren
tions are now in progress to’ make
and in a socko ,parade number that up with
.9^ C ari 9 e
comedy duet on “It’s
u
^yV’’
Another fac
does the showbacking.
Continued from page 5
sees them moving through dozens Delovely ”
MPTV “bigger than eyer.” Madtor contributing to the generally
,
.
of intricate formations without a
r ....
act. Little Jack
better quality of the Apollo layout Hecht-Lancaster Productions, for den would not elaborate except to
hitch. Their marching would put t i+fiif
e
n
the tpp names in j
fresher looking sets. Othella one, doesn’t have it.
say that the deal should be cons
any crack army unit to shame.
S
>
d
W ’v°
t e h yd y ° f ra "
Indie producers for years have
Dallas and the Nicoli Knights Pup
They’re joined by the ballet girls dio about
summated this week. It’s undera h nVif 20
9 n years
ar
J turns
+,
ago,,
on npts
of their “freedom of moveflre
un(
jer iN.ew
New
Acts
Jose
boasted
jvsv
acis.
are
unaer
ei
for the closing moments to make the
P
p
thp nostalgia
nnctni0ia effectively.
offoptiiroiir
t
Little's
ment” advantages over salaried stood, however, that the deal,
an impressive stageful of marching, pipes aren’t what they used to
be,
staff filmmakers. With rnany stu- should it go through, involves a
counter marching and wheeling but he projects
9
with, savvy and
dios now operating in partnership fnerger between MPTV arid anfemmes.
Glasgow, Sept. 14.
makes gooff use of his schmaltzy
other cbiripariy or the absorption
Everything about the production keyboard style. His is ari historical ... Teddy Johnson, Peter Cava with the indies, operations of the
of the latter, by MPTV. It would
is topnotch, without a hitch seen songalog
including
Mary Lou,” uagh, Pearl Carr, Canfield Smith, latter are subject to the approval iuvo.lve^ eXpirisibu both iri the proanywhere,
Chan.
“Give Me a Litfle Kiss/’ “The Pun Yue Jen Troupe (4), Downey of the studios. The shackles are
diictipn and/dtstributioh fields:
*
under
binding
than
Lorraine,
Day,
less
a
straight
Day
&
Conway,
&
Glory of Love” and a iriedley of
e,
Rreserice rif |be^e two contradic-.
Bobby Dowds Orch.
employment contract, but still the
his owri tunes.
tclry YeporiR'itn^eatri that Fox is
Casino,.
Two other fine turns are George
free-rein status has ceased to be
firing
away at both sides of the
This is one of the soundest vaude
Kirby and Helene
Participation and partnership arToronto, Sept, 17.
Howard.
Kirby again scores with his gallery bills to play this Glasgow house rangements has been a tremen- fence, girding for either a strong
, Diosa Costello, Roberto, & Alicia ,
indiare
for
some
months.
Acts
Caballeros (2); Don Ray Holds, Of faithful impressions, carbdriing
dous boon to independent produc buildup of the operation or as an.
Dani Crystal, Archie Stone House everyone from Jimmy Cagney to vidually strong and varied, and the tiori, of course, even though the alternative a dissolution of the disteam
of
Teddy
upcoming
vocal
”
Nat
(King)
Cole
perfection
in
with
Orch “Impact (UA).
“independent” identity could now tribution end of the business.
every detail. Helene & Howard Johnson and Pearl Carr promises tend to be misleading, except to Buildup was indicated some months
also click with their comedy adagio well for. the future,.
ago, when Dave Lansing; one of
Billed as “The* Brazilian Brevi- routine, which has been expanded
Conway & Day, dancing two- distinguish from the (contract pro- Fox’s associates, unsuccessfully
ducers on the major lots. Sol S.
ties,” but also announced by the With several
attrac
some, tee off the layout
impressionistic bits,
Siegel is the riRwest of a number sought to buy out United Televiemcee as a “Caribbean” revue, this
Oldfield & Hare are another vet tive style, and are followed by
is a brisk 55 minutes of. rhythm, vaude duo coming through for a Lorraine,
who bills .himself as of prominent producers, who have sion Programs, On the other hand,
dance arid song, all very high class big hand. Team specializes in zany, “novelty cartoonist.” Wearing
switched from a studio to form a cutback in the firm’s distribusetup occurred recently
in the Latin tradition and leavened acrobatics and has a funny twist beret in French artistic style, he their own companies. He recently tion
by the coriiedy patter of Dani to virtually everything it does, does
cartoons.
bowed out of 20th-Fox to form Sol also, when it consolidated its fealightning
Crystal. In a stage style new to Opening spot is held down by the sketches.
C. Siegel Productions in a part- ture film syndication departments,
iriost Casino customers, this stint Two Kanazawas, a Japanese risley
which up to then had been operatPan Yue Jen Troupe, three nership deal with Paramount.
is hefty, on lots of dance gyrations, turn With a neat variety of stunts, femmes and a male, offer .a rapid
UA’s role in indie production, ing independently of each other. In
with plenty of helLstampings and while the LaFlotte Duo, a cyclist acro-balaiieing routine, and exit to that of participant in negative terms of MPTV’s heavy investment
pivots
to
accompani- act which appeared at the Palace solid mitting. Peter Cavanagh, ownership as well as distributor, in such properties as “Duffy’s
Castanets
ments and plenty of percussion earlier this year, closes the layout wearing a Scot kilt, comes up with has greatly stimulated lensing ac Tavern/’ “Janet Dean” and “Flash
effects from the pit, and the ejacu- with a flashy exhibition of harid- a quickfi're series of impcrsqnafivity. For While the indies may Gordon” (either by direct financing
lated “oles’V from the dancers who starids on wheels. Laurie Sisters, tions of W.k. radio voices, mainly
not have full independence, the or heavy guarantees to producers),
take an evident delight in their in the deuce, are reviewed under with a British slant. There are
fact is that many of them might a drastic upheaval is in order to
signs that his act is wearing thin
work.
New Acts.
business if it weren’t for get the firm back on a profitable
not be
^ •
Jo Lombardi, as usual, cuts the. through too much repetition.
Opens in full stage, with The
fuiwiedg^r bacKing, •bribf Jtwg
Herm.
‘At* show caught, a near-capacity ruA’s'tfssfct^
Caballeros,* twa lithe* ladsf foi^some show briskly.
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Coeosnut Grave,

L. A.
yockfull. Sue Evans, a gal with
Plaza,
personality, sings flirtatious duets
Los Angeles, Sept. 15.
Julie Wilson; Ted Straeter and with Lewis and is a capricious aswith
George
Bros.,
Bernard
Mark Monte ovchs $2 and $2.50 set to the show. The Dewey SisPierce; Danny Hoctor «fe Betty
couvert.
ters are pleasing acrobatic dancers, Byrd; Joanne Wheatley, with Hal
doing cartwheels, somersaults and
Something ’ll?? happened to splits with ease and dispatch. Kanner; Rex Koury Orch ( 14) $2
cover.
Julie Wilson in between her last Midge
Bill Haggett are a ronitery stirit, two years ago, in New mantic young dance due who shine,
York several seasons running at in a guijded terp tour of New. York.
A show without a headliner isn't
the competitive ’ Hotel St. Regis!
Elroy Peace exhibits t*P dancing very conducive, to good grosses,
Maisonette, and the time she has talents and a Wide smile to win tlie and that’? what this better L. A,
been' in' Londbh in cafes andf with customers. For extra .added' filip v night retreat is up against for the
Current flmg
the vWest* End companies of Kiss Iff Miss Universe beauties parade ngx|t three weeks.
Me, Rate" and "South Pacific.'" It on Stage to "a niCe Hand, •Winners doesn't? even have any highlights
may be a -too rigid, regard for. from Canada to Israel arid Singa- to recommend it, which means biz
voiced-training, because that ywas pore, from Texas to California all will be below-average.
one of the reasons for her .pro- rate bows for beauty and- poise;
Bernard Bros:, George arid Bert,
longation abroad, (blit the end-reThe Ted Lewis orch backing is home from seven years abroad,
sult is a bit of a letdown.
solid support. Heldover by Arden, topline but their routines, some of
There is also an indefinable artd Worthy of special note, is the wnicli are funny, don’t rate in
Record; pantomimes
change in her personality which “After Five” choreo, in Which Art Stellar slot.
doesn’t register with the same Johnson ably handles the lyrics as use diskS: by the Andrews Sisters,
sodko impact although the brunet the line moves in fast-changing Mel Blanc, Ethel Merman, Bing
looker is still a striking beaut on moods that’s climaxed by a color Crosby and Mary Martin. Best rethe cai'e floor. But somehow the phantasy, the light booth spots hit- ceived opening night was a wild
as ting the dancers iii kaleidescopic
coif is a shade too severe; and,
rendition by George of Kirsten
regards her repertoire, it’s spotty. fashion, reds, blues, pinks, etc.
Flagstad doing “Die Walkure ” and
also
stmt
The swiftly-paced show has all Bert as Lawrence Tibbett warbling
The lengthy 45 minute,
tends to accentuate the down-grade the ingredients to lure capacity biz. “Barber of Seville.”
Bob.
moments. On the plus side is her
Broadway dance team of Danny
chic Balmain wardrobe.
Hoctor and Betty Byrd, brought
liheex-Copa
Miss Wilson is an
out several months ago to appear
and
girl. who has come a long way,
on “Saturday Night Revue,” and
Las Vegas, Sept. 15.
as such .commanded marked attenKyle MacD.onnell, Henny Young- Joanne Wheatley, formerly with
Perhaps the naturalness of man, John .& Rene Arndut, Thun- the Fred Waring show and a N. Y.
tion.
her segue from the al fresco nitery der bird
( 10 ).,
Barney Copa chirp, fill out the much overDancers
into the posh rooms, as a s.a. Rawlings, Al Jahns Orch (11).; no long 80-mirtute bill. Hoofers open
thrush, was part of the aura of ap^ cover of minim
with four good numbers, none
peal; but somehow the naturalness
spectacular but showing excellent
her voice' has been diluted,'
in.
technique and the type of act
beauteous
a
is
Kyle MacDohneir
When she essays that trademarked topliner,
appreciation from the
but it takes the redoubt- which draws
break in her voice, as. in the finale
crowd.
.tlie
pull
to
Youngman
Henny
able
Wonderful Thing,
“Wonderful
chanting, supWheatley's
Miss
layout out of mediocrity
she’s the Julie Wilson of bid,
ported by Hal Kanner both via
The blond .Miss MacDonnell ex- voice and at the keys,; is full“Don’t Let Julia Fool Ya,” “It
hibits nice poise and charm and
throated and sometimes effective,
Was Wonderful," “Doing The is
of course, to Watch.
particularly with such numbers as
Mambo,” “Pagliacci Had Nothing Herpleasant,
ice has volume and -shows
Rouge,” her best; “If You
“Moulin
On Me,” “Money,. Honey,” “Where training
and experience, but leans Love Me (Really Love Me),” and
Can I Go Without You," “Bad Bad
somewhat to the falsetto. She her own arrangement of “Lover
Bad’ (audience number) and a couessays “Hey There” and “I’m Not
ple of others add up a little too
Come Back to Me.” Her “Misirlou”
Love,” from “Pajama
much. Editing should improve the At All In
is
a suitable closer. Rex Koury
Game,” With “Got the World On and
sum total.
his orch give show expert
for a bouncy contrast.
Whit.'
Miss -Wilson had an unusually A String”
backing.
“You
with.
charmer
pleases
The
ibullish. premiere, a tribute; to her
Made Me Love You” and “I Have
personal draw with the interna-
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Conrad N. Hilton and Dreamed.”
Youngman,

tional- set.

Sands, Las Vegas

x

others of his echelon from the
hotel chain headed big parties;
maitre d’Fred Was treading a tight
rope in light of the demand* The

his violin and his
Las Vegas, Sept; 15.
jokes get a royal reception and he
Robert Merrill, Louis Armstrong
recounts his London experiences
Middleton anti jazz
His rapid-fire .(with Velma
for solid yocks.
Genii Prior,
group) (6 ) Darin
Marciano-Charles fight influx, of jokes anent Vegas are always big
Copa Girls ( 12 ) Antonio Morelli
course, further added to Gothams laugh-getters and his gags while
minimum.
or
cover
no
Orch
(14);
Your
In
“Smoke
Gets
fiddling
general nite life bullishness.
Ted Straeter is back helming the Eyes,” are socko. As usual, Young'literally
has
Room
Copa
assist
The
his
life
saga,
for
fine
top
man
also
does
with
dansapation,
crack
come of age with the current Jack
by Mark Monte’s Continentals who, results.
per usual, produce plenty of terp
John & Rene Arnaut return Entratter offering, a sparkling,
in its
tempos for a four-man combo.
with their comedy violin duets and colorful revue that features
an original and cerAbel.
to whistle their skit, “Two Birds closing skit
adeptly-exmost
of
tainly
one
the
In Love.” The brothers play here
involving
often arid they’re a dependable ecuted ideas in a nitery.
pesert Inn, lias
the. two stars, the Met Opera’s Roblaugh team.
Las Vegas, Sept. 14.
ert Merrill and Louis Armstrong
The Thunderbird Dancers are of Basin. Street in a highhat vs.
Ted Lewis & Orch (14) & Revue
okay in a pair of production num- lowdown theme with a reverse
featuring Miss Universe Beauties
bers
sung by Barney Rawlings with twist, this finale will long be the
GorBert
Mignon,
(IQ), JJanor
the Al Jahns crew capably disdon, Sue Evans, Dewey Sisters charging the show’s musical chores. topic of conversation among boite
Elroy
devotees.
(2), Midge & Bill Haggett
Bob.
Seventy-five minute layout is
Art
Peace; Donn Arden Dancers
loaded with talent arid is astutely
mini
or
Johnson (16); no cover
staged and written by Sid Kuiler,
Sa
Hotel.
muni.
with the lyrics- and music by KuiLondon, Sept. .7.
Dave King; And Nevada, Do.r- ler and Lynn Murray,’ and orcheshis revue arid
Tori
t
brines
b
L
T
trations in the deft hands of Al
monde
Bros..
The
Girls
Jimmy
8).
. ?l
o sprightly
Inri 0h?i V ;pccinn
oI
session, ot
for a
orch in
pi,,,,,
. „
Sendery. Bob Gilbert and Renee
His RhumMiller’s Orch , Ricardo St
music and frolic, spiced With a ba Rhythm; minim
Stuart are responsible for the best
in $5..
generous application of ^nostalgia
pair of production numbers deas purveyed, by the highhatted
With the engagement of Dave livered by the line of Copa Girls.
tragedian of song. The 85-minute King
Merrill
opens with
Baritone
their
current
headliner
of
as
opus finds Lewis, emceeing the acts made a major break with tradition. “Matinata," and adds “I Got Plenand wandering in and out of them For many year's past they’ve exclu- ty of Nothin’,’! “You’ll Never Walk
as smoothly aS if they’d been re- sively booked cabaret acts whose Alone,” a “Pagliacci” aria, and
hearsed that way. It’s a. good show, talent lineup, the Savoy Hotel has Figaro’s song from “Barber of Sefollowing as it does the familiar appeal could only be visual. Comics ville,” all. to sock effect. His takeLewis formula.
and vocalists have been eliminated off on Ezio Pinza in ‘‘Some EnWith his props the highhat, clar- for some considerable time.
chanted Evening” is just as amusinet and cane, Lewis delivers draing arid entertaining as it was the
While a variation from a rigidly last two times he’s given it here,
matic song dissertations, familiar to
adhered
policy
commust
be
devotees.
two generations of cafe
and it rocks the house with laugh
And whether he leans unashamedly mended, the Savoy bookers rate ter,
little kudos for making this policy
to corn or resurrecto memories, the
Armstrong heads up his own
switch
with
comparatively
a
unheadliner is a master* craftsman,
sextet of versatile instrumentalists
“Though the Years Go Rolling By,” known artist who has not much to in a jazz session that prompts apin
a
smart
setting.
offer
West
End
for
leads to “Is. Everybody Happy,”
plause-, Gravel-throated, cherubic
If this were meant to be an experia smooth opener. In “You’ll Look
Armstrong tackles the nostalgic
Much Better When You Smile,” he ment to test customer reaction; it "Sleepy Time Down South.” “Back
should
have
done
<?n
the
been
lybieizes intros to acts that take a
Home in Indiana” gives the versastrongest possible level:
brief turn on the large stage.. “Old
tile sextet full play. The jazz comDave King is not the man to bo backs the handkerchief -wieldCop On the Beat” segues to “Me
My Shadow”^—signal for pioneer a new policy and it is an ing leader in a rhythmic “Believe
Arid
“shadow” No! 4, Elroy Peace, to uphill struggle for him to hold the Gypsy:” Trum my Y oung trommake his entrance and miinic the audiepce attention. His gab bears a bones and vobals “Margie,” and
always a striking Similarity .to the work of the most pleased listener at the
star in his motions,
some established performers and opener was Eddie Cantor. Barney
socko piece of biz.
Lewis clarinets “St. L o u i s his vocalizing impressions were Bigard on clarinet, Arvell Shaw on
Blues.” with blatant start as he i‘Ct only in the so-so class. The comic, the base, Biily Kyle at the piano
C orded it in 1917, to change the who only turned solo recently, has and Barrett Deems on the skins
pace to rhythm,, then to clowning a plus personality, but lacks mate- are the other component parts, tobits with the audience. Other Lewis rial of comparable quality.
gether with the Armstrong trum
faves are “Sunny Side- Of the
Strongest individual performer pet, that riiake up the cozy, crazy
Street;” “Just Around the Corner,” in the layout is the Spanish dancer, sextet. Buxom vocalist Velma Mid“The Old High Hat," and the show Ana Nevada, who opens with an dleton comes on to bleat “Big
biz saga— “Only A Few Of Us exotic native routine to the tune Mama’s Back in Town,” a plenty
Left.” The star evokes heavy mitt- of “Jezebel forcefully aided by the apropos intro for. the hefty gal
stinging with every offering, and in use of castanets”; and. then moves She duets “That’s My Desire” with
gambling in to a more conventional, but Armstrong in a flirtatiously bebop
the story of his life, a
saga the headliner cops, laugh hop-, wholly satisfying, ballet. The Dor- manner. Miss Middleton is a big
monde Bros., a duo of comedy uni- hit in her chore, after which Armors for the night.
Marior & Mignon execute deft cyclists who ride around the floor strong does a begoff with “Shad
adagios, with the violins in the just missing strategically placed racli” arid a pulse-beating “When
Lewis orch rendering a nice assist. obstacles; also fall short of the the Saints Go Marching In.”
The graceful duo finish in a series customary Savoy standard.
The piece de resistance is the
The dancing line has a pair of skit that unites the two stars with
of whirlwind spins, going off to a
big hand.
Bert Gordon, the. Mad pleasing routines to open and Close a - setting that includes a New
Russian, exchanges banter with the program* Entire presentation York street scene expertly depictLewis in his raspy voice and the is adequately backed by Jimmy ed in the backdrop of Gotham
dialog is a ribtickler. Their delve Miller’s Savoy Orchestra with ..Ri- buildings
with
Metropolitan
a
ifriovnne'ra as Gordon describes how cardo’s rhythm unit alternating for Opei'a stagedoor entrance to one
he- 'fought a real bvfli iri “Ofitfnt»rt,'-” the; terp sessions.
Myr
4 Hide arid' 'Baein* Slpeefc (stagedoor at

New

the other. The production number Hotel
Yorker* X. y,
by the line girl* opens the skit, in
Ralph Flanagan Orch vnth Kee
which half are seen a$ ballerinas Largo, Rhythmettes (3);
Henri
and half as chorines, and the con- Noletta Quartet;
$1 cover weektesting choreo by the line evokes
Saturdays.
applause. The two factions highhat days ; $2
each other and the idea registers.
After junketeering for more than
Merrill enters attired in an opera two years on the one-niter
circuit,
cape and highhat and Armstrong the Ralph Flanagan organization
ts
in a loud-colored knitted cap, each settling down to a
five-iveek, and
from his own stage door, Arm- possibly longer, stay in the
Hotel
strong’s groovy dialog and MerNew Yorker’s Terrace Room. Thi s
rill’s square ditto are a credit to
room used; to feature ice shows
the imagination of writer Kuiler;.
but Flanagan’s stand tees
Armstrong tries to “apply a crewcut new policy of dance bands off
with
to the longhair stuff of Merrill arid
a big pitch for the dancing set,
a switch takes place with Satchmo
both old and young.
singing “Pagliacci," with clever
Flanagan’s crew hits the target
lyrics, to bring down the house.
Undaunted, Merrill tackles jazz in for this hotel and, being well-pro.
“Honeysuckle
Rose"
and
the moted via its RCA Victor disks,
Cheers are loud, with Armstrong’s the barid should draw well. This
trumpet giving a good assist. Rea- unit is tailored ..fot; the customer
son for the switch—Merrill claims hoofers with its sweet arrangehis recording of “Pagliacci” sold ments that could be roughly brack2,300,000; while his co-rstar modest- eted in the Glenn Miller school.
ly admits his “Honeysuckle Rose”, It’s av clean-sounding aggregation
waxing hit 2,300,000. So each: de- made up of seven brass, five reeds
cides to invadte the others realrii: and three on rhythm, including
The routine is tailored for laughs, Flanagan’s occasional fingering of
and that it’s a snug fit for the au- the piano.
During the dance Sets,. Flanagan
dience is evidenced by the sponkeeps a firm mute on the band,
taneous hilarity it evokes.
The Copa Girls in the produc- getting enough sound over to identify the tune and the beat without
tion, “Mambo. Fire," in front of
the backdrop depicting a fiery red blasting down the walls of this
jungle, move swiftly in a scintillat- newly-decorated room. Band is also
presenting two shows nightly and
ing, dance to the lyrics of singer
Bill Roberts. Fronting the line is in these 30-miriute segments, crew
an exciting young dance team. opens up the throttle for as-loudconcert
arrangeDanii & Genii Prior, who score in as-you-can-get
ments.
the pulsating Afro routine.
The show format is good, but
Antonio Morelli ably guides his
orch, augmented by three violins', the decibels should definitely be
in a show that’s exceedingly diffi- cut, and probably will, once the
accustomed to this
gets
cult to play. But play it the crew band
does and it rates the accolades room's acoustics. It’s a straight mugiven by the gourmets. The show sical layout, but Flanagan gives
a dramatic flair to the batoning.
is on view three weeks.
Bob.
The band’s precision work also
gives authority to its productions.
Beverly Hills,
Typical show opens with, fancy:
Newport, Ky., Sept. 16.
workover of “Jericho,” sequeing inL os Chavales de Espana, Albins to a cute version of “Rag Mop”
(2), Earl Lindsay Dancers (12), with the choral ensemble. FlanaVince Massey, Gardner Benedict gan also does a medley of his disk
Orch (121; $3 minimum,. $4 Satur- numbers and then goes into high
with such numbers as “Hernanflo’s
days.
.
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Hideaway,” “Casey Jones” and
Los Chavales de Espana add to “Stars arid Stripes Forever,” latter
the long parade of class acts at being an ear-splitter.
Band gets an okay assist in the voGreater Cincy’s ace nitery. Headliners on most any floor show, cal department from the Rhythmthe Chavales troupe, of 11 men and ettes, a femme trio featuring Kee
a sizzling curvacous seriorita, Trini Largo. Combo is goodlooking and
Reyes, fills 45 minutes solidly. project their numbers with zip.
Polished .performers, the inen do Trio is enlarged by Flanagan, and
justice to about every instrument one of the sidemen for a vocal
to be found in a music store and quintet on some of the numbers.
inject Solo and group singing in Band features the Flatbush Five,
several languages and dancing;
an instrumental combo, for some
Miss Reyes fills the feature spot knockdown dixieland numbers.
Flanagan is telecasting his ABCwith two dance routines of heel
clicking and twirls, keeping rhythm TV show from this room on Satwith big, dark eyes. : Male .singers, urdays and is also coming up with
Pepe Lara and Luis Tariiayo, and audience participdtioh' gimmicks,
violinist Angel
Riera, score in such as dance contests, to stimuspecialties. Racking up stopper, ap- late the b.o. On Saturday afterplause on each item, the. male con- noons, the band: is running kiddie
tingent leaves ’em begging with a shows, which should help in denovelty, “Dance of the Ducks," in veloping a new audience for dance
Which they waddle in duck fashion. bands out of the next generation..
Alternating ’with Flanagan on the
The Albins, “Nuimost in Dancthe
Henri
Nolette
ing” register with their standard bandstand,
Quartet
is a highly competent coma
farce team terpe, encoring with
comedy ventriloqual takeoff, the ho which dishes up music in ail
big member using his tiny blond tempos, from waltz to mambo, and
with good vocals by all of the
partner as the dummy.
Earl Lindsay Dancers, estab- sidemen, individually and together.
Hcrin.
lished faves, Contribute well ex'

Vegas

;

.

.

,

ecuted and dressed gay ’90s and
jungle dance routines.
Koll,

E4dy$VK.

City, Sept. 17.
(4), Tony DiPardo

Crew Cuts
Orch

(8)

;

Hotel Radisson v Mpls.
Teddy

Minneapolis, Sept. llrT
P hy lis Rodriguez,

Sc

l

Charles Carts, .Don
(8); $2.50

McGrane Orch
minimum.

$1 cover.

It’s paying off again for this
budget policy put smart room to bring back performone act for this ers who have established themselves as capable of delivering the
stanza, and one of the season’s
brand of entertainment which its
big breaks found it oh the recordcafe society clientele approves. A
ing grew with a current top repair of such acts comprise the curlease. Result is hangup biz with
rent appetizing floor show dish.
extra matinees
Saturdays and
Teddy & Phyllis Rodriguez, dance
holdouts at evening shows. This
for a 2l-minute show helps to exponents, make; their third approve that the value of a hit record pearance and Charles Carts, card
or two is not entirely in royalties. trickster; his second. Both turns
The joint is fairly jumping with have the class attribiites and the.
the young trade, not the most immaculate type of diversion that
well-heeled spenders, but it’s full set well with the tonier supper club
house for the stand and that is a; trade. The Rodriguez terpsichordan
very pleasant situation for the diversity as well as skkill once
more excite admiration. The couthree Eddys.
ple perform a. wide variety of.
Four young singers were sighed dances and do all of them exceedfor the date some time ago, in ingly well and with
zest that comthe meantime climbing the record municates itself to the spectators.
lists with their dud of current hits.' The very range
of their stepping
Crowd is on edge for them and repertory makes for greater allin their pockets from the first note around entertainment than many
“Wrap Your Troubles in acts of this sort provide. When
of
Dreams" opener. Intermix several they’ve finished, too, the table sitof their Mercury platter sides with ters have had a gamut of dancing
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including “I Spoke that’s instructive as well as enjoy.on a String," able. Their mambo and Latin numbers stack up as especially outand Whisle,*' “Sh-Boom,* “Pre- standing.
tend" arid “Ain’t She Pretty," all
Repetition doesn’t dull the my.
to hearty response.
tification provoked by slick Charles
Foursome of Pat Barrett, Johnny Carts as he demonstrates wizardry
PerMns, Rudy Maugeri and Ray with his papk of cards. Iljs uncaftn.v
Perkins .have youthful verve as manipulations Arid trlclcs’ are well
special
benefit to their
lively off the beaten' path and new twists
choreography a n d“ ya-ta-tabing. give them freshness/ His clever
Work is precise and well-paced, patter and ability to get on familiar
with their distinctive vdcal tenure terms with the payees lend polish
tt
i u.Rccs.
Quin*
coming through readily.
ioi hi* turn.*-! i

standards,

list

Tod Soon,” “World

“Crazy 'Bout You Baby,". “Stomp
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XIG1IT CLUB

Wednesday, September 22, 1954

Cnpneabana, X. V.
Lewis

»lii) ith
Austin
Barton, Four Joes,
Peter Conlow, Jean Stevens, Bobij
Sweeney, Co pa Girls (8); Michael
burso and.. Frank, Marti bands;q

E.

Joe

EUem.

n jack),

*

stayed

by Douglas Coudy; songs,

pjorniait

Girnbel;

number by Rizo

(

m

Brooks )

&

Eliot G.
Billy

chestrations,
e s
t u

cos

"Chc-Ch.tt-_Ch.fl”
Morgan; or-

Eberhard;
Livingston

$5 .minimum.

Jpe E. Lewis is as standard aS
Comes the
at the Copa.
Fort Knoxville at Jules
fall, it's
Powell's joy cave on East 60th*
So that’s almost a stet in the professional nitery rounder's roundup
of the quips that pass in the night.
.,

Tiffany

of

Joe

Everglades

by the sports, devotees in
Amid these surroundings, the
heavyweight championship not-so-^melancholy Pane is at his
fight— and an automatic segment best. Looking younger and. more
which, follows the seasons wherever debonair than ever, arid working
with his own pianist as well as the
Lewis cuts up.
He didn’t disappoint. As saiicy full orchestra, he whips over in
ever, he remains the lone pixie rapid succession a. 60-minute seswho can get away With some indigo sion comprised of the cream of his
Old repertoire interspersed with
stuff which would offend if done
by another. True, he doesn’t need many new offerings. Followirig his
now trademarked “Hello There”,
it, and this may be as good, a time
for Joe E- to- take stock— with his he offered a new medley of numfavorite author, Eli Basse—oh edit- bers frbiri "Hans Christian Andering down and may haps even re- sen’’ to fine effect, but his potent
versing the field,. Fact remains, now projection of “With These Hands”
as always, that Lewis doesn’t>need brings him really into his ‘'own.
to get as broad with his gags about Highspot is audience participation
iri; "Let Me Call You Sweetheart,”
broads, and guys.
In between are topical gags and with the ringsiders clamoring for
flip
not-tpo-inside
asides.
Ava more. Encoring of "When I Was
"White Gardenia"
Gardiner’s presence at the opening Young”' and
inspired Lewis to observe "he, too; makes for. a nostalgic, showmanly
went but with Gardner until he bowoff.
discovered it was Hy Gardner”
In a first perforinance in a brand
(N.Y. columnist). Topical stuff ran new room, the lyrical. Norseman
the gamut from ZaZa and Marilyn warms up the crowd almost instantMonroe to Ed Sullivan’s tv per- ly and holds 'them in his hands
sonality, Christian Dior’s old look, throughout
by the artistry and
a naughty
parody on “I Loved knowhow of his delivery. On his
Morris Iri the Springtime” and an initial, showing, he appears inore
ode to Rodgers
Hammerstein: than capable of retaining and add"I Wouldn’t Take Your Four Shows ing to his professional laurels for
on Broadway For My. One BFoad another one of his phenomenal
On 7th Avenue.”
wideranging seasons, which will
Lewis admits he has a soft spot see him flying from here to Enin his heart for the Copa; that this
gland for a stint there as well as a
.marks his ,15th anniversary, along series of appearances on the conwith the joint’s celebration— and tinent. following which he will re“I also got a soft spot in my heart sume his American appearances.
for the money that goes Svith the
Burton.
plicated
for the

,

:

.

4

&

:

He quipped about having
here with Monte Proser
"who has gone on to bigger and
better bankruptcies.” Iri a refer-

job.”
started

ence to Eileen Barton’s excellent
New. Act,
'ith
her cavalcaded
tribute to songsmith Harold Arlen,
Lewis cracked, "Arleri had a bad
dream, one night; he woke up to
see Tschaikowsky standing there
with his lawyer.”
'

'

'

'

The new Douglas Coudy revue
in toto is up to standard, give or
fake certain captious observations.
One mujst. be ungallant in reference

the justly famed Copabeauts
who. in this; instance, look like
a
bunch of old bags averaging
maybe 24 or 25 years, Which is
an oblique way of spotlighting that
the
usually,
Unusual galaxy of
young chicks must be in Las Vegas,
in legit musicals, or just on the
lam. In short, what’s par for most
lines isn’t expected of the. superstructured Copa’s array of teen
to

>

,

lookers..

Eileen Barton (New Acts), With
a
new repertoire^ has attained
stature of new proportions as to
warrant; special spotlighting anew.
The Four Joes, last-minute added
starter
for the Billy Williams
Quartet, also under New Acts.
Peter Conlow. of the Coiidy5taged supporting cast, is a standout stepper who’ll be heard from,
and Jean Stevens and Bob. Sweeney
are the juve couple heading up
the

sundry numbers,
songsmith

Newcomer

Norman

'

Gmibel

Boston, Sept. J6.
Mae, West with Louise Beavers,
Anthony Dexter, Don Kent, Dick
Dubois,: Sarti.Mineo 19; Ray & Yo,
Don Adams, Guy Guarinp, Harry.
DeAngelis Orch (9), Jose Curbelo
Orch, (5); $6 min.
•

(

Rallying to the clarion ball of
see me sometime,”
delivered in Mae. West's sexiest
tones, the Latin Quarter figures
on the basis of the sellout opener
arid the hefty reservation book,
look to rack up its healthiest 10day stint since bdniface Rocky
Pallidino took over, a couple of
seasons back. Miss West’s troupe,
all 19 of ’em, offers plenty of adult
entertainment and is wisely geared
to appeal to both the male and
femme nitery contingent, excluding of course the prudes and sense
of humor lacking individuals. The
overall results are solid.
Surrounded at various times by
her eight tall, tail-coated and
tophatted vocalists and her nine

“Come up and

.

.

muscle-bulging
slinks through

.
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Shawn’s cafe debut iri Chicago,
this room’s
Patricia Bright, is a smash. He lassoed a carload of
here 10 years ago, fans on opening night and virtuheadlines with a bagfull of ribtick- ally assured himself a. permanent
Dave Haiper s
ling song parodies and impressions. niche here. Boniface
She destroys the French chantoo- pitch for boxoffice attractions next
year should be eased plenty with
sies with a takeoff Gallic emotionthe eligibility of this young laughalism arid she does niore damage maker.
to the South than. Gen. Sherman,
approach
Shawn’s
personable
ever did in an acid-dipped tune,
and glibness parlays two or three
"The South Isn’t Southern Any- brilliant yards into a routine that
more.” The special material items, has the customers pound? g their
arp neatly conceived and expertly palms, by the end of 30 iriinutes.
Golden Anniversary in show busi- delivered.
An intelligent humorist,, his riiateness. Long Live The Queen;"
John Juliario’s assets are good rial is largely, satirical and full of
La Tucker enters, the elevated
stage to a rousing 'standing ovation looks and. a strong set of pipes. On sly sidepunches, spoofing psychiatopening night that took minutes to the debit side* however, is his ric ciase studies, pop singers in the
She went right to sohgalog selection; He hugs ,tlve opera mode, arid college athletics.
settle down.
work and knocked the jampacked slow tempo as though there were But the bombshell is hi,s tale abotit
room for a loop,. She slams across nothing else around. Each tune the Civil War, which reeipitates
one song after another in her own stands up separately, but after 12 a terrific accolade and is. hound to
style. to sock returns, Crossfire be- minutes of the same rrioqd it begins become his trademark tidbit.
Betty Reilly, blonde purveyor of
tween Miss Tucker and pianist to get wearing. He’d do well by
Ted Shapiro also Wins plaudits. interlarding .With
couple
of south-of-the-border ditties; charms
the house in the featured spot with
For. 40 solid minutes Miss Tucker sprightly rhythm numbers.
a robust Voice* engaging presence,
belts' ’em, and begs off to plenty
Gros.
Accomarid a zestful delivery.
of paimwacking.
pariying herself on guitar, she
Two young lads also stop the
Basiii .Slrcol. X. Y.
yield? a brace of lively Latin tunes
show cold with their musical act.
Lionel Hampton Orch (17), with with, a proper cliirrup and balances
Tommy & Benny have just entered
show biz arid should go far with Stella Gil,, Sonny Barker, Curly with pop ballads like "Hey There"
their youth, showmanship and tal- Harnner, Bertiee Reading; Jack and such, novelties as "BCyat" and
ent. Tiyo lads knock out some top-; Teagarden Sextet; $3 minimum, "Molasses.” Latter gives leave to
ludicrous impressions of Sarah
drawer accordion stuff. Tommy $1.50 admission.
scores with his impressions of
Vaughn, Bette Davis* and Margaret
Louis Armstrong and Liberace.
Lionel Hampton is one of the Tiurrian, arid her brogue essaying
Duo has to beg off. Florence Picket few bandleaders Wlio over the of a Yiddish: "MacNamara’s Band"
line (51. -is on. for two fine produc- years has been able .to adapt him- is also good for laughs. But Spantion numbers. Longstem beauties, self to the changing moods of ish numbers are her' forte, on
fill their outstanding Costumes Well
these her concentration belongs,
American 'musical tastes.
I-Ie
and do some neat precision cleat- started Off in the swing era, of and on these she’s a surefire
irig. Wynn Walker and his orchesaourse, and while the basis of all housewarmer.
tra play a sock show and also for his music remains
Dorothy Kramer Dancers, a
the cleancut,
the dancing. Petite, well-endowed driving style .that characterized
the quartet of eyecatchers arid a male
Rene Weiss chirps some pop tunes early '40s; he’s taken on some of soloist, contribute four production
during the dancing seshes. Gal has •the "prpgressivism”
of the, ’50s and numbers during the course of the
terrific pipes arid gets plenty of
now even displays the mam bo in- show with lotsa flash and polish.
favorable comment from the cUs-. fluence
Jimmy Kirby mashes Out a battery
in some .arrangements.
Feve.
fomers.
Brian Farnon
It’s this adaptability of his, along of^ nifty tap solos*
with his topflight showmanship, orch showbacks With customary
Les.
that can account for a packed house facility.

The anni show follows

the Golden Jubilee layout.
golden atmosphere has been
put oh throughout the nitery.
Waiters have donned gold-colored
jackets, lights on tables are ditto,
etc. On the opposite wall from the
entrance, a huge scroll covers the
black light.
wall and is lit with
Eye catcher reads: "To Sophie
Tucker-^—we at Ahnato’s are proud
that you have chosen our theatre
restaurant here in the great northwest in which to Celebrate your
fit

familiar pattern.
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who debuted
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men, Miss West
40-minute stint

a

Bright Guest

Show Helps

Street in.: midweek (a
(14).- and the probability
for the two- week stand.
while the Dixieland addicts
were in .evidence for the; excellent
jazz turned out by the Jack Teagarden Sextet, the pack was there
for Hampton, arid the vet gave
them all he had, which Is plenty.

:

1

.

But right now,, with
incurnbent Joe E. Lewis, head-

Waiter Ronnie is a cinch for battle
fatigue as he fights the Battle of
the

Bulge

at the Velvet

Rope.

juggling, and Don Adams, billed
as a comic. Bob Conrad’s dancers,
back for another season, tee off
with a flashy pirate routine aided
by the vocalizing of Guy Guarino
and a newcomer, the talented

.

There are 20 candles on N. Y.’s
1 Fifth Ave.’s anrii cake this
week* arid there are few clubs
around town that can hold a candle
to this Greenwich Village intimery
in dishing Out a steady stream of
bright young talent and an allaround pleasaiit evening-out. Spot,
like its uptown bookalikes, Le Ruban Bleu and the Blue Angel, has
long, been an incubator for young'
nitery talent and with its no cover,
and no minimum policy has drawn
No.

Hampton’s no

The

minimum

tabs*

of the room
now is in the hands of Bob DowHe’s been at th
keyboard
ney.
here for the past 14 years, and
for the past nine years has been
lining up bills and prowling the
new talent. The intimery setup was
kicked off in 1934 under the aegis
of Victor Gilbert, who subsequently dreamed up the dub-piano gim.talent

a

less

Reno, Sept.
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Somehow Horace Heid has suddenly converted an amateur show
into a nitery revue. The format
has hardly changed in the process
even to the constant accent oh

showman

"The American Way.” Essentially
the same unit, with probably more
acts, has successfully toured auditoriums and football Stadiums. As

outsized variety
families mostly.

ari

Hamp

there’s

show

it

drew

But a first class big; name nitery
is* no place to display amateurs
even when they are very good, at
least not in a .solid bunch without
the relief of brie sound professional, Of course, these successful
amateurs are now pros, but only
.

,

And

9.

Horace Heidt Revue with Johnny
Standley, Allen Bren email. Ralph
Sigwald, Doreen Ddlncy, Jimmy
Sheldon. Lee Carter, Phyllis Inez
(35
$2 ininimuiib

than he. is a musician, and he-s
surrriuhded himself with the type
Of group that’s of special appeal
to the Broadway, music set. He’s
got an outfit of 17 men (himself
.included) \yhich breaks down to
an instrumentation of fiye reeds,
seven brass and five rhythm— lending itself to lots of sound and
fury. He’s got three vocalists (plus
the Brazilian'. Stella' Gil for this
date—she didn’t play opening
night, however) in Curly Harnner,
Who does comedy singing;. Sonny
Parker, who belts over the blues
in solid, fashion, and Bertiee Reading, who’s One of those femme
powerhouses who. can belt a song
across arid make the rafters trem-

a constant young college-kid crowd
that usually stays away from the

steep uptown

Mapos Skyronm. Bono

'

SRO

of
Fori

for the reason that there
involved.

is

money

"The Most Beautiful Girls
World” open this package*

in the
self, who’s all Over the stage on
They
a variety of instruments.
are all cute girls, but they are not
There’s no denying the power the most beautiful in the world.
of the. Hampton outfit as displayed Their costuming is drab beside
in Such of his standards as "Fly- any other line in Nevada, except
ing Home,” "Standing Room. Only” possibly for the bright lettering,
and "Airmail Express’’ (latter with' “Horace. Heidt,” around the skirts.
Buddy Rich, pulled out. of opening
The acts, One by one, would wi
nighi audience, on drums). And any amateur show in their division.
that feathery touch of Hampton's Allen Breneman, 12 years old plays
on the yibes is still in evidence drums well. He concludes his hit
with his sweet renditions too. It’s by stating that he’s proud to be
quite a show the Hamp puts on, an American and this is the best
and its effect ori the Teagarderi' riati.ori: in the world. This ..sort ,of
aggregation is sort of ovei'po wer- commercialized patriotism, evident
ing.
,
throughout, is so contrived it lacks
That’s rather unfortunate too, be- taste
In ohe last speeeh for decause the Teagarden group; is iooe mocracy before the curtai
falls,
of the better; straight jazz combos "mother” is even worked into th
to hit the Main Stem, in some time; script.
They dispense cleancut jazz out
Tap dancer Lee Carter is okay
of the Dixieland book, and their as is Ralph Sigwald and so the rest
renditions of such faves as "Tin of the cast. Phyllis Inez fares best
Roof Blues."; “Muskrat Ramble”, with her. tune routine.
and "High Society" are solid items
Johnny Standley, the most w>k.
from the solo and ensemble viewname on the bill because of his
point. Teagarden’s got an accompthe Book” disclick, i?
"It’s
lished group in the veteran Ray
“The
puriveging a tired script,
Baduc (of the old Bob Crosby outBook” has just about had it—just
it.
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suggestive material which* if
dished out by almost anyone else,
would be the epitome of had taste.
However,- from her it’s exactly
\vhat everyone expects and instead
of being repulsive* it’s mostly very
funny. She does hits with filmstar
Patricia Bright, John Juliano,
Anthony Dexter, cast as the sleek
latin lover; 'makes with the sultry Bob Downey & Harold Fonvillje,
wisecracks while. ogling the scanti- Hazel Webster;
cover or mini r:
of

.

thereafter.

LHez Pgr^e, Clil

room brings

.the

.

Latin Quarter, Boston

did the tunes, air good,
although the standout is an added
starter, “Cha-Cha-Cha,” ari uniquely staged rhumba, credited to Rizo
ly-clad
musclemen,
and
winds
« Morgan. It’s in the tradition of purring
"Oh, What a Night.” In‘Coffee In. Brazil” .and other exterspersed are .bits with Lousie
cerpts from the Copa shows which
Beavers, who has much too little
have achieved general popularity.
to do, being a tbpnotcher in her
The Billy Livingston costumes own
right;
and the
clincher,'
are above par, and producer -Coudy
"Frankie, end Johnny.” Although
has paced his ideas to confonri
it might easily be classed as too
with the autumnal season, notably
torrid for the, staid, chaste Hub,
that fa 11 is If- brown decor to “As
Miss West’s tongue-in-cheek delivL'opg As I Have You." one of tuneery saves the day, with the entire,
smith Gimbel’s standouts... Conlow
stint One of the -liveliest and yockdocs
neat semi-eccentric terp provoking
to hit here in months*
so o here.
Balance of bill includes openers,
Jules Podell has lined up a good
backstop team to follow Joe E.’s Ray & Yo, a nifty mixed duo Who
closing Oct. 27. Nat' (King) Cole score nicely with aero and balancing tricks topped off with a bit of
* next, and Dennis Day
is slated

^

61

Chicago, Sept. 12.
in and nurtures.
Dick Shawn, Betty Reilly, Dor(In Koriiack’s closing payoff trib- othy Kramer Dancers (5),. Brian
ute, ho gives, credit to Harold Fon- Famon Orcli
$1.50 cover. $2.50
ville, who coaqhed him and devel- minim
oped material for the act.) Koinack is bright and fresh, with an
kingpin
midwestern
This
of
appeaj' that’s' hard' to beat;
Since nightclubs has -had a tradition qf
he prgemed his pew act here early booking troubles ever -since Las
this year, he’s moved on to a long Vogas and tv coiphined to 'distort
stint at the nearby Bon Soir and. price tags on topnanie talent and
then to the Blue Angel.,: He’s also left them free;tQ choose where they
set for a legif revue; a picture deal will work .and when. H.the present
booking is ari experiment to deteris in the offing; and he’s nabbed a
disking pact with Coral Records. mine the acceptability here of such
Siriiilar stories can be told of many a smart new nitery figure as Dick
Shaw it proves a worthy one.
other No* 1 first-timers.

Sophie Tucker with Ted Shapiro
room Tommy
& Benny, Spartletts (5),
the
brilliantly
backgrounding
showmanship Of this stellar per- Wynn Walker * Orch (7) with Rene
Weiss;
No*.
„ Cover $2.
former and Brissonin high fettle
responding to the challenge of the
George Amato has booked some
plushy new decor. It is the Viking’s
first public appearance since his. big name attractions into his plush
bout, with old man flu this spring nitery, but Sophie Tucker .'tops
and he proves to be in top form. them all. This is her first appearThe room was sold out two days be- ance in town since 1945. From the
fore opening and there wasn’t way reservations are pouring iri, it
enough space left in the auditor- looks as though the soldout. sigh
will be up for the entire 13 days
ium to cook a crepe suzette.
In addition to doing
The spot’s new look is. the work of her stay.promotion
job on the
hangup
of. the, Statler chain’s decorating
Tucker
playing
time, Amato has
team—Ernest Wottitz and Mildred gone
all out to make every detail
Masters. The decor, a combination

Lewis always time-marks the inception of another show biz season.

,

REVIEWS

youngest of No. 1 vets,” is a top
example of the type of talent that

Portland, Ore., Sept. 15*

kudo

Statler flagship here. It is a
which cuts both ways—the

of colonial and tropical style and
coloring calculated to invoice a
light and airy mood, should cataResult, last Thursday (16), was pult the spot high onto the roster
of the country’s topranking rooms.
an embarrassing turnaWay, com-:

advent

The;

Amato’s, Portland

assignment of christening the refurbished Terrace Room at the

;

;

.

mick which is one of the room’s
main attractions now, Julius Monk
now host at Le Ruban. Bleu) and
Joe Lillie handled the duo-piano
chores then, and Downey and Harold Fonville have been carrying
on the same assignment for the
past nine years.
Other yets still

;

(

with No. 1 are Hazel
Webster, who’s been playing the
iVories solo for the past 18 years
and Leo* inaitre d’ since the' start!
In the talent field, the roster of
the room’s "finds” is long and im-

,

’

.

.

Among some

of

its

.

j

associated

posing.

:

:

,

dis-

coveries; who are coming back for
guest stints during the two-week
20th anni celebration period, are
Russel Nype, Martha Wright, Bibi
Osterwald, Jack Cassidy and Jim-

‘

fit) on drums, Kas Malone on
bass.
any popular song which has
Bob McCracken on clarinet, Fred like
been played to death. In person,.
Green leaf on trumpet, sister Norma Standley has ari odd hat on, and
Teagarden
on piano and of course for visual effect, has a rostrum
For example, at show caught FriStAfler, Buffalo
with Sam Mineo, taking ever the
Teagarden himself on trombone from which to preach, and a comic
Buffalo! Sept. 17.
88 during la West’s stint, and the day (17)/ Jimmie Komack breezed
Combination of page to tear up during the revival.
his uptown Blue Angel and the vocals.
Carl Brisson,. Abbe Albert Orch Jose Curbelo group, with vocalist in fro?
Teagarden' and Hampton ought to v Heidt’s orchestria is -pro' and
Lolita, filling the lulls with authen- show to give the tablers a brisk
8); $1,50 cover.
make all the jazz sects happy.
keeps the dance floor covered
tic Latin-American rhythms.
quarter-hour of comedy and song*
,

Abel.

Judy LaBrack. Harry
DeAngelis’ band cuts a slipk show,

brunet, looker

my Komack.

;

I

Tq> Carl Brisson has fallen the,
i

i.i’j

j

i

j.

flit .<
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RENO

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

;M*pet Skyrogm
Will Osborne Ore
Dick Contino
Riverside
Donn Arden Dncrs Sunny Gale
E Fitzpatrick Ore
Frank. Fontaine
New Golden
Miss Malta Sc Co
Mel Torme
Riverside .Starlets
Jay Jason
Bill. Clifford Ore
Clark: Bros

ZZ

Ion With bills bolow Indlcato op*n1r>g d»y of ahow
whothor full or aplit wook
poronthoiii Indlcitos Circuit (l> Indopondont; (t> Lo*w; (M) Moss;
<P) Psramoilot; I > RKO; <•) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W> Warnpr

HAVANA

In

Caaino Playa Orq
Tropicana
Mlguelito Valdes
Rita .Montancr
Leopoldo Fernandez Olga Qulllot
Ray Tico
Mimi Cal
D'Ruff Quar
Erhilio Wdhg
Tropicana Ballet
Matambros Trio
|S do Espana Orq
Nancy Sc Rene
Fajardo Orq
A Romeau Orq
S Suarez Orq
Alonso Ballet•

NEW YORK VlTY

Music Hall <l>
Marlene Deli

.23

Don Farhwortb

•

Anthony Makas
Marilyn. Murphy
Eric Hutson
George Sawtelle

Chicago (P)
$ 'McGuire' 5*s
f Pryfte Jc pay*
Don Rice

.

NEW YORK

Jay Lawrence

Basin

Kovacs

.

Bon

MIAMI

'

St

Tony St Eddie
Olymple (P) 21
Peggy Ryan & Ray Ciel Cabot
Thelma Carpenter
Gee Nicolls Sc Rene
McDonald
Norene Tate
Ken Whitmer
Slate Bros
.

Daga & Bond
Lee Dayis
S Sons of Morocco
.

Jimmy

Phil Brito

AUSTRALIA
29

(t)

Tivoli

.

Dagenham

Bouria

Johnnie
face”

.

NAPIER

'.‘Rubber*

No,

Craig

Dawn

Gloria

Dancing Boys

20
iehha Boys Choir
(T).

ASTON.

6 Speedmacs

GLASGOW

(M)

Empire (M) 20
Jack Simpson
Albert Burdon

,

20

Deep. River Boys
Jackson BoW Sc D
Bruce Forsyth
Marguerite Sc

D

Sc

Les

:

Ted

Nat Hope
Rex Roper & Tat
Marlowe Manning Sc Lea
Raydini.
BLACKPOOL
Bunty St Clair
Opera House (I). 20
Leeds
Jimmy Edwards
E mpire (M) 20
Tony Hancock
Tommy Trinder
Joan Turner
Woods Sc Jarrett
Bassl 3
Salici Puppets
Lucienne
Flying De Pauls
Bob Sc. Astor
Anne Hart
Eljane Sc Rodolphe Harry Moreriy
Kathryn Moore
Jimmy Berry.'
Monte Norman
2 Arvings
Corps de Ballet
Freddie Dexter
20 Tiller Girls
George Mitchell 4
Palace (I) 20
Dorothy- Duval
Teddy Johnson
L Gordon Girls

Lenny -Herman Ore
Hotel St
Milt Shaw
Ray Bari

:

Moreton

Palace

Benny

Tux

August Natsch

3 Craddocks
Vivian Sc Tassl
Knies R Horses
2 Cherks
Harold Gautier Co
Fattini

Ramses

4

'Jessie

,

,

Rex Sc Bessie
Mongadors
Joe Church
Vic Lewis Ore
Saveen

Conrad Hilton.
‘Skating Stars'

Betty

Marshall

-

&

Farrell

Besides the -AWOL accusation,
Miss von Furstenberg is alleged to
have doctored a drink she served
Tony Randall during a scene in
the play at the Henry Miller Theatre, N. Y.
The actor became ill,
but was able to remain onstage and
to finish- the performance;
Actress is also claimed to have,
created repeated disturbances
backstage and carried on tantrums
against other members of the company. On several occasions She is
.

'

(5)

•Goofers;
Del. Ray

Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Ore

Margie Lee

.

.

who complained about

Randall has not filed charges
with Equity because of the loadeddrink incident, reportedly on the
chance that in doing so he might
become involved in a public controversy that could jeopardize his
television career. He’s currently a
member of the “Mr. Peepers” cast

.

.

.

;

Hippodrome

Guy

(Ml

Mayfairs

Baker

Grossetto
Sirdani
Vera. Cody
.

Beryl

20

(

SUNDERLAND

Ts-.y

G H

BRIXTON
(I).

Iris

.

Sandow Sis
Donovan Sc HaycS
Shell; Ben All
Lascelles

Nadi

St
,

Empire (S) 20
Johnson

Bill

Warcham

St.

Si

Tony Walsh
,

20.

.

YORK

Empire (I) 20
Hughes

Carozells

Len Marten
Bob Nblson

Empire (M) 20
Kaianag

Cycling Astons
J Jeff A June
Eno Sc Lane.
r i T l » )
f :

FINSBURY "ARK
{

:

i

'

& Dee

Nirva

Mandy Campo Ore
.

.

Johnny Silvers Ore
Roney Plaza
Johnny Pifieapple
Havvalan Rev
The Patio
Sammy Walsh
Harry Rogers

Theatre

New

Nelida

Continued from pace

was due

to

two factors:

theatre soon
Influence in

1

became the hub

of

.

all sorts of realty
values. These ran the gamut from
the corner icecream parlor res*
taurant, and soon to haberdashery,'
appliances, etc.
But theatre operation included
an awareness of rugs and carpet*
ing, furniture, interior! decoration
and the like. The late Edward F.
(Keith-) Albee was a pioneer even
in expensive objets d’art for de
luxe theatre operations, especially
when it involved flagship or monument theatres like the house bearing his. name in Brooklyn; the B. F.
Keith Memorial in Boston; and the
outpost showcases in cities like

Cleveland,

Chicago,

X*.A.

and

Frisco.

In the recent diversifications
there are such adjuncts as Walter
Reade Jr. following the pattern of
the founder of the Reade Inde*
pendent houses by expanding into
hotels, motels, drive-ins and tv,
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres is an obvious matingr of
the top theatre chain with radioSi Fabian’s Playtex; 20th Centv.

.,

instance, registered their greatest tury-Fox’s oilwells; Paramount Picscreen triumphs and made their tures’ stake; in DuMont television,
mark in the U. S; (2). The de- and from that chromatic tubes and
centralization of the German studio also in business machines; Radio
setup, with stages active in Munich, Corpv of America’s expansion of
Berlin, Hamburg, Wiesbaden, etc. its “white goods” (appliances) to
“It’s like a lot of arms without a
also include kitchen ranges, behead,” she said.
orthodox electronics
sides
the
Impression is growing in Amer- gadgets of horrie entertainment.
ican trade circles that the German
Diversification has now become
product Is improving. In fact, a show biz slang for riot putting
number of German films of recent; all-- eggs - Into - the - basket. Vogeldate, such as “The Last Bridge”, Friedman’s Loew’s chain of 109
and “Wherever You Are,’’ are of theatres, when officially severed
a. quality that is said to make them
from Loew’s Inc. and Metro-polddefinite possibilities for the U. S, wyn-Mayer Pictures, will see it ex;

arties, at least.

panding into even more mercantile

First move to reestablish the enterprises without, of course, in
German film in the U.; S. was made any wise minimizing the; new big
by. Munio Podhorzer, vet German operations.
film
importer,
who established
United German Film Enterprises.
As a rep for a number of German

production and distribution outfits,
Podhorzer aims to make deals for
German pix, and also proposes to

by the recent increase

Continued from page

1

“Toes” company for rehearsals and
the opening next Monday (27) at
the Shubert Theatre.
He expects to be tied up with
the Rodgers-Hart revival until its
Broadway opening Oct. 11 at the
46th Street Theatre.

Then

he'll be

in censoroff to the Coast "again to resume
Germany; Again, re- sitting in with Oscar Hammerstei
vival of the Ufa njay cue a more
2d on the filming of their “Okla*
aggressive German policy towards
homa,” but is due back in time for
the U. S. market.
rehearsals and to conduct an allUv S. Won’t Be Easy
Rodgers concert Nqv. 15 of the
American observers feel that, for N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony Or-

a number of reasons, the German chestra at Carnegie Hall, N. Y,
film will have a difficult time es-.
In his “spare time,” Rodgers
tablishirig itself in this country. available with suggestions for

One

is

TV

There were a few

York.
,

is

a

production being readied by Jul.e
Styne of “Tlie Rodgers & Hart
Song Book,” with libretto by
George Axelrod,, slated for Broadway opening next spring. Also, he’s
working With Hammerstein
their next musical, “Pipe Dream,”
based on a John Steinbeck story.
That’s due for Broadway production a year hence.

such,

films

made immediately after the war
standard when the Germans briefly, dis-

rights usually involves the
tv clause, producers and film execs
have not had occasion yet to iron
Dorothy Vincent
out: the question of theatre tv.
LAS VEGAS,
"Itch” may serve as the .first test,
if the play producers agree to a
El Cortez
Flamingo
theatre telecasting before the reCooper Sisters
Jan Murray
Golden Nugget
lease
of the film. Under terms of
Betty & Jane. Kean Gas Lights St Pink
the deal between 20th and the proTights
Silver Slipper
Sands
ducers, the film version of “Itch”
Sally Rand
Robert Merrill
Buddy Baer
may not be released until Jan. 31,
Louis Armstrong
Kalantan
El Rancho. Vega*
1956, unless the New York and
Hank Henry
Lill St Cyr
road
companies have ceased opDesert Inn
J Pearl St C Hall
T Lewis Ore Sc Rev S Gibson Red Caps eration.
Sahara
Showboat
Apprised
of the possibility of a
lelen Traubel
Minsky’s Follies of
Jo$e Greco
1955
theatre telecast before the release
Last Pronttar
Thundarblrd
retorted,
“over
my dead body;*’
Benny Goodman.
Kyle MacDonnell
of the picture^ a 2(jth e^ec. ^arply
j3uddy Lester
a
y° u
•

?n ^.

.

Although the sale of the film

Bombay Hotel
Patty Lynn
Link Andrews
Peter Mack

Hm

‘Diversification’

-

.

Harry Dawson
XlUford Henry

(
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David

Garcias
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films

(1). The lack of creative activity
during the difficult years that foL
lowed the Immediate postwar period, the time when the Italians, for

.
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Bill
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Collis
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La, .Vie -En

Empire (M) 20

Carlisle

Empress

Don

man

that the Teutonic approach
Von Furstenberg’s to filmmaking lacks the pace to
exit from “Oh Men," her role is
which American audiences are acbeing played- by Joan Gray, who customed. Another is
the still simmoved up from another part, with- mering resentment vs. things GerJulie McMillan engaged as replace- man, particularly
among the crowd
ment.
that rallies around th e arties. Yet
another reason cited is the fact
that Germany, unlike the Italians
and the British, lack “spearhead”
pix such as “Open City/’ “Bicycle
Conti iied from page 1
Thief;” “Henry V,” “Brief EnMarilyn Monroe now being shot in counter,” etc.

.

Five O'clock
Belle Barth
Dick Hall

Jimmy Stacey

on NBC-TV.
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tal-

in later.

ship fees in
1
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;

the occur-

rences;.

.

P Kaye

duction center of Europe, with

ent from all comers of the earth
comihg in. That includes a number

act as a central information source
on the German industry.
Meanwhile, in Germany, production and distribution interests are
said to have broken up on stage, mulling the possibility of setting
laughing hysterically... Later, it’s up a U. S. office to promote their
alleged,
she threatened players; pi
It would be financed in part

-

St

in the German studios.
Agent Paul Kohner opined last dubbed
week that, within a year, western
Germany would again be the pro-

.

berg.

& King
Dorothy Hild Dcrs
Bob Kirk Ore
Palmer House
Helen Gallagher

Brian Farnon Ore

Meanwhile, Americans returning
from Germany report increasing
activity

•

Kristofer

Reilly

Kramer Derg

1

.

although no formal charges were
Miss Crawford, Schwartz
and stage manager. Ward Bishop
Frankie Masters Ore also appeared before the council to
EdgeWater Beach
testify against Miss von Furstenfiled.

Ray McIntosh
B Dears St. Pons

Lord Templar
Lady Eva
Louis Naylor
A1 d'Lacy Quartet
Blue Note
George Shearing
Chez Pared

Winters
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Espanai

Robert Clary
C Williams Trio

James

Story,”

Nat Brandwynne
MischaBorr
Village Vanguard

Statler

MPEA

in mind,
doesn’t propose
to let this threat to one of its most
valuable foreign markets go unchallenged.
Refugee Directors

particularly if it should be supported by government coin, is expected to bring results not only
terms 6f the American market pep
se, but also in the treatment of
subject matter and, the manner, of
presentation.
Already, a number
of. German producers are said to
be interested in -a plan to shoot
double-versions, one in German
and the other in English, Actors
would only mouth the English
lines, with the actual dialog to be

a,

ing use of “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes’’—^made after. 1947—as a
token of appreciation for “Toast’s”
continuous employment, of Ray
Bloch and his band. In seven years,
“Toast” only missed one show.
That was when it yielded to the
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With the monopoly powers of
Ufa under the Nazis still clearly
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cidentaliy,
local -producers also
aren’t happy about Ufa’s renas-
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year ago stopped using of the refugee directors who,
clips from forthcoming pix, ex- worked in Germany before Hitler
plained that he had been forced to arid are. now drifting back frorri
do so by his mail.
Hollywood, Fritz Lang is* one, Erich
“XHey want either a ‘live' show Pommer arid William pieterle are
or one on film, but not a mixture others.
of both/’ he said. “I found that,
As their production level rises,
when I used a clip in conjunction the Gerriians. are becoming inwith a ‘live’ personality, the audi- creasingly eager to recapture the
ence would love it. If I’d just put export markets which were once
on a capsule preview, the audience theirs, arid particularly the U. S.
somehow felt they’d been gypped;. market where, unlike the Italians,
So I stopped it.”
the British and, the French, they
Sullivan, reported that ‘‘The Jack haven t made their post-war mark.
Warner Story” would be timed to
Neff Said
the release of WB’s “Battlecry,”
Part of the reason for this, acjust as “The Zamick Story” coin-,
cided with “The Egyptian.” He said cording to competent observers, is
that the studios fully realized the the lack of commercial appeal in
value of a “Toast” preview. “We the German productions as well as
did wonders for ‘Seven Brides for the lack of suitable subjects. HildeSeven Brothers’ and others,” he garde Neff, star of many of the
commented. At the same time, he top Gerrnari pix of recent, vintage,
emphasized some of the union dif- opined in N. Y. last week (17)
that the reason ior the lack of
ficulties.
None arose in “The Zanuck artistic riierit in many of the Ger-
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show Over ABC-TV,

who about
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Bart Howard
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1

clips such as was proposed fdr the
Motion Picture Assn, of America

tv
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German Studios Coming

I

covered their conscience. Among
them were. “Marriage in. the Shadows,” “Murders Among Us,” etc.
After that, they turned to meanings
less musicals and comedies as well
as the “Heimat” pix in which they
rediscovered their own country,
In more recent days, German
producers have again shown a willingness to face the realities of life,
Americans on the scene report.

some U-, S. interests have
gone in and. made pix with an eye
the U. S. b.o., one example
being the N. Peter Rathvoh-Stuart
Schulberg film, “No Way Back.”
.New German stress on exppyts,,
Also,
to

;

Continued from page

4

in five, years in his tieup with Par.
First property isn’t set but he

figures on rolling

it

ill

mid-1955.

He

ankied 20th. because at Par “I
have a chance to develop my own
organization,” namely Sol C. Siegel
Productions.
Producer had been at 20th
eight years, his last production being “There’s No Business Like
Show Busihess,” Irying Berlin
tuner starring Ethel Merman, Dan
Dailey, Mitzi Gay nor arid Donald.
O’Connor. Other of his recent pix
include “Three Coins in the Fountain,’’

“Broken Lance”

arid

“Gen-

1
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RULE ROAD?
Prospects of a showdown in the
chronic gripe of theatre party .oitganizations against Broadway producers Was averted last week when
the house-seat distribution
changed for the incoming “Fanny.”
Number of charity groups had been
threatening not to accept tickets

Sirawhat audiences generally rethe policy of the local management. With a short time after
arrival at a. barn theatre, an experienced summer tourer can- ah
most, always tell what kind of audience reaction his show will have.

Now
problem

there’s
house-seat
for touring shows.

During,

the.

recent engage-

of “The King and I” i
Seattle, novelist Betty MacDonald, a local resident, was
unable to get good location's at
the boxoffice.
Authoress of “The. Egg and
I” wired her New York agent

ment

That’s the .observation of Hiram
Sherman, who recently .completed
10-week silo tour with Barbara;
Bel Geddes in “The Little. Hut.”
Where the management had a
friendly relationship with the local
public, the cdmedy invariably went
welL But where there was antipathy between local producers and
patrons, the audiences were ina

.

.

who

contacted the Rodgers

Hammerstein

&

office and
ranged tp have company manager Harold Goldberg hold a
down-front pair for her.

•

clined to

By KOBE MORRISON

Remote Control

flect

be disinterested or even

ar-

cold.

At the Spa Theatre, Saratoga,
N. Y., for example, “Hut” was
markedly well received, Sherman,

.

Twofers or no twofers. That’s
the question on the road this seais

son.

mer

With prospective hookings only
moderately above the arid level of
recent years, managements of road

the

In. his

collaborator.

new

drama, ‘‘The Fragile Fox,”
which opened a pre-Broadway
N tryout tour last Thursday (16)
in Hartford, there’s a charac-

theatres are reluctant to refuse
dates, to any touring shows. But
with a rash of. low-budgeters going out on two-for-ones, it’s feared
that business may be soured for
the regular-scale productions that
are the backbone of legit.
It’s been the same old story of
cut-price gimmicks over the years.
Nobody likes the bargain setup,
but it hypoes the b.o., at least temporarily, and few managements
feel they are in position to turn

down

Playwright Norman Brooks
not a man to forget a for-

ter,

a 'member., of the

named

Medical

Corps,
Part
Addison Powell.

played

Gerstad.'

for performances they’d booked as
benefits.

Army

Gripe was over' the abnormal
number; of down-front locations be-„

Dr,

withheld by the show’s- man-'
agement for house seats. Producers
David Merrick and Joshua Logan

by

irig

Brooks and actor-director
John GerStad co-authored a
comedy, “The Fig Leaf;” which
was tried out two years ago at
the Spa Theatre, Saratoga,
N.Y. It was staged by. Brooks.

are reportedly holding out 25 pairs
with the
per
performance,
Shpberts taking an additional .15
Moreover, all the 80 seats
pairs.
are understood to be cream locations in the front-centre.
Although theatre party agents
Were reportedly burning at the
situation, none would discuss it.
But officials of two charity groups,
while declining to have their nanles
or the identities of their organizations: used, expressed indignation
at the situation. .They threatened
to refuse to accept the tickets for
houses they’d contracted to. take.

Twofers are

revenue.

clearly a breach of faith with regular-price patrons, and they pre-

“The whole atmosphere at
the playhouse was friendly,” he
“The producer, John
explai
Huntington, seemed to know every
one in town. He called, them all by
name, slapped, them on the back
notes.

do Ipngrange harm by
arousing audience disappointment
arid bitterness. Producers of reg“Pajama Game” is now in the ular tourers generally condemn the
black. According to an accounting “unfair competition" of twofers, of
and appeared to be genuinely glad and letter to
the backers last week, course.
“Wonderful Town” has now
to see them. They obviously like
the musical had only $13,880 to
But most out-of-town theatres
caught on for what appears likely
hi
recoup as of Aug. 30. Since its have had lean pickings in recent
to be ar profitable run in Chicago;
‘Every night, just before the operating profit has been averag(Continued, on page 68)
.Weekly gross for the musical has
third act, John would make a cur- ing over $13,000 a week, that Would
climbed into the upper $30,000
tain speech. He’d talk on and on,
give it a net profit of around $27,bracket
with the arrival of fall
telling the audience about not only 000 as of last Saturday night (18),
weather and the traditional boxthe next week’s show, but practi- and paid off approximately Sept.
office
upbeat,
the' only immediate
cally the entire summer’s bill. He’d 4 (17th week).
question is the possible effect of
confiding
get
real
enthusiastic,
Accompanying last week’s letter
the
shift
approaching
from the
Who was going to appear in what/ to the backers were checks for anSliubert Theatre to the less desirand, promising what a great time other $50,0.00 return of capital,
able
Great
Northern
make
to
way
they all. were, going to have.
bringing the total repayment to
for the previously booked “King
“Well, the audience loved it. $150,000 thus, far on the $250,000
Kenneth Freeman, whb recently and I.” Although the star, Carol
John obviously meant it and they investment. Producers Frederick
completed
English provincial Channing, has the right to withseemed to get a kick out of feel- Brisson, Robert Griffith arid liarold
tour with an American cast in draw on eight weeks’ notice, there’s
ing they were getting advance in- Prince predict that they will repay
“Anna
Lucasta,” is playing The little prospect of a. new show being
side dope on what was coming. the remaining $100,000 early in
leading role in a new drama, “Be- ready for her soon.
Same was true when John took me October.’
Chicago engagement was still in
They have informed the backers cause I’m Black,” by Earl Couttie,
(Continued on page 67)
the Birmingham Repertory. the red as of Aug. 21, having abwith
that they will borrow the money
It’s believed to be the first time
sorbed, a heavy. loss for the. first
to pay for the scenery for the tourBritish Equity has allowed an alien part-week, against which costly
ing. production of the show, repayappear in repertory or transportation, hauling, hotel bills,
Didn’t ‘Attack’ Atkinson,
ing that and other expenses from actor to
stock iri England. The union was etc.; were charged. However, the
the show-’s touring profits starting
responsible for the Ministry of La- Robert Fryer production has been
in
February, Idea is to get the
Sez D.C. Post’s Dick Coe
for Jose Fer- earning an operating profit since
production operating more quickly bor refusing a permit
and also be able to distribute some rer to make a guest appearance then, as much as $3,546 on a $38,with the Old Vic a couple of years 209 gross for the week ended
profits from the original producago.
Editor, Variety:
Aug. 21
tion.
Although U. S. players frequent'Has not Variety heard. tales of
Producers have arranged to get
For the initial six-performance
ly appear in London legit, usually
Washington’s
Sen. most of the costumes
deep-freezes.
for the secweek (ending July 10) of the enin shows imported from Broadway,
McThing, summer heat, coffee- ond company
free from a dress
gagement,
“Town” grossed only
the Ministry of Labor policy, foldrinking civil servants, crooked manufacturer
in
It
return for a
$22,379 for a loss of $19,506.
lowing the British Equity lead, is
politicians,
commission - influence publicity tie-in,
lost an additional $817 on a $3.4,877
as they did with
that repertory groups such as the
or the belief that while mink may
some of the costumes and props Old Vic, Birmingham Rep, Bristol gross the following, week, when
be glamorous in
Gotham, it’s for the original edition. They are
there was abnormal operating exOld Vid, etc., are sponsored by the
scandalous along the Potomac?
budgeting the touring troupe at
pense, but has been earning a
These gossip-mongers’ delights one-third of the original,, which British Arts Council, which is sup- profit regularly since * then, aland the fact that our Capital has involved $169,468 production cost. ported by the government with tax though there was still a $6,628
funds, should not use alien actors
a sleazy repute across the country Tourer is booked to open next Feb.
deficit for the engagement as of
in preference to British residents.
and abroad (helped, to be sure, 2 in Pittsburgh:
Other members of the “Lucasta” Aug. 21, less $1,141 royalty from
by that now-defunct theatre segreAccording to the accountant’s troupe arrived in New
program sales and $1,215
souvenir
York last
gation, a correction sparked by statement, “Pajama Game” grossed
royalty from stock.
Actors Equity ) were what I meant $206,758 for the four weeks ended week on the Georgic. Freeman is
As
the
of
Aug. 21 date, the total
back
after the run of “Because
by “our :much maligned city” and Aug. 30. Its operating profit for due
net profit on the musical was
which prompted what I’d hoped the period was $52,729, plus $308 I’m Bldck.”
$207,177, of which $125,000 had
was but. a lightly-raised eyebrow souvenir program royalty. After
been distributed. On the, basis of
referred to in your issue of Sept, return of capital, there was $48,the standard 50-50 split between
Chi
Buying Legit
15.
620 available for payment of the
management and, backers, that
And so I took up Brooks Atkin- balance.
Shows for Membership gives the latter a 25% profit so far
The musical, with; hook by
son’s pithy observation primarily
on the $250,000 investment.
Chicago, Sept* 21.
because both he and the incom- Richard Bissel and George Abbott,
After profit distributions, the reof
International
Brotherhood
parable N. Y. Times, with their and score by Richard Adler and
maining assets included $25,000
influential, worldwide circulation, Jerry Ross, is currently in its 20th Electrical Workers, Chi Local 1031, cash
reserve, $24,232 in union
were precisely the sources which sellout week at the St. James, N.Y, a major talent buyer in recent bonds and deposits; $1,587 prepaid
years with its monthly vaude insurance,
could correct such widely-held misetc.,
$ 1 241 due from
shows, is now extending into, legit.
conceptions about an intelligent,
the authors and $30,117 available
Initial show to play the union's
hard-working community.
for distribution.
3, 000-seat auditorium Oct. 6-9 will
“Broadway’s provincialism” is
IN
..simply
PHILA. be “Frorit. Page,” with Pat O’Brien
well-worked phrase of

sumably

.

Shuberts and Merrick modified the
situation last week, however, and
arranged to have the 4iS.tribytion
of the 40 pairs of house seats mod-

,

ified,
Under the new setwp, 15 of
the pairs will be down front and
the other, 25 in the rear sections of
The revised arthe lower .floor,
rangeriient covers only benefit per-,
formances, however, With the en(Continued on page 67)

.
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‘South Pacific’ Musician’s

On Tricky Legal
By

A

Bureau in New York.
Case involves a French horn
in “South Pacific” during

tion

player,

its Broadway run.
The musician;
William Miller, last Nov. 23, was
injured in a fall in the basement
of the Shubert-operated Broadway
Theatre, N. Y. Both the Shuberts
and the show’s producers, Rodgers
& Hammerstein, claim to have
been Miller’s employer at the tii
of the mishap.
Under N. Y. State law, an employee is entitled to compensation
He
in case of accidental irijqry.
may npt sue the employer for
Thus, if the Shuberts
damages.
establish that they were Miller's
employers, they Cannot be slapped
With a damage suit in the case, but
will be liable merely for $32 weekly Compensation,

Since. Rodgers & Hammerstein
were merely the producers of
“South Pacific” and Were not involved in the ownership of the the-

,

curred.,

....

,

—

—

,

,

W

not.

Monthly displays are not open

.

Miller,

to

.

|

circuit.

-Like the

had

with

been

.

:

.

who

“South; Pacific” from its opening
in April, 1949, at the Majestic Theatre, N. Y. (it later moved to th
broken
Broadway), sustained
back arid five fractured ribs when
he leaned against a railing arid it
pave way, allowing him to plunge
into an elevator p*t i
the basement of the Broadway.

Minneapolis; Sept.. 21.
manager
Duluth
Jay Lurye,
who’s bringing the touring “Caine
into
this
Martial”
Mutiny Court
territory under his auspices, has
show
outright
a
bought
second
similarly. He’s also booking “Time
Phil. Tyrrell, Drury Lane Summer Theatre producer, is handling Out for Ginger” in his regional
union’s legiters. The “Page"
cast will be recruited largely from
the Drury Lane group,

ocfoi*

damages regardless pf whether the
Workmen’s Compensation Bureau
rules they were the employers or

starring.

the

where. Miller’s accident
they- can npt be sued

atre

:

ACAD. FOYER,

the general public, but are
cuffoed to the local’s nearly 38,000
If
they respond to
members.
“Page,” prexy Frank Darling, who
impresario, says he
doubles
plans to use five plays this season
and only three vaude revues. He
has obtained the rights to “Moon
Is Blue” for the second offering.

involving

whether the Shuberts will, .be
slapped with a $100,000 personal
injury suit. Question is being decided in proceedings before the
:n; Y. State Workmen’s Compensa-

.

;

point

legal
1

I6EW

mine (I- could give you about 150,Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
000 .words on THAT subject) and
Hedgerow Theatre will play a
regular readers couldn’t have con- winter season in
the -Foyer of the
ceived it as referring to Brooks: Academy
of Music again this year,
Atkinson, whom they know to be starting Oct. 30. Instead of rotatone
of
my particular heroes. ing the plays in its repertory, as
Filched delicately within copyright last year, the Rose Valley group
law
his enlivening travels to dis- will present shows for several
tant theatres often are admiringly
weeks’ runs.
remarked on in The Washington
First offering will be Arthur
Tost pages.
Milleris “The. Crucible,” to run
In fact, this loosed imbed screed three
weeks, on
a
Wednescomes to you chiefly because of day
through-Saturday
schedule.
mV vast admiration for the Times’ “Twelfth Night” is listed to follow.
aisle-sitter.
I’m
new plays ..will be
loath
to
Several
have
Variety readers think, as you put preemed in the Foyer this year,
J ti that
I “attacked” Atkinson;
I whereas in 1953 the productions
iay have been “irritated”
often had all been done previously at
m but in the sense of stimulated, Hedgerow’s Rose Valley, playhouse,
alerted, not of doing, battle with at suburban Moylan, Pa.
Regular
a particularly admired colleague. Wednesday openings may be inPeacefully^ mayhap rriissionarily,
teneded to draw first-string critics.
Richard L. Coe
Last winter, most of the Hedgerow
offerings were caught by staff
Drama Editor,
ashirigton Post-Times-Herald. members.

tricky

employment of musicians for
Broadway shows
may decide

.

,

Point

STEWART BRONFELD

Negligence Claim

.

Hd brought suit, claiming negliHerman Wouk drama, gence agairist Trebuhs Realty Co.,
Inc;

also; will play its Twin
engagement exclusively in
St. Paul, Where Lurye has Tented
Whitehead’s ‘Mighty’
the St,. Paul'Auditorium for it, as
Robert Whitehead has first call he did for “Caine.” It’s set for two
on the new comedy by Arthur Ko- nights during October
ber and
George Oppenheimer,
Prior to its long Chicago run
titled “A Mighty Man Is He” (born now nearing an end, the Melvyn

“Ginger"

:

(Shubert spelled backwards),

which operates the house.

Cities'

How-

ever. the Shuberts (and the Travelers Insurance Co., Which has the
indemnity policy on the properly)

that. Miller was their emplovee and thus couldn’t sue;
Case came up last Friday (j7) beof the fact that the central char- Douglas starrer played the Lyceum fore a referee at the Workmen’s
here last season for a full week, Compensation Bureau, with lawacter is named Smith).
(Continued on: page 68)
Authors drfe repOlishing.
I omitting St. Paiil.

argued

.

!

I
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MAN-SIZED JOB HERE
Judith Anderson May Play Hamlet
In Balto Stock
Baltimore, Sept. 21.
Judith Anderson may play Hamliams players, it was the thrill of let this winter as a stock producdiscovery, and the subsequent de- tion during the season opening
sire to help broadcast tb'e^e; talr Oct. 12 at the Hilltop Theatre’’
“
Parkway here< (Other femmes to
erits far and wide/
Footnote
Oh* the night of the essay the Melancholy Dane in the
Aiip. 31- hurricatie, till '^pQWer was. past include Sarah Bernhardt and
Another tentaout. on Cape Cod. The professional Eva LeGallienne)
playhouse cancelled its perform- tive bill for the Don Swann Jr.
The Williams group dcted operation is John Newland in a
ance.
‘Mr: Roberts’* by candlelight to an tryout of “Doctors' Wives.” Season
It was will fun 27 weeks^ through next
audience of maybe 30.
'
one of the most exciting evenings (May 15.
Resident players will include
I hap e ever spent in a theatre.
Elaine Swann, Gerry Jedd, Eati
Simmons, J. Talbot Holland, CadWith Pair;
Philly
dell Burroughs, Warren Lee Terry
and- James Shirah. Ray Boyle will
direct, Edgar; Loessin will be stage

•By George Oppenheimer
In recent years I haven't given
or thought to Williams
College^ which X attended in a far
distant youth, No\v, however, that
a
time of neglect is;.’ past, I

much time

.

,

.

many years—

in

all

:

dedicated alumnus-rj^edicated to
the propagandising of one of the
most exciting projects that has
Gross. Right Stage Inc,— a theatrical summer stock company, formed
by and consisting of Williams men,
two Williams professors add as-

J

'

sorted and essential: females from
,

kindred colleges.

.

Bows

Many years ago-f-about 25, to be
inexact—a band of pilgrims, callthemselves The University
Players, landed, on .Cape Cod and
settled not 10 miles from where
the Williams contingent operates.

,

James Stewart, Kent Smith, Norris
McCormick,
Myron
several years. Sharing the pre- the subscription campaign.
John Swope and Joshua Logan miere evening were two pre-Broadamong others. I mention this beNorman Brooks’

Houghton,.

tryouts,

Fox,”

“Fragile

Dane

arid

„

.

with

Clark,

at

Don

-Taylor

is

[

...

where I was planning to
and had rented a theatre there for

Arthur Kober, author
“Having Wonderful Time,” innumerable pieces in The Nevv
Yorker, “Thunder Over the Bronx”
and other, works of Herring-do, and
I were at The Treadway Inn in
North Falmouth, and were engaged
in writing a play. While one of the
bellboys was sharpening our pencils, Kober and I replied to the
Highland Theatre in Falmouth
with, I must confess, certain deep
thoughts. We had been exposed to
^professional groups before—
SOrhe of them in plays of our own-rand in many cases they had pro-

five years.

of

tetminol-.
vide entertainment
ogy only. What’s more, there was
’

a really professional summer the-,
atre not a quarter-mile from where
lived, which, promised us the
wife of a symphony: conductor, the
daughter of an exrpresident, and
sundry .other actors and actresses

we

Why
these

safely-upholstered vego all of 15 miles to
Unundergraduate

knowns?

"
,

?

~ Note These Names
There turned out to be scores of
“Sumreasons: Cathy Martin
and Smoke”; Jon Stone in
“The Silver Whistle”; Ted Weemis
in “Point of No Return”' Philip
“Mr. Roberts”; Jean
Meeder
Bryant and Seralta Padawer in
“The Corn Is. Green”; Diana Rey-

P

I

/

’

'

Earl Selby, crusading columnist of the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin,
took a slap at “South Pacific” last week: Apparently steamed because

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

“Flowering Peach,” with Menasha
Skulnik, and Gian-Carlo Menotti’s

“Saint of Bleeker Street,” annolds in “Philadelphia Story”; the
whole cast in. everything but par- nounced for two weeks here prior
to its New York how during the
ticularly in “Bernardine” which
.

,

Christmas holidays.
had Helen; Hayes cheering.
There was direction by Profs.
Bryant and Martin and Jon Stone

.

Statements

OH MEN, OH WOMEN
’54)

Gross, last four weeks, $30,524.
Loss, last four weeks, $5,375.
Total net profit to date, $35,230.
Distributed profit, $16;364,
.

—a

In case its proves. anything, there were an Abnormal number of late*,
comers fori the opening night last Wednesday (15) of “Dear Charles,”
at the Moroscp, N* Y.
It may or may not have had any relation to
the fact that the curtain, advertised for. at 8:15 and actually ringing
up about 8:30, represented a compromise between the prevailing; 8
O’clock start and the traditional but now, generally .passe 8!: 40 premiere
time. Other possible factors were the unusual horde of rubbernecked
outside the theatre, plus the television coverage and action of police
in blockading traffic from 45th St., plus, the chance that for the season’s initial opening many firstnighters may have been rusty on the
starting schedule.
In any case, there was no time problem for the
-critics, as the play itself is quite short arid the final curtain rang
down shortly before 10:30.

Rodgers-Hammerstein hit is just getting around to playing Philly,
opening next Monday (27), he wrote in part, “The producers waited
a mere five years.— and showed it to just about every tank town before
Andre Obey’s “Noah” to be pre- they deigned .to let us have a look. What’s more the Theatre Guild
serv10
Sunday
vesper
sented for
promised it for several seasons, then never delivered. And when it
ices beginning Oct. 10 at the Taylor
arrives this year it won’t be a Theatre Guild presentation. For.
Chapel of the Broadway. Tabernacle
Ralph Herbert dough this is. one case where being late, isn’t better than never
Church,. N; Y.
(especially when you consider the cast we get).”
left New York last week for his
sixth season with the San Francisco
investors in “Pajama Game” have been offered a chance to buy
Opera Co.
Carol Channing, start of the two seats apiece to the Opening night, Oct. 11, of “On Your Toes,"
touring “Wonderful Town,” and at, the 46th Street, N.Y. Rodgers-Hart musical revival is being proHoward Newman, the show's press- duced by George. Abbott (with composer Richard Rodgers a silent
agent,: have an exhibit of painting partner), who staged and Is co-author of the book of “Pajama Game.”
in Chicago
V. Tom Hughes Sand As another tie between the two musicals, Robert Griffith, co-prodUceri
is henceforth calling himself Tom
of. “Pajama,” will be stage manager of “Toes.”
He’s been Abbott’s
Hughes, except in the playbill for stage manager for years, serving in that capacity for his own“Pajama”
“Teahouse of the August Moon,” production until “Toes” was well enough along for him to move over
for which he’s stage manager. He to the new assignment.
and the show’s production stage
manager, Billy Maithews, have
Mary Chase, whose “Lolita” was tried oiit recently at the Barter
partnered for the presentation of
Theatre, Abingdon, Va., is following her usual practice of withdrawing
“The Innkeepers,”
the play for extensive revision. She took the script back to her native
Ballet Theatre has. signed JoDenver and expects to spend months of rewriting before letting her
seph Levine as its. musical director
agents, Brandt & Brandt, submit it to producers; Among the Broadway
for its forthcoming 15th anniverinterested in. “Lolita” are Elaine Perry, whose sister
sary season, which begins Oct. 27 managements
in the Barter tryout;
in Kingston, N.Y. This will mark Margaret, a Denver resident, played the lead
Levine’s fifth season with Ballet Robert Whitehead oil behalf of Producers Theatre, and the firm of
Robert Breen and Blevins Davis.
Theatre.
Glenn Jordan# one of the N. Y,
Wording of the Pulitzer Drama Award has been changed to specify
City Opera Co.’s stage directors,
returned Friday (17) to New York that the winning work shall be “preferably original in its source,”
from Kansas City, where he had Text previously stated prize was to. be given to an “original American
been stage director for the 10-week play.”, Pulitzer Advisory Board made the change at its annual meeting
summer operetta season of the last May, holding up the announcement to coincide with the start, of
Kansas City Starlight Theatre.
the 1954-55 season. It’s the eighth time the specifications have been
Deal is in the works for Joan changed since the award was started in 1917-18
Despite the former
Fontaine to star in a telefilm series “original”
stipulation, prizes haye frequently been given in the past
to be produced in Paris next sumto adaptations.
mer
Constance Bennett# who
cleaned up in a strawhat tour. -in
President Theatre, Off-Broadway house in West 48th St., N.Y., has
“Sabrina Fair,” is being sought
for a series Of Texas stands in been bought by the School for the American Ballet and sometime
the comedy, Meanwhile, she’s mak- following the run of “Sands in the. Negev,” opening Oct. 19, will be
converted into a. studio. Deal was for cash over a new first mortgage
ing fashion lecture appearances.
of $95,000. Property, assessed at $120,000, includes a 300-seat audiLegit actor Tom Severa makes
torium and two floors of offices and studios, on a lot 40 by 100 feet
his first, tele-film appearance tonight (Wed.) on “My Little MarGrosses for “Oh Men, Oh Women,” at the Henry Miller Theatre#
gie” and debuts as.: a songwriter
this week with “ Walkin’ Down the N. Y., were overquoted by the management for the four weeks ended
According to a recent accountant’s statement, the correct
Road,” waxed by Johnny Desmond Aug. 14.
fori Coral. Records
Costar con- figures (with the respective week-ending dates) were $7,221 (July
tracts for “Tender Trap” give' Rob- 14), $5,744 (July 31), $6,305 (Aug. 7) and $8,823 (Aug. 14

Tentative bookings include tryouts of Sidney Kingsley’s “Lunatics and Lovers;” Clifford Odets'

(As of Aug. 21,

.

Will Kiiluva and Robinson Stone
will
appear in the Broadway
of
production
Players
Chapel

.

kind of loving direction that
asks the actors to be characters in
the author’s play, not demands
that, they be reproductions in the.
director’s image. There was a theatre that: was aireonditioned and
comfortable and efficiently operated

.

basis.

21.

—the

.

beginning next Monday (27). Group
One, an experimental outfit, will
present: it on a cuffc admission

attractions, 10 other productions
are already set. for. Philly houses..
They include N. Richard Nash’s
“Rainmaker,” with Geraldine Page,
Locust, Oct. 11; Horton Foote’s
“Traveling Lady,” with Kim Stanley, Walnut, Oct;. 11, and “Fanny,”
the. Joshua L0gan-S. N. BehrmanHarold Rome musical, Shubert,
Oct. 12.
Also, William Inge’s “Picnic,”
with Ralph Meeker,. Walnut, Oct;
18; Robert Anderson’s “Tea and
Symphathy,” with Deborah Kerr,
Forrest, Nov. 1; “World, of Sholem
Alechei.m”' with Morris \Carriovsky
and Jacob Ben. Ami, Walnut, Nov.
2, and A. B. Shiffrin's “Black Eyed
Susan;” With Vincent Price, Walnut, Nov. 15.
Also,. “Silk Stockings,” the Cole
Porter-George S. Kaufman-Leueen
“NiMcGrath
adaptation
of
notchka,” with Hildegarde Neff
and Don Ameche, Shubert, Nov. 22;
“House of; Flowers,” Trurrian Capote-Harold Arlen musical with
Pearl Bailey, Forrest, Nov. 25;
“Seven Year Itch,” a subscription
play due Jah, 24 with no east or
theatre
announced, and “Saint
Joan”, with Jean Arthur, Forrest,

March

the play’s producer.'

j

.

Various

.

the Locust,

and Harry Kurnitz’ “Reclining Figure,” with Percy Waram, Mike
producer-director
Wallace
and
Neva Patterson exits Oct. 9 from
Martin Gabel, at the Walnut;
the Broadway company of “Seven
“South Pacific” is due Sept. 27 Year Itch.” Actress has no immeMail diate plans except- to vacation for
at- long last at the Forrest.
order has been so heavy, with 3,000 avvhile at New Hope, Pa„ where
five husband Mike Ellis operates the
first
pieces received in the
days after the initial. Sunday ad, Bucks County: Playhouse, and to
the make several tv appearances
opened
that the management
boxoffice for a two-week advance Gil Orlovitz’s “Stephanie" will have
a seven-performance off -Broad Way
window sale,.
summer
In addition to the three kickoff tryout run at the Amato Theatre

hicles.

of the N. Y. Times, has a punning

critic

aislesitter in a display ad the day after the notices appeared. After
quoting favorable statements by other critics, the copy carried the
statement, “Brooks Ajtkinson didn't like it. I; B. Joselow.” Latter

.

way

fervently believe that 25
cause
years from now# if I still own a penthe strength to hold
have
cil and
it, I shall write down as large and
culled from The
list
a
luminous
Williams group.
i first became aware of this Offshoot of the Adams Memorial TheWilliamstown through an
atre
item in Variety and discovered
that the strolling players, under
the guidance of Profs-. David C.
Bryant and William J. Martin, had
come to rest not top far from
I

see

Brooks Atkinson, .drama

manager ahd Danny Johnson de- gag, “Please; bring back 'Threepenny Opera’,” he’s using in reviews
signer; Ray Hamby will be as- of shows that have followed, the Kurt Weill-Marc Blitzst'ein musical
Best
sistant producer and general man- at the Theatre de Lys, Greenwich Village, N. Y; He included the
Philadelphia, Sept. 21.
ager, Trudy Meyer is business plea first in his notice of “Homeward. Look/' the arrival of which
New legit, season got the gun manager, with Jane Byrd, Liz Bar- forced the exit of “Opera” from the; off-Broadway house last summer.
(Monday) with nett. and James Byrd in the box- He repeated it in his review of “P’ony Cart,” last week’s opening
here, yesterday
the heaviest slate of bookings in office. Chilton Ryan is handling there. Incidentally, the “Cart” management kicked back at the Times’
in

From this earlier group .emerged
Margaret Sulla vdn, Henry Fonda,

in

Click of several recent West End musicals does not represent a
comeback for British tune shows, according to London author-play-.
wright-critic Wolf Mahkowitz.
British musicals do not, he asserts
in an article in the Sept. 15 Daily Herald, compare with American
“The excitement caused by the least movement on the part
tuners.
of that sick domestic animal, the British musical, is. the saddest of
comments on its state of health,” he writes. After noting a lack
of vitality in such recent West End hits as “Salad Days,” “The Boy
Friend,” “Wedding in Paris” and “Intimacy at 8:30,” he adds, “The
state of British revues and musicals is, in. spite of the excitement,
one of malnutrition to the point of death.”
Mankowitz refers to the vigor of Broadway shows and concludes
iii contrast, “British musicals, in orderi to cater to the greatest. number;
rely on an abundance of sicklysweet tunes,,, delightfully escapist atmospehics, nostalgic dreams about the Ruritanian: past; No hint of
coarseness, of vulgarity,* of what really is, may sully the charming
delirium which bemuses both Wigam and Wimpole Street.
It is a
case of either that old sickly-sweet formula or the show cheaply produced with a piano and a set of drums.”

‘

^

.

come my way

.

.

credit to manager Jay Gates,.
There were scenery (Bryant arid
PICNIC
Stone double and tripled as scenic
('As of. ,Aug> 28, ’54)
artists) and lighting and sound efGross, last four weeks,. $52,4.89..
fects by d crew, headed by David
Operating loss, last four weOks, ert Preston TVz% of the gross,
Hudson and Charles Hewitt, that, $13,414,
with a $1,000 guarantee; Ronny
with $1,000 guarput to shame the efforts' of the proNet loss, last four weeks, $8,058. Graham
fessional theatre, that was; so; much
Total net profit to date, $203,813,: antee, and Kim Hunter a sliding
scale arrangement with a $500
nearer to, Us in mileage.
Distributed profit, $170,000.
guarantee and $800 ceiling.
Balance available; $13,813.
And lastly there was a. spirit of
ATPAM has okayed John
teamwork, of unselfishness and of
Crowley as manager in the PhilaTEAHOUSE
OF
AUGUST
THE
dedication to the .success of the
.

.

.

.

'!

.

—

,

MOON

.

theatre.
And it must succeed. Of
that T am convinced and so. are the
natives
of
Falmouth and surrounding towns who took the theatre and its players at their Sterling

Worth.

We—Kober

and

I

and everyone

could find to accompany us—
to
Highfield every week,
sometimes twice a week, We. did
see a few fine performances at our

we

went

;

neighborhood

theatre;

Helen

Hayes, Kent Smith, Dorothy Stickney, Howard Lindsay, Edith Meiser—-but with them it was the deep
pleasure of rereading a well-loved
book or revisiting a well-remembered work of art. With the Wil-

delphia,
New Jersey area . . .
Alfred Stern, director Of ANTA’s
Dept, of Community and Industrial
last four weeks, Showmanship, has completed his

(As of Aug. .14, ’54)
Gross, last four weeks, $132,411.

,

.

Operating

profit,

18-m6rith contract as managing
Total net profit to date, $247,143. director
Omaha’s year-long
of
Distributed profit to date, $160,- Centennial and has gone to the
.Coast on an unspecified hew proj000
Branch’s
Cash balance available,. $43,036. ect'. . . William
“In
Splendid Error,” with William
TEA AND SYMPATHY
Marshall heading the cast, will be
given an eight-week off-Broadway
(As of Sept. 4, ’54)
Gross, last five weeks, $108,506. tryout nin at the. Greenwich Mews
Profit, last five weeks,, $17,629;
Theatre, N. Y,
Total net profit to date, $235,849.
Scenfc designer Watson Barrait
Profit
distributed
last
week, back in. New York from Highlands,
N. C;, where he runs a summer
$ 20 000
Total distribution to date, $165,- hotel . . John C. Beecher, current000 ,
ly featured in the touring company
Cash balance available, $36,321. of “Picnic#” currently at the

$24,001.

.

,

.

doubling

Erlanger, Ghi.

into;

the

NBC-TV

daytime serial, “A Time
To Live,” starting; today (Wed,)
Thomas Browne Henry has been
.

,

;

appointed an Associate producing

Id

20 Years

for ‘Shangri’

Original melodies out of the
Pasadena (Gal,)
Geoffrey Kerr is trunk are complicated by too many
Playhouse
dramatizing his novel; “Under the things, and so Harry Warren has
Influence,” for Broadway produc- done the, score to Jerome Lawtion next spring by Max Gordon, rence & Robert E. Lee’s musical
With George S. Kaufman directing. version of James Hilton’s “Lost
Faye Emerson will star on Broad- Horizons” which they are calling
way this winter V in William “Shangri-La.”
McCleery’s “Running Mate,” under
Courtney Burr and John By ram
the production banner of Kenneth will produce and casting is due to
Banghart and Warren P. Munsell, start, shortly. The librettists were
with Luther Kennett directing. in aind out of New York last week,
Play was -tried out this Summer on where they do radio-tv scripting
the strawhat circuit as “The Lady
and producing predominantly, but;
Chboses,” a change from its- orig“Kalei- are due back east shortly.
inal “Side By Side” tag
This is Warren’s first legit score,
doscope,” revue with sketches and
lyrice by Jack Gray and Jerry in more than two decades as he
DeBono and music by Dolores has been mainly occupied with
Claman is slated for Broadway writing tunes for Warner Bros,
and Metro filmusicals.
production by Michael Abbott.
director

at

.

the

.

.

.

.

.
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Kiepura-Eggerth Tour
Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth.
(Mrs. Kiepura) will begin a fiveweek engagement in Franz Lehar’s

By

“Zarewitsch”
at
the
Raimund
Theatre, Vienna, during November,
Couple recently left for Europe,
played a concert at Albert' Hall,

ARTHUR BRONSON

Ballet biz

is

always offering sur-

prises. Latest is the forthcoming
tour of the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo, directed by Sergei J. Den-

ham, which opens Qct. 1 in Baltiiore and runs for 179 dates In 105
cities until it winds up in Montreal
April 16 next year.
Troupe, which laid off two years
ago after an 18-year haphazard existence, was reactivated: this season
by Frederick C. Schang, prez of
Columbia Artists Mgt. and head

&

Brown
of its Coppicus, Schang
division, which booked the tour,

Gilbert-Sullivan

.—

Opera

—

:

—

last

Chicago, Sept. 21.

Canadian Stock Cos.

London, Sept. 21.
A three-month seksoii of Gilbert
8i Sullivan operas opened at the
Savoy last week with Bridget
D’Oyly Carte’s production of “The
Mikado,” starring Neville Griffiths, Peter Pratt and Fisher Mor-

They recently

left

Open Winter Seasons
•

gan.

Last

night

(Mon.)*

‘

Niagara Barn Theatre, between
here and Hamilton, plans its first
winter operation on a two-weekly
rep basis.
Jack Blacklock and
Last season the Guild subscript
Mark Saunders, producers, will
tiori slumped to 11,133 from 12,954
also operate a theatre school, with
;
senior members of the company for the 1952 53 figure. With nearly
12,000 orders to date, the 1954-55
should come pretty close to

teaching.

second

the

’

..Niagara Falls, Sept. 21.

the .p"ST.

.

Guild’s

1

Season Opens in London

response

to
the
Theatr
subscription package can
be considered a barometer, things
ate looking, up for' the 1954-55
Chicago legit season. Although
there are still some tveeks of the
drive to go, the Guild tally is already 800 subscribers ahead of the
1953-54: total.
If

Thursday ‘(16), make
•a return appearance there Oct. 5
and are scheduled for a concert
in Manchester soon.
London,

total

Canadian Repertory Theatre, id two years ago:
Ottawa, opens its sixth season in
The increase is attributed to the
October with new director And
leading lady, Harry Geldard and fact that new season lineup, with
six of the eight shows in the packBraidwood,
both
wife Margaret
English, but with two years’, experi- age booked, is much stronger ip
terms of name values and Broadrequired to pay the admissions tax ence in Canada:
way established, prestige than, was
on whatever reasonable service
last year’s lineup. Out of that crop
charge it makes to the members.
only
the second company of “Seven
That has just been decided by the
Up;
Looks
Pitt
Season
Year -Itch” with Eddie Bracken
Internal Revenue Service. Opinion
starred, and “Time Out for Ginis that a club is not a ticket broker
ger”
starring
Melvyn Douglas,
.Opening With ‘Blondes,’
but simply an agent for its own
showed staying power beyond the
members.

week of the season, opened with
Surprising fact is that the forth- “Yeoman of the Guard.” This is
Washington, Sept. .21.
coming tour which was lined up to be followed by “Princess Ida.”
A private, membership club, actlast spring and summer, was book- Other items in the repertoire in“Iolanthe,”
“The Gondo- ing as agent to purchase entertained solid, even though the troupe clude
hadn’t been around^ for a couple, liers,” “Patience” and “Pirates of ment tickets for its members, is not
j

.

.

there is plenty of
season (London
Ballet Theatre,
etc.), its leading ballerina (Maria
Tallchief) hadn’t been set or announced yet, and its repertory was
not complete. Until July, manageof seasons. Also;

Penzance.”

competition

this
Ballet,

Festival

In Favor of Chi Date

ment had no definite new works
Schang,

who

believes

the
Ballet Russe de Monte' Carlo is a
that

show name and, should be
preserved, claims the tour was sold
out simply on basis of the Ballet.
Russe name, without the draw of
big name leads or new repertory.
After so many years, Ballet Russe
is still a potent selling point, he

.•great

says.

Management expects the troupe
do over $550,000 biz on the tour;
which will bring- it into the black.
Tour has 70 guarantee dates, underwritten for $250,000. The other
109. dates are expected to bring in
$300,000, or more. Production and
operating
nuts,
according
to
Schang, make this a 550G project.
to

$21,000

Weekly Nut

Playing at a general $4. scale,
troupe can gross $50,000 to $60,000
weekly in some larger auditoriums
to offset lower takes elsewhere. It
will cost around $21,000 a. week to
operate. Troupe of 78 (including
musicians and stage crews) will
travel by. bus, with personnel and
equipment for 14 ballets requiring
two buses and three trucks. Despite length of tour and many
stops, dancers
will Sleep every
igbt in a bed, Schang says, traveling by day.

Company

is

headed by Maria

Tallchief,
leave from the N.Y.
City Ballet. Frederic Franklin and
Leon Danielian are the chief male
dancers, with Franklin as ballet
master, too, and Ivan Boutnrkoff as
musical director. Other femme
soloists

are Nina Novak,

Chouteau,

Yvonne
Tyven and

Gertrude

Irina Borovska.

Two new works in the repertory
are a ballet version of “The Mikado,’* with

Ruling, which reverses previous
to Season Sked
regulations on the same subject, is
Minneapolis, Sept. 21.
based on a court decision in a case
Legit season for the Lyceum affecting the Columbia U. Club.
Theatre has taken an early blow
with word from Rodgers & Hammerstein that their “King and I”
.will not.be booked into Minneapolis until
after the Chicago run.
Latter is expected
to
extend
MET,
through the 1954-55 season.
Seattle, Sept. 21.
Local legit flagship bad been
The Moore Theatre here, closed
banking on the booking to help
to legit since 1949, will be repull it through the balance of the
opened
in November with Helen
year. Musical had been announced
Hayes starring in “What Every
“tentatively” as one of six Theatre
Woman
Knows.” Local manager
Guild subscription offerings for a
November fortnight prior to Chi-, Hugh Becket, operating the Metropolitan Theatre, which is schedcago.
uled to be torn down Nov. 1, is
Moreover, the “tentative” -‘King completing arrangements with the
and I” engagement had been used ‘Revival Centerr present operators
as the principal come-on in an of the Moore, to take over the
early subscription drive that Was 1,671-seat house the first week in"
supposed to get into full swing as November. He has a lO-year lease
soon as the musical smash was on the property beginning next
definitely set.
Largely’ on the June 1.
strength of the chance to get choice
Dickering on the lease of the
seats for it, more than 2,000 local
subscribers have already enrolled, Olympic Hotel, which includes the
almost as many as last season’s 1, 439-seat Metropolitan, may hold
up the. destruction of that showrecord-breaking final total.
house.
William Edris holds the
Thus far, the Guild lias delivered lease on the hotel and plans to
only one of its- promised six shows tear down the
Met to put in a new
—“Picnic,” which played here last drive-in entrance.
month—and it has nothing defi If
negotiations
between Western
itely set to follow. Currently; the
house has only “School for Brides” Hotels* Incl, and Edris for the lease
the
on
hotel
through,
go
however,
and “The Moon Is Blue,” noii-subthere is a possibility that theatre
scriptioii
two-for-one
Offerings,
will not be razed* Both the Olympic
actually scheduled.
and the theatre are owned by the
Meanwhile, the house Is trying Washington U.
the experiment of dramatic stock
.Becket has full bookings for this
with the Old Log summer, theatre
company between the scarce road fall and winter season, the biggest

HAYES REOPENS MOORE;
MAY RAZE
SEATTLE

in

bookings.

choreography by An-

Year

years. ‘‘Seven

Itch”,

rapher Balanchine has taken a
Concerts circuit the last two half-dozen assorted pieces
by Ives
and has fashioned a set of dancecreations not too closely connected
to each other.
Work is generally
harsh, disjointed and uneven, but
Legit Bits Abroad
at times oddly appealing despite
London, Sept. 14.
its stark severity.
Eric Masch witz’s musical adaptaBest is the third section, “The
tion.. of
Arnold. Ridley’s
oldie
Unanswered
Question,”
dance
“Ghost Train,” being presented by
Emile Littlejr as “Happy Holiday,” pantomime suggesting a man’s
search
for
unattainable
woman.
ah
With Reg Dixon starred, comes to
the Palace during the Christmas Opener, “Central Park in the
holidays, with Littler’s “Sabrina Dark,” with its suggestion of. two
Fair,” due for transfer to another innocents, seeking each other out
theatre. Basil Thomson’s “Book of in a maze of delinquents or degenthe. MOnth,” the other Littler pro- erates, is also effective, as is the
duction,
currently
touring
the finale, “In The Night,” \ which
provinces, is figured a foregone the entire company is on its knees
hit, with Aldrich & Myers bidding groping through a wilderness.
for Broadway rights
;
prior to
Work, tabbed the “Ives-Capades
going to the U.S., Jack Buchanan
is trying to dispose of his five-year of 1954” by one intermission wag;
lease of the Garrick Theatre. He’s isn’t strong enough to stay in the
NYCB repertory, but will find adasking $80,000.
James Hylton’s production of mirers among lovers of dissonant
“The. Love Match” closes at 'the dance and music.
Victoria Palace in early October
Troupe continued its hot b.o,
and will be. replaced by Jimmy pace last week, garnering $48,690
Brennen’s current Queen’s theatre for the stanza, third in a four- week
(Blackpool) summer show, starring local stand. Previous week’s take
Nat Jackley and Eddie Clavert, till was $44,800 and opening sesh $41,Christmas. It will be replaced then 000. All weeks have been running
by Hylton’s new edition of “The about 10G higher than pre-season
Crazy Show.”
estimates indicated*
Brort.

‘Professor’ Rice Set For
U. of Mich. Drama Course

He and his actress-wife, Betty,
Field, have just sold their home
ip
Stamford, Conn., and have,
moved to New York City.

.

Also booked, with dates indef, are
“Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,”
“Tonight In Samarcand.” In the
pencil
status
are
“Desperate
Hours,” “Seven Year Itch,’ “Reuben, Reuben” and “Hot Rock.”
Personnel shift this year has
Maurice H. Bailey, one of the theatre’s lessees, taking over as managing director of the setup, replacing Benjamin H. Segal, for several years holder of that post and
currently producer of the. Wallingford Oakdale Musical Theatre: Balance of ShUbert staff includes Ben
Witken,
house
manager;
Don
Glenn,
assistant
manager and
press;, Louis Moscow, treasurer;
Susan Greenberg, secretary, and
Harry Feldman, master carpenter.
'

the Palomar and Auditorium.

Elmer Rice has been invited to
conduct a drama course this wintet at U. of Michigan and will
.probably go there shortly. The author, a member of the Playwrights
Co., is about to start work on a;
new script, which he hopes to. have
ready for Broadway production
next spring.

NEW HAVEN

Room,” with Barbara Bel Geddes,
and “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.”

15,

'=

.

.

80G For ‘Lady’

.

overcall.

.<

Lynn Austin and Thomas Noyes
are producing the William Archibald dramatization of the Henry
James story, due Dec. 9 at the
renovated ANTA Playhouse, N; Y.

to California.

Resignations and minor personproblems have plagued the
musical for the last few months,
cast members said here, last week.
Frequent cast changes have
meant long hours of rehearsing and
added strai
Several people have
quit the show because they preferred staying iq the U. S. Also,
the formation of cliques within the
company lowered morale and perality

formance

quality.

Jean Arthur has filed an appeal
with the U. S. Tax Court against
an assessment of $692,535 in back
income taxes, interest and penalties.
Film-legit actress is currently starring in the touring ”Saint
Joan,” which is playing here this
.

Being
for Garage week

Olcl Atlanta Theatre

Torn

Down

Atlanta, Sept, 21.

The Old Atlanta Theatre,

“Portrait of a Lady,” in which
film star Jennifer Jones will make
her Broadway debut, is capitalized
at $80,000, with provision for 20%

Reflected Cast Gripes

(

into the Met for a recital
and Jessica Tandy and
Hume Cronyn at the Met for a
week in “Face to Face”, beginning
Oct. 25. Other Becket dates include the Dublin Flayers, Dec. 9-10
at the Moore, Ballet Russe de
Monte Caplo, Jan. 27-28 at the
Civic Auditorium and lectures at

ity

Week

OPENS

SEASON

Sumac

seasons, to keep the name alive,
and says he made money On it.

‘Porgy’ Last

<

.

Oct.

From

Montreal, Sept. 2l.
disappearance
Mysterious
of
til, next Jan. 1.
Elizabeth Foster following the matGabe Rubin is managing director inee performance Sept. 11 of “Porof Nixon, and Bill .Blair returns gy and Bess” at the Royal Alexanagai
for his. third season as dra Theatre, Toronto, and her subhouse manager. During the sum- sequent appearance on the Coast
mer, Blair was company manager apparently reflects dissatisfaction
of the. Pittsburgh
Civic Light among members of the cast. ComOpera Assn.
Wolfe Kaufman, pany planed Sunday 19) to. Europe
press agent for the latter opera- after a week’s stand at Her Majestion, is back in town again ahead of ty’s Theatre here.
“Blondes.”
During the .session in Toronto,
where. "Porgy” played two weeks,
co-producer Robert Breen personally. supervised meetings with the
‘FIGURE’
LIVELY
cast on all problems and made final
arrangements for the current EuIN
ropean tour. At one point during
the week, Elizabeth Foster*, ode of
New Haven, Sept. 21.
Shubert opened its 39th season three who alternated in the role of
last Wednesday, (15) with a four- “Bess,” said she was resigning and
day breakin of "Reclining Figure.” returning to the Coast.
Later in the week all differences
Seasonal bow was about three
weeks behind normal, but indica- with the actress-singer were betions are for substantial playing lieved to have been settled. However, she presumably still had
time once the asbestos is up.
Revival of “On Your Toes” un- grievances, for she disappeared
furls Sept. 25
Saturday ) and fol- without explanation, leaving all her
lows with the full week, Sept. 27- clothes and personal effects in her
theatre dressing room. She turned
Oct. ,2. Other October-November.
up in Kansas City, according to
bookings include “My 3 Angels,”
with Victor Jory; “The Living news reports from there, en route

has pushed back the local opening.
In addition to the five-show
Theatre Guild season. Becket has
booked Mata and Hari for a onenighter Nov. 1 at the Palomar, Yma

TVES-CAPADES’

Say Vamoose of Bess

.

for Oct. 5. It was originally scheduled for Sept. 20, then changed to
Oct. 1, but success in San Francisco

BALLET’S

NO

some

I

two weeks.
Constance Bennett in “Sabrina.
Fair” is a possibility for an Octo-.
her finale. Also tentatively slated
for a two-week stand beginning
Nov. 15 is Carol Channing in
“Wonderful Town.” Deborah Kerr
in “Tea and Sympathy” is due Dec.'
13 and Nixon needs, only a couple
of more shows to book it solid un-

with Eddie Bracken, has been set

‘IVESIANA’
tonia Cobbs, and' "Harold in Italy,” N.Y.
to music of Berlioz and dances by
Leonide Massine, These new proB.O.
ductions are being subsidized by
For the second of its two preBallet Foundation Inc. Staples in
mieres this season, the N. Y. City
the repertory include “Gaite PaBallet presented George Balanrisienne,” “Scheherazade,” “Nutchine’s “Ivesiana” at City Center,
cracker,” “Swan Lake” and “SylN. Y., last Tuesday night (14).
phides.”
Set to the music of the late Charles
Schang, who booked this troupe
Ives, controversial U. S. modernist,
before the last World War, kept a
the new ballet proves to be as modsmall concert troupe version of
ern—and controversial. ChoreogBallet Russe out. on his Commu-

*

three-week Guild support.
This year the Guild is offering
Pittsburgh, Sept. 21.
entries, like “Picnic,” which opened
It’s beginning to shape up as a last week at the Erlanger as the
good season for the Nixon. House jirst play; Yul Brynner and Patrireopened Monday (20) with Man- cia Morison in “King and I,” due
nie Davis’ two-for-one production in December at the Shubert; Deof “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.”
borah Kerr in “Tea and Syi
Musical, featuring Jet MacDon : pa.thy,” slated for early spring, and
After the pre-Broad way arrival of "Mrs.
aid, is in for a fortnight.
that comes Jean Arthur in “Saint Patterson,” starring Earth
Kitt,
Joan” for a week and Jerome opening a tryout Oct. 11 at the
Cowan in “The. Moon Is Blue” for Harris,

Bookings Through Dec.

Blow

to offer as selling points.

..

and next.
Revenues

Internal

Service

charges the money is due for the
pre-World War I* days, is being ybars 1942 through 1947. Claim is
razed to make way for a five-story based on the star’s own earnings
garage. The 1,700-seat legiter, bUilt and as transferred for the 1942
in 1911 in Exchange Place, a couple taxes of Frank Ross-Norman Krasof blocks from the center of town, na, Inc., and the 1946 taxes of
was the first fireproof theatre in Frank Ross, Inc. Ross is the acthe south.
tress’ former husband.
With the shift of the few legit
Miss Arthur claims the Governbokings to the Tower, the Atlanta ment failed to consider her income
went through interludes of vaude, in community with Ross and erred
films, wrestling and burlbsqUe, but in failing to approve certain busihas been dark for several years.
ness deductions.
relic of

..
.

.

.

'

..

.

.;

.

Perhaps Kurnitz was once taken
by an art dealer and this is his venand acting Well, geance. in any case, although that’s
he
While Tabbert improves as he not the main theme of the play,
does a pretty thorough job of it.
goes along.
Author has a fresh approach to
Edna Preston deserves special
in this
mention for her picture of Fanny’s laugh lines and situations incisive,
three-acter: His humor is
sharp-tongued, qiother, and there
use
not
merely
the
gag
for its
of
a
Price
is an excellent fiit fcy Gerald
own sake. He has observed the
as an* eccentric, ao one else really
passing scene keenly and put down
counts, for 90% of the dialogue—
his observations entertainingly.
and not often very amusing diaFanny,

Fanny
Boston, Sept, 20.
proDavid Merrick and Joshua L6*an acts,
duction of a musical /draina in two music
and Logan, with,
Behrman
by S. N.
tnc
on
based
Rome,,
Harold
and lyrics by
Gaesar,
trilogy.' "Marius," -Fanny" and
Pinza
by Stored Pagnol; Stars Logan;
scenery
by
^
ter “SLexato Directedand lighting. Jo Mieljlner: costumes.

-

Star-

Alvin. Colt; choreography.
En cl,
buck; musical director. LehmanRdtmiii.
Tnide
musical ' continuity,.
-.Lan..
orchestral arrangements. Philip J
At Shubert Theatre.
Marius

;

. .

-

.

,ni

,

Claudine
Claudette . :
Charles .....
Cesar

......

Wallv. Strauss
Ezio Pinza

:

Escartifique

Honoring.

Drummer

.

.

.

....

-

Second Mate
Postman

.

.

.

.

;

,

.

.

Gerald Price
Walter Slezak
Edna Preston
Charles Blackwell
Henrv Michel

. .

,

-

.

Alan Carney

Don McHenry-

M. Brun
•The Admiral
Panisse

.

Cesario
Sailniaker

.

Daniel L-beille
Jack- Washburn..,

..

Fisherman

..

Bill

;

.

Arab
Garage O.w

„

Priest

.

Steve Wiland
Michael Scritto.rale
.Tom Gleason
Hay Dorian

the sympathetic Brother
in the execution number.
Robert Gobdier Handles the fat
part of Chaplain de Stogumber,
the Britisher who pressed for
burning at the stake, as though he
had it by the throat and were intent
making it holler “uncle”
every time he opened his mouth.
are
Gorelik’s
Mordecai
sets
light, airy and certainly inexpensive. However, they fail to fit the
dealer.,
“Figure”
about an eccentric mood of the play* which is irtubh
millionaire who hopes to add a more solid.
General impression is that there’s
long-lost Renoir to his, art collection.
He ‘is approached With the plenty to be done yet by director
painting by. a young, ethical art Harold Clurman. but some quesdealer who has severed connections tion about Whether he’ll ever be
with a crooked dealer.
The old able to do it with Miss Arthur,
Loire.
geezer tries to hire the youth as
personal art representative, intending to. make a pawn of him. When
ilie
cook
the young man refuses, the millionWestport, Conn., Sept. 18.
aire’s daughter is impressed and
Lucille Lortei presentation of Dublin
wants to marry him. But the paint- Players revival of drama in three acts,,
Sean O’Casey,. Directed b.v Maureen:
ing turns out to be a forgery and a by
Halliean and Ronald Ibbs. At White Barn
combination of complications and Theatre, W’estport, Conn., Sept. 17-18. '34
Captain" Boyle
John Kelly
laughs ensues.
Juno Bovle.
Nora O’Mahony
Topflight thesping gives “Figure”, Johnny Boyle
Brian Vincjent
Allften Harte
Percy Mary Boyle
a good plausibility break,
Joxer" Daly ...
James Kenny
Waram, as the eccentric, is crustier Mrs.
Madietan
Maureen Halilgan
than last week’s bread. Mike Wal- ^Needle" Ntt?ent
Ken Huxhanx,
......... Lolue May
lace hits the gong as the youth, Mrs. Tancred
Devine ....
Charles Blair.
Georgiann Johnson, as the daugh- Jerry
Charlie Bentham
.Geoffrey. A. Murohy
ter,, is an impressive blend of at- Irregular Mobilizer
Charles Blair
Furniture Removers..,
.Ken Huxham,
tractiveness and sincerity.
David Clarke
Co-producer Martin Gabel, doub- Irregulaf
Geoffrey A. Murphy

.

Pone

'

..

m

every effort to bring out.

Elie;

.

Fox

Fragile'

.

.

.

.

1st Lt. Harry Woodruff ...... Don Taylor
1st Lt. Joseph Costa ........ Dane Clark
Lt. Col. Clyde Bartlett. . . .Janies Gregory

Pfc. Bernstein.
Tech, Sgt. Tolliver

Clem Fowler
Andrew Duggan

Capt: Gerstad

Addison Powell
Richard Carlyle

.

Pfc.
Prvt.

his

abrupt musical punctuatioriS. tO
dramatic statements and 3 very intricate musioal routining in 'pph

MW

the ^oveme^
WolS.%ai^
Tlm

^istin«uished^Sther

one^

it

still

father’s,

political

some
colleague

*

,

Swope

_
Jr.,

,

from,

and even now heeds very

Mrs.,

little cut-

Author Warren Chetham-Strode

A

1

**»»»

in
^ tl

a stirring job as
:

°ng as tne

.

.

.

some

fine performances to her
credit, there is a nice portrait by
Barbara Everest as an aged aunt,

and an adequate portrayal by Constance
spring.

Wake as
By far

the illegitimate offthe best individual

Mary

.

.

.

A

A

Sam

With the exception of Kelly. 311
the actors
re easier to underaccent, than they
stand, playing i
were in last year’s appearance
here, and they capture the music
of the lines as well. Authentic costumed and props are a definite as-

SX§S!

Sr,aw H ’ rtl

ven “'

'

'

,oh-n

Lou Polan
Howard Fischer

Executioner
English

needs toning dow

Jaffe

Huston

Philip

.

!

Soldier

Norman Roland

Gentleman, of ,1920

^

commendable portrayals
Duggan as a philosophiT
snaws
Shaw’s
01
new revival of
ThisThis
Clem Fowler as a tech “Saint Joan,” starring Jean. Ar^OBel Wilson as the t hur, is scheduled fo? a 30^veek
|

set:;

.

-

:

national

>

of going into

.

!

New York

!

;

..

Under Clark H. Getts’ management the Equity company of 14

with the possibility

;tojir,

after that,
|

Englishman, brings him on vacation to the hotel in the French
Alps where she honeymooned with
hier former mate. Hubby develops
chickenpox and
isolated in a
converted attic; grousing and revolting against his enforced inaction. He is joined by a second victim, a genial playboy who turns
out. to be his* wife’s first husband.
Kathleen Harrison gives a delightful study of the typical domestic tyrant, and it. is her evening.
Betty Paul, who excels in. French
characterizations,;, has little to do
but be alternately charming arid,
explosively Gallic as the bone of
contention,
Michael Shepley
.

'

be offering on tour Shaw’s
“Pygmalion” and “Devil’s Disciple,”
Coward’s “Biithe Spirit”
7lle dra wlng power
aUStic
al
authentic and
istic, autnentic
andeffectfve
effective.
ltiav keep
keeD the show moving along and. Lennox Robinsori's “Far Off
may
C
profitably on the road, whereas Hills,” in addition to “Juno.” ‘They,
her interpretation of the title role will play mostly college theatres,
itopUninb
could hardly survive the rigors of but also, in some iegit. houses like: first-rate
the dull-witted, petuthe 'Geary in. Sari Francisco, Last
New Haven, Sept.. 15,
Broadway appraisal just yet..
year they played 128 engagements lant spouse and David Tomlinson
Martin Gabel and Henry M. Margolis
lines
turn
and
The
Shaw
opus
uppish and infuricontrastingly
is
PFodudtiori
ih
association with Peter
...
.
»
in 90 cities and expect to equal if
Cusick, of comedy in three acts by Harry OUt to be far too big for Some Of
not pass that number, this. t? rne ating as his dashing predecessor..
ir«
V
-ji
n .i?
a
Kurnitz.
Features. Percy Waram/ Mike /t ie cast;
with Special attention to
well- jvlth. tire
Mayne
does
Ferdy
0
around,
Grif.
more artificial pole of the French,
Gabel? BejTr'Kc&er^Raiph Bunker. Miss; Arthur. Only occasionally dqes
David opatoshu. staged by Abe E.uiTows:j she fit the armor and boots of
hotelier aping British idiom and
a
li
x
CK
Tlie
Is Blue
Joan oi Ar ?‘ and then only ih the.
Clem.
mannerism,
nnuntri,.
ShuS New
,-sew ria\en>
fiaven oepu
sIpL* 15
j.o,
5^- s 3 53 1 l;
,
When
lighter, whimsical portions. Whan.
Rochester, Sept, 14.
top.
Jody Associates (Gebrge Rraridt). revival
"
Foster Davis the play soars to. its strongest moof
couple
despite
a
Kfi?
wears well,
U
as of comedy in three acts, by F. Hugh

t,

!

.

..

Inauisitor
D'Estivet

poiiticaili

U ,V -ftiiurew
C91

.

.

I

1

*

.

.

1
!

t

ring foie.

:

I

Ga P

Michael Alexander
Joyce Marlow
Enid Lori'nieir
Susan Richards

has taken an interesting situation
for his theme, but fails to bring it
to, life, and it emerges as an overwordy play on the subject' of illegitimacy and adoption..
doubtful
prospect and not in the running
for Broadwaiy
The play fails for a variety of
reasons.. Firstly and primarily it
suffers frorri a weakness in its main
characterization; secondly, the writing is rarely inspired and reduces
the subject to commonplace melodrama, and finally, Adrianne Aliens
is not too happily cast in the star-

.

.

i

1

.

Robert De BaUdrlcourt Paul Ballantyne
Robert "Van Hooten
Steward
Jean Arthur
Joan
John McLiam
Bertrand De Poulengy
Victor Montenay
Ferdy Mayne.
Archblshon of Rheims George. Macready. others that are:
Alphonse. ......
Neil Hallett
Mgs. De.La Tremouille. .Howard Fischer
James Kenny contributes a fine
Milton Carney
Court Page
Giiles De Rais ..
George Lloyd characterization of Joxer. the Capnonsensical comedy that relies
Captain Le
Lou Polan tain’s cheery, disreputable drink- on ridiculous, rather than humorire ..........
.. .Patti Richards
Daughin
ing companion. Geoffrey A. Mur- ous situations. It has a hint of the
Duchess De La Tremouille
Carol Gustafson phy is good as the pompous scholar “Private Lives” framework, conDunois. Bastard of Orleans. Larry Ward who. loves and leaves the daughter, cerning
a girl playing off her old
David .Post
Dunois’ Page
Richard De: Beauchamp Wyndh.am Goldie and Maureen Halligan ico-direetor husband against her new,
Chaolain De Stogumber. .Robert GoodiOr. with Ronald Ibbs) is Successful as
young Frenchwoman; cosily
Silvera
Frank
Peter Cauchon
the blowsy neighbor, though she settled down, married to a stolid
Richard Striker
Warwick's Page

ting or pacing,
“Fox”. is a husky, virulent drama,
salted ‘With authentic Army humor
and perhaps too much profanity.
Suspense highlight is the shooting
of the captain by a lieutenant who
subsequently gives himself up;
Film actors Dane Clark and Don

I

.

-

Sent. 20. *54.

tele-

has turned in a masterful
sta^ing job. From opening to finale, the three acter hums along,

1

.

:

'

Whitehead; scenery. Mordecai Gorelik
At National Theatre, Washington. D.C.,

.

vlsl°h»

;

.

.

film:

-

.Herbert

•

,

-

makes it more difficult to convey performance, however, is contributed by Peter Myers, a West End
the feeling of a Dublin tenement,
newcomer whose; interpretation of
an important factor in the story.
an adolescent who. fancies himself
In. portraying the poor Dublin as a man-about-town
is the highfamily who fall heir to a legacy, spot of the production.
go on a spending spree and then
ftormah Marshall directed the
learn the money is not forthcom- play in stereotype fashion.;
The
ing, Nora O’Mahoney is standout two sets by Gower Parks deserve
in the role of the strong-minded full, marks.
Myro.
mother.
Brian Vincent is excellent as the highstrung patriot son.
All For
Aileen Harte is effective if someLondon, Sept. 10.
what unvaried as the daughter.
Henry Sherek' (by arrangement /with
John Kelly is unconvincing as the Duchess .Productions) presentation ot
farce
in
three
acts
by Harold Brooks and
father of the family.
His stagey
Kay Banheraian. Directed by Jack Wilconception of the “paycock” is cal- liams,
At DUke of York’s, London, Sept.
culated. and not only is his accent 9, '54; $2.25 lop.
....... Betty Paul
unintelligible, but for the sake of Mary Miller
Clive Norton
David Tomlinson
Iau?hs he adds lin6s that are not Humphrey Millar
Michael Shepley
.Kathleen Harrison
in Mr. O’Casey’s script, and omits Nannie Cartwright..

Saint Joan

The way

j

||

16 ’

0 ng toiir

is

will

it looked tonight, the
probably a smart move.

the .star

of

,

-

|
j

j

’

;

t

i

i

.

-
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falls short.
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,
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Pinza, in his second legit time
out. here, reveals great stature as
a dramatic actor. In Raimu’s role
as the youth’s father., he displays^
v
L» r ',
riiagnificenta- command
of the
stage, gaining the affection, of the
audien.ee in an increasingly warm cass Edgerton
iftHncAn
and rich performance. He enun- i-ucas Edgertun
'..^rperev' waram
Ralph Bunker
dates every word beautifully and [pa^TAVc/don
Lr
B r
carries himself with immense fiis- Jonas Astorg
,.,.’.;
Ma riin Gabci
_i-v
David; x>.patb'shutinction. Regrettably, what he has.! Denesco
Dr. Hickey
^ehenyah
persoff
tp sing Is not less than trivial, Prof; Jutnelle
but it will ait least insure, liis throat
for the run of the show.
The Art Dealers Assn, of
Slezak, as indicated, has the rest America Will probably picket this
of the field to himself \\’hile. draw- neiw comedy by film writer Harry
ing, incidentally, the .pluiu song Kurnitz;
If they contemplate such
of the show. Florence Henderson a move, they’d better have a remakes an attractive arid capable serve of sign-toters, because iridica!
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disclosed

Herbert. Features Jerome Cowan,. Martha
Randall, Wayne Carson, Staged by John
Holden. At Auditorium Theatre, Rochester, sept: 6Ti, '54; $3.50 top.
Patty O'Neill
.Marthar Randall
...
.
,

.

.

.

/

.

Wayne Carson
Joan” are those in. Donald Gresham
David Slater
Jerome Cowan
wliicli Miss Arthur does not appear Michael O'Neill
Clyde Waddell
on stage, and several members of
the cast soar far above and. beyond
F, Hugh Herbert’s little treatise
her.
on seduction, “The Moon. IS Blue,”
Frank Silvera: as the Bishop of happily christened the local legit
Beauvais, sinks liis teeth into his season at the Auditorium in a
part as though' Shaw, had tailored George Brandt touring revival, It’s
fresh entertaining show: that
it for him, sharing top acting hon- a
this.

.

star

Pan on the wrong stage with
wrong play,
Most of the best moments, of

Peter.

.

-

Moon

,

:

1

.

1

1

s

|

’

•>

,

Nap

adds up to a series of individual
performances lacking the necessary overall
atmosphere which
should cornbine mounting tension
and symphonic contrasts of sound
and mood.
Absence of scenery

j

_

__

...... Wilfrid Downing
;
Johh Arnatt
.

:

mate as long as it is ware of its
tour of the U, S.
origin, rarely reaches a note of
Production, one. of five plays to
conviction*
be offered by the Irish troupe, sufApart from Miss Allen, who has
fers from under direction,, and

takes, its

ai ft-,s Aide,. Latter two supply
\ritlv5
bi°st .--Qf the play’s, humor.
fire?
S set n ® s
a
^
,
oun hall,^ ce ai'country

only
3
glance in “To My Wife.”*
But there has clearly been
attempt to inject a new notethe use of such devices as counterpoint in. the lessei* fashion, and
extended or shortened phrases
rather than the regular 32-bar
•'forniS; It all., reveals, a higher .goal
than the conventional music, but
.

:

nntpntiai

^

•

.

1

.

give superb performances
mu- Taylor
as heroic lieutenants and Mason

Hrpatn cemieneuc
foati.rincr
q
ballet bf Tkind f?agmeSa!y r ®
citatives and musical bridges, mood
music in the pit during dialogue.

•terfibtv

.

-

!

^

.

,

Washington, Sept. 20
name- from
of
Producers’
Theatre
presentation
the outfit headed by the Captain. drama in six scenes and epilogue. by
It is excellently written, produced, George Bernard ShaW. Stars Jean Arthur;
features .Sam ,-Taffe. George Jtocready.
staged, acted and designed. It’s an Frank Silvera. Wyndham Goldie. Directed
all-male show, with a strong film- b»* Howard Clurman; produced by Robert.

1

ei'a?^ -lurThe^ let

.

The play

still

i

of

.

.

who’s looking for political favors

j

side.

. ;

.

.

after the war.

i

Meanwhile the intrusion

.

Barbara Everest
...... Constance Wake

Miss Allen plays the part of an
advertising exec who deliberately
decides to have an illegitimate
child after her fiance is killed and
she believes she can never fall in
love agai
After the child is born,
she adopts it legally, but never. discloses the real facts, although the
daughter is always pressing for information. Finally the truth leaks
out accidentally and there is an
hysterical scene between the mother and. the girl.
The author’s intention of making
the play a justification for a woman’s natural desire for motherhood
An acceptable stock perform- rarely succeeds, although he creance of Sean O’Casey's Irish clas^- ates a measure of sympathy for his
main character. The parallel issue
sic, “Juno arid the Paycock,” is offered in this Dublin Players re- which debates whether the; child
wqpld prefer, to know it’s illegitivival. which is making a 35-week

.;
If Hollywood is Interested in docivilian life, flubs his command
anything less than a superand takes refuge in booze. He is ing
this could make a chucklecovered up by a superior officer, super.
Bone.

the
merchant finally shuffles off in a
scene of Whopping ineptitude aggravated by the fact that Walter
Slezak, as the merchant, has by]
this time so stolen the ball from
William Tabbert as the youth (who
never became a sympathetic chari
acter anyway) that the audience is
rooting for the prodigal’s demise
instead of the merchant’s. This is
not only because of Slezak's superbly winning portrait, which is
a joy throughout, but because of
the writing. The poor boy just
never has a chance to swing the
cipai

;

:

Pay

Juno and

ling as actor, is suavity itself as the
searching bit of front line life dur- manipulating art dealer, and Berry
ing the Battle of the Bulge. It Kroeger scores as an art forger
apparently has the ingredients Who mixes rum With his oils, David
necessary to commercial success, Opatoshu does a classic bit as
blackmailer,
Ralph
but with a big “if.”
polished
a
Question is the public acceptance Bunker has good moments as a
of a war drama at this late date. tester of original masterpieces. NeSeveral World War II plays have hemiah Persoff and Alfred Hesse
been, successful, but . the market make excellent foils for devastatmay no longer be so receptive; in ing caricatures of art critics and
which .caser' “Fox”
may have experts. Foster Davis does the trarugged going: But if the public is ditional butler well.
With a talented cast, and interWilling to take another war play,
esting things for them to say "and
this should be it.
do, Abe Burrows is on the way to
Norman, A. Brooks drama is
blending these ingredients into diabout personal conflict of men
under fire. It’s about a Captain verting stage fare. Split-level interior setting by Frederick Fox is
and the lives of the men under
handsomely grade-A;
him. The officer, a weakling in.

a wealthy

.

.

Another recruit to the ranks of
War plays is “Fragile Fox,” a soul-

merchant who has. long sought her
hand, and he marries her in .full
knowledge and joyful anticipation
of the child. The baby is born and
all is happiness Until the youth

*

.Adrianne Alien
........
JPeter Myerj
......

'

Jacob Abramowitz
William Hellinger
Jason Wingreen
Eugene Smith
.... Leonard Bell
Robert McQueeney
Pyt. Sneider
George Gilbreath
Pvt. McLiam

Snowden
German
Short German

He does, unknowingly
morning.
leaving, her \vith a child.

audience to his

JRicksf

Pfc.
Tall

seilles fishstall keeper by the son
of a waterfront cafe proprietor. On
the night of the event, Fanny insists that the boy keep his date
with a restless destiny and ship
out. on a windjammer the next

reappears to find the torch
burping.
Twelve years pass before

Herman

a

.

Capt. Erskine Cooney ..... Mason Adams
Lionel Wilson
Corp; Jackson

.

to

$3.85 top.

:54;

Martins Theatre, London

St..

“
Ruth Fleming
Robert Turnbull

1

.

-

ing shears and grafting gum and
and pull it through. But. a very
pertinerit. question at the moment
is what kind of a fruit will they
7
com up with in the end?
At this stage the musical often
gets -lost in an erratic course
touching, now on the straight, play
with music, and again on the operetta; with occasional recitative.
It’s a strange mingling of styles,
as if the authors were uncertain
Whether to be light Or heavy,
straight forward Or ‘‘artistic.”
The result at the opener, which,}
began at 8 o’clock and ended at
11:15, was prolonged.- tiresome and
yet filled with many moments of.
charm and promise. But the stag-,
gering work still to be done seems
bewildering.
Drawn from the trilogy of Marcel Pagnol which, in its French
Raimu,
starred
versions,
.film
“Fanny” tells of the willing seduction of the daughter of a Mar-

At

Sept. 14. *54; $3 top.

-

;

Hartford, Sept. 16.

Paul Vroom production, ip association
with Barnard S
Straus, of drama ih.
The obvious assumption about three
acts (five scenes) by Norman A.
“Fanny” in its present state is that Brooks. Stars Dane Clark. Don Taylor;
Logan
Mason Adams,.
features
James
Gregory,
Joshua
S. N. Behrman and
Andrew Duggan. Richard Carlyle. Clem
are sufficiently, seasoned in the art Fowler. Jsison Wingreen. Directed by Her-,
on
the
together
show
Als wan g.
a
Ralph.
bert Swope. Jr.; scenery,
of putting
road to attack this one' with prun- 'At Parsins Theatre, Hartford, Sept. 16,

-

Parks.

Ian Turnbull
Betty Turnbull

Ladvenu

.

1

......

Fanny then turns

:

.

Tani Seitz
Dran Seitz

.V.. ...L,..

:

—

.

Wlorenre Henderson
Florence Henderson

The Pet Shop
London, Sept. 15:
,
^
James
P. Sherwood presentation at
drama in three acts by Warren Chethamr
Strode. Stars Adrianne Alien. Directed
by Norman Marshall. Decor
Gower

Lady Bolitho
Caroline Fleming
Larry Ledward <
Martin Victor Ledward

Though.' "Figure”
not exactly
in the belly-laugh category, thereis

is given to the above.
Dancing is not especially, em- fore, it is consistently. amusing.
phasized, though there is a marvelAlso, it carries an appealing roous nautch dance by Nejla. Ates,
mantic thread woven into the overnor is there, much excuse for the
pattern.
show boys and girls. The produc- allAfter
the author’s expose of fortion, however, is happy and colorgery in paintings, milking the nouful, with atmospheric sets and cost
veau riche, “suggestive” blackmail,
tumes of the Marseille waterfront. and similar practices,; the impresAll in all, it’s not easy to see
sion is that the -reason the Venus
what might come of this.
But de Milo has no arms is because she
there is no doubt that there is ah once shook
hands' with an
rt
a king
unusual quality well worth

logue

,

.......

singing

.

-

Fanny
Fanny

.

'

Wednesday, September 22, 1954
ors With Syndham Goldie, as the.
Earl of Warwick. Goldie is a British import in hi$ first play pn the
American boards. The meeting is
a happy one for actor and ’audience.
Solid performances are delivered, ^
also, but the veteran Sam Jaffe
as the Inquisitor in the trial scene
just before Joan goes to the stake,
add Paul Richards as the mousy
King of France. George McCready
turns, in a competent Archbishop,
of Rheims, and John McLiam .fills:
two parts, a short bit as Bertrand
jde P.oulerigy in the first scene and

will be

are that “Figure”
around for a While. tions

.James

..

.
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“Saint

script anachronisms.

Jerome Cowan
the

shoes

of

neatly into

fits

comic

the

Martha Randall, as

roue.

garrulous

t^ie

the
has
virgin,”
“professional,
requisite naive charm and conviction.

Wayne Carson

u
lively 3 on
lover, and
,

-does

a;

as the frustrated

young

Waddell,
father, rushes i

as

Clyde

.

enraged
..the. proper

the

‘‘with

amount of gusto. John Hold''” ias
Small*
staged" the show neatly.

,

.
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IHoon’ Harvests $13,500

h First Week, Toronto
Toronto, Sept. 21.
biz Saturday (18)
night, “Moon Is Blue” grossed a
good $13,500 last week, with the
1,525-seat Royal Alexandra scaled
at $3.50 top, including tax, for an
80% twofer sale. On. a hefty advance, the second week should hit

With turriaway

Chicago, Sept. 21. *
Ti*ade at the' two Loop holdovers
picked up a bit last week. “Picnic,” ‘SP*

$52,800, Hartford;
‘Fox’ Tryout $8,800 in 4

the new arrival, opened, strongly
despite a mixed critical reaction.

$15,000, also at cut-rates. .
F. Hugh Herbert fourrcharacter
comedy has Jerome Cowan starred,

Hartford, Sept. 21.

.

Town had two

legit

shows

last

week, with biz strong for both.. with Martha Randall, Wayne Carpicnic, Erlanger list wk) ($4.00; TryOut of Norman Brook’s “Fragile son, Clyde Waddell featured.
(Ralph Meeker). Topped Fox,” starring Dane Clark and
\ 30O)
on Guild subscription. Don Taylor, took in just under
$20,000
Opened Sept. 13 to two pan notices $8,800 in four performances at the
Dettmer, Parsons Theatre. Show, which had
Daily News;
(Harris,
American) arid two no-decision re- a $3.85 top. played Thursday-Sat(18-18).
Booking inauguports (Kogan, Sun-Times; Raven, urday
Continued from page 63
1

rated the theatre’s fourth season.

Triune)..

Time Out for Ginger, Harris
sock
“South Pacific” drew
($4.15; 1^000) (Melvyn $52,800 in eight performances at
(36th wk)
Douglas). Almost $9,500 (previous the Bushnell Auditorium. Rodgers
peek Was underquoted; actually & Hammerstein musical subbed a
drew $8,700); exits Qfit. 2 to re- Friday (17). afternoon performance
sume tour.
for an evening showing that' day
Wonderful Town, Shubert (11th because of a booking snarl. House
\vk) ($4.60; 2.100 (Carol Charming).
was committed to Norman Granz’s
$30,400 (previous week, “Jazz at the Philharmonic.’’
Kearlv
$30,500).
Performance switch dented the
.

.

:

tuner’s take, but the Iva Withersstarrer set a iiew
house matinee record the following afternoon (Sat.) with A $6,054

Webb. Tilton

Barn Mgt. Bias

Top was

gate.

Cpntfnuec from page S3

$3.85.

local business men's luncheon.
He knew everybody by his first
and unmistakably had the
friendship and support of the towrt.
Our show went beautifully there.”

to a

noted

similar

good

warm

audi-

Vv'estport

house;

(Conn:)

Sea

Theatre,

and

Cliff

Country
(L.I.)

Philly’s

Mass:;
Play-

Summer
Playhouse

New

the Park. At the latter municipally-operated tent, virtual capaih

city

audiences turned

out

every

1

night; regardless of the temperature under the canvas and seemed

be predisposed to enjoy the
show. Despite the heat and the
strangeness of arena-style, performance, Sherman, liked the Philengagement better than any
]y
other of the tour.*
In contrast to the friendly audiences at well-run spots, conditions
at a few of the barns were deSherman reports. Alpressing,
though he prefers not to identify
the particular theatres, he notes
that in, one case the management's
relations with the public had apparently been growing worse for
several years, and the audience reto

Haven, Sept. 21.
Shubert season opened to fair
biz last Weanesday-Saturday (1518) with a five-performance breakin. of “Reclining Figure,” at $3.50
top. gross reached an approximate
>
$9,100.

“On Your Toes?
next
with

gets a preview
and follows
full' stanza
next week.
is healthy but not sellout

Saturday
a

Advance

(18)

as yet.

‘Itch’

$1 9,500 in Frisco;

Nears Local Run Mark
San Francisco, Sept. 21.
Running into its eighth week,
the town’s only legit show, “Seven
Year Itch,” edged up a bit last
week as its headed towards one of

.

another key strawhat, the
management had' apparently never
taken the trouble to establish
friendly relations with the local
Winnipeg
public. There was no evidence of
local support, interest In or even
awareness of ‘‘Little Hut” in particular or the theatre in general.
Audiences all seemed to be: transients Who Stopped off more or less
haphazardly en route along the when its current fund drive is commain highway passing the play- pleted.
Company has a $27,000 deficit.
house; The audience reaction was
primarily disapproval and even
shock, and practically no one came
backstage after the performance.

At

j

Arbor
Drama Festival, where
“Hut” Opened its tour, was also a
special case, since it isn’t a strawhat in the usual sense.
According to Sherman, virtually

every barn theatre could profitably
spend rtioney on improved stage
lighting. He also notes that at Falmouth, the floor show in the adjoining nightclub was a distraction
to the legit performance. At Westport. it was a tossup Whether the
management turned on the noisy
cooling sysem or opened the auditorium doors dnd let the traffic

sounds from nearby Route 1 drown
out the actors.
The “Hut” tour was Sherman’s

full-summer barn stint in a
of years. He found conditions greatly changed from what
he’d remembered. Strawhat salaries are nearly always skimpy for
all except a few top names on fat

London, Sept. 21.
(Figures denote premiere dates)
After the Ball, Globe (6-1G54).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
All For Mary, Duke York (9-9-54).
Both Ends Meet, ApoUo (6-9-54).
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
Conscience A Desire, Lindsey (9-2-54).
Dark Light Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).
.

<

Day By The Seay Haymarket

(11-26-53).

Diary of a Nobody, Arts (9-1-54).
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Savoy (9-13-54).
.

Dry Rot, WhitehaU (8-31-54).
Duenna, Westminster (7-28-54).
Foties Borgere, Pr.

Wales

(9-24-53).
Guys and Dolls,. Colliseum (5-28-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).
(3-12-54).
I
a Camera,
Intimacy At .8:30, Criterion. (4-29-54)..
Joyce Grenfell, Fortune (6-2-54).
Keep In Cool Place, Saville (8-16-54).
King aind I; Drury Lane (10-8-53)
Lovo Match, Viet. Palace (11-10-53).
Manor of Northstoad, Duchess (4-28-54).
(11-25-52).
Mousetrap,
Never Too Late, Strand (6-3-54).
No News Father, Cambridge (9-15-54),
Old Vic Rep, Old. Vic. (9-9-54).
Pal Joey, Princes (3-31-54).
Relations Apart, Garrick (8-3-54),

Am

.

New

.

.

Ambas

Sabrina Fair, Palace (8-4-54).
Salxd Days, Vaudeville .(8-5-54):

Teahouse AUg. Moon, Her Maj.

(4-22-54)
In Paris, Hlpp. (4-8-54).
Witness. Prosecution, W. GaTd. (10-28-53)
You'll Be Lucky, Adelphi <3-25-54).

Wedding

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Anna Russell, New Watergate (9-21-54).
Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-54).
Fortune's. Finger, New Lind. (9-23-54).
Hearty. Spirit, Piccadilly (9-23-54).

Name
St.

Is Spilths

Richmond

(9-27-54).

Joan, Arts (9:29: 54L

guarantees

or
percentage,
but
generally enjoyed the
trek. At. least it was “interesting”

Sherman

and he was :\vorking.

Midsummer

.

Met

Night’s Dream,

Opera House (M)

($6; 3,612; $93,-

553)

.

.

.

We

have to spend

a.

considerable amount in preliminary expense, such as promotion
letters,
clerical
work,
postage,
phone calls and the like.
“All that may ..be lost and we
may incur great resentment among
our donors and supporters if the
show is abandoned, or closes on
the road. Gr there may be complications, with cancellations and a
financial loss if the show’s opening
is postponed- There’s also the risk
that we may. not be able to dispose
of all the tickets we’ve taken.
“As in the case of ‘Fanny,’ we
get no concession from the management, but have to pay a premium to the party agent, because
she has not been allowed a commission.
But we do it, taking a
long chance that the show will be
good and that our patrons won’t
be resentful at having had to pay
charity prices,
_

last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, eapacity. gross and stars.
Price includes 10% amusement lax,
but grosses are. net: i.e., exclusive
'
of tax.

Cockles

CLOSED LAST WEEK
A Champagne, Pic'dilly

Vienna Operetta,
Pat Shop,

St.

(5-28-54).

Stoll (8-16-54).

Martin's

(9-7-54).

HI

Washington; Sept. 21.
Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
Biz picked up a little last week
(C) ..(24th wk; 187; $4.60; 1.160; for the second and final stanza of
$28,000) (Macdonald Carey, Kitty “All Summer. Long” at the NationOver $22,400 (previous al Theatre,
Carlisle),
The pre-Broadway
Week, $17,600).
showing drew nearly $14,300.
;
Sea,
e
C
By the Beautiful
S
B a
•Arthir op/.ed at the Na*>•»
Ifi’9b
5li)
(24th wk, 188; $6.90,^,510^
(MC) S«h
tlpnal last bight (Mon.) in. Shaw's
;

-

M

t k'%;

$58,000)

^

i
•

Aiuitt-.i
(Shirley Booth).
(previous, week 528,900.;

538,000
V
rlrtai? uhtiF
25*but must
then vacate for “Silk Stockings,”
due Dec. 30.

D«

Sn

Than” with

;

ing

over
sellout,
week, $33,300).

$33,600

Ill

(previous

Dear Charles, Morosco

(C) (1st
5; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; $30,000)
(Tallulah, Bankhead). Opened last
Wednesday (15) to five favorable

wk;

•

j

v

j

Ziegfeld (OP) (42nd wk: j
332; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) (Alfred.!
over
Sellout,,
$57,900
Drake).
seater was scaled to
(previous week.- $56,200).
Oh Men, Oh Women, Miller pany planed Sunday

Kismet

—

:

i

,

in

Almost
$23,248) (Lloyd Bridges).
very poor taste for theatrical peo- $13,800 (previous week, $10,800);
ple, including actors as well as has been overquoted recently;
producers and authors, to accept
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
our business so quickly and then (19th wk/ 148; $6.90; 1,571;
sound off in interviews and ar- 717) (John Raitt, Janice Paige,
ticles about how cold and. insensi- Edglie Foy Jr ). Sellout again, over
tive and stupid benefit audiences $51,700.
Seven; Year Itch, Fulton (C)
are,

Com-

,$4;50.
(19) to.

Eu-

rope.

(C) (40th wk; 326; $5.75-$4.60; 920;
it’s

Montreal, Sept. 21.
Local legit has been bubbling
here with two companies making
concurrent appearances in English
and French and a succession of
bookings set for the next few
weeks.
Le Theatre National Populaire
of France, making its first North
American appearance, has grossed
over $70,000 in an 11 -performance
engagement ending tonight (Tues,),
Four-play repertory has been presented in French at the 2,500-seat
St Denis Theatre, at a $4 top.
Productions presented here included Moliere’s “Don Juan” and
“L’Ayare,” Corneille's “Le Cid”
and Victor Hugo’s “Ruy Bias,” all
directed by Jean Villars. Before
returning to Paris the troupe plays
a three-day stand, opening Thursda y night (23) in Quebec City.
Following a slow early week,
“Porgy and Bess” wound up with
capacity biz Saturday (13), drawing a total of nearly ; 36.000 at Her
Majesty’s last week. The 1,700.

•

Poor Taste?
happen to think

art.

Active; French Co. 70G,

(previous

week, $12,700).

itrnnp'

a

the (ortoight taclul
Theatre Guild subscription,

Montreal Bi-Lmgualiy

Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (72nd
wk; 572; $6:90; 1,361; $50,160).
just.
Sellout,
$50,400
week, $49,200).

tKtf

!

Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth (D) (35th wk; 276; $5.75$4.60; $33,331) (Lloyd Nolan, John
Hodiak, Barry Sullivan). Another

(

you’d ever had to take the complaints from a charity donor who’s
paid $50 or $100 for seats to a flop
show, you’d realize our position is
anything but enviable.
if

“I also

first

number

.

“So what happens?. Why, as
the longest local runs in recent soon, as the producers think they
reviews (Atkinson, Times; Chapyears. Good Weather and the re- hcive a hit they
become very su- man, News; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
turn of the natives from vacation perior
toward the business we’ve McClain, Journal-American; Watts,
were contributing factors.
given them.. Then they arbitrarily Post) and two negative notices
Estimate for Last week
Seven Year Itch, Geary (7th wk) hold out more house seats, some- (Coleman, Mirror;: Hawkins, Worldtimes taking the. choice seats on Telegram); sellout, with gross oyer
1.550)
(Eddie
Bracken).
Al($3.85,
most $19,500 (previous week, $19,- which we must depend for our big- $21,600 for first five performances
and one preview.
gest donations.
300).
Fifth Season/ Cort (C) (77th wk;
“Another thing. They’re all glad
$25,227) (Chester
to
take
the
money
we.
put
up
for 611; $4.60; 1,056;
Ballet Idle
Morris,
Joseph Buloff). Almost
the seats, but I’ve never heard of
Winnipeg, Sept. 21.
$11,500 (previous, week, $10,800)/
a
producer
offering
refund
or
a
Royal Winnipeg Balle.t, inactive
King of Hearts, Lyceum (C)
since its physical productions, cos- concession if the show turns out to (25th wk; 194; $5.75-$4.6Q; 995;
tumes, etc., were destroyed in a be a flop. We’re supposed to be $23,389)
Cook, ’jgckie
(DonAld
fire last June, plans to resume grateful for getting the show. But Cooper).
Nearly $15 300

action was correspondingly hostile
to “Little Hut.” It’s hardly a coincidence, he believes, that the mangot into
agement
question:
squabbles with guest stars during
the summer.

Distractions
At one mountain resort bordering the borscht belt the play got a
rather special response, particularly on weeknights, when the audience Was composed almost exclusively. of women, presumably
marking time until their husbands
arrived for the weekend. The Ann

by Walter Macken, produced by
the Theatre Guild, and Worthington Miner; financed at $40,000,
cost about $24,000 to bring in, ineluding approximately $1,000
Strawhat tryout loss, and can break
even at around $13,500 gross;
opens tonight (Wed,); tryout reviewed in Variety Sept. 1, '54.

J

for instance.

Falmouth

Coonamessett,

Playhouse,

championship bout Wednesday and
Thursday (15-16) is figured to have
been a b.o. hypo on those nights.
Hike in grosses went as high as
$9,100 for a musical and $4,800. for
Last week’s sole
a straight play.
opener, “Dear Charles,” joined the
sellout list.
Others in that category are “Caine Mutiny Court
“Kismet,”
Martial,”
“Can-Can,”
“Pajama Game” and “Te&house of
the August Moon.’
There are three preeins thiA
week. "Midsummer Night’s Dream”

(Robert Helphiarin, Moira
Shearer,
Stanley
H oil o w a y).
Shakespeare comedy; with Menprofit from benefit shows comes
night (Tues.j, “All delsohn score, produced by the
bowed
last
from
the
ultra-high
premium Summer Long” opens tonight Old Vic, presented by S. Hurok;
charged for these seats. They re- (Wed.) and “Home Is the Hero”, needs about $55,000 weekly gross
gard the regular house-seat hold- debuts tomorrow (Thurs.)/
to
break even, including both
out as unfair, but concede that it’s
operating expense arid cost of
Estimates for Last Week
an accepted practice. However,
transportation, etc.; opened last
(Drama),
(Comedy),
Keys: C
D
they say they balked at having to
(Tues,); reviewed from EdinCD ( Comedy-Drama) , R ( Revue ) night
give up 80 pairs of the best locaMC (Musical-Comedy) ,MD ( Musi- burgh in Variety, Sept. 15, ’54.
tions.
cal-Drama), O ( Opera ) OP ( OpAll The Risks
eretta).

lepers,” she asserted! “We contract
for a show many months in advance, talcing a big gamble. Suppose we pay $10,000 for a' house,

Theatre-byI.;

„

attendance.
Postponement Of the ($5,75-$4.6Q; 766; $22,000) (Walter
Ezzard
Charles-Rocky Marciano Macken, Peggy Ann Garner).. Play

,

Good Public Relations
Sherman

40 pairs located down front
for non-benefit shows:
In explanation of their refusal
to agree to the withholding of 40
pairs of choice locations, officials
of charity groups say. that the real
tire

on Broadway soared last (’Thurs:);' tryout rpyiewpd i
VaRain -during the latter part riety, Sept. -1, ’54.
week failed to discourage)
Home Is the Hero, Booth (D)
•

week.*
of -the

Both presentations had competition from the opening of the new
Statler Hotpl, which had a ribbonOne charity official, a society
Other parenthetic designations
cutting party Thursday (16) night
page figure, was emphatic on the refer, respectively, to, weeks played,
for more than 4,000 guests/
subject.
treated
“We’re
like number of performances through
.

•jiame'

public relations and
ence response at .the
thq-Sea, Maturiuck, R.

Biz

-

Return of Melvyn Douglas as star
helped “Time Out for Ginger.”
Estimates for Last Week

House

is

dark

this

week, reopen-

ing next Monday (27) with Victor
Jory in “My 3 Angels.” Following

week
‘Dial

,

(

|

brings Donald Woods in
for Murder.” Almost solid

M

bookings for the last month gives
Montreal its season start in several years.

.

"If they ^dqn’t like benefit audiences they don’t have to sell benefits.
But if they do sell benefits
and take the money they might
have the grace not to give out
nasty interviews about us.”
In the case of “Fanny,” the party
sales reportedly represent about
$400,000 gross. In contrast to the
40 pairs pf house seats withheld
for this S. N. Behrman-LoganHarold ]?ome musical, only 12
pairs each are being held out for
“Quadrille;” the Noel Coward comedy to costai* the Lunts, Edna Best
and Brian Aherne, and “House of
Flowers,”
the
Truman CapoteHarold Arlen musical to star Pearl
'

Bailey.

“Fanny”:

is

due

to-

open Nov. 4

at the Majestic, N. Y-, but no parties were sold through November,

so tickets could be available to fill
mail orders from the Logan-Leland Hayward priority list, plus ah
allotment to Cue mag for a ticketselling gimmick;

wk; 765; $5:75-$4.60;

(96th

1;063;

Just ‘Facts’
Nugent).
(Elliott
$22,300 (previous week, $18,600).
Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box

$24,000).

(C)

(46th Wk; 365; $5.75-$4.60;
Nearly $24,600
$27,811),

1,077;;

$5,500 at Bucks;

4 Tryouts Boring

Oct.

New Hope; Pa., Sept. 21.
Tryout of John D: Hess’ comedy,

.

,

(previous week, $20,800).

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore “The Facts of Life” at the Bucks
(51st.
wk; 405; $5.75-$4.60; County Playhouse last week drew
'

(D.)

$28,300)
Almost $26,300
1,060;

,

(Joan Fontaine 1.
(previous week,

$22,700).

i

over $5,500.
for

i

Teahouse of the August Morin>

An

Broadway

option
held

is

on.

the play

by Albert

Sbl d en and. Morion Gottlieb.
“Dame Nature” is current, with
'

“Bernardine” set
(C) (49th wk; 396; $6.22-$4.6Q; Magda Gabor
1,214; $33,608) (David Wayne, John (for next Week.
The Playhouse will offer four
Forsythe).
Another sellout, over
$34,100; stars began, a 10- week trouts during October. They are
coined y,
Sundgaard’s
vacation Monday (20), with Bur-: Arnold
gess Meredith and Scott McKay in “Kllgo Rim,” the week of Oct 4;

Beck

;

|

.

,

John T. Chapman’s melodrama,
“Head of the House,” formerly
titled “The Iron Door,” the week
($5.75-$4.60; 1,027; $30,000). Play of Oct. 11; Frederic Morton’s comby Robert Anderson, produced by /edy, “Millicent’s Castle,” the week
the Playwrights Co.; financed at 'of Oct. 18, and Henry and Phoebe
$65,000, cost about $45,000 to bring Ephron’s comedy, “The Shoemakin, including bonds and approxi- er’s Children,” the week of Oct. 25.
The converted mill will remain
niately $4^000 trj*out loss, and can
break even at around $14,000 open through. Nov. 27 for a 26night week season.
tomorrow
opens
gross;
as respective subs.

OPENING THIS WEEK
AH Summer Long, Coronet

(D)

|

|

,

,

LEGITIMATE
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Current Road Shows

Show on Broadway
Dear Charles
Richard Aldrich

A

Richard Myers proJulius

-with

association,

in

duction..

Flelsc-h aim,- of comedy in three acts,
by Marc-Gilbert Snuvaiort and Frederick
Jackson, adapted by Alan Melville. Stars
TalluliTv Bankhead; features Fred Kcat*.
Reilly, Robert Coble, Werner
ins, Hu
Klemperer, Norah Howard; Alice Pearce;
Tom
tarry' Robihsoni Grace Raynor,
Edmund Bayhes;
Staged by
Ravjior.
acener;.’ .and lighting. Donald Oensl 'gev;
Gene Coffin. At Morosco, N.Y.,
costiu^
:

-

•

Sfepi.-

*ol;

Martha
Waller’

.........
/.

Bruno
Eclw >•;!
Dolores
Marline

i

;
.

.

.Sir :;’l<.eh.aer
••Jan. Lel.z .resco

Jeffrey

Mm

mclic/

'

.LucUmne
Jean'.'lcrr

.

presumably

like's

perfectly legitimate

is

it,

.ar-

Continued from page 13
Court Martial
(Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey,
and many, managements
Steve Brodie) Aud., St. Paul 20* years,

Mutiny

Caine

—

Minn., (25q
Hibbing, Minn. (26) (matinee); Denfield And., Duluth (26)
(evening); H,S. , Aud'., Ironwood,
Mich. (29); H. S. Aud., Green Bay,
Wis. (30). H. S, Aud., Marshfield,:
Wis. >1); H.S. Aud,, Wausau, Wis.

24; H;S. Aud;, Virgi

‘

,

Aud.,

.

rangement and should satisfy her ( 2 ),
Norah Howard numerous
doting)
(and
noisily
Dial
for Murder rRoyal AlexLarry Robinson
..
andra, Toronto (27-2).
Tom Raynor fall owing.
Fred Keatin.?
As for the others, well, they're
Fanny (Ezio Pinza; Walter SleTallulah Bankhead at least present^ Which appears. to
Shubert. Boston
zak) (tryout)
Grace; Raynor
Robert Coo.le: be all that’s required. Fred Keatr (20-2). (Reviewed in Variety this
Werner Klemperer ing lolls around unobtrusively as week).
Hugh Reilly ai observant friend of the family,
Fragile: Fox (Don Taylor, Dane
Alice Pearce
Mnr.v. Web ,v an extraneous, role that may be a Clark) (tryout)— Locust St:. Phila.
Peter Pell
i' gial relic of a nearly version
(20»2), (20-2) (Reviewed in Variety

.
.;

.

and

expect
that

Shall Twofers Rule?

(Sept. 20-Oct. 2)

she, can exert her baritone vocal
tricks, characteristic mannerisms
and electric presence to get laughs.
If the lines aren't invariably intelligible,. it’s perhaps just as well,
since, she gets the laughs anyway.
And since anyone who goes to a
Bankhead show knows just what to

"

at $Ii.90-$5.75 top,
-

Wednesday, September 22 , 1954

fcfcRiEfr

.

;

—

M

:

—

.

.

of the script.

Since the play itself is preposterous, the primary question about
“pear Charles” is Tallulah Bankhead— her performance and her
personal draw. Both are about as
might have been predicted.
The stir’s playing is as expected
—vital, flamboyant and undeniably
entertaining. As for her boxofflco

this week)..

s—

Coote

an

is

British peer,

expert!,

furious maid, and the chilnial!
Moon Is Blue— Royal Alexandra,
dren are acceptably played by Toronto (20-25); Hanna, Cleveland
Larry Robinson, Grace and Tom (27-2).
Raynor. Alice Pearce .contributes
Mrs. Patterson (Ear tha Kitt)
“Dear Charles” seems likely to an amusing portrayal in a third-act (tryout)— Cass, Detroit (22-2).
have at least a moderate run.
bit part.
My 3 Angels (Victor Jory) Her
Apparently Miss. Bankhead has
Edmund Baylies’ staging (or Majesty’s, Montreal (27^2).
been curbing her highly publicized whatever the star has; permitted
Oklahoma Dealey Center, Gro'

:

.

.

.

She has slimmed down

.

players at least easily audible if
not
invariably
understandable.

bit

.

;

1

lady novelist-lecturer who has had
three children by as many men,
without, ever getting around to
legal sanction. She makes rip her
mind to take a husband; for the
children’s sake and invites the
assorted parents for a visit, so she
can choose one. She finally decides to remain single, however,
and continue the fiction that she
the widow of dear Charles,
is
whose portrait, casually picked up
in a shop years before, hangs in
the place of honor on the living-

as

room

appeared

billing)

tried

to

wall.

There’s palpably nothing to this
concoction, of course; but it provides the star with a sfageful of
Willing
foils,
several
fetching
gowns and frequent, lines on which

.

i**

*

:

house. In such circumstances, it’s
relatively simple to book the cutpricers. into one theatre and thereby retain the standard-scale pattern at the other:
;

beyond

this

Off-Broadway

produc-

tion.

Drama

by; novelist-mag writer
Roger Garis is a. problem play that
never really gets to the heart of
the matter at stake.
It’s about a
highschool principal and his wife
new to the small town, who make
an issue of the case when a socially
respectable old man molests their

—

that regard) properly arranges
have Miss Bankhead the center
of interest and keeps the other

in
to

and Donald Oenslager has designed a
gives the old impression of animal handsome livingroom setting and
grace,, dynamic drive and the fa- Gene. Coffin provided Miss Bankmiliar style,. raucous humor, mag- head's striking gowns,
netism and authority. She makes
There’s a fairly involved history
the transparent tinsel of “Dear to “Dear Charles,” The play was
Charles” diverting' theatre.
originally written by
Frederick
The play, as a .succession of sell- Jackson, from an idea by Roland
strawhat audiences learned Bottoiriley,. and was a quick' flop
lit.
over the summer, is an antiquated in 1949 under the title “Slightly
and foolish antic about, a clieerfu Scandalous,” with Janet Beecher
a

,

:

.

small daughter. The author is apBut few towns nowadays can parently trying to dramatize the
theme of social responsibility as
comfortably support one legitery,
above family and local pride.
ton, Cbnri; (20); Poli, Waterbury-,' let alone two or more. So in some
But the play seems arbitrarily
instances,
limwhere .the public is
Court
Square,
Conn.
(21-22);
contrived, and the characters give
Springfield, Mass. (23-25); Elm St., ited, the .presence of two houses the impression
of being manipumerely
intensifies cdmpetitioh to
(27r29);.
War
Worcester,
Mass.
lated instead of having
Memorial Aud., Providence (30-2), the point where botli managements ties, ideas and wills of individualitheir own:
On Your Toes (Vera Zorina, scramble for bookings, including The yarn is loose, hackneyed
and
Shubert, twofers.
Bobby Van) (tryout)
lacking in compulsion. Moreover
New Haven (27-2).
Local, managements with expe- the dialog is meandering and with'
Peter Pan (Mary Martin) (tryrience
handling bargain-scale out distinction..
out)— Philharmonic Aud.,. L, A;
The weaknesses are aggravated
shows generally try to book them
( 20 2 ).
bway
from
standard tourers. This by David Pressman’s faltering diErlanPicnic (Ralph Meeker)
may not necessarily involve open, rection. So the playing has no susger, Chi (20-2).
Reclining Figure (tryout) -Wal- weeks between the different-price tained tempo or drive, and the
nut St, Phila. (20-2) (Reviewed in operations, but sometimes spotting actors are frequeritly left groping
iri
the pauses between
a non-legit offering between. Some around
Variety this week).
'
Saint Joan (Jean Arthur) Na- managements will book only two lines* as though waiting for someone to drop a cue. The fact that
tional, Wash. (20-2) (Reviewed in cut-price shows a season, one in the
some of them are less than letter
Variety this week).
early fall and the other in the late perfect
doesn’t help.
Seven Year Itch (Eddie Brack- spring.
As the somewhat, hysterical
eri)— Geary, S.F. (20-2).
Dirty Show Angle
mother, who. apparently represents
South Pacific (Iva Withers, Webb.
A recent development in the the author’s idea of local conTilton )-—Metropolitan, Providence
twofer situation is the production science, Louisa Horton gives a
(20-25) Forrest, Phila., (27-2),
Tender Trap (Robert Preston, of frankly dirty, or at least broadly remarkable performance, considerKim Hunter, Ronny Graham) (try- suggestive, shows to draw the pre- ing the play’s murky reasoning, the
sumably less discriminating public. slack staging and the fact that the
Wilbur, Boston (25-2).
out)
Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn This is not new, ol course.. On the character never really clarifies her
Her playing is varied,
(20-2).
contrary, it’s ageless, blit it appears ideas.
Dougl&s) Harris, Chi
vibrant, honest and quite touchWhat Every Woman Knows o be having a resurgence.
ing.
(Helen Hayes) Huntington HartNew or old, however, it’s frowned,
ford, L.A. (27-2).
Lamorit Johnson is. mbderately
upon by thoughtful out-of-town

—

self-indulgence^, for she looks as
been doing, some training.
If hot exactly ingenue-looking .(she.
Was never an ingenue, of course,:
even when she was the age for it),

.

a relaxed

are that it’s at
least as. potent as ever. In short,

if .she’d

.

.

.

.

Hugh Reilly
man and

Pony Cart

Tlie

t B. Joselow production of- dram. <
three acts (four scenes) by Roger
Stars Louisa Horton, Lament 'Johriann'
features Dorothy Fatten, Carl BeiX
Directed by- David. Pressman; scenerv '1%
lighting. May Callaa Jester. At
1 e
fie Lys. N.Y., Sept, 14, '54; $2.88
too
Sally Carter
Louisa Horton
Weldon Carter
.... Lament
Johnson
Eunice Reynolds
..... Frances
IngJji"
Charles Reynolds

Standard scale.
A few road managements won’t Richard Shaw
AU C , Lee EdS”,
accept twofer shows, or will book Emma Shaw
Martha Gillian
only a limited number, which they Jean Carter
Rhoda Lewia
Benedict lVtacQuirrJJ
spot carefully in an effort to avoid Police Chief
breaking down the house price
Sincerity is an estimable quality
jpoiicy in the eyes of the local legit
public. But many others welcome but. not necessarily adequate far
nracticaliy any touring show, two- the theatre. So while “The. Pon v
fer or not, and only hope to, fill but Cart” can be respected for its in.
the remaining weeks with concert tention, it’s pretty feeble as theatre, arid has little future prospers
dates, vaqde units, boxing and

Gentlemen Prefer B 1
pompous Nixon, Pitt (20-2).
.wrestling matches apd local the-;
Getting'; Gertie’s Garter—Majesatricals.
second-story
Werner tic, Boston (20-2).
Competition
-Clemperer a bombastically temKing and I (Yul Bryriher, PaTwofers are less of a problem In
peramental Polish pianist. Norah tricia Morisori)— Kiel Aud., St. L.
towns haying more than one le.git
Howard is excellent as the peren- ( 26 - 2 ),
on de

As the prodigal fathers, Robert

indications

pull,

figure that tWofer business Is
better than no business. So they
accept the shoestringer. bookings,
grimace and hope their regular patrons won’t be too alienated to attend standard-quality shows at

femme

lead.

The script was then adapted into
French by Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon
and; as “Les Enfants d Edouard,”
was a success i Paris. It was next
adapted back into English by British playwright Alan Melville and
was a hit in London Under its
r

.

present

title,

with

Yvonne Arnaud as

Frertch-born

star.

Finally, Aldrich and Myers acquired th
American rights (in
partnership with John Wildberg,
whose name has uncxplainedly dis-

from the
unsuccessfully

and

—

‘

—

—

;

—

.

.

—

:

—

•

—

persuade
Miss Bankhead to do. it, When she
Wonderful Town (Carol Chanrefused, they signed Annabella for ning) Shubert, Chi (20-2.
it, but. during rehearsals replaced
her With Lili Darvas. The show
flopped on a tryout tour last winter, but came to life when Miss
Musician’s Injury
Bankhead took it on the suntan
circuit this summer. It should be
Continued from page 63
good for a regular road tour following the present Broadway run. yers for Miller, the Shuberts (and
HERE’S YOUR
Travelers Insurance) and R & H
Hobe.
Miller testified that he
present.
CHANCE TO BACK
had been hired by Sol Gusikoff,
Orchestra personnel manager for
Scheduled N.Y. Openings the producers, but he admitted his
A BROADWAY
( Theatre
indicated if set)
labelled
had
been
paychecks
SHOW!
Broadway Theatre and that his
Is the Hero, Booth (9-22). W-2 (withholding tax) forms listed
Home
At last, the Broadway theatre is an InAll
Summer Long, Coronet Trebuhs as his employer.
vestment within your reach. For only
50c a share, you can buy stock in a cor- (9-23).
Morris Jacobs, R & H general
poration
that,
invests
regularly,
in
Boy Friend, Royale (9-30).
Broadway shows, motion pictures, teleWorld of SholomyAleichem, Bar- manager, testified, however, that
vision and radio.:
the paychecks, although marked
y “pooling" the capital of many invest- bizon-Plaza (9-30) (reopening).
ors. BROADWAY ANGELS, INC., Create*
Clandestine Marriage, Province- Broadway Theatre, actually reprea fund large enough to back entire shows
sented money from the house’s
and to acquire broad interests in the en- town (10-2).
tertainment field by diversifying not
Way of World, Cherry Lane share of the.boxoffice receipts and
snore than 40% of its capital. A board ( 10 - 6 ).
were thus part of the gross reveprofessional
advisers,
of experienced,
Reclining Figure, Lyceum (10-7). nue of the show and, therefore, of
many of them famous, all of them respected names in the theatre, make the
Tender Trap, Longacre (10-10).
producers It & H. He said that
selection of shows worthy of investment.
On Your Toes; 46th St. (10-11).
Few people, realize the ipargin of profit
Sol. Gusikoff, an R&H man, had
Fragile Fox; Belasco (10-12).
returned on original investments In sucthe musician and David
cessful shows.
For example, “Voice oi
Sing.No Lullaby, Phoenix (10-14). hired
the Turtle" showed a profit of 3,000% on
Gusikoff, appointed by R & H as
Traveling Lady (10-18).
the initial investment; "Mister Roberts’
house leader of the orchestra,
paid off 5 to 1; “Harvey" paid off $40 to
I Feel Wonderful, de Lys (10-18).
$50 for every $1 invested.
Slightly Delinquent, Blackfriars could fire him.

—

be an an

;

:

.

~

who hJve learned
hrough long experience that the
quick buck it involves is apt to be
paid for over and over in a disgusted general public. Comedies
are trumps on the road, but smut
is a biz killer. As one vet theaterman in a key city remarks, “We
want laughs, not filth.”
heatreiheh,

Among

effective in the inarticulate rale
(for a supposedly brilliant pedagog

and former youthful prodigy, no
less) of the father... Dorothy .Patten
handles the; stereotype part of the
sardonic aunt skillfully, and Carl
Bensen has admirable arrogance
and style as the local panjandrum

whose

the principal out-of-town

theatres that refuse or limit the
number of twofer bookings are the
National, Washington; Ford’s, Baltimore;
Shubert,
New Haven;
American, St. Louis; Hanna, Cleveland; Royal Alexandra, Toronto,

excessive

costs a little girl’s

the

Iri

White is.
meaning

filial

devotion

life.

secondary

parts, Carl
properly direct as a well-

schoolboard
member,
Frances Ingalls is convincing as
his sympathetic wife, Alice Lee

Edwards

is

expressive as the

big*

shoCs cowed wife, Benedict MacQuarrie is acceptable as the police
Hartman, Columbus.
chief who knows where the local
Some of the key spots that wel- bodies are buried and when not-Jo
come, or at least accept, them are do something about it, and Rhoda
the Nixon, Pittsburgh; Shubert, Lewis is agreeably free of; preWashington; Cass and Shubert, De- cociousness as the moppet in the
troit;
Cox find Taft, Cincinnati, middle of it all.
and various houses in such multiMay Callas Jester has designed
theatre towns as Boston, Philadel- a suitably furnished-rental living
room
setting to house the proceedphia and Chicago:.
find

Ho be.

ings.

Shows

in

Rehearsal

ADVANCE AGENTS !

'

These are extremes, of course; the returns on the .average successful shows
are not that high and many shows are a
complete financial loss.
By spreading the initial investments and

by

applying profit ^against loss, ^e bethat we are. offering the safest,
:

lieve

most down-to-earth theatre Investment
yet devised— and the investment, With the.
best assurance of bringing substantial returns.

BROADWAY ANGELS,

INC.

is

offering

at this time 57O;0Q0 shares at. 50c:- a share.
If an established securities firm is employed to distribute these securities,
there is .an allowance of $71,250 broker-

age commissions and $12,000 for expenses leaving. $201,750 working capital.
.

entire issue is spid direct, the
working capital is estimated at $200,000.
Letter, of: Notification under Regulation
has been filed with the Securities &

If

the.

.

.

A
A

Exchange

mean

Commission.

This

does

not

that the Commission has either approved or disapproved: these securities or
passed upon the completeness or accuracy of the statements in the. Offering Cir
eular issued in connection therewith.

The manager asserted

(10-18).

Sands in Negev, President

who

ANGELS', INC., DEPT V8
29 West 65th St.
Y. 23, N. Y.

TR

4-1815

Send Offering Circular withdut; cost
or obligation.

NAM

Peter Pan, W. Garden (10-20).
Stone for Danny Fisher, Down.

Traveling Lady (10-27).

Rainmaker, Cort (10-28):
Quadrille, Coronet (11-3).
Fanny, Majestic (11-4).
.

W*

hav* been serving theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours |*
tha oldest, most reliable eiid experienced transfer company on tha
West Coast!

,

is

• RoHroad priyilegei for handling
shows and theatrical luggage.
• Complete warehouse
• Authorized

.

Festival' ( 11-10).

Breakfast,

48th

St.

to transfer

..

(11-16).

Living Boom; Miller (llrl7).
Hot' Rock (11-3?).
Kilgo

Run

(11-23).
(week. 11-29).

Mr s; Patterson, National (12-1).
On With the Show, Hellinger
12 - 2 );
Lunatics and Lovers, Broadhurst
(12-7).

Portrait of a Lady,

house

(12-9).

ANTA

Play-

.

Runnjng Mate (12-15).
Between Friends (12-16),

STATE

House of Flowers, Alvin (12-23)
Painted Days (week 12-27).

J

Phon

Silk Stockings; Imperial (12-30)

Desperate Hours

(1-26).

ney J. Feltenstein arid- Joseph
Benisch. The Shuberts (and Travelers Insurance) are .represented
by Galli & Locker, and
by
Barrett, Molloy & S.wiggett.

R&H

.

!

ANDY TALBOT

Andy
Iowa

RETIRES

Cedar Rapids, Sept, 21.
Talbot,, manager of the

Theatre here, retired last
week after 20 years at that house,

facilities

in Calif Orni

equipped

and haul anywhere

,

in

.5.1

• RATES

—

:

Sandhog; Phoenix

I

uijibcr

,

:

(12-22).

CITY

COMPANY MANAGERS !

—

town Nat’l (10-21).
Dybbuk, 4th St. (1Q-26K

Thracian Horses (week of 12-20).
What Every Women, City Center
l

(Drama),
(Revue),

going into a theatre orches eretta).
tra pit and that: the Shuberts. don’t
know the names of orchestra memBoy Friend (MC)
Cy Feuer &
bers until just before opening Ernest H. Martin, prods.; Vida
night. He explained that the prac
Hope, dir;
tice of the pit band being paid by
Quadrille (G)— John C. Wilson &
the theatre; management was “just H, M. Tennent, LTD.; prods.; Wilfor clean bookkeeping.”
son,, dir,; Alfred Lunt-Lynn FonDuring the proceedings, R & H, tarine r Brian Aherne - Edna Best,
stars.
through: their attorneys, took
Rainmaker (D)..— Ethel Linder
firm stand that Miller was their
Reiner,, prod.;
Joseph Anthony,
employee, offering in evidence
cpritract between them and -Local dir:; Geraldine Page, star.
Stone For Danny Fisher (D)
802 showing, that they assumed the
relationship of employer to 22 or- Henrietta Jacobson & Julius Adler,
prods;; Terry Becker, dir.;, Leo
chestra men,
Miller’s name was
Fuchs, star.
\
on the list. The Shuberts, R & H
'J’^Yelirig Lady (D)— Playwrights
attorneys Claimed, wouldn't agree Co., prod.; Vincent Done hue, dir^.
to demands by th£. union, so the Kim
Stanley, Lonny Chapman,
producers' took over the role o' stains.
employer.
World Of Sholom Aleichem (D)
With
roomful of witnesses —Rachel Productions, prod.; Howstill waiting to testify, the hearing ard Da Silva, dir.
was adjourned until Nov. 1. Miller’s attorneys in the case are Sid-

(

BROADWAY

D
R

CD (Comedy-Drama
& H MC (Musical Comedy) ) MD (MusiO (Opera); OP (Op-

never Consult the Shuberts about cal Drama),

(lb-

19).

Wedding

that.R

Keys: ,C (Comedy),

ON

REQUEST

I

Atlantic Transfer

Company

QEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th Street
Los Angeles 13, Calif;

Mutual 8121 or OXford 9-4764

SET AVAILABLE
.

Union-made set used In short-run
Broadway comedy last, season, flaslt
living room. In storage. Good buy.
Available Immediately. Write Box V.
New
125, variety, 154. W. 46th St.,

York

36,

N. Y.

LITERATI

^edneeday, Scplcniber 22 , 1954
three

published morning,
evening arid Sunday by the then
Press-Union Publishing Co: He
took a “walk”; in July, 1951, when,
Rolland L. Adams, new owner of
the Atlantic City Press, Atlantic
Ideas” City Evening Union, and The Sun- 4 + » f
papers,

69

i

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

'

Make Money From Your
Woolcott Gibbs’ Fit’s! Season
Woolcott Gibbs’ weekly gazette, (Doubleday; $3.95) isn’t quite as
introductory
the
as
its physical
wound
up
Islander,
Fire
The
the ^un nearly even. sounds. It’s more on the brainfirst season in
yet the construcWhen the filial financial -tally is in, trusting platform, models
does call
the'sheet’s officers (Gibbs, Bill tion of practical
of physical
Birmingham, Fire . Island realtor, for a "certain amount
investment;
York
New
WechslOr,.
Herman
fid
Actually this, is a revealing and
operator) figure' they
art gallery
amazing anthology of American
may have to underwrite a small
resourceful-

but that’s not' deterring: them ideas keyed to Yank
ness and runs the gamut from jufrom coming back next season with
venile and adult games to patents,
sheet.
larger,
a
prizes, iriventions, literary crea?the
to
teeoff
Current plahs are.
whole panorama of
edition tidns^-the
1955 edition with a 12-page
American ingenuity. It’s almost as
throughout
size
it
that
keep
and
un reading, because it catalogs
There’ll be some dethe season.
can— and has
partmental reorganization and an how some bright idea
been made to pay off in jackpot
all-out -push for ads but the format
guest cartoonists and proportions.
of using
This is somewhat of a departure
writers in addition to the local
American
the same. from a veteran Lati
stuff will be practically
correspondent like Josephs, but his
First year’s editions ran only eight
knowmerchandising
recent
rnofe
souvenir
closing
pages with the
The how in public relations comes
hitting 24 pages.
edition
through in this practical guide.
souvenir, sheet, priced, as the regushowbiz-literati
bright
Other
conlar editions, at 10 c a copy,
items of the fall season include
tained the best of the cuffo conRising,”
“Venus
Grayson’s
Charles
byliners
the
Among
tributions.
Hollywood novel (Holt; $3.50);
during the year were Fred Allen, a
Kramer’s insight on “The
Lucius Beebe, John Crosby, Gene Dale
Arthur Kober, Richard Heart of O; Henry” (Rinehart;
Fowler,
John $3.50);. John O’Hara’s collection of
Nugent,
Elliot:
Maney,,
Thurber and Her- some of his. writings on the. TrenJames
O’Hara,
Advertiser, “Sweet
man Wouk. The Fire Islander hit ton (N.J.) Times- the column of the
Decoration Day and and Sour,’’ after

j oss

—

.

'

beach
closed shop after 14 weeks with
the Labor Day edition.
Debut of The Fire" Islander
touched off a circulation war With
Leo Shull’s Fire Island. Press
which came to the beach a year
Both papers initiated a
before.
policy of containment and virtually
ignored each other in. their respecThe truce
tive editorial columns.
was broken in The Fire Islander’s
when it excerpted
last edition
some of Shull’s comments on Fire

the

Island social life on. its editorial
page, under the heading “No Comr

ment Department.”
Oblique O’Dwyer Blog
“The Big Fix,” by Norton Mockand Robert. Prall, N. Y.
Sun staffers,
World-Telegram
ridge

Which Holt: will publish in Novembe an oblique ap-

ber, is said, to

the Mayor O’Dwyer
scandals in N. Y.
Theoretically, it focuses around
the Harry Gross (multimilliori dollar. Brooklyn bookmaker syndicate)
case, but its spotlight is on the

proach, to

O’Dwyer mayoralty regime.

TV Guided

Expansions

Triangle Tublicitions’ TV Guide
added three editions, in N. Y.
State, St. Louis arid Washington
Slate, last weekend (18) and adds
a fourth, Virginia, next Saturday

literally

.

edition.

and 25,000 Sunday:

who won in the rate battle
not known. Murry L. Klahr, sales

Just.
is

promotion manager for Blatt, said
the renewed/ advertising contract
with the Press was “mutually satisfactory.’’
He declined to: say what
effect pulling advertising from the
Press had on the store’s business.

In a joint statement, published

In the Press

last

Adams and

(16)

Thursday morning
Blatt said: “It

is

CHATTER
Zolotow new drama
Theatre Arts magazine,

Maurice
critic for

Patricia Coffin, of the

Look

edi-

Beryl Kent new Hollywood correspondent for Overseas Press
Club.
Charles.

.

Marion

writing

is

“Hoofer,” the biography

of.

Nick

Castle.

ers, editor, of the St. Louis edition;
Virginia Bird Marti
wife of
Frank Boucher is the Virginia man- torial staff, debuting her first “oneMartin, profiling Rosemary
ager and Jack Sullivan will be man” show of water colors at Ward Pete
manager and Harry Long, editor Eggleston Galleries, N.Y., Oct. Clooney for Satevepost.
David L. Cohn, author-critic,
*

11-23.
Miss Coffin has been a picture
editor and writer oh Look for the
Life’s ‘Lecturama*
past
12 years, besides freelancing
New wrinkle in magazine proprior to that, but has been a fullmotion is Life’s “Lecturama,”
touring lecture unit that hit the time painter all her life. She .has
road last Week to explain the mug’s exhibited in groups in the past but
“The World
Live In’’ series and this is the first solo show: Miss
by next summer will have toured Coffin also mothers a family of

in

Washington State*

We

some 150
ut the

cities
U. S.

and towns through
’

five,

her youngest born this

Unit has. former BBC and NBC
commentator David Hardy as lec
turcr and is equipped with a 30

'Reading Is Fun’ Preview
Preview of annual “Reading Is
exhibit sponsored by the
foot portable widescreen, four slide Fun”
projectors, a 16m motion picture N, Y. Times and Children’s Book
projector, loudspeakers,: spotlights, Council in co-Op with Gotham’s
cable and lots of footage and still Board of. JEducatiori will be! given
slides.
It’s a 90-rainute talk-arid- on WCBS-TV’s “On the Carousel”
Exhibit
picture show comprising shots and this Saturday (25).
recommended juye
1,000
films taken by Life photogs in. the tains
course of covering the science se- books and travels throughout N.Y.
and
court ty
Westchester
ries for the; "mag.
Unit is being City*
booked by the Redpath Bureau of northern New Jersey up to next
,

Chicago.
.

Fest

Booms Book

Sales

Influx of world tourists and travellers into Edinburgh for. the annual Festival has upped sales of
nooks. Retailers report there was
a greater demand for books on the
arts generally,- and particular requests increased for copies of

Works by Shakespeare and Moliefe.
Literature about Scotland, the
Scots and Highland scenery was
also in top demand, and Robert
Loins Stevenson’s book, “Picturesque Notes,” was sold Out/
.

Ray Josephs' and Other Books
This is the “how to” and “do it
yourself” era in Americana. Home
tools and home instructions have
created a sizable new industry for
hie putterers who (1) need a hoband

cheaper and
frustrating not to depend on
skilled but expensive labor.
Py,

Ray

(2)

find

Josephs’

it’s

new

“How

To

and
Lilban Millner Levin were
married Sunday (19) in New York.
Hollywood Foreign Correspondents Assn, holding its annual Golden Globe award banquet Jan. 19,

Mrs.

1955.

Herman

G. Weinberg* traiislator
of foreign films, will be profiled by
past Hollis Alpert in Women’s Day mag-

June.

pretty big.

•

"But why
from?”

didn’t,

any

“Why

where

critic point out

he had

lifted his

mate-,

;

rial

he point

out himself?” I asked.
“I’ll bite, lyhy?” she said\ “Why didn’t he evert point out that you had
drawn his '.'attention' to the goldmine?"
“He’s a novelist,” I explained, “not a historian. He doesn’t deal
footnotes.”
As further proof, that We mcari wliat we say, around here, readers
will find below more “plots” which can be had for the lifting.
No
didn’t

it

:

acknowledgment

necessary.'

.

.

Pat Coffin’s One-Gal Show

The

.

in Atlantic arid Cape May counties.:
During that time advertising men
were* watching‘to see if a big department store could get along
Without advertising in the only
daily in the community. In the interval also Adams merged the
Evening Union /with the Press,
which now publishes only in the
morning for; seven days a week
with a circulation of 34,000 daily

advertised,
practically

poems on
“playful
The New
Gilbert Kahn, of the mag’s everything,” culled from
elsewhere, with sprightand
Yorker
New York metropolitan staff, has
Her slifield.
been named manager for the State ly illustrations by Leo
Abel.

I

-

(McGraw-Hill;
as

ago

the.. ’70s.

'

.

Armorir”
is

,

years,

.

.

(25).

Charles
Pritchett
has been
named manager, and Robert Sand-

Desert Springs, Cal.
wrote a column about a real ..rough hero of the
other, day orie; 'of the more, scholarly 'of the
switched its advertising to Ideal ra- Scully Circus brought me a'movel. which was written a year after I
dio stations, weekly newspapers, dashed off that column. -It had becomfe a ’.bestseller and. quite a picture.
a weekly shopping guide which
“The: first 200 pages of his ‘novel,’” remarked my research scholar,
lasted about a year as its other ‘‘look like
direct steal frbni that old. vvesterner’S-lifestoi’y. Almost
backers dropped ouU and? a circular iricfderit for' incident. Golly; is. that 'creative fiction. of today?”
which was mailed to .55,000 homes
I had to calm her by pointing out; that the public, domain is still
;

.

“Light

|

Scully

.

believed that the Blatt store advertising in the Press will help build
same name (Random House; $3); Atlantic City into a bigger arid bet“My 35 Years Behind Bars” by ter shopping center for Southern
Johnny Brooks (Exposition; $3), New Jersey.”
While the papers were merged,
bartender who lias been around
New York and Florida bistros, cur- Adams did not drop his advertising
rently at the Hotel Monte Carlo's rates, declaring that the Press-UnClub Casino, Miariii Beach. Spright- ion had a combined circulation of
ly book includes a liquor guide less than 30,000 when he took Over,
and drink recipes but is mostly while the Press circulation immedistinguished by a brash concept of diately after the merger was well
saloons, saloonkeepers and saloon over 30,000, so that the advertiser
customers. ’Brooks is an authorita- gained rather than lost as a result
tive namedropper and his appraisal of the elimination.
Advertising men said that the
of stews that pass in the night is
frequently fraught with a sagacity department store gross sales had
which only authority and veteran- taken a big slump starting with the
time he discontinued his advertisship, can inspire.
In the light reading department, ing, with concessionaires in the
(Miss) Marty Links’ anthology of store taking a beating. They rea“Bobby Sox (The Life and Times son that if Blatt could do better
of Emmy Lou)” (Hawthorn; $1); without., advertising he certainly
“Grin & Bear It” by (George) wouldn’t have coirie back in the
Lichty, another syndicated car- paper.
toonist who has been put between
covers by McGraw-Hill; $1.50; and
Kate Smith, Columnist
still another, Charles M. Schultz’s
Kate Smith starts
regular
“More Peanuts” (Rinehart; $1.50), newspaper column to appear three
is
presentation
In more elaborate,
times each week exclusivly in the
an anthology of the best cartoons Adirondack Daily Enterprise Saffrom the Satevepost, edited by «anac Lake, N.Y., commencing Sept.
Marione R. Nickles, under the cap- 27. The column will be called
tion, “Honey, I’m Home,” by al- “Hello, Everybody,” the phrase asmost lOOJdifferent American car- sociated With her, more than 25
In an- years on radi
toonists (Dutton; $2.95).
and television.
other idiom, .Richard Armour's
$2;75)

By Frank

day Press, ^ raised his rates 2c a
line.
Th.£ store wais buying 700,000
lines annually at. that time.
Some
The big department store West of

azine this winter.
Hal Eaton, critic-columnist for
Newhouse Papers, and wife, actress Elaine EH is, in Sarasota, Fla.,
on a three-week vacation.
The Belfast Telegraph, Northern
Ireland daily, celebrated its 85tlr
birthday. It was launched as the
Belfast Evening Telegraph on Sept.
1, 1870.
Keri, Smith, N.Y., Mirror sports
scribe, authored “The Willie Mays
Story” which Greenberg is bringing out riext Wed. (29) to coincide
with the' World Series kickoff.
Paul L. Smith, managing editor
the Woonsocket: (R.I.) .Call,
of
elected chairman of the New Eng,

,

It’s
June’s; school closing time.
aimed at fourth graders through
junior high and last year 127,000
kids saw the bookriiobile, which
land Associated Press News Execthis year opens Oct. 4 in Queens.
Actor Bob Balluck travels with the utives’ Assn.; Robert' E. Beaupre.
(Vt.)
city editor
of Burlington
exhibit in the guise of Hans ChrisFree Press, vice chairman.
tian Andersen who describes the
Bantam
has
bought
theBooks
books and reads stones. Studerits
are in classroom groups accom- fights to Leon Uris’ war novel,
the
“Battle
will
launch
Cry,”
and
an
panied by their teachers, with
first paperback edition with. 600,hour set aside for browsing.
000 copies. It goes oil sale Oct. 4.
Warner Bros.’ film version of the
3-Year Ad War Ends
tortie is being propped for. late fall
For the first time in more than release.
three years advertising of the M. E.
John Tebbel, novelist, historian,
Blatt Co. department store, largest biographer, author of a journalism
in Atlantic City, appeared in the textbook arid a formerly managing
Atlantic City Press Monday (20) editor of The American Mercury,
morning, marking the end of one has. beeri appointed chairman of
Journalism Dept, of New
of the longest struggles between a trie
newspaper publisher and a big de- York U/s: School of Commerce, Acpartrrient store owner in the mem- counts &; Finahce.
ory of veteran resort advertising
Martin A. Znidersie, 20-year-old
Yugoslavian, was the youngest of
men.
The paper’s largest advertiser, 406 world scribes who covered this
Blatt used a full page daily in the year’s International Festival at Ed;

Old

Title

GOODBYE MY MULE

New Title
FRANCIS JOINS THE GLUE

FACTORY

Francis the Talking Mule is in a quandary. His “voice” has gone
over to tv to dub for Will Rogers Jr. because he sounds more like tii
late Will Rogers than Will's son does, .His guardian has become such
a song-and-dance star that he wouldn’t be seen dead next to a jackass,
though with producers what they are he never, could be quite sure.
The girl of Francis’ dream, who has been, mistaken for Marilyn Monroe
more times than you can shake a riimp at, lias gone on a slenderizing
diet between a pair of 12 by i boards so as to be the first star ..with

,

the new .Dior look.
All these desertions have left Francis lower than the Dead Sea.
As he has no pride of ancestry nor any hope of posterity, the future
is indeed black for Francis.
He finds himself sold to a herd of old
nags heading for a glue factory. But Francis recovers his. voice and
pleads with the slaughterers to let him live.
“1 will lure horses, mules and burros to go peacefully to your glue
factory and then go out and round up another batch.”
They agree this is cheaper than hiring cowboys to round them up.
"It’s a lower life than a fink’s,” said Francis. “But at least .it’s
a living. Maybe some day I can write my life. 'I Was a Decoy for a.
Glue Factory,’ and buy my way out of this peonage.”

Old

New Title
BLEEDERS WILL TELL

Title

THE ROYAL ROBBER

Hired to assassinate Sultan Alley Cone by Arabian Knights who
believe the Sultan favors Anglo-American oil interests, Three Fingered
Hoosier, a deserter from the American Army, bumps off the Sultan
and then makes off with the royal heir; He substitutes his own illegitimate offfspring, the son of Hoosier and a dancer. She had been
heaved out of the harem because she insisted on dancing with a bar
midriff instead of seven petticoats.
_
The royal moppet is. raised by this Seedy pair in the Casbah. As
proof of the triumph of heredity over environment, the kid turns out
to be the most bungling pickpocket in the Casbah.
:

Meanwhile Hoosier’s tyke develops

into the lightest-fingered thing
late Sultan’s harem. He’s pretty fresh with the girls too,..
elders assigned to rule until he becomes of age fipd that by the
time they are ready to hand over the protectorate to the kid, there
is nothing left to give him. He has it all. It makes them look pretty

around the

The

:

*

silly,

Then'pne day Hoosier, trying

to rescue his bungling ’son’ from arrest,
clinked himself. They both are brought before the new Sultan. He
is playing a crooked game of fiye-harided poker with himself, warming:
up for. a game with visiting oil tycoons.
Hoosier looks at the young Sultan’s hands* amazed at his dexterity
as a card sharp. Then he sees the ruler has only three fingers on his
right hand:
“My son!” he cries.
Sultan Alley Cone 2d gives him the fishy eye.
Hoosier attempts to match hands. Four Nubian giahts practically
yank him limb from limb.
But the. SUltari is intrigued by the hand-matching.
He. orders the wretch released.
“Come here, you dog. Can you play five-handed, poker and handle
three hands yourself? If you can and beat me, I. will set you free.”
Hoosier tries but is really no match for the marked cards of the
young Sultan.
“What about this kid of yours* Iloosier, is he any better?”
•He couldn’t palm a card at a convention of blind men, Your Exalted
Highness. But you are my son. You are a chip off the ..old block.”
“If I free you Will you play in a. five-handed game with three visiting
oil tycoons and promise to do your best to win by fair means or foul?”
“Preferably by the latter, Your Exalted Highness.”
fj
is

'

.

.

//

“Good.”
The poker game is played arid the Sultan wins five On/ wells and
four dry holes. He rewards Hoosier two of the dry holes. V.
“With your skill you Can sell off the water rights' and Bissau rich
man,” he assures his father.
He. then looks at. the sad sack who is known in the Casbah as the
“Prince Who Flopped As Ao Thief.”
“Do you really believe you are of royal blood;?” he asks the kid,
Hoosier cuts in again, “I assure you he is, Your Exalted Highness.;
-

He

is

a bleeder.”

“I’m not asking: you, Hoosier. What about it,
boy?”
kid modestly shrugs his shoulders,
“Where’s your mother?” he demands,
Hoosier assures the Sultan she is in Las Vegas, Nev., working as a

The

stripteaser.

The Sultan looks puzzled but still half-convinced.
“She was a dancer iri the old Sultan’s harem,”

.

Hoosier-' explains

further;.

remember. They threw her out for indecency.”
“Yes, that's right; Your Exalted Highness. That’s how I got her.”
“You said I was your son. You are about -to suggest?”
“Oh no, Your Exalted Highness. I would hot suggest anything like
“Oh,

I

that without smiling,”

.

“You’d better: not. The court reporter is taking this all down i
thought-hand. Arid for just -thinking what you’re thinking the penalty
is death by boiling in oil of heavy viscosity for winter driving.”
:

.

.

He filed, for Slovenski
Porocevalee, Ljubljana. En route
to Scotland, he interviewed Somerset Maugham on the French Riviiriburgh.

era.

•

Alfred A. Knopf signed contract
with Jacques Barzun for a new
translation of “Les Soirees de I’Orchestre,” by. Hector Berlioz. The
book was originally published in
Paris irt 1854. Iri 1929 Knopf
brought out an English edition,
now out of print, called “Evenings
in the Orchestra.”

‘Gershwin Concert’
Buddy

Hollywood, Sept.

21,

DeFranco

Russ

arid

Garcia will team late this year to
arrange and play a special big

package George Gershwin MemoAlbum on Norman Grani*
rial
Album probably
Norgrari label.
will

-be

Concert.”

tagged

“The

Gershwin

CHATTER

70

Vedncfiday, September 22, 1954

week out of respect to memory pf
owner Lenny Litman’s father,
Broadway
Harry Belafonte topping Vogue
Sir George Barnes, head of BBCworking
Gordon
Producer Max
Terrace this week and Redheads TV, off to America to gander deon his autobiography.
stay at Ankara through Opt, 2;
velopments iq color tele.
Claudia Franck, dramatic coach
Jerome Cowan heads cast of
Ellen Paul, widow of Robert W.
and consultant, to the Coast for “Moon Is Blue,” booked for two
Pari], one of Britain’s film pioneers,
business stay.

suffered facial

and; bruises

cuts,

when Royal American Shows’ Mid*
Way airplane ride at Minnesota
State Fair stopped abruptly
of mechanical slipup
threw, occupants forward.

be-

and

cause

Jerry

starting Oct. 11.
Gregor Piatigorsky sails weeks at Nixon
Donald Steinfirst, Post-Gazette
today (Wed.) aboard the Queen music critic, and his wife celeEngland,
in
concerts
for
Elizabeth
brated their silver wedding anni.
Italy and Israel.
..
Tom Bodkin coming back to the
Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth old home town as company mantwo
flew to London last Week for
for Jean Arthur’s “Saint
ager
appearances at Royal Albert Hall
Joan.”
Sept. 26 and Oct. 3,
of the Playhouse*
Bill
Samuel Rosen, executive veepee sold an Patch,
original script, “A Mirror
of Stanley Warner.back from a
to Four Star PlayMorgue,”
in
the
European survey of
six-week
house.
possible Cinerama situations.
Donaldson irnported from
Midge
aide,
Breen
Robert
Rose Tobiasfor Sister Monica role in
Europe/ Saturday (.18) N.Y.
for
left
“Velvet Glove” this Week at. Mounwhere she’ll work with the touring tain Playhouse.
“Porgy and Bess” for the next 10
Ed Mack, Richard Walsh and
,

*

..

Weeks.

William Skelton picked

RKO

for.

title,

left

E.

Anthony Asquith, director of
“The Young Lovers”, awarded the
Edinburgh Festival diploma of
:

merit,

Vera Lynn, who recently topped
a British bill, at Las Vegas, is
heading BBC-TV “Music Hall” feature Oct. 2.
Dick Bentley to star in a new
tv series starting Oct. 1, which, is

,
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-

,

Marry
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UA
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solid performances at Kleines
this week.

Haus

L. Henry Kovell, chief scripter
of Armed Forces Network, preemed
his new show “Backstage,” twice-

Courtright,’ Who is prez and weekly 5-minute program on show
managing director of the BevHills biz, Sept. 20,
Eric Johnston Completed three
Hotel, has since returned to the
Coast where he is also co-head of day visit in Germany, Borin meetthe top L. A. gourmet
vintage ing being with Chancellor Adenauer and State Secretary of Forsociety.
eign Affairs Holstein.

rope.

.

&

from

#

1

being scripted by Frank Muir and
Dennis Nordern.
Richard Wi’dmark, now completing filming on Warwick’ “A Prize
of Gold” for Columbia’s release, Barbara Kelly, tv panelist (Mrs. nival.
Gloria Gordon’s minor pact With
is planning to returri to California Bernie Braden).
within the next week.
Maurice French
Joy, Austra- 20th-Fox approved by Superior
TeSsie O’Shea left on a six-week lian roller-balancing act, inked for Court.

—

Week

returned

vacrition.

Harris to Dallas for the
Texas Cup golf match.
By Gordon Irving
.Italian Minister Mario Lucciolll
Living It tip” (Par) boxoffice
guested on the 20th-Fox lot.
hit at Odeon, Glasgow.
Patti Moore and Ben Lessy ofMiles Lee Puppet Theatre of
Edinburgh leaving for tour of Ice- fered a 10-day Australian concert
tour,
land Sept. 27.
Jerry Colonna to South Bend to
Odile Versois, French film actress, and her husband, the Cbmte appear on Bob Hope’s Studebaker
de Pozzoo di Borgo, to Edinburgh show.
Raymond Burr in from Europe
to bally new Rank pic, “The Young
where he entertained U. S. serviceLovers.”
“Angels in Love” -drawing top men.
Maury King bought a Kentucky
biz' at King’s Theatre, Glasgow,
with strong femme interest in star yearling and named it King’s CarPhil

.

last

Mannix

J.

Honolulu

*

July.

from
111

after vacation;

oyer $123,000. She died last

v.p.Miller Walker,
J,
roles in Playhouse opener, “My
counsel, is serving as motion pic-,
Three Angels.”
ture division chairman' for the
tour to entertain British troops in
Travelers .Aid Society’s current
the Middle East.
Another unit,
appeal.
Mitchell
headed by Billy Whittaker, left for;
actor
Film-theatre
Korea and Malaya last week,
Lewis, who dates back to the- OrigiBy Gene Moskowitz
Lou Jacobi, now playing the
nal ‘‘Squaw Man” cast, visiting in
Manhattan from his retirement in (28 Rue Huchette Odeon 4944) heavy in the local production of
Line Renaud topping / Moulin “Pal Joey,” inked for a feature
Hollywood.
role in Carol Reed’s film version
Pianist-composer Stephen Kovacs Rouge show!
..makes his New York concert debut
Jane Russell in on the same of “A Kid For Two Farthings.”
Oscar. Homolka and his actress
at Carnegie Recital Hall Sept. 30, plane as Spyros Skburas.
Artists
wife Joan Tetzel sailed for New
under National Concert
Crusoe” .(UA), in
‘‘Robinson
York
last Week on the Caronia.
Corp. sponsorship.
three houses only, is mopping Up Nate B.
Spirigold, Columbia veeMax Weinberg leaves for Zurich, here,
pee, returning via the Queen Mary.
Thurs. (23), accompanied by his
Walt Disney’s “The Living; DesCinerama is offering $56 for a
family, to write the. English version of the sequel to “Heidi,” to be ert” got great reviews and biz like- week’s engagement, to. “The Most
Beautiful Girl in London.”
produced by Lazar Wechsler in wise..
She
Marie Daems will be the star of will be “Miss Cinerama” for openSwitzerland;
Julian Olevsky, young American Jean Darcante’s “Caesar and Cleo- ing; Week at the London Casino
opening Sept; 30.
violinist, leaves New York Sept. 26 patra” legiter this season.
Percy Hoskins, Daily Express
for ah extensive European, tour,
Gloria Swanson here from the
which includes 12 dates with major Venice Film Festival and Visiting crime reporter, and Richard L.
Jackson, assistant commissioner at
European orchestras in Scandiria- with daughter Michele Farmer.
Scotland Yard, are the chief guests
via and Holland.
Cole and Gwen Verdon here
at tomorrow’s (Thurs.) session of
James L. Fallon, executive pro- to Jack
regulate dance sequences of
ducer for. Mathloh Productions, ar- 'Gentlemen
Brunettes” the Variety Club.
rived over the weekend for hud(UA).
dles with Bob and Melba Mathias,
Orson Welles inked, for an imcostars of Allied Artists' Upcoming
portant role in the next Max
“The Bob Mathias Story.”
Herbert Bayard Swope still con- Ophuls pie, “Lola Montes,” to roll
By Richard /H. Larsh
valescing from four broken ribs here ini January.
Export of 134 Japanese films,
Paul Graetz off to N. Y. to ready features
sustained last June near his Port
arid shorts, earned $79,500
release of his prizewinning Frarico- for
Washington, L. X, summer place
Japan’s dollar-low treasury duras did his Wife, Maggie—but he ex- English pic, “Monsietir Ripois,” hy ing July. U. S. and Okinawa took
Times
Film
Distribs.
the
pects to be “back in circulation”
20 each,
Walter. Futter in town for possoon.
,
Robert Pierpbint, CBS Far EastSol Hurok threw, a supper party sible pic production huddles. He ern Bureau chief, off to Singapore
the Franco -U. S. pic,
at, the Starlight Roof, Waldorf-As- produced
to investigate possibility of replactoria; for the principals in “A Mid- ‘‘Monsieur Fabre,” a few years ago. ing CBS stringer there
with an-,
F.raricois Mauriac, top Catholic
Summer Night’s Dream” last night
other bureau.
(Tues.) following opening perform- writer-playwright and political orArthur Krim, United Artists
ance at the Metropolitan Opera acle here, has Written his first prexy, and Arnold M. Picker,
Vivante”
screenplay,
“La Pai
House.
veepee in charge of foreign disHarry Akst, convavlescing on the (‘‘The Living Bread”) now being tribution, due here this month on
Coast from his recent heart attack, made by Jean MoUsselle.
first stop of inspection tour of
Paul Meurisse doesn’t even get
says he’s, been in “almost daily
Far East branches;
telephonic touch” arid otherwise a breather after finishing his cur“Sabrina” (Par) will be roadwith. Eddie Eisher, and he’ll return rent stint in the H. G. Clouzot pic, shovvn here under
a new scaledHe goes to admission rate
accompanying,
the
Singer “Les Diaboliques;”
to
which sees reserved
Egypt
Armenas
Pedro
star
with
shortly:
seat ticket prices rising as the day
Lowell Thomas awarded a spe- dariz in “Fortune Carre.”
progresses.
General admish reLeo Tolstoi’s works, getting the mains
cial medal by the Society of Illussame all day.
trators for “his outstanding con- studio treatment again with a reParamount will import ‘-Little
tribution to the visual arts” via make of his “Resurrection,” and a Boy Lost” as its
extra-quota -film
“This Is Cinerama,” which he pro- grandiose version of his. “War And for the current fiscal year.
Par
duced in association with Merian Peace,” being scripted by Jean Won bonus when its “Stalag 17”
Aurenche
and
Pierre
Bost.
Cooper.
C.
was
selected as one of three “supeGeorgia Gibbs here after scoring rior”
Steve
Broidy,
Allied
Artists
films shown during first half
prexy; Harold Mirisch,
veepee; in Monte Carlo and does a few of fiscal year.
daricer Tilly Losch, actor Rock AFN and army shows before, headShirley Yamaguchl and sculptorHudson and thesper John Ireland ing back for date on the Red Skel- husband Isamu Noguchi left for
with his actress-wife, Joanne Dru, ton tv show. Miss Gibbs got a big month’s visit in U. S. while Shirley
in from Europe yesterday (Tues.) offer from the Olympia Music Hall establishes residence.
She will
here but had to turn It down.
on the Queen Mary.
then return for starting role in
A condition of vaudevilliaris approposed joint production of Shaw
pearing at the recent North Shore
Bros;, Inc., Of Singapore and TohO
Hospitals. (Long Island, N.Y.) beneof Japan.
Frankfurt
fit for 18 such institutions is gratis
By Hazel Guild
hospitalization
facilities
for indigent performers.
This is the
(24 Rheinstrasse; 76751)
show Tex McCrary emcees and proAllied Artists foreign chief NorBy Les Rees
motes, annually.
ton
Ritchey
arid wife in town from
Tiny Hill into Shlief’s Little
Nick & Arnold’s nbvelty press
Paris,
City night club.
Invitation for the neW Howard
Vic’s nitery has Bill Doggett
Nightclubs reported big trade
Dietz & Arthur Schwartz “Bon
Voyage” revue, opening tonight during Die Messe, semi-anni trade combo with Dell Scott.
Comedian Dick Curtis and danc(Wed,) at the Versailles, was ac- fair here*
companied by a split of chamDon Cossacks a sellout reported er Mickey Carlisle into Starlight
pagne to “launch” the first- new for pair of concerts just completed club.
Dorothy Lewis Ice. Revue confloorshow at this spot in almost at Franz Althoff Bau.
cluded summer run at Starlight
two years; George White’s “Glad
William Dieterle, faking “The
to See You” held forth Until now. Magic Fire” on location, shooting club.
Dop Johnson at the St. Paul
Joe E, Lewis’ idea of an anti- in Wiesbaden, Bayreuth, Nurriberg;
Flame where Nellie Letcher
Scotch diet for his Ulcers; cottage- comes back to Munich Oct. 1.
derlined..
cheese; sour cream, and kindred
“Hexenjagd;”
German
legit verAnnual Shriners’ “Showdeo,”
dairy products..
And vodka— “at
of
Arthur Miller’s “The huge horse show, at State Fair
least it doesn't look like alcohol,” sion
Crucible,” chalked up two more Hippodrome,
Col. Serge Obolensky

hosted Hernando Courtright with
a cocktailery at the .Ambassador
Hotel in honor of the latter’s return from a five-week wine-tasting
tour of the grape countries of Eu-

returned

Pete Smith checked in at Metro

two->veek
Cellist

Colbnna

N.Y.

Harold Steinman’s “Hippodrome
of 1955” set for St. Paul Auditorium Oct.; 26-31.
Morris Chalfen, Iceshow owner,
accompanied by his wife, flew to
Hollywood to attend a Sonja
Henie party.
Dr. Frank M. Whiting, U. of
Minnesota Theatre director; elected veepee of American Educational
'
Theatre Assn,
Don O’Neill, Paramount Theatres booker, Won North Central Allied golf tournament for second

Julius Tannen
was principal"
nitery week of Nov, 22 at Piccadilly
Club, Glasgow, Nick
Pat Lundon speaker at Hollywood Bar Assn,
annual
dinner.
have similar cabaret stint Nov, 15.

&

as

Mart^ Weiser and George ThomJr,,
opened a. new publicity

Beverly Hills.
Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling and
Joe Newman to New Orleans for
Spike Jones set for Auditorium world preem of “Human Jungle,”
o
Oct. 10.
Eddie Cantor will receive the
Nat King Cole at Auditorium AT Jolsori Memorial Medal for “his
office in

By Fred Woodress,

Sept. 25.
years of Unselfish devotion to
Chuck Murphy i ninth, month America and American GIs.”
as entertainer at Essex Lounge.
World preem of Warners’ “A
All four Waters Drive-Ins in- Star Is Born” at the Pantages thestalling Wide-screens for Cineriia- atre on Sept. 29 will be all lit up.
•

.

Scope,
Oct. 19 is: date set by exhibitors
Post-Herald arid News for annual
Fall Movie Section with same, adsi

and

Studio has ordered
electrical
display sign 42 feet long and five
feet high, containing 6*000 lights
activated by 40,000. watts.
:

different editing by staffs of

the two newspapers.

By Florence
Tomas

Odette

S.

:

Lowe

Arthur Miller’s “Crucible” hit
Aaron the critical jackpot opening week
\Veek.
at the Arena Stage.

joined

Cushman flackery last
Sylvia Syms extended

at Cloister

Inn two mote weeks into October.
Audrey Morris currently at
Streamliner with Eddie South Trio.
Five Flamingoes holding forth
currently
at
Crown Propellor
Lounge.
Martha Hyer in town tp exploit
“Sabrina,” due at Chicago. Theatre
next Friday (24),

Norman Granz’
harmonic”

“Jazz at the Philinto National
a ori e-night

booked

Guard Armory for
stand

Sept, 26
Super-NIusic.

under

aegis,

of

Magician Jack "Flosso checking
in with Col. Joseph Goetz, head of
Armed Forces Professional Entertainment branch, before taking off
Eddy Howard named favorite for a 20-week USO tour of the Far
singing orch leader in National East.
Varsity Club here, along with
Ballroom Operators Association’s
Washington Post and Times-Herpoll.
Celeste Holm herb last week to ald, sponsoring a contest^ among
make awards to March of Dimes patients at local military hospitals
volunteer workers and
getting to pick 25 Vets for an all r expense
newspaper space reriiinding of her paid trip to the World. Series.
CBS-TV show, “Honestly Celeste,”
Elaine Sheppard, former screen
Danny Newman, legit pressagent player and more, recently local tv
here, and spouse actress Dina. Hal- personality, reports she lias been
perin returned to Windy City after inked for a bi-weekly picture
two months in Europe where. Miss spread on capital and show biz
Halperin made several stage ap- personalities in “Parade,” syndipearances.
cated Sunday supplement.
;

’

,

Barcelona
By JOaquina
(Angli,

Vienna

C. Vidal-Gomls

43—Tel.

24-00-18)

By Fmil W.

for renovation.

Maaiss

Radio star Rita Gallos badly

Cinema Windsor Palace closed jured

in-

in auto accident.

Thornton Wilder accepted inviSan tation to lecture here in American

Xavier Cugat visiting the Canals

champagne caves

Nubiola’s

at

Sadurni and being feted by the Institute.
Jan Kiebura and Martha Eggerth
executives.
Legit actress Catalina Barcena here as guests of Ralmund Operetta
has made a comeback after sev- Theatre.
eral years of absence from the
Opera singers Anton Dermota
stage, with Stephan Zweig’S “A and his wife Hilde Berger-WeyerLife’s Lqgend” at the Infanta Isa- wald off to Aussie ori concert tour.
bel’s Theatre, Madrid.
Gordon Hamilton of London SadAmerican. pix
on
Barcelona ler Wells Ballet arrived to take
Screens are “How To Marry a over job as ballet master arid inMillionaire” (20th), “Woman of structor qf State Opera.
the Western” (U), “Beast from
of
Carlton
Smith,
president
20,000 Fathoms” (WB), “Million American National Arts FoundaDollar Mermaid” (M-G) and “Story tion, searching here for various
Of Three Loves” (M-G).
Haydn arid Richard-Wagner manu;

,

.

scripts.

Maria Schell and O, W. Fischer
Inked by Sacha' Guitry for his
^
forthcoming pic, “Napoleon.” He
Curtis
Ed Wynii is set for the Riverside. will shoot interior scenes of film
Riverside negotiating for Tony in castle SchOertbrunn,
Martin,
M!el Torme follows Nick Lucas,

Reno

By Mark

New Golden, Sept. 22.;
New Granada Theatre, damaged,

San Francisco

into

by

^onth

ago, open again.
•Mae West tossed special Cocktail
party for men at Stead Air Force
fire

18

.

Base outside Reno.
Beatrice Kay’s Guest Ranch excited by big fire. No damage to
guest accommodations.
Dante Varela, who heads dance
combo at New Golden, has his composition, “El Coco,” done by Jerry
Mured on Mercury.
;

By Ralph

ABC

public

J;

;

Gleason

relation

topper

Jack Pacey here for huddles with
radio and tv editors.
Gene Fbwler arid Dan Duryea
in city for work on the “China
Smith” tv film series.
A! Wilde, Gale' Agency flack, in
town ahead of the Stan Kenton
Festival of Moderri American Jazz.
Comic^ Ben Lessy ’and Patti
Moore added to the Margaret
Whiting show at the Italian Village
Sept. 29.
.

.

Universal arranged 39 radio tieups on “Glenn Miller Story” in
Germany in connection with re-/ consecutive year.
cent preem in Wiesbaden, Church
By Hal V. Cohen
Old Log strawhatter wound up
Local dancer Bill Milie joi ing censors gave rave reviews, unusual summer season with burlesque
Mata & Hari for a tour this season. in this country.
stripper June March back for third
RKO just finished special cam- time in “White Cargo."
Gary Crosby, accompanied by
Mike Conner, in to plug his Decca paign. on “Carnival Story,” inFinal Minnesota State Fair attroducing producer Herman King tendance figures revealed grand
record.
Friday "Family Nights at the to German mags and papers. He’ll total of 946,299 for 10 days, mew
Variety Club resurried after sum- do another biopic, shooting with all-time high and 40,935 more than
German and American casts. It’s in previous record year (1952).
mer shutdown.
Copa closed for two nights last for release through RKO,
Eight persons, mostly youngsters,

By Glenn Trump
Ringling Bros,, due at Council
Bluffs Playland Park Sept. 26.

Portland, Ore.

Sophie Tucker at Amato’s SupNino Nanni had record-breaking per Club for two weeks.
Russ Morgan orch inked into
run of three weeks at Colony Club
Jentzen Beach Ballroom for onehere..
Clyde Beatty Circus booked for nighter.
About a year, ago, George Amato
Lincoln State Fairgrounds under
imported Dorothy Tsouras from
American Legiori auspices.
George Mills and Jimmy Shu- the Vegas Strip to take over the
macher signed as comedians for food dept, at his ace nitery. ChuckAk-Sar-Ben Rodeo, Sept. 24-Oct. 3. wagon lunches draw over 600 daily*
,

Wednesday, SeptemlJer 22,' W54'

71
came drama editor of The Evening burgh for Stanley-Warner, died in
Sun and The Evening Post. He that City. Sept. 10 after a long illthe newspaper field in 1939 to
become an author’s agent.
Wife, a daughter and a son sur-

ness.

vive.

Mother, 52, of Charles H. Clary
Jr„ announcer for KRLD and

'

KRLD-TV,

POWERS GOURAUD

was produced by a Minneapolis
Gouraud, 73, veteran stock company.
Miles was one of the four playand man about town
became best known as the wrights of “Nine. Pine Street,” proV 10
died of duced on Broadway in 1933. ..The
‘‘old night, owl” of radio,
attack Sept. 17 in Phila- following year he was represented
a heart
He was associated with on Broadway by “Portrait of Gildelphia;
1926 bert” and “The Eldest.” The. latter
radio station WCAU from
retirement
last December. Work was written in collaboration
is
h
rintil
For about 23 years Gouraud with Eugenia Gourtwright. He also
conducted his late night (11:15) penned “Lady Gangster” with Dorbroadcasts as the “old night owl” othy Mackaye.
covering happenings in the city’s
,

1

.

.

,

reviving plays, talking
about personalities and events in
the theatre and in sports and interlife,

ight

.

Coutinued from page

retired:

musician and orchestra director,
died Sept. 14 in Belleville, N. J.
Horn in Germany, he Was graduated from the Conservatory of MuAfter coming' to
sic in Hamburg.
the U. S. in 1923 he Was orchestra
director for two years aboard the
5.5, Leviathan and later on the
5.5. Washington.
Before his .retirement; five years
ago, Detlefsen had been a violinist
KALITA HUMPHREYS
and director at theatres in New
actress,
Humphreys,
Kalita
40,
York and Jersey City.
and her. husband, Joseph K. BurHis wife,
daughter,, a stepson
and four grandchildren survive..

{!»

at Valencia*
died in

-111-,

.

Theatre in Evanstort,
Chioago Sept, 13.

'

,

i. 1 .

1

.

fiat,

too,, haven’t
venture.

!<

Alfred , c: Siangc, 73, retired
Chicago motion pictu re operator,
'

.

>'<

13.-

!

.

•

Father, 84, of Helen King, radiotv grapho.ogist, died recently in
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
.

MARRIAGES
„

least

hopefully, for production this season are “That's Life,” “It’s About.
Between Friends,” “Three
Time,
7’
“Kaleidoscope,”
for T o n i g h 1
“Crackerjack,” a new edition of
George White’s “Scandals” and a.
new Shubert edition of “Ziegfeld
show,
Follies.”
Other sketch
are
for
off-Broadway,
headed
“Nice to Visit,” “I Feel Wondei>
ful” and ‘‘Bright and Early.”
Odd angle on the new
slate is that two prospective shows,
“That’s Life” .and “It’s About
i.Time”
re as indicated by ..the

Wife, 76, of Le Roy Biekel, Dallas
branch, manager for Metro, died
6 in that city.

Earlier, as a youngster, he
had been a bandsman with the
Queen’s Own Rifles in Victoria’s
era;. He was one of the foundermembers of the Canadian Musicians Protective Assn. (AFM).
Survived by wjfe and three sons.

oL ad-

Two Spoofs ^oft Lurie
Among the. revusV listed, at

.

died' in ‘that' ‘city Sept.

-'angel?,

lost; tlyp, spirit,

'

<;

ronto;

,

titles,

;

’’Also'..

spool's of Luce publications.
coincidental' is. that new. edi-

tions fof two noted' revue- sen
,,
r
Croft
Arthur •‘F 0 ]ii
Lt.
to
es an(j “Scandals," are both
Houston, Sunday U9i.
lc *
ov
Groom is son of agenjt Harry D. pn 16
\
V
n
1
.kas. been on 4-he.
Squires and brother of Irving
w
Seasons
.Shubert.for
several
slate,
Squires, general manager for Viewithout actually getting m front ot
tor Borge
.

T5
Baibaia
.

,

,

..

,,

..-

'’

o^tures,

,

.

;

.

'.«,

.

•

footlights, so it rates as a qiiesiioriable bet.
Some of the few- payoff, revues
v“Call
in the last dcc.lde have be

Leona White to Bruce Fisher,
Las Vegas, Sept. 15. He’s' an or-

HALDEMAN

It.

IP _>

1

'

Sahuiel Miller, 65; projectionist

Infant son of producer Ivan Tors
CHARLES A. PYE
Charles A. Pye, 84, cornetist and Constance Dowling, died. Sept.
with such former Toronto vaude 13 in Burbank.
houses as The Majestic and The
Father of Bobby Starr, nitery
Toronto Opera House, arid With
the Canadian National Exhibition dancer,, died Sept. 13 in Pittsburgh.
grandstand pit band: for 40 consecutive years, died Sept. 16 in To-

GLENN

1

producer-promoters, sketch, .writers,
composers, lyricis',
etc. Moreover,

Dallas, died Sept. 16 in

Fort Worth.

GEORQE A/DETLEFSEN
George A. Detlefsen, 04,

powers*

raconteur

B’way Revues

left

'

{

Glenn R. Haldeman; 21, radio chestra. leader.
announcer for WRAW, Reading,
Ann McDonagh
Sean Og
Pa., was found. dead in bed Tues- Q’Ceallaghaiti, 'Dublin, Sept:
Ilf Me Mister.” “Lend An Ear,” “An
day (14) in his home in Shilling- He’s a sports gabber with Radio Ev ing .with-.. BeAt.-ice ’Lillie’’' -and.
Death Was attributed to Eireann,
ton, Pa.
.;
“New Faces." -Failures have -inelud-.
a heart condition. Haldeman also
ak eley
glalhleen
t0
‘,‘Iriside y.S.A..”
“Make Mme
A v?i.
had worked at WEEU and WHUM, T
“Along Fifth Avenue,”
Manhattan,”
r^-'i ^‘.i
in Reading, ..before joining the
‘‘Seven Lively Arts,” “John MurReading Broadcasting Co. this
v6nisc'
Walker
to
liernQid
a vi^avpaViv
'‘TJniri
:

Founder of, .Variety and Daily Van

MAY

19,

1873—SEPT.

:

.

1933

22,

;

'

:

.

-i.

i

:

j

.

:
•

..

year.;

.Keeffe, Edinburgh, =Scot. Sept. 10.
Both are' members of revue, “All
oil a Summer’s Day.’’

•

•

4lf

f

Survived by his parents.

HENRY GILL
Henry

Gill,

55,

operatic

died Se pt. % in Leeds, a
chorine;
After working, in concerts pressionist.

baritone,

Eng.

^
A
^^le,

a

iiiging-im-

Loi^^w

’

'u
US
Small
“Two’s Company,” “Anna
Little
Show.” “Shuffle
Along,” “Bless You All,” “Pardon
Our French” and "Peep Show.”
,

!

.

Wonder

”

Tickets

Please,.

Russell’s
,

he’s

.

Fo?

’.

Lania Jones to Harry Parker,
Aberdeen, Scot., Aug. 28; Bride’s

bass-

t

1
!

J

,

and oratorios he joined the Carl
Dolores Silvestri to Lou Marks,
Rosa Opera Co. and appeared in Pittsburgh; Sept. 16. Groom’s half
celebrity
concerts, in
London’s of the nitery comedy team, of
Royal Albert Hall.
Fisher & Mark?.
Borge’s PStenom
Gill also was long associated with
viewing celebs from both fields. son, 34; died Sept. 18 when their
Lorraine: Won to John C. J.
Among his iriore famous guests private plane crashed into a moun- the Open Air Theatre at Scarbor- Chun, Honolulu, recently. Bride
Continued Irom pane..
County,
Berks
northern
in
tainside
George
Sophie
Tucker,
ough, Yorkshire. He was seen in is. tv editor with KGMB-TV in that
were
(Capacity, at a
... $17,500 a week.
Pa. Burson, a* Texas rancher, was eight productions there.
Colrari, Burton Holmes and Connie
city; he’s
engmeer
with same $4.60. top Weekdays, and $5.7.5 Fripiloting the plane enroute to a
Mack;station.
is
day-Salurday
nights,
$21,000.)
Gouraud wrote the song, “Je month’s vacation in New York.
ALTON I. CHANCE
Anne B, Clopton to Frank
Humphreys made her
Miss
T’Aime Means I Love You” which
Alton I Chancey, 60, paymaster C. Lawrence, Honolulu, ..recently. Reopening: in August, Borge hit
ingenue
for
week
ending
Aug. 7;
$15,530
debut
the
as
Broadway
into
a
the late Ben Bernie made
at Columbia, died of heart attack Groom’s a film editor with KGMB$16,620, Aug: 16; $17,760, Aug. 23;
At the age of 63, he made his lead in “Everywhere I Roam.” Her Sept. 17, after collapsing at the TV.
hit;
Aug.
Sept.
$18,545,
$18,000,
a presentation of last Broadway role was in “Let’s studio. Before joining: Columbia
30;
4;
sfage debut i
Jacqueline
Bultinck
to
.Jack
She recently finished a in 1937 he was paymaster at Boyd, Los Angeles, Sept. 17. Bride $19,420, Sept; 11; $21,040, Sept. 18.
"Lightriin’ ” by the Bucks County Face .It.”
Playhouse: He had no interest in tv. ten-week run in Houston’s Alley Warners.;
is
daughter of Pierre Bultinck, This last was an SRO week, with
Gouraud was born in England. Theatre production of “Affairs of
His wife and daughter survive..
president and managing director nightly, standees, an astonishing
His father, Col. George E. Gouraud, State.”
of the St. Regis Hotel, New York. record for this one-manner a year
was Thomas Edison’s partner and
Charles E. Lockard, 45, as forEugenia Gross to Milton ‘J. after its bow.
25‘
JAMES HARVEY
European representative for
mer manager of Tri-States and Lawner, New York, Sept. 18. Bride
Original
notices
hay
sock
James Harvey, 44, a radio pro- Central States theatres in Iowa is an actress; professionally
years.
Powers Gouraud came to
known helped Borge, of course,. It mandied
NBC,
Sept.
for
ducer-director
afterfour,
but
the U, S; When only
arid Nebraska, died of a self-in- as Eugenia Thorntbri; he was asso- agement
reports a steady resistflicted gunshot wound Sept! 13 in ciated with the off-Broadway proance, in early riionths at least, to
Des Moines.
duction of “The Homeward Look.” the Show pn the grounds of its
IN MEMORIAM
\
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Alessandro Dolic, 74. Italian
tenor, died Sept. 17 in Bergamo.
Mi*., and Mrs. Hari'y Bernsen Jr.,
Italy;.
For years he sang at La
September 27, 1947
Scala in Milan and at opera houses: son, Burbank, Cal.; Sept. 7. Mother
We’ll always miss you.
is ’forrrier actress Jeanrie Cooper;
throughout Europe and America.
father is. a stage producer.
COS.
STAFF
Mr. and Mrs. William Alpert,
Widow, 87, of oldtime ballad
singer Henry Burr died in Chicago son, New York, Sept. 16. Grandwards, returned to England and 14 in Mamaroneck, N. Y., after a Sept. 17; Burr died in 1941. after father is Jack MiHs, vet music
After joining the a long career with station.
long illness.
ierved in the Boer War.
publisher.
in 1945 he directed and in Chicago.
Mr. -arid Mrs; Erv Brown, son,
In 1927, Gouraud was foreign network
[
Sept. 9, Pasadena, Calif.
Songold produced many programs includcorrespondent
Philly’s
for
“Living-1948” and several docwriter
Henry Tobias is the grandPublic Ledger. For five years he ing.
Father^ 85, of Archie Bleyer’, orumentaries.
Mas associated with the Shubert
*i
From 1950 to 1952 Harvey was chestra leader, died Sept. 19 in
V
S
B>
Interests ’in Philly. When joining
his
director of, “The Big New York. Surviving, besides
daughter Jei^ey 'ciW N. J Sept!
WCAU in 1926 he was announcer; assistant starring
son, is his wife.
BankTallulah
Show,”
9.
Father is department head
later, he worked as news editor,
head.
He also lectured on the
<l'irectoiv of public; relations, proWife, of William A- Madden, national office of American Guild
gram director and finally com- functions of a radio-tv director for Metro branch manager in Philadel- of Variety Artists.
the Columbia Lecture Bureau at
Mr. and Mrs. Art Rikliiv,
mentator and critic.
phia,
died Sept. 18 in Boston folone time.
Houston, I’ecently. Father is acSurviving are his wife; a son and
Previously Harvey was a radio lowing a 10-day illness.
count exec With KPRC-TV in that
* granddaughter.
director with. WWJ, Detroit, and a
Mother, 62, of Rhoda Galetz, city;
producer with the Canadian BroadMr. and Mrs, Larry Berlinger,
secretary to United Artists discasting Cbrp. in Toronto.
MILES
chief William Heineman, daughter, New: York, Sept. 10.
tribution
Surviving are his: wife, and stepCarlton. Miles, playwright and
Father
is brother of Warren Berdied i’ecently in New York.
legit pressagent, in his early 70’s, mother.
linger Of “Anniversary. Waltz”. cast,
d.ie'.d Sept. 18 in New York.
Mr. arid Mrs. John Praught,
He reRogers, 54. musical direc-

novelty arid “non-legit” character.

BIRTHS

THE

OF WARNER'S MUSIC

There was no advance sale or theatre party setup. In fact, nobody
(including
Borge’s management)
tlrought the venture could go bevhrid four weeks on Broadway, and
didn't even bother to
advertise a limited engagement.
Bcrge having no Broadway rep,
sortie of his sponsors were even
afraid to have him come into N. Y„

!

management

i

WLS

haying

Anna

1

m

.

seen Ethel Waters
Russell flop that same

and
fall,

and fearing to hurt Borge’s outr
of " tdwn diaw f lie didn’t go over.

-

!

!

I

even developed a bro-

-^;a ®

f

ker

call.

s

,

.

'

cently

from Skowhegari,
do special exploitation for

arrived

to

:Me.,

WILLIAM JACKIE

.

-

2

were Mert Blum,, his
business manager; Loyd Wright,
his
attorney
and friend,
and

company

Sam

tor who had batoned at a number daughter, Chicago, Sept 13. Father
Jackie, 64, silent of United “Kingdom vaude thea- is manager of Bryn Mawr Theatre
screen actor arid talent agent, died tres, died Sept. 1 in St. Leonards, there.
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Ostler, CbiSept. 19 of a heart attack in San Eng.
tcago, Sept. '8. Father is an engineer;
Francisco; After World War. I he
iai:
cl aHnii WT.-Centered motion pictures .and later
Charles R. (Billy Van) Van Hoe-Chanrtrtrtbecame one of the leading talent sen, 71, ex vaude press; agent, died
agents in Hollywood.
son,
Burbank, Cal., Sept. 10.- Father
in Denison, Tex., Sept. 10. He was
With; his wife, Ruth Dwyer, stage former publicity, director for Olsen is a television director.r
Miv and Mrs.. Andre de Tdfli.
actress of the

William

from page

Conti

CARLTON

Benny

Sylvan; Ostreicher,

said

when the corporation formed
he knew nothing of the technical
procedure of incorporation, tie-nied knowing, he coulil. benefit

(Bill)

that

•

r

I

^fohi a capital gains sale of stock.
d ia sa ld hts s Q 'v
rt
k
ll0W1 " g
BS ff ,?
co £a bs betW
rr K
f
n^
.Tobacco
(his
..American.
MCA,

....

and

screen
Jackie ran

20

s,

&

Johnson

’

arid other top. acts.

casting agency in
for pix and tv films.
In
Robert M. Smyllie, 62; longtime
World War II he was a public in- interlocutor of Radio Eirarin’s
formation and morale officer in tlie “Information Please” quiz, died daughter.

%c

--

.

'

n°^

Frisco

new Alfred Lunt-Lynn
-

l ann
C
gently

Foristarrer, “Quadrille;” curin rehearsal.
Associated

}Vith
the Lunts for the past 15
ai 's. he was publicity director at
^kowiyegan’s Lakewood Summer
theatre for 18 years.
Following his graduation from
|he u. of Minnesota, Miles joined
me iviinneapolis Journal, where he
mma.ined for 20 years, 15 of which
Mere as drama critic. While on the
MPer, he authored his first play;

7?

,

m

Se> ”

ini
3.

Whidh was published in
During that year his play,

c- Flitting
Lady,” written in
collaboration with John
Colton,

„

Coast Guard;
Surviving, besides his wife, are
and a daughter.

Sept. 11 in Dublin.

His

vvife sur-

vives.

Father

.

Honolulu,
Sept.
heads art department

16,-.

at

KGMB-T.V, Honolulu,

'

:

My

relationship With

(NBC)
he

is,”

tile

.network

was very good— and still
Benny testified that
said.
.

Mr. and Mrs. William Morrison,! after the corporation. Was in exLos Angeles, Sept. 15. Mother istence for a year something like
is a_ writer; father a film editor,
lie
$250,000 in profit was made.
ERROL E. HART
A rioted opera, , Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Stulberg, sai(j lie W as getting $22,000 weekly
in Mexico City,
Errol Edward Hart, 81, former singer, he later became a teacher daughter, Hollywood, «cpt. 15. ,
for his show attd had to pay th
f

a son

Father, 75, of David Silva Jr.; top
Mexican film actor, died Sept. 7

son,

j

!

.

drama editor and author’s agent,

1

of voice.

1

01

Wl lters

cast

-

,

,.

^

from

this,

asserting,

‘‘some

Guffd of Ame^fc^West
as
Born in “Washington, 'he attended
Mr; and Mrs. Charles H. Clary, of «*«*
Father, 64, of Lenny- Litman,
money, as I w
the U. of Chicago arid became who owns Copa night club in Jr.,
Dallas, Sept. 10. Father
Benny said lies given $200,000
drama editor of The Chicago Pittsburgh, died in that city Sept. is announcer at. KRLD and KRLDyearly for paynient 1o guesters and
Chronicle.
TV there.
14 from a heart attack.
Mr. and Mrs.: Brooks West, son, exploitation and $50,000 traveling
Hart later moved to New York,
where he worked on the old HerMother 6f Jack O. KiefTer. man- Hollywood, Sept. ,17. Mother is expenses for show, but unused portions is returned to sponsor.
ald and The World. He then be- ager of Enright Theatre in Pitts- Eve Arden, tv and. screen actress,
died Sept, 18 in East Orange, N.J.
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Japan.
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Move was initiated by the U. S.
State Dept, which wants the industry to screen out the kind of
war pix that might arouse antiAmerican Sentiment in Japan. Industry execs, declaring that they’ve
always practiced a certain amount
of self-control in this matter,, feel
that the decision of whether or
not a film should be sent to Japan,
shouldn’t come from reps of rival

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

YORK, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Motion Picture Export Assn. is>currently casting around for a
might
which
group
“neutral”
screen U. S, pix dealing with the
Pacific area during World Wat II
and now destined for export to

INC..

PRICE

1954

•

By LEONARD TRAUBE

Betty Hutton Says
She’ll Quit

Show

Biz

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Betty Hutton is leaving show biz
on completion of her month’s stand
at the Desert Inn, Las Vegas, startShe’s been thinking
ing Oct. 12.
about it for a year. Hard work
connected with the “Satins and
Spurs” tv show convinced her.
Now 33, she says, “I’ve been
working since I was three years
I’ve learned the goal I origold.
inally. sought .when I began my career is not-wnat I thought it was.”
Miss Hutton says that tv, on which
she debuted in “Spurs,” is a fine
-

‘Lucy’ Video Story

Back in 1932, when the late
John P. O’Brien was elected mayor
of New York under the Tammany
banner, a reporter asked

he had

in

Anticipate Next

him whom

mind for appointment

certain post;
“I don’t know,”
O’Brien was quoted as having reme.”
Not too distant a coUsln to that
approach is the television program
“than can be talked into a hit” (or

a

star in

plied, “they haven’t told

next two years.
Pair
finalized.

a flop) in

what amounts

To

MGM’er

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Desi Arnaz arid Lucille Ball will

to

to a tele-

phonic Coast-tdrcoast and personal
gab-to-gab hookup that gives every
sign of becoming a national lobby.

It isn’t ‘‘Don’t write-telegraph”
U. S. companies.
any more but “Don’t write—phdne”
Several Hollywood films with
or grab him by the lapels, be he
Japanese war themes have been
shown in. Japan, inevitably with medium “if you like to Work that critic, video VIP, general tradester
considerable b.o. success. Warner hard. It’s great for some one with or just plain joeblow viewer, and
Bros.’ “Task Force,” which aroused more energy— it’s a medium for say quickly, “Wasn’t it a sensational show’’, or contrariwise, “Wotta
a good deal of controversy among younger people.”
stinker!” Don’t give the guy a
American company reps in Tokyo,,
was, one; Republic’s “Sands of Iwo
chance to express) himself, but if
.

J

another.
Feeling is that the decision * on
whether to send a war film to
Japan should be based largely on
the attitude taken by the picture
itself. It’s pointed out that some
Hollywood films made during the
war certainly could harm U. S.
current political interests in the
(Continued on page 61)

29,

two features for Metro in
Deal is now being
made “Long Long

ing not too subtly that a contrary

Yens Show Biz Again

Now

That He’s Married

Garry Davis, now more or less
World-famed as World Citizen No.
1, has renounced the platform of
iversality and “one wOrldism” as
“impractical,” and plans to return

show business. “There’s nothing
wrong With the ideal, but I’m fin-

to

ished with it, if only because it’s
just not workable or realistic in

world of otirs.
“Not only do I want to regain
native-born American citizenship,” he continues, “but I want to

this

my

Vidpix Portray ’Em

J.

W. SAYRE

my position in the theatre
Seattle, Sept. 26.
an actor. I was doing pretty
J. Willis Sayre, drama editor of
well for a while, both in the origithe
a.m.
Post-Intelligencer,
17,’
was
nal company of ‘Stalag
and
later succeeding to Harvey Lem- honored last Thursday (23) by exbeck’s fuller role in the London hibitors, film production firms and
company and in my strawhat tour fellow newspapermen at a dinner
at the Press Club.
Sayre is said
two seasons ago.”
The son of orchestra impresario to be the oldest drama editor, in
Meyer Davis makes no bones about point of years of service, in the
He first joined the P. I.
the fact his marriage, Sept. 18, in nation.
Hackettstown, N. J., to Gloria in mid-1901, and has been there
Sandler, has “much to do With this ever since, with time out to be
new thinking of mi
" fact, concert manager of the Seattle
Symphony. He was also managing
everything.”
Davis is getting himself an agent editor of the Seattle Times for a
In 1904 he went
brief period.
and going back into show biz.
Incidentally, when he was re- around the world in 54 days, nine
fused landing in England on the hours and 42 minutes, a mark still

regain

Live to Cuba

DRAMA

SEATTLE’S

as

;

(network)

CMQ,

.

United States, because he had recorded in history.
no- passport, one of those freak
Head table at the Press Club
coincidences occurred with
his dinner included William Tiiedford,
mother, Mrs. Meyer Davis, the for- v.p, and g.m. of Evergreen Themer Hilda Emery, herself an ac- atres; Will J. Conner, executive
( Continued on page 61
(Continued on page 62)

Beach, and
Alan Gale’s,

New

York, with the idea likely to
spread to other spots.
Reason for the reduction in the
number of showings lies in the
fact that it will enable the operators to get name performers, and
will permit customers at the dinner. shows to escape the heavy 20%
cabaret tax. All those’ contemplat-

Nitery owners

have long been
of having to

wedge

compete with high-paying video
jobs and the lush coin obtainable
in the Las Vegas spots and the
cabaret tax, which has the net effect of cutting down on the number
(Continued on page 60)

Fading 52d

St. Joints

Just Wait

It

Out For

Last-Buck Suckers
In crooked carnival circles the
“privilege car” arid its “blowoff”
aura are w.k. larcenous offshoots
of a shoddier form of show business.
Something approaching it is
in the general atmosphere of West

52d

St,, N. Y., especially now, as
the realty is being razed for imWith its stripperies
'having long since displaced the
Swing Street motif of the block between 5th and 6th Ayes,, this is
literally the blowoff for the hole-

provement.

in-the-wall,

comeon

joints.

Garishly lit up at night, the few
-remaining spots with their puty
IN L’VILLE em-in sidewalk hawkers heralding
“show going on immediately” are
Louisville, Sept. 28.
Policy Of airing “Game, of the strictly waiting it out for the last-

has erected a special tower for the Seriescasts at
Matanzas, Cuba, to pick up trans-.
missions of the games from Key
West, Fla. From Matanzas it will
go out over the
tele stations.
The microwave tower was constructed especially to bring the
World Series games to Cuba. Bast
year's games were on hot kines,
which were flown from Florida to

Some of the farseeing ops, with
throughout the season, sponsored
by the Long Run Assn, of Baptists, a liquor iicense to protect, have
already
begun spreading out into
has prompted Charles L. Harris,
the contiguous 40s and 50s, with
v.p. and general manager of the
hybrid
policies
of“exptic”. peelers,
station, to drop all beer advertising.
Harris said, “We have been or just a phoney front with “com-

Cuba.

thinking

.

CMQ

1

,

'

S.S.

at Copa City, Miami
will be in effect at

*

view Would show you up as a dumkopf, fit only to cover Channel 1.
New Orleans, Sept. 28.
The Variegated conditions under
Hollywood and tv came in for a
The influx of out-of-towners for which tv shows are appraised or spanking at Monday’s (271. session
professionally evaluated are, of
the World Series between the N. Y.
course, strictly duck soup for the of the 61st annual conference of
Giants and the Cleveland Indians
fast talking gent with a view Of his the International Association of
starting today (Wed.) at the Polo
own
partisan of non; they’re Chiefs of Police here.
Grounds, N. Y., started giving the
Colorado Springs Chief of Police
(Continued on page 40)
major Gotham hotels a lot of headr
Irving B. Bruce, the next president
aches as early as Monday. The inns
of the Association, said most pix
were hard pressed to find space
and private eye video stories hurt
for all who asked. The visitors
average police departments arid
started coming in over the weekhold policemen up to ridicule.
end, and on the following day the
“Dragnet” was an exception,
SRO sign was Out.
Bruce said, and he gave high praise
Niteries
were the immediate
to Jack Webb.
Beneficiaries of the added populaPolice chiefs were guests Tuesday night at the world premiere of
tion. The cafes started at nearcapacity over Sunday and oh MonFor the first time a live* telecast, Allied Artists “Human Jungle” at
day the added business from out- will be transmitted overseas. His- Joy Theatre. Jan Sterling and Gary
(Continued on page 71)
tory-making incident will occur to- Merrill, stars of pix, made personal
day (Wed.) when the first of the appearance at showing.
World, Series telecasts for Gillette
goes to Cuba, at the moment it is
FETE OLDEST
ED, being lensed in the U. S.
BAPTISTS, BEER, BALL
Goar Mestre, topper of Circuite

TV

Many nightclub operators are
considering the one-show-a-night
policy this year, xyith two or three
for Weekends and rush periods
only.
Step is likely to be taken

criught in the

—

'World Citizen’ Davis

CENTS

Trailer” for studio last year.
Unique twist in studio arrangement is to Have' locale of “Lucy”
television series shifted to Hollywood as Arnaz gets film offer. Telefilm script will then deal with ing the step are blueprinting the
events leading up to actual filming sole show of the evening at midincluding adventures of Lucy in night.
Reason for the midnight
her attempt to crash pix.
slotting is that it will enable the
First of pair would roll next May owners to get a heavier profit per
or June when they’ve completed skull, inasmuch as the late shows
their current batch of vidpix.
are generally for the liquor trade,
as against the early programs
where the comparatively unprofitable dinner trade predominates.

you do, make sure you’ve impinged
your own opinion on him first and
allow him to confirm it by suggest-

Jiiria”

25

Willie

Mays Film Shooting

Willie Mays, star centerfielder of
the N. Y. Giants, who on Sunday
(26)

copped the National League

batting, crown, is being pictUrized.
Pathe is shooting a short
subject on him at his N. Y. home,
in a stickball game with neighborhood kids and in action at the
ballpark. It’s to be ready for exhibition next month.

RKO

DON’T MIX

Day”

from

Mutual

.

by

WGRC

buck opportunities;

some ing”

time.

attractions to lure the drop-in
casuals.

According to Hewett Slack; who
(Continued oh. page 71)

Joseph R. McCarthy has
fast-booked for NBC-TV’s
“Meet the Press” next Sunday (3).
According to one report, it’s generally agreed that both the panel
and the controversial legislator
will
“stay away” from kicking
around the Senate committee’s
censure report on the Wisconsi
Republican,

of

this

move

for

We carry quite a religious
broadcast schedule on our station
and it was just not consistent to
carry beer or wine advertising.”
When "the Baptists expressed a
desire to sponsor the baseball airings, station decided to drop alcoholic advertising altogether. Station notified the net sometime ago
Last program
of the new policy.
with beer sponsorship, a five-minute news show, was aired Aug. 20.

McCarthy ‘Meeting
Sen.

been

Press’

g

1

.

MISCELLANY

.
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Columbus,’ Does Not Ridicule Yanks
Hamburg, Germany/

ON HER SHOW BIZ ANNI

duty to report the matter at once

Portland, Ore., Sept. 28.
* The City of Portland paid horn*
age to Sophie Tucker last Tuesday night (21 ) on her 50th anniversary in show biz. She had just
completed the first stanza of a
'two-week date at Amato's'’ Supper
Club and set a new house record
for the showcase,
Mayor Fred Peterson greeted
Miss Tucker at a platform in frbnt
of Amato's when her car, heading
a goodsized parade, wound up at,
the spot. Night parade included
city, state and organizational dignitaries.
The Shriner's calliope, a
bunch of oldtimer cars and some
new models highlighted the old
and the new theme. Tribute was
pqid on the platform. La Tucker
ihen gave sizable checks' to 12
varied local charities from the

to the American consulate general
in Hamburg and I asked, the head
of the public relations, section,
Wilbert Dubin, to see my film at
After* having seen the film
Once,
Mr. Dubin assured me that I had

no cause for worry.
A week later (Sept. 8 issue) I
saw a letter by one Stuart Schulberg,

vainly attempted to find

I

movie

in several

however, find
of

June

30,

lexica.

I

did,

it in Variety, issue
1954, under film re-

views— “Weg ohne Umkehr” (No

Way

Back).

Phoenix, Sept. 28.
In an all-out pitch to convince
studio executives the film industf y’ s P lace in the sun should be
Arizona not California, a cactus
stat e official has sent letters to 15
Barron Polan, personal manager major Hollywood studios urging
specializing in femme singers, has them to set up operations here and
a problem with international ram- citing 11 reasons why a change of
ideations on his hands, 'Polan has scene would prove to their ad-#
been placed in a plight where he vantage.
has to be in two different hotels
Letters, written by: Floyd A.
Bains, chairman of .the governor’s
committee on business and indus2ir«i?n
hpr^TT
h P Si
^ rial development; and manager of
Mnfpi N.. Y., on
nn Ik*
%.««
Room of the Plaza Hotel,mAnpiMini
Oct. 21, and Fernanda Montel,
"”™!™'
opening at the Maisonette of the
4
P ttie *** £o * Allzona as
the
Hotel, N, Y.,.also

Your reviewer Hans reviewed

HORACE HEIDT

on
Regis
XV[l W ssame night.
....
vL) A., recent interpretation by
Each chantoosey demands that
-the
Arizona Industrial Comnussion
he be present at the opening exSt.

T

an

Germany.” 'He

N uy's,

hibit so that he can aid in re- that motion picture studios can be
routining before the second show self-insured, effecting a considerHe hasn’t figured out how a lfi.e saving in industrial insurance

begins.

premiums.
he can make it.
He has already appealed to Mer(2.) Overall savings of from 25
riel Abbott, who sets the talent at to 50% on picture costs.
(Unexthe Persian Room, and Pierre Bui- plained.)

tinck, St. Regis boriifachi to help.
(3.) Phoenix, although it -is behim opt of this dilcmiPB, but yon d the 300-mile limit from
neither are changing their opening Hollywood studios,
is oiily-1%

Death of Bert Ly tell, 67,
York yesterday (Tues.)
an
spanned the

Canada when
though, and is

FIRST EUROPEAN FILM

TO BE LIBEL-INSURED

authentic portrayal of Hitler’s final 10 days, it
includes many contemporary fig-

iff
iL
O
e
New Martha
uU6S tor
Sues
for
iiri
n
i
i
that

wrote

he repeatedly toured in vaudeville
from Hollywood.
Prior to going to Hollywood,
Lytell apprenticed with stock companies in New -York, New Jersey
and San Francisco. His tenure in
the film capital was a long one with
He undoubtseveral postscripts.
edly made a sizable fortune but
always lived in the high, style then
expected of stars. His big “return”
to legit occurred in a play called
(Continued on page 71)
as a headliner

,

.

is

the Euro-

Cantor to Chair Dinner
j

;

It

A spokesman for Facts Forum, conducts the program. It was Burt
propaganda group backed by Texas who tossed out the “unsolicited
suggestion” that if the motion pici illibnaire, H. L. Hunt, “insisted”
“was smart
industry
in a taped radio interview that the ture
they’d make you the czar of the
Roy
industry
name
motion picture
Brewer as “Czar.” The suggestion motion picture industry and its
was made at the conclusion of 'a problems.”
“They wouldn’t do that,” re"State of the Nation” radio program over Mutual Broadcasting torted Br wer, "because I wouldn’t
System in Which Brewer and let them.”
“Weil,” declared Burt, "I insist
Adolphe Menjou, who were introduced as “two of Hollywood's fore- on it,. Roy,”
Menjou
added: “I think it’s an
Communism,”
on
authorities
most
agreed that the film industry has excellent idea/’
Brewer had declared
Earlier,
done a “tremendously good” job of
eliminating Reds from Hollywood. that “the menace of Communism in
Hollywood
lias
been as effectively
by
Interview was conducted
smashed in
writer Victor Lasky and Hardy smashed as it. has been
any
place.”
Burt, news analyst, who regularly
However, Brewer and Menjou
indicated that Communists, are con.

To Jennie Grossinger
A testimonial dinner to Jennie
Grossinger,. head of the family operating Grossinger’s, Ferndale,
N. Y-. will be given at the WaldorfFormer
Astoria, N. Y.,. Nov. 9.
Vice-President Alben W. Barkley
is honorary chairman of the event;
Eddie. Cantor is chairman, George.
Jessel will be toastmaster and Eddie Fisher arid Milton Berle will
be included in the list of show biz
sponsors.
Proceeds of the dinner will go to
a convalescent home in Israel.

Idea—Menjou Endorses

Forum Broadcasts
— ‘Millionaire
Communists’ as Show Biz Phenom?

Fact.%

res,

.

.
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Subscription Order

almost
perfect
year-round weather for shooting,
and its lack of smog, fog and rai

AAA
it

-r

The

I

variety

of

color

in

When Conked on Head
frica' lik*

With Whiskey Bottle

«tung S

Miami, Sept. 28.

Damage

in

suit

the

amount

Sayings on shooting televi-

(7.)

sion series out-of-doors.

of

,

is

Columbia Pictures
pean distributor.

4

4UUv
400G

air.

.

—

Frankfurt, Sept. 28.

“The Last Act,” to be started
before the end of the year by Cosmopole Films ini Vienna is the first
European picture to carry libel insurance With Lloyds of London.

to

2 hours away by
(4.) Arizona’s

(8:) The
unlimited supply of
$400j0Q0 was filed here last week
by Martha Raye against a Coral extras and unskilled people at a
Gables contractor, who, she alleges,: lower wage rate than in California,
(9,) Availability of livestock to
inflicted permanent injuries when
he smashed a whisky bottle over be rented at reasonable prices,
GO.)
Plentitude of hotels and reher head in a bloody climax to a
"The Lone Wolf” and "Boston brawl which: occurred in Bimini, sorts where pictures could be shot
Blackie” were Lytell roles, ditto fishing resort off southeast Florida, a»d stars and executives could be
“Alias Jimmy Valentine,” which on Aug. 22.
The comedienne was
(Continued on page 61)

film was released,
trailing “Ring of
Fear" release dates by as much as
three months at most spots he hits.
Of course, too, there was quite a
bit of difference in the ‘“Greatest
Show” arid “Ring of Fear” and
the b.o. results of the two films.
in

in

acting career
first half of the 20th
Active in both pix and
century.
he was one of the first
legit,
matinee idols of the burgeoning
silent film industry.
A contemporary of such screen lovers as
Wallace Reid and House Peters,
Lytell’s roles tended toward the
genteel jewel thief.
He predated
the presentday school of hardboiled private eyes by 30 years.
finis:

.

Since the script

to

dates.
tlate5,

(Continued on page 60)

.

.

.

waits;; in

Film Not
other words, until hi$. friend Schul- ‘Ring of Fear’
berg had arisen in his wrath to
Boxoffice Hypo For
protect American interests in Germany. After the two attacks have
appeared, however,- Hans, finally
decides he must see the film and
Omaha, Sept. 28.
send his review to New York. He
How does a feature, film about it
dates liis review Sept.; 1, blit of
a fl eet the subsequent boxoffice of
course this could not be printed, on
a circus?
There are contrasting
Sept. 7, because the entertainment
answers;
world must first read: “What’s the
Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
film”
Paal-Chaplin
answer to that
found Cecil DeMille’s “Greatest
by' Mr. Stuart Schulberg.
Show on Earth” a definite benefit
Paal Returning
pic first came out a few years
when
In four weeks I am returning to back.
More recently, reissue of
the States, with the American ver- film has also helped.
“Columbus Discovers
of
sion
But Clyde Beatty Circus, spotarrive,
I
Krahwinkel.” But before
lighted in “King of Fear” this summy message to the Editor of mer, hasn’t hit a jackpot from the
Variety is this: My most precious film.
Circus played to skimpy
is
a little green book
treasur
audiences
Nebraska
throughout
Passport,: issued by the.
called:
last week and, outside of a Denver
U.S.A.
date, hasn’t had much to cheer
the.]
printed
have
You would not
about recently, Beatty show was

*

,

.

472
California

.

in

-

-

Box

.

S:

.

N v

'

.

.

“

'

All I ITTAACiroi

FRENCH CHANTUUSlEu
a i nn ifimti h u nnnniifl
SAME
NITE
N Y PREEMS
i ll 11.1.
1 iUililvli/
IHUU14 ill

fy film entitled “Columbus Discovers Krahwinkel.” He couldn’t
attend the. tradeshow on Aug. 10;
he was not oh deck on Aug. .12
when the film opened in 42 cities
He waited until Sophie Tucker Foundation. This is
Simultaneously
someone else had broken the front the first time she’s appeared here,
page! story: “Alex Paal’s Pic, With since 1945.
2 Chaplin BoyS, Held Prejudicing
U;.

'

«

TO HIT AVI

“Columbus Discovers Krahwirikel,”
the Chaplin boys, etc. It was my

it

—— —

'

*

Editor, Variety:
in the Sept. 1 issue, on the first
page, is a story about my film,

stantly seeking to re-infiltrate in
large numbers*
Lasky mentioned
that he had heard “reliable re-

celebrating her birthday with a
party of friends the night of the
in
nt
The suit was filed in circuit
Court under her married name of
Martha Begley. She claims that
Harry Barton beat her on the head
with his fists, then “broke the
bottle over her head,” since causing “blurring vision, fainting spells
She further aland insomnia/’
leges that Batton used “vile arid
profane language” as well as maliciously assaulting her.
Incident leading to the fracas is
a matter of which Witness one
speaks to. One group has it that it
resulted from an argument,
all
over Who was to use the calypso
band playing in the bar in which
Others insist
the fight occurred:
that Miss Raye objected to Bartbn’s use of the name "Stinky” for
the bartender. Net result was the
alleged assault as well as the fob
lowuPi which found Miss Pat Elbert, a friend of the comedienne,
coming to her aid and suffering a
cut on an ear which required the
services of a doctor to keep it in
one piece
Miss Raye and her party were
guests on Miss Elbert’s yacht for a
leisufely fishing cruise, prior to
return north to prepare for her
television

series.

prominent Beach
party to the

is

*r

If*

‘I

sii

l

Churches
$0. Towns,
10 WHS, 111111X116$
So.
\
A
Atlanta,
a> Sept, 28.

^

.

(24)

Geor^a

spot

r

j-

started rolling
rpllmg ,her
on prelimmary on-the-

Cameras

^
Friday

scenes of 20th,Fox’s
s ^rt‘ in 8

Todd and Jean

Peters,

whom were present,
fading crew of Cinemascope

both of

is-.. --Director
James D.
Clark. Bpb Farfan is assistant director and W; G. Eckhardt is manunit doing the shooting,
a&®r
F^st ^cenes were Laken at near^
by Norris Lake, With Todd inTole
of Peter Marshall, the small-town
minister who made good in the hi
oity, and Miss Peters as his wife,
Catherine, whom he wooed, anq

-P^duction

^’ on w |l^ e s bf was ? s ^denf at
,,
in Atlanta,
Agnes Scott College
Later the crew moved to Cov,

,

ington, Ga., for scenes, at the Covington Presbyterian Church, which
Marshall, served. Graduation exerwith students participating,
ci ses
were filmed Saturday (25) and
»

'

'

McCalPs

.

catur, Ga.
That s all the scenes to be
.

i*1

Georgia.

complete

CINDERELLAS
PITTSBURGH
'
^
(Steiner)

n

crew then moved to Columbia
Seminary, where Marshall studied
f
Miss Raye’s 0)’ "thb ministry, in nearby De-

-

Mitzi

n«J

•

Elbert,
socialite, is not a

hiisband, Ed Begley, who, although
present, did not participate in the
brawl, according to witnesses.

V

n*

Lll€
DlOpiC
Biopic 111
in l\63l
Real Life

Miss

nor

suit,

Shoot Peter Marshall

its

made

This Unit plans to
shooting by Tuesday

(28) and move on to Washington
where Marshall was pastor of the

New York Avenue

Presbyterian

Break Church, for additional scenes.
The rest will be made in Holly-

Follows Shirley Jones Case

wood studios^, with Mrs. Marshall,
herself, bn hand lending technical.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
Signing
of Mitzi McCall by Para- advice in the filming of the story
ports” that, “numerous unknown
She is the
last week in Hollywood for bf her husband's life:
characters” have been turning up mount
in
part
the.
new author, of the book of the same
featured
a
(Continued on page 61)
Dean Martin- Jerry Lewis picture, title, made up of her husband’s
“You’re Never Too Young,” marks .sermons, five of which will be 1
the second Cinderella story of the eluded in the pic,
year for Pittsburgh gals. First was;
Cantorial Deejay
pactirig of Shirley Jones for role
Pop crooner Bernie Knee is
of Laurey in screen Version of
combining a synagog booking
and a deejay promotion trek
A little over a year ago, Miss
INTFRRAflAI
muI/IU/IL II I SjU
IW
while out in the midwest this
McCall was Mitzi Steiner, doing
week*
Knee dons cantorial
Las Vegas, Sept. 28.
some mimickry dri local tv, aprobes for the Jewish New
New partner in the new Moulin
pearing in an occasional Playhouse
Year services, which, began
musical and now and then filling Rouge Hotel, currently under conMonday night (27) at Lima, O.
a nitery .job* She moved from here struction here, is Joe Louis. ForniWhile waiting for the Yom
to San Diego' with her husband, er world’s champion heavyweight
Kippur services the: following
Jack i'olen, formerly a director on boxer is due here in 10 days to
week (7), Knee will make the
WDTV, when he took a job with a finalize the deal.
rounds of the key jocks in
Louis will have a financial stake
new television station there and
Ohio arid neighboring States.
the $3,000,000 interracial hotel
then followed him to Hollywood i
He’s plugging “Lucky Joe”
when lie landed as a unit mart with and casino and will also participate personally, in. its operation.
on Label X.
NBC-TV.
:
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MAT FOR IMPORTS
,r

“art house, what’s the kind
If you are thinking of opening
of patron you’re looking for?
Profile was sketched in a report sent out to American Broad-?
casting-Paramount Theatres affiliates and others this week by
-

AB-PT

v.p.

Edward

L.

Hyman.

1

relishes new theatrical experiences whether, it be
a profound psychological drama or a robust murder story.
“One very; important thing to remember is that the art and
foreign film patron most often is a former avid movie' goer who
has now given up the habit because of disillusionment with runbf-the-mirid product and because of certain discomforts and inconveniences sometimes attendant on movie going. Look for your
art film patrons in all walks of life: from highschool students to
octogenarians, but; remember that they must be attracted to your
theatre by the same fresh, unusual approach that they demand

who thoroughly

.

in their film fare.”

Gradual introduction

of. foreign

pix on. a regular basis in houses
not normally given to booking imports was proposed at last week’s
meet of United Paramount Theatres affiliates at Shawnee-on-the-

Delaware.
In a report on the powwow, Edward: L. Hyman, UPT v.p,, urged
exhibs to corfsider establishment of
theatres “that will present Art and
foreign pictures in a small way--,
until such time as. the idea has expanded so that these art and foreign pictures can be played for a
much longer time and in larger

Flynn** In-—Clear
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Errol Flynn is iio longer in
debt to Uncle Sam, according
'

to

his attorney,

PauV

Ziffreh.

Actor has settled the. Treasury
Department’s demand for
$820,000 in back income taxes
at a reduced price, or about
$400,000.

Money was due for a period
from 1945 to 1947. Since the
settlement, the Federal lien on
.

his

California

been

has

holdings

lifted.

theatres,”

The Shawnee plan
move on the part of

is

the

—

readying their tpp product for re-

over

Year’s

period—five

are

the

trying

to

tie

Christmas-New
outfits already

up

dates over the holidays

exhibition

—the Acad-

emy. Awards sweepstakes is shaping as probably the hottest competition Since Oscar came into be-

-

ture

pointed out that the
luctance on the part of commercial houses to play foreign films
had made the American industry a
bitter criticism abroad,
Second short, entitled “Theodore target of
and that in view of this And the
at Midnight,” has been completed
tapping
possibility
of
Another
by Visual Transcriptions Inc. Subsource of product in a short marject, a one-and-a-half reeler, Stars
ket, “it might, be Wise for exhibiTheodore, a monologist specializing
tors in this country to consider
in horror stories,
(Continued on page 18)
Visual Transcriptions’ first shorts

NEW SHOWBIZ

STATUS:

,

effort was “Jazz Dance,” produced
Not even the most cynical exhibi- and directed by Roger Tilton. Pic
tor is denying that all major com- opened at the Paris, N. Y., recentpanies have at least a couple, out- ly. Company is; headed by Richard
standing, quality-wise, pix on this Sely Brummer and Robert M.
The result is that Campbell. Among its new projects
year’s skeds.
probably as many as 15 of the more is a tv drama series.
important films will be in conten-

away

for

Academy

spotlighting.

This is a big departure from previous years When the studio person-

more or less acknowledged that
perhaps only three productions
were really in the running.
Monetary importance of the
best-pic citation can't always be
measured with precision, of course.
But some distribution execs feel it
nel

mean

much

as $500,000 exthe March ancoincides with the
widespread Circulation of the pic.

can

as

GARY COOPER, PRODUCER
Eve Ettinger Scouting
for

tra in film rental if

nouncement

Stories

New Company

Joan

.

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Crawford blames Holly-

(Continued on page 59)

wood screenwriters

for a failure to
turn out boxoffice vehicles for the
studios, and describes the current
lack of material as lamentable, add*
Ing, “I have never seen such a
story shortage in my life.”

Miss. Crawford said since she
returned from her vacation a
month ago she had read 55 scripts,
and- of that total only two show
picture possibilities “after a lot of

work has been done on them.”

Gary Copper

is

28.

-—it

RKO

the latest addiof film players

Harold Erichs. President

company’s history.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy,

20th ‘Roadshow’

In processing, the picture
“righted” and printed on regu35m release prints.
In the new twist, the print

lar

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Star says “the talent is still here
Wholesale discharge of studio
hasn’t disappeared. But I
is
don’t know what’s happened to the personnel indicates that:
writers.
I don’t know if they have abandoning all production, for* a
tion to the list
forming their Own companies. gone into tv, or if they’ve retired time at least, aiid will depend on
Cooper, attorney I. H. Prinzmetal to write that one play or novel indie producers to supply its prodand eastern financier Paul V. they’re always talking about.
I uct, Studio has started, only one
Shields
have jointly organized don’t know if the picture industry picture of its own this year.
Two of the three producers on
has developed too many stars, or
Baroda Productions.
Outfit plans several features an- the writers have just been swal- the lot, Robert Sparks and Hariy
T.atelman, are on their way out,
nually, some, with Cooper starred, lowed up.”
but as yet has no properties lined
Miss Crawford said because of the latter as soon as he winds up
up.
Eve Ettinger, former story the failure of Hollywood’s, writers details on “The Big Rainbow”
(Continued on page 7)
editor at Columbia, has been en- to develop original material, stugaged as an associate and story dios have been forced to go to
Riding the crest of the Cinema- consultant and is now prowling the their shelves for stories they’ve
Scope wave, 20th-Fox during the literary field for production ma- had in the files for years. “One
third quarter of 1954 collected over terial.
(Continued on page 18)
$20,000,000 in film rental from the
domestic U.S.A, market alone.
Trade Mark Registered
That’s the highest domestic take
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
Published Weekly by VARIETY. INC
for any quarterly period, in the

Hollywood, Sept.

,

In means, too, that just about
every company will be plugging

photographed on horizonframes (inexposed at

is

,

ing.

tion for. top honors.

is

,

HORROR M0N0L0G1ST

impossible

a time.

to

Hyman

is

tally-fed film with two
stead of the usual one)

open to Continental films suitable
American audience tastes.

'

«Depth

lot.

a flat screen, of course, but insiders claim that the projected pic-?
ture is such that an “effect” of that
extra dimension results.
In production, the V’Vision pic-

summer of Leonard Goldenson,
for Holiday (Inside 1954) UPT prexy, when he told producers there that the U. S; was wide
Big
Releases
Premieres of

4 -.— -

Experimental work Has been going on. at the Hall for the past several weeks.
Actual screenings of
test footage have been held at the
oii

Hence Companies Anxious

With many of the companies now

is flat-surfaced.
The
company hopes to have the mechanics, of the process worked out
sufficiently to unveil it in its presentation of “White Christmas” at
the Radio City Music Hall, N, Y.
probably Oct. 14 or 21.

screen used

Par Coast

first

a major circuit to push imports in areas
/where, up to now, foreign lingualers have stood little chance. It ties
in with the European trip this

lease

advance and possibly
If flthe
biased, reports are to be accepted
at face value, Paramount has come
up with a new; wrinkle in its VistaVision widescreen film system that
gives a “startling” illusion of a
third dimension even though the
...

“The person you are aiming to attract does not fit into any one
category,” he wrote. "‘In some cases he is a college graduate, but
in many cases he is not. In some instances he may be an intellectual, but in most cases he iff not. In the main, he Is a person
Who is easily bored with not only hackneyed fare of any sort, but

predicted last week in N.Y, that
the fourth quarter would top the
third. Projecting for the entire
year, that means that 20th in 1954
may well end up with domestic
rentals exceeding $70,000,000. The
1953 rental collections were $67,309,000.

154

Biz Tone Strong; ‘Sabrina* New Champ, ‘Egyptian*
2d, ‘Cinerama, ’ ‘Waterfront/ ‘Obsession* Next

New York
West 46th St
JUdson 2-2700
Hollywood 28
6311 Yucca Sljreet
Hollywood 91 141
Washington .4

Trade at the first-runs over the
country is holding fairly well currently especially in view of usual

Press Building
STerling 3-5445
Chicago 11.
612 No. Michigan Ave.

Foreign rentals for 1954 are ex- end-df-September
lull.
Present
pected to reach around $45,000,000. week sees bulk of the coin at the
Execs at 20th-Fox expect to see giving 20th a worldwide rental col- wickets concentrated, pmong the
tests of 20th’s own wide-gauge film lection of over $115,000,000.
That first six pictures. Many key cities
system- “within a few weeks,” compares to $105,662,000 in 1953.
are overloaded with holdovers and
For the week ending Monday extended runs, with exhibs waiting
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy, re(27) alone, 20th racked up $2,000,- until October to launch much of
veals.
Earl I. Sponable, 20th research 000 in, film rental. This, say com- their new; product.
director, has been working on the pany execs, is an extremely favorAlthough not in release to any
system which involves 70m film. able showing for a non-drive week. extent until this session, “Sabrina”
If tests come
out the way: it’s They underline further that the (Par) is roaring ahead to cop first
hoped, 20th has every intention of company’s income so far this year place. It is uniformly sock to terturning, out a “roadshow” version has been achieved with a compara- rific in some eight keys listed by
of its projected
‘‘The Greatest tively small number of pix, and Variety, with a new record asStory Ever Told” which will, of limited outlets.
sured in N.Y< Pic also is leader in
Rentals from the domestic and several spots.
course, also be made in (Cinemaforeign markets for the first two
“Sabrina” is closely followed by
Idea of wide-gauge film isn’t quarters of 1954 came to $47,829,- “The Egyptian” (20th), champ for
new to 20th. In fact, Sponable had 000. 20th income so far. justifies the two previous rounds. Third po*
been fooling with it on. several oc- earlier predictions that the outfit sition again goes to “Cinerama”
casions. However, it always ended may double its profits ih 1954, ob- (Indie), same as last week. “Waterservers say. Net in 1953 was $4,- front” (Col),’ Marlon Brando starup in the mothballs again.
It’s stressed at 20th that the em- 560,887, the equivalent of $1.65 a rer,. is capturing fourth money as
phasis will continue to be on Cin- share.
in preceding stanza.
emascope, but that the nature of
(U),
Obsession”
“Magnificent
the biz forced continuous activity
long high on the list, pushed up to
Plotting fifth slot as against eighth a. week
in the research field. Among the
projects being worked on by SponArch Oboler, the radio-tv writer ago. “Betrayed” (M-G), just out
able are improvements in Cinema- whose Africa safari film “Bwaria currently} wound up sixth while
Scope and in 20th's lenticular Devil” launched 3-D three years “Rear Window” (Par) was seventh.
color.
ago, is cooking up a feature film
“Seven Brides” (M-G) dropped
Only other wide-gauge film sys- in collaboration with author Budd down to eighth, having finished
tem currently ’in use is Todd-AO Schulberg. All other details are most of its big key city dates.
which is shooting “Oklahoma” that incubating along with the plot but “Duel in Sun” (SRO). (reissue)
way. Vista Vision Utilizes a double it’s for shooting in Europe.
again was ninth.
frame in the leasing, but eventu“Black Shield of Falworth” (U)
Oboler has his bid radio days
ally reduces it'to a normal, single publicist, Ivan Black, back on the held steady in 10th place; the posframe in the release print.
tion it held, a week ago, “Dragnet”
drums.
.

.

?

.

(WB) and “Susan Slept Here”
(RKO) rounded out the Top 12 list
in that, order.
“Duel in Jungle”

National.

.“Vanishing Prairie”
the runner-up films.

DElaware
London
Martin's

(WB)

arid

(Disney)

are

prid

solid

in

Bills

.02
.
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Film Reviews
House Reviews

64

Legitimate

63
69
45
60
57

Literati

Music
•

.

*

70
6
61

Inside Legit
inside Pictures ....
Inside Radio-TV
International
.

run engagements, currently is fine
in Chi arid okay ih Denver. “Caine

“The Raid” (20th), like in KiC.,
shapes okay in Washington. “Random Harvest” , (MrG) (reissue)
looms okay in Toronto.
“Shanghai Story” (Rep), oke in
Boston, is big in N.Y. “Hu lot’s
Holiday” (GBD) looks stout in N.Y.
and Boston.
Boxoffice Reports on
( Complete

No, 4

INDEX

“Broken Lance’’ (20th), which
has about rounded out its key first-

“Pushover” (Col) is rated very
sturdy in Chi. “Francis Joins the
Wacs” (U) is sbeko in. Detroit augmented by stageshow.

$11

Cents

Editor

Vol. 196

.

stout in Indianapolis.

25.

ABEL GREEN.

Cleve-

(Col), much in the same
category as regards big key dates,
shapes good in Washington and

5041

Foreign

$10
Single Copies

Chatter

Pages 10-11

Trafalgar Sq.

Annual

Bull” (UA),. also new,
came through with a fine session in
Denver. “Karahipja” (Hall), huge
in Portland; looks good in India-

Mutiny”

7-4984

WC2

SUBSCRIPTION

land.
“Sitting

napolis.

PI..

Temple Bar

“Brigadoon” (M-G) shapes as
one of the strongest newcomers,
being sock in Chi, big in N.Y., okay
in L.A. and smart in Cleveland.
“Suddenly” (UA) also looms as a
promising new entry. It is nifty in
Indianapolis

N.Y

.

1292

.

.
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Regardless

the

of

extent

Which United Artists provides

This point was

B^n j ami

,

made by Robert.

UA's board chairman,

tween “commercial evaluation" and
creative autonomy in indie product
haS a voice in production,
only to extent that id
its financial support the

stated,

return for

company wants

to

size

up

B’nai

in .ad-

vance the market potential of a
film in relation to its cost. This is
budget approval and it entails, for
one thing, whether a player or
other talent is worth a certain
amount of money. In other words,
Benjamin states, UA is interested
only in the marquee meaning of a
player, and not whether the coi
pany thinks the player is suitable
for any part.
He adds: “Sometimes we might
wince at a producer’s selection of
a performer for' a Certain role but
we refrain from giving any opinion. This is up to the producer, to
decide;, this is the creative end
of the picture and We do not feel
entitled to* nor do we. want, any
->

,

i

dinner honoring
Waldorf-As-

B’rith

night. (26) ex-

cluded any hi-jinks, concerned itself only with the serious business
of Israel and the importance of
promoting its welfare through the
sale of government bonds.
Only
showbusiness note was the dais ap?
pearance, in addition to film company execs, of Grace Kelly, William Holden, Eddie Fisher and
,

‘

.

Martha

“‘The

Scott.

Fisher sang two numbers, “Count
Your Blessings” and “Oh, Israel,”
the latter having been introduced
in Israel, he said, by the late A1
Jolson. Holden read a letter from
an Israeli resident who spotlighted
the riecessity of the sought-after
financing, and Misses Kelly and
Scott acknowledged introductions.
Balaban was the recipient of two
awards, one a silver map of Israel

“Seven Brides for Seven Broth- presented

by

Benjamin Abrams,

president of Emerson Radio, in begrossing .film for 1954. The C’Scope half of the State of Israel Bond Organization. Citation on this rioted
chalked
has
already
up
musical
ah eight-week run that the Paramount president has
$1,346,000
“combined the highest traditions
City
Music
Hall,
the
Radio
N,Y„
at
a record, for that length time at of American life and the loftiest
humanitarian principles.” Second
the Rockefeller showcase.
In each of six exchange areas, was a scroll in recognition of his
“Brides” is running ahead of such “35 years of dedicated service to
previous M-G films as
“Band B’nai B’rith and to his fellow man,”
Wagon,” “Show Boat,” “Long, presented by William I. Siegal,
Long Trailer,” “Executive Suite,” president of the Metropolitan
and “Mogambo” In its first 152 Council, of the Jewish service oropenings,, the picture was held for ganization.
Reservations, for the Balaban
a week or more in 71 situations.
particularly strong in the dinner testimonial were by purIt is
south and southwest where, in chase of a mi imum of $1,000 in
many instances, it is doing business bonds, Philip M, Klutznick, nadouble that of any MrG pic releas- tiohal president of B’nai B’rith; announced that over $1,000,000 had
ed in the past two years.
already had been invested toward
this year’s goal Of $7,500,000.
ers’’

..looms

a$-.

Metro’s

highest

'

22

Buffalo, Sept. 28.

Federal Court Judge Knight has
set Nov. 22 for the. trail of Schine
Theatres Six officers and various
subsidiaries of the corporation ;on

;

j

criminal
charges,

and

civil

contempt

Defendants,

have been

it’s alleged,
in violation of a 1949

antitrust decree which directed the
sale of 39 theatres in three years

“Santi-Vina,”

first

feature pic to

.

.

^

he's using.”
Re distribution, Benjamin insisted that the indies have the right
to appoint business representatives
in the east to approve or reject
exhibitor contracts. Some are not
exercising this privilege for the
reason they simply feel no need for
such representation, he said.

Individual fcompariies.
Project of Balabari, who is a son
of A.- J. Balaban and has* his own
local tv show on WOR-TV, was a

has

Davidson

.

field

year lease for the Charles Chapli
studios in Hollywood.
In outlining his firm’s plans' to
produce three full length features
on the Coast lot next year, Kling
prez Robert Eirinberg told Variety
that these features Will “eventually” be placed on the tv marts. He
stressed, however, that the films
will go through the regular exhibition channels first, via a still to
be selected distributor and won’t
be offered to video until they’r*
“exhausted” as theatre releases.
The diagnosis of exhaustion will of
course be made by the producing
firm whose main
mentation is

theatre, and also
here arid moves his

drive.-in

equipment

back

and

fqrth

every season.
In winter, the equipment, is
at the Mound, which he closes
in May, moving his machinery
Along about
to .the drive-in.
October, he; closes the ozoner
arid puts his projectors back
in the town theatre.
.

toward

T

Paris.

source of some embarassment to
the Motion Picture Assn of Artier
ica.
Latter, on paper at least, still,
has a deal with ABC for an indus- Wolfberg stated Schwartz is intertry tv show, and while that plan ested in any arrangement that will
never reachecl fruition, it’s also result in more product for theatres.
Wolfberg is also continuing his
never been declared legally dead
Balaban’s idea was to use film negotiations with execs of United
personalities on his show, then Paramount Theatres and expects to
film the same, interview and syn- finalize an arrangement shortly.
dicate the prints which would also UPT toppers just returned from an
carry a number of clips from forth annual confab at which, according
coming pix. That’s essentially the to Wolfbreg, the Makelim Plan was
same format used by the one-shot discussed. UPT and Makelim re“Picks from the Hits” show on ceived the greenlight from the
WCBS-T.V two months ago. Frp- Dept, of Justice perinittihg the thegram, with which many film com atre chain to enter a franchise deal,
panies cooperated, was slotted at a actually a block booking arrangetime when the rest of the CBS net ment. which was denied UPT precarried a championship fight origi viously under the Government consent decree.
Bating from N. Y.

Filmakers for “Private. Hell
being an expression of this policy,
Wolfberg will remain in New
York until he completes; his talks
with UPT officials. He then heads
for Chicago for confabs with midwest circuit chiefs before return.

ing to the Coast.

Europe

to N. Y.

Mari Aldbn

Mary

Castle
Ina Claire
Henry Epstein
Lisa Ferraday

Herb Golden
Paul Gordon
Renato Giiali
Radie Harris
Russell

Holman

Trevor Howard;
Van Johnson
Christine Jorgensen
Pilade Levi

European swing to

Technicolor

Lab

will

speeding

is

be geared to

N

Y;

to L.
Richard Eastham
Anna. Karen
Buddy Kiiteli

A.

Levey
Mort Lewis
Jim Lister
Jeff Morrpw

Jjules

Martin

Newman

Vieri Niccoli

Betsy Palmer
Thomas Hughes Sand
Joseph Shea
Spyros P, Skouras
Charles Simonelli

Liam

Sullivan

N. Y. to Europe
Ivy Benson
Steve Carli

Robert Cohn.
Alfred Crown

Lynn Gordon

Gerard Phillipe

Eugene Van Dee

Dr. Renzo Rufirii

Beulah Weil

Richard Thorpe

Monaco

Erigene Ormandy
Nicholas Pery

ari

at least 70,000,000 feet.
Release printing at the new plant.
Is due to get under way some time
in 1955 with several of Techni’s
Hollywood engineers now at Joinyille to lend their knowhow in the
construction of the plant.

S. A. Gorkinsky
Mrs. Percy Hoski
Michael Myeyberg
Peter Riethof

Eitel

first

will

F

to the

annual capacity of

antee plan of picture buying. Century agreement includes 35 theatres in the chain, covering Brooklyn arid Long Island. Under the
deal, the Century theatres have,
agreed to buy a total Of 12 pictures
which Makelim will release at the
rate of one a,month.
Wolfberg considers this deal
as something of a coup since
Schwartz, as prexy of Distributors
Corp. of America, is also launching
a production, program. However,

tv.

up on the Kling schedbe “Miracle of Santa
Anita”
purchased from writer
Walt Disn ey’s “20,000 Leagues Robert Harari. It’s set for a JanUnder the Sea” in initial dates is uary shooting start and will be
theatres budgeted at between $650-$750,000»
only
to
sold
being
equipped for both Cinemascope It’ll be shot in Cinemascope and i
stereophonic color. Eirinberg said the final dearid
presentation
sound.
Roy Disney, president of cision hasn’t been made as yet
the Disney organization, told a whether the firm will finance the
sales meeting on the Coast over first film singlehandedly or will
Addithe past, week that the pic is set seek additional backers.
to open in 60 situations at Christ- tional financial backing will be
sought for the subsequent producmas time.
“Leagues’” will be .the first ma- tions.
Prexy stated he has signed a top
jor. production to be sold through
the Disney subsid, Buena Vista Coast director whom he refused to
Distribution, since the recent break identify at this time, pending the
with RKO, which had handled the Completion of an assignment with
producer's top features. Buena another studio. Casting won’t get
Vista, which now has offices in underway until the new man takes
N. Y., Chicago, Jacksonville, L. A. over.
Besides using the Coast properand Dallas, shortly will add outlets
in Boston, Denver and either Cin- ty for its own tv film activities,
Kling has been renting space to
cinnati or Cleveland.
indie producers. Stanley Kramer’s
“Not As a Stranger” is currently
being lensed there.
echniV rench Plant
The

ule

construction of its French plant,
located at Joinville, just outside

Leonard Goldenson, UPT prexy,
John Wolfberg, veepee of the
Hal R. M a k e l i ni organization, has long been an advocate of alignthe ch ai n with production
Fred
ing
with
week
Closed a deal this

—

coriirhercial film company which,,
last December entered into a .10?

.

Mound

revealed last week by Kling
Chicago based tv and

Studios,

;

color,

.

,

Henry

.j,

solved the indoor-outdoor theatre operation problem in this
small southern Ohio town without goirig into competition
He owns the
with himself.

Cued

provide product
Bruce Balaban Latest Not to .Bring Schwartz’s Century Circuit to par- groups that can
deal with
ticipate in the Makelim exhib guar- for the theatres* the
TV Series Into Being
36”

Companies’ ad-pub toppers,
meeting in N.Y. last week, failed
to take joint action on an all-industry tv show proposed by Bruce
Balaban. Plan was referred to the

television market is seen as
a big factor in its decision to
branch out into theatrical film

...

it,”

INACTION AS BEFORE

Chicago, Sept. 28.

The

Peebles, O., Sept. 28.

;

be made in Thailand (Siam), is
and enjoined them from monopo- being re-scored and will be brought
Otherwise Aloof
to the U; S. soon by Robert G.
listic. practices. In pushing the acThe board chairman undertook tion, Government lawyers contend North, v.p. of Far East Film Ltd.
further to show how UA remains that the Schine chain is preventFilnv made at the company’s
aloof from a pic once it’s in pro- ing competitors from obtaining Bangkok studios, won several prizes
duction so that the producer has firslrun product.
at this year’s South East Asian
an entirely free hand. “Just this
Faced with the criminal and film fest in Tokyo. It tells of a
morning," he said, “1 wanted to civil contempt charges are J. Myer blind boy’s growth Into manhood
send a wire to Stanley Kramer be- Schine, Louis W. Schine and John and of his becoming a, Buddhist
cause he’s just starting ‘Not As A A. May. Charged with criminal priest. Pie. is in Eastman Color.
Stranger.’ And then I realized that contempt are Elmer Lux, Donald
are
o t h e r features
Several
I didn’t even know which studio Schine arid Howard Anteyil.
planned by the Siamese outfit.
‘

By FARRELL DAVISSON

Weather Whither

1

Schine to Trial Nov.

f

“After waiting nine months,” said Lucian Descoteaux, owner,
new screen was born and what a splendid piece of workmanship it is. We ask you not to be so patient In the future, "but
to report to the management any fault of either the equipment or
oiir personnel.”

“finally a

at the

Y„ Sunday

toria; N;

was
film
for
Chalice”
“The
Silver
Warner Bros;,, this following
liis
Broadway debut with
Cornell
Prescott Proposals.”

.

Barney Balabari

.

light be regarded as a followup
to a Variety appraisal last week
of the status of the indie producer
in the current era.
The exec, further, placed em-.|
phasis on the line of distinction be-

UA

Strictly Serious and Bond-Selling;
Little Show Biz Color

skedded tor Oct. 5.
Green’s recent

Katharine

\

'

lines.”
,

Toronto, Sept. 28.
To play the gangster.
“Tight Spot” (Coll, with Ginger Rogers and Edward G.
Robinson, Lome Green, Toronto newscaster for the CanaCorp.
dian
Broadcasting
planed out of here for Hollywood. He will be back iii Toronto to play the lead in ‘The
Big Leap,” a CBC-TV drama
.

conversation with a reporter
ver the past week. An example he
ited was Paul Gregory's production of “Night of the Hunter,” for
which UA. set up the .production
money 100%. UA has a large participation but Gregory (along With
his partners, if any) is the owner
;in that he is free to dispose of the
negative ..to other interests on condition,. of course, that UA takes
a cut of the proceeds of any such
disposition. Or, Gregory can elect
to hold on to the equity as long, as
he pleases. UA cannot call the
turns on its disposition.
Benjamin' explained this in what

he

BARNEY BALABAN DINNER

Newscaster a TKesper

iii

tiorri.

Manchester, N. H„ Sept, 28.
Instead. of gushing with pride, the Rex Theatre here was full of
apologies after installing a new large wide Cinemascope screen
with ‘stereophonic sound. In a double column newspaper ad, the
management thanked patrons for their “patience arid understand*
ing while viewing bur pictures on such a poor screen with; its bad

to*
its

financing or establishes credit
with banking interests, indie producers aligned with the distributor
.are owners of the negatives of.
their pix. While the distributor
has a participation, the negative is
the filmmaker’s asset and it's transferable; he can dispose Of it as he
pleases so. long; as there is conformity with the releasing, proviU A takes
sions of the contract.
distribution rights for seven; or 10
years or, in some cases, perpetuity.

own

S.
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L. A. to N. Y.
Richard Barstow
Jacques Bergerac
Maurice Bergman
Eddie Cantor
Jeff Chandler

Gary Cooper
Dorothy D»andridge
Chester Erskine
Eddie Fisher

Anne Francis
Mona Freeman
Hayes Goetz
Robert Goldstein

Danny Goodman
Richard HCermance
William Holden

Bob Hope
Mary Hunter
Lou Irwin
Nunnally Johnsoa

Lew Kermer
Philip N. Krasne

Ben Lyon
Mary McCarty
Meyer Mishki
Robert Montgomery

Wynn Nathan
Otto Preiriinger

Anthony Quinn
George Raft
Johnnie Ray
Ronald Reagan
Ginger Rogers
Jack Rose
Victor Saville
Jan Sterling
Elaine Stewart
Himitri Tiomkin
Vivian’ Vance

Tennessee Willi
Jack Wrather
Gig Young
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which the SoIndependent Motion Pic-,
tiire Producers demanded damages
of $8,75Q,000 from United Detroit
Theatres, which is a branch of United Paramount, and Cooperative
Theatres Of Michigan, buying-booking combine of 125 independent
Six-year-old suit in

ciety of

houses,

has. been- settled

court.

The

out of

which

action,

went

through the various preliminary
Stages but never was argued before a judge, had. charged the defendants with violations of the antitrust statues via an alleged conspiracy to restrict the licensing of
indie pix In the Detroit area.

The complaint, when

filed,

was

regarded as particularly significant
instance where
filmmakers, in turning the tables,
were suing exhibitors on grounds
Of unfair business practices. Basis of the settlement simply- is
agreement by the defendants with
the principle that a “free and open
competitive market” is vital to the
success of production, distribution
and exhibition of motion pictures.”
The suit, in addition to the monetary award, had sought the dissolution of Michigan Cooperative, and,
the sale of United’s 16 houses in
Detroit to indie operators. United,
said the complaint, had tied up
firstrun exhibition in Detroit to the
extent that any distributor, seeking to talk a deal with any other
it

was the

first

,

:

showcase theatre, would have to
obtain United’s permission. United
had full control over all the firstruns and, with Michigan Cooperative, ruled on the booking policies
of 90% of all subsequent runs.
Various members of SIMPP had
asked a part of the $8,750,000 damages on this basis: Samuel Goldwyn, $1,521,000; Walt Disney, $974 220; David G. Selzniick, $836,817;
Benedict Bogeaus, $808,896; James
and William Cagney, $704,748; WalWanger, - $637,500; Edward
ter
Small, $1,121,844, and Hunt Stromberg, $1,422,291. SIMPP, as an organization, wanted $724,500 as its
t

share.

>'•
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Charles P. Skouras, president of
National Theatres, “took” Wall
Charles P. Skouras, presiStreet over the pa§t week.
The
_%
dent of National Theatres, apexec hosted a coclctailery at the
pears to have no leafs about
Waldorf-Astoria, N, Y., on ThursTodd’s
Flighty
the effects of subscription
day (23) for a group of brokers and
theatre
television
on
the,
Jiiies Verne and “Around the
stock analysts for the purpose of.
“What happened in
business.
World in 80 Days,” which Mike
explai ing the fiscal affairs of NaPalm Springs? ” he asked.
Todd is slated to do as a pictional.
He amiably and at times
“Nothing,” he answered.
jocularly answered a wide' range ^ ture in the- Todd- AO process,
Skouras was referring to
has always fascinated the proof questions and where the subject
its
tryout
of
Paramount’s
ducer.
was particularly specialize^, such
Telemeter toll tv system
as pertaining to legalistics, he reTodd had set Cole Porter
the Coast.
ferred the interrogator to John
and Orson Welles to collabBertero, the. circuit’s chief counorate on a legit musical versel.
sion of the yarn some seasons
That the reps of N. Y.’s fiAgo but abandoned it.
National Theatres Into
nancial district were satisfied with
Skouras’ efforts to supply them
with information
appeared for Metro’s Television
sure.
“He gave a splendid perJustice Dept. Okay formance,” deadpanned one stock
Rates as ‘Special’
National Theatres, intending, to trader following the session.
segue into film production, has
Impressive to the money men
Precedent
Not as
asked the Dept, of Justice for an particularly were these disclosures
okay and it looks like the D, of J. made by Skouras; National's earn-;
Representing the first time for
will nod agreement.
ings for the fiscal year ended, Sat- such a tieup, Metro has okayed
John Bertero, chief counsel for urday (25) .will be around $1 per
a televersion of one of its films.
National, disclosed in N. Y. last share, up from 91c last year (the
week that talks he has had with chain has about 2,760,000 shares However, it's a “special situation”
Government reps indicate the lat- outstanding); the prez is “hopeful”- and the company still intends genter are going along With the rea- that dividends will be paid on a erally to stick to its, policy of barsoning that times have changed regular basis in the near future ring any scripts to tv.
Approved for this one shot tv
since court decrees were entered (in the last two quarters the com“Edison the Man,”
enjoining the five major chains pany paid one divvy of 15c and a adaptation
from filmmaking. The attorney second of 20c); indications are that which the company produced in
feels the green light will be forth- the Metropolitan
Insurance Co: 1940 as a Spencer Tracy starrer.
coming because the Government will ease restrictions on dividend It’s to be aired under General
Electric sponsorship on Oct. 1?
is cognizant of tv’s damaging ef- payments.
fects on theatre business and * beover CBS-TV as part of ‘the 75th
s/That last item was regarded as
cause exhibitors now must cope particularly significant because it anniversary of Edison’s invention
He showed “banker confidence” in the of the incandescent lamp. CoinWith a “seller’s market.”
pointed out tv. had’ little meaning corporation, observed
some ana- cidentally, Dore Schary, now M-G's
to thea.tremen and there was a far
lysts.
Metropolitan, with whom production chief, was one of the
greater amount of product avail- National
has a borrowing agree- ^writers of the original.
able ,back i n 1946 when the first ment, now limits
Paramount is continuing as the
divvies to 50% of
decree in the industry antitrust the earnings of the
previous year only major studio to approve tv
suit was handed down.
where these earnings fall below “remakes” of its pix, these on the
Charles P. Skouras, National $3,000,000,
Skouras expects this Lux Television Theatre series.
president, revealed plans to pro- will be raised to 70%.
Par feels the tieup is advantageduce two to three films annually,
Prior to the session with the ous because of plugs it receives on
as a means of alleviating the soWall St. crowd, Skouras had as each program for new films mov-.
called shortage.
There’s no speIn
luncheon guests a group of trade ing into theatrical release.
cific blueprint for the pic-making
the .deal with General Electric,
.press reporters and N. Y. financial
but Skouras commented, “We can writers.
M-G
will receive some bally spotThe queries at both sesalways hire producers and financ- sions were similar.
lighting of its upcoming "Last
ing is no problem.
Skouras made it clear that he Time I Saw Paris,” Elizabeth TayThe prez feels that exhibition is was not out
ior-Van Johnson costarrer.
friends
to win
because
in need of 32 to 37 more pix alMort Abrahams will produce the
he feared an impending proxy
together. He added “I’m talking
fight for* control of management, GE show and Don Medford is to
about good pictures-r-not mediocre
Casting has yet to be set,
as had been conjectured in some direct.
ones.
We have got to have ex- quarters. The upbeat nature of
traordinary product to make the
trading in National’s shares over
people come out of their homes.”
GUATAMALA RESTORES TAX
recent months had led to some
Skouras said he is hot quarreling
Washington, Sept. 28.
conjecture that outside, interests
with the studios over the product
Guatamala City, Guatamala, lias
were buying with the view of gainsituation, “because good stories, are
just restored its 2% tax on gross
ing board representation/
hard, to come by." He emphasized
The prez had this comment: receipts of motion picture theatres.
that story material will be the main
"People tell me the stock is rising Tax was recently cancelled, toconsideration in National’s probecause they think Charles Skouras gether with a. 10% bite on the
duction future.
gross receipts -of flint distributors.
a damn good manager.”
On the subject of product, is He
was asked if Charles Green,
The tax on distribs remained
Skouras was asked why National,
Who
had
engaged in a stock battle cancelled, reports the U. S. Dept.’
although no longer affiliated with
(Continued on page 59)
of Commerce.
20th-Fox, still appears to favor
20th’s films for some of its theatres, notably the N. Y. Boxy. “This
is because 20th-Fox has fine product but we also play the pictures
from other companies/’ he stated.
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Hollywood Releases
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Fill

5

of Berlin’s

11

Berlin, Sept. 21.

The second half of September
much American top product
ut on release here. “Quo Vadis”

tees

day-date
at
two big
houses, the Delphi and the Capitol, with Metro giving it a big pubCinema Paris,
licity
campaign.
usually a Gallic preem house, has
Walt Disney’s “Living Desert/’
proving a topnotch draw.
preemed
Berlin
Filmtheatre
Paramount’s “Little Boy Lost”
while “Gone With Wind” (M-G); is
fit ill packing them in at the Kurbel
although now in its 10th month.
A number of topflight U. S. pix
have been announced for the end
of September such as Columbia’s
“Caine Mutiny” and “Limelight’’
(UA):, In all, five out of 11 preem
houses in the Kurfuerstendamni
area currently are playing Holly-

preemed

.

wood

.

films,

.

.

Hollywood’s top pix in this area,
however, are meeting strong German competition, such as “Portrait
of air Unknown Woman/’ “Confesio.n Under Four Eyes,” with Hildegard Knef (Neff) and Ivan Desny;
“Viktoria and Her Hussar,” with
Eva Bartok; “Sauerbruch,” biopie
of Germany’s famous surgeon; and
“Fireworks” starring Lili Palmer
Of the current pix, crix liked
“Pane, amore e Fantasia’* best the
first Italian film to play the Film-*
buehne Wien in a long time.
Best grossers last month were
the Teutonic film, “Konsul Strotthoff,’?
and Austria’s “Light of
Love.” Most successful Hollywood
feature
was
“Hondo”
(WB).
France’s best item was “Monsieur
.

German films (because
extreme popularity in
second-runs) captured 47.2% of
Playdates in Berlin in August as
against 26.1% garnered by AmeriRipois.”
of their

.

can pictures.

5
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GRIFFITH JOHNSON’S
Washington, Sept. 28.
Agreement was reached here today (Tues.) on a new Anglo-American film aiccord.
Pact in effect extends the present deal for another year. However,
it favors the Americans via a Brit-

DUTIES WITH MPEA
Motion picture Export Assn.’s
European division is to be headed
up by G. Griffith Johnson, MPEA
v.p. working under the
overall
supervision. of Ralph Hetzel, MPEA
v.p. and head of the Assm’s inter-

ish consent to allow remittance
of the American distribs’ $2,250,000
annual Eady fund share. For the
past two years, the U.S. companies
had agreed to waive their transfer
Concession will
rights on the coi
bring 1954^55 remittances to approximately $23,000,000 without
changing the basic $17,000,000 re-

national department.

Johnson’s appointment relieves
Hetzel of the day-to-day supervision Of the European areas. ‘Continuing in their present posts with
in N. Y. are Ted Smith and

MPEA

George Canty, both concerned with
MPEA’s European activities.
Johnson,
an
economist,
will
divide his time between N. Y. and

mittance figure.
Since the American companies
Washington.
have very little coin left in Britain
—they take out about $20,000,000
Ralph Ellis to U.S. A.
a year under the current deal, with
Ottawa, Sept. 28.
and
otherwise-^-reproduction
Ralph Ellis, distribution promo- newal of current arrangements is
tion chief for National Film Board, considered satisfactory to the U; S.
has been appointed NFB sales and interests.
theatrical representative
the
Negotiating for the British are
United States,
Sir Frank; Lee, permanent secreEllis will handle both 16m. and tary of the British Board of Trade;
35m. as assistant to NFB’s Amer- Mrs. P. B. M. Janies of the Board’s
ican chief, T. L. Johnston.
film staff; M. H. M. Reid, private
.

’

!

1

secretary to Sir Frank, arid R. L.
Sharp, counceilor of the British

Embassy.
Participating for. the Motion Picture Export Assn, are its prexy,
Eric; Johnston, Fayette W. Allport,

MPEA’s London

rep,

shying away from following any
pattern- of standardization.

Cry for uniformity, which arose
during the early days of 3-D, the
wide screen and stereo sound,
seems to have died down, New approach seems to be one of “the

more the merrier/’

the

argument

being that the greater the variety
presentation, the better the
chances of keeping alive the pubin

'

newly-revitalized

lic’s

interest

pix.

"Standardization carte close to.,
ruining the business, diversification revived it,” commented producer Waiter Wanger in N. Y. last
week, “The more black-and-white
pictures, Cinemascope, Vista Vision
or what have you, the better for
us,"

he

said.

Similar view was taken last week
by. Edward Muhl, Universal’s pro-,
diction topper, during a brief stay
in N. Y.
Muhl expressed himself
as opposed to blindly following a
“standard,” such as C’Scope. "It’s
almost like casting talent,” he said.
"Now we’ve got to consider wheth-

(Continued on page 18)

Latecomer VistaVision
Looks Bis

in

London

With Rank’s Support
London, Sept. 28.
Although a late starter, VistaVision shows signs of leading in
the new style production stakes
in Britain.
Within the next few
months, several films in' this medium; may be on the floor. At. the
present time, progress is impeded
by the lack of the essential technical equipment.

The initiative has been taken by
the Laurence Olivier production of
“Richard III” which is now on. loIt will be comcation in Spain.
pleted at Shepperton Studios. Cameras for this opus were especially
imported from America.
The J. Arthur Rank Organization, which announced last summer
that it would convert the bulk of
production program to the
its
VistaVision process,

is

waiting, for

the local Technicolor company to
complete the first cahieras. It likely will be ready to swing Into acTheretivity early in November.
after,

it

will continue to film

i

medium.
John Woolf, the Romulus Films

that

boss, is also planning to

make

his

upcoming production of "Esther
Costello” in VistaVision, but A final
decision will depend on the camera availability situation!
Apart from the Cinemascope
productions directly inspired by
the 20th-Fox or planned in asso-*
ciation with the American majors,
the only, independent British anamorphic film in the planning stage
is Sir Alexander Korda’s proposed
remake of "The Four Feathers,”
This is likely to start rolling early
next year at Shepperton.
,

and George

Weltner, Paramount International,
the
chairman
of
prexy
and
MPEA’s foreign managers’ committee.
Ellis Arnall and James
Mulvey are repping the Society
Picture
of Independent Motion
Producers.
x
Last Saturday, R. A. Butler, British Chancellor of the Exchequer,
told the Governors of the Inter'

national
national

/•

Despite the lure of the wide
screen, Cinemascope’s b.o. and the
appeal of color, the industry is

U, S. Pix Lead in Korea,

Pacing Others 2-to-l
Seoul, Korea, Sept. 14.

During the first six months thi
Korean film - distributors
handled 141 foreign pix from eight

year, 25

countries,

according to

break-

down released here this week by
Monetary Fund and Inter- the Korean Ministry of InformaBank for Reconstruction tion. U.S. product was far ahead

and Development, that

full conver-

bf

other

countries

totalling.

90

France was second with 21
tibilty of the pound was still quite films,
some time off: "Further decisive and Britain was third. Six West
and irreversible steps to freedom German films were shown in Korea
must depend on reciprocal action/' during the period, four from Italy,
:

Now we all look
more marked progress in

he declared.

for

a

the

two

each
Mexico.

from

Argenti

and

20th-Fox films were ahead for
United States towards more liberal
trade policies which would increase the U; S. companies with 13 pix.
and Paramount were
the. dollar-earningt opportunities of Columbia
tied for second place.
the rest of the world,”

.

)
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:

.

.
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FILM REVIEWS

A Stag* Is Born
(C’SCOPE—MUSICAL-COLOR)
Boffola boxoffice, period.
($ld
Warner Bros, release of Transcona
Garland,
tuft) production starring Judy
James Mason; features Jack Garson,
George
Charles Bickford. Directed by,based_ort
Gukor. Screenplay, Moss £arte
Campscreenplay by Dorothy Parker-AlanWilliam
bell-Robert Carson, from story 4W
Assm^te
A. Wellman and, Robt. Carson.
/Technicamera
Alyes;
Vern
producer,
H. F.
color). Sam Leavitt; special efjecfs.
Ira
Koenekamp; songs, Harold. ArlenLeonard
Gershwin; "Born: In a Trunk" by
music,
Barstew;
Richard
GershC; dances,
Mar.Skip.
Orchestrations,
Ray Heindorf;
Camcai t,
tin; vocal ai'rangements,. Jack^
Sharatf,
art, Irene and costumes,. Irene
cog.
art director, Malcolm Bert; other
Nyberg;
Ann
Mary
and
tumes, Jean Louis
.

.

*

.Edward

Bellamy,

Earl

directors,

asst

Graham, Russell Llewellyn. Tradeshown
Sept. 27, '54. Running time, 192
MINS.
Judy Garland
Ether' Blodgett
James Mason
..
Norman Mai

NY

,

.

Libby

.......

Jack Carson
Charles Bickford

.

.

Oliver Niles

.

Tom Noonan
Lucy Mariow

Danny McGuire
Starlet
Siisan

...

.

•

many ingredients woven
sum total*

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

)

.

.

.

Wednesday, September 29, 1954
Ironically,
the count tion from her. ambitious husband
never learned that the contessa who has neglected his family for

together.

wanted to bear a' child for him his work in an ulcer-accompanied
even, though by another man.
drive for advancement.
Score by Mario Nascimbene,
Miss Dahl is a pushy glamor gal,
Humphrey Bogart and Ava mainly a thematic tune, of Spanish not unwilling to. throw her sex
Gardner have the. leads and regis- flavor that is not identifled, has around to gain her aim?. She beBut then value in. its own right 'and with lieves her efforts have played a
ter with great effect.
Mankiewicz has drawn fine per- proper merchandising could be a large part in the business success
And in salable factor for the film. Other of her husband. She wants the
all
around.
foriiiarices
shaping the scenario, each mem- credits are topnotch although, in N.Y. job. for the glamor it repreber of his cast is given a chance the late reels, sharper editing sents and wastes no time gbimr
after it.
to come to the fore with at least might step up the pace,
.
The characters of the men are
one histrionic grandstand/ play.
As a footnote it might be added
Thus each is shown to be an es- that Mankiewicz has been quoted also neatly etched. Wilde is honest,
sential part of’ the plot, necessary as saying none of his characters outspoken, and devoted to his famto the well rounded, integrated is for real. This was in arisWer ily. MacMurray is a proud, powerwhole.
to suspicion that the moneybags hungry /self-made man. Heflin is
Miss Gardner is the contessa of producer inight be an only slightly modest arid quietly competent.
the title, “discovered” in a second- distorted mirroring of, to come Webb is kindly and efficiently obrate flamenco nitery. in Madrid. right out and name him, Howard servant despite his approach and
The trio of discoverers: Bogart- as Hughes. With the aforementioned seemingly facetious manner. The
a writer-director arid determined crack about his “owning Texas,” choice, of course, is left to the very
triember of Alcoholocis Ananymous; the pic does ti
down the point end and will, come as a .surprise to
Edmond O’Brien, as a glib, nerv- of origin of the picturized pro- many. Unlike “Executive Suite,” m
perspiring
combination of ducer.
ous,
Hughes, of course, is -a which the audience could quickly
pressagent and (apparent) pro- Texan. But then lots of. men who put its finger on the chosen man,
curer, and Warren Stevens, the rival Fort Knox in wealth
come “World” keeps ’em guessing.
producer who,, as he is aptly de- from Texas and. some move irito
The visit to New York of the
scribed' by another player; “owns film production.
It’s understood hinterland execs and their wives
Texas arid just bought California there have been some cuts in the gives the G’Scope camera .a wonbecause he wahts to make a pic- pic to reduce any further
re- derful opportunity to wander about
ture;” This is the start of Miss semblance.
Gotharm It captures the city’s more
Gene.
Gardner’s career as a shining star
lush side—the. beautiful skyline,
and much-desired woman.
the tall buildings, the area along
Woman’s
Worl«l
Mankiewicz’ script frankly makes
the East River and the United Na(C'SCOPE—COLOR)
rio bones about who is or isn’t: (but
tions,- Park and Fifth-Avenues, the
would like, to be) romancing whom,
Stork Club, the Plaza Hotel, an
Hollywood at its commercial
Miss Gardner, for example, while
outside glimpse of Macy’s and 34th
best, with names of Clifton
refusing to satisfy the lusts of her
St., the approaches to the tunnels.
Webb, June Allyson, Yap Hefwell-heeled
admirers,' including
It makes a great trailer for Amer-.
lin,. Lauren Bacall, Fred MacStevens and a zillionaire South
ica’s key metropolis.'
Murray, Arlene Dahl and
America!!, is revealed as yielding
Orie aspect of New York life,
Cornel Wilde serving as potent
to a guitar player from the Spanish
better known to the femmes, is a/
marquee
bait.
honky tonk. Not namby-pamby/
particularly hilarious sequence in
either is. a wedding night scerie
a so-called woirieri’s outlet store,
Twentieth-Fox
release
of
Charles
in which the Italian ex-count in Brackett production.
Stars Clifton Webb, vaguely similar to Klein’s on 1.4th

into the

I

...

The Harold Arleri-Ira Gershwin
numbers are tailored for the plot

:

and not the jukeboxes although
“The Man Who Got Away” is already on the road in that direction.

The yesteryear standards are plausibly interlarded. Of the new songs,
“Got to Have Me With You,”
“Somewhere There’s, a Someone”
and “Long Face Lost” tie into the
script like it was a orie-man li-

.

.

.

4

'

bretto creation.
There are three or four dramatic
Highlights that pile on top of each
other in a rnanrier which might
create the suspicion of ariticlimactic toppers cluttering the cinematurgy, but su6h is the pitch and the
pyrainiding that the opposite is

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

PftlRIEfY

face,’* screams the asst, director of the ken of strangers to pic-making.
this bit); the first preview jitters; But its basic story (elements are
the sardonic studio publicity chief strong and make for substantial
who has been hatefully biding his fare on anybody’s menu. It’s potent
time^these are samples of the boxoffice.

Amanda Blake true.
Irving. Bacon
There are minor key highlights
Hazel Shermet
Libby's^Secretary
James Brown as when she assumes responsibility
Glenn Williams-.
Lotus Robb for the custody of her drunken
Miss Markham
(Aspect ratio: 2.55-1
husband, resulting in his 90-day
City Jail term being suspended.
A Star Is Bom”, was a great Or that heartbreak scene when she
1937 moneymaker when David O. gayly recreates a Paris-C.hineseSelznick and William A Wellman Affican-cariocan “production” confirst made the Janet Gaymar-Fred- ceit^-to the playback disk in the
that is better
tic March starrer and it’s an even home phonograph
” its filmusical than if it were giveri a Radio City
greater picture
CirierqaScope, Music Hall production.
in
transmutation,
Whatever the production delays,
under the Judy Garland- James
Mason-Sidney *Lrift aegis. It will which allegedly piled up a hearnot only mop up as a commercial $5,000,000 production cost, the endentry; this indie production for results quite obviously were worth
WB release sets a number of artis- it. There is the ring of authority
tic standards which may have their and a striving for as near-perfecechoes in the intra-industry acco- tion as possible that will pay off in
lades that Usually comes with the jackpot proportions. And for all
concerned.;
Ides of March.
the contessa finally has
-A, Variety review traditionally
Mason is as likeable a “heavy” as whom
found her true love, discloses to
concerns itself with the boxoffice/ she is as a star. Bickford’s studio
her that war wounds inflicted in
leaving the artistic values of Oscar head concept, arid Carson’s impres1942 had rendered him impotent.
sweepstakes for the fan mags and sion, of "a publicity chief, are the
Importantly, there’s- good taste
columnists. But in the instance of real thing. Alammister from a forthroughout. Mankiewicz eschews
a ‘‘comeback” personality like Judy mer two-man. saloon act, Tommy
shock
values. Every item in the
pertinent
Garland it becomes a
Noonan, will emerge with many
an development seems to inherently
topic of discussion. The trade, like Hollywood
opportunities
as
belong.
Where the material is
the public, rooted for her signal, earnest young man on his way to
strong by screen standards he has
in-personal ‘‘comeback” at the Pal- fatter roles. The rest are secondary
ace on Broadway, and the same although Lucy Marlow, as a star- presented it without hedging but
values must obtain with this, her let, makes her classy chassis bit still also without any. ribald, undue
emphasis.
first film, arid under her husband’s stand up and out for heftier potenThe director employs off-screen
production aegis, since leaving tials.
voices
on many occasions. Bogart,
“home”
Metro, her young lifetime
The veteran George Cukor diat the
start,
speaks frorii. offlot in Culver City.
rected with a sure hand from a
Unfolded in the showmanly Moss tiptop script by Moss Haft; Richard camera while he is seen silently
Hart, adaptation of the 1937 origi- Barlow’s dance-staging; the many observing the interment ritual for
nal is a. strong personal saga which art, costume and decor credits; Ray Miss Gardner at a small cemetery
somehow becomes, in a sense, in- Heindorf’s usually capital music'al Iri an obscure Italian village. His
tegrated into the celluloid plot. Tire job; the Technicolorful lensing spoken recollection of the first'
reel and the real-life values some- which evidences Wisdom when to meeting with the contessa then
times play back and forth, in minor-key the hues as well as full- leads to the actual scene. It’s via
pendulum fashion, and the unspool- up all these are among the many this technique that Mankiewicz,
Tng is never Wanting for heart- plus values. It’s a wharrirtiQ 182 with telling effect, gets across
wallop arid gusty entertainment minutes that belies the full, three- many story points:
Miss Gardner is ideal iri her spot,
values:
hour course of entertainment, so
Graves

.

,

.

.

.

.
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Just as it threatens to become
a vocalistheniC tour-de-force, such
as in ‘‘Born In a Trunk,” the meaty
plot strands pick up again, arid the
whole cloth reaffirms its basic dramatic pattern. ...
The casting is ideal; the direction sure; the basic ingredients
honest 'and convincing all the way.
Miss Garland glitters with that
Stardust which in the plot the
Wastrel star James Mason recognizes. Arid her loyalties are as
Gibraltar ftmidst the house of cards
which periodically seem to collapse
.

arresting the unfolding.
Fort Knox, move over.

(COLOR)

'

.:

around

her

invariably

and upon

also

but understanding
Charles Bickford.

hini

—-rind

the brittle
studio head,

affect

,

operiing drunken debathe Shrine benefit to the
scandalous antics of a hopeless
^dipsomaniac when his wife (Miss
Garland) wins the industry’s top
Academy Award,
accolade,
the
there is an intense pattern of reallife mirrorings which have been so

From the

cle

at

skilfully

captured on the perma-

nent celluloid record.

is

Joseph L. Mankiewicz, Humphrey Bogart and Ava Gardner
teamed in one for the big
money.

an authentic documentary.

Seiznick’s original
“Star” was the first film to disprove. the b.o. bogey that Hollywood. stories aren’t commercial;
just as Par’s “Greatest Show On
Earth” (DeMille) dittoed on behalf
of circus stories,' which also for
a time failed to click as film fare.)
Integrated into the arresting romance-vvith-music— the sorigs are
,not intrusive, being plausibly spotted as “benefit” numbers or in-,
(Incidentally,

1

.

Directed

.

Jean

by.

Negulesco.

Screenplay by Claude Binyon, Mary Loos
and Richard Sale, with additional dialogue
by Howard Lindsay and Russel: Crouse,
based on a story by Mona Williams; cam-,
era (Cinemascope),- Joe MacDonald;'.. editor* Louis Loeffler; music, Cyril J. Mockridge; song, "It's, a Woman’s World” by
Sammy Cahn and Mockjidge; sung by the
Four Aces. Previewed in N.Y., .Sept, -27,
Running time, 94 MINS-

'54.

Gifford
Katie
Jerry

Clifton
.

Webb

June Allyson

Van

;

Heflin

Elizabet

Lauren Bacall
Fred MacMurray
Carol ,,..../
Arlene Dahl
BUI Baxter
.........
Cornel Wilde
Tony. .../,.•;
... Elliott Reid
Evelyn
....... Margalo Gillmore
Tomaso
Alan Reed
Jarecki
David Hoffman
Worker— Auto Assembly GeprgC Melford
Sid. ......

,

.

.

.....

.

.

:

:

.

;

,

Butler
Cab Driver
Bellboy

Waiter

Eric Wilton
.Edwatd Astran
Conrad Feid
Marc Snow

....

Doorman

.

.

.

.

.

..

Bert Stevens

St.

While one may quibble ori the
Dlausibility of s the story, there. Will
be no quarrel; With the way it’s
handled.

The

entire

cast,

under

Jean Negulesco fine direction, contribute a performance, as polished
as*. the entire
all “old pros”

production. They're
and give each character the delineation that is required. Since all contribute equally,
it’s difficult to single anyone out
.

team work at its
best. In addition to the’ star names,
solid performances are registered
individually. It’s

,

bv Margalo Gillmore, as Webb’s

who

aides in the o,o. of the
wives, and Elliot Reid, ris the tycoon’s nephew who selves as guide
sister

and one-man entertainment committee.

Charles Brackett has pulled out
all stops in giving the picture topnotch, production values. The technical aspects, including Joe MacDonald’s C’Scope-Technieolor tensing, a re all out of the* top drawer.

Having servfed as an unofficial
bureau for Rome in “Three
Coins in the Fouritain,” 20th-Fox,
looking, every, .inch the femme with the aid of the. Cinemascope
Holl.
magnetism; around which, all the camera, is now giving the VIP
action revolves. She’s a beautifully- treatment to New Yrirk iri “WomLove
This Is
dimensioned knockout—the ward- ari’s World.” This is the film com(SQNG—COLOR)
robe departmerit didn’t, feel too pany’s paen, to Gotharii and, for
restrained—-and does an impressive this alone, Zanuck & Co. rate a Unconvincirtg distaff drama with
job of acting as the Spanish, casta- unanimous vote of thanks from the
mild prospects.
net hoofer who elevates to a part local Chamber of Conimerce and
in the international coterie. Bogart the N.Y. Visitors Bureau;
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
The city, fortunately, has been
RKO rqteasc o£ Hugh Brooke producis splendid throughout, "taking part
Stars Linda Darnell, Rick Jason/
quietly and with maxirimm effec- peopled with attractive visitors— tion.
Dan
Duryea; Faith DomergUe; features
tiveness in the twists and turns Clifton Webb, June Allyson, Van Hal Baylor, Connie Russell. Directed by
.

,

tourist

My

..

-

music/ Mario Nascimbene, Previewed in
N.Y;,

Sept.

Running time,

'54.

24,

121

MINS.
Harry Dawes

Humphrey Bogart
Marla Vargas.............. Ava Gardner
Oscar Muldoon
Edmond O'Brien
Alberto Bravano
Marius Goring
Eleanora Torlato-Favrlni
Valentina Gortesa
Vincenzo Torlato-Favrini Rossano Brazzi
Jerry
.....
Elizabeth Sellars
Kirk Edwards
Warren Stevens
Pedro ...... ... ... . Franco Interlenghi
i

.

Myrna

Marl Aldon

Nightclub Proprietor

Alberto RabagliatL
Ehzo\Staiola
Maria Zaholi
Renatq Chiantoni
J. Montague Brown . ..
... ., Bill Fraser
Mr. Black
...v.V.v John Parrish
Mr. Blue ...;.. . v.
Jim Gerald
Drunken Blonde ......... Diana' Decker
Gypsy Dancer
..-.
Riccardo Rloii
...
.....’ Tonio Selwaft
The .Pretender ...
The Pretender's Wife. .Margaret. Ahderson
Lulu McGee
Gertrude Flynn
Hector Eubanks ..
John Horne
, ...
Mrs. Eubanks
...
Bessie Love
Eddie Blake
Robert Christopher
Chambermai >
Ann Maria Paduan
.Chauffeur
./..... Carlo. Dale
( Aspect ratio
1,75-1
.

.

BUsboy

.'

Maria's Mother
Maria's Father

.

...

.

...

.

....

. ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of the intriguing story. With no Heflin, Lauren Bacall, Fred Mac- Stuart Heisler. Screenplay, Ha^ar Wilde
and Hugh Brooks; from the story “Fear.
desire to zero in on Miss Gardner Murray, Arlene Dahl and Cornel Has Black Wings” by Brooke; camera
himself he marries a script girl Wilde, a marquee lineup .that’ll (Paithe Color), Ray Juhet editor, Otto Lud*
music, Franz Waxman; song, Brooke
he becomes her paternalistic con- draw in any city, big or small. Add wig;
and Waxman. Previewed Sept, 23, 54.
fidante and protector and their to these, assets a slick story by Running time, 91 MINS.
scenes together are dorie with Claude Binyon, Mary Loos and Vida
Linda Darnell
Richard Sale, with additional dia- Glenrt
Rick Jason
.......
genuine feelirig.
Dan; Duryea
Murray
O’Brieri clicks just right in the logue by Howard Lindsay and •Evelyn
.........
Faith Domergue
more flamboyant role of public re- Russel Crouse. The result is Holly- Eddie
Hal Baylor
Connie Russell
lations man and servile aide to wood at its commercial best, a Connie Russell
Jerry Mathers
David Myer ......
producer Stevens. Latter gives ai highly-polished product, technically Shirley
Susie Mathers
Myqr
and
story-wise.
The
returns
should
Mary Young
Mrs. Timberly
quiet moodiness to the part of
William Hopper
District Attorney
be socko from all situations.
of $200,000,000.

—

—

,

.. .

.

.

.

;

.

. .

.

.
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Owner

Marius Gor-

ing does a ze.sty job as the fabulous
Latino whose turn for the dramatic
spotlighting comes as, in a cleverlystaged argument, he admits to a
free-wheeling
life
arid
accuses
Stevens also of being a sinner but
hypocritically hiding behind a in ask

....
Comparison between “Woman’s Investigator
.......
Harry
World” and Metro’s recent "Execu- Dr. Raines
.

tive Suite” is inevitable, since the

similar—the
behind-the-scehes scramble for the
basic story premise

top job

of

a

gigantic dridustrial

firm.

self-righteousness.

incisive

and doubtless will be

lifted

.

. .

.

by

,

prominent

roles.

Webb; as president of. Gifford
Motors, a leading auto manufacturing firm, brings three of his

New

district managers to
York 'for
a firsthand observation, his aim
being to select a successor to the

recently-deceased sales manager^
He invites their wives along since
he^believes that the right wife is
just as important as the right man.
for the job.
There’s Miss Allyson and Wilde
from Kansas City, Miss Bacall arid
MacMurray from Philadelphia, arid
Miss Dahl and Heflin from Dallas,
All the men in Webb’s estimation
are equally capable of handling the
No. 1 post. The final decision rests
'

:

on their wives.
Miss Allyson is a hayseed from
K.C., extremely devoted to- her
husband and three children, bungling and embarrassed in Gotham’s
glamor mill, wishfrig to return to
her home but willing to accept her
fate in N.Y. if he# husband Wants
•

and

gets, the job.
Miss Bacall is bitter arid disillusioned and at the point of separar

.

.

.

,

. ,

<

Stuart Randall
.

Kam Tong
Judo Holdren
.

Carl Switzer

Customer

(Aspect ratio: 1.66-1

is

While the goings-on in
“Executive” were more dramatic
and
sombre;
the 20th entry takes
At times,. Mankiewicz, the writef,
seems over-generous in providirig the lighter approach and much of
it is played for comedy. The wives
his characters with words. Much
of the men involved also play more
of the talk is fresh and
of

.

:

.

.

.

pirates of well-turned phraseology.
But there’s: sp much ,pf it that
price in a while it gets in the way
of the. story. Despite which, his
yarris flow smoothly with dramatic
Sharpness' of the characters, the accent j ust in the correct, strategic
Coming into the homehigh-yoltage dialog, the cynicisriv places.
and wit and wisdom of the story, stretch, though, some of the passages
tend
to slowness.
the- spectacular combination of the
The Figaro productiori provides
immorally rich and the immorally
fitting"
backdrops
for the iriternaup
sycopharttic-^-these
add
a
to
rehearsal rpiitines-^-is perhaps the
best Inside stuff on the Hollywood click feature frprii writer-director tional goings-on. Film, lensed in
film production scerie that has ever Joseph L. Mankiewicz. It’s adult Italy, looks authentic and authoribeen publicly projected. The iritrb- material all the way, making no tative with its mariy actual places
The
studio. attitudes arid exaggerations; compromises in focusing on the and expertly-designed/ sets.
the private and public antics of the. mores of its people: Hollywood dye work by British '.^Technicolor,
great and the little people of the filmsters, a fiscal high arid mighty unusually exquisite, seems more
industry; the playback and musical newly-turned producer, arid un- subtle arid real than most tinted
Continental photography.
rehearsal scenes; the flip asides employed, quondam
Story ends as it began, at the
They’re to be found at
("I had a very young week last royalty.
in
Beverly
Hills or cemetery, with Bogart this time
party
lush,
or
a
week”;
“that’s Pasadena; leave
climax of the
it alorie”); the Dr. Kildare f ol-de- the swank, gambling casino on the reflecting on the
life of the barefoot contessa (so
rol of the makeup men, including Riviera.
a yes man for the. top facial artist;
This is a dish of ingeniously- billed because she liked to kick
Rossano Brazzi,
the flip cracks about the Dietrich: fashioned, original entertainment off her shoes).
eyebrow and the Crawfordjmorith; for grown-up viewers. It has a highly polished as the former Italo
the big to-do to shoo.t a "waving strong show business flavor and a nobleman whom she marries, kills
hand (“I don’t, wanna see your line or two that might be beyond i her and her lover as he finds them
:

,

.

Gillmore.

.

United Artists release of Figaro production. Stars .Ava Gardner, Humphrey
Bogart; features Edmond O'Brien, Marius
Goring, Valentina Cortesa, Rossano Brazzi,
Elizabeth
Stevens,
Sellars,
Warren
Franco Interlenghi, Mari Aldon, Bessie
Love, Diana Decker, Hill Frasser. Directed
by Joseph L< Mankiewicz, Original screenplay by Mankiewicz; camera (Technicolor),
Jack. Cardiff; editor, Williani Hornbeck;

.

From the screaming-meemy fans
in the lush Techriicolorful reincarnation of the glittering Santa Monica Blvd. panorarna to the tragic
topper, as the hapless, hopeless
lush of a husband walks into the
Malibu surf, the three-hours plus

Abel.

The Barefoot Ccmtcssa

Jlxne Allyson, Van Hfeflin, Lauren Bacall,
Fred. MacMurray, Arlene Dahl and Cornel
Wilde. Features Elliot Ried and Margalq

Exhibitors bopkirig ‘‘This Is My
will have to pitch it to the
.

Love”

matinee-going femmes who are
supposed to like unhappy soap
operas. Other film shoppers will
hardly -take to the tears-arid-torment drama. Hence, boxoffice
prospects are extremely mild.
Production gets a good Patne
Color dress arid first-rate lensing
of the lowkey tints, but these as-,
sets are lost on a plot that comes
to the screen with little real
dramatic wallop arid iri which the
performers all seerii uncomfortable. Allan Dowling is presenting
Hugh Brooke production
the
through RKO arid starred are Lin-,
da Darnell, Rick Jason; Dan Duryea and Faith Doinergue, all or
whom can do better than they do
here under Stuart Heisler’s direction of the script by Bropke ana
Hagar Wilde, which was based on
Brooke’s story, ’Tear Hjis Black
Wings.”
The Misses Darrtell and Domergue are sisters, the latter married to Duryea, once a dancer and
cripple. Approachnow a hopeless
44
ing an old maid” state, Miss Dm**
nell goes off the deep epd for
Jason when he enters the story,
but is afraid of her feelings un ui
Jason and Miss Domergue start an
By now comoff-hours affaii
( Continued on page 16)
’
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By FEED -HIFT
Italy’s

motion picture

Portugal is making a .pitch to
U. S. film producers, to use the
country as a base for co-production

f
trade,

is

deals.

it

Heretofore'

back-

the

ground while American indie pro‘Valley’

GFD

ducers set up partnership arrangements with film men in France,
Italy; England, Spain and Mexico,
Portugal is now seeking some of
the loot that results from these,

New Rank

1

nm

If

Van

the
concerning
Discussions
“voice” or the American film com-,
panies in ANICA, the Italian pro-,
ducer-distrib organization, got under way in N. Y. yesterday (Tues.)
between Motion Picture Export
Assn, execs and a top-level Italian
team.
.

Publicity Chief
pinning its hopes for the future in
the U.S, hiarket on dubbing and
Exec Post
To
stepped up Italo-American coproduction using Hollywood boxoffice
London, Sept; 21.
personalities, Eitel Monaco, prexy
John C. Dennett, publicity direcof ANICA, the Italian producertor of General Film Distributors,
distrib org, Indicated in N!Y. Monthe J. Arthur Rank releasing outfit,
day (271.
has been named executive publicity
Italo exec also disclosed that, controller of the
Rank Organizawhereas the Italian producers’ net tion. lie took over his new duties
take in the world market has sky- Sept. 20. Under his new appoint1950
in
rocketed from $3,000,000
ment, Dennett Will be overall coto $9,000,000 in 1953, “that practi- ordinator of the four publicity
cally excludes the United States” controllers in the production-disfrom where the' Italian industry tribution and executive fields. He
realized only between $800,000 and
will be the Overall officer of the
$900,000 last year. (American in- group.
dustry source^ consider this estiSydney E. R. Wynne continues
mate on the extremely conservaas; public relations officer to the
tive side.)
Organization. Lionel V. BarRank
Unlike some other countries, nett, hitherto
assistant publicity
however, Monaco said the Italians controller
of the Circuits Managewere “entirely satisfied” with past ment Assn., takes over the GFD
inAmerican
agreements with the
dustry,

UIU ViMi
-

.

Washington, Sept. 28.

The

Italo group is headed by Eitel
the U. S. Information Agency has Monaco, ANICA topper. With him:
gone to the Walt Disney, picture, are Renato Gualino, head of the
cial
arrangements
“Beaver Valley,” to ease the way Italian producers org, and Franco
U, S. producers, a production group for the film into foreign countries. Penotti, ANICA v.p. and head of
Assn.
formed in Portugal in association
Distributors
the
Italian
certificates are part of a pro-*
The
with American interests is offering
Speaking for MPEA are its exec
educational
mohelps
which
gram
Johnto put up all the below line costs
v.p. Ralph Hetzel; Griffith
for producers who present a suit- tion pictures obtain privileges, in- son, v:p„ and Eugene Van Dee, the
able film package, either theatrical cluding custom facilitation and MPEA rep in Italy.
or vidpix.
On the agenda, apart from the
duty-free entry into 24 countries
As a result of talks involving which recognize the certificates.
ANICA setup and the Italians’ deAlbert Amateau, of Hollywood, Dr.
sire to see Metro come into the
Certified American motion pic- fold, are two other main points:
Castro Fernandez, a Portuguese
banking tycoon; Don Antonio Re- tures, film strips, kinescopes, re- the availability of nine U; S. films
dondo, head of Lisboa Studios; Dr. cordings and other audio-visual for indie Italo distribs, and the
Luis Pinto-Coelho, chief of the materials get duty-free, entry into Italians' bid for the manufacture
National Motion Picture Fund, and the foreign countries, plus other of monopaqk-system color release

In an effort to

make the

finanattractive
to

.

•’

Johnston, Motion Picture Export Assn; topper,
aid to
with
further
connection
in
Wanger, With 6 Pit Set,
the Rome producers. Double implication was' that the Italians expectSees Hollywood Council
ed no further; “loans’ from MPEA,
and also that there would be no
Insular in Viewpoint
demands made for any playing
time guarantees.
Hollywood Film Council was
Monaco, who arrived in the U.S. slapped on the wrist last week by.

der Don Redondo's management. ‘This Hurts Me’ Stance
The Portuguese government sanctioned the arrangement. The mergOf Judge Who Kills
er was preliminary to. a 10-year
exclusive franchise granted to Amateau ahd his American associates

—The American Producing Group
in Portugal.
Saturday (25), was flanked: by producer Walter Wanger who deAmateau’s group has the task of
(Continued on page 18)
clared the Council was “very inluring U. S. producers to Portugal
jurious to its own interests” in opand working out the financial arposing the foreign filming of Holrangements. The studios, according
lywood pix.
to James Terry, New York, rep of
Wanger,' in N. Y., to help plug the
group,,
are
already
well
his 20th-;Fpx release, “Hajji Baba,” equipped and an additional survey
Continued from pace 3
had specific reference to the Coun- will be made by American techniThird
December.
started
last
which
cil’s censure of Gregory Peck who’s
producer, Harriet Parsons, is on been active in foreign pix making. cians to bring the studios up to
vacation and without an assign- “If everyone stays home, and pic- Hollywood standards.
The studios, Terry said, have
ment. Dick Powell was taken off tures are dull, it won’t help the
salary when he completed “The Council,” Wanger. opined. “If, on trained an industrious personnel.
Conqueror.” (Powell had only a the other hand, they do big busi- However, Terry said his group
few months ago' loomed as head ness, it’s going to help labor all; would share what he terms “between the line costs” for those prooE the studio;)
’round.”
ducers who wish to bring ‘oyer key
Five publicists are being let out
Wanger himself hasn’t mapped
He said six
with five weeks’ severance pay. out a stay-at-home program for technical staffers.
They are Clarey Barbiaux, Jack himself for 1955. His next film, sound stages were Available for
Granara, Milt Howe, Dick Mahn which he hopes to do before the use. In a breakdown, of costs, Terry
and Leland Poole., Also turned end of the year' will be “Mother, said that a picture that would cost
loose are three secretaries, Muriel Sir,” the story of a U. S, officer’s; $1,000,000 in the U. S„ $750,000 in
Baker, Gloria Christian and Mar- yvifo in Japan. It’ll star Joan Ben- England, and $700,000 in Italy and
gie Gillis. Mel Berhs is being nett, Wanger’s wife, and will- be France could be brought in for
dropped as head of the makeup locationed in. Japan. It’ll be ah $300,000 in Portugal.
Like California
department* and numerous .em- Allied Artists release..
Another
ployees in various other depart- Wanger project with a foreign loPoirtting out the advantages of
*
ments are being released.
Portugal,
Terry said it was almost
cale is “Tangier: Lovesong,” which
At present RKO has releasing he’ll do in Tangier. He also plans like California in size, climate and
deals for indie product with Fred-: to do “Yellow Knife” as the wind- topography. In addition, he noted
erick Brisson, Benedict Bogeaus, up of his releasing deal with 20th that the principal cities—r-Lisbon,
Allan Dowling, Edmund Grainger which, incidentally, has a 75% in- Oporto, Aveiro and Coimbra—have
historical castles, churches, buildand the King Bros.
terest in “Hajji Baba.”
company has
Currently
the
Three other pix on Wanger’s ings and monuments. Other plus
scarcely enough product oh hand sked are “Knights of the Sky,” an aspects are the Alfama, a larger
to last six months. It consists of airforce film; “Queen of
the Uni- edition of the Casbah; picturesque
four of its own studio-made pic- verse,” an offbeat science-fictioh peasantry and fisher folk; a magtures, “Rainbow,” “The Conqueryarn, and “1956” (tentative title),] nificent. coast, cork forests, vineor,” “Jet Pilot,” “Son of All Baba”
described as “a big political story yards, a lush countryside and a
and several indies. Under present laid, against the background of con- miniature desert— all of which, acconditions the only difference be- temporary America.
cording to Terry, lend themselves
tween the RKO studio ahd the
to excellent location sets and proAsked whether he intended to duction backgrounds.
rental lots is that the Hughes company will partially finance indie complete all these within the year,
Production and living costs in
producers making pictures for Wanger quipped: “One of us will Portugal, it’s claimed, are even bebe finished the program or me.’’
RKO release.
low those of Spain, and the governProducer
reported
conditions
in
Another wave of firings hit RKO
ment regulates hours of work and
employee's oyer weekend, embrac- Hollywood .-'better than they’ve wages on a. sixrday basiS.
ing many department heads, assist- ever ^been,” with a new attitude
A number of deals for shooting
.

.

.

.

—

we’re

ants, as well as cither, personnel.
in Portugal are presently in the
Many, had as many as 20 years really in show business,” he. said. negotiation stage. Among these are
of service. One, A1 Shepard, liai- “We've switched from a purely

“Bullfight”-

for

MCA,

“Scimitar”

for Monarch Productions, “Dark
Wedding” for Les Hafner and Herb
Kline, and “Sharke O’Rourke,” tv
Productions.
series for

•

D&R

St.

Louis Nabe Robbed

St. Louis, Sept. 28;
Inez Bogue, manager of the
Carver, indie film house, last week,
was- bound with rope by a Negro
Who threatened her with a knife

i

Monaco, said in N. Y. Monday
(27) that no important decision
had been taken by ANICA without
the full knowledge of the AmeriHe said he was
can companies.
aiming for a system in ANICA that
would require the kind of majority
on any major decision, that would
involve agreement on the part of
both the Italian ahd U. S. groups.
Metro is the only American
major which hasn’t joined ANICA.
Monaco Would like to correct this

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.

.

i

U. S. distribs.

Penn’s Old Censorship

last

son man attached to construction manufacturing to a creative procMaking
picture today is
department, had been on lot for ess.
more like making a play. Every
37 years.
Practically all departments on detail is Worked out a lot more
lot are now either closed or are carefully.”
closing down, leaving only few in
One of the facets of the change,
active stage;
Department he'ads, Wanger held, was the awareness
assistants to feel latest axing, in- on the part of the producers of a
clude most of crafts. Included are new kind of responsibility. “The
Darrell Silvers, assistant Sid Fo- independent today is more imporgel, both 25-year men.
Harold tant than ever before,” Wanger
Barry, construction; Dick Stockton, held. ''Everyone is looking for in23 years; Eddie Rhine, 20, both dependent product, even Metro;
assistant casting directors Under That means that the producer now
exec chief Fred Schuessler; loca- must know a lot more about the
tion manager Harold Lewis, 20 business, all parts of it.
He has
years.
to find out about marketing, costs
In new skeletonizing of studio of advertising, etc. At one time,
several departments, such as ward- the producer really didn’t know
robe, drapery, have only one sec- Very much about the business end
retary or clerk remaining,
of the industry.”

There had been complaints by

some of the American companies,
re their representation in ANICA
and the .Italians’ tendency to make
decisions Without consulting the

-

•

“Now

prints for use in Italy.

Dr. Avelipo Dantes, Portuguese privileges.
consul in Los Angeles, merger
was negotiated uniting Tobis Studios
with Lisboa Studios un-

at all” to ask. of Eric

discernible.

5,000th certificate issued by

deals.

publicity directionship.
and that he had “nothing;

clearly

Gets USIA Certif

To Ease O’Seas Entry

:

State censorship, of films in Pennsylvania under' the: present law was
held unconstitutional by Judge Edwin O. Lewis in Common Pleas
Court in an opinion “reluctantly”
removing the Censor Board’s ban
from Hallmark Productions’ “She
Shoulda Said No," a film dealing
with evils of drug addiction.

Special

Deputy Attorney- Gen- condition.
Indications are that
Metro will continue on its inde-

eral Abraham J. Levy, a counsel
for the Censpr Board, filed an action with the State Supreme Court
asking a reversal of Judge Lewis’
decision. Enforcement of the ruling will be delayed until the ap-:
pelate court has acted on his appeal, Levy said.

The lower
tually

court’s

stripped

the

pendent Way. It’s thought significant, however, that Arthur Loew
was a member of the three-man
ANICA committees which has been
meeting at MPEA headquarters for
the past few weeks to hammer out
the U, S. position prior to the ar-

decision vir-

rival of

Pennsylvania
.

Censor Board of all Its legal powers. judge Lewis stated that only
a new law “clearly drawn, designed
and applied” would give the agency the right to ban obscene and in-

Monaco.

Eric Johnston, MPEA prexy, is
expected from Washington tomor(Thurs.) to join in the talks

row

.

It’s Indicated
Italians.
apart from the set agenda,
the matter of some remittances under the old film agreement also
Will be brought up,
Regarding the Italian labs’ request for American color work,
Monaco explained that,, at one
time, the U. S. distribs did much
of their black-and-white printing
in Italy. Since the switch to color,
however, this Work has fallen off,
and the Italo labs, which are
equipped to strike color prints in
monopack systems such as Eastman Color, are facing tough times

with the

.

that,

decent films.

Hallmark Productions, an Ohio
corporation, appealed the final order of the Censor Board dated
July 30, 1953. Judge Lewis’ ruling
was- the first by a State court on
the board’s constitutionality in
many years. In 1951, the United
States Supreme Court upheld a decision by two Federal courts refusing the board permission to censor
motion picture films shown on TV."
In lifting the ban on the picture,
Judge Lewis stated: “From a pub- and unemployment.
lic point of view nothing but harm
The Italians would like noncan result from the exhibition of Technicolor tinted prints for Italy
<

.

and it is difficult to con-, to be made in their own country,
ceive of any reason for its produc- the understanding being that the
tion other than the usual desire for. Americans wouldn’t be charged
financial gain.”
any more than they: would at home,
Judge Lewis scored as specious and that the work stands up
the -producers’ arguments about qualitywise.
the film “acquainting American
Monaco; expressed concern over
youth with the danger latent in the number, of small American
marijuana cigarettes and other films sent into Italy. They take
narcotics; We are compelled most; up playing time and earn Very few
reluctantly to remove the ban on dollars, he explained. In. addition,
its exhibition in Pennsylvania for they re a source of friction between
the reason that the Act of Assem- the American and Italian distribs
bly creating the machinery of cen- in ANICA.
“It’s a big mistake
sorship offends, against the Fed- to send “in such films,” he stated.
eral Constitution."
At the same time, he emphasized
Recognizing the importance of that the Italian industry was comhis decision, Judge Lewis declared pletely in favor of the free exthe community is not deprived of change of films. “I’d just like to
all power to control motion picture suggest to the Americans to be
careful in their export choice,” he
exhibitors.
•'
“The police power is broad in declared.
this film,

?

.

and escaped with $400; Miss Bogue its scope and we believe it may be
had just opened the safe in an up- invoked to put an end to the expostairs Office when she Was con- sure of films that are proved to be
clearly indecent,, obscene or tend
fronted by the robber,
Despite the fact that her feet to provoke rioting.” Judge Lewis
and hands were bound Miss BogUe believes that “at no distant date
managed to cut the rope on her all censorship in advance of exfeet and was able to walk to a win- hibition will be held invalid by the
U. S. Supreme Court.”
dow and summon help.

He added

that this concern over

was reflected in the new
agreement which provides that nine films must be made
quality

Italian film

available to indie Italian distribs.
That’s a reduction from last year,
S. distrib was required to offer two films a piece
to the local releasing orgs.

when each U.
i

,
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LA; 'Sabrina* Giant

‘Window’ Huge $13)1110,

Medium

Battle between the Nr Y. Giants
and Cleveland Indians 4s throwing

21G;

local baseball into such a tizzy that
first-run grosses are suffering.

lance’ 17G in 2d

'Brides’ Brisk 27G,
biz

spotty

is

28.
in the

current week, with only two new
Broadway Grosses
pix preemingl One newcomer, “Sabrina,’' sights a socko $26,000 oil
Estimated Total Gross
its initial frame at the Hollywood
The other, “Private
This Week ..
Paramount.
$569,400
Hell 36,” expects a medium $21,000
(Based on 21 theatres. )
for three situations. Both showings
Last Year
$774,900
re. being made in the’ face of the
< Based on 23 theatres.)
Warmer .weather prevalent much
bf the past; week.
“Seven Brides” is shaping, to get
good $27,000 in sepond round
in two sites. Other secorid-weekers
Third week of
are just mild;/
“Brigadoon’’ is okay at $10,000
while ‘‘Egyptian” is going for neat
$14,000 in fourth, both in showcase runs.
All houses were trimmed on
Cincinnati,. Sept. 28.
Thursday (23) by the Eisenhower
•“At. Waterfront, ’’ only new bill
talk on the radio arid tele, with
drops of upwards of 20% being, re- this week, is a strong "grosser for
ported; It is the first time a big the big Albee and holding downevent seriously / dented lotv -rad
to seasonal level. Holdcal film boxoffice for some time. town total
overs of “Rear Window,” “Dragnet”
Estimates' for This Week
Hollywood Paramount (F&M!) and “Magnificent Obsession” con(1,430; $1-$1.50)— “Sabrina” (Par). tinue sturdy stride, ‘‘Cinerama” at
Socko $26,000. Last week, “Rear the Capitol appears to be. on the
Window” (Par) (6th wk-6 days), rebourid 'with lift from increasing
•"
out-of-tovvn trade.
$ 11 000
Los Angeles Paramount, Iris, UpEstimates for This Week
.

.

,

.

!

:

.

i

,

town (ABPT-FWC)

Downtown exhibs anticipate boom
biz when the World Series crowd

make a hearty showing.

It; is

Minneapolis, Sept. 28.
For a change newcomers are taking the play away from holdovers
here.
powerful quartet of fresh

“King Richard and Crusaders"

is

(S-W):

(3,000;

—

$13,000.

big $27,000, after $23,500 dip last
week; Bus and train excursions
boosting group attendance from
and “Roogie’s Bump”
wk). Fair $17,000. Last week, $25,- Louisville and Lexington, Ky. arid

Lance”

(20th)
(Rep) (2d

213; 2,344; 756; 70-$1.10)—.“Duel
In Sun” (SRO) (reiSsrie) and “Khyber Patrol” (UA) (2d wk). Mild
$12,000. Last week, $18,300.
El Rey (FWC) (861; $1-$1.25)—
“Devil In Flesh” (Indie) (2d wk).
Thin $1,800. Last week, $2,400.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90$1.50)
“Brigadoon” (M-G). (3d wk).
Okay $10,000. Last week,' $11,700.

Indianapolis.

(RKO)
—Grand
"Dragnet” (WB)

75-$1.10)

(1,400;

(m.o.) (2d wk).
$6,000 for fourth downtown
session after last week’s $8,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1.500; 75-$1.25)—
“Rear Window” (Par) (5th wk).
Hefty, $7,000 or near for finale on
heels of $8,600 in fourth stanza.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-84)
“Magnificent Obsession” (U) (2d
wk). Pleasing $11,000 or close after
$15,500 preem.
.

Okay

—

Last week, $19,000.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 90-$1.50)
—•“Man With Million” (UA) (4th
wk). Slow $3,500: Last week, $3,500.

Sturdy
“Betrayed” (M-G) (m; 0 .).
La$t week, ditto.
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.
Palace (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
Holdovers and holidays major
“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue). factors in biz trend here this week,
Oke $15,000. Last week, “Raia” with former showing most strength
(20th), $6,000.

despite some new
State (Leow’s) (3,500; 75-$ IV—
comers, “Duel in
“Brigadoon” (M-G). Smart $20,-

000. Last week,
$15,500.

“Suddenly” (UA),
i

Stillman (Loew’s (2,700; 60-90)—
Nice
(m.o.),
“Suddenly”
(UA),
$10,000. Last week, “Valley of

Kings” (M-G)

$ 21 000
,

.

Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)
“Apache” (UA) (3d wk) plus fight
pix. Has proved a good boxoffice
bet here.

Fair $3,000.

Last week*

$5,000.

Of new-

pix.

65-85)—
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
Jungle’’ shapes “Duel in Sun” (Iridie) (reissue)
(3d
sturdy at the
Goldman, while wk). Nice $4,500. Last week, $5,500.
“Bullet Is Waiting” is not getting
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 65-85)—
far at the Midtown. “Hell Raiders “Betrayed” (M-G).
Fair $10,000.
of Beep” looms fine at Stanton. Last week, “The Egyptian” (20th)
“Magnificent Obsession” still is (3d wk), $7,500 at 85-$l.
big in fourth Randolph round
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) .(2,890; 65while “Rear Window” is rated 85) "On Waterfront” ICol). Stout
hefty in fifth stanza at Arcadia.
$14,000 for Brando hit. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
“Francis Joins the Wacs” (U)>
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80-$l,35)— $7,500.
1

.

—

(m.o;), $6,000.

Boston, Sept. 28.
“Sabrina” at the Astor is standout among the newcomers this
frame, “Gambler From Natchez”
at the Met is very slow and
“Shanghai Story” at the Paramount
and Fenway is just okay. “On the
Waterfront” in second week at the
State and Orpheum is holding up
strongly, “The Egyptian” in fourth
stanza at the. Memorial also oke.
.

“Crossed Swords” looms good

at

Pilgrim,

“Rear Window” (Par) (5th wk).
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)—
Hefty $11,000. Last week, $13,000. "Dragnet (WB) (4th wk).
Fancy
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)— $4,500. Last week, $6,000.
“Cinerama”
(Indie)
(51st
wk).
65-85)—
State
(Par)
(2,300;
Stout $12,000.. Last week,- $12,500. "Rear Window” (par). Another one
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.80)— that’s making the boxoffice grade.
“Egyptian” (20th) (5th wk). Good Gigantic $13,000, Last week, “King
$17,000. Last week, $25,000.
Richard Crusaders” (WB), $8,500
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65- at $1 top.
$1.35)—“Duel in Jungle” (WB),
World (Mann) (400; 85-$l;25)—
Good $14,000. Last week* “Drag- “Sabrina” (Par). Demohstrating
net” (WB) (3d wk), $12,000.
just how much a topnotcher can
Mastbaum (SM) (4,360; 75-$1.30) pull into this sure-seater. Smash
—“Black Shield Falworth’? (U) (2d $8,000. Last week, “Malta Story”
wk). Okay $21,000 for 9 days. Last (UA), $2,800 in 5 days.
week, $18,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74$i;30)—“Bullet is Waiting” (Col).
‘Egyptian’ Mighty 28G,
Fair $7,000. Last week, “Crossed
Swords” (UA), $9,500.
Toronto; ’Harvest’ 10G,
Randolph (Goldmon) (2,500; 74“Magnificent Obsessiori”
$1.49)

•

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 70-$1.10)—
“Sabrina” (Par), Heading for a (U) (4th wk). Still big at $12,000.
’Sabrina’ Big 11G, 4th
wow $25,000 or near. Last week, Last week, $15,000.
Toronto, Sept. 28.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$ 1.30)—
(Continued on page 16)
Great
“Waterfront” (Col) (8th wk).
With “The Egyptian” and reissue
$12,000. Last week, $13,000.
of “Random Harvest” only newStanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)— comers at the- major deluxers,
“Hell Raiders of Deep.” (IFE) and forlrier is tops by overwhelming
“Bounty Hunter” (WB) plus fight margin. “Random Harvest” is okay
Det.;
pix.
Fine $11,000.
Last week, for an oldie. Holdovers aire hefty,
“Raid” (20th) arid “Jungle Gents” notably “Magnificent Osession” in
frarrie
as well as “Seven
(AA) with fight pix* $12,000.
fifth
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50) Brides” and “Sabrina” in fourth.
—“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (2d wk);
Estimates for This Week*
Trim $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarhor,
Detroit, Sept. 28.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)—
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
Biz is generally bright at down“Betrayed” (M-G) (4th wk). Strong 40-70)— “Drums Across River” (U)
towners this week, and at the Fox
$10,000. Last week; $12,000.
arid “Terror Ship” (Card). Good
and Michigan, it is boorning. At
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99- $14,000. Last week, “Bigamist”
the latter, 'th® Esther Williams $1.50)—
“Quartet” (UA) and “Liriier
(Col) and “Outlaw Stallion” (Col),
stageshow is helping “Francis
light” (UA) (reissues).' Moderate
Joins
AC’s” to a big figure. Sec- $3,200. Last week, “Malta Story" $9,500.
Hyland (Rank) (1,354; 60-80)
ond week of “The Egyptian” looks
(UA) (2d wk), $2*700.
“Doctor in House” (Rank) (4th wk).
big at the Fox. “Black Shield of
Still near-capacity at $9,000. Last
Falworth” shapes very rich at the
week, same.
Palms, “Seven Brides” rolls mer’Brides’ Lively $13,000,
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-^1)
rily along in the second week at
"Egyptian” ,(20th). Smash $28,000.
the United Artists. “Betrayed” ia
Seattle; ’Raid’ Fast
Last week, “Waterfrorit” (Col). (2d
rated, okay at the* United Artists.'
wk), $11,500.
Estimates for This Week
Seattle, Sept. 28.
Loew’s (Loews) (2,090; 65-80)
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1Coliseum looms good with “The
$1.25)— “The Egyptian” (20th) (2d Raid” for new fare, bolstered by “Seven Brides” (M-G) (4th wkt
$13,500“ Last week, $15,500.
wk).
Big $40,000.
Last week, the Marciano-Charles fight pix. Hefty
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 75-$l)
$60,000.
Ace newcomer is "Seven Brides”
Michigan (United-Detroit) (4,000; at Music Hail, “Gone With- Wind” “Magnificent Obsession” v (U) (5th
wk).
Hot $12,000. Last week*
$l-$1.25)-i

—

.

Warner Downtown, Vogue, Four

,

:

Star

Estimates for This .Week
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75$2.65)— "Cinerama” (Indie);: (24th
wk).
Hefty $20,000. Last week,

Standout in

Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.75)
—“Egyptian” (20th). (4th wk). Fat
$15,000.

factors.

$7,500.

.

(2,097; 1,363; 1,248; 965;

Orpheum, Wiltern, FWC Hollywood (Metropolitari-SW-FWC) (2,-

.

theatres.)

:

‘

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$lj—
Hell 36”
715;
(Col).
Strong
-Wateffront”
(Indie) and “Unholy Four” (Lip). "At
or near. Last week, “Broken
$18,000
Medium $21,000. Last week/ “Bullet
Lance” (20th), $16,000, affected by
Is Waiting" (Col), $13,600.
postponement of MarcianoState, Egyptian (UATC) (2,404; double
Charles fight tvirig.
$l-$ 1 ,50)—“Seven Brides”
1,536;
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.)
(M-G) (2d wk). Good $27,000., Last
“Cinerama”
$1.20-$2.65)
(1,376;*
week, $36,600.
Los Angeles, Ritz, Loyola, New (Indie) (15th wk). Rebounding to

600.
Hilistreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,752; 2,812; 60-$l,10)— "Human Desire” (Col) arid “Black Dakotas”
..(Col) (2d wk). Light $11,000. Last
week, $14,800.

Total Gross/ Sam# Week
Last Year ....
$2,838,800
( Btised on 22 cities and 199

Hipp (Telem’t) (3*700; $1-$1.25)
-^-“Egyptian” (20th) (4th wk). Nice
$15,000 after $19,000 last week;
Lower Mall (.Community) ' (585;
60-90)—“Violated” (Indie). Good
Last week, "Le Rondie”
$5,000.
(Indie) '(3d wk), $1,900.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 60-90)—

(3,200; 814; 1,-

$1-$1.50)—“Broken

theatres, chiefly first runs,- including N. Y.

Week

75-$l)—
“King Richard and Crusaders”
(WB). Disappointing $12,500. Last
week, "Dragnet” (WB) (3d wk),
Allen

A

“Betrayed,” “Rear Window,” “Sabrina” and “On Waterfront,” is delivering in a big way.
“Window” is especially sock at the
State. Regular admission prices for
rill four maybe helps.
It’s the 24th
week fori still high-flying “Cinerama,” the fourth for “Dragnet”
and the third for “Duel in Sun”
arid "Apache.”
Weekend crowds
for .the Minnesota-Nebraska ‘footbail game* which drew 58,000, and
improved weather were favorable
entries,

r

sluggish at the Allen.
Estimates for This

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ...
$2,703,000
( Based on 24 cities and 213

big.

—‘‘Private
70-$1.25)

Fox (FWC)

Key

storriis in Friday- after first two
days in N. Y. Right now “Brigadoori” at State is only (entrant to

Los Angeles, Sept.

,

Brando

Cleveland, Sept. 28.

'Private HelT

all

t-iun

IWpIs.;

In

FAT 21G,
10G
’SHIELD’
100;

(SW-FWC-UATC) (17757; 885; ’OBSESSION’
70-$ 1 1 0)— “Dragnet”
(WB)

900;.
(4th , wk).

.

Moderate. $9,500. Last
week, $13,000.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 70-$1.10)—
‘Betrayed” (M-G) (4th wk).. So-so
$2,000. Last week, $2,900.
United Artists (UATC) (2,100;

70-$l. 10)— “Garden of Eden” (indie) (4th wk).£Qkay $4,000. Last
week, $5,000.
f
Fin? Arts (FWC) (632; 80-$l,50)
^“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (6th
wk). Mild $3,500. Last week, $4,200.

Warner Hollywood (SW)
$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama”

—

(74th

(1,364;
.(Iridie)

wk). Into current stanza
26 after good $25,000 last

Sept.

week.

ST.

St.

Louis, Sept. 28.
is the

Obsession”

“Magnificent
standout, here

with a*|
sturdy session at the huge Fqx.
Showing is being made despite
spotty biz at most of other brain“Betrayed” looms
stem houses.
nice at Loew’s in second stanza.
“Black Shield of Fal worth” looms
fairly good at the midtown St.
Louis Theatre. “Dancing Years” is
firm at two small houses.
Estimates for This Week
currently,

Ambassador

W

—

—

9G

—

.

-“Franeis

Pitt;

Sock $17,000,

’Waterfront 'Same,

’Window’ Bright 11G, 2d
Pittsburgh,- Sept. 28.
The blockbusters this week are
“Tile Egyptian” at Fulton and “On
Waterfront” at Harris. The two
houses, virtually next door to each
other, are running about neck-and.

neck for leadership. Although Fulhigher than
Hariris, latter has the advantage in
having shorter picture. “Betrayed”
at Pehn looks siirn and being hurt
by stiff competition. Holdovers of
“Rear Window” at Stanley and
“High and Dry” at Squirrel Hill
are both okay, with “Dry” likely
to hold again.
Estimates for This W’eek
Fulton. (Shea) (1,700; 65-$1.25)—
“Egyptian” (20th); Steaming along
to sock $17,000 despite getting only
five showings daily. Last week,
scaled

ton’s

a

little

"

.

“Broken Lance”

(20th)

(4th

days), $4,500.
Harris (Harris)

—“On

wk-5

(2,200; 65-$l 10)
Waterfront” (Col). Sock re-

(Cdntinued on page. 16)

WAC’s”

Joins

(Indie) (1,400; $1.20- (U) plus Esther
Williams onstage,:
(Indie).. (35th
Sock $34,000. Last week, “Magafter $16,000 last nificent Obsession” (U) (4th wk),
wk).
week.
$13,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—“MagPalms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)
nificient Obsession" (U) and “Al- “Black Shield Falworth” (U) arid
ways a- Bride” (U). Solid $21,000. “Two Guns, and Badge” (Lip).
Last 'week, “Raid” (20th) and Good $18,000. Last week, “Dragnet” (WB) and “Thunder Pass”
“Pushover” (Col), $13, OOO:
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75)— (Lip) (4th wk), $15,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 80-$l)
“Overland
and
"Betrayed” (M-G)
17” (Par) and “Roman
Pacific” (UA) (2d wk); Good $11,000 “Stalag
Holiday” (Par)
Fair.
(reissues).
after $18,000 initial stanza.
Last week, “Adventures
$8,000.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,800; 50-75) Robinson Crusoe”
(UA) and “Chal—“Seven Brides” (M-G) (2d wk). lenge Wild” (UA), $10,500.
Mild. $5,500 following. $8,500 first
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
;

$2.40)— “Cinerama”

'Egyptian’

—

.

•

.

Good $14,000

'

—
—

.

’

frame.

Pageant

80-$l.)—“Bounty
(St.

L.

82)—“Seven Deadly

Amus.)

(1,000;

Sins”

(Indie)

(3d wk). Neat $3,000 after $5,000
last

week.

Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
82)— “Dancing
(Indie).
Years”
Good $3,000. Last week, “Times Go

Hunter”

(WB)

and. “Roogie’s Bump” (Rep). Slim
$10,000.
Last wefek, “Duel in
Sun” (Indie) (reissue) and “Tabor
the Great” (Rep), $14,000.
United Artists (UA). (1,938; $1$1.25)— “Seven Brides” (M-G) (2d
wk).
Swell $17,000.
Last week,

$ 22 000
By” (Indie), $2,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80-$ 1)
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
Oke $10,000.
50-75)—“Black Shield of Fal worth” “Betrayed” (M-G).
week, “Her 12 Men” (M-G)
Good $10,000. Last week, “The Last
arid “Donning Drives North” (M-G)
Egyptian”
,

(20th) (3d wk), $9,500.

Shady Oak
82)— “Dancing

.

(2d Wk), $7,200.

Still

is

'sturdy in

third'

Orpheum

stanza

—

$14,000.

50-85)
Shea’s (FP)
(2,386;
Estimates For This Week
“Sabrina” (Par) (4th wk). Big $11,Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90- 000. Last week,
$14,000.
“Magnificent Obsession”
$1.25)
University (FP) (1*558; 50r80)—
(U) arid “Paris Express” (Iridie) '’Susan Slept Here” (RKO) (3d wk).
(5th wk). Nice $3,500. Last week,
Lusty $7,000. Last week, $8,000.
$4,200.
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 65-80)
Coliseum. (Evergreen) (1,829; 65- “Random Harvest”. (M*G) (reissue)
90)- — "Raid” (20th) and “Gambler
Okay $10,000 for an oldie. Last
From Natchez” (20th) plus fight week,. “Naked Alibi” (U), $7,500.
pix..
Last week,
Good $9,000.
‘‘Dragnet” (WB) arid “Pride Blue <
Obsession,
30G,
Grass” (AA). (3d wk), $8,200.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
Moht’l; ‘Mighty’
$1-$1.50)—“Egyptian” (20th) (4th
Montreal, Sept. 28.
Trim $8,000.
Last week,
wk).
and
“Magnificent
Obsession”
$11,300.
Music Box (Hariirick) (850; 90- “High and Mighty” both are smash
$1.25)—“Susan Slept Here” (RKO). here this session, and far outstripFine $4,000,
after ping all other pix. “Obsession” is
(7th
wk).
comparatively standout, with great
$4,800 last week.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90- take at the Capitol. “Mighty” is
$1.25)— “Seven
Brides”
(M-G). getting the same amount of coin
“Student
Solid $13,000. Last week, “Valley at the bigger Loew’s.
looms .fine in second
of Kings” (M-G) and “Roogie’s .Prince’’
Palace round. “Duel in Jungle” is
Bump” (Rep), $6,700,
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; rated only so-so at the Princess.
Estimates for This Week
$1-$1.25)— “Ring of Fear” (WB).
Palace (C. T.) (2.625; 60-$l)-^
Sad $5,000.
Last week, “Knock
On Wood” (Par) and “Paid to Kill” “Student Prince’* (M-G) (2d wk).
Fine $18,000 following $29,000 in
(Indie) (3d wk), $7,200.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2.700; 90- first..
*

.

—

1

Wow

Same

’

;

.

*

L. Artius.) (800;
Music Hall (Cinerama ProducYears”
Capitol (C. T.) (2,412; 45-75)—
(Indie). tions) 11,194; $1.4042.65)— "Cine- $1.25)—“Gone With Wind” (M-G)
Stout $4,000. Last week, “Times rama” (Indie) (80th wk). Fine $18,- (reissue) (3d wk). Nice $7,500 af- "Magnificent Obsession” tUh Great
Go By” (Indie), $3,500.
(Continued on page 16)
500.
Last week, $18,750.
ter $13,500 last week..
(St.

..

—

—

—

;

.

PICTURE GROSSES
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•

9

FAT 13G,
OMAHA; ‘SHIELD’ 5G, 2D

‘OBSESSION’

Omaha, Sept.

Chicago, Sept, 28.
A quljitet of new entries is hoisting Loop houses to the tall money
brackets this session after a couple
of mildish weeks. All look likely
to hold. Biggest hf the fresh bills
is “Sabrina," with McGuire Sisters

stageshow, at Chicago
is packing them in

Theatre, which
for.

a terrific $77,000.

Egyptian”

for a
“The
mighty $60,000 at the State-Lake.
Reissue of "Duel in Sun” looks
bright strong $20,000 at Roosevelt.
Grand views a sock $17,000 for
“Pushover” and “Bullet Is Waiting,” while, the Monroe is good at
$10;000 with “Malta Story.” Surf’s
reissue combo of “Lavendar Hill
Mob” and “Tight Little Island” is a

heads

—-

-

.

.

-

•

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities/; are net; h e.»
’

without usual tax. Distributors share -on net take, when
playing, percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in.

.

come.

The parenthetic admission
prices,

“Brigadodn” is fairly good in second frame at McVickers. “Gone
With Wind” is blowing briskly in.
the fourth at United Artists. Fair
return looms for “Broken Lance”
in fifth week at Oriental, as does
sixth of ‘'Vanishing Prairie” at

Loop.

“Susan Slept Here” is sprightly
in seventh and final round at the
Woods. “Cinerama” continues to
ride' high in 61st week at Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
“Sabrina” (Par) with McGuire
Sisters topping vaude. Looks smash
Last week, “Rear Win$77,000.
dow” (Par) with 'Howard Miller
deejay package (3d wk), $50,000.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$lv25)
—‘“Pushover” (Col) and “Bullet Is

however, as indicated,

include the U, S.

amusement

—

Loud $17,000.
Waiting” (Col).
Last week, “Black Shield Falworth”
(U) (7th wk), $8,000.
Loop

(Teiem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (6th
wk'-. Lush $7,000 after last Week’s

McVickers (JL&S) <2,200; 65$1 .25)—-“Brigadoon” (M-G) (2d wk).
Good $25,000, Last week, new
house record at $45,000.
:

(Indie)

(1,000;

65-87)—

“Malta Story” (UA). Fat $10,000.
Last week, “Her 12 Men” (M-G)

in L’viUe
Louisville, Sept. 28.
“Susan Slept Here” at the Rialto,
scaled at regular prices, is building
to a bumper total. Other houses
are just doing so-so, Mary Ander-

“Duel In Jungle” and
“Dawn At Socorrd” at the Kentucky shape good: Kentuck Theatre recently signed up to play a
good segment of top Paramount
product. Par pix heretofore have
been playing at houses operated by
Fourth Avenue Amus. Co.
with

,

Estimates

for.

This

Week

(Switow)
—Kentucky
•Dawn At Socorro” (U)

(1,000; 50*75)
arid “Se-

Risk” (AA). Good $6,000.
Last week, “Francis Joins WaCs”

curity

(U) and “Bowery Boys Meet MonsteVs” (AA) (2d Wk), $6,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1 ,000
.

50-75)— ‘Duel

In Jungle” (WB).
Good $6,000. Last week, “Dragnet”
$4,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-75)—“Susan Slept Here” (RKO).
Hotsy $18,000. Last week, “Gambler From Katchez” (20th) and
“Killer Leopard” (AA), $12,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-75)—
“Mari With Million” (UA) arid
“Lone Gun” (UA). Fairish $9,000.
Last week, “Betrayed” (M-G) and

$20,000, Brando 16G,

Strong $20,000. Last week, “Dawn
at Socorro” (U) and “Bounty Hun-

(WB)

— “The

Wow

‘Duel’

(2d wk), $12,000.

(B&K)

State-Lake
$1.50)

.

Okay SG, ‘Raid’ 6G

(2,700;> 98(56th),

Washington, Sept. 28.
There’s a general slump along
town’s mainsteiri, with some houses
very hard hit, Reason seems to
be a combo of ideal outdoor
weather and a lack Of much strong
“Betrayed”
However,
product.
opened solid at the Palace, and
will do well on- the week; Columbia’s “Raid” is lukewarm. Biggest
was taken by “The
nosedive
(M-G) Egyptian” at Loew’s Capitol, which

Egyptian”

$60,000. Last Week, ‘‘Caine
Mutiny” (Col) (12th Wk), $1K000.
Surf— (H&E) Balaban) (685; 95)
“Lavendar Hill Mob” (Indie) and
“Tight Little Island” (Indie) (rey
issues). Looks good $3,500. Last
week, “Hobson's Choice” (Indie)
(sub-run), $3,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98-

—

Estimates for This. Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 50-75)
“Bounty Hunter” (WB) and* “Nor-

$1.25)—“Gone With Wind”
(reissue) (4th wk).
Fast $28,000. dropped about 40% after its initial
Last week, $30,000.
solid stanza. “Rear Window” conWoods (Essaness) (1,198; 98- tinues solid in fourth week at Lo$1.25)— “Susan Slept Here” (RKO) pert’s Playhouse as does “On the
(7th wk). Plump $15,000 after $19,- Waterfront” in first holdover ses000 last week. “On Waterfront” sion at Trans-Lux.
(Col) opens today (Tues.).
Estimates for This Week
World (Indie) (697; 98)—“La
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 75-$1.10)
Ronde” (Indie*) (8th wk). Stout $3,- —“The Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk).
200. Last week, $4,000.
Dipped sharply to big $23,000 after
$37,000 last week; Stays..
(fiiMDl riP lien A AAA
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80)
“Racing
and
(20th)
-“Raid”
Blood” (20th): Okay $6,000. Last
PROV,; ‘JUNGLE’
8G week, “Gambler from Natchez”

—

OK

(20th) (2d wk), $4,500!
.Providence, Sept. 28:
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)—
Closed since Hurricane Carol
about a month ago. Strand opened “Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (5th
wk).
sturdy $5,000 after $5,800 last
Monday with completely new orchestra and “Rear Window” on week. Stays on.
Keith’s
(RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)
screen.
Loew’s State is still gay
with
“Seven Brides” in. third —“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (12th wk).
round. Majestic, is nice with “Gam- Segues into fourth month with
bler From Natchez.”
Albee droopy $7,000 after $9,000 last
looks
steady
with
“Duel
In week. Holds.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 60-80)
Jungle,”
—“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue).
Estimates for This Week
.Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-70)— Fine $8,000 for oldie. Last week,
‘Duel In Jungle” (WB) and “Dono- “Dragnet” (WB) (3d wk), $7,0001
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 65-95)
van’s Brain” (UA). Healthy $8,000.
Last week, “Dragnet”'"' (WB) (2d “Betrayed” (M-G). Tops town with
brisk $20,000, and stays.
Last
'vk-9 days), $10,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-70)— week, “Broken Lance” (20th) (3d
Gambler From Natchez” (20th) wk), $8,500 in :6 days.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$ 1)
and “Rocket Man” (20th).
Nice
$9,000. Last week, “The Egyptian” —“Rear Window” (Par) (4th wk).
Big $8,000 after $9,500 last week.
(20th) (3rd Wk), $9,000.
.State (Loew’s) (3,200; 50^70)— Continues,
•'Seven Brides” (M-G)
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.60)
(3d wk).
Very nice $12,000. Second week
“Cinerama” (Indie) (47th wk).
was $15,000.
Bright $17,000 after $18,000 last
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 70-90) week. Holds.
r-“Rear Window” (Par). Opened
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)—
Monday (27). Dark since Hurricane “On Waterfront” (Col) (2d wk).
Carol which had high tide flooding Fast $16,000 after near record $20,orchestra and. basement.
000 last week. Stays.
.

RKO

•

—

;

$2,000 after $3,800 in
third .full week.

.6 days), iriild

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—

—

“Shanghai Story” (Rep) and vaude.

Week ending tomorrow
vaude; $25,000.

Paramount

(Indie).

$5,000.

week,

Last

guests...

Standout newcomer, of course,

new house

Rivoli
(U AT) (2,092; 85-$2)—
“Rear Window” (Par) (8th wk).;
Present stanza ending today (Wed,)

:

.

—

worth”

(U)

and

,

(Buhawk)
—Century
“Thb Egyptian”

(3,000; 70-$U
(20th) (3d wk).

.

;

holding in great style with $32,000 or close after $39,000 in seventh week. Stays on.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke95-$2.75)— “Brigafellers)
(6,200;
doon” (M-G) and Stageshow (2d
wk): Holding with socko $153,000
in current session ending today
is

.

.

(Wed.); First week - was $167,000.
Holds two more, and maybe a fifth
“White Christmas” (Par)
week.
With stageshow is due in next,
likely the middle of October.
Roxy (Natl Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)

—“Women’s World”

Opened

(20th).

yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, “The
Egyptian” (20th) (5th wk-6 days),
oke $40,000 after $60,000 in fourth
full week, for best run here
many months.
;

78-$1.75)
State (Loew’s)
—“Betrayed”
(M-G) (4th wk). Third
(3,450;

stanza ended last night (Tues.) hit
solid
$21,000 after $32*000 for
second, considerably over hopes.
“Black Shield of Falworth” (U) is
due in Oct. &
.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“High and Dry" (U) (5th wk).
Fourth frame ended Monday (27)
was great $10^500. for third Week.
Continues on.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453; $1$1.50)—“Little Kidnappers’’ (UA)
(5th wk). Fourth session ended last

night (Tues.) held with solid $7,500
after -$10,000 for third.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1.50)—“Lili” (M-G) (82d wk).
The 81st Week ended Monday .(27)
was great $5,700 riot fat from the
ripped $6,800 of 80th round.
Victoria (City Iriv.) (1,060; 50$1.75)— “Dragnet" (WB) (6th wk).
wk). Ninth stanza ended last night Still nice with $15,000. in prospect
held With great $38,000 for current session ending tomor(Tries.)
after $44,000 for eighth week. row (Thurs.) after $18,000 for fifth
Stays on indef*
week. Holds until “Star Is Born”
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55) (WB) opens day-date with Para“Odd Man Out” (Indie) (reissue) mount on Oct.: 11.
(2d Wk). First week ended Sunday
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
(26) hit fair $2,500. “Hamlet”- (U) $1.20-$3.30)
(Indie)
“Cinerairia”
(reissue) opens Friday (1).
(69th wk). The 68th rorind ended
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20) Saturday (25) held with sock $36,“Barefoot Contessa” (UA). Opens 400 after $39,000 for 67th week.
today (Wed.) with benefit preem Continues.'

—

Cowboy”

“The

(Lip), $9,000.

-

.

.

^

‘(2d

$4,800..

;

.

70-

(M-G)

toria bn Oct. 11.
Paris; (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)—“Bread, Love and Dreams”
First round end(Indie) (2d wk).
ed Sunday (26) hit huge $17,700,
and looks- in for run. In ahead,
“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (14th wk),

is

“Sabrina,” which is soaring to a
record of $68,000 or
Nice $13,000 or near. Last week; close at the Criterion. This tops
“Egyptian" (20th) (2d wk); $9,000 the old high of “Hans Christian
at 75-$l scale.
Andersen” by a considerable marState (Goldberg) (875/ 65-90)— gin. Rave reviews for the most
“Seven -Brides” (M-G) (3d wk-9 pari, excellent word-of-mouth and
days). Smooth $4,000 after $5,000 the upped scale all are contributr
la°st
week.
"Betrayed”
(M-G) ing to the showing, unusual for this
season of the year. Crit is getting
opened today (TuesJ.
$2 top ($2.30 for loges) on the
weekends and cashing in on lifted
prices all along the line:
“Sharighai Story” with vaude
looks to hit sock. $27,000 at the
Palace. “Bread, Love and Dreams,”
the other newcomer/ soared to a
terrific $17,700 opening week at
the
Paris.
Second session of
“Brigadoon” with stageshow looks
to hold with smash $153,000 at the
Buffalo, Sept. 28.
Big news here this stanza is the Music Hall, and continues on. First
smash total being racked up by holdover round of “Rogue Cop”
at the Paramount shapes to get a
“Sabrina” at the Paramount. Coiri
looms big enough to win holdover good $38,000.
but riot set yet. Elsewhere the tak“Betrayed” continued solid with
ings are mild with too many hold- $27,0d0 in third frame ended last
qvers hurting. “Valley of Kings” night (Tues.) at the State. “Caine
shapes okay at the Buffalo.. “Duel Mutiny” wound up its long run
ip Sun” looks good in second at the Capitol last night (Tues.)
round at the Center.
with fair $13,000 for 14th. (6 days)
week. “Barefoot Conte ssa” opens
Estimates for This Week
with benefit preem today (Wed.).
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-80)—.
Ace longrun, “On Waterfront,”
“Valley of Kings”
(M-G) and held at smash $38,000 in ninth
“Overland Pacific” (Indie). Okay Week ended yesterday (Tues.) at
$12,000.
Last week, “Man with the Astor. It stays bn .indefinitely.
Million”’’' (UA)
and “Challenge “Rear Window” also neld in great
Wild” (UA), $10,800.
fashion with $32,000 looked for in
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)— eighth session at the Rivoli.
(Par)
and “Roggie’s
“Sabrina”
The Roxy brought in “Woman’s
Bump” (Rep). Heading for smash World” yesterday (Tries.) after a
or
close.
Last
week, great tun with “The Egyptian.”
$22,000
“Bounty:
Hunter”
(WB)
and Although down to. $40, 000 In final
“Crossed Swords” (UA), $12,200.
six days of fifth stanza, “Egyptian”
registered a mighty $394,000: in
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)
“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue) (2d five weeks (riiinus a day). Paraopens “Naked Alibi” next
mount
wk). Good $8, 000. Last week, $11,Friday (1), with “Star Is Born” set
000
to follow* day-date with the VicLafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)
on Oct.‘ 11.
“Human Desire” (Col) and “Law toria,.Estimates
for This Week
Vs; Billy Kid” (Col). Fine. $10,500.
Astor (City* Iriv,) (1,300; 50-$l,75)
Last week, “Black! Shield Fal“On Waterfront” (Col) (10th

(3,664;

Cop”

This stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to land, a nice
$38,000 after $50,000 operiirig Week.
“Nak^d Alibi” (U) opens Friday
(1).
“Star Is Born” (WB) is scheduled, to open day-date with Vicwk).

.70-

(U).

(UPT)

$1.75)—“Rogue

•

Fairish

(Thurs.)

heading for big $27,000 or near.
Last week, “White Fire" (Lip) and

cool, damp weather most of last
Slow $3,- week was a plus factor. N, Y, is
500. Last week, “3 Hours to Kill”
so swamped with out-of-towners
(Col) rind “Hollywood "Thrillmakto see the first game between the
ers” (Col), $4,000.
Giants and Gleveland-Indians today
Omaha .(Tristates) (2,000; 55-80) .(Weep that even Brooklyn and
—“Black Shield Falworth” (U) (2d Bronx hotels are loaded with

man Conquest”

(Tristates) (2,890;
90) —“Magnificent Obsession”

Wask

ter”

,

respectively..

Orpheum

(3d wk), $5,000,
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
(20th) (5th wk).
(Col), $10,500.
Last Week, $21,000. “Paris Model.”
Fair $15,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
—“Cinerama” ' (Indie) (61st wk).'
Wilts; ‘Betrayed’
Tall $31,000 after $34,000 last week.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
In
Sun”
(SRO)
(reissue).
“Duel
Big

—“Broken Lance”

Broadway is loaded with holdovers this stanza but the pix are
showing strength and World
Series visitors are helping to give
deluxer trade a healthy tone in
the current session, Although Indian summer type weather since
Sunday (26) hurt the boxoffice* the
still

$7,500.

(WB) (2d wk),

$7,500.

Sar-Ben Rodeo Friday (24), one?day
of Ringling Bros. Circus
Sunday (26) and y eekend night
grid games took a heavy toll at
most spats! “Black Shield of Falworth” and “Seven Brides” are in
last stands at the Omaha and State,

wk).

tax.

son

r

•

stand

— ——

tidy $3,500.

Monroe

9

a lively sessidh at Tristates’ flagship, the. Orpheum. Start of Ak-

9

beading

i

28.

“Magnificent Obsession”- is pacing new film entries currently with

9

i

.

;

Off to fair $9,000 or near.

Last

week, $15,000.

—

—

‘Sabrina’ Sockeroo 20G,

—

for
ing

Denver, Sept. 28.
“Sabrina” is the smash standout
here this session with a pile of
coiri being racked up at the Deri-,
ham. It is far ahead of its nearest'
competitor for top coin, and stays
on. “The Egyptian” is getting a

week

at the Denver after
good takings in second. “Betrayed”
is not too strong at Orpheum, but
is
holding. ‘'Sitting Bull” came
through with a fine session at the

third

Paramount but moved on. “High
and Dry” gets a third frame at the
Vogue after a good second week.
1

Estimates for This Week
Centre" (Fox) (1,247; 60-$i)—
“Broken Lance” (20th) (5th wk).
Okay $7,000. Last week; $9,000^
Denharii (Cockfill) (1,750; -50-85)
"Sabrina” (Par); Smash $20,000.
Holding. Last week, “Rear Win-

—

dow” (Par) (4th
Denver (Fox)

wk), $9,000.

(2,525; 75-$1.25)—
“Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk). Good
Stays on. Last week,

$14,000.
$25,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

50-85)—

(2,600;

“Betrayed” (M-G) and “Thunder
Pass” (Lip). So-so $10,000 or near.
Stays. Last week, “Seven Brides”
(M-G) (3d wk), $7,500..
*

Paramount (Wolfberg)

(2,200; 50-

85)—“Duel in Jungle” (WB) and
“Diamond Wizard” (UA). Opened

CARE,

with regular run start(Thurs.). In ahead,

tomorrow

“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (14th wk-6 ‘Susan’
days), fair $13,000 after $18,000
for 13th weeTc of seven days.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.30)
“Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk). Soaring to terrific $68,000 or near, new
record for house, in first Week
ended last night (Tues.). Old Crit
high
was
made by
$61,850,
“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
Thanksgiving week of 1952!. “Sabrina” hung uo all-time day mark
on Saturday. In ahead, “Living It
Up” (Par) (9th wk-4 days), $8,000
after highly successful run.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
•—“Vanishing -Prairie’’
(Disney)
(7th wk).
Sixth round ended S ,,r>day (26) was lively $9,600
$12,300 for fifth. Continues
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-.
“Jesse James’ Women” (U\' ).
Opened yesterday (Tues.) after
preview on Monday! (27). In ahead.
“Khvber Patrol” (UA), hit fair
$11,500 in 10 days.
Guild (Guild) ,(450; $1-$1.80)—
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (7th
wk). Sixth week of this movpover
run ended Sunday (26> was stout
$7,500 after $10,000 for fifth week.
79Mayfair
(Brandt)
(1.736:
$1.80)— “Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue) (4th wk). This frame ending
today (Wed.) looks to get okay
$9,500 after $13,000 fdt third. Be-

—

;

’

—

Smooth $12,000,

Balto; ‘Shield’

Snappy

11G, ‘Brides’ 8|G, 4th
Sept. 28.

Baltiriiore,

grosses are indicated
here this wek but there are some
Fairish

strong

spots.

New

entries

topped by “Susan Slept
smooth at the Hipp. “Black
Of Falworth” is pleasing
“Human Desire”
Century.

are

Here.”
Shield
at the
had a

mild: week at the Mayfair. “Dragnet” looms okay in fourth Stanley
round.
Estimates! for This Week
.

.

Century (LoewVUA) (3,000; 25r
65-90)—“Black
FalOf:
Shield
worth” (U).‘ Nice $11,000 or hear.
Last week, “Apache” (UA) (2d wk11 days), same.
Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$l)
/ “Pickwick Papers” (Indie). Okay
Last week, “La. Ronde”
$3,500.

—

(Indie) (4th wk), $2,800.

Film
50-$

Centre

D—.“Final

$4,000,

Last

(Rappaport) (960;
Test" (U).. Fairish
week, “Vanishing

Prairie” (Disney) (5th wk), $3,000.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
35-80)—-“Susan Slept Here” (RKO).
Week,
Last
$12,000.
Pleasing
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (JtOth wk),
$4,500.

—

.

.

i

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 30Friday (24). Last week, “Sitting ing replaced by “Suddenly” (UA)
46-80)
“Crossed Swords” (UA).
Bull” (UA) and “Capt. Kidd, Slave on Oct. 7.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- Modest $6,500; Last week, “PrisGirl” (UA), fine $14,000.
War” (M-G)* $6,000.
$1.80)—
oner
Of
74-90)—
“Africa
Adventure”
(RKO).
“High
Vogue (Pike) (442;
Tn , Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)—
and Dry” (U) (2d wk). Good $2,000. Opened yesterday (Tries!).
(Continued
on page 16)
\vk(4th
(Col)
Lrist week, $2,800.
“Congaceiro”
ahead,
.
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BUT NOT FOR COPS
Reade’f Social Gall Upon Twin Cities Evokes
‘No-Motive* Statement From Harold Field

Minneapolis, Sept, 28.

Although

Robinson

DeMille

Picks
Minneapolis, Sept. 28.
just a “coincidence*' that the
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Allied
news of the coming to this
Before leaving for Egypt, Cecil
stronghold, of Walter Reade Jr., B. DeMille signed Edward G, Robpresident, broke at the time inson for the important, role of
of North Gentral Allied's picket- Dathan, enemy of Moses, in the
ing of the local Columbia exchange. Paramount production,. “The Ten
So says Harold Field, the circuit Commandments.”
owner who invited Reade tb MinPreviously signed for the film
It's

reluctant: “to call in
the cops,” Aii expression used by
leaders of Theatre Owners of
America in opposition to; further
Government intervention in film

•’

And, asserts Field* who

member, the

invitation

is

a

was were Yul Brynner, Charlton Hes-

ed during recent West, coast meeting, not for the purpose of establishing a. TOA unit here, “but because I thought this territory’s exhibitors would like to get acquain ted with Mr. Reade arid learn something about

how

it

TOA

and

its

Anne

ton,

TO A Yvonne

was extend-

wicke,.
Price;

Baxter,

Cornel Wilde,

.

'

tions of the decrees, in U. S. vs.
Paramount in this and in other
areas,”
Levy stressed that the
violations were mainly in the field
of cpnditiorilng the sale of orie picture upon another or others. He
told ekhibs to forward “their complaints in writing, giving the time,
place,, name of sales representa-

functions.”

Hits 70-30

On

join. in bringing Reade here, holding a luncheon for him and inviting exhibitors here to attend.

Neither Field nor Ruben is an
Allied member, but Field declares
he has “the greatest respect and
admiration” for Bennie Berger,
NCA president. As far as the
picketing of the Columbia exchange is concerned, “I don’t know
what it’s all about,” says Field.
On his part, Berger,' predicting
that any effort which might develop
from the luncheon to form a
unit “in competition with North
Central Allied” is doomed to failure,
declares
development
the
“doesn’t worry or disturb, him in
the slightest.”. He also takes a
potshot at TOA.
h
“It (TOA here) at best would be.
only a ‘paper organization with a
board of directors and few if any.

Boston, -Sept. 28.
released last week
by Independent Exhibitors and
Drive-In Theatre Association of
New England urges exhibs to bypass playing “The Caine Mutiny”
terming Columbia’s current deal
the “most appalling terms ever de-

more members, and

the exhibs dare not accede because if we gn for this the practice
will surely spread,”
Continuing that “it is obvious
that you cannot make money on
this company’s second feature and
more obvious that you will
it’s
make no profit on their big (?)

TOA

1

all,”

that’s

about

predicts Berger,

“The rank and
tory’s

file

of the terri-

independent exhibitors want

organization like ours
and are With us 100%, and can’t
be taken away... They appreciate,
our many accomplishments for
a

militant

them.
“As far as TOA. Is concerned, it
never has done anything of value
for independent exhibitors and our
theatreowners in this territory

know

that.”

Berger denies reports that he
has received some adverse criticism
from members because he and his
directors

employed two pickets

to

carry banners in front of the Columbia exchange here declaring
the company “unfair to independent exhibitors.” This was ifi protest against the claimed unreasonable terms for “The Caine Mutiny”

A

bulletin

manded,” Claiming that “Columbia
to rate the pic with a
all-time greats by; demanding a

has seen

few

70-30

fit

split,

with an indicated

profit to the exhib”

it

10%

^points out

“something n^w has been added,
namely a floor of 50% Of the gross
receipts so that it may very well
be that the exhib loses money
while Columbia gets .50% of -the
gross and the .10% profit vanishes.
This creates a precedent to which

it seems a three-fold shame
exhibs will continue to do
business with a company which
would preclude a chance of profit
on their current features.” Bulletin winds with the warning “Signing a Columbia contract, in our

hits
that

.

opinion,, means committing business suicide with your fountain
pen..”
v

Commenting

Norman Glassman,

the bulletin,
Independent’s

chairman of the board, predicted
the current booking terms and
practices of the majority of film

companies would play a prominent
and the company sales manager’s part on the agenda of National
alleged “arrogant” treatment of a Allied’S
convention next month.
National Allied committee seeking Glassman
also took a verbal poke

This picketing at the distribs attitude
stating “It
been halted pending the out- doesn’t make sense to
me that a
come of Columbia’s court action to company should spend so much
stop it.
money making a pic and then
“We’ve had nothing but praise throw roadblocks in the way
of
from our members for taking the the small exhib by
demanding such
picketing step that we cfid,” in- exhorbitant
terms. A pickle comBerger.
sists
“There hasn’t been, pany does everything possible to
a Single fault .found with the ac- market
its product but distribs aption.”
parently don't understand pr care
about essential economics when
they continually price their product put of range,”
film rental relief.

lias

.

.

hear of the many apparent viola-

So,‘ says Field, he and Eddie
Ruben, another circuit owner and
TOA member, who couldn’t be
reached for comment, decided to

.

Waldorf-Astoria
held. at
New York, next year. ^ Dates
are April 4-9,
»
First assembly was held in
Chicago in April this year;
Twelve of 360 films, screened
at 26 sessions, received Golden
Reel awards. Headquarters Of
Film Council of America,
which sponsors the event,
in Chicago.

DeCarlo, Sir Cedric Hard- existing decrees.
Debra Paget and Vincent
Tipoff of TOA’s policing came
last week at a regional meeting of
the United Theatre Owners of
Illinois
at Springfield at which
Levy declared: “I anr shocked to

aims and

'

Chicago, Sept. 28.

Second annual Film Assemat which Golden Reel
.awards are handed out to best
16m commercial and educational films, is slated to be
bly,

industry affairs, the exhib organization iS nevertheless determined
to press for strict enforcement of
present decrees. Herman M; Levy,
TOA general counsel, has urged
all regional units to forward to the
N. Y, GHQ all complaints relating
to alleged abuses arid violations of;

TO A

neapolis “long before there
any hint of the picketing.

Golden Reel Award#

.

,

EDMUND GRAINGER
FORMS INDIE COMPANY

Minnesota communities have the
legal right to ban drive-in theatres on the grounds an ozorier
would constitute a nuisance, but it
devolves upon a local city or vil-

lage council to make the determination, not the state, according to a
ruling by J, A. A. Burnquist, state
attorney gerieral.

Replying, to « query from C. W.
Kennedy, Wadena county attorney,
he opined that a Village in Wadena county, where it has been
proposed to build an ozoner, has
the power to regulate exhibitions
and shows held outdoors.
,

Accordingly, said the state attorney general, the village itself!
must decide if the Outdoor .theatre would affect the public health,
safety
general welfare differeritly. from a four-wall shbwhouse.
Inasmuch as he wasn’t furnished
with a copy of the proposed ordinance regulating or banning drivetheatres, Burnquist said lie
in
couldn’t decide if the proposal to
prohibit the. ozoner
reasonable
or not.

tive, and the demands made by
him, so that appropriate, action can
be taken.”

Otljer beefs registered at the
conclave paralleled those of the
rival Allied States Assn, which
feels that the only way relief can
be obtained is by further Govern-,
ment regulation of distrib trade

Elmer Rhoden, president, of Fox
Midwest Theatres, which is based
in Kansas City, has 'rio use for

Kerasotes Figures Film

“We don’t regard it as
the type of show business we want
drive-ins.
to

expand

The

.

in/’

By 100 Features Yearly

he commented.

Springfield,

circuit chief, in N, Y. last
said this applied to his area

The

COmplairits

-

week,

eluded:

1

.

Dmytryk

.

Weapon—

Book

-

.

‘Bengal Brigade* Advance
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Edmund Grainger is leaving bis
Booking Tied to
Ads
RKO post at the end of this year With a view to a riiaximum magato form his own Indie company, zine ad tieup. Universal has racked
Edmund Grainger Productions, up a record 1,446 advance bookings .on its “Bengal Brigade,” acInc., with a program of 10 features
cording to Charles J. Feldman,
over a period of five years. First U v;p.
and general sales manager.
wilLbe “Oh, Promised Land.” Deal
These theatres Will play the film
is under way with RKO for produc- in November.
They’re to be listed
in two-and-a-hnlf. page two-color
tion and distribution facilities^
ads in the Oct. 19 issue of Look
Producer has headed his own Magazine
and the Nov. i2 issue of
unit at RKO for four years during Collier’s.
which lie made such films as: “The
Similar
national
promotional
French Line,” “Flying Leather- campaign, with theatre listings in
necks,” “The Racket,’' “One Min- the same two national mags, was
earlier this year
ute to Zero,” “Blackboard the carried on by
for “Saskatchewan.”
Pre-dating,
Pirate,” “Split Second.” “Devil's U feels,
doubles the impact of its
Canyon” arid “Second Chance.”
national mag ads.

Mag

U

111.,

Sept. 24.

Theatres throughout the country
where the ozoners operate on only could easily absorb 100 more picShortage of prints.
As an ex- a six-month-a :year basis. He stated tures; “of good quality,” declared
Kerasotes,
veepee
of
ample, it was noted that §s many •he has “figures” on one company George
United Theatres of Illinois, a Th
as. 18 prints were available for the in business eight to nine years “arid
affiliate.
atre
Owners
of
America
St. Louis area a few years ago, and it has still to pay for one house.”
Speaking at a regional meeting at
this has now been reduced to four He acknowledged that the drive-in
the Lelajid Hotel here last week,
or five.
business might be more favorable
Kerasotes said that distribs had
or
in
the
south
west.
Delay in obtai ing pix.
Some
miscalculated
the market by reAdded Rhoden: “The drive-iris
theatres, it was said, had to wait a
ducing the supply of pictures,
year to get product at a price they don’t cut in on our business beThe
exhibitor leader
midwest
cause they are providing a service
could afford.
for people who wouldn’t come (to also called tjie film companies to
Necessity to pull pictures less
.neglecting:
for
showmanship
task
conventional houses) anyway.” He
than a week before playdate. after
placed in. this category persons arid “exercising all their efforts to
trailers were shown and advertissecure
Unreasonable
arid unequit-.
with baby-sitting or autoriiobileing was set, the distrib excuse beable film rentals.”
parking problems.
.
ing that “New York won’t approve
’•Higher
-rentals
result
from
Rhpden, who. doubles as chairthe deal,”
man of Theatre Owners of Amer- higher grosses,” Kerasotes said.
Abolition of sliding scale which,
“However,
securing
high
percenica’s drive-in committee, said the
it was claimed, works new hardclosed-in operations score over the tage terms does not necessarily reships on. small exhibitors.
outdoor houses on another count; sult in high film rentals. The dis-.
Edward G. Zorn, prexy of the In hot weather, he noted, air con- tributor has; erroneously reasoned
Illinois unit, admonished exhibs to
ditioning is a definite lure for the that he. has completed his perform-?
have, sufficient backbone to say
ante of Contract by selling the exregular theatres.
“no” to present “outrageous high
hibitors a valuable motion plctur
terms demanded by distributors.”
at high terms.
Paradoxically as
At the fifth in a series of “grass Peck Waits on
it may
seem; the distributor has
roots” meetings in Illinois at. WauHollywood, Sept. 28.
another important function to perkegan similar complaints were
With Edward Dmytryk set to di- form.
He must cooperate with
registered.
Hank Rhyan, Times rect the Clark Gable starrer, “Sol- .the exhibitor in selling his pictur
Theatre, Waukegan, was elected dier of Fortune,” for 20th-Fox, the to the public, not only on the naregional v.p. of the United The- start of the same studio’s Greogry tional level, but also on the local
atre Owners of Illinois.
Elected Peck starrpr, “The Left Hand of level.”
as directors to represent the Wau- God,”, is automatically postponed.
Kerosotes maintained that an exkegan district on the board of Dymtryk directs both pictures.
hib who pays 40% to 50% of hi
UTOI were Joe Sikes of Zprn and
Start of “Soldier” is slated for gross for film rental cannot be exW. R. Catlow of Barrington. V. Oct. 20. Originally set to roll Nov. pected to spend 100% of. the adQuarta was named secretary of the 20, “The Left Hand” will not get vertising cost. His margin of profit
under way until late in December. is too small to risk a large adlocal group.
vertising expenditure, he said.
“Many exhibitors,” Kerasotes
continued, "disappointed in the
term% they have paid for product,
are- reluctant to exploit properly
a high percentage picture.
No
exhibitor will complain, about high
Only Three rentals if his gross is high enough
Thinks Exhibs Possess Useful
to cover his expenses and retur
‘Caine Mutiny’ in Area
him an equitable profit.”
Subsequents
Kerasotes suggested that th
only, fair way to sell a percentage
Minneapolis, Sept *28;
perriiarient .injunction, says Kane. picture
on a sliding scale,
is
Federal Judge G. H. Nordbye has It’s determined, if possible, its "equitable to distributor and exright to do this kind of picketing hibitor, arid the scale would apply
u n d e r advisement Columbia’s of film exchanges, lie declares.
itr all percentage pictures and not
charge that North Central Allied
At the same time, even if vic- just the mediocre ones.”
The exhib leader said sh wrnancoinmited an illegal act in employ-? torious in the present battle, Aling pickets to march in front of the lied may not resume the Columbia ship had been sadly neglected by
"having accomplished both distribs and exhibs. Pointing
film .exchange accusing the com- picketing,
pany of being ‘.‘unfair to indepen- its purpose of calling exhibitors’ to the successful use of tv adverdent exhibitors,” Resting on his attention to’ this company’s .‘dere- tising by other American business
according
Bennie firrris, he called attention to the
to
finding will be the granting of a liction,’ ”
industry’s also-ran performance.
temporary restraining order sought B.erger, NCA president.
The picketing, was in protest He cited the total of $123,398,998
by Columbia against the picketing.
Allied agreed voluntarily to call against Columbia’s terms for “The spent for network video by leading
Out of the 11 corporations and noted that “not
off the pickets and refrain from Caine, Mutiny.”
any further picketing Until its own Minneapolis 28-day subsequent-run orie motion picture, company is
S. D,. Kane, executive counsel, arid houses, the earliest clearance slot listed among the first 100.”
Showing instances where- tv has
David Shearer, lawyer for Colum- after the downtowri .firstruns, only
bia, submit written briefs and the three bookfed “The Caine Mutiny” aided the grosses of certain picand ran it day and date last week. tures, Kerasotes said “we have the
court hands down decision.
However, Allied states it will This is an unusually small number. stars, the directors, and the writers
fight to the finish against Colum- Nevertheless, Columbia ran large to use the facilities of this new adwe have
bia’s efforts to obtain the tempo- co-op newspaper display ads \n vertising medium, yet
failed to do so.”
rary restraining order and then a support.

practices;

‘
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Look no further for your

THANKSGIVING ATTRACTION!

M-G-M

has

if I

THE LAST TIME
I

SAW PARIS'

M-G-M presents

( Technicolor)

nicolor

For your best holiday time M-G-M has a picture that
will pack your house. The Preview was electric with
interest and enjoyment. This. is a real love story, heartstabbing and compelling, based on F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
daring novel of a fleeting but passionate kiss in Paris*

V-E Day
".

.

.

a fleeting

passionate kiss

a

but

life

celebration that led to a

mad

courtship and

of romantic adventure. Tears, laughter, powerful

devotions intermingle in a screen masterpiece filmed

.

in magnificent Technicolor in real Parisian locations*

your

SAW

Color by Tech-

•

“THE LAST TIME I

•

PARIS”

starring Eliza-

beth Taylor • Van Johnson
Walter Pidgeon • Donna Reed
with Eva Gabor • Kurt Kasznar
Screen Play by Julius J. & Philip
G. Epstein and Rickard Brooks
Based on a Story by F. Scott
Fitzgerald • Directed by Richard

Produced by Jack
Brooks
Cummings
(AVAILABLE IN PERSPECTA

STEREOPHONIC OR
ONE-CHANNEL SOUND)

M-G-M

want this great musical for
CHRISTMAS - NEW YEARS!”

"I

'DEEP IN
(

Issue of Aug. 20th)

.r* hpwt
yil
WRWILKERSOW
T

:.;:

"The greatest array
of musical talent
in all

. .

picturedom."

Hollywood Reporter

describes the

'Deep In

preview of

My Heart7 ”

M-G-M presents

100%

Traubel

• with Doe Avedon
Tamara Toumanova * Paul Stewart
Isabel Elsom t William Olvis

enthusiastic!

Not one

No

wonder. M-G-M follows “Seven
Brides” arid "Brigadoou” with its best yeti The life
and songs of famed Sigmund Romberg told in '“The
Musical With A Heart.” 22 song hits from 1 1 Romberg
operettas with the most imposing cast of entertainers
ever. There’s a love story, there’s warmth, there’s
happiness, there’s humanity You cannot imagine van
dissenting voice.

!

entertainment so perfectly suited in every

way

James Mitchell

•

and Guest Stars

Walter Pidgeon

•

Paul

Henreid • Rosemary Clooney
Gene & Fred Kelly • Jane
• Ann
Cyd Chari sse

Powell • Vic Danone

Miller

•

Howard Keel Pony Martin
Screen Play by Leonard Spigelgass

From

the

Book by

Elliott

Arnold

Photographed in Eastman Color
Print by Technicolor • Directed by
Produced by
Stanley Donen
Roger Edens

for the

golden opportunity of the happy holidays, Christmas-

New Y ears

the

Sigmund

’*

1

cards were

Based on

Romberg • “DEEP IN MY
HEAR T starring Jose Ferrer
Merle Oberon * Helen

MY HEART'

The audience

•

Life and the Melodies pf

(AVAILABLE IN PERSPECTA

STEREOPHONIC OR
ONE-CHANNEL SOUND)

.

LONDON OFFICi

'VAIMKTV'S'

INTERNATIONAL

,

I St; Martin's Plic#, Ti'iftlgar Squ«r«

'Moon' 11 Months

Sept.. 28

London,

potential scope of commercial television in Britain has been
widened by the formation of a major syndicate headed by leading
executives from all branches of
show biz. They've banded together
in the formation of the Incorporated Television Program Go., and
made application to the Independent Television Authority to be a
program contractor on a national

The

Heiiman-Kiiig Co. Setting

Plans for Pic in Japan

<

basis.

Chairman of the new outfit is
Prince Littler, whose. many activiworld include

ties in the theatrical

similar positions with Stoll ThCar
ties Corp.; the Theatre Royal,
Drury .Lane; and the London
Coliseum. Val Parnell, managing
director of Moss Empires and the
.

:

.

Tokyo, Sept. 21.
Heilman. - King

Newly - formed

Productions, of Beverly Hills, is
the latest entrant into U. S.- Japan
co-production here with an an-

nouncement by producer Claude
Heilman that he plans a three-way
deal with H-K, a Japanese studio
arid one of the bigger U. S. pix
companies. Tripartite plan would
utilize U.S.
and Japanese technicians and actors, Japanese sets,
studios and financing with additional furids provided from the
frozen yen of a major U. S. studio,

possibly RKO or. Republic. Japanboss, is managese studio involved is not named
ing director to the new organiza- as yet.
is
theatre
legitimate
The
tion.
Screenplay has already been
represented by Steward Cruickshank, managing director of How- written, being titlefi, “Forever and
ard and Wyndham and ,a director Eyer.” It is laid iri the Kamakura
era of Japari’s history. It will be
of H. M. Tennent Ltd.
shot in color and* in widescreen.
The picture industry is repre- Director will be Charles L; King.
sented on the board by Phil and'
Syd Hyams, who are chairman and

London Paladium

.

managing director respectively
'

The board also includes Lew and
London, Sept. 28.
Leslie Grade, joint managing directors of the Lew and Leslie
“Beau Brummeli,” made by MetGrade, joint managing directors of ro at its Elstree Studios, has rethe Lew and Leslie Grade Agency; ceived the riod from the selectiori
J. A. L. Drummond, who is asso- panel as this year s royal command
Co., a film. This is. the second successive
ciated with S. G. Warburg
firm of merchant bankers; and Su- year in which a British-made film,
?

&

independent sponsored by an American com-

an

press: agent.

The company was

registered

week with

Somerset House
nominal capital of $28,000.
last

at.

a

The.
;

pany, lias received the royal accolade, last year’s choice being Walt
Disney’s production of “Rob Roy/’

The

selection panel, comprising

is being geared to reps from the various sections of
major lineup of tele- the industry, had been viewing enprogramming,
vision
both live and tries for more thari a week. From
filmed, as soon as the greenlight is the 13 films submitted, they had
next a short list of three which were
I.T.A.
the
from
received
viewed again last week before the
month.
the final choice was made. The runnerof
financial
resources
The
new organization are such that up pix were “Magnificent -Obsesthey can call on a minimum of ($5,- sion” (U) and “The Constant Hus600,000), with more at 'their dis- band” (British),
posal if the LT.A. should consider
Metro had a trio of entries, the
that figure inadequate.
others being “Brigadoon” and “7
Brides for 7 Brothers.” Other candidates for royai honors were the
French Pic Reps See U. S. new Herbert Wilcox musical, “Li-

new

organization

start

on. a

lacs in the Spring,” starring Errol

Production

Grace

to

As Saving

Own

Industry

Paris, Sept. 21.

Roger Weil-Lorac, head
Syndicat De Technicians in France,
declared that he was gratified at
growth of U. S. film producth
tion in Paris, and that he hopes
more companies and- indies will
of the

‘follow the lead of Metro for its
"Paris Story” and UA for its
"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes,” now:
shooting there. He said that French
studios have been running at a 30%
to 40% capacity the last few years,
and that most French pic reps feel
that hypped American production
there would be a saving grace and
factor for technicians and studio
.

owners and

He

labs.

realizes, that

sOme repercussions

there
to

may be

this Gallic

“open door” policy to U. S. producers in th^ States since unemployment also exists there, arid has
cropped up importantly of late.
But he feels that films needing
the
foreign
locale
are
logical
choices for this type of overseas
production.
So. far the governmental pic bQdy, the Centre Du
Cinema, has endorsed this “welcome mat” idea for American film
producers, and now the industry
reps are being worked on to go
along with the plari. There is
..plenty
of
internal
dissension
against this by those who feel that
it may harm local production, but
Lorac says there is room that
French time will' not be ciit in
upon.

Paris, Sept. 21...
Internal squabbling is going bn
film circles on the
French
Set for Italo
growth of U. S. pix production
here. Governmental bodies and
Tour, First Since ’49 the Syndicat Des Techicians aye
playdbtes at this intimate house.
primarily in favor of this Yank
London, Sept. 28.
Despite the higher holdover figure,
The Sadler’s Wells Ballet has film-making for it would, solve
“Moori” continues to pull solidly. been booked for an Italian tour, perennial unemployment problems
opening Oct. 13 at Milan’s Scala here. But the Commie-controlled
Unit stays in Milan CGT (Conferedation General De
Theatre.
through the 18th, then moves on Travail) is using this as a wedge
to Rome for six days, Oct. 21-26, to charge U. S. control of French
at the Roirie Opera House. Dates studios, and are taking up a hue
in Naples, Oct. 28-Nov. 2, and and cry that French producers
Governrrierit
Venice’s Feiriice Theatre Nov. 9-10, lack studio space.
wind up the" bri6f swing through sources, bn the other hand, say
that 30% to 40% Of the available
Italy.
Last and only previous appear- studio space lies idle every year,
ance of the Sadler’s Wells in Italy arid that increased U. S. producwas during the 1949 Musical May tion is a good thing.
Numerous factors in the arguTroupe is
Festival in Florence;
currently prepping for a two-week ment/ are the production of two
Berlin, Sept. 28,
pix
here, “The Paris Story” (M-G).
stay at Paris’ Opera, preceding the
The Fourth Berlin Cultural Fes- Italian trip.
arid “Gentlemen Marry Brunettes”
(UA),
and utilization of three stutival was opened here last week
dios, Epinay, Neuilly and BilTariwith Goethe’s “Faust” at the Schilcourt, for three U. S. vidpix series
ler Theatre.
On same night, the
(“Sherlock Holmes,” ‘‘Captain Galpreemed
Theatre
Renaissance
lant” and “Paris Confidential.”
CGT sent a letter to Jacques Flaud;
John Patrick’s “Little Teahouse,”
Centre Du Cinema prexy, to the
(The Teahouse of August Moon")
effect that French production
starring Oscar; Karlweis. Some 400
eridangered by a clause of a new
foreign artists will take part in
film aid law allowing French coi
the 18-day festival which includes
parties to make films i
28.
London,
Sept.
foreign
about 200 different productions.
operation of Ciner- languages. They feel this will lead
London
The
Simultaneously with the culture
which opens at the Casirio to encroachment by U. S. comama,
festivities, but commencing a week
Theatre Thursday (30), will be the panies seeking to unblock funds,
later, the Berlin Industrial Fair is
first to ruri on a three-a-day basis. arid point to pix “An Act of Love”
to be held at the Funkturm,. with
This, says Harry M. Kalmine, who (UA) and “Paris Story” (M-G).
riine. major nations sending prodarrived from the U. S. last week, They also claim that “Story” led to
ucts from every branch of iridushas been necessitated by the heavy a French producer’s having to
try.
installation costs and by the bur- divide, production' of a new pic
Nearly all the big hotels on Kur- den of admission tax.
among various smaller studios befuersteridamm are booked to caOpening performance of “This cause of lack of space.
Number of visitors from Is Cinerama,” is being sponsored
pacity..
Fewer French Pix
outside Berlin is probably bigger
However, it is a fact that th
by the Variety Club to aid the,
than in previous years. Aside the
Empire Rheuinatism Council for growth of coproduction and more
Cultural Festival, there are also
Children. Admission that night will space, which have greater shooting
other big events going on, such
be with a $15 top. Thereafter, the schedules, have led to lowering -of
as the local “ModewOche” (Berlin’s
theatre will make normal West End actual local production the last few
exhibition of Haute. Couture), the
legit charges with, a top around years, Pro-foreign production pep?
;
gala opening of the. lavish U. S.
$2.20 While making legit charges, pie point out international co-proAmerican e r
financed
the theatre will have to pay the duction leads to an interchange of
library, a big international car race
higher rate of admission tax which stars anjl methods, helping to intro
and, Berlin’s traditional October operates on films
and which Will factors of each others production
Fest.
slice the weekly take from a gross to each country.
Thus, if subject
Main draws of the festival will figure of $30,000 to a net of about calls for local color; as in “Story”
be the guest performance of the $20 000
and “Brunettes,” it is an important
Glyndebourne Festival Opera, the
Kalmine reckoned that Ciner- story and production dress factor.
Tyrone Guthrie ensemble from ama will run. at capacity level in
leftist paper here recently inEdinburgh, the Teatro delle NoVita London for a long time and that a timated that Eric Johnston,
A
from Milan, the “Kaleidoskop” en- further installation in the United prexy, had entered into “secret”
sernble from Vienna and the Grand Kingdom
was not contemplated un- negotiations with French reps on
Ballet du Marquis de Cuevas de
the riext film, was available. unblocking of funds and productil
Monte Carlo. One of the foremost When the time came a major the- tion abroad. This is belied by the
American entries is the “Ballet atre in Glasgow likely would be growth of U. S. production all over
Ballads of America,” (producer is taken over and open with “This Is the world,. and the fact that Yank
Ernst Joseph Aufricht). The U. S. Cinerama,” with the second sub- interest, in Italo production led to
Army will be represented with the ject playing in London.
the phenom production renaissance
7th Army Symphony.
there.
in

.

I

;

Cineramas 1st

,

director.

Warner,

Aussie

Sydney, Sept. 21.
United Artists presently is making a powerful bid with “Moon. Is
Blue” with 12 months likely at
the 950-seat Century,- one of the
Hoyts circuit houses.
Film has played past its JLltli
month. and ds Responsible for hold- Sadler’s
ing bfick other product due for

*

of

Pros Films, an independent British
producing and distributing comHarry Alan Towers, who
pany.
has been a leader in the field, of
commercial radio, is also named

zanne

in

15

Fiynn and Anna Neagie; and the
Daniel Angel production, “The Sea
Shall Not

Have Them.”

.

,

j

G

,

man

!

,

,

.

A

|

Based on Stanley Warner experiences in America, Kalmine. regarded Cinerama as a major tourist lure.
He was confident the
riew pic would grab most of the
American harpist; arid Met star trade “from out-of-towners. AllowMargaret Harshaw, who will sing ing for import
dues, the cost of
leading
in three Wagnerian freight,
and the retooling work,
INN operas. roles
Thornton Wilder is sched- the Casino conversion has cost
aluled to give a lecture on the most
Honolulu, Sept. 28.
$200,000.
About 500 seats
Naming of Herbert G. Dollahite' American drama next week at the were eliminated, leaving a capacity
2d as resident manager of new new American-German library.
of about 1,200.
There also will be a Japanese
Waikiki-Biltmore Hotel riiay indicate the $2,500,000 resort hotel dance group with a program of
Will highlight Hawaiian entertain- Japanese Folk Dancing and Sing’53/54
ing.
Season
ment when it opens in January.
r
Dollahite has long been familiar
for Pix Release
with the Isle talent scene, having
been assistant manager of the Roy- Tables’ Looks Set For
n
Berlin, Sept. 21.
Hawaiian Hotel both before
al
Statistics revealed by SPIO (top
World War II and from 1947 to
Prosperous London Run; organization of the West German
1949. With a long career of hotel
film industry, show the film season
experience behind, him, he’s most
Sadler’s ‘Nelson’ Clicks of 1953-54 (Sept. 1, 1953, through
recently been assistant riiariager of
last. Aug. 31) had the largest numLondon,
Sept,
28.
Hotel del Coronado, near San
“Separate
Tables,”
a
double ber of feature pix in West GerDiego.
bill
by Terence Rattigan, Which many since 1928. Of 530 pix anpreemed at the St, Janies’ Theatre nounced at the start of the season,
452 or 85% were released;
last Wednesday (22
is the first

The roya^preem is being held at
the Empire Theatre Nov. 15.

Three American

women

will also

be guest performers at the fete
Camilla Williams, soprano, of the
N. Y. City Opera; Mildred Dilling,

Vienna State Opera Co.

DOLLAHUE TO GUIDE
PLUSH HONOLULU

Big Click in London
Scale Hiked to

there is big money to be made in
the longhair field. Admission scale
for the two-week run has been
upped to three times greater than
chargd for major musicals and
opera in the West End.
The $9. top coriipares with a ceiling admission price for Drury Lane
and Covent Garden of $2.80. The
capacity of the Festival Hall is
larger than either of these theatres,
the 2,900 seats comparing
with 2,100 at Covent Garden and
2,250 at Drury Lane.
Although 2,000 seats are available at $3 and under, the average
admission price works out at just
over $3 and the nightly take is in
the region of $8,400. Weekly gross
runs better than $50,000 for six

German

.

;

8

Pix in

)

Make

Mex by

Jan.

The Yanks may make more

than eight films in this locality,
'depending ori spending deals. Most
of this American work Will be done
at the

Churubusco Studios.

It al-

ready has set five of these productions, and is readying for the
other three.
Soriie of these films will be
Cinemascope and color. Republic
is skedded to start this ball rolling
in October. Albert Lewin, WayneFellows and Cosmos Productions
wedge in introing Gallic stars to are mentioned as the other
U. S. auds.
makers.

The complete survey shows

that

the U. S. djstriubtors last year an-

run.
The enthusiastic firstnight nounced a total of 225 pix, of which
ovation was followed by universal 211 were screened during the 12
critical approval in the London moriths. West Germany announced
135 films of which 103- went into
papers.
Presented by Stephen Mitchell, release, Austria’s breakdown rethe two one-acters star Eric Port- veals 17 announced and 15 released
man and Margaret Leighton, with. films. France screened .57 of 67
Phyllis Neilson-Terry and Beryl announced pictures, Italy 36 of 47
Measor. They have the same set- features arid England 13 of 15 pix.
Another breakdown reveals that
ting and casts, and are both variations of the same theme.
They only seven ouf] of the 21 major distributors released the same nummerit a chance on Broadway.
Sadler’s ’’Weils also presented ber of pix they announced at the
“Nelson,” a new opera by Lennox start of the seasbn. These seven
Berkeley with libretto by AlAri are 20th -Fox, United Artists, WarPryce-Jortes, last Wednesday at the ners, Gloria (which handles Re?

Mexico City, Sept; 21.
Hollywood producers are scheduled to make eight pix here and
hereabouts, from October to. January, it is reported in local studio
circles,

,

major legit entry of the new season and looks set for a prosperous

$9 Top

London, Sept. 21.
Current season of the Vienna
State Opera Co. at the Royal Festival Hall has demonstrated that

Okay

U.S. Producers to

MPA

.

performances. The opera company,
which has been booked for two
weeks, is receivirig just over $28,000 per week!
The record top for the Royal Festival Hall was $15 for the two Toscani i concerts last year.
This
resulted in a nightly take of over
$12,500 and the riiaestro was paid
$5,000 a performance.
:

:

.

Vidpix production is another
thing France would like to encourage. It would not be necessary
to make a French production also
under the new setup, but it would
insure work for French, thesps and
technicians and would be a good

Sadler’s

Thomas

Weils

Theatre.
Robert
and Victoria Elliott share

leading honors as historical lovers
Lord Nelson and Lady Hamilton,
with a commendable supporting
,

company.

Brit Tecbni’s

10% Melon

Loridon, Sept. 28.
Technicolor Ltd. is again declarpublic pix)* Deutsche London, J.
Arthur Rank and Prisma. U. S. dis- ing an interim divvy of 10% on
tribs were most successful in car- t its coriimon stock Which has a pai‘
rying Out their schedules; 94% of* value of fiVe shillings ( 70c )
their announced pix going into reThe distribution is subject to tax.
r Warrants will be issued Oct. 14.
lease.

—
*

PICTURES

16

—
>
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American dancers, but otherwise

Film Reviews
\

5;

My Love

This Is

Miss Darnell
arranges ‘things so her sister will
give Duryea a fatal dose of poison
instead of his regular medicine
and then strengthens a murder
charge against Miss Domergue by
carefully dropped remarks to the
unbalanced,

pletely

•

Continued from page 6 s

Finale finds her, rejected
Jason, trudging through the
rain to the police station to confess
police.
bjr

all.

The

ern powers lurks among a motley
group of Europeans and Americans, Shanghai police chief Marvin
Miller places them all under house

arid

June

contributed

the

photography.

excellent
Brog.

The Unholy Four

camera, James Harvey; editor. Bill Lenney; music, Ivor Slariey. Reviewed Sept.
24, '54,

Running time, 78 MINS.
Paulette Goddard
William Sylvester
Patrick Holt
............. Paul Carpenter

Philip Vickers

;

Job Crandall
Bill Saul

AlVys Maben
Russel Napier

Joan Merrill
Inspector Treherne
!

David King Wood
Pat .Owens

Sessions

Blonde
Jenny

Sergeant Johnson ........

Brownie

Kay Callard
Jeremy Hawk
Jack Taylor

,

Kim

Roddy
(

Aspect ratio

Mills

1.33-1)

•

This British import may be
helped through the program market by lure of Paulette Goddard’s
name, but film stacks up as a routine whodunit, slow-moving and
heavy on plot. As Miss Goddard’s

far-fetched finale has O’Brien
returning to his femme benefactor
to press an affaire de coeur.
Frank Lloyd, who seems to have
this one,

seldom

ring of realism into performances of most cast members,
probably due to the stock story he
was faced with. O’Brien, however,
is lusty and vigorous in his role of
a hard-hittirig physician. Miss Roman is adequate as the mysterious
woman of glamour while Jaeckel
has a salty look befitting those who
follow the sea. Miller contribs a
trite portrayal of the police head.
a

Routine support is provided by
Ruysdael, Kelley, White Bissell and
others.

Camerawork

Jack

of

Marta

catches the proper Oriental atmosphere of the Shanghai setting.
Editing of Tony Martinelli has the
Anfilm overlong at 90 minutes.
other 10 minutes deleted would
have sped the action considerably.
Music of R. Dale Butts is unobtrusive while art direction of
William E. Flannery as well as
other technical credits are okay.
Gilb.

Stars of the Russian
Ballet

co-star, Williairi Sylvester garners

most of the iriterest.
Producer Michael. Carreras poses
two questiohs in his screenplay-:
who slugged Sylvester, femme’s
husband, on the head while on a

authorities.

A

gets

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Llppert release of a Michael Carreras
production. Stars Paulette Goddard; costars William Sylvester; features Patrick
Holt. Paul Carpenter, Alvys Maben, Russel Napier. Directed by Terence Fisher.
Screenplay,
Carreras,
from
novel,
“Stranger at Home,” by George Sanders;
Angie

American military

for

had an off-day on

Routine whodunit for average
prospects in program market.

(RUSSIAN-COLOR)
Artkino release of Lenfilm Studios production. Stars Galina Ulanova. With Bolshoi Ballet, Moscow, and Kirov Ballet,
Leningrad. Directed by G. Rappaport.
Camera (Sovcolor), S. Ivanov; music, B. V.
Asafiev, Tchaikovsky. At the Stanley,
N.Y. Running time, 80. MINS.

fishing trip with three friends in
Portugal, resulting in a three-year
lapse of memory; and who killed
SWAN LAKE
one of these men the night SylGalina Ulanova
Odetta
vester suddenly reappears.
Prac- Odillia
N. M. Dudinskaya
..
N. M. Sergeyev
tically everybody in cast but the Prince
V. I. Vakanov
Magician
inspector comes under suspicion
for one or the other deed, includ- MariaFOUNTAIN OF BAKHCHISARAI
Galina Ulartova
ing Miss Goddard.
Zarema
M. M. Plisetskaya
P. A. GuseV
Sylvester plays his role stoically Girei
Y. T. Zhdanov
for certain dramtic effect, but Vatslav
Nurali
L D. Belsky
femme star’s character is of a
FLAMES OF PARIS
rather unknown quantity through- Phillipps
V. M. Chabuklan
M. L. Gottlieb
Direction of Terence Fisher Jeanne „
out.
.

;

.

is

plodding until a windup

when he manages

fight,

certain realistic

MONTREAL

favorite. Ulanova is more
maidenlike but no less appealing a
dancer here while M. M. Plisetskaya, as her rival, is femininely

former

$30,000. Last week,
(20th), $14,000.

.

Y. G. Sangovich
V. I. Tsaplin
V, I. Smoltsov

Theresa
Gaspar
Marquis

action. Russel Napier as the inSome striking performers, inspector stands out in support.
Alvys Maben, social secretary to teresting ballets ana the opportuniMiss Goddard, is okay as a minx ty to see and study the technique
who tries to throw the, blame for and presentation of famed Russian
the murder on to Sylvester, and ballet troupes In their present
Patrick Holt is cast as the final Soviet incarnation, are offered in
credits
heavy.
Technical
are this series of three ballet excerpts.
To avid balletomanes, as well as
Whit.
standard.
those interested generally in the
dance, this film is a treat. OtherShanghai Story
Republic production and release; asso- wise, the pic is limited by its
ciate producer, Frank Lloyd. Stars Ruth
subject-matter $nd cast to selected
Roman, Edmond O'Brien; features Rich- art houses.
ard Jaeckel, Basil Ruysdael, Janine ParFilm offers the familiar “Swan
reau, Bhrry Kelley, Philip Ahn. Screenlay, Seton I.. Miller and Steve Fisher;
Lake,” and two new modern works,
ased on story by Lester Yard; camera.
Jack Marte; editor, Tony Martinelli; “Fountain of Bakhchisarai” and
music, R. Dale Butts. Tradeshown, N.Y., “Flames of Paris.” Leading dancers
Sept. 23, '54. Running time, 90 MINS.
as well as the ballet corps of the
Ruth Roman Bolshoi Opera House, Moscow, and
Rita King
Edmond O’Brien Kirov Opera House, Leningrad,
Dr. Dan Maynard
“Knuckles" Greer
Richard Jaeckel

(DOCUMENTARY—

RKO

release of Jay Bonafield producand norrated by Robert C.
Ruark.
Camera (Pathecolor), Chester
Kronfeld; additional cameramen; Harry
Selby, Andrew Holmbcrg; music, Paul
Sawtell;
conducted by Sylvan. Levin;
20,

.'54.

(2,847;

lightweight.

Slave

Girl”

Estimates for This

Kimo

(UA) and “Overland

Midland (Loew’s)

some

.

Port.; ‘Egyptian’

11G, 3d

—

ups of natives.
There will be those who will feel
Ruark’s picture ought to be run off
before friends in the parlor on a
16m home projector. The Pathecolor in which this is filmed does
not measure up to professional
lensing and Ruark’s commentary

Paramount (Port-Par)

Small

(Col).

$5,500.

.

—

“Gambler
and “Weak and

Wicked”

’the

(In-

die), $16,000.

BOSTON
(Continued from page 10)
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (12th wk),
$6,700.

Beacon

Hill

(Bacon Hill)

(800;

Prairie”
74 -$1) r-— “Vanishing
Neat
Prairie” (Disney (2d wk),
$9,500 following $11,500 for first.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)

—

“Cinerama”
(1,354; $1.20-$2.85)
(Indie) (39th wk). Holding at stout

$8,500 for second.

‘Suddenly' Stout llG,
Indpls.; ‘Mutiny’

12G

Indianapolis, Sept. 28.
fairly brisk at most
first-rUnners here this stanza al,

Trade

is

—

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)
“Shanghai Story” (Rep) and “The
Outcast” (Rep). Fair $4,000. Last
week, “Private Hell 36” (FM) and
“Tender Pass” (Lip), $3,800.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)—
“The Egyptian” (20th) (4th wk).
Still good at $16,000. Last week,

though below recent highs.’ “Caine $19,500.
Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 50-90)
Mutiny” looks to lead town with
“Gambler From Natchez” (20th)
stout figure at Loew’s. “Suddenly”
also is strong contender at the Cir- “Fighting Pimpernel” (Indie). Poor
cle. “Egyptian” at the Indiana, is $12,000. Last week, “Rear Window”
(Par) and “Roogie’s Bump” (Rep)
holding up well in second week.
(4th wk), $j.2,500.
Estimates for This Week

—

Inficrno

(ARGENTINE)
2.

Sono Film production and

Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 65Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 5080)— “Suddenly” (UA) and “Dia- $1.25)—“On Waterfront” (Col) (2d
mond Wizard” (UA). Nifty $11,000. wk). Hefty $21,000 following $36,-

by Luis Cesar Amadori.
Stars Laura Hidalgo; features Eduardo
Cuitino, Alberto de Mendoza, Guillermo

Domingo

(3,400; 65-

200 ,

release. Directed

Irma Roy.
Screenplay, Gabriel Pena, from M. Valbeck novel; camera, Antonio Merayo;
Battaglia,

Kid”

—

(Descent Into Hell)

Buenos Aires, Sept.

Billy

90)— ‘Betrayed” (M-G) and “Silver $18,500. Last Nveek, $19,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)
Lode” (RKO). Okay $10,000. Last
week, “Living It Up” (Par) and “Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (3d
Still big at $7,000 following
wk).
“The Cowboy” (Lip) (2d wk), $8,-

quate for the purpose intended,
occasionally muffles the narration.
Jay Bonafield carriers production
credit on the film which was produced in cooperation with Voyager
Productions.
Gilb.

Argentina

(3d

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-80)—
.“Pushover” (Col) and “Law Vs.

.

$6,400.

(witty in spots) is fuzzily recorded.
Score of Paul Sawtell, while ade-

el

AlaLast

(M-G)

*

curiosity.

en

“Seven Brides’

Last week,* “Dragnet” (WB) and
“Jungle Gents” (AA) (3d wk), $6,000
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;
75-$l)—“The Egyptian” (20th) (4th
run.
Paramount. “Egyptian” looms fine wk). Light $5,000 to wind up
House closes for a few weeks. Last
in third Fox round.
week,
$6,000.
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90) 60-80)—
“Duel in Jungle” (WB).
—“On- Waterfront” (Col) (2d wk). Oke
$7,000. Last week, “Rear WinOkay $7,000. Last week, $11,700.
(Par) (3d wk), $6,500.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) dow”
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 65-85)
—“Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk). Fine “Living
It Up” (Par) (4th wk). Fair
$11,000. Last week, $13,000.
holding up well. Last
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“To- $5,000, and
week,
$6,000.
night At 8:30” (Indie). Modest $2,Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra000. Last week, “Hobson’s Choice”
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
(UA) (2d wk), $1,500.
65-85)— “Raid” (20th)
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; $1)— 700; 1,217; Westerner” (Goldwyn)
and “The
“.Karamoja” (Hall) arid “Half Way
(reissue). Thin $11,000. Last week,
To Hell” (Indie). Policy shift -on
from Natchez” (20th)

.

admish for this deal to a buck at
In the pictorial account of the all times.
Surprisingly great at
personal safari Ruark jumps off $18,000. Last week, “Man With
from Nairobi, British East Africa, Million” (UA) and “Personal Afaccompanied by professional hunt- fair” (UA), $8,000.
ers Harry Selby, Andrew HolmOriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65berg and John Sutton. They’re in 90)—“Dragnet” (WB) and “Son
quest of big game. Before the ex- Belle Starr’’ (Indie) (4th wk). Oke
pedition winds up a bull elephant $2,500. Last week, $3,000.
is bagged, a belligerent rhinoceros
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; 65is downed and a Crafty leopard is
90)
“Duel In Jungle” (WB) and
shot. Aside from actual shooting
“Rocket Man” (20th). Good $6,000.
scenes, daily camp routine is de- Last, week, “Gambler From Nattailed along with occasional close- chez” (20th) and “The
Raid” (20th),

Ciiiilos

50-75)—

and “El
Light $7,500.

(Col).

wk), $7,000.

Portland, Ore., Sept. 28.
First-run biz currently is off
after three fantastic months of
smash grosses. “Karamoja” is soaring to an amazing total at the Liberty. “Betrayed” looks okay at the

est continent “as it actually is
nothing in this picture was staged
or contrived.” That’s a commendable statement. However, the 64
minutes of footage are patently
amateurish and the RKO release
will need strong selling to eke out
playdates in the program market.
But with special handling the
film could find acceptance in art
houses. For despite its shortcomings there are a number Of unusual
angles to the venture which with
good breaks could be translated
into a profit for the exhibitor.
Ruark, whose syndicated stuff appears throughout the country, no
doubt will puff the picture. Moreover, while hardly a household
word, his name is familiar enough
to the general public to stimulate
.

week,

18G,

(3,500;

M-G)

“Betrayed”

mein”

Wham

Week

(Dickinson; (504; 85-$l)-^-

“Little Fugitive” (Indie) (4th wk).
Oke $1,300. Last week, $1,500.

Pacific” (UA), $9,000.

‘Karamoja’

“Living It Up”- in
at the Roxy and

of year.

(C. T.) (1,048; 40-65)

(20th) and “Yank
in R,A.F.” (20th) (reissues). Good
$7,000, Last week, “Captain Kidd,

Scripps-Howard columnist Robert C. Ruark, who wrote and narrates this documentary of a threemonth hunting trek into. Africa;
states in a foreword to the film
that it Was made to show the dark-

product

fairish

“Egyptian” winding run, also in
fourth, at the Orpheum are oke.
Weather nearer normal for season

“Broken Arrow”

Running

week

fourth

(M-G), $10,000.

Orpheum

with

moving into a number of first-runs.
Slow biz looms for “Betrayed” at
tne Midland While “Pushover” at
the Missouri. “The Raid’’ in four
Fox Midwest houses and “Duel in
Jungle” at Paramount also are

50-85)^
“High and Mighty” (WB). Very big
$30,000. Last week, “Gone With
Wind” (M-G) (5th), $17,000.
Imperial (C. T.) (1,789; 43-68)—
“Carnival Story” (RKO) and “Susan Slept Here” (RKO). Okay $8,000.
Last week, “Rose Marie”
(M-G) and “Prisoner of War”

tion. Written,

'

The

(Col), $12,000.
Loew’s (C. T.)

OKAY $7,000,
SLOW

K.C.; ‘RAIIT
11G
Kansas City, Sept. 28.
Moderate week in the making

Princess (C. T.) (2,131; 40-65)—
“Duel in Jungle” (WB). So-so $10,000. Last week, “Mad Magician” currently

Adventure

Tradeshown, N.Y., Sept;
time, 64 MINS.

‘JUNGLE’

(Continued from page 10)
“The Raid”

1

Among handsome, fiery and also a fine
arrest in a local hotel.
those seized are Edmond O'Brien, terp artist.
a muscular physician who’s prac“Flames of Paris” is weakest of
ticed in China for years; Richard the three Works, but here too are
Jaeckel, seaman and international some fine dancers, especially among
adventurer; Basil Ruysdael,. a mis- the men (as V. M. Chabukiani),
sionary, and Barry Kelley, a ty- while M. L. Gottlieb, the heroine,
coon who’s been shipping war ma- does some brilliant fouettes. Crowd
terials to the Reds.
scenes are exciting, too.
Bron.
Also a hotel resident is willowy
Ruth Roman who appears to enjoy
Africa
a special status with the police.
COLOR)
She conies and goes at will since
she’s Miller’s romantic interest.

stars are called upon mostly
run through hysterical tantrums
be beaten down by life and
circumstance to the accompaniment of a wordy script. Hal Baylor
Is featured as Miss Darnell’s oafish
suitor and Connie Russell is in to Much footage unreels before Miss
sing the title tune, cleffed by Roman turns out as an anti-Commy
Brooke arid Franz Waxman. Latter who aids O’Brien and Jaeckel to
also did the good score and Ray escape with priceless information

to

is marvelously trained.
“Fountain” is an affecting, lush
story of a Tartar chieftain falling
in love with a Polish princess he
abducts, and the tragedy of her
death at the hands of the khan’s

Sapelli,

week, “Susan Slept Here”
(RKO) and “Roogie’s Bump” (Rep),
dandy $11,500.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-95)—
Running time; 112 MINS.
“The Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk). Oke
As the title implies, this is a $9,500 on .top of $20,000 opener.
Loew’s (Laew’s) (2,427; 75-$l)—
melodrama of deepest dye teeming
Production is much with laughter-provoking dramatic “Caine Mutiny” (Col). Stout $12,Ricki Dolmine
Barry Kelley participate.
Paul Grant
Whit Bissell more lavish than the normal stage
Last week, “Man With Million”
000.
“situations,”
where apparently the
Basil Ruysdael
Rev. Hollingsworth
Colonel Zorek
Marvin Miller ballet in the U. S., and the color director hoped for suspense. It is (UA) and “John Smith, and PocaMrs. De Verno
... Yvette Dugay
is
very effective. Film exhibits hardly credible th^t local pro- hontas” (Indiet), $6,500 at 50-80c
Mr., De Verno
Paul Plderni some male dancers superior to our
ducers persist in selecting this un- scdlc
Mrs. Merry weather. .... .Isabel Ra^idoloh
50-$l)
Lyric
(C-D)
Philip Ahn own while the gifted Galina Ula- convincing type of story and overMajor Ling Wu
(1,600;
Mrs. Warren
Frances Rafferty nova lives up to her previous doing the dramatic
hues. People “Karamoja” (Indie) and “Halfway
Mr. Haljerson
Frank Ferguson
Carl Hoyt
James Griffith notices as the lead in two of the just don’t talk and act that way and to Hell” (Indie) (3d wk). Gke
Mr. Warren
John Alvin three presentations.
$5,000, making it approximately
audiences know it.
Last

music, Tito Ribero; editor, Jorge Garate.
At Gran Rex Theatre. Buenos Aires.

.

—

000 in

first

week.

(NET)
—Paramount
“Shanghai Story”

(1,700;

“The Outcast”

(Rep).

50-90)

(Rep)

Good

and

$11,000.

Last week, “Private Hell 36” (FM)
and “Thunder Pass” (Lip), $10,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95)
“Crossed Swords” (UA) and “Gog”
(UA). Good $11,500. Last week,
and
“Bullet Is Waiting”
(Col)
“Boots Malone” (Col), $8,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-$1.25)—
“On Waterfront” (Col) (2d wk).

—

Good

$15,000 for Marion Brando

pic after $20,000 for first.

.

Mr. Chen

Frank Puglia
Victor Sen Yung
Janine Ferreau

Sun Lee
Penny Warren

.

Junior Officer
(.Aspect ratio:
.

Richard Loo
1.85-1)

to
to

Film’s canvas allows the director
fill out details in “Swan Lake,”
make the story more intelligible

The

story

is set

$24,000 for the fun.

in the beautiful

surroundings of the Bariloche lake
district, to which the black-andwhen white
photography does scant jus-

and

appealing than it is
staged in the U.
Camera
S.
“The Shanghai Story,” a metier switches from ari indoor theatre
located in the Chinese metropolis, stage to outdoor settings of lakes
has a fair amount of suspense and and forests, for sStrong effect. But
action that will help this Republic it is the brilliance of Ulanova’s
entry get by satisfactorily in the performance as the Swan Queen
twin-bill market.
Fact that pro- that makes this segment so fine.
ducer-director Frank Lloyd is a Pantomime, soft use of arms and
three-time Academy Award win- hands, are added to her other
ner is a selling point while names technical gifts, to make the role
Ruth Roman and Edmond believable while the dancing techof
O’Brien are familiar to most film- que is remarkably finished and exgoers.
citing. Ulanova is ably partnered
Intrigue and plotting that goes by N. M. Sergeyev, who is not only
on within Communist China today a manly prince but a dancer of
no doubt would provide material superior style and surprising turns.
for dozens of good stories.
Un- N. M. Dudinskaya, as the false
fortunately, the Lester Yard yarn, queen, is also a brilliant, virtuoso
as screenplayed by Seton I. Miller dancer arid a striking, effective
and Steve Fisher, unravels as a actress.
Web of talkiriess, cliches and obBallet corps supporting the leads
vious situations.
is interesting in its harsh precision,
Suspecting a spy for the west- lacking a certain soft quality of
-

or poor celluloid was used.
A business tycoon shoots his
secretary accidentally and his. golddigger,
peradulterous
spouse
suades him to cover up the manslaughter. Blackmail by the dead
girl’s husband ensues till the wife
bumps him off in turn, disguising
her crime as defense against burglary. Remorse drives the husband
to suicide and unwittingly the wife
reveals all to a police inspector.
Star Laura Hidalgo’s^ preoccupation with her looks hampers acting,
though Eduardo Cuitino strives
manfully to be convincing. Alberto
de Mendoza, a male juve of promise, can do little but register as a
tice,

(42d wk).
(Indie)
at $8,000 following $10,500 in third. —“Cinerama”
(1,600; 35-$l) Has already broken all local rec(4th wk).' ords for runs. Still operating in the
Potent $8,500 after $10,800 for black at $12,500, virtually same as
last week.
third.

(Rappaport)
—Town
“Seven Brides” (M-G)

very contemptuous Cassanova. As
the blackmailer, ^Mario Lozano

hams the role of heel to laughterraising point.
Nid.

PITTSBURGH

(Continued from page 10)
views driving this one into smash
(Continued from page 11)
class.
Looks like $17,000. Last
Brisk week, “Magnificent Obsession” (U)
“Fanfan Tulip” (Indie).
Last week, "Malta Story” (4th wk-5 days), $6,500.
$4,000.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-85)—
(UA), (2d wk), $2,500.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-44-70)— “Betrayed” (M-G). Doesn’t stand
“Gambler From Natchez” (20th). much chance in face of all downOpens tomorrow (Wed.). In ahead, town competition. Lean $10,500.
“Human Desire” (Col), mild $3,500. Last week, “Valley of Kings’*
New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 50- (M-G), $9,500.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)
$1,25)—“The Egyptian” (20th) (5th
wk). Holding at nice $7,000 after “High and Dry” (U) (2d wk). Holding up nicely at around $3,000, and
$8,500 in fourth.'
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50- stays. Last week, $4,000.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-$l)—
$1)—“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (3d
wk). Nice $3,500 after $4,000 for “Rear Window” (Par) (2d wk-S
days). Big weekend, insures big
second.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-65-$l)— $11,000. Last week, $20,000.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.65>
“Dragnet” (WB) (4th wk). Still firm

BALTIMORE
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GROWING USE OF

Italy Triples

Foreign Cross

Continued from page.

Renato Gualino, head of the Italian
producers org, and E. R. Zorgniatti,
Italian Films Ekport. topper in the
U.S. Monaco is IFE prexy and
Gualino the outfit’s general man-

While the presentation of. enter-*
taihment b.o. events via theatre
in the feelingdts-ivay
still
the closed-circuit medium
has established itself for business

tv

‘

ager,

IFE’s Outlook Good
with the develop-

stage,

use.

It

year as

made great strides
some of the top.U. S.

porations

their

called

cor-

staffers

or invigorate morale

policies

High Low

via

closed-circuit large screen tv.

A

rough estimate of what industry has spent so far during 1954 for
about
closed-circuit shows runs
During the year nine
$1,500, 000.
business meetings were carried by
umber- of theatres with closedcircuit installations, the remaining
of the 20 odd 'shows were seen in

The

hotels, or in tv studios.

umber

141/2

71

69%

41%
41%

.331/4

193/

1414

9%

631/4

463/4

191/s

13V4

largest

261/

371/1

28

35

22%
2f

'

7

ablc operation
carried them.

for

9

that

3

Rep., pfd.

,18?/

10%
11%

287/s

1834

202
35
^150
Univ., pfd.
Warner Bros.
79
Zenith
19

Stanley War..
20th-Fox
Univ. Pix.

29% 18%

They involved no

b.o. problems and, in most cases,
brought in revenue, at a time when
the houses usually were not operating, especially whe;n the meetings
were staged during the morning
estimated that parIt’s
hours.
ticipating theatres earned about
$3,500 each this ye at* in extra coin
The
from the business Confabs.
total income for theatres that participated at one time or another in
a business session runs roughly,
about $200,000.

The time

41/

.si:

busia prof i l-

theatres

%

127/8

the

standpoint,

me et in gs ha ve proved

6%

10%.
357/8

of theatres

a* financial

28
Decca ....... 674
Eastman Kdk. 112
Loew’s
267
Nat. Thea.
354
Paramount
99
Philco
83
278
RCA
RKO Piets.
53
RKO Thiea.
22
Republic
109
Col. Pix.

32

31%

14%

i4

601/s

18%

59
16

1

on a business
Closed-circuit hookup was 39 for. a.
Ford Motor Co. presentation. From
n ess

2U/4

63%
13%

80
21

%

77%

63T/

9%
35%
333/4

337/8

33%

33%

6%
9%

6%

6%'-

83/

87/

51/4

5

5

1134
234

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

150
328
10

from

%
—%
%
..— %
-j-

28%

•—

79

79

20%

713/

'71%,.

20%
71%
.5%.

1434

12%
13%

12%
14%

3%

3%

3%

.

'

r

+

%

+1-

+%
+
+

V"

—
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Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries
Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod.
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Polaroid

41

43

U. A. Theatres

13%

Walt Disney
*. Actual volume.
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Many Repeaters
That the use of closed^circuit by
business has caught on is- evidenced
by the number of repeaters. Ford,
Chrysler and Pan-American Aireach used the medium twice
ways
,
„
durmg the year. 'Other companies
represented include Dodge, Na.

.

,

‘

Dairy Products ( Sealtest
Division ), Frankfort Distillers Co,,
National Assn, of Manufacturers,
International Business Machines,
Lee & Disney Hats, Smith,. Kline &
French Laboratories, N. Y. Dress
Institute, Sheraton Hotels, Wyeth
tional

Laboratories,

American

ment

National

Assn.,

Advertisers, and

Dow

Continued from page
!

er

i

lends itself

to:

an(j whether it’s better in
black-and-white or in color.”
Muhl said that, while he naturally favored the wide screen, the
question of whether to Cinemascope or not to CinemaScope had
to be determined on a picture-bypicture basis, with special attention
to the subject and whether it lends
itself to that treatment.
Rundown of the studios’ production activities would indicate that
producers are practicing just that
kind of selectivity. With the exception of Warner Bros,, which is very
heavily in CinemaScope, and 20thFox, which is wholly committed to

1

Manage-

Industrial
Chemical Co,

physicians as panelists, and. Frankfort Distillers reached 20,000 package store operators in 27 local
theatres located in 20 cities around
the country. The Wyeth show
went to hotels at 6 p.m. while the
Frankfort meeting was staged at
1:30 p.m. eastern time.
.

audiences used

“The day may come when

:

•

i

.1

.

they’ll

point to
with the

same sense

pictures,”

was one comment.

a

Continued, from page 3
script submitted to
le by a studio was dated 1944,” she stated.
is

Star said material shortage here
also the reason studios have

gone

after

published

books and

plays with such emphasis recently.
“But even if you go after a book or
play which you feel suitable for
filming, it takes at least six months
to have it written and developed.
You have to do a lot of digging
before you can submit it to a studio as a package,” she commented.

li.

—

.l

|

Miss Crawford kudosed studios’
revival of practice of jotting as
many as seven stars in one picture,
saying in the past it's been proved
to be a good b.o.
Pointing to

.

I

been remarkable this year, BOTV. lion program,
Feeling prevails in many quar- “From Here to Eternity” and “Rear
for example, presenting business
sessions at the rate of about one a tors, that, regardless of the great Window” as examples of such mulmonth. So far this year it has of- strides made to improve the vari- tiple-star casting, she says it’s alfered 11 events,
TNT has pre- ous color processes, black-and-white ways hypoed, the b.o., to have more
sentqd nine business sessions and a will never be wholly eliminated, than One or two stars in a film.
total, of 71 closed-circuit events, “There are some themes that simShe lauded Metro, 20th-Fox and
inciuding business and entertain- ply require black-and-white treat Universal for their development of
merit,
in
its
five-year
history. ment,” commented one producer, new talent, saying they have done
BOTV i$ newer in the field but is adding he thought it was a great a good job publicizing their fresh
showing strength in the business mistake to “cast” color almost ir-1 batch of stars, and that this pubfield.
regardless of subject matter. All of lieity pays off at the boxoffice.
.!

.

,

•

j

i

—

Welcome Mat
.

,

commercial promotion of

its films.

said UNIEF had the broadest possible scope and, if necessary,
could go into distribution in a manner similar to the IFE function in
the U. S. At present, UNIEF is supervising distribution contracts for
Italo pix in Central America, Germany and France, and it’s to expand soon to Spai
and South

Monaco

America.

Joan Crawford

is,,

!

*

shrill

black-and-white film
of the ‘unusual’ as they did to the early color

Theatre Network
firms
Television and Box Office Television— have written all the closedcircuit business involving theatres
and hotels while the hookups of forthcoming Todd-AO to Cinemascope, VistaVision and just plain
tv. studios, of course, has been handled by , the networks, pbth TNT .wide-screen ratios. And, of course,
and BQT V are extremely op- there are the various types of
tunistic about the future of the {.sound, -and there is the color and
/
_ _ ^ j
'i^
_
.1
business session on closed-circuit. black-and-white contrast.
A number of negotiations for fuThird-dimensional pix have seen
ture events are now taking place. their day—again tout there’s no
TNT is near closing a deal with telling when they might be revived.
General Motors and BOTV is Wangcr observed that 3-D might
dickering for an event that would have been a great thing if it had
involve bringing the general pub- ; been given a real Chance to get off
li
into theatres for a show spon- the ground. Finally, there is theasored by a large corporation.
adds yet another
tic-tv, which
The pace of the. medium has wrinkle to the screen’s diversifica_ i

somewhat

themes.

of course, lairgely a
thing of the past as far as the filmmakers are concerned. But there
are variations in the wide screen,
ranging from Cinerama and the

—

to.

colors in films, and that this preference for loud contrasts has made
it difficult to apply color to certain
films with intimate and sensitive

it, the companies aren’t falling into
any one groove.
Lots of ..Variation
The formerly standard, small-

size screen

.5

the CinemaScope pix turned out so
far have been in color.
Cited as good examples of producer’s preference for black-andwhite for certain themes are “On
the Waterfront,” “Sabrina” and
“From Here to Eternity.” Critics
have made frequent mention of the
fact that Hollywood has gotten its

Cinema-

g cope

j

During the past \VCek Wyeth presented a medical show" on high
blood pressure, with prominent

Two

film

a.

A visitor to Moscow last April
to work out a film exchange with
the Russians; Monaco reported that
the agreement he reached—it’s part
of an overall trade pact -provides
for the swapping of four to five pix
Monaco flatly contradicted MPEA Deal provides specifically that
on the question of accounting for neither party has the right to do
the funds received by the Italians. any editing;
“We have sent MPEA all the accounts we were supposed to send,”
he stated, This is in sharp contrast
to the. MPEA position which is that
a periodic accounting was due; that
Continued from pace; 3
it had prodded the Italians on Several occasions, blit that no detailed ways and means of popularizing the
rundown of expenditures had ever foreign film.”
been received, MPEA is known to
He also pointed up the rising
have received one tally, but it was trend towards the use of Hollyincomplete. Italo position; always wood personalities in films lensed
was that they couldn’t corral all the abroad, and appended to his renecessary figures.
port a complete survey of available
Monaco on Monday left no doubt foreign product and its distributors.
that he considered that particular
Hyman cautioned theatre ops
chapter closed with the onset of that, in introducing an “art” policy,
the mew film agreement which con- they’d in most cases be “seeking to
tains no so-called subsidy provi- establish an audience where: there
sions.
has been none before and you must
Tie-In- With Mexico
therefore proceed with patience
Great importance attached by and foresight.” It’s better to start
the Italian film biz to its coproduc- on a minimum basis rather than
tion program was underscored by play a foreign film too long and be
Monaco who said Such production disappointed, he counselled.
was now going on with France,
“If there has been no art or forGermany,. Spain, and Argentina and eign picture exhibition or if it has
was under discussion with Mexico. been very sporadic, it is, safe to
Efforts would be made, he said, to say one night a’ week or at most,
encourage considerably more, of two. nights, would be "sufficient, as
the same thing With American pro- a starter,” he said..
ducers. “The time is now ripe for
And hie added: “The number of
this,” he commented.
times per week or month that you
Since 1.949, 105 Franco-Italian co- play art and foreign pictures is
productions have been realized and less, important than the regularity
Monaco indicated that, if the cur- with which you play them and
rent cooperation between the Ital- don’t expect to build Rome, in a.
ians and the French was close, it day. You are a 'pioneer' bringing
may very weir become even more a new entertainment form, to many
so in the future, particularly in the people and people don’t develop
handling of the films in the foreign tastes over night.
It will take a
market.
showing of at least six or eight art
Italians are driving hard to es- pictures and maybe more before
tablish themselves in all parts of your audience of art and foreign
the globe. For this purpose, the film fans can be expected to exBut experience has shown
Italo industry a year ago establish- pand.
ed UNIEF which isj. to push the that this patience will result in
.

10%

21/

IFE board in Rome has authorIFE to take on American films
for distribution, in the U.S., Monaco. said.
None, have been picked
up, however.

ized

.

Allied Artists, pfd.

4

Regarding JFE financing, Monacp
acknowledged that, between
$4,000,000 and. $4,500,000 had been
handed over to it by MPEA as a
“loan”—-it’s how been cancelled
via a $150,000 payment and that
some of that coin is left. He would
not say, how much.
Owes No Accounting

financial and'other measures rather
than restrictions on the importation of -foreign pix.

—

-r-

28%

1

atres plenty of competition
hotels and tv studios. Not all busi-.
ness firms are willing to stage
their sessions at ah hour when the
theatre is not running pictures.
Companies that faVor theatres have
paid premium rates for use of theatres during picture playing time.
Depending oil location and the
time staged, theatres, have been
getting between $400 and $750 as
straight rental for use. of, the. house
and the closed-circuit equipment.

—1

12%
19%

Over-the-C outlier Securities
Bid

factor has given the-

+ %
—%
—
—%
—%

273/4

80

that, within the past few months,
IFE had begun to remit: dollars to
Italy. It was stressed, however, that
this didn’t mean that: the outfit is
operating in the black.

H-3,

'+ Vi

12%
18%

203/4

131/4

—

.27%.

Allied Artists

9% Du Mont

143/
'33 4

9%
333%

19%
28%
29%

Change
for week through it. He said the Organization general improvement in producwould continue to function even tion, ANICA topper emphasized
3/
after the American aid funds have that the healthy condition of the lo-j-3%
been Exhausted, and he disclosed cal industry had been achieved via
'

69%
31%
14%
59%
18%

A merican Stock Exchange
5%
91,
47/a

Ms
1434

70

34%

5

.

20%

10%
35%

137

.

Tues.
Close

347/8

123/

000,000 in *53-’54.
Monaco, said the improvement in

—

Net

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly
in 100s
High
Low
Am Br-Par Th 440
211/4
20%
CBS, “A”
39
70
67
CBS; “B"
663/4
69%
14

1954

foul the Americans (MPEA),
their imports in the 1953-54 season had dropped to 220 films from
a high of 280 in 1950-51, he reported, At the same, time, they’d realized an increase ill their net take
from $10,000,000 in ’50-’5itto $15,-

ment of IFE was expressed by the Italian position was: due partly
Monaco who declared that Italo to the increase in the number of
producers’ belief In the agency was theatres Italy now has 12,000 ingrowing and that an increasing cluding seasonal operations—-partly
number of them would release to the increased attendance and the

For Week Ending Tuesday (28

to

or tv studios in
cities around the country to
veil new products or outline sales
hotels

theatres,

Satisfaction

(JVJ. Stock Exchange)

this

7

As

Close to French
Closeness to the French is indicated In the arrangement with
Cofram, a French outfit with distribution offices all over South
America. These outlets are open
to any Italian producer who wants
to make use of them. Monaco observed that, due to the coproductions, It was natural that there
should be an increasingly ; close
contact between, the Ftench and

expansion in most instances,”
Some circuits, notably , Walter
Reade Theatres, have introduced
foreign pix on a limited basis, but
never in the sticks. Pattern followed in the main has been that
outlined by Hyman, with certain
.

nights in the week set aside for
the foreign film showings.

Hyman said the arties would
thrive ihost logically in locations
that are easily accessible to colleges due to the presence of a certain basic audience. He. also suggested that it’d be best to get an
important club, bank, insurance
company or other institution to
sponsor the art picture plan and to
.

tie

in

with educators and public

officials for a pitch that these
films promote ' better understanding between nations and people.

Exhibs willing to experiment are
urged to avoid cliches such as
Reviewing the history of the Ital- “epic” and “magnificent” in their
ian industry under the last two.
ads. “A good rule of thumb is to
Italo-U.S. film agreements, Monaco undersell rather than oversell,”
observed that the deals had been Hyman wrote.
“Remember, that
beneficial, to both the Americans many of the
aft theatre patrons
and the Italians who had improved will, be disillusioned niovie goers
their respective positions in the of the past and you must not di

Italian industries.

same market. Italian production
volume had more than doubled in
five years, rising from 60 in 1950.

illusion

them again.”

Small. Blaze in N.C. Town
he said.
Greensboro, N.C. Sept. 28.
Over-All Data
Fire gutted Sandlee Theatre in
Investment in pix is up from downtown Sanford near here last
$15,000,000 in 1951 to $50,000,000 Week, patrons in the film house; esin 1954. The gross b.o. of Italo pix caping safely.
Apparently blaze
in Italy has quadrupled, going from started in the projection booth.
$15,000,000 to $60,000,000.- Export
No estimate made of damage to
volume has doubled, rising, to 1.800 one oldest entertainment houses i

to 140 in 1951,

contracts in 80 countries last year.

the city.
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The business Cinerama has chalked up in the 13 cities Where
currently showing^-is detailed below:

t $14, 800, 000

»

TAKE TO DATE FROM

Cinerama, the widescreen medium that touched
revolution and served as
the spark for the resurgence of film biz, begins its
Since
third year on Broadway tomorrow (Thurs.),
"This Is Cinerama,” first film in the medium, opened
in New York on Sept, 30, 1952, Cinerama has been
installed in 12 other cities and during the two-year
period has racked up a remarkable gross of close to
$14,800,000 and has been seen by more than 8,000,-

000 people.

Reluctant to Book 2d Filin
alone, starting at the BroadSept. 30, 1952 and shifting to th
5, 1953, represents a take of $3,600,000 and an attendance of more than 1,900,000.
Now in its 105th week on the Main Stem, the Weekly
gross is still averaging about $40,000 at an admission
scale of $1.20 to $3.30 for the 1,600-seat house. Biz
is holding up so well that Stanley Warner, the theatre chain that controls the exhibition and production
rights to the medium, is reluctant to withdraw the
Lowell Thomas-Merian C Cooper film to substitute

The New York run

way Theatre on
Warner op June
,

.

“Ci

followups atti'action,
Louis de Rochemont’s
~
erama Holiday,”
While Cinerama's drawing power is generally

ac-

knowledged, filmites are plrbne to minimize the medium’s influence on the industry as a whole. When
Cinerama hit the market two years ago with a tre.

film industry was at the nadir
of a post-war slump. Previous to its sock opening on
Broadway, the established major companies and th
old-line executives were inclined to dismiss it as a
too costly undertaking for general use. It was not

mendous impact, the

until the initial sock critical reception that the
realization struck that Something new must be, offered the public to bring back the film-going habit.
This factor touched off the technical revolution add
the resultant confusion that is only now shaking
down to a semblance of normalcy.

There was a succession of rather hurried company
announcements relating to new processes. .Threedimension films with specs came and went. CinemaScope, under the forceful direction Of 20th-Fox, took
hold and the entire industry shifted to some form of
widescreen operation. The industry’s era of bigness
was launched and the public flocked back, to; the
theatres. All in all, film biz. was again hearing the
happy clink of the turnstiles.
,

bigness—Including Big Problems

|

f

Indirectly, however, the era of bigness started by
Cinerama is the cause for many of the problems
currently facing the industry. The shift to fewer
and bigger pictures is a by-product resulting in the
lulti-millon
dollar
productions
which require
higher film rentals from exhibitors. The changeover is also the cause of the product, shortage, a fac-

tor that has brought squawks from exhibs and has
encouraged indie filmmakers to renew activities.
selling of fewer pictures at higher terms has
brought distrib-exhlb relations to a low ebb, with
exhibs again threatening to appeal to the Government for relief. This may seem far-fetched cause
and effect day-dreaming but, in the last analysis, the
roots of the cheers and the beefs go back to Cinerama’s unveiling on the public. Until Cinerama nit
the market, none of the major companies ever
dreamed of technical changes to meet the hefty
competition of television.

The

Despite

many

still

processes.

'EM?

+

+

off the industry's technical

erama

VIEWERS— WOWED

8,000,000

City

New York

DAMASCUS, DWARFED SOVIET FAIR— HITS LONDON
TOMORROW (THURS.)—AN AMAZING SAGA
»»»»»»»»» »t^By HY HOLUNGER»

IN

of -the attempts at imitation, Cin-

remains the daddy of the widescreen
Even 20th-Fox toppers couple their all-

Detroit

The

under the direction of
worldwide trade firm.
is

Made

Seem Puny

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

up arrangements

for

That Won the West,” a. novel by filming 20th-Fox’s “Soldier of ForGeorge Waters joined
James B. Gordon, for production tune,” ,.
at Columbia
Gravis Produc- Monarch National Productions as
tions signed Gordon Griffith as an executive ... . Rhonda Fleming
reduction supervisor on “Hell’s withdrew frbm Republic’s “Magic
Shorizon. ”
Jerry Juroe named Fire” to. co-star with Jack Balance
Breen
Veepee of the Publicists Guild in U’s “Kiss of Fire,”
pending the return of Don Morgan Office okayed “Carmeri Jones,”
who is ill
Kenneth Tobey is filmed by Otto Freniinger for 20thmale lead in “Monster Beneath the Fox release.
Sea,” produced by Charles Schneer
Nina Fbch signed for one of the
at Cofumbi
v Lee Garmes as- co-star roles in “The Ten Com.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

8,081,461

$14,767,535

34
24

.

.6/21/54.

15

.7/1/54

13
Total’

abroad,

spotlight

the

.

as a starrer for

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.
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Colleen Miller plays femme lead Legionnaire in “Jump Into Hell”
Tony Curtis, Gene
opposite Tony Curtis in U’s “The at Warners
Purple Mask”
'Irwin Allen Nelson arid Paul Gilbert will be rchired George E. Swing as produc- teamed in “So This Is Rio,” a
tion associate on “The Animal sequel to “So This Is Paris,” at U
Metro assigned Charles Schnce
Michael Chapin, forWorld’’
mer moppet, landed a featured role to produce "Trial,” based on a
prize
novel by Don M, Manttiewlcz
in Paul Gregory’s “Night of the
. Frank McCarthy left for Hong
Hunter.”
/

.

.

Minneapolis
Cincinnati
Dallas

$2,137,868
$742,651
$718,605
$614,538
$977,748
$644,572
$530,715
$414,357
$299,470
$219,627

41
40

12/31/53
2/10/54
4/19/54

Barbara Stanwyck
y Metro signed David Leonard
and Stuart Whitman for “InterL & B Prorupted Melody”
ductions handed top roles in “The
Sheriff” to Lon Chaney and Burton MacLane ... Joanne Jordan
William Goetz Productions bought drew a role in UI’s “The Shrike”
Warners signed Aaron Spelling
“The Brothers. Ricco
hovel, to
be produced for Columbia release. for a featured spot in “Target
Wallace Ford snagged a part Zero”
Frank P. Rosenberg’s
in Columbia’s “The Man From first producer chore at W arners
William
Laramie”
Talman will be ‘‘Miracle in the Rain,” starPaul Langplays a killer in Bel-Air’s indie, ring Jane Wyman
>‘Big
starring ton featured in Ul’s “To Hell and
House,
U.S.A.,”
Kathryn Back”
actress
Broderick Crawford
Nicaraguan
Grant, formerly Kathryn Grarid- Lillian Molieri signed for Warners’
staff, assigned as femme lead in “Strange Lady in Town.”
.

.

.

.

.

U

at

.

,

.

,

....

.

.

earlier overseas showing, sponsored by the
United States Government, enters Cinerama as the
representation of America, American life and living
at the Near East International Trade Fair in Damascus, Syria. Delegations from all over the eastern Mediterranean are making pilgrimages to see
the picture as guests of the U. S. information world. For the moment, 20th is
Agency, Press dispatches report that the success of building and/or acquiring 10 theaCinerama dwarfs everything in the fair, including tres in the Middle East. In Britain
it has leased another two houses, in
a three-acre Soviet exhibition.
Among Cinerama’s achievements in the U. S, was London and Manchester.
’Metro operates, and for the most
the mail order arid reservation pattern set not only
part owns, 41 houses in various
iri New York but in every city in which it is. playing.
As many as 2,000 letters a week have, been received parts of the World. Both Warner
from all over the world. Group attendance of 500 Bros, and Paramount have showand 600 people have chartered busses and trains. The cases, but for the most part
New York City Convention and Visitor’s Bureau lists neither they nor 20th had in the
past seen much reason to push
it as one of the city’s points of interest.
Appropriate ceremonies are being arranged for further expansion.
“It made sense at one time,
the New ’York anni. The showing that launches the
third year will have as special guests 150 mayors of when we needed model theatres
cities and\towns within a 100-mile radius of New abroad to show our pictures in,”
York. In honor of Paul Mantz, Bendix trophy win- commented one exec. “Now we’re
ner and flyer of the air travel sequences that com- a little more hesitant because of
prise the ‘‘America the Beautiful” climax to the film, uncertain conditions. Also, the loa delegation of 170 Uniformed pilots of the Air Line cal houses have modernized a great
Pilots Assn, will attend the birthday celebration. deal. Even so, we could use a lot
Other honors in the form of placques.and scrolls will more fine theatres abroad."
‘be accepted from the General Federation of WomUniversal back in 1946 had a
en’s Clubs, the National Board of Review; and Audio definite program of foreign theatre
Magazine.
acquisition and in fact had an opOn October 26, Cinerama will set an all-time rec- tion of 50%. interest in all theatre
ord for a first-run picture on Broadway by passing outlets opened abroad by the J. Arthe 108-week record of ‘‘Red Shoes’* at the Bijou thur Rank Organization. However,
Theatre, a small legit house.
neither the
nor Rank pix made*

.

to set

.

for more American-owned,
could be used as
“pilot plants” in their territories.
Murray Silverstone,. 20th’s foreign topper, disclosed recently that
his company considered the Middle
East “the turning point of civilization” and that it intended to back
it heavily. He also didn’t rule out
expansion in other parts of the

.

Sam Katzman bought “The Gun Kong

.

houses which

“Cell 2455” at Columbia.
Fire.”
Alma. Lawton and
Conqueror”
Sam Katzman signed Rick Vallin
Phil. Scott is hew manager of U’s
Royce joined the “Lady
to star in the serial, “Adventures
editorial
departrnent,
succeeding.
Godiva of. Coventry”. cast at Uof Captai
Africa,” with Spencer
French Berinet directing at Columbia
Kurt Kasznar draws a top role in Richard Cahoon, out
actor Marcel Dalio plays a Foreign Norman Panama and Melvin Frank
Warners’. “Jump Into* Hell”

.

Louis.

need

An

.

.

St.

conversion

The

Soviet Gesture

.

.

.

$2,221,600.

452,602
394,547
355,498
573,476
359,798
324,543
221.569
172,896
124;580

I;

foreign, operation
Robin International, a

lan, Dusseldorf, arid Tokyo..,

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

Boston

Move by 20th-Fox. to push Its
theatre expansion in Britain and
New
Los Angeles and Chicago have passed the $1,000,000 the Middle East sees other majors
mark in receipts, with L, A. and Chi exceeding $2,- also reeyaliiating their foreign
theatre holdings and has revived
000 000
With domestic outlets almost exhausted, Ciner- interest in spotting additional
ama moves overseas,, opening tomorrow (Thurs.) in. showcases abroad.
Field has been comparatively
London to coincide with the New York anni. All
seats have been sold out for weeks for the British stagnant for some years, but introduction
of the new widescreen
.introduction of the medium. Other foreign openings
are expected to follow shortly in Paris, Rome or Mi- systems, and the slow progress in

.

.

Pittsburgh
.
San Francisco

60
52
47
43

.

.

$3,599,722
$1,646,062

.

‘

.

.

.

Receipts

1,917,460
937,865
1,173,772
1,072,855

'74.

.

.

ton, 43 in Pittsburgh, 41 in San Francisco, 40 in Bos-,
ton, 34 in St. Louis, 24 in Minneapolis, 15 in Cincinnati, and 13 in Dallas. All engagements, of course,
York, Detroit,
are continuing.' In. addition to

28.

.

.

Attendance

105
79

.

it is

Cinerama has chalked up runs
of a year or more jin Detroit, Los Angeles, Chicago
and Philadelphia. It has run 47 weeks in Washingfilm in

first

.

,

.

Washington

London This Week

Hitting

I

signed as cameraman on “The DesCharles Lamont Svill direct Ab- perate Hours” at Paramount
Eve McVeagh signed for Columbott and C.ostellb for the 1 2th time, bia’s “Tight.
Spot.” .
Republic’s
this time in. “The Mummy” at U
Timberjack”
troupe
returned
Fred Sweeney signed by Pine- from Montana where it was stormfor
hours
bound
48
Charles
/
Thomas for a spot in “Lucy GalDaggett joined John Sutherland
lant.”
Schenck-Koch Produc- Production as veepee in charge of
tions changed its. name to Bel-Air
Jack Palance
Productions
RKO set Victor public relations
Young to write the score, for “The draws th star spot in. “Kiss, of
Riza

.

..

No.Wks.

9/30/52
.3/23/53
,4/29/53
.. 7/29/53
.10/5/53
..11/5/53
.12/8/53
12/25/53
:

.

.

,

.

.....
.... v.

Philadelphia

Jeff
Paramount
Richards joined Dan Duryea and
Keenan Wynn in “The “Marauders,?
produced by Arthur Loew, Jr., at
Metro
Joe Newman Will direct
“Kiss of Fire,” starring Rhonda
Fleming and Jack Palance at U

.

.

Hollywood
Chicago ...

out support for Cinemascope with the admission
that their medium is “a poor man’s Cinerama." However, Cinerama, the. brainchild of the late Fred Waller, may soon come face to face with another giant
in Todd-AO, the promotion of Mike Todd who was
'originally associated with Cinerama.
Cinerama is admittedly a big city attraction. Ac-;
cording to S. H. (Si) Fabian, preyy of Stanley Warner, there are no more than four or: five more cities
It re^
in the U. S. that can support the medium.
quires a city of over a million and a large surrounding market area on. Which to draw. Buns of at least
ina year are necessary fdr profitable Operation,
stallation costs, for theatres run to about $100,000,
and the type of picture required is costly to film and
the subject matter difficult to find.

mandments”

Hollywood, Sept.

Opening
Date

decided to film 'the entire production of “The Court Jester” at Parariiount instead of making backgrounds in England
Dennis
Morgan signed a two-picture deal
at Columbia, starting with “The
.

Gun That Won

.

.

.

Mariiie Van. Doreri plays a songand-dance role in U’s “Third Girl
the Right”
Jose Ferrer
and Ketti Frings bought “Jallopy,”
original yarn by Cesar Miro
Allied
acquired “Sweet,
Artists
racket by Steve Fisher
Paramouint’s “Air Command” reverts to
its
original title, “Strategic Air
Command”
Clint Eastwood’s
player; pact. renewed by U
Dick
Keene plays a vaude performer in

From

.

.

.

. ...

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

;

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

ners’

“Jump

Into Hell”

.

Roy

Rowland negotiating the purchase
of “Rebel Rose,” Isabel Ross novel,

distribs. Whatever the deal, the net
result is that the company gets all
of its product played off,

Departure From Plan
Middle East expansion' plans
blueprinted Iby 20th are soirietllirig
of a departure for the epthpariy
since, not long ago, 20th prexy
,

.

Spyros P. Skouras plugged for th
of thing in the Far East.
'

same kind

20th now operates three theatres
in India but has no immediate
plans for additional outlets iri that
area.

In the Middle East, 20th envisions showcases for Tel- Aviv, Jerusalem and Haifa, all in Israel; two
in Turkey, to he. run in conjunction with local interests; two i

Greece, including a very modern
house in Athens and another two
Egypt (Cairo and Alexandria). A
house is due also for Cyprus.
In Britain, 20th has taken over
the Rialto in the London West End
where, it already runs the Odeon,
Marble Arch and the Carlton, Haymarket. In Manchester, 20th is no\
operating the Oxford St. Theatre.
It has another housb in Manchester in addition to operating theatres in Birmingham and Liverin

pool.

Where

20th’s exhibition strerigth

primarily in Australia, where it
owns the 178-theatre Hoyts, circuit,
and in New Zealand, where it has
the controlling interest in Amalgamated Theatres with 52 houses,
Metro is most firmly entrenched
in South America, where it has 13
is

theatres, all operated as up-to-date
showcases complete with airconditioning, etc.

Metro also has 12 in Australia,
where it recently acquired a couple
small theatres in suburban
areas; three in South Africa, two
in the Middle East, two in Indi
the Empire and. the Ritz in London, and six on the Continent.
of

When

20th

not

long

ago

an-

nounced expansion plans in South
Africa, where Cinemascope has
yet to be shown, Metro also indicated it had expansionist plans. It’s
.

understood,

however,

that

these

fiave fallen through. In Liege, Bel-

gium, Metro is losing its house
arid is currently Ori the prowl for
another one. Arid it’s building a
showcase in Buenos A ifes It already has one at Fucuman, Argen-

tina,

Paramount owns the Plaza, London; the Paramount in Paris, arid
Paramount in Lima, Peru. It operates two theatres in Marseilles and
Lille, France. Warner Bros, has a
theatre' in London and one In
Lima.

50%

interest
It also has a
cirin Britairi’s important
cuit. All of the companies’ foreign

ABC

are said to be making
money, with fhe Metro houses particularly potent revenue getters.
With the advent of the rieVv
sound and screen systems, the foreign showcases are seen taking on
added importance as the ideal
.
pilot plants for sparking interest
in these methods. All pf\ Metro’s
.
.
Joe Commodore will, repeat his outlets abroad, for instance, are
stage role in Ul’s film version of equipped with a Wide screen and
for Perspecta stereophonic sound.
“The Shrike”
.

.

.

dropped.
Like all. of the other companies,
has arrangements with foreign exhibitors providing for them
to take the company's full output.
Frequeritly, an exhib will split. his
available playing time betweeri two

U now

.

"Eddie Foy and the Seven Little
West”
Eleanor Audley drew a spot in Foys” at Paramount
John
“Prince of Players” at 20th-Fox
Champion sighed Clark Reynolds
Lothar Wolff will produce German to script his indie, production,
and English versions of ”1984” in “Gambler’s Lady”
Peter Ortiz
Weisbaden. Germany, for Rathvon joined the cast of “Lady Godiva of
Overseas, Ltd.
Charles Sorillo Coventry” at U.
sighed for “The Racers” at 20thShelley Winters and Richard
Fox
Eddie Foy, Jr., will do the Widmark will co-star in “The Surnarration for Paramount's “Eddie vivors’ for John Boulton in EngFoy arid the Seven Little Foys.”
land next spring
Elizabeth
Arnold Moss plays the role of Audrey plays the role of Lady VerGeri. Christian de Castries in War- non in 20th-Fox’s “Untamed”
the

at that time seemed to fit iff with
such plans, and so the option was

outlets
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Roller

The most fabulous story

telling

CoMtor Stquoncc Court*»y Rock*w»y»’ Pluyland Amuiamant Park, Naw York

medium

in the history of entertainment!

All other productions come and go, but
THIS IS CINERAMA - one production - outlives
a whole studio program: continuing month
after month in the great cities of the nation!
Only CINERAMA’S three-eyed projection,
seven-voiced sound and wrap-around screen

can put YOU

in the picture!

As of Today,

this is

New York, Warner Theatre 105 weeks

And the astounding figure of over
9 million viewers in only 13 CINERAMA theatres acclaims CINERAMA
as the only really new wonder of

CINERAMA’S record
Minneapolis, Century

23 weeks

Boston, Boston Theatre

39 weeks

San Francisco, Orpheum

50 weeks

Chicago, Eitel's Palace

81 weeks

St

Music Hall

79 weeks

Washington, D.

Hollywood, Warner Theatre

78 weeks

Dallas,

Boyd

51 weeks

Cincinnati, Capital

Pittsburgh, Werner

42 weeks

.and every run continues unbroken!

Never has there been motion

picture entertainment with this

Detroit,

the entertainment world!
Philadelphia,

Louis, Me.,

Ambassador 33 weeks
C.,

Warner

Melba Theatre

41 weeks

13 weeks

14 weeks

Completed: Louis de Rochemont’s

“CINERAMA HOLIDAY"
In Production: Lowell

Thomas'

“SEVEN WONDERS OFTHE WORLD"
In Preparation:

Warner Bros. Studios

kind of impact!

And now CINERAMA has

showing— opening September 30, 1954
THEATRE, in LONDON, ENGLAND!

its first

overseas

at the

CA$INO

“LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION"

STANLEY WARNER CINE RAMA CORPORATION: DIVISION: STANLEY WARNER CORPORATION
"

'
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ishing^FTairie” for his Minneapo-

and

lis

Paul downtown. World

St;

theatres where “Living Desert” recently concluded long, profitable
runs.

Vet United Paramount house
manager Frank Steffys assigned to
.

»

|4

| t

MM
CHICAGO

»»

49

4

Gehring,

William

C.
sales

99999 9

99 9

branch manfrom emergency

named

Gantz

PITTSBURGH

‘

.

,

to

m

,

John Roach, former manager

.

Amus. circuit unit* replaced Rorining who is recuperating at
by D. M. Dillenbeck, manager of home after major operation at
Rialto, Bushnell, 111..
U S. Veterans Hospital.
Ozoners near Paducah, Ky., may
Harry Sears, Metro exploiteer,
be without opposition from, base- launching extra big campaign for
After dropping “Betrayed,” set for Minneapolis
ball next year.
F27,800 in two years supporting Radio City and St. Paul Paramount
the Paducah club in the Kitty day-date engagements.
League, stockholders voted to sell
United Paramount Theatres introduced C- Scope at another of its
the park and quit baseball. >
local nabe houses, the Rialto, with
“Coins in Fountain,” leaving only
one of its remaining three such
Dave Barhholtz, former exhib theatres here, the .Loring. still
*
and U salesman here, returned to sans, the equipment.
Westgate, indie arty nabe> held
Pittsburgh after, living in Hollywood Jqr several years; plans to get “Genevieve” a fourth week, a recback,Trito exhibition again. He is ord run for any uptown theatre..
Marciano-Charles fight pix went
dickering for couple of theatres
into indie, loop Gopher.
Cleveland.
Columbia exploiteer Bill Press
Robert L. Conrad, son of Leo MConrad, manager of Park Theatre in from Denver beating, drums for
Waterfront” at the Twin Cities
“On
in Meadville and formerly manager
of the Embassy and State in Johns- RKO Orpheums. .
Stan Kane, North Central Allied
town, appointed circlatiori manager
Tirvr Johnstown
.Tnhnstnwn Tribune-Democrat.
Trihiine-Democrat.V executive Counsel; defeated in his
for
Stanley-Warner circuit reopen- bid for nomination to state legis-

WB

Lavin’s post.

nabe Loring following sale of
Uptown American to indie circuit
Owner Joe PodolOff; succeeds Arle
Smith who returns to St. Paul*
Paramount as assistant manager.
Arnold Shartin, Parafnount booking manager,* devoting two days a
webk to visiting. southern Minnesota accounts of salesman Birger
local

Regina, Sask., Sept. 28.

>

All screen towers of drive-in theatres in Saskatchewan must
be designed by a registered engineer, according to a new ruling
under the -Theatres and Cinematographs Act of the province.
Towers must.be built to withstand wind velocity of 25 pounds
pressure per square foot and -ne certified as meeting this qualification by a registered engineer.
'

All new drive-ins must provide individual speakers for each
vehicle and a suitable fence must be provided to ''prevent spread
of paper and other refuse to adjacent properties.

Pirtle

operation at. Hahnemann Hospital
for kidney ailment.
Bob Lavin, former general manager of Lewen PizOr Circuit, left
to go into automotive parts busi-

Harry

9 4 6 * + 994-999 9

9

the Rodgers, Anne, III., and the
Town, Flora, 111.
L. J. Benriet, resigned,, manager
of the Abby, Abingdon, 111., a

PHILADELPHIA

ness.

» 9

Dr. C. A. Bigler, owner of house,
again will operate it.
assistant
and*
equipment
QinemaScope
for 20th- Avidescreens recently installed in

manager
general
Fox, and West Coast manager Alex
Harrison here for cotnpany sa.les
parley and for address to Allied
,
Theatres of Illinois.
“On Waterfront” kicking off at
Woods Theatre this week with full
Tribune.
Chicago
page color ad in
Balaban & Katz declared quarterly common dividend of
Sept. 29.
for stockholders of record

Charles Beilan,
ager, recuperating

M

of

the Boyd, “Cinerama” house, moved to- management of Stanley
Theatre. Elmer Pickard, former
Stanley manager, took over at the

.

Orpheum, Germantown key; Ha.

Grosshian succeeds Roach.
James Sweeney, former assistant

,

•

in boxoffice at Shubert’s Forrest,
named treasurer at the Boyd,

ing

number

a

lature.

houses,

closed

of

left the Boyd box- among them the Alpine in Punxoffice to become treasurer at the sutaWney, the Melrose in Carrick
VT.
and the Columbia in Warren for
Walnut, Sliubert legit, house.
After stage appearance here by
Leonard Miritz took -over as rep.j weekend operation, and the Nittany
local
newspaper
Gene/
Autry;
a
•'•Vista
Buena
in State College and Columbia in
for Walt Disney’s

Danny Durant

.

BURLINGTON,

;

..

.

.

columnist highly praised the filmCorp. in the Philly,. Washington, Brookviile on. a fulltime basis.
Durward Coe, exhib, and/ his tv cowboy for cheeririg the kids in
and Pittsburgh, territories.
"Cinerama” will mark its first wife received final adoption papers pediatric wards at Bishop DeGoesbriand Hospital.
anni at the Stanley Warner Boyd for their twin girls.
Rutland City Council voted to
The film house at the Greater
with a luncheon in. the theatre
lounge Oct. 5, staged by the Cham- Pittsburgh Airport,, which, was extend daylight -saving time until
ber of Commerce, Featured speak- c’osed several weeks ago because Oct. 30. in line with Massachusetts,
er will be Paul Maritz, who pilote d of slow patronage, leased, on Sun- Rhode island arid New Hampshire.
the plane in the spectacular aerial days for Catholic and Episcopal This is the fourth Vermont comsequence which climaxes the film. church services. John Sullivan, munity to take the acti
who holds the lease, continues
Moonlight Driye-Iri on Barrewith the concession stand in the Montpelier road had Vermont’s
theatre’s lobby.
preem of “Tlie Egyptian” in Cine
David Fineman, former theatre maScope.
Destroyed by fire two years ago.
the Saeriger, one of Paramount- owner now i insurance business,
and his wife celebrated their silver
Gulf Theatres -here, has reopened
...
with first-day proceeds going to : wedding anni on day the erigageShreveport Shrine Crippled Chil- mont of their daughter, Marjorie
Howard Campbell, head booker
New house isyjAnn, to Alvin Romanoff was an- at WB, promoted to salesman, filldren’s Hospital,equipped for C’Scope, and Vista- nounced.
ing the job vacated with death of
James Hendel, manager of UA Joe LeVee; booking post went to
Vision. Mrs. Frances E. Geter, a
Paramount-Guif employee since exchange, appointed James Spear Joe Kaitz, assistant. Gena Vitale,
to sales post in West Virginia area. formerly on film row; returns as
.1942, is manager.
f
Metro branch 'isn’t immediately assistant booker.
Pararhount-Guif also operates j
the first-run Slrand here. Resident replacing Bob Clark, salesman who
Wm/ Peregri head booker at
was recently transferred to San
manager is Joe Lyons,
added Francisco. For time being, Eddie Paramount, becomes a salesman,
here
Drive-In
King’s
filling a post that’s been vacant for
r
improve*
7 of iarity and Irv Jacobs will share
Cinemascope arid other
several months. Promoted to head
isn’t replacing
ments opening with “Coins in the his territory.
booker is Lewis Kolocheski, assistFountain” and “Demetrius.” Mrs. the late James S. Better either ant Donald Cook, assistant shipper,
Lillian Lutzer of Dallas acquired immediately with Saul L Perilman
rrd Dave Weir alternating on West moyed into assistant booking job.
this local ozone r in July..
AUgust Koeppe bought two-thirds
Virginia accounts.
Stan Dudelson, former RKO interest in the Oskosh drive-in,
ST.
salesman here, how heads Dudel- Oskosh, Neb., from Merrill. Nygren.
Virgil Harris sold his interest in son Enterprises, indie distribution
V. J. Dugan; 20th-Fox branch
Project formerly manager, home after operation at
an. ozoner near Malden, Mo., to outfit, Detroit.
Guy D. Haskins and James ,D. y.?s in charge of his father, Moe Methodist h o s p i t a 1, Rochester,
Ellis, and is. starting hew one near. Dudelson, who recently was named Minn.
rn''nager of Rep exchange there.
Charleston, Mo.
R. H. Daniels opening HollyHarry Albreth, former manager wood, N. M:, to films by way of
Robert Lightfoot, Allied Artists,
a
and George Cohn, Columbia Pic- of the Logan in Hollidaysburg, now new 350-car ozoner, set to open
in
ozoner
Boulevard
piloting
the
delegates
tures, will be St. Louis
next month.
to national meeting of the Colos- Allentown. He’s, been with the FaSchumoUr Theatres adding a
seum of Motion Picture Salesmen b an circuit for 10 years.
Callas Theatres Inc. now oper- 350-car drive-in, Craig, Colo., to
of America in Chicago Nov. 19-21.
their theatres There.
Additional houses in the St. ating the State ad Columbia in
Don Hammer now is booking and
Louis area, where C’Scope facilities -'.manning. Houses were formerly
have been installed are the Lyric;! under the management of Jaycee buying for Lee Theatres;
Corp., a Nick Dipson cirTheatre ^
Casey, 111.; State, Shawneetow
cuit unit.
TIL;.' .plus the Missouri and Stadium
,

(
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Inside Stuff-Pictures
*

i
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Excerpting from a two-part article on Barney Balaban, president
of Paramount, in the N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun last Thursday
and Friday (23-24); “Mr. Balaban left school (in Chicago) when he was
12 to work as a telegraph messenger the family needed the money.
Then he went to work as a clerk in a cold storage plant where he
never made more than $35 a week.
4<
It was at that time that^Mr. Balaban’s .mother, who had come to
this country with’ her hUsbSnd, Israel, took the step that projected
the family into the -theatrical business. ‘One Of. my brothers was a
singer iii a nickelodeon and my sister played the piano there,’ Mr.
Balaban explained. ‘One day my mother said: Barney, take me to

—

*

,:

this place:—-I want to see what it’s like.’
“
saw me put down two nickels to
‘Well; I did and when
our tiSKets, she. said: Barney, this is the business for us. People
”

Mom

buy
pay

before they go in.’
The twO-parter by W-T&S Staff writer Norton Mockridge .relates
how the- Balaban family thereupon moved into ^the theatre business,
buying the Chi nickelodeon via an investment of $750, half of Which
was borrowed. In tracing the Par chief exec’s career, the piece notes
his airconditioning innovation which kept theatres open, during summer
heat for the first time, how he kept his Par-affiliated theatres in th
black during the depression, and his ascendency to the Par presidency,
Mockridge notes Balaban’s aloofness from personal publicity and
provides an explanation from, the exec. “My motto,” Balaban is quoted
as saying, “is, WiiT.it sell tickets?* Stories about the: stars—ryes. Everybody’s interested in them. But stories about me? Why?”
Balaban gave the interview at the urging of friends in B’nai B’rith,
reports Mockridge. It tied in with Balaban’s role as honor guest at
Sunday’s (24) dinner under B’nai B’rith sponsorship for the, promotion
of State of Israel Development Bonds.
‘

Venice apparently intends to hold a film festival in 1955 though
there may not be any awards. International Producers Federation has
already recommended that there shall be only One “A” film, festival
annually, alternating between Venice, the daddy of all European fests,
and Cannes, France, iunherup in prestige; It should be Caiines turn
next year to stage the one “A” festival with the Competitive (for prizes)
aspect. There’s no bar apparently to Venice having a festival so long
as gold and silver lions of .St. Marks are not handed out. On the other
hand it’s well recognized that a film festival loses much of its zing
if the contest factor is Omitted, as in certain “B” (inferior status)
festivals. International federation will meet again in October in Madrid
where the issue is due for further clarification. Federation president,.
Charles DeLac, for one, argues that noe enough “quality” films are
produced in any single year to give both Venice and Cannes enough
materials to judge. Peaceful coexistence of Venice 'arid Cannes, with,
annual alternation of the right to give awards, is the probable course
for the future.
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KANSAS CITY

Doniphan, Mo.

Ed ScUlley resigned from Universal sales staff here and will open
his own house in Pittsfield, Mass.;
succeeded by Dave Rose.
u r p hy Warner.
Mrs: Fra rices
booker, St. Louis, taken to
St. Louis hospital for major suiS
gery.
,

in

,

together to
Theatre, shuttered, since last April.
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Trial of the “Moon Is Blue” censorship case
"
Court has been set for Dec.
*
!+

—

r

the Kansas Supreme

ill

-

I

I

I

"

•

'

I

—

formerly held by Harold Guyett,

now at the Orpheum.
Howard E. White

retired
assistant purchasing agent at

as

Fox

Midwest Theatres, post he held for
Annual stag” outing and dorihy- 25 years. Prior to that he was with
brook of the Motion Picture Ass’n Fox West Coast Theatres for eight
Jack Heywood, pioneer New held Sept. 27 at Santa Fe Hills years, before organization of Fox
White was feted by
Richmond, Wis., exhibitor, back Country Club, with golf and gin Midwest.
friends and biz associates at a
home after long siege in St. Paul tournaments and dinner;
Fox Midwest Theatre: putting dinner party.
M’llcr hospital.
Minneapolis and. St. Paul RKO special emphasis on upcoming
Orpheums grabbed off “On the drive in October by naming it SilN. C.
ver Anniversary. Drive, ih honor of
V/aterfront.”
circuit’s current birthday celebraFive theatres in Kings Mouritain,.
Minneapolis film .exchange
Mount Holly arid Cramerton sold
ler now services 995 theatres in tion.
The former Kansas, Kansas: side by C. E. and D. E. Cash, both of
territory, comprising 909 four-wall
houses and 86 ozoner s and repre subsequent-run, which was washed Kings Mountain, to Charlotte firm
senting only a small decline from out by. the 1951 flood, is to be re of Stewart & Everett. The filrii
built. Permit was issued mst week houses involved are the. Dixie and
pe:.k Since television’s advent.
Although during past two, years to H. B. Blickhan arid H. E. Walter Joy at Kings Mountain, the Gaston
to carry out reconstruction.
a
closed
or
relinquishedit
has
arid Holly at Mount. Holly and the
Jess Spain takes over at the Fair- Victory, Qranierton.
number of houses, United Paramount in this territory still oper- way; was assistant at the Plaza.
Superior Court jury here last
Don Scriven moved over from week awarded Max Zager,, a Greenates 50 theatres in the four-state
Fairway Theatre to become man- sboro theater operator, $8,380 judgradius..
Setzer
Circuit owner Ted Mann back ager of the Uptow’iv Rox Midwest ment against W. Setzer.
"Ciiom-N. Y. where he landed “Van- midtown first-rim. He takes helm appealed both the decision and
non-suiting of his counterclaim
against Zager, The suit involved
sale of a theater and equipment in
South. Carolina.
i
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Top Production

-.A

Department of Discovery. A press handout from RKO quotes producer Allan Dowling as saying: “The importance of at^least orie song in
a picture for its exploitation value cannot be too strongly emphasized."

United Artists

Theatre Circuit, Inc.
COMMON STOCK
Bought.

—

—

Sold

Quoted

,

i

-

j

Vernon Buck once a projecti ist in the Uptown, Minneapolis nabe
house, has sold his uranium minew, to Floyd Odium’s Atlas Corp; for
$1, 000,000 and 2). an airplane.

Th

MINNEAPOLIS

.

Neoga, 111 banded
reopen the .Neoga

Merchants

the picture.

..

'

M

To facilitate casting for “Giant,” Edna Ferfier, in collaboration
with the producers; George Stevens and Henry Ginsberg, has written
profiles on the seven leading characters i
the film. Profiles, each
nine pages long, describe, the characters minutely, explaining their
backgrounds and dispositipris and the problems they will meet in

;

GREENSBORO,

Tweedy, Browne&Reilly
52 Wall

Sfrrtt.

Naw

York 5

HARover 2-4694

}

.

!

;

Manager Available

.

i

,
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FEATURES AND

1

TV PRODUCTIONS
Recently Employed in
Hollywood, New York
and Europe*
Long List of Excellent
Well Versed in All Phases of
Motion Picture Production

Variety,

BOX V-1024,
154 W. 46th St.,

N. Y.

Dili

San Antonio, Sept.

28.
capita thari

In San Aritonio, site of mote outdoor theatres per
city in the nation, the. price of audience indifference and v$g*
dalism at the qzoners is reaching a staggering figure.
One theatre manager reports that he loses about 400 speakers
a year through carelessriess and pilferage. Another pegs his loss at
$3, OOO annually paying for new speakers at the rate of between
$10-$ 12 each.
i
~A Houston drjve-in has been reported as spending $20,000 for
loudspeaker replacemenets.

HIU-

MUSIC

Rockefeller Center

“BRIGADOON”
.

i,

coloi
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LOS ANGELES
Film Row tossed a “Good Riddance” luncheon for Jerry Baerwitz of the Metro “exchange and
Joe Safarty of Warners, who resigned to go into other biz.
Fred Stein resigned as head of
Coast operations for United Alfists
Theatre Circuit and will handle
western distribution of nudist film,
“Garden of Eden.”
.
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This season's crop of tv
'

‘Life’ titles:

“Life Is Worth Living/' (Bishop Sheen),
“This is Your Life" (Ralph Edwards).
“It's A Great Life" (Michael O’Shea),
“You Bet Your Life” (Groucho Marx).
“Love of Life” (daytime serial).
“Portia Faces Life" (daytime serial).
“Life of Riley”
“Life With Father.”
“Life With Elizabeth” (Vidpix).
“I Led Three Lives” (vidpix).
“Life Begins at 80.”
And, of course, the perennial (on radio) “Life

By GEORGE ROSEN
The Madison Aye. Intra-mural
“dickering and bickering” is hitting a new high, with practically
the entire agency field alerted to,
.

Can Be

“coming attractions.”
When Terry Clyne resigned as

Beautifpl,”

executive

Direct-Mail-Advance Pitch on ‘Tonight’ Posei
interesting Questions

For the first time
NJ5C-TV has

of

CBS-TV

such text as
'•Tired. of movies about ‘mad doctors \vW’ turn into monstrous bats
at the full of the moon’; or ‘ex-cons
who get jobs as undercover men iri
tire factories’? Well, after Sept. 27
you won’t, have to worry about sitting home watching grade B movies, or doing an old crossword puzzle. ‘Tonight’ ... means association
with an exciting network shovv . . .
-

•

narrator.

him

opens
and steady employment .
up a whole new area Of late -evening, live network television. This
bright new show will feature com.

.

music,

edy,

news and me

audience
at

interviews,

my upright, Now,
my

three button
let me slip into
black knit tie, so I can
suit and
make with the sales talk;' ‘Tonight’
is so flexible you have to hold it
with pliers to examine it” (Allen
then made with the sales pitch
threatened in the foregoing, citing

my

Getting those Sunday riight Colgate “Comedy Hour” shows on the
air is posing something of a problem and necessitating virtually
hurry-up
masterchapter, coin and verse on the par- week-to-week
ticipation show (“with .‘Tonight' minding and bookings on the part
it’s like being a bachelor all over of both the Ted Bates agency and
you. can come arid go as. NBC-TV. Since Colgate has upagai . .
wards of $4,000,000 at stake in the
you please”).
Sunday night 8 to 9 showcase,
“If you want further details, or
needless to say the anxieties have
if you already see the wisdom of
been
mounting at Jersey City
joining our first sponsors .
call
.
your NBC-TV representative. He’s hdqs. of the client.
Right
from the start the schedgot a family to support too.”
ule went awry when Jerry Lewis,
Alley’s newly adopted “play post- suffering
from
jaundice,
was
office” pitch borrowed from Madi- Obliged to caricel out for
the Sept.
son Aye. was further accentuated- 19 preem. (That was to have been
in a “second edition” known in all one of fiye. Martin & Lewis
..appeartrades as the followup letter. Ex- ances for the ’54- 55 season).
Lewis
cerpts:
won’t be ready until mid-Novem“Last week I wrote to you about ber at the earliest. That meant
Well, since then I Bates agency stepping into
. . . ‘Tonight/
the lasthave had some more hot flashes. minute breach with its Hollywood
What makes ‘Tonight’ doubly excit- Bowl origination.
ing for an advertiser looking' for
First of .four “book shows” as
an unusually thrifty buy is the new NBC’s contribution (along
with the
.

r

THT

.

.

.

pronounced

THT

.

ing the $1,500,000 Benrus biz, the
Cecil
Presbrey outfit plans to
close its doors at the end of the
year. James M. Cecil,, head of the
agency,
died
only, last
week.
Shortly before his
death the
agency also -lost the Sylvania account to J. Walter Thompson (under a similar set of circumstances
in which JWT grabbed off the lesser biz as “consolation” billings
after losing the $15,000,000 RCA
account).
Actually the Biow deal has been
in the making for some time. With
Beirn pencilled in as the new major
factotum at Biow (although Biow
continues as chairman of the
board) it left Clyne with no alternative but to resign because of reported long-existing Beirn-Clyne
differences as. to policy. However,
it put Clyne in the driver’s seat
on the Bulova biz (a Biow house
account for 33 years and it’s practically his to do with as he wishes.
Clyne, who left for the Coast
over the weekend for undisclosed
business, may open up his own
shop, assured of the $5,000,000
Bulova. nucleus.
However, he
hasn’t made up his mind yet.
Agencies have been beating a path
to his door, dangling fancy berths
arid titles, not only in hopes of
capturing the prh;e “Bulova Watch
.

•

com-

M&L

five
stints) was originally set
for next Sunday (3), but last week
the network found it didn’t have
a “book” ready, necessitating a
scramble for variety talent, with
Phil Harris, Dinah Shore, William
Bendix, among others, corralled
for the west coast origination be-

binability discount plan- The letters stand for ‘Today’ (7-9 a.m.),
'Home’ (11-12 N), and ‘Tonight’

(Continued on page 60)

ing produced by Pete Barnum.
Following week will be preempted for the second of the Max
Liebman Sunday night, specs (with
Judy Holliday arid Steve Allen).
Following week it’s. Bates agency’s
turn again. But nothing set yet.

Bernice (Tudie) Judis and Ira
Herbert (Mr. and Mrs.), whb “retired” from radio following the recent sale of WNEW, N.Y., which
they helmed over
long period,
she as general manager, he as sales
factotum, are going into the consultancy business. After exiting the
station, they bought a home in
Palm Beach, Fla., which they’ll continue to maintain, but will operate

RADIO THE WINNAH

ON MARCIANO BOUT
CBS

Badio’s coverage of the
blacked - out -.for- television Rocky
Marciano-Ezzard Charles heavyweight championship fight Sept. 17
scored an average rating of 30.7 in
their new setup out of New York. a four-city Pulse survey. The radio
Known as Judis, Herbert & Co., rating was greater than total tv
it’ll be restricted- solely to radio
sets-in-use for the timei period,
interests. Actually they’re old 11-11:45 p.m.
hands at it, haying dished out
Survey: covered the largest cities
(though always cuffo) info and ad- in each time zone, N.Y., Chicago,
vice to indie operations through- Denver and Los Angeles. City-byout the country, anxious to latch on city ratings were: N.Y., 29.8; Chito the patterns and techniques in- cago, 32.9; Denver, 27.9 and Los
augurated at WNEW; Now they’ll Angeles, 30.6. In home portion of
he paid “for it. They report client the 30.7 bating., was 24.5, the outreaction is already healthy.
of -home a 6.2.
,

,

-

decisively with Sid Caesar arid
“Medic” over the highpowered
CBS combination of “Burns
Allen,” “G o d f r e y s Talent

pations on top local shows under
one package price arid billings arrangement. The Blair operation

Scouts” and ‘‘Public Defender.”
Half-hour breakdowns showed the first half of the Caesar

Shows,

marks the

.

.

'

billings, but eqrially anxious
to latch on to his services as One
of the more hep account execs and
radio-tv' directors in the business.

local

or in part by the local station. Th
NSG pitch is the direct opposition
of what at one time was a network sales axiom
“Why take a
substitute ( 1 o c a 1 /programming)
when you can get the real thing
(network)?” Now, with the radio
webs swinging more, arid more to
the music-news-weather staples as

—

top. entertainment stars move into
tv, the NSG argues, “Why take a
substitute (network) when you can
get the real thing in local breadand-butter shows with known local
personalities who can sell as well
as perform?”
What the Blair group, comprising
45 stations with/ 50% coverage of
all radio homes (all of them repped
by Blair)
offering is a schedule
of 24 one-minute participations on
some 180 different local shows (including sueh“w.k. programs as Kla-;
van
Finch on WNEW, N.Y., Red

“Jamie/’. the Brandon de Wilde
starring Talent Associates package,
was lopped by Duffy-Mott and,
ABC-TV in a crossfire that saw the
web signing a sponsor for “Name’s
,

the

Same”

to fill the

“Jamie” Mon-

day-at-7:30 time and. at the same
time latching on to still another
bankroller for a second Goodson &
Todman package that will go into
Sundays at 9:30 in late November.
“Name’s the Same,” which went
off the web- at the end of August
after Swanson dropped its long- Blanchard on.
in Chicago and
time bankrolling, goes in Oct.- 11 Ray Dorey on
in Boston) at
for Ralston-Purina. It’s a Goodson a flat rate of $15,582 per week, disTodman package with Robert Q.- counted to $13,940 on a 52-week
Lewis emceeing. Second
pack- basis. Blair handles the business on
age going in is a new high- its regular 15% commission, but to
budgeted audience participationer
(Continued on page 62
called “What Goes On?” which
Revlon will sponsor starting Nov.
28 in the Sunday night spot. Current occupant, “Dr. I.Q.,” will likely be moved to another slot, possibly Sunday at 8.
“Jamie” got caught in a crossfire between its own station clearance problem and the sale of
,

&

WLS

WHDH

&

G&T

(Continued on page 60}

That Monday night “spec consciousness” on NBC-TV is getting
contagious, with even the show's
surrounding the upcoming one-amonfh 90-minute Fred Coe-prodduced stanzas initiating plans to
inject an “extra plus” element of
inventiveness into their programming.
exairiple, the Robert
Montgomery hour dramatics in the
9:30 to 10:30 p.m. segment has
blueprinted an entire sequencing
of two-part productions extending
through the season, with a
iniof four (entailing an eightweek exposure) already mapped
out, and likelihood of even more.

JACK GOULD EXITS CBS,

RETURNS TO

N.Y.

TIMES

Jack Gould, who resigned from
the N. Y. Times as radio-tv editor
to join CBS Aug. 1 as information
Blow couched the reorganization advisor- on a corporate level, told
CBS prexy Frank Stanton last
announcement as follows:
“Effective Jan. 1, 1955, the cor- Friday (24 ) that he was resigning.
By
Monday (27) afternoon he was
porate name of the Biow Co., Inc.,
The
will be changed to Biow, Beirn & back at his old Times desk.
move
took CBS off guard. It was
Toigo. The reason for the change
is simple.
When you have two men just a case, Gould said, of “itching
like Keri Beirn and John Toigo on to get back” to reviewing and reyour staff, two men who represent porting, which, after 20 years, he
advertising and management oft its couldn’t shake off.
Since Gould resigned, the Times
highest level, men who have set
paces in the advertising field, you had been keeping the radio-tv ed
give them the recognition to which berth vacant, with Val Adams filling in. Understood that the newsthey are entitled.
“It took 10 years to attairi this paper had been needling Gould in
interim to return.
the
goal of organization strength and
dimension. Just a short time ago
this agency had one stockholder. In
Britain’s 1st Comm’l
1955 it will have 30.”
Editor’s Note: Actually BiOw is
‘Omnibus’ Feature
ex-Madison Ave.; now Fifth Ave.
“Omnibus,” the Ford Foundation’s workshop show, is now mulling a plan whereby it would film
Hollywood, Sept. 28.
the first commercial to be done for

or

mum

.

As

Deal is on for Ed Wynn to be- the. new British commercial tv setcome a permanent guest on the up.
Red Skelton show over CBS-TV,
Foundation apparently feels that
Wynn would be signed for a num- it’ll be a historic occasion worthy
ber of weeks with siifficent options of being perpetuated, and shown
to take him through the entire throughout the U.S., where comseason. William Morris Agency is mercial radio and tele is taken as

,

dickering.

that

more and more to programming
which can be duplicated in whole

.

Time”

time

out the complexities of spot tiift
buying.
To the networks, formation of
the Blair-inspired National Saturation Group, comes as another competitive strongarm at a time, when
network volume continues to dwi
die while local radio flourishes.
And it’s especially disturbing to
the webs in that they have gone

Godfrey by 28.6 to 22;0. And
“Medic, ” which last week for
the first time in NBC history
outpulled a CBS MOnday-at-9
entry, did it again by pulling a
26.6 to “Public Defender’s”
26.3.

first

arid, local personalities have
been made available to national
bankrollers as a package arid with-

billings of $3,000,000, includ-

&

•

week by the forma-

last

tion of a 45-station lineup by th«
John Blair Co. which will enable
national advertisers to buy partici-

;

*

it’s titled

body blow

8-9:30

scoring

preem di awirig a 28.5 to the
“B & A” 17.8. Second half of
“Caesar’s Hour” Out p u l 1 e d

Milton Biow, founder and chairof the board of the flourishing
agency with $50,000,000-ayear billings in the till, is selling
major control of the agency to a
group of employees, about 20 in
all, headed by agency prexy F.
Kenneth Beirn. It is reportedly
a capital gains deal which,. it’s understood, Will permit Biow to devote time to the foundation He
plans setting up.
Beirn joined
’48; became prexy in FebBiow
ruary of 1953. John Toigo, exprexy of D’Arcy agency, joined
Biow in July of '51 as veepee.
With Jack D. Tarcher exiting
the Cecil & Presbrey agency to join
Biow as a veepee, taking- along with

“Spying 7-3100”-after the phone ‘number of the N.Y.constabulary—and is tied Up with
use of official files of the Police
Dept.
Prowler will be live-and-film
with Jimmy Cannon, sports columnist of the N. Y. Post as writerweb.

sell” but withra-light-touch
letters to prospective clients, with

“hard

NBC

&

man

:

outrated

Overnight 10-city

’

tions.

Ted Granik, already producer
weeks preceding his Monday (27) repped on NBC-TV with .a pair of
premiere as majordomo. of the “To- public servicers ( “American Fonight” late nighter on NBC-TV. rum of the Air” and “Youth Wants
Over the signature of the show’s to Know”), is whipping up a pofront-runner were a couple of lice documentary series for the

in recent

Monday

Trendex showed

.

Ih a rare, if perhaps not unprecedented direct-by-mail stance, Steve
Allen turned pitchman for several

the

p.m. block.

the inevitable “conflict in policy, ’V
touching off the exiting of the
$5,000,000 Bulova account within
'24 hours, it was only the beginning
of what is shaping up as perhaps
the most dramatic sequence of
events that the agency boys have
witnessed in many a day,
Behind the announcement this
week that henceforth the agency
will be known as Biow, Beirn &
Toigo, lies much deeper ramifica-

Some

in,

involved in a strong competition
for the national advertising dollar
via the formation of the Quality
Radio Group, were dealt another

Top CBS

years,

the
last week, because of

vice-president

Biowagency

Major radio networks, already

Caesar, ‘Medic’

a matter of course.

Plan

is

present: the' initial

to

installments of the two-part tv
sagas on the same night that the
Coe specs are showcased in hopes
that the “continued next week” aspect of the show will invite a fresh
audience enthusiasm for the Montgomery-produced dramatics. Definitely set thus far are “Great Expectations” in October, with Dickens’ “David Copperfield” likely as
the Christinas season two-part entry,
Others being mulled are
“Hunchback of Notre Dame,” “Les
Miserables,” “Tom Brown's School
Days,
and/or though these are
subject to change.It’s also likely there will be at
least one or twp more Robert E.
Sherwood originals for the Montgomery show this season, with the
playwright expressing a new-found
bullishness for the medium as re
suit of general audience reaction
to his “Diary” scripting which
preemed the season last week.

:

\

.

y
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PEEPSHOW

REVERSE

IN

Spectacular television calls for spectacular dimensions, and at
the momenf the chicken -and-the-egg axiom sees spectrum entertainment hatched before the public can fully appreciate the
show. Not that, at the moment, perhaps its just as well, because
the so-called spectaculars have been far from that in their audience impact.
«

National spot in radio has suffered a “considerable, decline" in
Coin intake at the various
1954.
spot representatives is off by

But the industry problem transcends whether or not this-brthat video show in color is good or indifferent. The pacing between the production li , Le. the physical manufacturing of
the sets, and the spectrumed spec must be made to coordinate

P&G SHARES TAB ON
A

Million," Joey Adams“Spend
Radio, has
emceed quizzer on
anywhere from been renewed after its summer
cited
package
Lewis
Lester
The
run,
12-46%:
As for the local radio
stations, there are some who have will air Thursday at 8:30 p.m.
28th
and
on
the
7
starting
Oct
maintained or even slightly exceeded the level of business last will shift to 9 o’clock in segue from
show.
Hope
the
Bob
the main, either the
year, but
Ken McGregor directs with Alstations are off by several thousand dollars from previous norms bert Miller and Mort Lewis, the
they have given up hope of scripters.

amounts

THIS

NBC

‘

entirely.

one thing for Milton Berle to create the great want-towhich is what gave tv its impact six or seven years ago and
rightly earned for the comedian the affectionate soubriquet of
Mr. Television. But that was in black-and-white; the average
head of a family was willing to put its $500-per annum entertainment budget into the one tv basket—a time-payment set.
Color tv has a twofold problem* One is the basip that, unlike
It’s

the Oct. 6 show, when Procter &
Gamble joins regular backer Hazel
Bishop. Lajtter.has been the check

.

revenue from national spot almost

closer.

Your Life”

Is

will go eo-sponsorship starting with

.

.

IS

NBC-TV's “This

.

see,

picker-upper since the Ralph Edpackage was launched a
couple of years ago.
In making the deal for P&G,
Compton ad agency latches on to
an established patterh under Which
the three available plugs per show

.

wards

the black-and-white video, (a), the price at $800 or thereabouts
is still riot “popular" and (b) television now has some important
competition. Ripley or riot it’s the picture business, the Very
thing which, for a time, was draped ori the ropes with tv suspected of dealing the lethal blow i the next round or two.

.

Much of the reason for the decline in spot radio has been attributed by the reps to overspending in tv by “moderate-sized" nathose whose
tional advertisers
video excesses, they say, will soon

will be on an! alternating two-foryou-pne-for me basis. New client
of the Wednesday night stanza will
plug Gleem until the first of the
year and then pitch Lilt.

—

catch up with them. Whatever, the
reason, there are still situations
like, this that exist: a president of
one national spot rep agency
traced the dropoff in biz at one of
his larger Stations to the fact that
20 Out of the 35 national bankrollers who advertised via the outlet last year are currently out of
radio entirely.
•Whether this is indicative of a
general withdrawal from radio by
national sponsors or merely a withdrawal during certain sales periods
no one has yet determined at the
spot rep offices. The" reps noted
that their intake was only off
slightly in the first quarter of the
year, but fell sharply in the second
and third quarters. Present seasonal. biz like that brought in by
cold remedies, some car manufacturers, (who’ ve taken to advertising
in the winter instead of spring),
gives those involved some
etc.,
hope that national spot might
achieve a solid upbeat in the last
quarter.
‘Fight on Its Hands’
None is relying on a natural
business increase: throughout the
nation that might affect national
.

..

(Continued on page 40)

,

•Hollywood has done the job that tv has yet to evidence capaAll the sardonic cracks that “bad pictures Will
pnly look worse” whether in big-screen, in any of the ’scopes,
in. 3-D, arid/or directional sound, are now as dated as Jorgensen
jokes. Veteran showmen at least mated “big" subjects to the big
screens, so that, if nothing else, there was that visual evidence
of size and scope and dimension— a healthy boxoff ice contrast
to the peephole dimensions of tv.
bilities of doing;

The Amos

25-minute
-n’ Andy
show on CBS Radio
undergoing some drastic format,
revisions^ primarily to heighten
the story lines and dramatic concross-the-board
is

Mutual

in

Bum

Now come the spectaculars Which, for all their size, are to be
seen in color by only a comparative handful of the public on socalled 14-inch sets (actually 12 2 -inch picture size), and the
hoopla about shows costing into the hundreds of thousands
strikes a very shallow chord.

tent;

Actually the decision stems from
listener squawks. The network adMutual Broadcasting is burning
mits it’s literally been besieged
With beefs from A & A fans who up over the tactics of Fred, Fletchcomplain, in effect, “how come er, topper at WRAL, Raleigh, N.C.,
you’re trying to make disk jockeys the station which formally ended
out of Amos 'n’ Andy arid anyway a 14-year affiliation with the web
on Aug. 31. Break, according to
if we Want disk jockeys we don’t
have to tune in to network shows Fletcher, was precipitated by the
when we’re full of them
our network’s increased participation
(multi-message) plan.
home town."
(While not basically deejays in
A N;Y. spokesman for the radio
their current format, nonetheless network said he believed condithe fact that they’ve been playing tions between his group and
some records on their strip show Fletcher to be friendly when plans
has been enough to label them as to end the affiliation were first
platter spinners, despite protesta- made known, but a few days later
tions qf the web that it ’t’ain’t so.) Fletcher sent a memo, addressed
Same situation applies to Ed- to “all Mutual stations in the
taking the web
gar Bergen’s new Sunday night Southeast regi
hour show for Kraft ori the same to task. In the memo, dated Aug.
network, which incorporates deejay 21, Fletcher spoke of Mutual’s
segments. CBS audience reaction “stated lack of interest in .selling
baseball to the stations next year,
(via flood of mail) is same;
“who needs network disk jockeys?" or providing it in any form.” Since
Meanwhile, CBS bagged a third it’s difficult enough these days to
sponsor for A&A’s “Music Hall," keep affiliates in radio happy, the
With Brown & Williamson (Vice- web station relations guys Were
roy Cigs), via Ted Bates, backing highly ^perturbed, since they insist
segments on Monday and Wednes- the only mention they ever made of
day, starting Oct. 4. Other “MH" baseball in ’55 was in a letter (beclients, are Muri
and. General lieved sent by. special delivery, airmail) the previous day, Aug. 20, to
Foods.

Get. those big-screen tv sets into the stores ; let them see what’s
iii: tint arid, texture program-wise;
and the economic

coming

ratio of

‘

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
“You can’t keep doing the sarme
CQHAN HELMS HOSP DRIVE
things and hope to stay in the race
Arnold Cohan, of the New York
this season. The. competition will ad agency bearing his name and
be t6o rugged and challenging. Wc broadcasting aide to Mayor Robert
intend to strike off in new direc- F. Wagner, has been named chairtions at every opportunity."
man of the radio-tv advisory comBob Hope was dead serious mittee of United Hospital Fund.
about
his
upcoming television
Cohan is forming a large panel
series for General Foods and to of top industry execs to serve with
prove that he’ll, suit action to his him on the campaign kicking off
words he revealed an offshore next Monday (4) and running
project, filming his full show in through December.
London while he’s in the British
capital; for Command Performance,
to which he has been invited. He’ll
draw on the roster of music hall
67;
performers and other theatrical
talent to guest on the show. Skeleton crew of technicians will ac-

WRAL:

It

said

baseball, I regret to tell

soon achieve a merchandising

WKY Bids Stations ‘Get in Quids’ In Bullish
On

to

you that

will

The fact that the early-season spectaculars have been some’What lacking is beside the point. There’s nothing like a big
league audience to bring out the best performance in any rookie.
Not to mention the boys with the checkbooks who certainly
rate a better audience razzle-dazzle commensurate with their
spectacular investments. Nor does this mean any pulling-in on
the budgets; the medium has matured and merits going forward.
The chicken-and-the-egg ratio should, maintain a closer parity
for the best results.
Abel

'

“With regard

supply-and-demand

appreciation that will be the best inspiration that the spectacular production, attempts On television should command. Right
now they’re playing to peephole audiences. It’s like giving them
“Gone With The Wind" to be seen on one of those historic peephole viewscope gadgets in Hubert’s Museum.

.

Report

Local Tinting
*

i

.

-

-

.

our long standing policy on co-ops
prevents us from making baseball

WRAL

when it
available to
comes a non-Mutual station."

company him,
His Paramount
SeVen

picture,

B casting

“The

Foys,”* completed,
he’ll leave for England Oct. 15.
Command is scheduled for Nov. 1
and four days later he will film
his hour show, and fly. it to N. Y.
for the Nov. 9 telecast. For his Qct.
12 GF series takeoff heil have as
guests
Jose
Greco,
Rosemary
Clooney, David Niven and a line of
Nick. Castle dancing girls.
Little

WRAL

memo

of Aug. 21 be forwarded to
the web. Reason for this, it has
(Continued on page 32)

Epitaph: 'Bad

Never Gocd Advertising’

\vho

:

last

the age of 67, will remain a
name, without which the story of
the CBS network, and to some exIn
tent of radio, cannot be told.

(23) at

;

(

tions

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
Tommy Riggs, longtime network
star, has. come back to the old
home town, where he got his start
in radio nearly a quarter of a century ago, to join .the ranks of the
local platter-spinners. Riggs, along
with his /imaginary little girl
friend, “Betty Lou,” of course, has
.

been signed by

WCAE,

Hearst sta-

tion here, for a three-hour nightly

program running Monday through
Saturday, beginning at 10 p.m.
In addition, Riggs gets an earlier
half-hour, 8:30 to 9, except on
Monday, when “The Voice of Firestone” is carried, in the evening as
a plug and lead-in for his later

marathon.

appearances at trade convenand among advertisers that
Klauber was embarrassingly lacking in -the ability to engage in banter, small talk or hail-fellow-wellmet, This incurable shyness Was
especially noticeable, because radio
and advertising tend to be personlic

RIGGS

and gregarious professions.
Klauber had the reputation of
having been, a hardbitten “perfecalized

Tactful

Fleetwood, N. Y.
Editor, Variety;

Ed Klauber

is

enshrined in

my memory

by one thing. In
of
wrath over
something We had published
about CBS in my time on the
paper he snarled to me, “Vari-

moment

a

TV

‘Hattie’ Role;

Alexander to Direct
Ethel

Merman was

reported

suffi-

Broadway"

the blankety-blank of
broadcasting industry!"

is

Coming from this usually softspeaking and intensely dediOf

his

loyalty

to

left me speechbut with a sense of ad-

CBS, not only
less

gramming

I

wonder what became of

Klauber’s

buddy—E.

C. Mills.,

Ben Bodec.

you think."

m

ation

add Up

to

and department

for the WKY-TV color operation itself the outlet will pick up
network tint shows, of course, and
is
currently airing its “Cook's
Book" hour-long cross-the-border
in tint on a regular basis,, along
with specials that 'bring up the
weekly tint time to Seven hours.
Station reports that while it had to
make some changes for the introduction of tint, none were drastic.
Station, has invested $400,000, including modification of the studio,
control room and lighting plant,
modification of. the transmitter,
cost of two live camera chains, a
spare camera, a slide chain and a
film chain (still to be delivered).
Station has found it unnecessary
to enlarge its technical staff, although some juggling of assign-

As

j

Billy Friedberg, is associated with JVIax Liebman in latter’s

.

spectaculars.

’‘Comedy Hour"— and “Goes"
was generally conceded to have
reached the high point in variety
“spectaculars" although that tag
did not receive its current meaning
until
Liebman blueprinted the

NBC.

all

itself

front local food
store sponsors.

writer,

style for

tint,

color .film gear:*’ And
reports enthusiasm

of

WKY-TV

tion of a situation comedy series*
for Phil Silvers: Miss' Raye’s co-

weekend

in

speedier use of the medium than
previously believed. Katz agency
reports that “quite a few advertisers,. contemplating the placement of
film programs on a’ national spot
and local basis, have queried sta*
tions oh their timetable for install-

,

.

miration.

“closer than

states

on CBS.

series

NBC

the

is

Directing “Hattie" is David Alexander, who quit as stager of the
Martha Raye Show on the first day
of rehearsal last week. Miss Raye’s
preemer last night (Tues.) on
NBC-TV was directed by one of
her two writers, N o r
a n Lear
(other is Ed Simmons, also ex-Martin & Lewis). This was her second
key loss withih. a matter of
months. After last season's' click
every-fpurth Saturday excursions,
her writer-director, Nat Hiken, nixed renewal of his NBC pact to go
over to the CBS camp for prepara-

cated gentleman, the language,

ety

tele*

local basis presents no

Report, “Close-Up on Color TV,"
that advertiser interest in
Styne and scripter Herb Baker on color on the national arid local
her Nov. 10 “Panama Hattie” col- level, availability of larger color
orcast for Westinghouse’s “Best of screen sizes, increased network pro-

indicative

tionist"

:

on a

insurmountable problems to local
stations, according to a report on
the experiences of local color pioneer WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, prepared and released last week by the
Katz Agency. Report, the second i
a series on color by the station rep
firm, recounts the experiences and
.problems faced by WKY-TV since
it began local live telecasts on Ap-

ciently recovered from minor surgery in Denver oh Sept. 12 to enable a flight from there to Hollywood where she’ll be in a three-day
huddle this week on film and tv ril 8, and comes to the conclusion
commitments. She’s slated for nar- [that local stations better hurry to
rative addenda to the already com- get in on the color bonanza which

Alexander’s “Hattie" chore preceded his doubling over into the
Martha Raye Show. Last season he
directed Miss Merman (along with
Frank Sinatra, Gene Nelson: et al.)
in “Anything Goes" on the Colgate-

New York

night city editor of the
Times.
His uncle,
Adolph Klauber, had been the.
Times drama critic (and husband
of Jane Cowl).
He shifted into
publicity work via the Lenneil &
Mitchell agency, which shop was to
also give CBS the promotion wizard of his time, Paul W. Kesten.
There was always a good deal
of controversy about Klauber at
CBS. It started when he left Ed-

Wasn’t

He

vision

pleted “No Business Like .Show
Business" for 20th-Fox and will
also confer, with producer J u l e

died at ward L. Bernays, at the latter’s
Thursday recommendation, to become an executive aide to William Sv Paley,
One of Klauber’s earliest recommendations to CBS was to cut out
Bernays’ services as PR counsel 6n
many ways a brilliant man, he was the grounds that he, Klauber, could
also a strange, aloof, introspective handle this work on the side. BerDuring the heyday of his nays never forgave klauber. But
man.
power at CBS it was. often evident
Continued on page 40)
to those who watched him in pub-

Edward Klauber
New York Hospital

Transmission of live color

Merman Okay

Far

Elisha Goldfarb, Mutual legal
recently sent a Tetter to
Fletcher asking that a complete list
of stations receiving the
eagle,

,

Klauber Dies at

Ethel

be-

<

(Continued on page 40)

.

.
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TV

FLIPS ITS

Specs, schmecks—Saturday night (25) was still a Jackie Gleason
rating ropip. as his 8 to 0 return to CBS overwhelmed the NBC
opposition and was about 14 Trendex points better than the next
highest on the evening, the Max Liebman-Ann Sothern 90-minute
“Lady in the Dark’* super-special, the figures:

NBC

CBS
Rating

Aud.
Share

.36.9
.42.9

76.4
78.9

.20.9

37.0

Rat- Aud.
ing Share

Mickey Rooney

*

Place the Face.

Lady In Dark
Lady In Dark.
Lady In Dark.
.

ABC—9

.

8.p.m.

6.9

14.2

11. 1.

.

8.30

46.1

.

.

9:00
9:30

.

.

.

Jackie Gleason.

Jackie Gleason

*

6.1

.

.

26;0

.

.25.9

48.1 .

.

.

.25:4

50/7

.10:00 .That’s

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

Two

for

Money

...

.

Favorite Husband

.

p.m. (Boxing), 6.6; 9:30 (Boxing),

My

Boy.

.

20.6

38.3

.13.2

26.3

.

g
"

10 (Stork Clu1>), 3.7.

2.3;

Colgate has resolved its daytime
setup on NBC-TV, finalizing its

Despite the llth-hour miracle
mile run by prexy Bob Rintner
week in carrying the. sponsorship
ball to get ABC-TV off the $2,000,000 hook On its NCAA grid schedule by slicing the client melon several ways, (there’s One Unalterable
conclusion on which, the trade generally agrees— that this the last
year for any national gridiron
showcase. It almost cost ABC $2,000, 000 to find out the hard Way

program buys over the past few
Radio Dead?- Nuts!
days. Thus terminated one of the
Washington; Sept. 28.
maddest scrambles among the inCommercial radio stations auth- dependent packaging outfits beat-

.

orized in the U, S. approached the
3,300 mark last week with issuance
of construction permits by the FCC
for nine
outlets.
and two
These brought
authorizations
to 2,725 and
to 573. Approximately 3,200 radio stations are now.
on the air..
All but two of the
authorizations Were for daytime stations.
authorizations,
both for
The
metropolitan stations, went to Jasper/ Ind; and Albuquerque, N, M.

AM

.

FM

AM

FM

AM

FM

that coast-to-coast collegiate gridcasts are looked at askance as

com-

items (just as
near finding it out
last season, when, by the skin of its
teeth and somewhat paralleling the
ABC situation, it latched on to a;
General Motors sponsorship when
no other natio'nal client was in
mercially feasible

J

NBC-TV came

>

Washington, Sept. 28.

George

C.

McConnaughey

of

by President
appointed
Eisenhower as the new FCC chairman, will be sworn into office next
Monday (4) at ceremonies in the
Ohio,

.

White House. Associate Supreme
Court Justice Harold H. Burton,
also an Ohioan, will administer the

Who’s On

First!

&

It’s

no longer the Radio-TV

department. It’s now the TVRadio department.

oath, before a small gathering in
the office of Presidential Assistant

Sherman Adams.
Appointment of McConnaughey,
is now director of Federal Renegotiation Board, was- announced
over the weekend from the Presi-

who
.

summer

dent's

headquarters

in

.

state

Elliot

On TV

’Account’ Strip

Dennis. James succeeds Win Elliot as ringmaster of CBS-TV’s “On
Your Account,” with his new duties
starting next Monday (4). There’ll
be an upped budget on the Procter
& Gamble-backed half-hour daytime strip and. perhaps some format alterations, but production
“Omnibus” is reported tooling staff sticks with Bob Quigley headup for an up-and-at-’em critical ex- ing up this chore.
amination of the television medium
Show rides bn 140 stati
to be displayed within about three
its

Rating,

m

,

—

,

.

.

Dennis James Vice

Commerce Committee.

months of

On Dark’

GM

sight. NBC now confesses if
hadn’t bought it nobody would
have).
Situation has nothing to do with
ABC affiliation facilities or its ability to sell. Now that some clients
NBC-TV came from practically
have Come along, the same prize
nowhere as far as inheritance is
outlets that NBC enjoyed last season moved in to share in the concerned and, in fact, brought
sponsorship about the “Operation Big Switch”
Saturday afternoon
spoils. But if ABC couldn’t have of the year as 90-minute “Lady In
sold it, Which was the ..case almost
the Dark” Max Liebman-Ann Sothup to game time, NBC recognizes
that it would have been confronted ern specola of Saturday (25) Went
With the same resistance and for against CBS’ trio of half-hour
the same reasons; that basically shows. NBC’s Pat Weaver & Co.
the major contests are of local and were making with the huzzahs as
regional interest; that while there’s the 10-city Trendex showed aii
no indication of any waning inter- average of 25.8- for “Lady” while
est in the sport, few contests are the CBS programs came in with
capable of achieving a national 18.2.
Latter figure would have
game-of-the-week glamor and stat- been 20 or more had the 10 o’clock
ure, as reflected in the declining “That’s My Boy” been able to mainratings in last season’s schedule. tain the 20.6 pace set .by the preWhen NBC wound Up with a Utah ceding “My Favorite Husband”
fray for the Thanksgiving Day (9:30, also in color, to mark the
piece de resistance, the prevailing first
aJor tint conflict) and' the
sentiment was: “That’s all, broth-, 20.9 score at 9 o’clock of “Two: For
er!”
the Money,”
stations
are
Locally,
riding
“Lady” kicked up her heels to
wide and handsome again on pact- show segment clockings of 26, 25.9
ing home games for home fans. and 25.4 far from commanding
That's where 99% of the major in- the situation, of course, but of conterest lies. It almost, cost ABC lots siderable inspiration to NBC in
of shekels to find it out.
view of the fact that, two Weeks
To a lesser degree (coin-wise ago (Sunday the 12th), Ed Sulliand general interest) the same per- van’s CBS^Toast of Town” detains to the tough selling applying livered a shellacking to Liebman’s
to the DuMont’ pro grid schedule preeming tinterola, the Betty Hutand the NBC pickup of the Ca- ton “Satins & Spur?.” However;

nadian

contests.

Haying missed that was Sunday and

out in the bidding for the NCAAblessed Collegiate schedule, NBC
figured it was a lot cheaper to
latch
on the Canadian games
(through the simple expedient of.
paying line charges up to Buffalo)
rather than be saddled with camera crews, technicians, etc., in
pitching for service games.
But
it’s not too surprising to NBC that
the Canuck version isn’t a hot commercial item in the states,
.

this

was

Sat-

urday, with the time and competi-

elements differing sharply.
/The important development lay
in the fact that the Mickey Rooney vidpixef at 8 and the reprieved
“Place the Face” at 8:30 put to*
gefher an anemic cluster of 6.9
and 6.1 at a time when Jackie
Gleason, in his seasonal initialer,
was coming through, with the top
weekend rating, a .powerhouse 36.9
(Continued on page 62)
tive

TV-Radio Workshop, Under
whose aegis the 90-minute series

dation’s
.

presented.
Included in the prospectus of the
experimental Sunday show will be
commercial, educational, and. industrial facets of tv, with at least
/one-full program given over to the
-critique.;
It’ll be a film-and-live
“for real” dissection of the Whole
sphere of video in a precedental
pitch that’s expected to raise quite
a quota of eyebrows within and
without the trade*
is

.

Elmer Davis

to

Return

Elmer Davis, having recuperated
from his illness of last spring and
reportedly feeling fit again, will return to ABC Radio Oct. TO in a
15-minute, once-a-weak commentary
Sundays at 10:15. He’ll broadcast
from Washington, but it’s not yet
decided whether the show will be
liye or taped.
It’s also expected that he’ll return in a ofice-a-week show on
video, but this hasn’t been set yet

a.

'hopeful

path

to

Colgate’;?

properties.
For the 12:30 to 1 p.m. cross-the-

board period Colgate is buying an
audience participation show called
“Feather Your Nest,” though the
sponsor is only picking up the tab
for half the shows. It’s an agencybuilt 'package (Wm. Esty), with
home furnishings as the loot. Although Walter O’Keefe did the audition show, Bud Collyer will be
used as a regular. Next Monday
(4) Is the starting date.
For the 4:45 to 5 p.m. strip; Colgate previously acquired the Wilbur Stark-packaged “Modern Romances.”
With both NBC and; CBS riding
herd; in daytime tv with their
house-built, shows, either in the serial field, participation, panel or variety stanzas, just as they did nighttime* it’s been rough going for the
indie package boys who have been
virtually locked out, Thus an out-,
side buy today, such as the “Modern Romances" acquisition, is a
.

rarity

webs

insofar as the. two
are concerned*

major

The FCC

Washington, Sept. 28.
officially gave its bless-

ing yesterday (Mon.v to a change
in the call letters of NBC’s owned-

&-6perated stations in New York,
Los Angeles and Washington in
order that the respective operations
might reflect the parent company’s
“RCA” identity for which the web
had pressed, Thus, in N. Y„ WNBC,
the radio arm, becomes WRCA
(also
WRCA-FM. and WNBT is
transformed to WRCA-TV; in* L.A.,
KNBH will be known as KRCA;
but in Washington there’ll be a
necessarily clipped version, with

WNBW

becoming WRC-TV (the
“A” of RCA being shaved because
of conflict with the new call letters
in N- Y;
New letters are effective as of
midnight on Sunday, Oct 17, with
Charles Denny, the web’s o&o vee*
pee, moving in immediately upon

FCC

approval to exploit the new
before the effective

tags heavily
date.

WCBS-TV

Latches

On To

Nielsen City Ratings
Effective with the September re-

third season’s kickoff

on CBS-TV Oct. 17. Project is understood to have a top priority
label on the agenda of Robert
Saudek, director of the Ford Foun-

ing

door ever since the client gave out
the news that it was interested in
acquiring a couple of non-network

;

McConnaughey told
,D e n v e r
Variety he was notified of his
selection by phone from Denver
while he wks in Columbus, O., on
Washington, Sept. 28.
Saturday (25). He said it “came
An ex-communist who once
js no surprise” to him.
McConnaughey said that no time served five years in a state penitenlimit Avas placed on his designation tiary on a murder conviction testias chairman of the Commission, fied before the FCC Examiner Hercontrary to press stories indicating bert Sharf man yesterday (Mon.) he
he would be chairman for only one saw Edward Lamb, Toledo broadyear. He pointed out that the FCC caster-publisher, give $5 to a comis not one Of the regulatory agen- munist party official lfi years ago.
cies which rotates its chairman.
The witness, Ernest Cqurey, who
However, the present administra- now operates a resort in Mercer,
tion designated Comr. Rosel Hyde Wis„ said Lamb made the conas chairman for one year. Hyde tribution in his presence in Lamb’s
has been serving as acting chair- office in Toledo. Courey said he
man since April 18.
went there, with Max Wall, a party
Nomination of McConnaughey functionary, who said, “we are
as a member of FCC must be con- here for .the purpose of collecting
firmed by the senate, either at the
( Continued on page 32)
special session to convene Nov, 8
or at the regular session in January.. It’s likely that a hearing will
first be held by the senate Inter-

NBC’s ‘Look at Us’

,

Change in policy Inaugurated
Eckhardt agency
at Kenyon
last week:

23

WCBS-TV became the first
channeler in New York to buy the
Nielsen City gating, the Chi out-,.
port,

A

fit's new; local service.
The CBS
flagship
employs
three
other

Show Biz

Bigtime

measurements, 'ARB, Hooper and

John Daly (emcee); John Wingate came out of NBC’s Century Thetelevision as a sales-merchandising and Judy Lynn; the biggest lineup atre and Studio' 3-B, from there
yet for a company confab. It was being piped to the various theadjunct to regular video sponsoralso the first time that, the session atres, where it was reported that
ship was demonstrated last week was arranged so that independent the picture was the best yet for a
by two closed-circuit sessions, one liquor retailers could, attend, \vith closed-circuit session. Understood
staged by Frankfort Distillers and art -estimated 25,000 Viewing the Frankfort has ordered 40 ki the other by the Pontibc Dealers. show from 27 theatres.
Also for scopes for further field use.
Pontiac show was on a much
In the case of Frankfort, it'. was a the first time, several neighborcase
of
something hood/ theatres were booked in smaller scale, reaching some 2,500
substituting
even better than the original, for large cities to accommodate the re- dealers stationed at NBC affiliates
the distillery, prohibited by FCC tailers* with N. Y. having the show looking in on the web’s closed-cirShow Was. a preregulations from on-the-air adver- ih six houses, Chicago in two and cuit facilities.
tising, put on its own intra-com- Los Angeles in two.
Final “first” view of Pontiac’s upcoming Red
pany and dealers show that Was the use of a split network, Buttons stanza,, which preems Frimatched anything it could have with One section of the show for day (1), and the bnce-evety-four
sponsored in terms of talent and the east only because of product weeks Jack CArson show, with both
and Carson and their
production.
distribution and the second going Buttons
in
appearing
casts
Program; which originated at all oyer the country (for Four respective
sketches from their shows. Setup
two NBC-TV studies in N. Y. last Roses).
Thursday (23) aftemeon and tan , Show was staged by TKeatre was originated from both N. Y.
for an hour and three-quarters, Network Television, in conjunction (Buttons) and the* Coast (Carson),
was a “first” in several respects. In with the two Frankfort agencies, in an arrangement similar to that
terms of talent, It had Guy Lom- Kenyon- & Eckhardt for the east- Used in the affiliates-Dow Chemibardo & His Royal Canadians, ern segment, and Young & Rubi- cal. sales force closed-circuit preRobert Cummings, Jimmy Savo, c am for the coast-to-coast 6how. It view of “Mediq” gome weeks back.
Importance

of

closed

.-.

circuit

,

,

Pulse.

Before latching on to the Nielsen audimeter tabber—which early
next year, incidentally, will be
Combined with its “diary” gimmick, a survey by the station
showed a number of “interesting”
These, according to
revelations,
general manager Sam Cook Digges,
may provide a new sales pitch
when collated with the Nielsen
findings.

-

:

After, a couple of

DuMont was

uneasy days,

finally assured of the

Pharmaceuticals,

Inc.,

biz

for

13

more weeks on “The Stranger,”
Friday-at-9 mystery skein.
Renewal of the show, brought in
as a summer replacement for the
M
same sponsor’s “Life Begins at 80,
was handled through! the Kletter

agency.

.

)

J

.

'

TELEVISION REVIEWS
JACKIE GLEASON

SHOW

HOUR

CAESAR’S

Carl Reiner, HowWith Art Carney* Audrey Meadows, With Sid Caesar,Gina Lollobrigida,
ard Morris;
Joyce Randolph, Jack Lescoulie,
Green orch; Joe
guest;
Bemie
Ray Bloch Orch, June Taylor

DeSantis
Producer: Leo

Dancers, others

Exec Producer: Jack philbin
Producer: Jack Hurdle.
Director: Prank Satenstein
Marvin Marx, Walter
Writers:
Stone, Syd Zelinka, Leonard

..

Joe Stein, Aaron Ruben
I'
i

SCHICK,

NESTLE,

PEN

60 Mins.; Mon., 8 P.m,

1

Dancer

,

Sample!
Eckhardt

Fitzgerald,

SSC&B, Kenyon

New York

..

&

Just what kind of a show Sid
(Kudner, Bryan Houston,
Caesar was preppirig for his own
tut
Seeds)
Russell M.
Monday night hour on. NBC-TV,
Jackie Gleason came hack to his following the. breakup of the longSaturday night spot last weekend running and successful Max Lieb-

cU^tonrnila^
retamed was kept under ..wraps as one of
his /trio of sponsors as permanent fhe major trade secrets, of the
was
hackers and given CBS-TV a solid ’54-’55 semester. The “secret”
come
c a f,,rHnv night
tthri'v Saturday
niffht unveiled this weekwhen the
the early
edge
<jj an preemed “Caesar’s Hour” in
Only change t h e 8 to 9 slot. And the glad tidings
rating sweepstakes;
was some added poundage gamed are that Caesar, NBC and the three
hy Gleason during his convales- participating sponsors seem to have
cenfce and Summer layoff, but that got themselves a whale of a. show,
didn’t abate his energy, and if. he
pursuing the upbeated trend
keeps Up the way he started off, it among comics to deemphasize the
won’t be Ibng. before he’s down to variety format in favor of “book
•
the trim lines of last year.
shows” (as evidenced by the Jackie
If anything,, the first ,£how was Gleason,
Milton " Berle, Martha
better than' any of last year’s, the Raye displays, among Others), Cae
reason being that Gleason Enter- sa r, witlr a major assist from
the
Lollobrigida,
v prises and CBS were wise enough
gueslar Gina
to take a clicko phase of the pro- Italian femme fatale, and from two
gram and expand it; to the point ex-“Show of Shows” reliables, Carl
Where it took up most of the open- Reiner and Howard Morris, made
catapulted

him

to the top,

m

•.

:

ing show,

This,

if

course, is ‘‘The the transition with flying colors.

put a new kind of
awesomepess into; the word “specnight (25)
Saturday
'on
tacular”
his second sped of the
when,

Opened Jan. 23. '41, at Alvin, N.Y.;
$6.60 opening; $4.40 top thereafter.

Max Liebman

.Donald Randolph
Brooks v
Miss Bowers .......... Jeanne Shelby
Gertrude Lawrence
Liza Elliott
Miss Foster .... ... . .Evelyn Wyckoff

.Dr,

SHEAFFER NBC-TV, from New York
(

CBS-TV, from

By GEORGE ROSEN

'

AMERICAN

RCA,

SpEIDEL
CHICLE

Dark

In’the

(ORIGINAL. CAST)
Sam H. Harris, production of musical play in seven scenes by Moss
Hart, starring Gertrude Lawrence.
Lyrics, Ira Gershwin; music, Kurt
WeiU; book staged by author; production and lighting; Hassard, Short;
choreography, Albertina Rasch; settings, Harry Horner; costumes, Irene
.Sharaff;. gowns, Hattie Carnegie. MuAbtavanel.
director, Maurice
sical
.

Morgan

Director: Clark Jones
Writers: Mel Tolkin, Tony Webster,

Stern/* Andy Russell

60 Mins.> Sat., 9 pm*.

Lady

,

27

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ann Lee
Miss Stevens
....... Margaret Dale
Maggie Grant
Natalie Schafer
Alison Du Bois
Danny Kaye
Russell'Paxton
./Charley Johnson. .. .Macdonald Carey
Victor Mature
.Randy Curtis
Courtesy Hal Roach Studio, Inc,
Ward Tallmon
Joe
.....Nelson Barcllft
Tom
Bert Lytell.
...
Kendall Nesbitt
.Virginia Peine
Helen
Gedda Petry
Ruthie .......
,
Patricia Deering
......
Carol
Marcia ....... ... .Margaret Westberg
Dan Harden
Beh Butler
.Eleanor Eberle
Barbara
..Davis Cunningham
Jack
The Albertina Rasch Group Dancers;
Dorothy Byrd, Audrey Costello,- Pa?
tricia Deering, June MacLaren, Beth
Wenherholrii, MarNichols, Wana
garet Westberg, Jerome Andrews,
Nelson Barclift. George Bockmnn.
Andre Charise. Fred Hearn* Yaroslav
Kirov,. Parker Wilson..
The Singers; Catherine Conrad,
Jean Cummings Carol Dels, Hazel
Edwards, Gedda Petry; June Rutherford, Florence Wyipan, Davis Cun. . .
.

.

.

season and the first in, his one-amonth Oldsmobile-sponsored Saturday night series, he put on the
widely-ballied tv version Qf “Lady
Artistically it was
in the Dark/’
a triumph, for the production had
taste and dignity, was wholly adult
and had a grand sweep, that probably set NBC and the sponsor back
But once again
a cool $500,000.
Liebman got bitten by a book.
This was ope of the most hand-

•

, i.

.

*

..

.

.

.

,

.

...

.

•

.

..

.

.

.

.

..

.

ningham, Max Edwards. Len Fran :,
Gordon Gifford, Manfred Hecht, Wil-.
liam Marel, Larry Siegle, Harold Summons.
The Children; Ann Bracken, Sally
Ferguson, Ellie Lawes, Joan Lawes.
Jaqueline Macmillan, Lois Volkman,
Kenneth Casey, Warren Mills, Robert
Mills, Robert Lee, George Ward,. William Welch.
(Closed June 15, 1941).
1

.

.

.

because she couldn’t make her up
:mind, ;darts from psychiatrist couch
to her magazine editorship as she
tries to find herself and. her prince,
was related in three acts arid 12
scenes, and it’s very execution ort
so lavish a scale was something
of a major accomplishment, even
for a medium already conditioned
to sonw pretty extravagant staging.

But fqr all his fine technical
correlation, Liebman’s major lick
was in failing to establish ,the
necessary mood. At this stage of
the game, he is an astute enough
showman to realize that* withi
tv’s -confines (in, contrast to the
stage) you just cannot overwhelm
an audience with a bedazzling display of color and infinite costume

somely mounted and beautiful
shows ever to grace a tv screen
(particularly as seen in color), yet
somewhere along the line in the
mechanics of putting together a and scenic changes without conproduction to outshine all produc- fusion; Perhaps al these elements
tions. the essence of the fantasy cannot be retained except within
of “Lady in the Dark” was dif- the framework of a variety show,
1

for a

fused/
There’s no

mood

more

is

elusive

and

denying the show’s re.qviires a less pretentious, apThe color proach: and a more subtle simtriumphant moments.
was never more brilliant and beau- plicity.
tiful
(certainly
a commendable
Liebman took full advantage of
and major plus in projecting for the operilrig “One Life to Live”
the future; but more the pity, of number with its delightful dance
Saturday night’s of the ragamuffins; or the wedding
sctfnt value to
black-and-white millions).: The set- dream sequence in which Bambi
tings, the camera work, the utili- Linn' and Rod Alexander and the
zation of the spacious Brooklyn bridesmaids danced so exquisitely;
:

.

Honeymooners” segment, and, glit was an hour of comedy that
though it was used as the basis of did credit to the ambitious oversome shows last season, it’s never hauling of the NBC-TV Monday ADVENTURE
been used to the extent of last Sat- night schedule which now finds With Charles Collingwood, others studio facilities in staging; the in- or again the elaborate circus dream
tricate excursions into fantasy, the sequence was color tv at its best.
urday’s show, nor has it been used ‘‘Caesar’s Hour” and the “Medic” Reporter: Robert Northshield
as a -formidable and qualitative
musical backgrounding and ormore effectively.
Miss Sothern’s rendition of “My
Producer: Perry Wolff (associates,
Save for the June Taylor danc- back-to-back brace df entries. GonShip” was- superior to her other
Northshield)
Jac
Venza,
attempts, for in the simple
ers’ opening sequence,, along with pled with the one-a-month Fred
vocal
Donovan.
(for Director: Tom
spectaculars
Gleason's intrtf arid his final stand- Coe-produced
lyrical song her: voice was adeLADY IN THE DARK
60 Miris.; Sun., 3:30 P.m.
Sothern - Shepperd quate, but unfortunately not up
up thankyous, entire hour was a which Caesar and “Medic” will ,be CBS-TV, from N Y.
With Ann
“Honeymooners Special” with, a preempted) it could well turn the
Strudwick, Liiella Gear, Carleton to the intricacies of the Weill score
“Adventure” is back as a CBS
Carpenter
Carleton
single plot unbroken except for tide in upsetting the heretofore
Carpenter, James Daly, Robert generally./
commercials and the station break, undisputed CBS-TV Monday night Sunday. afternoon tv entry to add
Fortier, Paul McGrath, Bambi played the ex-Danny Kaye legit
.

t

(Burns & Allen-Godfrey Talent to the lustre of the Web’s public
Linn and Rod Alexander; danc- role of the swish photographer with
solid comedy Scoirts-“Lucy”) supremacy,
ers, singers, models.
a verve and a bounce and may
No small, credit for Monday affairs department with a page out Producer-Director: Max Liebman
sequences in this installment, and
have contributed some pleasurable
the comedy backing by the superb, night’s sock getaway belongs to the of the Navajo Indian’s tragic book. Associate Producer-Director: Bill moments to those who never saw
*
Art Camey and the standout Au- quartet of writers, three of whom Produced as a joint effort with the
Hobin
Kaye perform in the role, Robert
drey Meadows Was more than up (Mel Tolkin, Tony Webster, and Joe American Museum of Natural His- Adaptation of Moss Hart book: Fortier as Randy Carver, the film
Stein). camped out in the “Show of tory, the series, not the least of
•Billy Friedberg
idol, was far from inspired casting.
to snuff.
Entire sketch was a rib on tv Shows” pastures and thus are fa- which is the thorough job done by Music and Lyrics: Kurt Weill, Ira James Daly, ,Paul McGrath, Shepas miliar with the Caesar toucli-and- Charles Collingwood as the narGleason,
with
commercials,
Gershwin
perd Strudwick, Luella Gear were
Ralph Cramden, tapped for a live go. The fourth, Aaron Ruben, fugi- rator, bids for accolades almost Musical Director: Charles Sanford cast in straight dramatic roles and
commercial for a candy company, tive from the Milton Berle show. every time it goes to bat.
Choreography: Rod Alexander
were adequate.
Last Sunday’s (26) opener, a 90 Mins./ Sat. (25) 9 p.m.
He develops the- inevitable tooth- is anything but a slouch. In fact,
The coin-no?object dressup of
ache, and there’s a riot at the it’s to Caesar’s credit that be had filmed documentary credited to OLDSMOBILE
the show even included installing
himself.
to
surround
the
wisdom
CBScience reporter Robert North- NBC-TV,. from New York
Lee. Bowman in a theatre box for
finale when his on-camera bite re
(D. P. Brother)
suits in a virtual stampede by the With as enviable a flock of show- shield (along with technical crew
the entr'actes and' intros of. the
consid- men as the comedic rosters on the and guides), wais a bitter often
Gleason. /But plot
howling
commercials, which, incidentally,
A*
J.
lb. ...
...mM
spectrum can boast. Clark depressing—piece pegged around
erations aside—though there was tv
gave Oldsmobile three elaborate
enough substance in this one to Jones, the. director, earned his the Navajo tribal Indian’s “medi- chestrations of the. excellent Kurt scenes in the color extravaganza.
carry- it for the hour—it’s those multiple-striped chevrons for his cine man” culture versus “prog- Weill-Ira Gershwin score, along
It’s unfortunate that in this fankitchen scenes With Miss Meadows camera Work on the “Hit Parade ; ress ” profferred him by the white with the choreography were all of tastic medium of tv (and now color
tv) it may be necessary to have
and Carney’s unpredictable char- Leo Morgan, the -producer, is one rnan, with negligible success thus a high quality.
fun
among
vets
far. His culture,, rituals, way of life
acterizations that supply the solid of the established
(Only exception was the ques- $500,000 ‘experiments” before the
laughs ^throughout. Gleason sup- shows*. Hal M Janis, exec producer, and means of earning his bread on
ioriable costuming which at times perfect spec can be brought home.
plied an added touch for the open- dittoed on Show of Shows/ And the vast reservation spreading Over did peculiar things to star. Ann This certainly wasn’t it, but from
ing show with some intra-trade Bemie Green as musical director Utah arid Arizona?—these were Sothem’s figure). Otherwise there a standpoint of opulence; and
yocks, getting his manager, Bullets rendered an assist on Monday deftly subordinated to a back-and- were no Compromises by Liebman beauty Liebman hit the mark, his
Durgom, into the act by referring night s preem {notably in one forth main theme revolving around ih these, his stock-in-trade, as the second time pp.
to the dentist as “Dr. Durgom,” dream sequence between Caesar a Navajo irifarit dying of diarrhea still-champion and master of the.
and calling him “The mad butcher and the beaut from abroad in as he lay in his mother’s arms. tv musical extravaganza. But as CAMERA
THREE
of Bensonhurst,” and also calling which; Green toyed, around, with a This and other diseases to which with the initial Betty Hutton
(The. People, Yes)
another character as Hubbell Bud- variation on Beethoven s Fifth) that the Navajo is heir (pneumonia,
Satins and Spurs” spec of a cou- With Earle Hyman, Gerald
Sarrachimes.
of
NBC
full
set
him
rates
a
tuberculosis) were punctuated in
weiser in an obvious reference to
ple weeks back, yet for entirely
cini, Jean Stapleton, Jared Reed,
Caesar’s new format is described film and covering narrative by a
CBS-TV program veep Hubbell
different reasons and under enMichael
Kane;
James
Macanirom
ranging
show
“comedy
as
a
combination
remarkable
of
pasRobinson
tirely different circumstances, it
drew, moderator
Surrounding elements of the satire to broad comedy, with music, sages in the text and striking, com- was the difficulty of integrating
Robert Herridge
show Were topnotch, especially the ^ancing and occasional guest stars, pelling shots of tribal life and cus- the book into the overall produc- Producer:
Director:
Frank Moriarty
a
on
That
a. .tall -order to bring
s
toms, including exercising rituals
superbly drilled June Taylor dancthe charm 45 Mins., Sat. (25), 2 p.m.
frolic, ana under the “medicine man” civiliza- tion while, still retaining
ers, who got off some unusual pre- high note of fun and
and the spirit of the Moss Hart WCBS-TV, N.Y.,
tion.
isioning in the opener via an yet, within the framework of Mon
threw “Lady” off. UnCarl Sandburg’s epic poem, “The
This was ho “making fun” of story that
overhead camera exposure. Jack day’s “bOok show,” it was accom
success, Some 75,000 self-ordained under- like the Betty Hutton show, “Lady” People, Yes,” was a stirring expesingular
with
Lescoulie handled the intros and plished
has
a good book, even though it be rience as presented on WCBS-TV’s
effort
coordinated
well
thanks
to
a
privileged Americans caught in. the
narration nicely, the. small corps of
a highly sophisticated one that
Camera Three” last Saturday (25).
announcers 'did right by their in which all the elements meshed. nearly insurmountable 'hazards of might easily militate against popu- The
1936 prose-poem, by now a
products and the Ray Bloch orch Surprisingly enough, it was. practi- their own culture, but rather a lar tv acceptance.
modern classic, stands up well with
four-personality
reduced
to
a
documentary pointing up the trahandled its showbacking task ef- cally
produccomplex
“Lady”
was
a
time.
Its
homely philosophies,
fiesta.
vail of one single group amid the
fortlessly.
JZhan.
Caesar, Reiner and Morris por- “bettei/ living” tradition of the tion, at best and the wonder, is that amusing revelations and brave sentrayed .rales of garage mechanics. nearby white-man—-“86 miles and all the extravagantly beautiful timents still ring true. Dramatic
AT THE UNITED NATIONS
At a tv quiz show (“Big Date”) one world away”; meaning, say, a pieces fell together with such reading Saturday was done exWith Peter Stursberg
Caesar wins an evening with the modern hospital where diarrhea is amazing precision. To at. least one tremely well by a carefully-chosen
Producer: Stursberg
First
he dreams just another ailment and. an Indian viewer, it seemed Over-produced in quartet of actorS-readers, to bring
Lollo-palooza.
60 Mins.; MQn.-thru-Frl.> 4 p.m.
about: her; theri the actuality (after baby can hope to survive it. But this instance, for instead of using out the fine religious as well as
Sustaining
a full day under a shower and the apparently it is upfto the white the production to enhance the fine feally patriotic quality of the work.
Sitting around a bare stage on
CBC-TV, from New York
boys dressing him). Within that American to “sell” the Navajo on Weill score, the songs appeared
Canadian Broadcasting Corp/s framework was packed satire, a “progress” with the proper ap- lost in the settings, This was par- high stools', alternating ini reading
-hour-long stanza from the United fetching, production turn arid a con- proach. What that approach might ticularly noticeable in the standout passages, lilies and even part-senNations .General Assembly in New tinuous round
Caesaresque be was left up in the air, perhaps “Jenny” number, obviously in- tence phrase’s, the simple, sincere
of
York is, of course,. Slanted to the laughs. Nothing Was dragged in; for the duly constituted authori- tended as the high point of the and often eloquent approach of
Canadian view/ with commentary but had Its rightful place in a well- ties to ponder. Obviously, the show. But as it came off. it was the artists completely offset the
of the
arid interviews by Peter Stursberg, written, finely coordinated produc-; Navajo* cannot be separated from jUst another song without, the ex- somewhat static quality
CBC’s UN staffer. Using UN cam- tion. The Gina doll demonstrated, his medical, mores by thev tradi- citement or the spirit arid subtle- presentation. Cast knew its lines
eras, Stursberg produces and han- anew she knows her. way with a tional “white man’s” methods, so ties of the original Gertrude Law- so well that it was more, recitation
dles this socko stanza built by CBC line. as well as a figure apd neatly- from this point of view “Adven- rence legit production*
than reading, to make the event
There were times, too, when more vivid, dramatic and moving.
and UN personnel and fed to CBC’s complemented the male trio.
ture” may be said to haveHtfffered
video web.
One note of regret, Those multi- a hint as to the course to pursue even the color seemed to defeat The static format was further reThe show is particularly useful ple commercials on behalf of the If “Adventure” is merely a routine itself, with the changing kaleido- lieved by films of. average Amerito Canadians who seldom get the three clients (not to mention the “show’? from here in, its initia' scopic rainbow-hued scenes becom- cans, by a frequent guitar accomopportunity to visit the UN build- station-break announcements at the effort would still give the entire ing so overwhelming and dazzling paniment; by an occasional interthat, rather than complementing polation of a. folk-ballad that was
ings. Actual audio from the Gen- three-quarter mark) seemed appal- series the badge of merit
virtually sung, and by several pertinent
eral, Assembly room Is tops, as is lingly long and numerous. Perhaps
Preceding the Navajo story was the play itself, it threw
the camera work considering the it’s Jp Caesar’s credit in maintain- an absorbing live-and-film study o the complete Briiphasis on the comments from moderator James
circumstances. Picture quality is ing the high tempo that one re- Niagara Falls, particularly of the visual and impaired the balance.
Macandrew.
generally okay with line troubles gretted. the. frequent intrusions.
In the leading role, Miss SothEarle Hyman, Jean Stapleton,
cause and effect of last July '$ “big
Michael
charming and Gerald Sarraci
and
only now -and then. When necesRose.
break” on Prospect Point, with sev- ern, though utterly
16ok
at, failed to generate Kane were fine choices for the
to
sary, Stursberg films Canadian angood
eral
by
authorities interviewed
for reading, being sympathetic and
up
make,
to
gles in advance, srich as the admagrietism
any
Collingwood, providing background,
her voice, and forceful as well as skilled. Jared
dress to the Assembly by Canada’s sight arid enough background of information based on
what i? the deficiencies in
guitar
UN topper, Lester Pearson, who each to brighten remarks when
known 6f the Earth’s rock forma Liebman was at times remiss in Reed lent the unobtrusive
spoke before the show came on, they come on camera. His savvy of tion, glacial habits of millions o his transitions between the con- accompaniment and some appealalso
riiere- ing ballad singing.
then left for Europe (23). Sturs- UN matters and procedures
subconscious,
the
scious
and
ad
infinitum;
It
was
a
years
ago,
berg does a good job on both pro- smooths the show for the viewers. lulu of
Viewer was
Whole event was a tribute to
a quarter-hour; complete ly. assuming that the
pubservice bent and
duction and gabbing, his past expe Only unsatisfactory item is the
with films showing the huge rocks always aware of the lady’s periodic WCBS-TV’s
rience, including wartime stretch four p.m. time which eliminates
dream
work of the State Education
the
“dark”
into
the
retreats
as they broke away after X years
as CBC commentator in London business and govt, viewers unless
the State of N,Y*
of
U.
Dept.,
of slumber to join the Maid of the world.
Bron,
coming in haridy^ He knows most they have tv sets in offices, and
‘
The story of Liza Elliott, who
Gleason’s quintet of writers served

him up with some

.
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his Fall, every

Radio

is

Wednesday night program on

NBC

a long-time favorite. Each one in this line-up has

stood the test of time

.

.

*

against

all

competition

.

.

.

for

an

average of 13 years on network radio!

w

8.00-8:15

P,M— DINAH SHOHE SHOW

FOR CHEVROLET MOTOR

01V.,

GENERAL MOTORS CORP.

Year after year, these programs have paid

work for a wide variety of
every show

is sold

You can have

advertisers.

At

off like clock-

moment

this

except one.

this

wonderful time because the Great

new sales format.
You can buy as many or as few one-minute participations
as you need; You can also buy “Gildy” as part of the Three
Plan when you want morning, afternoon and evening
round-the-clock coverage. And you also get the audience
carry-over from the high-rated Fibber McGee & Molly
Show. Wish you were here? Call your NBC representative
now for full details.
Gildersleeve is back this year in a brand

And on Wednesday
tinguished

tories, Inc.;

time, too,

night you’ll find yourself in the dis-

company of such

advertisers as Miles Labora-

Radio Corporation of America; Chevrolet

Motor Div,, General Motors Corp. The Toni
;

Co., Division

of the Gillette Co.; R. J. Reynolds Co. (Camels)

;

DeSoto

Motor Corp., Div. of Chrysler Corp.; The American

Wednesday

Tobacco Co. (Pall Mall)

America; and Armour

;

Prudential Insurance Co. of

& Company

(Dial Soap). All on

RADIO

TELEVISION REVIEWS

30
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MASQUERADE PARTY SPECIAL CORKY OF STORYLAND

OUT ON A LIMB

•+»

STATION
With Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Never*
With Peter Donald, Buff Cobb, Ilka
Producer: Ernie Nevers
Chase, Bobby Sherwood, Ogden With Pat Hains
i!
j;
Nash; Johnny Olson, announcer; Producers: Hains, William Demp- Director; Jim Baker
15 Mins., Sat. (following NCAA
sey
Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows,
4 4444 444444444 4 »4 4 4444 4 4 4 » 4 »
Lind Director; Jim Eakins
game)
Peter
Ezzard Charles,
ERNEST INGOLD CHEVROLET
Hayes, Mary Healy, Harvey Eire- 15 Mins.; Sat. 11 a.na.
The ^transference of a cafe show Mays, batting hero of the N.Y.
KGO-TV, San Francisco.
stone, Richard M. Nixon, guests. Sustaining
to video is a delicate project. The Giants, facei;o-face with the whole
KPIX, San Francisco
One of the alltime football major object is getting the feeling Cleveland Indian team via the
Producer: Herb Wolf

Tele Follow-Up
‘

'

Director: Lloyd Gross
30, Mins., Sun. (26), 2 p.m.

This bright quarter-hour kiddie
program, debuted Sept. 18 on
the opening show
if
was any indication of what can
be expected* in the future, the juve
jury is going to give this one a
high rating, right up there with
the network efforts for imagination and interest, and parents are
going to be strong for it too.
Format of show sets Pat Hains,
a warm-voiced gal with a great
manner with kids that is not
syrupy, as “Gorky” the engineer
of a play-train which pulls into
the station. Wearing engineers hat
she chats with the kids who comprise the live audience, draws
their pictures on the blackboard,

CBS-TV, NBC-TV, ABC-TV, from KPIX and

New

York, Washington

The Sunday (26) one-shot spe-.
by '‘Masquerade Party” on a
three network hookup (ABC via
eial

9:30 kine). couldn’t have come^ at
a more opportune time for the

What with

stanza.

the previously

announced appearance of Richard
M. Nixon, the worth of the charitable cause for which the show was
lensed and the extent of the hookup—all conspiring to give the Herb
Wolf package more- audience than
it could expect under normal cir- illustrates stories she tells them
cumstances it was firstrate bally and organizes them into a great
make-believe play of railroads.
for tonight’s (Wed.) shift from
Miss Hains has a Way with kids
CBS to ABC. In all, it’s a busy that is very refreshing after viewweek for the quizzer, since it also ing some of the baby-talk type
did its CBS closer (where it was and furthermore nothing she does
a summer replacement) last Mon- on the show instills any fears into
the kiddie viewers so a parent can
day (27).
For the Community Chest-United let' the youngsters watch with no
Fund campaign kickoff, “Party” qualms.
The drawing board bit is very
lined up its regular panel, Buff
Cobb, Ilka Chase, Bobby Sher- effective and the .whole production
wood, Ogden Nash and emcee has considerable imagination disPeter Donald, to play guessing played in the sets which Ray Hub-

—

•

.

games with disguisees like Steve bard, KPIX art director provided.
Rafe.
Allen and Jayne Meadows, boxer
Ezzard Charles, and Peter Lind
Hayes and Mary Healy. The regu- FOTBALL REVIEW
lars comprise one of the most With Furman Bisher
sparkling panels in video, and it's 30 Mins.; 3 p.m.
regrettable that Bobby Sherwood
reported ankling the stanza

is

when

it

makes

its

ABC

move. The

STANDARD OIL

WSB-TV,

Atlanta
Dixie takes its football seriously

two married couples, the Allens so Deep' South, television stations
(disguised as Tarzan and Ja(y)(ne) cram as much of the gridiron sport
and the Hayeses (as Rutherford before the cameras as they can get
B. Hayes and “Lemonade Lucy”) their hands on. If .they can’t give

weren’t as imaginative in their an- their viewers games, they substiswers as were the hosts in ques- tute gab.
tions,
but they,
and Charles,
This segment on WSB-TV gathacquitted themselves as well as ers together topflight grid reportanyone might who’s, put in a simil- ers from staffs of the Atlanta Jourar position of answering queries nal and Constitution for first-hand
with disguised grunts and accents. reports on games they covered the
And, incidentally, the “Party” ap- previous day on the farflung footpearance of Allen didn’t hurt his ball fronts throughout the Southown network preem the following east.
night (27) via NBC.
Furman Bisher, sports editor of
Vice president Nixon closed the The Constitution, occupies emcee
half-hour
program
with
His panel includes such
five spot.
minutes of his own. The veep is writing experts as Ed Danforth,
an accomplished performer in his sports editor o£. The Journal;
own right. Few politicos have as Harry Mehre, who starred at Notre
natural a flair for subtle dramatics, Dame under Knute Rofckne and
and the outcome was favorable for later coached at U. of Georgia and
the Community Chest and United Ole Miss; Ed Miles, Journal stafFund.. A film clip with Harvey. fer, and Larry Fox, Constitution
Firestone, who's helming the cur- sports writer. These faces will be
rent campaign, was an okay but alternated on succeeding Sundays,
brief followup to Nixon.
thus bringing reports to viewers
Art.
from all games between Georgia
Tech and Georgia U. and their opMURRAY
ponents in Southeastern ConferSHOW
Producer: Charles Miller
ence as well as other members of
Director: Ralph Gardner
league and intersectional games.
60 Mins.: Sun., 9 p.m.
Journal-Constitution makes it a

WARMOUTH

Participating

WCCO-TV,

Minneapolis

Teeoff of this football season
show, starring Murray Warmouth,
the new U. of Minnesota football
coach, found the participants seemingly hard-pressed to fill the 60
minutes in a mannef to sustain
interest.
The program dragged
somewhat and probably was too
big a dose for even the most avid
pigskin fans. However, subsequent

shows

will include the films of the

preceding day’s Minnesota football

—the

games

point to staff all games of local, regional and sectional interest.
Bisher and his emissaries get
into* lively discussions about what
happened to whom and Mehre

adds to liveliness by diagraming
plays on blackboard.

BUDAH’S AMATEUR SHOW
With Dean Maddox
Producer:

Maddox

Director: Jim' Baker
30 Mins,; Sat., 8 p.m.

MARIN-DELL MILK CO.

general public’s only KGO-TV, San Francisco
chance to see them on the airDean Maddox’s amateur show has
waves inasmuch as no Gopher con- been a radio veteran here for over
test will be televised live this seaa decade. This fall it has switched
son and that means the hour will stations and the opening show was
pass more quickly and interesting- the
first local simulcast in San
ly for the area’s football lovers
Francisco history. In that respect
who tune in.
it is noteworthy, but the immediate
A Vast amount of interest at- result of the premier, performance
taches here to any new Minnesota was to raise the question: “Why
gridiron tutor, of course, because put a radio show on tv unless you
football assumes monumental im- can offer something visual?”
portance in the local scheme of
As it now stands, “Amateur
things.. That goes double in /the. Show” suffered from the same
case of Warmouth, who came here fault as did the radio show, namely
a virtual unknown for the general the heaviness of emcee Maddox’s
run of fans and was a surprise humor and personality. This was
choice to succeed the popular Wes further heightened by the fact that
Fesler after the latter resigned to he was seen only behind a Sort of
become a' radio station executive. pulpit on the top of which were his
Those
watching
the
show’s notes. He was dressed in a dark
,
preem probably felt that the new blue suit and wore thick tortosecoach lacks the camera glamor and shelled glasses. The effect was
sparkle of his predecessor who also funereal. Maddox is fundamentally
had his own tv shows during the too good a showman to let this conbut the opening night
football seasons. But Warmouth tinue,
must have landed solidly just the presentation of the emcee was as
same because of his apparent sin- light and airy as molasses.
In addition, the amateurs were
cerity, friendliness, knowledge <*r
the game, obvious determination to never given the break of closeups
make good and win games, candor, and no attempt was made to utilize
honesty and eagerness that made the facilities of tv in presenting
themselves felt over the air. He them. They merely came out stagerates
plenty good looking for left and did their bit and Went
femme viewers; possesses an effec- back. Questioning of the competitive airwave voice, and is sufficient- tors by Maddox was awkward.
ly adept and quick at word sling- They stood on the stage alone
ing. While rather restrained and while he remained behind the pulquiet in manner he still handles pit so they necessarily had to shout
himself okay.
Rafe.
Rees.
to answer his questions.

—

greats, the ex-Stanford fullback of
the twenties, Ernie Nevers, has a
good chance to become a solid tv
sports personality via this quarter

a floorshow on the screen,
otherwise it can be a succession of
acts. Certainly Lou Walters, the
Latin Quarter impresario, seemed
hour sports recap which follows stymied in his attempt to impart
the
Saturday afternoon NCAA the fine Parisienne flavor of his.
football game.
Broadway spot. The costumes were
The opening show (Sept. 18) almost motherhubbardish the way
suffered a bit from the fact that they covered up the femmes, and
there was little to discuss except the spicy special material that
the game that had just ended and gives added zest to the proceedings
there were no guests to bat around were scissored so that the LQ elefootball lore with Nevers. How6 ments weren’t as fullbodied as they
ever, he has the vocal ease and could easily have Ijeen.
confidence that comes from knowFor its premiere on “Colgate
ing what he is talking about and Comedy Hour on NBC-TV Sunday
his comments on the game, football
(26), the Latin Quarter Reyue tried
in general and reminiscences of very hard
to have something for
his days at Stanford under Pop everybody especially with Look’s
Warner made interesting listening. presentation of its All-American
Visually, the show left some- Baseball team. The added spice in
thing to be desired. The Nevers sit the way of Joe E. Lewis, Johnnie
in a living room set and chat, which Ray and other elements in the
gives it a rather static format. Mrs. show, contributed heartily to the
Nevers, articulate and charming on proceedings. But in a case like Joe
her own, set the tone of the show E., he needs the surroundings of a
by saying that she thought she nitery where mature people conand the audience could pick ’em gregate in order to get the maxias well as the experts and proceed- mum response. He’s one guy that
ed to suggest that a Weekly score- shouldn’t be restricted as to time
board be kept to see how she and and subject matter or degree of
the viewers did against Ernie and sobriety. Any restrictions .and the
other* experts who are slated to pixishness and zaniness just hide
appear.
The show was pitched in some hidden recess. He’s got to
towards the wife, who apparently have a lot of time for his Voomis staying home from the game. voom-vooms and his special brand
Mrs.. Nevers asked the questions of asides. But even with all these
and Ernie answered them. They restrictions, he managed to get a
used Consensus reports from INS maximum out of a burlesque on
of

"

Comment

split-scree> technique.

This stunt

was handled in a completely static way, but in view 6f the World
Series excitement, it was okay as
a piece of video journalism.
.incidentally, ’didn't
have
lines to handle.

Mays,

many

Rest of the show added up to an
excellent layout. The Obernkirchen Children’s Choir from Germany
opened the stanza with their
charming version of “The Happy

Wanderer” and closed the hour
With "The Star Spangled Banner.’*
Also registering Solidly was Harry
Belafonte in a calypso number,
“Hold Him, Joe,” and a folk-styled
composition, “Mark Twain,” which

made

use

clever
projection.

of

rear-screen

Levenson, who appears intermittently on “Toast,” delivered
another chapter of his childhood
Theme for the
reminiscences.

Sam

night was child training In

nomics

memory

and he

plucked

all

eco-

the

strings for a good laugh

score.

Los Chavales de Espagna (The
Kids From Spain), who will return
the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., for
another stand this week, were
given a long showcasing in several
instrumental and. vocal numbers.
Best was the sequence with flamenco dancer Trini Reyes. The
other numbers needed an intimate
to

which failed to come across
A mainbo rouwas executed in flashy style
with the afternoon paper, the CallRay’s turn was somewhat spoiled by Augie and Marge to round out
Bulletin.
Herm.
by the inclusion of bobbysoxers in the show.
Despite a little opening show the audience. The screaming delinloose ends, this program could jell quents contribute very little to the
English
the
Baxter,
Frank
C,
Dr.
quickly and provide a bright spot stature of a singer, and they freon Saturday screens and if Nevers quently interfere with the recep- Literature prof at the U. of SouthCBS’
to
returned
has
Cal.,
ern
continues to improve as a Visual tion by home audiences. Ray’s best
arena after a
personality, he should become an numbers were “Meaning of Love” “Egghead Sunday”
in
important factor in tv Sports here- and
“WalkinJ My Baby Back brief absence. Show originates
Home.” The reason for his quick Hollywood. The prof is now in a
abouts,
Rafe .
back-to-back
and

AP

and seem

to

have a

tie-in

“Rag Mop.”

touch-,

the video screen.

tine

:

;

THE FEMME SHOW
With Helen Joyce, Frank Babcock
Producer: Mrs. Joyce
Director: Chuck Parker
Writer: Elizabeth Rannells
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:30 a.m.
Participating

climb a couple of years ago is best
exhibited by the way he did these
tunes.

Jane

Morgan was decorative
Her translations of Eng-

dressing.
lish into

French were pleasant.

However,

this revue served to intrp
probably one of the flashiest acts
in show biz, The Ashtons, six boys
WGN-TV, Chicago
and a girl doing risley. Their forHere’s a smooth running morning mations, catches and tricks are unhomemaker tidbit that should do believable, The production was
okay. It’s manned by a couple of good, but they it show signs of

easy-to-take personalities and it 'emasculation. It’s the same show
has several built-in gadgets to as seen at the cafe, but the cutting
stimulate milady’s interest. Ve- eliminated flavor as well.
hicle serves as the tv breakin for
The other major element was the
Helen Joyce, longtime radio voice exhibit of the Look selections along
via her Feature Foods assignments with a peek at the Giants team.
first on WLS and then WGN. Off
Cleveland members were cut in
the segment seen (23) Mrs. Joyce from that city. Harry Wismer did
showed that she knows her way the gabbing on this session.
around an interview and that those
However, it was evident from the
big tv cameras don’t frighten her show that there are tremendous
a bit. She’s ably assisted by Staff possibilities in cafe units. They can
gabber Frank Babcock who opens be done successfully. There rethe half-hour with a news roundup. mains the feeling that if the Latin
Per the formula, bulk of the ses- Quarter Revue were sold as a
sion is devoted to a guest inter- straight musical presentation on
view. This time it was with a Gen- video, it would have fared better
eral Electric rep, and while it was than its sales as a cafe spec. The
a nice plug for the firm’s flash musical elements were fine, but its
bulbs, it also held some interest Cafe aspects didn’t come off.
for the gals with an amateur
Jose.
photography bent.
Mrs. Joyce
neatly kept the chatter slanted
Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
distaffwise. Other regular features Town” exercised its flexible format
include a daily menu with the Sunday night (26) to bring Willie
hostess playing up the food budget
angle, and a “Penny For Your
Thoughts” letter writing giveaway RECORDLAND
teaser.

Dave.

WOMEN OF THE WORLD
With Ruth Crowley
Producer: Herb Futran
Director: Doug Gabrielle
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri„ 9 a.m.
Participating

the stanza watched (25), looks to

Chicago

.

in a discussion of their beats
specialities.

and

Presiding over the proceedings
is Ruth
Crowley who has been
doubling into tv for some time as
conductor of the
“All About
Baby” strip. Her own video experience comes in handy in guiding her
new- to-tv colleagues over the hurdles, and she comes through as a
pleasantly glib, if slightly hurried,

WBKB

time, at 3 o’clock,

with the 60-minute “Adventure,”
another Columbia gem from its
seemingly cavernous storehouse of
educationalers.

Without any hint of compromise
with his lofty ideals, the splendid
figure of the man, a tv lit’ry titan
for sure, went to work on Shakefirst
the
sonnets
as
speare’s
course. When he got through, what
via
one-easy-lesson
that
with
charts, models and mss. plus a
thoroughly delightful example of
English as she should be spoke
the mechanics of iambic pentameter, so much so-what gobbledy-

—

at school, suddenly came alive
with a new vibrancy. When he teed
off on the Bard’s beat, rhythm and
rhyme (nothing to it, just three
pairs of quatrains with a couplet
for the 14-line punch), he was a
troubador in scholar’s clothing.
Tran.
Baxter is boffo.

gook

“Guilty Is the Stranger,” a

Tad

Mosel script presented by the
Goodyear Playhouse over NBC-TV
(26), managed to squeeze
a good deal of suspense and emotion out of a rather thin story,
thanks in part to a couple of excellent performances.

Sunday

This wasn’t Mosel at his best,
but even so he contributed a play
of considerable dramatic impact
and human understanding. Show
lagged in spots and wasn’t wholly
convincing in others.- Yet it carWith Johnny Desmond, Vince Gar- ried a wallop and built up to a
rity, Dick Marx, guests
telling climax, brilliantly acted by
Producer-Director: Cliff Braun
Paul Newman.
120 Mins.; Sat., 1:30 p.m.
Story was about a stranger who
Participating
dropped in on the mother and
WBKB, Chicago
fiancee of a soldier killed in the
This informal deej ay display, off
The
represented himself

have the ingredients to alert the
teenage clientele at which it’s
WBKB and the Chicago Sun- beamed. Affair is jointly framed
Times have hooked up in a joint by WBKB and Recordland fan mag
programming effort slanted toward and it makes a good parlay with
the Chi femihedom. Series stacks the
following
ABC-TV college
up as a. mutually beneficial two football telecasts.
way street. Station gets at miniSinger Johnny Desmond does
mum expense a .daily half-hour the honors on this one and he
package that ranks, at least par for comes through as a gracious host,
the daytime talk show course. And whether chatting with the record
the tabloid gets plenty of institu- guests or the studio kids. He's astional plugging via the opening “I sisted by Vince Garrity who breaks
see by the Sun-Times” rundown of in at intervals with the latest high
the day’s news plus the actual school and college grid scores, plus
showcasing of the various staffers plenty of plugs for the upcoming

WBKB,

new

NCAA tv contest, Pianist Dick
Marx, beside backing Desmond on
ditties, paces the show with
some interesting keyboard dood-

his

lings.

boy
war.
as the dead man’s friend, and was
the
received
accordingly
by
mother. But the girl is suspicious
and eventually unmasks him as a
Twist at the end had her
fraud.
regretting her discovery.
Newman gave the boy’s part a
powerful interpretation that was

moving even though it lacked sympathy.
He was a crude, uneducated youth, doing penance for
leaving a buddy to die on the
battlefield.

His final confession,

done in effective closeup, had the
great drama and was
Fay
extremely well handled.
Bainter as the mother Offered a
sensitive portrayal in a difficult
part. Pat Crowley played the girl,
lonely and resentful of :the strangers intrusion.
She caught the
mood or ’the play /perfectly and
contributed importantly Joe Foley
as her father, still mourning for
a long-dead wife, had an impresquality

of

Desmond unfurled a nice roster
of guests on this outing, leading off
with the McGuire Sisters for a
brief chat and a natch plug for
their Chicago Theatre appearance. sive bit.
Also on hand for some back-scenes
Direction by Arthur Penn failed
hostess.
palaver was Bob Fields, Coral Rec- to bridge some of the slow spots,
Featured on the chapter viewed ords a&r chief. A couple of Arthur but on the whole gave the play
(21)
were syndicated cartoonist Murray dance instructors came in the touch it needed.
The final
George Lichty, fashion writer Jean with a demonstration of swing scenes particularly carried the
Davisson and color expert Louis terping that was good high school mark of the real pro.
Gordon
Dave.
Dane.
Cheskin,
Hift.
fodder.
Duff produced.
1

;
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United States Steel Hour

named TV’s outstanding drama show

.

.

(

DRAMATIC

starts
One dramatic show
in television

is

second season on

ABC

that stands head and shoulders above

United States

Steel’s

all

the others

outstanding Tuesday night drama

on ABC. Produced by the Theatre Guild and directed with that knowing
Alex Segal touch, the United States Steel Hour has won the coveted

“Emmy”

award,

In other words,

ABC,

too,

TV

it

Guide’s Gold Medal

Award and many more.

has walked away with most of the top honors, x^nd

has walked away with an honor

— the opportunity of again

bringing this inspired dramatic program to television for

You're in smart company on

its

second season.

ABC -TV

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

.

RADIO-TELEVISION

»2

.

6

*

HfMGM’s Pro Grid Coin

s

y

High

Miller

Beer

Life

on
1

..*•

’

.•

game last Sunday (26). The regular season runs through

first

*/•

Marty
12 for the Giants.
Glickman and Johnny Most are

Dec.

k

doing the broadcasts,
.

this last

week

to

WATV

because

dio-tv

'Sun. Aft’

Gets aDressup
Fall-winter edition of CBS Ra^
dio’s “On a Sunday Afternoon” is
.

being launched .this Sunday (3)
with practically a Whole new set
of personalities and some format
innovations. In terms of network
programming, it’s one of the more
efforts today, incorambitious

:

'

.

Onward

& Upward With

AM

some

of the features
in last season’s “Stage
presentation, particularly
relates to showcasing the hew

porating

“Spanish Hour” to WATV’s “The
Spanish Show,” the Don Passanteproduced stanza began last Sun-

L. B. Wilson;

Bared

(26), adding, a half-hour to its
original 60 minutes * via WOR.

day

Fancy Profits

m U.

S.

fax

Fight

project.
,

..

the General Teleradio station had
nO place to put it With the advent
of its new “Million Dollar /Movie”
slottings. Switching tit 1 e s -from

v

.

“Search” was taken Iri Hand by Irving Gitlin some time ago and,
thus he’s ^producer of the ‘U,’ package Under a two-pronged CBS
function— as director of public affairs, a post to which he was
named recently in the consolidation of that, department to embrace
both radio and tv.
Stanzas until the year’s end already have taken concrete form,
leading off with U. of Iowa’s researches on stuttering followed
on the 24th by Texas U.’s documents on tornadoes, on the 3lst
by Cornell’s findings on auto crashes, Nov 14 by a folklore piece
filmed at U. of Arkansas, and on the 21st by a showcaser covering,
robot machines of the future as per the researches at M.I.T.
Other schools involved in the 1954 “brain” operation are U. of C.
at Berkeley, U. of Chicago, Yale, Texas A & M, Johns Hopkins
and Fordhaffi, and during *55 “Search” will display the advances
made on given subjects by Ohio State, Harvard, Minnesota, Michigan, Princeton, Tulane, Colorado School of Mines, NYU, Illinois
and UCLA, with additional films researched arid scripted at St.
Louis U., Wayne, U. of Penna., and Air Univ.
The “actors”, are limited tp profs, students and research peiv
sonnel in spot actuality reports, and the narrator will be Charles:
Romine, described as “a new tv: personality specially selected for
the series,” who’s been traveling with film crews to the Various
schools, along with writers, directors, et a).

’

.

.

9

Come October, CBS-TV’s Sunday television air will be punctuated with auto crashes, tornadoes and robot machines as part of
an all-film series shot at 26 universities to show their contribution
to public welfare and the search for human betterment as evidenced in their researches. Launching of “The Search” on Oct.
17 in the 4:30 to 5 berth comes after about two years of the web’s
“tooling up”, for “Operation Campus,” with a series of midstream
changes that at one point indicated scrapping of the elaborate

WMGM,

discussed 4to give WATV, Newark, ai strong
foreign language program schedPowers’ ‘first Love’
ule, built primarily around Italo
Charles Powers has taken over
telecasts. Deal, it’s understood, will
directorial
reins on NBC-TV’s
the
see two or three hours of Italian
afternoon soaper, “First Love,” afaired five ayems weekly, this, being
stint in Chicago
year’s
a
ter
nearly
by far the greatest amount of forproducer-director of “Welcome
eign, language tv programming as
operate
as a freeHe’ll
Traveler.”
ever to be done by one of the N*Y.
tied down to the web
metropolitan area’s seven video sta- lancer, though
directorial
post.
in
the
tions. In the .meantime, the station
Powers succeeds NBC-TV staffer
has added several new shows to its
John Goetz, who’s been given anregular lineup;
other assignment by the net. Prior
Until now the only regular for- to going to Chi with “Travelers,”
eign language tv’er done in N.Y. Powers was. an exec; producer in
lias been on, WOR-TV, and that
the Daricer-Fitzgerald-Sample rashow, in Spanish, switched just
department.

<

came

through as last-minute bankroller
of 12 N. Y. Giants football games
N. Y„ last week. Deal
via
was finalized a few days before the

now being

Plans are
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embodied
Struck”
as

it

Broadway musical

legiters.

Howard

Cincinnati, Sept. 28.
Barnes,
who producedrdirected
Fighting a $120,000 surplus tax “Stage Struck,” will ditto on the
Reported dickering with
by
carried
$330,000
On
Sunday attraction.
for the ayem Italo block is a “large- assessment
in 1950, L. B. Wilson, .presProgram moves into the postproducer of Italian radio shows in

WATV

.

WCKY

N.Y.” N.Y.

Tax Court
full of foreign lan- ident, testified in U. S.
that the , station
anjd a number of the: here Friday (24)
14)41
from
$1,300,000
matter of accumulated

is

guage radio,

trade felt it was only a
time before either the Italian or
Spanish-speaking segments of N.Y.
had gained sufficiently in tv
strength to warrant special video
programming. Both of these groups
are strong minorities in the city
and as indicated by the number of
“Spanish Hour” bankrollers, draw'
extensive sponsor support. There
are already four advertisers in the
‘

-

,

.

.

WATV

Latino telecast.
In addition to live programming,
ayem block in Italian
Would probably mean considerable
celluloid too. So far there has- been
a feature film show via WABC-TV
using Italian product.
has already
Elsewhere,
detailed plans for new shows in
an expanded English-language
schedule. The Newark indie has
increased the number of daytimers
for ,the hausfrau, and upped its
Sunday night slate to a five-andone-half hour block, mostly containing public service features.
a

WATV

WATV

to 1950 to
operation.

establish

a

television

lose money when
you start a television station,” Wilson told Judge Ernest H. Van Fossan. “When you run Out of money
on a losing proposition, money is
hard to borrow.” Wilson said he
felt that $1,500,000 would be needed now to -back a tv station ven-

“You always

.

ture:

Mike Wallace will be emcee. Other
components will comprise
York
Mary Mayo, Stuart Foster and
Agencies
on the Ray Milland
John Derr on sports. Show will at- tv show are Yourig & Rubicam and
tempt to capture some of the ex- Maxon, riot just Y & R, as credited
citement of the New York pano- in last week’s Variety review of
ramic scene via tapes and record- show
CBSrTV producer Alex
ings. There will also be news slots March to marry fashion moil el
Carolyn Block tomorrow (Thurs.)
and safety messages.
in chambers of N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Edgar Nathan JA

New

features through General Teleradio
for use on his Sunday night. WGNTV film showcase
Tom Miller
returns to CBS as a network, tv
spot salesman after a hitch with
Harrington, Righter
Person . .
.
.
Kurt Kupfer takes over this year
from Cliffy Soubler as WBKB’s
St. Nick who’s rushing the season
with a Monday (27) start on the
.
daily “Santa’s North Pole ReVue”
opposite
featured
Virginia Vincent
Art Youngquist revives his
.
Jackie Cooper On “Robt. Mont- “Dr. Fixum” how-to stint on
gomery Presents” Monday (27) arid TV tonight (Wed.)
Chi NBC-TV
Doreen Lang pacted for Oct. 4., ad-promotion chief Hal Smith in

talerit

"

Jr.,

‘Strike

It

Rich’

On

the stock;

Answering a Government point
didn’t actively seek
that
to get Channel^ in Cincinnati until after the FCC 1949 freeze, Wilson said it was impossible tq know
What the Government Was going to
He said that, in 1952, after
do.
Channel 2 was cut from the Cincy
became inreallocation,
terested in obtaining Channel 10 in
Miami, and that negotiations for
it are in progress.

WCKY

.

.

,

drive.

.

.

.

.

WGN-

.

A

U. S. ‘Goodwill Tour’

Evelyn Ellis, who had support-: New York this week for. homeoffice
ing role in star-packed “The Royal briefings
. Kling
camera chief
Family” opening CBS-TV’s West- Dave Savltt elected to the Amerifor the can Society of Cinematographers.
irighouse-. series, leaves
Coast Friday (1) for*a role in the
Marjorie Lawrence biopie starring
Eleanor Parker
Lyle B. Hill
named, mgr. of Dancer-FitzgeraldMutual in Burn

;

.

2%

&

.

.

head of Radio
called as a wit-,
ness by Wilson, testified that his
WKRC-TV station was allotted
$2, 000,000 to start and lost $400,000 “before getting into the black
in 1951.“
The Government claim was that
dividend was issued to
a
WCKY. stockholders in 1950, but
the bulk of earnings was retained.
Wilson and his wife own 97% of
Hulbert Taft

Cincinnati,. Inc.,

“Half-Hour Holiday,” three times
weekly during the hot season, becomes a strip on Oct. 4 at midday.
Also around the same time, and
starting the came day. Will be “Musical Jackpot,” a new giveaway emWCKY
ceed by Paul Brenner and having
live music. Other live daytime
shows remain, with “Shop,. Look
and Cook,” "Coffee Club," “Junior
Frolics” and “Fun Time” among
them.
Pitt’s 100G Telethon
The current heavy accent civic
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28;
appeal shows continues, with new
The bloom may be off to some
cne being added. Starting the Sabapparently
bath nighttime sked Will be “Teens extent,
but there’s
in the News,” a pic skein anent still gold iri them thar telethons
current events among teenagers. around here.
Last week was
It’ll be followed by the regulars,
for Cerebral Palsy over WDTV arid
“Governer’s Report,” “Legislative it picked up better than $100,000
Report” and “Junior Town Meet- in nine hours.
ing.” Returning after a hiatus is
Although that was under half
“University” on Nov. 4. Then there what they got for the same cause
is the Latino stanza, which will
on Channel 2 last year, the telehave “a degree of cultural over- thon also got half of the 1953 time,
tone,” and “Report from Rutgers.” from 16 to nine hours, and didn’t
Aloftg this same line, a Saturday run all night either.
night preem (Oct. 2) takes place.
Buzz Aston' and Bill Hinds, local
It is a 15-minute deal with former tv stars, were- again in charge and
Nuremberg interpreter Harry Sper- their .chief aids were Maria Riva
ber and concerns a foreign press and: Al Hodge (Captain Video), who
report based on foreign-language came on from New York for the
newspapers.

Philharmonic time, from
4 to 6 p.m. Alfredo Aritonini will
helm a 28-piece orch and chorus.

New York

Week

Plays

Kansas
“Strike It Rich”

in

Kaycee

.

City. Sept. 28.
via CBS-TV and

NBC radio is originating from
KMBC-TV playhouse this wfcek on
,

.

.

the
to.
coast-to^coast jaunt
Saniple radio-tv operations dept,
Coast, 'Following the perforniarices succeeding David B. Graham, who’s
week,
here, it moyes to L.A. for a
resigned to become legit stage
then returns for originations in manager
Returned from sum.
New York.
mer stock, Joe Silver’s tv future
Producers Walt and Merv Framer now in the hands of Martin Goodits

Continued from pa^e 24

been explained, is that the web
wanted to counteract any negative
attitude created (by rumors of ces-

.

.

.

man

office.
sation of baseball) - with explanaPressagerit Jack Perils defines tions of its oWn;*Sp far no reply
as “this staff is a distaff” re has come from WRAL.
the trio, of femmes making with
Fletcher’s memo went into some
the tv columns on the World-TeleSun—Harriet Van Horne, detail as to drawbacks of the Mugram
Marie Torre arid Faye Emerson tual participation programs, which
Ed Starr, NBC Chimes editor, is now. to include a morning dra.
City and local organizations will back from hiatus in Berkshires matic strip. He said national spot
Polly Bergen to sub today biz represents about $30,000 a year
.
be plugged in programs list of
ABC-TV’s “Soldier to him, and that he wOuldn t want
on
“helping hands,” including City, (Wed.)
Manager Perry Cookirigham; The Parade” while f emcee Arlene it jeopardized by a network plan
Francis
doing
an Atlanta remote in direct competition for national
is
Crew Guts, currently in a stand
Barbara spot advertisers. Stations iri K.C.,
.
on NBC’s “Home”
at Eddy’s Restaurant, and Carmen
Savirii added to “Tonight” roster Roanoke, Daytona Beach,
-Mobile,
.Cavallero,
who succeeds them
as asst, and Girl Fri. to producer. Peri s a. c o 1 a and Corpus Christ!
there; Casey Tibbs, champ cowBill Harbach ... Tye Robinson
poke Bea Johnson, director of wo- appointed by Perrin-Paus agency (probably among those which remailing.) are purmen’s activities for KMBC-TV; in Chi as associate producer in ceived the
portedly mulling or have, already
and others.
N. Y. office, joining producer-dihanded
in
cancellations
to the raproducSaunders
in
Elliot
Colgate is moving the show across rector
get tion of all tv commercials such as dio web. The network recently disthe country on a good-will,
closed
that
about
the affi85%
oi
“Ethel
blurbs
on
Sunbeam
the
acquainted promotion, and marks
liates were solidly behind multithe first time show has played here Albert,” “Home” and the NBC
message
increases.
Conducspectaculars
...
Sunday
where the sponsor has a big plant
tor Hank Sylvern has taken over
Station
has replaced
and Offices.
active direction of Signature Music
as Raleigh affiliate to Mu?
Inc., creators of jingles for radio tual. The new addition also
gives
Joey Walsh time to ABC.
and tv commercials
Paper-Mate Joins 'People'
heads the cast oF'tonight’s (Wed.)

arid company came In last week to
set up details for the shows, first
to be caught by tv cameras from
the TV Playhouse for network.
Troupe is doing six. shows here,
its regular morning half-hour arid
the Wednesday night half-hour.

it
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WRAL

&

WRAL

.

.

WNAO
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Paper-Mate Fen parted by NBC- NBC-TV “Kraft Theatre.”
TV to share the bill on “People
Edgar Franken Cast for “Autumn
Are Funny.”
Crocus” on “Robert'- Montgomery
Other sponsor is Toni.
Presents,” Oct. 11, in role that

Lamb
...»

him to sing with piano
Continued from pace 25 assTreva Frazee on
self-accomp
“Big Story” Friday (1)
Hal contributions from party memHolbrook resumed featured role on bers.” Courey said Lamb gave^$5
CBS-“Brighter Day” after- unusual and said, “I’ll see you boys later.”
vacation—spending five days alone
Courey testified that Lamb made
on Mt. Shasta in Calif., skiing and another contribution of $2 in 1940
climbing the. J4, 000-footer .
CBS and also attended a party outing i
travelers: Bob Wood, asst, director the same year.
of station relations; arid Bert Lown
The witness, the fifth called by
of same dept, to the midwest, the
former returned arid latter going. the Commission in support "of its
commie
charges against Lamb, tesRobert F. Jamieson, sales service
tified he joined the C,P. in 1938 i
mgr., to the Coast.
Toledo in behalf of a private de-

also requires

.

.

TO GO

IT

AS INDIE

Kansas

WHB,

the

City, Sept. 28.
32-year-old 10,000-

watter here, will fo independent
after midnight of Oct.

.17, dropping
its affiliation with Mutual.
Announcement by manager George W.
Armstrong
arid
Mid-Continent
Broadcasting Co; v;p. Todd Storz
stressed that relations with the
web had been amicable but that

“the future of radio rests with the
aggressive and intelligently pro-

grammed independent

station."

.Mid-Continent, which purchased
the station from Cook Paint &;
Varnish this June, also operates
in Omaha and WTIX in
New Orleans, both indies. Success

KOWH

of the. two indies were motivating
factors in the breakoff with. Mutual. Station is also preparing to
spend some $100,000 in the next
year in programming and technical
Improvements.,

Cincinnati, Sept. 28.

.“Miracle of Birth”: believed to be first live telecast of the
Caesarian delivery, was the, climax of a series of. 10 medical programs carried by WLW-T, Cincinnati, rind WLW-D, Dayton, O.
The; half-hour weekly programs, which created widespread in-?
terest, were sponsored and supervised by academies of medicine in
the two cities and sponsored by Blue Cross Hospital Care.
Weeks of negotiations were- required tp: set up the final program, Wednesday (22) at 9:30 p.m. The baby’s parents were not
notified. Neither were the hopital, surgeon, nurses and attendants.
At the outset, viewers were cautioned about the nature of the
telecast. It was nigh ih view of the absence of script and rehearsing. Action in the operating room was described in detail by an
obstetrician^.
Viewers also

heard that Caesarian operations, necessary in. 25
deliveries out of 1,000, are performed with the greatest precision
and that life expectancy has increased 22 years since 1900.
Witnessing of the actual removal of the baby—a girl; weighing
seven pounds, three ounces—was followed, quickly by the big
dramatic moment of the program. It was the baby’s first utterance,
a squall, and joyful to the viewers. The cry was heard also by the
mother who was anesthetized with a spinal injection and aware of
the happenings. The doctor, in hushed tones, called it “a routine
s

Caesarian.”

...

.

.

.

tective

Chicago
Dan MacMastcr,

agency

whom

for

he

worked.

director of the
Under cross-examination by RusMuseum of. Science
Industry, sell Browh, counsel for Lamb,
succeeds Don Herbert as modera- Courey said he pleaded guilty to a
tor of the “It’s a Curious Thing” second degree murder charge in
.

&

',

which resumes on WGN- 1926 on advice of his attorneys but
Friday (1) for Illinois Bell
was sentenced to' life imprisonDorothy Ruddell scripting NBC- ment in the Ohio State PenitenTV’s “Out on the Farm” which
tiary.
He served five *years, be
returns Sunday (3)
Dick Colburn, ex-Bolling, new Blair-TV said, when the sentence was comsalesman
Fred Whiting hosting muted. He testified he was cona football warmup on WNBQ pre- victed of shooting and killing Joceding NBC-TV Canadian pro foot- seph Benjamin in Cleveland in
ball telecasts
Hudson dealer 1925. Benjamin* be said, was a conJim Moran purchased 10 firstrun tractor who owed him $1,0Q0.
parieler

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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play and Bob Elston the color on WIND’S airing of the Northwestern
Guitarist Jimmy Gross checking off WLS’
U. football schedule
,
National Barn Dance for an Army hitch,

Still

,

IN WASHINGTON
#
WAC Capt, Pat Griffith Mower, former NARTB staffer, here from
Minneapolis fbr two weeks’ reserve duty in radio division of Army.
WWDC-MBS shunning play-by-play
Public Information Office

.

iterated his firm’s lack of interest

.

’

Thursday

f

.

job combatting juvenile delinquency”

“Junior Press Conference,”
originating: from WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, has been praised by the
U. S. Information Agency in a release sent to 85 countries, and is also
the subject of an orchid-giving statement from Sen. James Duff (R.,
Pa.)
Sid Slappy named sales exec at indie radio station WOL^.
U. of Maryland football coach Jim Tatum, winner of last year’s “Coach
of the Year” award, pacted for a series of six tv shows following the
Redskins pro games Sunday afternoons on WMAL-ABC.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Paulsen, program director of WIP, is launching a new Sunday night
show “The Spoken Word” based on Caedmon recordings of poets readown works
Pennsylvania Dept, of the American Legion
will back bill in State Legislature inspired by KYW newsman John
Franklin, making it illegal to discard old refrigerators and iceboxes

ing their

without

IN

WOV

BOSTON

1955 82 stations will be equipped

Hub tv and: radio programs in mad snafu due to holding over of for colorcasting covering an area
daylight saving time
Eugepe Muriaty has been named WBZ-TV that embraces 87% of the nation’s
advertising and sales promotion manager. A former navy officer, he tv homes, and that by 1959, 95%
previously operated his own public relations and advertising biz
of all homes are expected to be
Ernest W. Kitchen, formerly with Robert F. O’Brien, sales consultants, covered by color.
has joined
Having dumped its staff of
as account exec
station engineers,
dee jays now handling the spinning of platters along with the chatter
Paul Radar has been appointed co.
.
ordinator of tv and film production at
GBIf-T V, Hub’s educational
outlet which is slated to begin operations this fall
Symphony
Butterfield Successor
Sid’s remote from Hi-Hat will be carried over
this season.
Although retirement of Charles
E. Butterfield as Associated Press
IIS
.
radio-tv editor doesn’t become efJoseph L t Merkle, who has been an ABC executive in New York, fective till mid-November, most
named to fill vacant post of W-TCN radio and tv general manager. insiders currently figure Wayne
During his years in the industry Merkle also has been associated with Oliver as successor to “C.E;B.,” as
DuMont ad with NBC
Lucky Strike, Rhodes Pharmacal Co. and Butterfield is known in the trade.
King Midas Flour now sponsoring Stu MacPherson’s
radio Oliver is a protean, hand at AP,
news and weather shows
KSTP-TV, which will carry World Series covering radio-tv, communications,
baseball games’ telecasts here, sent its sportcaster Jack Horner to films, air transport, etc.. He does
Milwaukee and Cincinnati to film interviews with Cleveland, New one-a-week radio-tv column for the
York Giants and other big league teams’ players for use on. a local Sunday wire, with Butterfield on
show that’ll precede each contest
radio’s 30th anniversary the daily stint, but Oliver woulff
.
stripfilm, “Good Neighbor to tfie Northwest for 30 Years,” was wit- drop his other functions to devote
nessed by 15,000 at the Minnesota State Fair, station announced .
himself exclusively to aural and
In annual softball game,
radio defeated WCCO-TV 17 to 0 sight, daily and weekend.
KSTP-TV and WCCO-TV both carried telecast of Adlai Stevenson’s
Butterfield has been on AP’s
appearance and speech at Democratic-Farmer Labor state central broadcasting heat for 27 years,
committee meeting at Mankato, Minn.
once had an international shortPaul Matthews,
.
radio summer replacement announcer, has returned to his fall-winter wave palaver with Marconi, and
English 'literature instructor post at Rutgers U,<
came to the wire service with a
technical background. He’s moving
to Lakeland, Fla. When Butter.

MINNEAPOLIS

.

WBBM

.

.

.

WBBM
WMAQ
.

.

.

.

.

.,

WCCO

.

,

.

.

two-hour afternoon music and comedy
Squire Dingee Co.
pbtpurri featuring National Barn Dance talent
picked up a nightly 15-minute slice of Howard Miller’s deejayer on
Scott Richards, ex-radio-tv staffer at. the Barnes agency
in Milwaiflcee, addejl to the Waldie. & Briggs copy stable
launching a talent hunt Oct. 13 with a half-hour weekly showcase.
Two winners during series Will be awarded a 13-week pro contract
Mary Merry field and George Stoile subbing for
on the station
Frayn Utley on her
weekend commentaries during her conAtheKa Latham hosting a new
valescence from minor surgery
Jack Quinlan doing the play-byFriday fashion series on WHFC
.

.

;

.

.

.

.

WBBM

WMAQ

.

.

.

.

WCCO

.

WCCO

.

.

.

.

IN

.

WLS’

.

.

.

.

.

.

WMEX

sports specialist Vince Lloyd notched his fifth anni on the.
program director Al Bland
Chi Trib station last week
,
BAB’s
and frau on an auto trip through the south and southwest
Gale Blocki and Ed Fitzgerald of J. Walter Thompson organized the
advertising
Federated
Club’s
annual
workthe
Ad
sessions
of.
Chi
radio
Singer Carol
shop panels which get underway tomorrow (Thurs.)
“Americana’'’ a docutalent roster
Lawrence added to the
Oct, 9, narrated by Northwestern
mentary series returns to
George Heriro, Mutual’s Chi ad-promotion
U. prof Martin Maloney
.
topper, named to the Citizens of Greater Chicago organization

.

removing^ the doors.

W

.

WGN

.

first

.

IN CHICAGO

WMAQ

.

WHDH
WVDA

.

.

two weeks back seeking approval
for pay-as-you-see tv.
In his regular speech Folsom
reported that RCA’s volume during
July and August was 5% better
than the same months last year.
Much of his remarks was concerned with color tv and he predicted the day when virtually
every American home will have a
tint receiver.
He said by Jan. 1,

.

.

,

RCA

FM

.

.

,

Gene Kelly, who broadcasts the Phillies baseball games, has taken
WPTZ’s nightly “Sports Spot,” replacing Al Wistert, former grid

.

Answering ques-

RCA

.

star who plans to deyote more time to his insurance biz .
WFLN,
local
station will issue its monthly program guide in Braille,
starting with the November issue . .
Charles Fleck, organist at WIP,
is doubling at the Hollywood Room, in suburban Rockledge . .
Varner

.

.

.

over

WWRL

.

,

US PHILADELPHIA

.

.

.

.

.

.

(23).

tions from the floor at the finish
of his formal talk, Folsom stated
that he “didn’t happen to believe
in subscription tv” but that
has done technical research in that
area.
“I don’t believe it’s
development that has any importance’ as
far as we’re concerned,”
topper asserted in reply to a query
on toll tv which was obviously
prompted by the recent revival
of interest in financial and other
circles in the subject touched off
by the Skiatron petition to the FCC

•

has started in her longest running role, four years at Cornell U,
WNBC program mgr. Steve White teaching announcing at fall session
Lanny Ross’ WCBS’er
of Columbia (the U„ not the “other network”)
was launched Monday (27) as his second crossboard stanza in the CBS
flagship. He lured 17 participations within only a few weeks after
starting on his first, “Lanny Ross’ Showtime.” Bank for Savings is
Trade wonderin’ how-come
the client on “Lanny Ross Presents”
CBS Radio is conspiruouSly missing on. list of “sponsors” of the Ben
Gross (N. Y. Daily News) 30th anni tribute at Toots Shor’s skedded
Ben Grauer. stagrpartied by the NBC o&o gang at Savoy
for Oct. 5
Plaza before his Sa turday (25) marriage to interior designer Melanie
Kahane. The usually glib Grauer caught speechless, incidentally, last
Friday when gang on Allyn Edwards’ show pitched in with a surprise'
“Those Wedding Beils Are Breaking Up That Old Gang of Mine” as
WNBC
Grauer was leaving the studio for his ayem newscast
Specials: Coverage of third anniversary of “This Is Cinerama” tomorrow (Thurs.), Joni James guesting on Jim Coy’s “Coy’s Corner” today
(Wed.) and Bill Beriis celebrating first anni as WNGT-T news and
.special 'events' boss.- Incidentally, Coy’s early evening "Tune for Music”
extended 30 minutes.
Along with Al Heifer and Jimmy Dudley as Mutual’s announcers for
the series, the before-and-after material will be handled in the main
by Frankie Frisch, and Bill Corum. On tv Jack Brickliouse and Russ
announcer, married
Andy Benedict,
Hodges will do coverage
Jack Walker, WOV gabbber,
recently to non-pro Marion Lantzbei’g
...
Same station’s Joe SaValli, new member
winds up his' respite Oct; 4
of the radio-tv committee fof the West Side Tennis Club, Forest Hills
The N. Y. State Commission Against Discrimination is airing their
series “Opportunity Unlimited” on Long Island station WHLI every
has
Friday ... Instead of the originally slated Evelyn Robinson,
pencilled Kosita Davis to do its 11:30. p.m. strip. Sugar Ray’s sister
intends spending more time with her Sons, according to* station reports,
BAB jUst released a presentation, on “How Six Major Grocery Chains
Herb Rica, Mutual program topper, vacationing in EngUse Radio”
George \y. Goodman is tne new WLIB director of community
land
news and special events.. Succeeding G., James Fleming, who took a
college faculty post, the new man was publisher of the New England
Chronicle and “The Voice of Connecticut,” via WKNB, New Britain.
Radio-TV Executives Society holding first Workshop-luncheon at
Roosevelt Hotel today (Wed.) with chairman Don McClure presenting
twin bill, “The. End of An Ulcer and the Way to Satisfy a Client;” with
Chuck Holden (formerly ABC-TV) and Hubert Wilke (Cellomatic ProJanet Kern, Chicago American
jection sales mgr!) as guest gabbers
radio-tv editor now being carried by INS for morning papers. She’s
Matt Dillon alerting reviewers via
in town for a couple weeks
personal postcard re his U. S. marshaling on CBS’ "Gunsmoke” moving to Saturday night (2).

28.-

prexy Frank M. Folsom re-

in subscription television in an appearance before the Investment
Analysts Society of Chicago last

.

.

Jack Holden emceeing

Chicago, Sept.

RCA

;

.

.

RCA, Folsom Reiterates

.

.

.

,

h
TV For

'•

CITY
/JV NEJE
football airers this fall fofr a “Football Scoreboard” show twice on
Radio news commentator Fulton
Jack Sterling back at all. three mikes. (WCBS-Jaek Sterling Show, hour every Saturday afternoon.
CBS-“Make Up Your Mind” and CBS-TV "Big Top'.’) after vacation in Lewis, Jr., guested on Ned Reed’s WTTG-DuMont “Do-It-Yourself”
Jack Webb
James Hulbert, former supervisor of special proj- show With a demonstration of his skills as a handyman v
(Colorado Springs
ects for WNBC-T, has joined NARTB in D. C. as asst, mgr, of employee- and his “Dragnet” telecast kildoed by Rep. Samuel Yorty (D. Cal.)
..After 10 years on the air, teenager. Judy Lockster in a statement for the Congressional Record for doing “an excellent
employer relations
.

No Future

Subscription

WCCO

.

OMAHA

field’s

KFAB

and Omaha World-Herald attorneys, are battling i Washington before the FCC for permit* to operate a channel 7 station here
Mrs. Ben Cowdery, prexy of local Cerebral Palsy Chapter, last
week presented group’s distinguished service award to General Manager Frank P. Fogarty of WOW-TV for the station’s April 24-25 telethon featuring Fran Warren that raised $135,519.16
A five-state
regional convention nf American Women In Radio and tv will be held
here Oct. 1-3. Approximately 125 women froin Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa,
Missouri and South Dakota are expected, State Chairman Mrs. May me
Allison reports
John Quinlan, ex-Omahan, named promotion director of
and KGMB-TV in Honolulu . , , Frank Allen has
joined Jolly, joe Martin as d.j. for
here.
.

.

.

IN

announced

—

St. Louis
Anheuser-Busch is
continuing its sports bankrolling
by the announcement last week
that it will sponsor the broadcasting of all basketball games played
by the St. Louis U. quintet during
the 1954-55 season.

.

KGMB

retirement was

the Radio Pioneers got into a huddle to discuss a dinner tribute to
him before he leaves for Florida.

WOW

PITTSBURGH

Ernie .Berger quitting the WCAE sales staff the end of. this week
go with KQV
Fred Koeberle has joined WCPA in Clearfield
Sid Dickler, WEDO deejay, signed to do a daily
half-hour taped platter show for the nine-station Laurel network
Alan (Bud) Yorkin, local boy who went to Carnegie Tech, one of the
busiest fellows in television on 'the West Coast these days. He's been
signed to produce and direct the new George Gobel show for NBC,
will direct the Martin & Lewis “Comedy Hour” and has been writerproducer-director of the Tony Martin program since early this summer
John Ragin, former WCAE announcer, will have the male lead
.
to

.

as a disk jockey

.

,

.

.

Opposite Gloria Abdou, director of women’s activities at that station,
in “Pygmalion,” the Playhouse’s second production of the season

BARTON
COPACABANA

U. of Cal. Educ’l. TV’er
Folds; ‘Economic Reasons’

—

Covers a vast, prosperous
territory— a rich target for

your advertising dollar
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as assistant general manager of the
Scripps-Howard
to join
Crosley’s
as assistant general manager^ in charge of sales.

Dixon was off the show Friday
(24). for 20 minutes while he and
Watters argued in the control
Watters said he ordered
room,
DiXon, after the show- had been on
for an hour of its 150-miniite schedule, “not to lay it on too thick”
about it being the swan song for
on a commercial Sis Camp, Dixon’s gal Friday on
the show lor the past two years.

c
’’

.

NEW

basis.

program

YOlfe

William Morris Agency

Now

tenure on KTHE, is being kept
alive by Mrs. Florence Thalheimer,
producer-moderator and educational director of station, while nego1 tiations are on. With both national
1 networks and local stations to con-

1 tinue

Currently

CORAL RECORDS
if.J

the backing of 18 Southern Caliduring its
fornia
organizations

Stati

Clair McCollough, President

Repreiented by

’

.

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
U. of Southern California has
WCPO-TV
closed down its educational teleWLW-T
vision station, KTHE Channel 28
—“for economic reasons.” School
Le
Brim's
departure
from
took over station, started late last
WCPO-TV wa^ ainnounced. shortly
year by the Allan Hancock Founbefore
the latest clash between
dation when Capt. Hancock reMortimer C. Watters, the station’s
signed last June from U3C Board
head man, and Paul Dixon over
of Trustees. It was simply a case
this week’s change in the DiXon
of the university “running out of
show
format from platter mimickmoney,” according to a spokesman.
Meanwhile, “Families Are First,” ing to audience' participation, locally and oh the DuMont network.
a family program which has had
.

Steinman

Eileen
Cincinnati, Sept. 28.

Harry Le Bruh has exited

of tho

24 Fifth Avenue, N, Y.
Special Material

MILT FRANCIS
j
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OUR MISS BROOKS

MAHALIA JACKSON SHOW

With Eve Arden, Bob Rockwell,
Morgan, Dick Crenna,
Jane
Gloria McMillan, Gale Gordon
Producer-director: Larry Beths
Writer: Arthur Alsberg

With Jack Hallpran Quartet,
Jones Combo, Hal Stark
Producer: John Lewellen

30 Mins., Sun.* 3 p.m.
Participating

CBS, from Hollywood
With Eye Arden handing out the

....

Falls-.

the impression given

;by. CBS’ “OUr Miss Brooks’- series,
which resumed over radio Sunday
As show’s title character, a
(26).
smalltown schooliiiarm, Miss Arden goes through her paces in a
and humorous manner
breezy

that’s a sure pleaser.

Preem show

of the

new

season,

Director: Jay. Sheridan
Writer: Studs TerkelV
25 Mins., Suii;, 9:05 p.m. CST
Sustaining:
CBS, from Chicago (Transcribed)
Louis.

G.

Sunday night (26) took the ribbons
off her hew Columbia series. Gal,
with her fullblown pipes and individual styling, has the equipment
to provide Sabbath eve listening
with some much needed new excitements.
While Miss Jackson
operates in a pretty specialized
with her freewheeling treatof spirituals, her highly fluid
voice has the impact to break; out
of the confines of cultism.
Sympathetically backed by the
instrumental
group,
Falls-Jones
Miss Jackson gave out with four
songs for a potent showcase of her
range and warmth. Her robust handling of “Didn't It Rain” in jump
tempo, backgrounded by the Jack
field

usual format, had ment

iolloWing series’
Miss Arden dividing her time between her two careers, teaching
school and trying to stir iip a romance wijth a timid biology instructor. Yam dealt with, the repercussions .resulting from an elderly gent’s return to highschool
to complete his unfinished studies.
Scripting by Arthur Alsberg
started off on solid ground but fell Hallpran quartet, was an special
And her version of the
flat after hitting the midway mark. treat.
Initial half of the show was loaded Lord's Prayer was a fitting finale
with okay yock material. Gale to a pleasing 25 minutes.
Gordon as the school principal,
Pace changers were furnished by
Bob Rockwell, as the Jbio teacher the vocal group with a bright runand Jane Morgan, as Miss Arden’s through of the “Little Shoemaker.”
capalandlady handled their foies
Miss Jackson’s between-tunes palbly as did the remainder of the aver with Halloran, scripted by
cast.
Studs Terkel, neatly captured the
Show is bankrolled by the Toni gal’^. infectious personality.
and Whitehall Pharmacal.
Co.
CBS merits an affirmative nod
Jess.
Plugs, are routine..
for bringing this new voice to the
airlancs.
Dave.
.

.

•

LANNY- ROSS PRESENTS
With Milton Kaye

*~

15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:30 p.m, With Jack Gregson, Peggy Anne
Ellis, Bobby Hackett band
N. Y.
With the bow Monday (27) of Producer-Director: George Weist
Writer:
Bette Ripley
now
singer
Presents,”
“Lanny Ross
n.m.
has two cross-the board shows on 60 Mins., Tues.-thru-Fri., $
from New York
WCBS. From 4:30-5 p;m. he’s ABC,
Jack
Gregson
is
emcee
of a
Showspotted on “Lanny Ross’
pleasant but undistinctive show ini
time-”; New. show is a pleasant 15Easy.”
“Just
All
its elements were
and
live
to
devoted
-airer
minute
waxed music, with Ross and 88er good entertainment but the, feeling
Milton Kaye handling the former When caught last week was that
assignment. Vocalist pitches some the hour-long program resembled
simple chatter .designed primarily any number of other “intimate” or
adlib efforts. Performers did their
as a springboard for the numbers
level best to overcome this lack of
offered.
distinction; however, 'by injecting
oh
numbers
Ross delivered two
a great deal of their personalities
initaler, “It’s a Lovely Day Today’’ into the airtime.
and “Green Eyes.” His style is
Singer Peggy Anne Ellis, Bobby
easy to take, as is Kaye’s keyboard Hackett and Gregson cross-palawas vered as though without script,
Turntable
accompaniment.
tunes.
used for three; other
but listing of scribbler Bette RipJess
ley. as part of the production staff
suggests that ain’t entirely so. ConTHE STANDARD
versation was generally intelligent,
With John Grover, narrator
but in some of those moments
Ashby
Producer: Hal
when it was. clearly off the top of
Writer, Lillian Chatham
the head there were mild conver60 Mins ; Suii., 8:30 pan.
sational lapses, by Gregson par-

WCBS,

.

.

.

HOUR

STANDARD OIL

KNBC, San

CO.

OF CALIF.

Francisco

ticularly.

Gregson and Miss Ellis joined in
Adrian MichaeliS, head of Stand- pleasant tunes like “Two Sleepy
ard’s radio department, is the pro- People,” and she did okay solos too
gram manager for this show which
“Hernando’s Hideaway” for One.
began its 29th season on the air Other music, especially a solo by
For the kickoff pro- pianist Sid Shwartz, was slick.
this year.
impressive
gram^ he assembled, an
There is one other qualification
lineup including Carmen Dragon, though, and that’s the band Could
who conducted the Standard Mixed use a few more instruments to .fill
Choir and the San Francisco Opera out sound which is currently a lit-

—

.

Orchestra,,

and

soloists

Claramae

Turner and Brian Sullivan,
Opening show was broadcast
from the Waf Memorial Opera
House in conjunction with the annual observance of “I Am an.
American Day” and offered, the
usual Standard blend of classical
and light classical vocal and
‘

strumental music.
Highlight of the program was
the premiere of Carmen Dragon’s
“I Am an American” based on the
prize Winning essay (given last
year by Voice of Firestone) by
Elizabeth Ellen Evans which was
adapted to the music of Dragon by
Michaelis. It is an effective piece
of patriotism, lush, emotional, but
obviously powerful in its appeal to
listeners..

•

Standard Hour is. almost a household word on the Coast, and this
program indicates that the .same
fare as in previous years will be
offered again. Miss Turner, pleasant voiced contralto and Sullivan,
a. mellow tenor, both had featured
spots and the orchestra and mixed
chorus were well displayed. The
entire
show was knit together
deftly by the narration, of John
Grover.
Rafe.

tle too thi

'

Art.

MOVIE SCENE
With Gerald Pratley

.

27 Mins.; Thurs., 4:63 p.m.
Sustaining

CBC, from Toronto
Budd Schulberg, who wrote the
scenario for ,“On the Waterfront,”

and

spoke
leased

it

Columbia,

1

1

With

Freeman

JACK BENNY SHOW
Gosden,

Correll, Ernestine

which

(for S. P. Eagle)

re-

recorded

a seven-minute talk on the film’s
background for this, regular feature on Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.’s Trans - Canada Network.
Gerald Pratley, experienced cinema critic, himself; gave background

Charles

Anderson, Will Wright; Harlow
Tex & Jinx McCrary and the.
Wilcox, announcer
N; Y". Times “went steady” for a Writers: Joseph Connolly, Robert
Moslier
week, last week, both ai
and tv,
with a series of personality inter- Director: Cliff Howell
30 Mins.; Sun., 7 :30 p.m.
views of Times staffers, executives, CBS-COLUMB1A
editors,
correspondents,
bureau CBS, from Hollywood
(Ted ..Bates)
chiefs, including publisher Arthur
“Amos 'n' Andy,” radio’s, maraHays Sulzberger. The interviews;
thon.
serial,
returned to CBS Radio
were mostly daytime and perhaps
(26) to start its 27tli year
Su.
a little cerebral for the hausfrau oh tiie air. The same
characters
trade but certainly the firtaleing still people
the Freeman GosdCnFriday might interview with drama
Charies Correll creation; but CBS:20
at
.11
critic Brooks Atkinson,
Columbia is now picking up the
p.m. from the McCrarys’ usual
tab following the withdrawal of
Waldorf-Astoria (N.: Y.) originaRexall Drug which backed the
tion, didn’t fall on: juvenile ears.
show for the past couple of seaIt was a warmly, interesting intersons.
view, done in adult manner, reAlthough there’s a new generacounted with integrity by a versatile newspaperman who’s as. much tion of listeners on hand for the
savvy about things that happen in veteran blackface comedy team,
Loew’s Kremlin as in Shubert Al- their material has a snap and
ley.
Whether the Sardi or. the crackle as: fresh today as it was
Moscow pblitiburo set, Atkinson when the show was wowing ’em
evidenced that he: knows his way for Pepsodent back in the days
•

of the Model A Ford; Somehow,
the domestic adventures of A.’n’A.,
the .Kingfish et al- have, a timeless
appeal which imbues the program
with, a

Mary. Livingstone; Bob
Crosby,
Dennis
Eddie
Day,
(Rochester) Anderson, Don Wil-

With

Wade, Johnny

.

Amanda Randolph, -Corney

.

about. Incidentally, Mrs., McCrary
(Jinx) proved herself an adept interviewer.
Not as authoritative, but effective for the purpose intended, was
Sue Oakland’s stint; she’s a Barnard grad (at 18, indicating girl
prodigy schooling) who studied
Russian, and her questions touched
On the period when Atkinson was
alio Moscow correspondent for the

Ponce
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S

V ANDY

Lepn. quality.

de.

The Sportsmen
Producer: Hilliard Marks
son,

Writers;
berg,

Sam

Perrin, Milt JosefsBalzer,

John

George
Tackaberry

30 Mihs., Sun.,

7 p.m.

LUCKY STRIKE

CBS, from Hollywood

(BBD&O

)

.

Sunday, at 7, on radio, anyway,
has belonged to Jack Benny for
more years than even he wants to
.count,
And; he’s not easing his
grip on that timeslot stranglehold.

This season marks his 23rd on
a record that few AM^-ers
can match, so it’s no wonder that
he’s got the formula down pat.
Benny’s not one for a change. A
radio,

looksee at his cast shows that Mary
Livingstone has been with hii
from the start, Don Wilson is iii
his 21st year with the show, Eddi
(Rochester) Anderson is in his l-7tli,
Dennis Day his 15th; The Sportsmen their ninth and Bob Crosby,
the youngster in the troupe, hi
third.
Even the opening show
plotline remains the same. It was
mostly about what they did on
vacation; Day, for example, has
been coming to studio every week
and singing his heart out despite
no audience. “I thought you were
slipping,” he told Benny. It’s a
familiar patter pattern
but it’s
.

.

For the initial broadcast of the
bevy season writers, Joseph ConnoU
ly and Bob Mosher whipped up*
an amusing situation where the
Kingfish, Andy and a couple of
the former’s relatives head for a
Times. Atkinson answered to the. Florida vacation. Transportation
query that “if Helen Hayes is the difficulties .develop enroute and
first lady of the theatre” that in the group returns to its starting surefire.
'The point.
his opinion Alfred Liint
Much of the credit belongs to
first gentleman” of the ditto. .He.
Typical of the imaginitive Script- the writing foursome, Sam Perrin,
named his current No. 1 choices ing is a comment
Milt Josef sberg, George Balzer
made
when
the
in drama (“All Summer Long”),
Kingfish and. Andy are stuck in a and John Tackaberry. They know
musical (“Pajama Game”) and trailer
on a track with a train how to build the Benny banter
comedy (“King of Hearts”). There •& approaching:
with bullseye accuracy. Technique
“We must get from of
no logrolling between Ora and the interior
piling one laugh line on top of
to the exterior before
Brooks Atkinson and Jean ahd we
get hit in the posterior!” There another. is virtually a Benny monofraterWalter Kerr, but a healthy
poly artd they know how to dish
are
chuckles
aplenty.
Plugs
for
nal association apparently exists
it out for him.
For instance, Bob
tv sets stress their
between the top drama oracles of CBS-Columbia
Crosby starts the ball rolling say“full fidelity,” among other things.
the two top standard morning
ing he’d been at brother Bing’s
Gilb.
dailies, in N. Y. Atkinson likened
place and it’s an Odds-on favorite
Russia’s famed ballet to the Radio
to become a state before Hawaii.,
City Music Hall brand; cited “the
Then Benny comes in with “that
SAHL
unhappy- post” of any critic in Rus- 30 Mins., Tues. (Midnight)
means that Gary (Crosby) will
sian, be it one of painting, the bal- Participating^
probably go to Washington as a
let or the drama, because he (the KGO, San Francisco
Senator.” And right behind it is
critic) must conform to political
the followup coup, “-Well,
it’s
The
comic
brightest
young
to better than
ideologies; he cited his first suspi'going to Pittsburgh as.
cions of Russia’s war-like attitude appear on the Fi’isco scene in some a ballplayer,”
time,
Mort
Sahl
transferred
a
has
dito America, even; in 1945-46,
That’s virtually the way it went
half-hour segment of.” his sharprectly after the defeat of Hitler
tongued monolog from the North for 30 minutes, except for Den is
Co.
Day changing the pace with a
night
spot, The Hungry i
Beach
The McCrarys should Spell their
flavorsome workover of "If You

—

•

..'

JUST EASY

:

I

Lee,

•

that’s

>

Radio Followup

‘

CBS and packager

radio—Reviews
—

P^RIETY
"
"
1

.

AMOS

homework assignments, going to Cowan have a hot property in gosschool would probably be fUn, At pel singer Mahalia Jackson who;
least

«

.

•

MORT

SHOW

.

.

'

&

where he has been Till summer,
engineer on the obtrusive "Man- to
the airwaves and the result is
hattan” (Rodgers & Hart) “theme
a solid amusing .30' minutes, if a
song” which is now their signature bit limited in appeal.
signoff; it’s too forte, and in fact
Playing only one record, aside
needless, especially at the stage
that Atkinson was doing his wrap- from an opening and closing. theme
by Stan Kenton, Sahl dissects the
Abel
up,
news, comments on customs and
mores and interviews celebrities.
Herman Hickman was caught in (Woody Herman and Red Norvo
his 10-minute sportscast act last were his first two).
The Sahl
week (22), six months to the day humor is sharp but based, as it
after his five-a-night teeoffer on is in the night club, on politics,
WCBS, the N. Y. aural anchor of psychology, college and jazz to
CBS. The amplitudinous; ex-star such an extent that it must leave a
and grid coach (Yale) lot of post midnight listeners shakathlete
doesn’t have to modulate that ing their: heads in confusion. In
.

.

Tennessee (Uhiv.

of)

twahg

of his

since the warmth of that regional
accent rides niftily along in tandem
with his sports savvy. The scholarly Hickman is no mere disherupper of the scores (they can get
a staff announcer for. that chore)
but a featurette provider with a
faultless approach to the articulation department and a happy way
with a human interest yarn.

Last week Hickman was engaged
largely. with the baseball

—

on opening night, Herman
exclaimed m the middle of his
interview “Does anybody out there
know what we’re talking .about?”
As a bid for teenage ahd Collegiate

fact,

listeners this show has definite
possibilities provided Sahl doesn’t
to broader

aim over their heads. As

it has hard sledding unless
Sahl makes a strong, effort to hit
less esoteric themes.
Rafe.

appeal,

on

firmament

that’ll keep him well HAWAIIAN LIFE CONCERT
supplied until the world series is With Owen ’Cunningham
Wiped off the boards by the foot- 120 Mins,, Sun., 10 a.m.-Noon
ball crazola. And, of course, the HAWAIIAN LIFE INSURANCE
dope on “Robinson Crusoe” (ob- player who turned mentor knows KGU, Honolulu
tained from the star)* another film that' game from the ground Up.
No one, least of all Hawaii’s pioWhose making was fraught with The Hickman text is real cute,
difficulties.
though not unprecedentedly so, in neer station, anticipated a flood of
Schulberg said he started re- that there’s no perceptible pau£e howls from-irate listeners when it
search for ‘'Waterfront” (based on for the. sponsorial pitch. It reads dropped recorded concert music
Malcolm Johnson’s book) four right through, with here and there from its Sunday morning fare sevyears ago, and was at oilce struck a cue from ieftfield, as Hickman eral weeks ago. Station for a long
by the contribution made by long- doubles, on the Shell game for the time had carried NBC Symphony
shore priests, “particularly in their oil outfit on his All-American list. from 10 to 11 a.m., and followed
attacks on the shape-up, which was (Hickman meantime shifted from up with an hour of recorded longoutlawed in England a century ago, 6:30 to 6:15 and added a Saturday hair music.
Several dozen letters to editor
as degrading and immoral.”
He stanza in that time to cover footLanny Ross takes of Honolulu Advertiser, which,
also got to know some longshore- ball that day;
men pretty well through talks in the 6:30-45 slot in his second owns KGU, followed. Interest was
WCBS’er,
titled
“Lanny Ross aroused among potential sponsors
waterfront bars,
and a local insurance Company
By spring of ’51 his script was Presents.”)
agreed- to pick up the tab for the
Trau,
finished and Robert Siodmak, then

-—natch!

,

Love Me.”
That Sunday evening half-hour
Benhy’s as long as he wants it—
and Lucky Strike continues to ride
is

with a winner.

Gros.

good Music
With Howard Mitchell; announcer,
Robert Davis
Producer: M. Robert Rogers

AMERICAN SECURITY & TRUST
CO.

WGMS,

Washington
a symphonic

This-, -.is

d.j;

show

featuring middle-hair music and
the graceful, effortless commentary
of National Symphony, conductor
Dr. Howard Mitchell. Dr. Mitchell
has become a familiar figure on
the ‘'Good Music Station’s” channels, as well as on town’s leading
podium. This is his most intensive
and ambitious radio effort to date,
however, and his debut into the
Current
field of sponsored shows.
stint of five, hours weekly, including a Saturday ayem 25 minute
children's show as part of series,
is believed to be a' record for any

conductor .of a major symphony
orch iii the country.
Mitchell has transferred to the
adult level the easy warmth and
simplicity of his childrens' concerts
commentary, a technique
which has increased his local popularity ahd won financial support
from town’s- businessmen for his
moppet series. He is completely
“talking
natural,
and,, without
down” to his listeners, he rounds
out the musical selections with in-,
.

teresting factual and background
There are pleasing
information;

humorous touches throughout his
comments, tossed in 'naturally and

He
sans visible effort to amuse.
translates the world’s great music

in terms of everyday experiences,
and manages, to remain colloquial
weekly two-hour stanza.
without sacrificing dignity,
Program made -its debut Sunday
Mitchell, along with station man(12) with, veteran Owen Cunningand producer Robert Rogers*
ham again spinning the records ager
have
caonily chosen, the middle
and voicing program notes. Sponlevel
of symphonic music, rather
sor’s “public service” commercials
alwere a bit on the trite side, al- than strictly longhair: Station
most of capital’s
though no attempt was made to ready. .counts
ardent music lovers amongst its
“hard sell” insurance.
Accent, on the middle
Spot is Jong established as one listeners.
ground is likely to win a greater
of Hawaii’s top good music periods
staand the only question that arises is* audience for shows and add to
why the Cunningham program had tion’s followers.
Show is best musical airer to hit
been dropped in the first place. At
any rate, with most Isle stations local airwaves. It should dp well
speaking. Brazilians in the coun- '53 for another unnamed studio, a middlebrow, level.
It follows a hep to the drawing power of good by sponsor, station, Dr: Mitchell,
try.
which changed its mind too. “They three-minute news roundup.
music, KGU again will hold its and the National Symphony.
Ritter emceed the show himself. decided the waterfront wouldn’t fit
Flor.
Card.
own with this Sunday show. Walt.

slated, as director, was happy about
Ritter’s Rio Radio Ride
it.
Then the (unnamed) studio dePackager Mai Ritter returned cided it was too hot to handle.; A in with their historical epics and
it would be too conlast week from Brazil, where he year passed and the rights revert- horse operas
completed setting up the country’s ed to Schulberg, who also bought troversial* too grim and shocking,”
“Kazan and 1
first
American-language r a d To Johnson’s material and just then Said Schulberg.
show.
“The American Show,” a got a letter from Elia Kazan about couldn’t convince anyone but ourselves;
then
but
just
Sam Spiegel
half-hour nightly airer on Rio de another east-coast film project/
Schulberg suggested do- happened along. I told him the
Janeiro’s newest 50, 000-watter, Ra- When
story One morning while he was
ing
“Waterfront”
first, Kazan redio Mundial, consists of Ameristill in: bed.
Sam said, ‘I will do
can and Brazilian records plus a marked that he’d been working on the picture.* And that was that.”
a waterfront film that didn't pan
five-minute news Summary and is
Pratley 's pleasant voice, clear
out, same time Schulberg had.
'’•aimed at the thousands of AmeriBy now they needed, an uptodaie diction and f rom-the-horse’s-mouth
cans and the millions of English- script; which was completed spring dope ihake this easy listening, on

—
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ome

six years

and 271 broadcasts

appearance on the

air

after its first

STUDIO ONE ended

program on a note of rigid

tension.

Seconds

its

later

telephone switchboards of stations across the
country turned into a mass of dotted lights as a

flood of excited tributes from viewers poured

through the wires for two hours.

mail “just for nothing” to a
audience.

At

woman

the last count 130,000 letters con-

taining nickels as well as larger
at her

T

home

in the studio

sums had

arrived

in Mt. Pleasant, Mich*

hese three incidents provide the latest evi-

dence of television’s amazing power to gener-

ate excitement

and action with almost any kind
\

F

on the premiere of

ive days earlier

sponsor’s newest show,

the

same

THE BEST OF BROAD-

WAY, a pair of salt and pepper shakers shaped

like

the familiar Westinghouse Laundromat and clothes

dryer was offered free to any
vision audience

who

member of

the tele-

attended a product demon-

stration at a Westinghouse dealer. Dealers reported

the public “beating

D

down our

doors.”

moment, asked

Moore, on the impulse of the

his viewers to

time or daytime.

They

send a nickel in the

also demonstrate the validity of a basic pol-

icy of CBS Television

programming:

to build into

every program the greatest values for
ers

by bringing

skill

It is

uring his Friday morning program of the week
before, Garry

of program— new or old, lavish or modest, night-

and

to

it

its

advertis-

the best possible production

creative effort.

a policy that jams switchboards, produces

nickels, sells

home, appliances.

It attracts larger

advertising investments than

other single medium.

CBS TELEVISION

any

RADIO-TELEVISION

Wednesday, September 29, 1954

The Guy’* No Dope

ABC BUYS UP TALENT CONTRACTS;
NEW ECONOMIES SEE 50 OUSTED
ABC-TV followed up its execulopoffs of last week with a
wholesale economy cut that saw an
estimated 50 employees dismissed.
In addition, it bought up the contracts of Joel Gray and the Will
Trio-Sammy Davis Jr.
Maetin
combo, neither of whom had approached the on-the-air stage, to
Web,
effect even greater savings.
besides cutting to the bone on
staff, is now left with no inactive
contract talent, with George Jessel having wound his pact pretive

,

viously.

Theatre group and the ABC “old
guard” is looked upon with skepticism at the network, with prexy
Robert Kintner stating that no
such, conflict exists and emphatically denying, rumors of a change
Kintner said ’he’s at
in his status;
the web to stay, and further indiv

the post of v.p. in
charge of the tv network, that held
by Alexander (Sandy) Stronach,
would be filled by a toplevel exec
brought in from the outside.
Explanation offered by several
net execs is that the web, in its
buildup for the fall, had overcated

that

Gray, Davis and Jessel had been
signed in the first talent splurge expanded in many* departments to
following the AB-PT merger 20 the point where it was topheavy,
months ago, and their options had not only in execs, but in necessary
Al- operating personnel. That explains
been renewed last spring.
though Davis and Gray had cut the timing of the lopoffs, with all
audition
kinnies,
their
shows that personnel needed for the seahadn’t been offered for sale. And son’s bow, but unnecessary for the
Also a factor is
in line with the cuts effected at rest of the time.
the web, execs felt that keeping the loss the web will take on
the contract talent on the payroll NCAA Football, with the package
believed to have been sold well bewas an excess expenditure.
As of the moment, it's official low the card rates.
that no more employees will be
Tightening up process has allopped, and it’s further emphaready begun in a couple of departsized that the cuts were made
ments, tv sales and tv programmore for economy reasons than for ming.
In sales, Slocum (Buzz)
any other factors. Existence of a
Chapin has been named v.p. in
conflict between the Paramount

charge of tv

.

Groundwork For

KTLA cowboy fiddler lunched
ad agency reps

at Lucey’s with

of his trio of sponsors, Alber’s
Flapjacks, Par-T-Pak and Jim
Clinton Clothes. .Came time
to order, and Cooley said no,
thank you, he was on k health
diet. With that he reached into
his briefcase, came up with
cold
flapjacks
(Alber’s,
of
course) and Par-T-Pak. Oh yes,
he was wearing a Jim Clinton

with Charles

sales,

AFTRA Laying

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Spade Cooley’s a guy who
doesn’t leave the matter of renewal up to chance.

(Chick) Abry remaining as national sales manager.
All other

exec functions have been cut
away, with Jerry Harrison, forchief, remaining at the net but as a member Of
the sales taff.

merly eastern sales

New Web

gotiations

suit,

In programming, newly named
director of programming Robert F.
set up a quartet of administrators with the titles of assistant to the director of programming.
In this sphere, Charles
Mortimer will operate in charge of

He

program production, Richard DePew in charge of program operaJay Smith in charge of program service and Joan MacDonald
in charge of program development.
Chicago, Sept. 28.
Miss MacDonald, who previously
Despite some
early
was casting director Jor “Elgin
grousing
Hour” and its predecessors, will about the loss of the 11 p.m. to
take over casting for the entire midnight hour cross-the-board band

Chief demand will be a non-contributing pension, and welfare fund
for actors, with the nets paying all
the freight. There’ll also he demands for pay hikes and improved
woi’king conditions, with the pay
increases reported at from 10% to

tions,

the
union’s national convention in August in Detroit ard is planning to
submit others to its membership by
the end of the month.

On Tonight’ Entry

.

web in addition to her development duties. Mortimer, previously
program

sales chief, takes over the

vacated by Charles
Holden.

spot

(Chuck)

20%. New York local members
will meet Sept. 30 in a general
membership session to discuss the
convention demands and new proposals submitted by the member-

to the parent web’s “Tonight” with
its resultant local client bumpings,
the sales lads at NBC-TV’s

WNBQ

are pretty happy
things turned out.

ship.

about the way

Among the latter is a resolution
for quicker payment by the webs,
submitted by actor Ralph Hertz
(it’s been demanded for the past
five years by a number of influen-

.

tial
AFTRAites,
among them
George Jessel). Resolution would
have the webs pay the thesps within seven days after a performance
instead of the current Thursday of
the week following the performance
(which means a waiting period of

THURS., SEPT.

OwntV and

»-

operated ky

South

****

CHAHHIl

Tt/iufti

SOUTH BEMD
Power Now INCREASED

to

204,000 Watts
Equipped for Network' Color

Now — 1 ,261 ,000
POTENTIAL VIEWERS
In

Northtrn Indiana

— Southern

Michigen-

Walter Thompson.
Four-Star Playhouse (film). Drama, CBS, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Singer
Sewing Machine via. Young & Rubicam, Parker Pens via J. Walter

J.

Thompson (alt, weeks.-)
Greatest Pro Football Plays, of the
to 10 p.m., regional sponsors.

*

Week

(film).

DuMont,

at night

MARKET
* Typical of. America
* Self-contained

* Diversified
* Sfabl#
* Controlled distribution

CHANNEL

34

America’s Outstanding UHF Station

CBS

o

ABC

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

•

Dumont

Inc.,

Representative

who relinquished

bott,

his post as
director-producer of

program

'

WJMRtTV

Local “Tonight” plugs are being
peddled at an “introductory price”
of $225 for live announcements
and $200 for film.

9:30

8:30 p.m. (three out of

&

_

_

_

SAT., OCT. 2
Imogene Coca Show. Situation comedy, NBC, 9 to 9:3Q p.m.
weeks out of four); Lewis Howe (Turns) via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Griffin, Mfg., via Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
Johnson & Johnson via Young & Rubicam, S.O.S. via McCann(three

Erickson (co-sponsors).
Texaco Show Starring Jimmy Durante. Comedy, NBC, 9:30 to
10 p.m. (alt. weeks on a three-week-out-of-four schedule), Texaco,

Kudner.
George Gobel Show. Comedy, NBC, 10 to 10:30 p.m. (three weeks
out of four), Pet Milk via Gardner, Armour via Foote, Cone &

via

New

(alt.

eeks).

SUN., OCT. 3
York Times Youth Forum. Discussion, DuMont, 12

to 1 p.m.,

sustaining.

Jack Benny Show. Comedy, CBS, 7:30 to 8 p.m.,

Lucky

Strike, via

(alt,

weeks),

BBD&O.

Pepsi-Cola Playhouse

(film).

Geo. BarenBregge

Adams.

Dollar a Second (J^n Murray). Audience participation, ABC, 9
to 9:30 p.m., Mogen David, via Weiss & Geller.
Our Miss Brooks (Eve Arden) (film). Situation comedy, CBS,
9:30 to 10 p.m., General Foods, via Young & Rubicam.
The Vise (film). Drama, ABC, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Sterling Drug,
via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
The Lineup (film). Mystery, CBS, 10 to 10:30 p.m., Brown &
Williamson, via Ted Bates.

Drama, ABC, 7:30

to 8 p.m., Pepsi-

Father Knows Best (Robert Youngs Jane Wyatt) (film). Situation comedy, CBS, 10 to 10:30 p.m,, P. Lorillard, via Young &
Rubicam.

New

WABD Chief Vice Knight
Normaoi Knight quit as general
WABD, DuMont’s
of

manager

N. Y. o&o, and George L. BarenBregge, who’s been sales chief for
WDTV, the web’s o&o in Pittsburgh, is in as his replacement.
The moves occurred in rapid succession
late
last
week,
after

Knight announced his intentions,
which came as a surprise to all but
few top network execs.

a

Knight, with

WABD

of last year, is

moving

managerial

town

name

Feather Your Nest, Audience participation, NBC, 12:30 to

&

Young & Rubicam.
WED., OCT.

6

Big Town (Mark Stevens) (film). Mystery, NBC, 10:30
Lever Bros., via J. Walter Thompson.

THURS., OCT.

BRILL BLDG.,

with an out-ofbut he declined to

post

station,
it until

he actually

sets

to 11 p.m.,

527

NEW YORK

a

of departure from DuMont,
expected sometime between Nov.
1-15,
BarenBregge spent most of
his professional career in Pittsburgh, as sales manager for KQV
and then in the similar WDTW
post.
Earlier he also held a sales
job with WJAS.

Esso’s

PL, /-1

1619 B'way (at 49th)

since July
into a top

date

Longterm Deal
Pitt Weather Strip

On

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.

1

Colgate-Palmolive, via Wm. Esty.
Modern Romances. Soap opera, NBC, 4:45 to 5 p.m., Mondaythru-Friday, Colgate-Palmolive, via Wm. Esty.
Burns
Allen Show (film). Comedy, CBS, 8 to 8:30 p.m.; Carnation Via Erwin, Wasey, B. F. Goodrich, via BBD&O (alt. weeks).
I Love Lucy (film), Situation comedy, CBS, 9 to 9:30 p.m.,
Philip Morris, via Biow.
December Bride (Spring Byingtpn) (film). Situation comedy, CBS,
9:30 to 10 p.m., General Foods, via Benton & Bdwles.
TUES., OCT. 5
Dinah Shore Show, Music, NBC, 7:30 to 7:45 p.m., Tuesdays and
Thursdays, Chevrolet Dealers, via Campbell-Ewald.
Elgin TV Hour. Drama, ABC, 9:30 to 10:30 p.m. (alt. weeks),
p.m., Monday-thru-Friday,

Elgin, via

MAURICE SEYMOUR
PHOTOGRAPHER

INCOMPARABLE
CONNECTICUT
RESIDENCE

Esso has just signed a longterm
deal with WDTV for a five-minute
weather strip on Channel 2 every
evening at
6
o’clock
Monday
through Friday. It’ll come off the
first part of the Buzz ’n’ Bill show
but they’ll pick up the time at the
end with the disappearance of “Viz
Quiz,” long a five-minute feature at
6:25, after several years.
Buzz ’n’
Bill as a result keep their full 25
minutes as in the past except on
Friday when Ray Scott telecasts
“Sports Editor” at 6:25.
.

Series of auditions held by Esso
resulted in the selection of' Dan
Mdllinger- as their weather caster.

Famed

Theatrical Colony
Only 48 Mins. From New York
Outstanding Value
In

.

.

On about 6

acres with running brook. Gracious
-room authentic colonial, completely modernArchl teat ural ly exquisite, spacious,
dropped. living room
Pewder room
Pinepanelled library and bar
Dining Room
Modern kitchen, eta.
5 master bedrooms
3 baths
2 servants! rooms and bath
6 woodbtirnlng fireplaces
Screened flagstone
terrace. Also barn— Playroom. Asking .$79,001).
Contact owner at- Stamford 2-0753 or Your
1

1

—

ized

.

wsbt-SQ

WNOE,

here by James E.
Gordon, veep and gen. mgr. Ab-

feature film to ride at the. conclusion of “Tonight.”

MON., OCT. 4

IDEAL TEST

Abbott was

director of

affiliate'

here a few days before,
blurb. And the CET tv servicing succeeds Robert Walker, who refirm bought a Friday night finale signed Friday (17).

Cola, via Blow.

II

Orleans

|

OCT. 1
Red Buttons Show. Comedy, NBC, 8 to
four weeks), Pontiac, via MacManus, John

(June 1954 Hoopor Survey)

Continuous Programming

—Tom

New

named program
Mutual

FRI.,

Average Share of Audience:

73% NIGHTTIME
71% DAYTIME

30

Shower of Stars (color). Musicals, CBS, 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. (once
every four weeks), Chrysler, via McCann-Erickson.
Ford Theatre (film). Drama, NBC, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Ford, via

Belding

7 in Ih* morning to

five to 11 days).

1

WSBTtTV

yet,
cer-

tain

TV Network Premieres

POWER
on

haven’t
begun
has already mapped
demands agreed upon at

AFTRA

got the 13 weeks renewal.

Lewine has

Big problem was what to do with
Other cuts and tightening came
throughout the network, in radio the contract signed with car dealer,
as well as tv, with virtually every Pete Demet for a Tuesday and
Friday night hour-long bowling
department affected.
show Which was inked when the
time period was still in the o&o’s
domain. But that situation was resolved when DeMet agreed to move
to
Saturday nights at 11 and
further sweetened the matter by
using some of the coin earmarked
(Sept* 29-Oct. 9)
for the Tuesday night localer to
buy eight 60-secdnd local inserts on
WED., SEPT. 29
the Steve Allen-emceed web show.
I Married Joan (Joan Davis (film). Situation comedy, NBC, 8 to
This means that 10 of the 20
Electric,
via
p.m.,
General
Young
&.
Rubicam.
8:30
local spots on
“Tonight” were
Masquerade Party. Panel-quiz, ABC, 9 to 9:30 p.m., Remington
snapped up in advance of the debut
Rand via Young & Rubicam, Knomark Mfg. via Emil Mogul (alt.
Monday night (27). Canfield Bevweeks).
erages and Max Factor Cosmetics
This Is Your Life (Ralph Edwards). Personalities, NBC, 10 to
each cut themselves in for a weekly
10:30 p.m., Hazel Bishop, via Raymond Spector.

MORE

Pacts

Execs of the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists
have begun laying the groundwork
for negotiations of a new network
contract to replace the current one
that expires Nov. 15, Although ne-

—

—
—
—

—

—

—
—

—

own broker.
.

Write

or

154

Box V-921, VARIETY
.
West -40th Street, N. Y. C.

-

ANIMALS
We

are interested in trained talented

animals for an exciting

gram.

new TV

pro-

Write to Box V-922 with de-

scription

and

Variety,

154 W. 46th St„

fees.

New

York

7

Handle With Care. Mystery, ABC, 8 to 8:30 p.m., sustaining.
Climax. Melodrama, CBS, 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. (three out of four
weeks), Chrysler, via McCann-Erickson.
Treasury Men in Action (film). Mystery, ABC, 8:30 to 9 p.m.,
Chevrolet Dealers, via Campbell-Ewald.
SAT., OCT. 9
Texaco Show Starring Donald O’Connor. Comedy, NBC, 9:30 to
10 p.m. (alternate weeks on three-weeks-out-of-fou
schedule),
Texaco, via Kudner.
•

—

Columbus Bill Arthurs, since
1947 news director of WRFD,
Worthington, has been appointed
program director succeeding Robert
Geis, holder of the post for nearly
seven years, who joined the Fred
A. Palmer Co., “radio consultants
in

Worthington. Arthurs formerly

was an announcer for

WBNS

here.

EVERYDAY
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UfostEfr

Elgin

SHARP

Watch

Elgin
A

is

sold on

ABC..

TV Hour starting next week

pair of dramatic aces plays to a full house on

TV Hour

(produced by

last season.

premieres
.

ABC) was one

ABC. The Motorola

of television’s shining dramatic hours

Paired on alternate weeks with the distinguished

United States Steel Hour, ABC’s companion drama quickly dominated

Tuesday evenings. Xo wonder sharp-penciled
played

this ace in the

time, and the network
will -again

help

You

Y&R

and Elgin Watches

whole week and grabbed the show, the

— and this year the TV Hour, sponsored by

make Tuesday evenings on

re in smart

ABC

company on

a

must

Elgin',

for viewers.

ABC-TV

ICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

—

l

wssiety

RADIO-TELEVISION
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mer Davis (a former employe of
his at CBS) in administering, the
Office of

TV’s 'Opening Night’ Lobby
Continued from page

made

to order for the

man

1

to

him

of the
Board, of

become chief heckler

War

so numerous—as well as in time
had been a
conflict
that reviewers must of which Elmer Davis
Klauber recoirimerided
necessity be stretched over several founder.
Board be dedays, or held as the Sunday punch.) that the Writers War
prived of the nominal $19,000 a
But the physical aspect of tv year
of OWI .funds which paid its
looking being what it is, the lobbypostage and clerical bills.
wiil
fraternity
in-a-phonebooth
historians will undoubtedRadio
pitching.
An
agent
still be in there
played by
or personal mariager for an act will ly emphasize the role
in the formulation of CBS
Klauber
producer
and
phone the show’s

with a

—

getting together between the acts or after the show
a given verdict for
reaching
and
the riext day*s intelligence. It’s
a certain amount
there
was
possible
of “collaboration” among the very
aisle-sitters who
the
friendliest of
were not averse to such exchanging
compelling fact
the
But'
of notes.
is that legiters can only be seen
theatre,
by. none but the
in the one
squatters therein, and the cheers
or sitting-onapplause
or jeers,
hands are limited to that showshop
chitentr’acte
The
there.
then and
chat is strictly prelim and the jury
deliberamccoy
their
won’t start
tions until after, the last curtai
More important, the pundits of
the a.m. papers must hurry pronto
to their typewriters, as do some of
the p.m.’ers, because their stints
are “must”-tagged to appear on the
following day. (It’s been many
years, fully a quarter century ago,
that Englishman St. John Ervine
insisted on calling the legit shots
for the old N. Y, World on a skipa-day basis to allow him that much
more on. the time element to which
critics-

they, will fall all over themselves
to be the first to hand out the

news

policies,

which

and
World War

in 1938

1939, on the brink of

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

Again

Information.

semi-official Writers

poetic wax or lethal axe. There
used to be an old saw about dramatic

War

his rigid concept of duty led

Dan Seymour has

given' up radio announcing due to pressure of his
assignments as v.p. of Young 8c Rubicam. Seymour had held on to
CBS Radio’s “Aunt Jenny” daytimer while, doubling as Y&R exec,
but gave this up last Friday (24) .after 17 years with the show. “We,
The People” and Kate Smith were other shows with which Seymour
had been associated; Replacing -him on “Aunt Jenny” is Peter Thomas.

Audition records of NBC Radio’s “Conversation” have been requested by African Radio Productions', Ltd., of Johannesburg, with
public relations firm of (Jo) Dirie fie (Allan) Kalmus now repping the
South African broadcasters in the U. S. Africain Radio is also dickering with Louis G; Cowan, packager of “Conversation,” for several of
his other properties.
Should a deal jell, Cowan will reportedly become the first U. S.
packager to open the S.A. market to American programs.
-

the
panegyrics for the performer. Each II, were widely esteemed as
precepts. Klauber
will make with the airieche to blab most farsighted
Edward
White
and
With a dozen interested or disinter- fostered Paul
Last week’s fatal rioting at the Missouri State Penitentiary recalls
others, and inested parties; and in a couple hours R. Murrow, among
had no news com- to radio oldtimers the case of Harry Snodgrass, a convict there in the
(surely by early the next morning) sisted that CBS
1920s,
If was then new and sentimentalized radio showmanship to
analysts.
the word will get around to the mentators, just news
present jailhouse varieties. Snodgrass became a public, favorite arid
There were those who considered a Chicago vaudeville agent, William Jacobs, who later became a' Hollypoor stiffs who try valiantly to
“call 'em as we see ’em” that so- this a distinction without a differ- wood film producer at Warners, grabbed Snodgrass, helped promote
and-so bigshot thought last night's ence. Throughout this period Klau- his pardon and triumph tour of the U. Si theatres as “radio’s favber remained a little-known figure orite con.”
show was “the greatest;”
Meantime, maybe a review or of authority (Paley was not paying
Somewhat later First National Pictures starred Richard Brirthelmess
too much attention to CBS in those in a. film version of the Snodgrass saga.
critic
two will appear, and. the
Who’s ears have been Assaulted or days), who put in long hours shut
Nobody knew
chest thumped “person to person,” off in his office.
A new network to service the 3,000,000 Spanish-speaking people in
and who has not yet gone to bat much about his private life. He
existence the midwest and southwest has been formed by National Time Sales,
reclusive
live
a
seemed
to
himself, will be engaging in a
Y; station rep outfit, arid Radiovision Interriaciorial S. A. of* Mexico
N.
struggle to be “right” without with an invalid wife. She died in
City. New web, the National Spanish Network, 'Will operate both in
ooking like a failure to the per- 1943 and in 1945 Klauber married
the
program and sales fields. Stations already lined up include! the
sons whose opinions he regards again.
Texas. Spanish Language Network (El Paso; San Antonio, Brownsvillewith values varying from crackpot
CBS finally wanted out from McAllenr-Lower
Rio Grande Valley), the Mexican Quality Network (Los
to cracker jack.
Klauber’s sdihewhat martinet style
San Diego and Calexico) arid indies in Phoenix, Tucson,
When certain specials (in color of administration. His services Angeles,
he was accustomed in London.)
Nogales,
/Laredo, Eagle Pass, Houston, -Denver and Chicago.
And. it's a rarity for a. critic or in- or otherwise) are set up for mass -were recognized in a generous
Programming end of the web will be headed by Alastair Kyle,
fluential VIP to be buttonholed by viewing by the press (plus sponsors, lifetime pension. It has generally
Radiovision Iritemacional president, who’ll Work out of newly set up
the show’s producer, backer, au-^d agency execs, etc.), a reviewer is been assumed that had Klauber reN. Y; offices. National .Time Sales, sales manager Arthur Goddon will
personality/
thor, lyricist, et al..
confronted with what may be the mained at CBS his
handle eastern and midwestern sales, while Harlan Oakes (of the
Not so in video viewing *54, car- worst conditions for arriving at wOuld have forced Kesten. and firm bearing his name) will handle Coast sales.
Radiovision produces
ried on in the main as a den or independent judgment. Some net- others of the latterday top echelon transcribed
Spanish prograihs.
llvingroom pursuit, under every work partisans have elected them- to quit, something Paley could not
circumstance,
oldwhen
of
imconceivable type
then afford. Even today
selves to buttonlfole the critics
.

.

,

.

including but not limited to the
buzzing of the phone, ringing of
the dOorbell, Wailing of brood, sidecracks by visiting friends, relatives
or neighbors, and mama’s struggle
in trying to eject the upside down
cake from the refrigerator, so that
it comes out as originally blueprinted. If there’s an applause or lafftrack built into the show with offish timing; the viewer must, make
Up his mind then and there
whether he can conscientiously fall
in with such jet-propelled cues.
The visitors or his own ftienage
influences
additional
represent
that he must cope with gracefully.
But it’s the pro appraiser,, whether pn daily, trade or weekly, who’s
often hard put to commit his immediate reactions to a paper up to
48 and more hours hence, to “tell
himself” whether he lilted or disliked, along with the whys and
wherefores, by the time his prose
is ready for the. printers. This will
be the case for many pundits, it’s
reasoned, until such tiriie as the
important tv programs, at least,
are considered by publisher-editors
of sufficient interest to the reading public to demand evaluation
by the following, day instead of the
almost “at random” way in which
many appraisers, now go to the
instances
excludes
(This
post.
where openings on the week are

—

4

mediately after the orthiconning to
Tryelicit their snap judgment.
ing to be gracious or polite, the
critic may say a nice word or two,
but when this generosity Is not
particularly reflected in the official review, the “lobby hand” will
put the critic down as double-faced.
Also serving as an influence is the
diversified crowd in attendance.
The situation has become so
serious that a number of column-

make it a practice never to
catch a show other than in 9 condomain, usually their'
trollable
home, and several “lords and mas
ters” have a fixed rule that accompanying watchers are not to let out
a vocal peep as to their opinions,
although “permitted” to let their
natural reactions (laughs, titters,
obvious absorption, etc.) prevail,
Because of its one-shot straitjacket, tv cannot hope to achieve
the. importance, review-wise, as obtains in legit and films, with the
critics placed in that “make or
break” position vis-a-vis the investment put into Broadway and Hoi
But in a genly wood properties.
eral way, television reviews are rein
value under
duced even further
“Operation Lobby” wherein N. Y.to-Hollywood busybodies use devious methods to influence the no
At the very least, the pretices.
miere of a series can be valuable
when the critics are qualified to
offer guideposts for the future in
reviews bearing no outside influences. What “Show of Stars” conductor Gordon Jenkins ;calls “no
ists

timers at CBS indulge in retrospection there is considerable debate about the net contributions to
CBS growth made by Klauber. He
was a hard man to love because of
his austerity of manner and “perfectionism” tendencies plus an almost total absence of huinor, but
he had a core of oldtimers who
gave him much, credit for his qualities as an organizer and administrator and declare that in respect
to certain “public interest” questions, his penetration as a thinker
was deep.
Perhaps the epitaph which sums
up Klauber’s conscientiousness arid
enlightened side best is a proverb
he himSelf is believed to have
coined and which he frequently
quoted: “Bad broadcasting is never

good advertising.”

Ed Reynolds, who
information of CBS.
Sunday slumbers, is
bath mom (3). His

“A
Pic

Story of Television,” it tells of the technical history of video.
shows the first tv network programs between DuMont’s
N. Y., and WTTG, Washington.

evert

WABD,

“Let’s Go to Town,”. National Guard’s 15-minute transcribed, public
service radio show, will be carried by an estimated 2;000 stations this
year. Platters,, featuring top bands and singers, were introduced iri
1952 to aid National Guard recruiting. A total of 1,876 stations carried
it, that year, with the number climbing to 1,914 for the year which
ended last spring.

major

termed

rep

it,

As. one
“national

spot has a fight on its hands to
maintain business.” Renewed emphasis is being placed on the fact
that audio “is the best buy per
1,000,” and on individual “success
stories” achieved through that me-

dium.

The big
dio

story

stations.

is at

One

the local ra

of

them

Opening game of the Cleveland Indians-New York Giants world
Series today (Wed.) will be the 5,000th major league baseball gairie
to be broadcast to U. S. servicemen Overseas via Armed Forces Radio
Services.
Defense Department announced that Deputy Assistant Secretary Of
Deferise James M. Mitchell will commemorate the occasion by presenting certificates of esteem to Ford Frick, Commissioner of Baseball;
Warren Giles, president of the National League; and Will Harridge,
president of the American League,

-

said
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REMEMBER
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SPECIAL WEEKLY

Okla. Tint
ments was necessary because of the
need of one videoman for each tint
Camera. Color gear takes up more
room, but no enlargement of the
control room was necessary. En-

m

;

at the

—

Continued from page 24

color but
gineers took Courses
had no great trouble in mastering
the tint technique, the fundamental
difference being that they had to
watch three signals instead of one.
Biggest headache has been the
amount of: time spent ori pre-show
camera alignment, with three hours
needed to line, up the tint Cameras,
compared to about 15 minutes for
station boss, declared.
black-and-white. ( Station believes
There are other examples. A all transmission will be in color in
rather unique one, but considered the future, for that reason.)
fairly indicative of the falloff in naLighting had to be doubled, to
fonal.spbt radio is the midwest sta- 400 foot-candles, with “balance”
tion which, because of its 50 kw and color temperature watched
strength and clear channel, reaches more closely. Some extra heat has
three large cities clearly. Due to been produced, but riot enough* to
the multUrcity coverage*, it refuses warrant changes in the station’s
all strictly local advertising, shoot- air-conditioning plant. Rehearsals
ing instead for either regional ac- for “Cook’s Book,” which fs the
counts or national brands. Firs outlet’s “laboratory” for color, had
its network biz fell, and now its re
to be stepped up from 30 minutes
maining income from national spot to two hours a day, but the station
The station’s sales declares it’s still in the process of
is threatened.
are learning about tint and this doesn’t
“things
admitted
topper
rough.”
mean that color rehearsals are
The retrenchment in nations necessarily four times longer than
spot radio has beeri making itsel b-w.’ Props have had to be watched
carefully for color and glare, but
quite evident since January, bu
it has been only in the past three sets have been easier, with a color four months, in some cases less ored chalk on a tinted paper backwhere an actual trend is seen ground used effectively.
.

•

1

,

spot favorably, however.

.

.

of press

DuMont Labs bas whipped up a 14-minute documentary about television’s technical advances,, it’s being released nationally to DuMont
dealers arid churches, clubs* arid schools.

.

.

manager

Master of ceremonies is again Corp. Eddie Carter, “Your Hometown National Guardsriian,” who is actually radio actor Mason Adams.
Bob Moss is writing and directing.

Continued from page 24

very recently when asked about
his natiohal spot picture that there
Instead, he had “to
Was none.
to afnext-morning reviews .
.
learn to live locally.” This was a
ford him (the tv composer) correc- station in Maine, that previously
tive measures .... and there are
had done ‘‘pretty well” in national
can
no sedond night curtains”
spot.
be turned the other way, with
A survey in Minneapolis, for exmany tradesters observing that the
the drop in national
“calling of the shots” by capable ample, proved
the ty competition
appraisers can help a live show in spot Sales arid
in so many
considered
(which
are
the balance of its skein. That’s the
one. and the same) has
qualitative view by informed mem- places as
outlets to dig up
to
spur
been
a
bers of the ty industry, without
The relocal ad sources.
regard .to the gradations of pace more
gratifying, the survey
under which sponsor goods are sults Were
showed. WCCO has' “just about”
moved off the shelves.
national adBut how do you put the quietus offset the decline in
“We’ve been
on the pHbner or gabber with a vertising revenue.
intensive selling
more
do
forced
to
pre-review axe to grind?
than ever before,” Larry Haeg,
.

incidental to the fact that he’s

Radio is widely known for his deep addiction, to
going to have his morpheus sked upset next Sabwife Ruth will be contralto soloist on the web’s
“Music Room” at 9:15, but the Mr. of the team had nothing to do with
the booking. Mrs. R. was well along as a pop and classical chirper before her marriage, having started as a member of the Doring Sisters
threesome. She’s been soloist on the web’s “Mother Knows Best” and
sang on many New York and Chicago programs (Chi is her hometown)
as well as recitalled in N. Y., New Jersey, Connecticut and Illinois.

FROM
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Klauber
Continued, from page 24

• Radio Registry •
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was characteristic Of Klauber
that he was a one-track mind in
loyalty to whoever paid him. Although an ex-newspaperman and
it

fully familiar with the high value
reporters place on protection of an
exclusive story, Klauber unhesitatingly would “release” stories

about Which Individual reporters
made private inquiry at CBS.
Again he would draw upon himself
angry charges of double-cross. His

STARTING OCT. 2

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.B.C.
Mot.i William Morris

Agency

answer was that he was working
for CBS, riot the newspaper chasing the, story.

Chief Heckler Wartime Role
Years after leaving CBS Klauber

became second

iri

command

to El-

:
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MATTY FOX’S BLOCKBUSTER
MCA, Wm. Morris

Chicago, Sept. 28.
In one of the few instances on
record where a bankroller dropped
a tv show before it hit the air because the association had controversial overtones, the Peter Hand
Brewery here quietly checked out
deal for Ziv’s “Corliss
of. its
Archer” vidpix series which was
scheduled to start Oct/ 6 on

Motion pictures for Television
week set details of one of the
The Interstate Television pack- most, ambitious longrange producage of 26 half-hours, “The Amaz- tion programs in telepix history,
ing Tales of Hafis Christian Ander- and at the same time cairie" up with
sen,” is about to make its first ap- a Tevolutioiiary distribution patpearance in the N. Y. video mar- tern which MPTV topper Matty
ket. The Vidpix series, handled by Fox said is the key to “economic

WNBQ.

Interstate

-

’Hans’ Series to

for

the

past

WP1X

this

year apr

Sudsmaker, not anxious to ruf- proximately, launches on WPIX
public relation feathers, Oct. 3.
fle.. any
The fairy tales were produced in
asked and received its release from
Denmark, by the
the Ziv deal after one of the local Copenhagen,
tv columnists firigerpointed in a Scandinavian American Television
lengthy piece the tieup between the Co. The series is currently running
beer maker and the telepic in- in 15 markets, although it has run
volving teenage characters. Client in as many as 30 since distribution
and BBD&.O, it agency, are shop- began.
WPIX time for the show is 6-6:30
ping around for' another series to
put in the Saturday night 10 o’clock p.m., Sunday.
,T T
slot, it has on order at WNBQ.
United Television "Programs’ new
“Mayor Of the Town’’ is understood to have the inside track.:

Incident is a classic example of
the difficulties of. trying to please
everybody. Brewery bought “Archer” in the first place as a replacement for “Boston Blackie” because it figured that beer and Cops
and robbers aren’t a good combination. Before it bought the situation comedy, BBD&O checked the
audience Characteristics, of the
series in its
version and found
that
its
listeriership
was predominately middleaged. Then as a
further step, the agency asked the
tV writers on the' four Chi dailies
their opinion of a beer .firm sponsoring the series.
Ethel Daccardo of the Daily
News, which doesn’t accept beer
and liquor lineage, gave her reply
in her column some six weeks before the show was due to start.
.

survival”

in'

the syndication field.
some 50 proper-

be produced over the next
10 years will bg^handled through a
newly formed independent company, UM&M, which will operate
with MPTV on a contractual basis
Under which it Will handle syndi-.
cation on a percentage basis and

.

the single-station market obtains,
meanwhile, came oiit all much in the fashion of the pre.right* selling the “Archer” series to freeze American situation.
CanadiOscar Meyer meatpacking firm in an Broadcasting Corp. controls the
three markets— Chicago, Madison stations in Montreal and Toronto,
and Davenport.
and for the time being;, no comZiv,

.

petitive grants are in sight. With
both stations SRO (and with a long
waiting list) it’s been a tough prob :
lem for advertisers to. clear time
in the two markets. And without
Montreal and Toronto, hiost Canadian advertisers won’t buy a na,

network or
national spot spread, would be. im
conceivable to most U.S. national
A new musical bingo telefilm advertisers were New York and Los
package, “Time for Tune-O,” emAngeles omitted.
ploying local emcees and musical
Answer lies in the range of
film clips, has been set by Official
(Continued on page 43)
Films and will go into sale this
week. Series is based on the tran-=
tional spread, just as a

scribed radio series of the sanie
name that played some 500 stations on a syndicated basis during
the period between 1948 and 1953.
It’s being produced by Richard H*
Ullman, who packaged the radio
show, and Elliott Alexander, who

replacement

for

“I

Love

Lucy’' returns to its former Thursday night time slot on Thursday in
the east-, and Oct. 7 on the COast.
Hal Roach Jr.-produced series
toplines Reed Hadley. Harve Foster
has been upped to associate producer.

=

Irish-Purdue
scheduled the

is

.

happen-

WOR

ing is Tel-Ra’s giving
soundless
celluloid
it
the
shoots regularly for its halfpackage
distribbed
hour

through MCA, and Wismer
supply his. own play-byplay from the Ni Y. studios
as the film is being run off
on the air.

will

.

-

•

.

erected

with

standard

every indication that their hold on
the industry will increase in time..
With the opening, of more, vidstations, especially now: that the FCC
is anxious to get the industry going in uffra-high, the percenteries
will play an increasingly important
role in the development of the
field.

Naturally, considerable opposition has been set up by such outfits as Ziv and others which do
their Own production and distribuHowever, these indies and
tion.
filpi studios now in tele production
still have to come to the agencies
to get their stars, and frequently
Therefore
stories, directors, etc.
it’s eviderit that the majors have
a stake in virtually every vidfilmer

covering the markets.

of the agency
control is contained in Music Corp.
of America and the William Morris
Agency. Each Of these offices now
derive a major portion of their considerable revenues from the tele
Inindustry, both live and film.
come from the latter seems to be
increasing at a rapid gait, inas-?
much as many in position to demand terrific returns have been
thinking along the lines of residuals, subsequent runs, etc., all of
Which means that income will be
rolling in for a long time after
Thus
they have made the film.
when looks and popularity have
faded, they’ll still be taking in loot.

At Music Corp. of America
which has set up Revue Productions as its production arm, probbably the largest assortment of
own telefilms is on the marhas a comfortable lead
ket;
in this respect via their own proDetective,”
“City
ductions
of

their

MCA

"Pepsi Cola Playhouse,” “Chevron
Theatre,” Guy Lombardo Show,
“Biff Baker, USA,” “The Westerner,” Ray Milland show, the Robert
Cummings Show recently sold to
Winston, “Heinz Playhouse,” “Hollywood Theatre,” the filmed portion
of the General Electric show,
“Mickey Spillane Show, “Pride of
the. Family,” and the Joan Blondell
.

(Continued on page 44)

nine tum” at the Fox Movietone Studios

equipment-

ago.

studio

Latest of the “ghost stages” to
undergo the metamorphosis is Warner Bros.’ old Vitagraph Studios in
Brooklyn, which after 15 years of
darkness has in the period of one
month been converted to one of the
busiest and most Complete telepix
studio operations in the east. Hi
Brown’s Galahad Productions,
shooting Gene Lockhart in 39 halfhour “His Honor,' Homer Bell” situation comedies for the NBC Film
Division, moved in little more than
a month ago to find the 120x85 ft.
stage empty of anything but storage crates. He’s installed complete-

plus. There’s the full complement
of lighting, along with four 5, 000watt “flying saucers.” There’s a
crab ( trackless ) dolly. Which can
move in any direction, an innovation which the ma j ors haven’t yet
.

gotten around to. Brown’s using
35m tape for his sound, and his
is the only operation in the east
equipped to do so. He has a fulltime carpenter shop in operation,
so his standing sets (plus several
temporary ones) are solid wood instead of the customary mache.
Brown, who prefers to produce
he did “Inner Sancin the east

—

producers and writers.
Although vidfilms are stiff in. the
growing stages, the control of these
offices is considerable and there’s
tors,

MCAMorris Big Guns

UM&M

new equipment,'

sighs of

The major portion

UM&M

ly

now show

production, distribution, syndication units and exercise a good deal
of control over the output because
of their hold on headliners, direc-

now

Teevee Grows In
By BOB CHANDLER

to

.

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
banner. Minot prexy Charles Am-'
KTLA’s studios at the former
pry negotiated the new setup with
Fox.
Warner Sunset lot' acquired by
Low-Cost (CoverageParamount will be remodeled beImportance of the distribution ginning Nov. i» with the reconstrucoperation— and Fox states emphati- tion program to cost $2,000,000, accally that other telepix operations cording to Klaus Landsberg, v.p.
will have to come up with similar of Paramount Television and mandistribution arrangements if they’re ager of the channel. Vidpix will be
tensed there, and live tv Will orito survive—-is the fact that
provides blanket coverage of every ginate from the new site.
market and every major adverLandsberg has; devised engineertiser (the UFS and MPAS rosters ing innovations fpr inclusion in
include the big national advertisers plans of the new studios on the
as well as the corner stores) at rel- 10-acre site: which is the future
atively low cost. Orice a syndicator home of Paramount Television Progets past the top 40 or 50 markets, ductions and KTLA.. Among these
Fox points out, cost of sales zooms are a. peripheral type batten lightto. as high as .75,% of the gross ing system, and ii centralized plan
price of the show. UM&M, which is in Which all electronic equipment
Working on a straight percentage has been designed as a central
of the gross, will sell those smaller core; Control booths are being demarkets at a cost no greater than signed to handle both color and
the normal selling expense in- black-and-white equipment. KTLA
curred in the top 50 markets by the is the only indie in L.A. currently
experimenting on color tv.
average distrib.
KTLA will have three studios,
Beyond the normal sales activi(Continued on page 44)
(Continued on page 441

.

mer

Harry

atrical field independently (they’ve
both been in the black since they
started in business), but will pool
their facilities with Minot for television activities under the

.

-

days

having

Apparently what

UM&M

..

Hollywood, Sept. 28.

sportSgabber

and up

domination in that industry. The
major offices have already Set up

stanza for 9-10 p.m, between
casings
of
“Million Dollar
Movie,” the 30 General Teleradio feature films.

which

permanent standing sets, got the
That film revolution which sees
Ace Labs (which handle Warner’s
telepix taking up the slack in Hol- lab work and are on the lot) to
adapted it for television^
Series of 13 half-hours, will be lywood theatrical filmmaking un- Work and already has four “Homer
completed by the. beginning of No- employment and finds telefilm pro- Bell” episodes in the can.
How Brown got Warners to agree
vember, with Continual production duction active on virtually every
to reactivate the stage after failof at least 26 more half-hours in Coast lot is being paralleled to a
ing to convince them a year ago,
the works while the first 13 are
being aired. There will .be a mini- lesser extent in New York. But if he won’t say, nor will he state
Gotham production renaissance under what leasehold terms he’s
mum of nine 40-secorid clips to the
(although NBC’s. leasing
each half-hour, with titles and dis- is lesser in degree, -it's far more moved in
striking in its impact, for whereas of another stage for color tv might
tinguishing lyrics eliminated. Viewbearing). But that he’s
er works off a “Tune-O” card se- on the Coast it’s been a mere have some
there to stay fpr some time is evicured at a retail outlet which spon- swingover from one active phase of
filmmaking to ahother, N.Y. hits dent—he has 39 “Homer Beil”
(Conlinued on page 44)
seen the relighting of dark stages shows to shoot, at the rate of one
abandoned by the film majors years a week, and he’s fully equipped the

“Public Defender” has been refor 13 weeks by Philip Morris and the show which was sum-

previous
fray,

properties only.

er

field,

for the sta-

Wismef with Tel-Ra Produc-

UM&M

outfit,

was made

by

tion

200 “resident salesmen” and district supervisors, covering virtually
every market on a day-to-day basis.
It’s a two-way exclusivity deal, under which MPTV will release
through no other company, and
will handle distribution of
distribution

tooiftaK-on-film

tions.
The Gotham outlet
starts this Sunday (3) with the

nation of United Film Service, Motion Picture Advertisers Service
and Minot TV (hence the
corporate title). UFS and MPAS
have operated in the sale and. proTerrific clearance problem facing
duction of theatrical commercials
national advertisers in Canada, and for over 30 years, maintaining resinaturally operating to the disadvan- dent salesmen in some 150 cities
tage of American vidpix distribu- and servicing some 30,000 adverUFS and MPAS will
tors, may be overcome within the tisers;
next couple of Weeks if tests of the of course continue in the the-

property.

newed

played,

some

will blanket, the country with

unique

giving WOR-TV, N. Y.,
each of the Notre Dame games
in nearly uncut; form for showcasing the night after it is

Distribution of

New

M

13-WEEK PM PICKUP

A

COHEN

The talent agencies, Who hold
more than a comfortable hold
live video, have moved
more importantly in the vidfilm

N.D. Gridpix

deal,

will have some 200 salesmen and
23 district supervisors, is a combi-

range of Vermont’s new telestation,
WMVT, prove successful. If WMVT’s signal reaches Montreal, it’s
anticipated that Canadian advertisers Will be able to buy the complete country on a market-by-marShe gave it the full crusading ket basis, Using two American outtreatment,, playing up the teenage lets to cover the ke£ markets of
and beer angle. So lest there be
on tr e a 1 and Toronto, a feat
any concern in anyone’s mind that hitherto impossible.
the brewery is interested in the
Big stumbling block to national,
teenage beer market, the firm de- sponsorship in Canada has been the
cided to bow out and seek another Montreal-Toronto situation, where

‘PUBLIC DEFENDER’S’

By JOE

WOR’s

ties to

MPTV

.

AM

m

midtown Manhattan

in

—

finds

Brooklyn has

several advantages
the
In the heart of Flatbush,
where the studio is located, there’s
an aura of “small-town America.”
Single-family homes line s h a d y
streets, and Brown’s shot exteriors
on these streets, in fact using a
home on Bedford Aye. as the exterior of, the Bell residence. He|s
using Midwood High School as his
courthouse exterior, Brooklyn College for public buildings and Prospect Park for the countryside. (He
hasn’t figured out a use for Ebbets
Field yet.) Greatest convenience,
however, is the studio itself, which
with its lab setup, is self-contained.
There are some obvious disadvantages. too, like the transportation problem (nearly an hpur from
midtown). NBC Color transports
its crews and casts via truck from
midtown, but Brown’s staff comes
in by car pool and subway. Even
at that, though, he reports several
actors trudging to Brooklyn looking for Work (he, hates to turn
them down after that sacrifice).
And even Cooky’s, the neighboring
restaurant, is acquiring a Lindy’s
flavor, with autograph; hounds dov
ing a flourishing business.

over

both Manhattan and

Coast.
.

.

;

Ziv Television Programs prexy
John. Sinn returned from the Coast
last Week after setting plans for.
the production of six new syndicated shows during the coming
year. While riot: revealing; the
names of the properties, Sinn said
musical
the
embrace
they’d
.

,

comedy,

situation

Comedy

and

panel shoW formats.
Sinn said the upbeat in production is drie to expanded sales during the past 18 months. Ziv’s sales
volume, he said, has jumped by
68% during that period. New
series, Sirin stated/ will be shot in
color, as per Ziv’s usual policy.
Although shooting in color will
add heavily to production costs, he
added, the tint treatment insures
“a residual income not. available
to black and white films Which will
be dated the day that the first
color television set rolls off the
mass production line.”

TV-FILMS

42
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Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and ha40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
on a morithlf boMis. Cities will be rotated each week,wUh the 10 top-rated
All
film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite
ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of aU pertinent informa-

time factors, since sets4n-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e. f a Saturday afternoon children's show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children. With cor?
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children** market. Abbre

VARIETY’S weekly

tionai spot film covers

y

*

,

.

.

market , which can be used by distributors, agencies,
an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
day and
market. Attention should be paid to lime

tion about film ih each
stations and clients as

show

in the specific

DAY AND

AND TYPE

STATION

LOS ANGELES
1.

Badge 714 (Myst)

2.

Waterfront (Dr)
I lied Three Lives (Dr)

3.
4.

My Herd

5.

Amos

6.

8.

9.

10.

(Com)

.

;

KTTV
KTtV
KTTV

.

.

KNXT
KNXT

t

H. Fonda Presents (Dr)
Life Of Riley (Coni).
Annie Oakley (W)
-

....

.

.

KTTV.

,

V Andy (Com)

.

.

.......

.

.

.

.

.

.....

.

Ziv.

.

.

,

.

. ..

;

.

.

...

.

.Sat.

...

.

.

.

.

10:00-10:30

54,3

.

;

TV

I0:00-10;30

152

Wed.

7:30-8:00

13.4

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

;

.

Saturday Night Movie.
48.8 Stage Show
.........

47.1

1.

Boston Blackie (Adv)

2.

I

WN AC

...

.

.Ziv

.Fri.

10:30-11:00

WNAC.

(Dt)

WBZ

Sheldon Reynolds

3.

Foreign Intrigue (Adv)

4.

Ellery

WNAC.

5.

Life

WBZ....

6.

City Detective (Myst).

7.

Superman (Adv)

9.

.

0ueen (Myst)
With Elizabeth (Com)

.

......

.

.

...

Blue Ribbon Sports.
Bouts; Sport Spot

Moments

34.9

88...

279 Frontier Playhouse
Nightly News Cobb.

WNAC

Mr. District Attorney (Adv)..
Wild Bill Hickok (W) ......

..

.

.

.

.

.Flamingo

...

.Tues.

8:00-8:30

Tues.

10:30-1.1:00

....

Tues. 6:30-7:00

.

19.7
18.3

,16.8

.Tues. 10:30-11:00

.

58
63

.

Fri. 6:30-7:00

......

.Ziv.

.WNAC.

.

Guild.

.20.2

.

WBZ

Waterfront (Dr)

CLEVELAND
(Dr).

J

2.

Liberace (Mus)
Foreign Intrigue (Adv)
Superman (Adv)

3.

UTP

WEWS
WEWS

.

.

.159

r.

.

.

.

WEWS.
WEWS:

.. ...

...

.

.14.6.

.

.

.

.

.

..12:3

.

.

.

.13.2

.

.

.

.10.3

...

.

;

.

.

;

10:00-10:30

Mon.

6:00-6:30

23.5

..KNXT
..KNXT

in Sports

The Goldbergs

..WNAC
.WNAC
.WBZ
.WBZ

46.........

34,2 City Detective

67.

219 News—Victor Best

.

.

.

;

Mr. District Attorney (Adv)

WBAL

.

.Ziv, .............

......

WMAR

Detective (Myst).

4.

Liberace (Mus)
I Led Three Lives (Dr)

5.

Hopalong Cassidy fW)

WBAL
.

.

.

...

WBAL.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Guild.

.

46.

51.6 Kraft

.

... .

.

.

.

......

.

.

.23.1

14.5

.14.2.

10:30-11:00

.

Sat. 6:30-7:00

.12.1

.

Sat. 6:00-6:30

.11.9

...

.

Sun. 11:00-11:30 ....

.

.

Tues,

.16.0

Wed.

10:30-11:00
10:30-11:00

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.-.

•

.

,

.

.

.

16.6 .......

.

.

.

16,1

.

.

.

.

.

.

15<1

<

•

•

*

4

ri

.

.

;

.

.

18.8

Dotty

.

.

,

....

.

....

......

23...

57.3

....
33
87
66.........

38.6 Death Valley Days. ......

...

139 Film Shorts
18.0 Polka Time

(2),

............

WBAL

.

,

WBAL

.

..

.NBC,

.

.

Thurs. 7:00-7:30

.

.

«.

«'

Cavorting Statue

57.........

29.3

News: Sports; Marquee
Mystery Marquee

34.

49,1

Wrestling;

.

.

23
.

.

.

8.

Badge 714 (Myst)

7.

Annie Oakley (W)

8.

Boston Blackie (Adv)
Abbott & Costello (Com)

9.

10.

...

.

WBAL.

....

WBAL...
WBAL..

NBC.

; .

.CBS.

.

.

.

.Ziv.

.

WMARV. ....
WBAL; .......

... .

.

Superman (Adv)

.Sat. 10:30-11:00

.’.

...

.

.

CBS

.

.

.

.14.1. ........

Sat, 6:00-6:30

12.2,..,.....

Mon.

11-2

..Sat.

.

.Flamingo. ......

.

.

WNBK

HO
5.2

87

.

.

WNBK

.

.

2.8*
.

.

..

.WNBK
.WEWS
..WNBK

.

10:30-1 1:00 ......

...

a.

.

,

11:30-12;00 a.ih..,. ,10.2.

.Wed; 7:00-7:30

.

.

.....

9.8

*

•«

1.7
1.7

,

.

,

.

.

*

100,

10.2

None

56.

17.4

7 O’clock Filial,

Appr ox. Set Count—340,000

1.

Racket Squad (Adv)

2.

Lone Wolf (Adv)
Superman (Adv)

.

...

....

.

,

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

.

.

,

WSB
WSB.

.WSB.

...
»

.

..

.

.

Mr. District Attorney (Adv). .WSB...
Liberace (Mus)
.WLW-A
Badge 714 (Myst).
WLW-A
Annie Oakley (W) ........... WSB...
.

>

i ..I ...

.

,

;

;.

4

•ASO'i

. '»

.

............

.

i.

I

«

.

UTP

.

Flamingo

.

.

*

V

4

.«•» 4

Sun. 10:00-10130

.

.Guild. ..... ...

.

.....

.

20.2

.

a

5.5

7:00-7:30

Fri. 7:00-7:30

Wed.

..Sait.

....

8:30-9:00

•

15.1

«

14.7

4

t

-4

13*8

•

4

f

f

4 t «

13*6

•

>

•

•

'*

•

6:00-6:30 .........

•'13*2

«

4

till

* .«

1

•

• •

•*»*>»•**

50.

48

»

*.

#

4

6.3
,

....

. .

8.

9.

Boston Blackie (Adv) .......
Favorite Story (Dr)
.

i

Led Three

.

.

Lives. (Dr) ......

.WLW-A
.WAGA..
.WLW-A.

......

.

.Ziv

<

.Ziv.

...

.....

*

»ZlV

» t

• « •

.

t

i

(

....

«

• i *

>

.Wed. 8:00-8:30

..Suri.

i v

10:00-10:30

.Thurs.

9:00-9:30

%

......

12*8

•

*

.«

* •

cl

1

1 1.7 •»*

!

i.i »

*

1 1*5

•

* t

«

4

i

•

140
8.3

... .16.4
.i;

.

.

.

.21,0

.

,.

.14.1

..WMAR

39
59
17.1

..

.

.

.

.

..

-

•

-

29
91

.

1,1 f 4

36,2
20.2

Favorite Story
Sky Theatre

.

.

.

.......

WMAR

29

..WAAM

7.1

319 Red Skelton Revue.
299 Ozzie Si Harriet,..
30.2

26.

52,1

80. ........

16.5

....

Burns & Allen
.....
I’ve Got 4 Secret.
World News
.

28 .......

v

46.2

.

,

.

•

32.

36.2

1

|.

28,.*......

40.9 i Tell-tale Clue

.

.

.

.

.

...........

..

V.

WLW-A
.WAGA
WLW-A

..WAGA
..WAGA
.

Strike It Rich
Racket Squad ...........

i

..WAGA
.

Meetin' Time

10. I

(13)

,
.

.

,14.1

— WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (11)

58.........
73.........
47.........

.....

1

..Mori. 7:00-7:30

. .

...

.

.

JMon. 10:30-11:00 ...... 16*2

Wed.

Ziv

;NBC
, CBS..

.

k‘

Stations

.

,

.

.5.5

.

.......

Daly.

.12 8

WBAL

.WMAR
..WAAM
;

.

.WBAL

.

.

.

.

.

.

News-— John Daly

ATLANTA

.

.WMAR

38.........
72 f •
27,..
•

.

.219
.159

3.2

WAAM

.

*

.WAAM
..
36.6 Premium Playhouse
.WMAR
...
17.0 Movie .Time
.WAAM
41.3 'Slimmer Theatre ........ ..WMAR

,i

.

WEWS

.

7 O’clock Final.

»

.

.

Baseball.

•

(8)

WXEL
WXEL

41.3

•

,.18.3

.

WXEL

22.5

News^-John

.

WXEL

67

.

15.9

.

3.5
.

WNAC

.

.

(11) ,

38.5

.

,

.11.9

.

...22.6
.

.

68.

39.

..

Talk to the Stars. .....*, .'WAAM'
.

....16.8

..WXEL

.

38.6 Favorite Story

Dragnet

..

... ..

.WBZ
.WBZ

.

.

.

Mack

7.5

..WNBK

.

Deputy
Bob Neal

*

WBZ

(5),

Theatre

48.3 Dollar a Second

* .f

..

TV

17.5 Desert

—WMAR

.26.3.

.

.

WEWS

48........

Stations

10:30-11:00

.Thur.,

,

(3),

.

1-6

(7)

.

.

.

Gamble on Love....

83.

76 •*-*.*•
36...

.

,

.14.1

.

Ziv

•

34.2

.129
Thurs. 9:00-9:30
Thurs. 10:30-11:00 ..... .12.8,.. ......

.MCA...
.

— WNBK

2|

.

......
Starring the Editors.
22 9 .Name’s the Same. ......

.......

.15,3

.

.

.

—

Victor Best
Frontier Playhouse

84...
,

.

,

.

43

34.2 Mr. District Attorney

.

.

.

3.5

42.6

News

.

.

..WBZ
.WBZ

53

19.7

.

.

46.

......

.

WBZ

•

......

...

.

.WBZ

.

......

..WBZ

.

3 8
10.0

,

WNAC

..WNAC

.

5.5

3.8

KNXT

Place the Face

Stations

.

Approx. Set Count-—-625,000

BALTIMORE

KTL

Justice

62........

..

.

.

.

...

:Sun.

.Thurs.

.

.

.

...

...

.

.289

10:30-11:00

.Sat. 7:30-8:00

.

.

.

.14.2,

.Wed. 9:00-9:30

.

.

11:15-11:45

..Fri.

*

*

....
Ziv .... ...
.McCann-Ericksoh

.

WEWS......
UTP
.WNBK.. ...... Ziv
WNBK ....
CBS
WNBK,...
Ziv

.

%. City

.

.

40.3

85.

.

— 1,100,000

•" »

Sheldon Reynolds
.Flamingo

.;.

Fri.

.

.Guild.

WNBK

Mr. District Attorney (Adv)
6. Death Valley Days (W)
7. Waterfront (Dr)
8. Favorite Story (Dr) .......
9. Annie Oakley (W)
10. Cisco Kid (W)

.Ziv.,

\

WEWS.

5.

1.

A;....'...

Approx. Set Count

Led Three Lives

1.

4.

.

,

..KNXT

.

.

10.

...

319

...

9.8

..11.5

.

.

89

.

8.4

. .

.24.5

.23.2;

Sun. 10:30-11:00

.Flamingo.

.

10:30-11:00

.Thurs.

.

.

.

MCA

WNAC-

.

TPA

.

WBZ.

.

.

,Mon. 7:00-7:30

Ziv

(7)>

KCOP

.

‘

RATING

.

Armchair Adventure

Led Three Lives

:

.KNBH
KNXT

.28.9.

%

8.

.

Stations— WBZ (4),

Approx. Set Count-*-*
...

.KNXT

.

.

.

.

303 Teen Age Trials.
Range Rider
y
36.7 The Web

41.........
28

.

.

.

.TKNXT
.KNBH
..... vKTTV

.

45.0

«

•

.......

.

Theatre

Kraft

*

;

.

Run Movie.
Stage Show

Favorite Story

Shiv.

.

First;

58.0

UTP

.

Harry Oweris

509

16.2.........
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HYMAN RESOLVES

New
STUDIO

Telepix

Eliot Hyman’s Associated Artists,
which several weeks ago completed
the financing of the 1955 crop Of

57

(Hint Once for Death)
With John Howard, Eralen Davies,
Keye Luke, Alan/ pinehart III,
Noel Toy, others
producer: Revue. Productions
Director: Herschel Daugherty
Writer: Lawrence Kimble
30 Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.
H. J. HEINZ

I
Damler
rates okay mention in maPresents” telejor
role, Fred Essler is convincing "Douglas Fairbanks
j
a a black market contact and Kurt films and set the customary deal
as
key markets
with
Rheingold
for
1
Katch
shows menace as leader and

with

e
executioner
of the ring.
Greta
C
Granstedt is impressive, also, in a
brief
role, mother of a dying boy
l
v
who
needs the drug.
Bernard L. Schubert produces
with a view to catching the proper
\
Syndi- aatmosphere and Paul Landres’ di-

AA

distribbing> elsewhere, last
cy-

week caught up with the other
cles in the series. It

concluded

its

deal with Interstate under which
it takes over distribution of, this
year’s 39 films, and also bought a
DuMont, from N.Y. (also
financial stake in the 1952 series,
r
rection
is hard-hitting and realistic.
cated)
which is now being distributed by
I
Editing
by Warren Adams is fast
(Maxon )
NBC Film Division under the title
a
lenser Kenneth Peach’s angles
"Studio 57” is one of Heinz’s aiid
of Paragon Playhouse.
c
Whit.
first video ventures. To get the effective,
Buy in on the "Paragons” puts
bankwanted,
kind of coverage
A A much in the same advantageous
roller latched on to an estimated
found itself
position in which
1 9-20 markets via DuMont and an’Corliss’ Canada Spread
earlier this year when it bought a
other 13 or so through, a national
Ziv’s "Corliss Archer” series has piece of "Dragnet.” Agency was
spot booking. A Revue production
subsid), the half-hour been
t
set by AB-Canada Television able to look into the competitive
(an
vidpic stdnza is just one of several in
i
eight Canadian markets via a NBC Film Division books insofar as
dramatic anthologies made by that cosponsorship
c
deal with B. C. they related to sales on the “Badge.
company.
j
Packers,
and S O S. Sponsors, via 714” reruns of "Dragnet,” Similar^
Bowing installment for the tthe James Lovick agency, has set ly, Hyman will get inside dope on
pickle-maker was a meller, "Ring the
t
series for 52 weeks in Sydney, the "Paragon” sales. AA, inciden<
Once for Death.” With John Ho Wr St.
John, Kingston, amilton, Kitch- tally, is currently in negotiations
ard and Emlen Davies as the leads, tener, London, Regina and Saska- for some 20 syndicated and feature
the story begins in Hong Kong, «toon.
packages, probably the biggest buywhere the couple, a doctor and his
Sponsors will go into additional ing spree in telepix distribution
wife, have returned. after 20 years
markets
time
as
opens.
history!
a

MCA

’

MCA

married life; There they make
visit to merchant Sam Kee, only to
find that the elder is dead and the
son has taken over. The son (Keye
Luke) peddles them a clapperless
crystal bell, with the warning that
of

again mated with dapper it
has the power when rung to restore people to life—but for each
life given another is taken. Unknown to all, for the time being,
the doctor’s wife is carrying that
clapper as part of a crystal neckpiece sold her by the departed

if it’s

Canuck Vidpix Clearances

FAIRBANKS DEALS

Shows

Continued from page

WMVT’s

New

41

from showing their labels, bottles
quartered in Montpelier, has its and cans and the beer itself. Advertising has had to be strictly institutransmitter atop Mt. Mansfield,
tional, and some breweries have
Vermont’s highest peak. If its chan* rebelled against this by placing
nel 3 signal can cover Montreal:— their business on the Yank outand this will be tested by a Can- lets. But this would be the* first
that a Canuck sponsor, by usadian agency within the next two time
American" stations, would be
weeks—-therein lies a means by ing
able to secure for himself complete
which a Canadian outfit can; cover
Canadian coverage.
signal.

outlet, head-

'

the No.. 2 market. Similarly, WGRTV in Buffalo has demonstrated its
power to cover Toronto. Procedure
would then be for the Canadian
bankroller to buy Buffalo and
Montpelier, then buying on a spot
basis ail the other Canadian outlets he wants, since the others
don’t have the clearance problems
that exist in Toronto and Mont-

’Xmas Carol’ Rolls

real.

•

Actually, purchase of American
border markets by Canadian firms
for Coverage north of the border
isn’t new. Many Canuck sponsors
have bought film shows in Buffalo,
Detroit, Syracuse, etc. to get Canadian coverage. This applies parto the breweries, which
are prohibited in some provinces
ticularly

[
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;

.

r
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merchant, who never suspected
both parts of the bell would ever
be brought together again.
Right off, it restores the life of
the new merchant's small child,
but takes the life of an old man.
Then tracing with an uninspired
touch, writer Lawrence Kimble,
adapting the Robert Arthur story,
has duo. return to America, where
ultimately they believe their own
son is killed in an auto accident.
Just as the mother is about to
bring the ghostly clapper to the
bell to receive the one she believes
her son (at the risk of whom else
she knows not), her son appears.
The dead man was a thief. In her
surprise, she drops the bell and it
-

.

•c#

m
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m
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Len FIRESTONE

DRIVE

shattered,

is

A

wiser choice than the incred"Ring Once for Death” could
haVe been made by Maxon for the
ible

October 1st

Heinz starter. The stanza wasn’t
particularly well-written or too
smoothly directed, and hence failed
to conjure up suspense. The cast
struggled against the unnaturalness of their parts. Dealing in
these unperceptive histrionics promoted a cheapness that became
connected with the entire show.
Heinz made an immediately evident mistake in shooting their
commercials. In addition to letting

December 31st

A

him handle the
came up with

selling, the sponsor
an unctuous announcer, who was out of place
serving also as host to the drama.
Shots of the food products themselves during the commercials were

handled well.

jy=

h

Art.

THE FALCON
(A

Drug on The Market)
Charles McGraw, Suzanne
Greta Grandstedt, John

,*VV

With

Tafel,

Damler,
Fred Essler, Terry
Frost, Kurt Hatch, others
Producer: Federal Telefilms
Producer: Bernard L. Schubert

•A

Director: Paul Landres
Writer: Gene Wang
39 half-hours
Distrib: NBC Film Division

/

'

After nine years on radio, "The
FalcOn” switches over to the visual
medium as another entry in the
foreign intrigue cycle. Opener in
series shows promise of it developing into a slam-bang adventure
package with plenty of action and
a '.well- developed plot line,
Charles McGraw plays the Falcon;
U.S. Intelligence officer
V/ h 0 s e
assignments take him
abroad! He is sent to Vienna in the
inilialer, where he’s detailed to investigate
the
disappearance of
large Government shipments of
the desperately-needed drug, terramycin, which he discovers haVe
been hijacked by a black market
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UNITY’S LEADERSHIP LINE-UPl
October

1st to

December 51 st

now from your u

Unity salesmao^bow to get the Unity Library in your market at
lowest prlffl and extended terms*

As projected

\/ ri v v,.*>//.

UNITY
1501 BROADWAY, New York 36, N.Y.
Telephone: LOngacre— 4-8234

k

your opportunity to salute ’’Len”

for pail apd future favors.. Get the low-down

Wang

retary is the one who’s been tipping off the gang anent dates and
routes of shipments.
McGraw puts a maximum of
Punch into his characterization and
is a good choice for part. Suzanne
Tafel scores as the secrotary, John

A

•.(

OnJ -On
Y

|

|

'

in the moving Gene
teleplay, McGraw’s sleuthing
him into contact with the
gang and his skin is saved only by
the last-minute appearance of the
Army major With whom he’s been
working, undercover. Major’s sec-

,c

.

ring.

takes

*.c

-

'Mf 0
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’
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Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Desilu Productions and Four
shooting a
Star Productions begi
one-hour telefilm version Of "A
Christmas Carol” Oct. 4, for CBS*
Fredric March plays the
TV.
part of Scrooge, and Ray Middleton
has also been set for a role..
Libretto is by Maxwell Anderson
and music, by Bernard Herrmann.
Ralph Levy is producer-director;
Ralph Berger and Albert Pike are
art directors, and Lloyd Richards
is production manager.

8$.

it'frs&s.

TELEVISION

CORPOHAT.ION
8951 SUNSET BOULEVARD, Hollywood, Cal.
Telephone: CRestview — 4-6955

"
,

.
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Lever Gets Alternate

Tri-State’s Studios

Biggest new feature .film pack-^
age to be* lined up since the Bank of
sale of 32 features to
Ai
General Teleradio has beep set by
;

recently-formed.

tlie

Associated,

,

Continued, from pace 41,;

Show

in addition, to sports shows.
Being handled by them are Burns

Artists, with 52 new-to-tV' shows; at-’
ready in the house and more to
come, They’re ail w.k. titles—the Hedy Lamarr-Charles BoyerPeter Lorre “Algiers” tops the list
released so far, and at least two
of them haye come from the. Bank
of America with indications that

niore will follow.

However, the Eliot Hyman-topped
firm is adding a new wrinkle 1°
telefilm distribution by moving

actor.

-

Miracle’s’ 5-Time

Fox

Lever Bros., which owns the reshuffled “Big Town,” is having it*
library-type, commercials for the sponsor burden halved
via altersponsors, maintain shipping and nation on the vidpixer
by the A.C.
billing facilities and in all other
Sparkplug Division of General
acstations
and
the
service
ways
Motors in the latter’s videbut on a
counts. Firms have a 30-year back-? network series.
Mark Stevens
log of library-type, commercials for heads up the cast as Steve
Wilson,
various sponsor classifications and with Trudy Wroe (Lorelei);
Barry
maintain active studios for the pro- Kelley, John Doucette
arid Lynn
duction of new ones. Key factor is Stalmaster in support.
their ability to supply low-cost
Gross:Krasne production helmed
commercials for smaller markets,

former

comedy

UM&M

under

where

TV

will supply low-cost,

circum- by Edward Sutherland preems Oct.
6 in the 10:30 slot on NBC, with

ordinary

stances the cost of a commercial
might equal the cost of the show
itself.

L.A. Audience on

;

the

five

the ..Bells” on

of.

nights

successive

UM&M

Fox’s commitment with
is to supply five new series (at
least three of therri to be half-hour
shows), annually for the next 10
For this purpose, he’s set
years*
up a rotating production fund of
$3,000,000. MPTV won’t physically
produce any of the series itself,
but will finance, all of them, wholly
or in part, It won’t take on properties on a straight distribution
:

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
An audience of 2,954,500 persons,
believed the largest ever to see a
picture in the Los Angeles a.rep,

viewed “Miracle

it

was

last week, according to a report by the Ameri- basis.
Scheduled to be turned
can Research Bureau to Willet over to
within the next
business. Morris holds the strings Brown, prexy of the Don Lee sta- three Weeks are MPTV’s eight curon the Danny Thomas Show, Ray tions
Dean,”
“Ja.net
rent properties,
Bolger Show, “Dear Phoebe,” “ForIt got a fating of 62,2, highest “Duffy’s Tavern,” “Flash Gordon,”
eign Intrigue,” “Public Defender,” ever recorded by a television pro-' “Drew Pearson,” “Tim McCoy,”
“My Little Margie,” and “Hey Mul- gram here. Film was first of 30 “Junior
“Sherlock
Science;”
ligan.”
Other shows are in the to' be shown on a fulpweek basis Holmes” and “Paris Precinct.”
plotting stages and there is some during the off-baseball season. Next,
MP^V’s library, (feature films)
talk that some of their top stars best ARB rating last week was 49.7
division, isn’t affected Under the
may go into film at some later for KNXT covering different: pro- deal.
grams each night for the two-hour
will be headed by Amory
The Morris office has a sizable period.
as president, With Carl. Mabry of
list of their talents in other shoWs,
chairman, and
as board
MPAS
and although the MCA list is larHardy Hendren Jr., of lUFS as v.p>
the Morris
has

office expenses, at least.
The
office is not in production, but it is
in the packaging arid syndication

meet

.

shown on KHJ-TV

.

|

ger;

office
a stronger stake in top live shows, which
puts them at least on a par With its
arch rival, MCA. The film potential contained in their large shows,

.

by

isn’t releasing the complete
of titles yet, but the entire

to

said to

be

the

of which

list

of.-

similar
fol-

»

:

.

:

Harris joined Elm City Broad“Once a Thief” (UA* 1950), Cesar Romero, June Havoc, Marie Mc- casting Co. (parent of WNHC) IQ
Donald; ‘One Big Affair”. (JJA, years ago as an announcer and rose
Dennis through radio program, director
Keyes.
Evelyn
1952
“A Christmas Carol” tv director, and production manO’Keefe;
(UA, 1951), Alistair Sim; “Tom ager to a vice presidency and stock
holder. In latter capacity, he wil
Brown’s School Days” (UA, 1951
Robert Newton; “Chicago Calling” remain", as a member of the board
(UA, 1952), Dan Duryea, Mary An- of directors.
Kenneth Wynne, Jr., partnered
derson;
“Algiers”
CUA, 1938),
Hedy Lamarr, Charles Boyer, Peter with Harris in the Sleeping Giant
venture, succeeds him as
Lorre; “Syncopation” (RKO, 1942)
Adolph Menjou, Jackie Cooper, tion manager of WNHC-TV.
)

.

New York

.

)

>.

Bonita Granville, Benny Goodman,
Harry James, Gene Krupa; “Lucky
Nick Cain” (20th, 1951), George
Raft; “The Scarf” (UA), 1951, Bank
of America-acquired), John Ireland,
e r cede s McCambr.idge;

Schwimmer Expanding
Chicago, Sept. 28.

M

RKO-Pathe

shoot
tapped
to
footage for the David O.
Selznick “Light’s Diamond Jubi
lee” all network spectacular *
Ziv’s "I Led Three Lives” got the
annual television blue ribbon of
the New Jersey State Fair as “out
standing program of its type” ..
Phil Krasne, president of United
Television Programs, in town for
UTP sales huddles and for conferences with Lever Bros, on the
Gross-Krasne production of “Big
special

>.

,

.

Walter Schwimmer Productions
sales arm is getting the expansion

Town” ... Paul Miles, formerly
with Brown & Bigelow, joihed

treatment. Production-distribution
firm is opening a Coast office in
(UA,- 1951), John Barrymore Jr.. Hollywood to service a 11 -state
Preston Foster; “Captive City” territory and is negotiating for an
(UA, 1952), John Forsythe; “The eastern sales manager to Work out
Red Planet Mars” (UA, 1952), An- the New York office,

Television Programs of America as

“Park Roto”
(UA,
Jack Feldman and Frank Oxar
Gene Evans; “Straw Man” art Jr,, wil man the Coast office
Dermot Walsh, Clifford Hal Dickens Has, been added to tile
Chi homeoffice sales force.
Evans; "The Long Rope” (UA)

Harris, v.p. in charge of production at WNHC-TV in New Haven,
is leaving the station to go into
film production, but remains as a
member of the board and stock-

holder
Lew Kerner, MPTV
production veep, in town over the
weekend for huddles with MPTV
topper Matty Fox.

“Second Face” (UA, 1950, Bank

of

Ella
Raines.
America-acquired),
Bruce Bennett; “The Big Night”

I

drea

.

King;

I

1952),

!

(UA-),'

i

‘

,

Donald

number under which it appears
On his Tune-O square, marks it
Viewer With fiye numbers up,

the
is

in.

down

or diagonal is a winner.
Prizes can be awarded via telephone by either of two methods,
call-in or calLout. Latter technique
has the station : calling some 25
viewers who have cards (they'vefilled put stubs when picking up

On

»
Shift in personnel at WNHC-TV
He's alsp
has David K. Harris* v.p. in charge with a new dramatic package,
of production, stepping out in "Harbor Patrol,” based on case of
favor of active participation in the police harbor patrols in different
operation of Sleeping Giant Films, cities. No pilot has been shot yet,
Inc., a*': newly-organized local com- but 13 scripts have been prepared.
pany turning out films for use in
»
» »»»»-» ++ •
4
tv.

More

AA

is

all numbered, and contains a bingo square. Viewer must
guess the name of the tune, arid if

lections,

•

,

UA

quality
low.

Continued from page 41

sons the show or handles the sponsor’s products. Card lists 300 se-

.

or

package

‘Time for Tune-0’

4

William Dieterle for
licensed for five- and
seven-year periods.
They came
from different, sources, the two
Bank, of America pix having been
releases, for example.. There’s
a 20th-Fox release, the 1951 George
Raft starrer, “Lucky Nick Gain,”
included in the package: that was
negotiated on an. individual basis.

list

Dicker Distrib Deal

—

'

-

the Adolphe Menjou- Jackie CooperBonita Granville jazz film, pro-

Still

threesome iri a Monday at 10:30
exposure' starting Oct. 11. Thus
“Big
Town” will be Versus
CBS-Westinghouse again “Studio
Onp,” berthed 10 to 11.

Amory, one
secretary-treasurer.
time Pathe Labs, v.p., formed
Minot several months ago and
worked out a similar scheme With
Coast telepix producer Leo A.
was hampered
such as the Milton Berle layout, is Handel is 'in New York this week MPAS and UFS but
Former has Tune-0
by Jack of product. He’ll naturally the cards).
also something to be reckoned discussing
distribution
possible
MPTV winners calling in their winning
MPTV.
liaison
act
as
with
with.
There has been some talk deals on his quarter-hour series of
combinations,
which are checked
that Berle is mulling over that atom documentaries, “The Magic will continue to sell its new propr off a master
card setup noW being
erties nationally, in conjunction
proposition.
of the Atom.” Films were procomputed
and
arranged
for Official
latter
will
with UM&M, but the
duced on location at atomic energy handle all regional and local sales. by Remington Rand. Additionally,
plants and in cooperation with the.
there
are
other
questions
to be
head
will
MPTV v.p. Ed Madden
Atomic Energy Commission and
Sleeping Giant Films’
the national sales operation and asked by the emcee, based on the
have been shown overseas via
clip
shown,
for
which
prizes
are
with
Lew
UM&M,
coordinate With
of America. Handel has shot
Kerner continuing jets production awarded. Prizes will be handled
TV Entry; Harris Named Voice
13 of the quarter-hours and is in
through
VPI
Prize.
Service,
which
H,
veep
E.
Coast
v.p. on the
and
production on 13 more.
New Haven, Sept. .28;
Ezzes remaining in charge of the will supply them ta sponsors at
calling on agencies,

.

duced
RKO.t

10-to-conclusion
competition
being the CBS-Pabst Blue Ribbon
“ights and Westinghouse’s “Best
of Broadway” every-fourth Wednesday dramatics going 10 to 11.
But NeW York, Chicago and Hollywood are berthed as a separate

its

UM&M

UM&M

Virtually every film in the package was negotiated separately by
Hyman, who came but of Motion
Pictures for Television recently to
reestablish Associated Artists (he’s
also partnered in Moulin Productions on the theatrical end)
and
his son Ken, who’s A A vj>- Some
of the pix were bought outright
( as
in the case of “Syncopation,”

on ‘Big Town’

Client

Continued from pace 41
ties,

George LaRay.

Allen,

'

simultaneously into the theatrical
field with some of the pix. It will
book about 13 of the 52 theatrically
this year, with the 13 including a
few British imports not yet theatre-shown here and a couple of
.American films important enough
to do well on the rerelease market.
The 13 set for theatres will
bear a tv clearance date of November, 1955, with AA selling them
to stations now for scheduling at
that time. Firm will employ a twopronged staff, one arm for theatrical distribution, the other for tele-

Matty

,

stage for detail workTri-State is headed by
vaudeville and musical

Jack Benny, Abbott &
Costello, Ozzie & Harriet, Readers
Digest, and “T-Men in Action.” In
addition, several others are on the
planning boards. For example, a
show built around Arthur Lake is
in the works, and work will start
as soon as a sponsor is lined up.
MCA recently bought in on
“Dragnet” but is doesn’t control
the production of this top show.
William Morris is also possessed
of a lineup from which it could

&

,

-

MCA-Morris

i'-'

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
Tri State Productions, industrial
and tv commercial production firm
here, has taken a longterm lease
on new studios which when renovated, will be the largest in westStudios will
ern Pennsylvania.
have two sound stages and a spea fourth
with
cial effects room,

Susan
Shaw;
Huston,
“Night of the Full Moon” (UA),
Dermot Walsh, Kathleen Byron;
and “Rapture” (UA, 1950),, Eduardo Ciannelli, Douglas Dumbrille.

1

.

an

account exec

.

.

.

David K.

division.
library
Some
sales staffers will join
*

what’s said to be a considerable

MPTV

UM&M

discount.

as
supersupervisors
all
visors will be tapped from the
syndication field—but Amory said
is screening additional vid
pix vets.
No less important than the low
sales cost involved in the neW distribution pattern is the number of
untapped advertisers it will provide, according to Fox. There are
thousands of theatrical advertisers
who’v'e never used television simply because they haven’t been exposed to the fact that top name
properties are available at prices
they can easily afford.
Resident
palesmen who have already sold

—

district

Clips used, are being taken from
Official’s-

Music

Ilall Varieties, its

of musical shorts.
New
soundtracks are being made, and
dupe negatives being processed off
the Varieties prints. Packaged is
copyrighted by Ullman, who with
Alexander feels there won’t be any
legal difficulties because the show
has the ingredients of entertainlibrary

UM&M

ment and

skill as well as chance.
Entertaifimerit lies in viewing the
shorts, while, the skill lies in the
contestants’ ability to recognize the
tunes arid personalities.

•

them

theatrical commercials can
them, bn low-cost vidpix, and
by nature of living in. the town
Continued, from page 41
can work but all mannet of cospon
sorship and: alternating sponsor each covering 10,000 square feet,
ship arrangements.
Moreover, in in the initial phase of remodeling.
relation to selling costs, the resi- Two will be equipped to simuldent salesman can follow up his taneously. serve theatre audiences.
initial approach without the ex
Studios can be opened into each
pense of flying back and forth from other, thus creating potential
his base of operations to the point shooting, space of from 10,000 to
where the sales expense nearly 30,000 square feet of stage. Flexiequals the gross income.
bility feature is carried Put in all
Economics of syndication are the new facilities.
such, Fox points out, that by sellGeneral and exec offices, which
ing the top 40 or 50 markets,
will front on Sunset, will have a
a syndicator can get back up to
total of 30,000 square feet of space.
75% of his negative costs. But Production and engineering offices
it’s those 175 smaller markets that
arid s t a g i n g facilities' will be
supply the profit on vidpix. Arid
housed in a Separate building near
that profit is eaten away by the
the stages. Dressing rooms will be

sell

'

cost

of

getting to those smaller
in a specially designed structure.
if they’re gotten to
at
Over 40,000 square feet has been
feels that the
set- piloted
to ah adjacent building, for
up will solve the problem for him, prop arid
set storage. There will
arid
that some similar arrangealso be a special projection arid
SCHLITZ
reward;
But the townf oik, now
ments
Will have to be made by
they cain’t believe he killed, him
(Reunion At Steepler’s Hill)
viewing theatre for advertisers.
other syndicators if they’re to stay
cafeteria arid kitchen facilities
“Reunion at Steepler’s Hill,” an fair,- and they think he’s a murder- in busi
.
ing skunk, so they tell him to git.
will be provided on the lot for use
oater penned by Monte Pittman, Outlaw's widow, she makes the bad
Contrary to trade belief, the of employees, talent
Pnd studio cliTelevision consultant Dr. Alfred
clichety-clop. man burn his ill-gotten gai
trudges along at
arid Minot sales have been going well entele. Full facilities for slides arid
N. Goldsmith will be tendered a
on the one property that UFS and telefilm will follow the plan of the
weird sends him a-runni .’
developing some
pace.
have been handling. “Hank entire studio by being equipped for
testimonial luncheon to be loast- hokum which bogs the hoss opry
Ireland, a
usually
competent
lastered by Milton Berle at the down into a morass of mish-mash, actor, looks a bit foolish in the McCune Show,” which was bandied both color and b-&-W.
It unspools as if a few script pages
role handed him here, but it’s the; about from distrib to distrib beWarwick Hotel in N. Y. tom now are missing; it makes little sense author’s
fault, not his. John Larch, fore, it landed in Minot’s lap, has
(Thurs:
Lunch is being given by as is.
James, Bell, Steven Terrell, Paul been sold in over 80 markets in the
the Naiional Television Film CounThar’s a no-good outlaw cornered Birch and Dorothy Patrick perform four months under the Minot bancil*
of which Dr, Goldsmith is by the posse on Steepler’s Hill, and their
stet
supporting roles in ner,
exclusivity deal with
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
they're a- waitin’ him out ’cause ordinary fashion.
board chairman.
has one exception, which is
Hall Bartlett is planning producHarold Schuster’s megging fol- the current Minot
Slated as guest speaker is Arthur he’s a real daid-eye. Along comes
catalog, which tion of a vidfilm series starring
V. Loughren, research director for John Ireland, an old baddy buddy lows the same routinish pattern. it will own and continue
to dis- Elroy -.(.Crazylegs) Hirsch as hirtihas as many
the Hazeltine Electronics Corp. of the outlaw, and with an eye on Not everi a. golf course
tribute.
This will contain three self.
?
•
Others attending, aside from the the $2,000 reward, he promises hole's as Pittmpn s' teleplay. Writer other properties besides “McCune,”
Crazylegs series has a sports
he’ll
get that ..rio-good
outlaw. never bothers to explain why the
ipembership, will be CBSPosse don’t trust him, but figure townspeople first think the out- one of them being “New Orleans format revolving around, the foPtengineering .v.p.
William B. apparently two baddies in the bush law’s so bad they gotta kill him; Police Department,” which
ball player, and is being penned
Lodge;
color systems direc- are better than one. So No. 2 then switch and seem to su r
k rind produces itself. The Minot sales by Bartiett and Mike Kizziah.
tor Robert W. Shelby and
badman goes up to that hill and hate Ireland because he gnrned force covering the northeast and Series goes into production early
engineering veep Frank Marx,
kills his
old pal and gets the the outlaw.
N. Y. will be absorbed into
Daku.
next year.
1

markets,

all.

He
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All-Industry Chart
Wha’ hoppened?’ To that all-industry chart which several of
the diskeries. regarded with, favor and planned to take up at an
early

meeting.

still going on about payola; rigged charts; girls
music Stores being candy-gifted to plug. or mention that artist
secretaries
to disk jockeys with similarly loose informalabel
or
tion; “drives,” and other influences on the deejays themselves.

The gripes are

in

where we came in. If the “Charts” are phoney; and if
a label, which knows it has 200,000-300,000 ~in record orders,
doesn’t find itself strategically placed on the charts, it works an
economic handicap. The chain-reaction is wellknown by now—
it influences radio and tv, programming, talent plugging, deejay
spottings,' and the like.
This

is

The Record Industry Assn, of America has an opportunity, to
become mote than a passive trade association where the boys
get together on label markings, industry standards, and kindred
nice-Nellie projects because a trade association is not supposed
to be too vigorous about anything top vital for fear Of being accused of “acting in concert.”

Is the deal more important than
the disk? That’s the big question
mark in the record industry, today
as the major labels continue to be
stymied in many hinterland areas
by the shady dealings of a large
number of indies on the deejay and
distribution level.
,

thwarted when they come up with
a disk tyro. Here, they claim, the

everybody— and the

distrib-dealer holds back, demanding special concessions and deals.
It’s in this respect that the indies
step, in and take over. The majors,
for the most part, work on a fixed

graph record companies*

artists,

deejays,
is

because of

its

do-nothing-

The RIAA has passed word on to Variety about “Costs,” and
like, but if the trade papers can afford it then certainly the
record trade can too: it would at least have the saving grace of
uniformity, and a strategic advantage of better policing to circumvent the- rigged reports, as crop up from time to time. This
uniform yardstick, promulgated by the .industry’s
would be
own trade association. All brands then would make sure that
Larceny Label (be it from the midwest or Philadelphia) toes

the

sidiary has

recording

developed a new
called
technique

“Sonorama,” b ut n o b o d y
knows what it is. So Herman
Diaz and Frank Amartr of the
international department will
hotfoot it to Mexico City in a
couple of weeks to learn the.

Biggest problem facing the majors in their battle against the
indie operators centers on launching hew talent. Execs at several
of the top line diskeries admit that
there’s never been any trouble getting local distributors and/or dealers to order the established artists,
constantly
been
they’ve
but

Well, the “charts” is one Concerted 'move that would be a big
plus for the music business at large—writers, publishers, phono-

only indictment the industry faces
ness about it.

Great—-But What l* It?
RCA Victor’s Mexican sub-

facts.

The “sonoramic” technique
has been heard in N. Y. on a
couple of disks shipped from
Mexico

City.

presumably

on

For example, distrib tab for platfrom the majors runs between
(Continued on page 50)

tive
by.

Indicative of how the package
disk biz is booming is seen in disRCA Victor’s Glenn
Miller Limited Edition, Vol. 2.
While the first' limited edition, also
selling for."$25 per set, sold around
100.000 copies, the second volume
.

RIAA. RCA
Victor’s Manie Sacks has
been repeatedly scorched by the
knowledge that his vast sales organization has moved certain
platters into the hundreds of thousands onto the. dealers’ shelves,
and has on more than one occasion expressed, frustration about
“not showing up” when he knows comparative sales statistics.
With the new fail selling season this is perhaps the ideal opportunity "for the RIAA to do Something other than issue polite
bulletins to one another.
Abet
it

trib reaction to

at the

Chicago, Sept. 28.
fever has gripped
the Windy City, and it’s reaching
the point, at which nitery ops convert to mambo joints when other

That

mambo

a tour of all distribs, Victor
execs took initial orders for over
160.000 Miller sets. That represents

on

a

$4,000,000

gross

at

the

Cincinnati, Sept. 28.

-f

As

A-H

WLW

Promotions Inc., headed by
H.S: (Bert) Somson.
Latter department books
acts for
fairs,
and
theatres, conventions

WLW

similar affairs in a five-state area.

DealJbetweert the Crosley station
and the. RCA subsid is a “first" in

WSM

the disk industry.
in
At
Nashville,
headquarters for the
“Grand Ole Op ry,” the country
artists make their own deals on
disks and are scattered over a.

(i.e.

Bombshell was dropped by Fred
Williamson,
Associated
Booking
Corp. vice-prez, who announced
(Continued on page 52)
/

fail.

Newest

Sissle for V.P.

On

retail

of the total
show- level or almost 2%
sales for the disk industry expectcase the jazzed-up Latin beat is
this year.
ed
the erstwhile Encore Room in the
The disk market has absorbed
heart of the Loop, now to be
(Continued on page 53)
known as Mambo City. Boniface
Milt Schwartz, who also runs .the
Preview Lounge downstairs, had
Tin Pan Alley Stuff In
tried smart acts; and jazz units in
Library’s In'dian Music?
Room and failed to
the Encor
make it click. New policy has
Washington, Sept. 28.
the advantage of a lower nut and a
Possible source of material for
cult-type following,
Tin Pan Alley is seen in 10 new
An underground hideaway on LP records of American Indian
Starlite
Ave.,
the
South Michigan
music just offered for sale by the
Room, 'was probably the first in Library of Congress, Music radges
nd lullabies to
towrt to sense the trend and aban- from love songs
doned a small popular band policy war and. gambling -songs.
jointly
produced;
some six months ago for mambo
were
Records
units.
Room has been doing by the Library of Congress and
Material
healthy business ever since.
Affairs.
Indian
Bureau of
On West Madison St,, whilom was tape-recorded over a period
Wiliard
stripper stronghold, a large eabaret of 10 years by Prof.
has. been reshaped into a straight Rhodes, of Columbia. Material was
every
mambo dancery which caters taken from Indian tribes
largely to the Latino trade.
part of the nation.

policies

to

Any

Crosley Broadcasting Corp. Clark Vice Kardale
here have completed a unique muIndigo,
Pro Mgr.
tual promotion deal under which
Mack Clark has moved over as
Label X has signed up WLW’s
country & western singers for its professional manager of Charlie
disk roster. Under the setup, Voca Barnet’s Indigo (BMI)
and A-H
Music will get exclusive publishing
(ASCAP) music firms. He replaces
lights to original compositions by
Chick Kardale, who had the post
the recording talent.
Deal gives Label X a complete, for the past couple of months.
readymade lineup, of folk names
Clark’s first push will be “Skyfor exploitation on platters.
The liner,” a Barnet instrumental to
disk buildup, .in turn, will help the Which Bob Allan recently added
expansion for the talent division of a lyric.

made by promoters

is

it

bringing in well-known names),
more dancing there will be.

1

.

RCA’s subsidiary, Label X. and

the

.

expected to double this figure,
hitting a $5,000,000 take. Last week,

is

show

the

i

by H. king, ballroom operator of Norfolk, Neb;, who suggested that there will always be
dancing and that the more attrac-

a nutshell

ters

the mark..

said he’d propose

wanted, is cheaper to buy and sell
than name entertainers. This is a
group that nixes name bands, believing that dancers will turn out
for territory bands provided the
new generation is educated to

Opposite View was expressed

and

.

MGM’s Frank Walker

host of other attractions.
Reactionary contingent urged ops
to stick to waltzes and foxtrots, to
the mambo and jazz, and
sliun
“sell dancing, not entertainment.”
Reasoning behind this attitude is
firstly, that the rooms were conceived initially for dancing and,
secondly, that dancing, when it’s

dance;

schedule
distribution
while the indies operate on a loose
and flexible price structure.
sales,

It’s

intended to increase the “live
presence” of brehs on- wax.

Chicago, Sept. 28.
Future of the nation’s danceries,
as bandieid about at last week’s National Ballroom Operator’s Assn,
conclave here, apparently hinges on.
whether or not promoters will continue to sell dancing strictly, or if
they are willing to make their bandstands double as showcases for a

.

'

Noble Sissle, former bandleader
and. how president of the Negro
Actors Guild, entered the election
contest of N. Y. Local 802, American Federation of Musicians, as
candidate for vice-president on th
Blue Ticket. It’s the first time that
a Negro rvisician has been named
for a top spot in a non-segregated
local of the AFM.
Sissel. will run on the
ticket
headed by Charles R. Iucci, incumbent Local 802 secretary, who’s
running for prexy in the December
balloting. Sissle and lucci charged
that “irresponsibility and sheer
stupidity” by the union’s present
leadership .“have ^resulted
widespread loss of ’’jobs'.”
The Musicians Ticket, meantime,
has been buttressed by several defections from
the Blue Ticket
camp. Among these are exec board
members Max L. Arons, Joe Lind-

Wurm and Tiny Walters, and trial
board members William Mi Powers,
Sherman Brande and Charlie SolAt the present time, the

linger.

Musicians Ticket, headed by Local
802 prexy A1 Manuti, admi isters
the local.

!

'

number

WLW

The Label

of

labels.
tieup will

Jimmy

made

Hilliard,

X

LENA HORNE COOK

NEW

permit concen-

trated
both
cross-plugging
for
operations.
Robert E. Dunville,

Crosley prexy,

COL,

X

the deal with
artists & reper-

toire chief.

in line for the platter promotion
are the' Kentucky Boys (Red '&

Zeke Turner), Geer Sisters, Mary
Jane Johnson, Kenny Price Phyl
lis & Billy Holmes, Paul Arnold,1

,

Pockin’ Rudy Hansen, Rudy Ross,
Pine Mountain Roys and The Trail-

Steve Carlins’ Abroad

RCA

Victor diskery exec Steven
R. Carlin and his actress-wife,
Peggy, -fly to Europe tomorrow

on a month's combination
lioliday and business trip,
Paris first, then Rome where
Victor lias a new plant, and possibly also London.
(Thurs.)

Philadelphia
Orchestra cellist
Adrian Siegel will have an.exhibi
t|on of his photos, “Musical Personalities,” at N.Y.’s Grand Central
Terminal, Oct. 4-25.

A

deal

is in

DISKING DEAL
the.

offing to bring

Lena Horne back to the disking
fold vi
Columbia Records. Although nothing definite has. been
set yet, thrush and her husband
Lennie Hay ton have been huddling
with Col brass for the past couple
of days. It's expected that the pact
will be consummated within the.
next few. weeks.
Miss Horne previously etched for
Records. Her pact with
expired about two years ago
and she’s since been concentrating
on nitery: Work. Warbler recently

MGM

MGM

wound up
turn to
in

V European

New

Gotham

stay to re-

York. She’ll reniai
the end of Oc-

until

tober.

Danes Like Music
Washington, Sept. 28.
With installment buying just becoming firmly established in Denmark, a survey there discloses that
the two most popular items being
bought “on time’ 'are radios and
phonographs.

So reports
Commerce.

the. U.

S.

Dept, of

MUSIC
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and Disks

Jocks, Jukes

—By HERM SCHOENFELD.
Schumann: Piano Concerto & group, sung with great style and
From Childhood (Vox). authority, as_jyell as beautiful
New, expressive recording of the voice, by a top German singer.
A Minor .Concerto by Guiohiar Tchaikovsky (Westminster). Good

Nat (King) Cole: “Unbelievable”- but not calculated to zoom him to
“Hajii Baba” (Capitol).
Nat Cole the top, “Lonely Again’’ is a slow
continues to churn out disks that ballad with a pretty n^lodic line

Scenes

Mara delineates lucidly.
that
“Champagne” is in the same, mood,

are always tasteful, and. frequently
*
-Unbelievable,” he
Ini
standout.
comes up With another beautiful
ballad that he projects with his
sensitivity.
Slated for big jock
and juke play. Flip is ah exoticallystyled. item, also rendered effectively by Cole.
Kitty Kallen: “I Want You All
to Myself ’’-“Don't Let the Kiddy
Geddin” (Decca)/ Since her initial
:

'

Novaes, who also is poetic, graceful combo of surefire hits, in a proband assured in her performance of ing, serious, moving “Romeo &
the lovely “Scenes.”
Juliet,” and robust “1812 Overture”
Prokofiev:
Alexander
Nevsky and “Marche Slave,” by the Lon(Vanguard). Cantata based On the don Symphony under Scherchen.
Schubert: Symphony No. 9 (RCA
old Russ; him score is a. brilliant,
richly-orchestrated canvas of tune- Victor). New version by the NBC
ful melodies, keen rhythms, harsh Symph under Toscanini of the
battle music, and lyric, poignant great C Major, its lush, romantic,
epilogs. Vienna State Opera Orch massive measures getting a new
and. chorus under Mario Rossi in aura under hi-fi disking conditions
Operatic Recital (London). Met
a stirring performance.
tenor Mario del Monaco, shows a
Franck: Symphonic Variations 4c
striking voice of power, color and
D’lndy: Symphony on a Mountain
beauty, though occasionally chalky
Air (Angel). Aldo Ciccolini
an
accomplished young pianist, in the' and uneven, in Verdi, Leoncavallo
Impressive
mellow D’lndy and graceful, ro- and Ponchielli
album.
mantic Franck, with a pliable touch
Offenbach: Gaite Parlslenne &
and assured tone, as well as sym-

another good number hipely han-

‘

dled.

Lorry Ralne: “Love Me Tonight”-“What Would 1 Do” (Dpt).

Lorry Raine is another fine disk
performer who still needs a hit.
:

.

This Coupling is another display
“Love Me Toof her versatility.
night” is a big ballad which she
convincingly while “What
click on “Little Things Mean a belts
Lot,” Kitty Kallen has been given Would I Do” is a rollicking dixieconsistently good material to con- iand-type number which she. detinue the hit impetus.
“I Want livers with the necessary zestfulYou” is a sentimental ballad which, ness.Malcolm Lockyer Orch: “On the
the, songstress handles -With commercial gloss. Flip is a cute, bouncy Waterfront” - “Athena” (Mercury).
,

.

k

LAWRENCE WELK

.

‘

and His

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Aragon

Week,

Consecutive
Santai
Ballroom,
159 th

Meyerbeer: Patiiieurs (RCA Victor).
pathetic approach. Conservatoire
Orch under Cluytens gives able Two dancing, tingling ballet scores,
spiritedly rendered by the Boston
Bron.
Soul of A People (Capitol).. Bas Pops undei' Fiedler.
art appealing ballad, while “LongSheva, a cantor’s daughter, in rich,
ing” is a light rhythm piece in a
San Antone’s Cultural Series
expressive
synagog
chants,
some
standardized format.
San Antonio, Sept. 28.
gay, but most of them sad, filled

Best Bets

Monica,

'Calif.

assists.

.

NAT

(KING)

... .UNBELIEVABLE
.Haiti Baba

COLE

(Capitol).

KITTY KALLEN

WANT YOU ALL TO MYSELF

The Alamo Entertainment Sewith longing.
Album Review*
Songs of Gouiiod (London). An- ries. sponsored by the Symphony
Harry Belafonfe: “Mark Twain other,
and an impressive, side of Society of San Antonio, will be
4c Other Folk Favorites” (Victor). Gounod is found in these concert added to the coming season’s culYou're Nobody ’ Til Somebody Loves You
( Decca
Harry Belafonte is a highly com- or art songs, tenderly and artist- tural events.
Rise Stevens will open the series
ically sung by a fine interpreter^
mercial folk bailadee.r,. especially in.
on Oct. 24. Other artists and dates
Gerard Souzay.
novelty item which makes for a This platter parlays a couple of
set he deMoussorgsky: Pictures at an Ex- include Claude Rains, Feb. 26;
heat change of pace and which pic themes into a fine instrumental the calypso genre. In this
Jack disk.
could make some noise.
Malcolm Lockyer’s orch livers ah attractive variety of tunes hibition (RCA. Victor). Full-bodied, Philharmonic Piano Quartet, March
Pleis orch supplies firstrate back- gives an atmospheric interpreta- from various countries. The title rich reading of the concert fave 10; Vienna Boys Choir. March 16;
grounds.
tion of the moody theme from “On song is his own composition, an in- by the NBC Symphony
under Jan Peerce, April 17, and Iva
Toscanini, that’s dramatic, exciting Kitchell, April 26.
Mills Bros. “Ev'ry Second Of”- the Waterfront” and turns up with
teresting piece of Americana which yet never overdone.
Occasional
^‘You’re
Nobody ’Til Somebody a lush arrangement on the pretty,
he slightly pver-dramatizes. Most booming bass is a. technical flaw.
Jesse
Kayp,
Records’
Loves You” (Decca).. Although. the motif from “Athena,”
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf Recital Coast , rep, in N. Y. for huddle*
Jean
“The ToUch”- of the repertory is,, however, hanMills Bros, may not have the
Wetzel:
style. Numbers (Angel).
Widely-varied 1 i e d e r with diskery and Metro brass.
“sound.” of most of the current “Grisbi Blues” (Columbia). These dled in excellent
as ‘‘John
singing
this
combos,
group’s are interesting harmonica rendi- include such fine ballads
“The
polished performances impresses tions of music from a French film, Henry,” “Soldier, Soldier,”
Both Next Big River,” “Lord Randall,”
as far more listenable than the “Touches Pas Au Grisbi.”
arid
Cook”
the
Drummer
and
“The
raucous caterwauling that passes sides are in a melancholy groove
as ensemble singing,* “Ev'ry Second and Jean Wetzel plays them with “Man Piaba,” latter a calypso. Some
the
with
were
cut
numbers
the
of
Of” is a light rhythm ballad with expressive directness against a
multiple-dubbing process,
a good lyric idea. The Mills Bros, simple piano background.
The top 30 songs of week: (more in case of tics), based on
Cal Tjader Plays Afro-Cuban
could bounce it into the hit cateChris Dane.; “Love You Didn’t
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
enterprising Coast
gory, “You’re Nobody” is conven- DO Right By Me”-“Stella By Star- (Fantasy). This
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
label, which specializes in model'
tional
ballad material for this light”
“Love You
(Cadence).
Director, alphabetically listed,
combo and they give it a smooth Didn’t Do Right By Me” is one jazz sounds, comes up with a superlative set in this package of Afroand familiar workover.
of the better Irving Berlin tunes Cuban music. This is a brand of
Survey Week of September 17-23, 1954
Dinah Shore: “I Have to Tell from the new Paramount pic,. mambo marked by the subtle
Best Things Happen— f “White Christmas”
.Berli
Ypu”-“Never Underestimate” (Vic- •‘White Christmas," and Chris rhythmic patterns and musical
Cara
Mia.
\
... ...
tor).
rendition.
From the Harold Rome Dane impresses with his
.Feist
ideas typical of the best in conCount Your Blessings— t“Whlte Christmas”
score for the musical, “Fanny,” Dane is a promising crooner with temporary jazz. Tjader heads up a
Berlin
Green Years
Dane also small combo on these sides with
Dinah Shore has come up with a a no-gimmick style.
V ............. ...
;
Harms
fine ballad in “I. Have to Tell registers on the fine ballad on the
Happy Wanderer:
p0 *
his vibes generally, in the lead.
You.” This is class material which flip.
Heaven Was Never Like This
......... ... ..... Famous
may not have immediate commerHernando’s HideaWayr-*“Pajama Game”
Homer Sc Jethro: “They Were
Frank
cial impact, but it may be around Doing the Mambo”-“Hey There”
Hey There— +“Pajama Game”
Frank
Renew Denny Vaughan
for some time.
Miss Shore gives (Victor).
High And The Mighty— t“High And The Mighty”
Once again, Homer &
Witmark
it a sensitive in terpretatipn “Never
Jethro set. about killing a couple
I Need You Now
For Can. Radio Series
......
Miller
Underestimate” reverses: the field of current hit pops with their
If I Give My Heart To You
Ottawa, Sept. 28.
Miller
with a bright beat that Miss Shore corny burlesque.
“Mambo” is a
I’m A Fool To Care
.....Peer
swings out;
Denny Vaughan, singer-pianist
(

1

Decca

.Don't Let the

MILLS BROS,

.

.

Kiddy .Geddin

EV’RY SECOND OF

.

,

MGM

,

.

:

.

:

.

^

.

.

>

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Tommy

Mara: “Lonely Again”With' My
Compliments” (MGM).. Tommy Mara is a
young
singer who has been
trying to come Up with the big

“Champagne

.

MGM

He

side for the last year.

has the

equipment and* the savvy
he latches onto the right
material.
These Sides are okay,
vocal

to click if

natural for their parodying, while
on “Hey There” they again hoke
up the lyric with the broadest kind
of gags.
The Orioles: ‘‘If You Believe”“Longing” (Jubilee), The Orioles
are a good vocal combo who span
both the pop and the blues maiv
Qn “If You Believe,” the
kets.
tenor man delivers a fine solo on

4 4 » 4 4 44. 4
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M

McKim Ad-

Deal was set through

f

}

Sammy

Crew Cuts ......
Chords
( Ralph Marierie
Four Lads
Bulawayo Band

.

.

,

SKOKIAAN

(5)

.

5.

J

IF

I

GIVE

MY HEART TO YOU

HIGH AND THE "MIGHTY

NEED YOU NOW

6.

I

7.

THIS OLE HOUSE

8.
9.

10.

(4)
(5)

(3)

.

Doris Day
.....
,
Denise Lor
Connee Bosweli ,
..

.

..........

.

;

.

Dinah Shore

f

Victor Yoitnb

...

.......

.

(11)

LITTLE SHOEMAKER

l

CRIED

(More In Case

PAPA LOVES MAMBO.
.

.

.

...

t SMILE

i

»

••

..

J

.Decca

*. s

i

.

4

.

...

,

,

.

Mercury
Victor

Mercury
.

Victor

Decca
Mercury
.

Coral
Cole ....... Capitol
.

.

[Nat (King
Sunny Gale
......... .Victor
Vaughn Monroe
.Victor
Bill Haley-Cdmets
.Decca
( McGuire
Sisters
Coral
Sunny Gale
..Victor
weeks soha has been in the Top 10]
i

.

.
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.Feist
Berli

;

•

Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight.
Happy Days arid Lonely Nights
Heaven Was Never Like This.
How. Blue >
“
How Long Has It Been..
I Need You Now
....
If i Give My Heart To You
I’m A Fool To Care /.
In The Chapel In The Moonlight
Jumbo-West Of Zanzibar.
Kiss Me Once
/.
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.Frank

.

.

.

• •»

.

Advanced
.Famous
Emperor

:

.

,

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

;

.

.

,

;

;

.

.

Little Shoemaker
Little Things Mean

Lonesome Polecat

You

.

.

.

A

Lot

‘1

Shapiro-B

Leeds

.

Witmark

.Feist

Didn’t

.

.

Robbins

,

Berlin

i

.

Papa Loves Mambo
Rendezvous
Sh-BoQm

.

.

t

•

•

*

Somebody Goofed
Sway

•

.Shapiro-B
.Spier
.

Peer

.

Hamblen

.

This Ole House

Uno

»#

• Legit musical.

Harwi
Shapiro-B
Dorchester

.H&R

Skokiaan

t Filmusical.

Peer

.

.Bourne

Do Right— “White Christmas”
Man That Got Away— “A Star Is Born”. .......
Love,

Shapiro-B

.Miller
iMiller
.

.

;

Witmark

.Chappell
.Arc

«

.

I

444444444444 4 4 4 4 44 MIM

H & R

•

.

.

Capitol

,

....

)

.

.

.

,

Com

Cornell

l

THEY WERE DOING THE MAMBO
SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL
GOODNIGHT* SWEETHEART. GOODNIGHT

Love.

.

.

.Capitol

Gaylords
Hugo Winterhalter

Don

Hamblen
’’.Robbins

;•

.

Victor

*

t

.

Capitol

Columbia

Kitty Kallen
Crete Cuts

; ;

Mayfair

.

Cara Mia,
Count Your Blessings— 1“\Vhite Christmas”.
Hey There— *.“Pa jam Game” ...... "
High And The Mighty— t “High And The Mighty”
Fanny— *“Fanny
....

Coral

.

.

Starr/

Perry
.

My

Answer Me,

.M-G-M

.

;

Patti. Page

I Little things mean a lot.
oop-SHoop
HOLD MY HAND. ..........

.

;

!

(

.

Top 30 Songs on TV

.Decca

.

..
,

•

Kay

R

.Broadcast
Chappell

....

.

.

.

.

Les Baxter .....
Eddie Fisher
Rosemary Clooney
Les Paul-Mary Ford
:Ki tty Kallen

...

A Night So Beautiful
Small Hotel.

Capitol

.

Columbia
Majar
...
Decca
.

A

8c

Shapiro-B
.Bourne
...Peer

|

......

.

Cat

..Victor

.

A FOOL TO CARE ($). L
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT
FORTUNE IN DREAMS (1)

.

Harwl
Simon

H
‘

’

.

Second Group
I

BVC
.

They Were Doing The Mambo
This Ole House
Three Coins In. Foun tain -t “Three Coins In Fountai
Whither Thou Goest .... ....

.

LeRoy Holmes
Johnny Desmond

I’M

Feist
.Berlin

;

[

(7)

Bourne
.

.

London

. •.*

.

Ray Anthony
4.

.

.

Born”.

Is

There Never Was
There’s

.Mercury
Columbia

.

.

T

.

v

.

.

3.

Make Her Mine
Man That Got Away— 1 “A Star
Muskrat Ramble

Decca
Mercury

Davis, Jr.

\

(11)

Reiss
.Shapirb-B

.

.

Shoemaker

Things Mean A Lot
Love, You Didn’t Do Right— 1 “White Christmas”

Columbia.

.

/

t

.

Little
Little

Sway

(10)

.

In My Own Quiet Way
In The Chapel In The Moonlight

444 4 444444 4 444
Rosemary Clooney

.

Sh-Boom

vertising in Toronto.

on

HEY THERE
SH-BOOM

stations.

.

Skokiaan
Smile

PfifSIETY
444

formerly with Coral, has signed
for a third 39-week season of three-a-weck I5-minUte transcribed ever
ning radio shows for Players
Cigarets. It starts Oct. .4 over 35

—

»

•

ft

.Peer

.

.

Wednesday., September

.

.

MUSIC

Pftkmirr

29,1954

47

Men

Fisher Hosts Music

At Grossinger Affair

There once was.. a. time when a 4
concert in New York’s CarHalt was a rare event. In the Col

Eddie Fisher was host to some
200 publishers and songpluggers at
his second annual golf tournament
at Grossinger’s, N. Y., last week.
Surprise guests at the turnout

'

jazz

were Irving Berlin and his wife,

Into Original Cast

few years, however, this oncelonghair auditorium has been
stald
jumping almost once-a-week with
bashes. Norman Granz’s “Jazz
jazz

under the banner of Kahl Mu?
into Carnegie Hall for
double performance at
midnight.
and
8:30 p.m.
While the jazz market is apparenough to support a
ently large
niteries, it’s another quesflock of
regular weekly contion Whether
top, can make a go
certs, with a $5
copped capacity crowds
of it. Granz
Birdland layfor his bash; but the
half of the
out failed to sell, about
expensive seats, despite a fine laywith
lots b.o.
performers
out of
cert

’rolled

«j C

another

more intricate. Miss Vaughan can
do anything with her pipes, froiia
an Yma. Sumac slide from ColoraElla
tura to bass-baritone to an
she
Fitzgerald scat chorus, and
proves it in virtually every num-

German Siemens Group

vice-prexy

RCA

Invades Brit Market

Victor contingent.

At windup

of the party,- the
presented a gold watch
Columbia Records jumped; into to Mrs. Jennie Grbssinger, owner
the original cast album sweep- of the resort.
stakes this week by nabbing the
rights to the upcoming legituner,
“House of Flowers.’’ Before the_
Col movein, the legituner-on-wax
field for the. 1954-55. season had
IN
been blanketed by RCA Victor.
Latter
label
already
has
set
Epic Records, Columbia subsid,
“Fanny," “Silk r Stockings" and is bolstering its talent roster in
“The Boy Friend,”
all fields.
Last week Marvin HolzScore for “Flowers" is being man, Epic’s V artists & repertoire
penned by Harold Arlen and Tru- chief, inked a flock of talent for
man Capote. The musical costars his pop, rhythm & blues and
Pearl Bailey and Josephine Prem- mambo divisions.
’

Arlen-Capote ‘Flowers’ music meh

London, Sept.

21.

A. German recording company,
controlled by the powerful Siemens group, has formed a subsidiary company to invade the British
market. Project is promoted by the
Deutsche Gramaphon Geselschaft

MAMBO, R&B, POP

Hanover which is mainly active
the longhair field, but Whose
disks are IsSued under the Polydor

of
in

-

and Heiiodor labels.
The new company, with a capitalization of $28,000, is krtowh as

Managing diHeiiodor Records.
rector of the new outfit is Werner
and fidirector
managing
Rierner,
were
pop
stable
Added
Russell Arms and Dario Cassini. nancial veepee of Deutsche GraArms is vocalist on the “Hit maphon, with Alek Herbage as
Parade’’ TV show while Cassini is artists & repertoires chief. Latter
Decca’s
a newcomer to the crooning .ranks was formerly with British
For the r&b field, artists .department and operated
from Italy.
season for the diskery. Initial Ar- Holzman inked Jimmy Scott, who Argo classical label for three years
commercial
Into
len package, due on the market waxed previously for the Roost and before
going
this week, is the soundtrack set Apollo labels, and the Hi-Lites, radio,
from the Judy Garland starrer, “A new vocal combo which will debut
Heiiodor Records will awing
Star Is Born" (WB).
Arlen col- via Epic.
Lucy Farby, Puerto- into immediate activity in L.ondon,
labed on “Star” with Ira Gershwin, Ricain schoolteacher - thrush, also it; has a license to all the classical
Both scores are published by Har- was -pacted for her U. S. disk de- LPs of the D.G.G. for the UK, the
win, an E, H. Morris subsid.
(Continued on- page 52)
but.

and is set for a“ Broadway
preem Dec. 23. It’ll be Col’s first
original cast album set since last
appeal.,
season’s
clicko
“The
Pajama
Sarah Vaughan, who recently ap- Game."
It’ll also mark the secpeared at the Birdland jivery on ond Arlen score release of the

Broadway, toplined the jazz bill
and delivered over a half-dozen
numbers with a vocal technique
that seems to be getting more and

Victor

Manie Sacks headed up the

past

Philharmonic’’ troupe open?
At The
season Sept. 18 and last
ed the
conSaturday (25) the Birdland

RCA

Ellen.

jiegie

ice

to the

.

.

ber.

Count Basie’s orch provided solid
underpinning to this concert with
music. This crew is
its swinging
probably the best large band asuch
round today and features
standout sidemen as Frank Wess

OF

Frank Foster on sax, and Joe
Newman on trumpet. The sections
bit with remarkable snap and precision in richly textured arrangements. Basie orch opened the show
with a bi-ace of instrumentals and
also backed Billie Holiday and Miss
Vaughan ori the vocals. Miss Holiand

who closed the

day,

first

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

the show; is still an impressive
her vocal equipstylist, although

ment

is

not what

it

*•*'

t

half of

Coin Machines

used to be.

For the hipster set, L es te r
Young, Charlie Parker and the
Modern Jazz Quartet rounded out
the bill. Young, who used to be a
JBasie sidenian, blew several standout choruses Working in front of
the big band. Parker, backed by a
rhythm trio, apparently had an off
ight and. failed
to deliver his
usual quota of kicks. The Modern
Jazz
delicate
its
Quartet, with
sound patterns, is better suited
for a small club than this cavernous hall. The Bill. Davis Trio, a
Hammond organ combo, registered
as crowd-pleasers with its insistent
rhythm numbers.
Henri;

Retail Disks

Retail

Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

.

NOTE::. The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and. Tunes listed hereunder

is

.

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the
•

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks coin

building.

rriachines sheet music).

CREW CUTS

2

1

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

(Mercury)

4
5

3

RALPH MAKTERIE

6

EDDIE FISHER

4

(Mercury)

(Victor)

KITTY KALLEN

the world’s first circular;
Prexy Glenn Wallichs,

founded the firm with Johriijy
and the late Buddy De
operated a small tractor
(vnich turned the first shovelful Of

0

5

GAYLQRDS

7

7

DORIS DAY

8

9

9

8

DON CORNELL
VICTOR YOUNG

Sylva,

I

(Mercury)
(Columbia)
........

BILL HALEY-COMETS

10

13 stories (limit
neight in Los Angeles), will be
ready fop occupancy late in 1955
Vr'ith
Capitol occupying half the
space Remainder is to be rented,
Groundbreaking ceremonies were
followed by a Glenn Wallichs Day
luncheon at the Hotel Roosevelt

This

by the Hollywood AdClub and Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce. Flock of
oee]ays including Peter Potter, Al
Jarvis,
Gene
Dick
Norman,
flaymes, Alex Cooper, Jim Ameche,
"ill Leyden,
Bill Ballance and Bill,
"tewart, were on hand to join the
*"
ceremony.

Little

Shoemaker:

If I Give My Heart
Hold My Hand

and, the

A

couple of years ago,

Sunny

Blasts Copyists
Carlyle sounded off against th
“copying" practice, declaring “one
used to feel that he had a chance
when the public accepted his or
her talents and it was worth the
years of trying for the goal, for after all it would be expressing
yourself. But these days are going
fast and something should be done
about it. In many cases now, the

who

original artists,

start a song,

may heyer be heard of again,
and the sad part of it is, the
public is hot aware of What is
happening. Actually, they have no
.

reason to care. Regardless, copying is copying, and, in. my estima-

uted by two labels, Burgundy Records and Label X, the RCA Victor
Cariyle claims he never
subsid.
made, a deal with Burgundy for distribution and Subsequently sold
his indiermade master to Label X.
Both companies are now handling
the platter until there’s a legal de-

You

to

Mighty

One Month Run

To T.E/

Sales Plan After

Boff September Start
Columbia Records’: “Priceless
Editions" plan, diskery’s consumer:
comeori for its fall sales drive, got
off to such a strong start in its
first month of operation that Col is
extending the program through
Original timetable for.
October.;
the “P. E." gimmick, which cuffos
heretofore unreleased platters i
exchange for a sales slip certifying
that a Col disk had been purchased, was for a 30-day run

Martin emceed, explaining
big day for Capitol. They

PUBLISHER
Frank

1

1

*HEY THERE.

4

SKOKIAAN

3

3

fSH-BOOM

4

2

5

6_

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY
*IF I GIVE MY HEART TO
*1 NEED YOU NOW

6

£

7

5

fBMI)

;

TUNE.

2

vertising

,

(•ASCAP.

Last

Week Week

cosponsored

Shapiro-B
.

.

.

...

.

.Hill

,

&

Range
Witmark

through September.
With local ads announcing the
plan breaking in key territories
last week, after an introductory
national ad campaign, diskery was
flooded with more than 10,000 sales
slips.
The slips are now coming
in at the rate of 4,000 a day. Average sales slip runs about $20, with

some

YOU..

............ Miller
,

,

.

Miller

hitting as high as $100.
Dealers around the country report that the "P.E.’’ luire is bringing more disk buyers Into the
stores and sales volume is topping
previous ’marks.
The “P.E.” platters, which cover
the pop, jazz and classical field,
have stirred up so much noise that
Col has started issuing copies to
.

“ a a. .some
extra profits and they
couldn’t decide whether to put up

building or buy a copy of.th<&
"(ng Crosby album. So they did
something different. They decided

a longplayirig building:”

’

Gale turned c.up with “Wheel of.
Fortune” on an indie label only to
be knocked off by a similar version by Kay Starr for Capitol:. A
reverse twist- happened to Miss
Starr on “The Breeze,’’ which she
Trudy;
cut for a Capitol album*
Richards followed Miss Starr’s ver*
sion of “The Breeze" note for note
for the indie Derby Records which
had a relatively good juke sale, on
that number about two years ago.
RuSs Carlyle’s recent waxing of
“In a Little -Spanish Town," with
a reedy arrangment, has npW led
to several other companies putting
out the same number with a similar sound, such as David Carroll’s
Harry
Orth for Mercury and
Jerome bn MGM.

.

:

n

•

original its distinctive sound.

a Lot

TUNES
POSITIONS

;

is

Mean

Things

(Shake Rattle andHoll
Rock Around the Clock
/

(Decca)

.

ims

quent versions also featured, the
soprano sax lead which gave the.

Col Adds

Now

Little

Sigh

(Decca)

earth.

building,

Need You

J

,

was

cision or settlement.

[Chapel in the Moonlight

(Decca)

(Coral)..

which

Skokiaan

,

1

Mercer

„

[Hey There
This Gle House

(Columbia)

j1

(vho

A

Oop-Shoop
Crazy ’Bout You; Baby

i

...

L.A. Bldg.;

Disk-Shaped, Natch

“Skokiaan,”

originally cut by the native Bula-

wayo Sweet Rhythm Band for London Records* Four or five subse-

bad as stealing."
Carlyle’s “Spanish Town" platincidentally, is now in the
unique positibn: of being distrib-

TUNE
Sh-Boom

ARTIST AND LABEL

2

number,

tion, it’s as

Last.

1

Typical recent example was Mercury’s cut of “ShrBoom" with the
Crew Cuts, which was closely patterned after the Chords’- version
for the indie Cat label. "Latter
number also sold considerably, but
Mercury walked off With the lion’s
share of the market. Same situation; holds for the South African

ter,

POSITIONS
This

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Capitol Records, which started
in a small backroom in
a Vine
Street office building a. dozen years
®go, broke ground Monday (23) for
its
new $2,000,000 homeoffice
structure,

de-

j

TALENT
Week Week

It’s

.

;

,

New 13-Story

OVERALL IMPACT

veloped from the ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent
(disks coin machines)
.......
*

“Stealing" of arrangements in
the music biz, unlike lifting of
some other performers’ routine
in the old vaude days, has been an
accepted if not wholly legitimate
practice for many years in the.
disk biz.
It has been one of the
major hazards against an indie
company or artist breaking through
for. a hit. Given the .major’s superior pressing and distribution
facilities, they are in a position to
“cover” a potential hit on a minor
label with the exact same arrangement and blanket tlie country.

1

8

9

9

7

10

LITTLE SHOEMAKER
fTHIS OLE HOUSE
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT.
HOLD MY HAND.

Bourne
...

.

.Hamblen
Shapiro-B

.

.

(Continued on page 52)
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sellers based on reports o b*.
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“Chapel in the Moonlight”.
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a Dream’’

SIX TOP

Thirteen attractions for longhair
patrons are slated in two series by
the Atlanta Music Club. All-Star
Concert series will feature eight
events to be presented at Atlanta's
5,000-seat Municipal Auditorium.
Music Club Series will comprise
five Concerts at 1, 000-seat Woman’s
j Club Auditorium.

•

•

.

PATTI PAGE

Atlanta Music Club
Sets Longhair Series
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(Victor)
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SEVEN BRIDES FOR
SEVEN BROTHERS
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PAJAMA GAMI

MUSIC FOR
LOVERS ONLY
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will appear Jan. 10. 'Violinist Jascha Heifetz will be the offering Cadence Into Lowprice
Jan. 29; The Philadelphia Orchesor
.'f
tra, Jail. 29; Maria Tailchief and
Continued from page 45
the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
The
Indie Cadence label is exAll-Star Series will kickoff its March 26; and Arturo Rubinstein, panding into the lowprice longplay 44c. and 46c. „each, while the in21st season with Rise Stevens, pianist, will briflg the Alb-Star disk field. Tom Brusk, who recent- dies are offering their disks
at a’
Oct. 21, to be followed Nov. 17 by Series to a close April 25.
ly resigned his post as veepee, of price ranging between
38c and 42c
Concertgebouw Orchestra of AmMusic Club Series, for members Plymouth Records, will handle the
each. When the distrib and dealsterdam, Holland, making its first of Atlanta Music Club only, will merchairidising of the
new line for
American tour. Next will be Jan open Oct. 22 with Elizabeth the diskery.
er are faced with ordering a new
Peerce and. Thomas L. Thomas Schwartzkopf, leading soprano of
According to Brusk, the LPs will name from a major and the inDec. 4. London’s Festival Ballet. the Vienna State Opera and Con- be marketed through
1
department die, they generally swing to the
a Iso making its first American tour, vent Garden.
stores as well as through Cadence's
indie Where the financial risk is,
regular distribution channels. All
smaller.. The indies also can swing
the disks will be cut by U. S.
special cuff o disk deals with the
artists. The initial batch of loworders, while the majors have
price LPs are in production now
found such an operation generally
and will be released shortly. impractical.
V;
Cadence Is prexied by Archie
It’s practically the same story ip
Bleyer.
getting dee jay spins.
The indies
shoot all on their platters 'turning
over a hefty cash outlay for “deeRiver
Cut
jay promotion.'' Distribs for the
Musical Series O’Seas majors find it increasingly difficult
to
get air time without these
Glasgow, Sept. 21.
The Deep River Boys, current at gratuities. One diskery exec figthe Empire vaudery on their 10th ured that the best way to assure
visit in five years, will wax 26 15- getting a new disk off the ground
minute programs for Radio Lux- was to apply an additional $2,000
embourg next month. Series, spon- for promotion to platter's initial
sored by Cadburys, will have a outlay.
v claimed that if the
slotting twice-weekly.
distribs in 10 hit-producing areas
Combo, recently arrived here around the country were given an
from a vaude tour of Sweden, will extra $200 to play with, the recplay U.K. vaude dates in England ord would get enough exposure to
and Scotland, winding at the Em- start it rolling toward the hit
JOE GLASEP, Pi <.
pire, Edinburgh, Oct. 16. They sail bracket.
for the U.S. Oct. 28. Group opens
An artist without a lot of coin beC h ci q o
H o y w o o cJ
a three-week' stint at the Chez hind him is stepping into the disk
Kf o
0
Wnh. ,!.h
9h
U v d
S u o<
biz with the odds against him; he
Paree, Montreal, Nov. 10
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of course.

hefty pruning job to bail it down
to 240 pages. Yet, it doesn’t seem
that anything was left out.
Armstrong has promised P-H to
bring his story up to date since
this edition was a cOuple of years
in the making, there’s no telling
when the ’22 to '54 section of the
Satchmo saga will be ready.
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Armstrong had been writing
book (in longhand yet) for the past'
couple of years and his original
text was so voluminous that the
P-H editors were forced to do a
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6 n #Hold My Hand”
-TV* ROSEMARY CLOONEY

6

reminiscences of the New
Orleans tailgate band beginnings,
and the follow-through to Chicago
are a 'solid tracking of the jazz trail;
He’s a bit misty-eyed about New
Orleans in the early 1900s but he
pulls no punches in describing his
gigs in the red light districts, back
alley razorblade battles, and, association with prosties, pimps and
sundry sharpshooters. It’s all good
background stuff for the kind of
music the boys were blowing, those
days and it never gets in the way
of the musical history he’s relating.
Interspersed
throughout
are
vivid accounts of such early jazz
greats as King Oliver, Kid Ory,
Sidney Bechet and Johnny and
Baby: Dodds. It’s all a Slick slice, of.
Americana and some enterprising
pic producer could work it into a
neat historical musical film, cleaning up some of the shady, sections,
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY

Jazzophilesi however, will overlook the style for the content The
story of Armstrong is the history
Of American jazz and since he's
been a.giant in the field for more
than three decades, it f 61 lows that
is
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Although his. horn is mightier
than his pen, boQk is easy to.' digest
and gives a topnptch historical
account of the emergence of. jazz
as an indigenous American musical form. The book covers the first
22 years of his life running from
his days in a New Orleans’ orphanage to his joining Joe (King)
Oliver’s band’ at. Lincoln Gardens,
Chicago, in 1922, In between is a
candid account of his early tooting,
and carousing days! If seems,
though, that someone has cleaned
up the syntax and websterized the

much
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vividy presented, and rings with
authenticity.
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20 cities and siioiying.r comparative sales' rating for this

“Satchmo”
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is. a must for jazz buffs.
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Another major diskery exec
closed with this pessimistic note;
“If you play it honest, you don't
have a chance.”
said.
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
Survey of retail sheet music
besf sellers based on; reports
obtained from leading' stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales, rating; for this

As an additional facet of its programming service, Broadcast Music
Inc. has packaged a new series of
shows, "Meet, the Artist,” for cuffo
distribution
radio
to
stations.
Series will be made up of
in-

number of 15-minute
each framed around the
biog
current disk name, either
vocalist; or bandleader.
BMI has readied 12 scripts on
definite
stanzas,

%

.

and
*

last iveek.

ASCAP

BMI

National
Rating
Tills Last

The "Meet the Artist" series extends BMI’s promotional activities
in behalf pf its. affiliates’ catalogs!
For the past couple of years, BMI
lias
been, furnishing tv stations
sketches to be built around its
tunes as well as providing other
script services.
In this category
re such shows as “Your Concert
Hall,” "According to the Record,"
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7

incorporation in naadvertising is in the
disks are taken
off previously recorded
acetates
and pressed directly on the paper
without eliminating the art work,
color or print, it’s then laminated
to. protect the grooves. The paper
disks are grooved in 78, 45 or 33
tional
offing.
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10

9

10

8
9

9

9

Best British Sheet Sellers

.

release.

(Weejc ending Sept.' 18)
London, Sept. 21.
Things Mean a Lot. .Robbins
Coins in Fountai
... .Feist
...
Cara Miai
... Robbins
Story of Tina
Macmelodies
My Friend.
> .... Chappell
.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Giily

Ossenfeffer

Little

Shoemaker

....

.

.

Spier

.

..... Bourne

Smile

Bourne
Happy Wanderer
Bosworth
Never Land. .Keith Prowse
Sway
.Latin American.
Sky Blue Shirt
Wright
...

,
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,

.

.

.

,

.

;

Young

,,

RCA VICTOR

Recent Releases:

Old Spinning Wheel,

#20-5842
Happy Days #20-5819
Ask for these records at your RCA
VICTOR dealer or send your order
direct to:.

HAROLD LOEFFELMACHER
New

Ulm, Minn.

WATCH FOR

THE

GREATEST RECORD
by

TOMMY
EDWARDS

Hold

My

.

iit

THAT

and

circulate the previously secret report to agents, but
on the condition that bookers in
to.

Luther Ankling

ASCAP

My

;

.

.

\.V*

MGM

#11821

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

Col Adds

RELEASE DATE SEPT. 26

America's Fastest
Selling -Records!

own

firm, Luther
Publications, which will also make
the switch from ASCAP to BMI,
Luther and BMI execs are currently wrapping the details of their
pact.
Under ASCAP bylaws, a
member must submit his resignation prior to 90 days before the
end of the calendar year for it to
become effective the following
year. Hence, Luther has to get in
his letter of resignation before

COME 4 WAYS

/

THIS

YEAR

!

!

I

Month

Continued from pag;e 47

dee jays for promotional
spins.
Diskery's foreign distribs are now

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG
Sfyne

and

Cahn’i

“THE THINGS

WE DID
LAST SUMMER
Styhe and Cahn Music Co.,

Inc.

off-the press releases.

For BMI Pub-Writer Tie

lishes through his

WATCH

SANTA

.

Friends & Neighbors
.Reine
Wait For Me Darling. Lafleur
Get So Lonely.
.Morris
Sh-Boom
....... Aberhach

I

Sieman’ Group

Frank Luther, Decca Records’

&

f

.

.

.

Continued from page 47

itineraries.

KIND

headed up

.F.D.&H.

.

Hand. ...
.Wood
Must Be a Reasoh Conhelly
Idle Gossip .. .. ..... Bron

turn provide operators with band

top juve disk performer, is ankling
the American Society of ComposSurvey administered by the ers, Authors
Publishers for a
NBOA managing secretary re- publisher-writer deal with Broadvealed that roughly 54% of ball- cast Music Inc. Luther is the comrooms reported a decrease in gross poser of well over .500 kiddie, cowboy and novelty songs and pub-

outfit is

Victori

...

Heart.

dance promotions proposed getting the platters to peddle via
throwing name bands off. the dance last
It's exyear failed to get off the regular sales channels.
beat by seeking gitnmicked music ground because of overburdening pected that Col will put many of
that sells disks.
the
"P.E/’
disks
on
regular
redetails in each of the schemes.
Second issue of controversy was When conclave wrapped up last lease fat the windup of the fall sales
the NBOA name band reports, Wednesday (22), nothing was said push.
Col handles the "P.E,” platter
which were assailed by Williamson of starting the promotions afresh.
"because operators frequently lie
All previous year’s officers were distribution direct froin its Bridgeabout prices they pay for bands and reelected, with Tom Archer re- port (Conn.) plant. The sales slips
because of their inevitable personal tained as prez, and two hew mem- iare forwarded to the diskery with
prejudices, which can commit in- bers were added to the board pf the "P.E." request: and the diskery
justices to bands’’
%illiamsdn directors as two others were de- rushes out the premium platter
acknowledge a positive side, how- leted.
New directors are John within a week of receipt. Dealers
ever, in saying the reports can Dineem of the Casino, Hampton are commending Col for having
be constructive arid Hhat they have Beach, N. H.,~ and Carl Braun, taken over the distribution, since
helped in profnoting and building Commodore, Lowell, Mass.. They it alleviates a lot of bookkeeping
new talent. He said it was un- replace R. J. Verdprbar and Vince headaches.
fair of the operators to withhold Schiilting on the board.
Col will proimote the extra "P.E.”
these reports from bookers and the
month with additional ads arid hew
bands themselves.
brochures to tie in with its hot-

prices

The Gotham

by Herbert Moss while Sight &
is run by Laity Forray with
Floyd Glibert as account exec.

.

ous

Accordingly, NBOA membership
voted to delete all mention of

clubs,

.

at Heart.

Heart of

:

THE SIX FAT DUTCHMEN

by disk

.

—

Lead the Parade of Old Time Music

for their new copyrights,
artists as mailers to their
and by ciggie firms
which have printed their radio-tv
commercials on laminated postal
cards for mailings.
trailers

fan

West of Zanzibar: .Bluebird
Wanted
Harms-Connelly
Secret Love. Harms-Connelly
.

Continued, from page 45

that jazz was on the upswing across profits from past year, while the
the country arid that a Storm Lake, remainder said business was the
Summer operators
la., dancery has skedded a straight same or better.
Louis Armstrong concert in No- have shown they’ve been shortensuggested ing their season because of offish
Williamson
vember.
that Ballrooms which are open only biz.
Name Bands Better
two or three days per week
might on occasion convert to cabName band picture was considerarets for the listening element ably better. Operators using name
which purchases records.
orchs turned out in survey as foblows 39% reporting poorer busiFringe Appeal
ness and the rest equal biz or betOpposing voiefes nixed rriambo ter. On the other hand, 55% of
and jazz for appealing only toa daricerieS employing oldtime or
fring$ of the public and for dis- territory
bands showed a boxoffice
couraging mass dancing on the decrease.
floor.
Same operators blasted
Convention was told that varia&r men of record companies for

According; to Gotham execs, the
paper disk will replay more than
150 times without any loss of fidelity. Price for production of the
paper platters vary with the size
of the order. For example, Sight &
Sound’s tab for- a postal card platter runs from 10c each for an
order of 5,00.0 down to ,035c each
for an order of 500,000,
The paper platter technique already has been used by major
automobile companies as salps
aides to dealers, by pic companies
to push new films, by publishers as

Sound

Second 12

Ballroom Ops Ponder Future

The paper

rpm.

.

George R. Marek, RCA Victor artists & repertoire chief, had to get
speciar permission from Vatican authorities in Rome to produce sections of Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel fresco in the diskery’s album,
of Verdi’s “Requiem,” conducted by Arturo Toscanini. Set includes
its catalog.
The "Book Parade” 11 full-page halftone prints of fresco details as illustrations to Marek’s
is a review service and the "Sports
liner notes and choral text. The set, isfeued this fall in commemoraRecord” series covers historical tion of the 80th anniversary of Verdi's death, was taken from a NBC
highlights while "Your Concert broadcast in 1951.
Hall” plugs longhair music, most
of which is in p.d.
The overall
In a move to cash in on LeRoy Holmes’ disclick, "The High and
program; however, is designed to The Mighty,” MGM Records is rushing into market an extended play
build BMI's status among the platter of the maestro’s workover of four pic themes. Included on
broadcasters as a service organiza- the platter will be “High and Mighty,” and the theines from “Rear
tion as well as a clearance house Window,” "President’s Lady” and "Battleground.’’ Disk is set for Oct. 8

its

mag

,

8
8

10

8
7

.

New vistas are opening up for
recorded sound with the
*
heading of a technique of pressing
disks on laminated paper. Process,
which was kicked off a little less
than a year ;ago by Sight .& Sound
Enterprises, has now been taken
up by the Gothai
Recording
Corp., and show biz as well as
comriiercial outfits are hopping
on the. paper disks as a new promotion device.
v The laminated paper platters are
now being designed primarily for
postal cards or other mailing devices, but execs of both orgs expect .that

.

.

2

8

9

Hernando’s Hideaway (Frank)
(Goodnight, Sweetheart (Arc)
i I’m a Fool to Care (Peer)
Little Things Mean a Lot (Feist):
.

4

61
61

•

)

.

14

10

.

.

10
11

99

6
6

...

Shoemaker (.Bqnjrne ......
Skokiaan (Shapiro-B) .........
Chapel in Moonlight (Shapiro-B)
This Ole House (Hamblen)
Sh-Boom (Hill & Range) ....
*1 Need You Now (Miller)
.

102

3

>

•

3A

"Milestones,” "Stories From the
Sports Flncord,” "The American
Story” and "The Book Parade.”
In the latter case, as in others,
BMI does not make any pitch for

for copyrights.

C
C

I
.
.

S
r*

31

Title arid Publisher

wk.

to

cates the musical selections to be
spotted.
All of these tunes, of
course, are BMI.

£o
W
^

•

Frt

-

Three Suns and others, and plans
expand the series to cover ovCr
100 disk personalities.
With the
bi
mmentaries, BMI also indi-

3

01

of a

such names as Rosemary Clooney,
Frank Sinatra, Hank Williams, The

g

£•

O

wk.

m
O
c5

v
1

3

.

0)

Commonwealth and

certain other

Deutsche Grama phon
have wrapped up between 60*65% of the entire Continterritories.

claims

to

DGG

ental market.
discs are currently pressed in the
S.
by
Decca and the company is the German licensee of the Brunswick and

U

LEO FEIST, INC.

Coral labels.

They are

to operate in London
under three labpls, two of which
will be exclusively in the longhair
field and the third catering for the
pop market: The classical disks
will be released under the Archive
arid

Deutsche Gramaphon trade
and the popular records

names

will carry the Heliodor label.

Old and woll-krtown Swedish molding

company took* connection with

similar

American company.

Will ii*-

port masters of famous American recordings, especially jaiz, on d license
basis, for distribution.

AKTIEBOLAGET SONORA
Stockholm. Sweden

.

SeplemW

Wednesday,

29,

MUSIC

1954
Nat (King) Cole and
Johnspn’s. orch at the PlanJoe E. Lewis
.
inked for Feb. 12 return to Hotel
Club

.

.

.

Buddy

tation-

tomorrow

.

Century Room
Adolphus’
Uncle Willie, fave dancer-singer at
Pappy’s Showland for 15 years, set
for Oct. 3 opening at the Latin
Quarter, N. YG.
The Zerbys
dated for Oct. 4-24 at the Colony
Club, with Johnny Cola’s orch back
on the dais
Cell Block Seven
dixielanders held over at Club
Vegas, weekends only, through
January
Joy Cayler’s all-girl
.
orch and unit show .set for October one-nighter tour of Texas,
With DOsty Brooks, Cheri Palmer
and. Jay Lee & The Princess on
.

past year, has returned here and
joined Vip Parlay’s combo at the

New York

;

Lawrence orch continues
with the Red. Buttons; show when
it preems on NBC-TV Friday (1)
Milton Karle handling disk
Elliot

The Commanders

promotion for

Publisher Al Porgie’s wife
died in New York last week (22)
Earl Bostic, who opened at
Basin Street last night (TuesE),
booked solid for the next three
Pete Rugulo and his
months ;
new 20-piece orch preem at BirdAngelo
land tomorrow (Thurs.)
Carlini, vet operatic and concert
manager, .appointed artists relations director for the Penthouse
Studios of V. J. Nola at Steinway
.

.

'

.

’

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hall..

Conductor-composer Harry; Sosnik’s suite; "Modern Moods For
Concert Orchestra;* picked up by
Robbins Music
Seena Starr,
secretary to Stan Stanley at Chappell Music, .engaged to a non-pro
last week
Al Comparti, Coast
.

.

.

.

.

.

publisher (AnVco Music), in town
for a couple of weeks
Alan
.

.

Dean moved from New York
Miami
Rhoda Tepperman,
.

.

,

to
as-

MGM

Showbar

.

.

Harry

The

.

Fink

.

trio

to

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

'

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Boston
Saxist Gene Rosati, who has
'been working in Bermuda for. the
.

.

.

legitune click with ‘Fanny," both
beftig Rome compositions.
In the
meantime. Miller Music of the Big
Three, publishers of "I Need You:
Now," are stepping up their promotion and will continue to lay on
the tune until Jan. 1 at least.
.

the Parkway Hotel , .-v\ Johnny
Costa, staff pianist at
and
also playipg nightly at My Brother's .Place, formerly. Jackie Heller’s
Carousel, has taped a couple of
records and is submitting them to
the major works';.. . Honey Boy
and his Buzzin’ Bees closed a
month’s stay at the Blue Moon.

WDTV

normal performances -and
upped 50% ... Frankie
Vaughan, English crooner, pacted
to

for week’s vaudeat Empire. Glasgow, Oet; 18. .Ken Mackintosh
orch in for short season at Play-

Miller Edition

.

Continued fronj page

Ray
Glasgow
ballroom,
Ellington Quartet, with chirper,

house

several high-priced

45.

Rubinstein Stumps For

Jazz at Edinburgh Fest;
__ J

*

f:

Edinburgh, Sept, 21.
Artur Rubinstein, top classical,
pianist, hit headlines here by sug-

room

in the dignified Edinburgh International Fes-;
tival of Music and Drama for jazz.
He believes there is a place in.
the Festival for one or two serious
jazz concerts, separate from the
other sections.
"The Americans are taking jazz
very seriously," he said. "There is
so much .money in it. Jazz composers do some marvelous things,

gesting there’s

i

Crew

lords,

Mariners,

HilltOppers,

Cuts,

Chords,

Drifters, Clovers,

Midnighters,

Charms, Spiders,

Scarlets and any number of other
on the smaller labels.

At the present time, the quartets
are riding high in both the pop and
blues markets, some-,
the rhythm
times the latter sliding into the
former on numbers such as "Sh-

Boom and "Oop Shoop.” One feassssi ture noted by publishers, is that

packages this the

Marion Ryan, to Empire, Glasgow, fall with; any sign of reaching : the
on first date of hew U.K. tour./
saturation point. The Decca wax
Jack Lambert accompanying and
musical director to Howard Keel biog of Bing Crosby, at $27.50 per
on British vaude bow in Glasgow. copy, has been going strong and,

I

-

&

prices

n

the music
days as -the tide of vocal
rising
combos oh wax keeps
from week to week.
Maybe the overnight click of the
Four. Aces a couple of years ago
started the panic, Since that time,
the foursomes have multiplied so
fast that a convention of quartets
th
would
overflow
probably
Yankee Stadium. To name just a
the Four Lads;
hatful, there
Four
Four Coins, Four Fresh
Guys, Four Jokers,: Four Tunes,
Four
Bells,.
Knights,
Four
Four
,

.

added

tli

chief talent gambit in

Need, You Now” but, at the same Boy. Four Joes, etc.
time, they would like to see Fisher
Also in the quartet bracket ar
repeat his "Wish You Were Here" the Mills Bros., Ames Bros., Gay-

.

•

.

RCA Victor's commitments to
the legit musical, "Fanny," for
Original cast album promotion via
singles from the score, lias upset/
the company’s policy of spacing
Eddie
releases by its top artists,
Fisher was assigned to cut the. title
tune
from the Harold Rome
"Fanny” score; even though Fisher’s slice of "I Need You Now" is
just starting to take off.
Latter number has already gone
over the 500,000 platter sales marker and is still moving fast. Victor
"I
execs don’t want to slow dow

.

.

vocal

a

biz these

.

.

.

.

ari^ne; for

$eehj§ tb T be

Omaha

MGM

.

AG/oiirth

You Now’

Fisher’s ’Need

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Vienna
Steuben’s
Room for the fourth season
"Wild Bill" Davison has joined, the
All. Stars, at George Wein’s MaPianist-arranger
hogany Hall
Phil Wall, who switched to .the
New YOrk scene many years ago,
has bought a home in nearby Wellesley and will commute to N.Y.Jor
Trombonist Dick the bill,
his radio dates
LeFave has joined Harry DeAngelis’s band at the Latin Quarter.
Slim Gaillard in for one of his freRobert Sliaw Chorale and Orch
quent dates at the Hi-Hat.
will tee off Musical Club concert
series next Wednesday (.6), with
Irmgard Seefried (25), soprano;
Pittsburgh
Claudio Arrau (pec. 13), pianist;
Bill Bickel, who quit Pittsburgh
I Musici chamber orch (Jan. 25);
ago,
months
few
Coast
the
a
for
at the Chi Chi and Gold & Fizdale, duo-pianists
is now playing
Tony
Club in Palm Springs, and scoring (March 8), following
orch returned to Howells,
the music for the production num- Bradley
(26)
bers there. He's also doing some Neb., Ballroom Sunday
at
arranging for Gus Arnheim, mu- Ernie Kucera orch one-nighted
the Oak Ballrootn in Schuyler
sical director c of the Larry Finley
Saturday (25).
show on Channel 2: in L. A,
Harry Walton band has signed a
contract
managerial
three-year
Scotland
with the Maurice Spitalny office
Frankie Laine topping, at EmMarty Fallon's four-piece outthe Bali Kea tonight pire, Edinburgh, with two matinees
checks
returned

Sol Handwerger,
publicity chief,
on a
seven-week leave of absence for fit
into
a European trek
Betty Madi- (Wed.) for a run
Julia Miller
gan playing a benefit for the Melman has replaced Jean PatterYoungstown (Q.) Police Assn. Oct. son on the violin with the Al Dir
Frank Petty,
2
Records’ Lernia Trio at the William Penn
pactee, opened up his own nitery Hotel.
Miss Patterson's doctor
in Boston
Mitzi MaSon begins ordered her to take -it easier on
a three-day stand at the Casa Seaccount of severe injuries she
ville^ Queens, Friday (1).
suffered in an auto accident in
Jack .Pleis, Decca Records’ mu- May.
sical director, prepping a crossCalypso Eddie unit opens Moncountry d.j. trek for his coupling day (4) at the Carnival for four
of “For Always" and "Beyond The weeks with options
Tom AnBlue Horizon" > The Rover Boys, drews, former Lee Kelton pianist
Coral Records* pactees, begin a and now
a second lieutenant in
week’s stand at the Gay Haven, the Air Force, taking flight trainDetroit, Oct. 5
Hi-Lo’s, vocal ing at Bartow, Fla.
Tommy:
combo, currently at the Tiffany Carlyn Jr., son of the bandleader,,
Club,. Los Angeles
Gene Krupa has entered Kent State College,
Trio makes its first tv appearance in
Kent, O., with a football scholarsince returning from Australia on ship.
He’s: a candidate for the
Steve Allen’s NBC-TV show Oct. 1 quarterback berth on the fresh.
Nat (King) Cole into the Latin man team
David Carey, former
Casino, Philadelphia, for one week orch leader here
and music teacher
beginning Oct, 21
Art Kassel at Dormont High School, who left
and Mel Stitzel authored the num- for New York this summer, has
ber,
“Doodle-DOo-Doo,"
which landed as rehearsal pianist for the
Johnny Mercer will vocal for Coral musical, "Fanny"
Joie Vance
Records with, the Les Brown band. threesome switching to Ben Gross’
on Route 30 after 17 weeks at
sistant

Records’

.

top.

selling

necessarily

the

quartets are not
best -sounding

combos.

In fact, the reverse is held to be
tru
To have a polished sound
with class arrangements is virtuat the present time, there are sev- ally fatal these days on wax. What
eral dozen longhair, sets, compris- the disk buyers want, judging iroi
ing two and three platters and sell-, the
top combos, is
simple,
ing anywhere from $10 to $18.
rhythmic sound with “sincerity"
Sale of the hew Miller package making up for the rough edges.
continues the spectacular postOn' the. distaff side, sister trios
mortem popularity of the band- still are the Vogue, but in recent
leader. It’s estimated that sales of months, only the McGuire Sisters,
Miller disks, during the past year with "Goodnight Sweetheart, Goodwhich also saw his Universal Pic- night,” have clicked. Other trios
tures’ biog,, "The Glenn Miller now in the field are the Laurie
Story," helping the platter; push, Sisters and Fontane Sisters. The
totaled around $5,000,000. With the Andrews Sisters are still working,
present set, that will climb to but without Patti Andrews, who’s
now doing a single.
$ 10 000 000
,
,

,

,

.

and they can achieve a high degree
of perfection.

"Some

jazz players

have amazing

They never play a
do. I do hot know
El how they manage it."
technique.

Kansas City

wrong

note.

We

Booking of Crew Cuts into
Rancho Vegas, to open Feb, 3, ’55,
But there’s one field of jazz of
was completed, during their two- which Rubinstein does not approve.
week stint- at Eddys’ Restaurant He objects to the adaptation of
here, and now has the four young classical; melodies to jazz numbers.
.

.

lads set solid to that date. Following the stand here, immediate
dates take them to Fazio’s, Milwaukee, Oct. 1, for two weeks,
following
that
with
Sciola’s,
Philly, opening Oct. 18
Bill
,

THE VOICES THREE

MILLS

MUSIC

.

Tobin arid Joe Riordan on organ
and drums back for a stand in

THE CHORDETTES
And Archie

the Tropics of Hotel Phillips .
Larry Lloyd and orch opened in
.

.

Cafe Picardy of Hotel Muehlebach,
Sept. 24, replacing the Eric Correa
outfit,
which
held
the
stand
through the summer. Zip and

Bleyer

*

(CADENCE)

Vivian Baker recently moved into
the Picardy .... Chet Baker quartet
.

MR. SANDMAM
Words and Music
By PAT BALLARD
E.

H.

into

Tootie’s

Mayfair Club

Pallas

'am

Ml*
i

i

.,

recalled how; after the first
World War he tried to induce leading musicians to petition the U. S.
Congress to do something to stop
it,
but he could not get support.
.

Conductors and performers were
afraid they

would lose contracts

if

they opposed the prosperous industry of Tin Pan Alley.
Rubinstein dismissed the question of the work involved in adapting a classical- tune to jazz. "These
people are only doing what I did
ior my aunts when l was four,” he
said.

than

"They make more money
the

original

composers,

I

Woody Herman and orch into Pla- doubt if Tchaikovsky- made more
Mor Ballroom for one-nighter than £ 100. Out of his Piano ConOct. 2.
certo during his life. The man who
adapted it has made a million."
Russell Nype opens a two-week
stand tomorrow (Thurs,) in the new
Royal Room at Dallas Athletic

MORRIS

Another

.

He

BMl^Pin

Up*

Another point, said the pianist,
was that people were beginning to
know great works only in the, jazz
adaptations, One day in New York
a man refused a record of Rubinstein playing the Tchaikovsky Concerto, remarking to the shop assistant, "I don’t like the arrange-

Hit

Kenton 6G, Portland
Portland, Ore,, Sept. 28,

RAIN,

FRANKIE LAINe' and**** **
THE FOUR LADS

MGM

RAW

Stan Kenton and his Festival of
Jazz grabbed a. neat $6,000 for a
single performance at the Auditorium last Tuesday night (21 ) The
.

4,000-seater was scaled at $3.60.
Outfit included Charlie Ventura,

Columbi

Records

MAFLE LEAF MUSIC
fUiLISHING COUP.

Johnny Smith, Mary Ann McCall,
Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Art
•Tatum Trio with Star Stewart and
Everett Barksdale.
Customers were well-disciplined
and

showed

appreciation
throughout the 2 Viz hour sesh. Tatum made his first Rose City appearance and stopped the show
cold. Kenton promoted the shindig.
thoir
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Monti AGVA Execs Not Joining Jones;
Doucet Takes Over as Branch Mgr.
Montreal, Sept. 28.

-

Reports that former American ing on eggs as far as their enterGuild of Variety Artists execs and tainment is concerned, Not only

AGVA

staff members had quit
join Dick Jones' rival group

to are the name acts making a big
were detour of the Montreal circuit but
emphatically denied here in Mont- the performers that do finally arreal. Situation as to AGVA staff- rive in town are almost as coners, however, was almost complete- fused as the owners because of the
ly reversed, as Paul Doucet, who unions they have to join, etc.
had been assistant branch organizer here, had withdrawn his resignation of last week and now has Paris Becomes Valhalla
become temporary branch manager. Board member Leo Rivet is
For Vaude Acts Wi
also expected to withdraw his resignation and present the Montreal
Boom in Music Halls
situation to the AGVA national
Paris, Sept. 21.
board meeting, which convenes
Oct. 26 at the Henry Hudson Hotel,
“From TV to Music Hall” could
N.Y. The only resignation that’s well be the tag put on present
still alive is that of Armand Marshow biz trends here. Since the
ion, who had been branch manager reopening of the Olympia last seahere.
son as a music hall again, the nipDissension was ho surprise to and-tuck battle for public favor
local members of AGVA, who have finally swung to the music Jj^all.
been watching their union fall The reopening for the second sea-

slowly apart over <the past several son this year has found SRO signs
months because of a top brass has- up, and in its wake are four ‘more
sle and near-indifference by the ex- vauderies with others in the offing.'
ecutive staff of AGVA to consider At the present count Paris Is >
the problem of inter-union strife. valhalla for vaude acts and eyes are
AGVAites in Quebec province also on foreign shores to keep these
feel they have been victimized bn rapid turnovers full of new and
many counts and are particularly unique acts and name personalities.
bitter that the current AGVA-AFM The music hall is now a public
dispute' should’ve been dumped in favorite again here,
their laps when prior to this fight,
Last season music halls were
which started in the U.S., both un- repped only by the oldtime Bobino
ions had worked in harmony.
and had its faithful habituees, but
Jack Irving, admisistrator for was off the beaten path in MontAGVA, was in Montreal last week parnasse! Although prices were
and temporarily took over the of- reasonable, the small seating capacfice vacated by Marion, et al. in an ity militated against the
big time.
attempt to salvage the member- Then Bruno Coquatrix came along
ship.
with his Olympia, in a perfect Grand
Provincial labor laws in Quebec Boulevards location, and
a reasonare not designed to- give any back- able tab of 50c to $1.25. Crowds
ing to this sort of wrangle as they showed they wanted this type of
are in the U.S. and further court live entertainment and now attendcases would only prolong the coned in droves. It is a healthy type
fusion and delay any decision by of one-level show biz, and is also
the AFL who, through prez George channeling acts and personalities
Meany, declared last week at the from other branches. Eddie -Conannual convention that nothing stantine
made the film grade and
would be discussed on the problem then became a big song music hall
until AGVA took current court
star. Henri Genes has come from
cases out of court.
films to top a new house, the Etoile.
In the meantime, the local vaude
Talent Market Bullish
and nitery scene continues with
Right now the talent market is
both sides suffering from unembullish.
Upped receipts should enployment but the musicians coming out best because of their able the houses to pay for big
healthy financial background. Over- name U. S. acts and make for the
all talent on display this season is hands-across-the-sea show biz clasp
perhaps poorest in many years and as of yore, Coquatrix broke the ice
operators, who have enough prob- at the Olympia with Billy Eckstine
lems keeping a saloon going busi- last year. His acceptance by the
nesswise, are getting tired of walk-

LEW

BLACK

crowds behooves more of

Gallic

the §ame. Xavier Cugat was socko
at the converted Alhambra, and
comes back next week for a repeat performance'. In the offing are
Lionel Hampton, Louis Armstrong,
Harry James and Betty Grable.

Alhambra

and PAT

part-time

DUNDEE
{

hall.

Beauty and

vacillates between
and full music
Pierre Andrieux is trystill

vaude

Prexy
Continued on page 56)
(

Ihi tors t)
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‘Insanities’ 38G on 7
San Antonio, Sept. 28.

Glamor Comedy
Staged by
Mervyn Nelson

Spike Jones, who teed his “MuInsanities of 1954” show in
Phoenix last week, has been hit-

Direction

sical

NAT DUNN
1650 B'way

New York

The PHEBY SISTERS
currently

US©
tour

ting consistently top grosses in his
one-niter tour of the far west.
In Phoenix, Sept. 20, the troilpe
grossed $4,600, then followed with
$5,500 in Tucson, $5,500 in El
Paso, $5,440 in Midland, $5,050 in
Fort Worth, $6,000 in San Angelo
and $6,080 in San Antonio, for a
$38,170 total on seven dates.

Europe

back
Nov. 28

Iffl

Eddie Smith Agency
New

York

Rehearsal Snarl Snuffs
Goofers Out of Chi Date
Chicago, Sept. 28.
Hilton producer Merriel Abbott
at the last minute Thursday (23)
cancelled The Goofers as featured
act at the Palmer House, and held
over Gene Sheldon from the previous show. Miss Abbott was peeved
over the act's “misunderstanding”
of a Tuesday rehearsal appointment, as the song-and-comedy quintet turned up just before show
time. "Goofers said they were play-

five days.

Arg. Nabe Houses

Dread Summer,

Buenos Aires, Sept. 21.
As spring brings competition
from outdoor resorts neighborhood
exhibitors here grimly anticipate a
financial debacle because of the
obligatory vaudeville law. They
consider the law has increased patrons’
tendency to bypass the
neighborhood house in favor of the
big, uptown deluxe theatres since
paying for the unwanted “live” entertainment there at least assures
better showmanship in more comfortable surroundings.
Thus on
weekends and holidays the firstrun
uptown houses are turning away
patrons while the nabe houses are
virtually empty.
Exhibs claim the trouble stems
from uniform prices in alt except
the smallest nabe houses.
They
hope for scaled prices and rentals
according to the quality of the
product, giving the same pictures
but at lower scales in the subur-

ban

districts.

The exhibitors realize that as
warmer weather sets in obligatory
vaudeville turns will be even less
welcome to audiences which are
dwindle for seasonal and
vacation reasons.
Naturally, this
does not affect the uptown air-conditioned spots to the same degree.
The vaudeville acts imply all
sorts of unforeseen gimmicks, for
exhibs.
For instance, there has
been a loud squawk from the Authors’ Rights Society (Argentores)
on account of very blue material
used by vaude turns in out-of-town
distrl ts. This segued into the Entertainment Board’s banning monologists until machinery can be
set up to censor their scripts and
gags. In the meantime, exhibs, not
the acts, were held responsible.
Lack of dressing-room facilities
likely to

is another headache even in first'runs making conditions unpleasant
for the talent.
There have been
cases of improvised dressing-rooms

which have

be shared by three
turns simultaneously with ushers
to

The Vaudeville Talent Union

&

time was mostly spent launching
diatribes against exhibitors
and
(Continued on page 56)

Vaude, Cafe Dates

EDDIE ROBERTS

CURRENTLY APPEARING

COLONY: LONDON, w.

i,

UNTIL OCTOBER 17th

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

#

Kansas

Ciity;

Sept. 28.

ner-dance spot, is being remodelled and will reopen in October.
has been closed more than a
year, formerly playing name bands
and occasional floor shows. Position Joffee fills is a newly-created
post. He formerly handled advertising and entertainment booking
for. the Muehlebach. A few months
ago Joffee resigned as manager of
the Fox Midwest Tower Theatre
where he had been for nearly 20

years.

Date Knocks Vaude

‘Star’

Out of 2d Spot; N.Y. Par

Drops Gleason Dicker

Recent edict by the Canadian
Labor Relations Board, ordering
musicians to play for acts at the
Casino Theatre here, is believed to
have set a pattern which may ultimately permit the settlement of
the hassle hetween the American
Guild of Variety Artists and the
American Federation of Musicians.
Nitery owners are now contemplating similar action against
musicians as soon as contracts with
the AFM expire. Pattern established in the case of the Casino
would enable nitery owners to
continue operations, should the
musicians revolt at signing a nety
agreement with operators which
would contain stipulations declaring that tootjers. must play for all
acts, whether belonging to AGVA
or not.

The Casino,

at the expiration of
contract after the musicians
the
house
that
they
wouldn’t play for
members,
took the case to the Labor Board!
After hearings, board told that
union that it could not specify
such a clause and ordered them to
its

notified

AGVA

renew the contract.
The Musicians Union, here,
headed by Walter Murdoch, was an
unpopular organization this week
after the windup of the Canadian
National Exhibition. Because of the

“A Star Is Born,” lengthy pic enmity between both unions, the
starring Judy Garland, is knocking CNE was forced to put on a show
vaude out of a second situation.
The Paramount, N. Y., had been
dickering to put in a show topped
by Jackie Gleason for the Thanksgiving holiday season, but “Star”
has been booked to preem formally
Oct. 11, with its grind starting the
following day.
House expects a
lengthy run and therefore stopped
the Gleason negotiations.
Deal had been in the works for
a long time, but hadn’t been inked
formally.
It was understood that
Gleason was willing to play the
house with a cast that would include
Art
Carney,
Audrey
Meadows, a ,line routined by June
Taylor and possibly the Dorsey
Bros. Band.
For this profusion
of talent, the house would have
made a 70-30-10 arrangement, by
which Gleason would get 70% of
the gate, with the house being
guaranteed 10% of the gross as
•

considerably below

New York
a holdover at the
of
the
Statler,

among

.

torials

Daniels’ Date Snafued
Ottawa, Sept. 28.
Billy Daniels’ Oct. 7 booking into

the Gatineau Club Carnival Room
was snafued by the new American

Federation
forbidding

.

of

AFM

Musicians’

ruling

members

to play

American Guild of Variety Ar-

for

Canada.

tists acts in

AGVA member

Daniels is an
but his accompan-

Benny Payne and the Harry

ist

ning

time

MISS

NAOMI

made stageshows un-

Paramount expects to resume vaude in that house as soon
feasible.

as the film’s run ends, since stageshows provided a healthy margin

of profit in this spot.
Currently, the N. Y.

STEVENS
"Chant* With a Chuckle"
Just Concluded: Sept. 15-28

Par plans

SHERATON-CARLTON HOTEL

stageshows around the holiday
seasons, such as Easter and Christwas— unless, they get other big

Washington, D. C.

CONGRESS HOTEL

Currently

pix.

St. Louis,

Mo.

JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY
119 W. 57th St., New York

Dir.:

EDITH PIAF MAY DO

U.S.

TOUR OF CONCERT DATES

ROY

Negotiations
are
being completed to tour Edith Piaf on a
series of concert dates in the U. S.
The Lew & Leslie Grade Agency
is
currently dickering with Tim
Gale, prexy of -the Gale Agency,

DOUGLAS
(and

Echo)

by

Geraldine
Appearing:

the U. S. for a series of-dates,

The Gale Agency has been

Eddie

Assisted

PALACE THEATRE

N
Y

.

try-

.

Personal Management:

KEN GRAYSON, 316 W. 83

.

,

.

COMEDY ACTS

.

.

different aote. Can b# used anywhere. All
$5. An Introduction to the most helpful
writing service In tho field of entertainment.

5

for

A.

.

GUY

Visit

Writing Enterprises
I9S Hill 8troet

“Creators of Special

Troy. N. Y.

Comedy Material"

Omaha
Mayo

.will

open Friday

(1)

at Don Hattimond’s Seven Seas,
with Joaquin Garay following the
15th and Shecky Greene the 29th
Pat Delaney held over at the
White Horse Inn of the Regis
Hotel
. Johnny Vana Trio continues at the Cottonwood Room of
the Blackstone Hotel
.

.

.

.

.

S».

SU. 7-5313

.

Gigi

$

SEPTEMBER 24th to 30th
Thanks, DAN FRIENDLY

.

.

.

usual qual-

Toronto Daily Mail,
had blistering ediaimed at Murdoch.
others,

because of “Star’s” booking.
Vaude has also been knocked out
of the Chicago Theatre, Chicago,
by the Garland pic. The long-run-

Billy Shepard is down ing to get the French chantoosey
Oct. 8 opening at the to do a series since she played the
Palace, N. Y.
Billy Daniels Curran Theatre, San
Francisco, a
has been pacted for the Casino, couple of years
ago. However, sevToronto, Oct. 7, and the Latin eral
illnesses made it Impossible
Quarter, Boston, Oct. 29
Paul for
her to appear here. Her date
Draper goes into the Congress, St.
at the Versailles, N. Y„ has been
Louis, Oct. 3
Milton Berle will
postponed
several times.
emcee the “Lights On” benefit for
Miss Piaf would tour in such
the blind at Carnegie Hall, Nov. 4
towns
as
Montreal, Boston, San
Mildred Weissenfeld is exec
director of the shindig
Novel- Francisco, Chicago and other maites go into the Ankara, Pittsburgh, jor stops with the exception of
New York. She’s expected to play
Nov. 1.
the Versailles next September
.

its

The

ity.

Pozy house band at the r Gatineau
Club are AFM.
However, Daniels will be able to
play the Casino Theatre in Toronto
due to a recent ruling by the Ontario Labor Relations Board Overcoming the AGVA-AFM tangle in
Ontario. This ruling concerns Ontario only. Gatineau Club is across
profit.
Par’s booker Harry Levine had the Ottawa r,iver in the province
also been trying to get Eddie of Quebec where the AFM ban
Fisher into the house, but all vaude stands firm.
bets are off for the time being

and Cress Courtney, who handles
major promotions for the percenter, to have Miss Piaf come into

.

Originators of the Show
"WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND"

Direction:

re-

cently held a general meeting to
discuss these problems, but the

Rain on two days kept Buffalo
for an

PROVOKERS

Toronto, Sept. 28.

Exec Post
In Trianon Hotel Chain

Joffee Gets

and operators.

.

LUCILLE

Law

flew Vaude

.

-

May Lead to AFM-AGVA Settlement

It

28.

down attendance, cutting last
year’s admissions by 14,803.
Saturday (25) with car races as
the feature, 23,372 paid their way

Edict to Can. Tooters Sets Pattern;

Barney Joffee has been appointed advertising manager of the
Hotel Muehlebach here and the
ing a Canadian date, set by MCA,
Hotel Allis, Wichita, and general
the night before.
Booking of the raucous cocktail manager of the Terrace Grill at
the Hotel Muehlebach by Barney
unit into the swank Empire Room
was another brainstorm experi- Allis, president of the Trianon
Hotel Co. which operates both hosment by Miss Abbott and was contelries.
sidered sensational by the trade
Terrace Grill, downstairs dinwhen it was announced.

The Allentown Fair drew 106,Carl Brisson is
336 paid admissions last week in Terrace Room

in.

THE MENTALAUGH
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Allentown Fair Draws
Allentown, Pa., Sept.

arrive

1697 Broadway

*

USRIEfY

THE SATISFIERS
VOCAL QUARTETTE
VAUGHN MONROE SHOW
TUES. & THURS., 7:30 P.M.
NBC
CHEVROLET "ON STAGE" WBZ-TV, BOSTON, MONDAYS, 8-8:30 P.M.
.

Direction

.

.

Williard Alexander, Inc.

.

.

.

Personal Mgf., Eddie Heilman

Vegas Op Signs Longterm

Weekend Nitery Bookings Spreading

Work Potential On Upbeat

The weekend nitery bookings

Some

spreading in the east.
are

are-f-

spots

]SJ

!

spending as much for weekend
other spots do for a full

'

talent as

Weinger Seeking Top Names to Lure

ew Q r] eans Swan Room
To Reopen Next Month
New

hotels

are ap-

Networks to Telecast from Copa City

parently on the lookout for perma-

nent headliners. One of the longest term deals ever made for a Las
Vegas showing has been consummated between the Royal Nevada
Hotel,
opening Christmas Day,
and Dancing Waters, the fountain
display which will be housed in
the portion of the inn between the

operating the execs would like to
Weinger,
Murray
Miami’s Copa City this season, is lineup before making any
[

commitments.

attempting to get business into the
room by converting it into an origination point for bigtime telecasts. Weinger has been conferring
with' agencies in an attempt to
line up talent so that the chains
casino and the swimming pool.
woujd be interested in preempting
Sam Shayon, who made the deal the cable foi: the big Sunday night
for Dancing Waters with Frank layouts.
At the same time, Weinger has
Fishman, who will operate the hotel, pacted an agreement calling been conferring with network ofit’s
ficials,
tout
understood that
for an initial one-year stand with
options up to three years.
Fishman saw Dancing Waters while the
fountain was being exhibited in Performer Sez Walters
Los
Angeles
and negotiations
.

Orleans, Sept. 28.
nitery in
Mantel eone Hotel here, shuttered
June, wdl be open for the
winter season Oct. 5.
tall an,,J
Initial
attraction
will
the
be
Promising aspect of the part- Spanish musical duo, Azarola &
time cafes lies in the fact that it Alegre.
Danny Deane and orch
may lead to full weeks, and if it will provide music for the show
doesn’t then it may induce other
and dancing.
spots to attempt a partial nightSpot
underwent
refurbishing
club operation.
during the closure.
In the midwest, the general run
of nightclub will either have full
started at that point.
week show's or hone at all. In
Charges ‘Sabotage’
There are presently 10 Dancing
these sections it’s generally felt
Waters units in the U. S. They are
the
weekend shows tend to
that
Of Fund by Jones; Cites specially built in Europe. Harold
destroy its character and fail to
Stein man and Hans Hasslach are
give the cafe any kind of identifiventure.
cation.
In those sections of the
Checks Not Deposited with Shayon in the
country, it’s also believed that
Dick Jones, who recently was
operation with talent during weekdays even when it’s slow is neces- ousted as American Guild of Variety Artists’ eastern regional disary, if the house Is to be filled
rector,
has been charged with
over the weekends.
“sabotaging” the
welfare
However, a recent tendency in fund for the past several
years, durthe east is to either darken the
ing his tenure in office, by Jack
spot on the slow days, or to operate Irving,
union’s national administrathat time as a straight restaurant.
tive secretary.
It’s
especially prevalent around
Chicago, Sept. 28.
Irving
said that upon examinaNew York suburban areas or in
With all the clubs in the Chicago
out-of-the-way spots which depend tion of the contents of Jones' des£
Calumet
and
City
areas being dein
New
York,
and
in
the
desks
on the lush weekend traffic to get
leted from AGVA unfair rolls, as
big
crowds.
For example, the Philadelphia office, which he cona result of last week's peacemaktrolled
closely
through
Charles
Boulevard, Elmhurst, L. I.-, has as
Garvey, former branch organizer ing between American Guild of
its normal policy weekend shows,
Variety Artists and Entertainment
but occasionally goes in for full in Philly, a number of checks made
week operations. The same situa- out to the union’ welfare fund Managers Assn., Chi union rep
Ernie Fast now is campaigning to
were
found.
Some
these
are
of
tion applies to the Brooklyn spots,
the Town & Country and the more than a year old and some enlist new members from among
the
non-union performers emare
uncollectable.
Elegante. Others include the Casa
In addition, Irving charged, a ployed* by the niteries during the
Seville and El Mombo, Franklin
17 months of strife.
reps
check
made
out
to
Eugene
August
Square, L. I.. the Monte Carlo,
are policing niteries here, to hold
Little Ferry, N. J.; Rustic Cabin, Edwards by the Insurance Co. of
them'
to commitments in the reNorth
America
was
found.
This
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.; Boulevard
cent settlement that only
Chalet; North Bergen, N. J., and check, representing settlement of
a claim, was never given to the act. members in good standing be emothers.
ployed.
Many spots are name conscious Irving said that he feels the inIn all, Fast foresees the enrolling
and will pay top prices. Some surance company will honor pay- or reinstatement of some 500 memment on this amount.
agencies have been able to get
bers, about 100 of them from CaluAlso according to Irving, a check
fullscale salaries for some of the
met City alone.
Strippery town
performers ton the ground that it's was found made out to an act, has been practicing strong resisttough travel* and because* the seat- Grok & Merrianna, to the amount ance in past to the AGVA
demands
ing capacity wouldn't permit them of $ 54 for salary. The check repre
for a minimum basic agreement.
sented a partial payment for a
to do less.
three-day
stand.
Letter
accomThe part-time nitery Is not a new
panying this check asked Jones not
development, but many of the
to «put this check through for a
offices
are
starting
to
devote few days until .funds
were deserious attention to them. With
FAIR;
91,688
This transaction goes
employment a fairly scarce item posited.
back to June 1, 1950, when the
Reading, Pa., Sept. 28.
at times, they can’t afford to neglect
check
was
dated.
The
letter
Rain
washed
out
the
Reading
any possibilities, especially some
which asked Jones to hold off on Fair for three days and caused a
that give promise of becoming imthe deposit was dated two day 91,688 drop in attendance, comportant outlets.
earlier. It’ not known whether the
pared to 1953 figures. A total of
act ever got paid for the job.
195,034 passed through the gates,
The major N. Y. check allegedly compared to 286,723 last year.
Aero Roye Hurt
held out by Jones was one for $100 Adults paid a tab of 75c.
The fair, which opened Sunday,
made out to the
welfare
Spokane, Sept.. 28.
Sept. 12, broke all records with
Rick Roye, playing the western fund by David Ehrenreich, who at
a 46,512 crowd. The rains came
Washington Fair, at nearby Puyal- that time was producing vaude on
Wednesday and Thursday and
shows at the Puerto Rico Theatre,
lup, has done the hazardous stunt
N. Y. Check was given by Ehren- again on Sunday (19), normally a
of hanging himself many times
reich to take care of payments of big auto race day. The belated
without an injury.
the welfare fund. This check, ac- signing of the Fontane Sisters,
Last Thursday (23), while do- cording to Irving, is uncollectable Lanny Ross and Peg Leg Bates
ing his turn, he missed a hold since Ehrenreich is
now in service for opening night didn’t help swell
while doing the easy warmup and the check is more than a year the grandstand, where patrons
stunts and fell from a perch of old,
paid $1 to $2.50 tops. The biggest
about 55 feet. He’s in a serious conUnion’s welfare funds are based crowd of the week was for the
dition.
on a usual charge of $1 for each fair-sponsored beauty contest.
club date and $2.50 per performer
Fair officials
yelled
Monday
for each full week stand.
when a deliberate airplane crash
by Capt. Tommy Walker as part
of the Joie Chitwood Auto Thrill
Show was cancelled on insistance
of the Pennsylvania State Police

week. The potential of the parttime nitery is admittedly big, according to talent agencies, since it
is on the upbeat in only one section
of the country.

Swan Room, swank

i
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Pact on Dancing Waters
Now Las Vegas

In East;
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AGVA

AGVA

Enrolling

Chi Holdouts

Two Horses

j

j

is attempting to line up
virtually every top name on the
talent rosters. He’s going after
Frank Sinatra, Betty Hutton, Tony
Martin and anyone in the higher
earning brackets.

Weinger
!

j

j

It’s coincidental that the names,
involved in video happen to be
Othernitery headliners as well.
wise, terrific cost of topliners plus
the fact that the nitery has to
make every, moment count in the
brief 10-week Florida season, would
make it unprofitable to make the
Copa City a tele centre.
Just what cost Weinger would
bear in transferring staffs and casts
to Florida isn't known. However,
the cost of putting on a show from
the southern resort would be con-

In

Complaining About TV
New York.
Editor, Variety:

Lou Walters’ statements

see his
definite

deal goes through,
it’s possible that Jimmy Durante,
who is committed to play the spot,
may be the first to. do a show from
Copa City. The Schnoz’s sponsor,
Texaco, is willing to go along.
In order to get that kind of
show to come from the spot,
If

that he

not shelling out for performers,
give their material away for
free on video (Variety, Sept. 15),
is truly a ridiculous assertion.
In
addition he states, according to
Variety, that video will get no siderable. Weinger hopes that by
help from him.
I presume video making Copa City a tele originaproducers, sponsors, ad agencies tion point, he could more readily
and the major networks are all build a national rep for the spot,
shaking with fright and dripping and at the same time be able to inis

who

in hysteria.

duce a greater number of headliners to play the cafe. Maybe he

Here is a cafe operator perched
upon, truly the most uniquely successful cabaret pinnacle in the his( Continued on page 56)

could have

networks or sponsors

shell out part of the cost of the
cafe shows there.

1

AGVA

AGVA

!

1

;

j

!

!

!

RAIN DENTS READING

OFF BY

AGVA

VENEZUELA CARNIVAL
TIME DRAWS U. S. ACTS

Currently

GLASS HAT
Btlmonff Plaza

H°t« I

Now

York

M

s*

M

and Civil Aeronautics Administration. State officials declared it was

COMEDY MATERIAL

FUN-MASTER
THl ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAO Fill
(Tho Sorvlco off tho* STARS)
First

13 FiUs $6.00-AII 35 iituos $25
Singly; $1.05 psr script.

• ? Bk«. PARODIES, por book.. $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., •«. bk...$25 o
• BLUE BOOK (Gaos for Stags). $50 •

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

American acts and bands there.
Manuel Ovando, out of New York,
has booked the Noro Morales band
and accompanying acts for a debut
in Maracaibo, Dec. 16, and has set
the Machito Orch along wilth an
act entourage for an opening in
of

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ovor
No C.O.D.'s

BILLY
200

W.

14th

St.,

a

thousand

GLASON

Now York l»—Dopt. V

Circle 7-1130

directly from his Miami Beach
spot upon the conclusion of the
Florida season.

Rothman Vamps Grade
Rothman

of the cafe department of. the Lew
Leslie
Grade Agency, N. Y., has left that

&

office.

No

named.
Rothman’s
been set.

successor

new

Currently Headlining

OLD ROMANIAN,
6th

has

plans

been

haven’t

Chi’s ‘Freedom Festival’

To Draw
,

44,000 Audience

ELEGANTE, N.

doom

Bernard

Shell’s <‘FreeFestival,” slated for Oct. 3

EL

RANCHO,

Las

Vegas

at the International Amphitheatre,
will have a pageant cast of 1,500

CASINO, Buffalo

headed by Jose Ferrer, Edward G.
Robinson, Albert Dekker, Jeannette
MacDonald, Jan Kiepura, Mia
Slavenska, Ken Nordine, and .Morton Gould symphoy orch. Spectacle
will depict the eternal struggle between freedom and tyranny.
Afternoon and evening shows
are expected to draw a total of
44,000 spectators' at $11 top, with
all
proceeds going to Catholic

CLUB, Miami Beach

Youth Organization.

CLUB. N.

BOULEVARD, N.

Chicago, Sept. 28.

Bishop

N. Y.

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

TOWN AND COUNTRY

In addition, Lou Walters' “Latin
Quarter Revue” Will 'debut in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, April 1.
Cafe show had originally been
slated to open in October, but
Walters decided to ship the show

Shelley

SONNY SANDS

against existing laws.
York Fair again rubbed salt into
the wounds of the local fair officials
by advertising in the local papers
about their big name policy. They
had Patti Page, the Four Mariners
and Sammy Kaye lined up for
three out of their four nights,
Sept. 14-18.

Carnival season in Venezuela is
touching off a series of bookings

Caracas, Feb, 12.

for All Branchee of Theatrical*

• HUMORIST •

•

Y.,

Y,,

•

Y.,

14 Return engagements

8 Return Engagements

4 Return Engagements
LATIN CASINO,

Phila.

CHEZ PAREE, Montreal
•

•

•

TOWN

5 O'CLOCK

NAUTILUS HOTEL, Miami Beach..,

AVAILABLE OCT. 14
Direction:

Club Dates:

JIMMY MARK,

MCA

1650 B’way,

Press Relations: SID HELLER, 152

New

W, 42nd
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York City
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$10,000

La Gypsy For

to

NABE SHUTTERS TO
VAUDE IN AFM IMPASSE

N. Y.

12-Night Aussie Date;

See Religioso Blasts
Farmers

con-

class

filS'ZT

im sidered to be one of the mdst1 important markets in the country
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as the rustics are now coming to.
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01,0 til “a time?
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DALLJjI UJjlu UlVFl

-

iiAn/m i n urrhi/ nirnvi
major excitement is needed at
ulkhU
nUlHE**
the farmer markets* it’s likely that
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28.
names will be enlisted. After all,
Ballet’s going to have its own
Ballet’s^
names have been signed to open
ome here, Francis Mayville, di-;
meatmarkets, supermarkets, and home
rector
?ctor of the local International
It’s unlikely they’ll stop at workhaving just
Idea was; Repertory
epartory Ballet Co,
Co., having
ing farmers’ market.
d a longterm, lease
on the
6
3
started by Bob Kraig, who operates signed
na
nal!
(SOoieftr nabe filmhouse
(300-seat)
filmhouse,
several farmer markets in the area, small
t;V
r,-'
It’s
being re-'
s bein
Kraig has already drawn crowds the Crafton Heights. Xt
| the
todeled and will be
be renamed
with wrestlers, personnel from tele modeled
iternational Theatre for the openshows such as “Star Time Kids,’' International
mi/l/ilik. aI> tiAvf m AMtk
ing
middle
of
next
month.
Robinson
and has had Jackie
It is Mayville’s plan to have a
appear; He’s now constructing a
market ini Jamaica, N. Y., and 32-week season, with 16 weeks of
plans to spend a considerable ballet alternating with 16 weeks of
amount on construction' of a stage, legit attractions. Latter will inShows are generally set for 9:30 £j ude t be sbc productions of the
a ^°,l lc Theatre Guild, directed by
p.m. so that customers will harig
around as long as possible in the Mayville,
Originally Mayville had leased
market. Farmers’ markets are a
comparatively recent development the Casino, old burlesque house
downtown, for three weeks late
'

k rW.'

1

;

:

last spring to test out low-price,
popular ballet, but he never got
to find out since the short season

schedule will hold for both ballet
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M
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,
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the vaudeville law, in this way
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P e to work off old scores by
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theipselves heading this Bureau.
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Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Odd talent, from various parts
0 f the world will be presented under the banner, of Inca Concerts
i nc ., a new company formed by
.*

y ma

husband, Moises
yivanco.
Organization will also
present all future concerts by Miss
Sumac, beginning with her 100city tour Which opens Oct. 10 in

Sumac’s

Bakersfield.

Vivanco now is preparing a U. S.
tour for the Egyptian dancer Ibowho is slated to open at the Geary
Theatre in San Fjrancisco, April 26.
•
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hibs for refusing to

London, Sept.

The

work

impresario S. A. Gorlinsky.
Production will involve 75 people, With a 40-piece orch, with bal-

Y.

Markova

lerina Alicia

as the star.

weak

is

mixup because
has been forced on them
by a government anxious to gain

in

the vaudeville

.the thing

'r<)

™

tory of the entertainment world,
operating a cabaret in the largest, vaude taipnK ha,
city in the universe and doing so
pa
but n,ne lrpm
with virtually no competition! And
f.X

cIas

i

fc

^

he » ubllc
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after
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WING
Held Over

By Happy Benway

CHI-CHI CLUB

a

Palm Springe,

;

PALACE, N.

old

at less

exhibitors’ position

Saranac Lake, N. Y.*, Sept. 28.
most a complete monopoly and
two- with virtually no competition, disIsaac W. Hopei
Hope^ vet production
month hiatus with. Charles Trenet tfessingly pointing out the great manager for years with the Henry
topping,- backed by a solid show..
Savage Corp. and who also
h a zard to -his business- a perAlso in the offing as a revert to former picking
up ah extra few ravaged Sarah Bernhardt, celebrated his birthday here. Personal
this new bonanisa is the Palace, bunk* on a tv show
”
gifts, telegrams and greetings and
which Henri Varna intends to make
.
„
B
opposed to performers a top medical’ report frpm his
a music hall. This house was a pre- A
v!”^
doubling in television from his medico marked event.
0 rAaf IVUtty
MiHxr rioixUv,
war great.
Goldin intends to
InSam Smith, of the Stewartgo back to the original vaude nightclub happens to be most lnconsistent with one of his own Everett Circuit, Charlotte, N. C.,
statiic of th*» ARC if
activities, te.: his own into General for major surgery.
Personal
hit leeit musiMl
-Thi
management - booking
office operation successful anu ls back at
y " ive? run? dow^ AT«rnri
C“ P
?
ent foraet
}he&ou:
“
lin Rouge with its bi-weekly vaude
We The Patients” to hold a tea
Jidebf If tv is sudi
on
^rahees
shows, and the longrun revues at
orav tell us and cake P arty f °r George (Elethe Lido, Folies Bergere, Casino rFAnkenstein
JhJi phants) Powers for his timely Work
De Paris, Concert Mayol and the -Sh
acting as landscape artist for the
season,
various boites utilizing act turn- as h9e says they 11 ruin his busi - past season.
ness
David (IATSE) Robbins, Columovers. Tele cannot keep pace with
bia Pix technician, elated by visit
Who is this man kidding?
this rebirth, arid is still in need
of his wife who came in from N. Y.
of funds arid riew zone centers beA Performer.
a
p r
fore it can make its long-awaited (Who has played the LQ many
T
lhe„
After 35 years in the IATSE,
dent here.
times.)
is resigning because of ill health;

Opening at the

28.

pantomime, will be revived
for three weeks during Xmas at
the 3,400-seat Festival Hall here by
classic

than the regulation fee.
thp.n

about as much foundation as a fly
by funnyman Henri on the wing. Consider almost every weather

reopens

Rochester

Markova’s ‘Rainbow’
“Where the Rainbow Ends,”

!

;

‘

thorize casinos.

*

,
;

r’

m

Held Over at

THE CHATEAU

Real vaude
vaudeviliiaris
villians agitate for exelusion from the union of incompetent “Amateurs,’’ claiming that
they bring discredit on the vaudeville law and that exhibs deliherately look for bad talent in order
to sabotage the law.
J
U. S., European Distribs Suffer
A major exhibitor tipped off the
union that certain talent had offered to work in his firstrun gratis
because
ue, au t? OI
of the
tn ® kudos
Kuqos atlt
attached.
ine
^ cn Ba The
^
union claims that one of its members has been blacklisted by ex-

•

other large city In the world; take
Paris for instance, with no less
than 10 major theatre-restaurant
operations and numerous vaude
serves as a tryout spot for new
houses, competitive to the extreme,
acts. Pic star Ginette Leclerc is
a nd here we find a boniface in
there now breaking
a new song jf ew York City operating in al-

on COLUMBIA Records

.

.

Genes and featuring familiar acts,
Concert facra stays on as the oldest spot of them all, with its twoday-a-week sked and its 50c top. It

International Recording
Artist

.

—

•

ing tO: peg this into a full-time top
f a ft that the Latin Quarter this
priced hall, with big names only,
summer did the biggest business
Et°ile. follows into the music hall
'history^^sucS

SZZZSJ
show headed

.

—

was cancelled on account of the
transit strike. International Theatre will give performances Tuesday through Sunday, with matinees
on Saturdays and Sundays. That

Pans Valhalla
Paris

•

,

.
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the holiday season.
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Sydney, Sept. 21...
GypSy RMe Lee> due ,0 preem American Federation of Musicians
Mexibo City, Sept. 21.
Word from officialdom here is
here ° ct 1 at the Palladium, un- is resolved. Union Sq. house
der the Harry Wren management,, closed down its two. days of vaude that Nevada gambling magnates
need not lose any sleep or have
jitters over a formidable competitor
appearing due south of them
,,
..
...
...
Miss there.
“where in a top position to take
tbls territory.
g anizatlbns
House took the position that most, if not all, of their juicy L.A.
is the first bigtime femme.
ei<
t*An
n f M MnA
FA open
Anon in
in FVlic
Cinno it
if U/3
olraodv losing
lAcitia money
mnnmr and San Diego trade,
this since
wasc already
rep to
with a_ stripper
Although legalized gaming
Paa
hiSS mostly roulette, reportedly rolled
,
t»
h^rdy
with^a_higher
Proceed
Understood that the local genn
been using five up a gross of $1,000,000 in four
darmes Will look Over the show
days at the recent fair at Engiving
lilts; the
Vt»v greenlight or not
before gl
,
j
,
A
days, besides a double feature.
senada, there definitely will not
granting an okay. Stripper is getany lawful gambling in Baja
be
X6-U
stint
uic 12-night
lui the
ting
UX1 5 $10,000
*pxu,uyv for
(Lower) California, Mexico’s newealong
bri
here.
She. will also bring
est
te. So averred Federal Senasta
femmes. Wren
Arg.
her own troupe of femnu
tor Leopoldo Verdugo, regarded
talent,
will also add local talent.
as
a
spokesman
for the Mexicali
Continued
from
page
54
S5
Wren- is putting out a terrific
government, when questioned here.
He’{ also an- sending President Peron
publicity campaign. He’s
a teleGambling is neither a probleim
nounced that children under 16 gram denouncing alleged cases of
nor a matter of importance for
admission
are taboo from admission.
chiselling; This union advocates a
Baja California, said the solon. He
-rstate talent bureau! to arrange all
booking.
The veteran tango vo- considers as comical the jitters
among Nevada’s gaming kings over
calists, who engineered passage of
Egyptian DailCer tO
talk that Baja California wiir au-

m

them farm-products.
Ts weTsuch as Head.hl
Les Zimmerman, who books the Terminal in Philadelphia,, which
Arthur Murray show, is now setting has strolling entertainment around
talent on a series of farmers’ marY. metropolitan
kets around the
area; There is now 12 days’ work
on this circuit Presently, minor
acts are being booked. However,

Reopening of. the- Jefferson
Theatre, N. Y. for stageshows is
unlikely until the impasse between
the house and Local 802 of the

.

Cal.
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Kudas
to
Robert
Viniello,
Metro photo, publicity department,

“The Remarkable Dance Team”

—

0;

(Alan Frazer-*—Boston American!

;

Of

;

.

..

for his gritty battle to regain his
health; his progress is now notice-

.

and

danii
U

genii prior

A

showstopping offering
(Max Nawfon—Variety)
"That rated the heavy applause they goL"
(Bill

He has mastered major
surgery successfully;
Bob PaSquale, announcer over
Station!
WNBZ here (his wife,
Helen Grupp), both graduated
here in class of. 1950, are the
parents of a daughter.

Per.
Dir.:

Mgr.:

HARRIS GIGER

Garbar-Welu, N. Y.

CO

S-8680

able.

Norma (Ziegfelds) Cloos, after a
fine observation period, rated a 10day furlough which she spent on
Broadway.
Write to those who are ill.

WHEN

BOSTON
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Avery
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of

Show

Washington
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THE SANDS
Previously appeared at:
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York • CHEZ PAREE,
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Porta Rico.

Choreography
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Personal Management:
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Koch helma the Melba band

Hotel Pierre, N. Y.
Hildegarde

.

in pro

Whiting, style,

&

which her long-

manager, Anna
personal
time
Sosenko, endowed her—has been
the unpredictable the past two seasons It focuses around the neces-^
gity fori a male vis-a-vis. For a season Johnny Johnston was such,
the blowoff engagement last
month in Las Vegas; the Milwaukee chanteuse’s Hotel Pierre reopening of the Cotillion Room sees
ith

Jack Whiting as her male partner,.
The unpredictability focuses on
the observation whether and why,
after more than a decade of socko
soloing, Hildegarde felt that she
needed somebody in the boy-girl
idiom,
The fact that it came off well
with Johnston and dittos here with
Whiting, of course; best answers
.

—

Mocambo, Hollywood
Los Angeles, Sept. 22.
Pant Hebert
Gilbert,
(8); $2 coyer,

Joanne

Orch

is back at her
of professional incubation
she’s still a favored daughter

Joanne Gilbert
point

and

of the Strip habitues, judging

from
from a

reception

operiirig-riight

packed room.. That she’s an improved songstress iri her third time
around after three years can be
readily conceded.

The

fortnight Of

her stand should create a
inside

problerii

and out

traffic

of

the

Mocambo.
For 30 minutes on the Opener
she stood mikeside with a good
mxture of melodics attuned to her
particular talents.; Decked out in
a white slacked outfit,, she bounced
into “Putting on the Ritz” a la

critical captiousness or iristrii- Harry Richman with high hat and
was
sive appraisal of ephemeral values. cane and six numbers later
Therefore; as a man&woman, song- still steaming iri a matador number
&dance turn, in the best variety with cape flying. But iri between
She
tradition, this certainly Comes off the tempo; wasn’t so torrid.
well in spades, because there are uncorked a cUtie, “Let’s Get Busy,”
that
wordage
special
some
with
two of them.
the opportunity to diSr
Hildegarde made an ad lib aside gave her
flair for subtle innuendo.
about “no more 40-course ban- play a
Still' the best of her. repertoire is;
quets,” which was a reference to a
“Hello, Bluebird,” with the soft lilt
yesteryear Variety critique, anent
of a thrush siriging to an imaginary
the generosity of her wares. With
Walked In” and “AlouWhiting, she errs almost in mak- pet. “Love
ette” provided latitude for romaning it too frugal a meal. In actualtics and dialectic take-offs, the latity, however, the 45. minutes beespecially impressive in the
tween the pair is perked with, the ter not
Gallic idiom after hearing some of
right paprika for all concerned.
the real Frenchies Who have played
Obviously,
in
between their this stop.
Statler Hotel (Hartford) break-in

any

—

before
the weekend
Gotham preem they

and

edited

shifts are all

fore

art

and

the

trinimed,

—and

the

switched

on

analysis of

A new technique has been acby Miss Gilbert, which
might be called stylizing. In sev'

quired

numbers she took long pauses
for seconds, perhaps to
the repertoire unbroken
for the story

the plus side;

Be-

eral

impact

essayed it is basic that Stanley create a fuller
lyrics without suggestMelba, the maestro-impresario of behind the
She did so Well singing
the Pierre, do something about a ed blueing.
that she repeated it With,
portable podium to give Whiting to a bird
doll, not incongruous to her’ naive
a
“equal time,” as they say in broadpersonality, at times remindful, of
casting circles, in the spotlight;
Audrey' Hepburn.
It’s not deliberate on the chanJoe HooVen fronted Paul Hebert’s
teuse's part that the piaiip rests sidemen with striking effect.
on a moveable platform which, with
Helm,
its front apron, also affords her
an advantageous rostrum position,
Y.
N.
Birdland*
and that Whiting must terp his
Chico O’Farrill Orch (17), Chris
terps on the dancefloor flanking
that elevated Steinway,
Bossmap Connors, Sat Salvador Band (4);
JFrank Paget should be able to $2.50 minimum.
achieve a like vantage point for the
Long the hq for Gotham's cool
vet
sortg-and-dartce
man Who
crowds Dan Healey and Phil Regan music set, Birdland has now fallen
as the oldest youngest looking into the riiambo groove with the
showcasing of the Chico O’Farrill
juveniles in show biz,
far
Both work well.
Hildegarde orch. The booking isn’t too
does her prelim chores, arid then afield from room’s regular policy,
is

.

brings on Whiting as “the king of

musical comedy.”
And when he
noblesse-obligos “queen of the
nite clubs,” that should be the cue
to throw' that out.
But these are
lesser details.

highly effective.

The suni total is
She pianologs her

is as cool
orch’s reper-

however, since O’Farrill

as he
toire

is
is,

Latino.

The

strictly in the progressive

idiom and the chile beat which is
peppered throughout gives the hepsters an interesting, and often a
stimulating instrumental treat.

mushrooming
mambo
With
After her audiaround the country, Q’Farrill is
number with a ringsider
somehow these bits create a cus- being, groomed by General Artists

Way

to a solid hit.

ence

Corp. as its answer to Muisc Corp;
is
of America's Perez Prado.
Way out in front with Prado but
it’s a big mambo cake and O’Farrill should be able to cut himself
some hefty slices.
Whiting.
It’s a big band that O’Farrill is
Latter does “Love Is Sweeping
fronting here, perhaps a little too
the Country,”' “All Alone,” “I Got
big
for the'size of this room. His
$5,” “Cream In My Coffee” and
four reed, six brass and six rhythm
the “Mayor of New York” number
hit with the kind of sound that alfrom “Hazel* Flagg,” The Jimmy
most blasts the Customers from
Walkeresque resemblance is a their seats. The hefty decibel is
natural in
spot like the Pierre.
the nature of the mambo beat, so
Utilizing
.“Cousin
from
Milnoise from the podium
waukee,” Hildegarde returns to the big
as a surprise to those
“Wunderbar,” serenaded by six fid- doesn’t come
With
the new Latino musifamiliar
dles from the Cotillion Sitings (under the baton of Robert Norris), cal style.
O’Farrill is a serious, teriseciriaesthence into “Wien, Wien” (iri Gerarranger
man), a Viennese waltz pot-pourri, tro. He’s been a longtime
for some of the top dance orchs
“Why Not Happen to You,” an- and
the arrangements show, that
other double-number with Whithe’s an experimental, imaginative
ing* arid a good softsrioe (straw
musician; He gives each number

tomer embarrassment which a gracious performer like Hildegarde
should further protect by choosing
a younger* and generally more
Willing partner—she
brings on

MCA

:

skimmers,

caries

'n'

all),

and

a.

reprise Of “All This Is Mine,” new
ballad credited to Stella Unger
(Anna Sosenko did the melody, but
.purposely unannounced), and other
reprises”
the
musicomedy
.

.

manner.
Up-front,

“vodka”

Hildy

toys with a
number, - reprises a yes-

teryear English dittjjr, “Merrily,
Merrily,” and gerierally dresses
the room like Balmain on a binge.
Whoever did the Couture, it’s in
the tallest “haut” tradition, including a touch of the Dior with the
“old” look. The new hairdo is a
tiptop hirsute adornment. Whiting
is
a perennial.
He marks his
debut as a -saloon song-and-dariceman, arid is-made to order for the
class boites.

Gepe Bone

-

&

Howard Fenton

are a two-piano backerupper combo,
integrated into the Melba
toasted musikers, under Norris’
baton. Bone
Fenton got the nod
from the chantoOsie for having
authored “Take It In Your Stride,”
a bright topical number.
George

&

3V1QHT CXWi

Sahara, Las Yegak

more, during the show, with a
tricky interpretation of “I Wonder
Las Vegas, Sept 21.
Blyth ( with Charles Hen- What’s Become of Sally."
Begoff at opening night was the
derson), Jean Carroll, Trio Fayes,
Saharem Dancers (12), Cee David- riot very original, but still very
son Orch (14); no. coyer or mini- well-received, impression routine,
with carbons of Sinatra, Frankie
mum.
Lairie,
Tony Martin, and best
A standing ovation by. a hard- liked-^-Billy Eckstine.
ened show biz crowd at the openDance dUo Holger & Dolores are
ing of Bill Miller’s latest presenta- holdovers .from the Roth show.
tion greeted star Ann Blyth. The Their flashy leaps arid bounds,
lank little him mite, who mUst tilt, With* gal; swooping from atop the
the scales all of 100 pounds, is a podium piano vint? her partner’s
solid nitery bet, attested, to by art arms to. start things off, wind
up
audience more busy applauding with headstands and other acrothan munching. The gal will lure batics that left this audience gaspokay biz for her three-framer.
ing. They would have gasped even
Her 30-minute stint, written arid more had they known Holger Was
arranged by Charles Henderson, working With ari injured arm. Week
Who also accomps at the Steinway, ago he cut ari elbow nerve, had
is replete with material that builds to alter
the act but managed to
Opening-night preserve the circus-ring, nature
to a socko finish.
of
jitters, admitted by Miss Blyth, the terping
nonetheless.
didn’t affect, the theatrical provDick LaSalle, at The Shamrock
ender as purveyed by the talented for a long engagement, backs the
young thespiari-singer.
show and does a good job of acThe winsome femme Captivates companying Dale.
Rob.
with a glance-and her deep-speaking voice is almost as interesting
Thunilcrliird,
Las
Vegas
as her .clearly-defined and pleasing
Las Vegas, Sept. 23.
soprano pipes.
She’s a genuine
Chordettes (4), Freddie Ross,
belter Who can hold her own with
most classical singers of the day. Sid Krofft, Thunderbird Dancers
“It’s a Grand Night for Singing”; *-(8), Barney Rawlings, Al Johns
segues to “Loveliest Night of the Orch (11) ; no cover or minimum
.

the turnaway preem;

Judging by
Gene Bone:
with Howard Fenton
Whiting—have twoMelba and Chica-Relli Hildegarde
Stanley
act, will travel- should do beauCrchs; $2 and $2.50 convert,
coup big for tjie Pierre, and points
Abel*
Hildegarde, “the incomparable” west.
.-the billing with

.

.

an interesting sbuth-of-the-border
twist and he keeps the mambo
devotees rapt all the way. Birdland's setup is strictly for listening
but O’Farrill’s repertoire indicates
that he’ll also do well With the
mambonicks once he starts hitting
the ballroom belt. In all, he dishes
out a. brand of cOol Chile that
makes: the tablers Stick arourid for
second helpings.
Chris Connors, who. handles; the
vocal slot this sesh, is a co-ed in
music's progressive school; A Start
Kenton orch grad, Miss Connors
developed
has
an -interesting
warbling style which brings to old
faves such as “I Get a Kick Out
of You,” “Spring Is Here” and
“From This Moment On” a fresh
and ear-arresting quality, The Cole
Porter and Rodgers & Hart purists
may not approve of her progressive
phrasing, but these purists are in
a minority at Birdland. Some of
the. Other good items iri Miss Connors’ sbngbag are “Try a Little
Tenderness,” “Mine and Dandy”
and “I Hear Music,”
Gros,

Ann

—

:

.

;

Year" in
surprising display of
rarige and sweetness by the beau-
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1

Versailles,

IN.

Y.

“Bon Voyage ,” revue by Howard
Arthur Schwartz, produced
and directed by Mervyn Nelson;
dances. Tommy Wonder; arrange-

Dietz

ments, Buddy Default; conductor,
Salvatore Gioe; musical advisor,
David MacMackin; costumes, Joe
Crosby; opened Sept. 22, 1954; $5

minimum.
Cast; Louise Hoff, Paul Grey,
Margaret Banks, Rosemary O'ReiiVly,. Carl Conway, Betty Colby, Tom-;
my Wonder ; Ann Andre, Rain

Wirislow,

Danny

Desmorid,

Don

Carroll, Denny
Dellair, Jim Sisco.

>.*

•

*•

George

White’s “Glad to See
You” floorshow revue, which stayed
at Nick & Arnold’s Club Versailles
for two years, was about in the
same stage as the Mervyn Nelsonproduced cavalcade of Dietz &
Schwartz production numbers—
overboard with ingredients which a
little judicious, editing was able to
“Bon Voyage” is likewise
cure.
fulsome in its cavalcade of the
cream of the crop of a qUarter-of-a*
century of Dietz & Schwartz tur.%
and it’s only a matter of streamlining to achieve the same brisk endresults.

Opening night saw an alltime hit
parade diffused and betimes confused by a “plot” of a sort which
seemed to get in the way of the?

While the Chordettes are a pleas-v
specialists, all of them good and at
tifully-gowned headliner. “If You ing. femriie quartet of barbershop
Lacking the robust,
harmoneers,
the current layout on times socko.
Love Me” is an emotionally roGeorgie Kaye,
mantic mood offering. A change this two-framer is w<feak.. The lack, comedy which a
DeWitt were capable
of pace comes With “Swing Low, of stellar nitery names or talent and Fay
Paul
Grey and
of
delivering,
Sweet Chariot” and the diversified, makes this one a Weak; sister at the Louise Hoff,
none the less, have
repertoire gives full play to her boxoffice.
their moments.. True, they go
The
tv-talented
Chordettes,
iri
a
talent arid winning personality,
a bit on the indigo, but
A medley of her film songs in- 20-minute stand, perhaps ill-ad- overboard
the prime hurdle is a slow-momencludes “Deep in My Heart,” “In- visedly throw the ball to the comtum
pacing.
However, once the
dian Love Call” arid “Rose Marie.” petitive Gaylords : by anriounCing
customers are “with it” they
“Since Pat Hennessey Moved to they would sing that groups sucget the message all right, and
cessful;
“Little
Shoemaker.”
Their
Tennessee,” although conveying a
to healthy results.
clever idea, misses somewhat and harmony has an interesting chimeGrey is a sort of Anglo-Saxon
“Cal- like quality as the four belies take
lags the act’s terrific pace.
seriously
arid intensely to their version of Myron Cohen, with the
endar Hit Parade” is a smash
Windup With a song adaptable for chore. The challenge of working same high-dome appearance, sans
every month of the yCar, It re- iri a big" Vegas room is evident in /the dialectics* although it’s not
mains for “Auld Lang Syne,” de- the tightness of the quartet but unlikely that Mr. Grey, too, has
picting New Year’s Eve, to make songs like “Mr. Sandman,” “I been burnished in borscht in his
the final moment of the chore Don't Wanna” and “Mighty Lak A show biz antecedents. He has ari
authoritative audience stance and
memorable as the star walks Rose” are Well-delivered...
Freddie Ross, a comedian of fair a knowing style. Which could be
around the edge of the stage handa little more of the
ing the microphone down to diners talent, uses bad jokes and, material bolstered with
for snatches of the song. The dra- that earns loud reaction and that boffola for a faster getaway. His
non-sequitors
are
not too cerebral,
the
for
riiost
part
fluids
the
boite
matics involved at the Windup
do get results as he breezes
finds the gourmets seeking some habitues sitting on their hands. The and
might
accelerate
along,
he
but
stuff
is
altogether
too
blue
for
emotional outlets which results in
Instead of faster With a zingier opening
the ovation to Miss Blyth in her happy consumption.
His “Ireland
(She made leaving 'em laughing, he leaves ’em couple of minutes.
bigtime nitery debut.
is a libel
her nitery bow earlier this month astounded as he Winds with a pop Must Be Heaven” parody
song parody that might emerge bet- against Miami Beach, for all its
in San Diego.)
possible reportorial accuracies on
ter
were
it
sent
to
the
cleaners;
corner
Jean Carroll is a Clever
Sid Krofft arid his unique pup- certain aspects. Considering that
dienne who scores with rapid-fire
jokes.
She delivers like a female pet show, the opening act, is by far a large majority of the saloon
the
best on the bill. The clever spenders, especially in a spot like
Henny Youngman. In fact, she
the Versailles, are the regular Floruses his song, “It’s Later Than young puppeteer manipulates the
strings
While dancing with his ida, clientele it’s a question of
YoU Think,’’ to separate the bon
judgment there.
characters
all over the stage.
mots, Which incidentally Can also
Louise Hoff’s “Blue Grass Widow
be heard by Myron Cohen and Props and costumes are excellent.
The
Oriental
and
mephisto
numBlues,”
With its “Come Into the
Sam Levenson. Not just the jokes
r
Yet, no bers arid, the Harlem street scene Fields’ reprise is likewise not for
but hunks of material.
are
sound
iri the hands of
toppers
Girls. As. the “romanthe
Campfire
matter who got it from Whom,
tic,’ couple, both are a little tdo
Miss Carroll’s delivery is unique this clever young performer.
The Thunderbird Dancers hold, sophisticated to fit the “plot” where
and earns salvos all the way. She
over a pair of nice production num- Miss Hoff suposedly bon-voyages,
is a happy gal? laughing and kidding while belting her special bers stiung by Barney Rawlings excepting that ’she remains striker
and Well-played by the Al Jahris bound in port. The action is keyed
songs and banter.
Bob.
to the* cavalcade from topflight
A trio of thrilling acrobats with crew.
musical comedies over the past
a flair fo,r comedy, the Trio Fayes,
couple of decades.
Hotel,
aided by their own musical score
The; program notes nostaglicaily
Washington,’ Sept. J21.
and Grecian costumes, are pivotTippy
Stringer
Woody
Morgan credit the original terpreters, viz
eers arid balancers who register
,
with unique stunts involving a Duquaine & pdnice, Walter Stone Clifton Webb & Tamara Geva doing
huge broth of an understander and & Lisa Howard, Nancy & Michael “Alone Together” from "Flying
Mann, Singing Strings (12),Barnee Colors” and Tilly Losch as the
his duo of smaller partners;
The Saharem Dancers please in Orch; cover 50c weekdays, $1 Fri- original, of “Dancing in The Dark”
from “The Band Wagon”--excepta pair of well-costumed presenta- day and Saturday.:
ing that here Tommy. Wonders
tions, one tap, the other ballet,
A new twist is given to the now (who. put on the crack terps) and
while the Cee Davidson orch
well-grooved format of the Shore- Margaret Banks are tlie dancing
shines in the show-backirig chore.
ham Terrace arid its slickly enter- pair and Rosemary O’Reilly & Don
Bob.
taining violins, the Singing Strings. Dellair share the singing chores.
Miss O’Reilly and Denny DesThis time the spot comes up with
no fewer than three dance teams mond, who does a cabbie bit also,
Houston, Sept. 21.
click
in the Indian number* “We
in lieu of the recent, four-piano
Dolores, presentation. Pleasant vocalizing is Won’t Take It Back”; from. “Inside
Alan Dale, Holger
Dick LaSalle’s Orchestra; $3.50 done by Tippy Stringer and Woody USA” (originally Beatrice Lillie
minimum.
Morgan who work together and Jack Haley).
Show breaks down into a series
also solo. Miss Stringer, who delivAlan Dale comes, into Houston’s ers sugar-coated weather informa- of good specialties which are not as
trip nitery. Thursday (16) with the
tion over NBC’s tv local station, deftly held together by the “book”
double handicap of (a) following WNBW* is cute. She also turns out but which is a readily corrected
Wonders’ own dances,
the socko record hung up by Lil- to have a better than average sing- element.
lian Roth, first star of The Sham- ing voice especially in her delivery, along with the staging; Anna Anrock’s fall season after a summer of “Hey, There.”
She registers dre & Betty Colby’s terp specialof stale ice shows, and (b) a pros- better with the payees than does ty; Miss Andre and Dellair in “New
pect of mature audiences Who Woody Morgan’s vocalizing efforts. Sun In The. Sky”; Miss Hoff’s "Adidn’t quite place the face .via disk
Nancy & Michael Mann prove a Broad At Home” saucy monolog;
nonsense with Carl
dressy ballroom team and Du- her Lati
successes.
FirstnighterS obviously had him qUairie & Dariice offer aero- and Conway, all combine into a big
confused
with
sundry
other adagio steps. Comic dance contrast league revile.
Paradoxically, Dietz & Schwartz’s
“Alans,” and were lukewarm at his is furnished by Starie & Howard.
entrance~a saunter from back- Fact is, no one of these teams is ASCAP medley for the finale is
stage to a darkened room, singing outstanding in the terp department trie standout; all participating
“Learn To Croon.” Reception went arid it takes all three to make, an the reprise of 10 more numbers,
topped by “That’s Entertainment”
up several degrees When hp impression.
Windup of the bill is a produc- —a sort of forerunner to Irving
finished his opener, “Here Is My
Berlin's “No Business Like Show
barn
Heart.” And he had ’em complete- tion number built, around a
and sentimentally
ly, when he ripped into his milliori- dance theme* with the three dance B u s i n e s s
teams working ensemble and for capped by the audience-presence
platter “Oh Marie.”
Singer’s easy manner and light their greatest effect. Singers, vio- of Dietz & Schwartz taking a bow
banter gives nice balance to the lins, and Barnee arid his orch all from their .ringside table.
“Bon Voyage” will have smoothact, which is climaxed by the op- pitch in to make this a very lively
er sailing at the S.S. Versailles
eratic production number, “Laugh highlight of the evening.
once
the pace is accelerated and
emphasizes
Latin
Second
show
Clown Laugh.” The Pagliacci routhe libretto utilized only as an extine sung in Italian, and the singer music as against the strictly U.S.
cuse to tie the durable standards
lapses into that language once angle of the early show. Fact that
Gioe,
the
.Salvatore
none of the dance teams can offer together.
anything authentic in the way of regular maestro, plays the show
well and Panichito’s rhumbaists
makes
routines
below-theJjorder
More Night Club Reviews
the late, show much weaker than continue to make their mark with
On Pages 58 and 59.
that unveiled for the dinner audi- trie riiaracas. Jbe Crosby’s costumes
,
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executed and talent-laden, ice-cut-

Y*.

.

Cafe

«le

London

Paris,

ters are continually on tbfe move
*
London, Sept. 21,
Guy Lombardo Orch; no mini from intro to windup. For this
Kay Thompson, George Smith
cover
Mon.-Thvrs.,
$1.50
mui
show maestro Steve Kisley had Orch, Robin Richmond Trio; $6
after 10, $2 weekends.
a
and
fiddlers
added, three femme
minimum.
buxom chirper, Ded Drummond.
Of the many-explanations-which- Latter easily sells her. offerings. A
In the plush atmosphere of the.
dori't-quite-explain Guy LombarSaturday mat is planned for mopdo’s evergreen popularity the most pets.:
Cafe de Paris, Kay Thompson has
Eck.
plausible is “nostalgia.'' He g(ives
many successes as a
scored
out quiet versions of the music
rhythmic stylist when she appeared
F-'
BiiMlio 9 s?
.Graying hubb.V
yesteryear.
of
together with the Williams Bros,
San Francisco, Sept, 21.
nudges the wife, VRemember dear,
Guy Cherney, Channitig Pollock or another male quartet. Now she
the night I proposed?”
*

,

.

J

‘

:

,

.

Backwards, Johnny Mdr-.
•So Lombardo is back at the Professor
(12),
Starlets
Hoosevelt Grill for his 25th sea- tin', Moro-Landis
Knox Orch <9 ) $2 hiinimum.
son. And opening night the room Vcrle
total
in
reservations
was jammed,
Back home for the first time in
confusion, harried waiters mumsome four years, Guy Cherney
bling. to themselvCs and a highly
sh
ws such a definite improvement
literate busboy shaking hisl head
a singer and such assurance as
and speaking wonderingly, like as performer
that it seems certain
a
name
magic
“the
everybody e f.e, of
this will be bis most successful
*

.

.

of

Lombardo,”

.

run here.

Who are these people in the big
patrons, by
Fire Dept, permission? Maturity' is
a distinguishing mark, but not entirely. Parties are notable and one
Lombardo’s, standard chores
of
every time ai the microphone is
to dedicate “Happy Birthday” arid
Tables ol'
“anniversary’’ songs.
eight and 10 are lined up back
to back.
The music put out by Lombardo
remains his own unique brand.
Everything is muted, understated,
undemanding upon the customers.
even a:
Now and then there
brief hint of hillbilly idiom. Sambas
there ain’t, drive numbers never,
practically
never.
open
brass
Meantime. the dance floor is invariably crowded by couples who
have plainly been practicing monogomy, if not the foxtrot for 20 years

up

ber, “Side

by Side.”
Channing 'Pollock,

a deft sleight-

the
amuses
trickster,
of-hand
crowd with a sLick routine of card
tricks. Professor Backwards scores
with his standard turn after reaching vainly for 15 minutes with
some venerable gags for a laugh.
The Moro-Landis Starlets brighten
:

.

reading the lyrics off lead sheets.
It will be recalled that the late
A1 Jolson predicted that if he ever
bit television, after the long soft
years, of holding manuscript in
hand, he wouldn’t be able to remember the words to “April
Showers.”
Lombardo probably owes it to
the annals of show biz to get,
around to writing his memoirs.!
How do you have a 25-year run?
He lias been the life of the longest
sequence of quiet, parties known

:

1

,

.

.

,

i

'

'

generation. He is a wow
constitutes the one and only

this

show has some

fresh, pertinent talwhen, caught, joint was

of his kind, He is like nobody
else. Lombardo is like Lombardo.
If anybody else knew how to do

ent and
jumping.
Lucie Dolene

there’d be another, but there
isn’t. With the possible ..exception
of Vincent Lopez, the hardy perennial at the Taft, Lombardo may
Well have the longest-organized

verve, delivery and
parodic turn are cataloged under
New Acts. Sue Stanley is an American singer who has wisely gone
through a few boites here racking

Jazz Fever Sweeping
All

is

Over Gotham Town;

a pintsized, tal-

whose

ent

it,

Park

.

the

Reflective of the radio influence
upon sidemen, the boys bunched
at the mike opening night were

•

-

.

Almost
slightly venomous ring.
stage occasionally in several every song is in the same sophisti-.
dance numbers and Johnny Martin, cated stylized key, but the most
who has been at the club all acceptable number is “I Love a
summer, serves as a smooth sing- Violin,” in which each line is reing emcee,
Rafe.
peated by the orchestra and which
proves a strong closer to a not-sostrong act. The “Basin Street
Itinarzai)«v Paris
Blues” and “J’ Adore La Nudite.”
Paris, Sept. 28.
Lucie Dolene, Sue Stanley, Ro- are attractive offbeat entries. The
Natacli
Kedrova, George. Smith orchestra does a
sita
Alonso,
job with the intricate
Maggy Sarragne, Georges Carrere sterling
backgrounding, handling the fancy
Orch (6.1.; $5 minim in.
arrangements in fine style. They
...
also look after the dance sessions
,,
Dinarzade still stays in the groove with th Robin Richmond Trio.
one ot the most popular Ladle
Mi/ro.
n,; rp<5 here.
hprp It
n features
fpah,rps a
a lush
,ush atat “
places
mosphere, good numbers and food
for those who Want it. Present

and more.

who

the current pop

to

There,” Cheiney. belts, but sentiment and showmanship and reaps
a heavy mitt for almost everything
he does. Abandoning the mike for
an informal stroll around ringside,
Cherney delivers “Say You’re Mine
Again” in powerful fashion, then
does a, few requests seated informally by the piano and ends his
turn with another strolling num-

*

to

“Baby Face,”
hit, “Hey

and

Toot Tootsie”

'

.

.

With a repertory ranging from
oldies of the Jolson era, like “Toot

room accomodating 604

has been choosen to open, the fall
season as a solo aet and,, despite
the acclaim of a professional firstnight audience, the result is 3 disappointment.
The verve and magic of. the routine has been lost and the sophisticated lyrics offered iri exchange
are not adequate compensation. It
would be unfair to suggest that, by
revamping her act and jettisoning
the dance routines, Miss Thompson is now just another singer. She
still possesses, a unique Style 9 f
presentation and there are occasional reminders other graceful
terping by the effortless way in
which she glides across the floor.
The poetry of motion is a reminder
of things gone by but not full replacement value/
act may be different, but
, The
the costuming is the same. Miss
Thompson appears in a pair of
drainpipe slacks and a colored
blouse. This getup: is quite becoming for her opening number, a
monolog of a hostess at 3 cocktail
decorative
hardly
but
party,
enough for some of the other entries. The hostess theme embraces
the entire act and has a familiar,

Music -^doesn’t
and-chops variety.
Painter House, Chi
begin until 10 pmi. but the manChicago, Sept. 23.
agement iS" planning to bring in a
Helen Gallagher, Gene Sheldon
It’d be a Del. Ray; Empire Eight, Charlie
pre-showtime pianist.
good idea, because there's nothing; Fisk Orch; $2 cover, ho minimum,
so gloomy as a grand piano unatPiquant pixie Helen Gallagher
Gros.
tended.
who drew a rash of raves for her
theatre performances here
Ave. Res(., i\. Y. summer
this past season, headlines the posh
Judy Paul Hunt^ Tony Cordell, Empire Room of this hotel with
Ann Duncan, Paul Edwards, Leon combustible talent that never quite3
Richardson, Edward, Bernard; no ignited at the opening show
(23),
cover or minimxim.
It’s a slick act that she' unfolds "but
one that misses somehow in proA room has only to get a reputa- jection arid snap.. Collisions with
tion of having made a performer, mike and racing with the
band
rind soon there’s no keeping away point to a rehearsal lack,
but she
the myriads of hopefuls who feel iriay yet have' a rouser as the
act
the lightning may strike the same spruces up over the coming
four
““
It’s virtually axio- weeks.
place twice.
matic that with a spot having
Hoyden charm, vibrant musiachieved a reputation as an incucomedy pipes and vitariiinous mobator, the salary-no-object kids
come in quick in the belief that the bility are what this, cutie has to
spot has a vein of heat running sell, and she wraps ’em together
amply in a batter of show tune.
through it.
Looking sprite-like in a boyish ccfif
The Park Ave. Restaurant is and one-piece toreador suit, which
known for having incubated Billy is what remains as she sheds vestDaniels after he had been around merits With each riumber at start,
for a number of years without mak- she slams a “Fancy Free” opener,
Since then belts “Red Hot Mama,” struts
ing any. headway.
and
there have ben any number of kids dances with stawhat and cane, eases
who have attempted to repeat that pace with “Hi Liii” and finishes
feat.
In -the current lineup, there with barefoot bongo terp to “The
are two who are working along Spring.”
It’s a well-lauded perstylistic lines. Tony Cordell is the
formance but doesn’t wow ’em as
soft-spoken type/and Paul Edwards it’s designed to.
works the nostalgia route with carGene Sheldon, holdover from
bonings of Jolson arid. Cantor arid
Both are previous show, breaks ’em up at
that school of singing.

Composer Latest Inn

.

.

the tables with, pantomime comedy
Acts.
that is screamingly funny, arid he
there’s the femme continleaves the customers begging for
gent, on this show comprisirig Judy more.
He’s a master of miming in
Paul Hunt and Ann Duncan. Both the Harpo Marx idiom,
and
seem to know the ropes of the song bashful but slightly dopey rube the
he
circuit.
Miss Hunt, a blonde with portrays is likable and sympathetic.
a busterbrowriish haircut, can work Baggy suit, clownish
hat and Chapthe intimeries such as this and
liriesque shoes enhance comedy
has a voice big enough to cover
values,
She has a good plays onas does his banjo; which
in. the larger spots.
or off key as his- routines
song selection that hits its peak
require.
Sheldon’s panto pays off
with “Hernando’s Hideaway,” arid
whether
he’s, going it solo ih banjo
gets off to a good mitt.
concert or working with attractive
Miss Duncan, a perk looker, goes spouse-partner, Peggy.
Nary a
in for novelty tunes after establish- movement fails to tickle the ribs.
ing herself with pops;
At show
Legerdemain
Del
Ray
of
amuses
caught, her special material on
bussirig
found favor with the and amazes as he defty breezes
through 12 minutes of brilliant razaudience.
zle-dazzle, making caged birds disEdward Bernard provides the appear, producing lighted cigarcts
music competently and Leon Rich- arid brandy drinks in a twinkling,
ardson, who emcees, provides a and controlling a drinking teddyhomey touch to the proceedings by bear by remote means. All this in
chiming in with song with each showmanly bursts of fire:
act.
For the, finale, everyone on
Hospice, producer Merriel Abbot
the show, plus owner Johnny Mig- has brought back the house li
lione, gets together for a song with Empire Eight, and
their retur
gestures that leaves everyone in a gives the show refreshing, flash. Six
Jose.
cheerful mood.
gals must have been selected for
the .beauty of their legs, but tire
two guys are polished dancers, and
Last Frontier,
the
group dishes up two splashy
Las Vegas, Sept, 22.
Benny Goodman
Sextet, Bud- production that are firstrate. Ditto
Charlie
Fisk’s showbacking and
with
GerBieber
(
Lester,
Nita
dy
Lee. Charmers vocaliing.
Lcs
ald Gotham), Frontier Girls (12),

under

New

Then

.

Las Vegas

Jazz is being dished out in hefty
helpings around New York these
days.
A flock of niteries and eatdance bunch in bigtime music. And up experience and knowhow, and eries in the past year have switched
cover
now emerges a good nitery h umber or converted to a jazz policy fea- Garwood,. Van Orch (11.)/
he’s still: billed as from Canada.
with g selected portrayal of earthy, turing such varied musical forms or minimum.
Land.
offbeat numbers. Her' shimmies in as hot, cool arid dixieland.
The
a fringed dress and her effervesBenny Goodman and His Sextet,
Si at k*%
jazz fever has swept all over town
cent chanting appeal here, and gal
stretching from, the eastside’s take over the Ramona Room since
Hartford, Sept. 24.
has been held over for ‘another
thfe departure of Marilyn Maxwell.
“Adventures On Ice " with Jo
Broadway's
midtown
Embers
and
month before heading for a nitery
the next three frames the
Barnum, Wilma
Ed Leary, Jan
Birdland to Greenwich Village’s Fpr
of
sound emanating
Van Orman,. Ben Dov a; Steve Kis- stint in Athens.
To cacophony
Eddie Condon's and Nick's.
therefrom
will rouse arid tingle
Rosita
Alonso
adds
nice
a
Hisley Orch
.(11>
with Dee Drum.....
...
.
these perennials have recently been:
mond; $1 cover Mon. through P,ano flair with castanets And added Basin Street, Childs Para- most music lovers, for there’s
shapely flying chassis, and Slavic
enough variety to go around.
Thurs.: Si. 50 cover F ri.-Sat.
note is maintained by Natacha mount and The Metropole and all
iri
Goodman leads his crew
>'v 111
are doing standout business.
Although the Hildegarde
“After You’re Gone,” a socko inJack Kedrova, who gives with deepRealizing that there’s still a big strumental rhythm nuinber as deWhiting new act breakin debuted throated Russo numbers that have
the Terrace Room of the Hotel aud keeping time, and adds a nice cut of Gotham’s jazz melon still livered. “Body and Soul,” with
Statlcr, first show is a blader, “Ad- wrapper to the show. Maggy Sar- around, cafe vets Cye Baroiv and just Goodman on clarinet, Morrie
ventures on Ice!” Blade unit is in ragne makes for a pretty f emcee Willie Shore launched a new spot i^eld on drums and Mel Powell at
gets off some acceptable chirp- adjoining the Park Chambers Ho- the piano,
for six weeks or less, depending on and
is such a plaintiff mood
.
^
w
the amount of support it receives. ln ^‘ Budl Lauter supplies asmgmg tel bn West 58th St. last week (23 )
number the diners drop everything
gypsy violin and Georges Carrere
.
ne S
peisonalities
and 0 rch ( 6 ) makes for good dansapa- Despite its pretentious tag, The to listen. Goodman is featured in
1
Composer, It’s a pleasant room “All the World Is Waiting for the
.middle-name hotel
bands will be L i on
Mask
featured in the room; house is excomfortably, appointed for dining, Sunrise” and it’s a bellringer.
Trumpeter Charlie Shavers sounds
perimenting with open mind on
bar guzzling and just listening.
with a sighing, moaning “Dark
ote, Clii
the type of shows to play here.
Room got off to a good start with off
Eyes,” that elicits a big hand. A
Current show has a $4,500 nut for
Chicago, Sept. 22
-headliners, George. Wallingits
Capsule version of “One O’Clock
the week.
George Shearing Quintet, with
Tentative nut for the
ton and Eddie Heywood. Walling- Jump” becomes
Terrace Room ranges from $4,000 Armaydo Palazzo; $3 minim m.
a thing of musical
ton is a comparative newcomer in violence arid contrasting beauty as
to $7,000 depending oh the Attracr
turn.
Jazz in these downtown quarters the jazz circle, but he’s sure ‘to Israel Crosby on base and Steve
make an important: dent with his Jordan, guitar, shine along with
Limitations of room, which seats will be represented this present
by the low-swinging, modern string combo. Wallington the maestro to produce orchestrat300, has forced show
...... to work on
a
... „
group from the keyboard, ed sounds that send the audience.
16 x 20 rink instead of its usual modulated arrangements of George helms the
20 x 28 Setup. ‘'Adventures” has Shearing: and four associates who drawing out a sound and style Goodman’s oldie, “That’s Plenty,”
been playing two shows nightly, dish up a syncopated, thrumming that’s progressive, inventive and belies its titie- “If I had You” and
His sidemen, Wil- “Airmail Special Delivery” comfirst one to sellout aud.
Second sound. Biz looks to .be okay, and ear-arresting.
reception is. big in a dignified way. liam Eder, .cello; David Uchitel, plete a. bpffo Goodman act that
one has been weakly attended.
bass, and runs the* show to 90 minutes.
viola;
Lombardi,
Clyde
>'thni
Bh
liistrumetited
Getting a hot mitt for her solo!
Buddy Lester is back with his.
work is Jo Barnum. Chick goes with vibes, drums, bass,, guitar and Joseph Cali, violin, are refugees
hmestro;
but they comic impressions and jokes and
from,
longhair
school,
.the
file
®*..through a series of seemingly intricatg routines.
Wilma & Ed k e y s ;M e il°w iron time of piano fit into! the modern pattern with he scores his points well. As: alRepertoire includes; such ways the most hilarious part of his
Leary, producers of the show, solo and vibes normally carries the ease.
and duo in polished performances leads, except when usurped by faves as “Thou Swell” and “Au- act comes with donning a series
har- tumn In .New York,” with new of outlandish hats as he belts
on the blades. Interspersing the guitarist Toots Thielemans’
tuile « as ‘‘ Bod and
work of the above are routines bv. g1011,^
twists as well as some intriguing characters around for plenty of
Soul .rShearing attempts depar
a line of four lovelies.
approaches to less familiar items, yocks. Using, the Garwood Van
Aiding and abetting in. the ture ^m.his earlier music mode A good share of the credit should orch to gimmick sounds, the z3ny
blade .work is Jan Van. Orman, a ori sev.®,ra *. occasions but, in the. go to Sonny Lawrence and Georgb Lester, does a clever takeoff on
1V131TI,' it S IllS Ol{J trid^UldrlCS lil?G‘
cirSllarl mhriiplator
m h n in! o f ah of
r\f
skilled
Harry Richman. The nitery clown
the filades,.
Septem- Brackman for supplying the crisp does his travelog through the Afriwho is unbilled. Tab unit spends
?c
1
1
oc
?,
ber In the Rain that pluck
best arrangements.
35 fast-moving minutes on
can jungle, for a guaranteed ^ibthe,......,
n
Wallington- splits the podium tickler. He winds with an authentank. Vet comic Ben Dova utilizes, 1 eac Vion.
Alone at the piano, for a pro- chores with Eddie Heywood, who tic Ted Lewis carbon, a portion of
the latter portion of the show to
strong aud accolade.
Comedian longed number in each set, Shear- dismantled his trio for this stint, the show made more colorful with
who took to the. blades several ing makes some mild comedy, at- With or without backing, Heywood the presence in the audience openyears ago, gives with his standard, tempts in the Victor Borge fashion remains one of the top keyboard ing night of Lewis.
drunk routine.
Ordinarily Dova before embarking on serious solo stylists around. He’s got a techNita Bieber shines in calypso
winds up his bit by climbing to the That would be a stylized version of nique with the ivories that turns
numbers to open the show, aided
top of a lamp post fpr some funny “Tenderly” or a shot at updating the tablers' ears his way and he
She
aero stuff. However, he is limited a classical theme. Sets wrap up brings a fresh and clear interpre- by partner Gerald Gotham.’
sings “Spirit In My Heart” and
with whirlwind Afro-Cuban perby the low ceiling.
tation to each standard offering barefoot pair enact It in exciting
“Adventures” is a colorful pres- cussion session, headed by Arvia imaginative fingerwork.
terps. The act is brief but carries
tation. with costumes having that mando Palazzo, a flashy handswiper
Bob.
The spot’s menu is df the steaks- a nice Trinidad flavor*
Les.
fresh look about them/
W.el|« of the bongos.
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Hotel Roosevelt. IV* O.
New Orleans, Sept. 21.
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Blue

N

Rusty Draper,. Betty Luster,
Park & Clifford, Larry Landre;
Johnny Palmer Orch (12
$2.50
) ;

minimum.
Blue

kicks off the fall sea-

1

River” and

“No Help Wanted,”

Rustyrhaired, energetic performer

stamps
his
“feet,
sways arid
crouches as he belts over his vocals
to guitar accompaniment. His fin-

.

-

gering of strings could Suffice for
topdrawer.act.
Park & Clifford put a new twist
into a gymnastic routine: They
whistle, sing and clown While per-

w

;

!

Room

son with a low-budget layout head*
lined by Rusty Draper, personable
Mercury recording star, who gives
«
1^:
o'a
good account of himself.
Swank
nocturnal
rendezvous
continues
with neat biz.
Draper, big and personable, has
show biz savvy and is a show
stopper from his first number. The
bulk of his offerings are in. the
rhythmic groove and he scores:
heavily with
with
firstnighters
such tunes as “Melancholy Baby,”
“Sunny Side of the Street.” “Lazy

lifts and strength
and balance feats. Their singing
voices are abo.ve average and they
garner as much applause for their
vocal efforts as for the strongann

forriung difficult

stuff.
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tall
Ballerina
Luster;
Betty
blonde With nifty chassis, tees off
acts with spins and wliiris at light-,
ning speed.
Graceful in movements of body arid arms, she earns
accolades for her dancing arid
cape twirling in a special arrangement of Khatchaturian’s “Ritual
Fire Dance.”
Johnny Palmer and crew, mak-;
ing their debut in these parts, put
rhythms.
danceatile
accent
on
Orch gives a wide variety as it intermixes new pops, standards, Latinos, medleys arid other fare.
Band’s lively pace is supported
by. a wealth of vocal taleht whiclrFCU*
P'jlmoi' hse
iimnnu his
men. Feahis tinp-n.
has among
Palmer
tured warblers are Larry Landre.
and
nicely,
who handles ballads
Tiny Daniels. Iiefty trumpeter, who
does the livelier ditties. The hand
also
has some neat ensemble
touches and does a nice h' ' °£
Lin
emcees capably.

1-

1
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wednesday, September 29, 1954
i

usual brand of comic who plays
Boulevard, L. 1« 9 N, Y.
here. His sweepstake winner, with'
Joni James, Alan Drake, BourEngle wobd Cliffs, N. J<, Sept. 26.
hat over the eats, and a dumb bon
the
Hall, Ned Harvey Orch;
Tina.&
Vq.le,
Jerry
jack Carter,
pug face, is. hilarious even when
Coco Ramirez, Walter Nye Orch he can't be understood. Singer’s Freddie Alonso Orch with Sarita
Hetera;
$5 minimum.
Mambog;
Valero
$5
Charlie
(10),
impreshes are done in one song-rmin., FrlrSat; $4 Sun.
a few bars, and sometimes only a
Peculiarly enough, the Spots in
few notes, each—which gets an
With the accent now on record- overdone routine out of the way. the outlying districts of New York
regard themselves as in competiing stars and name acts, the. Rustic He checked out a little early openCabin has shelved its onetime pol- ing night and will probably have tion with each other/ The. Boulein Elmhurst, Queens, feels
icy of booking top bands. In line to plan on staying around an extra vard
that its maor. competition is Town
with the trend, this spacious Route five or 10 minutes.
.&
Country,
north
all the way- opt in
miles
of
of
couple
a
spot
9W
Miss Malta and Co. is an amazN. Y.’s George Washington Bridge ing kennel of canines who walk in Brooklyn; the Elegante, in the
same general area, add the Casa
has been using disk personalities
and out of a cottage door and front Seville, Franklin Square; along
as regular weekend fare through
gate on cue. One poses as an ele- with the Jersey spots.
most of the summer*
phant who balances atop a barrel.
to
be
paying
General feeling is that so long
Platter names appear
A couple of “boxers” stage a
off for the Cabin, for Harry Bela- round with a knockout, and One as t a car is involved, another bit
fonte drew turnaway biz. last week prancipg mutt has a dachshund on Of riding won’t matter too much.
The N. Y. midtown spots; they feel,
at this, roadside rendezvous, which fl leash
isn't bulging with 1,200 customers.
With this fairly light variety are out of the running. The parkMoreover, the new management of show, George Mo.ro has put two. ing problem is too much. ConseDave Kaufman and Bob Berg, ultra-lavish production numbers on quently, many can set up a menu
which acquired the premises from both ends. Neither is in keeping at prices comparable to the CopaV
Bill Levine last spring, plains to op- with the program itself although cabana and Latin Quarter, but
erate Oil weekends with disk acts both are the usual butstaridingly- have no fear that the •motoring
all winter.
costumed, brilliantly-choreographed pleasure-seekers Will' kill half an
Kaufman, who’s bonifaced sev- routines. The girls are exquisite in evening looking for a parking
in
the
Long
Island
eral cafes on
a closing Viennese waltz set and space.
•past, estimates: that 60% of the an
The season in the outlying rooms
opening Oriental, slanteyed
Cabin’s patrons are Gothamites harem, number. But in contrast is how officially open, albeit it’s
who make the trek to Jersey via With the rest of the show, the num- been rushed one week too early;
the bridge. While character of the bers are heavy.
The bonifaces have been straining
trade is difficult to analyze, KaufThe Clifford crew is working for at the leash. “Billy Daniels Started
man believes that some of it may sarhe new styles and dance num- at the T&C, Joyce Bryant "at the
have formerly patronized nearby bers. A vocal combo recruited Elegante, and so Abe Goldstein (in
Bill Miller’s Riviera, recently razed from the band with Clifford and Charge of. the Boulevard) felt that
to make way for the new Palisades Betty Joyce sounds gOod.
Mark.
he had to come in with a splash
Interstate Parkway.
and brought in Joni James a week
ahead of time for a three-day
At any rate, the Cahin is making
Oddenino’s,
stand.
She’ll jalso play that spot,
a bid for the Riviera biz with acLondon, Sept. 2&.
quisition of Walter Nye’s band (ex“Les Nouvelles Peiites Folies," next weekend.”
Riviera crew) as permanent house with Greta Unger, Annette Batam,
The bonifaces might have done
orch. In addition, a raised dance Discords (2), Jennifer Walmesley, better by waiting a week.
This
floor has been installed remi iscent Huguette Pole,. Vicky Grey^ Dor- Stanza, with the ROsh Hashona obof that once in use at Miller’s old othy Penney.
Directed by Mme, servances, generally puts a crimp,
Drapes are also liberally Darmbra; [lyrics by A. H. Andy- on -nitery-going. And even if the
bistro.
placed around the room to help man; music by Lew Stone and. Jewish holy ..days didn’t intervene,
provide an intimate atmosphere;
Orch; $2.35 minimum.
the general feeling is that, the
Kaufman and Berg, who. play:
schoOl kids who go for the record
their hands shrewdly, book the spot
One of the recent, editions to names and other headliners, haven’t
only a week ahead, the better to the London cabaret scene, Oddeni-. had a chance to get that pent-up
take into account the vagaries of no’s Hotel, situated right in the feeling so that they Want to escape
business. “If trade warrants it,” heart' of Piccadilly Circus, has schOOl and classrooms for the
Kaufman explained, “we’ll even made a pitch for the pop trade weekend:
stretch into a full week.”
by offering a f ullscale mi nia ture
However, it’s evident that there’s
On tap for the past weekend revue with one of the lowest, mini- a lot of business arourid, especially
were comedian Jack Carter, singer mum charges in town; The policy when a disk name is concerned;.
Jerry Vale, dance duo of Tina'
seems to be. paying off and. the Miss James pulled in a packed
Coco Raminrez, Charlie Valero current revue, opened to a near- opening in this 850-seater. Haying
Mambos and Nye’s outfit. Coming capacity turnout.
been on the road since zooming
up for a three-day stand starting
The production is pleasing with- to the top with her
diskings,
Friday (1) is a slate headed by out being extravagant. It is slickly Miss James has picked up a lot
Helen O’Connell and Bob Eberly. paced, although it would be helped of assurance, and dropped riot a
In fine fettle, Carter sparked the by the addition of an emcee to little Weight:. Result
is that she’s
75-minute show with crisp ad lib- introduce the performers. The cos- in better shape, anyway
you look
bing, zany lampoons of radio-tv tuming is attractive and the pres- at it,
than ever before.
commercials and breezy, impres- entation has been staged and lit
Having
hit
the
jackpot
with
sions. Of the latter, his caricature with a professional eye;
“Why Don’t You Believe Me,” Miss
of
Menasha Skulnik warbling
The prolog to the cabaret is
“Sorrento” was tops on the ap- filled by Qdennino’s maitre d’ de James has been riding that numplause' meter: He wound up more Fay with a presentation Of carna- ber as well as subsequent bigselthan 30 minutes onstage with a tions to all femme members of lers, until her present state of presock Jolson medley that clicked the audience. That’s a time-devour- eminence. At the initial show, Miss
James hadn’t quite caught the feelhandsomely.
ing stunt which doesn’t add much
Jerry Vale, who’s* been coming to the gayety, but seems to please ing of the room, but it Was evident
that at later shows she’d add more
to the fore via his Columbia Recthe ladies.
From then onwards, fireworks
to her turn.
However,
ords releases, did a half-dozen
however, the production moves, she did have to
respond, to a long
tunes to display a. pleasing voice slickly with a couple of
charming Series of bows and an encore.
and ingratiating style; His reper- dance contributions by Greta
She’s
Un- accomped by her
toire ranged from, the oldie, “This
own pianist and
ger,, a moderate bit of vocalizing
guitarist, to provide a solid boost
Is My Lucky Day/* to the more
by Annette Batam and a firstrate to the
contemporary “Purple Shadows.” A
backing given her by
comedy duetting sesh by the Dis- the Nedgood
Harvey band.
versatile singer, he shows a flair
cords. The latter have a polished
for. selling ballads and the faster
Alan Drake, doing the comedy,
laugh-provoking routine with their is
numbers;
a pushing type of comedian, who
Dancers Tina & COCo Ramirez, deadpan interpretations Of. some of can size up a situation and work
who open the show, are a color- the pop classics.
accordingly.
a vet. in the
The
femme dancing quartet has spots fringing Drake,
fully garbed flamenco team. They
on midtown, has athalf the program time and tained
click handily with heel and toe nearly
a reputation for reliability.
fills it to advantage; although they
routines. Walter Nye’s band, comHis line is frequently familiar, but
prising three, rhythm; three reed have a limited range when it comes he. has a good basic appeal. Some
and three brass, back the sesh to vocals. LeW Stone, who moved of his wordage has an indigo tint,
this
room after a long sesh at but at show caught, he didn’t go
nicely in addition to supplying the to
dansapation. Charlie Valero Mam- the Pigalle in Piccadilly, has done too far.
He kept a comfortable
bos are on hand for those with a an excellent job with the musical lead on the crowd and Walked off
arrangements and takes the back- to a handsome mittirig.
leaning towards things Latino.
grounding
comfortably
in
his
Gilb.
Newcomers are Bourbon & Hall

Rustic Cabin, Ni j.

&

should turn into, a fine cbmedy atGal is engaging no
matter what she’s up to, despite
weakish gags that are often .ri’o
more than nonsense. She’s got. a
plijmt face, spunk, a buoyant voice
and conversational approach—the
makings of a comedienne, given
material; Present Stint yields two
belted songs, an almost tuneless
novelty ditty, “Bomba To Zan,”
and a spoof of French chanteuse
which tries too hard to be fiinriy.
Getaway bit is her best, a jibe at
oldtime vaude comics for which
she dons baggy pants, derby and a
wagging cigar in monolog,, song
traction. here.

arid terpoff.

Rudy Kerpays at keys and Al
Poskonka on bass back the show
with .customary finesse, arid dapper
Benny Dunn emcees With dignity;
Les.

Sunny

Gale,

Frank

Al Castellano’s Orch (5), John
Barney Trio; $2.50 minimum.
.

The Hotel Belmont Plaza’s Glass
Hat is a small room that is doing
a pleasant-enough vari- very well for itself by catering
ety package which will do well in to the younger dancing set. While
the theatre-restaurant.
Opening there are no name bands featured
night had a younger clientele, and in this spot, the two combos here
this is about what can be expected dish up a- highly satisfactory brand
of hotel dansapation rhythms that
for the two-week frame.
Sunny Gale’s blues quality and keeps the floor well-filled.
Al Castellano’s quintet: hits the
style are always in evidence. Arrangements do not always seem to mark with its Latin rhythms. The
fit the chanter’s style and this is. maestro^ playing sax and clarinet,
obvious with “Three Coins.” Al- is. backed up by a rhythm section
though accompanied by her own and the crew swings out the
conductor and backed by the rhumbas and mambos with plenty
excellent Bill Clifford outfit, Miss of zest. Fact, that Castellano is hitGale has to wind up her arrange- ting the mark with the Lati cogments with backhand motions at noscenti is proved by the brand of
customer dancing on this floor.
times.
A medley of theme: songs of fa- These are post-graduate Arthur
mous stars is offered, but without Murray practitioners of hip-swingmentioning ahy names. Cafe habit- ing and. they gotta have the right
ues and show people connect each music. Castellano alsb does okay
song properly, but most audiences on occasional Latin vocals.
For the foxtrotting and waltzing
are completely in the dark as to
who is being saluted. The whole backgrounding the acts.
medley goes by without the sound
Band opens show in strong fashof applause', until the finis.
ion, with a Gershwin medley dope
Blond and bouncing, Miss Gale in. fresh arrangement.
Palmer
Sells
pest
With
her disclicks, clientele, John Barney’s trio does
“Teardrops On My Pillow,” Good- okay. Leader plays a sweet brand
ight Sweetheart, Goodnight” and of trumpet and covers the whole
“Smile.”
repertory of standards and current
Frank Fontaine is a change of a hits with a listenable sound.
face (to say the least) from the
Hem.
This

is

Ottawa, Sept. 24.
)
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mission.

Re

National’s' finances,

payments of $4,406,000.

ings,

as Skouras disclosed, likely

be about $2,700,000*
With strict attention to staging
Although a percentage drop, an
and stage business, The Beachcombers is one of the smoothest important factor in. National’s .fisWill

.

.

song acts to hit local spots in many
a night. Chanting is no better than
most; what makes .this group staridout is the capable building of its
warbling efforts by expertly
planned and coordinated movement, a far cry from the customary
finger-snapping, arm-waving and
torso-twisting used by most groups
of this type; Another distinction
is diminutive
HondlulU-born Nawho has good pipes and appearance, plenty of show savvy and
adds much to the act.
Beachcombers, make every tune
Top bits include
a production.
“Arid the Angels Sing,” “Mandy,”
“Skip To My Lou” and trademark
“Hawaiian War Chant.” Qddlytagged The R Ways, male and
femme, work routine aqro-balancr
ing to good reception. Howell &
Ratcliff, Negro comic musicians
with okay pipes and ability, draw
steady mitting with gabbing, antics
and chanting. Miriam Sage Dancers are on three times in new rou-

talie,

cal well being is the concession
business. .This represents 24% of
the total profit in the new year,
compared to 29% last year.

Bertero revealed the company’s
intention of having similar meetings with Wall Streeters about
every six. m'onths. Other National
execs and board members at the
conclave included Willard. Keith,
Earl Hines, John La Very, Edward
Zabel, Elmer Rhoden, Frank Ricketson, Alvin May and Russell McCullough,

•

.

and costumes.. Jimmy Garband plays for shows and
Gorm.
dancing.
tines
rett.

,

Colony, London
London,. Sept. 24.
Lucille & Eddie Roberts, Felix
King Orch, Don Carlos Band; $5

3-D

Illusion

mmmmm Continued from

page.. 3

would be fed through the projector
in horizontal fashion, flashed on
the Screen two frames at a time
and run through at 180 feet a minute, which is twice the conventional rate of speed.
Thus,, the. screened image actually- would
be via two 35m
prints.
The unusually wide gauge
print carries no sound- track; the

audio

is by way of still another
print in standard 35rri which would
be run off without a picture.

When Scenes from Par’s initial
V’Vision pix were shown at dem*onstratioris around the country a.
few months ago, many tradesters
It’S another offbeat booking for
this plush Berkeley Square cafe, clearly were impressed with the
but Lucille & Eddie Roberts un- brilliance of the images. The light
doubtedly provide one of the best and resolution achieved in the latmind-reading acts and offer a est innovation surpass by at. least
satisfying 100% those previous results, it’s
thoroughly
diverting,
and mystifying entertainment.
now claimed. The lens of greater
Male takes the floor first and focal length and the doubled lightopens with some laugh-provoking ing produces what is termed the
comedy gab. He then whets the ap- unprecedented clarity which gives
petite with an intriguing card trick the illusion of depth.,
(New Acts). The relief music is before getting into the main rouIf the system were to live up to
by Freddie Alonso, with Sarita tine with his’ wife. She is blindunofficial advance billing to the
Herera at the Vocals.
Jose.
folded on stage, identifying obextent that exhibitors would want
jects which are handed to him by
customers and also names some to retool for it some sources say
Orchid, Chi
ringsiders
without any obvious it’s now far too early for this even
Chicago, Sept. 14.
to be suggested it would mean
Carlos Ramirez, Hamish Menzies, clue.
The usual flock of articles are still another major trade project.
Jessie Elliott, Rudy Kerpays Duo;
For
the process requires two new
'identified; numbers are read off
$4 minimum.
checks, names, from Visiting, cards projectors to accommodate, the
dual 35m positive print.
and
on.
so
Bonton room foresees okay biz
par is having such machines spewith a cosmopolitan four-framer
The act is as fast as it is fasthat fields a debonair Spanish hal- cinating.
In under half-an-hour cially built for the Hall tryout. It’s
ladeer, amicable Scotch gabber and they have covered riiost of the understood that if the trial run
a gamboling American cutup. Show customers and leave everyone baf- proves effective, the theatre would
values are good, and opening night fled, arid at no point do they pro- buy its own such equipment.
vide a clue as to how it’s done;
(14). turnout registered par,
Genteel baritoning of headliner The dance sessions are admirably
by the two resident Ual “I Don’t Know Why,” all tailCarlos Ramirez sits well With the handled
ored to the Murphy style arid all
Myro.
patrons, arid his Latin tempos; are combos.getting socko mitting throughout.
infectious to the extent of rousing
Bruce Lawrence is with her
community singing of “Cielito Linbass
fiddle.
Gatineau,
da” at getaway. Familiar from a
Bill also includes comics Lewis
Ottawa, Sept. 24.
sheaf of M-G .films, Ramirez wObs
with a rich set of pipes, imposing
Rose Murphy, Lewis & Phillips, & Phillips, who do satisfactory apstage presence and sensitive ro- Taio & Julia, Harry Pozy Orch ings of Durante and. Jackson, Ted
Lewis, Edward G. Robinson and
mantic phrase. Output sparis “Be- (8 ) $1 admission.
others, arid an okay straight dragin the Beguirie,” “Anema E Core”
Rose Murphy’s cheechee style is iriatic bit on James Cagney’s blind
in Italian and English, the mambo
Phillips
characterization.
“Piel Canela” in Spanish r and still okay with Gatineau Club cus- newsy
crowns with sock thrashing of tomers* Gal’s vocal style is staled also emcees; Tato Sc Julia sparkle
a bit by familiarity and constant their part of the show with socko
“Granada.”
Hamish Menzies, repeating here impressionists’ aping but she uses Latin terps, featuring a standout
after a year's absence, charm's as her highpitched pipes sparingly jitterbug routine to Latin rhythms
dance*
fire
spectacular
before with personable wit and arid wisely and works, to begoffs arid a
gentle ditties delivered from the with solid rhythm beat and boffo Femme is a brunet looker, and
keyboard. Personable and polished 88ing. Act could be improved by both show originality and ability
off-the-cuffer,. he passes off suave rearrariging of piano which, placed, in their brief session; Harry Pozy
humor between easy chanting of to show Miss Murphy’s face, hides band showbacks and plays for
“I Love Paris,” “Fly Home Little her agile hands* Tup.es range from dancing. Al Costi sings and 88s in
Gorm
Bluebird,” and a * couple offbeat a frantic “12th Street Rag” to Cas- lounge.
minimum.

—
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The chai

has expended $5,500,000 in equipping 250 theatres for Cinemascope.
The company paid $900,000. ($400,000 in cash) ip buying out its partner’s interest, in Evergreen Theatres.
National
has
invested
$1,000,000 in Magna Theatres.
National’s cash position "continues to be strong” in spite of this,
shelling out of $9,000,000, Of which
only $1,400,000 was borrowed, reported Skouras.
In the year prior to the divorcement from 20th, National, on a pro
forma basis, had earnings of
$1,877,000 or 68c per share.
The
first year of independent operation
brought the
previously
stated
profit of 91c Per share ($2,515,000).
The second year Is the one which
ended, last Saturday and the earn-

:

.

Skouras

sketched a picture of steady progUpon divorcement two years
ago, he said, the company’s funded
debt was $27,400,000. In addition
to iriteiest payments of $1,600,000,
this has been reduced by principal
ress.

;

'

55555

mine;”

Black

$2 minimum.

8

’

.

Belmont Plaza, IV. Y.

16.

Fontaine,
Miss Malta & Co., Riverside Starlets, Bill Clifford Orch; no cover,
.

Ottawa

Chautliere,

Beachcombers (3 with Natalie,
The R Ways (2), Howell & Ratcliff, Miriam
Sage Dancers (5),
Jimmy Garrett Orch (8); $1 ad-

.

Myto.

Ghas. Skouras
55=55 Continued from page

;

MGM

stride*

tunes.

with. 20th”Fox two years ago, had
any idea about moving in on National. “Charles Green is a friend
of mi
gagged Skouras. “We
had lunbh together yesterday. He
may
not
be
a friend of Spyros
a slightly stilted delivery owing to
friend of
a case , of opening-night nerves, Skouras but fle is

'

Rend

59

.

mirthful

“Alibis” lends a nice lift before
launching into trademark Scotch
which caps in too many choruses of “Roamin’ in; the Gloamin\ ” Menzies’ three-way attack
with songs, patter and pianistics is
surefire
applause bait for this
room*
Leadoff act is Jessie Elliott, a
.wily ;.disb„ who, when ,shq irons out

.

Reno, Sept.

sometimes

olio

London

Riverside,

»

.

arid

NEW
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McGUIRE SISTERS

ACTS

UjHRIEfr

vaUderies and in high-domed niterSongs
ies. Also okay Tor tv.
Aerial chores are slickly effected
25 Mins,
from the high trapeze, the distaffColony Club* Omaha
Vet: song team of Alan Cross & er's whirling round and round the
trapeze bar being a standout. Gal,
Henry Dunn has reunited after a shapely looker,
adds' s.a. to the
some, four years and their “New act, arid has top precision and conAct” break-in at the Coldny Club fidence in her movements. Tworeveals that the handsome,, gray- some have it timed perfectly in
synch; Also score solidly when they
ing gents have lost none of their link limbs arid rotate at fast
speed.
polish,
irid with neck-to-neck spin while
THE NIGHTINGALES (3)
Only holdovers from their old linked by leather belt, he suspendBongs
vaude cat is the “Rainy Day” bit in ed from top rope and she circling
7 Mins.
which Dunn’s straightaway recita- below his head.
Gord,
PalaCe, 'N.Y.
tion is followed, by Cross’ impresgoodlooking sion of an Englishman doing same
Nightingales are
femirie trio. Who have toured With number, and their operatic-like GERDY, JACK & JOHNNY
Gene Autry but Who haven’t been “Five O’clock Whistle.”
Acro-contortion
caught on their own.. Each possesCleverly- written “glad to be back 15 Mins.
ses a good Voice, add they’ve
Bobino, Paris
Worked, out some interesting har- together again” piece opens show,
Two boys arid a girl come on as
monics apd. equally good staging. while the new high spot is a “Stars a song trio first arid after goofing,
There’s only one thing Wrong with of Yesterday” set in which John suddenly whip iftto V
a whirligig
McCoririack,
Lauder,
Bayes,
Whis-r
their singing—it’s too calculated,
perirtg Jack Smith, Bert. Williams, aero bit and strip the gal down
and lacks spontaneity.
to essentials. Then follows some
Result is a lukewarm reception Cohan and Gallagher & Shean are good contortion and fastpaced acroon tlieir three numbers, “Some- impersonated. Another special-ma- batics. However, trio has a tendtimes I’m Happy,” “Simple Mel- terial closer, “Young in Heart,” ency to be too, heavyhanded in
ody” and ’’Mocking Bird.” Al- sends duo off to a big mitt,
trying for comic effects.
Cross & Dunn are ready to rethough the arrangements are; topCutting down on these obvious
notch, giving them aft opportunity gain theii* niche towards the top of
bits
and concentrating on the acrO
Trump.
to display good ensemble Work and the show biz ladder.
portions, after the opening gambit,
their individual versatility in solos,
would
make this a good bet for
the net result is too slick, too careU. S. Vaude or. tv,
Mos/f.
fully planned. Even when they cut THE NAUKO$ (2)
loose, as in the latter two numbers, Unicycle acre stint
there’s an abseftce of freshness and 15 Mins.
JACK
SIMPSON
conviction. Could be that it’s the L’Olympia, Pails:
Unicycle stint has the one wheel Xylophone
absence of at least one current pop
9 Mins.
that gives, this impression, but /if serving as ballast for a series of
Empire,; Glasgow
they’d cut down on the over-ar- hep aero bits that put this in the
Jack Simpson, in this well-refiller
for.
offbeat
field
agood
and
ranging and give a little more heart
hearsed musical turn, offers an ento their
umbers, they’d do far that needed, original dumb act.
tertaining nine minutes of muhops
Man
across
up
steps,
gets
Chari,
better.
spaces and ends, up playing a sorig sicianship on the xylophone, playon a bell set up on his unicycle. ing both pops and classics. Con-,
HONEY TONES (4)
He literally gives the effect of fident breezy style pleases all secSongs
pulling himself up bn his boot- tions of the customers.
12 Mins.
straps on the Wheel; and gal also
Garbed in evening dress, he has
Apollo, N, Y.
in for neat wheelings.
an assured, keen-to-please manner.
A quartet of colored dstaffers, joins
This,, is a nice entry for all Okay for general vaude situations
the Honey TO'nes, have, ordinary
and also for tv; and not restricted
aspects of vaude in the U. S.
vocability and /the tunalog for
Mosk.
linguistically.Gord.
their Apollo bow is of strictly pro-

(3)

Songs
21 Mins,

Chicago Theatre, Chi.
Sinasheroo in their first major
harin-the-flesh assignment, these
monizing dolls from Arthur Godsign
every
frey’s talent stable show
independent
of readiness for an
however,
yield,;
they
career. Word

,

that they’ll play only occasional
to.
ddtes on the boards in Order
remain' on the Godfrey radio and

is

W

tv roster.

Threesome .has everything it
suctakes, visually and vocally, to
ceed in a big Way.. Gals .have uniform good looks, engaging presence, a kinetic attack, and refined
Add. to these,
'chirping powers.
gifts the

.

.

.

i

coach, Murray
in-the-bag popularity

their

The charmers have/ learned some
surefire stage business which they
handle convincingly to hypo the

clicko blendings on such Coral
identities as “Muskrat Ramble

and “Goodnight Sweetheart, GoodTheir display is brilliantly

night.’’

spiced with- comedizing, a couple
magico tricks, arid gyrating interpolations midway in their songs.
There’s momentary departure into
a Johnnie Ray. spoof in “Isn’t It
a Shame,” and takeoff on “Dry
Bones” in their Version of Daddy,
both of which have winning ef:

.

‘

,

fects'

Rest of the rep has to do with
fresh tunes arid specialties like
“you’re So Milch a Part of Me,”
their
Which amusingly points
Overall air is contasisterhood.
giously bubyant, and gals convince
they can carve themselves a Welcome on any floor whenever
they’re willing to go it alone.

,

hes.

.

4

NICOLE LOUVIER

appeal.
Neatly attired in
frilly, white
cocktail gowns,, the
physically okay .foursome provides
four songs, “Tuxedo,” “Diane,”
“Them There ..Eyes” and by-now
over-familiar
pop,
“Goodnight
vincial

Songs
20 Mins.
L’Olympia, Paris

Granted

,

Don

;

A

a personable
is
goes one step beyond the routine juggling turn—
he does it all perched, atop a unicycle on a small round table. He
comes off strongly with a couple
of stunts, but overall he’s got a lot
to learn about pacing, humor arid

who

routining,
His best turns are those in which
he uses a mouthpiece, both arms
and oiie leg (the other remaining
on the pedal). In one case he does
this With hoops and a ball, in another it’s all halls, with five spinning at once. His bit with the hats
is old hat/ ditto with the pins. But
he can develop the others with
profit. Lots more work will elimi-

I

ness.

Mins.

Tony

Chan.,

.

and

at

the Palace,

:

a

tall

well-built

at present concentrating
style than oft singing; He's

.

Jose

they,

.

number, of unusual pyramids
ihree-highs,

and some socko PIERRE

Sc

PARTNER

Juggling
20 Mins.
Bobino, Paris
Michael, is a highly unusual,
juggling act who would rate fast
booking in U. S, Vaude, niteries
or tv. His is an example of dexterity and unique qualities that makes
this
good! bet for top offbeat
spotting.
He starts slow With
juggling a. few waiter props and
then into upping a glass oh two
steel rods and removes one to keep
glass aloft on his forehead. Then
he performs more in this vein, and
goes into his piece de resistance,
putting three sets of cups and
saucers, a teapot, another set, on
that and then sugar and a spoon
in each:
on his head.
Partner is strictly decorative and
hands him the equipment and
straightens out recalcitrant rups
:

his best When giving out.
He ’seems to have a feeling for
the big numbers such as “Sorrento”
which he delivers in Italian with
a lot of zing for y excellent results.
He’s more at home with this type
tune than with the others.

Jones Beach (L. I.) Marine Stadium
in
Guy Lombardo’s “Arabian
Nights,” are a colorful tumbling
team whpse only shortcoming appears to be the lack of a wide
enough assortment' of stunts.
In their very short, four-minute
stint

Cordell,

on the underplaying route, trying
to get a lot of feeling into his tunes
in that manner. He almost made it
with. “Three Coins in the Fountain.
However, Cordell seems at

Tumbling.

a

is

more on

SONS OF MOROCCO

closing

MICHAEL

Park Ave. Restaurant, N.Y.

4 Mins.
Palace, N. Y..
Six Sons of Morocco, who recently wound a. slimmer at the

do

Songs

Songs

lad,

6

Alex Paal
Continued from, page

20 Mins.
Dinarzade, Paris
Add another talent here. Pintsized, short-coiffed chick comes on
like nothing and goes off with
every thing. She. has a nice soprano
type voice' capable of doing some
rieat
parody impression
work,
which is vvhere this girl shines.
Her first number is ordinary but
then she goes into a takeoff on the.
old workhorse, “La Seine,” as
various nationalities would do it,
and lights up. Her innuendo, flair
and delivery are tops here, arid she
then segues into a few more wellchosen numbers that play up her
mime and thesp gifts.
/.Femme '/is fine for special intime
slotting or for revue or tv work.
Mosk.

Bourbon & Hall, a nicerlooking
boy-and-girl team, have energetic
routines; show a variety Of numbers which include SOftshoe, baton
twirling by the femme,, and a takeoff on the Charleston. These terp
sessions are competently executed
with the primary aim of the couple
being a display of cuteness.
At this point, the team shows
heed of punctuating their numbers
with soriie sock applause-winning
items. Their numbers hold the
crowd, but the inclusion of a few
tricks -would make their impact
considerably greater.
Jose.

7

Chan.

LUCIE DOLENE

TONY CORDELL

nate some of the less solid material
and some of the stage awkward-

—

usual and good.

BOURBON & HALL

philips

Novelty
10 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Olgo, gabbing in broken English, shows a fascinating command
Of mathematical skill in quickspeed calculating. Uses stagehand
stooge to write down six-figure
numbers on a blackboard, and then
reads these back rapidly without
looking at board.
Also calls on. stubholders to
name him telephone, numbers,
which lie repeats from, memory- at
later stage in his act. Can’t miss
as a supporting novelty act on
any vaude bill,
Gord.

nicely staged contortion-acro work.
Boy scores in one number With
sonic exciting whirls and spi
As a team, though, their work
is limited to a little precisiOning
and thus lacks excitement. It’s: on
their solo efforts that they score;
and. these are done with imagination and taste,
Word for their
costuming and lighting its un-

Dance.
9 Mins.
Boulevard, Elmhurst, N.Y;

Juggling
6 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

Dances

modern, style and then with some

Mosk.

PHILIPS

OLGO

Vaga &, Bond are an offbeat terp
pair Who rely largely on their individual merits Via solo turns for
Girl hantheir maximum effect.
dles most of the Work, first via
some okay tapping in the more

Sweetheart.”

that backstopping by
into a self-cleffed song stint. She the Jimmy Tyler band isn’t of an
is backed by three guitars and is always helpful nature, the Honey
Bank
Left
a perfect example of the
Tones are still capable of percave-type entertainer. Her songs petrating a few musical faux pas
have an early Hebraic, carioca of. their own. “Tuxedo” proves a
motif and they are mostly laments shrill, rendition, possibly because
on desperation, fleeting joys and the team hasn’t quite overcome its
the blues. Songs are haunting in stage fright. The other three, numquality and have won the gal. some bers are generally okay, but lack
disk prizes here.
distinction.
There isn’t much voice but she
Go°d voices are detected among
does have an interesting delivery all the girls, but for proper blendmade
her
that
has
and emphasis
ing they need more seasoning.
popular among the younger set With that and a shift in choice
here. She seems too specialized for of music; the Honey Tones should
any U. S. chances except in special- be ready for the bistro circuit.
ized Francophilic conditions.
Art

youngster

film, the

American
girii*

is

an

anti-Communist film running an
over Germanyt “Funf Madchen
undEln Mann” (American version*

”A Tale

of Five Cities” (released

by United Artists in Germany and
in America. Produced and original
story by Paal. 8-9-10-11-12 .
and

many many more,
.

after I return.
Paal,

Alexander

Cafes Ponder

BEL

Juggling
15 Mins.
L’Olympia, Paris
Smart juggling act benefits from
extremely deft precision arid movement, and has enough things always
Chan
up in the air to make for plenty,
of palming. Bel is agile and quick
PAUL EDWARDS
and, keeps rings and balls- aloft
Songs
12 Mins.
while balanced on one foot and
Park Ave. Restaurant, N.Y.
manipulating a mouth, holder Which
Paul Edwards, recently in from also is swinging rings. All this
the Coast, imparts an oldtimey movement and dexterity makes this
flavor in his tunes. For all his a pleasing entry for all vaude spots
youth, he’s an unabashed follower or revues or tv for U.S. purposes.
of the bid school, as typified by.
This is one of the better jugging
Jolspn and Captor, Who provide acts.
Mosk.

and in-the-air somcrCostumed brightly, they go
through their paces sharply and
ithout letup. Good bet for vaude
situations and tele guest shots!
cartwheels

saluts.

.

,

i

,

S

|

i

,

.

and saucers.

SPANGLERS

Mosk.
(2)

Aerialists
8 Mins.

Continued from pag*
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Consequently, the
of admissions.
Solution, according to many lies in
the one-show-a-night idea.
With a single display, the operators think they’ll be able to get a
cover charge, since space will be

more

desirable

and

the

.

show

crowd may be sold

a feeling of exclusivity, Owners have long been
afraid to clarnp on a couvert, but

with names playing a single show,
this,: is their chance, they feel;
Again, the one-show-nightly idea
lot of players who
normally, wouldn’t consider a cafe,
will attract a

date; The easy hours may attract
sufficient riairies to ailleviate th
rieadliher shortage to some, extent.
There’s a possibility of getting the.
toppers at lower, prices, but it’s ad-

mittedly npt probable,

The one-show-nightly policy
Worked out very well for Alan Gale
Wheri he operated at Copa City and
at the Celebrity Club, N. Y. However,; .this Was done because of
Gales peculiar format, which calls
for a two-hour show.

Another factor pointing to spread
of the single layout lies in the posof catering to dinner crowds
at lower, prices and then getting an
equally large house for the late

sibility

talent.

Operators, o far, have only the
one example— Gale’s. Most wotiid
like to see another make good at
th'is project before jumping in.

Steve Allen
Continued from page
(11:30-1 a!m.

CST).

If

NYT and

23

-

asai

11-12

Mid

you buy any combination

of 39 or

more

20% on

time

participations in the
three shows, you can. save from 10-

The more you

costs.

buy, the more you save, natch!
“In addition to this ’found
money,’; THT brings you the advantages of, three great network shows,
three distinct audiences (With very
and the saleslittle duplication)
manship of Dave Garroway, Arlene
Francis and myself. The first two
are familiar to you as the daytime
species of salesmen. Me, I specialize in the nighttime, sell and, if I
do say so myself; have done pretty
well at it. Needless to say, I’ll be
most happy to take care of your
i n t e g r a t e d coi mercials on 'To-

story had you been informed Of the
following: (1) On 7th of Mriy, 1954;
in Hamburg, at the Cosmopolitan
Club ( Anglo- Aril erican Club), there
was a press-conference and pressreception. The press was informed:
about, the film in writing. At this
reception two representatives of
the U. S. Consulate General were
"For more information on the
present; (2) Before I left for the
THT discount figures or any other
exteriors I contacted Life maga- feature of .‘Tonight/'call your NBCzine’s Bad Godesberg office and
TV sales representative; he’s up to
asked them to send out their his eyeballs in facts*
photographer. They asked me to
“P.S.: Only a few days left to
send at once the shooting script of take advantage of the eight bonus
the film to Life’s New York office features of the Tonight Charter
for their decision*
Three days Clients Plan.” ( Postscript was proclater;
Life
(N.Y.)
received the essed in red ink.)
script, their top cameraman, Ralph
Many in the trade question this
Crane,
arrived
in
Michelstadt, variation on th actor-turned-pitch-

where we were on location, and man
worked there for two days, making

hundreds; of pictures; (3) After
having, approved the script, the
TWA Frankfurt office supplied us
with TWA stewardess uniforms for
the film; (4) Besides the Chaplin
boys, the other leading man (the
German boy in the film), Harald
Maresch, is an American citizen;
(5) Axel Von Ambesser, who wrote
the script, is riot only one of Germany’s top theatre arid film authors (and actors) but also a par-

stance.

Continued from page

23

Same.” Situation
the
comedy had aired over 28 stations,
more than D-M wanted (Frisco, and"
Los Angeles were included in the
lineup with Duffy paying, even
though the firm doesn’t have distribution there). Two weeks ago,
ticular favorite of the Bonn Gov- situation Came to a head, and Duffy
ernment.
Hardly the man who asked out of its contract* Since the
would write a “Red”- film story! alternate week to Duffy’s biweekFrederick Kohrier, who adapted ly sponsorship was difficult to sell
Ambesser’s script for the American because of the short lineup, ABCversion, is an. American citizen; TV came up with the “Name” deal,
(6)
few lines from the film (a okayed the Duffy bowout and noticonversation about Clark, the G.I. r fied Talent Associates that it needplayed by Sydney Chaplin): “That fed the spot. Latter was. offered
was in the fall of 1947. Susie was substitute times, none of which
very sick.
Pneumonia— compli- were acceptable to the packager,
cated by pleurisy.
At this time arid T A is now negotiating a money
Germany had no penicillin. Susie settlement with the web (it had
was already unconscious.
And some six scripts ready to go, only
who do you ‘think got it for us
two of which -will be" used).
or more exactly organized? Clark!
Meanwhile, Duffy and Young
He didn’t even know Susie, it .was Rubicam are expanding their spot
nothing but plain human decency; schedule due to the network cutSomething I shall never forget” back, concentrating only on its disDo you remember “The Third tribution areas. Talent Associates
Man?’’ In that film an American is dickering with NBC-TV for *a
citizen stole penicillin from dying possible -berth for
J amie.”

“Name’s

A

&

Empire, Glasgow

Male and femme duo

iJmmmmmm

show with

VAGA & BOND
10 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

.

Ah 18-year-old, sallowfaced girl,
dressed in black sweater, long
black skirt and a white collar,
/comes out with a guitar and goes

DON

my

GI eaves the life of a German
At the present time there

;

tv exposure; and they
shape easily as. the likeliest candi-.
dates to succeed the Andrews
Sisters.

•

children.
In
(7)

,

.

sock staging and arrange-

ments by
Kane; an
from their

Wednesday, September 29, 1954

CROSS & DUNN

the subject matter of several of his
carbonings. However, even without'
imitations, his pipings shpw influence of these singers.
Edwards has a repertoire of ballads .and rhythm numbers, each of
which seems, to have been Written
in the idiom of the Winter Garden
era. He can get along well in’ most
spots that have a mature crowd,
Jose.

a
good aerial act with graceful 'eyecatching stuff pn the! double trapeze. It's a bright turn that should
find a profitable outlet i
most
offers

.

.

.

•

‘

,

Wf

Wednesday, September 29, 1954

Chicago,

(3),
McGuire Sisters
Don Rice, Pryde
House Orch
Louis Basil
.‘•Sabrina” (Par).

Day,
(10);

for the first mornperformances (24) augur great
threerewarding
this
for
.tote
Lure may be credited Acts,
fL-amer.

Lobby crowds

ing

the McGuire
Sisters; who bring out the local
housewifery and other dialers of
radio, tv or both.. Gals are playing
their initial major vaude date (see
New Acts) and boff the outfronters

from

salvos

to

to

entirely

almost

,

^—4

1

.

trombone routines; drunkard
characterisations and candid counHe’s a fine family

ntertainer who’ll always be okay
lor a spot at this house.
Same holds for the. comic juggDay, who
ling team of Pryde
throw away some bright lines during their balLand-club antics. Male
member carries most of the load,
on a threatening unicycle and off,
and gal partner helps to wrap up
and
with,
double - juggling
act
Louis
sessions.
double r decker
Basil orch is, expert, per usual, in

&

!

—

—

.

.

!

Les.

'

its

,

his

V

does

.

male singers from Jimmy
Durante to Jan Peerce. Some of
the carbons are laughably satirical
and some close approximations of
voice and: style. All convince and
rate a goodly mitt.
Don Rice relies oh tasteful political carbons to clinch his turn, but
also keeps the crowd lively with

.acts.

way with an oft-told tale, but songs
Lapeyroririe
Orch (9)
are -only competent without the
usual good backing and
femcee Yvonne Sola! has to take added boost of uniqueness, Andre
the gpbd-natured catcalls arid boos Chanu provides the. emcee routine,
lifting
stubholders out of the of the mob when a iave begs Off, arid his
only approach is only rouVivid, offbeat juggling turn. Roslta
Alonso is a vivacious young cario- doldrums occasioned by a weak Gal has the necessary poise lor tine.
Mask.
this grueling routine.
Mosfc.
j
ca dancer who supplies a deriva- supporting card at th Apollo.
tive flamenco that may not have
arid
Miss
Bates
Washington
much. authenticity but gives her a
Olympia. Pliant i
chance to display a fiery tempera*: appear in that order to close the
Miami, Sept. 24.
ment and chassis. Crowd likes it. bill. She maintains her slick repPeggy ~ Ryan & Ray McDonald,
Continued from pagre 2
Song entries-* are handled by etqire, giving out with a success- Slate Bros:, Phil Brito, Del ForEvelyne Dorat. and The CinQ siori of “Pennies from Heaven,” rest, Ferdinand & Gerri, Les Rhode at meetings of the Screen
Writers
”
Peres. Former is a well-robed “Dreairi,” “Such
a Night,” “Hurt House Orch; "Donovan’s Brain
Guild and voting along the Comblonde who chirps some W.k. stan'
(Indie),
dards but lacks the individuality Anymore,” “Love for Sale” and
munist line.
and stamp to bring her above the the risque closer, “Long. John!”
“You have to .realize,”- Brewer
Mixture ori display this week
Gal remains supporting Thrush knows what her audience
others.
Contains enough plus ingredients declared, “that the motion picture
fare. Latter are a group of boys likes.
The
first three in her tuna log to bring the layout into the p easclothes
garbed in pastel-colored
industry is only.
part of th
ing class and resultant okay from
and harmonizing on various pop are of the type that gained her the stubholders.
amusement industry and there- is
numbers/ Though wide; acceptance. Yet “Hurt” and
classic
and
a
constant
line,
comedy
of
commu
.Hoofing
and
set
up
by
icati
voices are well modulated, this “Long John”
re strictly for. the
Peggy Ryan and Ray McDonald between radio, 'television and the
group remains strictly Gallic in home crowd, which still
savors
artfully
to
build
aud
are
staged,
liked
though
Comic innuendos and,
legitimate theatre in N. Y. and the
response to proper pitch. Lad's
here, does not shape for interna- rhythm and blues.
Bates is a hard worker. The one- nimble heel-and-toe work is classy; motion picture industry iri Hollytional tastes. Yves Joly brings his
in
the
comedics-caper
portion
of
beguiling puppetry act into this legged
wood and you cannot exclude th
performer launches his
the act he makes good foil for the
hall for sock results. Here he has
Communists
permanently
from
share of the frame with a workout frau’s clever shenanigans.'
a group of umbrellas enacting a
Slate Bros., working as
duo Hollywood unless you exclude them
love drama on a black background in “Shiek of Araby.” He slows to “a
and making the rainShedders be- shuffle in his next number; finish- since Henry's eri.try into pix, are permanently from the amusement
come lilting arid recognizable hu- ing it off, however, with some nifty still a potent laiighmaking team, industry which; feeds Hollywood;”
Much of the material is on the
man types. This goes over fine.
During the. course qf the " progyrations,. As -a/ breather
mostly
Robert Rocca, a leadjng chan- for himself Bates idles around the broad side, but delivery takes blue gram (taped earlier for release at
edge off, to keep the aud in hearty
sonhier, handles the comico as- shelf, pitching;
this
tiriie) Lasky posed the quessome polite but mood. They retain goodly portions
pects with some fine .material,, in ineffectual chatter at
tion of why high-salaried film perpewsters. A
which public figures and mores challenge routine with his. talented of their standard stint when they sonnel. turned to the Communist
were a trio, working the waggery
are. mercilessly lampooned for aud supporter,
Green, helps intri a dud-dialog that walks them Party. “I think,” he said, “you’re
Then Trenet, with, Bates round Sammy
satisfaction,
out the act.
a great amateur psychiatrist,; Mr.
off winners.
quashed hat arid gleaming eyes
The Honey Tones (reviewed in
and perhaps you can
and teeth, saunters on for a broadRecording ^ remembered
P h i.l Menjou,
New
Acts)
provide
mediocre
enfantasy
arid
side of charm, poetry
Btito is now a local resident and sWer this.”
Slappy White, who plays this house regularly: The
that has the crowd all. for him. tertainment.
Menjou said lie.: had been asked
He mixes the zany with the. ro- first appeared as a solo comic at amiable songster sits well with all the same question on his lecture
mantlco and with a sprightly the Apollo in June, hasn’t changed age-groups, scoring .most ’-effective- tours, adding that he didn’t know
comico bit for a Well-balanced, his monolog sufficiently to get solid ly with the faster-tempoed furies. the, reason and “I don’t think anylaughs in his appearance.
The He works in clicks he’s been assoMo sk.
well-received rep.
most disturbing value on the cur- ciated with as well as current lrit- body knows because I can name
you offhand 15
illionaire coi
rent card Is the sloppy choreoparaders to add balance to the. munists in this country who deny
graphy by the Brownskin Chorus, layout.
Empire,
they’re
communists
so I won’t
comprised of eight femmes and
Glasgow, Sept. 24.
Trumpeter Del Forrest handles
their names but we all
Howard Keel, with Jack Latimer two males. Feature work and the emcee chores in okay fashion mefttion
know
who
they
are;”
backstopping
by the Jimmy Tyler
and Angel Mario; Dick & Dot
and in own slot, has them all the
sidemen is shrill and Intrudes.
Menjou also protested the
Rerny, Albert Burdon & Co. (4)
way with adroit tootlings. Works
Art.
Spanglers
(2),
Simpson,
Jack
in some gags and chatter but sells lease of the film, “Salt of the
Earth,”
demanding to know why it
Olgo; Morgan & Gray, Bobby
best when he takes to the instruDowds Orch .
ment to display virtuosity. Teeoff was permitted. Brewer pointed out
V/Olyiiipia, Paris
that "it has not been released
tearii of Ferdinand
Gerri
warms
Paris, Sept. 20.
Howard Keel, Hollywood filmup matters quickly with gasprais- through any, legitimate channels
Moutoudji,
Sidney Bechet & ihg teeterboard
musical star, makes his variety
Work and acroan- of the motion picture industry.”
stage debut here at top of a fairly Andre Rewcliotty Orch (6), Nicole tics.
Les Rhdde and house orch
“Well,” retorted Menjou, “who
in
solid
all
Louvier,
strong layout of turns,
Pierre Bel, Lane Bros. handled the showbacks in solid
cares as long as. it was released.”
With (2), Nauicos (2), Francis & Julia, manner,
spheres.
individual
their
Lary.
simple, sincere approach, the tall, Count Leroy, Mexican Trio & Dr.
good-looking singer makes a good Carbajo, Gaston Lapeyronne Orch
impression, exiting to warm palm- (9), Deny Revel, Yvonne Soldi;
I/Eloil^ Paris:
ing. Act, at. show caught, showed $1.25 top,
Davis
Paris, Sept. 2i.
but
under-rehearsal,,
signs
of
Raymond Duchemin presents
Continued., from; page 1
avoidance by the. singer of. any
Second season of this pop music Henri Genes, Mathe Altery, Menebrashness struck novel accent after hall
musician,
She, too,
shows, that it. is here to stay, ghetti (2), Vivollys 12), Jaqueline cpmplished
recent flamboyant displays by pop
SRO, with chairs in the aisles, is Villon, Andre Chaim’, Maria Ar- somehow managed, to sail on the
singers- from the U.S., and even
greeting everyone of these presen- anda, Ramon AJmeda & Terre S.S. U. S., without showing her
though he dried: up in lines of tations with the vociferous
give-, D’Espagne Troupe (4) A Romany's passport— an unusual freck because
two numbers, he had the stubhold- and-take attitude
of yore. Crowd is 12), Henri Poussigue Orch (9);. debarkation calls for strict examir
ers enjoying the act.
at home arid the younger element $2 top.
nation of all papers^—and too late
In a 45-minute act, with Jack makes itself known iri its tastes.
she discovered she. sailed without
Lambert handling the batoning Banding of the Left Bank ExisAnother theatre going the music
and the 88 chores from pit, and tentialist and jazz element, backed hall way is the Etoile, but present it. Through a friendly transatlantic
accompanied, by red-haired looker by a core of solid staples, makes show will not help this become a pilot her husbarid flew her passport
over and it was awaiting Mrs. Davis
Angel Mario for. femme-stooge, this a pleasing show.
Offbeat permarient adjunct to this type of
singer
concentrates
mainly ori balladeepHMoinbudji comes into his spec, which is regaining lost upon foreigri port arrival. The lad
tunes from his films.
own as a topliner this stanza arid ground here. Average show, off- who delivered his rriother’s left-’
In a medley from “Show Boat,” Sidney Bechet registers well with beat location arid tabs militate behind passport to ’th
Idlevvild
Miss Mario joins, him for “Only the crowd.
agairist this, and. there will ‘have pilot was Garry Davis, until now
/
“ lan without
Make Believe.” Keel’s rendition of.
the
self-designated
to
big
or
be
names
drastic
revampAero, song and terp acts are
“September Song” is probably neatly ranged to make
this a well- ing to make this theatre stay in a country.”
highspot of his repertoire, He also balanced affair,
with Pierre Bel’s the vaude groove. Headliner Henri
joins with Miss Mario in a neat
virtuoso juggling and the unicycle Genes is an ex-chansonnier, long
skit on “Kiss Me Kate,” star emergcavortings of the Naukos (2) stand- in pix, making his comeback to the
ing .--.from behind mirror onstage out./(See.New
Slate Dept.
Acts.) U. S. act, The boards. Though he has a good pop
in full “Kiss Me, Kate” makeup Lane
Bros. (2), fresh from a suc- appeal and routine, it is basically
and costume. Miss Mario’s "I Hate cessful stint at the Lido,
JmJ. Continued from page 1
show that Gallic and he lacks the name for
Men” gains good putting.
big
drawing,
power.
of
the
Rest
theii: hep aero bit is in for boff
Far EaSt. Oh the other hand, th
Despite slight uncertainty in results anywhere and in any cadre. show is ill-balanced and doesn’t
real “\yar” pix, which concerned
gabbing, Keel proyes a top favorite Their rope skipping, candor arid have the flair.
themselves primarily with U, S.
with both teenage and oldsters precision score, heavily, Francis &
First up are the Meneghetti (2),
section of audience, arid on this Julia supply an okay carioca type a fair tumble act whose; attempts, troops and their battles and didn’t
showing’ can return any time to dance interlude and Count Leroy, at flippancy -are not underwritten iry. to explore the recesses of the
this vaudery,
U. $. sepia act, puts taps on roller by perfection in their aero, portion, Japanese mind, are seen as harmless iri their effects on Japanese
pretty skates and works On a tripletiered and hence this is standard. The
Supporting
layout
is
strong. Morgan & Gray, mixed •platform for zany footwork whose Vivollys 12) do a laconic, fey. mime audiences, who well know that they
win aud, though act. routine; reminiscent Of Mack Sen- fought a war and lost it.
terping’ team, open the program neaivfalls
and rouse yocks with their trav- needs, more substarice arid variety net characters, and. get laughs: arid
Something of a similar problem;
esty on 1’926-sty 1C ballroom danc- before fitting in as a regular.
mitts, but need a better show to is faced by the cbmpanies in Gering. Jack" Simpson reveals 'good
Two many, and Italy, hut here again: forNicole Louvier is a dark-garbed offset their offbeat routine.
musicianship with his xylophone, youngster spawned of the. .Left singers,
Jacqueii
Villon
and eign execs say they go by the dicand Albert Burdon, northeast Eng- Bank caves who singsongs her Mathe A'ltery, are okay iri their tates of good taste and cpmriidn
land comedian, brings a team of strange, offbeat chants for a good. orbits, but are misplaced in a pop sense.
four stooges to work his w.k; welcome 'here. (Also under New hall. Former i$ a Left. Bank type
“world’s worst wizard” sketch. He Acts,) Bechet, after a long illness; who shines ;iri caves with her lowemploys a wooden cabinet and comes back with his New Orleans life ballads, Ijut is too planted and
much slapstick, overcoming Auld licks and a backing by a Gallic jazz stationary to make for top music
Arizona’s
Lang Syne tepidity towards Eng- orch. Bachet unchains- mass en- hall projection. More movement
lish comedians and garnering aver- thusiasm
Continued from page 2
from
the
assembled arid intefp are in order. Matter is
age laffs.,
youngsters and is a begoff. His' a soubrette type -and Soprano: acmore for musicals. housed at lower rates during the
Olgo, male performer from the soprano sax still makes for the tivities ar
Continent, keeps the outfronters ragtime jump and orch follows Well However, gal looks good and gets a off-tourist seasori.
mystified With
(11.) The readiness of Phoenix
& lighting cal- if not in an inspired fashion. nice hand.
culating spot. Dick & Dot Remy> Bechet has becorne a top standard
The Romariys. (2) add the right business interests to co-operate
American brother-sister duo, click, here and his jazz on this program hall touch in a neat comic cycling with the theatre film arid televiin the w.k. crazy-style comedy and is a neat bit of showcasing.
turn with breakaway bikes inter- sion film industries,aero-contortions,
including
the
Mouloudji still plays the tousle- spliced with nifty acrobatics; Maria.
Letters were sent to the follow-;
crocodile crawl and male’s roller- headed
youngster
and ranges Aranda and Ramon Almeda add ing film companies: Metr /Columskating-on-hands item. The Spang- through his rep of dark and light the caribca touch, but theirs is a
Paramount,
U-I,
Republic,
bia,
lers,
another mixed duo, offer subjects which dip into the abject vulgarized flamenco which lacks
RKO, 20th-Fox, Warners, Rramei?
thrills on the high trapeze to sat- and then soar into rosy and
poetic the pash of its original. However,
MerArtists,
Allied.
Productions,
isfaction of the Customers.
bits.
He sports the usual Left gal is a fiery looker arid guitar
Showbacking in usual sound Bank garb and, hands ih ; pockets, backing of Nino Murcia and. heel cury International, Gene Autry
PineMonogram,
Productions,
quality from Bobby Dowds’ house chortles for 50 minutes and is in tapping of Morenita Sanz round
•orch.
for top response. Extra-added it- out this segment in good fashion. Thomas, and Hal Roach Sludiot.
Gord.
Gaston

‘

Roy Brewer

start to finish.

the

backing the

traction are The Mexican Trio
Henri Genes delivers a broadside
Dr. Carbajo, an exotically costumed of stories arid songs and works
quartet, who give out with folk
hard
with an appeal to. the Gallic
songs. Good rhythming and song
choice make them a neat offbeat stubholder, but he lacks the i
addition to the nite scene here dividuality and talent, for star billarid this stirit should lead to their ing. Genes is versatile and
has
•being pegged into some boite,

.

Rest of the bill" is made up of
solid standard acts. Sonny Howard
turns in a diverting segment of
variegated impressions, spanning

try boyhiimor.

.

.

Palace, N. Y.
Don

Nightingales

Philips,

1

(3),

& Geraldine George
Rene, Ken Whitmer,
Vaga & Bond, Lee Davis,. Six Sons
of Morocco, Jo Lombardi Orch;
“
Shanghai Story ” (Rep); reviewed
in this week’s Variety.
Roy: Douglas

.

,

&

Nicolls

.

.

Glasgow

Current Palace display is equal-:
between newcomers and
Combination
Palace
veterans.
makes for some freshness, but all
ly divided

told

it’s

routine

fairly

a

layout,

.

though nicely spiced with a variety
of different types of acts.

In next-to-closing is Lee Davis,
for as regular a performer as
is here, ought to dp something
about initiating some changes in
his material. He’s got some fine

who
he

outlines in his 'politico monolog
and in his treatise on health and
hospitals, but it’s becoming a little
familiar. As vehicles for, his jokes,
they’ll stand up, but he ought to
intro some new material within
those vehicles. Otherwise, he’s as
ingratiating and funny a chap as
ever.

Garry

;

I

1

'

*

'

Another house regular, but one
whose routine permits of less
changes, is £en Whitmer. His in-

.

1

t

-

strumental prowess is demonstrated by a visit to- the pit, where he
plays piano arid drums in addition
to the. onstage violin, trumpet, sax,
clarinet, trombine and the inevitable trick cigar and umbrella. It’s
a pleasing turn throughout, and
Whitmer’s self-deprecating patter
is

an added

Two

'

!

asset.

[

are the

other oldies

Roy

Douglas & Geraldine ventro turn
and George Nicolls & Rene’s magic
stint. In

the latter, Nicolls has ex-

panded his cooking routine to take
most of the turn, but his
sleight-of-hand and "radio disappearance are still solid. Cooking
routine, with a dog emerging from

up

the pot after

mixing,

his.

of ingredients,

all

a/sbeko

is

—

kinds
finale;

Rene, his assistant,, is a looker and
performs a couple of stunts- bn her
own. Douglas; with his Eddie Echo
dummy, gets some laughs primarily with blue gags and with the
trunk-closing

biit

bit.

his best re-

come on when he sings with
dummy.
Under New. Acts are Don Philips,

turris

‘

the
.

opener; The Nightingales, in
the deuce; Vaga U Bond, and the
closing, Six Sons of Morocco. Jo

tfie

-

Lombardi crew cuts

its

customary

razorsharp showbackirig endeavor.

Chan.

jioliiifo*

Paris

Paris,
.

,

(9),

Monique Leroy ; $1,50

top,

Bobino comes back to the musichall fold, after a three-monthhiatus, and shows that it is still
astute enough, name and actwise,
to make this Montparnasse, house
.

a regular with

the older crowd.
Charles Trenet does a 70-minute
the whole second half of the
program; which is a consecration;
not a comeback, of his talent, and
stint,

.

.

'

’

i

.

.

Yen

Sept. 28.

Charles Trenet, Robert Rocca;
Johnny, Rosiia
Gerdy, Jack
Alonso, Evelyne Dorat, Michael &
Partner, Cinq Peres, Yves Joty
Troupe (4) Maurice Boulais Orch

&

61

&

B(. Y.
Dinah Washington, Peg Leg
virtual begoff and will make for Bates with Sammy Green, Honey
Tones (4), Slappy White, BrownSRO during his two-week run.
Skin Chorus (10), Jimmy Tyler
House has wisely not scrimped Band (11); “Three Young Texans
on the supporting bill and has a (20th).
fine selection, with a few: new acts.
Headliners Dinah .Washington
Gerdy, Jack & Johnny are a plasand Peg Leg Bates; respite sharp
tic,, aero trio reviewed, under New
performances, have a. tough time
as are Michael & Partner a

Sonny

&

&

.

HO USE REVIEWS

Apollo,

popularity. His well-balanced, light
and poetic self-cleffed stint is a

Clti

Chicago, Sept. 24.

Howard,

,

,

,

,

‘

^

PfattEfr
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RENO
Mapes Skyroom

Clark Bros
Will Osborne Oro
Riverside

Contino
Dick Kerr
Arden. Skylets
Fitzpatrick Ore
New Golden
Dick-

D,

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

29

Jay.

Anthony Makas
Marilyn Murphy
Eric Hutson

Fraix

Monfmarfr*
Benny More

Slim Timbliri
"

George SaWtelle
Johnson & Madill

Sybi Ore
Palace

(R)

Rene

Sc

CITY

[

Spike Jones Musical
Insanities of

1

McGuire Si
Pryde & Daiye

L Hampton Ore

Don Rice
Sonny Howar

Tony

Basin

.

Hotel Taft.
Vincent Lope/ Ore

..

Latlp Quarter
Szonys
Jane Morgan:
D’Arco Sc' Gee.
Ashtons
Debonairs
Golden Mermai
Ralph Young

'

Bon Soir
Eddie
Ciel Cabot
Thelma Carpenter
St

Norehe Tate.
Jimniy

Daniels

Three Flames
Blue Angoi
Charlotte. Rae
Geo La f aye

Sparks
Edith Crocker Co

Allah Jones
Roy/ Barbour

St

Jack Teagarden

Warren Laiona.

(t> a;

production
staged by Gae Foster; costumes,
Michi; music, Benjamin Schwartz.
Features Dancing Waters,, with
Nancy Lee Parker, Tony & Caroline Mirrelli, Pat Williams, Bob
Grimes, Johnny Williams, ToyBoys (2 j Herzogs (3), Al Gordon's Sept.
20, ’54; $2.50 top,
Judy
Dogs, ImprCssionaires ( 2 )
Walker, Trio Olympiad, HippoSpike Jones is making a laughdrome Girls & Escorts. At Memo- ing stock of himself
again. This
rial Auditorium, Buffalo; $3 top.
time around he’s hitting the road
With a fast, funny and fancy show
a
becoming
“Hippodrome” is
that combines the best of the agedstandard name ori the arena circuit iri-the-wood material from his for“Musical Depreciation” redespite the ' fact that it’s Only in mer
vues; with a helping of updated
its second season.
This Harold
stuff and nonsense that’s packaged
Steinmari venture has a. lot of sale- under, the labeT “Miisicail Insanities
able .features, which includes the of 1954.” The title fits.:
Revue’s a lead pipe cinch to
holdover .elements of his: former
“Skating Vanities,” along With show to advantage during the. long
road junket ahead (better than 70
Dancing Waters, good variety acts
at

Casino Playa Orq
Troplcana
Miguelito Valdes
Olga Quillot
Ray Tico
D’Ruff Quar
Tropicana Ballet
S de Espana Orq

,

.

.

,

'

S Suarez Orq

Piroska
Art W;>ner Oro
B Harlowe. Ore
Le Ruban Blbu
:

.

:

,

*

:

SS5SS

Contliiued from page 23; sssiss
other intents and. purposes with
the exception of local prograriiming : per sorialities, it’s a network,
sales operation^ Run of 24 weekly
all

participations (one-miftute) go into
top local Shows, with abOut 25%
of thPm going into nighttime, the
3.
O'Hagan St Stead
Bart Howard y
remainder in morning and afterRon Parry
Jimmy, Lyons Trio
June Erlcson
Chadells
G Brox Si Myrna.
noon.
Chateau. Madrid
Terry Sc. Macs
Bouna
Johnnie
“Rubber- Clro Rimac Ore
Rating of 43.0
TWo Guitars
face" Craig
Max Blake
Buddy Victor
Kostya Poliansky
On top of this., Blair has projectGloria Dawn
David Edie
Maya Ore
Misha UsdahoS
Dancing Boys
John Bluthal.
£opacat>ani
ed such a 24-participationS package
Marusia Sava
Ballet Girls
Tivoli Choir
Joe E Lewis
Versailles
to a cumulative unduplicated rating
WELLINGTON
Dancing Boys
Eileen Barton;
St James. (T) 27
“Bon Voyage"
Adorabics
Four Joes.
of 43.0 per week, with an average
Vienna Boys Choir Ramona
Paxil Grey
SYDNEY
frequency
of 2.3 times per week.
Town Hall (T) 27 •M Utirso Lang.
Hoff
Tivoli <t) ar
Louise
OreJose Iturbi
Tommy Wander
Buck Warren Co.
This projection is based on a NielFrank Marti Ore
-Banks
No ) Fifth Ave Margaret
prepared for Broadcast
sen
survey
O’Reilly
Rosemary
Pat Bright
BRITAIN
Carl Conway
Advertising Bureau, in which a
John Juliano
Betty Colby
Downey
Bob
of 21 local announcerun
one-week
Ann Andrd’
BIRMINGHAM
Joe Black
Harold FonvlMe
Rain Winslow
ments in New York, Chicago arid
Hfppodrome <M) 27 2 -‘Nadias
Hare) Webster
Danny Carroll
Frances Duncan
Howard Keel
produced those reHotel New Yorker
Angeles
Los
Desmond
Mayfairs
Clarkson Sc Leslie
Ralph Flanagan Ore Danny
Don Dellair
sults. Blair feels that since these
Terry Scott
Lorraine
Belmont Plaza
Tim Sisco \
Downey .& Daye
markets
competitive,
LEEDS
are
the
most
Joan Bishop
Salvatore Gioe Ore
J Palmer Sc Doreen
Empire (M)
A1 Castellano
and also the most mature in tv,
Panchito Ore
W
Keppel Sc B
Kenny Baker
John Barney
Kazan Sc Katz
Viennese Lantern
it’s fair to project this, to the 42
Gary .Miller
Hotel Pietro
Dave King
Helene Ainiee
Valento St Dorothy Hildegarde
other and less competitive lineups
Dolores Perry
BLACKPOOL
Chas Warren Sc J
Jack' Whiting
ill the group, aside from the iact
Bela Bizony
Opera House (I) 27 Suzette Tarri
Gene Bone
Ernest Schoen
Ruby Murray
Jimmy Edwards
Howard Fenton
that the Blair package contains 24
Paxil Mann
Ken Dodd
Stanley Melba Ore
Tony Hancock
participations instead of the BAB
Charles Albert
De Vere Debs
Hotel Plaza
Joan Turner
Wilsori
Julie
Bassi 3
21. On the baste Qf these ratings,
Village Barn
LIVERPOOL
Lucieniie
Ted S.traeter Ore
Hal Graham
Empire (M) 27
package breaks down to a costthe
Ore
Mark
Monte
Bob Sc Astof
Joe FurstTommy Trlnder
Hotel Pk Sheraton
Etiane Sc Rodolphe Woods St Jarrett
per-thousand of 49c.
Piute Pete
Itving Fields
Kathryn. Moore
Rachel Ellen
Salici Puppets
Plan
was unveiled at a press
Layton
Eddie
Monte Norman
Flying De Pauls
Wpldorf-Astbrle
Hotel Roosevelt
luncheon iri N.Y. last week: by
Corps de Ballet
Anne. Hart
Chavalei De
Guy Lombardo Ore Los
20 Tiller Girls
v.p. Bob Eastman and
Harry. Morcny
exec
Blair
Espana
Hotel St Regis
Tower Circus (I) 27 Jimmy Berry
Trlni Reyes
prexy John Blair.
Constance Moore
C Cairoli Sc Paul
2 Arvings
Nat Brandwynne
(Milt Shaw OreKnies Animals
to the network decline over
Key
Freddie Dexter
Mischa
Borr
Ray Bari
August Natsch
Geo Mitchell 4
the past few years has been the
Village Vanguard
Hotel Statler
3 Craddocks
L Gordon Girls
Robert Clary
Vaughn Monroe
Vivian Sc Tassl
fact that, so many of its entertainDorothy Duval
C Williams Trio
R Hayman Orf
Knies R Horses.

Dagenham

Harry Jacobs
Kerry Vaughn.
Margaret Brown
Julian Somers

Girl

Jimmy Komack

Pipers

.

Martha Davis
Galvin Ponder

Maxwells

2

Monk
Norman Paris
Lee Goodman
Julius

stopovers,
winding up
the
and substantial production.
Flamingo, Las Vegas, and, if any.“Hippodrome” is a rapidly gaited thing, should: gain added laugh. valshow. In fact, some 'of the roller- ues once the breakin slack is taken
skating numbers have, the essen- up arid some of the routines are
.
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•

.

tial
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,

.

.
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.
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back, at show caught, is the lack
of some heavy comedy. However,
that is amply compensated by
the light touches given the layout by Al Gordori’s Dogs, the Toy
Boys (2), and the comedy by the
Impressipnaires,
These acts are strategically
spotted so that a comedic vein is
consistent.
Gordon’s recalcitrant
pooches draw a good supply, of “Moulin Rouge.”
ment facets have been absorbed by yocks and the Toy Boys provide
George Rock is back with a couThese midgets, for- ple of newly-minted panty waist
television with the result that its a cute note.
CHICAGO
programming has swung to the sta- merly with the late Paul Remos, routines, “I’m the Captain of the
Cathy Sc Blair
Black Or'*'l
perform
many
Of
their
standard
ples which can be reproduced by
Space Ship,” and “God Bless Us
Shirley Linde
Juanita Hall
routines and have added a few to .All,” neither one of which rates
Weidemanns
Hamish Menzies.
local stations. Accompanyirig this
Polo
Jessie Elliott
meet the requirements of this with his “Two Front Teeth” of
has been a billings decrease on the
Rudy Kerpays Duo Perky Twins
show. The lowercased performers earlier vintage; Withal, selections
Jimmy Caesar
Blue Angel
part of the nets and a simultaneous,
get along handsomely. The Im- are Well liked.
Eileen Carrdll
The Charmer
national spot billings,
upbeat:
Ray McIntosh
pressionaires
have
Gigi
sufficiently
Strongest entry in the vodal de&
Dons
Dears
B
feeling
advertisers;
national
with
Lord Teihplar'
strong voices on their own so that partment is Miss Grayed,: who reOre
Masters
Frankie
Lady Eva
that local personalities doing the the comedy can be projected
Beach
Edgewatef
in prises her recerit waxing (Label X) y
Louis Naylor
netaired
by
show
a
same
type
of
the kingsized spots. They, also go of “Teach Me Tonight” and “OopA1 d'Lacy Quartet
Frank Fontaine
Blue Note
Francis Brupn
work could sell, better than the net- over well.
Shoop” (on the flip side). Pair of
Duke Ellington Ore Dorothy Hild Dcrs work personality. Some national
Chez Paree
Also in the act sector is The closers,
“Steam
(from
Heat”
Bob Kirk Och
Buddy Hackett
advertisers and their agencies have Trio Olympiad, one of
Palnier
House
“Pajama’ Game") and “Lady Is a
the
best
Betty Reilly
been reluctant to use spot because hand-tO^hand trios that’s been Tramp,” are whammed across for
Helen Gallagher
Kramer Dcrs (5)
Goofers
of the complexities of research, exhibited in this country.
Brian Fariion .Ore
This solid audience response and a begDel Ray
Conrad Hilton
timebuying, contracts, billings, etc. imported male trio, working in not off finish.
Empire Eight
'Skating Stars'
Charlie' Fisk Ore
for each market. Since the Blair much more than gilded bodies, 'do
Margie Lee
A strong carryover from last seasetup obviates this, it’s a good, bet some amazing lifts with scarcely a son is the unbilled stylish stout
LOS ANGELES
that lots more network coin will be muscular ripple; For example, one with the kinetic midriff arid the
Ambassador Hotel Bobby Ramos Qrc
of the tricks has the understarider .highpitched giggles. She’s a sharp
diverted to spot.
Bernard Bros (2)
Charley Foy't
lifting his hands way above his foil for Spike’s ripostes and an
Hoetor & Byrd
Skylarks
head and holding, still while a part- amusing patsy for Freddy Morgan’s
Joanne Wheatley
J. Black Ore
Rex Kowry Ore
ner climbs up to a handstand. shenanigans during her vocalizing
Mocambo
Band Box
They do a lot of these amazing of “Indian. Love Call” (with added
Joanne Gilbert
Us’
at
Billy Gray
Paul Hebert Oro
stunts, Which in many turns Would belches).
Leo Diamond
-Moulin Rouge
Dorothy Claire
Continued from page 25
Morgan, by the way, teams with
mark the climax of the act. They
Nicco St Barba
Chiquita & Johnson during the first half and a whammo do these as if they were the
easiest Sir Fredric Gas to provide the oneLarry Green Trio
Rudy Cardeilas
two
laugh punch during the show’s
things
Bar of .Music
minutes.
Thus,
in
30
42.9
in
the
final
the
World.
Applause
is
DeCastro Sis (3)
Guy Rennie
most rollicking sessions. Always
B Minevitch H R
the pair Of segueing CBSegments tremendous.
Eddie Oliver OrC
Tony Gentry Circus
were halving Gleason’s potential
Tony Martinez Ore Barbettes. (5)
The other act^on the bill are the funny, they keep getting better
Biitmore Hotel
Gina Genardi
buildup in their behalf and the Herzogs, two girls on a swinging each time around.
Modrd St. L.essy
Bill
King’s familiar juggling
Fluff Charlton
Eddie Mayehoff show was produc- trapeze, getting a lant out of the routines
Walton St O'Rourke Bob Snyder Ore
also win an appreciative
Mary .Raye Sc Naldi
ing its “Boy ’’-sized superstition audience. The act works' out Well hand,
Statlgr Hotel
arid the aero antics of the
Hal Dferwln Ore
here.
score of only 13-plus.
Clro's.
Hejen; Traubel
Wayne-Marlin Trio (Glenn Marlin,
Jose Greco Troupe
Allan St Ashton
One of the most Utilitarian as- George Wayne, Dolores Marlin)
Liebman’s second spec, with its
Skinnay Ennis Ore
Dick ^Stabile Ore
25.8 in the 9 to 10:30 slot, com- pects of the show is Dancing continue to rate aces With their
pares with the 16.6 Trendex he Waters, the fountain display. This hoists and bends.
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
being put to some exdrew for “Satins-Spurs" in the devise
Per usual, .the Spike Jones afiCldver CtuB
Sans $oud -Hofei
It cionados are treated to offbeat or7:30 to 9 berthing, where “Toast of cellent use in “Hippodrome.”
Sherry Britton.
Nancy Andrews
Sacasas Ore
Lois Totrens
Town” was more than twofeiTing not only takes the place of an act chestrations of “Hawaiian War
Baron Bixika
or a production number^ but it Charit,”
Ann Herman Dcrs
“Cocktails, for
TWo,”
it with 34.4. for the 8 to 9 hour.
Tony Lopez Ore
Anne Barnett.
seems able to supplant backdfopis “Black Magic” arid “Poet and PeasSelina Marlowe Line
‘Toast, ^ incidentally, delivered a
%
Saxony
as well.
Dancing
Waters,
ant
Overture.”
Woody Woodbury
con31 on Sunday (26) to 22.8 for ColJoey Bishop
trolled
by
a
Console, is able to proIn suin, “Musical Insanities of
Five O'clock
Dolores Hawkins
gate’s “Comedy Hour.”
Belle Barth.
vide some
striking
Tapo St Dee
formations; 1954” lives up to its billing as
Dick Hall
Nirva
Blend of lights, riiusic and columns “The Craziest Show ori Earth.”
Don .Ostro Ore
Mandy
Campo
Ore
of water, not only make good on
La Vie En Rose
Jbrid.
Johntiy Silvers Ore
Jayjie Manners
its own as an applause getter, but
Roney Plaza
Tommy Miles Ore
Jose Cortez Ore
is able to provide some added glitLeon A Eddie's
The Patio
Lois De Fee
Expected in Holland ter to some of the production.
Lynn Star
Sammy Walsh
In
the
skating
department,
Rose Ann
Amsterdam, Sept. 21.
Harry Rogers
Rita Marlow
Pat Paulson
The
long
battle between the Nancy Lee Parker, a cute looker,
Charlotte Waters
Continued from page 1
Bombay Hotel
a
Nautilus Hotel
Dutch government arid film trade shows a lot of style in her work, SmSSmm
Patty Lynn
Harvey Bell
seems coming to an end. The Mi - which is punctuated With vigorous v.p. of John Hamrick Theatres;
Link Andrews
Eddie Snydor
spins
and
ballet
influence.
Her
Peter. Mack
ister of the Interior some time ago
Frederick Danz, v.p. of Sterling
Antone & Lna
solo spots
Dorothy Vincent
Sid Stanley Ore
had fresh negotiations with munici- pas-de-deuxare well done and the Theatres; Hugh Becket, Becket Atwith Johnny Williams
palities about the amusement tax,
tractions; Cecelia Schultz, concert
IAS VEGAS,
comes off well.
stressing the fact that a tax of 35%
and stage impresario, and H. B.
In the production vein, the deei Cortez
Flamingo
must be considered too high for
Sobottka, v.p. of Hamrick TheCooper
Sisters
Keefe Brasselle
piction of works from “The Merry
pix
houses.
Golden
Nugget
Conriee Boswell
Widow” and a Latin festival se- atres.
Delta Rhythm Boys Ga$ Lights St Pink
Several smaller cities arid towns
Bernard Reiter, attorney, whose
quence
Tights
makes a pair Of colorful
„
Sliver Slipper
thereafter lowered the tax, and; items
sends
that are generally appre- father, Carl, was manager of the
Sally Rand
Robert Merrill
ndw the municipal authorities of: ciated by the crowd.
Orpheum
Theatre here for many
Buddy Baer
The
fast
Louis Armstrong
the key cities, Amsterdam, Rotter- Work by Caroline & Tony
Kaltmtan
El Rancho Vegas
Mirrelli, years and a crony of Sayre; was
Hank. Henry
Lill St Cyr
dam
and The Hague, have moved and some skaters who step out toastmaster. Saiyre was given a life
J Pearl * C Hall
Desert Inn
Red Caps ordinances to lower the tax for for specialties, are well liked. membership in the Press Club and
T Lewis Ore & Rev S Gibson
Showboat
theatres from .35% to 25%. In all Among them are. Pat Williams, Bob gifted with a matched luggage set..
Sahara
Minsky's Follies of
Helen Traubel
probability this will be accepted. 'Grimes, Johnny Williams, Judy
iORi:
Recognition of the affair was
Jose Greco
For the Dutch film trade this Walker and Gene Gogers.
Thunderblr
given by a “special edition” of the
Last Frontier
Ch or defies
means
big
a
success
scored
arid
a
with a page 1 streamer,
I.
P.
Benjamin Schwartz showbacks
Benny Goodman
Freddie Ross
Buddy Lester
Sid Krofft
great relief.
well.
Jose .
“Sayre Finds Fountain of Youth.”
'
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MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (S) 27
Tommy Jacobson

Harold Gautier Co
Fat.tini

Alan Alan
Ramses
Douglas Kossmaycr Denvers
Speedmacs
3 Petroffs

.

4

Mikowskis
Reggie Dennis

Eagles

7-

Jimmy
Jimmy Scott
W G Pavilllon
Terry Thomas

27

(I)

Violet Pretty
!

Freddie Frlnton
3 Najas '
Cycling Brockways
F Langford Co
Herbart Walton
Sonnie Willis
12 Holidaymakers

NORTHAMPTON
New

3 Georgians

NORWICH

1

Hippodrome

:

5 Fisher Girls

Clayton & Ward
G Grossetto Sc
Gaston
Bobbie Kiniber
Diana Decker
Vadios Bros

D & D Rcny

Earle

Jack Simpson
Allen- Sc Albee Sis
Rio Ron St Rita
Harry & Betty

Royal (M) 27

Seaton

O’Dell*

St

Frank Preston
Eiiabzcth

Collins

St

Baxter

Billy'

EAST HAM

SHEFFIELD
Sc Warriss
Barnes

Sally

'

Audrey Mann

Angelos'

.

Yolandos
George Hamilton
Eric Tinsley.
Harmony 8

Phillipe

&

Grand. (I) 27
Lester Ferguson
.

Johnny Lockwood
Tobas 3
Cutzon 3
Lascellas Sc Nadia
•Tack Crisp & J

At

PARK

FINSBURY

,

Southampton

.

Empire (M) 27
Frankie Vaughn
.Jimmy Wheeler

& Hayes
Wallace St .Bingham
SUNDERLAND
Donovaiu

Janet Brown
Vic Perry

Empire (M). 27
f?~^mbe

Harry Worth

r ’.

3

Gladys Morgan

Jills

Maurice French
Alanning Sc Lea
R.avic &c Babs

Empire (M) 27

Morecambe

Hippodrome

Maureen

Vernon Sis
Ebo St Layne
Cinzamos

Lockey

GRIMSBY

3

Palace (I) 27
George Michel
.

Roy Hintings

Ted

Gilbert
Leslie Noyes

HACKNEY

A1 Martino
Allen -Bros

Roche

Cecil

i.Ross St R-maya
Iris Long 3
.

I

St

*
I

Jetajp

•

Margaret Glyn,
Bill

Ryan

NEVADA

.

.

.

Rina Mdrct

V

27

.

WOOD GREEN

Empire (S) 27
George Cameron
Don Saunders

Ronnie Coyles
June Carle
<S>

(I)

Semprini
Bob Nelson
George Sr Lydia-

Norman Vaughn

Empire

;

WOLVERHAMPTON

Les Marthys
Marvels

David Gough
Joan Hobson

Nichcils

Russell' Sc Susie

Ro.vbelles

Wise

Sc

Fete Sayre

’

;

1

Sydney Shaw

4

Ellington

Eve Boswell

.

.

Kendor Bros
Regan Sc Royal

R

.

-

•

•viij.ii;

GLASGOW

.

.

.

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 27
Frankie LaineN Mongadors Sc 'A
Nelson Bros
Frail Dowle
Vic Lewis Ore

Audrey

'

Empire (Ml 27
Jewel

—

.

.

Plummer

Sid

Granada (I) 27
Lee Sc Helda
Rolf Hansen
Kendor Bros

Si

.

Roger Car.ne
Botandos

Jeromy Hawk

Tux
De Vere Dancers

‘Look

.

Deep River Boys

27

Jerry Allen 4

Dot

J

PORTSMOUTH

DERBY

Hippodrome (S)
Benny Hill
Virginia Somers

NBG

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (Mi 27
Johnson

Bill

Stennett
Canfield Smith

Tommy

[

Lake

Stan

Ray

,

|

Janette Fox
Sc Rolls

Solell

CHISWICK

Empire <S) 27
David Hughes

,

(!)

Terry Cantor
Ken Barnes Sc J
Noble St Denester
Joy Harris

Eric Williams

D

[

Press Lovlies

(I)

Mary Harkness

Sc

.

Penny Lee.
D & R Ray
Baron Gay Sc E

.

Eddie Hart
Moira Briody

Mundy

27

(!)

Vane

Dick Montague

BOSCOMBE
Musical Elliotts

'

Edmonds Bros
Denise[

;

.

Patricia

.

Teen Agers

Moray

Hippodrome

'

NEWCASTLE
Empire (Mi 27
Carroll Levis Co

David Whitfield

Jack Haig

.

Nitwits

P

Little

Stella

Garcias

Sensational

George Ruzsa

-arid

j

'

2 Cherks

Production ran
20 minutes opening

to size.

two hours

night arid can be tightened to advantage.
Per usual revue leans heavily
on the talents of such regulars as
the Way ne-Marliri Trio, 'Bill King,
Freddy Morgan, Bernie Jones,
George Rock, Sir Fredric Gas,
Peter James and Helen Grayco
(Mrs. Spike Jones).
Billy Barty, the mighty .midget,
is also standout in his (thanks to
tv) familiar Liberace routine arid,
impressionistic tintypes of Billy
Daniels, Johnnie Ray arid James
Cagney.. Dolores Gay,, a neWcomer,
is the sole hoofer in the show and
turns in a brace of fast routines
that are easy to take:
Of the City Slickers’ new materegare
rial,
yocks
biggest
istered by the musical, and visual
takeoffs
on film themes from
“High and the Mighty,” “Three
Coins in the Fountain," “River of
No Return,” “Johnny Guitar” and

.

'

down

cut

rapidity of a blades display,

but w|th the added advantage of
being able to book any kind of
vaudeville turn because of the fact
that they need not fear locomotlng
on a slippery surface.
The production elements are
good With Gae Foster, the forrrier
regiseur at the Roxy Theatre, N. Y-,
devising the routines.
Miss Foster’s numbers have a good light
texture tht are floor-filling as Well
as easy to look at. The costuming
is frequeritly lush and picturesque
and blends Well With the generally
light tenor of the Show. Sole draw-

,

2 Rassos
lb Beer Barrel

1954

Phoenix, Sept. 20,
Spike Jones, with. City Slickers
(15), Helen Grayco, Bill King
Wayne-Marlin Trio,. Peter Janies’
Bernie J ones, George Rock, Sir
Fredric
Gas,
Freddy
Morgan
Dolores Gay, Billy Barty; Produced and directed by Jones. At
Encanto Park Bandshell, Phoenix

Buffalo, Sept. 24.

Steinman

Harold

A Romeau Orq

Fajardo Orq
Alonso Ballet
.

NEW YORK

AUSTRALIA

‘

.

1955

.

Melbourne
T ivoli

|

G A Guedets
Rita Montapbr
Leopold o Fernandez
Minxl Cal
Emilio Wong
Matamoros Trie
Nancy

Tp

Chicago

Ginger

Sc

v

Se Alda
Marlowe

CHICAGO

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Glee Club

B Joyce

i

Tien Tsi Lip

Starlets

HAVANA
'

*ake
Or Wiles T

Norman Brown

.

of

(MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM,
BUFFALO)

Hightowers

.

CITY Jimmy Jimae

Music Hall (I) 29
Marlene Dell...
Don ITirnworth

Jason

Hippodrome

June Roselle

Met Torme

Num«r«lt inconnccHon with l»llls below Indlcat# epaiilhg day of iihclw
whether full or -split week
Letter In parenthesee Indicates circuit- (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Mow
iR) Paramount; (R) RKO; IS) Stoll; <T>. Tivoli; <W> Warner

NEW YORK

Ed Wynn

E

..

,

,

,

.

'
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Bert Ly tell was surely one of the best-liked actors of the two
generations which his long career: in dramatic stock, silent films,
radio, Broadway legit arid television spanned. At the Lambs Club,
In Actors Bquity, during the many In-trade crises oyer which he
often had a mediator’s role, Bert Lytell was always a useful and
respected member of the show biz family.

\l

.

Settlement

Having himself so Often rendered eulogy to the departed, nobody more obviously rates printed salute now that he has joined
the great company than the man whose graceful and tasteful
gestures in bereavement were widely appreciated.

A

By KOBE MORRISON
new kind of theatre

is growing “by
bounds” on Broadway.

business

It consists

smaller
parties
additional,
booked by charity groups that now
hold pne major fund-raising theaThe- suppletre party a season.
nlentary parties are for different
shows, than the one booked for the
of

Of itself it is not remarkable to know or be known by thousands of persons In so gregarious a world as show: biz. Many
others, have vast acquaintances. Bert Lytell's place is One of almost universal affection. He was not the kind of Actor who was
always “on.” But many of his best qualities and most useful
contributions derived from his being so at home with people and
before people. He will be very much, missed.

major

benefit.

The

smaller, additional party
is apparently new this season,,
Acbut is already catching oh.
cording to severqj party agents, the
thing is spreading too fast to be
estimated or even handled.
It’s
believed to represent largely new
patronage and therefore means

idea

added revenue for Broadway.

‘

practically

a

repeat of last .year.

Steininger Readying L.A.

had been figured that after the
After San Diego
death of Lee Shubert late last year ‘Lady’
would be extensive
that there
Los Angeles, Sept; 28.
changes in., the personnel of ShuFranz Steininger, composer-conbert theatres in New York and out ductor who adapted the TchaikovIt

Bow

.

of

town.

New

contracts for house managers already negotiated at 13 of
New’
the 17 Shubert theatres i
York call for the retention of all
although
incumbent
managers,,
some switches have been made in
assignments. Contracts for out-oftown Shubert theatres involve only
two nianageral changes.

Contracts for house managers
run for one year, ending. Aug. 31.

New house manager

roster

for

Shubert theatres in N.Y. includes
Leonard Sang, Barrymore (formerly at National!; Bernard Clancy,.
Broadhurst, Harold Hevis, Cort
Frank
(formerly
Barrymore);
O’Conner, Booth, (formerly Cort);
Jr.,
Shubert
Laurence
Lawrence
Majestic; Sam Horworth, St. James;
Jack Small, Shubert; J. Ross Stewart,
Werner,
Royale;
Gerson
Golden; Norman Light, Imperial;
Lep Solomon, National; E. Linwood Hardy, Plymouth; and William Kurtz, Winter Garden.
Assignments haven’t been made
yet at the Belasco, Longacre and
Winter Garden theatres. It’s, expected that Solomon, who’s both a
treasurer and manager, will exit
the National, where he’s on tem(Continued on page 67)

Helen Hayes in ‘Woman’

To Hypo Coast

Legit;

Had Advance

Sellout

Hollywood, Sept. 28.
Legit gdt a new hypo in the
Holly wooa-Los Angeles area last
night (Mon.), when the new Huntington Hartford Theatre opened
with Helen Hayes in' a four-week
Evegy
engagement
of
“What
Woman Knows.” Virtually the entire engagement was sold opt before the opening.
After the local stand, the production by Himtington Hartford, in
Association with Richard Skinner,
plays San Francisco, Portland and.
Seattle.
It then goes east for a
stand at the N. YV C, Center Theatre, beginning Dec. 22.
Hartford’s investment in the for-

mer Vide St. Playhouse (later
khown as Hie Lux Radio Theatre,
under CBS'Wnership j by the time
the curtai
goes up will be close
to

$1,000,000, including the purchase price and cost of refurbishing,
Entire interior has been
renovated, including an acoustiG.
coating for Walls and ceilings, all
new seats, new decor and a bar,
the latter believed to be the first
in any legit house in the U. S.

Theatre now has 1,032 seats and
has a $3.85 top for “Woman.” Scaling permits a capacity gross of

Show itself breaks even
around $16,000 gross. There’s
no question of an operating profit
on the initial show, since the advance sale topped the four-week
operating
cost
by more than

$26,400,
at

$ 10 000 .
,

sky scorV for the .1947 Broadway
musical, “Music in. My Heart,” is
planning an L. ‘A. presentation, of
the operetta - around Christmas,
with a tour to follow.

Opus, with book by Patsy Ruth
and Jyt'ics by Forman
Brown, has been considerably rewritten, and, under its new title
of "Lady From Paris,” was presented

successfully

earlier

.»

n<

Pi*

.

as final two-week presentation of the Star-Light Opera season at Balboa Park Bowl, San

Charles Lederer, producer and.
of “Kismet,” left for
the Coast Sunday (26) to work on
the script of Metro’s film version
of the musical, ife came east recently to arrange a Broadway production of “Lentil,” by Rose Caylbr
(Mrs. Ben Hecht), but had to postco-librettist

also negotiating for
outdoor presentations of the work
is

next summer.

derstood to contain important
Boston, Sept. 28.
'

Helen
Tai
replaced
has
James Starbuck as choreographer
of “Fanny,” currently in its second tryout week at the Shubert
Theatre here.
David MerrickJoshua Logan production’s initial
stanza Set a new. house record for
the Shubert, with an approximate
v

‘

,

$49,800 take at a $6.25 top Saturday nights; and $4,95 weeknights.
Gross this week, with no press
list, is expected to top $50,000.
Besides the switch in choreograMarcel Pagnol-S: N.
phers, th

»

pone the project

to

permit script

revisions.

London production of “Kismet,”
to be done by Jack Hylton* is set
for next January, with
Alfred

added.
Musical winds up a three-week
stand here Oct. 9 and moves to the
Shubert Theatre, Philadelphia, Oct.
12 for three more weeks tryout.
An advance sellout is expected
for the Philly engagement, with a
hefty mail order demand already
Boxoffice sale openo
on hand.
there tomorrow (Wed,).
Mi’.ical, skedded to preem Nov.
4 at- the Majestic Theatre, N, Y.,
already has $320,000 in theatre
party bookings, plus a large mail
order advance*

Drake and Doretta Morro\y leaving
Dream,” the original company to repeat
which can break even at about
their leading parts, and Bill John$55,000 a week, is figured likely
son succeeding Drake on Broad- Interim Stock Policy
to do capacity business for the 29way. Rodgers & Hammerstein had
performahee run which began. been slated
Flops at Lyceum, Mpls.;
to present the musical
Sept. 21 at the Metropolitan Opera
in London, but wanted to delay it
House, N. Y.
At a $6 top, the a year, until their current “King
Lean Booking Outlook
3,612-seat house can gross nearly
and I” winds up its run at the
Minneapolis, Sept. 28.
$93,600 per week, or a total of Drury Lane.
Lyceum Theatre is quitting its
$339,130 for the engagement. Sale
Lederer was recently working oh “in'-between” dramatic stock poltotalled
almost $320,000 before
the script of “Spirit of St. Louis,” icy after only two offerings, “Time
opening.
the film, version of Charles A. of the Cuckoo” and “Rain” (the
Actual production cost of the Lindbergh’s story
of his famous
show is understood to have been solo flight ta Paris, which Leland latter with. June March, hurley
Business
stripper, as guest star).
about $35,000 in England? where Hayward is producing for
Warner has been poor despite newspaper
such amounts generally run ap- release.
However, Billy Wilder, critics' praises, good audience reproximately one-third of Broadway who is to direct the
picture, had action
and newspaper editorial
levels.
However, transportation to delay it to concentrate
on
costs,
including
two chartered “Seven Year Itch,” which is cur- urging public support.
Owner
Bennie Berger’s idea was
planes to fly the' company and rently shooting
to take advantage to try to. keep the local legit flagphysical production here early this of Marilyn Monroe’s
availability. ship going with dramatic stock in
week, plus upped salaries, guaranbetween the infrequent touring
tees, railroading, hauling! take-in
nhnu nm v a a
successful
shows. The old Log*
and takeout charges, advertising,

“Midsummer

Night’s

.

:

;

.

.

boost the total expense for
the entire U. S.’ trip to Around
$715,000.
St; Louis, Sept. 28;
Thus, the $55,000 breakeven
gross figure applies not only to
Louis arid Joseph Ansell are
the New York engagement, but back in legit and open their fourth
also, the subsequent tour.
It also season in their midtown Empress
covers not only operating costs and Theatre tonight TuesK with a
theatre shares, but the roundtrip week’s stanad of “Sabrina Fair,”
from the British Isles and back.
with June Lockhart.
The policy
Following the New York run, the of bringing gupst leads for the
Hurok presentation goes to stock company will again prevail.
S.
Philadelphia for a half-week, then
The Ansell brothers have altours an additional nine weeks, ready booked “Laura,” “The Showwith engagements in Blooming- off” and “The Little Hut” and are
ton, Ind.; Minneapolis, San Fran- negotiating for other pieces. Robert
cisco^
Sacramento, Los Angeles, E. Perry will again direct all proChicago, East Lansing, Mich., De- ductions, which wiil run Tuesdays^
troit, Toronto and Montreal, closing tlirough-Sqndays, at a $2.50 top.
Dec. 19. The troupe is due back
The American theatre managein London for Christmas.
ment started its 1954-55 season
etc.,

.

j

.

RCA

Victor, which has a $100,000 investment in the American
tour, gets the record album and
radio-tv rights.
Incidentally, ..the
company also has stakes of $25,000

last

night

(Mon.)

with, a

16-per-

formance booking of “King and I”
at the huge Kiel (municipal) auditorium.
Top will be $3.92 for
“King.” Other touring shows will
be presented by the same management at the American, regular legit

apiece i
the incoming Broadway
musicals, “Fanny” and "Silk Stockings.’’

tlr
visions, it is said to retai'
script, cast and director provisions
intact. Wilson has filed a protest
;

With the Guild on the 'barring of.
Miss Hope and him from rehearsals, as well as against allegedly unauthorized cast changes.
*
Hitch to the author-composer’
is that any acmight attempt
Martin would pre(Continued on page 65)

position, however,
Guildtion
the

against Feuer

Play

•'
1

house in midtown.

summer

stock operation at a subur-

ban lake resort for 15 years, was
installed on a five-nights-a-week
basis at $2.50 top; Somewhat similar policy flopped last season at

the Nixon, Pittsburgh.

Lyceum

is in a bad way for bookalthough the Theatre Guild
subscribers six shows
promised
has

ings,

Thus far only, one,
season.
"Picnic,” has been delivered. “The
King and I,” which was strongly
counted on for a fortnight in Nothis

vember,

is

upcoming Chicago run. That may delay it until
next season.
The only definite
bookings at the moment are several two-for-one’s, including “The
Moon Is Blue” and something
called “Naughtie Natalie.”
Legit fare, however, is being
served by the U. of Minnesota
Theatre, some other coll eg e
groups, the non-Equity. Star Playhouse established in a church here
following' the recent destruction by
fire of its
tre,

and

round.

four-wall suburban theaa local theatre-in-the-

on Tables

‘Cairie’

St.

Paul, Sept. 28.

When

the touring “Caine Mutiny
Court Martial” played a one^
nigh ter at the Concordia College
field house at Moorhead, Minn!, recently, 80 cafeteria tables werfe
set together bn the dirt floor to
provide the stage.
.

.

“It was like working on a tram,” Wendell Corey, one of the
poli
stars of the show, recalled last
week during the local engagement.

“Every time I’d walk across the
stage and I use the word ‘stage’
advisedly—I’d feel like an acrobat

—

:

who

just came off a high trapeze
and was tramping on the safety

net.”

But despite the

fact that the tour

many

included

lias

one-nighters

and that' the Company has had to
work under all sorts of unusual
conditions and handicaps, Corey
and costars Paul Douglas and Steve
Brodie declare they’re., enjoying,
-the experience.
Douglas admits,
however, that he’ll be glad when
the tour ends next April 15.
“It’s
the sameness that gets
monotonous,” he said in an interview during the one-week engagement at the Auditorium here.
“With most of our engagements
one-night stands, you just make a
after the performance, but
you don’t get much sleep in a
train

sleeper.
You get a little more
shut-eye in the hotel, but go to
the theatre the next night and start
all over agai
“The thing that makes it endurable is. the difference in audiences.
Believe me, we’re certainly glad
to settle down in One town for a
week;
I’ve got a trunk full of
dirty clothes.
I’m going to send!
them out th,e first thing in the
.

"

morning.”'

Rochester Arena Opens
Fall

now deferring Minneap-

olis until after its

&

For College 1-Niter;

,

month

Stei iriger

Although Wilson’s contract with
Feuer & Martin for the Broadway
production of “Boy Friend” is un-

Behrman-Logan-Harold Rome show
is undergoing considerable prunmostly in
ing and Rearrangement
the second act, but there have been
no cast changes and no hew tunes

this

Diego.

Vida

,

up

Miller

and

tion of director.

has apparently
spontaneously.
Certainly, it has not been prompted by
the party agents, who are inclined
to frown, on smaller parties because the commission (if any) does
not pay. the expenses- involved.
Agents dare not refuse to handle
the small parties, however, for fear
accounts, who also
of losing th
buy full-house benefits.
A number of these charity ororganizations have found that some
of their regular donors are not
(Continued on page 64)
.

be-

differences

Wilson

London, Sept. 21.
Ernest H. Martin may depend on
Gladys Cooper, who closed re- the success or failure* of the revue,
cently in Agatha Christie’s “A which
opens
tomorrow
night
Question of Fact,” will costar with (Thurs.) at the Royale, N.Y. Wilson
Wendy Hiller in
new play, of and Miss Hope have been barred
undisclosed title of authorship, to from the theatre during the last
be produced in the West End week or so of .rehearsals.
shortly by Stephen Mitchell.
Whether or not Wilson’s conActress had been sought by tract with the producers has been
Broadway producer Gertrude Macy violated may be a matter, of inteiv
to repeat her performance in the pretation.
As a member of the
Christie meller in the U. S. this Dramatists Guild (lie was required
Winter.
to join under the organization’s
basic contract with the League of
N.Y. Theatres), an author has final
approval, of any and all matters of
script changes,; casting and selec-

New gimmick

sprung

Contrary to trade speculation, f
the lineup of Shubert house managers for the 1954-55 season is

of

Sandy

tween

Cooper, Hiller To Costar
Hope, respective author-composer
party
director of “The Boy Friend,”
In New. West End Play and
leaps and
and producers Cy Feuer and..

Sked With ‘Angels’

Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 28.
will kick off its
fall season here,
consecutive
fifth
Oct. 12 with a three-week run of
“My 3 Aii gels.” Second show by
the Dorothy Chernuck-Omar K.
Lerman th eatre-in-th e-rou n d company will be “The Hasty Heart,”

Arena Theatre

opening Nov.

2.

final show of the fall season
a to-be-announced anniversary
production. Taking a tip from the
midseason holiday doldrums that
almost kayoed the. b.cLJast winter,
the house will be dark from mid-

The

is

December

to

mid- January.

,
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Eric Frohman to Direct
Resident Theatre in K.C.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Kansas. City, Sept. 28.
Backers of the Cy Feuer-Ernest H, Martin musical Import, ’The
Eric Frohman Will be the new diBoy Friend” opening tomorrow (Thurs.) at; the Royale Theatre, N. y
rector this season at the Resident
include Ira Bernstein, casting director for the producers, $350; Chorus
Theatre, local drama group* acEquity attorney Rebecca Brownstein, $350; Joseph J. Cohn, Metro
cording to Leonard. Belove, chairstudio exec, $2,100; Phyllis J. Dukore, member of the Feuer & Martin
man the Resident Theatre Guild. production
staff, $350; souvenir program agent Kal Efron, $1,400; proChicago
from
here
Frohman comes
ducer-theatre owner Anthony Brady Farrell, $11,200; co-producer
and picks up the reins to direct Feuer,
$2,800; Stanley FeUer, his brother, $700; Metro producer Arthur
plays
four
first
Angels”
of
“My 3
as
Freed, $2,800; CBS-TV exec Oscar Katz, $1,400; Mrs. Edward Kook
to be presented on a subscription
wife of the/ Century Lighting prexy, $2,800; te director Alfred Levy;
series.
$1,400; Louis Lotito, prez of City Playhouses and general manager of
He’ll also conduct drama clases the Martin Beck Theatre; N. Y., $2,800; scenic designer Jo Mielziner
for adults, teen-agers} and children $700; CBS exec Daniel T. O’Shea, $350; talent agent Barron Polanj
as part of the Resident program.
$700; RCA Victor veepee Manie. Sacks, $2,800; Metro producer Charles
Schnee* $350; Louise M. Silcox, representing the Authors League Fund
$350; film circuit operator Arthur
$1,400; writer Shirley Eder Slotki
Just Prankful, J. Steel, $2,800; film director Charles Vidor, $2,800; ad agency owner
Betsy
William H. Weintraub, $5,600; film producer Armand S. Deutsch, $2,800;
Helen Merkel Hermann, freelance writer-daughter of Lester Marked
But Equity Disagrees,
editor of the. N. Y; Sunday Times mag section, $700.. Production is
Dismissal capitalized at $140,000, with no provision for overcall.
.

By

ARTHUR BRONSON

+

retrenchment policy of the
N. Y. City Center of Music &
Drama, expressed earlier this sea-,
son with the N. Y. City Ballet,
which .wound up. its fall engagement last Sunday (26), is being

New

in

;

continued

with

the

N.

Y.

Keys: C (Comedy), D
CD (Comedy-Drama ) R

(Drama).,

(Musical Comedy),
cal Drama ) O (Opera),

OP

City

,

MC

,

(Revue),
(Musi(Op-

MD

eretta),

Opera Co., which opens its autumn
Quadrille (C)—John C. Wilson &
run at the Center tonight (Wed.).
The Center dropped $227,135 last H. JVL Tennent, LTD., prods.; W-Uyear, mainly on its .opera and bal- sbn, diiv; Alfred Liint-Lynn Foritanne - Brian Aherrie - Edna Best,
let adjuncts.
stars,
Where the opera company had
Rainmaker: (D)
Ethel Linder
in
fall,
last
productions
two now
prod.;
Reiner,
Joseph Anthony,
the U. S. preem of “The Trial’'
'

"

—

.

Was

,

:

Sustaining

New York.
Geraldine Page, star.
Editor, Variety:
Stone For Danny Fisher (D)
Julius Adier,
In reference to the story on the
son. Couple new works originally Henrietta Jacobson &
skedded have been postponed or prods.; Terry Becker, dir.; Leo front page of Variety last Week
Fuchs, star.
concerning my .disagreement with
dropped altogether,
Traveling Lady CD)— Playwrights the management of “Oh Men, Oh
Repertory will be exploited .with
Co., prod.; Vincent Donehue, dir.; Women,” it is quite right in most
of
however, one
revivals,
five
Kim Stanley; Lonny Chapman, of the statements excepting, and I
which, “Aida, “ is opening the sea- stars.
think this is quite important, that
Other reson tonight (Wed.).
it,
became apparent during the
Three
of
“Love
are
turnees
Equity Council inquiry, through
Hoffmann,”
of
Oranges,’’ “Tales
letters
and Written statements
“Faust.”
and
“Rosenkavalier”
Parly
made by my doctor, that I was. not
There will be 16 Operas offered
from
absent
the theatre at any
Continued from, page 63
in all over the five-week season
time “unnecessarily.’'
The main
ending Oct, 31.
only willing to pay several times objection Was to some— now well
usually
which
Management,,
the face value for one show' a sea- known-^-pranks I played on cerdrops from $30,000 to $40,000 on
son, but have become sufficiently tain of my fellow actors who did
each of the opera and ballet seanot, .unfortunately, share my sepse
sons (there are generally two sea- theatre-minded to want to see. ad- of humor.
sons; Of each a year, normally in ditional shows.
Some of these
I Would like to state that I did
autumn and spring), says it’s prac- patrons have
broker
What I did in a spirit of fun, with
tically impossible to break even
ready
tibns,
but
are
to
pay
modmalicious intent, and I had no
no
on terp and tonsil operations.
Changing repertoire and backstage erate overage for tickets to from a idea It would ever backfire with
to
dozen
shows
a
season.
such
serious consequences.
16,
the
costs prevent. But faced with
As it works out, an organization
I Would very much, appreciate if
worst deficit in its 10-year history
managethat
may.
take
a
full
house
for
a
my
above statement could be
in last year’s 227G loss,
ment has taken drastic measures to major musical, charging as much printed intact, if possible-. I would
as
seat
choice
$200
for
locations,
so
much
like a chance to impress
a
keep down costs.
is also buying a dozen or more upon people that I am not by any
Just For Practice
and. the Center’s first “Hansel &
Gretel,” there are none this sea-

dir.;

—

«

.

/

'

Backers of the upcoming Arnold Saint' SUbber production, “House
of Flowers,” include theatre patty agent Lenore Tobin, $2,000; CBS-TV
exec Oscar Katz, $2,000; Louis A. Lotito, prez of City Playhouses and
general manager of the Martin Beck Theatre, N. Y„ $4,000; legit investor Howard. S. Cullman, $4,000; new producer Gabriel Katzka, $1,000;
producer Rita Alien, $6,000; Mrs. Anita Borden, Frederick C. Peck
and C. S. Reid, all of the Play of the Month Guild, $500 each; exactress Peggy Fears, $1;006; Selma Tamber, Rubber’s production assistant, $500; Wallace Gairland, for Broadway Angels, investment syndicate, $5,000; producer Clinton Wilder, $2,000; Warren O’Hara, house:
manager of the Alvin Theatre, N. Y.* where “Flowers” will play, $2,000;
Herman Bernstein, general manager of the Alvin Theatre, $2,000;. San
Francisco financier Louis R. Lurie, $6 ,0Q0; attorney Morris M. Schrier,
repping Music Corp. of America,: $8,000; Theatre Associates, investment syndicate, $24,000; Joseph IL Moskowitz, 20th-Fox veepee, $20,000; Actors Fund prexy Walter Vincent, $4,000, Musical is capitalized
at $200,000, with provision for 20% overcall;

-

That’s why the two hew works
in the recent ballet season were
done in practice clothes, sans cos-

smaller parties. Each of these will means
involve from 50 to about 100 seats. Borgi

The charity organization buys file
George tickets through the same agent that

Choreographer
tumes.
has handled its^major benefit.
Balanchine also drew no fee, keepSmall Coritribs
And
ing expense down further.
tinder the system in force thus
hew works for opera (like the
Menotti “Saint of Bleecker St.”) far, the revenue tb the charity for
the supplementary, parties is relaWere nixed.
To hold down costs further, and tively trifling, as the “donation,”
the overage is termed, is usually
as
plans
management
coin,
make some
ah’ innovation with its next ballet $1 per ticket, and not more than
season, set for;. November., It will $2. As indicated* the party agents
devote the several weeks entirely aren’t overjoyed to get these small
to one show, its last season’s big orders, but figure they can’t afford
hit, the full-length “Nutcracker.” the risk of refusing.
There will thus be no need for
As one paxty agent expressed it
ightly changes, extra costs, etc.
privately last week, ''I lose money
Fall ballet season just ended on these small orders, There’s just
drew far better at the b.o. than about as much expense in handling
expected, with about $180,000 on a small order as a full house, and
the four weeks, so the management there’s npt to be even more trouble.
hopes to come out almost even After a*l, producers or theatres

bn the run.. It also hopes to break are more inclined to sell a full
even on the operas, between the house than 50 or 100 tickets.
upcoming season and the tour that
“But what can I do? I certainfollows. Whatever losses manage- ly can’t tell these organizations
ment incurs, it believes it will that I’m happy to have a big order
make np on the drama season, due but I don’t want to be bothered
this winter. Last year, the drama with a small one.
They’d take
was the only regular-season divi- their next big party to some other
sion to make money, while the agent, and I wouldn't blame them.
musical season which was inno
“As things are going, however,
vated laist summer also brought I’ll have to install a whole new
.

in a profit.

bookkeeping, setup to handle

Opera troupe’s general director, new business.
Joseph Rosenstock, will conduct to- of m<fney, but

cost

a

Frances And after all, though, I make
“Aida” opener.
Yeend, Gloria Lane, Giorgio Coco- enough on the big parties tb ablios-Bardi, Lawrence Winters, Wil- sorb the. increased overhead.”
liam
Wilderman and Norman
Healthy Step
Treigle will take principal roles.
Although the party agents are in
Glenn Jordan is the stager and
Sophie- Maslow the choreographer. agreement that the upsurge Of
Cocolios-Bardi will be making his small parties is a time-consuming,
overhead-increasing development,
•N. Y. debut.
.

.

;

‘Pygmalion^ $6,000 Finale
Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 28.

A total gross of approximately
$74,000 during a 10-week, span in
the 587-seat Spa Summer Theatre
gave

producer

John Huntington

his “by far the best” season in
eight years of operation. Top was
The’ final week, with Shaw’s
$3.
“Pygmalion” minus stars, was just
under $6,000.

Highest gross for the summer,
and fox Huntington’s tenure, was
$9,300 with the tryout of “Southwest Corner,” Starring Eva Le-

Enid Markey and Parker
Fennelly. Only two musicals, “Song
of Norway” and “Wish You Were,
Here,” were presented.
Huntington, racked his highest
season’s income despite the. fact
the lineup of stars was not as
strong, as it had been ih some pre-

.Galliene,

vious years.

that I am serious and responsible about my work.
I will
certainly understand perfectly if
you can find no way of getting in
“my side” of the story, but it

would make
if you could.

itie

Very, very

David Merrick and Joshua Logari, producers of “Fanny,” are using
a touch of courtliness in filling mail orders for the musical. Tickets
sent to. advance applicants are enclosed in a card with a drawing of
a smalltown French shopkeeper on the cover arid the statement,
“Your tickets, madame.” Folder is arranged so the tickets can be inserted as if being handed, by the Frenchman. On the inside of the
folder it reads, “We hope you enjoy ‘Fanny,’ ” with the signatures
of Merrick and Logan.

happy

Legit Bits

Betsy voii Furstenberg.

Anthony

who

Buttitta,

press-

Equity Okays Firing
agents the San Francisco Civic
Cancellation of Betsy von Fur- Light Opera season every springstenberg’s contract as featured summer, went to Spller, Mallorca,
femme lead in “Oh Men, Oh Wom- last week to spend the winter
en” was approved last week by the beachcombing, revising a novel and
Actors Equity council. Actress ap- Writing freelance mag and newsJoe Shea and
peared before the union’s govern- paper pieces , .
Buddy Kusell went to the Coast
board
her
.

ing

to protest

dismissal

from the Cheryl Crawford production, hut her plea was dismissed.
Although the producer and her
general manager, Sam Schwartz,
declined to file formal charges
against Miss von Furstenberg, they
and stage manager Ward Bishop
also appeared before the Equity
council to iriake a number of ac-cusations in support of the cancellation of her contract. Main allegation was that the actress had

repeatedly been absent from the
cast without permission or explanation.

this
lot

night’s

Spa Season Gross 74G

,

trary,

Other claims Were that Miss von
“doctored”
a
have no choice. Furstenberg had

That’ll
I

prospective
Lucretia
but most important, in
spite of the indications to the con-

a

Authorship of “The Clandestine Marriage,” Opening next Saturday
night (2) at the Provincetown Theatre, in Greenwich Village, N< Y.,
is credited in the program, to David Garrick. That is a switch from
the traditional billing of the Restoration comedy as having been written in 1766 in collaboration With George Colman, the elder. Amanda
Steel and Martha Farran, who are reviving the -play under the production auspices of Players Theatre, are beihg guided in the matter
of authorship credit by a recent book,. “David Garrick, Dramatists,”
by Elizabeth P. Stein! The volume claims that evidence indicates that
Garrick was sole author.

drink she served onstage to actor

Ron Randell in the course of the
Edward Chodorov -comedy and had
been guilty of various other breaches of professional conduqt backstage.

When

the case against, the actress

came

to its attention,. Equity
serit a representative to confer with
other cast members' about: Miss
CraWford’s cancellation; of Miss vori
Furstenberg's contract; The union
first

they generally figure it’s a. healthy
step for fhem arid for the theatre
As one agent obas a whole.
serves, the re canl be a reason a ble rep didn’t go into the various alobjection that small-party audi- legations against the actress, but
ences are cold. The smaller groups merely asked each cast members
don’t pay prohibitive, prices for opinion whether the contract: cantheir tickets, and they don’t take cellation was justified.. Reaction
over a whole house, but are mixed was .unanimously against Miss von
Furstenberg, it’s reported.
in with a larger audience.
the
it’s
claimed,
Moreover,
represents
business
small-party
Centenary Col. Theatre
new patronage for the most. part.
Shreveport, La., Sept. 28..
Also, it’s not the sort of patronage
A new playhouse to .cost around
that Insists on seats in the very $250,000 and seating between 350
first week of only the smash hits, and 400' will be built this fall at
but is Willing to contract in ad- Centenary College here.
Joseph
vance for a dozen, or more shows B. Gifford
Centenary’s drama
to be selected by a party, agent as head.
“worthwhile.”
For sorne years drama has been
Agents believe the small-party taught and campus productions
staged
in a 294-seat frame strucmay
develop
charity
for
benefit;
into a broader and laarge volume ture formerly used by the Centenary
athletic
department, In the
women’s
theatre
edition of the
clubs. There are about a dozen of summer, the facilities of the college
playhouse
are utilized by the
of
tickblocs
the latter which buy
ets, in some cases nearly 1,000 at a city's strawhat group* also directed
by
Gifford.
matinees.
time* for midweek
;

,

’

weekend as respective pressagent and company manager of the
Helen Hayes revival of “What
Every Woman Knows.”
Lynn Gordon sails today (Wed.)
on the Liberte to arrange a London production, of “Take a Giant
Step”
. Phil Bloom is handling
last

.

.

.

publicity
personal
Gloria Vanderbilt .
and Brian Moore,

for
.

.

actress

Dirk Wales

who met
members of the

last
resi-

gins
(fii

third season next Tuesday
with Molnar’s “The. Good
its

Legit actor Tom Avera had a
debut parlay last week, making his
initial tv appearance In “My Little
Margie” and having his first song,
“Walkin’ Down the Road,” released
by Coral records as a Johnny DesLenore DeKoven
mond number
has joined the Henry C, Brown
agency to work on casting dramatic;
For its break-in engageshows
ment of four performanceSj Sept,
16-18, the Jean Arthur revival of
“Saint Joan” grossed over $11,100
at the Playhouse, Wilmington. That
represented 84% of capacity atEdwin Levy, recently
tendance
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

New York

in

.

to catch the shows,

member at U. of
dent company at the Barn Theatre, Denver, not U. of Colorado.
Jack Toohey is pressagent for
Augusta, Mich., will be married in
Kansas City next Week, upon com- the Paper Mill Playhouse, MillMike Kaplan.
>
pletion of the current season at the burn, N. J.
Variety legit critic on the Coast,
same strawhat.
participate in a UCLA seminar
Viveca Lindfors will Star in wfll
on “Conditions and Responsibilities
Elaine Perry’s production of the
Theatrical Reviewer”
Maurette : Guy Bolton of the
Marcelle
Shephard Traube has scheduled
by
“Anastasia,”
staged
play,
to be
Ronald Alexander’s “The Grand
Alan Schneider
British noyelistPrize” for Broadway production
playwright Nancy Mitford is maknext January. Play was presented
ing a new adaptation of the Parhrst June in Dallas at Margo Jones’
isian success, “The Dazzling Hour,”
Theatre ’54 under the title “The
Paul
for
suriimer as

is a.

drama

staff

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Dennis
Gilbert Miller
Inevitable Circle” and was origifor four weeks as stage
manager of “Teahouse of the nally produced in 1953 at the
.Woodstock
(N. Y.) Playhouse under
August Moon,” while Thomas
Hughes Sand, vacations on the the. tag, “A Lady’s Gentleman,”
.

.

.

is filling in

!

A

Coast.

.

.

and Richard F. Maury, While muand lyrics, are by Bud. McCreery.
Ken Welch and G. Wood.
Courtney Burr, John, Byram arid
Gloria Axelrod plan a Broadway
production this season of Joe Masteroff’s
”The Lexington Avenue
Entrance” ..
Paul Vincent Carroll’s “The Wayward Saint” is on
the Theatre Guild production caV
endar for this season
Frederick
Brisson, Robert Griffith and Harold
Prince have added to their pro-

sic

ih Colorado Springs,' Col.,
to establish a local Civic Theatre

reritly

.

Contemplated
for next summer
tryout of the musical. “Dress Rehearsal,” by the Detroit (Mich.)
.

musical revue, “Bright
is scheduled for off*

Broadway production this season
by Ben Bagley. Sketches are by
Sheldon Harhiok, Mike Stewart

.

,

rievv

and Early,”

Richard Clemmer has replaced
Richard Barr as director of the
Broadway Chapel Players' production of “Noah,” which bows Oct;
10 at the Broadway Tabernacle
Church, N.Y,
Herbert L. Kneeter,
operator of the Norwich
(Conn.) Summer. Theatre; is cur-

,

.

.

Theatre Club has been postponed.
While in Chicago recently, producer Robert Fryer Okayed an increased ad budget in an attempt
pep up “Wonderful Town” duction schedule a musical, “Damn
to
grosses at the Shubert there. Show Yankee,” adapted from Douglass
Wallop’s comedy novel, “The Yeaf
is spending an additional $3,000
with the four Chi dailies this week the Yankees Lost the Pennant,
and next ... “Picnic” is starting with CBS-TV exec Albert B; Taylof
Sunday performances Oct. 10 at as associate producer.
John Boyt, former costume dithe Erianger, Chicago, dropping
the Wednesday matinees .. Max- rector for NBC Television, named
art
director for the N.Y. City
asas
signed
has
been
well. Soker
Showcase Opera Co., to oversee scenic and
at
producer
sociate
Theatre, Evanston, III., which be-i production staff.
.

!

.

I

.

.

.

.

.
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’Dame’ $3,600, Bucks Co.;

Up a Bit, With New Shows Blue;

Chi

'

'

-

..

.

^

'

—

65
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VIU

j

Midi Revival on B’way
New Hope, Pav, Sept. 28.

¥

IV IV //U \V/ j

Patricia Collinge’s adaptation: of

Andre Birabeau’s comedy, “Dame
Nature," grossed a mild $3,800 at
Chicago, Sept. 28.
continued to improve
week for two of the
three shows. Closing notices helped
“Time Out for Ginger' which exits
Saturday (2) for the road;
“Mrs. Patterson," starring Eartha Kitt, arrives Oct. 11 at the Harris, with the opening night taken
over for an Urban League .benefit,
yje.W Olsen & Johnson revue, “Pardon Our Antenna" preems Oct, 16
at the Selwyn. “Wonderful Town”
exits Nov. 20 from the Shubert to
continue on tour, With “King and
I” arriving Nov, 23.
Estimates for Last Week

Loop biz
glightly last

Bucks County Playhouse last
week. Playhouse producer Michael
Ellis and producer Alex- Cohen are
contemplating a Broadway revival

-the

Jean Arthur $19,100

1

Picnic, Erlanger. (2d

(Ralph

1.300)

Wk)

Meeker);

($4.40,

Nearly

on Guild subscription,
$19,000
(previous week, $20,000).
Time Out for Ginger, Harris
wk)

(37th

1,000) (Melvyn
$12,000’ (previ-

($4:15;

Almost
Douglas).
ous week, $9,500);
rday

moves out Sat-

(2).

Wonderful Town, Shubert (12th
Wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Channing),
Almost $30,400 (previous Week,.
$30,400); due to exit Nov. 20.

‘Moon’ $14,500, Toronto;

Holdover on Twofers
Toronto, Sept. 28.

Second week Of “Moon

Is

Blue"

grossed a big $14,500, a hop of $1,000 over the first stanza; with the
1,525-seat scaled at $3.50 top with
Sectax, but using two-for-ones.
ond week saw nightly turnaway biz
after
F.

Tuesday

(21).

Hugh Herbert

four-character

comedy stars Jerome Cowan, with
Martha Randall, Wayne Carson,
Clyde Waddell featured.

Current Road Shows
*

(Sept. 27-Oct. 9)

produced in
1938-39 by the Theatre Guild, with
Montgomery Clift, Lois Hall and
Washington,
Jessie Royce Landis in the cast.
Shaw’s “Saint Joan” built to a
Magda Gabor in “Bernardino,"

For

First

of the play* originally

Week, Wash.

Business on Broadway was off
a bit at all but the hit shows last
week. Drops, ranged, from $1,000
for a straight play to $4,300 for a
musical.
Last stanzai’s new entries were
Night’s ,
Dream,"
“Midsummer..
“Home Is The. Hero" and “All
Summer Long." Sole newcomer

Sept. 28.

.

.

tidy gross of nearly $19*100 for its
initial semester at the National
Theatre last week.. Biz was big

is

current at the Playhouse.

Friday-Saturday (24-25) with what
were, described as star Jean Ar-

week is “The Boy
Opening tomorrow night
this

There were no

Situation looks just as good for
this second week, the weekend being almost sold out before the box.

office

reopened yesterday

Shaw

(27).

The

into the

Clark).
Theatre Guild-American
Theatre
Society
subscription
helped war drama with all-male
cast; reviews didn’t help; about
$10,000; holds this week.
Reclining Figure, Walnut (C)
(1st wk) ($4.55; 1,340).
Reviewers
flipped for the Harry Kurnitz comedy on art collecting: But firstnight club’s pre-buy of first: three
performances at discount limited
the gross to $12,700; continues
this wOek.

—

M

;

—

Other parenthetic, designations
refer; respectively, to peeks played,
number of ~performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number,
of seats, capacity gross and sta.rs.
Price includes 10%: amusement tax,
exclusive
but. grosses are net:
«

’

The N, Y, City

Ballet racked

drama

critic,

view..

Anniversary

$49,800.
(4) to the. ImGetting Gertie’s Garter, Majestic
can reriiain until Dec.
then vacate fq£ “Silk (1st wk) ($3.30; 1,500). About
$13,000
on twofers.
Stockings,” due Dec. 30.
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth (D) (36th Wk; 284; $5.75-

I

$4.60; $33,331) (Lloyd Nolan, John
Hodiak, Barry Sullivan). Another

First

Rainmaker

(Geraldine
Page)
— Playhouse,
Wilmington

—

Reclining Figure (tryout) ^Valnut St., Phila. (27-2) (Reviewed in
Variety*. Sept. 22, ’54).
Saint Joan. (Jean Arthur) National, Wash. (27-2); Nixon, Pitt
(4-9). (Reviewed in Variety, Sept.

—

22, ’54).

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
r—Geafy* S.F.

(27-2);

Metropolitan,

Seattle (5-9).
South Pacific (Iva Withers, Webb
Tilton)—Forrest, Phila.; (27-9)'.

Tender Trap (Robert Preston,
Hunter, Roriny Graham) (tryout)—Wilbur, Boston (27-9) (Reviewed in Variety this week)..
Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—Harris, Chi;(27-2).
.

Kim

What
(Helen

Every.
Woman Knows
Hayes)—Huntington Hart-

L.A.

(27-9)
(Reviewed in
Variety this week).
Wonderful Town (Carol Channing)—Shubert, Chi (27-9).

ford,

Week
St:.

WONDERFUL TOWN
^
(As of Sept 11, ’54)
Gross last three weeks, $96,457:
Loss last three, weeks, $4,051 (in-,
eludes $8,510 In. previously waived
:

.

royalties).

in St.

Loo

Louis, Sept. 28;

“King and I" launched the local
legit season at the Henry W. Kiel
Auditorium last week arid the first
eight of 21 performances grabbed
a sockeroo $49,000.
Because of
heavy ducat demand, local manager Paul Beisrnari selected, the
huge municipal house. Piece scaled
to $3.92 top and heavy advance

Sept.

28,

$50,160).

.

.

,

$9,200 for

first

five

performances

scription. offering of the season,

on subscription.

King of Hearts, Lyceum (C) Martin-Tan’
$55,700, LA.;(26th wk; 202; $5,75-$4.60; 995;
(Donald Cook,
$23,389)
Jackie
‘That’s Life’
Cooper). Almost $13,400 (previous
$4,800
week, $15,300).
Los Angeles, Sept. 28.
Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (4fd- wk;
Local legit is perking this week
340; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) (Alfred with the advent of the new $1,000,Drake).
Sellout,
over $57,900 000 Huntington Hartford Theatre,
which opened last night (Mon.)
(previous, week, $57,900).
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Met 'with Helen Hayes starring in
.

OK

j

Opera House (M)

(1st

wk;

6;

$6;

“What Every Woman Knows."

Town’s two offerings both dipped
Pan" easing
Week at the
notices (Chapman, News; Coleman; 2,670-seat Philharmonic AuditoriMirror; Hawkins, World-Telegram)*, um. Show got $56*800 the previous
(Robert Helpmann,
Stanley.. Holloway).
Opened Sept., 21 to three favorable
3,612; $93,553)

Moira Shearer,

last week, with “Peter
to $55;700 .in its sixth

three unfavorable reviews (Atkin- stanza
“That’s Life," was down to $4,800
son, Times; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
Watts, Post): and one two-opinion iri its 1:4th frame at the 400-seat
.comment (McClai
Journal-Amer- Las Palmas, an ebb of $400 from
ican); grossed over $7.0,500 for first the week before.
six;, performances.
Qh, Men, Oh Women, Miller (C) ‘Mrs. Patterson’ $22,000
,

(41st

wk;

334;

$5:75-$4.60;

920;

$23,248) (Lloyd Bridges). Almost
Total net profit to date, $204,969.
$11,200 (previous week, $13,800).
Distributed profit, $125,000.
points to hefty grosses during rePajama Game, St. James (MC)
Cash available for distribution, mainder Of stand.
(20th wk; 156; $6.90; 1,571; $51,$27,093.
Previous week, Sept. 13-18, mu- 717) (John Raitt, Janice Paige,
sical grossed over $70,500 at the Eddie. Foy Jr.). Sellout again, over
ANNIVERSARY WALTZ
$51,700.
KRNT Theatre, Des Moines.
(As of Sept. .4, ’54)
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C) (97th
wk; 773; $5.75-$4 60; 1,063; $24,000)
Gross last five weeks, $68,492.
Operating profit last five weeks,
(Elliott
Nugent).
Over $21,300
‘Itch’ $19,400, S. F.
(previous week, $22*100).
$3,015.
San Francisco, Sept. 28.
Total operating profit to date,
jSolid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
“Seven Year Itch," still the Only (C) (47th wk; 373; $5.75-$4.60;
$27,385.
Capital returned last week, $15,- show in town; drew $19,400 for 1.077; $27,811). Over $23,100 (pre000
its eight weeks at the 1, 550-seat vious week, $24,600).
Total return to date, $15,000.
Tea: and Sympathy, Barrymore
Geary, at $3.85 top.
(D) (52d wk; 413; $5.75-$4.60; l*06p;
Unrecouped cost to date, $944.
Eddie Bracken is starred.

First

Week

in Detroit

.

.

.

SEE FADE OF TWOFERS

(73d

They wouldn’t buy “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes” last week at the
(previous
Nixon* even for twofers, and the
Manny Davis production wound up
Dear Charles; Morosco (C) (2d under $10,000. It looks even slimwk; 13; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; $30,000) mer this stanza.
(Tallulah Bankhead). Nearly $29,House is scaled regularly up to
900 (previous week, $21,600 for $4.20 ($3.50 plus city arid Federal
first five performances
arid one taxes) and a few patrons paid that
preview).
price. Most of the attendance was
Fifth Season, Cort (C) (78th wk; at cut-price, however,
“Blondes” also tried giving two
619; $4.60; 1,056; $25,227) (Chester
Morris, Joseph Buloff).
Almost evening shows Friday and Saturday instead of the usual matinees,
$10,200 (previous* week, $11,500).
Horiie Is the Hero, Booth (D) and this may have helped a bit.
Although it got one good notice,
(1st wk; 5; $5.75-$4.60; 766; $22,000) (Walter Macken, Peggy Ann two poor ones made it tough for
Garner). Opened last Wednesday the saga of Lorelei Lee to get
going and there Was little b.o.
(22) to two positive reviews (Hawaction until the weekend. Feeling
kins,
World-Telegram; McClai
Journal-American) and five paris generally is that the twofers have
been
overdone here.
(Atkinson, Times; Chapmen, News;
Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Herald , Nixon gets jean Arthur in “Saint
Tribune; Watts, Post); grossed over Joan" next week, as the first sub580; $6.90;
1,361;
Sellout,
just
$50,400
~
week, $50,400).

—

(7-8).

‘BLONDES’ $10,000, PITT;
Pittsburgh,

(MC)

wk;

—

(tryout)

(previous

$33,500

week, $33,600).
Can-Can, Shubert

—

langer, Chi (27-9).

over

sellout,

—

—

.

Saturday to fair notices.
Estimates For Last Week
Fanny, Shubert .(1st wk) (MD)
($6.25; 1,700) (Ezio Pinza, Walter
Slezak),
Went clean for over

perial, where.
25, but must

New

—

Broadhurst

Hub

Boston, Sept. 28.
Hub’s legit season got off to a
solid start last week (20) with
“Fanny” bowing into the Shubert
for a three-week stint to an advance sellout; Musical is the The-,
atre Guild’s first offering of the
season and the subscription list
has already passed the 10,000 mark,
“Getting
the largest since 1939.
Gertie’s Garter," which opened at
the Majestic the same night, is
doing moderately on two-for-ones.
“Tender Trap" opened a tryout

moves next Monday

1

.

Waltz*

(C) (25th wk; .195;. $4.60; 1,160;
$28,000) (Macdonald Ckrey, Kitty
Carlisle).
Over $21,100 (previous
week, $22,400).
By the Beautiful Sea, Majestic
(MC) (25th wk; 196; $6.90; 1,510;
Over
(Shirley Booth):
$58,000)
$33,400 (previous week, $38,000);

Cecil: Wilson," cur-

rently visiting
piece reported

4;

Times; Chapman, News;
Coleman* Mirror; Hawkins, WorldTelegram) arid three negative noHerald
Tribune;
tices
..(Kerr,
McClain, Journal-American; Watts,
Post); grossed oyer $12,300 for first
four performances arid one pre-

up

last Sunday night (26). Final stanza
York.
The brought in a $44,580 gross, for a
Getting Gertie’s Garter—Majesthe barring of total of $179,170 at $3.60 top on the
tic, Boston (27-9).
Sandy Wilson and Miss Hope and engagement.
King and I (Yul Brynner, Patri- quoted their rather guarded comFirst week hit $41,000; second
cia Morison)—Kiel Aud., St L. ments bn the situation.
stanza, $44,800, and third week,
(2-6); State Fair, Dallas (8-9).
There
is apparently no question $48,bOO.
Sock take was despite an
Moon Is Blue Hanna, Cleve.
of royalty payments to the author- early season start (before Labor
(27-9).
Day), a general reshuffling of balMrs. Patterson (Eartha Kitt) composer and director, and their
Cass, Detroit (27-9) (Re- billing has not been altered thus lerinas with. Maria Tallchief’s de(tryout)
far. But both have been excluded parture, arid two new ballets proviewed in Variety this week).
duced without settings and costumAngels
(Victor Jory) Her from rehearsals, which have reMy 3
ing.
Majesty’s, Montreal (27-3);. Royal portedly been taken, over by Feuer.
Last season, troupe did a fine 10Alexandra, Toronto (4-9).
Both the latter and his partner,
Oklahoma Elm St., Worcester, Martin, have avoided explanation week winter run at the Center, for
a $435,105 take.
It will resume
Mass. (27-29); War Memorial Aud., or comment.
Nov. 3 for four Weeks, during
Providence. (30-2); State, New Bed“Boy Friend,” Originally done as which it will present only one proford (4-5); State, Portland, (6-7);
a sort of cabaret show in London, duction,
the
full-evening-length
Opera House, Bangor (8-9).'
Oil Your Toes (Vera Zorina,, was expanded and produced in the “Nutcracker." It plans a third sear
Bobby Van) (tryout) -4- Shubert, West End: last December, where it son, starting Feb. 1, to run six or
New Haven (27-2) (Reviewed in is still playing to profitable at- seven weeks, depending on when
tendance. It was seen there by Ar- the company leaves for its EuroVariety this week):
Peter Pan (Mary Martin) (tryout) thur Lewis, production aide to pean jaunt.
Philharmonic Aud., L.A. (27-9) Feuer & Martin* and acquired by
(Reviewed in Variety, July 21, ’54, the latter for the U.S., with Miss
and Aug.' 26, ’54).
Hope signed to repeat her original ‘King’ Boffola $49,000
Picnic
(Ralph Meeker)
Er- staging.

Shubert, Detroit

wk;

kinson*

—

(27-2);

(4-9).

Summer Long, Coronet

(D)
1,027;
$5.75-$4.60;
Opened last Thursday
$30,000).
(23) to four affirmative reviews (At-

All

1st

(27-2); Cox, Cincinnati (4-9) (Re- attention first in a '"dispatch pub- its best season, with a four-week
viewed in Variety, Sept. 22, ’54). lished in the London Daily Mail of run at City Center, N. Y., ending
last Thursday (23) by the sheet’s
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

Nixon, Pitt

Gertie’ 13G,

of tax.

BALLET’S SOCK 179G
FOR FOUR-WEEK RUN

The dispute, which had been
Fragile Fox (Don Tgylor, Dane
Clark) (tryout)—Locust St., Phila. kept under cover, came to public

London musical,

,

N.Y.

’54).

$38*000).

eretta).

Week

Nervous Company
Although Wilson has avoided interviews on the subject, he is
known to be afraid to push Guild
Wise. (30); H.S. Aud., Marshfield, action against Feuer
& Martin or
Wise. (1); H.S. Aud., Wausau, Wise.
to attempt legal steps, for fear of
Union,
Milwaukee
(4);
Palace,
(2);
jeopardizing
the
critical
and boxQrpheum,(5-6);
Madison,: Wi$.
Davenport (8); Coliseum, Ottumwa, office chances of the musical comfears
edy..
he
the comAlso*
that
la. (9),
w
for Murder (Donald pany, already on the eve of the
Dial
Woods)—Royal Alexandra, Toronto premiere and presumably more jitHer Majesty’s, Montreal tery because Of the difficulty be(27-2);
(4-9).
tween the author-composer and diFanny (Ezio Pinza, Walter Sle- rector and the management, would
Shubert, Boston (27- be hopelessly thrown by additional
zak) (tryout)
9) (Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 22, tension.

OPENING THIS WEEK
,Boy Friend, Royale (MC) ($6,90;
1,172;

MO

Philadelphia, Sept: 28,
Legit season broke away to mild
here last week with a brace
‘Caine’ Powerful $34,900
of. openings, “Fragile Fox" at the
Locust and “Reclining Figure" at
For St. Paul Aud.
Walnut.
Last night (Mon.) the
long-awaited “South Pacific" was
St. Paul, Sept. 28.
“Caine greeted: with a capacity house, at
of
edition
Touring
the Forrest.
Mutiny Court Martial,” starring
Rodgers & Hammersteih tuner
Paul Douglas; Wendell Corey and was virtually a sellout for entire
Steve BrOdie, grossed over. $34,900 announced four- week stand before,
Forrest manat the Auditorium here, from Sept. first curtain rose.
agement; in Sunday papers an18 through last Friday (24).
Booking was sponsored by Du- nounced two week extension of
run through Nov. 6, and placed
luth booker-manager jay Lurye.
seats on sale yesterday. Extension.
:has already shoved back “Tea and
Sympathy” previously slated for
Nov. 1 at the Forrest, into a Janu‘Friend’ Factions
ary date, and threatens the. Nov. 25
Continued from; page 63
booking of “House of Flowers."
Otherwise, the booking schule
sumabiy have to await arbitration, now includes “Rainmaker,” Walsince the Guild’s agreement with nut, Oct. 11; Mask and Wig Club’s
the League provides for out-of- “Tempest in a Teapot," Locust,
court mediation of all disputes. By Nov. 22, and “Black-Eyed Susan,"
the time the matter was settled Locust, Nov. 29.
that way, the success or failure of
Estimates, For Last Week
Fragile Fox, Locust (D) (1st wk).
“Boy Friend" would obviously no
($4.55; 1.580) (Don Taylor, Dane
longer be at issue.
start

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
Corey,
(Paul Douglas, Wendell
Steve Brodie H.S. Aud., Ironwood,
Mich/ (29); H.S. Aud., Green Bay,

over $34,100.

with book', music and lyrics by
Sandy Wilson, produced by Cy
Feuer & Ernest H. Martin; financed
Estimates for Last Week
at $140,000, production cost about
Keys: C ( Comedy), D (Drama),
including bonds (no tryCD ( Comedy-Draina) , R (Revue), $120,000,
(Musi- out), arid; can. break even at around
MC (Musical-Comedy),
gross;
opens toriiorrow
cal-Drama) O (Opera), OP (Op- $24,000
night (Thurs.).

thur’s film fans.

Ballet Russe follows
theatre.

Friend,’’
(Thurs.).
closings lest week.

Nearly.
$28,300) (Joan Fontaine).
$24,700 (previous week, $26,300).
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (C) (50th wk; 404; $6.22-$4.60;
1,214; $33,608) (Burgess Meredith,
Scott McKay),
Another sellout,,

Detroit, Sept. 28.

“Mrs. Patterson," by Charles Sebree and Greer Johnson, grossed
$22,000 iri its first week at the
1, 482-seat Cass. The gross includes
the take for three preview benefit

performances and sale of tickets to
the general public beginning Wednesday (22). The Eartha Kitt starrer remains two more weeks. Top
is $3.85 weeknights and $4.40 Saturday.

The 2,050-seat Shubert opens
next Sunday (Oct. 3) With “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” in for a fortnight oil. two-for-ones.
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Shows on
Summer Long

All

moves

steadily,

and play about which there can

tight

plays,

Playwrights Co. production of drama In possesses a number of strong thescenes), hoc. Robert Ander-.
adapted from novel by Donald atrical scenes.
son.
Wetzel. Feature's John Kerjv Ed Begley.
York, it lias been given
Fcitf
June Walker, John Randolph. ..Clay Hall,
Carroll Baker. Directed by Alan Schnei- a sturdy production arid
a splendid
der: scenery; and lighting, Jo Mlelzlner;
costumes, Anna Hijl Johnstone: incidental cast by Worthington Mi
\ If there
music. Albert Hague. At Coronet, N.Y., remains yet some reservations as
.

two acts (nine

New

,

.

'

Sept. 23,

Willie.

.

.

at $5.75-$4.60 top.
...u.v. .V, -V •’•••• Ctaf Hall

'5-i:

.

Dbn

survival in-Broadway competition, these go to tlie Core of the
question: what does the author
have to say? Unfortunately, the
play ends logically but on a note
of letdown.

John Kerr
June Walker
Ed Begley

Mother

;N

Dad
Ruth
Harry

...

Cdrroll Baker
'John Randolph

of the previous generation, he
seems more of a sheer stage craftstists

On Tour Toes

Land.

irian,

New

27.
George Abbott production; of musical
comedy In two acts by Richard Rodgers,
Lorenz Hart and Abbott, with music by
Rodgers and lyrics by Hart. Stars Vera
'

Zorina,

A Midsummer

Night’s

Stritch.

Bobby Van; features Elaine
Ben Astar, Kay Coulter. Joshua
Nicolas

Shelley,

Jack- Williams,

Orloff,

Dream

George Church. Directed by Abbott;
Choreography, George Balanchine; set-

Hiirok presentation of Old Vic Theatre^ production (by arrangement with Old
Vic Trust Ltd. and the Arts Council of
Great Britain) of Shakespeare’s comedy
in three acts (five scenes); with music

costumes, Irene
Oliver Smith;
Sharaff; lighting, Peggy Clark; musical
direction, Salvatore Dell'Isola; orchestrations, Don Walker. At Shubert .Theatre,

.

S.

tings,

'54.

.

.

.

.

evident good intention; “All Srimnier Long" turns out
to be one of those grim dramas of
bickering^ frustrating family life,
It takes place on a dimly-lit stage
against an artfully ramshackle, ex-

For

all its

.
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small and operating overhead probit lacks exciteably modest for this show. Whether
As boxofficri for a short erigageBased on Donald 'Wetzel’s novel, parties; Irish societies and forced ment, the. Old Vic revival of “A
draught
could
keep
the
Open
Midsummer
Night’s Dream” is :a
show
drama
and
Curse,”
the,
Wreath
a
•‘A:
for a moderate run is. a dubious proven draw with a huge advance
is about tlie “crucial" summer in
the emotional growth of an 11- possibility V given the either/or sale. As entertainment, however,
He is withdrawn, realities of the New York legiti- it’s not so dreamy;
year-old boy.
The huge, heavy productibn, with
confused and miserable with his mate.
.Macken’s script reeks Of inter- towering, rococo scenery and opuimpatient, selfish and callous family.
With only his crippled older personal hostility, since the Cen- lent costumes, the 60-piece orchesplaying Mendelssohn’s lush
brotfier to offer affection and sym- tral figare hates everybody, includ- tra
pathy, the lad takes all summer ing himself. There is* however, a music, the, pointlessly pretty chorelong to build a retaining wall which smattering of Irish, wit and color- ography, declamatory playing and
he hopes will hold back the river ful idiom. ^gainst '"'this,., is a sur- deliberate, relentless pace make
that is undermining the bank where prising lot Of Americanisms in the this an exhausing show; If it’s art,
dialog, hinting at the influence of it’s not much fun.
the house stands
Probably the 3>612-seat MetroAlthough melodramatic things Hollywood films in Ireland since.
politan Opera House is an unforhappen, they seem like minor inci- O’Casey's time.
Incidentally, “Home Is the Hero” tunate place for even so lavish a
dents, and while the boy and his
brother undergo emotional expedi- should make a good picture, since spectacle. On that enormous stage
ences that affect them profoundly, there is abundant scope for clash even the ponderous Robin arid
Christopher Ironside scenery and
the of her characters seem un- and. suspense.
touched by events, even the immiOf the 10 who comprise the cast, the ballet seem lost. And it looks a
nent collapse of the house at the it is difficult without seeming little ridiculous to see an aritor,
Moreover, impres- invidiousness to check-list in any after reading an exit line, trying to
final curtain.
sion dn an audience is of the same given order. Macken himself is a be jaunty as he walks about half ;a
situation going on and on and the competent actor who makes Paddo city block to get offstage.
same things being said over and thoroughly believable. He does not
Also, though the well-projected
over.
have the sheer physical size for voices of the actors are invariably
Director Alan Schneider has not the bully he plays but he makes audible, something about the acousbeen able, to inject a sense of up in inner ferocity for the mascu- tics of that vast, multi-tiered
movement or depth to this still-life, linity a Hollywood producer would house makes even the meticulous
and the actors are generally left in more visually stereotype. As the British enunciation frequently unthe position of reiterating a small pathetic, loving-but-scared wife, intelligible. So despite the quickJohn Kerr, who Glenda Farrell gives a scrupu- silver of Shakespeare’s verse and
set of attitudes.
scored a personal click last season lously in*charactei\ entirely per- the: loveliness of Mendelssohn's
music, this “Dream” is more imin, “Tea and Sympathy," plays on a suasive, intelligent performance.
key of almost unvarying flat unMost of the troupers, regardless posing than diverting.
derstatement as the crippled older of the economic verdict, do themPerhaps any realistic production
studied, qualities,
ment.,

,

.

.

,

brother.

June

Walker

(Kerr’s offstage
as expressive as the role
of the doting, foolishly optimistic
is

mom

permits, and Ed Begley is almost suspiciously convincing as the
thick-skinned, hate-filled father.
Clay Hall is plausible and appealing as the uncomprehending, inarticulate boy; Carroll Baker is acceptable as the mean, shallow older sister, although her emotional
Scenes seem artificial; John Randolph is suitably direct as the insensitive brother-in-law, and Daniela Boni is believable as the sexconscious moppet neighbor.
Jo Mielziner’s scenery is a triumph of dingy foreboding, the
clothes designed by Anna Hill
Johnstone are properly dowdy,, arid
Albert Hague has supplied the
rather consciously atmospheric incidental music.
iHobe.
.

.

lloiii© Is tlie

Hero

Theatre Guild arid Wbrthlngton Miner
production of three act drama by Walter
Macken. Stars Macken, Peggy. Anri Garner;
features Glenda Farrell, J. Pat O’Malley.
Directed by Miner: setting; Marvin Reiss.
At Booth, N.Y., Sept, 22,. '54; at $4.60$5.75 top.
Willie O'Reilly
Daylia.
.4

Trapper

.

.

.

Donald Harron
Glenda Farrell.
Art Smith
Walter Macken
...... Frances Fuller
,

......

.

Paddo: O Reilly
Mrs, Green
....
.

.

Manchester Monaghan
......>
.......

.

.

Christopher Plummer
Anri Thomas
J, Pat O’Malley
:Peggy Ann Garner
Loretta .Leversee

....

.

.

.

Shakespeare’s

selves distinct benefit career wise.

of

Loretta Leversee, ah unknown, may
perhaps count on the greatest
legup professionally. She plays her
love scenes with the lame son of
Paddo most beguilingly. Latter
role is managed with much light
and shade, by Donald Harron, including the meilodrama tics \\;heh
son faces father.
Peggy Ann Garner adds stature
with this assignment, playing the
confused daughter. She, Harron,
Miss Farrell and Frances Fuller
as the forgiving widow of the murdered man are more' or less
“straight” in a gallery of Irish
pixies; of which J. Pat O'Malley
and Art Smith are notable for picturesque etching in the script and
theatrical saves im the interpreta-

somewhat
meandering
fantasy
would seem a bit earth-bound. But
this ornate production and the literal performance tends to grind
an
audience
limp.
Somehow,

.

Ami Thomas

there’s just too

.

mann’s choreography, which is riot
much formal as banal, com-

pounds the impression. As

a per-

former, Helpmann is the outstanding member of the company. If hi?
dancing is ho longer spritely, his
acting of the Oberon role is vigorous and authoritative.

Shearer offers

one

ex-

pertly decorative dance, and is visually attractive, but her playing

also vividly
tinted in the tradition of a giggleWater-addicted biddy; The Irish
women speak of a journey to the
nearby pub as “going for a message.”
is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Vera Bar nova ... ...
Anushka
Peggy Porterfield

...

physical

violence

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.
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.

.

.

—

Hope,

—

Pa. (4-9)
(Original^ stock
tryout reviewed in Variety, July 9,
‘52),

^

New York to push a
and, while at it
engage in whatever romantic dk

engineer in

new wonder drug

.

.

.

.

•

.

away with

There was some question as to
whether this musical revival should
have an out-of-town breakin or
open cold on Broadway. On the
basis of its premiere perfoririance
here, a cold Broadway opening
might have been just that-—cold.
With a brief spell-of pre-Gotham
doctoring, available, however, the

it

but

who behind

Ronny Graham,

a Good Time Charlie
exterior, conveys an authentically
.

seductive charm; Robert Preston,
after a shaky start, reveals a persuasive personality as the hopeful
chemical engineer,
though his
yoice sometimes seems a little
thick and unruly.
Kim Hunter, as the all-wise hope?
ful who misses her male prey by
1935-36 tuner may survive this a riding crop, takes the lead, but
impression on the basis of its songs Janet Riley stands out in a frightand dances only, certainly not from ening example of femme go-getter;
With the passing Parker McCormick, as another
its passe book.
years, the story line of “On Your hopeful, accomplishes a lot in a
Toes" has become “Down at the little time, and Julia Meade, anHeels.”
other ditto, lends decor to the afShow’s first number takes longer fair.
Jack Manning never quite"
to get started .than
a Stanley. puts over the fatuous role of the
Steamer, with dialog and situations young scientist, but Joey Faye conalmost as ancient.
tributes a brief, very funny bit as
However, there is fine dancing, a hopped-up musician.
culled from a variety of patterns.
On the whole, the plot line is
Rapid fire motion is the basic well worked out and there is alchoreographic theme, climaxing in ways something doing, so there’s
the title number, a cleverly con- probably the basis for a film, especeived and neatly executed en- cially since there is not any really
semble piece.
blue material. But the direction
In for terping laughs, also, is a often overemphasizes the action,
harem ballet as the first act finale and the lines, especially in the
and, of course, the wow “Slaughter opening phases, tend to be over..

.

.

on Tenth Avenue” highlight.

.

.

Bobby Van bows

into the dancing lead Were impressively. He
leaves ’em asking for more on his
solo stepping* as well as dueting
with Kay Coulter, a personable
lass who makes a capable vis-a-vis
both vocally and terpwise.
Costar Vera. Zorina has effective
moments in the “Slaughter" scene

and the semi-comic harem

ballet.

Elaine Stritch sells herself completely with, nonchalant comedy
reading and piinchy song delivery.
Nicholas Orloff is amusing as a
fading Nijinsky. Joshua Shelley
comes through competently as a
songwriter; Ben Astar makes a
fitting ballet impresario, except for
overly thick accent; George Church,
of the original 1935-36 cast; does

good “heavy” work in ballets, aiid
Jack Williams coritributes an okay
Vaude hoofer bit.
Score reprises a list of raves of
nearly two decades ago, with uporchestrations that make the
nicely
listenable.
Slight
alterations have been made, in
original lyrics to add a more topical
flavor arid help put the numbers
back on the most-played lists.
Tunes as
whole are skillfully
handled, and conductor Salvatore
Dell’Isola directs the pit occupants
capably. Mounting is a visual treat,
with color used unsparingly fri
both materials and lighting.
If Broadway is willing tq accept
“Toes” as primarily a series of
song and dance nurnbers, it may
find
a
fair
enough response.
Otherwise, it may he a case of back
to the mothballs for this once-great

songs

.

McCall

,

.

.

Earl Lindquist
Sol Schwartz

Sept. 27-Oct. 9)

with

characters are
career people
caught in the irresistible impulse
to roll in the hay without facing
the ensuing responsibilities.
On
the one hand is a riiarried chemical
its

.

.

(

common

ip.

that

New York

.

. ...

Jessica Collins
Sylvia Crewes
Julie Gillis
.

Kilgo Run, by Arnold Sundgaard
Bucks County 'Playhouse, New

has

it

is

.

.

Joti

there’s

What
“Itch”
similar

whose apartment swarm a procession of career girls on the make,
While the situations are often
John Robb comic and the dialogue sparkling,
Snoopy
Nathaniel Frey
Thug
the
comedy frequently verges on
Patrick Welch
Mishka .......
...
John Nola the amateur farce with fisticuffs,
Ivan
Vassilll
Edward Pfeiffer chewing up the scenery; lashings
Ted Adkins
Dmitri
^
Robert. Liiidgren with a crop and various other'
Leo
Ballet Stage Manager.
..Bertram Wood. manifestations of the high spirit.
Arthur Grahl It is in the over-doing
Cop
of these eleGirls; Phyllis Campbell, Lillian D’Honau,
Patricia Drylie, Katia Geleznova* MarUyn ments, not to mention the overHale, Dorene Kilmer. Helen Kramer, drawing of one incredibly possesSorija Llndgren, Paula. Lloyd, Sigyn. Barsive girl that gives it all a dubious
bara Michaels, Lois Platt. Nina Popova,
Ruth Sobotka, Mary Stanton, Carol outlook.
Stevens, Wendy Winn.
The elaborate kiddishness. of the
Boys; Ted Adkins, Marvin Arnold,
Johnny Bowen, Timmy Everett, Arthur bachelor is also a flaw, though it
Grahl, Edward Kerrigan, Jack Leigh, Rob- seems cleiar that no one could get
ert Llndgren, John Nola, Edward Pfeiffer.
i

,

enough on stage to supply Richard
Widmark and Jack Palance at their

the

Patricia Wilkes
Elaine Stritch
Sergei Alexandrovitch ......... Ben Astar
lcolas Orloff
Konstantine Morrosine ,

,

actual

until

works are thoroughly oil up on
the road. It wowed the local first
nighters here, and could do the
same to the steelier New Yorkers
but riot without considerable polw
ishing here.

Bobby Van version, he can find to- replace
the
...
Mary Stanton
..
Kay Coulter prosaic suburban domesticities of
Joshua Shelley his marriage.. On the other is his
... Patrick Welch old
friend, a. career- bachelor into
Vera. Zorina

,

much of everything. dated

so

Moira

.

seems mechanical and there’s
something slightly cool and mechanical about the regal magnetism
of her Titania, Stanley Holloway musical comedy.
Bone.
is a relax and amusing Bottom
within the limits of Shakespeare
Tlie Tonilor Trap
The “modern” Irishman in the comedy. There are also competent
Boston, Sept. 25.
Clinton Wilder production of comedy
script is well played by Chris- performances by Philip Guard as
In
acts (four scenes), by Max Shul*
topher Plummer. Well-dressed and Puck and such supporting players manthree
and Robert Paul Smith. Stars Robof uncertain source of income, hie as Eliot Makeham, Philip Locke, ert. Preston, Kim Hunter, Ronny Graham;
Thorndike, Norman Ros- features Janet Riley, Jack Manning, Julia
is what the English call a spiv. It Daniel
Parker McCormick, Joey Faye.
makes for a good melodramatic sington, Michael Redington, An- Meade.
Staged by Michalel Gordon; setting arid
encounter when he returns to en- thony Nicholls, John Dearth, Ann lighting, Paul Morrison; costumes, Anna
Johnstone. At Wilbur, Boston, Sept.
counter Paddo after Paddo has set Walford, Patrick MacNee, Terence Hill
25, '54; at $3.60 top.
out to whip his own daughter with Longdon and Joan Benham.
Charlie Reader
Ronny Graham
Kobe.
Poppy Matson
Parker McCormick
a belt, (As respects threatened or

tion.

Single set of Marvin Reiss works
very well. Essentially an interior,
literary strain of the Irish family it Still conveys second floor and
dramas of the 1920s. It is put to- outdoor dimension. Atmosphere is
gether by a stagewise author-actor, plausibly poor class Irish without
.

uninhibited,

Michael Benthaff’s explicit staging seems to accentuate the overpowering tedium, and Robert Help-

sadistic peak) *

“Home Is the Hero" exhibits
many of the traits if not the grand

.

.

.

.

.

David Winters
George Church
Dorene Kilmer

.
.

.

.

.

.

mother)

.

.

for carefully-paced stage action. Duke of Athens
Anthony Nicholls
terior-interior house setting, and'
Resultantly there is a lot of sus- Hippolyta .... .... Margaret Courtenay
the unhappy, children invariably
Master pf Revels
Peter Johnson
engrossment
pense
and
audience
Hermia's
Father.
John Dearth
quarrelsome parents
their
call
Ann Walford'
which makes Macken’s third act Hevmia
“mom" and “dad" and long to “get. the
Demetrius
Patrick MacNee
more disappointing. He has not Lvsander
Terence Longdon
way" from' there.
,
said Very much when it is ail over Helena
.....
....
Joan Benham
After, nine scenes and $65,000 except that Paddo O’Reilley was a Quince
Eliot .Makeham
Stanley Holloway
worth of productibn, author Robert bully to start with and learned Bottom ..........
Philip Locke
Anderson’s theme turns out to be from punishment only to become a Fliite
Starveling ......
Daniel Thorndike
merely the truisms that a house teetotalling brawler instead of a Snout ..
Norman Rossington
Snug
Michael Redlhgton
..... .
without loVe is not a home and that boozing brawler.
Puck .......
..... Philip Guard
children need affection, underJocelyn Britton
Paddo is a throughly unpleasant Fairy
Unfortustanding and patience.
Oberon
Robert Helpmann
human being whose twin charac- Tltania
... Moira Shearer
nately, the presentation of this
Jocelyn Britton
and
self-pity
self- Peaseblossom
bromide tends to seem rather static terizations,
Cobweb •. ........
Tania d’Avray..
..... Sheila, Wright
and monotonous as theatre. It’s a righteausness, evoke in the viewer Moth
Mustardseed
........ Joah King
..
dim prospect for Broadway, but a desire' that he get some emotion- Indian
Boy
Rudolfo Cornejo
allyrsatisfying
comeuppance.
He
material
conceivably might be. film
Court. Attendants,
Pages, Musicians,
doesn’t.
Wedding Guests, etc;: PhylUs Harcouvt.
if considerably punched up.
Hetzel,
Barbara, Lelgh-Hunt,
“Home Is the Hero" does not Vivienne
Despite its, vigorous characters
Rosemary Moore; GUlian Neason, Jane
that react to circumstances and end with the central character Shore, Suzanne Steele; Betty Shale, Elizabeth Wade, Anne Wilson, Ivan Baptie,
each other (not always with clear changed as a result of the events Jeremy
Geidt. David Hurst, David' Hardmotivation and an affecting basic revealed in the play. Here may lie ing, Michael Hayes, William Marti Kensituation, “All Summer Long" has the best clue to its clouded out- neth Melville, David Reynolds. David
Rose. David Stevens, Sven van Zyl.
look.
Broadway
Tlespite
considfor
relatively little incident, but deBallet Corps: Valerie Adams; Jocelyn
pends on symbolism that isn’t suf- erable theatrical virtues and excel- Britton, Mary Brookes, Louise Carley,
Tania l'Avray, Nadia de Lichtenberg,
ficiently projected in terms of the- lent performances.
Juliet Ellice, Mary Fenwick. Joan Kiitg.
The Theatre Guild subscriptions Margaret Knoesen, Lana Kassinbva,
atre. So although this new play by
tlie author ..of “Tea and Sympathy" are now worth about three weeks’ Joanne Nisbet, Josephine Spaull, Sheila
if somewhat Support to! a play. The Booth is Wright, Henry Naughtpn.:
has. commendable,
.

.

.

Jack WUllams

leanor WUllams

1

Broadway

spririg

Haven, Sept.

New Haven, Sept.. 25,
by Mendelssohn, arranged by Gordon Phil Dolan II
Jacob. Stars Robert Helpmann, Moira LU Dolan
Walter Macken; who plays the Shearer, Stanley Holloway. Directed by PhU Dolan III .....
pivotal character, a domestic dic- Michael Benthall; scenery and costumes, Stage Manager
and Christopher Ironside; choreog- Lola
tator and bully, is a veteran of the Robin
raphy, Helpmann; ’‘Nocturn” arranged by Junior
.1
Irish theatre and also a novelist. Frederick Ashton'S orchestra conductor, Miss Wasservogle
Hugo
Rignold;
guest conductor, Arthur Frankie Fl’ayne
As a playwright he organizes his
Lief; At Metropolitan Opera House, N.Y., Sidney Cohn
...
scenes and moves his characters Sept. 21, ’5't at $0 top ($10 opening).
Joe McCall ........

Daniela Boni

Theresa

be

mors unreserved praise. Less the
poet than some of the Irish drama-,

to' its

•

Y

,

being, one of Lady Gregory’s folksy
pig parlors.
At a guess, Walter Macken will
come up in the next years with a

.

.

...... Robert Preston
.... Julia Meade
......... Kim Hunter
......... Janet Riley

Jack Manning
Joey Faye

Slightly reminiscent 6f “The
Seven Year Itch” though neither
as sharply drawn nor as bright,
“The Tender Trap” will not

ciite;

The

set is attractive. Elie*

Mrs. Patterson
Detroit, Sept. 28.
Leonard Sillman production of drama
in three acta (three scenes) by Charles
Sebree and Greer JohrisQn. Stats Earths
Kitt; features Enid Markey. 'Directed by
Guthrie McClintlc; songs and Incidental
music by James Shelton; setting and costumes, Raoul Rene de Bois. At Cass.
.

'

Detroit, Sept. 22. *54; at $4.40-$3.85 top.
Anna Hicks ..........
Ruth Attaway

Selma Mae
Theodora Hicks
Willie B. Brayboy
Aunt Matt Crosby

.

Vinie Burrows
Earths Kitt

... .......

........
,

.

. . .

.

.

.Terry Carter
Estell Hemsley

Mr. D. ... ..............
Alonzo Bosan
Bessie Bolt
Helen Dowdy
.'.
Sylvanus '.
Jay Riley
Mrs. Patterson
Enid Markey
June Efnbreo ...... Mary Ann Hoxworth
.

Rose Embree .............. Mary Harmon
Joan Morgan
fern Embreo

“Mrs. Patterson,” by Charles
Sebree and Greer Johnson, has a
slow first act requiring much tightening and speeding by the authors
arid

director

Guthrie

McClirittic.
final

Second act picks up, but the
act is a letdown.

Singer Eartha Kitt, in her first
dramatic role in the U. S. (she
played Helen of Troy in Orson
Welles' production of “Faust” several, years ago. in Paris), is appealing and believable as a dreamy, 15year-old whose ideal is a Southern
lady, Mrs. Patterson, for whom
her mother works as a doiriestic.
Unfortunately, the star s material
is only mildly interesting.
In the dream sequences, showing
?

childish fantasies of becoming a
lady, Miss Kitt introduces six songs
by James Shelton, with lyrics by

the

composer

and

the

authors

Sebree and Johnson, They are wellsuited to Miss Kitt’s style, but obviously are too sophisticated to

fit

the role she is portraying, so. the
musical arid dramatic parts of the
play lack integration.
Best of the songs are “If I Was
a Boy,” “Tea in Chicago” arid “My
Daddy Is a Dandy.” None of the
songs is the Catchy type, but the
latter two have possibilities as recording numbers, for Miss Kitt,
The supporting playeis are generally effective, With Enid Markey
as Mrs. Patterson appearing only
in the dream sequences; Estelle
Hemsley as a pious kleptomaniac
arid Ruth Attaiway as the mother,
all outstanding. While the cast is
a mixture of white and colored
players, the play is not concerned
with racial issues. It is simply an
(Continued on page 68)
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Getting Gertie’s Garter
(MAJESTIC. BOSTON)

ing the flustered angle as Forsythe joying himself; playing in a mockdid.
bravura manner that emphasizes
Another major substitution is his acting and singing savvy. DorJohnathan Harris, who has per- etta Morrow is easy On both eye
succeeded for Larry and ear, while Joari Diener’s phystries furtively to get back the manently
bauble presented' to Gertie in Gates as the Army psychiatrist with ical attributes are notable.
an obsession for farming, He see I s
Except for minor changes, the
bachelor days.
The unquenchable Burns plays a somewhat affected, but gets all the cast has remained pretty much indrunken butler lurching around’ laughs iii the part. Paul Ford still tact, with performances, for the
most part, commendable. Replacethe stage under a rumpled fringe contributes a sock performance as
by-the-book Coloneil, Mariko ments include Francis Compton as
Of grey hair. He. draws on every the
Cal
resource from a bandy-legged walk Niki remains a graceful geisha and Omar, Richard Oheto as the
the rest of the cast holds up solid- liph and Neile. Adams, Roberta
to a wet splutter and gets a full
Stevenson
and
Prue
Ward
as
the
ly.
A
share: of low comedy yocks.
John Patrick’s sharp adaptation Princesses of Ababa. Compton is
leggy, attractive brunette, , Velle
Oneto
does
ari okay
liekable
and
of
Vern
Sneider’s novel; Robert
brings
considerable
Davenport,
job, Scoring nicely with show’s maelegance to the role of Gertie and Lewis' adept direction, Peter Larimaginative scenery, Noel jor tune, “Paradise.” The Misses
treats the part with a carefully kin’s
Adams,
Stevenson and Ward regstraight timing, Eulabelle Moore Taylor’s believable costuming and
Jess.
ister solidly in tefp.
also unusually regal as the Dai-Keong Lee’s effective musical
is
contribution
inevitable colored* maid, and she
retain their initial imhas to be, for a slew of uncomfort- pact; Play, produced by Maurice
able Uncle Tom lines are her* Evans, in association with GeOrge
portion. Here the show could be Schaefer, is currently in its; 5.0th
sellout week.
trimmed to advantage.
Jess.
Continued from page 63 ssssss.

Appointments

;

theatres

George Wilmart, Erlanger, Chicaand Pete Ermatinger; Biltmore,
'

LA.

4

:

blonde in the.
Dodie BaUer,
word-of-mouth rep
Kismet
Many of the mel- Shelley Winters vein, does a stripblanket, Billie
(ZIEGFELD, N. Y)
youth of the post- tease behind
tyrannical
blusters
as
a
Nelson
World War I generation have come
juves, Tye
If a show has what the public
to maturity since, But if they’re wife, the three male
seeking to recapture a gay memory Morrow, Larry Bockius and David wants it’ll do business, reviews or
Tyrell,
their
paces in no reviews, “Kismet” demonstrates
go
through
they’re getting a rehash of the old
style that. Musical Opened on Broadway
Irish- Justice sketch of long-lost the appropriate marionette
required. The rest is silence; ex- last December during tkb New
vaude.
cept, for the ghosts from Minsky’s York newspaper strike and. was apGone is the celebrated hayloft clanking their chains.Elie.'
praised- in print by only one. of the
scene with. its, silent-screen subtitle
seven aisle-sitters covering for the
on the program, but a mention of
Gotham dailies. The review was a
Marilyn Monroe is tossed into the
Tlie Teahouse of the
pan.
stew as a modern allusion. How-!
Favorable word-of-mouth comAugust
ever, the same fundamental inspiment has been the biggest factor
(MARTIN BECK, N .Y.)
ration is that daringly naughty
behind tuner’s success, although
1920 practice of giving an unIt’s
easy to overlook the fact the potent radio-tv plugs Undoubtmarried and therefore innocent
that David Wayne is out of tlie edly gave: it a fast start. It’s easy
girl a gem-studded garter.
cast of “Teahouse of the August to understand why audience reacNat Burns, the wizard who brings Moon.” Co-stars Wayne and John tion has been affirmative. “Kisthis defunct ’premise to life, has
Forsythe began a iO-week vacation met” follows an established forransacked the index of Joe Miller, last week, with Burgess Meredith mula. The approximate $430,000
penetrated the depths of Piran- and Scott McKay filling in as re- cost of, bringing the show to N.Y.
dello and coquetted with Cartier’s
is evident in the lavishness of the
spective replacements.
to come up with a show. There’s
production.
Sets, costumes
and
As the Okinawin interpreter, large
no question he has one: it has a
cast all attest, to the hefty
practically Wayne’s
beginning, a middle' and an end, Meredith
expenditure. It’s definitely a muappearance
and
ego,
both
in
alter
of sorts, Burns has directed with
sical with eye appeal,
an emphasis on slamming doors, playing. He’s successfully carbonAccentuating the visual attracon quintuple takes and a device ing his predecessor’s portrayal. Irt tiveness are the beauts who play
role
the
less
demanding
but
subtle
that is censor-proof: when the
major and minor roles.. Most of
actor reaches a naughty word, of the U. S. Army Captain, McKay the femmes were undoubtedly cast
which usually rhymes, he just turns in an excellent performance. with a tape measure. Jack. Cole’s
stops.
Meredith’s most noticeable de- sensuous choreography is also an
its

over the years,

achrihb-mad

;

Moon

;

,

girls in the cast are dressed
variety of costumes and a
wisp of this and that, while David
Ffolkes has provided a cardboard
set for them to romp around and
around. As any authentic a.k. may
recall, the script concerns three
married Couples who get into a
mish-mash when a former swain

a

a

couple of boxoffice shifts have; been
made for this season at local. Shubert theatres.

Charles Strakosch will manage
the Forrest for local general manager Lawrence Shuhert Lawrence.
He succeeds Milton Pollock, last
year’s manager, who is not returning to Philly. Strakosch was originally froi
Philly and for years
managed the Aldine When it was
an indie film house.
Otherwise,
the lineup of managers is the same
as last year, with Harry Mulhey
at the aShubert; Murray Weisberg,
Walnut, and Tommy Strain, Locust.
Edna Taggert moves from the'
Walnut! boxoffice to the Forrest,

House Managers

.

carriage trade, too, perhaps on the

The

Philadelphia, Sept. 28.

One managerial change and

.

making the original material seem even older by contrast.
Aimed at. the twofer public for
such exhibits as “Maid In the
Ozarks," “Twin Beds,” etc,, “Garter” slices into a chunk of the
additions,

Philly Assignments

!

?

in

include

out-of-town

«

re-

non-Shubert

i

Any resemblance between “Getting Gertie’s Garter” (1954) and
‘•Getting Gertie s Garter” (1921) is
in the fact that the action takes
place in a bungalow. Otherwise
this hoked-up version of the Avery
Hop wood- Wilson Collisori farce is
fantastic patchwork of burly
a
wheezes and the
topical
gags,
original plot structure with the

remnants of

at

go,

.

Boston, Sept 13.

who

holdovers except Banyai,
places Robert Schnitzer,

fect is his occasional failure to attentidn-getter.
All
these elesustain the Oriental dialect, a flaw ments, plus a generally pleasant
may remedy with further play- score, highlighted by two sock
ing. Otherwise he gives a skillful tunes, “Stranger In Paradise” and

he

porary duty, and join the b.

o. staff

,

Broadway when that housd
resumes legit. Puppet film, “Hansel and Gretal,” has been booked
into the theatre. Remaining Shuof the

,

bert theatre, the Century, has been
leased to NBC-TV.

where Harry Silver

Shubert
houses ini Boston involves Louis
Klein replacing Saul Kaplan at the
Colonial. Holdover assignments at
other Shubert houses in the Hub
include Sam. Funt, Majestic; Mike
Kavanagh, Shubert; and Alice McCarthy; Plymouth. All are holdovers from last season except Funt.
Majestic, however, has been playing films most of the time and"
Funt’s assignment doesn’t consti-

Only change so

far at

’

is

the treas-

urer. Danny Durant, for the
year treasurer for Cinerama at
Boyd, becomes treasurer at
Walnut, with Jack Satterfield

Lex

sistant.

Hogerle are

iparlin

Jr.

last

the
the
as-

end Roy

Locust boxoffice, although. Hogerle is currently
hospitalized, but reported near, recovery. Barney Abrahams and A1
Ginelli are th
treasurers, at the
Shubert.
in

tlie

,

New Staff at National, D. C.
Washington, Sept. 28.
holdovers at Shubert
New
staff has taken over the
theatres include Leo- MacDonald,
Blackstone; Milford. Haney, Great National Theatre under Scott KirkNorthern; Andrew Little, Harris, patrick, recently upped to house
manager succeeding Eddie Plohn,
and Herbert Reis, Shubert,
tute a replacement.

Chicago

non-Shubert
Arthur
Singer, Lyceum (indie-managed but
Shubert-booked); Arthur Lighten,
Morosco; Mack Hilliard, Coronet;
Thomas Clark, Fulton; George
K^ent, 46th St.; Warren O’Hara, Alvin; Louis Lotito, Martin Beck;
Saul Lancourt; 48th St.; Charles
(ShubertStewart,
Music Box

Assignments

houses in

at

New York include

retired.

Kirkpatrick,
assistant
former
manager of the theatre, has apr
pointed Earl Hyde assistant to the
manager, and Charles Snyder as
pressagent. Adolphe G. Meyer, formerly at the Shubert Theatre, is
the new house treasurer, with

Helen Brooks and Helen Peske as
Assistants.-

performance, projecting warmth “Baubles, Bangles and Beads,” add
George Gaul continues as musibooked); George Banyai, Henry
and charm with a pleasant air of up to payoff biz.''
mischievousness. McKay is quite
Not to be discounted is Alfred Miller; Ben Ketchum, City Center; cal director of the National, vvith
believable, as the Captain with a Drake's
exuberant performance. Abe Enlewitz. Ziegfeld, and .Tames the same backstage crew remai
snafu complex, although not stress- He gives the impression he’s en- Troupe, Mark Hellinger. All are ing.
:

„„
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Merrick and Logan, two great names in show
order ad in
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stone cottage Betting, with the
wild Welsh moors as background,
MeStay.
is imposing.
tic.

Shows Out of Town
=====5

Mrs. PaUernson

.

.

.

out of sight

Hclpman

Tew.

earnest,

campaign

slow-speaking

manager who
political

forthe fivpsy

Donald Davis production
of comedy in three- acts, by Robertson
Davies, Directed by Herbert Whittaker;
At ‘.Crest Theatre,
John.
Wilson,
setting,

;

.

14,

’54j at

Benoni Richards
Sir John Jcbsoh

Norma Renault and George McCowan are splendid as frustrated

$3 top.

Donald Dayjs

Norma Renault
.

.

.

.

.‘

.

George McCowan.

Richard- Roberts
Pugh the Photoeraprer
Rev. Creighton-Evans
Jesse Fewtrel.l
.

.

.

Max Helpmann

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Eric House
NeilVipond

...

David Gardner

.

Davy John Thomas;
Gwalchmal Price

..Norman Ettlinger
Bruce Sherdfager

Conjuror Jones.

.

,

Eric House

“jig for the Gypsy" is a period
piece about opposing political candidates who consult a fortune-

BOSTON

!
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if*

f*

jj

.

i

,

f*

Morkan
Aubrey Mather
Basil Henson

.

.

.•

:

.

Patricia Raine

.

Major. Pollock ........... Eric Portman
Miss Railton-Bell. .... .Margaret Leighton
Mrs. Railton-Bell. .Phyllis Nielson-Terry
Miss Cooper
Beryl Measor
Mrs. Stratton
Patricia Raine
Mr. Stratton ....
Basil Henson
>
.

.

Goodman, Mary Elizabeth Forbes;

.

.............

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

.

Fowler ...
Lady Matheson

Mr.,

Miss

i

Aubrey Mather

.

,

Meacham

,

Mabel
Doreen

.

.

Lane Eccles

May

.

Hallatt

-

Marion Fawcett
Priscilla

Morgan

22 ,
.

Popular with radio audiences
admired for

his dry wit arid

erally fails, despite the star’s personal appeal. It would lack novelty for the U. £>,

When hubby shows up just in
time for dinner, after 10 years in
the Arctic, he wants to step back
into the marital circle, but his wife
fences him off until their young
daughter’s wedding is set.
She
temporarily succumbs to the old
charm, then dismisses him to
marry the family lawyer.
An outstanding performance is
given by Eleanor Summerfieid as
the 'wife, Robin Bailey is agreeable as the suitor arid the daughter and her fiance are well played
by Jill Dixon and Gerald Harper.

Clem;

Terence Rattigan has dished up
Justice.
a new double-bill which should
keep the St. James’s Theatre at
The artistry of Helen Hayes arid capacity level for months to come.
the opening of a shiny new theatre These two one-acters, rich in chargave
inink, sable and ermined acter observation and faultlessly
sensitively constructed, are exHollywood audience
double- and
cellent theatre, worthy of trans-

Current London Shows

;

barrelled

pleasurable

tonight.:

for
his

dramatic force in serious stage
work, Bernard Braden is not well
N
served in this seesaw between
comedy and farce. , It has genuinely amusing patches, but gen-

Claire

London, Sept. 28.
(Figures denote, premiere dates)
After the Bill, Globe (6-10-54).
Airs Shoestring, Royal- Ct,. (4-22-53).

experience ference across the Atlantic.
Unlike his earlier; double-bill,
“The Browning Version” and "Harlequinade,” this new dual-bill Uses
the same setting for both arid,
apart from the roles interpreted
by the two stars, the characters, are
the same. " Essentially, they, are different in content, but both develop
the theme of loneliness with delicate and emotional sensitivity.
The locale is a. private, genteel
hotel in an English resort. In the
first piece, “Table by the Window,”
the author brings together a divorced couple, both unhappy and

All For Mary, Duke York (9-9-54).
Anna Russell, New Watergate (9.-21-34).
Both Ends Meet, Apollo (6-9-54).
.

Boy Friend, Wyndham’s

A

Conscience

(12:l-53\

Desire, Lindsey

(9-2-54).

Dark Light Enough, Aldwych. (4:30-54).
Day By The Sea; Haymarket <11-26-53),
Diary of a Nobody, Arts (9-1-54);
D’Oyly Carte Opera, Savoy (9-13-54):
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
DUenna, Westminster (7-28-54),
Folios Berger#; Pr. Wales (9-24-53)..

;

The man (Eric Portman) is
an ex-junior minister who did a
term for assaulting his wife;
she (Margaret Leighton) is ah exmodel whose second iriarriage is a
tectural lines, the striking interior
failure and who tries in a calculatcoloration in gradations of greys,
ed way to win back her first husblack and green, ana the handsome
band.
mezzanine with two bars servirig
In the second playlet, “Table
between act drinks, it’s obvious Number Seven,"' Portman
plays a
that millionaire Hartford is makbogus ex-major with a classical
ing strenuous effort to bring the education but in reality
a Service
Coast good legit fare.
Corps second-lieutenant promoted
It had been assumed that Hart- from the ranks. He has been conford was just angeling, the. acting victed for offenses against several
career of his wife, Marjorie Steele, women in a local film theatre and
but there are apparently no plans there is a sense of outrage among
for her appearance here in near his fellow residents. Miss Leighfuture. She's now a click in the ton, in Contrast to her earlier part,
London production of “Sabrina plays a. frail arid nervous .spinster,
Fair.” Next show at this spot will with a streak of sympathy for the
-likely be Jessica Tandy arid Hume hounded man, but dominatel by
CrOnyn in “Face to Face,” a pro- an overpowering mother (Phyllis
gram of readings, one week after Neilson-Terry).
Miss Hayes’ four-week run closes.
Both pieces have been uhder..This 1,032-seat, theatre is a. credit standingly directed by Peter Glennot only to the man who gave it ville, and the players give superb,
legit life arid his name, but also performances. The two stars show,
to Vine Street, which has had no once
again they are fine and
such class house in many many adaptable actors, and they extract
years. Whether or riot be realized the full emotional content from the
it in advarice, opening night indica- situations.
tions are that Hartford may have
The other roles are also played
the biggest thing since popcorn in with distinction, with standout perhis mezzanine bars; believed to be formances by Miss Neilson-Terry,
the first in any legit house in this Beryl Measor as the owner of the
country. It was a battle tonight to hotel, May Hallatt and Jane Eccles
get near the bars during intermis- as hotel guests. Lesser parts have
sions. The bars close the moment been skillfully cast and the entire
the curtain is. announced for the company works as a polished team.
next act, but there are after-show
The. atmosphere is enhanced by
snacks and refreshments available. the two excellent sets designed by
If he gets the shows that’ll draw Michael Weight.
Myro.
audiences, Hartford should have
a bonanza in the bar.
IV o
Father
.As for. “What Every Woman
London, Sept. 16.
,
Knows," the play is sadly dated.
Keuls production, in association
There’s no denying that the star with Hubert Woodward, of- comedy In
three
acts,
by
Leonhard
Huizinga,
has given the Hartford house an adapted from the Dutch
by. the author, in

i
IN

;

.

.

young' lovers, David Gardiner gives
Miss Hayes almost made the
a knowing burlesque of an earl’s
suitably audience forget the. antique quality
valet, Eric House, is
garrulous local photographer and, of James M. Barrie’s perennial
revival, despite fact that she’s no
later, as the rival conjurer to the
gypsy in the third act, Neil Vipond longer ideal casting for the spinster
role, she first did 28 years ago. But
is believable as a curate with no
sense of humor and Bruce Swerd- the sumptuous tasteful decor with
Huntington Hartford has
political which
effective
fager is an
converted this old house used as
henchman,
radio theatre for years makes it
.Herbert Wittaker’s direction is one of the. most, striking legit showastute and John Wilson’s realis- places in the U. S.
For once, a local house has
matched the “brilliance" of the
opening night audience. But in
addition to the luxurious appointments, the classic white and black
marbelized frorit, the clean archi-

Barbara Chilcott
Norman Ettlinger

Edward Vaughan

also convincing

as a philosophical poacher,
.Nprman Ettlinger is properly
pompous as a political candidate,

•Murray and

Roberts.

initially stirs the
tempest in a teacup.

Donald Davis was

Toronto, Sept. 14.

Toronto, Sept.

.

.

.

Hallatt

TABLE NUMBER SEVEN

.

.

Bronwen

,

............. Ray
.".
Priscilla
...

:

, . .

.

under the direc-

Jack the Skinner

;

,

.

.

Marion Fawcett
Jane Eccles

Meacham

Mr. Stratton
Miss Tanner

.

...

-

Doreen ....
Mr, Fowler ...........

.

.;

.lig

Miss

....

.

.

Mabel
Lady Matheson

;

during the eh tire play Orchestrations are by George Sirav

A

. .

Tudor Owen

. ,

,•

.

,

.

top ($5.50 opening).

.

.

TABLE BY THE WINDOW

Mr. Martin ......
Eric Portman
Mrs. Shankland
Margaret Leighton
Miss Cooper I.,.,
Beryl Measor
Mrs. Railton-Bell.. , .Phyllis Neilson-Terry

'

blues singer who
tree: in the dream sequences, sings
from a “stage.” set within the tree.
The outer, “bark” slides into place,
covering the opening when it is hot.
in use. Raoul Perte du Bois has
designed the setting and costumes.
is

Sept. .22, '54; at $2.25 top.

William Lanteau
ever, “Jig” is mainly a series of David Wylie ............. George Mitchell
Maggie Wylie
Helen Hayes
comedy situations and characters. John
Shand
Kent Smith
Its only serious note is a long-past Comtesse
Viola: Roache
Lorna Thayer
illicit love affair of the gypsy seer Lady :Sybll
Jjwmy Fairfax
with a young officer killed in the Feikle
Maid
Virginia. Low
Crimean War;
Mr. Venables
Walter Ktngsford
Manservant ..... .....
Byron Kent
leading ac- Bagpiper
Barbara Chilcott,
....... ;
... John Devins
tress last Summer at the Stratford Electors ....... .Edward Schaff. Lawrence
JMurphy, Jimmy Logan,
William Milner
(Ontario) Shakespeare Festival, is
Townspeople: .Adels St. Maur, Alan
gypsy, blending Whitney. Willie SJmpson, William Bagdad,
excellent as th
Eddi
Dodfworth. Jimmy Jones, Ben
temper with mysticism, and bring- :Cameroh,
rred Keates, Ray Fielding,
ing pathos to her big scene. Max Lloyd Nelson. Ray Johnson., David Cross,
outstanding as the Joseph Durkin, Coleman Francis, Helen
is

lives inside the

Abba Bogin,

London, Sept. 23.
Stephen. Mitchell production of two.
plays (one act, three scenes; one act, two.
scenes) by Terence RaLtigan. Stars Eric
Portman and Margaret Leighton. Directed
by Peter Glenville; scenery, .Michael
Wright, At St. James’s Theatre, London,

-

Apart ffom 27. *54; at $3.85
a Canadian senator.
Alick Wylie
this, element of authenticity, how- James Wylie

'

Woman

Hollywood, Sept, 27.
Huntington Hartford... in association
with Richard Skinner, revival of James
M. Barrie play in three acts (five scenes).
Stars Helen Hayes; features Kent .Smith,
Viola Roache, Tudor Owen, Walter Kingsford, George Mitchell. Staged by John
Stix; scenery, John Koenig. At Huntington Hartford Theatre, Hollywood, Sept.

is

England

Play’s author, Robertson Davies,
has?a political background, being a
newspaper publisher and sort of

.

tion of

Comedy

Shows Abroad
Separate Tables

Knows

a

in

soon.

The show will need considerable:
compressing and punching up in
the two remaining in Detroit before it moves to Chicago for seven
week of pre-Broadway tryout, The
production has a single, effective
setting showing a cutaway tworoom shack and a dead tree,:
Helen Dowdy, as Bessie Bolt, a

orchestra,,

chances

their

to

as.

forthcoming election.
due for production

account of a young girl’s surprisingly prosaic dreams.

The

'ssss

Continued from page 66
teller

Wliat Kvory

.

Fortune's Finger,

New

Lind.

(9-23-54).

Hearty Spirit, Piccadilly (9-23-54).
Hippo Dancing, Lyrlc (4-7-54).
I
Am a Camera, New (3-12-54).
Intimacy At B;30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Joyce GrenfelL St: Mart. (6-2-54).

Keep

In Cool

Piece, Saville (6-16-54).

King end I, Drury Lane (10-8-53)
Love Match/ Viet Palace (11-10-53).
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4-28-54),;
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).

lonely.

Name Is Smith, Richmond (9-27-54).
Never Too Late, Strand (6-3-54).
No Nows Father, Cambridge (9-15-54).

jail

Old Vic Rep, Old Vic

(9-9:54).

Pal Joey, Princes (3-31-54):
..Relations Apart, Garrick (8-3-34),.
Sabrina Fair, Palace (8-4-54).

Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Separate Tables, Si. James's (9-22-54).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-5#.

Wedding

In Paris, JHlpp, (4-3-54).

Witness Prosecution, W. Card. (10-26-53).
You'll Bo Lucky, Adelphl (2-25-54).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Bell Book, Phoenix . (10-5-54).
Oxford 'Accents, New Water (10-6-54).

Joan, Arts

,St.

.

(9-29-54),

CLOSED LAST WEEK
Guys end

Dolls, Colliseum (5-28-53).

,

By

At the

PEGGY DOYLE

outset let’s have no nonsense about the whole

affair.

The Majestic Theater has been

startled out of inand brunettes sashay
around in what used to be called*,

by an old play . . a 33year-old play , . . by Avery Hopwood and Wilson Collison. “Getting. Gertie’s; Garter,” which first
saw the white glare of Broadway
activity

the-

blondes

.

same season

that,

unmentionables.
The air is blue with doubleentendres, .and it is to be noted
that the younger element in the
theater laugh most -zestfully at
the fresh-from-the-cob buffoone ries. It js so old it is new to
them and has been in rehearsal
,

.

spawned

the Francine Larrimore-starring
“Nice People,” with Katherine
Cornell and Tallulah Bankhead in
SUPPORTING roles, is packing
them in at the Majestic.
for their benefit, all these years.
They are pouring from motor
Nat Burns, veteran comedian*
vehicles, trains, trams, trolleys, who has staged the Max Yorke
trottoirs.
They throng- through production, is the tippling butler
who is the ringleader in these
farcical high jinks. David Ffolkes’
wallboard sets have a full complement of doors; Without which
no farce can meet the yard-wide,
.

.

,

News From

COMMON STOCK
The Company will employ its funds
in diversified entertainment enterprises connected with television,

motion pictures and the
Price

H0UYW00D ANGf IS,

I

Davenport, a statuesque brunette

whose pre-marital peccahave Come back to haunt
her nuptial night, Larry Bpckivjs,
without whose hide-and-seek ef-

I

"

•

you might find

ft

historically

rewarding

to
gander Gertie’s
anachronistic garter in the newly
refurbished setting of the Majestic Theater.

which

.wire:

MAX YORKE

MAJESTIC THEATRE, Boston,

for Dotes

don, Sept. 15,
Mr, Roberts

'54;
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MIAMI SUR8URBAN THEATRE

Mary Hunter
Ernest Very
Bartholomew

.

. .

.

.

.

v.
.

;

.

;

.

.

Jill

.
•

Dixon

:

Norman

.
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Theatrical Library

FOR SALE

Academy

of

On

Here

Music

the bill will be Anthony
Tudor’s new ballet, “Offenbach in
the Underworld."
Company will
also do all four sets of “Swan
Lake" this season*

complete Burns Mantle.
Cl 6-6080

rate special rates!

National Ballet of Canada will
its bow in the N, Y.. area

make

Brooklyn

About 500 modern books in
good
including
condition,

~sbov fiirL?

Ottawa; Sept. 28.

next winter,; after a Canadian tour
opening Jan. 17 in Montreal.

Roaltpre

•

Gerald Harper
Pierce

.

obtuse Scot politician;. Viola. has vanished in its cross-channel
Roache, Tudor. Owen, Walter Kings- transition. The scrambled story of
ford, George Mitchell and Lorna a wife confronted by her long abThayer are all effective in support. sent, husband just as she is about
Direction by John Stix keeps to re-marry is an ancient.
play moving briskly and John
Koenig's four sets are admirably
suited to mood, times and action.
Scho.

Canadian Ballet in N. Y.

THOMAS CO.

.

she’s

,ous,

J.

Exclusive Agents
3538 Main Hwy, Coconut G
Miami 33. Fla; PH 4-6471

.

..

L«ra« •(>•; gridirons,
Boats, approx.
Intorpstod only
1.200.
financially rojpanilble tonant,

IRVING:

Bernard Braden

... ........

.

in

leanor Siimmerfield
.....
.. Robin Bailey

.....
Bell.

.

Mtvlti er Itpltlmat*.
etc..

$2.25 top.
i

Hunter
Jack Hokinshaw
Stella

temperamentally a
Whatever merits “No News
She gets outstanding sup- From Father" may have had in. its
port from Kent Smith as the pomp- original Dutch text, the sparkle

at.

NOW BOOKING THRU 1960

"

-

AMrmt,
J

natural,

.

NELSON

with Donold Bull. Stars
Bernard: Braden: features Eleanor. Summerfield, Robin Bailey. Directed by' Warren Jenkins. At Cambridge Theatre, Lon'

*

forts to retrieve the celebrated

BILLIE

oollaboration

;

•

dillos

the portals of the Shubert-owned
theater on Tremont st. to land
their ears to the saga of Gertie’s
le t-propel led garter as assorted!

I

-

opening.
Her name
.insured a distinguished turnout,
and Hartford and associate producer-theatre
manager Richard
Skinner have provided a first class
production.
Miss Hayes gives a brilliant performance in a role
which she
knows every nuance, a role for

auspicuous

does a
.rife who
cious blonde
striptease behind a blanket, Velle

garter Mr. Hopwood would have
been sans a farce; Tye Morrow*
who becomes remarkably adept
at .climbing into and walking
out of the old grandfather clock,
and Eulabelle Moore’s Negro
maid, Lilac, who would appreciate a chocolate-tinted duplicate
of the face on Gertie’s garter.
If you're progressive enough
to be wearing lastex-topped hosi-.
cry that dispense with garters,

V

ept

I
St., N.T. 23, N. V.
TRafalgar 4-191
.1
S
Send Free Offering Circular without cost, f

.

bride

INC.

29 Wsit 15th

|

1

all-wool specifications.
Other participants in the hectic, headlong revelry are Dodie
Bauer's high-pitched and suspi-

•

theatre.

501 a shore

is

comfort plus convenience

;

—

spacious, home-like rooms, arid excellent
facilities in

v.

\

a

hotel that's right

of Philadelphia^ night

irt

the center

JohnBartram Hotel

•

BROAD AND LOCUST STREETS

,

'

L

WM.

^

dubs and; theatres.

H. HARNED, Gen, Mgr,

;

i
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LITERATI

f'fitRIES'Y
Yuma, wound up seventh in the
American League, while the Chicago Cubs, training in Mesa, also
finished in the next-to-therlast slot
in the National League.

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

|
+ »+ » f » > »

Sharpshooting Annie Oakley
Lawrence said there had been a
Fred Allen’s Memoirs
“Annie Oakley of the Wild West”
he contemplated
that
Fred Allen autobiog about his “leak,”
Walter Havighurst (MacMillan;
by
just
of
suit
the
news
the
Nov.
4
breaking
radio career will appear on

jj

»

>

By Frank

Scully

4

++

i+

l

Hollywood.
Calmest person around Hollywood, psychiatric seminars are all
agreed, is Edith Head, designer of clothes for Par’s Peacock Alley
for' more years than gallantry permits me to say. For months this
espionage arm of columnists have been watching for* signs of crackups among the guys and gals who costume major studio productions.
They have. ifound stars who are- worried; stiff about What changing
hemlines, waistlines and bustlines were gciing to do with their careers;
but the tremors never seemed to continue to the sources of all these

Brown publish- before the: World Series opening. $4.50), is a beguiling biography of
Tome, "Treadmill to Oblivion,” Thomas F. McCaffrey, owner of the trim little sharpshooter whose
club, name has become part of show biz
has several tradesy angles, with the Albany Eastern League
would not lingo. (Annie could shoot holes in
the comedian relating his dealings who had announced he
con- playing cards tossed into the air;
of
because
1955
iri
with agency execs and sponsors, operate
consecutive and since her demonstrations, all
as well as about the show’s scrib- tinuing losses for five;
pre-punched ducats— and even unblers and: character actors, among years; and who offered the franhave been known
How Herman Wouk and chise for sale, pledged support to punched passes
others.
yarn as “Annie Oakleys”).
after
Young’s
Arnold , Auerbach came to him Lawrence
latter.
Annie:
immortalized by
the
has
been
out
right out of college is another saga. smoked
Young, who; has been covering Herbert and Dorothy Fields, Irving
Covering the period he was in
Berlin,
Hammerstein
Rodgers
&
and
years
radio, from ‘32 on, Allen’s story baseball for almost 40
and Ethel Merman in “Annie Get
spends some time on the produc- who has, not missed a game, reguYour
and
this
is not the
Gun,”
Alby
an
played
exhibition,
lar
or
tion facets of his radio stanza, and
how it grew into an hour-long pro- bany professional nine since 1927, first time that Little Sure Shot has
bund herself between covers.
is supposed to have arrived at the f
duction.
$50,000,000 figure Via multiplying Havighurst’s book, however, seems
McCaffrey’s estimated losses of to have more, savvy of Annie's
Paddy Chayefsky Anthology
Simon & Schuster will bring out $250,000 (since 1949) by 200—the showmanship than other accounts.
number of minor league teams Proper credit is given to the pros
a. Paddy Chayefsky television play
anthology in March embodying six
damaged” by the radio-television in Annie’s life: Frank Butler, her

via Atlantic-Little,

.

ers,

69

.

.

—

^

marioeuvers.

Threatened on one side by all the jitters caused by revolutionary
changes in picture projection and, on the other, by that Blue Devil
Dior, it didn’t seem possible that Hollywood stylists could keep out
of the way of nervous bi'eakdowns. None; however, has taken an overdose of sleeping tablets, and Miss Head in particular has taken it all
as serenely, as the

Venus

di Milo,

.

ity is this. In the first
Miss Head’s explanation of her own
is currently working on costumes for Cecil B. De Mille’s
“Ten Commandments” and in the second place she does not design
clothes for commercial wear.
:

place she

.

.

.

of his

Moses Among The Mazes
husband*, art exhibition shooter;
The clothes of Moses and the women of his time were ahead of Dior
Matfor John W. Burke, her pressFormer Attorney General James agent; and, of course, Buffalo Bill in mammary, de-emphasis by 3,000 years.. They were made of handMcGranery, of Philadelphia, Cody himself, With whose show
P.
woven .materials to keep out the heat and the cold, not to top nature
will institute the suit in Federal Annie became a world figure and a.
in sex appeal. Judging from their romances they did as'- well as
Court in Washington “as. quickly legend,
latterday designers, if the intention was to Speed up the: day of th
as it can be prepared,” Lawrence
.

“invasion.”.

scripts.

Chayefsky is one of the top
Writers of Philco-Goodyear “TelePlayhouse” bn NBC and
among his works for that Sunday
lighter have been “Marty,” “Holiday Song’’ and Middle of the
Night,” latter his most recent.

-

Havighurst

said Friday (24).

Las Vegas Deal On
Martin ’Finishes’ Ethel Merman
Negotiations for the purchase of
Pete Martin, associate ed of Sat- the only two newspapers in Las
evepost; is scheduled to leave Den- Vegas have been set in motion by
ver tomorrow (Thuss.) after put- Joe Quinn, former United Press
ting .the finishing touches to his sales chief on the Coast and now
six-parter of Ethel Merman due in a partner of former Mayor Bowron

permits the reader
to meet Annie behind the scenes as
Well as in the arena. She is assessed
through the eyes of performers
.

marriage

for stars, who must dress for tomorrow or, more specifically,
....•As
for next year, Miss Head has the solution of this -ever-present problei
in her own. little head. She creates clothes Which look like a million
on the screen but which in the main would look a little silly on th
street. She knows what every star really; looks like because she has
forms of them. (By now I know what they really look like, 00 .)

:

who knew

her, as well 'as from
hews stories of her appearances
before royalty.

Born Annie Moses

in

Ohio

in

Some have pretty little figures and are easy to dress. Some: require
creative cheating here and there. She copfesss that Hollywood de-:
signers contributed to the overemphasis of .the bust and is glad .that
Paris is leading the: way to- get women to show some modesty in this
matter.

I860; the pint-sized sharpshooter
took her stage name from a Cincy
in the L. A. City News organizasuburb. Despite a serious injury
behalf
tion;
Quinn is acting
suffered on tour in 1901, Annie was
of wealthy Eugenia Clair Smith,
active; in vaudeville for many years.
recently; an unsuccessful candidate
She died in 1926.! Her, biographer’s
for Congress.
research is virtually impeccable,
Offers have been made to Don
and his style inviting.
Down.
Reynolds, owner of the Las Vegas
Review- Journal, and Hank GreenCHATTER
spUn, editor and publisher of the
Mary Frazer i Hollywood to
Las Vegas Sun. In case the purchase is completed the papers will round up studio tidings for the
be merged, with Greenspun under, Scripps-Howard chain.
a 10-year contract as editor.
Al Hine’s story on N. Y.’s City
Center of Music
Drama* to apRoy. Rogerses’ Full Treatment
pear in the November issue of
Roy Rogers and his wife, Dale Holiday mag.
Evans, will have a hefty biographiLife mag editorial kudos CineFirst is
cal output by year’s end.
rama for its aid in cold war fight
a book,- “Roy Rogers, King of the by outdrawing Soviet exhibit at
Cowboys,” by Frank Rasky, editor International Trade Fair in Damasof Liberty, which will be pub- cus, Syria.
lished by Julian Messner, New
Hartzell Spence, author of “One
York; with condensation in current
issue of Liberty, published out of Foot in Heaven,” /completed anToronto. Book Will be simultane- other novel* “Bride of the Con
ously released in the U.S., Canada queror,” for publication by Ran(

the

mag

early

next year.

’

Martin was delayed in Denver,
where the legit-screen-tv comedienne-singer resides, due to her
minor surgery performed Sept. 12
at St. Luke Hospital there.

‘

As Women go,. Miss Head
mean she goes around

That
is an extremely honest person;
telling people all the things their best
but it means she is perfectly able and, willing
even if uncomplimentary to herself.
She is. a small, neat dark-haired- woman, With her black hair tied i
a big flat roll on the beck of her head and short bangs in front. She
is well dressed but not dressed to the teeth as a walking ad of her
skill as a coutouriere. She doesn't seem, impressed with her unusual
millinery, dressposition (at times she is boss of 300 specialists i
making, designing and costume jewelry). She doesn’t try to unduly,
impress others, either.
How Would You Dress A Burro?
She has some frustrations Of course. One is burros. She has never
designed a thing for them, not even a hat. She was born in San
Berdoo and raised in Arizona and New Mexico, and her first love
was a burro. Spanish being her native tongue, she taught it at
fashionable girls’ schools after graduating from the U. of California.
Then, she took some art courses at the Otis institute. That set her up
for a job as sketcher i
Paris wardrobe department. She, moved up
rapidly to chief designer and has been head of the department ever
since, having succeeded Howard Greer.
In her time she has won five Oscars. She has dressed every star
from Olivia de Hayilland in “The. Heiress’’ to Hedy; Lamarr, in “Sam-,
son and Delilah,” to pick extremes. Both won Oscars. Audrey .Hepburn in “Roman Holiday,” Elizabeth Taylor in “A Place in the Sun,”
Bette Davis in “All About Eve,” Dorothy Lamour in her first sarong,
Gloria Swanson in “Sunset Boulevard” and Danny Kaye in “Knock
on Wood” are some of her specials. She has. Also dressed Ginger. Rogers
doesn’t

•

frienfis won’t tell them,
to appraise a situation,

.

London Editorships Open
There are vacancies for three
editors on London dailies.
Guy
Schofield is ankling the editorial
chair of the Daily Mail, which he
has held since 1.950, but will' continue on the board of Associated
Newspapers and as political adviser. to Lord Rothermere, In the
same group the. editorship of the
Evening News is still vacant since
John Marshall left the job last
although C. R. Willis has
been named acting editor.
R. J. Cruickshank is retiring
from editorship of the News
Chronicle owing to ill-health, and
a successor will be named within
the next few weeks.

July,
.

Andre Chariot’s Memoirs
Vet London producer, now

.

&

dom HoUse.
and Britain..
Harcourt, Brace
Ra veil, New York, which recent-

re- ly published Dale Evans’ successsiding in Hollywood* has written ful “Angel Unaware,” will also, put
an a! fresco collection of incidents out her “My Spiritual Diary,”
Which he calls “People’ ’n’ Things,! ghosted by Elise Davis, with Mcand which "he stresses is. not his Graw-Hill to publish. Also underautobiography. It is essentially a stood that Miss Davis has comseries of “profiles” of some of the pleted a piece on Miss Evans for
w.k. show biz personalities with Reader’s Digest, with Rasky also
whom he was associated, or knew doing a Roy Rogers piece for
both in the West End. and during Pageant.
his Broadway legit production activities.
It includes the person
Mary Frazer’s Series
alities attendant to his “Chariot’s
series by Mary Frazer on the
Revues” (Gertrude Lawrence, No- life of the late Texas tycoon W. L.
el Coward, et al.) He also dis- Moody, which had been running in
courses on controversial subjects the Houston Post, is being rewritpertaining to show- biz—critics ten by Miss Frazer for syndication
,

A

&

CO.,
Oct.
publishing a one-volume edition of Carl Sandburg’s “Abraham
Lincoln: The Prairie Years
The

;

7, is

War

festival.

&

Years.”

.

Peer Oppenheimer was appointed
Coast editor of Family Weekly, a
magazine supplement appearing in in one of the early furlined reversible costumes as well as slinky things
about 90 Sunday papers: through- for Loretta Young and Arlene Dahl, Mae West and Joan Fontaine. But
out the country
her dream models are Jane Wyman and Grace Kelly.
Crime Club selected Gordon and
Queen Kelly Again
Mildred
Gordon’s
“Case
File:
Miss Kelly’s figure gives a designer little work and a great deal of
F.B.I.,” on which “Down Three pleasure, Miss Head says, “I have a feeling for soft, fluid lines and a
Dark Streets” is based, as one of more graceful womanly dress, .and Grace Kelly best satisfies my own
the yearis best mysteries.
desires; But I don't push what I like. DoWn to bit players I give thei
.

.

.

,

,

.

Chariot also stresses that this
has been a leisurely labor of love
Over a period of years, not ghostwritten, but his own impressions,
Publication is being handled by
his

Jules Alberti, president of Endorsements Inc., to address the
Affiliated
Advertising
Agencies
Miss Frazer, who formerly did Network in St. Petersburg, Fla. on
feature work in New York, is how Oct. 4. His subject: “The Use of
Testimonials in Advertisihg.”
homebased in Houston.
Robert Stein, now articles editor

by Scripps-Howard.

etc.

agent,

Margaret McDonnell.

Show Biz Auction
Theatrical and musical memowilt be among the items
offered at a unique literary auction
sponsored by the American Friends
of the Allied, Circle of London.
Event will be held Oct. 31 at the
French & Co. galleries in New
rabilia

Bain's ’My 100 Children*
Simon. & Schuster is releasing
“My. One Hundred Children,” by
Bernard E, Bain and Dale Kramer,
on Oct. 20. This is the story of Dr.
Bain’s

Presbyterian

Home

(for

homeless children) at Lynchburg,
Va.; famous for its “Shoeless Wonr
ders” football team.
(Kids play
barefooted, and on Sundays are
the angels of the choir loft.)
Co-author Kramer, is also the
“as told to” scribe of “The Public
Is Never Wrong,” and will have: his
biography of O. Henry published
.

this fall.

.

York.

The Circle Was founded in 1941
during the early days of the Battle
and “seeks to promote
the exchange of knowledge and
encourage: closer
understanding
between the world’s free peoples/
If has since its founding, enjoyed
the patronage of the Royal Family
and. the ambassadors and ministers
of the Allied nations stationed in

of Britain,

.

Britai

Chas. F. Young’s Scoop
Charles F- Young, veteran sports
editor of Gannett’s Albany Knickerbocker News, scored one of the
biggest beats of the year Tuesday
(21) on the $50,000,000 damage,
suit to be filed by a group of minor
league club owners against Baseball Commissioner. Ford Frick and
the 16 major league teams for
“invasion” of minor league territory through broadcasts and tele-

,

•

Hyman

Vicarious Champeens
Arizona/ winter training quarters
for the N. Y. Giants (Phoenix) and
the Cleveland Indians.. (Tucson), is
getting a free publicity; ride on the
World Series hoopla and the local
press isn’t overlooking the opportunity to point up the salubrious
advantages of Arizona sunshine: vs.
the Florida variety.
Issue will be expounded In the
casts.
four-page “World Series Extra"
Young, who has written many which the sports departments of
stories and columns about the “in- the Arizona
Republic and the
vasion” for the past several years, Phoenix Gazette are preparing, for
missed no significant detail, except distribution at opening day games
that he did not name the prime in Cleveland and New York, with
mover in the damage suit, Frank 10,000 copies to be airmailed to
O. Lawrence* banker-owner of the each city,
Portsmouth, Va., club in the Class
P.S, Presumably no’ mention, Will
B Piedpont league, and a man with be niade of the two other major
47 years’ service in professional league clubs that trained in Aribaseball.
zona this winter. Thfe Baltimore
In confirming Young's report Orioles, which headquartered in
,

a choice of at least two. dresses that I believe best fit the character
portrayed by the screenwriters and the director.
“I can camouflage, transform, or create a whole new personality
through fashion; but the secret is not to destroy the star’s boxoffice
personality by chasing the spectacular. If the clothes get top loud they
will mar a picture, just as the background music will if it gets too loud.
The Clothes must do something for the character. Be muted, in other
of Redbook, it has been announced
words.. This obviously is the opposite effect that commercial designers
by Wade H. Nichols, associate pub
are striving for.
lislier and editor. Stein has been
“Actually, they rarely see their creatiOns on the women who eventuassociate editor of Redbook since
June 1953, was formerly article ally buy them, As a matter of fact, if more Women could see how they
look on a screen they -wouldn’t buy half the dresses they do. Comeditor of Argosy.
mercial designers -too Would show more restraint if they had to face
Prentice-Hall has published a
new history of tile press, co- their mistakes as we do on the. screen. Our only. Worry is just that.
authored by Prof. Henry Ladd We can't afford to be wrong. We can’t wipe out a folly by reversing
Smith of the U. of Wisconsin and our designs the following Season. So we concentrate on creating
Prof; Edwin Emery of the U, of clothes with grace-in-action, good fit from all angles, camera angles;
Minnesota. School of Journalism. that is, and colors that photograph well and give the stars a shot i
Tome, “The Press and America;” the, arm each time they put the Costumes on.”
is part of P-H’s series on journalShe seemed a little surprised .that a Variety mugg would be inter-,
ism.
ested in clothes. I assured her that women andwhat they- wore never
Current (Oct.) Good Housekeep- eluded me. They were chumps for cycles and if smart could save a
ing has a piece on the editor of fortune by having a clothes library, because cbmniercial styles have
Variety by “Richard B. Brown- a depressing habit of repeating themselves, with small variations,
ell,”
who is
actually
crack every 10 years or so. I asked if ;she got much fan mail/or requests
"
King Features Syndicate staffer for the designs.
1

"

.

in

show

who specialzies
biz personality stories for

Goldberg,

the Hearst newspapers and magazines.

Viking Press has issued a picture
book with comic cutlines, “Attention,
Comrades!,”
and
written
edited by Morton Sontheimer, with
photos by Wallace Litwin. Face

Mail Order Glamor
“Yes;” she said, sadly, “mostly from countries where there is a lot
of poverty or repression, or both; They ask for the dresses, or patterns
of glamor dresses that cannot be bought in stores. They Couldn’t be.
worn for everyday living or even on special occasions. They are strictly
theatrical clothes designed for that particular actress in that particular
part. Nevertheless, 1 send them a sketch and typed details of the dress.
It’s a phase of escapism that never fails to sadden me,”
She Was among the first to discount the degree to which Dior Would
go in flattening the female figure. Some people lipped that Hollywood
stylists would' fight the change to the last falsie* figuring that a sudden
change in style dates a Hollywood picture. But she pointed out the
wide discrepancy between studio clothes and street clothes have
already taken care of sudden changes, arid that moreover this change
has been creeping up for some, time even in street clothes.
Dior, in her opinion, has done a good thing for women in getting
certain features of their figures back to what is more believable. The
threat of making all women look like two by 12 plans didn’t come off,
anymore than the threat to lower the Waistline did in 1948. There was
a strong buyer-resistance and the waistline stayed about where it
belonged. She believes any effort to push women back to the 1920s
will meet a similar resistance, especially if the> extreme of fashion is
uncomfortable or unhealthy.

:

used, throughout is that of Jara
Kohout, onetime. Czech stage comedian, :now. with Radio Free Europe
in N.Y.

Thomas

B.

Costain,

Canadian-

born

Silver
of
author
“The
Chalice” and just-published “The
White and the Gold,” ((Doubleday),
has changed his mind about covering the rest of Canada’s history, of
latter book is a part. He’ll
edit it, though,, as done by other
writers, first of whom Is Joseph
Lister Rutledge of Toronto, once
editor of how-defunct Canadian

Which

Magazine.

.
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Wednesday, September* 29, 1954
r

back home to open Statler Terrace

Broadway
Anne,.Francis in from the
on vacation.

Frederic McConnell's Play House
troupe reviving “Point of No
Return” until “Fourposter” kicks
off theatre’s 39th season Sept. 29.
Maureen McNally, Cleveland
soprano, who toured in “Guys and
Dolls,” came out a finalist in AmerTheatre Wing scholarship
ican
competition in New York.
George Duffy reorganized orch

David Nixon opened a return
cabaret date at Quaglino's and the
Allegro room this week.
George Formby had to cancel
out of his projected pantomime
role at Christmas ori the advice of
his medico.
Latest Louis de Wohl novel, “The
Spear,” is to be published in the
for Hollenden Hotel’s Vogue Room spring by Gollancz, Eric Glass
which switched on lights Sept/ 20 having set the deal.
Sir Beverley Baxter,, M. P., film
after seven weeks of darkless.
Wilder Bros, topping first fall show. scribe for the Evening Standard,
broadcasting in the BBC “Music

Coast;

.

Elaine Stewart in for bally work
on Metro's “Brigadoon.”
Actress .Pauline Lord's estate
totaled $44,257 at her death in
1950.

Van Johnson

in on the Elizabeth
yesterday (Tues,) after film work

abroad.

Robert Cohn, European rep for
Columbia Pictures, off to Paris today (Wed.) on the Liberte.
Dick: Rubin, of Music Corp. of

Club” series on Oct. 8.
Hyman Zahl and Harry Morris
back from France where they’ve
beeri on a talent hunt for latter’s
128,
ace nitery, the Colony Restaurant.
Edith Piaf undergoing an. emerVan Johnson sailed on the Elizagency, appendectomy. She is now
beth last week after his Riviera
doing fine.
vacation which followed filming of
Trenet doubling at the
•V Charles
Bobino Musichall and the nitery “End of the Affair,” with Deborah
Kerr as his co-star.
La Rose Rouge.
Julie Harris, in town to take up
new play,
Jacques
Deval’s
“Namouna,” opens here Oct. 1. a role, in screen version of. “I Am
Camera” for Romulus Films,
A
Fernard Gravey is starred.
Henri guest of honor at ppess luncheon
Skouras
and
Spyros
tossed by John Woolf.
Chretien attending a special first
Newcomer to show biz, Amerianni fete for C’Scope at the local
can Max Morgan off. to N. Y. Oct.
20th-Fox offices here.
7 on four-week looksee at BroadGeorges Cravenne takes over as
way shows to find anything suitable
Secretary General of Empire Thefor London’s West End.
atre during run of “Porgy and
The Variety Club feting Ingrid
Bess” which opens Oct. 1.
“Roman Holiday” (Par) had 23 Bergman .arid Roberto Rossellini
weeks in its original version at the at a luncheon Oct. 5 prior to the
opening of “Joan of Arc” at Stoll
Elysees Theatre, and is still going
Theatre later in the month.
strong iri nabe runs via its dubbed
Green. Room Club dinner next
version.
Legion
of
Honor given to Sunday (3) will be televised for
Jacques Flaud, head Of the Centre the first time. Ralph Lynn will be
in the chair and guest, speakers
Du Cinema, and to Marcel Idzkow- Will
be Wilfred Hyde Whyte, Cicely
ski, secretary general of the ComCourtneidge and Robert Morley.
edie-Francaise.
“What’s My Line,” which has
Stuart SchUlberg set for another
German - American
coproduction been rested by BBC-TV during the
When “Fallen From Heaven” rolls summer, returned last Sunday with
Gilbert Harding, Lady Barnett,
iri Germany Oct. 15.
Stars Joseph
Barbara Kelly and David Nixon as
Gotten apd Eva Bartok.
Joe Bellfort back from Brussels the panel and Eamorin Andrews as
after
looking into banning of chairman.
“French Line” (RKO). Pic was
nixed in Brussels but. still runs in
Antwerp, benefiting from the publicity.
By Larry Jonas
Victor Vicas, director of GerSombrero Playhouse opened sevmari-U, S., pic, “No Way Back,” enth season of winter legit in Jansigned by 20th-Fox for a One-pic-a- uary with “The Four Poster.”
year Hollywood stint. 20th is also
Maggie Wilson, ai brand new
trying to ink Gallic star Martine mother, resumed as entertainment
Carol for a film.
editor of the Arizona Republic.
Yves Allegret will direct the first
Concho Room scuttled its name
European; C’Scope film, “Oasis,” act policy, and will ride out winter
starting in Africa next month. Pic months with band presentations.
is Franco-German with 20th-Fox
Leo Carillo and Duncan Rertaldo
release. Stars Pierre Brasseur and booked for personal appearance
Michele Morgan.
Nov. 5 at Opening of Arizona State

America, being married on Thanksgiving day to Elayne Terker.

Paris
By Gene Moskowltz
Rue Huchette-Odeon 49-44)

Metro writer Leonard Spigelgass returned from Europe and
heads for the Coast over the weekend.
Stanley Warner, prexy S. H. (Si)
Fabian to London for the preem
Cinerama, there
of.
tomorrow
(Thurs.).

De Cordoba and his Ballet Argentine will make their U.S. debut
at the 48th Street Theatre, N.Y.,
Oct. 10.

Nicholas Pery, Columbia Piccontinental manager, back
Sat. (25) for honieof-

tures’

from Europe
fice confabs.

The honeymooning Harry Joe
Browns (Dorothy Gray) due to return to their Bevhills

week or

home

London

season.

in a

two.

Lucette Caron, Paris fashion expert for Variety and Mademoiselle, in New York with her hus-

band on a holiday.
The Rudolf Frimls, now touring
Switzerland on the last lap of their
leisurely European holiday, due
back in the U. S. on Oct. 15.

.

Isabel Jackson Nash, daughter of
lyricist-poet Ogden Nash, engaged
to Frederick Eberstadt, who’s With
NBC-TV irt New York as a- unit

manager.
Richard Barstow, choreographer

of the musical number of the Judy
Garland, starrer, “A Star Is Born,”
from the Coast for the pic’s
Gotham, preem.
Barbara
Greene engaged to
Richard A. Greenberg, Columbia
U. student. Her father is David
J; Greene, member of the RRO
Theatres board.
in

Van Johnson who just completed “End of the Affair” in
Britain for Columbia release, returned from London yesterday
(Tues.) on the Queen Elizabeth.
Richard Thorpe to Paris to take.
£yer direction of “Boulevard in
Paris,” relieving Mitchell Leisen,
Leo Ferre's “Paris Canaille” Is
who was unable to continue work
On the Metro picture because of ill- the top pop song of the last six
months here. Song is banned in
ness.
John Mason Brown, drama critic Belgium as 'being too suggestive,
arid author, elected a director of but it hasn’t hurt its popularity.
the Berkshire Industrial Farm, Title has just been sold for a film
Canaan, N. Y., a nonsectarian, in- and means “Paris Lowlife.”
Charles Holland, American negro
terracial
center fpr unadjusted
tenor, creating a precedent here
boys.
Harry M. Kalmine, general man- by being signed by Maurice Lehager of Stanley Warner, and Went- mann for top roles at both the
worth Fling, engineering veepee of Opera and Opera-Comique. Hoi-;
Cinerama Inc., to London for. the land recently exited a nit revue,
opening of Cinerama there tomor- “Jupon Vole,” for these top assignments.
row (Thurs.).
Maurice Chevalier begins his 55
British impresario Si A. Gorlinone-man
performances, to comsky flew back to London Monday
memorate his 55 years in show biz,
(26) after 10 days in N. Y., in conat the Theatre Des Champs-Elysees
nection with the current U, S. tour
of the Obernkirchen Children’s Oct. I. He heads for the U. S. in

Fair,

I

Recent storm

only one major
wake.
Tower of
was gone

left

casualty in

its

KONI, new

250-watter,

with wind.
Pierson Thai orch opened at The
Flame, succeeding Al Overend
band Which wound up four-year

engagement.

Henny Youngrrian in from Las
Vegas.
Mexican actor Gustavo Rojo
Hal Peary celebrated his 30th
back from Canary Islands after
completing chores in “Tirma,” year in show biz.
Rock Hudson in town after four
Spanish-Italian
co-production in
which he plays opposite Italy’s months in Europe.
Silvana Pampanini.
James Cagneys celebrated their
Mexican director Emilio Fer- 32nd wedding anni.
nandez planed here to prepare his
Bob Hope planed to Cleveland
“Nosotros Dos” (We Two), which for the World Series.
goes before the camera late this
William Perlberg hospitalized
month. Film will star Italy’s Ro- for checkup and rest.
saria Podesta, who has just comSig Ruman reported convalespleted “Helen of Troy” in Rome.
cinging after surgery.
Maria Gambarelli due here next
James R. Grainger returned
week to vacation' with hubby from homeoff ice confabs.
Edward Fenton before leaving for
Evelyn Keyes planed in
Rome tp film Italiari-American role in “Seven Year Itch.” for her
production,. “Twinkle-Toes,” CamGrant Withers hospitalized after
eras slated to. roll October 15. On taking overdose of ulcer
medicine.
completion of “Toes,” she plaris
Jack Case upped to manager of
returning to Spain for film a story New Fox theatre on Hollywood
based on life of Jose Iturbi.
Blvd.
sions).

.

.

.

Sid ROgell

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
Marc

Ballero into the Twin
Coaches for one week and will stay
four.

January but has not specified
Choir, which he manages.
Stanley making big play for
While addressing the Cincinnati whether he will take any of the opening of “A Star Is Born”
Rotary Club the airconditioning at offers for live shows.
Oct. 15.
the Gibson hotel conked out leavMiriam Sage Dancers off on a
ing the speaker, Eugene W. Castle,
tour of the southwest in a Johnny
who has hayfever, to wheeze and
Long unit.
sneeze through his speech;
By Matty Brescia
Post-Gazette cartoonist Cy HurtIrving Berlin going on a ballyhoo
Dean Hudson to Peabody”s Sky- gerford and his wife vacationing
barnstorming pitch to plug his. way for two weeks;
On the Coast.
“White Christmas” (Par) in 10 key
Chuck Foster held over at Pea“Seyen Year Itch” gets two
cities, and thence flying to London body’s Plantation Roof.
weeks at the Nixon instead of just
early in October to do ditto. As
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans and one starting Dec. 27.
\ \
copartner with Bing Crosby, Danny Trigger here for One apearance.
Alis Foster comes back to the
Kaye and Par, in the picture, Ber“King and I” booked here for Ankara Monday (4) to star in Phil
lin feels he must do his share of One week beginning Oct. 28 under Richards’ new ice show.
direct “selling” which he does via Maxwell banner.
Press drama critic Kap MOnapress interviews, deejay appearGene Pluihstead handled ama- han’s daughter, Kathleen, back to
ances, and other radio-tv cuffo teur talent for Mid-South talent N; Y, after doing summer stock.
shots,
Jim Keenan; p.a. at William
contest staged here at annual MidPenn Playhouse, named public
At the Jewish Theatrical Guild's South Fair.
Mrs. Early Maxwell (wife of relations chief of Allstate Auto
annual meeting Sept. 22, the folio wirig board was elected for 1954- promoter
Early
here)
booked Insurance Co.
55: Emil Friedlarider, Harry E. Nadine
Ruth Vernon, who danced In
Conner, Met star* for
Gould, Abe Lastfogel, Nat Lefko- Artist Concert series at the Audi- “Guys and Dolls” and “Can-Can,”
back home and teaching at tse
witz, William ’Morris Jr., James torium Jan. 29.
Playhouse School.
Sauter, William Degen Weinberger,
Latter is chairman of the board of
Joe Grossman, who was the
original
trustees; Gould exec veepee; and
company manager of
With the exception of Lastfogel
Herbie Fields orch current at “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” on
tour, shepherding it again.
and Lefkowitz, treasurer and asst, Preview Lounge.
treas., the others are veepees. EdBuddy Hackett here as eight-day
die Cantor remains pirez of the top fill-in at Chez Paree.
.

.

..

.

,

:
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By Glenn
.

“Ice

Richard

C. Pullen

Capades

of '55” set for
KrOesen’s local Arena

Oct. 1-17;
Jack Brass, Israel’s Burl Ives,
enlivened session by local women’s
division of State of Israel Bonds.

Studs Terkel, local actor-writer,
off tO Coast for Frisco convention
assignment.
The Mariners, vocal group On
Arthur Godfrey’s shows, gave onenight concert last Saturday (25) at
Civic Opera House.
Gary Crosby in. town for deejay
promotion of his latest DeCca disk,
“Mambo In the Moonlight,” along
with Mike Connors, diskery’s pro-

Cam Cobern, singing pianist, at motion man.
plushy Purple Tree Club preemed
Murray Kane, coach-arranger
by Manger Hotel (formerly Aller- for McGuire Sisters, and Arthur
ton).
Godfrey’s press rep, Mel Spiegel,
Sammy Watkins' band, at Wash- here for three weeks while the
ington (D.C.) Statler all summer, femmes play at Chicago Theatre.
.

of the

B'rith.

Marilyn Monroe
By Les Rees
in “Seven Year
Prom Ballroom work
brief illness.

Jan Garber into
for orie-riighter.

returned

to

Itch” after a

Exhibitor Takeshi Iwata in
“My Three Angels” to open Japan for the world preem offrom
“A
Theatre-in-Round’s season.
Star Is Born.”
Edyth Bush Little Theatre held
Jack Carson fell on edge of his
over “Mr. Barry’s Etchings.”
swimming pool and required six
“Naughty Natalie,” a two-f or-one Stitches in his scalp.
Walter Compton will chairman
legiter, inked for Lyceum week of
the Publicists Guild's eighth anOct. 11.
nual Panhandle Dinner in NovemStan Kenton’s “Festival of Jazz”
ber.
played Auditorium, one-nighter at
Charles Watts emceed the Holly$3 trip.
wood USO show and Bud Widoi
Star Playhouse opened fall-win- taped it for the Armed Forces
ter season in new quarters, a Radio Service.
church converted into theatre, with
“Harvey.”
Current Old Log stock offering
Philadelphia
at Lyceum, “Rain,” features burBy Jerry Gaghan
lesque stripper June March as
Arturo Mambo Band installed at
guest star.
Penn Sherwood* Hotel's Persian
Dancers Teddy. & Phyllis Rodri- Room.
guez and card trickster Charles
The Chanticleer, which was
Carts held ovejt at Hotel Radisson burned out last May, reopened last
Flame Room.
week as the Gold Key, with Ava
“Seven Year Itch,” with Eddie Williams featured.
Robert Wickersham will direct
Bracken, which played a week’s
date at Lyceum here last June, re- 67th annual production of Penn’s
turns to Twin Cities Oct. 22-24 at. Mask & Wig Club, “Tempest in
Teapot,” which is slated for the
St. Paul Auditorium.
Northwest Variety club’s annual Locust St. Theatre, Thanksgiving
$100 a plate dinner to raise charity Week.
Stars slated to- appear at Villafunds, limited in attendance to 100
University’s
fund-raising
people, a complete sellout; there’s nova
ceremonies this week include Rise
a waiting list for next year.
Sam Levenson, Peter
Old. .Vic’s “Midsummer Night’s Steveris;
Dream;” with Moira Shearer, at Lind Hayes and Mary Healy,. Betty

Northrop Auditorium

ori Minnesota Clooney arid Estelle Sloan.
Lee Guber, owner of the RendezArtists’
opening night. vous, and Bill Gerson, of Pep’s
Musical Bar, dickering with Moe
Gale Agency to present Stan Kenton and the Billy Eckstirie-Peggy
Lee package at Academy of Music
By Lewis Garyo
here.
Impresario Alberto Barbosa this
year will run only his own Teatro
Apolo, presenting musical comedies and revues.
Maritovanl orch at the Coliseum
Singer Hernani Cordeiro, just
back from Italy, off to Rio de Oct. 2.
Gene Autry’s one-night show at
Janeiro under a six-month contract
the Coliseum last week.
for Radio Globo.
“Oklahoma” will play the Capi’The Cinema Olimpia of Oporto
reopened after six months for face- tol Oct. 18-19.
Jack and Mildred Pitchon open
lifting,
with Cinemascope arid

U

campus Oct.

Course offering

22-23, Is

its

.

,

stage for live shows.
New Cinema Alvalade, after closing for three months, reopened
after installation of C’Scope equipment. Will be a first-run.
Alves da Cunha, his wife Berta
Bivar and radio star Milu under
contract to Teatro Apolo for new
production of Spanish classic musical, “Sister Saint Sulpice.”

Madrid

By Ramsey Ames
(Castellana-Hilton; 37-22-00)
Miguelito Valdes, now appearing
Havana’s Club Tropicana, off
soon to make a film in Mexico.
Mexican actress Gloria Marin
and hubby Abel Salazar filming
“EL Coyote” here. It is directed
at

.

season at La Tour.
Charles Trenet back
Gerard in October.

to

Chez

London’s Festival Ballet booked
at the Capitol for Oct. 12.

Noel Brunet, Eugene Istomin,
Donald Gramm and Lois Marshall
booked for the Chateau Frontenac.
Arthur Fitzgibbons, son of Fa-

mous Players Fitzgibboris, from
Toronto,
appointed
commercial
manager

Of

CFCM-TV,

in Quebec.

Seattle
Elmer

,

Guild.

named “Man

Year” by the Beverly Hills B’nal

I

Application for 10th radio staPhoenix area was filed
with the FCC by Donald C.‘ Blackburn, a localite.
.

tion in the

v

of Venezuelan consul (Vic himself
is Venezuelan)
in Spanish film,
“Duelo de Pasiones” (Duel of Pas-

in at the

Gill

Trio packing them

Ebony

Rome

Cafe.

By Robert F. Hawkins
Stan Kenton’s Festival of Modern
( 149 Via Archimede;
with Art Tatum, Candido,
877443
Maurice Chevalier through Rome
Shelley Marine et al at Civic. Audiby air on way to Athens date.
torium Sept. 23.
Vittorio
Jerry Ross booked Hoosier Hot
Podrecea brings his
Shots, Ford & Harris and Boy Foy famed puppet show back to Rome
for Central Washington Fair in after long absence on World tours.
Yakima. State-backed fair is sec- Opens at Teatro Italia here.
Cesare Siepi left for U.S. on the
ond biggest in Washington.
Sterling
Theatre
re- Independence. Announced he is
circuit
opened Crest in North Seattle and booked for Milan Scala season of
Gateway iir Kirkland. Nabe Gra- 1955-56, his first Stint there in five
nada, West Seattle, back to seven- years.
Jerdermann,
famed Salzburg
day operation after summer weekfete standby play, will get Rome
end-only policy.
airing on Palatine Hill. Two performances of the classic, newly
..

Jazz,

.

By N. Zarat
“Istanbul-Paris,” new

legit musiopening at the Ses Oct. 1.
Turkish Folk Dances Festival
closed season of the open air Thecal,

atre.

translated into Italian:
Zingarelli are planned.

by

Italo

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves
Gay Dawn held for second week

French singing star Monique at the Capitol after a big Opening
Francois at the Kervansaray for frame.
Day, Dawn & Dusk, Johnny
two encore weeks.
The Kutchuk Sahrie starting: O’Brien, and Lindsay Lovelies in
season with Muhsin Ertugrul's pro- at Amato’s Supper Club for two
.

duction of “Hamlet.”

innings.

Alex Cooperman, Italian Film
starts legit season
Meiheckefs production of Export Corp. chief, here from L.A.
for a fdw days to work with Guild
“Two Gentlemen of Verona.”

The Dram:

by Fernando Soler.
Rafael Gil, director of “Beso de
Judas” (Kiss of Judas), slated to
“Capitan Contreras” soon
start
with Fernando Fernan-Gomez and
Maruja Asquerino.
Publicist Vic Rueda made his
debut as an actor yesterday in role,
.

with

Max

The new 4,000-seat Yeni Melek Theatre; manager Marty Foster.
Eddie Bracken iri “Seven Year
set “The Robe” (20th) for
House will have Itch” set for the Auditorium in
first Cinemascope screen in the October after twO changes of dates
due to holdovers in the Bay area.
country.

has

October preem.

'
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'A'&IETY
band of Ruth O. Seufert who pre- she

BERT LYTELL

Men-

the former Grace

yis wife,

ken survives.
Details on. Page 2.
.

Japanese

Series Overflow

John H. Anderson, 83, chief inrepair musical instruments* which spector of theatres ,for Saskatche- zssssi Continued /from page i 55555s
was his usual summer and off-sea- wan before retiring in 1944, died of-to\vhers helped overcome the
son occupation; He also made a recently in Vancouver, B.C. Three deficit that would have been intate,” and; “Madam Capet” with number of instruments now in use daughters survive,
duced by the Jewish holydays
Eva LeGalliene, He toured in by musicians in major symphonies
‘‘Idiot’s Delight;” acted with Pasa- about the country.
Father of Wilbur Best, manager which started that 'evening. Cath
of trie Grand Theatre -in West pacity or near-capacity
dena Playhouse and did a stint. in
Born, in Sweden; he' came to the
Newton, Pa., died of a heart attack general rule in most clubs.
films, including ‘‘Mildred Pierce.-’
U.S; as "a youth. Also surviving are
15
in Pittsburgh,
Lati
Quince. Was price a radio announcer
Sept.
the
of
a
matter
fact,
As
Seufert, a daughter, aev
and WFAA, Dallas, and Martha Jo concert office, and a
at
Quarter started on a th rce-shoW’
tive .in the
Brother of James and John Jaf- night policy, last riitjht <Tues.) arid
also was featured in several State
sister,
furs, veteran Pittsburgh theatre will, continue the same riumbpr of
Fair musicals in 1952. This year he
also directed six plays for Betty
owners, died in that city Sept, 10. shows tonight.
GLYNNE
Blanchard’s New Playhouse, nongreater
This season there
Mary, Glynne, 56, British stage
in
group
theatre
Brother, 25, of actor Toi my Ivo,
professional
than in previous
Sept,
died
and television actress,
was killed Sept. 7 in a motor crash influx of visitors
D a n as
Seasons, when the N. Y. clubs held
Survived by- his mother, sister 22 in London. She made her de- near Malibu, Cal.
a inonbpoly On the Series games.
but at the age of 14 playing Wendy
and niece.
in the Duke of York’s production
Harry M. Fowler, 70, motion pic- The bulk of the ticket were taken
Pan.’’ She first, appeared ture technician, died Sept. 17 in up by New Yorkers, who didn’t
“Peter
of
L. H. GORE
in 1914 when she was Hollywood,
bother to celebrate victories or
Edward L. H. Gore, 78, former in America
the Little Theatre in New
seen at
drown their Sorrows in defeat in
"
classical singer in European and
Pair of Silk -StockYork
“A
left to the
the niteries. That w
American -opera companies, died
ings,”
handful of- out-of-towners. This
Sept. 23 in Santa Monica, Cal., afin
was
next
trip
Glynne’s
Miss
season, there are many from the
ter a long illness. Son of the late
2 -sssSSm provinces, With Cleveland providactress May Robson, who died in 1925 when she- played the lead, in
Continued from
Bijou
the
at.
Friday”
Crooked
“The
and
was
born
in
England:
ing a very big portion of the vis1942, he
During the last “Broth
a sort of Jekyll-Hyde itors. When, out-of-towners -come
attended the Royal College of Theatre, N; Y.
Music in London and Fordham war she starred in troop, shows plot giving Lytell a dual role;. in, there’s more spending perin Italy and the Middle East;
University, in New York,
Grace; Menken, whom he subse- capita than: there
irpm th
For 10 years Gore sang on the
quently married, was in the com- honietowriers.
Survived by her husband.
U. S. stage, including an appearpany, the second of the acting
ance with the original company
DANIEL J. BURNS
Helen Menk.cn
Menken sisters;
He had
vet stage elec- also has since retired.
of the Florodora Sextet.
Daniel J. Bur
Bert’s
lived in Beverly. Hills for the last trician-carpenter and onetime man- courtship of Grace was |n the star-.,
Joan Walden to Geoige Maurer,
14 years since his retirement as an ager for F. F. Proctor in Newark, and-entourage tradition. She had
Bride is proBuffalo, Sept. 25.
Investor arid oilman in New York. N. J., died Sept. 19 in Albany, N.Y;
quite a time in those days finding
fessional ice skater; lie’s bead of
:His wife and a son survive.
In the early 1920s Burns handled
Metro’s sales development’ departtwo houses for Proctor, going into herself alone on a date.
Actor’s first wifef was an actress ment in New York.
New York to book acts for them.
WILLIAM A. GARDEN
Evelyn
legit,
Marie Caputo to Ray Dillon,
California
William Adam Garden, 61, owner- Later he operated; several theatres in
in
the metropolitan area with Vaughan. Later he married a film New York, Sept. 25, Bride’s with
to
partners,.
returning
Albany star, Qlaire Windsor. The, marriage Young & Rubicam; he’s with CBSaround .1937, and going to the with Grace Menken was to endure. TY’s sales dept,
Madison as electrician.
Linda Macy to William Winokur,
For the past 20 years they reHe was a former member of the sided, at the Meurice Hotel on New York, Sept; 26. Bride
Catholic Actors Guild in New York West 58th St. and Lytell was a with Ballet Theatre Co.
and a member of Local 14; TheatriPeggy. Apn Ellis to Art Fleming,
familiar figure in New York’s Cencal Stage Employees, in Albany;
New York, Sept. 26. Bride is a
tral Park,, where actors of -the legit
A wife survives.
singer arid groom an announcer
traditionally keep fit.
In recent With ABC.
years he usually had a dog on
Audrey Hepburn to Mel Ferrer,
SEYMOUR ROSOFF
,

'

WRR

:

-

MARY

EDWARD KLAliBER
Klauber, 67, onetime
executive vice president of the Co-

Edward

Broadcasting System and
second in command to. Elmer
the Office of War InforSept. 23. at New
mation., died
Hospital.
His wife is his sole
York

lombia
later

Davis at

EDWARD

survivor.-;

Radio-TV Section.

NAT KARSON
Nat Karson, 46, scenic designer
producer, died.;Sept.
heart attack in New York,
ge collapsed in front of a barbershop on. First Ave., near 49th St.,
-

,

and legit-tv

27 of a

and was pronounced dead by an
ambulance doctor.
Karson, who had been ai't director of Radio City Music Hall
from 1936-1943, was alternating

producer last

the

’

,

‘

Details in

.had sung
stage and radio.

sents the Seufert Celebrity Concerts in K.C., each easori.
Seufert had gone to Newton to

TUAR
Beit Lytell, 67, actor, honorary;
president of Actors’ Equity
life
the Lambs,
and' ex-Shepherd of
Roosevelt Hospijjpfj sept. 28 at
illness,
10-day
after
Y„
N.
?,,I

..

.

summer

NBC-TV’s

of

‘Comedy Hour.” Born in Zurich,
Switzerland, he was brought to
Chicago as an infant. After studying art there, he came to N.Y.,
he eventually worked ,his
wlicr

%
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.
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Sept, .28,

Rosoff, 48, co-owner of

Grace Menken had

up Burgenstock, Switzerland, Sept. 25,
Both are tbespers.
Melanie Kahane to Ben Graiier,
New York, Sept. 25. lie’s an NBCTV special events reporter and
commentator;
Kathyrn Hale Karol to Paul Carl
and cabarets. He had a number Ross, Chappaqua, N. Y., Sept; 25,
Bride’s father,' John J. Karol,
of long engagements in both radio
CBS Radio v.p. jn charge of netand tv, notably with “I Remem- work sales.
ber Mama.” He had also been a
Margie Holt, Columbia secretary,
film director,
His most recent rind Raymond Maurel. of the same
professional assignment was as a. studio’s art department, disclosed
special lecturer on the road tor their marriage in Reno on Labor
20th Century-Fox as tubthumper Day.
Mary Lou Lane to Edward
for “The Egyptian.”
Pittsburgh,
Sept.
15.
In his status as five-time Shep- Reran,
herd of the Lambs, four-tiine presi- Groom’s the spn of Clyde Knight,
dent of Actors Equity and in the bandleader; bride sings with th
yarious wartime activities, Lytell 's outfit.talents as a public speaker became

leash.

built

Rosoff ’s Restaurant and Hotel in a successful dress shop widely
New York died Sept. 23 in that patronized by women of the theacity after a long illness. A familiar tre and broadcasting worlds.
figure to showfolk; he was the soil
Lytell had been in nearly all the
of. Max Rose/', now of Hollywood,
branches of entertainment, with
Fla,, a partner in the eatery and
the possible exception of burlesque
.

.

its

founder

in 1899.

Surviving,

way into the theatre; In 1936, he manager of Garden. Bros. Circus,
was associated, with Orson Welles only indoor circus in Canada and
and John Houseman in their all- one of the largest in North America, died Sept. 23 after a heart atNegro production of ‘‘Hamlet.”
Karson designed numerous tack at his Big Top Farm, near
shows, including the 1949 produc- Toronto.
Born in Scotland, he
tion of ‘‘Hamlet” at the Kronberg cam
to Toronto as a young man
Denmark, to join the Imperial Bank.
Festival
in
Elsinore,
Other productions he worked on
Garden later met Jean Shaw,
included ‘‘Life With Father”; ‘‘Hot Glasgow-born
vaudevillian,
arid
Mikado” for the 1939 New York left the bank to form the sortg.

Fair,”
‘‘Keep Off the
Grass” ‘‘Calling All Stars,” ‘‘Dr.
Faustus,” ‘‘Horse Eats Hat,” ‘‘High
Kickers,” “Sing for Your Supper,”
“L|liom” and revival of “The Con-

World's

necticut Yankee.”
In 1941, Karson

won the Fashion
Academy’s award for distinguished
scenic and costume designing. In
,1948 arid 1949, he was producer
and director of the “Fashion of
The Times” shows. He also did
nitery decorations arid a set of
murals for the Rialto Theatre in
,

N.Y.

Karson

turned

producer

legit

He

leaving the Music Hall.

after

and Eddie Cantor

made

their

man-

agerial debuts with the musical
“Nellie Bly," a $300,000 Broadway
flop in 1946, His next production,

another musical,
Bye,” folded
flyout.

He

“Sweet Bye and

during
later

its

went

out-of-town

London,

to

where he produced a series of reviews for the New Empire Theatre.
He returned .to the U.S. last
fall. He had also been. a consultant
producer for CBS:
A sister arid a brother survive.

IN

MEMORY

who passed away Sepf.
'

.

1

1;
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Mrs. (Brownie) Tad Martin

Funeral services will be held toniorrow (Thurs.) at the Riverside
;

Memorial Chapel, N.Y.

LOUIS VEDA QTJINCE
|

[

Louis Veda Quince, 54, veteran
and stage director, died of a
Wart attack Sept. 24 in Dallas. A
1 ein
her of Margo Jones’ Theatre
>c
summer, company, he suffered
t ueart attack July 3. while in ‘‘The
"‘others” cast. He recovered and
limshed the season Sunday (19)
Corbaccio in “Volpone,” a
le
c once Played for the Thea|Jl
:J
ter Guild in N. Y.
In 1920 Qliince woh a scholarel
the Dallas Little Theatre
Stu <h e cl under Richard Bolesial,r.T
|>etor

.

.

father,

RONNIE LESLIE
Ronnie

Leslie, 42, stage impresdied at Blackpool, Eng.,
17 after being struck by a

sionist,

Sept.

tr linear.
I

summer

He was

appearing in
e
revue at the Central Pier
t.’

Pavilion.

Leslie was a familiar act on U.K,
team of Garden & vaude theatre circuits, and had
Shaw, which toured the major, cir- been attracting favorable comment,
cuits of the U. S. and Canada. in the Albert Modley show at
(Jeari Shaw had just arrived in Blackpool..
Scotland a few days ago for a holiday and planed back for the
ARTHUR L. SIZEMORE
funeral service.)
Arthur L, Sizemore, 63, s;6ng
Garden became
vaude booker writer and magazine publisher,
An
in 1929 with his brother, Robert, died Sept. 24 in Chicago
Who retired some years ago and is ASCAP member, he. wrote the;
now living in Los Angeles, With words and music to a number of
rid
both ultimately assembling the tunes including “Too Tired”
Garden Bros. Circus.
He was “Sp Tired'.”
Wife and two daughters survive,
a Mason and Shrin.er; member of.
The
Showmen’s
L e a g u e of
L. Durban Long, theatrical manAmerica:
ager, died at Blackpool, Eng., Sept.
Survived by wife, four sons and
11. He had managed cinemas and
a daughter.
theatres at Bradford, Weymouth,
Swindon and Brighton, Eng., and
HY MAYER
supervised exploitation and pubHy Mayer, 86, cartoonist, author, licity for Ralph Birch shows in
editor and vaude performer, died London.
Sept. 27 at his home in South Norwalk,. Con
Born in Worms-onBenedict T. (Benny.) Skorch, 49;
Rhine, Germany, he came to the sax and clarinetist who fronted his
U.S. in the. middle ’80s. He had Own band in Milwaukee for some
been a cartoonist for numerous pa- 30 years, died recently in Wood,
pers and magazines, including the Wise. He served
a musician
New York Times, Life, Harper’s with the U.S. Navy in World War
and Collier’s. He was editor-in- II. His parents, wife and a brother
chief of Puck in 1914 arid a con- survive.
‘

He was

BIRTHS

often requested,

;

speak at trie funerals of show,
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Wilhelm,
people and did so- with, unfailing
good, taste, something that, fre- twin sons, Albany, N. Y„ Sept, 16.
Father is a 20th-Fox salesman.
quently could not be said of others
Mr. and Mrs. James Barry, daughattempting
the
same difficult ter, Orange, N. J., Sept. 23. Father
chore.
is an account exec of iVNBT, -N. Y.
Lytell’s younger brother, WilMr. and Mrs. Don Gensori,
fred, also an actor, died last Sept. daughter,
Hollywood, Sept. 23,.
10 at the age of 62. Services for Father is. veepee of Leeds Music.
Lytell
will
be held tomorrow
Mr. and. Mrs; Don Rosenquist,
the Little
(Thurs.)
at
Church son, Los Angeles, Sept. 18. Father
Around the Corner, 5th Ave. and is operations manager at KNXT.
Mr. arid Mrs. Rex Williams, son,
29th St., N. Y.
Friends have been requested not New York, Sept. 17. Mother, nee
an author; fato send flowers since it was Ly- Elaine Stewart,
tell’s wish that the equivalent be ther is art actor.;
Mi*, and Mrs. Don Hirie, daughsent to the Actors' Fund. As: Grace
Menken says, “Bert has nothing ter, Los Angeles, Sept. 19: Father
to

.

.

‘

is

the Actors’
close and
dear to him.
He has seen what
the Funij does for actors, in hospital rooms and other charities, that
he always willed it so.”
against

florists

but

program director

at

KNXT.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Power, daughManchester; N.H., recently.
Father is news editor of radio star

Fund has always been

ter,

lion

WMUR in

that city,

Mr. and Mrs. Dean Raymond,
twin daughters,* Fort Worth, Sept.
18. Father appears on WBAP-TV’s
“See Saw Zoo” show.
Mr. and Mrs. William R, Peck,
son, Fort Worth, Sept. 18.’ Father
with commercial department of
;

.

.

1909-1916, Mayer drew the
cartoons for his “Animated Weekly,” a film short, He also produced
50 film “Travelaughs,” based on

Vitaliario Brancati, 47, husband
of actress Anna Proclemer, and an
author in his own right, died Sept.
his worldwide jaunts, He appeared 25 in Tunn, Italy. Among his works
in vaude, demonstrating his cartoon were ‘‘Don Giovanni in, Sicilia”
handiwork and impersonating fa- (“Don Juan in Sicily”) and “H Bell’
mous characters. He was a mem- Antonio” ("The Handsome Anthony”).
ber of the Lariibs.
Wife and a stepson survive*
George F. Gross, 64. theatre pianist and. orchestra leader, died
PETER
Sept. 20 in Reading, Pa., after a
Peter Anders, 46, German opera two-week illness. For the past 10
tenor, died Sept. 10 in Hamburg years he had been house manager
from injuries suffered in a car at Reading’s Embassy theatre.
crash five days earlier.' Considered
one of Germany’s greatest opera
John R. Schwarzkopf, 45, former
stars, he scored his biggest suc- Coast prornotion director for Fawcesses in Mozart operas..
cett Productions; died of a heart
Anders appeared at nearly all attack Sept. 18 in Long. Beach, Cal.
the. first-class opera hdUses in Ger- He is survived by a sister, publicist
many and last belonged to the en- Kay Mulvey,
J
semble of the Hamburg opera, He
also made numerous opera recordMartin D. Manriix,
pews
...

ANDERS

.

Conti ued

from .page

1

WBAP.

r

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Herbert,
New Orleans, Aug. 31.
Father is maestro of ihe Shreveport Civic .Opera Assn, and Fdi't.
in

publicity and promotion
for the Lprig Run Assii. of Baptists,
the move makes the station tile

handies

1

daughter,

second major-network affiliate
Worth Opera Co.
the country to drop beer commerMr. and Mrs. John Burdick. .
The. Baptists definitely plan
cials.
ElizaMother
Sept. 11, ,.N.. Y.
continue
to
sponsoring
major- beth “Birdie” Burdick, director of
league games, next year, and have a the service department of the
five-year option on the time. Bap- American
National
Theatre &
tists’ copy plugs churchgoing and 'Academy.
living. Christian lives.
Bulk of the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Belafonfe,
mail response has been complb daughter, New. York, Sept, 22; Fa,

;

,

*

i

meritary.

ther’s

Baseball sponsorship has been a

Mr,-

asinger
and Mrs.

Michael

son, Pittsburgh, Sept. 20.
chief announcer at

real deal for the Baptists, as .th£y

WKPA

get their message on the air without cost to them;
This was done

Felack,
Father’s
in

New

Kensington, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nash, Jr.,
by reselling the six games a week
Pittsburgh,. Sept. 17. Fato
.“unobjectionable”
sponsors, daughter,
ther manages: the Wexford Drivewhich included an automobile
In for his father.
dealer, a house, builder, rind a title
Mr. and Mrs. William Powell,
di51,
concern. The three sponsors paid son, Pittsburgh, Sept. 15. Father
ings.
rector of radio station WIRY,
for the entire show, and split the manages the ABC
Drive-In at
Plattsburg, N;Y.< died Sept. 23 of
commercial
time with trip. Baptists. Baden, Pa.
afid Maria Ouspenskaya at
Arno seufert
a heart ailment in that city.
Next
year,
says
Slack,
trie show will
s American Laboratory TheGreen,
George
Mr.
and
Arno
A.
Mrs.
Seufert,
62, cellist with
a ,V.
He was seen, in “Hamlei,” the Kansas City Philharmonic
?•
Aiko Saida, 44, Canadian-born have more sponsors, but the asso- son, Newark, N. J;, Sept. 21.
„.
as
Sydney, arid in “Marco since its inception, died Sept. 29 in. Japanevse opera singer., died Sept. ciation will get. the same amount Father is program director at
Millions,” “R. u.
WATV,
R.„ “Man’s Es- Newton, Kans. He was the hus- 22. in Tokyo. For the past 13 years of time.
.

'

.

.

.

[

‘

.

1

.

.

1

-traditional’.-

.

From

TAD MARTIN

his

daughter and

and-dance^

tributirig editor in 1915.

of my. be joyed husband

besides

rife hjs wife; a son, a
two sisters.

,

i

:

£
friiwliyj Itplwbef

72
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MY
SINCERE

THANKS
to that

Producer of

Great Film
LOUIS de ROCHEMONT

as

of his
production:

“CINERAMA HOLIDAY”
Music by

MORTON GOULD

Additional Music by

VAN CLEAVE

Stereophonic Recording by
70-Piece Orchestra

A

Also

THANKS fo
SI

FABIAN and

NAT LAPKIN

JACK SHAINDLIN
Steinway

Hal),

new york
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